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TO THE PROGRESSIVE PRINTER
The contents of the American Specimen Book of Type Styles represent

the fruits of the constant policy of the American Type Founders Company
to design and manufacture Type Faces and Decorative Materials wnicn
broaden the printers' field of profits by thoroughly satisfying the buyers
of printing and increasing the use and popularity of printed salesmanship.

THE DECISIVE CRITICS OF TYPE FACES

It may not be
proper that we praise the beauty, symmetry, dignity, at-

tractiveness and serviceability of the type designs of the American Type
Founders Company; such praise may be suspected of bias, and adds no
value to the type faces; but both the American Type Founders Com-

pany and the printers must defer to the opinions of the ultimate, decisive

critics of
type

faces the customers of the printers. The verdict of the

buyers of
printing

is indicated by the almost exclusive use in the better

class of commercial and periodical printing of type faces originated by
the American Type Founders Company. To say that any printed work
or advertisement is excellent and attractive is usually equivalent to saying
that it is set in type made by the American Type Founders Company.

PROFITABLE vs. UNPROFITABLE TYPES
This Specimen Book contains no item which has outlived its useful-

ness and
profitableness. Another specimen book as big as this one might

be compiled of type faces which were in regular demand a few years ago,
but which cannot now be used profitably. Not the least service the

American Type Founders Company has rendered to the printers is that

of discarding hundreds of series of type faces which do not conform to

the present higher standard of typographic taste which has been created

and fostered by the "Originator of Type Fashions."
If original and good type designs do not attract new business to the

printer it is waste of time to produce them. If printers were restricted

to the use of the old-fashioned
type

faces current at the beginning
of this century the buyers of printing would now, as they did then,
restrict their expenditures to the obviously necessary kinds of printing.
The great expansion of the printing business began when printed sales-

manship was made attractive and dignified and convincingby the original

i\|n- cli-signs of the American Type Founders Company. The commercial
world took up the use of the great dominating type designs with the
-.1111. .il.n i il\ u ith \\lii. h it \M-|. iiim-il tin-

ti-|i-|iliuiii-
.1- .1 -iili-tiluli- l.ii ill.

messenger boy, and for the same reasons, better results and more profits.
The narrow, old-fashioned superstition that the buyers of printing should
be

kept
in ignorance of type faces is rapidly being superseded by

a policy of advertising the printers' chief business-producing asset,

well-selected type faces. To buy new type faces for the purpose of re-

taining, attracting and increasing business is as obviously necessary in

the printing plant as a new stock of wares is necessary to maintain the

prestige of any other dealer in merchandise. The printer who uses type
faces made by the American Type Founders Company ranges

h i msrl f with a great majority of the successful printers.

Itm Potal Bonfcr No. 44



TYPE DESIGNING DEPARTMENT
The upper picture on page nine shows a section of the main Type

Designing Room, in which the designs of the various members of the

great type families are first worked out on paper, and then by ingenious
mechanical devices transformed into metal patterns by a method, first used

by the American Type Founders Company, which has revolutionized the
art of producing patterns and matrices for casting types.

After the patterns are prepared they are used on the Benton Matrix

Cutting Machines shown in the lower picture on page nine. These ma-
chines cut the matrices into the solid metal with a degree of accuracy
impracticable by the hand processes which these machines have made
obsolete in the Central Plant. These matrix cutting machines, and the
machines for sharpening the cutters and measuring the work, are made
and used exclusively by the American Type Founders Company.

The various inventions used in this department have made matrix-

making an almost infallible science, where before it was the least scientific

of type-making processes. In this connection the fact of real importance
to the printer is that these inventions have considerably improved the

quality of types, both artistically and mechanically.

TYPE CASTING DEPARTMENT
It would require a fair-sized volume to illustrate and describe all the

departments of the Central Plant. We pass with a bare mention the Depart-
ments of Mould-making, of Brass Types and of Casting Machine Building
and Repairs; the Matrix Vault, the Power House with its Electric Gener-

ating Plant, the Metal House, the Chemical Laboratory,
the Shipping

Department (illustrated on page eleven), and last, though not least, the

extensive Specimen Printing Department in which this Specimen Book
was printed.

On page ten will be found views of two Type Casting Bays, and a

Eicture

of the Barth Automatic Casting Machine made and used exclusively

y the American Type Founders Company. There are six of these bays,
each a large-sized type foundry in itself, lighted and ventilated on all sides

and in the roofs. Each Barth Automatic Type Casting Machine requires

electricity for power, gas for melting the metal, cold water for cooling
the mould, and cooled air for regulating the temperature; and all the

conduits for supplying these forces are under the floor.

In addition to the six Casting Bays, a section of the main floor more
than thirty feet wide and extending one-half the width of the front of the

building and two-thirds of the length of the building is occupied by vari-

ous steam and hand casting machines, dressing machines, kerning machines
and by various hand processes used in making type.

THE DIVIDING DEPARTMENT
The upper picture on page eleven is a view in the Main Dividing Room,

which extends almost the entire length of the building. Above this room
there is another Dividing Room of nearly the same extent. The Dividing
Rooms are splendidly lighted and systematically arranged to take care

of the product of the casting machines in adjoining rooms.
Millions of pounds of type are handled here annually.

Versatile Border Three Point Horde:



AMERICAN TYPE FAMILIES
The American Type Founders Company originated the policy of de-

veloping its dominating type designs into extensive type families. The

printers were quick to appreciate the economy and other great advantages
of purchasing related series as compared with the purchase of the same
number of unrelated series. The related family series produce harmonious
effects and may always be successfully used together in one composition.
The addition of another related family series to previous purchases of the

same family strengthens, freshens, reinvigorates and adds additional value

to the previous purchases. This Specimen Book contains a splendid collec-

tion of Type Families and it is the policy of the American Type Founders

Company to constantly add to the members of its many successful Type
Families.

A COMPENDIUM OF TYPOGRAPHIC STYLE
A large proportion of the series shown in this Specimen Book are

displayed in colors, with suitable decorative effects. These compositions
are intended to be educational, not only to printers but to their customers.

They are not printed so much to please as to
profit.

The aim has been
to make this Specimen Book a gold mine for the printers, knowing that

their prosperity is the prime essential to the prosperity of the American

Type Founders Company.
The American Specimen Book of Type Styles is expected to be the

printers' Typographic Guide Book, a source of profit and inspiration, a

chief aid toward achieving good reputation and success in business.

THE CENTRAL PLANT
The major part of the type sold by the American Type Founders

Company is made in the Central Plant, photographically illustrated on

\i:i^>- rijit. Tlii* l>iiil.liii- is fiilin-lv oV\otccl to tin- iiiaiiiiliirtiin- of l\ |>
and brass rules, for which purposes it was carefully and specially designed.

While it is a fact that the Central Plant is the most extensive type

foundry in existence, none other
nearly approaching it in size, the Amer-

ican Type Founders Company prides itselt less on this fact than on the

fact more important to its customers, that in .every detail, small and large,
the machines, the tools, the gauges and the manufacturing processes are

perfected to a degree unknown in the typefounding art as recently as ten

years ago. Types were never before made so accurately or of such good
quality as those now produced by the American Type Founders Company.

DISTRIBUTION OF PRODUCT
The staff and working force at the Central Plant do not deal directly

with the buvers, but with the various Branches of the Company doing
business in the various locations

pictured
on the four pages in this section

of the catalogue and with agents in Europe, Canada, Mexico, Cuba, Central

and South America and other countries. In each of these Branch Houses
all the resources of the American Type Founders Company are available.

No printer is at any disadvantage on account of location. At no
time have printers been afforded such perfect facilitir-.
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INTERIOR VIEWS OF A PART OF THE CENTRAL PLANT OF THE

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY LOCATED AT NUMBER
THRKK HUNDRED COMMUNIPAW AVENUE, JERSEY CITY, U.S. A.

A CORNER OF THK DESIGNING ROOM

A VIEW OF THE MATRIX CUTTING MACHINES



INTERIOR VIEWS OF A PART OF THE CENTRAL PLANT OF THE
AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY LOCATED AT NUMBER
THREE HUNDRED COMMUNIPAW AVENUE, JERSEY CITY, U.S. A.

AUTOMATIC BAY



INTERIOR VIEWS OF A PART OF THE CENTRAL PLANT OF THE
AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY LOCATED AT NUMBER
IIIKI I. HUNDRED COMMUNIPAW AVENUE, JERSEY CITY, U.S. A.
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SELLING HOUSES OF THE AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY
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SELLING HOUSES OF THE AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY
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SELLING HOUSES OF THE AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY

CHICAGO
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PROFITABLE FOR PRINTERS

Study This Boofa It is a Gold Mine

for the Progressive Printer

IT

IS MOST PROFITABLE and important that a PRINTER
should acquire a thorough knowledge of Good Type Faces.

Such knowledge is gained only by a careful study of Good

Type Faces, and never before has there been such an oppor-

tunity for the effective study of Good Type Faces as is afforded by
this book.

Study this Book page by page. It is not a mere price list, but a

veritable Encyclopedia of Typographic Styles. Here are the Type
Faces which have established the typographic fashions, and also

beautiful examples of how these Type Faces can be used to please

the Printer's Customers. These examples are not shown in this

book to beautify it, but to demonstrate to Printers that Extra

Profits may easily be obtained if the printing is done with Type
Faces of Extra Quality in their Designs, which impart Extra Quality

to the Printing.

Study this Book in the Interests of your own Customers.

After all is said and done, the Printer's work is judged chiefly

by the Type Faces used in it. A Good Type Face may make poor

paper and cheap inks passable, but the best qualities of papers and

of inks are incapable of giving even a semblance of quality to

Printing executed with Type Faces of inferior design.

Show your customers these beautiful Examples of Printing with

Good Type Faces. These models will demonstrate to them the

superior business-attracting power of Printing done with Good

Type Faces, and persuade them to use More Printing and pay

Better Prices.

Study this Specimen Book of Type Styles with the sole object

of making it Profitable to yourself.

American Type Founders Company
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AND
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Room Furniture; (Index No. 5) Iron and Steel Printing Office Equipment
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INDEX

Index No. 1 -TYPE, BORDERS, INITIALS AND ORNAMENTS-Cimtmued

BODY TYPE SUNDRIES Continued 888-891
Reference Marks 886, 888, 902

Spaces and Quads, Price List 41

Body Type Synopsis 44, 45, 96, 97

Bold Antique 606-609
Bold Antique Condensed 610-613
Boldface Fractions 911

Boldface Italic No. 520, Lining 651

Boldface No. 520. Lining 651
Bold Litho 366-369
Bold Pen Print : .... 792, 793
Bond Script 847

BOOKLET AND CATALOGUE FACES
Avil 416-419
Bewick Roman 494-497
Bodoni 68-71, 378-381
Bodoni Bold 390-393
Bodoni Book 72-75, 386, 387
Bold Litho 366-369
Bookman Oldstyle 420-423
Bulftnch 398-401
Camelot Oldstyle 455
Caslon No. 540 116-119, 314-319

Century Bold 264-269

Century Bold Condensed 274-277

Century Bold Extended 278-281

Century Expanded 60-67, 254-259

Century Oldstyle 110-115, 234-237

Century Oldstyle Bold 242-247

Cheltenham Bold 176-181

Cheltenham Medium 164-169
Cheltenham Oldstyle 146-149
Cheltenham Oldstyle Condensed 154-169

Cheltenham Wide 160-163
Clearface 282-287
Clearface Bold 292-297
Condensed Caalon 342-347
Condensed Dorsey 438-441
Condensed MacFarland 476-479
Delia Robbia 406-409
De Vinne Roman 604

Dorsey 434-437

Dorsey, Light 430, 431

French Oldstyle No. 552, Lining . 142, 143, 452, 453

Heavy Caslon 348-353

Jenson Oldstyle No. 2, Lining 456-459

Light Litho 370, 371

Lining Gushing Monotone No. 553 451

Lining Gushing No. 2 450

Lining Florentine Oldstyle No. 502 .... 584, 585
Litho Roman 354-357
MacFarland 470-473

Meriontype 402, 403

New Caslon 332-337
Pabst Oldstyle 410-413
Recut Caslon 120-123, 324-327

Scotch Roman 76-79, 394-397

Strathmore Oldstyle 614-617

Winchell 508-511

Booklet Ornaments 1011

Bookman Italic 424-427
Bookman Oldstyle 420-423

Bookman Ornaments 1007

BORDERS 937-10%
Abbott 1079

Acme 1070, 1071

Adtype 1030

Adver 1075

Arlington 1079

Art 1024, 1025-1042
ArtNouveau 1069

Art-tiles and Outline Art-tiles 10%
Art-tile Tint Formers 10%
Beacon 1031

Bewick 1034

Boston Breton Cast Squares 1093

Bridal 1040

Brier 1083

Brockton 1030

Bruce Embellishers 1071

Bulfinch 1046

Cast Panel Pieces 1092

Cast Squares 1094

Celebration 1086

Century 1049-1052

Chap Book 1035

Chaucer 1036

Cheltenham 1037

Cloister 1038

Colonial 1048

Curtis 1048

Dainty Border No. 1 992'

Delia Robbia 1044

PAGE

BORDERS Continued 937-1096
Dixon 1070
Easter 10K2
Elite 1041

Empire 1040
Firecracker 1043
Flame . 1042
Flemish 1065
Floral -No. 1 . 1083
Floral No. 2 1083
French Cast Squares .945
Gait 1069

Graphic 1077
Gray 1066
Grille 1084
Herald 1079

Holiday 1053-1055
Holly 1055

Hylite 992''

Indian 1056
Inland 1057-1064
Klondike 1031
Knickerbocker 1045
Laurel 1028
Linear 1080
Linear No. 2 1021

Magazine 1072
Manila 1071
Meadow 1085
Mercantile 1073
Monotone 1032

Myrtle 1041

Navajo 1032

Newspaper 1018-1020, 1031, 1074
Old English 1026,1027
Pabst 1039
Palm 1041
Panel 1022, 1023
Patriotic 1081
Pointer 1048
Post 1078
Primrose 1032
Rose 1068
Sansom 1084
Schuil 992''

Six Point 1017
Star .... 1048
Strand 1084
Strathmore 1029

Stylus 1076
Swastika 1047
Swastika Outline 1047
Tabard 1033
Teasel 1085
Thistle 1085
Three Point 1016

Times 1072

Tricky 1067

Triple Line 1074
Twelve Point 1017

Typotect 1021

Uniform Rule Cast Corners 1095

Unit 1043

Versatile 1087-1088,1091
Versatile Electro 1089, 1090

Victory 1069
Wood Type and Borders 1145-1152

Borders for Holiday Printing 1053-1055
Boston Breton 540-543
Boston Breton Cast Squares 1093
Boston Breton Condensed 544-547
Boston Breton Extra Condensed 548-651
Boston Script No. 2, Lining 844
Bowlers 1012

Boxhead Gothic 798
Braces and Dashes No. 1 888
Braces and Dashes No. 2 892

Braces, Brass 1124

Braces, New Metal 892

Braces, Six Point 892

Brackets (and Parentheses) 8%-898, 900-901

Bradley Initials 949

Brandon and Brandon Gothic 664, 665

Brands 930

Brass Rule (See Brass Ride Index No. .1)

Brass Type 1132

Brier Border 1083

Brockton Borders 1030

Bulfinch 398-401

Bulfinch Attractors 960

Bulfinch Borders 1046

Burford Initials 940

Busha Mortised Initials 948

Busha Ornaments 1006
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Index No. 1 M PI . BORDERS, IMTI \I.S \M> ORNAMENTS-

\_/AUCNI>AR FlilUKtt
Calendar Logotypes
Camelot Oldt> l

Campaiicnrni
Lit Figures.

Canl Indicator*
Card Mercantile
Card Pips

CASLON KAMM i

Caslnn hi.
! mmic

Cmslor.Text
< lensed Caalon .

Heavy CuKm
Ne -

Italic

Recut Caslon
Recut Caalnn It .

for Rule
tials

unel Pieces

Cant Squares. French

. . 465

. . 892
.,...

.>., M

IK I-'.:. :ll a
lit. II

1

',

Ml BIS

CATALOGUE AND BOOKLET FACES

Bewick Roman .

Bodoni
Bodoni Bold
H..I..I.I l; .,-

Bookman Oldstyle
Bullinch
Camelot OMstyl.
Caslon No. Mil

Century Bold
Century Bold Condensed
Century Bold Extended
Century Expanded
Century Oldstyte
Century Oldstyle Bol.l

Cheltenham Bold
Cheltenham Medium . .

Cheltenham Oldstyle
Cheltenham Oli!r> !. Condensed .

Itenham Wide
Clearface
Clearface Bold
Condensed Caslon .

Condensed Donkey
Condensed McFarlaml
Delia Rohhia
De Vinne Roman
Dorsey
Dorsey. Light
French Oldstyle No. 552. Lininir
Heavy Caslon
Jensen Oldstyle No. 2. Lining .

.

Lininir Cushing Monotone No. S63
Lining Cushi' -

'

:. tine Oldstyle No. 502
Roman

MacFarland
Meriontyne
New Caslon
PabstOM-
Recut Caslon

Tuan
Strathmore Old -

Winched .

Cathedral Text
Cattle Brands
Caxton Initials

Celebration Border
Marks

.mi-

Century Border

nr FAMILY
Cei
Century Hold Condensed .

Century I: (

Century Bold It..

Century Expano.
Italic

v Oldstyle Bold
Century Oldstyle Bold Italic

iry Oldstyle Italic

Chan-B..k B..r :. :

Chap-Book Director-

HI :....

,!:- Ml
'2" UB, <_; HI

. S28-881
;
.....

,:;. 'i|o Ml

HW
. 946

. . . 416-419
m in

..- ; !. '.7- .Wl

. 72-75. S86, SOT
. . . 368,369

411> IL'I

:> 4"!

. 456
116-119. 314-319
... 264-26*

-74-277
rn '-i

80-CT. 2M-2S9
110-115. 234-237

m-in

146-149
154-169
160-163

MB-W
4:i ill

476-479
4M IIW

. 604
i:il 1:17

l.dp. HI

.

451
. 450

;,.-!. 5H
3&4-3S7

.

... 382-337
. . 410-418

120-123. 324-327
-: -,:: :! M

614-617
Hf 'ill

KJil. >C>IM
. 944
. 1086m

1049-10C2

m
264-2M
274-277
-7S-281

'

n-m,

110-115,284-287
.

ts 241

tM
,.1

1 K | I

li

1S6-189
' ratten 880

.'li m
at i '..

Chap-Book Guidon-- 98K
Chaucer Borders 1036
Chaucer Tex l BH
Chefs and Waiters Kil2

NHAM FAMILY
Cheltenham Bold . .

Cheltenham Bold '

Itenham Bold C.indens
.nham Bold Condensed Italic

Cheltenham Bold Kxtend.il
Cheltenham Bold Extra Condensed . . .

Cheltenham Bold Extra Condensed Title
Cheltenham Bold Fractions . . 906

.nham Bold Italic 182-186
Cheltenham Bold Outline HI HI

-i.tlil 226 <1

Cheltenham Fractions
Cheltenham Inline Jl'J -J1.'.

Cheltenham Inline Extended 220-223
Cheltenham Inline Extra Condensed .216-219

-nham Italic 1 :- 1 !

Cheltenham Medium nil l. .

Cheltenham Medium Italic 170-176
Cheltenham Oldstyle .... 146-149
Cheltenham Oldstyle Condensed 164-169
Cheltenham Wide 160-163

Cheltenham Borders 1037
-men and Checkers 924

Christmas Ornaments 1015
Church Text 818, 819
Cincinnati Initials 943
Circles. Ovals. Diamonds (See Bnua Rule Indtx No. 3)
Circular Quads 1222

CLEARFACE FAMILY .... . 282-313
Clearface 282-287
Clearface Bold ... . . 292-297
Clearface Bold Italic He-Mi
Clearface Gothic . . . 310-318
Clearface Heavy . . ... 802-306
Clearface Heavy Italic .. .....
Clearface Italic ... 288-291

Cloister Black . . . 810.811
Cloister Borders 1038
Collins Florets 1002. 1008
Colonial Border 1048
Colonials 1010
Column Rules 1112
Combination Ornaments No. 63

, . 997
Commerce Ornaments, 54 Point 992
Commerce Ornaments 36 Point 992 1

Commercial Gothic 711
Commercial Marks. Fractions and Reference* 888. 889
Commercial Script 840, 841
Commercial Signs 895. 898
Compact 684. 685
Comparative Sizes Modern Roman Book Type . 46-69
Comparative Sizes Oldstyle Roman Book Type 98-109

Compressed Litho . 872, 378
Comstock . 780. 781
Comstock Condensed . . 782, 788
Condensed Adver . . . 492. 498
Condensed Blair -- >-

Condensed Blanchard . 584. 588
Condensed Bold Antique . . 810-6U
Condensed Boston Breton . . 644-647
Condensed Caslon . 342-347
Condensed Cheltenham Bold 186-189
Condensed Cheltenham Bold Italic 190-193
Condensed Cheltenham Oldstyle ... . 154-169
Condensed Comstock . . 782, 788
Condensed Copperplate Gothic. Heavy .... 671-673
Condensed Copperplate Gothic, Light 670, 672, 673
Condensed Corbitt 500. 601

Condensed De Vinne Fractions 907
Condensed De Vinne No. 2 ... :!
Condensed Dorsey . 43* 441

Condensed Florentine Bold . .

- -I

Condensed Foster . . . 666-669
Condensed Franklin Gothic . 740-743
Condensed Globe Gothic ......
Condensed Gothic Fractions No. 1 914
Condensed Gothic No. 4. Inland . . 71s

Condensed Gothic No. Ill 7.ai. 761

Condensed Gothic No. 521. Lining 734
' nvl Gothic No. 523. Lining 736

Condensed Gothic No. 524. Lining 712. 713
Condensed Gothic No. 529. Lining , 7!

I' I-

Condensed Jenson Bold 466-469
Condensed Latin No. 550. Lining . (64
Condensed Litho
Condensed MacFarland IK HI
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Condensed Matthews 588, 589
Condensed News Gothic 702-705
Condensed Oldstyle No. 520. Lining 642
Condensed Oldstyle No. 522, Lining 643
Condensed Post 522, 523
Condensed Studley . . . 482, 483
Condensed Studley Fractions 909
Condensed Title Gothic No. 3 736, 737
Condensed Title Gothic No. 11 732
Condensed Title Litho 364, 365
Condensed Title No. 523, Lining 646
Condensed Title No. 524, Lining 660
Condensed Title No. 525, Lining 647
Condensed Title Star Gothic 719
Condensed Webb 564-567
Condensed Winchell 512-515
Contour Pointers 1007

Copper Alloy Take Slugs 1223

Copper and Brass Thin Spaces 1131

COPPERPLATE GOTHIC FAMILY 670-685
Copperplate Gothic Bold 683-685

Copperplate Gothic Italic 682, 684

Heavy Copperplate Gothic 675-677

Heavy Copperplate Gothic Condensed . . . 671-673
Heavy Copperplate Gothic Extended . . . 679-681
Light Copperplate Gothic 674, 676
Light Copperplate Gothic Condensed . . . 670, 672

Light Copperplate Gothic Extended .... 678, 680
Copperplate, Inland 790, 791

Copperplate Roman, Lining 663
Coppers 1014

Copyright Signs 902
Corbitt 498, 499
Corbitt Condensed 500, 501
Corner Quads, Brass and Metal 1111.1222
Corners, Brazed Brass (See Brass Goods Index No. 3}

Corners, Cast for Uniform Rule 1095
Crosses and Stars 931
Curtis Border . . 1048
Curtis Post 7%, 797
Gushing Antique 618-621

Gushing Fractions 912

Gushing Italic No. 2, Lining 450

Gushing Monotone No. 553, Lining 451

Gushing No. 2. Lining 450
Cushing Oldstyle Italic, Lining 446-449

Gushing Oldstyle No. 2, Lining .... 442-445
Cuta and Initials 937-1015
Cuts, Electrotyped 1142, 1143

Cutting and Scoring Rule, Steel and Brass .... 1111

Dorsey Italic, Light
Dorsey, Light . . .

Druggists
Dutch Initials . . .

PAGE

432, 433
430-431
. . 1012

946, 947

DA_ "ASHES AND BRACES 888, 892, 905
Dashes, Brass (See Brass Rule Index No. 3)

Dashes, Lining Heavy Face 905
Date Lines 1136

DECORATIVE MATERIAL 937-10%
Borders 1016-.1091
Cuts 954-1015
Initials 937-953

Definitions and Signs 895
Delia Robbia 406-409
Delia Robbia Borders 1044
Delia Robbia Festoons 1000
Delia Robbia Initials 937
Delia Robbia Ornaments 1000
Delia Robbia Paragraph Marks 933
Delmonico Chefs and Waiters 1012

Department Store Initials 945
De Vinne Condensed Fractions 907

DE VINNE FAMILY 590-605
De Vinne Roman 604
De Vinne Slope 605
Lining De Vinne Condensed No. 2 594, 595
Lining De Vinne Extended No. 2 600,601
Lining De Vinne Extra Condensed No. 2 . 6%, 597
Lining De Vinne Italic No. 2 598, 599
Lining De Vinne Italic Outline No. 2 603
Lining De Vinne No. 2 590-693
Lining De Vinne Open No. 2 602

De Vinne Fractions 907
Dewey Ornaments 1005

Diagonal Brass Corners 1111
Diagonal Fraction Marks 892
Dixon Ornaments 1000
Domestics 1015
Doric Fractions 911
Doric No. 520, Lining 656
Dorsey 434-437
Dorsey Condensed 438-441

EAJASTER BORDER 1082
Efficiency Printing Plants (See Iron and Steel.

Printing Office Equipment Index No. 5) 1285-1304
Egyptian Ornaments . 1006
Election Signs 932
Electric Ornaments . 1001
Electrotyped Cuts 1137-1144
Electrotyped Date Lines 1136
Electrotyped Newspaper Headings 1134, 1135

Electrotyped Running Titles 1133
Electrotyped Sub Heads 1133

Electrotyped Take Slugs 1223
Elite Border 1041
Elite Oliver Typewriter 853
Elzevir Florets 1004

Emblems, U. S 1139

Empire Borders 1040
End Wood Borders 1150-1152
Engravers Blanks 930
Engravers Bold 658, 659
Engravers Old English 804, 805

Engravers Old English Bold 806, 809
Engravers Old English Open 799
Engravers Shaded 784, 785
Esperanto 881
Extended Cheltenham Bold 204-207
Extended Cheltenham Inline 220-223
Extended Copperplate Gothic Heavy 679-681
Extended Copperplate Gothic Light 678-680
Extended De Vinne No. 2 600, 601
Extended Globe Gothic 768, 769, 772, 773
Extended Studley 486, 487
Extra Condensed Boston Breton 548-551
Extra Condensed Cheltenham Bold 194-199
Extra Condensed Cheltenham Bold Title . . . 200-203
Extra Condensed Cheltenham Inline 216-219
Extra Condensed De Vinne No. 2 596, 597
Extra Condensed Florentine Bold 582, 583
Extra Condensed Franklin Gothic 744-747
Extra Condensed Globe Gothic 768-771
Extra Condensed Gothic No. 1 720
Extra Condensed Miehle 626-629
Extra Condensed Miehle Title 630-633
Extra Condensed News Gothic 706, 707
Extra Condensed News Gothic Title 708, 709
Extra Condensed Studley 484, 485
Extra Condensed Title Gothic No. 12 721

PIGURES, ADVERTISING 915-923

Figures, Calendar 885, 925, 928

Figures, Cancelled 892

Figures. Outline 917

Figures, Special 894

Figures, Time-Table 903
Firecracker Borders 1043
Fists 936

Five Pointed Stars 931

Flags 1138

Flags, U. S. Signal 932
Flame Borders 1042

Flemish Black 812, 813

Flemish Borders 1065

Floral Basket Pieces 996

Floral Borders No. 1 and No. 2 1083

Florentine Bold 576,577-580, 581

Florentine Bold Condensed 578-581
Florentine Bold Extra Condensed 582, 683

Florentine Oldstyle No. 502, Lining 584, 585

Florets, Acanthine 1004

Florets, Collins 1002, 1003

Florets, Elzevir 1004

Florets, Hapgood 1005

Footnote Indicators 885

Foot Slugs 1223

Foreign Faces 869-881
Foster 652-555

Foster Condensed 666-559

FRACTIONS
Fraction Marks, Diagonal 892

Fractions, Antique 906, 912

Fractions, Body Type 889, 893, 894

Fractions for Bold Face 911

Fractions for Cheltenham Bold 906

Fractions for Cheltenham Oldstyle 906

Fractions for Condensed Gothic No. 1 914

Fractions for Cushing 912

20
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Index No. 1-TYPE, BORDERS, INITIALS AND ORNAMENTS- Continued

J-HLENBURG 870

Ihlenburg Extended 871

Illustrations and Definitions of Signs 895

Imitation Typewriter Faces 849-868

Imprints 897

Imprint Matrices 897

Improved Calendar Figures 926, 927

Improved Metal Braces and Dashes ....... 892
Inclined Gothic 763
Index Cuts 936
Indian Borders 1056

Indicators, Footnote 885
Industrial Ornaments, 54 Point 992
Industrial Ornaments, 36 Point 992"

Inferior and Superior Letters and Figures .... 894
Information for Buyers 40-42

INITIALS
Bradley 949

Busha 948
Caxton 944
Cincinnati 943

Delia Robbia 937

Department Store 945
Durford 940

Dutch 846, 947

Hearst 941

Jenson 948
Missal 944

Renaissance Mortised 951

Schoeft'er 942

Sectional 953

Squares 949, 952
Strathmore Mortised 950, 951

Versatile 938, 939
Versatile Mortised 949
Wood Cut Mortised 952

Initial Squares, Mortised 952

INITIALS Two COLOR
Burford 940
Busha Mortised 948
Cincinnati 943
Delia Robbia 937

Department Store 945
Hearst 941

Renaissance Mortised 951
Sectional Initial Formers 953
Strathmore Mortised 950, 951
Versatile 938, 939

Versatile Mortised 949
Wood Cut Mortised 952
Initial Squares, Mortised 952

Inland Borders 1057-1064
Inland Condensed Gothic No. 4 718
Inland Condensed Gothic No. 10 760, 761

Inland Copperplate 790, 791
Inland Extra Condensed Gothic No. 1 720

Inland Gothic No. 6 714
Inland Gothic No. 8 748, 749
Inland Gothic Nos. 1 and 8 Fractions 910
Ionic Fractions 914
Ionic Fractions No. 122 914
Ionic No. 522, Lining 625
Iron and Steel Printing Office Equipment . 1285-1304

t) ENSON BOLD CONDENSED 466-469
Jenson Condensed 462-465
Jenson Initials 948
Jenson Italic No. 2, Lining 460, 461

Jenson Oldstyle No. 2, Lining 456-459
Job Type Commercial Signs 898
Job Type Fractions 906-914
Job Type Price List 40, 41

Job Type Weight Prices 40, 41

JA.ATE GREENAWAY MIGNONETTES . . 1008
Klondikers 1009

Knickerbocker Borders 1045

Knickerbocker Ornates 982, 983

.LjABOR-SAVING MATERIAL
Brass Rule (See Brass Rule Index No. s)

Leads and Slugs 1222
Metal Furniture 1223

Quotation Furniture 1223
Reversible Furniture 1223

Labor-Saving Metal Furniture 1223

Labor-Saving Quotation Furniture 1223

Lady Speakers (Large and Small) 1009
Latin Antique Fractions 907
Latin Antique No. 620, Lining 655
Latin Condensed No. 650. Lining 654

Laurel Borders
Laurel Ornaments
Law Italic No. 520, Lining
Law Italic No. 522, Lining
Leaders, American Line, Brass

1028
996
653
653
1108

Leaders, American Line, Metal ........ 890, 891

Leads, American Line .............. 1222
Leads and Slugs, Brass .............. 1111
Leads and Slugs, Metal .............. 1222

Light Copperplate Gothic .......... 674. 676
Light Copperplate Gothic Condensed . . 670, 672, 673

Light Copperplate Gothic Extended ..... 678, 680
Light Dorsey ................. 430, 431

Light Dorsey Italic .............. 432, 433

Lightface No. 558, Lining ............ 649

Lightline ............. ...... 668, 669

Light Litho .................. 370, 371

Light Litho Gothic ................ 376

Light Litho Gothic Offset ............ 798
Linear Borders ............... 1021,1080
Lining American Script No. 2 .......... 843

Lining Antique No. 624, 526 ........... 626

Lining Antique No. 525 ............. 624

Lining Boldface Italic No. 520 .......... 661

Lining Boldface No. 520 ............. 661

Lining Boston Script No. 2 ..... ....... 844

Lining Caslon Italic No. 540 ....... 320-323

Lining Caslon No. 540 ........ 116-119, 314-319

Lining Central Antique No. 2 ........ 622, 623

Lining Condensed Title No. 523 ........ 646

Lining Condensed Title No. 524 .......... 650

Lining Condensed Title No. 525 .......... -647
Lining Copperplate Roman ............ 663

Lining Gushing Italic No. 2 ........... 450

Lining Gushing Monotone No. 553 ........ 451

Lining Gushing No. 2 ............... 450

Lining Gushing Oldstyle Italic ........ 446-449

Lining Cushing Oldstyle No. 2 ........ 442-445

Lining De Vinne Condensed No. 2 ...... 694, 695

Lining De Vinne Extended No. 2 ....... 600, 601

Lining De Vinne Extra Condensed No. 2 ... 5%, 597
Lin ing De Vinne Italic No. 2 ......... 598.599
Lining- De Vinne Italic Outline No. 2 ....... 603

Lining De Vinne No. 2 ............ 590-598

Lining De Vinne Open No. 2 ........... 602

Lining Doric No. 520 ............... 656

Lining Florentine Oldstyle No. 502 ...... 584, 685

Lining French Oldstyle Italic No. 552 ...... 454

Lining French Oldstyle No. 552 ... 142, 143, 452, 463

Lining Gothic Condensed No. 521 ......... 734

Lining Gothic Condensed No. 623 ........ 735

Lining Gothic Condensed No. 524 ....... 712, 713

Lining Gothic Condensed No. 529 ........ 733

Lining Gothic Italic No. 512 ........... 763

Lining Gothic Italic No. 524 ........... 763

Lining Gothic No. 619 to 529 ........... 711

Lining Gothic No. 520 to 526 ........... 731

Lining Gothic No. 544 .............. 710

Lining Gothic No. 545 ............. 730

Lining Inclined Gothic .............. 763

Lining Ionic No. 622 ............... 625

Lining Jenson Italic No. 2 .......... 460, 461

Lining Jenson Oldstyle No. 2 ......... 466-459

Lining Latin Antique No. 520 .......... 655

Lining Latin Condensed No. 550 ......... 654

Lining Law Italic No. 520 ............ 663

Lining Law Italic No. 522 ............ 653

Lining Lightface No. 558 ............. 649

Lining Livermore No. 2 ............. 846

Lining Mid-Gothic No. 2 ............. 762

Lining Modern Antique No. 2 .......... 657

Lining Oldstyle Antique No. 560 ....... 428, 429

Lining Oldstyle Condensed No. 520 ....... 642

Lining Oldstyle Condensed No. 522 ....... 643

Lining Oldstyle Italic No. 523 .......... 644

Lining Oldstyle No. 523 ......... 134, 135, 644

Lining Oldstyle No. 550 ........... 136, 137

Lining Oldstyle Title No. 2 ............ 646

Lining Open Title No. 520 ............ 650

Lining Quentell No. 2 ............ 640, 641

Lining Regal Italic No. 2 ............. 662

Lining Remington Typewriter No. 2 ....... 863

Lining Roman No. 524 and 527 .......... 89

Lining Ronaldson Oldstyle No. 551 ...... 138-141

Lining Royal Script ............. 838,839

Lining Schoeffer Oldstyle No. 2 ....... 490, 491

Lining Smith-Premier Typewriter No. 2 ..... 864

Lining Steelplate Script ............. 842

Lining Title Nos. 524 and 534 ........... 648

Lining Title No. 551 ............... 649

Lining Tudor Black No. 2 .......... 822, 823

Lining Victoria Italic ............... 652

Linotype Column Rules ............. 1112

Listeners ..................... 1016

22
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INDEX

Index No. 1 TYPE, BORDERS, INITIALS AND ORNAMENTS Continued

ORNAMENTS Continued
Shoppers 1010

Silhouettes 1012

Society Emblems 1140. 1141

Speakers 1018

State Seals 1137

Strathmore 978-981
Swastika 989

Tailpieces 1044

Trade Cuts 984

Trees 997
Twentieth Century 969-971
U. S. Emblems 1139

Valentine .... 1007
Versatile 972-977

Warships 957

Wayside 985-987
Outline Art- tiles 1096

OUTLINE FACES
Cheltenham Bold Outline 208-211
De Vinne Italic Outline 603
De Vinne Open 602

Engravers Old English Open 799

Roycroft Open 606, 607

JTABST BORDERS ................. 1039

Pabst Italic .................. 414, 415
Pabst Oldstyle ................ 410-413

Page Ornaments ................. 1007
Palm Borders ................... 1041

Panel Borders ............... 1022. 1023

Panel Brass Rule ................. 1113

Panel Pieces ................... 1092

PARAGRAPH MARKS
Bewick .................... 933

Caslon ......... ............ 933

Chap-Book Guidons .............. 988
Cheltenham .................. 933
Delia Robbia ................. 933

Dorsey .................... 933

Priory ..................... 933

Priory Open .................. 933
Parentheses ............... 898, 900, 901
Parentheses and Brackets ...... 8%, 898. 900, 901
Parts of Body Letter Fonts ............ 41

Patriotic Borders ................. 1081
Pen Print ................... 404, 406
Pen Print Bold ................ 792, 793

Per Cent and Cent Marks ............ 899
Perforated Rule, Brass and Steel ......... 1111

Perpetual Calendar Logotypes ........ 926-928

Pickups ..................... 1013

Piece Accents .................. 914
Piece Fractions ................ 893, 894
Piece Root Signs ................. 894

Pips for Cards .................. 929
Plain Face Rule, Brass ........... 1098-1103
Point Leads. Labor Saving ............ 1222

Pointers. Black, Shaded, Contour ........ 1007

Pontiac .................... 638. 639
Porson Greek .................. 880
Post Borders ................... 1078

Post Condensed ............... 622, 523
Post Monotone ................ 526, 527
Post Monotone No. 2 ............. 528, 529
Post Oldstyle Italic .............. 524. 525
Post Oldstyle Roman No. 1 .......... 616, 617
Post Oldstyle Roman No. 2 .......... 618-521

Presses. Paper Cutters, etc. (See Index No. 4)

Price List of Body Type .............. 40
Price List of Brass Rule .......... 1108-1112
Price List of Job Type ............. 40, 41

Price List of Spaces and Quads .......... 41

Primrose Border ................. 1032

QUADRUPLE CAST SQUARES ........... 1067

Quads and Spaces ................. 41

Quads and Spaces (Price List Job Fonts) ...... 41

Quads, Angular and Circular ........... 1222

Quads, Corner ............... 1111, 1223

Quads, Quotation ................. 1223

Quentell Fractions ................ 910

Quentell No. 2, Lining ............ 640, 641

Quotation Furniture ............... 1223

Quotation Marks ................. 899

RAk-AUHINIC 881
Radical Signs 893
Railroad Gothic 758, 759

Recipe Marks 929

PAGE

Recut Caslon 120-123, 324-327
Recut Caslon Italic 328-331

References, Body Type 888

Regal Italic No. 2, Lining 652

Remington Typewriter, New Model 851

Remington Typewriter No. 2, Lining 863

Remington Typewriter No. 3, New Model .... 852
Renaissance Mortised Initials . 951

Renaissance Ornaments 991

Reproducing Typewriter 860, 861
Reversible Metal Furniture 1223

Ribbon Face Typewriter 868

Rigs and Traps 1013

Rogers Embellishments 1004
Roman Fractions 908
Roman No. 510 82, 83
Roman No. 590 86-88
Roman No. 5% 90-93
Roman No. 599 94-95
Ronaldson Oldstyle No. 551, Lining 138-141
Rose Borders 1068

Round Corners, Brass 1118-1120
Rounders 1014

Royal Script, Lining 838, 839

Roycroft 502-505

Roycroft Fractions 913

Roycroft Open 506, 507

Roycroft Tinted 794, 795

Russian 881

OAINT JOHN . 824

Sansom Border 1084

Scheme for Weight Fonts 42

Schoeffer Oldstyle Initials 942

Schoeffer Oldstyle No. 2, Lining 490, 491
Schuil Border 992'

Schwabacher .... 872
Schwabacher No. 2 873

Scorchers (Large and Small) 1010

Scoring Rule, Brass and Steel 1111

Scotch Roman 76-79.394-397

SCRIPT FACES
American 843

Bond 847
Boston 844

Commercial 840, 841

Livermore 846

Royal 838, 839

Steelplate 842

Typo (Name changed from Tiffany) ... 828, 829

Typo Extended (Name changed from Tiffany)
830, 831

Typo Shaded (Name changed from Tiffany) 826, 827

Typo Slope (Name changed from Tiffany) 834. 835

Typo Upright (Name changed from Tiffany) 832, 833

Typo Upright Bold 836, 837

University 845

Seals 930-931

Seals. State 1137

Sectional Calendars 91

Sectional Initial Formers 953

Self-Spacing Piece Fractions 893

Shaded Litho Title 786, 787

Shaded Pointers 1007

Shaded Stars 931

Shaw Text 802. 803

Shoppers 1010

Silk Remington Typewriter 850

SIGNS
Algebraic 895

Arithmetical 895, 898

Astronomical 895. 896. 898

Commercial 895, 89!

Ecclesiastical 895

Job and Commercial 8!

Mathematical 895, 898

Medical 895, 898

Miscellaneous 897, 898

Nautical 898

Piece Root 894

Radical. Special 893

Weather 932

Signs and Definitions 895

Signs and Logotypes for Time-Tables 902

Silhouettes 1012

Six Point American Typewriter 868

Six Point Borders 1017

Six Point Braces and Dashes 888, 892

Sizes of Minimum Weight Fonts 40

Slocum Seals 930

Slugs. Brass UU
Slugs and Leads, Metal 1222

24
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fiastl Parentheses .

M-M
. Brass Corners n.'l

Squares. Cast 1

ird Typewriter
1

Stan and Maltese Crosses . 931
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R 1111

plate Script. Lining 842
.... 867

I Borders 1084
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. 614-617

Ornaments . 978-981
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. 480, 481
Stud ley Condense.! . . 482. 483
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. . 486,487

i ra Condensed . . 484,486
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. A-spapers .... 1183
-is* for Body !.: . . 888-891
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(Black and Outlinei .1047
Swastika Ornaments . 989

..-is of Lining Motlc-rn Roman 44-48

.sis of Lining Oldstyle Roman 96-97

IABARH .

Tabard Borders
Table* giving Brass Rule Prices
Tailpieces I'" '1. 1114

lit)

Tariff Sign-
Teasel Border 1085
Ten Point American Typewriter . 859

TEXT FACES

Caslon .

,-dral HO
Chaucer M6. 817

818. 819
Ooister Black
Engravers did English 804. 806
Engravers Old Etu
Engravers Old English Open

.ish Black . . 812, 813
'

fca . . 824
Shaw -"J. -i

Tudor Black
lext ,-- >

no, -01

Theatre Logotypes 982
-

Thistle Border 1086
Three Point Borders 1016

Tiffany Faces (name changed to Typo) . . 788, 789, 826
.. 830-837

Saving Mail List Type and Logo* 904
-

752. 753. 766. 757
;r.4-757

903
/us and References . .

i Condensed No. 1- 721

Title I. 714

7

370

: Litho Gothic

Tra.l.-i its 984
Trade Marks . . M4-9M

!;r -
. 997

Tricky Borders
1(174

e Point Borders KH7
. %-W71

'OIXIK INITIALS
H-. ii..,.! .940
Hunha Mortised . 948

matl . 943
- '!! i.i . 987

Department Store . . 945
Hear-i 941
Renaissance Morticed . . 961

;ial Initial K.inner,. MM
Strathmore Mortised ... 960. 961
Versatile ... 938. 989
Versatile Mortised .

W,lCiit Mori i
-

. 962
Type for Mail Lists .904

i IKK FACES
Eight I'oint Reproducing . 8(0

.jit American . . 868
Six Point Reproducing . 860
Ten Point American ... . . 869

int Elite Oliver . . 8SS
,.-w Model Elite Remington . . 849

Ten Point Reproducing 861

Twelve Point Lining Remington No. 2 ... 863
Twelve Point Lining Smith-Premier No. 2 . . 8(4
Twelve Point New Model Remington 861
Twelve Point New Model Remington No. 3 . . 862
Twelve Point New Model t-r . 866

e Point New Model Smith Premier No. S 866mm
850
866
867

Twelve Point New Model Underwood
Twelv. r

Twelve Point Oliver Printype
Twelve Point Kibbonface
Twelve I'uitit Silk Remington
Twelve Point Standard
Twelve I'oint St.-nograf

: Yost
Typo Gothic (Name changed from Tiffany)

rii>t (Name changed from Tiffany) .

Typo Script Extended (Name changed from
830.831

Typo Shaded (Name changed from Tiffany) . 826, 827

lope (Name changed from Tiffany) . . 834.836
Typotect Borders
Typo Text (Name changed from Tiffany! . 788,789
Typo Upright (Name changed from Tiffany) . 832, 833

Typo Upright Bold 886. 837

ILJtiiroRU RULE CAST CORNKRS
Unit Borders
University Script

inblems .

U. S. Flags
U. S. Signal Flags .

VERSATILE BORDERS .

Versatile Initials
Versatile Mortised Ornament* . .

Versatile Ornaments . .

Victoria Italic. Lining
Victory Border

UH
. 1048
. 846
.1189
1188

108! :i

Mm m

WA,

. H
:-

.'-*. ,-.

rARsmro
Wayside Ornaments . .

Wayside Series
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Webb

ns.il
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Wood Borders . .
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for Printers (Sn Indfz No.tt

Wood Type

967

-,. -i
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... '^
R i -..',

..... ,,

.... 42
929
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California Job Cases . . . .

Cans, Benzine
Cap Case
Carborundum Knife Stones .

Card Cutters

PAGE

. . . 1274

. . . 1224

1274. 1276
. . . 1170

. 1207
Card Index Punch Heads 1176. 1182
Card Stock Cabinets 1272

Carpenter Quarter Case 1283
Case Brackets 1284"
Case Pulls ... 1288
CaseRacks 1247

CASES
Accent 1283

Accent, Dearing 1275

Accent, One-Quarter 1283

Adjustable Lead and Slug 1277
All Right Space and Quad 1283
Bettis Lead and Slug 1279. 1280
Bettis Space and Quad 1279
Border 1277
Boston Lead Rack 1266
Brass Leader 1279, 1283

Byerly Figure 1277
California Job 1274, 1279

Cap 1274, 1276

Cap and Lower 1274, 1276

Carpenter Quarter 1283
Cast Iron Furniture 1228, 1279
Combination Job 1275

Compact Rule 1281

Dearing Accent 1275

Dearing Job 1275, 1278
Double Lower 1274
Double Yankee Job 1275

Duplex Job 1276, 1279

Figure 1277, 1283

Figure, One-Quarter 1283
Fractions -. . . 1283
Furneaux Rule 1278

Furniture, Metal 1278, 1289

Furniture. Wood 1268
German Upper and Lower 1276
Greek Upper and Lower 1276
Hamilton Blank 1281
Hamilton Job 1275
Hamilton Lead and Slug 1278, 1279
Hamilton Leader Box 1214
Hamilton New Rule 1282, 1283

Happy Border 1283
Harris Border 1281
Harris Rule 1281
Hebrew Upper and Lower 1276
Ideal Brass Leader 1283

Improved Cap 1276

Improved Job
Improved New York Job . . .

Improved Space and Quad . . .

Individual Lead or Rule . . . .

Italic or Job
Jones Metal Furniture . . . .

Labor-Saving Reglet
Labor-Saving Wood Furniture
Lead and Slug
Lead and Slug, Two Rivers . .

Leader
Lead or Rule
Lower

1274, 1279
1275
1277

1281-1283
1274
1279

1266, 1267
1268

1277-1280
1278
1283

1278, 1279, 1281-1283

1274, 1276, 1277
Mammoth Labor-Saving Furniture 1268

May Leader Box 1214
Metal Furniture 1278, 1279
Music 1277
Neshota Rule 1278
New Departure 1273
News (Cap and Lower) 1274
Patent Clasp 1273
Paterson Job 1275
Perfection Rule 1281
Porson Greek 1276
Practical Space and Quad 1277
Price List of Cases 1273

Quadruple 1274

Quarter 1281-1283

Quarter Rule 1281, 1282

Reglet, Labor-Saving 1267
Rule 1278.1281-1283
Russell Tabular 1276

Sanspareil Rule 1281

Script or Wood 1253, 1278

Signs 1283

Space and Quad 1277. 1279, 1283

Space and Quad, All Right 1283

CASES Continued
Spaceless Job
Steel Composing Rule
Steel Furniture .

Tabular
Thin Spaces
Three-Quarter
Time-Table Quarter . . .

Triple
Two Rivers Cap
Two Rivers Lead and Slug ....
Two-Third
Wells Two-Font Job
Wheeler Job
Wisconsin Lead Rack
Wisconsin Quarter
Wood Furniture
Wood-Type
Yankee Job
Zenobia

Case Brackets
Case Pulls
Case Racks

CASE STANDS
City
Iron and Steel (See Index No. 5)
New York
Polhemus
Price List
Steel Run
Tracy Steel Run

Case Stands and Racks
Cast Iron Chases
Cast Iron Furniture
Cast Iron Sectional Blocks
Cast Rollers
Cement Brush
Cement, Padding
Challenge Cast Iron Sectional Blocks
Challenge Hempel Quoins
Challenge Mammoth Iron Furniture .

Challenge Metal Sectional Blocks . .

Challenge Proof Press ........
Challenge Steel Sectional Blocks . . .

Challenge Type-High Gauges ....
Chandler & Price Gordon Presses . . .

Chandler & Price Ink Fountains . . .

Chandler & Price New Series Presses
Chandler & Price Paper Cutters . . .

Chandler & Price Proof Presses . . .

PAGE

. 1274, 1279

. . : . 1211

.... 1228
. 1276, 1283
.... 1231

.... 1279

.... 1283

.... 1274

.... 1274

.... 1278
. 1278, 1279
.... 1276

. 1275
.... 1266

. 1283
.... 1268
.... 1278
. 1275, 1278
.... 1278

1284", 12846

.... 1214

. 1247, 1248

1244.

1159,

. 1243

.1247

. 1243
1247
1245
1246
1247
1221
1202
1200
1228
1216
1216
1200
1208
1202
1200
1186
1200
1192
1160
1186
1159
1169
1185

CHASES, Electric-Welded 1217, 1221
Book 1218
Brazed Steel 1221

Bright Steel 1221

Cast Iron 1221

CastSteel 1221

Electrotype 1220
For Job Presses 1219

Heading 1221

McGreal Combination 1221

Newspaper, Folio 1218

Newspaper, Quarto 1220

Poster 1219

Quadruple 1220

Spider, for Job Presses 1221

Steel Screw 1221

Stereotype 1220

Twin or Folio ! 1218

Twin or Quarto with Bars 1220

Chase and Form Racks 1189

Check Numbering Machine 1194

Chesapeake Economy Compound 1227

Chicago Drying Racks 1284

Circular and Angular Quads 1222

City Double Case Stands 1243

City Single Case Stands 1243

Climax Register Hooks 1198

Cloth Cutting Machine 1270

Cloth, Roller 1228

Colt's Armory Presses 1161-1163

Combination Chase, McGreal 1221

Combination Job Case 1275

Combination Paper Jogger 1209

Combination Pressroom Cabinet . . . 1250, 1254, 1265

Combination Quoin Keys 1207

Combination Shute-Board and Type-High Machine 1192

Combined Eyelet and Punch Set 1215

Common Screw Composing Stick 1210

Compact Rule Case 1281

Composing Room Cabinet 1239

28
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Composing* Room Cylinder Proof Pre>
Composing Rule Cux-
Composing Rule*

COMI-OSIN.. STU-KS
All Bras* N. .--

I
. >

Con
i.-h Pmttprn

Improve! Standard
>.,

Post, r

Rouse Job .

Star
Yankee Joh

-.
1 1 is

Composition. I. .

Copper Alloy Take .-

Copper and Brass Thin Si>m-i-<
- Desk

Copy Holder*
Corner Quads. Brass and Metal
Correcting Bank

Cott's Improved Tablet Holder and Clamp
Counter. Paper .

American
Durant
Redingtnn

;<;i['i

Couplers. Tsjve
Cranston Cylinder Presses .

Crawford's Ink Rfln. .-r

Cut Cabinet.
-s. Card
-. Lead and Rule
>, Hatych Plate

Cutters. Paper
Cutting and Creasing Presses
Cutting Attachments fur Portland Punching

Machine's .

c Gaujre for Book hi i

Cutting Rule >

Cylinder Bellows . . .

Brower .

Crmntlon
Diamond
Premier

Whtr
Cylinder Press Conr'- i -

!<T Pri'st* Fet*<l Guides
'

Cylinder Press Rollers .

D./EARING ACCENT CASE
Dearinjt Job Cases . .

Desks
Detachable Case Brackets
Detach.:
Diamo:

'ing Press. Oswego . .

Dillinxham Punch
:iner

Donnells Ink Reirulator
Doney CutnUnation Prcsaroorn Cabinet
li,.r...v Coapachar'i Working abincl

Doney Imposing Stone Frame . . .

Double Caae Brackets
Double Cue Stand*
Double Grip Gauge
Double Lower Case
Double Yankee Job Case

Drum Cylinder Presses

DRYING RACU
American

terlockintf
New York

Duplex Job CAS . .

Durant Counters

1188
l.'ll

.... .

1216

. . . 1158

1165-1170
. . . 1163

. 117S

. 1111

I'.'l 1

1157

. . . 1158

1156. 1156

1212. 1213

IM

STONE PKAHK
-

... 1158
1168

1227

U 4
1252

llsl

11S7

.'-l

UM

d Newspaper Headings

v

;<

UM
-sinff Composition

'as. Gaily Universal .

1150, 1152
Kngravers

1 Wood .

Engraving Tools . 12:in

Kureka Lead Rack . . !'_-;

A ., I

K\tenion Fi-e.1 Guides llilj
- 'in

Extension Stud Gauge \'2\2

'<

. I

11

].-

E-retattinir Sets for Southworth Punches UNI
Eye Shades 12'Ui

UOIN8 1208
.\iides ... ... 1212. 1213

Felt Blankets . . . 1228
Felt Roller Cloth I22J

Figure Cases 1 J ;. 1277. 1288
Hamilton Newspaper . . . , . 1280

Finishing ! nders
hitur Stand for Bookbinder* 127M.

Fixtures, (herhead
F'licker Coinhiiuxl Henxinc Can and Brush 1224

Fly Sticks
. 1243

Folding Machines 1232
Folio Chases 121s

Foot Power Attachment Sterling Roun;
Machine . . 1182

. 1228
Foot Sticks. Iron

. 1226
Form Racks 1189

1254
Form Trucks . 1189
Fountains , . . . , . 1186

. . Wisconsin Lead Ra.'k U>.-:

Fraction Cases .1288
Furneaux Rule Case . 1278
Furneaux Storage Cabinet . . 1269

Fl KNm'RK
Beveled . . 1288
Labor-saving Cast Iron . .1202
Labor-Saving Metal ...
I,alior~Saving Quotation .. . . .

****

Labor-Saving Reversible Metal . . 1223
1-abor-Saving Steel . . 122X

1202
1269

IM
1230

1284", 1284'

1252. 1254
1206
1205

UOt IM

. 1204

IM
. . 1208

r-i*

IBM, an

. . 1202

. . 1206

. . 120*

Mammoth Iron . . .

Furniture Cabinet
Furninirv Ciisew

Furniture, Yard Length*

VjAAI.I.EY
Galley Cabinets .

Galley L.H-k

Galley I>x*k-ur

Galley Proof Presses
Galley Racks

GALLEYS
All-Brass
All-Brass. Graduated
All-Brass Monotype
American Patented One-piece Rim
Brass Lined
Hritlht Steel
Galvanized
Half Lined . .

Job
Lincoln. All-Brass . .

type
.

McFntri.-h
intile Addressing

Mustang Mailing
Plat. ,':>

Pressed Brass
Pressed Steel Storage
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GALLEYS Continued
Riveted Zinc
Unlined
Zinc.

Gaily Cutting and Creasing Presses . .

Gaily Universal Embossing Press . . .

Gauge. Brass Line
Gauge Pin Drawer
Gauge Pins and Guides
Gauges for Bookbinders
Gauges, Practical Height
Gem Lever Paper Cutter, Peerless .

Genuine Hempel Quoins
German Upper and Lower Cases ....
Gilding Presses
Glasses
Glue, Liquid Padding .

Glue Pot
Gold Cushions for Bookbinders
Gordon Presses
Grand Cabinets
Greek Upper and Lower Cases
Gripper Cross Bar
Grover Composing Stick . . .

Guides . .

. . . 1206

. . . 12(15

. . . 1206
. . . 1163
. . . 1163
. . . 1210
. . . 1212

1212, 1213
. . . 1272
. . . 1192
. . . 1170
. . . 1208
. . . 1276
. . . 1270
. . . 1230
. . . 1216
. . . 1216
. . . 1272

1159, 1160
. . . 1235
. . . 1276
. . . 1213
. . . 1210

1212, 1213

XlALF LINED GALLEYS 1205
Halftone Benzine Brush 1224
Hamilton Blank Case 1281
Hamilton Case Brackets 1284", 1284''
Hamilton Correcting Bank 1253
Hamilton Form Truck 1190
Hamilton Imposing Stone Frames 1258
Hamilton Job Cases 1275
Hamilton Lead and Slug Case 1278
Hamilton Leader Box 1214
Hamilton Newspaper Files 1230
Hamilton Patent Tilting Brackets .... 1284", 1284*
Hamilton Rule Cases 1282, 1283
Hamilton Side Sticks 1226
Hamilton Single Case Detachable Brackets 1284", 12x4'
Hamilton Transfer Imposing Stone Frames . . 1261
Hand Cleaners 1227
Hand Cylinder Presses 1157, 1158
Hand Lever Press, Pilot 1160
Hand Numbering Machines 1197
Hand Paper Cutters 1168-1170
Hand Perforators 1183
Hand Power Punch Presses . . . . 1181
Hand Press. Washington 1186
Hand Rollers 1128
Handy Letter-Board Cabinets 1264
Handy Sort Cabinet 1239
Hangers, Adjustable . . . . 1209
Hansen Mitering Machine 1191
Happy Border Case 1283
Hardwood Letter Boards 1263
Harris Border Case . 1281
Harris Rule Case 1281
Heading Chases

'. 1221
Headings for Newspapers 1133-1135
Heads for Index Printing 1182
Hebrew Upper and Lower Case 1276
Hempel Improved Quoins 1208
Hercules Steel Rule Cutter 1203
High Side Arm Proof Press . 1185
Hill & Webb Galley Lock 1205
Hoerner's Combination Shute Board 1192
Hummer Punching Machine 1181

IDEAL BRASS LEADER CASE 1283
Ideal Form Trucks 1189
Illustrations of Cases 1273-1283
Imperial Non-Explosive Benzine Cans 1224

IMPOSING STONE FRAMES
Algoma 1256
Dorsey 1257
Economic 1260
Hamilton . . . . 1258
Hamilton Transfer 1261
Kaufman 1256
Metropolitan 1257
Ramaley 1268
Savage 1260
Texas 1259
Two Rivers 1259
Universal 1259
Wisconsin 1261
With Letter Boards 1260, 1262, 1263
With Square Legs . 1261

PAGE

Imposing Surfaces, Iron 1203
Improved Cap Case 1276
Improved Hempel Quoins 1208
Improved Job Case . . . .' 1274
Improved New York Job Case 1275
Improved Space and Quad Case 1277
Improved Standard Job Sticks 1210
Improved Tablet Holder and Clamp . . . . 1216
Inclined Truck, Millers 1190
Indexed Electrotype Cabinets

'. 1248
Index Punch Heads 1177, 1182
Individual Lead or Rule Case

'

1281
Ink and Roller Cabinets 1250
Ink Cabinets

[ 1250
Ink for Numbering Machines . . . .1197
Ink Fountains H86
Ink Knives

. . ! '. 1211
Inkoleum 1227
Ink, Printing (Write for Complete Ink Book).
Ink Reducers 1227
Ink Regulators . 1227
Ink Slabs 1214
Ink Spade . 1211
Interlocking Drying Racks, Koerner's . . . 1284
Iron and Steel Equipment 1284-1304
Iron Furniture 1202
Iron Gauge Pin Drawers 1212
Iron Newspaper Bases

. '. 1201
Iron Pulleys 1209
Iron Sectional Blocks 1200
Iron Side and Foot Sticks . . . .

'

1226
Iron Top Imposing Surfaces 1203
Italic or Job Case

. 1274

tics BANK
Job Chases
Job Galley Cabinets
Job Galleys
Job Press Brake
Job Press Cabinet
Job Press Chases
Job Press Counters
Job Presses ....
Job Sticks
Joggers

. . . 1252
. . 1219
. . 1254

1204-1206
. . . 1215

. . 1250
. . . 1219
. . . 1193
1159-1163

. . . 1201

. 1209
Jones Metal Furniture Case . 1279
Justrite Oily Rag Can 1164

JA.AUFMAN IMPOSING STONE FRAME
Keys and Quoins
Kleenu

KNIVES
Ink
Overlay
Pallet

Paper Cutter
Pressman's
Tablet 1216

Koerner's Patent Interlocking Drying Racks 1284

. . . 1256

1208, 1209
. 1227

. 1211
1211

. 1211

. 1170

. 1211

.LiABKi. HOLDERS
Labor-Saving Cast Iron Furniture . .

Labor-Saving Furniture Cases ....
Labor-Saving Lead Racks
Labor-Saving Leads, American . . .

Labor-Saving Metal Furniture ....
Labor-Saving Quotation Furniture . .

Labor-Saving Reglet
Labor-Saving Reglet Cases
Labor-Saving Steel Furniture ....
Labor-Saving Wood Furniture ....
Labor-Saving Wood Furniture Cases .

Laureate Platen Printing Press . . .

Lead and Rule Cases
Lead and Rule Cutters
Lead and Slug Bank
Lead and Slug Cases
Leader Box
Leader Case
Leaders, American Line, Brass ....
Lead Racks
Leads, American Line
Leads and Slugs
Leather Pocket Rule Case
Letter Board Cabinets
Letter Boards
Lettering Pallet
Lever Paper Cutters

. . .1253

. . . 1202

. . . 1268
. . . 1266
. . . 1222
. . . 1223
. . . 1223
. . . 1267
. . . 1267
. . . 1228
... 1268
. . . 1268
. . . 1161

1278, 1281
. . . 1191
. . . 1269
. . . 1279
. . . 1214
. . . 1283
. . . 1108
. . . 1266
... 1222
. . . 1222
. . . 1211
. . . 1264

1262, 1263
. . . 1215
1168-1170

30
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Index No. 4-PRINTERS' MACHINERY, TOOLS, MISCELLANEOUS SUPPLIES AND
WOOD GOODS AND WOOD COMPOSING ROOM FURNITURE- Continued

PAGE

PERFORATORS . . . 1164. 1183
Burch 1164
Hand 1183
National Rotary 1183
Tatum 1183

Pilot Hand Lever Press ... 1160

Pins, Gauge 1212, 1213
Planers 1225

Plate Cutter 1192
Plate Zinc Galleys 1206
Plow and Press for Bookbinders 1270
Pocket Magnifying Glasses 1230
Pocket Rule Case, Leather 1211
Polhemus Cabinets 1234
Polhemus Case Stands 1243

Popular Card Cutter 1207
Person Greek Case 1276
Porter Extension Front Cabinets 1238
Portland Multiple Punching Machine . . 1176-1178
Poster Chases 1219
Poster Sticks, Wood 1210
Potter Proof Presses 1184
Power Paper Cutters 1166-1169
Power Perforators 1183
Practical Height Gauge 1192
Premier Presses 1163-1155
Premium Card Cutter 1207
Press Boards 1226, 1271
Press Brake 1215
Press Counters 1193

Press. Die Cutting 1163
Pressed Brass Galleys 1206
Pressed Steel Storage Galleys 12(16

Press Guides 1213
Press Locks, Cylinder 1203
Pressman's Cabinet 1254
Pressman's Combination Quoin Key 1209
Pressman's Knife 1211
Pressman's Quoin Key 1209
Pressman's Register Cabinet 1265
Press Points 1209
Press Punch Ejectors 1182
Press Rollers 1228
Pressroom Cabinet, Dorsey 1254
Pressroom Trucks 1190
Press Seats 1192
Price List of Brackets 1284*
Price List of Cases 1273
Price List of New Departure Type Cases .... 1273
Price List of Wood Type 1145
Printers' Quoins 1226
Printers' Saw Table 1187
Printers' Tweezers 1214
Printers' Wood Goods 1234-1284

Printing Ink. ( Write for Complete Ink Hook.)

PRINTING PRESSES 1153, 1163
Brower Drum Cylinder 1157
Chandler & Price Gordon 1160
Chandler & Price New Series 1159
Colt's Armory 1161-1163
Cranston 1158
Diamond 1158

Gaily Cutting and Creasing 1163

Gaily Universal Embossing 1163
Laureate Models J and T 1161
Peerless 1160
Pilot Lever 1160
Pilot Lever Hand Press 1160
Premier . 1153-1155
Premier Two-Revolution Press 1153-1155
Stonemetz 1158

Washington Hand 1186
Whitlock Newspaper Press 1156
Whitlock Three Roller 1156
Whitlock Two-Revolution Pony 1155, 1156

Proof Planers 1226

PROOF PRESSES
Challenge 1186
Chandler & Price 1185
Potter 11S4
Vandercook 1185

Washington Hand 1186
Wesel Patent Electric 1184

Proofreaders' Desks 1255

Pulleys, Wood and Iron 1209
Punches and Eyelets 1215

Punching Attachment Sterling Round Cornering
Machine 1182

Punching Heads 1177

PUNCHING MACHINES
Hummer
Marvel
Portland
Southworth . .

Standard
Punching Machines, Hand Power . . .

Punch Sets
Pyramid Lead and Slug Bank

V^UAD CASES
Quadruple Cases
Quadruple Chases
Quads (See Type Index)
Quads, Circular and Angular
Quads, Corner
Quarter Cases
Quarto Chases
Quoin Keys

QUOINS
Challenge Hempel
Favorite
Improved Hempel
Long Wood
Mercantile
Midget
Monarch
New Star
Register
Wickersham
Wooden, in Boxes, Barrels and Bags .

Quotation Furniture
Quotation Quads

PAGE

1176-1181
. . . 1181
. . . 1181

1176-1178

1179. 1180
. . . 1181
. . . 1181
. . . 1180
. . . 1269

. 1283
. . . 1274
. . .1220

. . . 1222

. . . 1223
12X1-1283

. . .1220

. . . 1209

. 1208
. 1208
. 1208
. 1226

RARABBETED BASES
Racks and Case Stands
Racks, Drying
Racks, Lead
Racks, Movable Galley
Radio-Iron Imposing Surfaces
Railroad, or Reversible Metal Furniture
Ramaley Imposing Stone Frames
Rawhide Mallets
Redington Counter
Reducers, Crawford's
Reducing Glasses
Register Gauge, Perfect
Register Hooks
Register Quoins
Reglet
Reglet Cases. Labor-Saving
Regulators, Ink
Reversible Metal Furniture
Reversible Unit Cabinet
Richter's Metal Cleaner
Right Angle Pressman's Quoin Key
Riveted Galleys, Brass and Zinc
Rolxjrts Numbering Machines
Roll Cloth Cutting Machine
Roller Brackets .............
Roller Cabinet
Roller Cloth
Roller Composition
Roller Cores
Roller Spray
Roller Supporters
Rollers, Press
Rollers. Prices for Casting
Roll Front Case Racks
Rotary Perforators
Roughing Machines
Round Cornering Machines
Round End Spatulas
Round Hole Punch Heads
Rouse Composing Sticks
Rouse Copy Holder
Rouse Lino-Slug Cutter
Rouse Mitering Machines ...
Rouse Register Hooks
Rouse Unit System Bases
Rouse Universal Block System
Rowen Border and Script Type Cabinets
Rubber Blankets
Rule Cases
Rule Cutters
Rule, Cutting and Scoring, Steel
Rules, Composing and Make-up
Ruling Machines
Ruling Pen Cabinet
Russell Tabular Case

.

. 1208

. 1208

. 1208

. 1208

. 1208

. 1226

. 1223

. 1223

1200
1247

1284
1266
1246
1203
1223
1258
1225
1193
1227
1230
1212
1198
1208

1230. 1267
1267
1227
1223

1236, 1237
1227
1209

1204-1206
1197
1270

1284", 1284*
1350
1228
1228
1228
1227
1215
1228
1228
1248
1183
1170
1182
1211

-.1177
1210
1225
1191
1191
1198
1200
1198
1253
1228

1281, 1282
1191

11

1211
1232
1245
1276
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Wisconsin Imposing Stone Frame 1261

Wisconsin Lead Rack 121

Wisconsin Printer's Trucks M
Wisconsin Quarter Cases 12!

Wisconsin Steel Run Cabinets 1242

Wisconsin Window Cabinet 1242

Wood and Brass Type Measures 1210, 1211

Wooden Mallets 1225

Wooden Poster Stick 1210

Wooden Shooting Sticks 1226

W.iml Fix it Sticks 1226

Wood Furniture and Wood Furniture Cases . . . 1268

Wood Goods 1234-1284

Wood Quoins 1226

Wood Reglet 1230, 1267

Wood Rule 1150-1152

Wood Split Pulleys 1209

Wood Type, Price List and Schemes 1145

Wood Type 1146-1149

Wood-Type Cabinets 1249

Wood-Type Case 1249, 1278

Working Cabinet, Dorsey Compositor's 1252

Working Galleys 1252

YALANKEE COMPOSING STICK 1210

Yankee Job Cases 1275

Yankee Side Sticks 1226

Yarger Staple Binder 1174, 1175

Yarger Staples 1174, 1175, 1229

ZJENOBIA RULE CASE 1278

Zinc-Bound Press Boards 1271

Zinc Galleys 1206

Index No. 5-IRON AND STEEL PRINTING OFFICE EQUIPMENTS

AMERICAN COMBINATION DUMPING AND COR-
RECTING TABLES 1292

American Dumping Banks 12!

American Dumping Table 121

American Galley Receiving and Storage Table . . 12!

American Linotype Correcting Table 12!

American Make-up Table No. 415 12!

American Make-up or Transfer Trucks 1293

American Matrix Tissue Holder 121

American Newspaper Make-up Tables 1290

BINDERY WORK TABLES 1298

CABINETS
Cut Cabinets 12!

Extension Front 12!

Flat Top Galley 1297

Flush Front 1287

Galley Storage or Mail List 1297

Hamilton Page Storage 12!

Let terboard 1296

Mail List 1297

Mills Extra Strong 1288

Mills Head Letter 1289

Page Storage 12'

Rogers 121

Tracy 1286

Case Racks, Wrought Iron 1297

CASE STANDS
Extension Front J^ !

Wrought Iron 1297

CORRECTING TABLES
American Combination Dumping and Correct-

ing 1292

American Linotype 12!

Hamilton Linotype 12!

Cut Cabinets 1289

DRYING RACK AND STOCK TABLE No. 917

Dumping Table

. 1298

. 1291

. 1292
. 1292
12:11

EFFICIENCY DEPARTMENT ANNOUNCEMENT . . 36, 37

Extension Front Cabinets 1287

Extension Front Case Stands 1288

DUMPING TABLES AND BANKS
American Combination No. 450 .

American Dumping Bank . . .

American No. 800

FLAT TOP GALLEY CABINETS . . . .

Flexityp Dry Cold Stereotype Flongs
Flongs, Stereotype Matrix
Flush Front Cabinets
Form Rack No. 935

. 1297

. 131

. 1300
. 1287
. 12U8

GALLEY CABINETS
Flat Top 1297

Hamilton No. 665 1296

Mail List 12OT

Storage or Mail List 121

Galley Receiving and Storage Table 12!

Galley Storage or Mail List Cabinets 1297

HAMILTON FORM RACK No. 935 '. . . 1298

Hamilton Galley Cabinet No. 655 12!

Hamilton Imposing Table No. 700 1296

Hamilton Imposing Table No. 726 1294

Hamilton Linotype Correcting Table 1293

Hamilton Make-up and Storage Table 1293

Hamilton Page Storage Cabinet 1296

IMPORTANT TO BUYERS 1285

Imposing and Storage Table No. 725 1294

IMPOSING TABLES
Hamilton, No. 700 1296

Hamilton Nos. 725, 726 1294

Imposing Tables, Nos. 717, 730-738 1295

Imposing Tables with Storage Trucks . . . .1295
Mills Extra Strong 1295

Ingot Casters 1301

LETTER BOARD CABINETS 1296

Linolite Lamps and Reflectors 1300

Linotype Correcting Table 1291, 1293

MAKE-UP AND STORAGE TABLES
American Newspaper Nos. 410, 411 1290

American No. 415 1291

American Make-up Trucks 1293

Hamilton Make-up and Storage No. 801 ... 1293

Make-up Trucks 1293

Matrix Flongs 1300

Matrix Tissue Holder 1299

Metal Trucks, Self Dumping 1299

Mills Extra Strong Case Cabinets 1288

Mills Head Letter Case Cabinets 1289

Mills Imposing Tables 1295

NATIONAL INGOT CASTERS 1301

Newspaper Make-up Tables 1290

PAGE STORAGE CABINETS 1296

ROGERS STEEL CABINET 1286

SELF-DUMPING METAL TRUCKS 1299

Stands, Case 1288, 1297

Steel Cabinets 1286-1289

Stereotype Matrix Flongs 1300

Stock Table No. 917 1298

STORAGE TABLES AND CABINETS
American Galley Receiving and Storage . . . 1291

Galley Storage or Mail List 1297

Hamilton Make-up and Storage 12!

Hamilton Page Storage 12%
Imposing and Storage No. 725 12!

Page Storage 12!

Storage Trucks 1295

TRACY STEEL CABINET 128S

Transfer Trucks 1293

TRUCKS
American Self-Dumping 12!

Hamilton Self-Dumping 12!

Make-up or Transfer 1293

Metal Trucks 1299

Storage Trucks 1293, 1295

Transfer or Make-up 1293

WORK TABLES 1298

Wrought Iron Case Racks 1297

Wrought Iron Case Stands 1297
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WhyBuy Old Type Faces

When New Ones

Cost No More?

IN
this American Specimen Book of Type Styles

are shown a great many new and beautiful type
faces not heretofore printed in specimen book

form. The American Type Founders Company's
world-wide reputation for originality in its selec-

tion of popular and stylish type designs remains

unchallenged, and the foremost printing offices of

the world are now rapidly equipping with its latest

and best products. The question now arises: "Why

buy Old typefaces when New ones cost no more?"

Why continue the use of old-fashioned type faces

when new faces make your work more attractive;

when the new faces are carried in stock for prompt

deliver)', while the old faces are invariably cast

to order, necessitating delay and increased cost?

Let the printer seriously consider this and realize

how much more profitable he could make his

business were he to discard the old, worn-out

type and select his requirements from the mnm
useful and profit-making series of American type

shown in this specimen book. Keep the plant

young through infusion of variety.

American Type Founders Company
ORIGINATOR OF TYPE ST^ I I

-
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The American Type Founders Company is

the largest manufacturer in the world of

Type, Borders, Ornaments, Brass Rule

and ffiass Type, etc., as well as the most

important dealer in:

Job Type

Body Type

Borders

Ornaments

Spaces and Quads

Cast Cuts

Cast Initials

Brass Rule

Brass Corners

Brass Leads

Brass Slugs

Brass Galleys

Galvanized Galleys

Zinc Galleys

Special Galleys

Leads and Slugs

Copper Thin Spaces

Electric Welded Chases

Bright Steel Chases

Radio Iron Surfaces

Steel Furniture

Iron Furniture

The above list comprises only a few of the many produds sold by this Company
to printers throughout the world. The variety and extent of its

manufactures is not equaled by any other type foun-

dry and none can render as efficient service

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY

Set in Cheltenham Oldetyle Condensed and Cheltenham Italic
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The American Type Founders Company in addition to

manufacturing many of the prime essentials required in

the art of printing, is in the best possible position to

supply Everything for the Printer, as it represents,

among others, the following manufacturers, who rank

highest in their special lines:

CYLINDER PRESSES
Premier Printing Press Co.

Whitlock Printing Press Co.

Challenge Machinery Co.

Cranston Printing Press Co.

A. T. H. Brower Co.

JOB PRESSES
Chandler & Price Co.

John Thompson Co.

Peerless Printing Press Co.

National Machine Co.

Golding Manufacturing Co.

Boston Printing Press Co.

STAPLING MACHINES
Boston Wire Stitcher Co.

Acme Staple Co.

Samuel J. Yarger

PRINTERS' WOOD GOODS
Hamilton Manufacturing Co.

PAPER CUTTERS
Chandler & Price Co.

Oswego Machinery Co.

Challenge Machinery Co.

Peerless Printing Press Co.

Paul Shniedewend & Co.

ROUND CORNERING
MACHINES

Southworth Machinery Co.

Samuel C. Tatum Co.

F. P. Rosback Co.

PUNCHING MACHINES
Southworth Machinery Co.

Samuel C. Tatum Co.

F. P. Rosback Co.

PERFORATING MACHINES
Southworth Machinery Co.

Samuel C. Tatum Co.

National Machinery Co.

F. P. Rosback Co.

WIRE STITCHERS
Boston Wire Stitcher Co.

F. Wesel Manufacturing Co.

F. P. Rosback Co.

PROOF PRESSES
A. F. Wanner Co.

Eastern Sales Co.

Chandler & Price Co.

Challenge Machinery Co.

F. Wesel Manufacturing Co.

Paul Shniedewend & Co.

It is impossible to enumerate here many other machines and supplies in which we

are extensive dealers. It will at all times afford us pleasure to furnish

details and prices of any appliances manufactured, if you

will let us know your requirements

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY

.

'
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EFFICIENCY PRINTING PLANTS

To Those about to Equip New Plants or Re-Equip Established Plants:

The American Type Founders Company has a staff of experienced

Printing Plant Efficiency Engineers, at 300 Communipaw Avenue, Jersey

City, N. J., for the purpose of laying out complete printing plants or de-

partments of printing plants with the object of securing the greatest

Efficiency in Operation and the greatest Economies in Space and in

Production.

Our Efficiency Engineers are experienced practical printers, and also

fully conversant with the details of photo-engraving, electrotyping and

stereotyping, and competent to advise in the selection and the arrange-

ment of plants for these processes, as well as composing rooms.

WHEN SPECIALIZATION OF PRINTING PLANTS
BECOMES PROFITABLE

When the work done in any printing plant is of a special character,

and is done in large enough quantities to bring it into the class of regu-

lar manufacturing, the time has arrived when the subject of specializa-

tion of equipments to facilitate and to economize production can be

profitably considered.

Nearly all of the larger periodical and newspaper plants and most

of the commercial plants, especially the self-contained plants (which
combine engraving and electrotyping with printing), are in the class

which needs the services of our Expert Designers and Efficiency

Engineers.

NEW PRINTING EDIFICES

The time to call in our Efficiency Engineers is when the architect is

ready to commence his work. It is not to be expected that architects,

however eminent, have sufficient knowledge of printing practice to

enable them to plan the work rooms so that they will afford all possible

economies in handling the work from start to finish. A thorough knowl-

edge of all details of all the printing operations is required to enable one

to properly locate and advise upon the construction of the stairways,

elevators, dummy elevators, copy chutes, automatic copy carriers, win-

dows, skylights, ventilators (to maintain the necessary equable tempera-

ture in pressrooms as well as to provide satisfactory sanitary conditions),

water inlets and outlets, gas inlets, conduits for electric wiring, radiators,

etc. Our Efficiency Engineers work in connection with the architects,

and the more eminent the architect the more ready he is to welcome

such assistance. A large proportion of factory buildings are put up in

advance of knowing for what purposes the tenants will use them. In

Set in Clearface. Clearface Bold and Clearface Bold Italic
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such instances one can only make the best of what is provided by the

landlord; but when a building or part of a building is constructed spe-

cially for printing purposes there is an opportunity for incorporating in

the building very important and constant economies or (as too often hap-

pens) for establishing decidedly uneconomical conditions equally constant.

SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENTS FOR PLANTS THAT ARE
PERMANENTLY ESTABLISHED

When a printing business has reached the manufacturing stage

(whether of periodicals, newspapers, books or commercial work) it has

usually proved that it is established on foundations which insure its

permanency. Its every purchase should then be made with a view to

the longest service and the greatest efficiency. In the composing-room
no equipments are so economical as those well made in iron and steel,

which are practically indestructible, and preserve their style and finish

and dignity while being handed down from one generation to another.

ECONOMY
Modern buying is advancing from the effort to cheapen to the de-

mand for greatest value. Permanency is coming to be recognized as a

chief consideration in purchasing equipments. Hence the present tre-

mendous rebuilding of railroads and business edifices, the sole motive

for which outlay is to realize permanent economies. The larger printing

plants cannot be fully efficient with ready-made composing-room equip-

ments designed for the average plant. Our Specially Designed Iron

and Steel Composing Room Equipments are practically indestructible

and economize in space and time.

EFFICIENCY

Labor Cost is increasing, and will inevitably continue to increase.

The apparatus for doing business is constantly becoming more intricate

and expensive. One field of economy still remains uncultivated: the

Increase of Efficiency in the use of business apparatus men, equip-

ments and machines by the elimination of Waste Time, Waste Move-

ments and Waste Space. Our efficiency department designs and manu-
factures Equipments for Composing Rooms which prevent such waste.

It plans and installs Economies, as distinguished from those methods
which perpetuate Inefficiency.

For further information address

EFFICIENCY DEPARTMENT

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY
NUMBER THREE HUNDRED COMMUNIPAW AVENUE

JERSEY CITY, NEW JERSEY

hi to niirtin. CliiiOn BoM ud Oiufin Ru lulw
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72 Point .

AMERICAN TYPE SYSTEM
Point Adjustments of Body, Widths and Line

AMERICAN POINT BODIES

American types are manufactured accurately on interchange-

able point bodies, and so are the brass rules, leads and slugs, metal

furniture and cast cuts shown in this catalogue.

AMERICAN POINT SET

To facilitate accurate and easy justification, American types

are cast to widths that are multiples of a typographic point or

fractions thereof.

AMERICAN POINT LINE

I. American Common Line the line common to the

majority of faces.

11. American TITLE LINE chiefly used for Title faces.

III. American c^f- J&ae embraces Script and other

faces with long descenders.

The American Lining System is the perfection of the

systems adopted by the type founders of this country. The use

of the American Lining System is here exemplified in the

use, without justification, of different type faces cast on

the American Common Line a feature that must com-

mend itself to Printers for its simplicity and practical use.

Every face on Common Line will line at the bottom with

all faces cast on the same body; and by using point leads each

size will line with all other sizes cast on either Common,
Title or Script Lines.

The example on this page illustrates practically the 6, 8, 1 0,

12, 14, 18, 24, 30, 36, 48, 54, 60 and 72 Point sizes of

Cheltenham Medium aligned with point justification. To better

illustrate the system, one-point brass rule was used in aligning

the thirteen sizes each fine line representing a one-point lead.

American Type Founders Co,
ORIGINATOR OF TYPE FASHIONS

'u!d ZL.
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I Important to Buyers |

The Demand

Determines the Supply

i g
r "*HE progressive printers have in reality

selected the type faces and decorative

materials shown in this Book. Here
and there are printers who for one

reason or another cling to old-fashioned job

type faces, now rapidly becoming obsolete, but

the demand for the old-fashioned type faces

is so small and dwindling that they cannot

profitably be carried in stock.

There is no kind of printing that cannot

be done better with the newer progressive type
faces than with old-fashioned job type faces.

Printing done with the fashionable, pop-
ular and progressive type faces shown in this

Book is more valuable to the printers' custo-

mers than if set in type faces which

are old-fashioned relics

of the past

| American Type Founders Company |
ORIGINATOR OF TYPE STYLES



Information for Buyers

SIZES OF MINIMUM WEIGHT FONTS

Weight Fonts of caps, lower case, figures and
points, with small caps, if made, of one body,
face and line ordered at one time cast to regular
scheme.

5 Ibs. and multiples, 3 to 4J Point inclusive.

10 Ibs. and multiples, 5 and 5J Point.

20 Ibs. and multiples, 6 to 18 Point inclusive.

25 Ibs. and multiples, 20 to 36 Point inclusive.

50 Ibs. and multiples, 42 to 72 Point inclusive.

75 Ibs. and multiples, 84 to 96 Point inclusive.

100 Ibs. and multiples, 120 and 144 Point.

Table 1
FIRST CLASS PRICES

SIZE

POINT
100

LBS.

500

LBS.

4000
LBS. &
OVER

3 $2.50 $2.40; $2.35 $2.30 $2.25 $2.20 $2.15 $2.10
3J 2.00 1.90 1.85 1.80 1.75 1.70 1.65 1.60

3Jon4 1.50 1.40! 1.35 1.30 1.25 1.20 1.15 1.10
4 1.50 1.40 1.35 1.30 1.25 1.20 1.15 1.10

44 1.20 1.10 1.05 1.00 .98 .96 .94 .92
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Information for Buyers

SCHEME FOR 1OO-LB. FONT BODY TYPE



ODY
YPE

Roman and
Oldstyle

BEING
A COMPLETE SHOWING

OF
BEAUTIFUL

AND
USEFUL

TYPE FACES

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY
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BODY TYPES
Announcement-

Pages 44 to 144 show specimens of a selection of the best

Modern and Oldstyle Body Types made by the American Type
Founders Company and Inland Type Foundry. This selection

covers every requirement of book, newspaper and general print-

ing offices. The specimens are shown in various ways for the

buyers' convenience.

First: Specimens by sizes in single lines of all series to

permit ready comparisons of width, color and design.

Second: Specimens by sizes in paragraphs of series to

permit of more critical comparison of mass or page effects.

Third: Specimens in large paragraphs arranged in

series, to facilitate ordering a suitable gradation of sizes after

the series has been selected.

INDEX
Synopsis of Lining Modern Roman Body Type Faces . . .

Synopsis of Lining Oldstyle Body Type Faces

Lining Modern Roman Body Type Faces, showing sizes .

Lining Oldstyle Body Type Faces, shown by sizes in series

Lining Modern Body Type Faces

Lining Oldstyle Body Type Faces, shown in series ....

44, 45

96,97
46-59

98-109

60-95

110-143

Important Notice

To prevent confusion of identical numbers heretofore used by both this

and other type foundries to identify body type faces, the numbers 570 have
been added to the old numbers used by the Inland Type Foundry. Thus, for-

mer No. 10 of the Inland Type Foundry is now No. 580, and former No. 2 is

No. 572. The following is a list of changes in numbering body type faces

originated by the Inland Foundry.

Inland Oldstyle No. 9 now No. 579 Inland Roman No. 20 now No. 590

Inland Oldstyle No. 11 now No. 581 Inland Roman No. 26 now No. 5%
Inland Oldstyle No. 13 now No. 583 Inland Roman No. 29 now No. 599

Inland Oldstyle No. 16 now No. 586

Mm ii ii IBn ii ii ii IB IB ii ii ii !!! ii ii HIM ii ii niiii iin liiiiirmn

American Type Founders Co.
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SYNOPSIS OF LINING MODERN ROMAN BODY TYPE FACES

Series No.

A When, in the

4 POINT LINING MODERN ROMAN

of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands which have conned

4V4 POINT LINING MODERN ROMAN
A When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands which have connem

5 POINT LINING MODERN ROMAN
o24 When, ill the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands which hai

A When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands w
590 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bandspt
527 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the politicalt

6V4 POINT LINING MODERN ROMAN
527 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people 1o dissolve the politica

590 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the politn

A When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the polit

6 POINT LINING MODERN ROMAN

BB When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political hands whic

B When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands h

599 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bandso

590 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the polite

D When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the polid

A When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the polit

E "When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the pol

C When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the pil

510 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the pit
596 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the p

7 POINT LINING MODERN ROMAN

599 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the po

A When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve

590 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolw

596 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to disse

8 POINT LINING MODERN ROMAN

599 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolw

BB When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to disso

D When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to ds

E When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to d

B When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people tod

C When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people ton

590 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to

510 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people ts

596 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people
A When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one peopl

9 POINT LINING MODERN ROMAN

599 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people c

510-When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one peop
590 "When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one peoc
596 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one pew

A-When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for onep

10 POINT LINING MODERN ROMAN

599-When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one peoi

E-When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one pe

A Century Expanded B Bodoni BB Bodoni Book C Scotch Roman D Norwood Roman E Wayside
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SYNOPSIS OF LINING MODERN ROMAN BODY TYPE FACES

10 POINT LINING MODERN ROHAN Continued

BB-Whcn, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one pe
C When, in the course of human evruK, it IM-OHIH-. necessary for one it

sic-When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for oni

596 \\']\,- ii. in tlic course of human events, it Incomes necessary for oni

B-When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for m
890 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for w
o-When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary fore

A-When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary is

11 POINT LINING MODERN ROMAN

E-When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one

c When, in the course of human e\cnN, it l>ccomes necessary for ow

596-When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary fort

.-.lo-^Vhen. in the course of human events, it becomes neeessary f\v

A-When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary
" Wli.'ti. in tin- enin-M- "!' human events, it l.re.imt". n ...... ssarr

12 POINT LINING MODERN ROHAN

599-When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for w
BB When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for

B-When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessay

D-When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessai

E-When, in the course of human events, it becomes necess

c-When. in the course of human events, it becomes necen

Rio-Wlicii, in the course of human events, it becomes neces

M-When, in the course of human rvents, it becomes necei

A-When, in the course of human events, it becomes neil

5oo-When, in the course of human events, it becomes nil

14 POINT LINING MODERN ROHAN

BB-When, in the course of human events, it becomes neces

B-^ ben, in the course of human events, it becomes ni

c-When, in the course of human events, it beco

A-When, in the course of human events, it bee

18 POINT LINING MODERN ROHAN

BB-When, in the course of human events, it bee

B-When, in the course of human events, it

^When, in the course of human even

When, in the course of human evenc-

A-Century Expanded B-Bodoni BB Bodonl Book C Scotch Roman D Norwood Roman E Way.id*
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LINING MODERN ROMAN FACES SHOWN BY SIZES

4 Point Century Expanded
WHEN, in the course of human event*, it becomes necessary
for one people to dissolve the political bands which have con-
ected them with another, and to assume, among the powers

rate and equal station to wnich the laws
e's God entitle them, a decent respect

to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare
the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these
truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that
thoy iiro endowed liy their Creator with certain inalienable
rights; that among- these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness; that, to secure, these rights, governments are

consent of the (governed; that, whenever any form of govern-
ment becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of th
people to alter or to abolish it, and to institute a new govern-
ment, laying its foundation on such principle* and oronnizing
its powers in such form, as to them shall seem moat likely to

Lower case a to z. 17 1-3 ema

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

4'/2 Point Century Expanded
WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary
Tor one people to dissolve the political bands which have con-
nected them with another, and to assume, among the powers
of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws
of nature and of nature's (iod entitle them, a decent respect
to the opinions of mankind requires that they should dt-clare
the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these
truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that

they are endowed with certain inalienable rights; that among
these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that, to
secure these rights, governments are instituted among men,
deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed;
that, whenever any form of government becomes destructive
of the** ends, it ie the right of the people to alter or to abolish
it and to institute a new government, laying its foundation*

Lower case a to z, 15 1-3 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

5 Point Century Expanded

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes
necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands
which have connected them with another, and to

assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate
and equal station to which the laws of nature and of
nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the
opinions of mankind requires that they should declare
the causes which impel them to the separation. We
hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are
created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator
with certain inalienable rights; that among these are
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that, to

secure these rights, governments are instituted among
Lower case a to z, 16 ema

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

5 Point Roman No. 590

WHEN, in the course of human events, it biu-oiiies

necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands
which have connected them with another, and to

assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate
and equal station to which the laws of nature and of

nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the
opinions of mankind requires that they should declare
the causes which impel them to the separation. \\\<

hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are
created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator
with certain inalienable rights; that among these are

Mucure these rights, governments ar instituted <iiu'>/,</

Lower case a to z. 15 3-4 ema

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY/
1 '(456781*0

5 Point Lining Roman No. 527

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes
necessary for one people to dissolve the political
bands which have connected them with another,
and to assume, among the powers of the earth,
the separate and equal station to which the laws
of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a
decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires
that they should declare the causes which impel
them to the separation. We hold these truths to
be self-evident: That all men are created equal;
that they are endowed by their Creator with cer-
tain inalienable rights; that among these are life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that, to secure
Lower case a to z, 17 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
12&567890

5 Point Lining Roman No. 524

WHEX, in the course of human events, it beauties necessary
for one people to dissolve the political bauds which have
connected them with another, aiid to assume, among the

powers of the eaith, the separate and equal station to

which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them,
a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires tli.-tt

they should declare the causes which impel them to the

separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That
till men are created equal; that they are endowed l>y their

Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these
are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that, tt>

secure these rights, uovernments are inntitutedam.
ifffiring their just powers front the consent of tl"- yov~

Lower case a to z, 14 1-2 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

oint Century Expanded

WHEN, in the course of human events, it be-
comes necessary for one people to dissolve the
political bands which have connected them with
another, and to assume, among the powers of
the earth, the separate and equal station to
which the laws or nature and of nature's God
entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions
of mankind requires that they declare the
causes which impel them to the separation. We
hold these truths to be self-evident: That all
men are created equal; that they are endowed
by their Creator with certain inalienable rights;

Lower case a to z, 17 ema

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

5Vz Point Lining Roman No. 527

WHEN, in the course of human events, it bcnnm-^
necessary for one people to dissolve the political
bands which have connected them with another,
and to assume, among the powers of the earth,
the separate and equal station to which the laws
of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a
decent respect to the opinions of mankind re-

quires that they should declare the causes which
impel them to the separation. We hold these
\ ruths to be self-evident: That all men are created
*-(/tf/; that they are endowed by their Creator
with certain inalienable rights; that among these

Lower case a to z, 16 ema

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQKSTUVWXYZ
12*4567890

5Va Point Roman No. 590

WHEN, in the course of human events.it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands
which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate
and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the
opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation.We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happi-
ness; that, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers
from the consent of the governed; that, whenever any form of government becomes destructive of these
ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new government, laying its
foundation on such principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most
likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long established
should not be changed for light and transient causes; and, accordingly, all experience hath shown that "<-

Lower case a to z, 16 1-4 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
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LINING MODERN ROMAN FACES SHOWN BY SIZES

Point Roman No. 6*0

WHEH. In iheroun* of human events. II become* neceesary foron* people todlssolve the political IIHU.N

which have connected them with another, ami to assume, among the power* of the earth, the separate
ami equal slatiun In whi<-h the law of natnre anil of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the

rtiikni'l rt-tjuire. that they should declare the causes which Impel them to the separation.
r\iilent: That all men are created equal: that they are endowed hy

their i main inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of

hapuine..
' >e these rights, government* are instituUKl among men. deriving their just

;_.*. <>f tht. governed; that, whenever any form of government hecoines destructive
i r it-lit of the people to alter or to alxilish it and to Institute a new government,

(*yiNp if* f-*iiitlatnin ON jn-n iirinfiftlft. and oroanifintj ill Jx-itfrt in tUfh form, tit to thrm thall sertti

.... .( lil-li, la rllrct lltrir tatrln and MfyincM. I'rvdmct. indent, mil dictalr. that uotrrniimtt long rt-

Lower CM ft to r. 16 MM
AMI 'liKFiiHI.IKI.MXOIMKSTrVWXYH

UMMMM

Point Roman No. SM
WHEX. in the course of human - - necessary tor one people the political
band* which have .. um. . t. .| them ith another. and tn assume. among the pu <-rc of tlic earth, the

tti- BUI) ctjua) *t nt "i> I-- \\ hii-h the laws of nature ami of nature's <iod entitle them, a cleci nt

1 mankind requires that they shoulil declare the causes wtili-h impel them
"Id then- truths to be self -. -\ iilcnt '1'hat ull men are created equal; that

they ;i th certain inalienable rights: that among these are lite, liberty,
and t: happine**: that, t- > i-niinents art- instituted amon^ men,

r> from the concent i>f the Kovenicil; that, whenever uny form of govern
<lestnu-live of these emis. It is the riifht of the people to alter or to abolish it, awl

( tnttitutf a new jorrrninmf . taping tit foundation on s\tth jiriufifilft, and organizing its potcert in
nr* lorm. at to (Arm flail term moil litrlv to rffitt tkrir tafttv and hapvinrtl. I'rudmrr. indent, n ill

ABCDEFOHIJKLSINOI'gKSTt'VWXY/,
atuattt

Point Roman No. GN
Won. ia Ike roan* of human ereaU, il becOBee aecessary fer one people to dissolve the political bands which
aaie coaaectod tkeai with another, and to annum*, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to

vaira tto laws of natura and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires
taal lacy saoald declara tae causet which impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident:
TVat all men are created -joal : that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights ; that among
lh*M are lite, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness : that, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among
am. deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed ; that, whenever any form of government becomes
destructive ol these eads. il is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new government,
laying iu hudatioB on sch principles, and organiiing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most
liktli It tfTnt Ikrir taftlt and soppiarss. l-ndmci. indttd. vill dielali Hat aocmmuli long ettablitlnd
tkrmH ! >r ckamt*4 Itr light aid IrafMinl emau: and. according!*, all riptritxct hulk <Aon Ihal mankind

Lrnr fttt a U.. U 1-4 mm
ABOTEFGHUKLMJ.OPQBOTUVWXYZ
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Point Bodoni Book

. > the route of human e.rnu. il beceeMS nir.u.ry for one people lo duwilve the political bands which have
'annul 'hew. wnb aaMber. aad to num.. .mon, the powers of the earth, the separate and equal .Ulion to which
nW Ian of nature and of Harare's Cod entitle them, a decent roperl lo the opinions of mankind require, that they
~a>_u Jtckve the eaM*. which i

" '" ~ ' ' " ' ' ' ' '

ly lo effect iheir ufelv I

IrrJ. will Jiamu llut f<*tr*mr*u loaf almNMtd iliottU not be changed for lifkl and Iraiairni
<W. mntuvr/r. eft aaperuMce nmln ilttmn inM mankind *n man aufattd lo infer. Mr nil, an mferaklr.L~m Cm* a U I. U I-J ~-

ABCDEFGH IJK L.M NOPQBSTLVWXYZ
IXMHim

Point Bodoni

"up., as Ikerevne *l ttmmtm e.e>u. M t mn .........f or am* outfit lo dlawlte the political band. I,.. I, l,,.r

saio.glWpei.oflli. e.nb. lbeT>.r.le .nd raiial .1.1,..,, i.,*),,, h

l. ihem. . dWn.1 n^erl lo the opini.,0. ..f ,,,..,k,nd re,|,.,r~ ll,.l ll.e,

.

.'. IMH! mlitl. ihem. . dWn.1 n^erl lo the opi
. V

r with

-. -hiral impel ikeei to ike Mfunlton. *e hold Ihewr truth, lo be .elf c> ,'.leoi Thai all

J. iWllWiare sn.ai.ad kyUtsal

..,....,,, ,J il,,.

I are instituted among men.
I of government bccomee de-

tinue a new st.veminenl.

'*"-'
'"riU.V

*"*** " ~rk
f*'^pl7'- ."> "JP r"* eadl <ana.es to them .bail .era, -i i.kel.'
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LINING MODERN ROMAN FACES SHOWN BY SIZES

6 Point Lining Roman No. 510

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political

bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the

separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent

respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them
to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident : That all men are created equal ; that they
are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights ; that among these are life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness ; that, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriv-

ing their just powers from the consent of the governed ; that, whenever any form of government
becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to insti-

tutf 11 lien' trorfrtntirnt, laying its foundation on siirk prineipus, and orgon^xtnc '/* ^""VY* in suck form, as

in tln'in shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happinesn. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that gorern-
Lower case a to z, 15 5-6 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

6 Point Norwood Roman

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political

bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the

separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent

respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to

the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident : That all men are created equal ; that they are

endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the

pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving
their just powers from the consent of the governed ; that, whenever any form of government becomes
destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new
government, laying its foundation on such principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as to

them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that

Lower case a to z, 15 1-6 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

6 Point Scotch Roman

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political

bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth,

the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a

. ,-,- ~ ~-
men deriving tneir just powers from the consent of the governed: that, whenever any form of gov-
ernment iMH-oines destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and
to institute a new government, laying its foundation on KurJt principles, and organizing its pow-
ers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence.

Lower case a to z, 16 2-3 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1M4567890

6 Point Wayside

WHEN, in the cov

separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent

respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them

WHKN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political

bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the

Lower case a to z, 15 1-2 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

6 Point Century Expanded

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political

bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the

separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent

respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them
to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident : That all men are created equal ; that they

are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights ; that among these are life, liberty, and

the pursuit of happiness ; that, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, de-

riving their just powers from the consent of the governed ; that, whenever any form of government
becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute

a new government, laying its foundation on such principles, and organizing its pou'ci-x in such form,
as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate

Lower case a to z, 15 1-2 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
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LINING MODERN ROMAN FACES SHOWN BY SIZES

7 Point Human No. MO

WIIKN. in tin- i-ours.. uf hunmn e\ em-, it becomen necessary fur out- people to dUsohe the

iH.llll.-n! (mini- hieh llliv i- i leil them Witll another, and I" ll"llllle. IIIMiillK till- powers
of the earth, tin- separate anil equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's Uod
entitle them, K decent n-|H-et to the opinion* of mankind require* that they should deelnre

the i-auses whirh impel them t.i tin- -eparation. We hulil these truths to IK' self-evident :

That all men an- cn-ated e<|iial: that they are endowed by their Creator with certain In-

alienage rich!*; tlmt am<nii; these an- life, liherty. ami the pursuit of happiness ; that, to

...ur. the-e rik-lit-. !>, \eriiiiienis an- instituted among men. deriving their just powers
from tin nseiit ,.f the governed: that, whenever any form of government becomes de

inn-live "f thee emls. it is the right of the people to alter or to l.,,lis|, it anil to institute

a M.H- guremmettl. laying it* /<>n<liltioH OH sues, prinei/llri, tint! i-i/diu'ci'iii/ i/* piiirrm in

mrk form, a* In Ihrm skull serm mott likrly to etfrct thrir safety anil happiness. I'rtlilrnrr.

LMMT CMW ID . 14 3-7 MM

AHCDKFOIII.IKLSIXiil'yKSTI V\\ XVX
UMMJIM

T Point Roman No. MB

Will \, 111 the mursenf In nn. ill i'\ell|s. it In-i-iiliies lll-O'ilNur.V fur one |Mii|ile to dissolve the

ll I llfal Immls wlilrlihiiveronnecteil them wltliuiiothi-r. anil tuuxsiiiiif, uniiint; the jxiwers
of the earth, the s,-| ,.i i .ii,- am I ,-,|ii:ii -iaii,,n to whirh the laws of miture mid of natun>

ntltlf HH-III.II lU-ii-nl res|'il to the opinions of mankind reijuires that they should
dii-lnn- the i -iu-e- uhii h iin|-l them to the sepiiriilion. We hulil !!-. [nulls U> be self-

it : That all men lire rreateil ii|iiul; that they an lowed by their Creator with
certain Inalienable rights; that am. in- these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happi-

ure He -, riirhis. a\>\ enimentR are Instituted amont; men, deriving their

just gniwers from the ron-ent of the unvi-riied; that, whenever any form of government
beoiines (lestnietive of tliesi' ends, il is the right of the |.en|ile to alter or to abolish It

ami ttt intfitntf <i nrir yin rrntnrnt. laying tin fnunilntiitn on xticft princifttrs, ttntt organizing Hit

potrrr* in ?wh form, at to Ihrm thall trem intuit likely to effect their tnfety and happiness. Pru-
l*wmMM to i. u MM

AIVCUKI lilll.lKI.MXOI'yKSTrVWXYX

7 Point Roman No 599

Win, in the ooone ol human events, it becomes necessary lor one people to dissolve the political bands
which hare connected thorn with another, and to assume, among the powers ol the earth, the separate
and equal station to which the laws ol nature and ol nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to

the opinions ol mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the separa-
tion. We hold these truths to be self-evident : That all men are created equal; that they are endowed

by their Creator with certain inalienable ndit-: that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit
ol happiness: that, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their

just powers from the consent of the governed ; that, whenever any form ol government becomes de-
structive ol these ends, it is the right ot the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new
government, laying its Inundation on such principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as to
Ikrm stall stem moil tiktlv to tfltcl thrir rnfrty and kappinets. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that

fHftmmentt long rttaolittrd tkould not be changed for light and transient causes: and, accordingly,
I*>wrr CM* * tn >, 129-14 rm

ABCDEHJIIIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
67K90

7 Point Century Expanded

WIIKN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary- for one people to dissolve the
political bands which connect them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the
earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle
them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the
causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That
all men are created equal ; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable

right*; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these
rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent
of the governed : that, whenever any form of government becomes destructive of these
ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new government,
laying it* foundation on mch principles, and organizing its powers in suck form, as to
thrm shall stem most likely to effert their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will

LowtrMM to B. U S-rM
ABCDEFGHLIKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
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LINING MODERN ROMAN FACES SHOWN BY SIZES

8 Point Roman No. 590

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve

the political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among
the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature

and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind re-

quires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We
hold these truths to lie self-evident: That all men arc crailnl equal; that they are endowed

liy their Creator with certain inalienable rit/lil*: lint/ among these are life, liberty, and
Lower case a to z, 13 1-2 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQESTUVWXYZ
1234567890

8 Point Scotch Roman

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve

the political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among
the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and
of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires
that they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold

them tmths to be self-evident: That all men are rrmleil //. Hint ///<// art endovtedby
tlii-ir Creator iritli certain iiKilii-inili/i' rii/li/x: Hint amonij Iliese are life, liberty, and the

Lower case a to z, 13 1-2 emB

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1-23456T890

8 Point Norwood Roman

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve

the political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among
the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature

and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires
that they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold

these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are

Lower case a to z, 13 1-8 emB

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

8 Point Roman No. 596

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to

dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another, and to

assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the

laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of

mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the

separation. We hold these tntths to be self-evident: Tlmt all nu-n arc created equal;
that they are endowed by their Creator with certain imi/ii-iKililc rii/htx: Unit nmonii

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQKSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

8 Point Roman No. 599

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the

political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the powers
of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's

God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should

declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-

evident : That all men are created equal ; that they are endowed by their Creator with

certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness;

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
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LINING MODERN ROMAN FACES SHOWN BY SIZES

8 Point Uninir K>nui No. MO

U in \. ill tin- rniiix- "f hniiiaii even!.-, it UIMIIII> necc arv lor mie jieoplc In ili>-nl\e

the political Lain I- u liirli I HIM- connected tlu-tii illi :i in it her. a ml In a nine, annni:.'

tin- i-nuer- ill the earth, the
separate

ami e.|iial xtalimi to \\ liich the lnus <>i nature

uinl "f nature's (MN| entitle them, u divrnt II*|MV| in the n|iiiiiinis nf iiKinkinil

n-quire* that they i-limilil declare Ihe caii-c- \\hieh impel them In the >cpara-
liiitl. \\r hi>t'l Illi ft trntlit I" In .- ll

'-
i i'li nl: Tlnll nil m '.<//(/<(/; thill tin-it tin

inttiitlnl liif tllf it' I'l't'ltiil II lilt i-ttittin inillit nillilt l-iifllh; tflllt IllHlltilf Illi M Hi'' ///' , lllttft'l,

\**wv* < m to I. U t-B n

kBCDEFGHlTKLMNOPQBOTUVWXYZ
1234507800

a Potat W*r*id

\\ nt \, in the cnnr-c nl Inn i i.i n event'., it IH-CIHIICS neee^ary for mu- |K-ople tu ili>>nl\e

the (xilitienl lunuN whii-li have eonneeti'il them w ith anutlier. anil In asMinie, iimniift
Hie IKIUITO nl the earth. Hie -e|i:irate and eiju.il -latiiin In \vhu-h the laws nl' nature
nml of nature'- (intl entitle them, a deeeiit res|n-et In the npininns nl maiikiiiil n-

<|inr<- that the) -liniikl ileelare the eanv. whieh ini|x'l them to the e|iaratinn. We
httlit ttitft truth* In t:t ttlf-tritlfut 'Mint itll nit it art rrntttit t'/iinl : that titty nrt fH-
tltnrtil bylhiirl 'rmltir ifilli rrrliiiu iuitlitiHiblt riijhl*; Ilint niiiniii/ lln.it nr, lift . iibtrly ,

Unvr tmf tu I. 13*1-8 MM

ABCDEFGUIJKLMNOPQR8TUVWXYZ
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8 Point Century Expanded

WHKX, in tho course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to
dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another, and to

assume, amonj; the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which
the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent res.pect to the
oiiinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel
them to the stparntioii. \\'r holil tin HI- truths to be self-evident: That all men are
created ryunl ; that they are endmred by their Creator with certain inalienable

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
I2MM78M

S Point Bodoni Book

\\n>v in thr murw of human events, it heroines necessary for one people to dissolve
the politiral hand* which have nuinii-leil iheni with another, and to assume, among the

l~iv>rp> of ihe earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of
nature'* God entitle them, a ilerenf re-perl to the opinions of mankind requires that they
-limilil diflarr the cau-- which impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to
bf srlf-rtulrnt: That nil mrn tin- rmilnl rijiinl; ihnt thr\ nrr rmlmctd by their Creator
Mi/A rrriain inalirnnlilr rifhts; that among their are life, liberty, and the pursuit of

ItnmOM . to .. II I.I fmm

AB<:I>F.K;IIIJKI.\INOPQRSTUVWXYZ
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* Point Bodoni

W n> N. in i lie i nnr-e nl human event-, il Inmine- necessary for one |H-ople In ili nlve
the p.-hin.il haml- which have connected them with another, anil to .I--IIMH-. ,iiiion

thr |H,wi-r- ..I the i-.irth. the -eparate and equal station to which the law- of nature
and of nature'- (....I entitle them, a decent re-pe< I to the opini of mankind re-

piire- lh.it they -In. nl. I ileelare the .iii-e- which impel them I., ili, -i p.iralion. We
hitld i/ie.f truth* In !> .//.erii/<-/i/: Thill nil tlli'll (ire . re<ile</ e<//;<i/; lit,it th,-\ tin- i-n-

iliniitl l>\ ihi-ir ( ri-iilnr niih ifrtnin iiKi/ieiiuWe rtf-lit*: ilinl iinxni^ tlif.i- nn- lift-.
l-w,r M !.,!. U %* MM

ABCDKH.IIIJKI \

1234567890
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LINING MODERN ROMAN FACES SHOWN BY SIZES

9 Point Roman No. 510

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to

dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another, and to

assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to
which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect
to the opinions of mankind requires that they declare the causes which impel
them to the separation. We hold t/nvc truth* to be self-evident: That all men are cre-

ated equal; that they are endowed lnj thrir Creator it'ith certain inalienable rights; that
Lower case a to z. 12 8-9 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

9 Point Roman No. 590

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to

dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another, and to

assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which
the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the

opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel
them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are

created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable
Lower cane a to z. 13 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

9 Point Roman No. 596

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to

dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another, and to

assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which
the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the

opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel
them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are

created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable
Lower case a to z, 13 2-9 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

9 Point Roman No. 599

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve

the political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among
the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature

and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind re-

quires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation.
We hold these truths to be self-evident : That all men are created equal; that they are

endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life,
Lower case a to z, 12 1-9 emB

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

9 Point Century Expanded

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people
to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another,
and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal
station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a
decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare
the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to

be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that they are endowed

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
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Point Unin* Koran No. Slu

WIIKN, in tlic course of human event.*, it becomes ncce.*>ary fur <>\\,-

to dissolve tin- |Militi<-:il bands which have connected tlirln with another,

anil to assume, aiiion^ the |iowcrs of tin' earth, the separate and riual
Mation to which the- laws nature anil nf nature's Cod entitle them. a

di-ccnt resjMvt ti> tin- opinions i if niankiml requires that tliey should

ilt-cliin tin' I-IIIIM* irhich iiii/H-l tin in ti> tin MparottOfl, " ' Imlil tlum tmthstO

be te(f-rriilrnt: Tlutt nil IIH u nn crmti'il /ii/,- tint! tin // <if< iminimi l>i/lli< ir

IBCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR8TUVWXYZ
1284567890

10 Point Scotch Roman

WHIN, in tin- cour>c nt' liuiii.-iii c\cnts. it becomes nei-essary tor one people
to ilisMiKe tin- (Hilitienl liamls \\liicli II.-IM- eoimeeteil them with Jinother,

ami to :i--niiie, .inn. Mi; the |MI ers of the earth, the se|wirate anil eipial st:it inn

to whieh the law- of nature anil ot' nature'-, (iixl entitle them, a cleeent

res|M-et to the opinion-, of mankind require-, th.-il they should deelare the

catuft vhiek impel them to Ihr separation, ll'r holil ///<. truths to In- ttflj'-friih-nl :

Thai allmm are created equal; thai they tin- i-ntliwil liy their Crnilnr :cil/i certain
\t'*rt CB* to . 11MM

ABCDKFCHI.IKl.MNOl'QHSTI \ \\ \\V.

1484487890

10 Point Waycfcb

WHEN, in the rourse of human events, it becomes necessary for one people
todissohe the pnlitie.-il Imncls which have eonueeted them with another, and
to assume. ;iiiiini|r the |x>ers of the earth, the separate and e(]Ual station to

whieh the laws of nature and of nature's ( uxl entitle them, a decent respect
to the opinions of mankind requires that they should deelare the causes which

impel them to the separation. /)'< holil these truths to be self-evident : That all

turn are created equal; that they are endowed In/ their Creator n-ilh certain inalien-
Unrcr CM* to i. 11 7-fo MM

AIU DKK( ill I.IK I.MNOIXiKSTt \\VXYZ
1884567890

10 Point Roman No. 6M

\ViiKN.in the course of human events.it becomes necessary for one

people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with
another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and
equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's (md entitle

them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they
skoulil ilx-lnn tin .;>> ir/iii-h ///<,/ //,.;// In tin m /xiriilinii. We hold
thesf truth* to be self-friilm/: Tlint nil ;/,. ,i // </.(//< ,1 ,,/nnl ; flint /// i/

L*9T CM* to I. 12 S- MM

AHCDKFdHIJKLMNOPQBSTUVWXYZ
1284667880

10 Point Roman No. 6W

WIIKN. in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to

dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another, and to

assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which
the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the

opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel
Ihi m In Ihr sriiriralion. IIV hold lhr.tr Irtilhx In In xilf-rriilrnt: Thai all men
are created equal; that they are cndou-rd l>u Ihrir Creator irilh crrlain ina-

Lowr CMM l . II 7-10 MM*

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTl'V \SXYX
1234567890
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LINING MODERN ROMAN FACES SHOWN BY SIZES

10 Point Roman No. 590

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one

people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with

another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate
and equal station to which the Laws of nature and of nature's God
entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that

they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We
hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that

Lower case a to z. 12 9-10 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

10 Point Bodoni Book

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people
to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another,
and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station

to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent re-

spect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the

causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-

evident: That all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator
Lower case a to z, 11 3-4 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

10 Point Bodoni

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one

people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with

another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate
and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God
entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that

they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We
hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

10 Point Norwood Roman

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one

people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with

another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate
and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God
entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires
that they declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We
hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal;

Lower case a to z, 13 2-5 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

10 Point Century Expanded

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for

one people to dissolve the political bands that have connected them
with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the

separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of

nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of man-
kind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them
to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
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II Point Uninc Roman No. 610

\ViiKN.in the cour-eof human event-, il l-eenmes um .uy fur one

lcMp|e ti> dii'lvc the |Nilitical liamls wliicli have r..nncciril lliein

with another, and 1> assume, aiming tin- |iwers of tlie eurtli. the

-epanite inn! eoual station to which the laws of nature and of nature's

finil ni/itli tin 111. <i iliniit
i-i.--/xi-t

to tin <ij,iiiionx iif iniiiikiiiil m/ui ir*

tliitt tin
;/

aliiiiilil <ti i-lnri tin muni:* niiii-li i in/Hi tin in to tin

\ iin KF< ; 1 I IJKLMN< >PQB8Tl I V \V

1234567890

11 Point Scotch Roman

\\iiiv. in the course of human events. it heroines mrcs..ar\ tor one

li>|ile todisxnl\- the |x)liticnl Imnds wliirli have OOODected them with

another, anil to a-Mime. anioni; the |>oHer ot' the earth, the separate and

e|iial station t<i whirl) the laws of nature and of nature's (lod entitle

than, n tlfrail n:t/xrt to the o/iinionx iif ninnkiml rfijtihrx t/mt tlifi/ xhiiulil

ilt'ilur,- thf niii.ifx h-hich /m/*7 than to tin- .trfxinition. IIY hold these truth*
LMWT CAM to I. 11 t-lMM

ABCDEFGmJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
L184567890

II Point Raman No. 680

WIIKN. in tin- course <>f lninian events, it becomes necessary
fiirmif juMijih- t<> dissolve the political hands which have con-

nect. -d them with another, and to assume, amonjr the powers of

tin- earth, the separate and ei|iial station to which the laws of

nittiiti- nnil nf iiiitHiT'x (inil i utitlc tin-in, n ili-n-i/t rrx/iiTt to the,

<>l>h<i<>iix nf niiniLiiid ni/iiin's Hint tlii'i/ xlimilil ilrrlarr flu: causes

ciBCDEFGHUKLMNOPQESTUVWXTZ
1234567890

11 Point WarW

WIIKN. in the courst- of liuiiian events, it iKfomi'.s necessjirv for one people
to divsohe the |H>litical Iwuuls w hieh have connected them with .- I her.

ami to nsKUine. amon^ the ]M>wers of the earth, tin- separate and equal
station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, n

ilifi at n:\jmi to tin- ofiinion.i oftnunkind rfi/uircx that Ihfi/ xhouhl ilcclnrc

the HI IIM > r. li'n-h im/x-l t/ifin to the .\cjiiiriition. HY hold thfw truths to In-

AIU 1)1.1 (ill I.IKI.MNOlVU.sTUVWXYZ
L8M567890

II Paint CVntury ExpwMtad

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for
one people to dissolve the political bands which have connected
them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the

earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature
and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions
of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which

Lmnr t> >. U f-ll mtt

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
123457890
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12 Point Norwood Roman

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for

one people to dissolve the political bands which have connected

them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the

earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature

and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

12 Point Wayside

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary
for one people to dissolve the political bands which have
connected them with another, and also to assume, among the

powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which
the laws ofnature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

12 Point Roman No. 599

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one

people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with

another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate

and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God

entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

12 Point Bodoni Book

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one

people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them

with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the

separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's

God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires
Lower case a to z, 11 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

12 Point Bodoni

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for

one people to dissolve the political bands which have connected

them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the

earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature

and ofnature's God, entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions
Lower case a to z, 12 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
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U Point Unlnc Roman No. 510

WllKN. in tin- course of liuniMii events, it becomes m-ces>ary
for one people to dissolve tin- political hands \vliidi have

connected tin-in with another, ami also to assume, anionij the

power- of the earth, the separate ami equal station to which

tin luir.-i of nature and of nature's </</ <ntiil< Hum, n <l<c<nt rc-
r to I 13 ] MM

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234667890

U Point ROOHUI No. tit

\VnKX. in the course of human events, it becomes necessary
for one people to dissolve the political bands which have
connected them with another, ami to assume, among the

|M>wers of the earth, the -eparate and equal >tation to which
the tows of iiutx n a ml nf nut nrc's God entitle them, a decent re-

AB'I >KK( ;i

1284667890

U Point Roman No. HO

VYm s. in the course of human events, it becomes neces-

sary for one people to dissolve the political bands which
have connected t hem with amt her, and to assume, among
the jM.wers of the cart h. t he separate and equal station to

fin finrs nf niiliin niul of mitun's (toil c nlilli /In m, a

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

12 Point Scotch Roman

WllKN. ill the course of human events, it IK-I-OIUC'S necessary
tor one people to dissolve the political hands which have
connected them with another, and also to assume, among the

powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which
the laws qfnature mid nut arc's (rod entitle them, it decent rc-

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
L884567800

a Point Ontury Expanded

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes neces-

sary for one
people

to dissolve the political bands which
have connected them with another, and to assume, among
the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to

which the laws ofnature and ofnature's God entitle them, a

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
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14 Point Bodoni Book

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary
for one people to dissolve the political bands which have

connected them with another, and to assume, among the

powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which

the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent

respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should
Lower case a to z, 10 1-2 em

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

14 Point Bodoni

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes neces-

sary for one people to dissolve the political bands which
have connected them with another, and to assume, among
the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to

which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them,
a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

14 Point Scotch Roman

When, in the course of human events, it becomes

necessary for one people to dissolve the political
bands which have connected them with another,
and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the

separate and equal station to which the laws ofna-
Lower case a to z, 13 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

14 Point Century Expanded

When, in the course of human events, it becomes
necessary for one people to dissolve the political
bands which have connected them with another,
and to assume, among the powers of the earth,
the separate and equal station to which the laws

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
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18 Point Bodonl Book

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes

necessary for one people to dissolve the political

hands which have connected them with another,

and to assume, among thepowers of the earth, the
LMVOT CM* to , to 1-3 MM

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

-
! 1 -

WHEN, in the course of human events, it be-

comes necessary for one people to dissolve

the political bands which haveconnected them

K //// tuHtllu'r.und to assume, among thepowers
Utwrr <** torn, 11 1-1 MM

ABCDEFGHUKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

18 Point Scotch Roman

When, in the course ofhuman events, it

becomes necessary for one people to dis-

solve the political hands which have con-

nected them with another, and to as-
lw*r CM* U. 13 MM

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV
1234567890

18 Point Century Expanded

When, in the course of human events, it

becomes necessary for one people to dis-

solve the political bandswhichhave con-

nected themwith another,and to assume,

ABCDEFGHIjiTLMNOPQRSTUVW
1234567890
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Century Expanded

4 POINT CENTURY EXPANDED

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary

for one people to dissolve the political bands which have

connected them with another, and to assume, amonff the

powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which

the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent

respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should

declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We
hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created

equal ; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain

inalienable rights; that among: these are life, liberty, and the

pursuit of happiness; that to secure these rights, firovernments

are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from

the consent of the governed; that, whenever any form of

government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right

of the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new
government, laying its foundation on such principles, and
organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem
moat likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence,
indeed, wilt dictate that governments long established should
not be changed for light and transient causes; and. accord-
ingly, all experience hath shown that mankind are more
disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable. than to right
themselves by abolishing the forma to which they are accus-
tomed. But, when a long train of abuses and usurpations,
pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a design to
reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is

their duty, to throw off such government and to provide new
guards for their future security. Such has been the patient
sufferance of these colonies, and such is now the necessity
which constrains them to alter their former systems of gov-
ernment. The history of the present King of Great Britain
is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all having,
!- direct object, the establishment of an absolute tyranny

this, let facts be submitted to ae States. To
d: He t

and ii'
1

'

candid world: He has'refused h'is assent to Taws the most
:essary for the public good; he has fpr-
B to pass laws of immediate and pressing

' ' '

.peration till his assentimportant-.-, miloss suspended in their operation till

Khould be obtained; and, when so suspended, he h

neglected to attend to them; he has refused to p___
icommodation of large districts of people, un-
le would relinquish the right of representation
re; a right inestimable to them and formida-

neglected _
laws for the ac.

less those i>eopl

ble to tyrants onfy; he has calli-d together legislative bodi
at places unusual, uncomfortable, and distant from the d<

jiository of their public record*, for the sole purpose <

fatiguing them inlo compliance wtth his

Low a to z, 17 1-3 e
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4Vfc POINT CENTURY EXPANDED

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary

for one people to dissolve the political bands which have

connected them with another, and to assume, among the

powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which

the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent

respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should

declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We
hold these truths to be self-evident : That all men are created

equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain

inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the

pursuit of happiness; that to secure these rights, governments

the consent of the governed ; that, whenever any form of

government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right
of the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new
government, laying its foundation on such principles, and
organizing ita powers in such form, as to them shall seem
most likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence,
indeed, will dictate that governments long established should
not be changed for light and transient causes; and, accordingly,
all experience hath shown that mankind are more disposed
to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves
by abolishing the forma to which they are accustomed. But,
when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invari-

ably the same object, evinces a design to reduce them under
absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw
off such government and to provide new guards for their
future security. Such has been the patient sufferance of these
colonies, and such is now the necessity

" ' '

to alter their form*
the present King <

injuries and usurpations, all having, in direct object, the es-
tablishment of an absolute tyranny over these States. To
prove this, let facts be submitted to a candid world: He has
refused his assent to laws the most wholesome and necessary
for the public good; he has forbidden his governors to pass
laws of immediate and pressing importance, unless suspended
in their operation till his assent should be obtained; and,
when so suspended, he has utterly neglected to attend to

thtm; He has refused to pass other laws for the accommoda-
tion of large districts of people, unless those people would

Lower case a to z, 15 1-3 ems
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5 POINT CENTURY EXPANDED

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes

necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands

which have connected them with another, and to as-

sume, among the powers of the earth, the separate

and equal station to which the laws of nature and of

nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the

opinions of mankind requires that they should declare

the causes which impel them to the separation. We
hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are

created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator

with certain inalienable rights; that among these are

life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that to
secure these rights, governments are instituted

among men, deriving their just powers from the
consent of the governed; that, whenever any form of

government becomes destructive of these ends, it is

the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to
institute a new government, laying its foundation on
such principles, and organizing its powers in such
form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect

their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will

dictate that governments long established should not
be changed for light and transient causes; and, ac-

cordingly, all experience hath shown that mankind
are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable,
than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to
which they are accustomed. But, when a long train
of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the
same object, evinces a design to reduce them under
absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty,
to throw off such government and to provide new
guards for their future safety. Such has been the

patient sufferance of these colonies, and such is now
the necessity which constrains them to alter their
former systems of government. The history of the

present King of Great Britain is a history of repeated
injuries ana usurpations, all having, in direct object,

Lower case a to z, 16 ems
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5Ys POINT CENTURY EXPANDED

WHEN, in the course of human events, it be-

comes necessary for one people to dissolve the

political bands which have connected them
with another, and to assume, among the pow-
ers of the earth, the separate and equal station

to which the laws of nature and of nature's

God entitle them, a decent respect to the

opinions of mankind requires that they should

declare the causes which impel them to the

separation. We hold these truths to be self-

evident: That all men are created equal; that
they are endowed by their Creator with certain
inalienable rights; that among these are life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that to
secure these rights, governments are instituted
among men. deriving their just powers from
the consent of the governed; that, whenever any
form of government becomes destructive of
these ends, it is the right of the people to alter
or to abolish it, and to institute a new govern-
ment, laying its foundation on such principles,
and organizing its powers in such form, as to
them shall seem most likely to effect their safety
and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate
that governments long established should not
be changed for light and transient causes; and,
accordingly, all experience hath shown that
mankind are more disposed to suffer, while
evils are sufferable, than to right themselves
by abolishing the forma to which they are
accustomed. But, when a long train of abuses
and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same
object, evinces a design to reduce them under-
absolute despotism., it is their right, it is their

Lower case a to z, 17 ems
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Partly opened with two point leads omplete showing of this series see pages 254, 255 and 256
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Century Expanded

. pan rOMtan i M-M'I <

WHKN. tn the course of human events, it become* necessary for on* people to dluolve the polltlcml

band* which have connected them with another, and to aume. among the powera of the earth, the

separate am) equal elation to which the laws of nature and of nature
1

! God entitle them, a decent

ratmri to the opinion* of mankind requires that they should declare the cause* which impel them to

the Mparmtion. We hold three truth* to be self-evident : That all men are created equal : that they

are endowed by their Creator with certain Inalienable rights ; that among theae are life, liberty, and

the pursuit of happlneaa; that, to secure these right*, government* are instituted among men,

deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed ; that, whenever any form of govern-

ment becomes destructive of these end*. It I* the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to

intitute a new government, laying it* foundation on *uch principles, and organizing iU power* In

such form, a* to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed,

will dictate that government* long established should not be changed for light and transient cause* ;

and. accordingly, all experience hath shown that mankind are more disposed to Buffer, while evil*

are ufferable. than to right themselves by abolishing the form* to which they are accustomed. But.

when a long train of abuse* and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a deaiirn

to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such govern-

ment and to provide new guard* for their future security. Such ha* been the patient sufferance of

these colonies, and *uch I* now the necessity- which constrains them to alter their former *ytem of

government. The history of the present King of Great Britain is a history of repeated injuries and

usurpations, all having, in direct object, the establishment of an absolute tyranny over these States.

To prove this, let fart* be *ubmitted to a candid world : He has refused his assent to laws the most

wholesome and nil iealj for the public good : he ha* forbidden his governors to pass laws of

Immediate and pressing importance, unless suspended in their operation till his assent should be

obtained : and, when so suspended, he has utterly neglected to attend to them ; he ha* refused to pass

other law* for the accommodation of large districts of people, unless those people would relinquish the

right of representation in the legislature: a right inestimable to them, and formidable to tyrants

only ; he has called together legislative bodie* at place* unusual, uncomfortable, and distant from the

depositary of their public records, for the sole purpose of fatiguing them into compliance with his

aaeasiliss he has dissolved representative houses repeatedly, for opposing, with manly firmness, his

inrawunu on Ik* rifktt Q/lAr prop)*; ** kaf nfumd.far a long timr after such duoo/uiion*. to cau*e

olltrrm la I* tltrtfd: vAmoy Uu boufaritx powers, incapable of annihilation, have returned to their

LOTOT !. in-torn
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1 POINT CBNTUBY EXTANDED

WHEN, in the course of human event*, it become* necessary for one people to dissolve the

political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the powers

of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God

entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the

causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident : That all

men are created equal ; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights;

that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that to secure these rights,

governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the

governed ; that, whenever any form ofgovernment becomes destructive of these ends, it is the

right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new government, laying its founda-

tion on such pnnciples. and organizing it* powers in such form, as to them shall seem most

likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that government*

long established should not be changed for light and transient causes ; and, accordingly, all ex-

perience hath shown that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than

to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they have been accustomed. But, when
a knur train of abuse* and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a design
to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such

government and to provide new guards for their future security. Such has been the patient
sufferance of these colonies, and such i* now the necessity which constrains them to alter their

former system* of government. The history of the present King of Great Britain is a history
of repeated injuries and usurpation*, all having, in direct object, the establishment of an abso-
lute tyranny over theae States. To prove this, let facts be submitted to a candid world: He has
refused his assent to law* the most wholesome and necessary for the public good; he has
forbidden his governors to pas*

laws of immediate and pressing importance, unless sus-

prmird I'M tlifir operation till hit amrnl ihould be obtained; and. when so mtprnded. he ha*

uttrrly nrglrrtrd to attrnrl to them; he ha* refuted to pan other late* for the accommodation
\jf*m to i. 14 17 ~
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8 POINT CENTURY EXPANDED

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to

dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another, and to

assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which

the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the

opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel

them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men
are created equal ;

that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable

rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that to

secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their just

powers from the consent of the governed; that, whenever any form of govern-
ment becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or

to abolish it and to institute a new government, laying its foundation on such

principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most

likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that

governments long established should not be changed for light and transient

causes; and, accordingly, all experience hath shown that mankind are more dis-

posed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing
the forms to which they are accustomed. But, when a long train of abuses and

usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a design to reduce
them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off

such government and to provide new guards for their future security. Such has
been the patient sufferance of these colonies, and such is now the necessity
which constrains them to alter their former systems of government. The history

of the present King of Great Britain is a history of repeated injuries and usur-
Lower case a to z, 14 3-8 ems
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Vol. XXI. INDIANA?

OPTIMISM KEYNOTE OF THE REALTY BOARD

PREDICTIONS FOR A BRIGHT FUTURE FEATURE OF EAST

GALESBURG ASSOCIATION'S FIRST BANQUET

Bright predictions for a successful fu-

ture featured the first dinner of the East

Galesburg Board of Brokers, which in-

cludes the real estate operators of the

city, at French's, EastGalesburg, on Sat-

urday night. Terence L. Upton, county
tax commissioner, was toastmaster, and
boxes with a "lots for sale" sign were
souvenirs. Judge Edward E. Socem and
several other prominent men joined the
East Galesburg officials in felicitations

to the real estate men. About 200 men
and women enjoyed the function.

Panel Border Engravers Old English Bold Heading Cond

Mr. Upton announced that Assembly-
man John B. Green, of East Galesburg,
had introduced a bill that, if enacted into

law, will provide legal authority for col-

lecting real estate agents' commissions.
The measure was drawn by Jeremiah I.

Gaffney, attorney for the board, and its

passage will be urged by the brokers.

Mr. Upton also stated that the board will

be incorporated at a meeting on Thurs-

day night and an effort will be made to

collect a fund for exploiting in system-
atic fashion the manifold advantages of

;nsed
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ARRESTED TRYING K

DOORS AT NIGHT
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Rudolph Cognac, m
turer of store fixture

Delancey Street, who
bail for a hearing on

attempted burglary b
the Manhattan Avenu
terday. He and his fr

William, were arrest
the doorway of a clos

Shrunk, at No. 257 So
Policeman Goeasy of

Despite the protest
his boy were charged
burglary. The lad w
dren's Society; the fr



Century Expanded

POINT I'KimwY EXPANDED

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people

to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another,

and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal

station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a

decent respect t> tin- opinions of mankind requires that they should declare

the causes which impel them to tin- separation. We hold these truths to

be self-evident : That all men are created equal; that they are endowed by

their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these rights, govern-
ments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the

consent of the governed; that, whenever any form of government becomes
destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish

it and to institute a new government, laying its foundation on such prin-

ciples, and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most

likely to etTeet their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate

that governments long established should not be changed for light and
transient causes; and, accordingly, all experience hath shown that mankind
are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right
themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But,
when a lon<i train of ulnim-n and usurpations, pursuing invariably the

\ n il,si<in t,> )-c</i/<-c them under absolute despotism,
l^fWrr OMB ft to I. 14 MMB
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THE CHRON
\..l. \l\ TW&SSSWfctc*. AKRON

REBSAN CALLS PARTY TO AID THE INSURGENTS
GREAT CROWD SAILS ON ST

GLINH'OLD LOOMS AS DEMOCRATIC
,

Exasperated by George F Hoppe's WASHINGTON HIIN..R

_
,.,OIln rrnx drubbing of Judge Thomas I. Cahill, TO GtT ABOARD hi

P. U. U. I\M Kill M whom Murray sought to put through

PI 4V FlVfllK fiRlfiQniU l^e macmne caucus to-day. Senators Society commence
rUlll l/HUno Norman and Stroub, and Democratic eastward rush yeste

Floor Leader Schill of the Assembly, ing every stateroom

KH'I HI II\\S KMIlYTO J(ll\ TO FLEliT A are awaiting telephone orders from that could be conver

i nictui ITILL luuni UITII utuutu their chief as to whom next to give use of passengers onlONStRUmh DEMOIRATII MEMBER a triai heat steamer, George W
Glinwold looms up as the probable The exodus this y

ALBANY, March:H. Although Mur- solution of the Senatorial tangle. than usual, due to a
ray legislative leaders stoutly main- Samuel Smather's name was tried bookings on ocean s

tain to-night that they will force the on the McMullen insurgents late to- of Americans whom
selection of a United States Senator night by the Murray directors. It was the Coronation. Thi
to-morrow. (Militical experts at a late added to the list of ten being talked listof the GeorgeW
hour say: "All combinations are shat- over by the Murray leaders and the was printed on pink

There can be no election unless McMullen insurreetos. and the names it co

Murray accepts one of the men de- The insurgents will have it in their registers of every k
manded by the insurgents. And he IMIWIT to-morrow to break the dead- those to be found w

t



Century Expanded

10 POINT CENTURY EXPANDED No. 2

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people
to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another,

and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal
station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a

decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare

the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to

be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that they are endowed by
their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these rights, govern-
ments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the

consent of the governed ; that, whenever any form of government becomes
destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish

it and to institute a new government, laying its foundation on such prin-

ciples, and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most

likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate

that governments long established should not be changed for light and
transient causes; and, accordingly, all experience hath shown that mankind
are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right them-
selves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But, when
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10 POINT CENTURY EXPANDED

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for

one people to dissolve the political bands which have connected

them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth,

the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of

nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of man-
kind requires that they should declare the causes which impel
them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident:

That all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their

Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these rights,

governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers
from the consent of the governed ; that, when any form of govern-
ment becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people
to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new government, laying
its foundation on such principles, and organizing its powers in such

form, as to them shall seem the most likely to effect their safety and
happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long es-
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11 POINT CKNTURY EXPANDED No. 2

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for

one people to dissolve the political bands which have connected

them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth,

the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of

nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of man-
kind requires that they should declare the causes which impel

them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident:

That all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their

Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these rights,

governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers
from the consent of the governed; that, when any form of govern-
ment becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people
to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new government, laying
its foundation on such principles, and organizing its powers in

such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety
and happiness. Prudence, indeed, unll dictate that governments long
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11 POINT CENTURY EXPANDED

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for

one people to dissolve the political bands which have connected

them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the

earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature

and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions
of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which

impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-

evident: That all men are created equal; that they are endowed
by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these
are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that, to secure
these rights, governments are institutea among men, deriving
their just powers from the consent of the governed; that, when-
ever any form of government becomes destructive of these ends,
it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to insti-

tute a new government, laying its foundation on such princi-
ples,and organizing its powers in suchform, as to them shall seem

LoWOT CM* to , lit- 11 MM
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12 POINT CENTURY EXPANDED

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes neces-

sary for one people to dissolve the political bands which

have connected them with another, and to assume, among
the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station

to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle

them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires
that they should declare the causes which impel them to

the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident:

That all men are created equal; that they are endowed

by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that

among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happi-
ness; that, to secure these rights, governments are in-

stituted among men, deriving their just powers from the

consent of the governed; that whenever any form of govern
Lower case a to z, 13 1-3 ems
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14 POINT CENTURY EXPANDED

When, in the course of human events, it be-

comes necessary for one people to dissolve the

political bands which have connected them with

another, and to assume, among the powers of

the earth, the separate and equal station to

which the laws of nature and of nature's God
entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of

mankind requires that they should declare the

causes which impel them to the separation. We
hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men
are created equal; that they are endowed by their

Creator with certain inalienable rights; that

among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of
Lower case a to z, 13 9-14 ems
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18 POINT CBNTUKY ExFAN DCD

When, in the course of human events,

it becomes necessary for one people to

dissolve the political bands which have

connected them with another, and to

assume,among the powers of the earth,

the separate and equal station to which

the laws of nature and of nature's God
entitle them, a decent respect to the

opinions of mankind requires that they
should declare the causes which im-

pel them to the separation. We hold

these truths to be self-evident: That all

men are created equal; that they are

endowed by their Creator with certain

inalienable rights; that among these

are life, liberty, and the pursuit of

happiness; that, to secure these rights,

governments
are instituted among men

eriving their just powers from the
consent of the governed; that, when-
ever any form of government becomes
destructive of these ends, it is the right
of the people to alter or to abolish it

and to institute a new government, lay-

ing its foundation on such principles
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6 POINT BODONI

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands which

have connected them with another, and to .I HIM.-, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station

to which the laws of nature and of nature's Cod entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires

that they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident:

That all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among
these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among
men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed; that, whenever any form of government becomes

destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new government,

laying its foundations on such principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most

likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long established should

not be changed for light and transient causes; and, accordingly, all experience hath shown that mankind are more

disposed to suffer, while evils are sufierable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are

accustomed. But, when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a

design to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such government
and to provide new guards for their future security. Such has been the patient sufferance of these colonies, and
such is now the necessity which constrains them to alter their former systems of government. The history of the

present King of Great Britain is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all having, in direct object, the

establishment of an absolute tyranny over these States. To prove this, let facts be submitted to a candid world :

He has refused his assent to laws the most wholesome and necessary for the public good; he has forbidden his

governors to pass laws of immediate and pressing importance, unless suspended in their operation till his assent

should be obtained; and, when so suspended, he has utterly neglected to attend to them; he has refused to pass
other laws for the accommodation of large districts of people, unless those people would relinquish the right of

representation in the legislature; a right inestimable to them, and formidable to tyrants only; he has called

together legislative bodies at places unusual, uncomfortable, and far distant from the depository of their public
records, for the sole purpose of fatiguing them into compliance with his measures; be has dissolved represen-
tative houses repeatedly, for opposing, with manly firmness, his invasions on the rights of the people; he has

refused, for a long time after such dissolutions, to cause others to be elected; whereby the legislative powers,
incapable of annihilation, have returned to the people at large for their exercise; the state remaining, in the

meantime, exposed to all the danger of invasion from without, and convulsions within ; he has endeavored to

prevent the population of these States; for that purpose, obstructing the laws for naturalization of foreigners,

refusing to pass others to encourage their migration hither, and raising the conditions of new appropriations of
lands; he has obstructed the administration of justice, by refusing his assent to laws for establishing judiciary
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8 POINT BODONI

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve

the political hands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among
the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature

and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind

requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation.

We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that they
are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are

life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these rights, governments
are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the gov-

erned; that, whenever any form of government becomes destructive of these ends, it

is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new government,
laying its foundations on such principles, and organizing its powers in such form,
as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence,
indeed, will dictate that governments long established should not be changed for

light and transient causes; and, accordingly, all experience hath shown that mankind
are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by
abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But, when a long train of abuses
and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a design to reduce them
under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such govern-
ment and to provide new guards for their future security. Such has been the patient

sufferance of these colonies., and such is now the necessity which constrains them to

alter their former systems of government. The history of the present King of Great
Lower caae a to z, 13 3-8 ems
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WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for

one people to dissolve the political hands which have connected

them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the

earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of

nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to

the opinion- >! mankind requires that they should declare the

au-i - \\ lii. li impel tin -in (o tin- -i-|i;iralion.
\\ e hold lhc-e

truth* t> lie -i-ll-<-\ ident: That all men are created equal; that

they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable

rights: that amuii.; tlie*e an- life. lil>ert\. and the pnrMiit of

liappine: that !> -eenre tin--.- rights. goveriiinrnts are instituted

among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of

the governed; that, whenever any form of government hecomes
ili -triii-tii < of thi'sf <-m/s. it in tin- rixht <>/ thf pro/tic to alter or

to abolish it ami ti> institute a new ftovcrntiK'nl. laving its
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WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes neces-

sary for one people to dissolve the political bands which

have connected them with another, and to assume, among
the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station

to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle

them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind

requires that they should declare the causes which impel
them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-

evident: That all men are created equal; that they are

endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights;

that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of

happiness; that, to secure these rights, governments are

instituted among men, deriving their just powers from

the consent of the governed; that, whenever any form

of government becomes destructive of these ends, it

is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and
to institute a new government, laying its foundation

on such principles, and organizing its powers in such

form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their

safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that

governments long established should not be changed
for light and transient causes; and, accordingly, all ex-

perience hath shown that mankind are more disposed to

suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves

by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed.

But, when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pur-

suing invariably the same object, evinces a design
to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their

right, it is their duty, to throw off such government and

to provide new guards for their future security. Such has

been the patient sufferance of these colonies, and such

is now the necessity which constrains them to alter their

former systems ofgovernment. The history of the present
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WHEN, in the course of human events, it

becomes necessary for one people to dissolve

the political bands which have connected

them with another, and to assume, among
the powers of the earth, the separate and

equal station to which the laws of nature

and of nature's God entitle them, a decent

respect, to the opinions of mankind requires
that they should declare the causes which

impel them to the separation. We hold these

truths to be self-evident: That all men are

created equal; that they are endowed by their

Creator with certain inalienable rights; that

among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness; that, to secure these rights,

governments are instituted among men, de-

riving their just powers from the consent of

the governed; that, whenever any form of

government becomes destructive of these

ends, it is the right of the people to alter or

to abolish it and to institute a new govern-
ment, laying its foundation on such princi-

ples, and organizing its powers in such form,

as to them shall seem most likely to effect their

safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will
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WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands which have

connected them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which

the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they
should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men
are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their

just powers from the consent of the governed ; that, whenever any form of government becomes destructive of these

ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new government, laying its foundation on

such principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most Hkely to effect their safety and

happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long established should not be changed for light and

transient causes; and, accordingly, all experience hath shown that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils

are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But, when a long train

of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a design to reduce them under absolute

despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such government and to provide new guards for their future

security. Such has been the patient sufferance of these colonies, and such is now the necessity which constrains them
to alter their former systems of government. The history of the present King of Great Britain is a history of repeated

injuries and usurpations, all having, in direct object, the establishment of an absolute tyranny over these States. To
prove this, let facts be submitted to a candid world : He has refused his assent to laws the most wholesome and

necessary for the public good ; he has forbidden his governors to pass laws of immediate and pressing importance,
unless suspended in their operation till his assent should be obtained ; and, when so suspended, he has utterly neglected
to attend to them ; he has refused to pass other laws for the accommodation of large districts of people, unless those

people would relinquish the right of representation in the legislature; a right inestimable to them, bnd formidable to

tyrants only; he has called together legislative bodies at places unusual, uncomfortable, and distant from the deposi-

tory of their public records, for the sole purpose of fatiguing them into compliance with his measures ; he has dissolved

representative houses repeatedly, for opposing, with manly firmness, his invasions on the rights of the people ; he has

refused, for a long time after such dissolutions, to cause others to be elected, whereby the legislative powers, incapable
of annihilation, have returned to the people at large for their exercise; the state remaining, in the meantime, exposed
to all the danger of invasion from without, and convulsions within; he has endeavored to prevent the population of
these States, for that purpose obstructing the laws for naturalization of foreigners, refusing to pass others to encourage
their migration hither, and raising the conditions of new appropriations of lands. He has obstructed the administration

ofjusticet by refusing his assent to laws for establishing judiciary powers. He has made judges dependent on his will

alone, for the tenure of their offices, and the amount and payment of their salaries. He has erected a multitude of new
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WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve

the political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the

powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of

nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they
should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to

be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator

with certain inalienable rights ; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happi-

ness; that, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their

just powers from the consent of the governed; that, whenever any form of government be-

comes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and
to institute a new government, laying its foundation on such principles, and organizing
its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and

happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long established should not

be changed for light and transient causes; and, accordingly, all experience hath shown
that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right them-
selves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But, when a long train of

abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a design to reduce
them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such govern-
ment and to provide new guards for their future security. Such has been the patient
sufferance of these colonies, and such is now the necessity which constrains them to alter

their former systems of government. The history of the present King of Great Britain is

a history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all having, in direct object, the establish-

ment of an absolute tyranny over these States. To prove this, let facts be submitted to a
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\\ IIFN. in lli<- course .if liiiiii.ui event-, it become- necessary for one people

to di oK.- llir political
hands which have connected ilicin with another, and

to assume, among lli<- powers of the earth, the separate and eipial station

to which the law- of nature and of nature'- < iod entitle them, a decent re-

-peel I., ll pinion- of mankind r.-.piire-
thai they should declare the eaii-e-

which
ini|x-l

them to the separation. \\ hold the-,- truth- to he self-evident:

That all men are created e.|iial:
that they are endowed by their Creator

with certain inalienahle rights: that among the-e an- life, liberty, and the

|nir-uit of happim : that, to -ecnre the-e rights, government* are in-lituted

ainoni: men. deri\mi: their ju-I pow.-r- from the con-ent of the governed;
thai, when am form ol L:\ eminent become- destructive of these ends, it is

ihe right of the
people

to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new gov-
ernment, laving it- foundation on Mich prin. ipl.--.

and organi/ing its powers
in -ucb form, a- to them -hall -.-em most likely to effect their safety and

happine--. Prudence, indeed, will dictate thai governments long established

-hould not be changed for light and transient causes; and, accordingly, all

e\|M-rience hath -hown (hat mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils

an- Mitferahle. than to right themselves bv abolishing the forms to which

//! unaccustomed. Hut. trlu-n <i loiif; train of abuses and usurpations, fiur-

suine inraruiblv the same object, evinces a design to reduce them under ab-
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WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one

people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them

with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the

separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's

God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions
of mankind re-

quires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the

separation. We hold these tnitli- t" IK- self-evident: That all men
are . r.-.iteil equal: thai they arc endowed by their Creator with cer-

tain inalienable rights: that among these are life, liberty, and the

pursuit <>! happiness; that, to secure these rights, gnM-niments are

instituted .inning men, deriving their ju-t powers from the consent

of the go\erneil: that, whenever any form of government becomes
destructive of these emls, it is the n^lit of the

[icutile to niter or to

abolish it ami t<> institute n nnc p<ni-mmi-nt. lining its foundation
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WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary

for one people to dissolve the political bands which have

connected them with another, and to assume, among the

powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which

the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent

respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should

declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We
hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created

equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain

inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and

the pursuit of happiness; that to secure these rights, govern-

ments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers
from the consent of the governed; that, whenever any form

of government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the

right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute

a new government, laying its foundation on such principles,

and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall

seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence,

indeed, will dictate that governments long established should

not be changed for light and transient causes ; and, accord-

ingly, all experience hath shown that mankind are more dis-

posed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right them-

selves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed.

But, when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing

invariably the same object, evinces a design to reduce them

under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty,

to throw off such government and to provide new guards for

their future security. Such has been the patient sufferance

of these colonies, and such is now the necessity which con-

strains them to alter their former systems of government.
The history of the present King of Great Britain is a history

of repeated injuries and usurpations, all having, in direct

object, the establishment of an absolute tyranny over these
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WHEN, in the course of human events, it be-

comes necessary for one people to dissolve the

political
bands which have connected them with

another, and to assume, among the powers of the

earth, the separate and equal station to which the

laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them,

a decent respect to the opinions of mankind re-

quires that they should declare the causes which

impel them to the separation. We hold these

t ruths to be self-evident: That all men are created

equal; that they are endowed by their Creator

with certain inalienable rights; that among these

are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness;

that, to secure these rights, governments are in-

>ti luted among men, deriving their just powers
from the consent of the governed; that when-

ever any form of government becomes destruc-

tive of these ends, it is the right of the people
to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new

government, laying its foundation on such prin-

ciples,
and organizing its powers in such form,

as to them shall seem most likely to effect their

safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will

dictate that governments long established should

not be changed for light and transient causes;
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WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political

bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth,

the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a

decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which

impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created

equal ; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights: that among these

are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these rights, governments are

instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed: that, whenever

any form of government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or

to abolish it and to institute a new government, laying its foundation on such principles, and

organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and

happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long established should not be changed
for light and transient causes ; and, accordingly, all experience hath shown that mankind are more
disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to
which they are accustomed. But, when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably
the same object, evinces a design to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is

their duty, to throw off such government and to provide new guards for their future security.
Such has been the patient sufferance of these colonies, and such is now the necessity which
constrains them to alter their former systems of government. The- history of the present King of
Great Britain is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all having, in direct object, the
establishment of an absolute tyranny over these States. To prove this, let facts be submitted to a
candid world: He has refused his assent to laws the most wholesome and necessary for the public
good : he has forbidden his governors to pass laws of immediate and pressing Importance, unless

suspended in their operation till his assent should be obtained ; and, when so suspended, he has
utterly neglected to attend to them ; he has refused to pass other laws for the accommodation of
large districts of people, unless those people would relinquish the right of representation in the
legislature; a right inestimable to them, and formidable to tyrants only: he has called together
legislative bodies at places unusual, uncomfortable, and distant from the depository of their

public records, for the sole purpose offatiguing them into compliance with his measures ; he has
dissolved representative houses repeatedly, for opposing, with manly firmness, his invasions on
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WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to

dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another, and to

assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the

laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of

mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the

separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal;

that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights ; that among
these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness ; that to secure these rights,

governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent
of the governed; that, whenever any form of government becomes destructive of

these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or abolish it and to institute a new
government, laying its foundation on such principles, and organizing its powers in

such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness.
Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long established should not be

changed for light and transient causes; and, accordingly, all experience hath shown
that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right
themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But, when a long
train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a

design to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to

throw off such government and to provide new guards for their future security. Such
has been the patient sufferance of these colonies, and such is now the necessity which
constrains them to alter theirformer systems ofgovernment. To prove this, let facts be sub-

mitted to a candid world: He has refused his assent to laws the most wholesome and
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\\ ms. in tin- course of liuiiiiin ex cuts, it hccomcs ncccss.-irx lor one people

In dissolve tin- political luimls which lm\- connected them with another,

ml In assume. among tin- (lowers of llu- earth, the sejwirate anil equal

station to whirh the laws of nature anil of nature's (ioil entitle them, a

ill < i nl res|H-el to the opinions nt' manUind requires that they should

deelare the eauses whieh impel them to the srp.-ir.-it inn. We hold these

truths In IK- self-ex iilent : That all men are erealeil i-i|Ul ; that they are

cndoxxrd I > their Creator xxith certain inalienable rights; that among
these are life, hlicrtx , and the pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these

rights, BOX erimients are instituted among men, derix ing their just |>wers
fnun the consent of the governed; that, when any form of government

ines dcstructixc of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or

to abolish it and to institute a new goxcrnmcnt, lax my its foundation on

such principles, and org.-im/ing its po\\crs in such form, as to them shall

seem the most likely to effect their safety and happiness. I'rudence, in-

deed, xx ill dictate that governments longcstahlished should not he changed for

tight and transient ratar*; and, accordingly, all experience hath shoicn that

mankind are more ditpoted to mffer, vhile erilt are mfffirrahle, than to right
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\Viiix. in tin- rourM- of human evc-nts, it Ixfoines Meeessjirv for one

(Kiiple to dissolve the political Ijands which have connected them with

another, and to assume, among the jwwers of the earth, the separate

and ei|twl station to which the- laws of nature and of nature's God
entitle them, u decent rcx|nrt to the opinions of mankind requires that

they sliduld declare the causes xvhich impel them to the sepunit ion.

\Ve liold these truths to U- self-evident : That all men are created

equal; that they are endowed by their Creator xvith certain inaliena-

ble rights ; that among these are life, liln-rty, and the pursuit of

huppinos ; that, to secure these rights, governments are instituted

among men, deriving their just |xn\crs from the consent of the governed;
that, whenever any form of government beCOOKI destructive of these

ends, it is the right of the (x-ople to alter or to alxilish it and to in-

stitute a new government, laying its foundation on such principles, and

organizing ilx jxncer* in .T//C/I form, n.t to than ahull win ino.it likely to

effect their xiif'rly anil htip/iinfju. I'milriK,: inihnl. -.cill d'ntntf flint fforrrn-
l^ntrr fM* I|. II l-f M
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WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary

for one people to dissolve the political bands which have

connected them with another, and to assume, among the

powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which

the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent

respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should

declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We
hold these truths to be self-evident : That all men are created

equal ; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain

inalienable rights ; that among these are life, liberty, and the

pursuit of happiness ; that, to secure these rights, govern-
ments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers
from the consent of the governed ; that whenever any form

ofgovernment becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right

of the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new
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When, in the course of human events, it becomes

necessary for one people to dissolve the political

bands which have connected them with another,

and to assume, among the powers of the earth,

the separate and equal station to which the laws

of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a

decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires
that they should declare the causes which impel
them to the separation. We hold these truths to

be self-evident: That all men are created equal;
that they are endowed by their Creator with

certain inalienable rights; that among these are
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When, in the course of human events,

it becomes necessary for one people to

dissolve the political hands which have

connected them with another, and to

assume, among the powers of the earth,

the separate and equal station to which

the laws of nature and of nature's God
entitle them, a decent respect to the

opinions of mankind requires that they
should declare the causes which impel
them to the separation. We hold these

truths to be self-evident: That all men
are created equal ; that they are endowed

by their Creator with certain inalienable

rights; that among these are life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness; that, to

secure these rights, governments are

instituted among men, deriving their

just powers from the consent of the

governed; that, whenever any form of

government becomes destructive of
these ends, it is the right of the people
to alter or to abolish it and to institute

a new government, laying itsfounda-
tions on such principles, and organiz
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WHKN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political

hands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the

separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent

respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them
to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal: that

they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights ; that among these are life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness: that, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men,
deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed : that, whenever any form of government
becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to insti-
tute a new government, laying its foundations on such principles, and organizing its powers in such
form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed,
will dictate that governments long established should not be changed for light and transient causes;
and, accordingly, all experience hath shown that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils
are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But,
when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a design
to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such govern-
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8 POINT WAYSIDE

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dis-

solve the political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume,

among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of na-

ture and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind

requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We
hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these rights, governments are
instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed ;

that, whenever any form of government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the

right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new government, laying
Us foundation on such principles, and organizing its powers in such form., as to them
shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dic-
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10 POINT WAYSIDE

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people

to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another, and

to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to

which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent re-

spect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the

causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-

evident : That all men are created equal ;
that they are endowed by their

Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty,
and the

pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among
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\VMKN. in tin- course of liuinitn events, it In-comes necessary for one

|Nti|il<-
to dissolve tin- {Militical Imnds which have connected them with

another, anil to assume, among tin j>owcrs of the earth, tlir se)mratc aiul

ti|iuil
station to which the laws of nature and of nature's (lod entitle

them, a decent n-|rrt to tlu> opinions of mankind iv<|iiiirs that they

should declare the causes which
ini|H-l them to the separation. We hold

thvso tlllths to IK- sclf-cv ident : That all men are created equal; that

they an- endowed liv their Creator with certain inalienable rights: that

among thc>e are life. lilx-rty, and the pursuit of happiness; Unit, to

Mfiirv these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving
their just |x>wers from the consent of the governed; that, whenever any
form of government Uromes destructive of these ends, it is the right of

the |Kt>ple to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new government,
l<ii/iiif Itsfoundations on truck print-inlet, mid iirfftinirjiiff it*
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12 POINT WAYSIDE

WHKX. in the course of human events, it becomes necessary
for one people to dissolve the political bands which have

connected them with another, and to assume, among the

powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which

the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent

respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should

declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We
hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created

(|ual; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain
inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these rights, govern-
ments are instituted among men. deriving their just powers
from tin- cnii.\t'nt of t/ic {forfrrn-d; that, uhcnwer any form of
govern nit-lit lit-nniics di-strm-thr of these ends, it is the right of
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6 POINT LINING ROMAN No. 510

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political

bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth,

the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent

respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them
to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident : That all men are created equal ; that they
are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness; that to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men,
deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed ; that,whenever any form of government
becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to insti-
tute a new government, laying its foundation on such principles, and organizing its powers in such
form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will
dictate that governments long established should not be changed for light and transient causes ;and,
accordingly, all experience hath shown that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are
siifferable.than to right themselves by abolishing the farms to which they are accustomed. But, when along
train oj abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a design to reduce them under
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8 POINT LINING ROMAN No. 510

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dis-

solve the political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume,

among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of na-

ture and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind
requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We
hold these truths to be self-evident : That all men are created equal ;

that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights ;

that among these are life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness ; that, to secure these rights, governments are in-

stituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed;
that, whenever any form of government becomes destructive of these ends, it is

the right o/ the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new government, laying
its foundation on such principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall
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9 POINT LINING ROMAN No. 510

WHEN, hi the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to

dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another, and to

assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which
the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the

opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel
them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident : That all men
are created equal ;

that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalien-

able rights ;
that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness ;

that, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their just

powers from the consent of the governed ; that, whenever any form of government be-
Lower case a to z, 12 8-9 ems
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11 POINT LINING ROMAN No. 510

\ViiK.x. in the i-oiu-se of human events, it lireomes necessary for

one |M-<i|>le to dissolve the jMilitical liands which have connected them

with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the

-eparate ami equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's

(iinl entitle them, a decent re|x'ct to the opinions of mankind re-

quires that they should declare the causes which im|M'l them to the

.-|iarati<ui. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men
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Wlll.N. in tlic coui-M 1 of liuinan events, it heroines neces-

-;iry for one jteiiplc I., ilissolve tlie political hands which have

conneeted them with another, and to assume, among the

p>\\vrs of the earth, the separate and equal station to which
the laws of nature and of nature'- ( Ind entitle them, a decent
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WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political

bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the

separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent re-

spect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the

separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that they are

endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the

pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving
their just powers from the consent of the governed; that, whenever any form of government becomes
destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new
government, laying its foundations on such principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as to

them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that

governments long established should not be changed for light and transient causes; and, accordingly,
all experience hath shown that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than
to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But, when a long train of
abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a design to reduce them under
absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such government and to provide new
guards for their future security. Such has been the patient sufferance of these colonies, and such is now
the necessity which constrains them to alter their former systems of government. The history of the
present King of Great Britain is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all having, in direct
object, the establishment of an absolute tyranny over these States. To prove this, let facts be sub-
mitted to a candid world : He has refused his assent to laws the most wholesome and necessary for the
public good; he has forbidden his governors to pass laws of immediate and pressing importance, unless
suspended in their operation till his assent should be obtained ; and, when so suspended, he has utterly
neglected to attend to them; he has refused to pass other laws for the accommodation of large dis-
tricts of people, unless those people would relinquish the right of representation in the legislature, a
right inestimable to them, and formidable to tyrants only; he has called together legislative bodies at
places unusual, uncomfortable, and distant from the depository of their public records, for the sole
purpose of fatiguing them into compliance with his measures; he has dissolved representative houses
repeatedly, for opposing, with manly firmness, his invasions on the rights of the people; he has refused,
for a long time after such dissolutions, to cause others to be elected; whereby the legislative powers, in-
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8 POINT NORWOOD ROMAN

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve

the political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among
the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature

and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires
that they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these

truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that they are endowed by
their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the

pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among
men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed; that, whenever any
form of government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to

alter or to abolish it and to institute a new government, laying its foundations on such

principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely
to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments
long established should not be changed for light and transient causes; and, accordingly,
all experience hath shown that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are

sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accus-
tomed. But, when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same
object, evinces a design to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it

is their duty, to throw off such government and to provide new guards for their future

security. Such has been the patient sufferance of these colonies, and such is now the

necessity which constrains them to alter theirformer systems ofgovernment. The
history of the present King of Great Britain is a history of repeated injuries
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\VnKN.in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one

people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with

another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate

and equal station towhich the laws of nature and of nature'sGod entitle

them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they

should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold

these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that

they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that

among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that, to se-

cure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving

their just powers from the consent of the governed; that, whenever

any form of government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the

right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new gov-

ernment, laying its foundations on such principles, and organizing its

IK.wers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their

safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments
long established should not be changed for light and transient causes;

and, accordingly, all experience hath shown that mankind are more
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12 POINT NORWOOD ROMAN

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary

for one people to dissolve the political bands which have con-

nected them with another, and to assume, among the powers
of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws

of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to

the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the

causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these

truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that

they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable

rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of

happiness; that, to secure these rights, governments are insti-

tuted among men, deriving their just powers from the con-

sentoffln </<< rtinl; that, whenever anyform ofgovernment
becomes destructive of these ends, it is me right ofthe people
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WHEN, in the course of humau eveuts, it becomes

necessary for one people to dissolve the political

bauds which have connected them with another, and

to assume, among the powers of the earth, the sepa-

rate and equal station to which the laws of nature

and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to

the opinions of mankind requires that they should

declare the causes which impel them to the separa-

tion. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That

all men are created equal; that they are endowed by

their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that

among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of hap-

piness; that, to secure these rights, governments are

instituted among men, deriving their just powers
from the consent of the governed; that, whenever
any form of government becomes destructive of these

ends, it ia the right of the people to alter or to abolish

it, and to institute a new government, laying its foun-
dation on such principles, and organizing its powers
in such form, an to them shall seem most likely to

effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed,
will dictate that governments long established should
not be changed for light and transient causes; and,

accordingly, all experience hath shown that mankind
are more disposed to suffer, while evils are aufferablc.

than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to

which they are accustomed. But, when a long train
of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably tin-

same object, evinces a design to reduce them under
absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty,
to throw off such government and to provide new
guards for their future security. Such has been the

patient sufferance of these colonies, and such is uow
the necessity which constrains them to alter their
former systems of government. The history of the

present King of Great Britain t's a history of repeated
injuries and usurpations, all having, in direct object,
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SVz POINT ROMAN No. 590

WHEN, in the course of human events, it be-

comes necessary for one people to dissolve the

political bands which have connected them with

another, and to assume, among the powers of

the earth, the separate and equal station to

which the laws of nature and of nature's God
entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions

of mankind requires that they should declare

the causes which impel them to the separation.

We hold these truths to be self-evident: That

all men are created equal; that they are endowed

by their Creator with certain inalienable rights;

that among these are life, liberty, and tin 1 pur-
suit of happiness; that, to secure these rights,

governments are instituted among men, deriv-

ing their just powers from the consent of the

governed; that whenever any form of govern-
ment becomes destructive of these ends, it is the

right of the people to alter or to abolish it, and
to institute a new government, laying its foun-
dation on such principles, and organizing its

powers in such form, as to them shall seem
most likely to effect their safety and happiness.
Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments
long established should not be changed for light
and transient causes; and, accordingly, all ex-

perience hath shown that mankind are more
disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable,
than to right themselves by abolishing the forms
to which they are accustomed. But, when along
tciiin of abuses and usurpations, pursuing in-

variably the same object, evinces a design to reduce
them under absolute despotism, it in their right, it
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6 POINT ROMAN No. 590

WHEN, in the course of human events, it be-

comes necessary for one people to dissolve the

political bands which have connected them with

another, and to assume, among the powers of

the earth, the separate and equal station to

which the laws of nature and of nature's God
entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of

mankind requires that they should declare the

causes which impel them to the separation. We
hold these truths to be self-evident: That all

men are created equal ; that they are endowed

by their Creator with certain inalienable rights;
that among these are life, liberty, and the pur-
suit of happiness; that, to secure these rights,

governments are instituted among men, deriv-

ing their just powers from the consent of the

governed; that whenever any form of govern-
ment becomes destructive of these ends, it is the

right of the people to alter or to abolish it, and to

institute a newgovernment.laying itsfoundation
on such principles, and organizing its powers in

such form, as to them shall seem most likely
to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence,
indeed, will dictate that governments lonj: estab-

lished should not be changed for light and tran-

sient causes; and, accordingly, all experience
hath shown that mankind are more disposed to

suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right
tin' in nt'l res by abolishing the farms to which they
are accustomed, lint, when along train of abuses
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7 POINT ROMAN No. 590

WHEN, in the course of human events,

it becomes necessary for one people to dis-

solve the political bands which have con-

nected them with another, and to assume,

among the powers of the earth, the sepa-

rate and equal station to which the laws of

nature and of nature's God entitle them,

a decent respect to the opinions of man-

kind requires that they should declare the

causes which impel them to the separation.

We hold these truths to be self-evident:

That all men are created equal; that they
are endowed by their Creator with, certain

inalienable rights; that among these are

life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness;
that, to secure these rights, governments
are instituted among men, deriving their

just powers from the consent of the gov-

erned; that whenever any form of govern-
ment becomes destructive of these ends,
it is the right of the people to alter or to

abolish it, and to institute a new govern-
ment, laying its foundation on such prin-

ciples, and organizing its powers in sucli

form, as to them shall seem most likely to
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Wins, in the course of human event*. it become* neeenutry for one people to

diwolvc the political band- which have , .,1,1,. .-I. .1 them with another, inn) to assume,

among th* power* of the earth, the separate and |ual illation to which the laws of

nature and of nature'* (!od entitle them, n decent respect to the opinions of man-

kind mjuiren that they xhoul.l declare the caunen which ini|>e! them to the separation.
.Id these triiths'to !H. M -lf -evident : That all men are created equal: that they

are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that aiming thoc are

life, liberty. mid the pursuit of happiness; that, to seen n- these rights, ^ovcrimicnts

are instituleil anmni; men, deriviiu; their just powers fnim the consent of the KOV-
erned; that, whenever any form of jrovcrnment become. destructive of these ends,
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9 POINT ROMAN No. (to

WIIKX, in tin- course of liuninn events, it Wcomrs nee..ss;iry for one people

t...l:.>l\i- the political liamls whii'li liave coimci-tcil tln-iu with am>tlier, and to

Home. nnioliK tilt- |M>wers<if the cnrth, the si-panitc IIIK! i-qu:il station to which

the laws of nature anil of nature's (t<xl entitle them, a decent respect to the

opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel
them to the separation. We hold thc.-e truths to lie self-evident: That all

men are created c<|iial: that they are endowed liy their Creator with certain

inalienable rights: that iiinmitr these an- life, liberty, and the pursuit of happi-
*<**; thai, to itrctirf thr*r right*, gorernntetitx <irr inxtitntril iiminiy men, ilerii-ini/

thfirjufl itotren from the content of the gorernrtl ; tlinl, irhrnrn r iinyfornt

ABCltKF(;Hl'lKLMN()I'yKSTfVWXV/
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10 POINT ROMAN No. 5(0

\VHKN. in the course of human events, it Incomes necessary for one

|K-..ji|e t.. .hssolve the (Militicul bands which have connected them with

another, and to assume, aniono; the |>owers of the earth, the separate

and e|ual station to which the laws of nature and of nature's (iod en-

title them. H decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that

thev should declare tl .....aiises which impel them to the, separation. We
hold these truths to ! -ell-evident : That all men are created e<|iial :

/Art/ (kfii in-> inl'iir-il hi/ thiir Crmlnr iritli nrtnin hinlii milili rii/lits;

thill IIIII--HI/ tin si <iri liii. lilnrli/.'iitil /In in<rsnit ni />/(;//<.; Unit. In

mmi.JKLMNopQKs'n \ \\ xv/
ab-deft:liijklmnop<|rstiiv\v\\ /
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11 POINT ROMAN No. 590

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary
for one people to dissolve the political bands which have con-

nected them with another, and to assume, among the powers of

the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of

nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the

opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes
which impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to be
self-evident : That all men are created equal ;

that they are en-

dowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that

among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness ; that,
to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men,
deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed;
that whenever any form of government becomes destructive of

these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it

and to institute a new government, laying its foundations on such

principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as to them
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12 POINT ROMAN No. 590

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes nec-

essary for one people to dissolve the political bands which

have connected them with another, and to assume, among
the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to

which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them,
a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that

they should declare the causes which impel them to the

separation. We hold these truths to be self -evident: That
all men are created equal ;

that they are endowed by their

Creator with certain inalienable rights ;
that among these

are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that, to

secure these rights, governments are instituted among
men, derirhiy their just powers from the consent of the gov-
erned; that whenever any form of government becomes de-
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& POINT LJNINO ROHAN No. 524

inawr, t .. i-.pl. k> du.4.. Ik. p..hlir.l U,iJ. whlrh h...

I Ik* pwn .1 Ik* artk. lk >*pral* od iul >un.. Uj which lira

I1.-I .*lilt* lk~. J*l mperl I" t>>*''t''aloi..f aakind raqilirn llil lli.f .h.xild d*rUr

. ,k,.k i-i-l II 1.. Ik. ~r-.li.- W. kuM Ik*** lrlk l b* ~lf-.vlj.nl Tkal ll am *r crated cqu*l : tli.l

4 kj IkMf fnM-t ilk r*rlala laalWukl. rlcau .
llnl i... nt lh~. an lit.. lltortr. nil lb I'Ui.ml of happi

m*m . IkM, W aeae> IkMe rukfe. e*v*nua*ejli ar* ia*itM uauai am. .l.ni inr Ihnr Ju.l |..*r. from Ik. c. Ki-.nl of Ik*

l-nra..; I***. w.iii.aaTfcj.fl.iiiia.aln u<i.liweMfUMataag., Hi.lb. rnl.1 of Ih* pei.pl* k> n*r or to

. UTI* Ik f.iaaaln oa Mirk priarlpln, *iul ..riiniiini lU |>w.r la M-k
rtlk.lr..f., .db.W"i~ rrd*a*. ladd. -ill .li.-l.lr Ital .*rrlii..n,l.

I h ll>fcl*ad lr*nu.*l r*u: .nJ. ^-oi.nilj .11 .tprrunc* ktth .b..wti 111. I m.n
.

r.M.. tkaa fci rujkt tknud>*> I.J .l-.l,.l.u.r Ik* furnu U> wklrk Ih*; >r*

.uf|^i...n* parMiinc mvkrikbtjt Ik. MM. ..t.jo I. rYinr** a dr*icn I- r*dur*
ii<h rttvrrmiirnl h'l ! |n"vnlr n.w (oftrdi for

n>l.<iur*. anil Midi I* n>. Hi. iir<r>iti wlilrh t-onilraini

k* prmul k'iiic f Ur**t HrilAin i> hlilxr.* of rvp**l*d
.III ..f ll li.|ulf Ijrmllt ..rr Illr*- Mlt-m T.. I'l-l.-

li.1 ..rl.l Hr IIM rrfu^il hli MM ill I. U> II. - will II"-.-MI
kl* r '"m r* I" IIMB ! t ln.l.lr.lil. anil |>n*will( Illlln irtll.-r lltllt-M Mlvfwnllnl ill III. Ir

ft. ^^tiwW. *W, "*'- .|WW. A. A. *tt*,-li, t~yt~t,*l t,, ,,tf..J t tkrm; A. fco* rtr-

r km (W . .niin^. / hrt. rfMrM* / 1 >J.. /. .-r j../,/, -.,/,( . ,;i.,.-A fA. , ,,/Af

>t.i. H I J -~
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5 POINT LINING ROHAN No. 627

WHEN, in lht crmr* nf humn rrnl. it lMM-om*i n*^eMiry for one people to <iliolv<* the fiolitica) l>itn<l*

hu-k kir ixinii-rtr.l them with Mnothrr. And to wvume. maim the powcni of the earth, the M-|nri*t*> nd

*qol *4*.tioB to whlrh Ihr law* of nature ami of nature'* Ood entitle them, a decent re*pert to the opinions
of Mankind require* Inat ihr? should declare the caune* which impel them to the MMMiration. We hold

lam train* to he eelf-eiidenl: That all men are created equal: that the; are endowed by their Creator

with certain Inalienable righu: that amoaa tb*M ar* life, lihertT.and the pursuit of happineaa; that, to

pecure lne*e riaht*. anvernment* are innlituted among men. derivlnK tlu-ir junt imwi-rt. from the ronw-nl of
the Kmeroeil; thai. whent*tt*r *n fnrm of wn i-rnnn-nt liecome* <1wtrtii-li\i' nf |MM i-inl-. it i- I In- riuhl i>f

Ihc |t.le l. iilirr or to Hl.Oi-h il nn. I To inntiliil*. i ni'W ic^ii-rniiii-nl. ln>inif it* fmindnliniiH on >n-ti

principle*. and organiilnc it* |>w*r* in nui-h form, a* In them nhall Mx>in niOMt liki-tv to i-!Ti-<-t tiu-ir sufi-ly
and hapatneam. Prwlencf*. kndr^fl. will clirtale I hat UOMTIIIII-II| Innit i-tiilililii<l xhonlil nut u- chiitiKOil for
li-iil and trnii*nt rnii-^-: and. according)}, all i-\i-*-n.-n. .- liiith -hown dmt mnnkind are more dlapoaed
ti *ufft.r. wliilf ci !! *n> uffrrahle. than In rich! lh.-ii,-f-Ui^ to nlinliiihlnc the fornm to which they are
acrwatonted. Hut. when a long train of aluwe and uur|>at!oni>. |nin.uina InvMrinlily the name ol.jivt. evln<*e
a deallpi to reduce them iilnl.-r l..lul<- -I.--I-III-IN. it i- tli.-ir rit.-tit.it in tht-ir ililtv. to throw off Much
anvemmeat and to provide new ifimr'l for tlit-ir futurt* wrurity. Such hiii. tn-i-n tin* |nitii>nt -.utTi-riun r of
!** colon le*. and *uch i no*, tin- m--- it. whii-li eoaatrmfaWtllwa tniiltcrtlii-ir fortn.-r -it.-iiiv of o\i-rn-
ment. The hi*too of the prc^*nt Klnn of tr.-.it llritaln in a hi-tor? of IwMOted injuriii* and UHurpatlonn.
all karimg. I* .lirrrl ,*frrl. lltr rllabllilimr*! </ ahf^xlr fnmii"rrr Ikrmr Slain. T" iintrr (Art. M fart* br
MOwTnl a nta..l ir,.r/.l //. IM rffMnl kit ,,.-..,i I,. I,,*, far m,*l irlujnnmt a d arrMMrv/r fat public

MM liKH.lll.IM MMi|ijl:~[ I \ H x\/
ahcdefihUklmnopfintui-wiyi

SH POINT LINING ROHAN No. S27

*"nx. In the cnune of human event*. It lavome* nmaamrr for one people to ill~.il ti- Uie pnllUral Imnda
wlrirh hjire riHinected them wltli anoilier. and b> afwume. nimmtf th* iHiwcm of the nirlli, the aeparmte
wad eqiaml atatton i.i which the lawn of nature nnd of nnture'a Ood entitle them, n decent roapert to the

opinion* of mankind require, llml llwj nhould declare the CHUM* whlrh Impel them In thi. wmnillim.
We hold tneae truth* to n* aelf-ertdent : Thai ill men we created equal: that they are endowed liy their

< realnr with certain lluUkwabto rtehl*: that among the** are life. Illiertr. nnd the punnill of hapnlneM:
that. t aerure tbeae rlcMa. (arernmcnla are In-lllut.-l amniui men. ili-rlvlnir tlielr JUKI i.i-r fnuti tin-

rotwent of the vtrremed: that, whenerer anr furtti f k'nvernment ln^-onie deatnicUw of ihi* em!*, it

la the rural of the people In alter or tn aUilhth II nnd to !ntllute n tn-w cuviTiitiii'iil. liiyinc It" foundHllnnn
auch principle*, and onanlUrur It* I..OIT. In - ,. h form. ... In Ihi-m uluill MM-III mi*! likely In .-IT.-, t

Ihelr aafetj and hapia'tm. Prwleore. Indeed, will dictate that vn< er iini.-nl. Innx (-llllillh^l ulionld notle7 and happlaieaa. Trndrnrr Inilcnl will fllrlalr Inal ni m hum MHIiUwlillil iilmiilil not I-
red lot IKht and tran*lenl canwea: and.acnmtlnfly. . . li.ith -l,n ttmt mankind are.

illtnannl to .ufter. while erlh are anfferal.li.. ' Irea hy iilmlli>lilni; Hie Inrnia hi
whk-h tner are acruenmied. Hut. when a Inoc train of aliimea and itnirpnll<>n. iiiinuilnif Itnarliilily theam uhtu t.eUxa a dealgn tn redoc* tn*ni umd-r aiiiiie ili-.|illin. n in their rlitht. u i tin-it- .luiy.ii.
throw <1*arhr<iTernmcntan<ltn|irorl.l<.ni-wiriiartl' for tlu-lr future -..,-urlti. -~iii-t, hn I. . n the imllent
iifT.-ranr.- ..( thrae r..l..nt.-. anil *uch ta now the nerrwalty which convtraln* tlu-in In nlt.-r th.-ir fornu-r
..!,-. nl yarrrmmnl. T<-l(.rr> n' Htr ,-""l Kt*a<if(tmtt /irlf.n.. ,/..! iniuritt
and *n,rfatl,m*.nll Aarlna. In rf(rr- OB>erl. aWntaMuAinraf of ua ahnlulr tvninnv m-rr Ihfff t

l^wer eaM to i. 1C Maa

ABCDKnilll4Kl.MM>IVIlsTrVW \
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6 POINT ROMAN No. 596

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political

bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among; the powers of the earth, the

separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent

respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them
to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident : That all men are created equal ; that they
are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, de-

riving their just powers from the consent of the governed ; that, whenever any form of government
becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to insti-

tute a new government, laying its foundations on such principles, and organizing its powers in such
form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will

dictate that governments long established should not be changed for light and transient causes;
and, accordingly, all experience hath shown that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils
are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed.
But, when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a
design to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such
government and to provide new guards for their future security. Such has been the patient suffer-

ance of these colonies, and such is now the necessity which constrains them to alter their former
systems of government. The history of the present King of Great Britain is a history of repeated
injuries and usurpations, all having, in direct object, the establishment of an absolute tyranny over
these States. To prove this, let facts be submitted to a candid world : He has refused his assent to
laws the most wholesome and necessary for the public good; he has forbidden his governors to

pass laws of immediate and pressing importance, unless suspended in their operation till his assent
should be obtained : and, when so suspended, he has utterly neglected to attend to them ; he has
refused to pass other laws for the accommodation of large districts of people, unless those people
would relinquish the right of representation in the legislature: a right inestimable to them, and
formidable to tyrants only ; he has called together legislative bodies at places unusual, uncomfort-
able, and distant from the depository of their public records, for the sole purpose of fatiguing them
into compliance with his measures; he has dissolved representative houses repeatedly, tor opposing, vitli

manly firmness, his invasions on the rights of the people: he has refused, for a long time after such dis-
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1 POINT ROMAN No. 596

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the

political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the powers
of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's

God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should

declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-

evident : That all men are created equal ;
that they are endowed by their Creator with cer-

tain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness;

that, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their just

powers from the consent of the governed ; that, whenever any form of government becomes

destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to in-

stitute a new government, laying its foundations on such principles, and organizing its

powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happi-
ness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long established should not be

changed for light and transient causes; and, accordingly, all experience hath shown that

mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves

by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But, when a long train of abuses
and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a design to reduce them
under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such government
and to provide new guards for their future security. Such has been the patient sufferance

of these colonies, and such is now the necessity which constrains them to alter their for-

mer systems of government. The history of the present King of Great Britain is a history
of repeated injuries and usurpations, all having, in direct object, the establishment of an
absolute tyranny over these States. To prove this, let facts be submitted to a candid
world: He has refused his assent to laws the most wholesome and necessary for the

public good ; he has forbidden his governors to pass laws of immediate an<l /j/v-.v*//^/ 'mijinrlmx-f.

unless suspended in their operation till his assent should be obtained; and, when so suspended,
Lower case a to z, 15 ema
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\VIIKN. ill tin- conr-c of hiiiiiiiu events, it becomes necessary lor one people to dis-

thc |>iilitii-:il hands \\liicli have connected ihi-ni \\illi another, and to assume.

among iht- powers of tin- earth, tin- separate and equal station t<i w Inch the laws of

nature and of nature'!' tiod entitle them, a decent rc-pcct to the opinions of man-

kind requires t hat they should declare the causes which impel them to the separat ion.

\Ve hold thro* truth* to lie sell-evident : That all men an- created equal ; that they

arc endowed )<y their Creator with certain inalienable right*; that among these

iv life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness ; that, to secure these rights, govern-
ment* are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of

the governed; that, whenever any form of government becomes destructive of

end-, it i-> the right of the |>coplc to alter or to abolish it and to institute a

i.cw gnveri nl. laying its inundations on such principles, and organi/ing it"

jM'Wer-
in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and

happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that government* long established
should not be changed for light and transient causes; and, accordingly, all ex-

perience hath shown that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are
riiflerahle. than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are

accustomed. Hut. when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invari-

ably the same object, evince- a dc-ign to reduce them under absolute despotism.
it in their right, it is their duty, to throw off such government and to provide new
guard* fvrthnr future necuritti. Snrh hnstirrn llir /inlii nt siiflmiiirinf tlirse colonies,
and mch i* *<nr thr necessity irhirh nnixtrmnx tlirni In niter their former systems of

Lnr ~. H 1. 14 1-4 mmt
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\VHRN. iii the i-iirse<)f human events, it becomes necessary for one people to

diwolve the |M.liti<-al bands which have connected them with another, ami to

assume, among the
|
lowers < if the curt h, tin <eparate ami ei|tial station to which

the laws o( nature and of natun''s Qod entitle them, adecent ri's|>epttotheopin-

>f mankind re|iiire> that they -hould ileclare the causes which impel
them to the separation. We hold the-e truths to be self-evident : That all men
are created e<|ual; that they an> etidoweil hy their Creator with certain inalien-

able rights; that among the-e are lifi-, liberty, ami the pursuit of happiness;
that, t<> s-<-iirc these right*, government* are instituted aniont: men, deriving
their just powers from the consent of the governed : that, whenever any form
ol government In-, ome* destructive of the-e end*, it is the right of the Jieople
to alter or to aboli-h it and to institute a new government, laying iN founda-
tions on such principles, ami organizing its |x>wers in such form, as to them
shall -i-cm nio-t likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed,
will dictate that governinentM long established should not be changed for

light and transient eaii-e.; and, accordingly, all ex|ierience hath shown that
mankind an- more dis|i.cd t" -ulfer. while evil- are siifferalde, than to right
theiii abolishing the forms t<> which they are accustomecl. Itnt.whena

train nf tiliiixr* tunl n*iiri*itii>n*, iKirxitini/ inrnrinlih/ tin *HIIH ulijett,
cttnftt a dfniijn tn rnliiff Ilirm ini'lrr nbtoluU despotism, it in their riiiht. it i

l~~~m~**,*, U*.,mm
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WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one

people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with

another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and

equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle

them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they

should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold

these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that

they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that

among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that, to secure

these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their just

powers from the consent of the governed; that, whenever any form of

government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people
to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new government, laying its

foundation on such principles, and organizing its powers in such form,
as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness.

Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long established should

not be changed for light and transient causes; and, accordingly, all ex-

perience hath shown that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while
Lower case a to z, 12 3-5 ems
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11 POINT ROMAN No. 596

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one

people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with

another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate

and equal station to which the kws of nature and of nature's God

entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires

that they should declare the causes which impel them to the separa-

tion. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created

equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable

rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness;

that, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men,

deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed; that,

whenever any form of government becomes destructive of these ends,

it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a

new government, laying its foundations on such principles, and

organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely

to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that
Lower case a to z, 12 1-11 ems
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Wnr.N. in tin- course of human events, it I.ecoines necessary

for one people to dissolve the political hands which have

connected them with another, and to assume, amoni: the

power- of the earth, the separate and equal station to which

the laws of nature and of nature's Cod entitle them, a decent

iv-pect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should

declare the causes which impel them to the separation. \Ve

hold these trulhs to I.e -elf-evident: That all men are created

e.|iial; that they are endowed hy their Creator with certain

inalienahle riuht-: that amon.ir these are life, liherty. and the

pursuit of happine-s: that to secure these right8,goveraments

are instituted amon- men, deriviiii: their just powers from the

con>ent of the governed: that, whenever any form of govern-

ment become- destructive of these ends, it is the rijrht of

the people to alter or to al>oli>h it and to institute a new
.eminent, laying its foundation on such principles, and

op_:ani/inir it- power- in -uch form. as to them shall seem
most likely to effect their safety and happine-s. Prudence.

indeed, will dietale that governments lonjr established should

not he changed for liirht and transient causes; and, accord-

ingly, all experience hath shown that mankind are moredis-

po-ed to -infer, while evils are sufferable,than to ri.trht them-
selves hy abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed.

But, when a Ion- train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing

invariably the same object, evince- a design to reduce them
under absolute de-potism.il is their riirht.it is their duty,
to throw off such irovcrmnent and to provide new iruards for

iheir future security. Such ha- been the patient sufferance

of these colonies, and such is now the necessity which con-

strains them to alter their former systems of government.
The history of the present Kinir of Creat Britain is a history
of repeated injuries and usurpations, all havin.ir. in direct

ol.ject. the e-talilishment of an absolute tyranny over these

State-. To prove this, let facts lie submitted to a candid world:

He has refused his aoent to laws the most wholesome and

necessary for the public good; he ha- forliidden his governors
In JKIKK Itlirx nf ininiiiliiiti nii'l iifixxinij liii/ii>rtiinri . iniliss aux-

in ii'li il in tin if nii, i-iilinii till his <ixx< ut xlinu/il In alitit iunl;
l>w.r . mtft.UHimt
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Roman No. 599

6 POINT ROMAN No. 599

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes

necessary for one people to dissolve the political

bands which have connected them with another, and

to assume, among the powers of the earth, the sepa-

rate and equal station to which the laws of nature

and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to

the opinions of mankind requires that they should

declare the causes which impel them to the separation.

We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men

are created equal; that they are endowed by their

Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among
these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness;
that to secure these rights, governments are instituted

limit saitfLy uiiu nuppiimss. rruueiiue, niueeu, wi

dictate that governments long established should ni

be changed for light and transient causes; and,a<
rordini?lv. all BxnRriRnre hath shown that mankin

Lower case a to z, 13 1-4 c-mn
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1 POINT ROMAN No. 599

WHEN, in the course of human events, it be-

comes necessary for one people to dissolve the

political bands which have connected them with

another, and to assume, among the powers of

the earth, the separate and equal station to

which the laws of nature and of nature's God

entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of

mankind requires that they should declare the

causes which impel them to the separation.

We hold these truths to be self-evident: That

all men are created equal; that they are en-
dowed by their Creator with certain inalienable

rights; that among these are life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness; that to secure these

rights, governments are instituted among men,
deriving their just powers from the consent of

the governed; that, whenever any form of gov-
ernment becomes destructive of these ends, it

is the right of the people to alter or to abolish

it and to institute a new government, laying
its foundations on such principles, and organ-
izing its powers in such form, as to them shall

seem most likely to effect their safety and

happiness. Prudence, indeed, wilt dictate to us
that governments long established should not tie

Lower cast- & to z. 12 9-14 ems
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8 POINT ROMAN No. 599

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the

political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the powers

of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's

God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should

declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-

evident: That all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain

inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that to

secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from

the consent of the governed; that, whenever any form of government becomes destructive

of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new

government, laying its foundations on such principles, and organizing its powers in such form,
as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed,
will dictate that governments long established should not be changed for light and transient

causes; and, accordingly, all experience hath shown that mankind are more disposed to suffer,

while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they
are accustomed. But, when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the

same object, evinces a design to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it

is their duty, to throw off such government and to provide new guards for their future security.
Such has been the patient sufferance of these colonies, and such is now the necessity which
constrains them to alter their former systems of government. The history of the present

King of Great Britain is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all having, in

direct object, the establishment of an absolute tyranny over these States. To prove this,
Lower case a to z, 12 1-8 ems
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Partly opened with two point leads
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Roman No. 599

* POINT ROMAN No. <M

WHKV. in tin* course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to

dissoU Tin- political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume,

among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of

nature and of nature's Gol entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of man-

kind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation.

\VV hold these truths to In- self-evident: That all men are created equal; that they

are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are

life. liU-rty . and the pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these rights, governments
art intittited among men. deririiiy their juxl /xiircrx from Ihi cnnxi'iil nflhr </<in'rned;

Ma/, irlmerrr any form of goi-rrnmrnl become* destructive of these emlx. il in th?
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10 POINT ROMAN No. 6M

WIIKX, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people

to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another, and

to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to

which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect

to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which

iinH tht'in t< the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That

all men an 1 m-aNnl equal: that they are endowed by their Creator with certain

inatitnnlili rights: that. In secure these rights, governments are instituted

ninonij mm. iliririnij thrir just i>wcrs from the consent of the governed;
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12 POINT ROMAN No. EM

\\HKN. in the course of human events.it becomes necessary for one

people to dissolve the political hands which have connected them with

another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate

ami <|iial station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle

tlifin. a ilwnt respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they

should di-clnn- I In run** irliicli im]>< I Hum to tin wjHinilion. We
hold tin * truth* tit hi- si'lf-rridcnl: That all mm arc crintnl n/ioil:
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SYNOPSIS OF LINING OLDSTYLE BODY TYPE FACES

Series No. 5 POINT LINING OLDSTYLE

523 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands which have

581 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bandsr

5V4 POINT LINING OLDSTYLE

523 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political banil

6 POINT LINING OLDSTYLE

540 When in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands which ha

552 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bh

580 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the politil

523 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessarv for one people to dissolve the pon
A When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the pm

551 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the pin

583 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the pis

579 when, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve thetf

581 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve tlnv

rf>o When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary- for one people to dissolve thes

7 POINT LINING OLDSTYLE

550 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to disso

579_When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissl

551_When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary- for one people to disil

581_When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dis

8 POINT LINING OLDSTYLE

552 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolvs

540 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to disc

586 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people tow

A When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to

523 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people s

551 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one peopleii

5S3 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one peoplen

579 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one peoplet

581 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one peoplit

550 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one peopls

9 POINT LINING OLDSTYLE

552 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people q

583 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one peop
i>.~>i When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessarv for one pli

55O When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one g
579 when, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one r

581 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for onq

A-When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one

10 POINT LINING OLDSTYLE

510 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for oneis

.->.->:> When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for ons

583 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for tz

579 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for it

551 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for o

581 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary fors

550 When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary forp

A Century Oldstyle
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SYNOPSIS OF LINING OLDSTYLE BODY TYPE FACES

1<> IS.IST LINING OLWTTUt Continued

ft8S-\\ hen, in ihr course of human i-vcnt-.. il become nrrrss.uy ti>rt

When. in the course of hum:in events, it becomes necessary fow

A-When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary fr

11 POINT LINING OLDrrrut

When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary tut

When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary ft

When, in the course of human events, it becomes nece-<ary z

When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessartn

When, in the course of human events, it becomes neeessarts

\ When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessart

When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessatl

12 POINT LINING OI.IWTYI.B

When, in the course of human events, it becomes necese

When, in the course of human events, it becomes neceii

A-When, in the course of human events, it becomes necet

Ma-When, in the course of human events, it becomes nece

When, in the course of human cxcnts, it heroines nece

.isn-When. in the course of human events, it becomes nee

When, in the course of human events, it becomesn
MO- When, in the course of human events, it becomesn

When, in the course of human events, it becomeso

14 POINT LINING OI.IWTYI.E

M8-\Vhen, in the course of human events, it becoe

A-When, in the course of human events, it becw

When, in the course of human events, it beco

wi-When, in the course of human events, it bees

U POINT LINING OI.WTTYLE

\\ hrn. in tin- course of human r vents, it 1)

When, in the course of human events, itt

-When, in the course of human events, t

\Ylu-n, in the course of human events,!

When, in the course of human evenc
* When, in the course of human event

in the course of human event
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LINING OLDSTYLE ROMAN FACES SHOWN BY SIZES

5 Point Lining Oldstyle No. 523

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes neces-

sary for one people to dissolve the political bands which
have connected them with another, and to assume, among
the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to

which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them,
a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that

they should declare the causes which impel them to the
separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That
all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that, to secure
these rights, governments are instituted among men,
deriving their just powersfrom the consent of the go-u-

Lower case a to z, 14 1-2 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

5 Point Lining Oldstyle No. 581

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes
necessary for one people to dissolve the political
bands which have connected them with another, and
to assume, among the powers of the earth, the sepa-
rate and equal station to which the laws of nature and
of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the
opinions of mankind requires that they should declare
the causes which impel them to the separation. We
hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are
created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator
with certain inalienable rights; that among these are
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that, to se-

Lower case a to z, 15 9-10 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

5Va Point Lining Oldstyle No. 523

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes
necessary for one people to dissolve the political
bands which have connected them with another, and
to assume, among the powers of the earth, the sepa-
rate and equal station to which the laws of nature
and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to
the opinions of mankind requires that they should
declare the causes which impel them to the separa-
tion. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That
all inert are created equal; that they are endowed
bytheirCreatorivithcertain inalienable rights'* that

Lower case a to z, 14 4-5 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

6 Point Lining Caslon Oldstyle No. 540

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes nec-

essary for one people to dissolve the political bands which
have connected them with another, and to assume, among
the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to

which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them,
a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that

they should declare the causes which impel them to the

separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That
all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their

Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are

Lower cane a to 7., 12 1-3 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
12M567890

6 Point Lining Oldstyle No. 523

WHEN, in the course of human events, it be-
comes necessary for one people to dissolve the
political bands which have connected them with
another, and to assume, among: the powersof the
earth, the separate and equal station to which
the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle
them, a decent respect to the opinions of man-
kind requires they should declare the causes
ivhich impel them to the separation. We hold
these truths to be self-evident: That allmen are

Lower case a to z, 14 9-12 ems

ABCDEFGHUKLMNOPQRSTUVWX1 /
1234567890

6 Point Oldstyle No. 583

WHEN, in the course of human events, it be-
comes necessary for one people to dissolve the

political bands which have connected them
with another, and to assume, among the pow-
ers of the earth, the separate and equal station
to which the laws of nature and of nature's
God entitle them, a decent respect to the opin-
ions of mankind requires they should declare
the causes which impel them to the separation.
We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all

Lower case a to z, 15 1-2 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY
1234567890

6 Point Oldstyle No. 581

WHEN, in the course of human events, it be-
comes necessary forone people to dissolve the
political bands which have connected them
with another, and to assume, among the pow-
ers of the earth, the separate and equal sta-
tion to which the laws of nature and of na-
ture's God entitle them, a decent respect to
the opinions of mankind requires that they
should declare the causes which impel them to the
separation. We hold these truths tobe self-evident :

Lower case a to z. 16 ema

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

6 Point Lining Ronaldson Oldstyle No. 551

WHEN, in the course of human events, it be-
comes necessary for one people to dissolve the

political bands which have connected them
with another, and to assume, among' the pow-
ers of the earth, the separate and equal station
to which the laws of nature and of nature's
God entitle them, a decent respect to the opin-
ions of mankind requires that they should
declare the causes which impel them to the sepa-
ration. We hold these truths to be self-evident;

Lower case a to z, 15 5-6 ema

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

6 Point Lining Oldstyle No. 550

WHEN, in the course of human events, it be-
comes necessary for one people to dissolve the
political bands which have connected them
with another, and to assume, among the pow-
ers of the earth, the separate and equal sta-
tion to which the laws of nature and of na-
ture's God entitle them, a decent respect to
the opinions of mankind requires that they
should declare the causes -which impel them to
the separation. We hold these truths to be self-

Lower case a to z, 16 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

6 Point Recut Caslon No. 586

When, in the course of human events, it becomes
necessary for one people to dissolve the political
bands which have connected them with another,
and to assume, among the powers of the earth,
the separate and equal station to which the laws
of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a de-
cent respect for the opinions of mankind requires
that they should declare the causes which impel
them to the separation. We hold these truths to

be self-evident: That all men are created equal;
Lower case a to z. 14 13-24 cms

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
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LINING OLDSTYLE ROMAN FACES SHOWN BY SIZES

Point Old.tyl. No. &7

WNKH. tn the coarse of human event*. it In-

come* iMcruaty (or oar people todiolve the
i..htu I l.n.i which hnvr connectnl ihnn
with another, and to aftftumr. among thr pow-
er* of thr rnrth. thr separate and rqual *ta-

tion to which thr lawsof naturr andof naturr'*
(Uxl entitle them. a decent rmprct to thr opin-
ions of mankind require* that thrv ~h-:<il.'.

Jnlarr Ike atnm which tmfrl Ilirm la Ikt sffa-
M'e kU the* truths la t* telt-rvidml:

to . ItM
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Point Century Oldityle

WHEN, in the course of human events, it be-

come* necessary for one people to dissolve the

politic*! bands which have connected them
with another, and to assume, among the pow-
era of the earth, the separate and equal station

to which the laws of nature andof nature'sGod
entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions
of mankind requires that they should declare
thr causes uhieh imt>fl thrm to thr separation.
\\'r hold these truths la be self-evident: That all

LAWr CM* to I. It 2-t cm-

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
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1 Point Lmin OkUtyU. No. MO

WHKX. in the course of human events, it becomes m-ix-ssury for one people to dissolve the

political band* which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the power*
of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God
entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare

the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to "be self-evident:

That all men are created equal ; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain

inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that.

to inure these rights, gatrrnmrnti are instituted among men . ilrririiig their jnsl /

from Uu consent of Ike governed; thai whenever <in\ form i;/'.v:onmenl becomes iie\trm

*,MM4***S
KSTl'VWXYZABCDEKC.HIJKI.MNoI-o
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T Point Lining Ronaldaon Oldityle No. 561

\Vnrv. in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to difoolvt tin

JH ilitnnl hands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among; the powers
of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God
entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should <U -i -lai <

the raunrx which impel them to the separation. \Ve hold tin -c t-mh- lobe self evident :

That all men are created equal; that the^r
are endowed by their Crratur ith ceruiin inalk-n

able right*, that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that, to secure
these rights, fmtrnmenti are militated among men. drri-.-ini; Ilieirjusl pm-ers from the

content of the guifmed; Ikat whenever any fonti <ii nt t>t , i>tn< ^ it< .'! n> /.

LVWOT to t . U
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7 Point OUatyW No. S7

Win v. in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the

political bands which have connected them with another,and to assume. amongthe powers
of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God
entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that tin v should declare
the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident:
That all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain ina-
lienable rights: that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness: that,
to secure these rigklt. governments are instituted among men, deriving their just
pou>*rj from Ike consent of Ike gm-erned; Ikal whenever any form nf government

Immm MM * to s. IS MM
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7 Point Oldatyte No. Bl

W n K N, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the
political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the pow-
ers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's
God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should
declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We bold these truths to be self-
evident : That all men are created equal : that they are endowed by their Creator with
certain inalienable rights: that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happi-
ness; Ikat, to secure these r ighls. guver nmenti ate instituted among men, deiiviai;
their just potters Irom the consent of Ike governed; that whenever any form of
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LINING OLDSTYLE ROMAN FACES SHOWN BY SIZES

8 Point Lining Caslon Oldstyle No. 540

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the

political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the powers
of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's
God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should
declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-

evident: That all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with
certain inalienahle rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness;
that to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers

Lower case a to z. 12 9-16 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

8 Point Oldstyle No. 583

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve
the political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among
the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature
and of nature's God entitle them

,
a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires

that they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold
these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that they are endowed
by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness; that to secure these rights, governments are instituted

Lower case a to z. 13 7-8 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

8 Point Oldstyle No. 579

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dis-
solve the political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume,
among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws
of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of
mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the

separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created

equal; that they are endmved by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that

among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that to secure these
Lower case a to z. 14 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

8 Point Oldstyle No. 581

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dis-

solve the political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume,
among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws
of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of

mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the

separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created

equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that

among these are life, liberty, and thepursuit ofhappiness; that to secure these rights
Lower case a to z. 14 1-4 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

8 Point Lining Oldstyle No. 550

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dis-

solve the political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume,
among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the lawrs

of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of
mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the

separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident : That all men are created

equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that

among these are life, liberty, and thepursuit ofhappiness; thatto secure these rights,
Lower case a to z, 14 5-16 ems
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Point Unln> OkUlyto No. OS

U MKS. iii tin- course of human events, it IK-COIIICS in-i css.try fur OIK- people todiMOlvt
tin- |nilitir.il lunds wlm li II.IM- rmiiifi ted tin-in with another, and t-> assume, anioin:

the (lowers ( the earth, tin- separate ami equal station to which the laws of n.ituu

.in.l naturf's (lod entitle them, a decent respect to tin- opinions of mankind re-quires
that tlu-y should .1. . Liu- the . .HI-.N which MM|K-| them t the separation. \\ < hold
these tniths to U- sell -e \ident: That .ill men art- created equal ; that they are cn-

tfawtd f>r their ( ir.it,'> :,'i/A tertain inalienable lights; that among these are life,

liberty, am/ the pursuit of happiness ; that, to secure these lights, governments art
Lovw e* to . 14M MM
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I Point Untnc RoMMon Old.tylo No. Ml

\Vm.v iii the course of huniaii events, it liccomes necessary for one people to dis-

solve the political bumls which have connected them with another, uml to assume,
amonx the ]*>wcrs ol the i-arth. the separate and ii|iial .station to which the law-, ol

nature .ind nature's t'.od entitle them, a decent respect to the o])inions of mankind
requires that t!u-\ should declare the causes which ini]X'l them to the separation.
\Veholil these truths to IK- self-evident: That all men are created equal ; tliat they

rj,>;t rtf t>y thfir ( 'ii;ili>i ;< ithirrtain inalienable rights; that among these an-

life, likfriv. ami the pursuit oj
f happiness ; that, lo secure these rights, government.'*

iBCDBPOHIJKUfNOPQRSTDVWXYZ
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Point lUcut Cukm No. 6W

When, in the counc of human evcnti, it becomes neccuary for one people to dissolve
the political band* which have connected them with another, and lo assume, among
the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and
of nature'* God entitle them, a decent respect lo the opinions of mankind requires
that they should declare the causes which impel them lo the separation. We hold
these truths to be self-evident : Thai all men are created equal ; that they are endowed
kj Iktir Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the

pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men,
Lower OM to E, US-tCrm*
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8 Point Llninc French Oldityle No. 662

WHEN, In the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the

political lunJs which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the powers
of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God
entitle them, a decent respect tu the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the
causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all

men are created equal; that they are enJowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights;
thjt jntoHf thfst jrt lift, Itbtrtr, anj the pursuit of hj/>/ii/;j ,- that, to secure these rights,
lactrnmftiti are institutfJ jmoiif men, Jtrning their just fxnrtrs from the consent of the gov-

Lvvw * to a. 1X1-4 MM
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8 Point Century Olditylc

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve
the political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among
the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature
and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind re-

quires that thev should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We
hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that they are
mdotrril by their Creator u-ith certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, lib-

erty, and tkr pursuit of happiness ; that, to secure these rights, governments are insti-
Lvwvr < I. U-UMM
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9 Point Lining Oldstyle No. 550

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people
to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another,

and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal sta-

tion to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent

respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the

causes which impel them to the separation . We hold these truths to be self-evident:

That all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with cer-
Lower case a to z. 13 13-18 ems
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9 Point Lining Oldstyle No. 579

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people
to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another,

and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal sta-

tion to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent

respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the

causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-

evident: That all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their Cre-
Lower case a to z. 13 2-3 ems
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9 Point Oldstyle No. 581

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one

people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with

another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate
and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle

them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they
should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these

truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that they are endowed
Lower case a to z. 14 1-9 ems
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9 Point Lining Ronaldson Oldstyle No. 551

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people
to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another, and

to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to

which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect

to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes

which impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident:

That all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with
Lower case a to z, 13 6-9 ems
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9 Point Century Oldstyle

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one

people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with

another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate
and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle

them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they
should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these

truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that they are endowed
Lower case a to z, 14 1-10 ems
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Point OUrtyk No. Hi

\VIIKX, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to

dissolve the political hands which have connected them with another, and to

.I-MIMK-, amiiiiK the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station (o which

the law- ni nature and of nature's Clod entitle them, a decent respect to the

opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel
them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men
are created equal; that they arc endowed by their Creator with certain inalien-

l~ Of* lu 1. tl' t~
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10 Point OUttyto No. 68

\VIIKX, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one

people to dissolve the political hands which have connected them with

another, and to assume, aiming the powers of the earth, the separate
and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle

them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they
should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. \\V hold

these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
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10 Point Unbur Culon OUityle No. 540

\\ 111 s, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people
to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another, and
to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station

t<> which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent

respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the

causes which impel them to the separation. H'e hold these truths to be fclf-tvidcnt :

That all mm art created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
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10 Point Herat Culon No. 686

When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one
people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them
with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the

separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's

God entitle them, a decent respect for the opinions of mankind
requires that they should declare the causes which impel them tn the

separation. We hold these truths tn be self-evident: That all men are
Lnrar to i. llll>_*
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10 Point Century OW.t> I*

WMKN. in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one
people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them
with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the
separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of na-
ture's God entitle them, a decent respect to the 9pinions of mankind
requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the

separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are

ABCDEFGH IJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
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10 Point Lining Oldstyle No. 560

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one

people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with

another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate
and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God
entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires
that they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation.
We hold these trut/is to be self-evident: That all men are created equal;
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10 Point Lining Oldstyle No. 523

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one

people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them '

with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the

separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's

God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind

requires that they should declare the causes -which impel them to the sepa-
ration. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created
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10 Point Oldstyle No. 581

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one

people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with

another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate
and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God
entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that

they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold

these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that they
Lower case a to z, 13 3-20 ems
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10 Point Lining Ronaldson Oldstyle No. 551

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one

people to dissolve the political bauds which have connected them with

another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate
and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God
entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that

they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold

these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that they are
Lower case a to z, 13 ems
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10 Point Oldstyle No. 579

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one

people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with

another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and

equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle

them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they
should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold

these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that they
Lower case a to z, 12 9-10 ems
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II I'omt Unin* OW.tylc No. 69D

\Vin-N, in the course of human events, it beeoines necessary for

i .IK- people to dissolve the political bands which have connected

them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth,

the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of

nature's (,od entitle them, a decent reject to the opinions ofmankind

requires that the\ should declare tin- causes which impel them to the
\*m ~> t . It HI
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II I'otot OkUtyW No. Mt

\VnKX, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for

nc people to dissolve the political bands which have connected

them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the

earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature

and i>t nature's (i,nf entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions
ol mankind requires that they should declare the causes which /'/-

t ._ u In )*

A 1 H
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11 Point Old.lyW No. Sit

\VHKX, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for

one people to dissolve the political bands which have connected

them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth,

the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of

/////// />'.- (,',',/ entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of man-
kind requires that they should declare the causes which impel than

AliCDI-l-tillUKI.MNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
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11 Point Old.tyk No. HO

\ViiKN. in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for

one people to dissolve the political bands which have connected

them with another, and to a-Mime. among the powers of the earth.

the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of

nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of

mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel
UOTT r_ u i. U 1-1
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II Point Century Oldtrl

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for

one people to dissolve the political bands which have connected

them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the

earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature

and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of
mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel

lot. .1 S-ll
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11 Point Lining Caslon Oldstyle No. 540

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one

people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them
with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the

separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's

God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that

they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold
Lower case a to z, 12 2-11 emu
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11 Point Lining Ronaldson Oldstyle No. 551

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for

one people to dissolve the political bands which have connected
them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth,
the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of

nature^s God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of man-
kind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them
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12 Point Lining Ronaldson Oldstyle No. 551

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary
for one people to dissolve the political bands which have con-

nected them with another, and to assume, among the powers
of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws

of nature and of nature 's God entitle them, a decent respect to
Lower case a to z. 12 11-24 err
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12 Point Lining Caslon Oldstyle No. 540

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary
for one people to dissolve the political bands which have
connected them with another, and to assume, among the

powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which
the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle t/retn, a decent re-

a to z. 12 21-24 err
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12 Point Oldstyle No. 579

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary
for one people to dissolve the political bands which have con-

nected them with another, and to assume, among the powers
of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws

of nature and of nature 's God entitle tkem, a decent respect to
Lower case a to z, 12 5-8 ems
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U Fob* Unliui OW.tyU No. HO \

\VHKN. in the course of human events, it becomes neces-

sary for one people to dissolve the political bands which
have connected them with another, and to assume,
among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal
stiition to wkick tk* laws ofnaturt and ofnature^s God entitle

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
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U Point Unlnc OUityh No. SO

\YHKN. in the course of human events, it becomes neces-
-ar\ for one people to dissolve the political bands which
have connected them with another, and to assume,
among the powei> of the earth, the separate and equal
station to which flic laics of nature and of natures God

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
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U Point Old.tyke No. Ml

\VHKN, in the course of human events, it becomes neces-

sary for one people to dissolve the political bands which
have connected them with another, and to assume,
among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal
station to which the laws of nature and of nature 1

s God
into*. U S-I2
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12 Point Racot Culon No. EH

When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary
for one people to dissolve the political bands which have
connected them with another, and to assume, among the

powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which
the latcs of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
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12 Point Century Oldityl*

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary
for one people to dissolve the political bands which have
connected them with another, and to assume, among the

powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which
tin- laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent
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14 Point Lining Caslon Oldstyle No. 540

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes

necessary for one people to dissolve the political
bands which have connected them with another,
and to assume, among the powers ofthe earth, the sepa-

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
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14 Point Recut Caslon No. 586

When, in the course of human events, it becomes

necessary for one people to dissolve the political

bands which have connected them with another,
and to assume, among thepowers ofthe earth, ^.s^fl-

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
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14 Point Lining Ronaldson Oldstyle No. 551

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes

necessary for one people to dissolve the political
bands which have connected them with another,
and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the

case a to z, 13 5-14 ems
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14 Point Century Oldstyle

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes

necessary for one people to dissolve the political

bands which have connected them with another,
and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
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18 Point Lining Oldstyle No. 579

When, in the course of human events, it be-

comes necessary for one people to dissolve

the political bands which have connected
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1 Potal Unlnc OU.lyW No. CB

\Yni \.in tin- course of human events,it he-

roines nece.N.iry for one people to dissolve the

political bauds which have connected them

A1U Dl.lClIIIKI.MNoroKSTUVW
1234567890

Petal UniMt Ronaldwi OkUtyle No. 641

When, in the course of human events, it he-

comes necessary lor one people to dissolve

the political hands which have connected
lMV(M*lI.ai-MaM
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U Point Unin Oulon OMitylv No. 640

WHEN, in the course of human events,
it becomes necessary for one people to

t/i.\so/-cc thepoliticalbands which have con-

ABCDEFGHijKLiviNOPQRSTUV
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18 Petal Reeut Culon No. (86

When, in the course of human events, it

becomes necessary for one people to dis-

solve the political bands which have con-
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U Potat Cmtunr OUUtytt

WHEN, in the course of human events,
it becomes necessary for one people to

dissolve the
political^

bands which have
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6 POINT CENTURY OLDSTYLE

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political

bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth,

the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a

decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel
them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal;

that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights ; that among these are life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness ; that to secure these rights, governments are instituted among
men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed; that, whenever any form of

government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or abolish it and

to institute a new government, laying its foundations on such principles, and organizing its powers
in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence,

indeed, will dictate that governments long established should not be changed for light and transient
causes; and, accordingly, all experience hath shown that mankind are more disposed to suffer,
while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are
accustomed. But, when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same
object, evinces a design to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty,
to throw off such government and to provide new guards for their future security. Such has been
the patient sufferance of these colonies, and such is now the necessity which constrains them to
alter their former systems of government. The history of the present King of Great Britain is a

history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all having, in direct object, the establishment of an
absolute tyranny over these States. To prove this, let facts be given to a candid world : He has
refused his assent to laws the most wholesome and necessary for the public good ; he has forbidden
his governors to pass laws of immediate and pressing importance, unless suspended in their opera-
tion till his assent should be obtained ; and, when so suspended, he has utterly neglected to attend
to them ; he has refused to pass other laws for the accommodation of large districts of people, unless
these people would relinquish the right of representation in the legislature; a right inestimable to

them, and formidable to tyrants only ; he has called together legislative bodies at places unusual,
uncomfortable, and distant from the depository of their public records, for the sole purpose of fatigu-
ing them into compliance with his measures ; he has dissolved representative houses repeatedly, for oppos-
ing, with manly firmness, his invasions on the rights of the people; he has refused.fora long time after

Lower caae a to z. 15 2-5 ems
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8 POINT CENTURY OLDSTYLE

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to

dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another, and to

assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which

the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions

of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the

separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created

equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that

among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that to secure these

rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the

consent of the governed; that, whenever any form of government becomes destruc-

tive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to

institute a new government, laying its foundation on such principles, and organizing
its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety
and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long established

should not be changed for light and transient causes; and, accordingly, all experi-
ence hath shown that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are

sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are
accustomed. But, when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably
the same object, evinces a design to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is

their right, it is their duty, to throw off such government and to provide new guards
for their future security. Such has been the patient sufferance of these colonies, and such
is now the necessity which constrains them to alter their former systems ofgovernment.

Lower case a to z, 13 9-16 ema
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Partly opened with two point leads For complete showing of this series see pages 234 and 236
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WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one

people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with

another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate

and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle

them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they
should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold

these truths to be self-evident : That all men are created equal ; that they
are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that

among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that, to

secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving
their just powers from the consent of the governed; that, whenever any
form of government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of

the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new government,
laying its foundation on such principles, and organizing its powers in

such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and
happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long estab-

lished should not be changed for light and transient causes; and,

accordingly, all experience hath shown that mankind are more disposed
to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the

forms to which they are accustomed. But, when a long train of abuses and
LowwnM u> I. 14 1-10 n*
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10 POINT CENTURY OLDSTVLK No. 2

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one

people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with

another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate
and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle

them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they
should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold

these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that they
are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that

among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that, to

secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving
their just powers from the consent of the governed ; that, whenever any
form of government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of

the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new government,
laying its foundations on such principles, and organizing its powers in

such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and

happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long estab-

lished should not be changed for light and transient causes; and,

accordingly, all experience hath shown that mankind are more disposed to

suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the
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WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for

one people to dissolve the political bands which have connected
them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth,

the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of

nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of man-
kind requires that they should declare the causes which impel
them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident:

That all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that to secure these rights,

governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers
from the consent of the governed; that, whenever any form of

government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of
the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new govern-
ment, laying its foundations on such principles, and organizing its

powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their

safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate thatgovernments
L> a to 7, 13 4-5 e
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11 POINT CENTURY OLDSTYLE

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for

one people to dissolve the political bands which have connected

them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the

earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of

nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to

the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the

causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these

truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that

they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable

rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of

happiness; that to secure these rights, governments are in-

stituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent
of the governed; that, whenever any form of government be-

comes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to

alter or to abolish it, and to institute a new government, laying its

foundations on such principles, and organizing its powers in such
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WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary
for one people to dissolve the political bands which have

connected them with another, and to assume, among the

powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which

the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent

respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should

declare the causes which impel them to the separation.

We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are

created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with

certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty,

and the pursuit of happiness; that to secure these rights,

governments are instituted among men, deriving their just

powers from the consent of the governed ; that whenever
any form of government becomes destructive of these ends,
it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to

institute a new government, laying its foundations on such

principles and organizing its powers in such form as to them
shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness.
Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long estab-

lished should not be changed for light and transient causes;
and, accordingly, all experience hath shown that mankind
are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than
to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they
are accustomed. But when a long train of abuses and usur-

pations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a design
to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right,
it is their duty, to throw off such government and to provide
new guards for their future security. Such has been the

patient sufferance of these colonies, and such is now the

necessitywhich constrains them to alter their former systems
of government. The history of the present King of Great
Britain is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all

having, in direct object, the establishment of an absolute

tyranny over these States. To prove this, let facts be sub-

mitted to a candid world: He has refused his consent to

laws the most wholesome and necessary for the public good ;

he has forbidden his governors to pass laws of immediate and
pressing importance, unless suspended in their operation till

Unrart~ to . U If-M *m*
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WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes

necessary for one people to dissolve the political

bands which have connected them with another,
and to assume, among the powers of the earth,

the separate and equal station to which the laws

of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a

decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires
that they should declare the causes which impel
them to the separation. We hold these truths to

be self-evident: That all men are created equal;

that they are endowed by their Creator with cer-

tain inalienable rights; that among these are life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that to secure
these rights, governments are instituted among
men, deriving their just powers from the consent
of the governed; that, whenever any form of gov-
ernment becomes destructive of these ends, it is

the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and
to institute a new government, laying its founda-
tions on such principles, and organizing its powers
in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to

effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed,
will dictate that governments long established

should not be changed for light and transient

causes; and, accordingly, all experience hath shown
that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while
evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by
abolishing the forms towhich they are accustomed.

But, when a long train of abuses and usurpations,

pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a de-

sign to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is

their right, it is their duty, to throw offsuch govern-
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WHEN, in the course of human events,

it becomes necessary for one people to

dissolve the political bands which have

connected them with another, and to

assume, among the powers of the earth,

the separate and equal station to which
the laws of nature and of nature's God
entitle them, a decent respect for the

opinions of mankind requires that they
should declare the causes which impel
them to the separation. We hold these

truths to be self-evident: That all men
are created equal; that they are endowed
by their Creator with certain inalienable

rights; that among these are life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness; that, to

secure these rights, governments are

instituted among men, deriving theirjust

powersfrom the consent of the governed;
that, whenever any form of government
becomes destructive of these ends, it is

the right of the people to alter or to abol-

ish it and to institute a newgovernment,
laying its foundations on such principles
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WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands which have

connected them with another, and to assume, among tlie powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the

laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should de-

clare the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created

equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the

pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from

the consent of the governed; that, whenever any form of government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of

the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new government, laying its foundations on such principles, and organ-

izing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed,

will dictate that governments long established should not be changed for light and transient causes; and, accordingly, all

experience hath shown that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by
abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But, when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably

the same object, evinces a design to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such

government and to provide new guards for their future security. Such has been the patient sufferance of these colonies,

and such is now the necessity which constrains them to alter their former systems of government. The history of the pres-

ent King of Great Britain is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all having, in direct object, the establishment of

an absolute tyranny over these States. To prove this, let facts be submitted to a candid world: He has refused his assent

to laws the most wholesome and necessary for the public good; he has forbidden his governors to pass laws of immediate
and pressing importance, unless suspended in their operation till his assent should be obtained; and, when so suspended, he

has utterly neglected to attend to them ; he has refused to pass other laws for the accommodation of large districts of people,
unless those people would relinquish the right of representation in the legislature; a right inestimable to them, and formid-

able to tyrants only; he has called together legislative bodies at places unusual, uncomfortable, and distant from the deposi-

tory of their public records, for the sole purpose of fatiguing them into compliance with his measures; he has dissolved

representative houses repeatedly, for opposing, with manly firmness, his invasions on the rights of the people; he has refused,

for a long time after such dissolutions, to cause others to be elected; whereby the legislative powers, incapable of annihila-

tion, have returned to the people at large for their exercise; the state remaining, in the meantime, exposed to all the danger
of invasion from without, and convulsions within; he has endeavored to prevent the population of these States, for that

purpose obstructing the laws for naturali/ation of foreigners, refusing to pass others to encourage their migration hither,

and raising the conditions of new appropriations of lands; he has obstructed the administration of justice, by refusing his

assent to laws for establishing judiciary powers; he has made judges dependent on his will alone for the tenure of their offices, and
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8 POINT LINING CASLON OLDSTYLE No. 540

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve

the political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the

powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of na-

ture's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they

should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to

be self-evident: That ail men are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator

with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of hap-

piness; that, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their

just powers from the consent of the governed; that, whenever any form of government
becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and
to institute a new government, laying its foundations on such principles, and organizing
its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most Hkely to effect their safety and happi-
ness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long established should not be

changed for light and transient causes; and, accordingly, all experience hath shown that

mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves

by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But, when a long train of abuses

and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a design to reduce them
under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such government
and to provide new guards for their future security. Such has been the patient sufferance

of these colonies, and such is now the necessity which constrains them to alter their former

systerns ofgovernment. The history of the present King ofGreat Britain is a history ofrepeated
injuries and usurpations, all having, in direct object, the establishment ofan absolute tyranny
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\\ n IN. in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one peo-

ple to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another,

and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station

to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent re-

spect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes

which impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident :

That all men arc created equal ; that they are endowed by their Creator with

certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness; that, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among
men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed ; that when-
ever any form of government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the

right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new government,
laying its foundations on such principles, and organizing its powers in such

form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness.

Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long established should not

be changed for li^ht and transient causes; and, accordingly, all experience
hath shown that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sujffcrable, than

to right themselves by abolishing theforms to which they are accustomed. But, when
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11 POINT LINING CASI.ON OLDSTYLB No. MO

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for

one people to dissolve the political hands which have connected them

with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the

separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's

Got! entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind re-

quires that thev should declare the causes which impel them to the

separation. \Ve hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men
are created equal ; that they are endowed by their Creator with cer-

tain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the

pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these rights, governments are

instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent

of the governed; that, whenever any form of government becomes
destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to

abolish it and to institute a new government, laying its foundations
on such principles, and organizing itspowers in such form, as to them shall

seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will
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WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes neces-

sary for one people to dissolve the political bands which have

connected them with another, and to assume, among the

powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which
the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent

respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should
declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We
hold these truths to be self-evident : That all men are created

equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain

inalienable rights ;
that among these are life, liberty, and the

pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these rights, govern-
ments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers
from the consent ofthe governed; that, whenever anyform ofgov-
ernment becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the
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WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes

necessary for one people to dissolve the political

bands which have connected them with another,
and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the

separate and equal station to which the laws of

nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent

respect to the opinions of mankind requires that

they should declare the causes which impel them
to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-

evident: That all men are created equal ;
that they

are endowed by their Creator ivith certain inalienable

rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pur-
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WHEN, in the course of human events,
it becomes necessary for one people to

dissolve the political bands which have

connected them with another, and to as-

sume, among the powers of the earth, the

separate and equal station to which the

laws of nature and of nature's God entitle

them, a decent respect to the opinions of

mankind requires that they should de-

clare the causes which impel them to the

separation. We hold these truths to be
self-evident: That all men are created

equal; that they are endowed by their

Creator with certain inalienable rights;
that among these are life, liberty, and the

pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these

rights, governments are instituted among
men, deriving their just powers from the
consent of the governed; that, whenever

any form of government becomes destruc-

tive of these ends, it is the right of the

people to alter or to abolish it and to

institute a newgoi-crnniciit* /(lying its foiui-
dtitiotis on such principles^ und oro(n//zh/i>
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WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political

bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the

separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent

respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the

separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that they are

endowed by their Creator with certain "inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the

pursuit of happiness; that to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their

just powers from the consent of the governed; that, whenever any form of government becomes de-

structive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new
government, laying ifs foundation on such principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as to them
shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that govern-
ments long established should not be changed for light and transient causes; and, accordingly, all

experience hath shown that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to

right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But, when a long train of
abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a design to reduce them under
absolute despotism, it is their right.it is their duty, to throw off such government and to provide new
guards for their future security. Such has been the patient sufferance of these colonies, and such is now
the necessity which constrains them to alter their former systems of government. The history of the
present King of Great Britain is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all having, in direct

object, the establishment of an absolute tyranny over these States. To prove this, let facts be submitted
to a candid world : He has refused his assent to laws the most wholesome and necessary for the public
good ; he has forbidden his governors to pass laws of immediate and pressing importance, unless sus-

pended in their operation till his assent should be obtained; and, when so suspended, he has utterly
neglected to attend to them; he has refused to pass other laws for the accommodation of large districts

of people, unless those people would relinquish the right of representation in the legislature; a right
inestimable to them, and formidable to tyrants only; he has called together legislative bodies at places
unusual, uncomfortable, and distant from the depository of their public records, for the sole purpose of

fatiguing them into compliance with his measures; he has dissolved representative houses repeatedly,
for opposing, with manly firmness, his invasions on the rights of the fieoftle; he has refused, for a Ions
time after such dissolution!;, to cause others to be elected; whereby the legislative powers, incapable of
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WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve

the political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among
the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature

and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires

that they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold

these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that they are endowed

by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and

the pursuit of happiness; that to secure these rights, governments are instituted among
men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed; that, whenever any
form of government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to

alter or to abolish it and to institute a new government, laying its foundation on such

principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely
to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments
long established should not be changed for light and transient causes; and, accordingly,
all experience hath shown that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are

sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accus-

tomed. But, when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same

object, evinces a design to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right.it is

their duty, to throw off such government and to provide new guards for their future

security. Such has been the patient sufferance of these colonies, and such is now the

necessity which constrains them to alter their former systems of government. The history

of the present King of Great Britain is a history of repealed injuries and usurpations, all

having, in direct object, the establishment of an absolute tyranny over these States. To
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WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one

people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them
with another, and to assume, unions' the powers of the earth, the

separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's

God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind

requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to

the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all

men are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with
certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the

pursuit of happiness; that to secure these rights, governments are
instituted among men, deriving their

just powers from the consent of

the governed; that, whenever any form of government becomes
destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to

abolish it and to institute a new government, laying its foundation
on such

principles,
and organizing its powers in such form, as to

them s/iali seem mast likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence,
indeed, K'/// dictate that governments long established should not be
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WHEN, in the course of human events.it becomes necessary
for one people to dissolve the political bands which have
connected them with another, and to assume, among the

powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to

which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them,
a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that

they should declare the causes which impel them to the

separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That
all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their

Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these
are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that to

secure these rights, governments are instituted among
men, deriving their just flowers from the consent of the governed;
tluit, whenever any form of government becomes destructive of
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WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes

necessary for one people to dissolve the political

bands which have connected them with another,

and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the

separate and equal station to which the laws of

nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent

respect to the opinions of mankind requires that

they should declare the causes which impel them to

the separation. We hold these truths to be self-

evident: That all men are created equal; that they
are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable

rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the

pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these rights,

governments are instituted among men, deriving
their just powers from the consent of the governed;
that, whenever any form of government becomes
destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people
to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new gov-
ernment, laying its foundation on such principles,
and organizing its powers in such form, as to them
shall seem most likely to effect their safety and hap-

piness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that govern-
ments long established should not be changed for

light and transient causes; and, accordingly, all

experience hath shown that mankind are more dis-

posed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to

right themselves by abolishing the forms to which

they are accustomed. But, when a long train of

abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same

object, evinces a design to reduce them under abso-

lute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to

throw offsuch government and to provide new guards
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18 POINT RECUT CAXI.ON No. EM

WHEN, in the course of human events,

it becomes necessary for one people to

dissolve the political bands which have

connected them with another, and to

assume, among the powers of the earth,

the separate and equal station to which
the laws of nature and of nature's God
entitle them, a decent respect to the opin-
ions of mankind requires that they should

declare the causes which impel them to

the separation. We hold these truths to

be self-evident: That all men are created

equal; that they are endowed by their

Creator with certain inalienable rights;

that among these are life, liberty, and the

pursuit of happiness; that to secure these

rights, governments are instituted among
men, deriving their just powers from the

consent of the governed; that whenever

any form of government becomes de-

structive of these ends, it is the right, it is

the duty of the people to alteror to abolish

// and to institute a new government, lay-

ing its foundations on such principles and
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6 POINT OLDSTYLE No. 579

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political

bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth,

the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a

decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which
impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created

equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these

are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these rights, governments are insti-

tuted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed; that, whenever any
form of government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to

abolish it, and to institute a new government, laying its foundations on such principles, and
organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and
happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long established should not be
changed for light and transient causes; and, accordingly, all experience hath shown that man-
kind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolish-
ing the forms to which they are accustomed. But, when a long train of abuses and usurpations,
pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a design to reduce them under absolute despotism,
it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such government and to provide new guards for their
future security. Such has been the patient sufferance of these colonies, and such is now the neces-
sity which constrains them to alter their former systems of government. The history of the present
King of Great Britain is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all having, in direct object,
the establishment of an absolute tyranny over these States. To prove this, let facts be submitted
to a candid world: He has refused his assent to laws the most wholesome and necessary for the
public Rood; he has forbidden his governors to pass laws of immediate and pressing importance,
unless suspended in their operation till his assent should be obtained, and, when so suspended,
he has utterly neglected to attend to them; he has refused to pass other laws for the accommoda-
tion of large districts of people, unless those people would relinquish the right of representation
in the legislature, a right inestimable to them, and formidable to tyrants only; he has called
together legislative bodies at places unusual, uncomfortable, and distant from the depository of
their public records, for the sole purpose of fatiguing them into compliance with his measures;
he has dissolved representative houses repeatedly* for opposing, with manly firmness* his invasions on the

rights of the people; he has refused* for a long time after such dissolutions* to cause others to be elected;
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1 POINT OLDSTYLE No. 579

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve

the political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the

powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of

nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they
should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to

be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator

with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happi-

ness; that to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their

just powers from the consent of the governed; that, whenever any form of government be-

comes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to

institute a new government, laying its foundations on such principles, and organizing its

powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happi-
ness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long established should not be
changed for light and transient causes; and, accordingly, all experience hath shown that
mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves
by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But, when a long train of abuses
and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a design to reduce them
under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such government
and to provide new guards for their future security. Such has been the patient suffer-

ance of these colonies, and such is now the necessity which constrains them to alter their
former systems of government. The history of the present King of Great Britain is a

history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all having, in direct object, the establish-
ment of an absolute tyranny over these States. To prove this, let facts be submitted to

a candid world: Hehas refused his assent to laws the most wholesome and necessary
for the public good: he has forbidden his governors to pass laws of immediate and
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\VIIKN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary (or one people to dis-

solve the political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume,

among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station in which the laws

of nature and of nature's t'.l entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of

mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the

separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal ;

that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among
these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness: that, to secure these rights,

governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the

consent of the governed; that, whenever any form of government becomes de-
structive of these ends, it is tin- right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to
institute a new government, laying its foundations on such principles, and organ-
izing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect tlu-ir

safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long es-

tablished should not be changed for light or transient causes; and, accordingly,
all experience hath shown that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils

are sufferable, than to right themselves bv abolishing the forms to which they are
accustomed. But, when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invari-

ably the same object, evinces a design to reduce them under absolute despotism,
it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such government and to provide new
guards for their future security. Such has been the patient sufferance of these colo-

nies, and such is note the necessity which constrains them to alter their former
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9 POINT OLDHTYLB No. 679

U'IIKN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people
to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another, and

to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to

which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect

to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes

which impel them to the separation. \Ve hold these truths to be self-evident;

That all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with

certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness; that, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among
men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed; that,

win-never any form of government becomes destructive of these ends, it is

the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new gov-
ernment, laying its foundation on such principles, and organi/.ing its pow-
ers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety
and happiness. I'rudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long es-

tablished should not be changed for light and transient causes; and, accord-

ingly, all experience hath shown that mankind are more disposed to suffer,

while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms
to icliich they are accustomed, lint, when n long train of abuses and usurpa-
tions, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a design to reduce them
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WHEN
,
in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people

to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another,

and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal

station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them,
a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should

declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these

truths to be self-evident : That all men are created equal ; that they are

endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights ;
that among

these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness ; that to secure these

rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers
from the consent of the governed ; that, whenever any form of govern-
ment becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to

alter or to abolish it and to institute a new government, laying its

foundations on such principles, and organizing its powers in such form,
as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness.
Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long established should not

be changed for light and transient causes; and, accordingly, all experience
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11 POINT OLDSTYLE No. 579

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one

people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them

with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the

separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of

nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of

mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel
them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident:

That all men are created equal ;
that they are endowed by their

Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that to secure these rights,

governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers
from the consent of the governed ;

that
,
whenever any form of

government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of

the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a ncit< govern-
ment, laying its foundations on such principles, and organising
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12 POINT OLD8TYLB NO. 679

\VHKN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary

for one people to dissolve the political bands which have

connected them with another, and to assume, among the

powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which

the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent

respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should

declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We
hold these truths to be self-evident : That all men are created

equal ; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain

inalienable rights ;
that among these are life, liberty, and the

pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these rights, govern-
ments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers
frnni the consent of

'

the governed; that, whenever any form of
> inncnt becomes destructive of these ends, i/ is tlie right of
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18 POINT OLDSTYLE No. 579

When, in the course of human events, it

becomes necessary for one people to dissolve

the political bands which have connected

them with another, and to assume, among
1

the powers of the earth, the separate and

equal station to which the laws of nature

and of nature's God entitle them, a decent

respect to the opinions of mankind requires
that they should declare the causes which
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the course o( human events, it becomes necessary fo r one people to dissolve the political bands which
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6 POINT OLDSTYLE No. 581

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political

bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth,

the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a

decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which

impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created

equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these

are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these rights, governments are

instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed; that whenever

any form of government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or

to abolish it, and to institute a new government, laying its foundation on such principles, and

organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and

happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long established should not be changed
for light and transient causes ; and, accordingly, all experience hath shown that mankind are
more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the
forms to which they are accustomed. But, when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing
invariably the same object, evinces a design to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their

right, it is their duty, to throw off such government and to provide new guards for their future

security. Such has been the patient sufferance of these colonies, and such is now the necessity
which constrains them to alter their former systems of government. The history of the present
King of Great Britain is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all having, in direct object,
the establishment of an absolute tyranny over these States. To prove this, let facts be submitted
to a candid world : He has refused his assent to laws the most wholesome and necessary for the

public good; he has forbidden his governors to pass laws of immediate and pressing importance,
unless suspended in their operation till his assent should be obtained; and, when so suspended,
he has utterly neglected to attend to them: he has refused to pass other laws for the accommo-
dation of large districts of people, unless those people would relinquish the right of representa-
tion in the legislature; a right inestimable to them, and formidable to tyrants only; he has called

together legislative bodies at places unusual, uncomfortable, and distant from the depository of

their public records, for the sole purpose of fatiguing them into compliance with his measures: lie has
dissolved representative houses repeatedly, for opposing, with manly firmness, his invasions on the rights
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Win s, in tin- course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve

the political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the

powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of

nature's < lixl entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they
should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. \Vi- hold these truths

to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that ihry ure endowed by their Creator

with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of hap-

piness: that, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving
their just powers from the consent of the governed; that, whenever any form of govern-
ment becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abol-

ish it anil to institute a new government, laying its foundation on such principles, and
organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to elleet their

alcty and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long established
should not tie changed for light and transient causes; and, at -i -ordingly, all experience
hath shown that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable. than to

right themselves by abolishing the forms to which the}' are accustomed. Hut when a

long trainof abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a de-
> reduce them tinder absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw

oil such government and to provide new guards for their future security. Such has
been the patient sufferance of these colonies, and such is now the necessity which con-

- tlu-m to alter their former systems of government. The history of the present
King of Cireat Britain is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all having, in

direct object, the establishment of an absolute tyranny over these States. To prove this,
let facts be submitted to a candid world: He has refused his assent to laws the most
wholesome and necessary for the public good; he has forbidden liis go-.'i-rnors to pass
laics of i Hitttfd ititfiirtd pressing importance^ unless suspended in tlit'it opt- 1 til ion
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8 POINT OI.IIDTYLE No. 681

\\III-N, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dis-

solve the political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume,

among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws

of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of

mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the

separation. \Ve hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created

equal: that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights;

that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these

rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the

consent of the governed; that, whenever any form of government becomes de-

structive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it ami
to institute a new government, laying its foundation on such

principles,
and or-

ganizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their

safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long es-

tablished should not be changed for light and transient causes; and, accordingly,
all experience hath shown that mankind aye more disposed to suffer, while evils

are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they
are accustomed. But when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing in-

variably the same object, evinces a design to reduce them under absolute despo-
tism, it is their right, it is their duty, t<> throw off such government and to provide
Hftf guards for their future security. Such has been the patient sufferance of these

culunies, and iufh is note the necessity which constrains them to alter their former
Lever CM* to I. 14 I -4 mm
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WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people
to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another,

and also to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal
station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a

decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should de-

clare the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these truths

to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that they are endowed

by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are

life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that to secure these rights,

governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from
the consent of the governed; that, whenever any form of government be-
comes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or
to abolish it and to institute a new government, laying its foundations
on such principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as to them
shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence,
indeed, will dictate that governments long established should not be

changed for light and transient causes; and, accordingly, all experience
hath shown that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are suf-

ferable, than to right f/iemselves by abolishing the forms to u'lncli they are
accustomed. Butwhen abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same
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10 POINT OLDSTYLE No. 681

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one

people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with

another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate

and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God en-

title them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that

they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We
hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal;

that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights;
that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that

to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriv-

ing their just powers from the consent of the governed; that, when-
ever any form of government becomes destructive of these ends, it is

the right of the people to alter pr to abolish it and to institute a new
government, laying its foundation on such principles, and organizing
its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect

their safety and liappiness. Prudence, indeed, u'ill dictate thatgovernments
longestablishedshould not be changed for light and transient causes; and,
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\Viu-:x. in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for

one people to dissolve the political bands which have connected

them with another, and to assume, am-m^the powers of the earth,

the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of

nature's God entitle them, a respectful regard for the opinions of

mankind requires that they should declare the causes which im-

pel them to the separation. \Ve hold these truths to be self-evi-

dent : That all men are created equal ; that they are endowed by
their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that amon^ these
are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that, to secure
these rights, governments are instituted amonjj men, deriving
their just powers from the consent of the governed; that, when-
ever any trm of government becomes destructive of these ends,
it is the rijfht of the people to alter or to abolish it and to insti-

///// a ///Tr ;.',-(///;//(///, laving i/s foundation on such f)rincif>lcs^

and organizing itspowfn in such form, us to them shall scent most
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12 POINT OLH>TYUE No. 581

Wn i:\ , in the course of human events, it becomes neces-

sary for one people to dissolve the political bands which

have connecteddiemwithanotherandtoassume,among
the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station

t<> which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle

them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind re-

quires that they should declare the causes which impel
them to the separation. \Ye hold these truths to be self-

evident : That all men are created equal; that they arc

endowedbytheirCreatorwith certaininalienable rights:
that ainon.Lj these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of

happiness; that, to secure these rights, j.mverninents
in, insfi/nfcd ainonir nn-ii, ilcriiina ///// just f>i.
from the consent of tin- ^: < / in </, ///<//, whenever
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WHEN, in the course of human events, it be-

comes necessary for one people to dissolve the

political bands which have connected them
with another, and to assume, among the powers
of the earth, the separate and equal station to

which the laws of nature and of nature's God
entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions
of mankind requires that they should declare

the causes which impel them to the separation.

\Ye hold these truths to be self-evident: That all

men are created equal; that they are endowed
by their Creator with certain inalienable rights;
that among these are life, liberty, and the pur-
suit of happiness; that to secure these rights,
governments are instituted among men, deriv-
ing their just powers from the consent of the
governed; that, whenever any form of govern-
ment becomes destructive of these ends, it is

the right of the people to alter or to abolish it

and to institute a new government, laying its

foundations on such principles, and organizing
its powers in such form, as to them shall seem
most likely to effect their safety and happiness.
Prudence, indeed, will say that governments
long established should not be changed for light
and transient causes; and, accordingly, all ex-

perience hath shown that mankind are more
disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable,
than to right themselves by abolishing the
forms to which they are accustomed. But,
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8 POINT OLDSTYLE No. 583

WHEN, in the course of human events,

it becomes necessary for one people to

dissolve the political bands which have

connected them with another, and to

assume, among the powers of the earth,

the separate and equal station to which
the laws of nature and of nature's God
entitle them, a decent respect to the

opinions of mankind requires that they
should declare the causes which impel
them to the separation. We hold these
truths to be self-evident : That all men
are created equal ; that they are endowed
by their Creator with certain inaliena-
ble rights; that among these are life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness;
that to secure these rights, govern-
ments are instituted among men, de-

riving their just powers from the con-
sent of the governed; that, whenever
any form of government becomes de-
structive of these ends, it is the right
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9 POINT OLDSTYLE No. 583

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to

dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another, and to

assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which

the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the

opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel
them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men
are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable

rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that to

secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their just

powers from the consent of the governed; that, whenever any form of govern-
ment becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or
to abolish it and to institute a new government, laying its foundations on such

principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most

likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that

governments long established should not be changed for light and transient

causes; and, accordingly, all experience hath shown that mankind are more

disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abol-

ishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But, when a long train of

abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a design
to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to
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10 POINT Oi.iwTYijt No. 683

WIIKN, in the course of human events, it Incomes necessary for one

people to dissolve the political hands which have connected them with

another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate

and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God
entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that

they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation.

\\ < hold these truths to he self-evident: That all men are created equal;

that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights;

that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that to

secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving
their just powers from the consent of the governed; that, whenever any
form of government becomes destructive of these ends.it is the right

of the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new government,

laying its foundations on such principles, and organizing its powers in

such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and

happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long estab-

lished should not be changed for light and transient causes; and,
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11 POINT OI.IWTYLK No. 683

\\iiKN.in the course of human events.it becomes necessary for

one people to dissolve the political bands which have connected

them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth,

the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of

nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of

mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel

them to the separation. \\"e hold these truths to be self-evident:

That all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their

Creator with certain inalienable rights: that among these are life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that to secure these rights.

i-rnments are instituted among men. deriving their just power-,
from the consent of the governed: that, whenever any form of

< rnment becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the

people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new government,

laying its foundations on such principle-. ami organix.ing its powers
in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety

Lxnr M m. U -ll "
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5 POINT LINING OLDSTYLE No. 523

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes nec-

essary for one people to dissolve the political bands which
have connected them with another, and to assume, among
the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to

which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them,
a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that

they should declare the causes which impel them to the

separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: Th:it

all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their

Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these

are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that, to se-

cure these rights, governments are instituted among nien,

deriving their just powers from the consent of the gov-
erned: that, whenever any form o! government becomes
destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to
alter or to abolish it and to institute a new government,
laying its foundation on such principles, and organizing
its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most
likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, in-

deed, will dictate that governments long established should
not be changed for light and transient causes: and, accord-
ingly, all experience hath shown that mankind are more
disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right
themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are ac-
customed. But, when a long train of abuses and usurpa-
tions, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a design
to reduce them under absolute despotism.it is their ri^ht.
it is their duty, to throw off such government and to pro-
vide new guards for their future safety. Such has been the
patient sufferance of these colonies, and such is now the
necessity which constrains them to alter their former sys-
tems of government. The history of the present King of
Great Britain is a history of repeated injuries and usur-
pations, all having in direct object the establishment of an
absolute tyranny o^>er these States. To proi<e this, let
facts be submitted to a candid world: He has refused
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5V* POINT LINING OLDSTYLE No. 523

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes

necessary for one people to dissolve the political

bands which have connected them with another, and
to assume, among the powers of the earth, the sepa-
rate and equal station to which the laws of nature
and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect
to the opinions of mankind requires that they should
declare the causes which impel them to the separa-
tion. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That
all men are created equal; that they are endowed by
their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that

among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of hap-
piness; that, to secure these rights, governments are
instituted among men, deriving their just powers
from the consent of the governed; that, whenever
any form of government becomes destructive of
these ends, it is the right of the people to alter orto
abolish it and to institute a new government, laying
its foundation on such principles, and organizing its

powers in such form, as to them shall seem most
likely to effect their safety and happiness. Pru-
dence, indeed, will dictate that governments long
established should not be changed for light and tran-
sient causes; and, accordingly, all experience hath
shown that mankind are more disposed to suffer,
while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves
by abolishing the forms to which they are accus-
tomed. Hut, when a long train of abuses and usur-
pations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces
a design to reduce them under absolute despotism,
it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such
government and to provide new guards for tluir
future security. Such has been the patient sitffer-
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6 POINT LINING OLDSTYLE No. 523

WHEN, in the course of human events, it be-

comes necessary for one people to dissolve the

political bands which have con nee ted them with

another, and to assume, among the powers of

the rarth, the separate and equal station to

which tlu1 laws of nature and of nature's God
entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions
of mankind requires that they should declare
the causes which impel them to the separation,
We hold these truths to be self-evident: That
all men are created equal; that they are en-
dowed by their Creator with certain inalienable
rights: that among these are life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness: that to secure these
rights, governments are instituted among men,
deriving their just powers from the consent of
the governed: that, whenever any form of gov-
ernment becomes destructive of these ends, it

is the right of the people to alter or to abolish
it and to institute a new government, laving its

foundation on such principles, and organizing
its powers in such form, as to them shall seem
most likely to effect their safety and happiness.
Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments
long established should not be changed for light
and transient causes: and, accordingly, all ex-
perience hath shown that mankind are more
disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable.
than to right themselves by abolishing theforms
to which they are accustomed. But, when a
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8 POINT LINING OLDSTYLE No. 523

WHEN, in the course of human events,

it becomes necessary for one people to

dissolve the political hands which have

connected them with another, and to

assume, among the powers of the earth,

the separate and equal station to which
the laws of nature and of nature's God
entitle them, a decent respect to the

opinions of mankind requires that they
should declare the causes which impel
them to the separation. We hold these
truths to be self-evident: That all men
are created equal; that they are en-
dowed by their Creator with certain in-

alienable rights; that among these are

life, liberty, and the pursuit of happi-
ness; that, to secure these rights, gov-
ernments are instituted among men,
deriving their powers from the consent
of the governed ; that, whenever any
form of government becomes destruc-
tive of these ends it is the right of the
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10 POINT LINING OI.IWTYI.K No. OS

\VliKX. in tin- course nt' human events, it becomes necessary lor one

people to dissolve tin- political bands which have connected them with

anotlu-r, and to assume, amoni,' tin- powers of the earth, the separate

and ecjual station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God
entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires
that they should declare the causes which impel them to the separa-
tion. \Ve hold these truths to he self-evident : That all men an- created

tqual'; that they arc cmttnceii br their Creator ;>'//// eertain inalienable

rights; tliiit among these are life, liberty, ami the pursuit of happiness ;
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12 POINT LINING OI.ITVI.E No. 523

\Vni-:\, in the course t>f human events, it becomes

necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands

which have connected them with another, and to as-

sume, arnon^' the powers of the earth, the separate and

eqtuu station to icliicli flic laws ofnature ana ofnature's
( -od entitle them, a decent respect to Ilie opinions of man -
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18 POINT LINING OI.IWTYI.K No. Wt

\\ MIA, in the course of human events, it lx--

( omes necessary for one- people to dissolve the

political hands which have connected them with

<?//<>///</; (t/nJ to (issintii\ among flic />o-ar/y of

flic I'd /'///, the si'/)(irti/c and equal station to
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6 POINT LINING OLDSTYLE No. 550

WHEN, in the course of human events, it be-

comes necessary for one people to dissolve the

political bands which have connected them
with another, and to assume, among the pow-
ers of the earth, the separate and equal sta-

tion to which the laws of nature and of na-

ture's God entitle them, a decent respect to

the opinions of mankind requires that they
should declare the causes which impel them
to the separation. We hold these truths to

be self-evident: That all men are created
equal; that they are endowed by their Creator
with certain inalienable rights; that among
these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of hap-
piness; that, to secure these rights, govern-
ments are instituted among men, deriving
their just powers from the consent of the gov-
erned; that whenever any form of govern-
ment becomes destructive of these ends, it is

the right of the people to alter or to abolish
it, and to institute a new government, laying
its foundation on such principles, and organ-
izing its powers in such form, as to them shall
seem most likely to effect their safety and
happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that
governments long established should not be
changed for light and transient causes; and,
accordingly, all experience hath shown that
ina n kind are more disposed to suffer, while evils
are sufferable, than to right themselves by abol-
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7 POINT LINING OLDSTYLE No. 550

WHEN, in the course of human events,
it becomes necessary for one people to

dissolve the political bands which have
connected them with another, and to as-

sume, among the powers of the earth, the

separate and equal station to which the

laws of nature and of nature's God entitle

them, a decent respect to the opinions of

mankind requires that they should declare

the causes which impel them to the sepa-
ration. We hold these truths to be self-

evident: That all men are created equal;
that they are endowed by their Creator
withcertain inalienable rights; that among
these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of

happiness; that, to secure these rights,
governments are instituted among men,
deriving their just powers from the con-
sent of the governed; that whenever any
form of government becomes destructive
of these ends, it is the right of the people
to alter or to abolish it, and to institute
a new government, laying its foundation
on such principles, and organizing its

powers in stickform, as to them shall seem
most likely to effect their safety and Imp-
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8 POINT LINING OLDSTYLE No. 550

WH EX, in the course of human events,

it becomes necessary for one people
to dissolve the political bands which

have connected them with another,

and to assume, among the powers of

the earth, the separate and equal sta-

tion to which the laws of nature and
of nature's God entitle them, a decent

respect to the opinions of mankind
requires that they should declare the
causes which impel them to the sepa-
ration. We hold these truths to be
self-evident: That all men are cre-

ated equal; that they are endowed by
their Creator with certain inalienable

rights; that among these are life, lib-

erty, and the pursuit of happiness;
that, to secure these rights, govern-
ments are instituted among men, de-

riving their just powers from the con-
sent of the governed; that whenever
any form of government becomes de-

structive of these ends, it is the right
Lower caae a to z, 14 6-16 ems
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9 POINT LINING OLDSTYLE No. 550

WIIEX, in the course of human
events, it becomes necessary for

one people to dissolve the politi-

cal bands which have connected

them with another, and to assume,

among the powers of the earth, the

separate and equal station to which

the laws of nature and of nature's
God entitle them, a decent respect
to the opinions of mankind requires
that they should declare the causes
which impel them to the separa-
tion. We hold these truths to be
self-evident: That all men are cre-

ated equal; that they are endowed
by their Creator with certain in-

alienable rights ; that among these
are life, liberty, and the pursuit of

happiness; that, to secure these riff/its.

governments are instituted among
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10 POINT LINING OI.IWTYI.K No. 560

\Viii:\, in the course of human events, it l>ccomes necessary for one

|K-ople to ilissnlvc the jxilitical hands which have connected them with

another, and to assume, atnon^ the powers of the earth, the separate

and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God
entitle them, a decent resect to the opinions of mankind requires that

they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation.
\\V hold these truths t<> he sell evident : That all men are created

ei/nal: that they art- enifo;, -ed />y their ( 'teat^i 7, //// certain inalienable rights;
that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of' /ia/>/>iness: that to
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\\ POINT LINING OLDSTYLE No. 660

\Vmcx, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary
for one- people to dissolve the political bands which have connected

them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth,

the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of

nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of

mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel
tli,->ii to tin- separation. II '< hold these truths to be self-erident: That
all men are created equal; that tlie\ are endowed h\ their Creator
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12 POINT LINING OLOSTYLE No. 660

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes

necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands
which have connected them with another, and to as-

sume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and
equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's
God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of
mankind requires lliat theyshould declare the causes r. ///<// impel
them to tlie separation, II "e hold these truths to he self-evident;
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6 POINT LINING RONALDSON OLDSTYLE No. 551

WHEN, in the course of hvimaii events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political

bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the

separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent

respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them
to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that they
are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriv-
ing their just powers from the consent of the governed; that whenever any form of government be-
comes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to .-liter or to abolish it, and to institute
a new government, laying its foundation on such principles, and organizing its powers in such form,
as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dic-
tate that governments long established should not be changed for light and transient causes; and,
accordingly, all experience hath shown that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are
sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But
when a ions train of abuses and usurpations, pitrsning im'iiricihly the same object, evinces a design to
reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such government
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1 POINT LINING RONALDSON OLDSTYLE No. 551

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve

the political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the

powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of

nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they
should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to
be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator
with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of hap-
piness; that, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their

just powers from the consent of the governed; that whenever any form of government
becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it,

and to institute a new government, laying its foundation on such principles, and organ-
izing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and

happiness, rnuience, indeed, icill dictate that governments long established should not
be changedfor light and transient causes; and, accordingly, all experience liath slimcn
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8 POINT LINING RONALDSON OLDSTYLE No. 551

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to

dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another, and to as-

sume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the

laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions
of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the

separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are created

equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that

among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these

rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the

consent of the governed ; that whenever any form of government becomes destructive

of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a

neivgovernment
:

, laying its foundation on such principles, and organizing its pou.<-
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8 POINT l-ININli KONAI.IWON Ol.MTYUE No. HI

\Vni:x, in the course of human events, it IH.-COIIK-S necessary for OIK- peopli

to dissolve the political hands which have connected them with another, and

to auine. among the ]
lowers of the earth, the separate and equal station to

which the laws of nature and of nature's C.od entitle them, a decent respect

to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which

impel them to the separation. \Ve hold these truths to l>e self-evident: That

all men are created c|iial; that they are endowed hy their Creator with cer-

tain inalienable rights: that among these are life, lilierty, and the pursuit
(I happiness: that. t<> secure these rights, governments are instituted among
men. deriving their just {towers from the consent of the governed: that when-
e\ei am form of government Incomes destructive of these ends, it is the right
of the people to alter or to abolish it. and to institute a new government, lay-
its foundation on such principles, and organi/.ing its powers in such form,
.i> tn them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness. Pru-

dence, indeed, will dictate that .governments long established should not be

changed for light and transient causes; and. accordingly, all ex|>erience hath
shown that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable,

than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accus-

tomed. /inf. ii'hen a litn.if train of abuses nnii iistirfttitions. pursuing invariably
the same objeft. r.-imes a design lit reduce them under absolute despotism, it is
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10 POINT LINING RONALDSON OLDSTYLB No. 661

\ViiKX, in the course of liunian events, it becomes necessary for one

people to dissolve the political Itands which have connected them with

another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate

and equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God en-

title them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that

they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We
hold these truths to lie self-evident: That all men are created equal;
that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights;
that among these are life, lilierty. and the pursuit of happiness; that,

to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving
their just powers from the consent of the governed: that whenever any
form of government lx.-come> destructive of these ends, it is the right
of the people to alter or to al>olish it. and to institute a new government,
laying its foundation on such principles, and organizing its {towers in

such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and

happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long es-

fa/i/islied should not be changedfor light and transii'iit niiisi's; and. accord-

ingly, all i i/Vr/V nee hath tkaton that mankind att mute disftosed to suffer,

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnoiMirstuvwxy/

AIICIiKKC.IIIJKI.MXiH-yKSTrVWXYZ

12.U567890 /-'..V.vv.S'90



Lining Ronaldson Oldstyle No. 551

11 POINT LINING RONALDSON OLDSTYLE No. 551

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for

one people to dissolve the political bands which have connected

them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth,

the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and of

nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of man-
kind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them
to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident: That
all men are created equal; that they are endowed by their Creator
with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these rights, govern-
ments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from
the consent of the governed; that whenever any form of govern-
ment becomes destnictive of these ends, it is the right of the people
to alter or to abolish it, and to institute a new government, laying
itsfoundation on such principles, organizing itspowers in such form,
as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness.

Lower case a to z, 12 6-11 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijkhnnopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 1234567890

12 POINT LINING RONALDSON OLDSTYLE No. 551

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary
for one people to dissolve the political bands which have con-

nected them with another, and to assume, among the powers
of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws

of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect

to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare

the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these

truths to be self-evident: That all men are created equal; that

they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable

rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of

happiness; that, to secure these rights, governments are insti-

tuted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent

ofthegoverned; tliat whenever anyform ofgovernment becomes

destructive ofthese ends, it is tlie right ofthe people to alter or
Lower case & to z. 12 11-24 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrsttivwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 1234567890

Partly opened with two point leads
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u POINT LINING RONALMON OLwmruc No. ttl

\YIIKX, in the course of human events, it be-

comes necessary for one people to dissolve the

political bands which have connected them with

another, and to assume, among the powers of the

earth, the separate and equal station to which the

laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them,
a decent respect to the opinions of mankind re-

quires that tney should declare the causes which

impel them to the separation. We hold these
truths to be self-evident: That all men are created

equal; that they are endowed by their Creator with
certain inalienable rights; that among these are

life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that, to
U>*r M* to i. 13 S- 14 MM

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

ix POINT LININU RONALDBOM OLMTYLE No. 561

When, in the course of human events, it be-

comes necessary for one people to dissolve

the political bands which have connected

them with another, and to assume, amoni^
the powers of the earth, the separate and

equal station to which the laws of nature

and of nature's God entitle them, a decent

respect to the opinions of mankind requires
that thev should declare the causes which

Uxnr l .. U I-U

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWX
abcdefghij k 1 m n o

j >q rstu v \v x yz

1234567890

. fc II priM * U I-M Ltafcv R_U_ OUtt*. Urn. Ml
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6 POINT LINING FRENCH OLDSTYLE No. 552

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes

necessary for one people to dissolve the political

bands which have connected them with another,

and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the

separate and equal station to which the laws of

nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent

respect to the opinions of mankind requires that

they should declare the causes which impel them

to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-

evident: That all men are created equal ; that they
are endowed by their Creator with certain inalien-

able rights: that among these are life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness ; that to secure these rights
governments are instituted among men, deriving
their just powers from the consent of the governed;
that, whenever any form of government becomes
destructive of these ends, it is the right of the

people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new
government, laying its foundations on such princi-

ples, and organizing its powers in such form, as to

them shall seem most likely to effect their safety
and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that

ynvi-rn merits Inny established should not be

changed for light and transient causes; and. ac-

cordingly, all experience hath shown that mankind
are more disposed to suffer, while evils are suffer-

able.than to right themselves by abolishing the
forms to which they are accustomed. But, when a
long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing
invariably the same object, evinces a design to

reduce them under absolute dt$froti$fH , it is their right,

it is their duty, to throw offsuch government and to frro-

Lower case a to z. 14 ems

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVU'XYZ
1234567890 1234567890

8 POINT LINING FRENCH OLDSTYLE No. 552

WHEN, in the course of human events, it

becomes necessary for one people to dissolve

the political bands which have connected

them with another, and to assume, among
the powers of the earth, the separate and

equal station to which the laws of nature

and of nature's God entitle them, a decent

respect to the opinions of mankind requires
that they should declare the causes which

impel them to the separation. We hold

these truths to be self-evident: That all men
are created equal; that they are endowed

by their Creator with certain inalienable

rights; that among these are life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness ; that to secure

these rights, governments are instituted

among men, deriving their just powers from
the consent of the governed ; that,whenever

any form of government becomes destruc-

tive of these ends, it is the right of the

people to alter or to abolish it and to insti-

tute a new government, laying its founda-
tions on sucb principles, and organising tis

powers in sucb form, as to them shall seem
Lower case a to z, 12 1-4 etna

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 1234^67890

9 POINT LINING FRENCH OLDSTYLE No. 552

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve

the political hands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among
the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature

and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind re-

quires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We
hold these truths to he self-evident: That all men are created equal; that they are

endowed hy their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; that to secure these rights, governments are

instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed;

that, whenever any form of government becomes destructive of these ends, it is

the right of the people to alter or to abolish it and to institute a new government,

laying its foundations on such principles, and organizing its powers in such form,
as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence,

indeed, will dictate that governments long established should not be changed for

light and transient causes; and, accordingly, all experience hath shown that man-
kind are more disposed to surfer, while evils are sufferable, than to right them-

selves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But, when a long
train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a

design to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to t/ii'im-

off sucb government and to provide new guards for their future security. Sucb has been tin-

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 1234567890

Partly opened with two point leads For complete showinK of this aeries see patte 452
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10 POINT LINING FRENCH OI.IMTYUC No. SU

WHHN. in the courseof human events, it becomes necess.ny for one people

t'> dissolve the political KinJs which ha\e Connected them with another,

anJ t<> assume, aiming the powers of the i-arth, the separate anJ txjual

station to which tin- laws of nature and of nature's ( iod entitle them, a

devvnt respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare

the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to he
self-evident : That all men are created equal ; that they are endowed by
theirCreator vitli certj in iiulii-iuNc rights ; t/ut jinniig tii<-*c jn life, liberty,

jn.i tlic pursuit of luffi"' '>-<.' //''/. /" secure these rit;lits, girccrtiincnts areUm cu> lo I. II 1.2 cn>

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdef{;hijklmnopqrstuvwxy2

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 1234567890

12 POINT LINING FRENCH OLIWTYUE No. 552

WHKN, in the course of human events, it becomes neces-

sity for one people to dissolve the political bands which
have connected them with another, and to assume, among
the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to

which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them,
a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that

tlu'v s/ionU i/.r/j/v ///< (\insi-s u7//<7/ impel them to the scp-
. We hold these truths to be se/t'-e-c/eleiit: That jll men

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
aboiefghijWmnopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDHFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
12.H567890 I2V567890

18 POINT LINING FRENCH OLDSTYL.E No. 552

When, in the course of human events, it

becomes necessary for one people to dissolve

the political bands which have connected them
with another, and to assume, among the pow-
ers of the earth, the separate and equal station

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890
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American Line Leaders

IN

another section of this Catalogue

(see index) will be found a showing
of a complete assortment of American
Line Leaders, made in five styles:

one dot to the em, two dots to the em,
three dots to the em, fine hyphen face

and the regular hyphen face. The sizes

range from five to eighteen points. These

are the only corredlly proportioned and

accurately cut leaders on the market,
this perfection being attained through
the use of tools invented and used ex-

clusively for the purpose by the American

Type Founders Company. These leaders

are cast from copper alloy type metal,

excelling in lightness and durability.

American Line Leaders are put up in job

fonts of three and five pounds each and
are sold at regular body type prices,

the same prices, in fact, as are charged
when buying them in bulk. These

small fonts have proved a

great convenience to

our customers

Cheltenham Mediu Linear Border No. 2
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ATALOGUE
BOOKLET
&- DISPLAY
TYPE
For Commercial and Fine

Art Printing and for Printed

Salesmanship this section

contains a collection (never
before equalled in numbers)
of the most Attractive, Pop-
ular and Successful Type
Faces ever made the types
that have made Printing
more PROFITABLE and
widened the range of the

Printing Business. To these

assured money-makers are

now added many NEW
Faces equal if not superior
in value to the printers in

Business -Attracting Power

AMERICAN
TYPE FOUNDERS
COMPANY





RE:JHk

Announcement

The following pages contain a

complete and concise showing

of a number of desirable type

faces, among them being the

great Cheltenham Family, the

popular Century Family (a type

without hair lines), the classic

Clearface Family, the distinctive

Litho Family, the Copperplate

Family, the finest selection of

useful Gothic Faces ever shown

in one book, together with an

excellent array of catalogue,

newspaper, book and job faces

'ii

H "

! !

!

MI
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Cheltenham Oldstyle

72 Point 3 A $6 45 4 a $3 75 $10 30

NUMBERING
Strange Machine
60 Point 3 A $5 40 4 a $3 10 $850

BRIGHT HOME
Compact Kingdoms
48Point 4A$405 8a$345 $760

DEMURE HUNTER
Extraordinary Adventure

..

STRONG REMINDERS
Quaint Construction Noticed

Romantic Maiden Dreamin

5A$365 8a$260 $6 i
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Cheltenham Oldstylt

NEIGHBORS MENTIONED
Confiscating Historical Documents

Sarcastic Remarks Create Disorder

\ . - ..,-.; . .

6 A $240 10. $185 $4!

CUSTOMERS RECONSIDERING
Metropolitan Organizations Discontinued

Delivering Numerous Campaign Orations

; i 6 A 1186 12* $166 $350

BROKERS RETURN
Extemporaneous Speakers

Consistently Remunerated

in A $1 Hi 21 a SI 60 $326

DETERMINED STUDENT
Gorgeous Receptions Introduced

Handsome Compartment Sought

ISA $1.11) 30a$lSO tSOO

ENTERPRISING PRODUCTIONS
Remarkable Midnight Seance Discovered

Some Meritorious Achievements Ignored

Burdensome Schemes Considered Lightly

IS A $140 a$l $276

PREDICTING ENORMOUS DEMANDS
Modernized Steamboats Displaying Great Speed

Gigantic Liners Race Across the Turbulent Foam

Comparable Creation $1 234567890 Advertising

147

11 Point 20 A $140 42 a $1.16 $275

INTRODUCTION OF PRINTING

Many Historians Contend That the Art of

Printing Was Introduced and First Used in

England by Caxton, Who, by His Great

Intelligence, Quickly Mastered This Idea

and Method of the Process WhileAbroad

10 Point 21 A $115 42a$I35 $250

WHITE SPACE IN ADVERTISING
A Judicious Use of White Space is Pleasing

Publisher Strives to Please Critical Advertiser

Answer Questions of Paramount Importance

Greater Historical Plays May Be Produced

8 Point 24 A $116 48a$110 $225

EFFECTIVE AND PROFITABLE RESULTS
II the Advertuen Can Ever Comr to Realize the Great

Advantage, of theUK of White Space. Both They and

Publuhen Will Reap Harvnt.: the Advertuet. Becune

Hi. Ad. Will Bring Roults. and the Publuhet. Became

the Advertuer u Sure to Incieaw the Amount of Space

! 24A$in> 4Ka$100 000

REMARKABLE CHARACTERISTICS EMPLOYED
Ckikmk*m OldayU Pn i~...rl. Ad*d far N~w

UDM A4MMMM. Th. Diaart Md OnnilaMi

a C4d B.



Cheltenham Oldslyle in Practical Display

MOST RELIABLE INFORMATION CONCERNING
BEAUTIFUL SOUTH SHORE HEALTH RESORTS

HE South Shore of Long Island, on the sea, will

strongly appeal to anyone who enjoys the ocean

with its fine surf bathing, sailing and deep-water

fishing. The Great South Bay, the Mecca for

lovers of aquatic sports, skirts the southern end

of Long Island for a distance of nearly eighty

miles and is an ideal and safe inland sea for sailing, fishing and

still-water bathing. It is hardly necessary to point out the suitable

places it contains the Rockaways, Long Beach and Manhattan

Beach the latter place with its world-renowned Southern Beach

and Continental Hotels. The recent improvements at Rockaway
Beach make it very desirable for summer residence. The hotel and

bathing houses there are attractive features. Belle Harbor, next to

Rockaway Beach, is a lovely seaside residential district and many
attractive homes are located there. The Belle Harbor Yacht Club

is situated on Jamaica Bay, and is one of the features of that lovely

place. Following the coast line to the east is Arverne, a modern

summer city by the sea, Edgemere, Far Rockaway and other

resorts, all delightful places at which to spend the summer or for

all-year residence. In addition to the hotels, there are a number of

attractive boarding cottages for the convenience of summer visitors

who may arrive. These are favorite places with business men, who
find their nearness to the city advantageous and their cool nights

in the summer particularly inviting. These resorts can be reached

in a very short time from New York by way of the Twentieth

Page Eighteen

The Abbot Border Strathmore Mortised Initial
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Cheltenham Oldstyle in Practical Display

GO TO THIS NEW HAMPSHIRE
LAKE RESORT FOR AN OUTING

-IE large* and (mat sheet of water

in New H*mp<hiir, and one of the

country '> most popular tummrr rr-

soits. u Lake Wmmpesaukee. It u

my to understand why il continues to hold

Mch a high place in the affections of to many
vacahoruAi, lot there are few lake* in all the

world 10 Mipcrbly and splendidly endowed

with the attractions of icenery. climate, and

social life and enjoyment that go to make up
the ideal rrfling place. One who would not

be satisfied with Winnipetaukee would be

indeed finical. Large in area, picturesque in

conformation and with waters of crystalline

purity, its serrated shores are indentec

the most romantic coves and harbon

is partly inclosed by tiers of green hil

Quality
is Everything
Nafcnly. ftr Kavi g pent nin yn in

. I rxn t**ttJ

oitrn ides* o* Irx mbnrt of qiuhy TK
tx,r p

MMwr toao toed pnMis*. MK| tku

aiiMatB. A.
f I fowad wcri pnMcr I mmrmm

i lo ft |MMSM Btui h

oaipisisWuf. bill lKl ow>loh
Ucl ol Kic and Ml to the t.Jl

W*.*T. a o il woold b> wtr
ssr hi pnu lam * bal ol me ooc*

* plu. tm t he nptcMd aw to an*
U mi <mk a) qwbr he wwsld DO) do il

Hughes Advertising Co.

A FINE STOCK OF

SUMMER

HATS
ALLTHE LATEST
STYLES IN HATS
FORTHE BOY OR
MAN DESIRING A
NEAT AND VERY
CHIC HEADPIECE

HIREMS
MOSTRAND STREET
ELJZABETHPORT

o |NE way, the ancient and at one time

the only way. of putting a piece of

copy into type is as follows : The

compositor glances over the manu-

script with the wise eye of long practice, does

a little rapid figuring with a stubby lead pencil

to ascertain what type it will go in, gives his

suspenders a hitch, then takes a fresh chew of

tobacco and fires away. The result, when well

printed, is legible, fairly neat in appearance, and

difficult for a layman to criticise, even though he

may have an uneasy feeling that it is not what

it should be. That is typography, but it is by no

means art. Artistic expression by the means of

types is sometimes difficult, but always worth

while. It means this: Every proposition, if it be

manufacturing, mercantile, professional or what

not, is surrounded by an individual atmosphere

which possesses certain characteristics peculiar

to itself. It presents points of individuality which

are of importance, which are indeed essential to

a complete and precise comprehension of its

true character. These characleriflics must be

set forth by one skilled in the art of phrase-

ology in order that the public may understand

them. Then the mechanical details are left to

B



Cheltenham Italic

72 Point 3 A $6 15 4 a 53 30 $9 45

HUNDREDS
Greatest Designs
60 Point 3 A $5 45 5 a $3 30 $8 75

MINER HIRED
Superior Investment

48 Point 4Af375 9a}375 $750

DESIGNPRINTING
Secures Beautiful House

I

42 Point 5 A S3 55 8 a $2 70 $6 25

HUNTS KINGFISHER
Pleasant Natural Resources

National Aeroplane Conies*



5 A 12 76 1US226 $500

Cheltenham Italic

SPECIAL EXPERIMENTS
Magnificent Novelties Introduced

i 7AC36 11 Jl) $42S

DISTINGUISHED REGIMENTS
Encountered Condemned Manufacturer

InterspersedAnatomical Demonstrations

.1 r 7A $190 12$160 |S SO

RECOGNIZE MINOR UNIVERSITIES
Entertainments Advertised Remarkable Benefit

Largest Revolutionary Memorial Contributions

.- ! 11AS170 21 mil 56 S32S

RECEPTION GIVEN PROMINENT MEMBERS
Discouraged Shareholders Purchased Mechanical Invention

Modern Printers Using Beautiful Cheltenham Italic Often

14 Point IS A $155 28*1146 $300 10 Point 20 A $130 4*ia> $zso

SECOND EMINENT MEMBER RETURNING INDIAN HUNTERS
\M--i r\ J 1 r i iLf 1 A i- Enthusiastic Nimrods Journeying Eastward
Ministers Denied Untruthful Assertions

LaJies studied Interring Historical Novel

Engraving Business Conditions Normal Handsome Tragedian Permanently Secured

r 17AS145 3fi.ll 30 S275

FORMER SUBSCRIBER INDIGNANT
A cu'spaper Editor Indorsing Sanitary Dwellings

Subscribe Now $1234567890 Amount Paid

U Point 21 A II 46 42m $ISO $275

DISMOUNTING HORSEMEN PICTURED
Soldiers Entertained Distinguished French Merchant

Remarkable Feats Splendidly Performed Regularly

151

- ivint 23AI11S 4*110 S2 26

STAR RECEIVING SCIENTIFIC MENTION
Prominent Buiineu Men Joined the Cluk Lail Night

The Clearetl Mountain Streams Ruthing in Torrrnlt

Ofinioniof the Adminitlralort RemainedUnchongeJ

(Point 22 A II 1)0 4$1on (too

CHICAGO EXPOSITION DELIGHTS MONAKCHS
bn Stimicuily Dbotfmx Mtil*>Jt RttatJint Pitta

.Mom/ /VortAtm Mmmi/mdmim Cowdt /or SIM of He**

tl234567090



Cheltenham Italic in Practical Display

^^^^^^H
V^ M sto

as a time when flat

nes with a good grit to them

* were the best thing we hadfor
^^**' doing oar grinding. By and by

some genius cut the stone round, put

a crank through the center of it, and it

was then that science recorded the birth

of the grindstone and people Wondered

why nobody had thought of it at some

former date. Time passed, grindstones

began to accumulate moss ofantiquity,
until emery and other substances began
to ta^e their place in the abrasive and

grinding fields. Still science was not

content. The diamond seemed to be the

only thing that would fill the bill, and

the use of diamonds would throw this

world into a bankruptcy court within a

month if we tried to ma^e grindstones

of them; and science mourned. In the

meantime a very practical man began

turning over in his brain the thought of

making diamonds by applying intense

electric heat to carbon and silicon. He
did more than turn it over in his young

mind, he accomplished it and gave the

world a much- sought, hard, rough stone

that is known everywhere as Carbonine

NOTICE CHANGE OF
ADVERTISING RA TE
Just a year ago we announced an increase

in our advertising rate. We then stated

that ifthe magazine continued to grow in

favor and in circulation we should raise

the rate with such progress. The Rural

Journal is bigger, better and greater than

it was a uear ago; it costs more to produce
and it gioes increased value to advertisers

who use it. The new rale will be $1 00 a

page, beginning with the May issue. The

average monthly circulation of 1 45 ,000
copies will be guaranteed for a magazine

advertising year beginning on the first of

May. Our advertisers will be privileged

to reserve space at the present rate of$98
a page until the April issue, provided that

space so reserved will be continued at least

another uear. A discount will be allowed

on all orders of three or more pages; this

is the only discount. Thefact thatfor ten

issues of the Rural Journal each one had
over one hundred pages of advertising is

the best proofof its value as a medium of

publicity among many careful advertisers

who want the best. Whenuou place your

advertising in this paper it will repay you

Bulfinch Border

^Uhe Rosemont Real Estate and Investment Company
" Own a Home on the Highlands," where you can have Country Comforts with City Conveniences

"IIT "yOME selecting is becoming more and more difficult. So many conflicting claims

f f are being put forth on behalfof the various new residential sections in and near the

M J city ofCleveland that it is quite a serious problem to choose a site that is satisfactory

^ ^^ in every respect. All sorts of arguments are advanced, and all sorts of theories are

increasing every day and are being propounded by those who have lots to sell. These are being

used simply to assist sales. They do not help the man who Wants to know beyond doubt that his

home Will be permanently satisfactory and increasingly Valuable with every passing year. The

safest course in such a dilemma is to locate in a section where all the advantages are guaranteed

Hulfinch Border
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Cheltenham Oldslyle and Cheltenham Italic in Practical Display

SATISFACTION

There
are none

05 ours

YOU WILL take the trouble to

inspect our showing of Suits and

Overcoats for the fall and winter

seasons, we are positive that you
will be satisfied. The styles we
will exhibit for the fall and winter

demand will demonstrate beyond
a doubt that this is an aggressive

house, and sets the pace for this

trade in general. There is a class

and a standard of quality to these

garments which characterize the

store selling them as a first-class

house. They win a prestige, the

value of which cannot be at all

overestimated. Our prices range

lower than other dealers quote

MINERDHIRSH
THE MODISH CLOTHIER

G

His Evening

Cigars
Hou- about your father's, brother'*

or husband'i clgan ) To the moil

criticalman no gift it man leelcome

than good tobacco, clgarellei, pipes

and cigars. Wt have for tale jutl

what the smoker wants tobacco

of established reputation. Any of
these goods may he had all theyear

roundfrom us. Our tig stocks, to

meet the holiday demand. Include

every brand that is familiar to the

most discriminating smoker. The

man you an going to kuyfor it lure

to be pleased wilh a gift chosen in

our store. Mention a price and we

mill gioe you the best for the money

Ghest Company
End

PRINTING PROBLEMS
HE FIRST problem of the composing room is the arrangement, and this involves a more

detailed attention than it is usually given. The idea of the arrangement must be to bring the

number of step* to be taken by the workmen down to a minimum. This arrangement should

begin wilh the laying out of the type faces in the cases. Series frequently used in combination

should be placed in proximity. Your text letters and the light-faced gothics used with them in the

commercial work should be together. Members of the Cheltenham Family should be near one

another, so that workmen setting a display announcement

or a newspaper advertisement may waste no steps. Your A IV /I I""
1

l~> I ("** AM
composing room should be laid out with a definite idea as L\ \/l p r\ I C /\ \
lo the classes of work to be handled. Each man on blank

^"-1 **- 1 V 1 V_x/ 11 ^

or book-heading work should have a frame to himself, with
JV/I

A *"

^CT D I A 1

hi* case of eight point for box-head work and display faces IVl/Al J_jl\l/~~\l t

ithin easy reach. Certain alleys should be reserved for

small commercial work and the stands should contain the

(ace* regularly used on letterheads, programmes, and other

work easily classified. Bold display work may be separate

Alitayt up to the Very Highest Standards

/ Accuracy and Finish In every way for

best malls in the modem printing offices

American Typt. lining system, is

'



Cheltenham Oldstyle Condensed

72 Point 3 A $5 20 4a$385 $905

INTERMINGLES
CheltenhamDame
60 Point 3 A $4 50 5 a $3 35 $7 85

HUNTED ERMINES
Chimes Entertainment

48 Point 4 A $3 35 7a $3 10 $645

FIRST PIGEON REPORT
In&indive Maternal Lullaby

42 Point 4A $2 65 8a$260

DISTINGUISHED KINGDOM
Maiden Demanding Information

Handsome Christmas Reminder
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Cheltenham Oldstyle Condensed

5A 8a I1M $41S

MENTIONING SUBLIME THINGS

International Question Recapitulated

Charaden&ic Esquimau Decorations

6A 1200 12. $206 406

EXPERIMENTING TINSMITH DESCRIED

Giving Monster Kindergarten Entertainments

Prominent Bo&onian Manufacturer Seleded

8 A 1165 17 a 1185 IS SO

IMPERTINENT REMARK ENJOINED WITH ZEST

Demonstrative Esperanto Linguist Acquires Proficiency

Beautiful Series for Booklet and General Job Printing

1.1 A SI TI 24.1166 1325

DESIGNED MODERN SHOWING
Some Rather Select Border Designs

Originality Given Usual Prominence

IMM 17A II Hi :141 50 SJOO

GREAT MERCHANT PRINCE EMBARKS

Important Turkish Mogul Drinks Perfumeries

Pretty Discarded Favorites Quietly Beheaded

. i
- a All 40 43.1136 7S

EMOLUMENTAND MUCH RESPECT DESERVED

Printing is Seventh Gant Industry in the United States

Better Day Dawning $ 1 234567890 Printing Master

24 A 11 20 48atiao S250

REPORT COLD WINTER ON LAKE HURON
Using Beautiful Cheltenham Oldflyle Condensed

Savage Races Grotesquely Decorate Their Bodies

Humanity Always Did Love Ornament and Color

Curious and Interesting Human Traits Displayed

- Point 27A 1106 Mail 20 tStS

THE PART THE EYE PLAYS IN FAST TYPE SETTING

Speed of Am a Factor of Only SecomUirGiualenboi
Alert Eye Should Continually Seoul Ahead of (he Finfen

Unerringly Noting the Exact Lay of the Letter in the Case*

Economically and Systematically Directing Each Movement

Point KAtOK 90.1106 Stoo

PROSPEROUS MERCHANTS DISAPPROVED LONG TUNNEL



Cheltenham Oldstyle Condensed Book Page

THE EXODUS OF PRINTING

BLADES, in his posthumous
historical volume, The Pentateuch of

Printing, discusses the origin of the art

under the head of "Genesis," and its

diffusion under that of "Exodus." As both these

divisions of typographic history appertain to the

fifteenth century, certain individuals being involved

in both, they are not always clearly distinguishable

even in the minds of the well-informed readers. As

matter for history, the invention of printing always

has received vastly more attention than the diffusion

of the art. Yet the first subject is still involved in a

cloud of controversy, its problems being, to a great

extent, mechanical, and the very materials which

the judgments are to be based upon are scanty or

altogether wanting. The second subject is rich in

popular as well as technical interest, having even a

touch of romance, and its materials are abundant.

Yet, so far as the general public is concerned, this

Strathmore Initial Strathmore Ornaments
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Cheltenham Olddyle Condensed and Cheltenham Medium Italic in Catalogue Page

Modern Devices

for the Printer

> .
,

.

The Chandler & Price Lead and Rule Cutter

N this cutter are many valuable features. It is a radical departure
from every other style. The bed is nearly vertical, but inclines

slightly from the operator. The lead or rule rests on a raised guide

along the lower edge and automatically assumes a true position

by gravity, assuring a square cut. The guide is accurately gradu-
ated to 1 2-point ems and numbered to 5-em lengths. The gauge
is reversed for cutting leads required longer than the bed, and

is fitted with a latch to engage the slots of the guide. The position of th

guide is such that the graduated scale is always in full viewand is

immediately seen without stooping over and without strain

on the eyes. A thumb-screw holds the gauge for odd

lengths. Gauges 1 4 inches from zero to 85 ems.

In the Chandler & Price Lead and Rule Cutter

the cutting mechanism is designed for

accuracy and special rigidity. The two

cutting blades are practically built to

each other by being fastened at both

ends, which keeps them working tightly to-

gether. Powerful leverage and the rigidity of

adjustment are charaaeristic in this cutter.

The gauges on this cutter, when properly adjusted, cannot possibly slip; they are

accurate and are sure to remain so. Short measures are quickly cut on the front gauge

The Chandler & Price Mitering Machine

This is a strong, well-built machine for mitering brass and metal rule to any desired

angle. By adjusting the screw at the end of the hub the knife can be instantly set to

cut any desired strength, making it con-

venient to Start a miter with a strong shave,

thus cutting more rapidly, and then ton-

ing the shave down to accuracy in the

finishing. A good mitering machine

is one of the handiest implements
around a composing room-- a tool

that is useful in so many ways that

^^^^^^^^ it will pay for itself in economized

*;"':" 4f^fe< time. The Chandler & Price Machine is

diffewnl from all others in design. It com-

bines strength with simplicity. The knife is

made of the very best steel and is easily sharpened, thereby insuring a good miter

Weight.

bo.ed.l5potin.il
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Cheltenham OldsTyle Condensed and Cheltenham Italic in Practical Display

Single Copies

Seven Cents

Three Dollars a

Year; One-Fifty

for Six Months

YOU SURELY CAN NOT
> AFFORD TO FORGET the

FARMING
JOURNAL

IT

being the best medium

for the advertiser in and

about the farming region

of Butler and surround-

ing counties, and is read by

more families of the better

class than any other paper in

the State. Its columns con-

tain a fund of information of

especial importance to agri-

culturalists in particular, as

well as the important local,

national and foreign news.

No questionable articles are

printed in Farming Journal

ISSUED EVERYSA TURDA Y

Panel Border Bulfinch Attracto:

May Peace

A
Christmas

Carol

Issued by

Hanotler Publishing Company
Philadelphia. Pa.

Holiday Decorator

H
THIS STITCHER IS SOMUCH DIFFERENTAND BETTER THANANY
OFITS RIVALS THATCOMPARISON WOULDBEAN INJUSTICE TO IT

OSTON WIRE STITCHER
The Single Adjustment Feature of the Boston Wire Stitcher is a valuable time

and money saver. By turning the hand wheel at the back of the machine to gauge

the thickness of the work, all the parts, including the feed, the cutter, clinchers

and table, are automatically adjusted, and the first stitch driven is perfect. This one

feature does away with the many expensive accidents typical of all competitive

machines and places the Boston Stitcher at the top notch as a time and money
saver. It should be remembered that from three to six different operations are

necessary in other stitchers having any adjustment for length of stitch, and those

without adjustment are capable of stitching but a few sheets at each operation.

The simplicity ofadjustment is a desirable feature of this useful machine

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERSCOMPANY

Century Border Cast Squai
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Cheltenham Oldstyle Condensed in Practical Display

A Beautiful Residence
IN A MASTER DEVELOPMENT. All those

up-to-date features that nuke for comfort and

liatlcntu, and which are usually associated

only widl high-cost homo, ue to be found, at

moderate pncet, in the beautiful residences just

completed, and welcoming your inspection at

Mount Elmwoods
on Central Bayshore Electric Lane

Bu.ll on plots 1 50 i 300. equal to Mcityloto

andwithineasy walking distance of the station

Each residencek Uiw Irac raoB.kviln'i kitchen

b1 Md .lute numrl .I* njoani ..!

kchl od tliT ilrrpaif nxnu UK! roomy poidl. CM

1 w fWfy pfop*rty.

Prices begm tf $3 .500. rfv. 14.200. 14,800 i *. to

112.000. M-.I-*J. b^,lrol5.000
1*120.000.

One-Half Acre Cottage Plots, $1,500. $125

Down and $10 Monthly. Wnte for Booklet

H. M. Hartman & Co.
Number 96 BiotheHore Avenue. Pluladelphia

EASTER
ONE WEEK FROM NEXT SUNDAY

JT Easter garb for clergy, clerical

clothing, Latin and Anglican

cassocks, albs and surplices, and

pulpit gowns; in fad, everything

that the clergy wears. Easier garb

for chorislers can be found here

in a fine line of cassocks in black

and colors, also cottas; in fact, we
now have complete choir outfits in

the very best of fabrics. Even the

altar boys have not been forgotten

as our excellent line of cassocks

and surplices will show. Our new

display of Easter neckwear merits

your inspedion^the season's best

HANCOCK & GORSDON
THE BROADWAY DEPARTMENT STORE

If your competitor talks about you

put him on the payroll. Never mind

what he says as long as he talks O
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Cheltenham Wide
72 Point 3 A $6 50 4 a $4 50 $11 00

RED SHRINE
Brightest Morn
60 Point 3 A $5 40 4 a $3 60 $9 00

PUNISHMENTS
Question Studied
48 Point 4 A $4 05 8 a $3 90 $7 95

MODERN BAKERS
Increase Expenditures
42 Point 4 A $3 15 8a$310 $625

ENRICHES KINGDOM
Madros Printing Concern

Expenditures Decreasing
160



Cheltenham Wide
M Point

DOMESTIC ORNAMENTS
Sanitary Regulation Enforced

Manufacturing Improvements
6At206 10a$2 $4 25

BEFRIENDS MUSIC PUBLISHER
Results Surprised Optimistic Dealers

Harmonious Environs Indispensable

':

' 6 A $185 12m SITS IS 60 11 Point a>A*14U 42 a $166 $2 H

KNIGHTS EMBARK
Bold Heroic Stratagem

Disperse Cruel Enemy
-

!'
I 10 All 65 21 a $170 $3 S5

HISTORICAL MANSIONS
Big Fonts ofOur Cheltenhams

Intelligent Catalogue Layouts

ii 16 A $i so so .nan $sio

SOLID GRECIAN PRODUCTION
Organizer Endorses New Candidate

International Corporation Established

Delegates Nominate California Man

i UASI40 a$160 $290

LATEST REVOLUTIONARY NOTICES
Beautiful Specimens Reward Neat Students

Secret ConferenceConcerning the Exchequer

Superintending $1234567890 Constructions

HANDSOME EDITION PRINTED
Light Blue and Gold Cover Ornament

Designed Neat Eleven Point for Body
Soft Shade ofColor Restful to the Eye

Constructing Bridges Along Railroad

Better Hardened Armor Plates Used

10 Point 21 A $1 16 42 a $1 40 $2 56

THE ADVERTISING LITERATURE
Famous Cheltenham Family Beautiful

Craft Realizing the Artistic Possibilities

Startling Beauty Ingeniously Exhibited

New American Typography Creations

8 Point 24 A $1 16 48 $1 30 $2 46

BEST FACILITIES FOR MANUFACTURING
Superior Product! Not an Accident but Usually

The Result of Continued and Painstaking Effort

Machinery and Workmen Also Important Factor

Labor-Saving Device* Help Increase the Output

Wheels of Progress Kept Turning Every Hour

Point 14 A $100 48 a $106 006

INTERESTING LECTURE REGARDING FINANCE

SurptMiiwIr nd L nu.ully Lute Older. JuM Raraivad

ProapcnMU Propnetot Mrl Repraaenlabir* on In* Square

Complete Senea of Man? New Face* in Very Lant* Fo*p>

Border.. OmamenU. Labor-Saving Bra** Rule*. I <*aden

Lane Sujn PoMed. No Mora Pkkinc Sortt bom Live Jobs

Bank Fjubli.nn.enl H2MS67WO l'n Mutn C
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Cheltenham Wide in Practical Display

Berkshire Mountain Hotel

SITUATED IN THE BEAUTIFUL BERKSHIRE HILLS IN THE COUNTY OF
CUMBERLAND AND SURROUNDED BY WONDERFUL BIRCH FORESTS

Sixty Miles North of Greenfield Manor

Old English Border Strathruore Mortised Initials

How Shall I Spend My Vacation?
is a question that looms large upon the horizon of the man or woman
worn with the social or business activities of the past winter. The boon

of the modern vacation is used by some and abused by others. What
do you want to do with your vacation? It should be a period of rest

and leisure. Its value lies in making it so. It has been given you for

the purpose of revitalizing yourself. The place to do this is not upon
board walks or amid the rabble sounds of strange cities. It is impossible

in a hostelry where social ostentation tempers the air, however pure

and sweet the air may be. The place to go for new life and new energy

is where nature rules supreme, and that is to the Berkshire Mountains

This page of display is set in Cheltenham Wide, which is a member of the large

and popular Cheltenham Family. For fine booklet work it would be difficult to

secure a more excellent design. It is extremely legible, very attractive, and retains

the many strong features which have created the great popularity of the family
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Cheltenham Wide and Cheltenham Italic in Combination



Cheltenham Medium

72 Point 3 A $6 70 4 a $4 35 $1106

UNDERMINE
Honest Sailors
60 Point 3A$530 6a$480 S1010

MUSIC ENDING
Studious Mothers
48 Point 4 A $4 05 7a$355 $1

DESIGNS PLEASED
Silver Hunters Return

42 p int 5A$360 8a$300 $660

HANDSOME GERMAN
NinetyThousand Soldiers

Produced Beautiful Effed
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Cheltenham Medium

SAttU 9B44 <

DELIGHTFUL EXCURSION
Promised Rewards Compared
Show Handsome Photographs

6AC25 lOmCOO M 25

SECURING AMERICAN DESIGNS
Great Masterpieces Originated Here

Cheltenham Medium Brings Returns

7 A II TO 14.11 HO tXUl

COMPLETE PRINTING INSTRUCTIONS
Much Harmony Embodied Through Studies

American Encouraging Uniform Hospitality

11 A 1160 21*1165 B25 III I'oint lA 1120

HUNDREDS PROSPERING
Cleverly Established Business

Styles Universally Maintained

14 Point ISA 1145 28 a $156 1300

PRINTERS RECEIVING PROFITS
Richly Bronzed Antique Ornaments
Mutual Admiration Society Formed

MAHOGANY FURNITURE SALES
New Theaters Have Grand Concerts

Invigorating Enjoyment Through Surf

Romantic Excursion During Autumn
Conservative Newspaper Publications

Point 22 A II OS 46m II 20 1226

FINE ORIGINAL PRODUCT DEMOLISHED
Traveling Salesmen Hold Convention in Ohio

Making Arrangements for Business Meeting*

Better Transit Facilities Are Being Denounced

Natural Beauty of Colorado Mountain Scenery

17 A $135 Mall 40 UTS I MABO6 Mall06 1200

PUBLIC DEMANDING THIS PRODUCT
Harmony Between Printer and Customers

Our Materials Produced Great Satisfaction

Neat Designs $1234567890 Big Earnings

DEVELOPMENT OF STEEL AND IRON INDUSTRY
F>uc(hin Numrtoul Holiday Novell!** lor Merch.nl>

Remarkable Gathering of Bright and Enterprising Men
Performance Every Wednesday Afternoon and Evening

Manufacturers Will Exhibit Marine Engines and Boilers

Iniured in Automobile Accident on Railroad Croeaiaf

Pine Entertainment SI 234567890 Excellent Collation

:



Cheltenham Medium in Practical Display

Business

Methods
A MONTHLY REMINDER OF
TOPICS IN OUR FACTORIES

Special Talks on

Advertising
Regarding

Its Advantages
and Power

INFLUENCE OF THE TRADE JOURNAL
ON OUR INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

pEVER has it been reported that

Aesop published a technical

journal, but it is widely known
that he possessed a generous

i supply of the truly American

advantage, practical common sense. Thus

equipped, and with his ability to present his

message in an attractive form, he might have

justly aspired to the profession of journalism

(even technical journalism) but for the fact

that he was born some thousands of years
too soon. One of the Aesop stories relates

how a certain husbandman told his sons that

he had left unto them gold buried under the

ground in his vineyard, and they digged all

over the ground and of the gold they found

none, but by reason of stirring and digging
the mould about the roots of their vines, they
had a very good vintage the next year. Lord

Bacon, another philosopher who ought to

have been an American, repeats this fable

with the following comment: "So, assuredly
the search and stir to make gold hath brought
to light a great number of good and fruitful

inventions and experiments, as well for the

disclosing of nature as for the use of man's

life." Now, it is just along these lines that the

Versatile Ornament Strathmore Mortised Initial

JUST ENOUGH DIVERSION
To secure proper attention and a large circulation many
successful proprietors agree that in the judicial handling

of copy for reading matter

lies the way to progress. To
our pages is credited many
fads that divert and amuse

THE MODERN POST

u Ornaments Century Borde:
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Cheltenham Medium in Practical Display

ni"^HE glory and power of Printing is not in the

past. Its influence at the present time makes
*

it a powerful conservator of all human acts

and progress. It is the handmaiden of all the arts,

industries and sciences, and the most energetic
worker in the world's shop to polish and refine

the civilization of this age and the future. When
we consider its mission, and see in it all the great

possibilities for perpetuating the inventions and

knowledge of all eternity, we may well designate

present printing as the Art Preservative of all Arts



Cheltenham Medium and Cheltenham Medium Italic in Catalogue Page

n Interesting

Story

Electrotype Half-tone No. 2 for 2

L=

ABOUT THE CHANDLER & PRICE GORDON PRESS

NTERPRISING printers are appreciating the important points

which make this press far superior to any other. In ninety out

of one hundred printing offices in the country, the Chandler

& Price Gordon Press is certainly the greatest money-maker
in proportion to investment and cosT: of operation of any of

the equipment. When other presses are idle in a shop, this

press is usually busy and crowded with work. It is undoubtedly true that the

foundations of a big majority of the successes made in the printing business

during the past twenty years were laid with the profits made upon Chandler &
Price Gordon Presses. Although the first of these machines was built in the

year 1886, mosT; of them are still in use. Printers will part with other presses

for new ones, but they hold on to their Chandler & Price Gordons. This is

proved by the fadt that though thirty-four thousand of these machines are in

use, it is an unusual thing to find a second-hand Chandler & Price Press that

is offered for sale, they being so well constructed they outlast all other makes.

The Design or Mechanical Principles

A machine of few parts has a distinct advantage over a machine having

many parts, provided it does its work equally well. That is one of the great

advantages of the Chandler & Price Gordon Press, as it has fewer

parts than any other type of job press, and its work is excelled by
no other. The fadt that there are over thirty-four

thousand Chandler & Price Gordon Presses in

every-day use should be sufficient evidence that

they give first-class satisfaction. The design and

mechanical principles involved make Chandler

& Price Gordon Presses as nearly "fool proof"

as a printing press can possibly be made. It has

no complicated parts, and is simplicity itself in all

its movements, thereby reducing most repair costs.

Weight Balanced Perfectly

The Chandler & Price Gordon Presses weigh
from three hundred to five hundred pounds heavier than

other presses of the same type, the extra material being

largely in the frames, the platen and the bed, though it is distributed in pro-

portion through the other parts of the machine on which strain of impression

is thrown. Great care has been used to distribute the weight so that all parts

Fliilf-tone Cuts used on this pajre taken from Chandler & Price Catalomie

Monotone Border Art-tile Tint Formers 168



Cheltenham Medium in Book Page

Some Marine Expeditions

Under Extraordinary Men
GIVING A COMPLETE AND DESCRIPTIVE ACCOUNT OF THE CRUISE

THROUGH THE PERILOUS CHANNELS TAKEN BY THE SEARCHERS

JHESE marvellous and very

exciting adventures of John

Amond, his servant Conseil,

and a Norwegian harpooner,
Ned Jenson, had their origin
in 1867. For many weeks
ocean vessels had been met

by an "enormous beast," a

long object shaped like a spindle, occasionally

phosphorescent, and infinitely larger and more

rapid in its movements than a whale. Others

observed what appeared to be a sand bank, or

reef, in mid-ocean, which shifted from place to

place. Ships were injured by collisions with the

mysterious object, and others were beyond the

shadow of any doubt destroyed by it, since there

were numerous total disappearances of vessels.

Finally the United States Government sent out

a warship, the Abraham Lincoln, to search for

and capture or destroy the creature, whatever
it might be. On that vessel I, John Amond, with

Conseil and Jenson, secured passage. Hundreds
of miles were sailed without any result. Then,
November 28, not far from the coast of Japan,
the object of our quest was sighted. A prolonged
chase began, the unknown object easily keeping
ahead of the ship. But one night it lay still upon
the water, apparently an enormous whale with

a luminous eye. Our vessel stole up to it. Ned
hurled the harpoon. I heard the sonorous tone
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Cheltenham Medium Italic (Non-Kerning)

72Point 3A$685 4a$455 $1140

SINGE BIRD
Deduct Riches
60 Point 3 A $5 55 5a$410 $965

BUSHINGTON
Kerns Abolished
48 Point 4 A $4 25 6 a $3 50 $775

TRUST BANKERS
MonSlrous Theatrical

42 Point 5A$365 7a$290 $655

ARTISTIC PRINTING
Runaway Maims Eleven

Mechanical Introduction
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Cheltenham Medium Italic (Non-Kerning)

5 A $2 80 8 *2 Sit $510

CLEAR PRINTING DONE
Enormous Railroad Dividend

Shows Building Construction

\ 6A$235 9a$19() $425

SOUGHT MODERN DESIGNER
Cheltenham Harmony Association

Handsome Lithographic Inventions

7 A $1 85 12m $1 70 SI 55

WONDERFUL PRODUCTION GIVEN
Encouraging Department Superintendents
Concedes Unimportant Historical Precedent

-

10 A tieo ausiffi tszs

INCREASING INTEREST
Crowded Department Stores

Gives Handsomest Souvenir

ISA SIM 2S150 $SOO

ENRICHES ENGLISH MAIDENS
Obtain Correct Physical Constitution

Superfluous Avoirdupois Unhealthy

18 A $140 SS$140 $280

PRODUCES BEAUTIFUL SPECIMENS
Horrible Plague Destroyed Cruel Kingdoms
Americans Entertain German Yachtsmen
Rush Orders $1234567890 Very ESlhetic

171

10 Point 19A $125 38* $126 $250

ADM/RED HANDSOME ITALICS

Recognized Leader in Type Fashions

The Result of Scientific Study Noted

Adequate Conception of Real Beauty

Wisely Avoids PersiSlent Elaboration

8 Paint 22 A $1 10 43. $1 16 $2 26

SECURING NUMEROUS TYPE ORDERS
Italic ii Suitable for Greatest Range of Display

Twelve Extremely Graceful Maiden* Presented

Cherished Inmates of Old Home Remembered

Sought Deft Hands Guided by Studious Heads

6 Point 24 A 96 4K$105 $200

DISCRIMINATING PRINTER MERITED HONORS
Appnciallc* Cralttmtn Witt Admin Thtt Htautllul Fact

Mod RtaJablt and Imertulvt Italic Srlc Eotr Shown
St* St>l*nJt<I Gradation ol Sltti and Gtntral Excftttnct

Rtnou~ntd Achitvtmtntt Rtfacting Progrtttti* WorWri
III Dtcidtd Suptnonlv a Dlnct Rnult ol Scientific Study

Tvt>f ol Gnat Mtrtt $1234567890 Nolnaorthy F.atut.



Cheltenham Medium Italic in Practical Display

Barton

Dime Savings
I Institution

I! Four Per Cent

Interest Paid on

Deposits

Capital and Surplus

$48,500

Safe Deposit

Boxes Rented by the

Month or Year

Art-Tile Tint Fon

41*14144114

HERMIT INLET

Out in the Pure, Pine

Laden Air the Day Long

An out-of-door resort that is a

most attractive rendezvous for

fall or winter; here is continual

sunshine, an invigorating, dry

climate, pure water and every
convenience for visitors. The
weather is always of the finest

44444444444

Mendson Club
NOTICE

This advance notice is sent

to remind you of the date

set for our Twelfth Annual
Excursion to Boundingville
Beach. The regular games
are under direction of our

organizer, Mr. Knowles, to

whom all communications

pertaining to tickets, games
and the dining service may
be addressed. According to

resolution passed at ourlast

meeting, the member who
sells the greatest number of

tickets will be honored by
the club in the presenta-

tion of a twenty-dollar gold

piece. Don't forget the date

Rain or Shine

August Twenty-Ninth

Samples onRequest

AV/NG established a

very modern and up-
to-date printing office

in your neighborhood
. which we have thor-

oughly equipped with desirable

new American Type Faces, also

new Colt's Armoryand Chandler

& Price presses and all known

improvements for the most eco-

nomical handling of high-class

printing, and as we are practical

printers of long experience, we
feel that in soliciting your work
we are fully prepared and capa-
ble of handling it in a thorough
manner. We assure you that any
order placed with us, be it large

or small, will receive our most

careful and immediate attention

Hemingstone Print Shop
Highest Quality Catalogues and Fine Job Work

Doan Street, Kensington, Maine

Holiday Decorators
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Cheltenham Medium and Cheltenham Medium Italic in Pamphlet Page

i

The

Fierce-Arrow
Car

The success of the

PIERCEARROW Car
is undoubtedly due
to the fact that it was
never built to meet
a price. A successful

car came first; price

second.

Reprinted by prrmMon



Cheltenham Medium Italic and Cheltenham Medium in Practical Display

Variety Means Profit and
New Faces Cost No More
Than The Older Designs

Variety is a strongly-marked factor in the

commercial activity of this age. Modern
merchants and manufacturers in all lines

have found it profitable to cater to the

public demand for frequent innovations.

Many years ago the styles in feminine

garments did not change once a year. A
dress was in style until it was worn out.

Now such styles change at least once in

every three months. Even the apparently
conventional clothing of men varies con-

stantly. This Fall the coat lapels are cut

short; last Spring they were cut very long.

Naturally there is an added profit for the

tailors and the dressmakers under these

modern conditions. They will assert that

variety pays. Every progressive printer

will take advantage of this modern taste

for variety, for more variety is possible
in printing today than ever before. The
American Type Founders Company is

constantly designing and producing new
and attractive type faces. These newer
faces cost no more than the old designs
and they will infuse into the work of the

printer who buys them the variety that

attracts the purchaser of printed matter
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Cheltenham Medium Italic and Cheltenham Medium in Practical Display

SEARCHING
THE TITLES
doling tht titles to real eBate

It oll*n a i I'M; ttdiout matter

and. unlett it a condufted by

expert*, complications are apt

to follow, and it it possible for

you lo incur a great financial

lot* thereby. Let us show you
our methods and facilities for

doting real eBate titles, etc.

TRUST COMPANY
r Tnut Building

Evening
Dress

Garments
for Men

Bridal Gifts
THE DISTINCTIVE GRADE THAT
PLEASES THE DISCRIMINATING

THE
name The Hurden Company

is so inseparably connected with

silverware that it may not be

usually appreciated that the company
also produces an extensive line of 14
and 18 carat goldware which is truly

renowned for its exquisite taste, for

its great beauty and refinement and
real artistic value. Any article that is

made in silver is usually duplicated in

gold. The splendid assortment of fine

tableware designed and made for our

own exclusive trade is indeed a very
choice gathering. Aquick and pleasing
selection is assured particular buyers
who visit our showrooms. Our present
stock includes the new Rheim design
which is made especially for wedding
presentations. Booklet sent on request

The Hurden Company
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO KO.STO.V

ITH your working and

everyday clothes you
may possibly be just a

trifle careless, but the

proprieties demand of

you to adhere to established forms

regarding evening garments, even

to the smallest detail. Such details

are complied with in evening dress

garments made by us. They are as

perfect as tradesmen can make them

HARLEM GARMENT WORKS
1847 Montgomery Avenue, Borough of Manhattan, New York
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Cheltenham Bold

120 Point 3 A $11 25 4 a $7 00 $1825

BIG Hat
% Point 3 A $8 45 4 a $5 20 $1365

NUMBER
Birds Shot
84 Point SA$715 4a$430 $11 4S

FINE JOBS
Get Behind
Near Home
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Cheltenham Bold

3AW 66 4af405 $1060

EXTENSION
New Railroad

3 A SB 56 5a$41U $966

INTERMINGLE
Desired Method
: t 4A*4 15 6$335 1760

SINGLE NUMBERS
Numbering Machine
CPont 4A 13 16 HmtSlO tt 26

GENUINE TRIUMPHS
Envied Thrifty German
Sing Cheltenham Praise



5 A $270 8a$230 $500

Cheltenham Bold
36 Point

REVIEWS MYSTIC RITES

Displayed Handsome Shirts

Daring ExplorerAstonished

30 Point 6 A $195 10 a $2 30 $426

FURNISHED SUPERB ACTORS
Heartily Endorse Banking Method
Determined Members Considering

24 Point 6 A $1 70 13 a $1 80 $3 50

PRINTER BUYS WITH CONFIDENCE
Design Improved MachineryThroughout
Handsome Souvenir Recently Presented

18 Point 10 A $160 20a$165 $325 10 Point ISA $120 37 a $130 $250

INTERESTING SUBJECT
Cause and Effect Relations

Debated by Omega Society

14 Point 14 A $150 26a$150 $300

MONSTER SHIPS OPERATED
Floating Palace Developed Speed
Makes Glad Orient and Occident

EDITOR STARTS ON JOURNEY
Mysterious Machines Being Rebuilt

Public Mints Are Continuing to Run

They Experienced Severe Reverses

Prolong Financial Embarrassments

8 Point 22A $110 45a$115 $22

SCIENCE CANDLE BRIGHTLY BURNING
Emanating Rays Light Pathway of Progress

Humanity Recipient of Noted Improvement
Sanguine Expectations Crown Experimenter
Obscure Indefatigable Individuals Contribute

12 Point 17 A $130 33 a $1 45 $275 6 Point 24 A $090 48a$l 10 $2 C

NOTED GRANGER EXHIBIT CLOSES
Mammoth Farm Production This Season

Best Cash Prize for Enterprising Farmer

Awards $1234567890 Handsome Medal

THE ORIGINAL UNIVERSITY OF TYPE DESIGN

Strong Type Families: the American Type Founder!

Company Issues Have Given the Printing Industry a

Greater Business-Compelling Value for its Product*

Than Any Other Known Ally or Industry Catering to

Successful Typographers. Recognized Appreciation

Evidenced Through $1234567890 the Rapid Increase
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Cheltenham Bold in Practical Display

-

KING
OFALLTYPE

The
Cheltenham

Family

The sovereignty of the Cheltenhams in

the big world of advertising has been

thoroughly established. The growing
popularity of the new members which have

recently been added is an indication that

this most pleasing type family will remain
in favor for many years to come. When we
consider the versatility and dignity of this

monarch of display, we readily appreciate
the reason for its phenomenal success. The
progressive printers and publishers buying
liberal weight fonts are certain to give the

Cheltenhams first place in their composing
rooms. Never in the history of type casting
has the printing trade been presented with
such variety and harmony in a single series

of type faces. Its intrinsic worth and great

adaptability is acknowledged by all. Sold in

weight fonts at our regular body type prices
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Cheltenham Bold in Practical Display

THE AEROPLANE IN FLIGHT

WHEN Morianson's craft

left the ground he did
not waste any time in making
preliminary circles about the
field. Steadily he forced his

monoplane skyward, and in

regularly widening circles he
soared. The machine seemed
to become smaller and it was
more difficult to observe, and
the crowd took its attention

from the desultory flying of

the champions. At times the

aeroplane, outlined against a

hazy sky, would vanish as it

made its wide circles; but in

a short time would reappear
to the northeast, like a faint

speck, swimming at a height
which it seemed impossible

THE PRIDE OF
CHELTENHAM
This useful and handsome series is

distinctively an American Product
and is in keeping with the American

reputation for giving the printer a

plain, stylish and serviceable type
face. Its field of usefulness in all

branches of the trade is unlimited.

The Cheltenham Family, renowned
for its legibility, is always popular.
The AmericanType Founders Com-
pany is the leader in type fashions,

having a large department devoted
to the designing and cutting of dis-

tinctive and original faces in type,
and to the manufacture of artistic

decorative material and brass rule

AMERICAN TYPE
FOUNDERS COMPANY

Aerial Cuts Margin Ornament

Strong "Pull"

and Drawing
Power in All

Our Printing

OT ALL, catalogues are consigned to the

waste basket. A good many find a place
in the files of the recipient or on his desk
or his table. The catalogue upon which

one can depend to win this distinction is of the

out-of-the-ordinary class, the well-designed and
well-executed example of the printing art. Every
business man desires that his catalogue should
have what is known as "pulling" power; that is, it

should accomplish its intended mission, namely,
to set forth the value of goods and secure orders

for those goods. The catalogues we print are

those that win the coveted place at the elbow
of the prospective customer. They do it by their

attractiveness. We employ the highest class of

workmen, who are specialists on catalogue work

Menshon & Hartimore
Highest Grade of Catalogue Printing

Acme Border Chap- Book Cut Department-Store Initial
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Cheltenham Bold, Cheltenham Oldstyle and Cheltenham Italic in Combination

IndianWeave
The Rug from the Golden West

HERE
is a message from the land of the

golden west Red Horse, the famous

warrior chief, makes the white man a peace

offering in the form of beautiful rugs, blankets

and carriage robes, woven by his stoic tribe

on theirown reservation. We can supply you
with them in exactly the colors and sizes you
want, and in quality and weight best adapted
to your particular needs. If you have a room
or a den to which you desire to impart an air

of distinctive individuality, the Indian Weave
Kiana Rug will best accomplish the purpose.
There is not a room in the house where you
could not advantageously use Kiana Rugs

The Indian Rug Company
HEADQUARTERS ON KIANA RESERVATION

'CVie Kiana f

Fug is a thing

of beauty and a joy forever

Indan Omtml

BOOK
MARK

OPENING A
NEW BOOK
Hold the cUed book with its

back resting on fUt turf <-<:

drop the front coverdown Bat

and then the hick cover. Still

holding the hook with the left

hand, open a few leaves at

the back and then a few in

the front with the right hand.

gtnttu pressing open lections

till you reach the center of the

volume. Dothistwoorthree

times and you w obtain the

beat results. If you open the

book violently or carelessly in

any one place you will very

likely break the back, causing

a start in the leaves. Never

fora Iht ioct. If it does not

yield to gentle opening, the

bock is loo bghoV or strongly

lined. Protect your volumes

and they will last you longer

and give uou better sendee

HORAN
BOOK PRINTING

. . i

PRUNING TREES CORRECTLY
W.ilk your orchard, cornel pruning it one of the motl oital things- upon which much of III tuccets

depends anj emphasize} the benefit of the elimination of the unfitfor the stimulation of thefit . None
out limited men should be allowed to tamper UJtlh your trees, and this It the lime of the year in which

lo glee your orchardevery pouible care and attention. Hace your pruning, fillingofcaaitieiandspraying
for tcale done nouj. Lei me inspect your orchard and I will tell you just what treatment is required lo put il in

the bett producing condition. 1 hare made thit business my life study and offer you a half-century ofexperience

MARTIN JOHNSON, THE TREE DOCTOR, HEMTON, MAINE
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Cheltenham Bold Italic

72 Point 3 A $7 25 5 a $5 25 $12 50

REMINDER
Snake Fights
60Point 4AS650 6a$500 $1150

NIGHTBIRDS
Bohemian Girls
48 Point 4A $4 20 6a$330 $750

HORSE EXHIBIT
Club House Stables

_ 75 $6 50
|

PECULIAR DRIVER
CarefulSaving Repaid
Handsome Conception

5 A $3 75 7 a $2 75
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Cheltenham Bold Italic

- 1- k . SA$Z85 H.*240 $626

DETERMINED CITIZEN
Reach Judgments Quickly
Desired Honest Statement

r 6A 12 46 9a$196 $440

HARMONIOUS ORCHESTRA
Numerous Comedians Required
RushedAdvertisingDepartment
.1 i- 7 A $190 Urn (160 S3 GO

METHODICAL PRINTERS EXHIBIT
Unexceptionable Mechanical Principle

Involving Obstacles Alter Calculations

; i SA$150 20a$175 $325 10 Point 16 A $120 34 a $130 $2(0

DEMAND NUMBERING EWMACHINES ON MARKET
Instantly Revealing Imperfections

Improving Standards Have Reached Government Office

/~\ , / ! DeliverHandsome Sample Picture

Quaint Wording SecretaryNow Declines Invitation

14 A $1 SO 28* $150 $300

DISTINGUISHED MECHANICS
Shocked Metamorphic Promoters

Recognize Exceptional Qualities

- IV. ,nl 20 A $106 42 all 20 $226

PRINTER DEMANDINGNEWMA TERIAL
American Typography Reaching Supremacy
Progress Necessarily Forces New Inventions

Shows Creditable Type Families Artistically

American Type Founders Company Reliable

ISA $180 Kail 46 $275 211 A $096 42* $106 $2 III)

REMARKABLE PRINTING DEVICE
Strongest Characters Displayed Neatly
Experienced Collective Art Knowledge
Report Gain $1234567890 First Month

PRINTERS MAKING ADVERTISING POPULAR
Thet* Great Type Dftign* Captured firm! Honor*
Wandering Muiintini Becoming C*niu** By Study
Discovering Related fami/iet After Seventy Year*

Many AJt-erttung Sntu itnrt favoring Cheltenham
Sne Cultivated Profitable Run net* Acquaintance*
Largest Demand$1234567890 Excellent Printing



Cheltenham Bold Italic in Practical Display

Think
Over
This

'I 'HERE is none so good as the
* best, and the best type is always
American. Don't think for a single
moment that high-class work isjust

beyond your scope. Proper outfits

of material are the secret of profit
in production. Up-to-date ads are
'

'planned'
'

along lines similar to the

construction of a modern home; all

parts are carefully designed, and
can readily be put together to form
modern structures, as best suits the
whim of the most artistic typotect

AMERICAN TYPE
FOUNDERS COMPANY

Bui finch Attractor Chap-Book Director

EXHIBIT
OF FINE PAPERS

Plain Stationery
For Live Business Men

Compliments of

De Luxe Paper Store
Cupid Street

Panel Borders Delia Robbia Ornament

Cheltenham Bold

Italic
Striking designs are possible
only when type has a decided
character. In all of the types
cast by this Company much
character and dignity may
be found. They represent

the very highest grade of workmanship
and are cast with an idea to save labor
and to be practical. The printer who is

successful is the one who is ever on the
lookout for new methods for attracting
the attention ofthe prospective customer

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY

For a bold display in either job

printing or advertising, this fine

Cheltenham Bold Italic has all

the real requisites for legibility

and distinct color. It is easy to

read, with no hair lines to break

down, just one straightforward

dividend-earning type face. It

can be used today and for an

unending succession of days to

come, ever producingyou profit

Priory Open Paragraph Mark Cast Squares
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Cheltenham Bold and Cheltenham Bold Italic in Practical Display
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BOSTON
STAPLE
BINDER
The Boston Staple Binder is the

handiest binder and best paying
investment which has ever been
offered to the up-to-date printer

Realizing the great necessity of

an efficient, well-built stapling

machine, the manufacturers of

the Boston Wire Stitcher have
invented and brought out the

Boston Staple Binder, the only

perfected and up-to-date stapler

that practically duplicates the

work of the best stitcher. The
Boston Staple Binder is built on

distinctly new lines, with many
valuable features never before

used in a stapling machine. It is

the nearest approach to a regu-
lar stitcher yet devised, and its

work is neater and better than

that of any stitcher other than

the Boston. It is difficult to dis-

tinguish its stapling from that of

the best wire stitching. Staples
are furnished on tin cores (no

shrinking or swelling of wood)
with paper covers, and placed in

the machine at the right-hand
side. The cores may be lifted out

of the stapler and replaced as

often as necessary without loss

of staples, saving from twenty-
five to fifty per cent in staples

over all other machines. Write

to nearest House for full details

American
Type Founders Co.

CENEKAL SELLING AGENT

I

|

\

I



Cheltenham Bold Condensed
72 Point 3 A $4 90 4 a $3 25 $8 15

EXTINGUISHER
Home Protection
60 Point 3A$415 4a$260 $675

MODERN DESIGNS

Practical Equipment
48Point 4A$305 8a$320 $62

INTERESTING METHOD
Guests Manifest Pleasun

42 Point 6 A $2 80 8 a $2 45 $6

PURSUING NOBLE COURS1

Historic Specimens Preservet

Fine Magazine Advertisemen
186



Cheltenham Bold Condensed

5A $230 Ha KOI $4 SO

USTINGUISHED BURLESQUERS
Miser Uncovers Richest Hoardings

Beautiful Autumn Sunrise Pictured

7 A $196 i:ta$205 $400

HANDSOME INSTRUMENT EXHIBITED

Discloses Reason for Exceptional Quality

Gratifying Educational Chance Presented

8A$160 16a$190 $360

FOREST STRETCHING BEYOND THE HORIZON

Anglers Haunt Quiet Streams and Leaping Brooks

Distinguished Citizens Help Great Free Excursions

i 12A$145 26.1180 $325 10 Point 22 A $115 46 alias $260

DESIRABLE CONDENSED TYPE

Very Useful Face for Advertisers

Compact and Eminently Readable

17 A $136 .16 .11 66 $300

STRAINS OF PLEASING MUSIC HEARD
Dim Moonlit Lanes and Inviting Meadows
Wild Flowers and Fragrant Honeysuckles
Strollers Hesitatingly Return Homeward

'->< 21 A $125 Walt 60 $27.',

CHEERFUL EDITOR SMILING WITH CONTENT

Unexpectedly and Very Substantially Remembered

Many Large Contributions Quietly Acknowledged

Entrancing Moments $1234567890 Nicely Depicted

187

SERVICE IS COMPLETE AND PERFECT
Mechanical Ability Prominently Shown Here

Great Number of People Gathering in Parks

Charming Conversation Recently Disturbed

American Line Type Faces Lead the World

* Point 27 A $106 Ma $1211 $225

ASSEMBLED THRONGS HONORING NOBLE HERO

Unveiling of Monument Bearing Suitable Inscriptioni

Former Mighty Deedi of Valor Fittingly Remembered

Noted Journalist Comrade Delivers Interfiling Addresi

Forceful Prrirnlation of the Exciting Baltlei Fought

Bold Eaemiei Chagrined and tailing Victoriei Gained

point .m Atom flnalllo noo

WONDERFUL AND MAGNIFICENT SPECTACULAR DISPLAY

Ltapiaf Lri4 Fliani BVUamc ftm At Lefty lUrvnc M*|M
I T*wi<li BVUM RnurluUr Prralxkak PrfnuK*

Brvta SIIUM W D^uuiiM Lan *.JM I. la. W.itr. E4t
SW4 14 Drt.i uU HMw NMM. W Emfiw Sit..

Ar, Ur Md S.rr.Jt SIZJ*Si7 C..HtlT UiJ W..I,



Cheltenham Bold Condensed in Practical Display

AmericanType
PFashions

1

Users of printing realize

the intrinsic value of new

type ideas. Let the printer
consider this fact well and

equip his plant with type
i of twentieth century style

Type Faces of

Bright Design

AMERICAN
TYPE

FOUNDERS
COMPANY

Originator of

The Cheltenham Family

HANDSOME

type designs are

certain to bring the printer

more business. It is one of

the leading objects of printing to

invite favorable attention. How to

accomplish this, thereby greatly

increasing its advertising value, is

the constant study of those earnest

printers who are striving to meet

the demands for the very best in

modern typography. The designs

produced by this Company excel

in variety, utility and originality

the combined products of all other

type foundries. Offices equipped

with American material are worth

more for use or sale than offices

equipped from other sources. The

question now arises: "Why buy old

faces when the newest and best

designs cost no more?" Why use

the old-fashioned type faces when

new faces make your work more

attractive; when the new faces are

invariably carried in stock, while

the old faces, being cast to order,

cause delay and increased cost?

Stylish Type means more profits

Uniform-Rule Cast S<iu Twentieth Century Ornament Chap-Book Guidoi
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Cheltenham Bold Condensed and Cheltenham OlcUlyle Condensed in Combination

HUNTLERS
ravel Center of Bragford

oday's Events at the Huntlers'

lore, of which yesterday s Star

and Evening Spectator told fully

An 88-Note Piano Player, purchased on

easy terms, a gift that will surely d0 1 *7

afford pleasure for a lifetime, at pJ 1 I

500 Oriental Rugs, the result of one of the

greatest rug deals made in this d>7/\
city, prices range from $1 to P*J I U

Tailor-made Suits. Nearly three hundred

Tailor-made Suits in such numerous styles

and varieties that your individual taste can

undoubtedly find its complete satisfaction.

And your purse, if small, can be suited also,

as the prices range exceedingly low for such

high-grade materials. In our dresses and

costumes, the variety is even much larger

than might be expected ; but variety is not

all, and, large as the choice is, each garment

has an air of distinction. We pick carefully

and even our plainest tailor-made

suit has an "air" about it. $22 to

titrj womu knows the distinguishing marks

f the custom soil. They arc found right here

mttemmiQ

A Fur Event matching in interest the great

sale of eight months ago, which

you can readily recall. Coats, at

Huntler Brothers
TW Largest Department Store in all Raperdown County

Branuand and Grove Streets, Bragford

MODERN
IDEAS

THE KIND THAT HOLD YOUR
ATTENTION

Tricky Border Verutile Ornm-nt

SUPERIOR SAFETY

the futures which make for

I thr safety of a bank, the maintenance

"' an "mple surplus is of the greatest

moment. Together with the bank's

capital, it stands between the depositors and

possible loss. The Superior now has a capital

and surplus of One Million, Two Hundred and

Twenty-five Thousand Dollars, and this fund

shows a great increment by the addition of the

undivided profits. The confidence of the people

in the Superior's safety was well shown on the

opening day, when deposits amounted to more

than Six Million Dollars. Since that time, seven

years ago, the phenomenal growth of this bank

has greatly increased its resources until they

now exceed Twenty Million Dollars. This is the

most remarkable record of growth ever enjoyed

by any banking concern in Vermont. The safely

of a bank depends greatly upon another point,

perhaps as much as upon capital and surplus,

that is the character and general personality of

its Board of Directors and Managing Officers

1-.'



Cheltenham Bold Condensed Italic

72 Point 3 A $5 ) 4 a $3 70 $9 30

SENTPICTURE
Beautiful Homes
60 Point 3 A $4 80 4 a $3 20 $800

MIGHTYHUNTER
Important Question
48 Point 5A$380 8a$370 $750

UNTRIED MINER SENT
Reserve Stock Enormous

42 Point 5 A $2 95 10 a $3 35 K\

SEND RIGHT EQUIPMEN
National Convention Report
Habits Become Internationa
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Cheltenham Bold Condensed Italic

5A fc!:t" 10$270 $600

WERN PRINTER DESIGNING

Cheltenham Bold Condensed Italic

building Mechanical Contrivances

7 A Rail 12 $2 15 $435

:OMBINE THOUGHTS WITHDREAMS
banker Expects Financial Achievements

Stylish Councilman Displaying Diamond

9AS176 16$1K5 SS0

CRUSHER IMPROVING SOCIETY COLUMNS

Clothing Manufacturers Holding Long Convention

Richest American Railroad Contractors Honored

12 A $1 50 24 a $1 75 $3 25 10 Point 20 A $1 10 42 a $1 40 $250

MURE CONVENIENTFOREST
Wars/lips Reigned Supreme

Writers Dined Toddy Three American Wild Turkeys Slaughtered

n ! I n I r> Fishing Boats Sighted Off the Grand Banks

DUllder ReiUSed LOntraCt Remarkable Changes Noticed in Paintings

16A$140 S2m$100 $300

PROMOTING STRINGENT MEASURES
Renders Beautiful Musical Number Daily

Disastrous Rainstorm Destroyed Houses

Prominent Member Rejects Cheap Prints

31 A II 30 411.11 45 S275

WAKING MARVELOUS PRINTING INVENTION
Profitable Workmen Require the Modern Facilities

Rodent Specimens Enlightened Uneducated Buyers
Numerous Designs $1234567890 Receive Mention

191

8 Point 25 A $1 OS 50. $120 $225

MONSTER WESTERN GOLD MINES DISCOVERED

Dtlhaklt Mountain Homti KrnltJ on Atlantic Coast

Brit Workmanship Obstnrd Among iht Cartful Mm
Natural Ability Couplrd with Entrgy Mtant Smcmt

Study Condition* and Surroundings Thoroughly Today

Thr Princr Sailtd About Turlir Milei Up the Strtam

} 2SA $095 5H$106 BOO

noDdcnvt IDAHO ORCHARDS BLIGHTED BY KSTS
Iran Smdlm LmkfrrJ UmJn Trjim* Cowfttmiu Umtil Rrrmll,

SnrMmt lor Sort, Akfmn mm Ummtrm^mt mmm VmmnmlmU, Jm

Dunrrf Ymmr OU fjm* mm, frmcm R*M* H~ Fmtn Hmm
Tmr Immtamumta im Amtmtmm Ttmr Fmtn Rr*mi ikt Fmrrmmtr

Ctmmm Cmmrmm W.. DunMrW Mmr Ytm Atm *J Im, ImJimm,

Hmmj Bmmlu Holm H234ft7tM Lmrf Ammm



Cheltenham Bold Condensed Italic in Practical Display

D
it

D

If

THE MOST PROFITABLE AND MOST POPULAR PRESS

The Brower
A Very

Effective Drum Cylinder a3
Press

Made in One
Size Only
Seven-Column
Folio

Publishers and printers who possess one are

really proud of it. Of all the standard drum

cylinders, the Brower is the lowest in price

because of the labor-saving jigs and templets

used in the manufacture of every part. In a

Brower Drum Cylinder Press one secures the

most press for the smallest amount of money

American Type Founders Co.
SELLING AGENT
Houses Everywhere

IT

n n
Hapgood Florets

^
<f



im Bold Condensed and Cheltenham Bold Condensed Italic in Practical Display
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PROPER EQUIPMENT FOR THE GREAT

HORSEFAIR
We have all the clothing

that you will need, ready

to wear. And you will see

nothing new in garments
for men at the horse fair

that cannot be found here

yilllllllllliaillllllllllOlllllllllliaillHIIMIIiaillllllllllOIIIIIIIIIIICO

I HERDMIND & DIRKENSIN I
i DEALERS III HIGHEST GRADE OF READY-TO-WEAR CLOTHES

BOSTON CHICAGO DETROIT SEATTLE

SlIIIIIIIIIIIIQIIIIIIIIIIIiailllllllMIIDIIIIIIIIIIIIDIIIIIIIIIIIIDIIIIIIIIIIMCS

aN
Oswego Cutters nothing

was spared to produce the

Most efficient cutting ma-

chine possible to build. Uniform

reliability and greatest accuracy

are attractive features embodied

in these cutting machines. They

live the greatest cutting output

at lowest cost. Here is a machine

which we unreservedly endorse

AMERICAN TYPE
FOUNDERS

THE K1RMSBIE

SHIRT
FOR NATTY MEN

Our ihirts arc perfection in

themselves and are correct

in form and finish; they are

made up in the quarter siies

that are eitential to perfect

fit ; in fact the very acme in

ihirt -making wai attained in

our model factory, and with

pride we point to our suc-

cess as leaders in patterns

which are neat and novrl

shown in madras, percale,

pongee and silk. Also a few

seasonable styles in latest

effects of fashionable neck-

wear, in which a very (real

variety of shades and colors

is presented. An invitation

is eitended to men who are

accustomed to finest grades

of men's furnishings to visit

us and inspect the choicest

display of gloves, hats and

underwear, together with all

other needful haberdashery

MUSCHDERN
n,

HaberJaihtr

^^^k ECONOMY AND ACCURACY IN OPERATING

Uswego
Power Paper

Cutters

Tl* M^lu!,, of Q,al,tY

WRITE TO "I H NEAREST HOUSE

FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
CONTAINING LIST OF NET PRICES

AND FVLL DESCRIPTIVE MA TTIR

IM



Cheltenham Bold Extra Condensed

120 Point 3 A $7 10 4a$490 $1200

BEST HOME

Straight Line
96 Point 3 A $6 40 4 a $4 30 $107(1

RICHER MINES

Bonds Exported
|

84 Point 3 A $5 40 4a$390 $930

NUMBERS GIVEN

Chimes Regulated194 ^J



Cheltenham Bold Extra Condensed

3A M4S 6$350 1795

HANDSOME DESIGN

Superb Material Used
AH Point 3 A W60 5*280 K 4U

DISTINCTIVE HEADINGS

Legible Condensed Series

6AJ380 9at315 M 75

CHARMING REMARKS HEARD

Selected Bright University Pupils

Enthusiastic Orators Decamping
6 A 1275 IO.J276 $660

MODERN ADVERTISER PROCURED

Enterprising Scheme Quietly Revised

Some Remarkably Clever Pamphlets
"



Cheltenham Bold Extra Condensed

36 Point 6 A $2 10 10a$220 $430

DESIRABLE WEIGHT FONTS FURNISHED

Popular American Faces Increase Business

Experienced Printers Like the Family Idea

30 Point 8aJ195 14A$205 $400

MODERN PRINTING OFFICE FURNITURE BOUGHT

Beholding Exquisite Conceptions of Pleasing Quality

Showing a Sublime Beauty Throughout Entire Series

24 Point 10 A $175 19a$175 $350

HARMONIOUS TYPOGRAPHICAL CONCEPTIONS PROCURED

Stylish Original Features in Cheltenham Bold Extra Condensed

Favorable Chances Being Grasped by the Enterprising Advertiser

18 Point 15A$145 31a$180 $325

POPULAR STYLES OF AMERICAN TYPE

Distinctive Features Are Plainly Noticeable

Pleased Customers Mean Increased Sales

10 Point 27 A $1 15 54 a $1 35 $2 50

14 Point 20 A $140 40a$160 $300

DISCERNING PRINTERS BUY MODERN MATERIAL

Successful Advertisers Demand Up-to-date Publicity

Antiquated Type Faces Hamper Profit and Progress

SPACES AND QUADS MUCH CHEAPER THAN TIME

The Cheapest Commodity Used in Any Printing Office

Lack of Spaces and Quads Consumes Greatest Time

Suicient Material Enables Compositors to Make Good

Cases Receive Regular Attention from Property Man

8 Point 33 A $105 68a$120 $225

SPLENDID RESULTS OBTAINED WITH AMERICAN TYPE FACES

Without Good Material in Printing Offices Fine Work is Impossible

Give Your Customer What He Anticipated When Leaving the Order

Specimens Show Much Improvement from the Practical Standpoint

Look for a Printer Who Can Guarantee His Work as Being Perfect

12 Point 24 A $125 48a$150 $275 6 Point 36 A $0 90 73 a Jl 10 $2 00

THE ADVANTAGE OF HAVING FULL CASES OF JOB TYPE

Picking for Sorts is an Expensive and Annoying Proposition

Plenty of Material $1234567890 Saves Time and Energy

CHELTENHAM BOLD EXTRA CONDENSED ALWAYS STANDING OUT CLEAR

Every Printing Office Should Be Equipped with the Entire Cheltenham Collection

Beautiful Workmanship Pleased Crilic Who Required Original Copy and Design

Executes an Order Thai Will Reflect Credit to His Establishment and to Himstll

Modern Banking Institution $1234567890 Handling Much Money of Printers
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Cheltenham Bold Extra Condensed and Cheltenham Oldstyle in Practical Display

BOOKLETS
Written, Designed and

Printed by Men Who

Understand the Work

Our facilities for turning out

high-grade booklets of every

description are unequalled. A

large staff of skilled photographers

and artists are here to anticipate your

every want, while our adwriters are

all men of exceptional ability in their

chosen field. A business man, to be

successful to-day, must advertise

that is. keep his goods before the pub-

he in a bright and pleasing way. Our

artistic booklets will accomplish this

2379

(hmlull,

Cm

The HJ.MYER PRINTING CO.

No. 24-30 State Street EL PASO, TEXAS

American Type

|
Founders

J

Company
ORIGINATOR AND MAKER

OF POPULAR TYPE FACES

beltenham Bold

Extra Condensed

Litb Good Wherever Used

Pml Border W*yi.l- Omwrvni

Our Annual Furniture Sale
AFFORDS MANY EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITIES TO FURNISH YOUR HOME AT A LOW COST

CHINA CLOSETS. SoW oak. colored or

finished to suit the purchaser; leaded

glait doors. Decided bargain. Price

SIDEBOARDS. Eighty inches long; Ma-

hogany finish; hand carvings; velvet

lined drawers for silverware. Price

DINING TABLES. Solid oak, quarter-

tawed, extension tables; beautifully tf> 1 f*

finished top and pedestal base. Price
J)
1 U

BUREAUS. Finished in golden oak; large

French plate glass mirror; four roomy ( 1 Q
drawers; a very useful article. Price P 1 7

REFRIGERATORS. Sturdily built so as

to withstand rough usage; adjustable

shelves; black walnut finish. Price

MORRIS CHAIRS. Oak finish; selected

plush cushions in many colors; this i.<

the best value ever offered. Price.$24

The Columbia Furniture Company FAT 27
1

BOSWICK AVENUE

HAMUN, MD.
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Cheltenham Bold Extra Condensed in Practical Display

A SMOOTH, QUIET

RUNNING ENGINE
Is much less expensive to maintain than a noisy vibrating car

that bumps and jolts along the road, causing unnecessary

wear from vibration. Did it ever occur to you that vibration

is the most dangerous defect known to automobiles? If you

would have a car so flexible in construction that it will crawl

through the crowded traffic, mount the most difficult hills, or

fly along the country roads with velvet-like smoothness and

never a shift of gears, look at the "BUMPER" with its offset

crank shaft, straight line drive, and large, comfortably riding

wheels. At last, in a moderate priced car, you are offered all

the superior features and high qualities which have hitherto

been obtainable only in machines costing $900 and upward.

All models exhibited at the "Big Show" in Madison Gardens

The Bumper Automobile Co.

62 and 64 Manhattan Boulevard, Holyoke, Michigan

GEORGE PETERSON, Branch Manager TELEPHONE 695 FLUSHING

Versatile Ornament
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Cheltenham Bold Extra Condensed and Cheltenham Oldstyle in Practical Display

AMERICAN
TYPE FASHIONSLEAD

Originator of Stylish

Type Designs for all

Progressive Printers

and Their Customers

New Styles in type are created in order

that attractive vanety may be added to

commercial and advertising typography

generally. To be progressive, the printer

must always use new faces before they
become ancient history. It is the novelty

that makes new faces valuable. They
catch the eye of the reader by a change
in form and tone of printed matter. The

type face that has become the property
of all in general loses somewhat its origi-

nal attraction. It is this Company's one

aim to create new styles in type which

may be used by printers who want the

pulling power that goes with novelty a

power to utilize new designs while they
are new and stylish. Style in type is as

valuable as style in literature. Printers

having the ability to compose their copy
in a pleasing manner are worth as much
to the advertisers as are the copy writers

who bend their efforts toward originality

AMERICAN TYPE

FOUNDERS COMPANY



CHELTENHAM BOLD EXTRA CONDENSED TITLE

96 Point 3A$S60

SKIRMISHER
84 Point

MUST RETURN

PRINTS CLEAR
72 Point 3 A $5 05

RICH LEAD MINE

FINDING MONEY
60 Point 4 A $4 75

SUPERB STRENGTH

HUNTING BIRD
200



CHELTENHAM BOLD EXTRA CONDENSED TITLE

r,A

HANDSOMEST PICTURES

LEADING MERCHANDISE
6A 2&

BUILD FIRMEST STRUCTURE

FURNISHED LUMBER CAMPS
Y A -.: H

REFRESHING ZEPHYRS BLOWING

SONGSTER DELIGHTING ORPHAN
10 A 1260 12 Point 27AJ160

CTDfiMr I IMF CLEVER PRINTER FOREMAN FEARING

1 IvUnU LlllLi THE PROVERBIAL SLIP OF THE TYPES

CUSTOMERS TICKLED
PREVENTS UNPLEASANT HAPPENING

AMERICAN $1234567890 ORIGINAL

MOB QUIETLY DISPERSED

HIDING EDITOR RETURNS

, \ 10 Point 36 All 40

CONCERN OF FUTURE DILIGENTLY STUDIED

WITHOUT SOLEMN IMPRESSIVE CEREMONIES

RETARDMENTS OF PROGRESS FOREVER GONE

GENTLY BUT UNRESERVEDLY LAID TO REST

U Point 3) A BOO g Point 40AS126

REMINDING THE PRINTING WORLD OF EXTREME WORTH

USEFUL CHELTENHAM BOLD EXTRA CONDENSED TITLE

MAKERS OF HEAD LINES NOTICE ITS GREAT ADVANTAGE

PROMINENT DISPLAY OF LONG WORDS AND SENTENCES

FINDING MYSTICAL ENCAMPMENT

BENEVOLENT SILENT INFLUENCES

A II 7'' Point 42 A II 00

UDCC CDrn A I TVDC UYUIDITinW HUIUUMSWIH TOUR MttMnttFi ran oro

fate OltUAL lilt LAHlDlllUN swmu soiromc OYU noos.mum u tuu num

SOUTHERN BOTANIST CALMLY RETIRING
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Cheltenham Bold Extra Condensed Title as a Newspaper Head Letter

1
SECOND

1

j
EDITION

j

18, 1912 New Series Number Twelve

ES ORATORY

NISHED FIVE-MINUTE GLASS

ATE DEBATE

an. 17. A very queer
aker's desk attracted
House during debate
he Army bill. Asher
eatest Parliamentary
urned it upside down
the Speaker himself
s hands folded on the
ould gaze at it atten-
ared that the machine
m a five-minute glass
le purpose of dealing
tice to members who
ve-minute rule of the
tions.

P REAPPORTIONMENT
ill select a committee
investigate the entire
onal reapportionment
rating the committee
vernment a good deal
1 the adoption of this

linly bound to act as
sturbance came when
ey could get through

ERECTING HIGH BUILDING
MOST LOFTY STRUCTURE IN THE STATE EXPECTED

PLANS FOR 55-STORY BUILDING FILED-TWENTY-FIVE STORIES IN THE

TOWER; THREE STORIES TO BE UNDER GROUND

This mammoth skyscraper is to be the
tallest office building in the world, and
will be erected on the westerly side of

Broadway, occupying the block between
Jay Street and Parks Place. It will be
750 feet high, or about 50 feet higher than

any other building. Mr. Brady recently
secured the Jay Street corner, he intends
to change his plans so that he can utilize

the entire block for his new building.
"My building ideas have enlarged,"

he said, "in harmony with the acquisi-
tion of additional property. The plans
originally prepared for the building on
the Parks Place corner will be entirely
altered. My present idea is to have the
main building of from twenty-seven to

exceeded in height in the world by the

Eiffel Tower, 985 feet, will cost about

$12,000,000. The land, which has been

acquired in the past year, has cost nearly
$5,000,000. The building, to cover a total

of 39,500 square feet, will afford almost

13,000,000 cubic feet of available space
in the completed structure. It will be of

the best fireproof construction, and in the
revised plans the original general ideas

adopted for the smaller enterprise will

be incorporated. The tower, Mr. Brady
says, will be an architectural ornament.
Mr. Brady will have possession of the

Jay Street corner about May 1, at which
time the leases of the tenants expire.
By that time the excavating work of the

FLIES TO WARSHIP

THEN BACK AGAIN

SUCCESSFUL AVIATOR ALIGHTS ON THE

PENNSYLVANIA WHILE TRAVELING

FIFTY-FIVE MILES AN HOUR

CARRIED OFF IN SIGNAL TRIUMPH

SOLDIERS BEAR HIM ON THEIR WILLING SHOULDERS

UPON HIS RETURN TO LAND EASIER IF

SHIP WERE MOVING, HE SAYS

The crowds of expectant spectators
which faithfully assembled day by day
to witness the proposed flight to a ship
at sea by the daring aviator were repaid
for their persistence by seeing the suc-

cessful accomplishment of this feat.

It was decided that weather conditions

were favorable. The sky was hazy. At
10:45 o'clock he left the aviation field.

His motor worked perfectly, and after
Six Point Panel Bonier Text Set in Century Expanded

HEARD CALL OF THE CITY

MADISON, N. J., GIRL STARTING OUT TO SEEK HER

FORTUNE IS CAUGHT AT GENERAL STATION

BILLTOPUNI

GOES BEF

Feeling the call of the big city, Agnes
Cavanaugh, now sixteen, packed her va-
lise and with two small bundles of extra

clothing and a hat box set out solemnly
from Madison, N . J. , to cast her fortune
in this city. She did not expect anyone
to meet her and was much surprised
when Lieut. Mclntosh accosted her by
name, as she alighted from a train at
11 o'clock at night in General Station.

On the way to the Fifty-sixth street

police station she explained that she had
grown homesick up in the country, and
had come away full of confidence in her

ability to take care of herself here. She
emphasized these intentions to Lieut.
Ranier at the station house, and became
highly indignant when he said he would
have to send her to the Children's Home.

Lieut. Ranier got the news of her com-

ing in a queer way. A call came to him
about a half an hour before the train

was due telling him the girl's name,
saying she was pretty and describing her
dress. Then suddenly the telephone con-
nection was cut off. Lieut. Ranier soon
decided that a girl from Madison must

202
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CHELTENHAM BOLD EXTRA CONDENSED TITLE IN DISPLAY

MINNEAPOLIS
A GRAND NIGHT'S REST

IS ASSURED THE TRAVELER WHO CHOOSES THE EAST

SHORE RAILROAD, BECAUSE THE ROUTE IS "WATER

LEVEL," PRACTICALLY NO GRADE-YOU CAN SLEEP

THE MINNEAPOLIS EXPRESS
LEAVES WARISON STREET, 8:46 P. M.

ARRIVES MINNEAPOLIS, 10:53 A.M.

THIS IS THE WESTERN TRAIN THAT AFFORDS SOLIDLY

VESTIBULED SLEEPERS, WITH BUFFET, SMOKING CAR

AND OBSERVATION COACHES, TOGETHER WITH ALL

LATEST IMPROVEMENTS THAT GIVE REAL COMFORT

THE EAST SHORE LIMITED
LEAVES WARISON STREET. 6:23 A. M.

ARRIVES MINNEAPOLIS. 8:29 P.M.

THIS IS THE DAYLIGHT TRAIN-HAS PARLOR CARS

AND COACHES, ALSO DINING CAR SERVICE DE LUXE

BAGGAGE CARRIED ON SAME TRAIN WITH PASSENGER

EAST SHORE RAILROAD
UUMI Am SLEtrai nans CAN K SECURED AT AMY of OUR OFFICES. M wiu K DELIVERED UPON REQUEST BY

SKOAL KSSEKER. FOR MFORMTION OR IUUSTRATID LITERATURE COMUMCATE WITH W LORR. TRAFFIC IAMUR

1
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Cheltenham Bold Extended
72 Point 3 A $9 35 4 a $6 85 $15 20

HINDERS
Born Rich
60 Point 3 A $6 15 4a$460 $1075

PIEDMONT
Stone Hand
48 Point 3 A $4 65 4a$285 $760

MEANDERING
Cane Returned

RESPECT HOME
Building Material
Hunt Lost Miners

3 A $370 5a$275 $645
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Cheltenham Bold Extended
, i-

i
. 3A $20 6. $2 15 $606

MARKETING PRICE
Broken Hearthstone
Remarkable Guards
: \: 4A$220 7m$205 $4 28

NUMBERING MACHINE
Continue Earnest Search
Heroic Knights Returned
.i ] 5 A $175 9a$175 $350

MORNING BRINGS DELIGHT
Determined Neighbors Confer
Entering Handsome Mansions

:- i h i 7 A $165 13 a $160 $325

SYSTEMS DESIRED
Exceptional Method
Strength and Beauty

IDA $1 40 21 $160 $300

PHENOMENAL EXHIBIT
Modernized Construction
Charming Reports Noted

10 Point 13 A $115 28 a $135 $250

INCREASE KNOWLEDGE
Development of Industries
Grand Educational Course
Intricate Machines Bought
Hard Problems Elucidated

- I'l.iijt 15 A $100 .*>$! 26 $225

MANY PLEASING REFLECTIONS
Cultivate Orchards and Meadows
Springtime Memories Encouraged
Fragrant Perfumes Gently Inhaled
Chases Butterflies Through Fields

> 12A $1 30 2i*$l 46 $275

DISTINGUISHED PRESIDENT
American Type Characteristic
Beautiful Cheltenham Designs
Legible $1234567890 Figure

i .... 17A $OW. S6$106 $200

ENCHANTING TROPICAL COUNTRIES
Ruins and Stranav Tnle* of the Ancients
VUlt I >-t>f Almost Impenetrable Forest
Beside Picturesque Meanderinc Stream
Imposlnii Scenery Fascinates theTourist
Wild Animals Haunt Mountain Fastness
Kntnniclln* 1 23488788O Luxuriance



Cheltenham Bold Extended and Cheltenham Wide in Combination

GreatAutumn Clearance Sale

Modern Suits
and Overcoats

Here is an opportunity greater than this city has seen in a

good many years and the greatest that we have known in

our long experience. This is a chance to buy some broken

sizes in our Men's Suits and Overcoats which

you may not see again. Value $30 to $35, at

Seventy-eight $20 to $25 Suits of un- Fifty-seven $25 to $30 Suits of velours

finished worsted, in new browns and and cheviots; all new shades of gray

grays; wale weaves; also silk and neat and brown; exclusive designs in glen

stripe effects on black and ,., _ checks, stripes, pin checks ~* -t Q
blue grounds. Bargain at Jp A / and many fine weaves, at ^P X CJ

Sixty $22.50 to $32.50 Convertible Collar Overcoats, of worsteds,

velours and tweed cheviots, to be had in all the newest gray and

$26brown shades, in plain stripe and fancy weave and all

new designs. All are 52 inches long and well made, at

Twenty-seven $24 to $33 Overcoats in Sixty-eight $20 to $25 Overcoats, for

black, Oxford and Cambridge grays, business and dress wear; new shades

in meltons and velours. Stripes and of gray and brown; in worsteds and

plain weaves; fitted with *r-%r> velours; manynew zig-zag

plain and velvet collars, at *^tii*J weaves; latest models, at

Included are the most popular models and fabrics produced
this season. A large majority of these garments have only

been received from our exclusive custom shops within the

past few weeks. The prices quoted are attributable solely

to our policy of giving to our customers the lowest prices

MEYER, DENT & COMPANY
Ninety-eight North Lexington Street, Los Angeles
BRANCH STORES IN PHILADELPHIA, PITTSBURGH CHICAGO, ST. PAUL
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Cheltenham Bold Extended and Cheltenham Wide in Combination
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Cheltenham Bold Outline

72 Point 3 A $6 55 4 a $4 05 $10 60

Ofli
60 Point 3 A $5 55 5 a $4 10 $9 65

48 Point 4 A $4 15 6a $ 35 $750
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Cheltenham Bold Outline

EP
6A $270 8SO WOO

Id A $160 aim $166 IS 28

RECEIVED M

14 A II 50 II 6 I3UO 10 I'oint IK A *13>

DEMANDS PLAUSIBLE IDEAS
Pupil Displayed Nunmeronas Medals
Rich Sister Located in New Jersey

lading Citizens Demand Concert

SATISFACTORY TYPOGRAPHY
Memorised Nonsensical Discussions

Lone Maiden Finds Congenial Mate
Windstorm Destroys Perambulator

Mild Weather Reported for Sunday

17 A II 30 S3 II 44 K76

OBSERVED BEAUTIFUL SPECIMENS
Eastern Speculators Select Fruit Country

Magnanimous Proclamation Emblazoned

Depositing $1234567890 Money Friday

Z2 A II HI tfall 16 e

SEARCHING FOR STOLEN TREASURES
Seventy-one Stenographer* and Typewriter*

Raehinc Crowd* Likely to Cau*e Long Delay

Making Arrangement* for Grand Convention

Compiling Conprenen*ive Boaineu Formula

Grand hutitation* Erected by Generou* Men
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Established

May 1,1875
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Telephone 146 Emerald

DEALERS IN HIGH-GRADE NOVELTIES IN

IJEWELEY
A puiMnc Jim
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MEW LONDON, TEXAS
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Strathmore Border Strathmon> Ornaments

For All Occaaioms

f connftiimiMd success EIK

cafcernirag So the wfamis of the flower

and plant-loving people of this city is

a record off which I aim jrastly prouad,

and I take (this means of expressing

my thanks to ssty ffoends and patrons
for their kind patronage in the past
and hope for a continmamoe of same

Strathmore Ornaments 12 Point Linear liorder

210
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Cheltenham Bold Ouatliirae in Practical Display

ONE OF THE POPULAR MEMBERS OF
THE USEFUL CHELTENHAM FAMILY

discriminating praters, nft being
series ffor ffime

Bind as an

advertising letter. It is effective

in combination wiftlh all ftlke other
memnilbxeirs off tikis widely kraowira

o Tike wise off

meanns sometlkrag minoire

tlkami merely to give us a page off

printed matter, it brmgs desired
restuilts to tike priiraters wlko wise it

Originated by th

mm
LEADER IN TYPE FASHIONS
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Cheltenham Inline

72 Point 3 A $7 20 4 a $4 35 $1155



Cheltenham Inline

u r

ESTI
4 A B 10 8>|316 (625

GMTJnl Jl

\

m<

5A J280 8a*236 K 15

/OiTrYni /s\

: SAS206 l(lm$2ai 1425

ART)

Bete

. i 6 A (1 70 18 (1 80 13 BO

HANDSOME
Extraordinary Horticialtiuiral Competitions
Remarkable Floral Creations Distributed

Bright Geraniums and Magnificent Roses



Cheltenham Inline and Cheltenham Wide in Combination

fOWHERE in the city can a more complete list of popular novels be secured than in

our enlarged book department. As the holiday season approaches, the question again

arises: "What can I buy him or her for a present?" Now what could be more useful

or appropriate than some interesting book to while away these long dreary winter evenings

By HAROLD J.

MERIDET
A stirring tale of Ireland during the latter part of the

sixteenth century, when bi

beautiful scenes are depict

strong sense of humor wil

This romantic narrative of

strange and inspiring beau
the bewitching Nile and is

leaves one lost in meditati

By MRS. MARTIN
SOUTHW1CK.

One of the prettiest love stories ever written, and with

A stirring novel of Califo:

the great gold craze which
love and adventures durii

hold the reader's attention i

A detective story of life in

crowded metropolis. Hid
vice and crime among th

strange deductions that th

The amount of tenderness
whose hero is a baby will

strangely original little dra

a fresh revelation of what

Each year adds something new to the automobile

business, and we can truthfully say that we have

always kept abreast of the times in catering to the

whims and fancies of the automobile public. Our
latest effort in this line has been to produce the

which we believe to be the most accurately built

and the fastest machine for $2500 ever placed on

the market. We would be delighted to have you
call and take a 50 or 1 00-mile spin through the

country in order to prove the truth of our assertion

TELEPHONE 1945 METROPOLE
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Cheltenham Inlines in Combination
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Cheltenham Inline Extra Condensed

120 Point 3 A $7 40 4a$5 10 $1250

96 Point 3 A $6 60 4 a $4 40 $11 00

=0

J\

84 Point 3 A S5 50 4 a $3 70 $9
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Cheltenham Inline Extra Condensed

3AM70 6$36& $8*6
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Cheltenham Inline Extra Condensed and Cheltenham Oldstyle Condensed in Combination

We are the sole

agents in every

large city of the

east for the well

known patterns

of the superior

men's and boys'

Clothing; these

goods are to be

obtained at our

salesrooms also

BRANCH STORES

Philadelphia

Boston

Indianapolis

Cleveland

Washington

THERE

is no tesT: of worthiness so true

as the growth of popular demand and

this season the demand for MAPLE
BRAND CLOTHES is greater than ever

before. This is your clearest proof of their

superiority of quality and value. To truly

enjoy life, wear clothes that are snappy,

full of vigor and vim MAPLE BRAND
CLOTHES. We are showing a complete

assortment of them, the season's newest

and best creations. They include a variety

of Styles and patterns that will appeal to

every man of taSte and judgment. They're

away from the commonplace, mosl of them

found nowhere else. One-price goods only

Bargains at our salesrooms mean

so much more than the ordinary

Bargain Sale that you cannot afford

to miss this extraordinary offering

NEW YORK OFFICE AND SALESROOMS

PHONE HARRISON 82 LONG DISTANCE BELL 309
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Cheltenham Inlines in Combination

J!
A

THIS SEASON'S MODELS NOW
EXHIBITED AT OUR GARAGES

Model
NINETY HORSEPOWER

H*t the nemtt type motor and a 5x6

cylinder, 42-inch wheels and 1 36-inch

bid-bat*. An easy-running. strongly

built car in closed and torpedo bodies

Model "E"
FORTY HORSEPOWER

H the no.nl type motor and a 5x8

cylinder; }8-mch wheels and 1 24-inch

keel-base. A ttyiuh machine. It can

b* |iyt>fj with touring body model

$2450

This make of car has always particularly

stood for comfort. This season's models

represent the perfection of comfort in the

automobile line. The detachable doors

in front assure an added luxury for the

forward passengers, and by the moving
of a pin you remove any part of the door.

They are the ideal cars for pleasure and

business. The price includes a complete

equipment with the Dutch doors, folding

windshield, best grade silk Mohair tops

and a dust-hood. Large wheels and long

wheel-bases also contribute to theend of

more pleasant motoring over rough roads

TThe Car of Quaality

HANDSOMELY ILLUSTRATED BOOKLETS MAILED UPON REQUEST

SOLE DISTRIBUTING AGENTS FOR THE EASTERN STATES :: GARAGES IN AU. PRINCIPAL CITIES



Cheltenham Inline Extended

72 Point
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Cheltenham Inline Extended

:TER

3A*S 5$2TO (626

3AH5 5215 WOO

5 A J176 917S 1360

TURNT&J8V Yl^ir'Tf VW^ //it Ti
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=
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STP1(OMUSEUM EXHlllBlITS
Enthusiastic Meoibers Confide
Numerous Sec tuvenirs

TAI1U 13.11 TO Mill

INSURGENTS IT

Diplomatic Leaders
Reorganized

RECOGNITION
Candidates

ailroads
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Cheltenham Inline Extended and Cheltenham Medium in Pradlical Display



Cheltenham Inline and Cheltenham Medium in Practical Display

On the Aero Planeway

EF
you are one of those city dwellers whose

early life was passed in the country you
are the person we have a message for;

you are the person we can interest because

you know from experience of the enjoy-
ment and health there are in plenty of fresh

air, light, sunshine and roominess of country

life, and that is the subject of our message
to you. Business may make it necessary
that you should be in the crowded, busy city

every day but the time has come when you
need not spend the twenty-four hours of the

day there. Homeland is only fifteen minutes

from the city. Homeland is located among
the most peaceful natural surroundings of

woodland, fields, streams and lakes. It has

all the advantages of the city, including gas,

electric light, sewers and purest spring water

plentifully supplied for every purpose. It has

asphalt streets and the finest crushed stone

roads into the country, giving the most de-

lightful opportunity for motoring. Any man
can own a home here to suit his taste and

salary. Give us an opportunity to prove this

wtm

Holmes Real Estate Co.
Lafayette Avenue and Grove Street

Holmes, Michigan
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>O TYPES have equaled the

Cheltenhams in usefulness

to the commercial printers,

or brought more profits to

the printers. J No types
have equaled the Cheltenhams in creat-

ing and increasing an appreciation of

the value of good printing among the

printers' customers. JNo types have

equaled the Cheltenhams in producing
harmonious and striking effects with less

expenditure of time and thought and ex-

periment on the part of the compositor

ORIGINATOR OF
THE CELEBRATED CHELTENHAM FAMILY

THE LARGEST TYPE FAMILY EVER
BROUGHT OUT

Strathmore Ornament Gray Border No. 2

Cheltenham Inline, Cheltenham Inline Extra
Condensed and Cheltenham Wide
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The Cheltenham Family
IS BEYOND ALL DOUBT THE MOST POPULAR AND THE MOST DISTINCTIVE

GATHERING OF RELATIVE TYPE FACES THAT THE WORLD HAS EVER SEEN

Tk* coraplrlentfi oftkil

firat family makts it aJaplaklt

(or all forms of work

Most

Profitable

Designs

Proven by the

most successful printers

and advertisers in

the world

American

Type Founders

Company
Originator of Type FuiAiouj

Cheltenham OldstyU

CheltenhamWide

Cheltenham Medium

Cheltenham Bold

Cheltenham Bold Condensed

Cheltenham Bold Extra Condensed

Cheltenham Oldstyle Condensed

Cheltenham Italic

Cheltenham Medium Italic

Cheltenham Bold Italic

Cheltenham Bold Condensed Italic

CHELTENHAM BOLD EXTRA CONDENSED TITLE

Cheltenham Bold Extended

Cheltenham Extrabold

Cheltenham Inline

Cheltenham Inline Extended



Cheltenham Extrabold

72 Point 3 A $7 75 4 a $5 4() ,Sl:i ]:,

MENTIONS
Ring Chime
60 Point 3 A $825 4 a $4 40 slut,

RENUMBERS
Enters Design
48 p in t 3 A $4 15 5 a $3 35 $7 50

FINISH ENGINES
Crockery Broken
42 p int 3 A $3 15 6 a $3 25 $6 40

'

DISTURBS ERMINE
Captures Steamship
Indian Fisher Moves
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Cheltenham Extrabold

.
4AS270 24t 1616

EXPOSED HUNTSMEN
Fires Destroy Evidence
Government Inspection

6A $220 8a$205 M 28

CONDEMNS LIGHTHOUSES
Unusual Gathering Expected
Beautiful Ornaments Chosen

: M 6 A $178 10$175 *350

PRODUCED DISTINCT PRINTING
Handsome Carnation Given Sailor

Extraordinary Gentleman Returns

9AS166 16*11 70 $325 10 Point 16 All IS 30. $135 *2M>

ADMIRING CHILDREN
Steamer Rounds Capes
Secure Heroic Fireman

11AS1K $! HOD

PRODUCED INFORMATION
Captain Withdrew Regiment
Important Documents Found

ENTHUSIASTIC HISTORIANS
Described Printing Machinery
Showed Marvelous Inventions

Many Borders Sold in Georgia
Desires Cheltenham Extrabold

K Point 18 A II 06 3&a!120 *225

SOUTHERN PLANTERS CELEBRATED
Largest Cotton and Watermelon Crops
Celebrated Mule Driver Buys Harness
Warm Weather Causes Much Suffering
Immense Plantations Sold by Butchers

14 A SI IS $! 50 tlTt
1- 21 A K>6 Mall 06

ANCIENT HISTORY MENTIONED
Handsomest Designs Mailed Today
Girls Educating Young Compositor
Detective $1234567890 Uses Gold

ENTHUSIASTIC MOUNTAINEER REMAINED
Young Prruman Wanted Several Cold Botllr.

Brilliant Compositor. Delivered Fin* Lecture!

Strong Mechanic* R.movl FUHMU Palnllnc

Hu.ky Sailors VUlled Italr and South I

Di-liiihif til I xi ur >i. in Party Returned Tn
Mo.t Printer. S 1334S7SO Rrm.ln Wealthy
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Cheltenham Extrabold in Display

Cheltenham
Extrabold

WITHOUT
the latest and most artistic

type faces fine printing is almost an

impossibility. Novelty in type faces

is always an incentive to the production of

beautiful and attractive printing. The new
Cheltenham Extrabold is a very striking and

attractive member of the great Cheltenham

Family and one which will readily lend itself

to the many requirements of all advertising

and other display composition. The addition

of Cheltenham Extrabold to the plant of any

printer will surely bring its own reward by
renewed orders and an enviable reputation

for excellent work. American Type Designs

have a decided character and dignity. They

represent the very best

workmanship and skill

in their manufacture. A TYPE
glance at these original pQIJNDERS
American Type Designs
will cause many to buy

istika Border Art-tile Tint Formers Cast Squares
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Cheltenham Extrabold in Combination

Facts
FOR ALL PRINTERS

THE
BEST proof of the value of

new type faces to the printer is

shown in the tremendous growth
of the American Type Founders Com-

pany, which puts out more new faces

than all other type foundries combined.

The printer finds that the customer's

eye is caught by the new faces, and

that his printing orders increase. The
most practical way to obtain difference

and distinction is with the newer type

faces which give the effect of pleasing

novelty, without eccentricity. Business

men of today are demanding plain and

easily -read composition, well printed.

Since this kind of printing is standard-

ized, the only way in which distinction

can be obtained is in the use of origi-

nal display type faces. Many new and

attractive faces are shown in this book

AMERICAN
TYPE FOUNDERS

COMPANY



Cheltenham Extrabold in Combination

COMMERCIAL PRINTING
From the HAYDEN PRESS

THE
Hayden Press is glad to announce that recent important

improvements and added facilities make it practicable to con-

tinue to turn out the highest grade commercial printing at what

in many cases will represent a material saving in costs as compared
with the best figures formerly made. Quality of course will remain

the same, our motto being, "Reliability Plus Progress." Agreeable
to this idea, we shall take pleasure in receiving your printing orders

THE HAYDEN PRESS, CHICAGO

Story of
a Cuban

A New Novel

By General Matoz

> TALE of Cuba
> and the famous
war with Spain

I in which many
' brave men laid

aside all home
^ ties to fight for

humanity and liberty. The book

presents a picture of the West
Indian life which is unsurpassed
in modern writing for its splen-

did realism. General Matoz can

write intelligently of this island.

He knows Cuba and its people,
its wonder and charm, and in a

story centering around a great
war of rebellion he has taken up
the fortunes of Alfa Tero, a son

of Captain Manuel Tero of the

Cuban army. The book is illus-

trated in color. The other book
written by this great author as a

companion story, "The Island's

Queen," has proved an unusual

seller. Price either book, $1.50

Illustrated by
Edward Wilders

THE FAIR
LIBRARY DEPARTMENT

Century Border

Look for this Trade Mark

A Lucky
Strike
for You

You wiir find that a

pair of our Swastika
Shoes will prove the

lucky strike of your
shoe-buying tours. In

every way they make
good all our claims to

fit, style and material

Swastika
Shoes

End nerve-worry and
save foot-fatigue.The
wearer is enabled to

do things on his feet.

Write for style books
and name of nearest

Swastika Shoe Store

HARRIS CO.
CLEVELAND

Strathmore Mortist'd Initial
Swastika Outline Ornair
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Cheltenham Extrabold in Combination

MUSIC
PIANO AND STRINGED INSTRUMENT

POPULAR BAND MUSIC

!EARLY three thousand

selections were sold by
me during October and

November. All the old

favorites and many of

my own copyrights were represented.

Many of the season's successes can be

found here. Best Orchestra and Band

Music always on hand. Music lovers

in Rock City are invited to come and

hear the latest music played. A good

musician always in charge. Read the

page advertisement in another section

of this program concerning the many
Pianos and other Musical Instruments

for sale and kept in stock by this store

at all times. Ten new Pianos on display

TALKING MACHINES. RECORDS
AND DISCS

R. K. MINES
ROCK CITY, NEW YORK
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THE STERLING VALUE OF THE
CENTURY TYPE FAMILY

As mahogany is among woods, or

wheat among the grains, or the dia-

mond among precious stones, so is

the Century Family among types.
No work set in it can look other

than superior. It is impossible to

make any work which is set in the

Century Family look commonplace.
There is no work (whether the finest

or for the most ordinary of every

day uses) which cannot appropri-

ately be set in the Century Family.
There is no safer purchase, and none

more useful. The Century Family
will never go out of fashion as long
as good typography is in demand.
It is a classic family and will there-

fore outlast many other type styles

J_

AmericanType Founders Co.
ORIGINATOR OF THE CENTURY FAMILY
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The Century Family
AN EXCEEDINGLY DIGNIFIED TYPE FAMILY

Century Expanded

Century Expanded Italic

Century Bold

Century Bold Italic

Century Bold Condensed

Century Bold Extended

Century Oldstyle

Century Oldstyle Italic

Century Oldstyle Bold

Century Oldstyle Bold Italic

AmericanType Founders Co.
ORKilXA TlHi OF THK FAMILY IDKA IK TYPK8

-



Century Oldstyle

72Point 3A$625 4a$45r, $1080

RICH KINGS
Strange Mind
60 Point 3 A $5 35 5 a ?4 :>,:.

BRIDES HOME
Royal Grenadier
48Point 4AS395 7a$390 J785

HONEST BINDERS
Design Knife Handle
42 point 4 A S3 00 8 a $3 25 J625

GRAND COMEDIANS
Stage Manager Excited

Delighted Social Parties
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Century Oldstyle

5 A 1265 8a$245 $610

;

REMARKABLE METHOD
Serious Conditions Detected

i
5AS200 10a$225 $425

ENTERPRISING COUNCILMEN
Graduating Exercise Unexplained

. !

' 6 A $165 13* $186 $350

MODERNIZED RAILROAD SCHEMES
Distinguished Scholar Receiving Mention

Banking Question Becoming Complicated

H 10 A $160 20* $175 $325

BEAUTIFUL RESIDENCE
Charming Landscape Scene

Fragrant Rosebush Garden

. 14 A $140 28* $160 $300

STRENUOUS PERFORMANCES
Audience Extends Congratulations
Enthusiastic Manager Applauding

. i 17 A $130 S2a$14S $275

HNTIFIC DOCUMENT REQUIRED
Original Mechanical Contrivance Sought

Reconsidering $1234567890 Propositions

10 Point 17 A $118 32a $1 86 $2 GO

PROMPT RETURN MENTIONED
Greater Energy Recently Displayed

Real Estate and Government Bonds

Tremendous Deal Lately Negotiated

8 Point 20 A $115 38. $135 $250

EUROPEAN PRINTERS WELCOMED
Artistic Designer Promoting Harmony
Wonderful Combination Demonstrated

Magnificently Colored Pictures Bought

8 Point 21 A $105 42a$120 $226

EXTRAORDINARY REPORT SUBMITTED
Interesting Resolution Immediately Endorsed

Some Propositions Receive Unanimous Vote

Prospective Members Becoming Very Active

17 A $126 S5a $150 $275

KXCITED COMPETITORS RECOGNIZED
Chromatic Selections Rendered Every Night

Many Celebrated Philanthropists Organizing
Resorts Unusually Crowded During August

.
i- Zl A $00 46.11 10 $100

BEAUTIFUL HOMESTEAD FINELY DECORATED
Colonial Architecture Greatly Admired by Contractor

Grand Painting* Procured From European Countries

Charming Lawn* and Pictureaque Sloping Meadow*

Hunting Party Loal in the Wildi of Southern Montana

Splendid Reception* $1234567890 Lavteh Entertainment



Century Oldstyle in Practical Display

HAMTON BANK
Suppose you give just a little

serious consideration to the

question of savings. One of

the fundamental laws of life

is the law of cycles. It can be
seen all about you. Observe
the seasons as they revolve

from seed time unto harvest

and from harvest to the cold

winter. These actions occur
in the history of the people;
in the lives of nations. You
have seen this great country
go through very many alter-

nating periods of prosperity
and hard times. History tells

us of the rise and fall of p
~

Nowhere is there an unin

REMEMBER IT IS NOT THE MONEY WE EARN
COUNTS IT IS ONLY THE MONEY THAT WE S

Old English Border Linear Border No. 2 Versatile Border

ORDER OF DANCE

Starlight Club
REGULAR MONTHLY

Entertainment and
Dance

MUSIC BY CLUB BAND

The receipts of this event
have been ordered set aside for

the benefit of charity

The

Handeson
Store

IMPORTERS OF THE
FINEST

Chinaware and

Pictures

AGENTS FOR

RELO STATUARY

Kate Greenaway Mignonette

Modern Cities
MANY THOUSANDS OF PERFECTLY SATISFIED
USERS OF OUR PRODUCTS THROUGHOUT THE
COUNTRY ATTEST THE SUCCESS ATTAINED

NESTON,

the inventor, was the first

man to develop a line of reinforced

concrete lamp standards, and is to-

day the recognized authority on the

application of concrete to ornamen-
tal lighting. The principle, first employed in

manufacturing ornamental standards for the

great Neston Lighting Company, was applied

later to the construction of Jardus Luxolabra

as described in Section 24 of this catalogue.

Concrete columns are all made in cast iron

moulds and the capital and arms are moulded
in gelatine. The material used depends upon
the colors and finish desired. For instance,

lake sand and cement properly mixed gives a

natural sandstone finish; fine white sand and

white cement produces a very beautiful white

marble finish, whereas, white sand and white

cement mixed with crushed marble presents

still another appearance. This company is in

a position to furnish standards in thirty-two

concrete finishes. Ten designs are always kept

in stock, believing that the others are merely

slight modifications and will not be in great

demand. A frame containing samples of ten
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Century Oldstyle in Practical Display

A GENERAL DISCOURSE UPON THE VICISSITUDES WHICH ARE

ENCOUNTERED BY AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS

IT

HAS been said by some bright person, probably an ad-writer, that

this is the age of the fountain pen, and the amount of manuscripts

which are offered to the publishers would certainly lead one to that

conclusion. A very interesting and characteristic collection they

are, too, ranging from the delicate, sandalwood scented and beautifully

wrought pages of a foreign essayist and the pathetically hopeless attempt

of the neophyte to the bulky reams of the philosopher or scientist. The

surprising thing is not that so many are found to be unacceptable as that

so many are found to be passably good. The reader for a prominent

publishing house has estimated that of the great mass of manuscripts

which are submitted during a year only about one and one-half per cent

are published. This does not mean that the others were worthless, but

simply that they lacked the qualities which were necessary to make them

available. In the case of fiction, either the plot or the treatment would

be hackneyed, or lack human appeal, while other manuscripts dealt with

subjects that had already been better handled, or subjects that are not

worth handling at all. Many manuscripts miss acceptance because, while

they are passably good and would probably sell five hundred or even a

thousand copies, this sale would not be great enough to pay the cost of

manufacture. Roughly, it takes a sale of about five thousand copies to

pay expenses, and unless such a sale is practically certain, publication is

not worth while. The author who really has an interesting narrative to

tell, or an important message to convey, can usually succeed in finding

a publisher to undertake the manufacture and sale of the book upon some

sort of terms. Naturally the publisher makes as good a bargain with the

author as possible; that is only ordinary business prudence. In fact, the

author who has written one or more successful books is usually in a

position to dictate almost any sort of terms. Some of the well-known

writers are the object of keen rivalry on the part of publishers, and are

paid large sums in advance royalties. This practice is exciting, but not

always satisfactory to either party to the contract, especially when the

tth H
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Century Oldstyle Italic

72 Point 3 A $7 15 4 a $4 60 $1175

HERMETIC
DesignNeatly
60 Point 3AS615 4a$400 $1015

RICHERMINE
Modern Denizen
48 Point 4 A $3 75 8a$385 $760

ROUNDNUMBER
Bureau ofIndustries

42p int 5AS290 8a$335 $625

AMERICANMINERS
BrotherDeclaredInsane

Housewives Complained
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Century Oldstyle Italic

!
I

' SAS270 8a$230 1600

ABSOLUTE COMRADES
nding Concern Supervised

6 A (240 10a$215 $455

COMBINES STRONG MERITS
Return of the Scientific Expedition

Considering Separate Negotiations
SAI170 12 a $180 IBM

UNDERGROUND TRANSFERS SOLD
Modern Ventilating Appliance Employed
Displays HandsomeAmerican Characters

9 A $160 20a$170 $880

UNITED RICHES GIVEN
Cause Many Aching Hearts
Reveals Unpleasant Tidings

i
.

14 A $140 29a$160 $300

HOARDED NUMEROUS COINS
Praises Ludicrous Burlesque Fiasco

Grotesque Characters Manipulated

.

17 A $140 .12 a $135 $275

. FIVE ROUND MILLIONS INVESTED
I-and of Golden Sunset Gives Opportunity

Metropolitan $1234567890 Expenditures

10 Point 18 A $125 35 a $128 $250

MITIGATING CIRCUMSTANCE
Chiromantic Development Explained

Nominal Damages Awarded Clients

Heirs Claimed Estates in Fee Simple

9 Point 20 A $125 41 a $125 $250

NUMEROUS SCHEMES OUTLINED
Sensational Reports Concerning Explorer

The Government Issues Emphatic Orders

Ingenious Navigators Experience Trouble

8 Point 20 A $110 42a$115 $226

DISCONTINUED EVIL PERFORMANCES
Biennial Celebrations are Financially Successful

Contemporaneous Technologists Thunderstruck

Several Printers Lucidly Explain Disappearance

17 A $125 35 all Ml $275

STRINGENT MEASURE CONSIDERED
Congested District Impedes Railroad Progress
Bright Indii-idnnh Demand New Legislation

I'.. 2SA$086 45a$106 $200

KECOMMENDED MAGNIFICENTINDUCEMENT
Honorable Gfnllcmrn /Ynmx/jeote Proftuional Doctnnt
.\nmitmalical Colleetoa Confticalc Lincoln Prnnyptra
Spaimodic Indigntim Causa Kctolntiont ami Kicking
Mnltral Anrmla*cr$I23456789OGimSmnUGirtt



Century Oldstyle Italic in Practical Display

THOUGHTS ON PRINTING
]HE success or failure of all

printing is steadily becom-

ing more dependent upon
design as used in a broad
sense. Design includes the

preliminary outline or main purpose
and all ofthe elements by whichprinting
is made efficient. It therefore contains the

insight into general business conditions

andspecifically into the business which is

to be directly served. Design is arrange-
ment. It is the reasonable and practical

adjustment of all the mechanical and
esthetic qualities to produce the very best

results in competition with all ofthe rest

of the world's produces. It is one man or

one establishment against all ofthe rest.

Design in printing is the element which
combines imagination, taste and skill

to produce a desired and definite result.

Theprintingindustry may be termed the

barometer of commercial prosperity. It

differs from all other industries in that

it deals with every calling and is closely

identified with the prosperity ofeach. A
manufacturer of shoes has but an aca-

demic interest in the piano industry, but

both the shoemaker and the piano man
are vitally interested in the printing art

Century Border Sectional Initial Foi
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Century Oldstyle and Century Oldstyle Italic in Display

Let Us Make You a

Dummyfor theJob

MAIL TO US THE FOLLOWING
INFORMATION FOR A DUMMY

AfprmmaU Sit* of Catalog**

Qvamltty Wanted

Pmprr SIM* (tmutti

|
..-.,

Pnmt*t im *k*t Color,

T is important in issuing your

j advertisements that you know
how they are going to appear
when finished. The cost can
be lowered to a minimum since

you have an idea of the work before it is

done. If you will give us the information

asked for on attached postal card, we will

make you up several dummies, without

any cost to you, from different grades of

our papers, and afford to the printer the

advantage of the color combinations that

we have found can be used in different

shades with best results. We have gone
to considerable expense experimenting on
these color combinations, with the view of

being an assistance to you in your work of

advertising and will appreciate an early

reply with the accompanying blank sheet

filled out. We believe we can be of great
help to the advertiser, and that he will be

sure to find these samples very valuable

KENDSORM PAPER HOUSE
CORNER UNJON STREET AND WASHINGTON AVENUE

Blossoms
m in

The plants that give us the

most blossoms are those kept

youngand healthy bypeople

who own them. A printing

plant is no exception to this

bit ofwisdom. The blossoms

ofdividends are reaped only

by the printer who is careful

to keep his composing room

supplied with plenty of type

of modern design and style

S*aiaafl lnitil Formr I kite Knbbta l

THE GREAT
HARPIST

THE DISCUSSION
OF NOTED MUSIC

THE JOYCRAFTERS BOOK
VOLUME FOUR HUNDRED
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Century Oldstyle Bold
IZOPoint 3A$1260 4a$805 $2066

HE Did
96 Point 3 A $9 65 4a$S20 $1585

HINTED
Big Shop
84Point 3A$760 4a$485 $124

MONGER
Sold Crisp
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Century Oldstyle Bold
3A*76 400 $1296

KIND MEN
High Banks

3A 1620 4l*396 (10 16

SEIZE KNIFE
Reports Given
Useful Camels

3AS496 4*1380 1875

BOYS CHASED
Company Stops
Before Exercise
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Century Oldstyle Bold
48Point

4 A $4 25 6a$360 $785

RIGHT NUMBER
Stronger Material
Prince and Dukes
42 Point 4 A $3 45 7a$320 $666

HONOR MEMBERS
Catalogue Designers
Buildings Important

V

36 Point 4 A $2 70 7a$250 $620

HUNTS KINGFISHERS
Determined Compositor
Curious Detective Sto

30 Point 5 A $2 25 9aJ215 $4 41

REMARKABLE MANSIONS
Asked Matrimonial Question

Enterprising Students Retire
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Century Oldstyle Bold
6 A $1 75 12alWi $3 Ml

DISFRANCHISING COUNCILMEN
Educational Departments Suffering

Strong Administrations Established

-
!

9 A $1 55 IX a II 70 $325

HISTORICAL SPEAKER BECAME KNOWN
Century Oldstyle Bold Prints Very Distinctly
Marvelous Building Erected Near Broadway
Many Handsome Features Contained Within

. ! 12 A SI 40 24 a tl 60 $3 00

FOREIGN WRESTLER DEVELOPING MUCH MUSCLE
Heavyweight Brewery Worker Easily Downed Tuesday
Giant Covered Five Miles Before Breakfast During Rain

Sporty Newspaper Reporters Crowd Training Quarters
Photographs Rapidly Purchased by Admirers Every Day

14 A $125 29a$160 $276

i \REFULCOMPOSITORSHIRED
I >isastrous Railroad Wreck Averted
I ireman Stops Engine on Sidetrack

Open Switch Nearly Caused Trouble

Companies $1234567890 Jubilant

8 Point 19 A $1 05 38 a $1 20 $2 25

COMPOSITORS RECEIVE CHARTERS
Grand Picnics Attract Several Athletes

Exquisite Medals Presented Contestant

Starting Point Crowded with Spectators
Beautiful Women Adore Hero Lifesaver

Excursionists Traveled Over Mountain

Stylish Young Conductor Takes Tickets

16 A $120 32m $130 1250

PROSPEROUS MERCHANT RETIRED
'ids Leisure Hours Reading Hamlet

Money Became Useful in Declining Days
U as Ribbon Counter Expert Early in Life
*. onu-mplating Enormous Improvement
Ki-tains Bachelor Quarters in Patterson

6 Point II A I Bl -: t HO
DEMONSTRATION INTERESTED FARMERS
General AdvertiainK Diaplay Series Delighting
Brave Detective Foiled Highwayman in Street

Desperate Safecrackers Fought Against Police
These American Type Faces Please Customers
Remarkable Trip Taken to London and Venice
German Singing Society Entertains Goldsmith
Choice Fruits and Vegetables Procured Today
Some Bankers S12: I5(57KSK) Make Expenses

1 A II 20 37 1 30 (2 CO

V \M IHMOKOl S STOKIKS PI HI.ISHKI)
Made by American Type Founders Company
"in. .in Modern Wit Throughout Entire Book
VwKwjird German Sayings Amused Children

ul and Dignified Characters Produced
Origin, n, ,l I'.r.miiiui ( MM. inn m-. .mil Borders

245
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IIANDSOMK AIWERTIKEMENTK BECAME POPULAR
Compoaltora Observed Beautiful Century Old.lylr Bold
lirral S*MMrs Ctoar*d Port Sfly l^tadrd with llorc
II ..!...,. Bulldla* l>. .1, ... . .1 by Tornado I ,..i Monih
I ..ii.in IH<nl(lrd Clurclr Throa(houl Knllrr Srrir.

..ml. i lul H..MI. .I,,,.. I in, t II., I., i During r Game
iMivrrnmrn. Kmphiyve* Kncaping From Federal IVIaona

Large*! laland Inhabited by Peculiar txtoklng Creaturea
Ht ..,. Slalue Hecome* Tarnlahed From Helng Empoaed



Century Oldstyle Bold in Practical Display

TheNewWing
Horton Mailer

The Most

Accurate

Machine

of its kind

on the

Market

For many years the Horton Mailer has been characterized as the best. The many
testimonials applauding its merit are evidence, together with continued and repeated

orders, that unquestionably proves it has maintained
its reputation. All developments of weakness in the
Horton have been carefully noted and remedied and
several new and valuable features have been added

MADE IN SIX SIZES
No. 1 Mailer, 1 7-8 inch No. 4 Mailer, 3 inch
No. 2 Mailer, 2 1-4 inch No. 5 Mailer, 3 1-2 inch
No. 3 Mailer, 2 5-8 inch No. 6 Mailer, 3 7-8 inch

In ordering be particular to give width of list to be used
so that machine may be properly fitted for your work

American Type Founders Co.

Cast Squares Twentieth Century Ornai

THE HEMPEL MONARCH

Quoin
Has all the best features of the

Improved Hempel Quoin with
the extra advantage of a self-

locking device. It is simple in

formation and at the same time

easy to operate, requiring little

or no attention after the

form is on the press. A
neat circular,containing
extra details, prices, etc.

will be furnished to any
one who feels interested

AMERICAN
TYPE FOUNDERS CO.

ART
IN PRINTING

The Kind Your Patrons

Are Looking For

Secured With

American Line

Type Faces

Wayside Ornament
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Century Oldstyle Bold in Practical Display

Perfumes
IMPART A DELICATE AND PLEASING FRAGRANCE THAT REMINDS ONE
OF SUNSHINE AND ROSES. THE FASHION LEADERS OF PARIS PREFER IT

THIS
choice selection of perfumes

is the product of Ferries & Larue
one of the oldest and most celebrated

firms of chemists and makers of toilet

articles in Paris. The signatures of the
firmon its packages of perfumes stand
for perfection in all the word implies

EACH
package of these

powdered perfumes is

put up in dainty air-tight
boxes and guaranteed to

hold their fragrance until

used. These extracts are
made from a formula that

is only understood by the

makers, and consequently
can't be duplicated. Have
been used for years by the
most exclusive families of

Kurope and stand today
the most popular articles

of their kind in the world

HARRIS & MORSE
IMIf IKTKKS AND MANUFACTURERS OF SELECT TOILET ARTICLES

Bond and Oakford Streets CHICAGO, ILL.

Foreign Offices: 768 Rue Lafayette, Paris, and 195 Middlesex Street, London

SOME
people prefer the

liquid perfume, and to

satisfy the demand of this

class of patrons a special
line of delightful extracts

has been prepared and put
up in handsome cut-glass

bottles, making a splendid
ornament for the boudoir
or a delightful present for

any occasion

Our special

price list is

now ready
for mailing
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Century Oldstyle Bold Italic

72 Point 3 A $7 80 4 a $6 00 $12 80

HUNTERS
ShopsBuilt
60 Point 3 A $6 80 4a$460 $1140

REPRINTED
After Burglar
HouseRented

VH k i54 Point 3 A $5 06 5 a $3 95 $9 00

QUIETNIGHT
GrandBanquet
Required News



Century Oldstyle Bold Italic

3AM06 6m $406 1810

NOTED SINGER
Entertain Society
HuskyMerchants
It Po.nl 3 A $3 15 6 a J3 15 $ 30

LENDINGMONEY
Oketown Physicians
SurprisingGymnast
K Point 4AJ265 7aS266 1530

PRINTER EXAMINES
JerseyiteInjuredHyena
Compositors Improving

:

-

6A*225 8m*200 4 25

PROSPERITYCONTINUES
Confirmed Bachelor Repents
Truthful Lawyers Discovered
Blacksmith Giving Reception

Ml



Century Oldstyle Bold Italic

24 Point 6 A $185 10a$175 $360

BURNED MANSION DESERTED
Printing Specimens Receive Praise

HonorablyDischarge Irish General

IncapacitatedLieutenantRemoved

18 Point 9 A $155 16 a $170 $325

PERFORMANCE CONTINUED TUESDAY
Congressman From Missouri Congratulated
Foreigners Escaping Quarantine Inspectors
Honest Conductor Receives Handsome Gifts

14 Point 12 A $1 40 23 a $1 60 $3 00

RETURNED NINETEEN THOUSAND WEDNESDAY
Detective Discovering Counterfeiters Notifies Inspector
Infuriated College Professor Denounces Clever Student
Twelve Distinguished Compositors Recently Competed
National League Baseball Commission Entertainment

12 Point 15 A $130 28a$145 $275

EXHIBITS HANDSOME DESIGN
Noname Pleasure Club Organized
Child Graduate Surprises Teacher
Printers $1234567890 Manicured

8 Point 19 A $110 38a$115 $225

SOUTHERN BOULEVARD ELEGANT
Great Mechanic Invents Useful Knives
Professional Ballplayer Congratulated
Entertainment Commencing Saturday
Heroic Firemen Miraculously Escaped
Mechanics Recognized Superintendent

10 Point 16 A $120 30a$130 $250 6 Point 21 A $095 42 a $105 $2 (

CONFIRMING REPORTS RECENTLY
Lieutenant Recovers ImportantPapers
Gigantic Steamer Returning Thursday
Housesmiths Building Elegant Bridges
Titled Foreigner Marries Stenographer

9 Point 18 A $1 20 35 a $1 30 $2 50

MECHANICS ENCOURAGE APPRENTICE
Printer Discovered Pressman on Broadway
Enthusiastically ReceivedHandsome Singer
Champion Billiard Players Gave Exhibition

International Bowling Tournament Closing
Farmer Talking Scientifically Missed Watch

250

MOTHER PRAISED TRUTHFUL CHILDREI*:

Congressional Documents Recovered Monday
Handsome Inventor Mysteriously Disappears
Public School Graduate Wins Diamond Medal

Champion International Swimmer Competed
Clever Football Instructors Seriously Injured

Inspector Changes $1234567890 Complaints

5 Point 19 A $0 95 38 a $1 05 $2 00

CLEVER CHICAGO HEIRESS REFUSED NOBLEMAN
Compositors ShowingHandsome Specimens of Printing

Century Oldstyle Bold Italic Useful in Job Composition

Distinguished Irish Gentleman Distributing Sovereigns

Honest Independent Youth Returning Enormously Rich

Fourteenth Consecutive Brooklyn Handicap Completed
Former Collegians Recognized Oldtime Acquaintances
Meditated Seriously on Entering Regents Examination

Handsome Youna Woman Discovers Missing Diamonds



Century Oldstyle Bold Italic in Display

Travel
Outfits

PATENTGRIP
Something new and original. Every traveling man should have
intc. The most compact grip ever sold. Contains all you need and
insures the comforts ofhome. Send forcatalogue "Travel Outfits"

C. R. THOMIER CO., CUBA, N. Y.

r Ornament* ItcMUm Itrvtun <'t Squu*M

Finest

Paper
SECTION SIX
The papers shown in

thif section of Pike's

Sample Book are all
Ilif very best. A fifty

IK i cent, discount is

allowed on all orders
for box stationery or
invitation stock that
mi- shiin-n in section
six. All I'ikf's Finest

Paper bears the Two
Cannon water- mark

S. I. Pike Co.
^</ III III I I \LO,N.Y.



Century Oldstyle Bold and Italic in Display

Come Next Friday and Help Us

Celebrate
Our Furniture Sale

WE
HAVE just completed the new

addition to our furniture store in

time to accommodate a very large
shipment of new stock. We intend cele-

brating the event on Friday, September
first, and will offer some rare bargains in

furniture and carpets. Many pieces have
been marked down below cost. We must
make room for the new. From the many
bargains we display below three samples:

Parlor Suites in

various designs
to go
for..

M. S. JONES & CO.
294 OSBORNE STREET

Celebration Bor

30OC 300000 DOOC

Twentieth Century Type Designs for

Twentieth Century Printers

OOC300C 300C
Inland Borders No. 683 and 698
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Century Expanded
72 Point 3 A $6 70 4 a $4 20 $1090

MERINGUE
Kings Incline

Such Domain
60 Point 3A$520 4a$365 $886

ROME BURNS
Quiet Dungeons
Lemon Crushed
48 Point 4 A $3 95 6a$355 $7

MEMBERS UNITE
Speculator Retreat;

Harmony Enhancec



Century Expanded
, ! 4A$3167$310$626

RENTED BUNTINGS
Secured Remuneration
Graceful Dance Sketch

fWat 4 A 12 50 7 a J2 50 00

GENEROUS BRITISHER
Rutland Mentions Dickens
Limousine Manufacturing

Point 6 A $2 00 10af225 $425

HENRICKSON REIMBURSED
Expeditions Involved Great Peril

Maneuvering Seaman Triumphs
Discern Enemy's Base Intriguery

6 A tl 70 11 II M> $3 Ki

NINETEEN FARMERS IN TROUBLE
Century Expanded Important Creation

Unusual Beauty Ingeniously Developed
Judicious Users Receive Nice Contracts



Century Expanded
18 Point 9 A $1 45 20 a $1 80 $3 25

RENDERING DENIZENS CERTAIN BENEFITS
Delivered Strong Forceful Argument Convincingly

Legislature Enacts Subject of Extended Discussion

Oratorical Efforts Reconcile Seeming Inconsistency

14 Point 12 A $1 SO 26 a $1 70 $3 00

FUNGUS GROWTH ENDANGERS CONIFEROUS FORESTS
Many Insectivorous Birds Furnish Probable Solution of Problem

Enthusiastic Botanists and Nature Experts Show Exasperation

Interesting Research Concerning Protracted Incubating Season

12 Point 15 A $1 25 32 a $1 50 $2 75 10 A $0 50

REPRESENTATIVE BUTCHERS INTERRUPTED THE PROCEEDINGS
Returning Saunterer Discovers Remarkable Songbird on Hyperborean Coast

Seaside Mallow Beautifies Northern Marshes During August and September
Numerous Doubting Scientists Plan Investigation Before Accepting Records

11 Point 18AJ130 37a$146 $275 11 A $0 50

HISTORICAL LIBRARIES RANSACKED
Archives Searched for Ancient Folklore Tale

Investigators Continue Labors Till Daybreak

Explanation of Quaint Dutch Custom Sought

6 Point 24 A $0 90 48 a $1 10 $2 00 20 A $0 50

MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS ORGANIZED SOCIETIES

Dangerous Chasms Crossed by Means of Rope Bridges

Delightful Excursion Party Being Entertained Today

Rehearse Day's Exciting Experiences and Adventures

Women Wading Cool Swift Mountain Streams Shriek

Stories of Narrow $1234567890 Escapes from Precipices

10 Point 18 A $115 36a$135 $250 13A$050

BENEFACTORS EMPLOYED KIDNAPPER
Magnificent Productions Tempt Curio Hunters

Collusion of Interests Ratines Queer Procedure

Modest Blacksmith Surprises Dignified Editors

9 Point 21 A $115 42 a $1 35 $250 15 A $050

MOUNTAIN GEOLOGICAL EXCURSION ENDS
Interesting and Extensive Paleontological Research

Enthusiastic Money Lenders Contribute Sovereigns

Mythological Creatures Enthuse Serious Professors

8 Point 20A $1 05 40 a $1 20 $2 25 15 A $0 50

STARTLING AMERICAN INVENTION OPERATED
Sententious Observations Entertain Danish Philosopher
Numerous Vanishing Products Renewed Simultaneously
Curious Bystanders Desiring Information Crowd Streets

7 Point 23A $105 46 a $120 $225 18 A $0 50

PURCHASERS CONSIDERING THE PROBABLE INCOMES
Investing Moneys Only in Substantially Manufactured Products

Reputations Founded Upon Quality Receive First Consideration

Large Orders Given Houses Featuring Tried and Proven Goods

256

5Vi Point 22 A $095 44 a $105 $200 20 A $050

DIGESTIBLE APPETIZER TANTALIZING FISHES
Further Investigation Reveals String Attached to Bait

Important Document Unearthed Near Great Warship

Procures Exquisite American Borders and Ornaments

Astonishing Financial Gains From Meagre Beginning

Most Determined Effort Likely to Win Lasting Laurels

5 Point 23 A $095 45 a $105 $2 (Hi

HANDSOMEST DESIGNS RECEIVED HIGHEST HONORS
Years of Experience Enable the Production of Better Products

Originality Next to Accuracy and Detail is a Big Asset in the

Printing Business. Here is Where American Faces Excel All

Others, Commanding that Distinctiveness Peculiar to the Best

Preserving That Artistic Touch Coupled With Clear Legibility

4' Point 19 A $0 95 38 a $1 05 $2 00

IMPEDIMENTS OF GREAT MARCH OF PROGRESS OBLITERATE!!

Whole Block of Dilapidated Structures Removed to Make Room for Tall

Buildings of Massive Proportions and Embodying in Their Construction

Grand Conceptions of Architectural Design, Beauty and Convenience of

Interior Arrangement, Improved Ventilating System. BrilliantlyU^ta
Corridors Connecting Fast and Unsurpassed Electric Elevator Facilit

Point 21 A $085 42 a $1 15 J2 00

EDITOR GREATLY ENTHUSED ON HEARING OF APPOINTME1

Official Notice From Washington to Fill an Important Diplomatic Static

Authorities Had Long Sought After Man of Unusual Tact and Sai

Complicated Intricate and Delicate Problems to be Stuiii.-d and Adjusts

Face to Face With Questions Concerning the International Peace or W:

Grand Celebration and Banquet Tendered Editor by Hi

tional I eace ut

HomeConM



Century Expanded in Practical Display

OUR NEW TYPE FACES

MODERN
printing seems

to be getting away from

eccentricity. Designs in

should not be crowded or

over-ornamented. There is such

a mass of printing being put out

from all sides, both in literature

and advertising, that in order

to get a difference the printer

must use new faces. They must
be easily read. The easiest way
to get a difference is with new
faces, and the printer with the

greatest number of new faces

can create the most work ; the

reason is that he can offer his

>mers a maximum amount
of difference. The best proof of

the value of new faces for the

printer is shown in the growth
of the American Type Foundry

A STORY OF THE SUCCESS
OF A WELL KNOWN FIRM
LOCATED IN EAST BERLIN

This is a small booklet, but its

contents disclose a great deal

about a certain large print shop
in this city. If you can use any

printed matter it will prove to

be an interesting booklet. And
not only that, it will also be a

profitable outlaying of time to

look through its contents. This

print sHbp is located at Eighth
street and Hamilton avenue; it

is, as you well know, practically

in the very heartof the business

district. Incidentally, the shop
is composed of a large, roomy
and well-lighted floor, with all

the modern advantages that are

to be acquired from the

architect's brain. This

plant is equipped with

newest printing
material which
was chosenwith

a view of being
serviceable and

distinctive, thus it

enables us to print

Art Ornament 1-120002 Mrrcwilifc HoHer No. 49

Fine New Islandwood Pleasure Resort

BEAUTIFUL

scenery abounds about Islandwood and
makes it one of the most picturesque places in this

part of the country. This is a conveniently situated

resort, possessing many varied attractions, and is sure to

become the most popular summer resort, as evidenced by
the fact that many of America's wealthier people are now

making their summer home at Islandwood. Boating and

fishing are also drawing features for this lake in summer
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Century Expanded and Italic in Practical Display

SHOES
THE EXCLUSIVE CENTURY MODELS

The Boot Shops
ofQuality

We offer you in ready-to-wear
shoes all the comfort and ease

of custom service the result

of our life-long experience in custom boot

making yet you pay only for the material

and built-in value of the shoes. Century
shoe -service-by-post affords

to patrons at a distance an

opportunity to secure literal

correctness and the acme of

comfort in footwear, quite as

satisfactory by the mails as if

purchased in person. Upon
request we will furnish large

photographic reproduction of

current shoe styles for street

dress or sporting wear.. Our

ready-to-wear shoes, the only
shoes of similar character and

quality ever offered to buyers

public ready-to-wear, are sold

from seven dollars upward

Individual Recc
Perfect records are kept of all our

fitting's, and all you will need to

do after your first order is to write

or wire your requirements as to

kinds of shoes or occasion of wearing and the

right shoes will go forward within the hour, all

at our risk and with our guarantee of satisfaction

FRED SMITH
Ye Bootmaker for Men and Women

Select Xmas
Furnishings

VERY year we take

particular notice of

the numerous gifts

selected from our stocks

and we have arranged to

display the largest and
most attractive line of

furnishing goods ever

offered Xmas shoppers
in this city. For those

who cannot come to the

store, we have compiled
a catalogue with prices

Hermis & Sons
Minneapolis, Minnesota

New York City

Philadelphia
Saint Louis

Cleveland

Chicago
Boston

Trade Cut Holiday Dec.
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Century Expanded Shown in a Magazine Page

THE SUNSETS OF AMERICA
By A. TRAVELER

't I: IMS and travelers have written much
I concerning the many beauties of the sunsets

-*- '. -rteoy and of Sir. ,/. ;i and of other foreign
countries. But Aim rim is not far behind in this

respect. In times to come parts of this country
will become noted for their beautiful sunset effects,

u they should be now. Without leaving his own
country an American may see a greater variety of

mountain, plain and glacier sunset scenery than

can be found in all Europt. In addition he has the

opportunity of witnessing tonal effects such as may
be observed in no other part of the world.

There is probably no more beautiful spectacle than

sunset in the Had Lands, which lie between North
Dakota and Montana. Even at high noon the tones

in these dead, barren hills are wonderful; the colors

run through the entire gamut of the color scale.

The most gorgeous reds, the palest and most deli-

cate blues, the softest pinks and the most blatant

are

jumbled to-

gether and
softened by
the atm.^-

pber*.
As tbo sun

eU the nat-

ural colors

change. The
hills *e-m to

be bathed in

transparent

changing c<>-

- 1 >.. :-

are changed
intodeepand
translucent

purples as
the son gets
lower, anil

the delicate pinks are strengthened until they be-
come livid, flaring vermilions. As the sun nears
the horizon these changes are effected with almost

startling rapidity. One can scarcely wink without

opening his eyes on an entirely new scene. The
result* are almost kaleidoscopic.
The autumn sunsets in some parts of thr

K*giad State* are also glorious. Such beautiful
. as one witnesses in this part of the

country have proved an inspiration for many of the

highest examples of our American art. The country
bout Hum /i/>li ire, is the seat

of a colony of artists, drawn to this section by the
beauties of the local sunsets. Franeon ia is situated
in the heart of the White Moimtnin*. in themselves
one of the beauty-spots of the continent. On all

rides ri*e the rugged, stolid hills. Down through

JVoattmia
there flows the Prmigewnatl River.

lUnunering in nilvrry and g<l<|i-n beauty. The sunset
painting* produced by the artistic colony who have
captured thin mrrtinn have attracted wide attention

throughout the world of art. Even in the more
uMKljr nettled and conventional sections of our

country the beauty of the sunsets is rarely ever

surpassed. Seldom can an artist's brush truthfully

portray the beauties of an Ohio River sunset.

Through a rift a ball of burnished gold illuminates

the ragged edges of the cloud tops and casts over
the almost rippleless stream a sheen of molten

gold. The sun-tipped clouds reflect their splendor
in the glassy mirror of the river and cast upon the

foliage and the meadows of the banks a tinge of

opalescent yellow.
One American artist of great prominence has

devoted himself almost entirely to sunsets. The

paintings of Gilbert Futrelle have won a reputation

throughout the world. The first examples of his

work to attract attention were done in the far

west, most of them in the Grand Canyon of the

Colorado. An exhibition of these paintings hung
at the St. Stephen's Club in Chicago made a distinct

sensation and were highly praised by the critics.

Thereafter
Mr. Futrelle

made a two-

years' trip
to the Arctic

region lying
about Baff-
in's Bay. He
painted fifty

canvases or

more, suffer-

ing terrible

hardships
and facing
difficulties

which have
been experi-
enced by no
other enthu-
siast in the

pursuit of
art. Afterhe

returned to the States some of his Arctic sunset

pictures were reproduced in colors in an issue of
a New York magazine. They caused a great deal
of comment and were declared the most unique
paintings ever executed by an artist of any repute.
Before the interest in his works had subsided, Mr.
Futrelle was off for new fields; this time he camped
in the Bad Lands, just to the east of Glendive. The
atmosphere of the country lent to his work here a

larger element of impressionism than had before
been noticeable. As usual, sunsets composed a

large part of his work in this country.
At the end of six months he returned to New

York City. For something more than two years he
wag comparatively idle. During this time, how-
ever, he painted many sunset scenes, both in winter
and summer, taking usually as his subjects the
Palisade*. He also worked along the New Jersey
coast, and some of the paintings executed about
this time are numbered among the best of his life's

work. Two of them are now hung in the Museum
of Chromatic Art in New Zealand. For the past
two years he has been located in San Francisco.

KUT IK THK I'PPKR YK1.I.OWSTONE VA1.I.KV



Century Expanded Italic

72 Point 3 A $6 75 4 a $4 40 $11 16

HERDINGS
ZoneExempt
BridgeMetal
60 Point 3 A $5 60 4a$380 $940

MENDSTOCK
BuilderDorian
EasterBeauties
48 Point 3 A $3 65 7 a $3 85 $7 60

RIGHTMINDERS
Arousing Kingdom
Exacted Conception
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Century Expanded Italic

4A$335 6a$300 $6 35

MODERN FIGHTER
Selects Genial Designs
Handsome Characters

; V 4 A $235 8*1270 IS 06

PRODUCT EXPORTED
Lodged Zealous Confidence

Important Market Opened
*

*> Palm 5 A $195 10a$230 $426

DISCONTINUES COMBINES
Substantial Country Bungalows
Remarkable Beauties Examined
Methodfor ThinkingAdvertisers

MM* 6A$170 12$190 $360

BENIGNITY CONFIRMS VICTORY
Notable Conscientious Founders Work
Extraordinary Achievement Published

Noteworthy Features Enhanced Beauty
261



Century Expanded Italic

18 Point 9 A $1 50 21 a $1 80 $3 30

EXAMINE ADVERTISEMENT STRUCTURE
Psychological Experiments with Various Industrial
Literature Disclose Profitably Adapted Advantages
Typographical Investment is Beyond Expectations

330

14 Point ISA $135 28a$165 $300

DETERMINED ADVERTISERS EXHIBITEXPERIENCE
Significant Tendency Toward Exclusively Ornamental Design

Reporting Extraordinary Fantastic Evolution of Embellishers

Many Educated Users of American Type Founders Company

12 Point 16 A $130 30 a $145 $275

PRINTERS REVIEWING ULTIMATE HISTORICAL COMBINATION
Deadly Monotony in Printing is Prevented by Installing the Newest Designs

Permanently Recognized Business-Compelling Typographic Laws Necessary

Comely Women Demonstrating $1234567890 Remarkable Electric Sprinkler

11 Point 18 A $135 35 a $140 $275

ENGINES ENDANGER HUMAN LIVES
Crowded Thoroughfares Cause Disturbance

Strap-Hanging Habit Revolutionizes Travel

Twelve Reputable Boston Residents Involved

6 Point 28 A $1 00 45 a $1 00 $2 00

10 Point 18 A $1 20 36 a $1 30 $2 50

MANAGERS MAKE STRONG PROTESTS
Hotel Guests Mutual Benefit Society Framing
Demands Incorporating Arbitrary Resolutions

Great Celebrations Remained Unexceptionable

9 Point 20 A $1 15 41 a $1 35 $2 50

REGISTERED PHARMACISTS STUDY DRUG
Secret Fountain Containing the Youth Perpetual
Modern Ponce de Leon Highly Rewarded Publicly

Distinguished Scientists Claim Noted Discoveries

8 Point 20 A $1 05 42 a $1 20 $2 25

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION COMPLAINING
General Manifestations Revealed International Interest

Prospective Investor Desired Certain New Information

Rapidly Spreading Broadcast Throughout the Universe

1 Point 25 A $110 50 a $1 15 $225

QUESTIONS ELIMINATING PRICE-CUTTING PRINTER
Hopeful Outlook Largely Represents Conditional Improvement
Dependent Primarily Upon Advantages Maintained Mutually
Two Bankers Determine Price by Means of Tiresome Figuring

262

INVESTORS REALIZE GREATER DIVIDENDS
Weary Stockholders Receiving Documentary Evidence

Municipal Building Completed on Twentieth of April

Dreaming of Several Mansions and Beautiful Garden

Propositions For Faithful Unquestioning Accejit

British Soldiers Reviewed $1231,567890 by Compositors

5M, Point 20 A $1 00 40 a $1 00 $2 00

PROLIFIC ORIGINALITY LOSES COMPETITION
The American Type Founders Company Entered the

Industry of Type Making With a Policy Which Would
Not Allow Even the Appearance of Imitation and Still

Demands Originality in All its Newest Type Creations
Wise Printers Will Make Their Selections of Type and
Brass Rule from Among Our Many Beautiful Designs

5 Point 22 A $0 95 44 a $1 05 $2 00

PRESENTS UNPRECEDENTED FORCEFUL APPEALS
That Advertising Geniuses Have Realized the Supreme Value

Of Effective Printing is Evidenced by Increasing Quantities OJ

Industrial Advertising Issued Since The Great Tape Families

Of This Company Lending Unprecedented Force and Marked

Business-Compelling Influence Have Become More Accessible

With Recognized Power to Express Individual Characteristics

4Vj Point 19 A $095 38 a $105 $201

PURCHASED INDIVIDUAL TYPE DESIGNS FOR CLIENTAl
You Remember the Story of a Drummer Who Itemised the Cost ofHi*

Winter Overcoat in Hi* Expense Account. That Item Wax Stricken O/
Next Season His Expense Account Went Through Fining.. "Isei,"tm>
His Manager, "That You Haven't Another OverCfil <:: YourAccoun!

This Trip." "Oh, Ife There All Right," Replied the Honest Drum
Printers Could Profitably Treat Type as the Drummer did the Overcoat

4 Point 22 A $085 44a$l 15 $2

AMBITIOUS PRINTERS SECURING NUMEROUS CUST"
When a Printer Installs a New Type Design Ambitious Aspirations "I

Present His Customers With the Opportunitu of Sharinn /ii* EnjovmeJi-

Accelerate His <> Tl.'i'yl'ti: <Kt M">::> -/* I',,,,*, '!,< :iti<i Hr Gtts (

Move On Him and Business Cornea Easier and More Profitablv. Tape i.

Certainly the Life-Blood of the Print Shoe. Successful Printer*



Century Expanded Italic in Practical Display

fury Hotel

Right Company
mutM. ttfrtkrr tcitJt

llu iMwrWmJ library

.....
, iM

S*MfHUt>ttMI<M
mfmmrt** ****

Floriculturists and

Gardeners
\\'t ii f.rS /(-'.,

PREFACE ABOLISHED

dquarterf

i/olia Streets

nore

IS it is a matter ofcourse

[for
the author respon-

siblefor the publication

ofa book to feel a certn in

amount of anxiety lest

the reader should not be apprn

of its merits, and out <>f this anxiety

comes u-hat in cnmnxn'lii kimien. as

a "preface." The author feels that

he must meet the prospective reader

at the threshold, and in some fashion
re him for the disappointment

thai is tofollow. I omitfrom the pres-

ent volume any form of preface, for
lira reasons neither of which I feel

called upon to give. To each reader I

tcould say: "In thanking youfor your

flattering request I must here express

my regret that I am unable to ai>ail

myse(f of your offer, as I shall be

occupied for several months prepar-

ing manuscripts." H. J. Anonymous

(Vntunr Bordrr Stnlhmorv Mmnrn. 1 1

Century Expanded
Italic

Tttit M an Amrrira*
Li*4 7Vp adaptablt
for pf-inttn0 6ooWto.

. cal-

o(A*r ajrrrtmma iil-

trmturf. r*w faet ut

r*r ftuilif rfatt and
altrarliff la UU rff.

indi-

y irAirA jjttvii

II

t ml and

(* tvniW Irllrr* an
tn am MN-

A Type
Without Hairlines



Century Bold

120 Point 3 A $10 80 4 a $7 70 $1850

BIG Hit
96 Point 3 A $8 80 4 a J6 20 $15 00

EDITION
Gold Dust
84Point 3AJ700 4a$500 $1200

RECITING
Made Bang9Rd ^ ^



Century Bold

3AS666 4*M40 (1106

MINISTERS
Cleans Brush

. *

3 A $5 00 4 a $3 70 18 70

IRON GIRDER
Electric Launch
...... 4A 1386 *S366 $7M

DESIGNS RUINED
Executed Muscovite

4AR16 7a$32U $6 S5

CITIZENS REFUSED
Projected Exploration

Englishmen Interested



Century Bold

36 Point 4A$255 7a$250 $506

NUMBER GOLD BONDS
Forceful Method Admired
30 Point 5 A $195 10a$230 $425

TREMENDOUS ENTERPRISE
Discarding Religious Movement
Histrionic Encyclopedia Printed

24 Point 6A $165 12a$185 $3 51

HUNTERS ENCOURAGED RETURN
English Mariners Described Expedition
Numerous Eastern Graduates Honored

18 Point 10A $166 18a$165 $330 10 Point 18AS115 36a$135 $250

PRISONERS RELIEVED
Improves Turbine Engines
Bridge Entirely Destroyed

14 Point 13 A $140 26a$160 $300

INGENIOUS MERCHANTMEN
Criticise Elegant Social Function

Interesting Experience Described

12 Point 1BA$120 32a$160 $280

STUDENTS DENOUNCE KINGDOM
Executive Revives Seashore Festivities

Foreign Honorary Members Introduced

11 Point 18A $130 36 a $145 $275

PROMOTED INSURANCE ENTERPRISE
Diamond Miners Unearth Richest Treasure

Hungarian Steamer Pleases English Tourist
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COLOR PRINTER AND BINDER

Progressive Students in Solar Prints

Complete Harmonious Combination

Arranging Remarkable Exhibitions

9Point 20A$110 40a$140 $2 H

ANNUAL HORTICULTURAL SHOW
Rare Plants and Bulbs Are Displayed

Unlimited Varieties of Japanese Lilies

Floral Exhibit Attracts Country Folks

8 Point 20 A $100 40a$125 $22

NOTICE RECEIVED IN TYPE CONTEST

Ambitious Technical Students Recognizet

Cash Bonus Given Meritorious Graduates

Tuition Payable in Quarterly Installment!

6 Point 24 A $095 48a$105 $20

EXAMPLES OF MODERN BRANDS INTERESTIM

Final Meeting of Commercial Travelers Secures Resul

Approved Manual of Process Engraving and Fine Art

Scientific Experiments by Learned College Professor

Astronomical Calculations Based on Observations Mad



Century Hold in Practical Display

CENTURY
BOLD
The type for today and an

endless line of tomorrows

This type face possesses

the prime requisites of

fine color, legibility and
distinctiveness. Easy to

read, with no hair lines

to break; just an honest

bread-and-butter type
face. Century Bold will

look well wherever used

Preserve This
Booklet
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The United

Ebctrir Supply Company

Grandville
THE BEAITIE8 OK THE MOUNTAINS
AND THE DELIGHTS OF THE OCEAN

This splendid property in located

near the heart of Grandville. the

f;i-t r-t growing and nm-i popular
suburb on the South Shore, with

a large frontage on both Hides of

the famous New Land

Speedway within close

proximity to railroad

and trolley and a short

distance from Knlston

ferry. This property is

justly popular because of its very

pleasant surroundings and great

atmospheric advantages; flies and

mosquitoes or the microbes they

convey being entirely unknown in

these exceptionally fine real estate

holding*. All desirably restricted

LOTS

25x100

RICHARDS &HAMUN
nd Cro 8lr*rU. (.rod gkiri



Century Bold and Century Bold Italic in Combination

OUR NEW FLORAL BASKET
We have a Surprise Special for this week that will make
happy flower-lovers everywhere. The Cedar Florist aims
to create what Nature suggests. This week we are going
to offer you a most original Floral Basket, a generous
and gladsome breath of spring. The freshest and choicest

flowers obtainable will be used. It costs just Five Dollars

THE CEDAR STREET FLORIST CLEVELAND, OHIO

Floral Basket Pie



Century Bold and Century Expanded in Practical Display



Century Bold Italic

72 Point 3 A $7 00 4a$415 $1115

ENTERING
RoyalKings
60 Point 3AJ565 4a$365 $980

BURNISHING
Neater Garden
48 Point 4 A $3 90 6a$375 $765

BRIGHTMINERS
Handsome Scholar
42 Point 4 A $3 35 6a$305 $640

DESIGNS REFUSED
Magnificent Numbers

European Conceptionm



4 A $2 46 7* 12 66 $6 uu

Century Bold Italic

^BROKERS RETURNED
Many Dishonest Schemes

Largest Investors Decline
" 5 A (210 9aS2 15 (426

ENTERPRISING STUDENTS
Magnificent Oration Delivered

Congratulating Smart Maiden
. p 6 A *1 75 10a$175 $360

STRENUOUS HUNTERS DESIRED
Charming Mountain Scenes Revealed
Enthusiastic Sportsmen Ramble East

9 A $160 17m $176 S3 26

CHOICEST ROSEBUSH
Splendid Flower Gardens
Beautiful Ever Blooming

14 Potat 14AI14" 27m$166 $305

SUSPENDED MEMBERSHIP
Involved Considerable Expense

Forebodings Ahead

14 A $121) 30m $160 $280

HI lU.KSQUE DANCERS REMAIN
Indu.slriouK Performer Remunerated
Hnl,l nnd Clear $1234567890 Figures

17A $!.> :Bnll 46 $276

///> ll;i< MANSIONS DEMOLISHED
\in-itnt Iliiiltlinp Permanently Removed
Influential Cnnlractorn Receiving Notice
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10 Point 17 A $120 32m $130 $250

QUAINT FOREIGN KINGDOMS
Meritorious Governments Honored

Excited Population Gesticulating

Remarkable Measures Announced

9 Point 18A (115 36a$136 (2 50

GYMNASIUM AND FIELD SPORTS
Physical Culture Exercise Demanded

Extraordinary Muscular Development
Acrobatic Feature Becoming Popular

Point 18 A $1 06 36* $1 20 $2 26

FINANCIAL RESOURCES PROCURED
Brighter Industrial Condition* Reported
lii< HI-HI- Manager* Collecting Securities

Diplomat* Rewarding Agent

(Point 22A(090 44* (110 (ZOO

THK CUFTONVIUJi PLKASURK ORGAN1ZA TION
Mutual Admiration Sramrr* Proving V*ry Surcmful

I'nfntlonal Hallrrm Smnd al Tnmtndoui totl

\ii~ariau. Hamn$l*34Si7H0 and Hrardlrfm Youth*



Century Bold Italic and Century Expanded in Display

Fireproof Deposit Vaults

Second

National

Bank
Of North Brockton, Missouri

FRANK JONES, President

Some Interesting Hints for Those Who
Are Desirous of Protecting

Their Valuables

The Eureka
Cafe

Menu
SOUPS

Consomme Mock Turtle

Tomato with Rice

FISH

Broiled Halibut Steak

Sea Bass Blue Fish

ROASTS

Spring Duckling Spring Lamb

Young Turkey

SALADS
Watercress Romaine

Chicken Lobster

VEGETABLES

Mashed Potatoes Stuffed Onions

Green Corn Lettuce

DESSERT

Fancy Cakes Ice Cream

Wine Jelly Eclairs

Versatile Ornament Cast Squares Versatile Ornaments

'WT'INDLY look over the enclosed account

m^ and iffound to be correct oblige us with

J. M~a prompt remittance. We are closing

our books for the year, and require money to

meet our own bills, which are very large and
pressing. This account may seem small to

you, but we have several hundred of them out

and the total is a large sum to us. Hoping
that this communication will receive your
immediate consideration, we beg to remain

THE MODEL PRINTING COMPANY

272



Century Bold Italic in Practical Display

Publicity
BRINGS THE BUYER IN TOUCH WITH THE MAKER

We Can Assist You to

Introduce Your Goods

VERY year you send out a dark blue

catalogue which reposes on the shelf

or in the book-case of your prospec-

tive customer along with four dark

blue catalogues, six light brown ones,

three bright red ones and many others of various

hues. What chance has your catalogue to sell

goods? And now and then you get out a piece of

advertising matter with nothing particularly dis-

tinctive or forcible about it. Advertising of that

character is simply a waste of money. What you
nu'd is a series of bright, strong, snappy matter

to go through the mails at regular intervals, thus

keeping the merit of your goods up in front of the

buyer's eye, and absolutely forcing him to order

from your catalogue instead of the other one. We
can do this in a manner that will produce results

BRIGHT& DEMURE
D ... .. TT~; 197Pine Street

PlwllClty Makers CAMDEN, MO.
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Century Bold Condensed

72 Point 3 A $4 80 4 a $3 45 $825

BURMSHED IRON

Surprised Animals
60 Point 3 A $3 80 5a$325 $705

MODERN DESIGNERS

Entertained President

48 Point 5A$330 8a$320 $650

PERFORMERS RETURNING

Modest Reporter Promoted

42Point 5A$265 8a$260 $525

BEAUTIFUL SOUVENIRS GIVEN

Curious Scenes Nicely Described

Enthusiastic Pedestrian Chosen
274



Century Bold Condensed

.

5 A $196 10a$230 $425

HISTORICAL LECTURES RENDERED

Inspiring Orations Delight Thousands

Magnificently Gowned Females Speak

: : 7 All 80 14 a $2 20 $400

HUMOROUS COMEDIANS PLEASE CHILDREN

European Acrobats Displaying Great Energy

Unprejudiced Managers Securing Experience

9A $160 18. $195 $356

ENTERPRISING ADVERTISEMENT WRITERS CONFER

Numerous Schemes Outlined and Seriously Considered

Discriminating Members Attending Elaborate Seances

14 A$l 45 28 a $1 80 $325 10 Point 25 A $115 50a$135 $260

BEAUTIFUL ADVERTISING LETTER

Exquisite Designs Forwarded Today

Type Artists Praise this Useful Face

- ,
-.

19A$13K 39a$166 BOO

BUYS CENTURY BOLD CONDENSED SERIES

Presenting One Dozen Man-clous Specimens
Made by American Type Founders Company

MANY STARTLING DISCLOSURES EXPECTED

Swiftest Compositor Bought New Roller Skates

Noticed Liberal Graduation of Sizes Contained

Appreciative Craftsmen Purchased this Series

Renowned Achievements Gained from Working

8 Point 31 A $100 63 a $125 $225

STRONG TYPOGRAPHICAL DESIGNS INTRODUCED HERE

Reports Urge Yield of Grape Fruit from North of Ireland

German Sinning Society Entertains Large Audience Today

Money Spent on Century Bold Condensed Brought Returns

American Manufacturers Claiming Heavy Increases Lately

A $120 47* $166 $276 , ,. . . SOA$090 60a$l 10 $200

MILLIONAIRE IXSfRES HIS FINKST HOMK HKAVII.V

Strong Display Always Obtained Without any Crudity

This Urge Company Leads the World in Production

Modern Serviceable $1234567890 Figures Furnished

DETECTIVES PROMPTLY l;l 1 1 i:\Hi DIAMOND WATCH CHARMS
Awricu TyK \ju4t tfctWM Diiliactitnwu ud Oriiiulity

Ciriou Aadinc* FaiM to (mfaiw UM Faauu Political Spuaer
Tkirtr Tkouaad PMfb Eajn<W TknudrM at Rock.w.i Brick

Mifklfal SrriM of Mukal CMtcrte Girra b; Fanou luliu Rind

TkiM. SaUen Dnak Sail WaUr *(lr Eadiriat Maar Hird.kip.

Skniaf TM Diiliact t IUISC78IO Finn* ia Ow Vrry Sawt UM
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Century Bold Condensed in Practical Display

FINAL WEEK OF THE MARCH

Furniture
The reductions

we have named

for this series,

which begins on

Monday at ten o'clock and will be

continued every other day during

the week, are the greatest we have

offered during these popular sales

SOME HANDSOMELY UPHOLSTERED

Parlor Chairs, $2
THESE FORMERLY SOLD AT $4.50

PARLOR SUITS. Five pieces; each suit

consists of sofa, two large armchairs

and two small armchairs; mahogany
finished frames; tufted backs and

plain seats, covered with green silk

crushed plush; regular

price $56; sale price,

A SPECIAL LINE OF HIGH-GRADE

Carpets and Rugs
AT PRICES THAT DEFY COMPETITION

DAVENPORT SOFA BEDS. Frames made

of solid, plain oak, golden color and

gloss finish; splendidly upholstered

and covered with a fine quality of

green velour; regular

price $25; sale price.: $13.95

BRANK&HARLEN
FURNITURE CO
TELEPHONE NUMBER 907 FURNITURE

4 Rosen Street, CHICAGO

Boaton Breton Cast Squai

ESTABLISHED 1892 PHONE 216 BELL

HARTMAN'S

LIVERY
STABLE

Vehicles of all kinds here

at your disposal. Open day

and night. Telephone calls

given immediate attention

29 East Market Street

OPPOSITE GRAND OPERA HOUSE

Versatile Ornaments

i

276

Weight Fonts
This striking series, like all other popular

American faces, is sold in weight fonts at

Body Type prices and regular

discounts. As an advertising

letter and for general display

it will immediately commend

itself to the particular trade

Cast Squares Twentieth Century Ornament



Century Bold Condensed in Practical Display

The Prize Model
A NEW STYLE AUTOMOBILE ESPECIALLY CONSTRICTED FOR SPEED AND COMFORT

OVER THREE HUNDRED CARS

SOLD DURING THE

MONTH OF FEBRUARY

PRICE COMPLETE

$2400

EQUIPPED WITH OUR

POPULAR PUNCTURE PROOF

STEEL-RIBBED TIRES

IN

presenting the Prize Model machine

for the approval of the public we feel

confident that our efforts to produce

a high-grade car at a small cost have

been extremely successful, and to the man

who is looking for something real classy

in the automobile line we unhesitatingly

recommend the Prize Model. This machine

is equipped with all the latest and best

improvements, and for real solid comfort

cannot be excelled. That a machine of this

character could be built and placed on the

market at such a low price seemed very

doubtful, but after experimenting for some

time along new lines we finally succeeded

in accomplishing our purpose. A visit to

our showrooms is very earnestly solicited

Mirst Automobile Company
MAMTACTVRKRS OF STRICTLY HIGH-GRADE MOTOR CARS. AMERICAN AGENT FOR THE BEAUMONT MACHINES

Numbers 162-168 North Morningside Street KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI



Century Bold Extended
72Point 3A$885 4a$590 $1475

REMARK
FineLight
60 Point 3 A $7 25 4a$430 $1155

ENDURING
Large Fields
48 Point 3 A $4 70 4 a $2 90 $7 60

BANDS UNITE
Senators Gifted

60 $635

HEROES FOUND
Municipal Guards
Ladies Prominent

4 A $3 75 Ba$260

278



Century Bold Extended
I A H -" I"

MOTHEREXCUSED
Restores Old Plunder
StupidTeacher Fined

4A$210 8a$215 $425

LUMBER KING ELOPES
Printers Lecturing Tinker
Daring Junipers Consoled
.. ! 5A $165 10a$185 $350

ENJOYED READING NOVELS
Hotel Guests Scared Proprietor
Beautiful Actress Bought Show

* 8A$165 14a$165 $830 10 Point 14 A $1 15 29a $1 35 $2 50

FIND QUIET HOME_
s^ti

Obliging ClairVOyant
Thousands Rejoicing

Actor Folks Throng Streets
Broadway Hotels Profiting

. i 11 A 1 45 21 $155 $300

JUDGMENT RENDERED
Confront Latest Problems
Exonerated Shrewd Jailer

i

13 A $130 25$1 45 $278

USEFUL EXTENDED DESIGN
Handy Character Where Finest
<irade of Printing is Demanded

$1234567890 Closely

8 Point 17 A $105 34 a $120 $225

CONTAINING MODERN DESIGNS
Handsome Specimens Reproduced
Makes Original American Creation
Desperate Burglar Captured Today
Series Suited Greatest Advertisers

Point 20 A $096 38m $105 $200

KXTIA<-rs KHOM SIIKKMH K HOI.MKS
Bold i .. i 1 1,. i n Holctlem Tracked Porcupine
Society C'ouplco Knlertnln Cannibal King
Wonderful Exhibition of Intent Painting*
Mualcal Dueta Keheamlng I^aughahle Act
Temperance Advocate Warnn Youngiitera
Hero Welcomed SI 2:M5t7NtK) In Vermont
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Century Bold Extended in Display

W ^- -s

K N

Tours
TO EUROPE

These tours have been planned with
the idea of giving the summer tourist
a chance to visit almost every city of
note in Europe, while, in addition, the
itinerary also comprises a cruise on
the Mediterranean, stopping at such
places as Gibraltar, Malta and many
prominent watering resorts along the
coast. The commodious liners of the

Clark Steamship
Company

are equipped with all the latest requi-
sites for safety and comfort known to
modern marine enterprise. Nothing is

left undone to make these tours both
enjoyable and instructive. Unusually
low rates are in effect for these tours
during the Summer. Arrangements
for passage should be made at once
to insure the most desirable quarters

FULL INFORMATION REGARDING RATES,
SCHEDULES AND MAPS, CAN BE HAD

BY WRITING OR APPLYING TO

H. L. SMITH, General Agent
STEAMSHIP BUILDING, NEW YORK



Century Bold Extended in Display
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Clearface

72 Point 3 A $7 00 4a$415 $1116

NICE HERD
Mocking Bird

Royal Singers
60 Point 3 A $5 45 5a$380 $925

MINERS RING
Sublime Episode
Chairs Damaged
48 Point 4AS415 7a$355 $770

GRAND KNIGHTS
Enchanting Mansion

Literary Department



Clearface

5A*3SO 8a$2K $665

BRIGHT REMINDER
Enterprising Merchants

Statesmen Contributing

.
!

5 A $2 85 8 $2 40 $525

CHARMING DREAMERS
Exquisite Souvenirs Bought
Remarkable Ornamentation

Pnt 6AS225 10a$206 $430

PRINTING CLEVER DESIGNS
Have Interested Customer Remain

Distinctive Arrangement Obtained

Secures Numerous Useful Benefits

7 A $1 86 12 165 $350

MERITORIOUS REPORT GRANTED
Extraordinary Measures Receive Censure

Delighted Senators Securing Recognition

Harmonious Organizations Congratulated



Clearface

18 Point 10A $160 20a$165 $325

BRIGHT TYPE DESIGNS FOR THE PRINTER
PRODUCED ARTISTIC ADVERTISING PAGES
American line type is noted for original and effective

characteristics by the leading printers and advertisers

of this country and abroad. Every printer who knows
the value of artistic advertising typography will surely

appreciate the splendid type faces recently brought out

14 Point 14 A $145 28a$155 $300 8 Point 24 A $110 47a$l 15 $225

SOME PLEASING DESIGNS IN
BORDERS AND ORNAMENTS
In addition to the large and varied

assortment of type designs made by
this Company the printer can also

be supplied with the most artistic

line of modern decorative material

VITALIZE YOUR BUSINESS BY KEEPING
YOUR TYPE STYLES ALIVE AND ACTIVE
New and original type faces stimulate orders

for the printer. When the printer puts in a new

face he knows he has something good to offer

his customers, and this thought puts snap and

ginger into his own thoughts and actions. In

short, he gets a hustle on him, and business

comes easier and more profitable. Type is the

life-blood of the printing office, and the wise

printer of today does not allow his type styles

12 Point 17 A $135 35a$140 $275 6 Point 25 A $095 50a$105 $200

POPULAR AMERICAN LINE TYPES
ARE PROFITABLE AND PLEASING
The most important factor in building up
a successful printing business is the type

It is the lever which stimulates or retards

the growth of an establishment. In many
plants the types are put on the same par
as the collective art knowledge, experience

and brains of the $1234567890 organization

STRIKING EFFECTS SECURED WITH MODERN
TYPE DESIGNS AND DECORATIVE MATERIAL

In most cases type should be purchased in families, in

complete series and in large fonts. A great variety of

unrelated types in small fonts is expensive to buy and

expensive to use. Printers will get better and quicker

results with large fonts of a few well-selected series of

related styles than with a miscellaneous assortment of

faces never intended to be used together, and with which

good results are obtainable only by exercising a great

amount of time-absorbing care. Simplify your type

selection. Fewer faces and bigger fonts is the economic

policy. Old material should be discarded without qualms

whether it be cases, racks, type or what not, since it costs

more to keep such material $1234567890 than to discard it

10 Point 19 A $1 20 38 a $1 30 $2 50 5 Point 24 A $0 95 48 a $1 05 $2 00

OBSERVING PRINTERS CONTINUE THE
DEMAND FOR DISTINCTIVE FASHIONS
The type founder who produces a distinct and

pleasing type face not only stimulates the type

business but vastly stimulates the demand for

printing. Such an addition to a printing plant

is equal, at least, to the accession to the staff of

a successful designer, and each new type face

gives impetus to the printing business just as

each brainy addition to the printer's staff does

284

THE TYPES THAT MAKE PRINTING POPULAR, BEING A

SIMPLE STATEMENT OF FACTS KNOWN TO PRINTERS

The great type designs originated by this Company have captured

the advertising genius of the country. The many new type faces

recently brought out in related families have an immense potency

in advertising. It has become worth while, necessary, in fact, for

the advertisers to study type-design, and that study has cultivated

a demand for printing millions of dollars' worth more than could

have been the case if the American Type Founders Company had

not reformed typographic design. Its influence has been apparent

abroad as well as in our own country, and now America, through

its greatest type foundry, is acknowledged leader of type -fashions.

The typefounder who perfects a successful type-face not only aids

his own business, but helps the business of printers who use that

face. If we examine the pages of our great magazines or the fine

catalogues of the present period, we will observe them all using the

type families mentioned above. The printer who uses them is wise



Clearface in Practical Display

The Swift

The velocity of this

machine surpasses
that of all other cars

THE SPEED CONTEST AT ROCHE
HOW THE SWIFT EASILY WON TH

THANK YOU
We appreciate this order, which

it is hoped has been rilled to

your liking and will lead

to future business

relationship
between

us

HIGH-GRADE
ADVERTISING
TYPOGRAPHY

MINORT PRESS
Caxton Building, Boston

HE buying of appropriate
ornaments is another great

factor in the best printing
offices. To have an assortment

constantly on hand and plenty

for every emergency is really an

economic proposition. It goes
without saying that a graceful

and properly selected ornament

applied to a job of printing will

HART SHINE IS THE BEST SILVER CLEANER

Royal Silver of
4

Louis XIV
!! !!

JAMES B. HART COMPANY
SILVERSMITHS

Louis Fourteenth surrounded
himself with masters of every
art and craft. He stimulated

them to do their best by very lavish

payments of money. Under such a

royal master these men made his

reign famous for its splendor. It

was an age of magnificence. Today
we show that seventeenth century

magnificence interpreted in sterling

silverware in the style of Louis XIV.
The effect is exceedingly impressive
with a massiveness and grandeur
seldom seen. In an examination of

our silverware there will be found

designs adapted to different periods

Stnn- Initial V*r*ati) Orn*mnt CM! SqtMfM

GLEN OUTING CLUB
The original conception of the Glen Outing
Club was nature'sown. Its organization was
due to its happy combination of natural ad-

vantages grouped about this region, where
mountainous heights and pleasant valleys,

rocky crags and rippling water-courses, and
the peace and ozone Invite lovers of nature

COLONEL MARTIN LAMBERQUINS, KEEPER



Clearface in Practical Display

INTERESTING HINTS IN REGARD TO THE ROLL-FRONT

Case Rack
MANY

printers have often desired to

abandon the regular case racks and
substitute a cabinet, thus increasing the

life of the type by having it free from dust

The new Roll-Front

Case Racks solve the

The Roll-Front Case Racks are fitted with steel

runs and are thoroughly manufactured in every

way. Have a fine brass desk lock in center and a

single key secures the entire tier of cases. For
further information write to nearest House of

the American Type Founders Co., Selling Agent

equal to cabinets in

every way. They are

made of ash, finished

in bright antique oak

Time wasted in hunting sorts

constitutes one of the greatest
losses encountered in a compos-
ing room. The way to obviate

such a condition is to buy Job
Type in Weight Fonts at Body
Type prices and fair discounts.

American
Type Founders Co.

Clearface
A new and very beautiful book and job letter

with distinctive characteristics, making it very

desirable where a stylish and easily read type

is required. Unsurpassed for all-round work.

FOURTEEN EVENLY GRADUATED SIZES, RANGING FROM FIVE
POINT TO SEVENTY-TWO POINT, FORMING A USEFUL SERIES

Versatile Ornament Cast Squares
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Clearface in Practical Display

THE COLONIZING OF PLYMOUTH ROCK

>OST noteworthy of all was the colony planted
at Plymouth, Massachusetts, on December 20.

This was established by Englishmen belonging
to the Congregational Church. They had been

persecuted in England because of their dissent

from the established church, and first sought a

place of refuge in Holland. Shortly after they came to America
to organize a colony where they might have freedom to worship
God according to the dictates of their own consciences. They
sailed from Plymouth, in England, on September 16, 1620, in the

ship Mayflower, and reached the American coast on December

20; for several months they had great hardships to endure,
and many of them died. The survivors persevered and made a

permanent settlement which finally became the most important
of all the English colonies in America. At first they got along
in friendly fashion with the Indians, especially with the great
Samoset and MassasoiL But the son of the latter, King Philip,

was their deadly foe. A bitter war was waged with him which
ended with his death and the dispersion of his tribe. Colonies

were planted by the Swedes in Delaware, but these, together
with the Dutch colonies, presently went into the hands of the

English as spoils of war, and all the North Atlantic Coast as far

south as Florida, which Spain held, became English territory.

As already stated, Virginia was settled at Jamestown in 1607,
and it may be added that negro slavery was introduced into the

North American colonies there in 1620. New York was settled

by the Dutch at New York then called New Amsterdam and

Albany, in 1614. It was taken by the English who changed its

name to the present form in 1664. Massachusetts was settled

at Plymouth in 1620 by English Puritans. New Hampshire was
settled by the English in 1628. New Jersey was settled by the



Clearface Italic

72 Point 3 A $6 60 4 a $4 25 $10 85

TRENCHES
Clearest Italic
60 Point 3A$590 4a$375 $965

FINE DRINKS
RequiresPrinter
48 Point 4 A $3 90 7 a $3 65 $755

SENDING MINER
Drawing Handsome
42Point 4A$315 7a$310 $625

MODESTNUMBERS
Copied Novel Designer
Note Renowned Series

288



5A $280 8*1240 $620

Clearface Italic

KINGS HUNTED BIRDS
Introduce Graceful Dancing

6 A $215 10* $2 10 $425

HINDER ARTISTIC PRINTER
Ignorance ofNewest Type Design

7A$176 12*$175 $350

EXPRESS DELIGHTFUL THOUGHT
Thinking Printers Everywhere Interested

10 A $160 19* $165 $826

STRANGEST EVENTS PROMISED TONIGHT
Secure Reliable Type Faces and Observe the Result

Beautiful Clearface Italic for the Modern Print Shop

ISA $1 4!i 2!ll 66 $300

USED PROFITABLE SCIENCE
Publish Interesting Stories Today
Artistic Specimens Repay Printers

17 A $1 K .14 $1 40 $2 76

SHOWING COMPLETED RETURNS
StuJifius Printers Qualify Rapidly

Italic Will Satisfy the Customer
Produce Brilliant $1234567890 Feature

8 Point 22 A $1 10 43* $1 15 $2 25

USING STYLISH PRINTING MATERIAL
Best Specimens Produced with Utmost Care
Printers Conditions Improved Beyond Doubt
Founded Up-to-Date Printing Establishments
Our Instinct Points Toward Clearface Italic

8 Point 24 A $0% 48* $105 $200

WONDERFUL DEMONSTRATIONS EFFECTED
A mtrica 's Great Manufacturer* Advertise Heavy Cain

largest Com Crop Ever Produced in Western Kansas
German Singing Societies Delighted Large Audiences

Money Used Purchasing Clearfjce Italic Is Well Spent
A Halting Stone Gathers No Moss. Do You WantAny
Best Results In $1234567890 Printing Business Made

19 A $125 36> $126 $260 6 P(>int 22 A $100 44* $100 $200

EARTHQUAKE SHAKES LIGHTHOUSE
.\o/i' Remarkable Escape in Daily Newspaper
Ambulances Dashing Around Comer Rapidly
Thousands Scared When Aeroplane Dropped
U underfill Demand forAmerican Ornaments

i 'i v.s-fDEfts CAREFUL TYPE SELIXTION BENEFICIAL
Enomma Oumpr O*Mn>M/ Throughout Knltrr Clvlllad World

Italian ScvtMor Can*d Heautihil Grant* Slalurs In Cfrmmt
HarrfoottJ Bog TVWeW Along will, Long FUhtng Pol* Today
Switunwrf Compositor* Rttiufd K> Indulot In Oaiftall Garaft

Kftrcltft of Strmuout Natur* Partaken In ku Hardtntd Visitor

WaHnrmlun Vtnft Cllmkfa Ottr Garden Wall Durtna Summrr
Lad, Pmthaifd Htndtomt Ptrmioft While Staying rn Harlrm
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Clearface and Clearface Italic in Display

T^V -fl T^V , S~^\ * CORNER HENDERSON

Bander Print Shop
Designing :: Etching :: Embossing :: Printing



Clearface and Clearface Italic in Display

WINTER NEWSPAPER SYNDICA TE

Remarks made
By a General

Advertising
Solicitor

This Syndicate

Bought The
Ottumwa
Review

Buys Another
Newspaper to

Keep things

Humming

HY it happened I cannot explain, but

wherever I found a daily newspaper

published by the well-known Winter

Syndicate there was something that

made me recognize it as being a news-

paper of higher grade than any other

that was published in the same town.

This was an off-hand remark made by
an experienced advertising man who
had been making a visit to the cities

in Iowa, and it suggested the popular
interest which might be felt in this

story of the Winter Syndicate and the

quality which entitles it to claim
"
If it

is a Winter Syndicate paper it is the

best paper." The beginning of this

powerful WinterSyndicate took place
some time ago when Mr. W. Winter

purchased The Review at Ottumwa,
Iowa. The Review at that time was
a daily and had a circulation of five

hundred copies. By strenuous work
and in the face of capable and active

competition, Mr. Winter brought it

up to a bona fide circulation of twelve

thousand daily and weekly. Mr. A.

Winter then went to Lafayette, Iowa,
and purchased The San, of that town,
and The Observer, of Mineola, Iowa,
a few years later, a newspaper owned
and edited by his brother-in-law, and
on which Mr. A. Winter received his

training. Early in the present year
two other properties were added to
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Clearface Bold

72 Point 3 A $6 80 4 a $4 45 $112,',

FRIGHTENS
Staunch Limb

Display Finest
60 Point 3 A $5 25 5a$405 $930

KIND BROKER
Returned Names
Distrusts Burglar
48 Point 4A |3 85 7a$370 $7 55

|

NOBLE DESIGNER
Marvelous Historians

Romans Entertainin
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Clearface Bold

Lp^, 6 A 13 45 8$310 1865

BEING DETERMINED
Remarkable Elimination

Hebrew National Society

SAC 70 8aS235 $506

INTERESTINGPRINTERS
Handsome Mansions Rebuilt

Construct Greatest Buildings

: 6AI220 10a $2 06 25

SECURED HONEST MEMBERS
Unprecedented Multitudes Remain

Metropolitan Avenues Being Clean

Government Employing Detectives

7 A JIM) 12* $170 $360

EXERTS THEIR OBSCURED MUSCLE
Gymnastic Event Unexpectedly Continued

Secure Inspired Exhilarating Performance

Big Contractor Erected Beautiful Libraries
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Clearface Bold

18 Point 10 A $160 20a$165 $325

CLEARFACE BOLD BECOMES MORE POPULAR
EACH DAY TO USERS OF DISTINCT PRINTING
This beautiful type design commands the attention of

the reader's eye wherever displayed. As is signified by
the name it possesses the exquisite feature of clearness

together with the desirable character of boldness. The
combination makes it a series which advertisers desire

14 Point 14 A $140 29a$160 $300 8 Point 22A$105 46a$120 $225

HANDSOME AMERICAN FACES
PURCHASED BY BEST PLANT
Harmony and symmetry are the two

principles that govern a standard of

typography. The blending of types,

borders and ornaments in one group
always produces an agreeable effect

PRACTICAL SELECTIONS BECOME EASY
BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS CAREFULLY MADE
Clearface Bold has been in conspicuous service

in nearly every modern printing office; today it

is one of the most popular faces on the market.

Its great legibility together with its refined and

graceful shape makes it preferable to faces less

easily read. Clearface Bold is a standard for a

fashion in type, and all printers who use it will

unhesitatingly testify to its serviceableness as a

display letter for any general printing purpose

12 Point 16A$130 35a$145 $275 6 Point 25 A $095 50a$105 $200

MODERN SPECIMENS PLEASE MANY
OLDER TYPOGRAPHICAL STUDENTS
Strange to say there are no rules by which

good taste in typography may be governed
even today. Every printer has his own style

and exercises his own sweet will. Often he

adopts the suggestion of a customer which

may be entirely out of harmony. A printer

should study $1234567890 the specimens

10 Point 19 A $1 20 38 a $1 30 $2 50

ATTRACTIVE STYLE DELIGHTED EVERY
PURCHASER DESIRING THE BEST WORK
Look over your stock of type, and whenever you
find any with the undisturbed dust of weeks on

it you may as well throw it out since it does not

pay dividends. Attractive type styles that please

your patrons and increase your trade are goods
that pay the dividend on the investment. When
in the market for material remember American

Type Founders Company quality is the very best

294

PRINTING MATERIAL PROCURED FOR WORKERS
IN LARGEST FONTS AT OUR BODY TYPE PRICES

During the past year many changes have been observed

in the advertising field. There is a tendency toward more

conservative tones in the advertising literature of largest

commercial institutions. The changes have been brought

around largely by a fuller appreciation of the importance

of the advertising department. Managers of great houses

where business on a large scale is conducted are realizing

that the printed column, or page, or booklet has a large

influence in determining the future of the establishment

using it. And as a natural outgrowth, greatest care must

be taken in the selection ofmen entrusted with preparing

the literature intended to bring to the house it represents

not only profit, but a $1234567890 good name that will

5 Point 23 A $095 47a$105 $200

FREQUENT CHANGES NOTED IN ADVERTISING METHODS
WHICH BENEFITED BOTH ADVERTISER AND PUBLISHER
The success or failure of printing is steadily becoming more and

more dependent upon the design as used in a broad sense. Design

includes the primary outline or main purpose and all elements by

which printing is made efficient. It therefore contains the insight

into general business conditions and specifically into the business

which is to be directly served. Design is (he arrangement. It is the

reasonable and practical adjustment of all the mechanical and the

esthetic qualities that produce the greatest results in competition

with all of the rest of the world's products. It is one man or one

establishment against ail the rest. Design in printing is the element

which combines imagination, taste and skill to produce a desired

as well as definite result. The printing industry may be termed the

barometer of most commercial prosperity. It differs from all other

industries in that it deals in every calling and is closely identified

with the prosperity of each. One must advertise to become known



Clearface Bold in Practical Display

Meint& Son
SIXTH AVENUE AND EIGHTH STREET

ENTERING

upon our thirty-sixth year of continuous business

in the Carriage and Harness trade, we seize this opportunity
to thank our great army of customers for their patronage in

the past and hope for a continuance of it in the future. As we look

back through the vista of former years and note the many obstacles

which have been so successfully encountered, it is with a feeling of

supreme contentment that we look forward to the shadowy future

waiting to grasp the triumphs which are yet to come. Realizing that

Character, combined with Honesty, is the only foundation on which

to build a business edifice, we have always in the past, and will in

the future, endeavor to keep that ideal ever in view. Having been

continually surrounded by the most original designers and also the

most skillful workmen that this country could produce, our efforts

to meet the ever changing demand for vehicles of every description

have invariably been successful. Our facilities for handling work
of this nature are second to none, and it is with a feeling of pride

that we invite our patrons and the general public to pay us a visit

and satisfy themselves that our assertions are well founded. When
we saw it was impossible to turn out work quickly enough in our

old quarters we immediately located in the modern and up-to-date
new building at the above address.

Occupying fully four blocks of floor

space we are now in a position to

cater to the demands of the public

in a business-like manner. For the

benefit of our numerous customers

who reside out of town and find it

ON TUESDAY. NOVEMBER SEVEN. WE
INTEND TO PLACE ON EXHIBITION A
1 1 iMi-i i n: I.IM-: < >K NEWLY MODELED
CARRIAGES. BAROUCHES. PHAETONS
AND OTHER VEHICLES WHICH HAVE
BEEN ACKNOWLEDGED BY EXPERTS
AS THE BEST OF THEIR KIND EVER
OFKEKED TO THE, BUYING PUBLIC

HENRY MERIDETH
MANUFACTURING C?

WHOLESALE

SHOES
FOR MEN, WOMEN AND

CHILDREN

AM) RETAIL

1_
728 MONTROSE STREET, ARLINGTON



Clearface Bold in Practical Display

SOME GOOD HINTS ABOUT

Glendalen
On-the-Chesterville

THE HEALTH RESORT

Some people have ofttimes

wondered at the custom of

their friends in going, year
after year, to the same old

resort. But where this fine

resort happens to be in the

highlands of Glendalen, the

wonder promptly begins to

cease, and these very same

people, after they have had
a trial trip, become just as

devoted to the charm ofthe

region. Glendalen is by far

the most popular resort in

this section of the country
because of its high altitude

and its surrounding groves
of pine trees and the great
ocean bordering directly on
the south. Health and rest

are positively assured here

For all special information apply to

BIRTH & HOLMES
Managing Agents for Glendalen

AT THE GLENDALEN RAILROAD

The

Harry Gurdein

Company
Designers and
Makers of

Mausoleums and
Monuments

General Office and Yard

Kensington Road and South Street

Huntsville. Ohio

Printing CraftMonthly

$3.00
Per Year

The magazine bearing the above title has

a common appeal of interest to printers

and engravers as well as to publishers or

booklovers, indeed all those concerned in

the allied arts, and a majority of the public
$1.50

Six Months

THE HARINGTON PRINTING AND PUBLISHING COMPANY :: WILMINGTON
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Clearface, Clearface Italic and Clearface Bold in Display

Typographical Designing

By HENRY WARD BRIGHTON

HOW
many printers have been ruined by hap-hazard and

loose business methods. Lack of proper methods in the

composing room are likely to lead to serious losses. All

jobs given to a compositor without definite instructions

as to style, opens up an element of doubt as to the result. This

uncertainty continues until the proof is taken, and if this happens

The CLEARFACE
FAMILY

Pre-eminently adapted for all

classes of high-grade job work

In be unsatisfactory ther

and the employer loses j

Ten years ago when the

a pioneer in the field of

suggested to several com

the idea was ridiculed, d

represented had more th

depended on to consistc

Today few plants of any

leave any designing to t

rm-jpn* the compositors

mechanical possibilities

these Ideas are to be cai

This specialist sketches

a U>-out sheet cut to the

specifies the size and st;

o( type and rules, and 1<

just how the finished job

or lest detail and lotted

ink or crayon may be us

according to impression
:s hi.nhly pleasing to the

that it was produced in

the department in man;
work of the best class. I

but on proved results o

has been demonstrated

better results, both as t

style and time than oth

few printers with mode
consider seriously the g
method being new in a

brings about the chang
little advice to many be

BY SIDNEY FRANKALL

THE ROADTO
WEALTH

Story of an Advertising

Campaign

ADVERTISERS PRESS
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

DESIGNING

lanned and executed by one

great economy thereby was
increased efficiency in every

g many dollars saved to the

artistic and dignified design

he proper margins also gave
ed. The layout is the logical

especially in the composing

pplied to printing. This Is a

peculiar
business. The same

every detail entering its con-

dition to this fact, very close

ng as a finished product will

to anyone but the customer

x unsatisfactory, then every

esigner is more or less of an

as to just what features are

this way greatly adds to the

of the printing produced. To
Jdom find their way into the

class typographical designer

nth weakness of such heads,

advised by the layout man on

hus place the finished adver-

is highly satisfactory to every

Teate prospects for new bust-

by a man capable of making

Results
and pleased patrons if

Have you recognized the one

artistic typography full of the

ules and ornaments, is over-

room (or more artistic pages,

you as something worth some
One that generally costs four

several modem ideas Instead.

Mu r.illy sufficient for design

xlcrn style and also a distinct

ind for more real and In-

Intricate design, taking hours

AMERICAN LINE
TYPE FACES

Lead the world for excellence In

design and wearing qualities

In compose, additional hours lo justify <m the stone, and more hours to make

ready property, all at a great expense, is giving way to the simple and dignified

type-design with which the color of stock and Ink all harmonize Into making a

K.iutilul and attractive piece of printing and advertising. The designer real-

izes that often a single embellished line of type, properly almosphered with the

stock and color, I* far stronger than the most labored efforts requiring hours of

time in the composing room. It costs much let* to produce and creates greater

profit for the printer. Another great weakness of the plan of leaving the copy

to the compositor's Ideas Is his lack of familiarity with the Innumerable sublects

he to compelled to handle In a day's work. He Is hut human, and it Is very un-

reasonable to expect him to be familiar with all the various themes he puts Into

type. Not bctnjl very convenant with the subjects, how can he be expected to

bring out the strong selling points and thus create real strong advertising? The

natural result Is inane and poor advertising, about which the customer storms

and for which the compositor Is unjustly blamed. The question immediately

arises- Is the typographical designer any more convenant with all these varied

sublets than the compositor? He b not. But he has one great advantage over
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Clearface Bold Italic

72 Point 3 A $6 90 4 a $4 35 $1125

INSERTING
Loans Charm
60 Point 3 A $5 60 4a$360 $920

MONUMENTS
Beautiful Hymn
48 Point 4 A $3 95 7a$365 $760

QUICKESTJUDGE
Explanations Sought
42 Point 4A $3 10 8a$325 $6 !

MERITED TRIUMPH
Herculanean Structures

Geological Examination
298



6AJ275 8|240 16

Clearface Bold Italic

CONTINUED READINGS
Superb Clearface Bold Italic

) Point 6 A $2 30 10* $2 05 $435

DEFEND FRENCH EMPEROR
Best CompositorsAdmire Printing

7A$175 13a$li $366

SILENT HONEST MINERS RETURN
Unearthed Important Document Recently
Beholds Marvelous Changes Everywhere

< 10AS160 20 a $170 1330 10 Point ISA $120 38 a $130 $260

DESTROY FINEST SHIP
Handsome Chrysanthemum
Oregon Roses Delight Hosts

UA 1140 29*1160 $300

LISTING BROKER GENEROUS
Magnificent Buildings Demolished

Improved Contracts Reward Buyer
Demonstration Silently Performed

16 A $130 35* $1 46 $276

SOUTHERN GIRLS COMING NORTH
Honorable Gentleman Worked Every Day
Handsomer Designs Wrought Exclusively
Since Clearface$1234567890 Bold Italic

STRENUOUS EXERTION TIRES
Introducing Muscular Development
Splendid Gymnastic Entertainment
GracefulAcrobat Nonsense Pursued

8 Point 21 A $1 06 44 a $1 20 $2 26

DISTINGUISHED FOREIGNER RETURNS
Greatest Financial Achievements Enumerated

Investigated Gigantic Mining Swindle Quietly

Largest Enthusiastic Stockholders Bewildered

Reprinted Handsomest Specimens Wednesday

6 Point 24 A $090 50* $1 10 $200

PRODUCE MAGNIFICENT BURLESQUE SHOWS
Stunning Damsels Delight Unsophisticated Audiences

Continuous Performance Every Monday and Saturday
Abbreviated Costumes Cause Great Excitement Among
Exclusive Society Circles. Introducing Weird Dancers

Which Brings SI234S67S9O Manager Sufficient t i, <hl

5 Point BAW96 46. $105 $200

i\W/tfll IKSH//-S \/f K/M. \l U YOKK IIARHOR
Clanl RlUrt llflrhlnf ,Vo/ SalMIn la Amrrltan Cammandtn

ty CMVrMtoW Atmlrfl *

Srftnl OUMmt SfUon WM to Omn Itlmt **4 Km iraii



Clearface Bold Italic in Practical Display

T

Diamonds
BRILLIANT STONES DIRECT FROM
THE FAMOUS SOUTH AFRICAN
MINING DISTRICT HJ. Lot

Meirsont

Company
RICHMOND, MAINE

'A VING lately secured

a third interest in one

ofthe most productive
diamond mines in the South

African district we are now

prepared to furnish our cus-

tomers and their friends with

the most magnificent stones

on the market. Employing
none but the most expert in

the art of diamond cutting

and being in the position to

cater direct to the public, we
have built up a reputation for

reliability and quality that is

second to none in the world

An enlarged show room will

be opened early next month

Trade Cut Panel Border

Fashionable Clothing
Delightful Winter creations from London
and Paris. Tailor-made garments in all

the latest styles at moderate prices. Our
new designs in Spring cloaks and skirts

will please the most fastidious customers

Markson & Braindom
SECOND AND MARKET STREETS, PHILADELPHIA

TELEPHONE
2846
NUMERAL

STYLISH MODES
FOR THE
WOMEN WHO
DRESS SMARTLY

Versatile Ornament
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Clearface Bold and Clearface Bold Italic in Display

CRUISES
THROUGH THE MEDITERRANEAN SEA

No other tour could be planned at the same expense of time

and money which will give you as much enjoyment as a visit

to the romantic resorts

situated along the coast

of the beautiful Medi-

terranean. A number of

stops will be made dur-

ing the trip to give the

passengers a chance to

view the strange scenes

and quaint customs of

the natives. No expense
has been spared by the

Metropolitan Steamship

Company to make these

tours the best that have

been offered at such a

low rate. The boats are

equipped with all mod-

ern appliances both for

comfort and safety. To
insure getting a good
berth your order for tick-

Write for Further Particulars

ets should be sent in at once as the company anticipates a large

demand for accommodations on these tours. No better way
to spend your vacation could be devised than one of these trips

HERBERT R. MEIRDON
Passenger Agent IZI!

*-^ '

1288-129O North Bainbridfte Street

ins-Bell NEW YORK CITY
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Clearface Heavy
72 Point 3 A $7 75 4 a $6 35 $13 10

PRINTERS
Fine Design
60 Point 3 A $6 35 4 a $4 50 $1086

MENTIONED
Bought Sticks
48 Point 3 A $4 15 5 a $3 35 $7 50

RICHEST MISER
Pleasant Morning

MODERN STORIES
Use Clearface Heavy
Receives Instruction

3A$325 6a$320 $64
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Clearface Heavy
4A C6& 7$2&6 1610

PREMIUM RETURNED
Strong Athletes Coming
Copy Original Specimen

5A *220 8a$206 $4 24

COMPOSITORS REJOICING
Shows Bolder Advertisement

Exposing Honorable Methods
6A $170 11 a 11 80 $.1 .Mi

SEVENTH DESTRUCTIVE FROST
Healthy Soldiers Marched Saturday
Young Ladies Entertain Gentlemen

8 All 50 16 a II 75 $3 2S 10 Point 16 A SI IS 82 a tl 85 S2 50

BRINGS DOCUMENTS
Great Earthquake Here
Excursionists Delighted

12 A SI 36 24 $1 (>.', 00

PROSPEROUS GOLDSMITH
Mailing Descriptive Pamphlet
Convention Reports Progress
Foreign Delegations Entering

IB A II 84 29 II 40 It 75

HANDSOME WOMEN OBSERVED
I.arni- Theatre Completely Wrecked
I >i-> tin ^uished Government Officers
New Figures $1234567890 Shown

SECURED MONSTER ORDER
Eminent Orators Disappearing
Educated Monkey Died Friday
Beautiful November Afternoon
Detectives Surprised Old Chief

IS A 1 1 05 3M a f 1 20 12 26

EXPERT HUNTER BECOMING BLIND
Lonesome Spinster Helps Poor Student

Largest Fleet Left North River on Time
Much Powder Used in Saluting Officials

President Visited Large Ship Thursday
Buy Boston Wire Stitchers Every Time

6 Point 24 A 10 96 47afl06 K 00

HANDSOME BLONDE RETURNEDTUESDAY
Wealthy I on.po.ltor. Spurned by Fair Maiden
Expert Border Designer Becoming Melancholy
Important Evidence Received from Ice Dealer.
American Type Fo .'ompany Originator
Several Printer* * 1 234T>7HO Saving M.m.-v
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Clearface Heavy in Display

Braddock Park

Opening
f
ATIONAL pride and American

patriotism prompted the Harn
Railway Company to lay out a
beautiful park near the place
where General Braddock was

overcome and defeated by the Indians. All

places of any historical interest should be

properly marked and the large monument
previously erected will have an appropriate
and beautiful setting. See daily papers for

programme and special rates to Braddock
Park on the great opening day, July 9. This

being also the date of the

place July 9, 1755. The

put on cars to accomnu

Celebration Border Versatile Initial Tint, Inland Border No. 1241

THIS TICKET
and twenty-five cents

is full payment
for twelve

views

LAMB POSTCARD CO.

MONEY
IN OUR BANK

Safe as modern
locks can make it

Oleans Trust

Company

304
Inland Tree Ornai



Clearface Heavy in Practical Display

Our Banner Days
ac

ii. - Coat* in We are going to make Thursday, Friday
the late*t mode* and Saturday, January 6, 7 and 8, of the
will h found on /^^'^l
the *ond floor. H* >T coming week three big Banner Days in

Yon will observe I J^*V*k* I our Annual White Goods Sale. Read the

many other little '~J^/'^
I *>ig page advertisements in the morning

bargain* waiting I <yi ^ newspapers about this week end display
(or you here on MVr^aTV^/M
the Banner Day.

of P*c!a' values. Every article marked to

of thi* great tale one-third original price on Banner Days

WELKENSON DRY GOODS COMPANY
NO. 183 KENDALL AVENUE, TARPORT, PA.

t
<Mt Square* Patriotic Bonlel

MODEL SUITS
FOR SWELL DRESSERS

Men's Clothes are so cleverly constructed nowadays and
are offered so temptingly, that it is indeed quite difficult

to determine one's choice. Don't waste your time in look-
ing around, just come in and buy one of our new Model
Suits. Model spring suits and overcoats sell at $19.50 and
upwards. Our written guarantee goes with every garment
that leaves our store. We like lookers; come in any time

THE MODEL CLOTHIERS
SENECA, PENNSYLVANIA



Clearface Heavy Italic (Non-Kerning)
72 Point 3 A $8 10 4 a $5 35 $13 45

INFRINGE
Hunt Kings
60 Point 3 A $6 70 4a$45C $1120

EXPENDING
Knight Conies
48 Point 3 A $4 50 4a$300 $766

CURED PRINCE
Mentions History
42Foint 3A$330 6a$330 $660

MODERN HOUSES
Describe Great Shop
Protected Merchant

806



Clearface Heavy Italic (Non-Kerning)

>-, r. 4A$276 6a*250 $52$

PRINTERS REMODEL
Originated Fine Border
Finish Elegant Machine

5AS230 8a$205 $4 38

EXPORTING MACHINERY
Delighted Children Returned

Showing Handsomest Design

.11 6 A SI 75 10 a $175 $350

DETERMINED CONFECTIONER
Threatening Rainstorms Vanishing
Awaked Honest Pressman Monday
: I 8 A $1 50 16 a $1 75 $3 25 10 Point 16 A $1 20 31 a $1 30 $2 60

HUNTING DESERTER
Pirate Steamer Returns
Trusting Maiden Found

CITIZEN REJECTED CLAIMS
Intelligent Students Exercising
Unfortunate Railroader Found
Supreme Council Invites Belles

Broadway Production Pleased
Destructive Storm Announced

.i 11 A $140 22 a $160 $300 8 Point 19 A $1 10 36 a $1 15 $2 2&

HIRES HONEST PRINTERS
Determined Baseball Umpire
Handsome Burlesque Maiden

MAGNIFYING GLASSES DESCRIBED
Great Historians Write Unusual Starlet

Sympathetic Crowd Donated Five Cent*
Pressman Thanked Curious Compositor
Boarding House Keeper Demands Coin
Handsome Children Entertaining Guest

:: i
-

16 A $1 30 28 a $1 46 $2 75

STRIKING DESIGNS PRODUCED
Modern Creation Displayed Friday
Remarkable Burlesque Performers
Sailor Spent $1234567890 Money

6 P.. i tit : \ - .. :.. .-,

EXCITED BUTCHERS BOUGHT ORCHARDS
Muri ffmjft IVr/orimini-*'* Kfiiiffrt-tf Int .\t (r-*

Great Mechanical Device Originated by Printer

Experienced Statesmen Planned Ncu> Measure
Trvmmdout Crowd of Hrautllul Women Cam*
American Type Founder* Company Creation*
Indrucl* Protperoui $12:t4!Hi7HO Children
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Clearface Heavy Italic in Display

Easter Hats
at Reglan's

QUALITY

and style are the big features

of Reglan's Sale of Men's Hats for the

attire of swell dressers on next Easter

day. We have them in the very latest styles
and in some nobby shapes. Spring derbies in

gray, black and brown. Soft hats of selected

stock that certainly speak for themselves

THE MANSEL HAT
Designed especially for His Majesty after his

own original ideas. Now King Mansel has the

reputation of being the best dressed man in

all Europe. The Mansel Hat is the rage now
in all metropolitan centers

This hat is the best really worth-while novel-

ty in the hat line that we have seen for some
time. All famous makes are represented here,
The Wright, Acorn, Gold Crown, Willowton,
Bosto & Gukor, The Lion and Big Prize hats

Reglan's
Largest Hatters in Uniontown

Easter Border Tint, Inland Border
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Clearface Gothic

72 Point 3 A $6 30 4 a $4 05 $1035

MINER HUNTS
Distinct Gothic

60 Point 4 A $5 40 6 a $4 75 $1015

WITH PRECISION
Careful Managing
48 Point 5 A $3 95 8 a $3 70 $7 65

PRESIDENT RETIRED

Newspaper Publishing
42 Point BA$315 9a$325 $640

MAGAZINE INFLUENCES
Understands Remarkably
Clearface Gothics Shown
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S A 1246 10a$2M> $526

Clearface Gothic

HIGHEST GRADE MECHANIC
Somewhat Exceptional Artists

:
6 A $2 10 12a$225 $436

DEVELOPS USEFUL INFORMATION
Newsdealers Establish Departments

HI 8 A$l 70 15a$186 S3 66

BEAUTIFUL PRINTING PLEASED FOREMEN

Charming Manicure Received Many Visitors

Exquisite Letter for Magazine or Newspaper

12 A $1 56 22 a $175 $33(1

BOUGHT USEFUL MATERIAL

Lovely Spring Weather Today
Helping Youthful Compositor
Grand Opera Singers Pleased

10 Point 22 A $1 15 43 a tl 86 $2 60

PROVIDING STRONGER CHARACTER
Noble Features Embodied Throughout

Shows Exquisite Modern Type Design

Containing Beautiful Clearface Effect

American Type Excels all Competitors

Noticing the Very Striking Originality

15 A $136 32 a II 66 1300

PRINTER FOUND WHITE DIAMOND
Compositors Improving Consistently

Rockaway Beach Bathing Refreshing
Bachelor Found Young Widow Crying

.-

19 A $130 37a$l 45 $2 75

HONORED GUESTS CAME FROM BOSTON
Greatest Marathon Race Proved Interesting
Promoter of Giant Wrestler Receives Medal
Amateur Boxers Caused Much Amusement
Useful and $1234567890 Distinct Figures

8 Point 25 A $105 48a$120 1226

SYSTEMATIC GOVERNMENT SHOWS CHANCES
Bluebirds Flying Northward Meet Cold Weather

Disastrous Railroad Wreck Caused Much Delay

Oldest Inhabitant Pursued by Boisterous Crowds

Present Artistic Design of Original Copy to Judge
Modern Printers Used Only Materials of Quality

A Point 28 A to 96 62 a $106 1200

REFINED GENTLEMAN RETURNS AFTER CORONATION
Stylish Women Went to the Aviation Field on Large Stage

Glgantk Steamer Floated Majestically on Atlantk Ocean
Order Sorts Frequently and Save Time Used for Picking

Nearly all Grades of Printing Improved with Our Borders

Prominent Visitors Attend the Opening of Coney Island

Amerkan Type Founders Company Produces Best Facts

Much Money Expended $1234567890 Seeking Pleasure
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Clearface Gothic in Practical Display

II

Hotel Elizabeth
BROADWAY AND HURON STREET

CHICAGO

This is the newest and one of the greatest

hotels in America. Hotel Elizabeth is a two

million dollar structure, at the apex of the

busiest section of Broadway, embodying in

every feature the important idea of doing

everything perfectly. It is the only hotel in

this great city that caters exclusively to the

women folks, thus enabling them to secure

accommodations which are pleasant and

entirely free from the annoying and very

objectionable scrutiny of a curious throng
in the lobbies and corridors. There is the

rare quality of perfect taste, as well as of

richness, permeating the whole house. The

restaurant is the finest in this city, or in all

America. The dignified, quiet comfort, the

restful repose, the tasteful furnishings of

the sleeping rooms, the reception and the

reading rooms are similarly characteristic

EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN PLAN

Exclusive Hotel for Lady Patrons
MISS MARION BUDDINCTON

Manager

-

r

IT

French Cast Squares Beardaley Ornai



Clear-face Gothic in Practical Display

SOMETHING ABOUT

HAMILTON
Printing-Office Furniture

HAT we have done for others we can

accomplish in any printing office

where the furniture equipment has

not been modernized. It is a fact

that
printers

are most conservative

in changing their equipment. At the present
time there are hundreds of composing-rooms
where, with a small investment in new furniture

requiring less outlay than the purchase of a

new cylinder press, a saving could be made
amounting to from 10 to 20 per cent in labor,
and from 20 to 30 per cent in floor space.

AMERICAN
TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED SELLING HOUSES

All of the Hamilton Manufacturing Company products
can be purchased at any of the American Type Founders

Company Selling Houses at the lowest prices and best

terms. Modernize your plant with Hamilton Materials
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Lining Caslon No. 540

120 Point 3 A $11 25 4 a $7 30 $1855

HIS Kid
96Foint 3A$870 4a$570 $1440

RETIRE
Style Jobs
84 point 3 A $7 55 4a$495 $1250

EMPIRES
Hunts Sign



Lining Caslon No. 540

3 A $7 60 4 $4 60 11220

MENDERS
Home Study

3AJ605 4. $380 $986

REBINDING
Splendid Prints

SAS385 6a$366 $760

FINE IMPRINT
Guitars and Pianola

3A$320 7m$320 $640

MINDS FIRMEST
Send Federal Reports
Practical Ends Noted
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36 Point 3 A $2 45 7 a $2 55 $500

Lining Caslon No. 540

HANDSOME PRINCE
Sought Historic Ground
30 Point

4 A $1 85 10 a $2 50 $4 35

PRINT FINE SPECIMENS
Noted Geographers Advance
24 Point

5 A $160 12 a $2 00 $360

DETERMINED CITIZEN TOLD
Remarkable Horticultural Exhibition

20 Point 7 A $155 14 a $170 $325

DEFEND SOLDIER
Government Recovered

Seven Hundred Dollars

18 Point 9 A $160 19 a $165 $325
5A$050

MODERN BUILDINGS
Elegant Structure Complete
Increased Store Department

11 Point 16 A $1 30 38 a $1 45 $2 75

12 A $0 50

A HISTORY OF AD-WRITING
Some twelve years ago an advertising

writer advised his employers that, in

public addresses, pictorial illustrating

would be found important attractors

10 Point 16 A $1 10 44 a $1 40 $2 50

15 A $050

ADVERTISERS WANT RETURN
The mistake in selecting publications with

the largest circulations, without regard to

class, often results in great loss to the fi

thus advertising, and also to the publishe

14 Point 12 A $1 40 27 a $1 60 $3 00

9A$050
8 Point

CAPTURED BOLD BRIGAND
Manipulate Unsuspecting Citizens

Police Enthusiasm Disrupted Band

12 Point 13 A $1 25 32 a $1 50 $2 75

11 A $050

REMARKABLE SEA EXPEDITION
Twelve American Yachtsmen Entertained

Guests Recognized Exceptional Qualities

Horticultural $1234567890 Growers Met
316
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to
I

(225

JES

18 A $1 00 45 a $1 25 $2 25

17 A $050

THE DECORATION OF CATALOGUES
Nearly everyone knows the real purpose of the

catalogue; it surely is not sent out to exploit the

personal work of the artist who designed it or

the typographical mannerisms of the compositor

6 Point 22 A $080 63 a $1 20 $2 Of

21 A $050

NUMEROUS OUTLINES OF HISTORY ILLUSTRATED BY

PROMINENT PROFESSORS OF SEVERAL UNIVKRSr

Since all immemorial, historic places have had their round of siglil

seers from every nation, so Pottstown with all its points of interim

excites the traveler to press onward with tireless energy to reacl

the Eoal of his ambition, that is. to see everything. In the spac?

eastward of the celebrated Casino stands the Coliseum Theatre,

which became the boast of Pottstown and the world, f1254S6789I



Lining Caslon No. 540 in Display

Investments
A GOOD INVESTMENT IS EQUIVALENT
TO AWHOLE LIFE OF ARDUOUS LABOR

Y
OU are the very man with

whom we wish to talk ; you
have something you wish to

invest, you want to invest it

where it will bring you the

largest profits. You know,
however, that $100 or even $500 is not

sufficient capital to make you a fortune, if

you depend on interest rates. People don't

get wealth by hard work. Pinching and

saving is not the profitable way. Yet if

$100 or $1,000 is placed in the safest of all

investments Lewiston Park Real Estate

where values have a habit of doubling
over night, there is a positive assurance of

its reaping for you an immense percent-

age of profit in return. We have managed
and placed small investments for a great
number of men and women, having made
from 100 to 1,000 per cent profit in the

past three months, which has placed them

upon a solid basis of practical affluence.

To secure an interest in this quick money
maker, very prompt action is necessary.

HENRY MADESON COMPANY
MANCHESTER AND BROADWAY, KANSAS CITY



Lining Caslon No. 540 in Display

THE
SHERIN MANUAL OF

PRINTING
A TREATISE ON THE

TECHNICAL POINTS IN THE
PRINTING TRADE

CONTAINING RULES FOR

PUNCTUATION AND CAPITALIZATION STYLE

MARKING PROOF MAKE UP OF BOOK

SIZES OF BOOKS DIAGRAMS OF IMPOSITION

SIZES OF THE UNTRIMMED LEAF

AND OTHER USEFUL

INFORMATION

PUBLISHED BY THE

HERRINTON & DEANBURG CO.

CHICAGO AND BOSTON

Linear Borders No 2 Three Point Border Versatile Oroam
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Lining Caslons and Cloister Black

vv-i .'r "i
' '

r~-
V*V '

.

-M-y. *

First Ancient Patriotic Folk

SONGS
o/<reat Britain ^WSrelanb as sung by

IBarb* and Jffltngtrete in &axon, Gaelic

and CpmrtC tongues, now Translated

Jcwa***cw#*aeiwjee4Dawe**ee<^^

Under the Patronage of H. M. GEORGE III

: *o&p&3^*&&&39&fr:*&&&*&&i?^^

AVOURED by the patronage of His

Gracious Majesty and the Ancient

Nobility and Clerical Highnesses of

these Realms, some Scholars of great

wisdom relating to 4Min(trel Horc in

this volume have revived for the use

of all Right True and Loyal Subjects

of our Sovereign Master many of the Sacerdotal, Chrva/ric

and Mystic Songs and Poetical Recitals which in the olden

times cheered and inspired alike the Warlike Camps and

Peaceful Gatherings in Castle, Abbey, Palace and Manor
Hall. These ^flinsftreUfotf, the Inspirations of our ancient

National Prowess, are now printed for the first time and

made available as household treasures in patriotic homes.

SOLD ONLY TO SUBSCRIBERS IN ADVANCE

Founded in the Year of Our Lord, MDCCLXVI

Cfje indent patriotic Utterature&odetp
Carter Lane and Ludgate Hill, London, E. C.
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Lining CasIon Italic No. 540

42 Point 4A$350 7 a $2 75 $626

SENDING PHONE
DiscontinuedInvestments

Uses Lining CasIon Italic

36 Point 4 A $2 70 8a$250 $520

HUNTINGKINGDOM
TrustworthyManufacturers

Rebuilding Greatest FactoryC_j x

30 Point 4 A $2 15 9 a $2 10 $4 25

BROTHERSENJOINED
BurlesqueMaidensRuminating
Produce Many Lovely Designs

24 Point 5A$175 12a$186 S3 60

BINDERYGIRLSTURBULENT
Conversations Interested Superintendents
Handsome Specimens Received Saturday

20 Point 7 A $165 14 a $160 $325

RECEIVES DANGEROUS CROCODILE
Many Printers Fishing Along Muskingum River

Tourist Returnedfrom Long Sojourn in Bermuda
320



/,////>/ jf C(isIon Itdlie No. 540

\ XAS10

PHILOSOPHERS QL 7,S IIOX HISTORIAN
Beautiful (Vision Characteristics Mcusc CarefulBuyers
Handsome Specimens Reward (

r
sers ofAmerican Ibices

XtrikiH" Designs ofExquisite Taste Producedwith Italic

Remarkable Performance Delighted Immense Audience

12 A 1146 28 a SI 55 S3 (XI

/)//.K;HTS HOME COMERS I/'ITH BIG RECEPTIONS
Elderly Gentlemen Became Excited (it Automobile Races I

'

Mst March
Harmless Lemonade C<n/xcs Remorse Whenever Drunk by the Printers

!suminer Ronuinces Recanie Popular on Lovely Moonlight Evening*
^

.unships Remodeled and Sent Toward Northern Greenland
s 'icry H7as Admired by American Tourists Visiting Europe

Fttat 14 A $1 35 33 a $1 40 $2 75

I'ROMiM I /RMERSIMPRO l'1-.l) TR.1\SPORT/NG FACILITIES
i/i II 'orhiitins/iif) of I'mrfrcii/ ( 'scfn/ncs.( Suits the Superintendents and Customers

\liikhif Riii/icit/ C/iiintft-s (hi-hig to Demoralized Conditions ofBanking Department
AhiiniLince >jf Material Helps to Regulate Prrjdiicti'jn in Modern Printing Plant

{ teful American Type Leads the U'orldfor General Originality and \Yistinctrcencss

\\niMging H'imlstornts Destroy $1234567890 Many I ,arge and Prosperous Hamlets

16 A $130 4fla$145 (275

7-.A'//- \ CM) Cl A7'0.\//-.A'.s /'/./;.y.s7'.7)

i.'iir /;/ liicreiises Sales r/f Your Printing

RequireJin Purchasing Correct Material

\feasures Draw b\ Hetter Statesmen

rremenJous Crowd of Fashionable II 'omen Parade

('.harming Entertainers Score Great Success in Iowa

IX A SI 25 43m SI 25 S2 50

i /.\\// I-.R c.ti si,sc().\fMi-:\r
FvotJArtihaal Ijikn Surnundtet h\ Fragrant Roitbushtf

ftfamt Dftigni Composed by Fortmoit Country Printer

****(* and Hftirty Stiihrs Cruised ()-,> foreign II 'alert

^rmuAtuI'mxt r'aili I* Dii.-oartrt the Prominent Orator

'.risn. ,,d Striking Type Designs Presented

tnJ Ongtnal f.fftd, Prtdu.fd u-ith this lively /',i.e

321

8 Point 19 A SI 00 46S126 $2 26

UNWERSAl. CHARIOT RACES WITNESS/-. I)

Sine T/iouiantl Turn to Review the Great S/>tftaele

Far North People Elect King to Rule in Polar Region

faithful Pegasus H'onJeringat MoJern Aeroplanes

Enterprising Advertisement Writers SecureJ Results

Discriminating Members AllenJ Elahorale Seances

K\lraorJinar\ Excursionist Sfieitt \Ioitrr ljii-iihl\

I'oint 21 A SO 80 KX.S120 SZi

Einrmmi 1,'r.tw/ T*r*rJ ^UMT fnm U 'til PatnniztJ the A t Ai/.if

A<t*r hJii Gtntth HfJifJ uhfit Rsmu*rr.iti*n Tattt ttrrat tntrnHt

Vmmmtl CUahal Itnuhrinnf Shfhiff", l-Ju.,,1,, l*jmjlh ( ,,li.

U,mj.J,,H**,m*l E*tih \lh Fun*, II h. l'u t.,,l.r lull,

l*fe*l*it NViif.iftri t:\tfrifrtifj Mulfl TrMfA/f RMin./Int t .iff Hun
Tht CMf/rtn/ Diltniti ImfrdtJ Railrud PngrtH An.tltt h**lut

DntrtUi Ttmr*u*t Htmiti It tit Rttill jr Halting! ittar I'ittt.iJtlrtti.t

Ctrwum **fi*f S*iian Drill/an! Ij'tt A*Jit<ti a Ofmt Hfltlrl



Lining CasIon Italic No. 540 in Practical Display

Northland ^Technical

Schoolfor Designers

New Course in the Graphicslrts

The new course of instruction in the Graphic Arts will

include Composition, Proofreading, Lettering, Meriting

ofCopy and Practical Engraving. Instruction is given by

correspondence, every lesson ofthe course receiving indi-

vidual attentionfrom the instruStors. Through it the new
and most approved educational methods are now applied

to the Graphic Arts. Students are taught the reason why
ofgood composition. All the principles ofdesign and color

harmony are applied to typography in a scientific manner.

The twelve lessons in Lettering will

meet the ever increasing demandfor
this work and it is a specialfeature

Lessons in Lettering

present the subject in a new manner
andgive the information desired in

the most useful way. They deal with

methods of reproduction and give
ideas that facilitate work. Sendfor
full information and sample lessons

Read this letterfrom one man

who graduated after taking a

course of study in Decorative

Design.
"
The course is of the

highest class and has proved

to be ofinestimable value to me

in my work. Every lesson is so

instructive that the study hour

is a pleaslire. It gave me much

that could not be securedfrom

any other source. As an invest-

ment it certainly wins. I now

make double mypreviouspay"

Representative in this cityforNorthland TechnicalSchool

Broffion G. Masterlend
Offices on SecondFloor ofSturman Building
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Lining Caslon No. 540 and Lining Caslon Italic No. 540

Silver ofDuality
'^^^^^s^^^s^s^^^^

JING Louis XIV of France

I attached to his royal court

:he masters of every art and
_H craft. He stimulated them

to do their best by liberal rewards of

money and extension of royal favors

and the wisdom of this liberal policy
was immediately seen in their work

/ \iuban was nil engineer, Mansart built his palaces,

LeBrun adorned them, LeNotre laid out his gardens,
Gobelins wove his tapestry, Boule was his cabinet-maker,

II uttcau painted his pictures, Ballin was his metal worker.

Under such a master these men made his reign famous
for its splendor. It was an age of Magnificence. Today
\vt- interpret that seventeenth century magnificence
in Kormens Solid Silverware in the Louis XIV style

ami tin- effect is exceedingly grand, with an impressive
n Kivsj \cness and richness seldom seen in modern times

In an examination ofKormens Silverware there will

be found designs adapted to the different historical

periods of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

Kormens Silverware is recognized by its superiority

and may be obtained of leadingjewelers everywhere

KORM KNS (X)MPANY
Manufacturers ofQua/ity Silverware

SLKRLINGTOWN, MASSACHUSETTS

:.'::



Recut Caslon

84 Point 3 A $8 45 4 a $4 80 $13 25

HERDING
North River
72 Point 3 A $6 90 4 a $3 90 $10 80

STRANGLE
Hardest Metal
60 Point 3 A $6 00 4 a $3 40 $940

MECHANICS
Knocked Down
4gPoint 4A$425 6a$325 $750

STYLE BINDING
Decorator Holidays
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Recut Caslon

i. ! 4AU35 7a$290 1625

PRINTER FRIENDS
Sociable Manufacturers

4 A $2 60 8 a $2 40 $600

ORIGINAL DESIGNER
American Type Invigorates

.
; 5 A $2 15 10a$210 $4 25

NEW HISTORICAL SCENES
House Containing Entertainment
MM 6 A $175 13 a $1 75 $3 50

MICHIGAN ORPHEUM FINISHED
Conversation Interested Superintendents

.
, 10 A $165 IS. $160 $325

ELEGANT RENDITION
North Boston Lemon Clubs

Comets Arrive on Schedule

ii 13A $145 27a.fl 66 $300

Rl CIAN MYTHS INTEREST
\l:my an Interesting Conversation

Enjoyable Afternoons Maintained

15A $125 32a$l SO $276

KVIKWING NATIONAL GUARDS
Duplicate- Ik-cl;iration of Independence
Investors Realizing Unusual Dividends
Foreign Places $1234567890 Amusement

10 Point 18 A $125 36 a $125 $250

EXPECT EARLY INDICTMENT
Condemned Prisoners Are Sentenced

Kind Magistrate Industriously Studies

Contents of Ponderous Bound Books

Millionaire Manufacturer the Victim

8 Point 21 A $110 42a$115 $225

ENTERPRISING SOCIETY NEWSBOYS
Sale* Consequently Vastly Increased Thereby
Profit! Make Lighter the Heart of Little Mike
Moil Thunderous Tone Ever Audible in Cily

Deafening Roars Make People Think of Babel

(Point SSAIOW 47a$106 $300

GENEROUS MARGINS DELIGHT THE READER
Modern Prinlcrt Always Given Proper Consideration

An Arti.lic Touch Require* Conception ol the Beautiful

Typographer* Study Art of Other Periodi .ml People*
Colorado Report! LarfeM Rainfall lor Nineleen-lhree

Weather Bureaus in Writer n Slalei Givin* Statement!

Grnl Asricultur.l Display JI2J4567SW Anticipated Nett



Recut Caslon in Practical Display

Elements of Design in

Decoration of Covers
THERE IS ONE VERY NOTED CHARACTERISTIC
OF COVER DECORATION THAT SETS IT APART
FROM MOST OTHER DEPARTMENTS IN DESIGN

IT

is not unnatural when we consider

what the principal function of the

cover of a book has grown to be in

its evolution from just a simple protective

case; and surely, apart from extremely

plain-lettered covers, there is more to be

said in favor of a cover that serves in

some way to suggest the character of the

contents of a book than of one that only
embodies a scheme of a purely formal

line of decoration without any reference

to what is contained within. The usual

difficulty with many symbolic covers (a

difficulty which has led us occasionally

to emphasize, at their expense, covers of

a more formal type) is that they, and the

artists that design them, very often try to

symbolize too much. It is a fundamental

rule that no element of reality may enter

into a scheme of decorative composition
without undergoing such modification of

its parts as may be necessary to bring it

into relation to other elements in design
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Recut Caslon and Recut Caslon Italic in Practical Display



Recut Caslon Italic

48 Point 4 A $440 6a$3 In

HUNTS POLICE
Neat Design Selected

Question Eleven Boys
Stevedore Triumphed
36 Point 4 A $2 55 9 a $2 45 $5 (HI

RECUT CASLON TYPE
Fine Display ofModern Style

Instruct Nine Clever Binders

Parks and Beaches ThrongedC5

I

30 Point 4 A $2 00 12 a $2 25 $4 25

DESIRES KNOWNMETHOD
Twelve Constables Overtake Burglar

Coney Island Bathers Rescued Lady
A mateur Detective Startles England

Jumps From Automobile Into Ocean\
328



Rirtit (\islnn Italic

i 5 A II SI IS.tMKI IS ISO

(;i I RDING ANCIENTBUILDING
. I mcrican Soldiers Return Quite Indignant
Hunker InsuredForeign Depositor Recently

K/i/ctoscope Entertainmentfor Young Girls

i

- HA $1 4.
r
. 21 8*1 HO $325

DEPORTED SEVERAL AGED FOREIGNERS
In antifit I Imported Chinaware Bought by Frenchman
hiblic Inhibition ofAntique Furniture and Novelties

Melodrama Pleased Renowned European Playwright

Training School Pupils Enjoyed Sail on Broad Pacific

11 A $1 30 ftUa$170 $3 Ml

I EGIBLE CHARACTERS PRODUCED BYAMERICANS
Statesman Denounces Tricky Methods Employed by Crafty Detective

l-'aniwis Author Reviews Works of Prominent English Fiction Writer

Legislators Declare Laics Invalid After Many Unnecessary Remarks
Natural History /&///</ Studied by Freshman Class at Old University

i ISA $120 3S$155 1276

<>l I \ / s / / i MIR RI -\s A CROl 'i\D

iMr^ (Jutluring of Lithographers Delighted

l>yumiting Hcu titiftil Eastern Art MHSCHHI
, C.un', Treasured Highly by Prince

Along 11234567890 That Office Devil

Point 16A to 90 GO* $136 $2 26

CUa REPORTER SI'ES STOCK HROKER
li,tinti/ul Rccul ('as/on Italic Series Suited Craft

Lumber InJuslry Rti'olutioni:ed Since Civil War
Great Opportunities for Younf and Strong Miner

Adventurers Tried in Vain to Resist ('all of Wild

Rapid (Irowth of Southtcest Surprised Foreigner

Manhattan Island Still Holds Its Many ('harms

ISA IH6 43 $146 $25(1

/>/V i t \ / A' AV / \ s 1,1 \ A ( H:\TROMI-:
ill Themselves .liiJitin'j the Accnunts

-I Kind',! f/uaJru/H-Js .Seen .\ear Chicago
Vanillin,, Contestants l-'imsheJ TeJinns Training

' \l<-liant Retires. [Itei Tu-t, Years

Point 18 A $088 Ha $116 $2 Hi

MUM i I I N s / \ / / KTAIN YOUNG ORPH.I % x

,Yrr Halftilafktrv AJfrrtinft \iitf Bargain! for Mm
Jut nl .S>if Brftrr l.argr anil Inlrllitcnt Catlitrllllt

Orgamilimg Armrtt 7Vo/ii / Invattt Jttnflrt / fimrttft

Trmi*i4 /' DrllgHril Ytung Ckiltlitn Fnm Tni
King / Troticml Island KHI\I /.mug \/iv in drrmmnt
Amntemtnl Kfurli tliHStlW \rar Rtcttriy Httck



Recut Caslon Italic in Practical Display

COLOR IN ADVERTISING

rHE
attractive power of many

good advertisements is ofttimes

greatly increased by the use of

proper color. From the standpoint of
the reader, the right use of that color

is of primary importance. As it will

probably command his attention, it is

important that color should attract,

not repel. Strong color used without

discretion calls attention to itself, not

to the advertisement. Color that is

carefully harmonized and used very

discriminatingly with regard to the

amount and its distribution will help

to retain attention and concentrate

it upon the important matter in the

advertisement. One is an index finger

pointing out and making clearer the

way to the pith of the advertisement

and the other an obstruction beyond
which numerous readers never pass

THE FISHING SONG

Down in the wide, gray river

The current ts sweeping strong;
Over the wide, gray river

Floats the fisherman 's song.

The oar-stroke times the singing,
The song falls with the oar;

And an echo in both is ringing,
I thought to hear no more.

Out of a deeper current

The song brings back to me
A cry from mortal silence

Of mortal agony.

Life that was spent and vanished,
Love that had died of wrong,

Hearts that are dead in living,

Come back in the fisherman 's song.

he rude strain swelling, sinking
In the cadence of days gone by,

As the oar, from the water drinking,

Ripfiles the mirrored sky.

Yet the soul hath life diviner;
Its past returns no more,

But in echoes, that answer the minor

Of the boat-song, from the shore.

A nd the ways of God are darkness;
His judgment waiteth long;

He breaks the heart of a woman
With a fisherman 's careless song.

Empire Border

Madison A venue and Bard Street
iNiicimmmiiONiNJiiimi

~T~~W~ 7~E wish to call your attention to the special

I/I/ display which we are now making of new fall

f f and winter fancy dress materials. This display

comprises the choicest patterns of the leading European

manufacturers and was personally selected by our own

expert representative. An early inspection will assure

you of the opportunities to be derived from this display

Franklyn Edwardson & Company

Panel Border
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Rccut Ctislon Italic and Recut Caslon in Practical Display

Hnry Mindcvillr. l:,>iJrl Andrew Kane. Srfrttmry Patrick Minon. Trfamnr

Radmon Printing Company
Fine Catalogue Builders
Designers : Engravers : Illustrators : Electrotyperg

PUBLISHERS OF THE IDEAL MONTHLY JOURNAL

MaJisoa and KirnJina Strrrli

Ntrn York City

Bairtonia Chemical Syndicate
WHOLESALER OF THE HIGHEST STANDARD CHEMICALS
GENERAL REQUISITES FOR HOSPITALS AND SURGEONS

Maker of Balgro Hair Tonic

Hawthorne Avenue, Chicago, Illinois Stdtement\ ]

Metropolitan Studios

Magazine and Newspaper Advertising

Clinton Street. New York City

Kicking Department

GRAND ENTERTAINMENT
GIVEN FOR THE BENEFIT OF MEMORIAL HOSPITALS

TEDIMENS
%J MUSICAL SOCIETY

r> *< ktlt im

ACADEM Y OF MUSIC

MONDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER SIXTEENTH

-.",:.. :-
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New Gaslon

84 Point 3 A $9 30 4 a $5 20 $14 S

BINDERS
Stone Bank
72 Point 3 A $7 50 4 a $4 25 $11 75

RINGMEN
Broad Marks
60 Point 3 A $6 35 4 a $3 65 $100(1

MORPHEUS
QuaintAnimal
MadeDemand
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New Gaslon

:{A MOO $350 1750

LIGHTMONTH
Champion Student

Records Explained
4 A $3 50 6 a $2 75 *6 25

TENOR SINGERS
Procure CaslonType
Right Ideas Sustained

4A*266 7aS235 $500

HONESTY REMAINS
Lumber Industry Thrifty

Money Quietly Produced
5A $225 9*200 *< 2S

TIRED PIGEONS TUMBLE
Logical Players Served Knights

Competent Scholars Advanced



New Gaslon
24 Point 5 A $165 12 a $185 $350

IMPROVED TYPES CONTINUE
Typographical Novelty Everywhere
New Caslon Series Extensively Used
Unusual Results Obtained by Student

18 Point 8A$155 17a$170 $325

HONEST POLICEMAN FOUND MONEY
Rich Gentleman Spurns Extraordinary Reward

Captains Investigate Strange Automobile Flight

Several Dignified Ladies Entertained Reporters

Expensively Gowned Maiden Becomes Excited

14 Point 12 A $1 46 24 a $1 55 $3 00

IMPROVED BEAUTIFUL SOUTHERN RESIDENCE
Prominent Country Family Proposed Sensational Elopement

Unsophisticated Couple Shadowed Through Northern States

Detective Notified Headquarters After Several Days Elapsed

Quiet Homes Greatly Agitated Over Recent Bold Procedure

12 Point 15 A $130 30a$145 $275

DESIRE WONDERFUL STORIES
The Publisher Requires Modern Type
Diogenes Looked For An Honest Man
Simplicity Combined With Adaptability
Claims Beautiful Specimens of Printing

Always Entertain $1234567890 Notions

10 Point 17 A $125 34 a $125 $250

TRUE FRIENDSHIP NEVER BROKEN
American Company Exports to Every Nation
Material and Workmanship the HighestGrade

Designing Attractive Typographical Novelties

Business Drawing Requirement of Catalogues
Benefit for Children's SummerVacation Fund
Heavy Rainstorm Delayed Baseball Opening
Fractions and Auxilriri.-: lade for New Caaloi

334

8 Point 21 A $1 10 42 a $1 15 $2 25

MANY UNWISE EARLDOMS REMAIN
Beautiful Reliable Printing Becomes National

Successful Under Average Model Conditions

Many Sections Where Ideal Service Abounds

Caslon Series of Type are Always Serviceable

6 Point 23 A $095 47 a $105 $200

NEW CASLON MEANS REALSTANDARD TYPE
Practical Knowledge of the Printing Art Comes Readily

The Reliable Type Faces Are Produced by this Foundry

Handsome Cover Pages Presented to Careful Solicitors

Beautiful Natural Scenery $1234567890 Abounds in Italy

5 Point 21 A $0 95 42 a $1 05 $2 00

LOGICAL ADVICE TAKEN RIGHT AIDS WONDERFULLY
The Government Inipectori Remaining Silent Prep.re Scnsttion.

Tre.tury Depirtmenti Which Control Lre Amount. Introduced

Internitioniil Queitionl Require Powerful Thinkert Everr Time

Dii.bled P.n.enger Tr.in Whistled lor Help ne.r Fr.nklin Sl.lion



New Gaslon in Practical Display



New Gaslon in Practical Display

Bramford
Carving Syndicate

*T

GERMAN : GRECIAN : ITALIAN
RUSSIAN : FRENCH : VIENNESE

Statuary
Best reproductions of all the finest

creations by the hands of the best

sculptors of modern times. A very
extensive and a very tastefully se-

lected array of exquisite statuary

is continually kept on exhibition

in our Parlors of Exhibit. This will

enable the most critical and most

discriminating customer to make a

prompt and satisfactory selection

GOLD MEDALS SECURED FROM TWENTY- FOUR
CONSECUTIVE STATE AND OTHER EXHIBITIONS

-n

Lr
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New Gaslon in Practical Display

Hushor Engines
Ml MIOK MACHINES SUCCEED WHERE ALL OTHERS HAVE FAILED
I III I IK ill I ST POSSIBLE EFFICIENCY IN ENGINE MANUFACTURING

Hushor Automatic Friction Clutches
HI SIIOR ENGINES AND AUTOMATIC SAFETY CLUTCHES HAVE SECURED THEIR
KlTtTATION FROM THEIR MANY YEARS OF PERFECT AND EFFECTIVE SERVICE

The

Edwin Derind

Company
Wholesale Dealer*

in Finest

Grape Products
Bottled Goods

of the Highest American
Standard

Headquarter*

Northern Turnpike and Vineland Road

Hrallhlown California



New Caslon Italic

48 Point 3 A $3 90 6a$360 $750

MINERSNOTES
Students Instruction

Build Quaint House
42 Point 4A $3 30 7a$295 $625

NEWBENCHREST
Caslon ItalicNewFaces

Thousands Overthrown

36 Point 4 A $2 40 9a$260 4500

EIGHTMUSKETSFIRE
DecreasedHunters Rewards
HonoredFamous Statesman

30 Point 4 A $180 11 a $2 45 $425

PRINTERSDESIREORDERS
UnderworldInhabitants Reformed
GamblerSwindles PopularBanker
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New Caslon Italic

5 A 1160 14*1200 1360

GRACEFULAMERICANDANCERS
Broadway MusicalComedy Stars Retiring

Compositors Studying Principles ofDesign

Thirsty Printers Refuse to InspectBrewery

8 A 185 22*190 $3 25

INVENTOR LECTURED YOUNG MECHANIC
lleuutifnl Characters Delighting Particular Customer

Discriminating Jerseyites CensuredAged Magistrates

Promising University Graduate CondemnedAcademy

11 A $126 SOaflTS 1300

SUPERIOR AMERICAN TYPE RELIEVED COMPOSITOR
1 crnhdt Performed Daring Feats on Flagpole ofChicago Skyscraper
Horse Show A ttracts Thousands ofMost Fashionable Society Ladies

Railroad Magnates Respond Quickly to Appealfor Eighty Thousand
Printers Reminding Many Customers ofOur New Caslon Italic

18 A (1 IS 38.J160 $275

HI S) \\OliKI-RS REPORTRUMORS
>/><//><> l:ditors Ignored Certain Threat

DM Scientist Invited Opinions ofHistorian
I'vtlmns and Lion Engage in Fierce Struggle
I ried Numerous Remedies for Tired Brain
fUxcoivrs New $1234567890 Speed Marvel

sIVint 17AI090 51.1S5 $2 26

HANDSOME DESIGNS PLEASE BOTANIST
Granite Structure Withstanding Terrific Explosion

Able Lawyer Retained hy Eccentric Young Rurglar

Publishing House Ordered Complete,Seriesof Type
Boston Inventor Perfects WonderfulNew Airships

Point 2O A $080 60m120 *2 00

15AI106 Mail 45 *2CO

I/A-S7///' IH, UTS ON AKRON BUILDING
*rwmr.luncles Attracting H'ild (,'ame Hunters

V iilfitnr Rccfii-rd Medal I rom University
I".; -Mi&itinns RevealedStartling Facts

I'n.fit.s Realized From Small Investment
amom Comedian Making , \ nnual Farewell Tour

' s-r> Rrttirn Without Ciiusinn Incitement

339

COLORAUO MOUNTAINS KF.ACHF.D HY TOURISTS
Gnftnl DltnftritM K***m ItAmtritan Mtdital Fralmllr
Kilkly < tUtl / llmlofort t'ntnern Monlkli PfHiialltmt

D*mallr A *lmmh Slalt* hnm Mantlt* / *.. * Kami, Clirt

llmnlm KittriuJ tnm Trif It CirilnrJ IHilrtct / A/Hr*
(Jmrilitmtd RrlarJiml SI23ISHX*) St,U, hnm C

17 AD) HO tZOO

or* ,i ,v u.vms UK it n> nfi* n\rnrx COAST or CHINA
ftMKim Kl*<tm*il<4 *. Fmtm KtpritnuMri / V.i,((< .i PukpulH

t I ,nj,,, !/!/ H, 1,1, 1,1 \rmrf.* I, .V..rir. Jtrtt,

fr4 ITIlt Tr*r*l,n t ,.

m I lift rf Imrritmm



New Caslon Italic in Practical Display

ModernArt

Catalogue No. 1

Showing for the First Time
a Complete Line of Home
Furnishings and Decorative

Materials Simply Designed
in the Modern Art Style

Among Which are Included

Furniture, Rugs, Window
and Door Hangings, Wall

Paper, Clocks, Lamps, Gas
and Electric Fixtures, Etc.

H H

Harper Brothers
2345 East Broad Street

Highburg

-Q

77

Cast Squares 12 Point Acme Borde:
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New Caslon and New Caslon Italic in Combination

THE OFFICE BOY

O, joy supreme! Say, talk aboutyour
happy kids, well, maybe I ain 't the real

little cherub of sunshine. Le' me tell

you the cause ofall this happiness. You
know how nice the weather has been

lately, well, it does make a fellow feel

pretty peevish when he has to stick in

an office while all the other kids are

nut pluyin' ball or swimmin'. Well,

day before yesterday I sure did have
'em. I felt just about as gloomy as

Dr. Koch when he got that Kopenhaden
report. Well, just as I was ready to

do something rash, I hear three buzzes,

nfcourse, three buzzes that's my
signal to hotfoot it into the boss

'

office,

so I bolts in exfiectin
'

to find the next

atmosphere rather chilly and I also had
a hunch that I was duefor a very good
bawling out. But instead of t

stare, there sat his nibs waitit

with a big broad smile. Nou
the boss isn V a chronic grouch

28

The Complete Works of

James Henry
Humperdinck

nd l-.dition

Noi i Ml \\vill

I M<l V COMPOSERS
AND Till- IK WORKS

JH- \\hSE IMPERIAL
' / IK Ml IHTION



Condensed Caslon

96Point 3A$840 4a$510 $1350

RICE KING
Marked Soil

84Point 3A$720 4a$440 $1160

HIRED MEN
Roast Chicken
72 Point 3 A $5 75 4 a $3 50 $92;

SPRING POEM
Unmasted Ships-



Condensed Caslon

.
. 3AISOO 4* $310 $810

HUNTS MINERS
Secret Names Lost

Flint 3 A 13 20 6a06 *S 25

PRINTERS REFUSED
Display Caslon Quality

' 4AS260 8af26S K 25

TRUSTED MEN SIGNED
Demand Condensed Caslon

Nearly Perfect Expositions

4 A 1210 8*1215 W26

MODERN TERMS GRANTED
New School Geography Printed

Utilitarian Artistic Caslon Face
343



Condensed Caslon

30 Point 6 A $200 11 a $2 00 $400

SECURED AMBITIOUS WORKERS
Effective Advertising Material Shown

Mechanical Perfection Here Attained

24 Point 7 A $165 15a$185 $350

UNIFORMED ENSIGN ORDERS RETURN
Harmonious Proportions Universally Praised

Musicians Discourage Beautiful Cornet Player

18 Point 12 A $1 60 22a$l 65 $325

SPECIAL NOVEMBER SALE
Most Popular Condensed Face

Nicely Displays Good Features

Printers Prefer American Type
Useful Member Caslon Family

10 Point 21 A $1 20 42 a $1 30 $2 50

PROSPEROUS KINGDOMS EXISTED

Newspapers Demand Caslon Condensed

Modern Compositors Fervently Praised

Fine Productions with Modern Material

High Grade Printing by First-Class Men

Pleasure and Profit in Modern Printing

New Type Made Composition Enjoyable

Printers and Customers Highly Pleased

14 Point 15 A $1 40 30 a $1 60 $3 00

PRINTS MODERN ADVERTISING
Fine Engraving House Complimented
Old American Letter Press Specimens
Publishers Revise Subscription Rates

Journeyman Print Masters Obstacles

The Most Fastidious Dresser Satisfied

8 Point 24 A $110 46 a $115 $226

ENTERTAINED THOUGHTFUL GENTLEMEN

Second Monthly Reunion of the Oldest Inhabitants

Contributing Member Received Many Inducements

Honorable Lawyers Encouraged by Recent Lecture

Beautiful Edition Completed and Delivered Sunday

Conservative Diplomat Makes Ridiculous Remarks

Secretary Declined Renomination After Discussion

German Band Playing Popular Music Near Factory

Descriptive Circulars Mailed to Prospective Buyers

12 Point 19 A $1 35 38 a $1 40 $2 75

REAL DELIGHTFUL MYSTERY SOLVED

Require Absolutely Honest and Careful Printer

General Praise Secured From City Publishers

National Advertisers Endorse American Type
Also Other Prominent Expert Advertising Men

American Type $1234567890 Founders Face

344

6 Point 26 A $0 95 52 a $1 05 $2 00

SIMULTANEOUS AND POSITIVELY UNAVOIDABLE
Printers Required New Materials to Replace the Old Worn

Out Supplies on Hand, and, as the Aim Ever Had Been to

Produce Distinctive Printing, Naturally, When Ordering

New Material, New and Modern Designs Were Selected to

Displace the Old-Eashioned, Out of Date Goods on Hand

The Demand for Originality and Distinctiveness of Design

In Printing was Originally Made and Naturally Insisted on

By Manufacturers and Advertisers of National Reputation

Whose Experience Has $1234567890 Its Advertising ViValue



Condensed Caslon in Practical Display

V II

i

a

he Portlan
Multiple Punching Machine

HOLES
punched any distance apart from I '- to 24 inches. Any

number of holes punched at once, to full capacity of machine.

An endless variety of punching, and absolutely accurate. Very
rapid. Best system of gauges yet devised; two micrometric back gauges
which can be set in any desired position and adjusted to the hundredth

part of an inch. Specially constructed side gauge allows use of full

length 30-inch table. Graduated rule, 30 inches long, is inlaid in table.

Drawer under punches, into which paper punchings drop, preventing
litter around the machine. Fourteen sizes of round punches furnished

from three thirty-seconds of an inch up, graduated by thirty-seconds

tnt-pnuer with side gauge
nd micromclrii back gaugrv

It alo tupplied with MI-JIM

ti\ium and nnieless power
i Inii h. another of ihr new
and original feature* of this

remarkably efficient machine

I i lull particular! and prices

inquire of any branch of the

Not only is the first cost of these machines very much
less than other multiple punching machines, hut the

price of hunch heads is also a great deal lower. Any
size and style of punch head made to order on short

notice. When you purchase a ''Portland" you make a

l.n ui saving and continue lo save every lime you add

a punch head. You could not purchase a belter punch-
ing machine than the "Portland" if you paid twice

as much for il. This is a generally recognir.ed fact

AmericanType Founders Co.
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Condensed Caslon in Practical Display

FIFTIETH ANNUAL SALE OF

O "Bubrand" f

Scans
CONSISTING OF MANY NEATAND NOBBY
DESIGNS FOR THE CRITICAL CUSTOMER

Fifteen hundred fine scarfs, variety of

which is great, embracing eight plain

colors, an almost endless combination

in stripe and neat effects on dark and

medium grounds. This stock is made
of best domestic and imported silks in

reps, satins, amures and surahs. An
ideal assortment affording a very wide

range of selection. When you examine
these scarfs, take particularnotice that

they have the wide, open ends. They
are a manufacturer's stock, and made
to sell at prices from 50 cents to $1.00

MONK & SIREN
CORNER SEVENTEENTH AND HENRY STREETS

Ned Hartmain

Printery
ENGRAVER
PRINTER
BINDER

Telephone
Number

124-M

The few circulars sent forth

from this modern printing
office merely made known
its aim and purpose. It was

too early then to speak with

authority of its accomplish-
ments and cite reasons why
you should grant it favor or

patronage. Thesturdyideal
for which it stands has met

success from the very outset

and we have had three years

as one busy season. In this

time we have executed our

work in such a manner that

we feel proud, andcontained

in our books of samples are

many interesting specimens
of good printing. The object

of this effort is to establish

closer relationship with all

our friends and patrons here

The ModelShop
LOCATED AT HELM STREET
AND BELMONTER AVENUE

Art Ornament 120001

nntini
UNRIVALED FACILITIES ENABLE
US TO GUARANTEE OUR QUALITY
AND IT ACCOUNTS TO NO SMALL
DEGREE FOR THIS REMARKABLE
SUCCESS IN PLEASING EVERYONE

MENHER
PRINT SHOP

The kind you ought to use and when you

ought to have it, that is when you really

need it. We have contracted the habit of

satisfying all our customers. Our work as

a business getter is of the highest quality

Hapgood Floret Cast Squares Linear Border No. 2
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Condensed Caslon and New Caslon in Practical Display

ECHO
Volume IX

SPECIAL FE
ARTICLES BY HENRY J. NORTH

'HE publishers of

Echo desire to an

to their readers t

have secured the

of Henry J. NorU

|

one of most noted
"i present-day conditions in the i

world. Mr. Northampton will ru

of articles dealing with his own p

experiences in some of the large

and mills throughout the country
gifted writer has a style that is i

interesting, and holds the reader

throughout. His wide-range of ex
ftuihk-s him to deal with this sul

an intelligent and entertaining m
and at the same time prove very i

THE ECHO PUBLISF
N". 27'J Market Street, CHICAG

i -

An Ideal Vacation

Beach House
LOCKPORT, MAINE

HARKINS & BURTON
PKOPKIKTORS
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Heavy Caslon

84 Point 3 A $9 45 4 a $5 30 $14 75

FINDERS
Hold Firm
72 Point 3 A $7 70 4 a $4 40 $12 In

KITCHENS
Decide Race
60 Point 3 A $6 70 4a$380 $1050

SMOULDER
Honors Given
Sending Dime

348



Heavy Caslon

3 A $4 45

REIMBURSING
Entertain Binders

Securing Material
3A330 6a*296 $626

MODERN CITIES
Remains Handsome
Claims Best Quality

4AS280 6$2ZO $500

PRESIDING KNIGHT
Harmonious Decoration

Distinctly Characteristic

6AS220 9a$206 $425

MENTIONED CHILDREN
Produced Handsome Printing
Remunerative Considerations

349



Heavy Caslon

24 Point 6 A $185 10a$166 $3 50

DETERMINING INSTRUCTION
Conventional Shouters Disembarked

Including Delightful Entertainments

Manufacturer Solves Great Problem

18 Point 8 A $1 55 16 a $1 70 $3 25

HONORED PROMISES RECEIVE NOTICE
Balmy Spring Weather Delighted Our Printers

Neater Display Rewards User of Heavy Caslon

Gives Sensational Musical Performances Again
Several Boisterous Cowboys Returned Monday

14 Point 12 A $1 45 23 a $1 55 $3 00

REIMBURSED PRESIDENT SAILING FOR EUROPE
Beautiful Specimens Reward Users of this Practical Series

Heavy Railroad Engine Climbed Mount Royal Every Hour

Fashionable Society Entertains Visiting Dukes From India

Great National Sport Opens on Westminster Cricket Field

12 Point 14 A $130 29a$145 $275

MAINTAIN SUPREME QUALITY
Requirement Sometimes Nonsensical

Observe Dignity in this Lovely Series

Received Large Orders Every Month
Demands $1234567890 Satisfaction

10 Point 16 A $1 20 32 a $1 30 $2 50

RICHEST MERCHANDISE SECURED
Very Delightful Excursion Made byTourist
Recreation Made Healthy and Athletic Men
Exact Measurements Required by Owners

Hunting District Reserved for Many Years

350

8 Point 19 A $110 38 a $1 15 $225

DETAINS DISTINGUISHED NUMBER
Scientist Claims Most Original Discoveries

AType Combining Usefulness With Beauty

These Liberal Font Schemes Help Printers

Interesting Historians Granting Interviews

Little Cubes of Metal, Little Tubes of Ink

Brains and Printing Make Hundreds Think

6 Point 20A$095 40a$105 $20(1

THE WORD UNIQUE MORE DESCRIPTIVE
This Modern Series of Caslon Faces is Superior

Pleasing Advertisers by Strength and Legibility

Stupendous Profit Sharing Concerns Organized

Best Technical Education Absolutely Required

The Rehearsals of Many Dramatic Speculations

Indestructible $1234567890 Dignified Maateriali



Heavy Caslon in Practical Display

THE

HARMONIC
PIANO

Catalogue Number One

AN INSTRUMENT BUILT
ON HONEST PRINCIPLES

Harmon Company
52 Oak Street, Dells, Ohio

BRANCH SALESROOMS
Nw York Chicifo Boilon Cincinnati
Portland I aroma s. ,,rili Sptihanc
I'hil. Jrlpln. I ... \,,<. I. . Sin Fr.nci.c.,

ID



Heavy Caslon Shown in Practical Display

Overcoats $25 up
Suits $19 to $40

Behmard
Store

48 East Broadway

Thoroughmade Clothes are
like a Thoroughbred Horse

Back of each there must be a strictly
unblemished pedigree without which
there is neither the thorough breeding
of a horse nor the thorough making of
clothes. Strip check-rein and trappings
off an ill-bred horse and straightway he
droops into dispirited cobship. Put an
ill-made suit on a live man and send it

through a rainstorm, and it wilts into
forlorn swathing. When a man makes
a purchase of clothing he should be
sure that the garments are backed by
a real pedigree blue-blooded clothes

tatile Ornament

Founders Company
LEADER OF FASHIONABLE TYPE STYLES

The type, borders, ornaments
and other printing materials

made by this Company excel

in design, and their durability
is assured by practical use of

the best ingredients for their

respective requirements. The
printing office equipped with
its productions is worth more
for either use or sale than one
made up from the materials

of incomplete type foundries

A Virile

Story of

Wild Life
By H. B. GREN

IN
the Alaskan goldfields Gren

has shared the wilderness life

of hunters, ranchmen, hostile

Indians and Mormons. His hero

is saved from a lone death in the

desert, rides, fights and loves with

the people who have so gallantly

taken him in. Their leader, the

giant patriarch of the vast Purple

Desert, is more typical of his time

and place than any character in

fiction. The earnest taming of the

wild horse Silvermane, the quest

for Mescal, the young girl of the

sunset, through mirage and sand

storm, are but two of the many
thrilling events in its very find

written and illustrated chapte

Twentieth Century On
352

Copyrighted and Published solely by

MARSDEN PRINTING COMPANY

Versatile Ornan-

5
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Heavy Caslon and New Caslon in Combination

THE CORN
NATIONAL

(ABIT is the strongest link in the chain of life. To
the twentieth century philosophers life is not so

much a matter of destiny or environment as it is

a matter of sequence. Man is a creature governed
by habit. What you do to-day determines what

you will be to-morrow. Form the Saving Habit
now. The Corn National conducts a special department for the

smaller depositor
cent interest if th

A savings accoun

mean no more th

guaranteed to giv

home protections

\<>uth when your
children are then

in business or in

bunking in this \\

( -<>rn National w
directors are wil

most extensive i

saving habit ther

appropriate and
so you can plain

up to you to com
Mii.ill amounts to

and beyond ques
men of repute an

H

COR]
PAYS TWO PKR CF

NORTHER!

'OW we ..I! love the first breath of spring. Then
we are reminded of the many bright days that

are coming. When spring has actually taken form
and separated herself from the mists of melting snow,
bringing Pandora's own box of mysteries for luggage,
even the garden owner who has ceased to expect the

miraculous to happen suddenly becomes alert, and is

continually in the attitude known as nose to the wind in

the lore of the wild. Which of the earth tribe that live

by root, bulb and seed has survived the long winter?
Who of the winged company have safely passed the

perils of flight through storms and unfriendly lands?
We walk along the paths and into the garden of our
summer home and find answers on every side. Nesting
places there are galore in tree, bush, briar-patch, and
well-contrived houses that are gladly welcomed by our
bird friends. Shed-beams are here for the Phoebes and

snuggeries for House Wrens, a heap of cedar brush in

farm land if the Carolina Wren is home-hunting; the

Robins will find many home sites among the

trees and roof nooks. A fine

group of spruces
on a knoll above
the pool where
in early spring
the first peep of

the Hyla is heard

OUR SUMMER LIFE
Our Bird Friends out in the Garden



Li I ln Roman
72 Point 3 A $8 80 4 a $5 10 $13 %

TINKERS
Bonds Sold
60 Point 3 A $7 70 4 a $4 45 $12 15

SOLDIERS
Hand Caster
48 Point 3 A $5 00 4 a $2 90 $7 91

HOT SPRING
Delights Crowd
36 Point 3 A $2 65 6 a $2 35 $5

SOUGHT PRINTER
Lithographic Printer
Sleighs Manufacture
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Litho 1 1 mil.-i ii

4 A 12 IS 8.1210 $425

NOTHING IS PERFECT
The Famous Litho Family
Most Useful for the Printer

HI ..: 6 A $186 9a$165 $350

DEMOTHUS IS DELIGHTED
Annual Exhibition of Machinery
Economic Convention Adjourns
Decorous Sobriety and Restraint

8A $170 14 ($155 $325

DEMURE MAIDEN
The Mischievous Boy
Grenadiers Advancing
Five 1 1 Mini red Dollars

10 Point 15 A $125 28a125 $250

EXHIBITION OF FRUITS
Choice Opportunity in Cities

Many Interesting Anecdotes
Unsophisticated Campaigner
Thrilling Adventures of Jack
The Hero of the Sunken Ship

11 A II 50 21 * $1 50 $3 00

MOtM AIN SCENERIES
numbers Investing Money
Received <><>lden Souvenir

** Want Premium

8 Point 18 A $1 16 34 a $1 10 $2 25

THAT LOWKR CASK FKATITRB IN
I iilm lEniii.-iii MakeH it Doubly I -i-fiil

I ifii-n a I i in- .MM| X,, in, -i I in.-- 1 1,, I in i , ,-

Job Can be Made More I 'I. :i-i n- by (he
l-i- of 1 .11 \. i- 1- < .1-1-. Then, (oo. I ..>. 1-1

Cane and Capital I i-iii-i - Titgether are
.More l.i'-ilil.- Tbnii I'pper Cave Alone

13 A $185 26* $140 $275

TO CRITICAL STUDENT OF
"'"T I), -i-iii iH AHHiirod Sincere

^lm%vin|S ; AiiiiTirjui Sporimens
1 ^n ( i.siinl L-(l. r S|,. M In- May

Point 20A$100 88. $100 $200

HAMKKK KIIKCTK Mum H x III ll.DINflH
IM.--.in4 I'll.-, i. !>.-,,, .-,1 I,...,, \,,,. ,..,. I ,,.,->( Work \l.. .i, . \..ur^.l With Now I rr.
Mtlr SlldiU M.-. Ill.Mi. llr. rl ^.1 MrMlixll

Np*clm*n of I i^-.n .il.l.- Slandrd I.In* I % i..

I. .....I llr.nli. Ohl.ined With Propvr MalrrUI
i. .......I I ..,,.,.-, Illthlr I ...I... .-I br i . iii. .

4lnf> II. ....(..-.! l*NMrntf*r l.ont In Shlpwr*k
HUiir*. I .t on > I .:( I -Ml ? sin i I !(, . H...I ,



Litho Roman in Practical Display



I ii IMP Moni.-i n and Title I it In. Kuiium in Display

Special Show
Days for Fall

HAVING
r<-n-i\ i-il LH--I- -I. i I.MI. MI - of new

lt<MlH IIM 1 1 li.-i-i-il iii New York l.-i-i month.
up .l.-~ii i- to announce WediieNdny. Thurmloy
niul Friday. October Hixlh. neventh ii<l eighth.
a formal DiNplay Dayn in our Itendy'to-Wear
l>c|>nr(iiiriil. On theMp iln .-.- dayH it will he f>iir

pleaNiirr to preiteiit for your roiiHideration the

moNt romprehenaive exhibit of thin Mea>on'a
mofleH in lien! Fur Lined Kmpire and I'addork
Ciutio. l-'nr and Feather Neck Piecex. Wah
Silk and Cotton Tailored and I .in^i-i ! WaiHtn.
Street nnd DreHH SkirtM. Fine Tailored Street

Suitw. Neijliiiee houne tianneiilN. M !--i--' and
( liililn-ii"- (,..n-. The Kintler Store ham lonit
been rerogni/.ed HM the fnHhion renter of South
Olean. and in thin nperial NhowiniJ we are not

."in.: to diiiplay aiiyth!n|> but the very latent in

in- retaining all ntyle
adiea will appreciate a
tentioii han been given
ere it not for thin one
ion of New York City

WK KKNPKCTFl-LLY
HKOfKKT tin AND
YOI'H FHIRNDH TO
VI8IT I II I -- KTORK
OM DAYS DBVOTBD
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NPKCIAL SHOWING.
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ON ALL EVENINGS

SPRING PAKK
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H..-lin Allrr . .! |hr I till.

mrr now romplrlril Mi.il oprii
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I'.rW I lul. iidlhrirlmnlliv.
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on Street, South Olean, New York

V Ill Omi.ii.l Unlfom Kill. Cot Cortm>
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KIO.TKXAS
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TITLE LITHO ROMAN
60 Point 3 A $8 50

PRINTED
54 Point 3 A $7 20

MENDERS
48 Point 3 A $6 50

PROMOTER
RAMBLERS
42 Point 3 A $4 50

COMPOUNDS
GRUMBLING
36 Point 4 A $3 75

RODS BROKEN
SMOKE HOUSE

358



TITLE LITHO ROMAN
I \ H <.,

BRIGHT STUDENT
EASTERN FRIEND
NMttM - 6A$250

INHERITED MANSION
SOUND

: A s- n

M KGAPHONE CONDEMNED
SHOWING NOBLE ROMANS

DISREGARDING
HACKS BOUGHT

,n A

NOTES EMPHASIS
GOLDEN QUALITY

11 A $1 75

NATURAL HISTORY
CIIMCK INTMRERED

8 Point No. 2 16 A $126

MANY BOYS LEAVE FARM
DISTINCT LITHO QUALITY
ENTHUSIASTIC AUDIENCE
DETERMINED STATESMEN

8 Point No. 1 20A $125

RECORD BREAKING ATHLETES
M i N l l N. I.IONS IS I>ANGKROrs
DURING Till'! SEVENTH SEASON
SATISFIED THE ART PRINTERS

6 Point No. 4 20 A $1 00

I i- I EFFECTIVE AND PROGRESSIVE
MANY l M i:<. l l 1 1 PRINTERS WISELY
EDtTCATING THE PI'BLIC TC> A BETTER
APPRECIATION OF Ql'AI-ITY IN FACES

ir*mt 12 A $1 60 6 Point No. 8 23 A $100

AMKKH AN LINE TYPE
NAMI:NTS ARTISTIC

POBLIHHKKN WHO NKULKCT TIIK KTI'DY
OF GOOD TYPOGRAPHIC STYI.K ARK NOT
ONTOTHKIR JOB.TBOHK WHO PI.AC K TIIK
GREAT AUVKHTINING CONTRACTH. ALSO

It A $1 40

AI>VI<:KTISI:KS
BURGLAR HADLY I

6 Point No. 2 2CA$im

I* rMI*TI*fi MHIII'H THKM
TO KOTABLIUMICD

IM fHK Til tn (MM
l 11- or TOHAT WART
AND TMK I r-TO-DATK

ISA UK
** \ " M II V.VM'AI. HKCKiniON
1 s ' i i i srj:M.-,r,?s!M i n.i 1:1 s

6 Point No. 1 anA$lon

369



Condensed Litho

72 Point 3A$675 4a$395 $1070

SUPERFINE
Great Demand
Making Plates
60 Point 3A$595 4a$345 $940

PRODUCTION
French Brokers
Northern Home
48 Point 4A $4 15 6a$336

KNIGHT ELOPED
Humble Actor Tried

European Physician
360



Condensed Litho

.
!

' 4A 240 9a$260 $600

HONORABLE MENTION
Modern Engravers Beguiled
Tasty Printer Desired Lit ho

! 5AJ200 11$225 $426

CRITICS INFLUENCE YOUTH
Oldest Detective Given Preference

Recognize Superior Cover Designs

6 A $175 13 a $175 $350

STRIKING MODELS MERIT HONOR
Faces Having Many Points of Superiority
Particular Printer with Elated Customers

i

-

10 A $160 20* SI 66 $325

WONDERFUL SCHOLAR
Advertising Seven Bargains
Kiijoys Hide to Coney Island

14 A $145 28a$156 $300

IISTIIYKACH LINK IN YOUR
S IK k ;iinl Thereby Become Popular
^ ilh Our Hi I-JM-IMX . i In- Stoiioniun

10 Point 18 A $120 3Sa$130 $260

SIMPLE MAIDENS REHEARSE
Quiet Place Near Beautiful Mansion

Refreshing Hree/.es of North Shores
Children Amused Pioneer Merchant
Honest Dealer Contradicting Ranker

8 Point 22 A $1 10 44 a $1 15 $2 26

ORNAMENTATION PKIMAKY INSTINCT
HirmoiioM Color Schemes Decorating Paper*
I'niilni II..M- That Mark an Kporh in thr Trade

History of Printing Points Out Some Abililiri

Work of li.-n Hands (iuidcd bv Sludiou. llradi

17 A $135 34 a $1 40 $275 I'.. , 24 A to 96 48a$106 $200

I I \SIN(, DKSKiN READILY SOLD
Advertisers Di-m.-iinl ()riiiin;il ('(impsi(rs

\oiir:ileSrj:{i:i(i7S!MI Anvil Finisli.-il

FUNOAMRNTAI. PRINCIPI.K OF TVPOfiKAPIIY
H urkm.n lnlnili<rl> I <im?a,r4 Artl.llr CoBklBIli**
/rl.rn. .i.d l.ln.h.nls \i>ii<.rd ( lillrfrrn l llir I ,,. us

S..ii,r I ,,!,,, K S,,, ,!,!, llr,;..T|1 rnahl, S.l.sl. i,,l

(irril Srirnlilir JILMt.VtTSW I'rrparatioB* l)ii< nx rrrd
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Condensed Litho in Practical Display

BRONZE MASTERPIECES

SDME
years ago we started an effort to popularize in this city

the best bronze work of America and Europe, and we now offer

for your critical inspection the results of a carefully selected

collection of masterpieces in sculpture of bronze of both American
and foreign artists. These works are entirely original and have

been highly commended by connoisseurs and art collectors both in

this country and abroad. This exhibition is now in progress on the

seventh floor and is the most notable one of its kind that has ever

been held in America. The real significance of the present revival in

bronze statuary will be at once apparent to the observant visitor

at this exhibition. A visit from you will afford us much pleasure

To those of oiir patrons who are

interested in this exhibition and
find it inconvenient to attend in

person,we have prepared a finely

illustrated booklet which will be
mailed on receipt of their address

Wayside Ornament

THE LINCOLN AERO CLUB
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Desires to announce to its friends and

the public in general that many of the

most prominent aviators of the country
have been secured to compete in the

semi-annual tournament of the club on

Governor's Day
at the Missouri State Fair Grounds at

Austin. This event promises to outdo

anything of its kind ever attempted in

this part of the United States. Special

arrangements for facilitating travel is

in the hands of a competent committee

RUTHERFORD J. MASON
Recording Secretary

ABSOLUTELY BITKULAK PROOF

SafetyLock
Boxes

A GOOD PLACE TO LEAVE YOUR
JEWELRY WHILE ON YOUR

VACATION TRIP

Local and I .one Distance

Telephones

The Boston Safety Go.

NEW LONDON, CONN.

362
Versatile Border



si-il l.iihn. l.i-ln l,itho a nd Till*- Light l.iflio in Combination

I 111 XIO IIHliW N
i HUH \ aaa HK.\M>

.IAMKS M SMITH

Km SIITON PAINT COMPANY
CROWN BRANDWHITE LEAD

PAINTS. OII-SAM) VAHMSIIKS

( hirlrnlowi. Miinr

VNM M SI MI.\|hM
II M I nisi

Endmor Hanking

Company
I>KrotTOMY

<>M r n I Hi N i i

II I I.-- X

Capital and Surplus

IM iu xi l'\ N Hi I-..KI i -.

** \l I ll |MI

(Ml \M..I| u | | , x,,,..,.

Kxhibition of Silverwure

and Cut (ilass

'l*ln* ({unlock ( ..M.J..IIIV would r'Mp<M'l-

fllll> iill III. Mill-lit 11.11 (if II- I- .III ..II- fit

collodion of MI! vrrwari* and cut 6lnMM.

d*Mi6m<tl !>> nnd mnflt* und>r llu- ilircfi

-n I" i \ i -i . M nf .li'iin Ht-iMiu. mciiilxT tif

tin- Htandnrd A<ml m\ of l>oitfii. Thi
(in. . i ! li i i H ni \\ 1 1 1 In- on < \ li ilnt ion. fur

n limited imu- only, nt our Kxhiliit II. til

mi S<- ..ml \\ .-inn- The in r:i> will M

-.lit if H|H>iti. fiirk** nnil -i i \ i n w pi f< -

lf M*rvirt<M nnd ilinii-r wnn*. trityn and
lioW IM, i'lf. (nl ul.i-- ili-i iinl<-i -. ^^ li i-L t-\

judM.nnd nilv*r moiinlfd vnw*M.<*tr. ('aril

oaBCB. riitnri'tti* mill riiiiir rnM<*M, |>ock*'t

kitivi-**. tiuitrh l..i\. - mid .1. -k fitttn^M.

The Kurdock Co.
Swn Frnri*n.

OANIKI. HKAMINO

I led ;i n I n vestmen I Company

Mining I'niprrlirs, Timber Tracts

:inil dial Lands

M I -. > t I t -

> \\ I.'V III V.. \ \S||| M.I ON.

'.



CONDENSED TITLE LITHO

60 Point 3A$g75

RENUMBER
54 Point 4 A $6 50

SEIZE BRIDE
48 Point 4AJ500

HUNT MINERS
42 Point 5 A $4

SECURE KNIGHT
36 Point 5 A $3

STRONGER DESIG
VERY FINE
30 Point 6AJiAJ*

REQUIRED PRINTING^
SELECT MODERN TYP1

364



( ONDKNSI'I) TITLK LIT1IO

,1 N . BAI260

I MNTEHESTING SPECIMEN
PLEASING HEAUTY DOCTOR
I Point Nix I 9A 1260

ERECTING HANDSOME BUILDINGS
IM{I NTS CHARMING AND DISTINCT

. \ 11 A KM

BAN'Ql'ET SEVKRAL HONEST TINKERS
(.HAM) HKINIONS HELD FREQUENTLY

< l-o.nl No. t iSACon

THE AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY
MODERN DESIGNERS RECEIVED STUDENTS

: \

UKANT 1 IRE FIGHTING HERO DIAMOND MEDAL
DISCARD YOUR BROKENANDWORN OUT SERIES

J A tl BO

VKKY FINE SPRING MOKNINfi
si N TUSKS Midi ANXIETY
< ni.lH'ST SimwrSM WINTEK

12 Point No. 1 A$1SO

sli.ll I |M. lulil'l liu BOAT DKSTKOYKK
( XI ISKK I'.IIUKI mi SIT i n KKXOKDS
in MIIMSIII n II \MISIIMI STKAMKHIP

6 Point No. 4 2.'.Aino

20 All SO

M MM WOKIJI-WIDK KEI'l TATIONS
' II \\(,| VOTING DISTRICT OFTEN
sm.isii NOVELTIES ORIGINATED

ttAttu

MKRCHANT HAS 4KXAKIONAI. roMPKTITION
PtlRCHAMK WONURRFULAUTOMOBILE COVER
RICH MKRCHANT RETURNED WITH I'KTIKKS
sn.mi MKS $i.'ir*7xwi INSI K\M K i-ni M IKS

Point No. S 2XAI100
VKSIII I I I M VALl'ACLK rBKMII MM PIKSKNTKD
HTK IAI ATTKNTION KbAIIIIM; I>SIRI MOTS
STROM. I.KTTKB ro* TBK UBNKIAI JOB rilMTKB
IT BRIM.S IKNI I IS IMHM.IATr.il WHKM OWN

1 uril.T MAN COM I Mi IIOMK
I MN(, DKADTYIM-: I'KOMITI.l

i:"l SAILOR GRANTED SHORE LEAVB

< Point No.1

Oil l..-t..l .IAtl^ ! r*t * !>!<? MCBILOC >rl !*> IK I. .11.-.

a A II no

<M- .1I--.I >l >.tl.-m >.UI .!> ..., .in.v.t.

14AIIIO

I Xl'iisi | |n\ s| Mt | I n WITH JiHKAT IIOPK
'"' HIM i MI i;i \i\i n \ \ST A I IHI-:N< i s

MM M I (iiMI'usiloU m:i \l\l H NOTK I

Point No. 1

- . ..

.. . .



Bold Litho
p<>int 3 A $6 10 4 a $3 70HER

Returns
Maids Enter
IIIs11*i1>11ting

36 Point 3 A $3 40 4 a $2 00 $5 40

BUST MODERN
Syndicate

Habits
Great Importance

|

80 $425
'

^T
3 A $2 45 5 a $1 80

DESIGNS MODERN
Beautiful Homestead
Remarkable Printers
Transfer Department
Emergency Hospitals

366



ItoM liil,,.

1 1- 4 A $1 76 8 > tl 7S ti 60

REPEATED QUESTION
Npecial Delegate

heatre Demolished
> I oil 4

k IMI Ntyle Inaugurated
I'olil i<~;il Situation Certain
Quick ^e^vspaper I*rinters

6 A $160 12 1166 SS25

>irsic> STROXO
l>u*<y Individual**
I n-<';il'**l Sho>v in^;
SJ viiM'nili IHattricl

10 Point 12 A SI 20 23180 S2 50

>:i in Spri

*< l--l i nu < ni li 11:1 I in.
llll>- M ll. l-ll I i I . i-.l I II |-

IC.-.-il l.-liulilliil lliN<fr.V

I > |M lui-.-i |li i-;i I l*l>ill|ill|f

< < ii 1 1 < in .-i ii Kc>|ir*N I .;i (

< i rl >^ i r li<l i-i- 1>

lllM|lll>- I if ll>

N > i- i- < . I I I i XM |i |M i i 1 1 I <!

9 A SI 60 16* SI 50 SSOO

SIM.I:\IH i> I:DIFICE
I ><-ni- IMM! M M!< i-n I hil *,

U.I ! S|M 4 I MM ICH Ol"

Slory n" .1 M'ilcl
HI Printing >l;il< i-i.il

l Vll > -|-| i H-MH ll I

8 Point 14AS110 Z8*S116 S22S

i <KM <.<M:.I <i v, r \i: v 111

I I .! iil.i > I .in i ^ (.i (k|f| < , ,,. < ,,,!

Hi-m-liiry Holly I ,,,,....., I 1,11.

ItiiritniiiM in Kiiiiinicr < lolliiurf
I I. .11. 1. i IN III. I ..i.l ..i I !.,>. . i ..

l. i. , i , , . M. it., .,1^ , , . M ...I. , ..

< , . i i -.... ,. ^1..,%. ., . , i. ^i Kkill
i . , . i. -- i:..,. i;,,;; t ^ ,,.,,-. \ ,.,

>li<l<-rii! A-I| Itu idling*. Vi-t-n rt-<l

ii A SIM s> si 46 an
I Vll<: xri < I M I N IMMIKS
Arfi*.fi- mill \'-ry I : . 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 I

I iiHiirpiiHHtMl l*4rforiiiiiiif'M
i-ii>,in- l'roll*niM

i-Niiin*. in
si _:: i.-.r,7

m

Point 16 A SO 96 30. IK* 000

-l-l I N 111 II I .1KM III I in. N I / I n
M .... I .....< .1 , ,, , i . . , _ 1 1. ,.,.,,.,,. 4lrgan

... i ,.....(. I I ..,,. ,^,^ 1C. ,.,,,.,., ,. .....

K.I..... Ir.tin llnlllf llt-lcl nf Nanllnijo
I 1 ,-....,, ,1 It .. ., .1 I.. .1 ^ I... < ,, . i . ,.!
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Liitho Bold and Light Copperplate Gothic

WILLIAM M. BOSKIN PHILIP H. SHERMAN

BONKIN & SHERMAN
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN

GRAIN AX I) PROVISIONS
FARM PRODUCE

HOME TELEPHONE 27
LONG DISTANCE 2738

CENTER AND MORAN STREETS
NEAR THE OLD BURDEN MILL

JOHNSTOWN. GA.

WILSON P. HARRIS. PRESIDENT
GEORGE C. J1MSON. SECRETARY

WM. BROMLEY. VICE-PRESIDENT
CLAUDE WILLARD. TREASURER

HARRIS & .1 1 > I SO X

tfnintf. Writing and Printing of I ....

Advertising Liteiratare

PETER S. KILBOURNE
REPRESENTATIVE

23-24 BUXTON BUILDING

DALLAS, TEXAS

STA.VK>M<:XT

StateBank
Vor i ii Y -.-. .- 1<: ii <i ; ii u
June I 'i

OFFICERS
THOS. B. WINCHELL. PRESIDENT
ROY H. WILLIS. VICE-PRESIDENT
LAWRENCE W. MCKIM. CASHIER

Capital *!... -I. *.-.>.OOO.IMI
H... ,.!, ....

Versatile Ornament

The Annual

BoatRace
HELD IN CONNECTION

WITH THE

Independence Day

I t-.-i i-<l-.r <>< ii- IllinoiH

.Iiilv l''m i-< Ii

Versatile Ornament
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Liht Litho

48 Point 3 A $4 75 4 a $2 75 $7 50

SEND BRICK
Retired Soldier
42 Point 3 A $3 65 5a$260

SINGED RIDER
Kitchen Musician
36 Point 3 A $2 65 6 a $2 35 $5 00

MERINOS
Great Band
30 Point 4 A $215 8a$2 10 $425

MEN BRING
Roman Herds

10 Point 15 A $1 20 30 a $1 30 $2 50

ELECTRIC MACHINERY
Grecian Philosopher Expires

8 Point 18 A $1 10 35 a $1 15 $2 25

FAMOUS HISTORICAL PRINTER
Proposing Typographical Researches

Annually Instructing College Toilers

6 Point 20 A $1 00 39 a $1 00 $2 00

PURCHASE AMERICAN EXCELI.KNCK
This Typo Enables Many Printers to Keep in

the Lead and $1234507890 Pleases Customers

24 Point 5 A $1 70 10 a $1 80 $3 50

6 Point No. 2* 23 A $1 00 45 a $1 00 $2 00

PRINTERS KNOW THY TYPES AND INVEST

Judiciously. Remember Old Faces Are Not Always

Old Friends. A Type That Will Also Hi- Selected

SEND PRINCE
Gardener Soulful

'

18 Point 8 A $1 55 16 a $1 70 $3 25

FRENCH CHEMIST
Modernized Condition
14 Point 11 A $145 22a$155 $300

MUSICIAN DELIGHTED
Presents Finest Exhibitions

12 Point 13 A $1 30 27 a $1 45 $2 75

INTERESTED COMPOSITOR
Splendid $1234567890 Featuring

370

5 Point* 17A$100 34a$100 $2

EXCESSIVE RACKET PREVENTS MUSICIAN
Mendacious Tourist Fiddler Resumes Long Journe!

Members of this League are Promoters of Fini- Art

6 Point Title No. 4 21 A $1 ("

FACE AND SIZE FOR EVERY DF.MAXD
ENGRAVING EFFECTS SHOWN HERK

6 Point Title No. 3

PARTICULAR CUSTOMERS ARE SATISFIEI

IMITATION ENGRAVING DONE WITH LITH'

6 Point Title No. 2 28 A Jl <4

DEMONSTRATIONS IN LATE STYLES AMU KACKJ

SHOWING ELKGANT SIMPLICITY OK TYI'O<

6 Point Title No. 1 30 A $1 n

* The same face

, , ^ i . i



Liiilil Litlio in I'rm-ticnl Display

Christinas
Exercises
l.l\ I X I XIII 11 I III M -I'll I - ..I

-I \NIUKWS t HI KCII
I 1-1 I I -111 III -II I'IXX-^I\ \XI\

\\.-iln.--cliiy Kvt-iting

I ).-!. -Illln-l- 'J."tll



Compressed Litho

60 Point 3 A $4 60 4a$315 $775

EDITORS Disputed
48 Point 4A$325 6a$300 $625

Northern HISTORIANS
36 Point 5 A $2 10 8 a $2 15 $4 25

HOLDING RARE Demonstration
30 Point 6A $185 lla$2 15 $400

Misappropriated INCREASED STOCKS

24 Point 8 A $160 15a$190 $350

RELIABLE MERCHANTS Indorsed Application

18 Point 11 A $1 45 22 a $1 80 $3 25

PEDESTRIANS GATHERING FRAGRANT HONEYSUCKLES
Gentle Summer Breezes Refreshing Their Fevered Brows

14 Point 15 A $1 30 30 a $1 70 $3 00

BOLD INTRUDER FOUGHT POLICEMAN

Found Lurking Around Corner Stores

12 Point 19A $125 38a$150 $275

EMINENT DOCTORS HOLDING CONSULTATION

Peters Invested $1234567890 Irrigating Land

10 Point 21 A $1 10 41 a $1 40 $2 50

EXAMINATION DISCLOSING DELINQUENT PUPILS

Many Fair Ladies Protest Against Unfair Methods

8 Point 24 A $100 48a$125 $225

HILARIOUS STUDENTS RETURNING AFTER FOOT BALL GAMES
Serious Accidents Reported Daily During Eastern Tournament

372

6 Point No. 1 26A $090 52a$110 $200

EIGHTEEN FOREIGNERS ENLISTED IN SALVATION ARMY

Oculists Recommended Artichokes For Preserving Teeth

Fishermen Extremely Busy CatchiniSMossbiiiikers in China

Important Government Position Given Remarkable Maids

6PointNo.2t 32A$090 63a$110 $200

EXTRAORDINARY IMPROVEMENT NOTED IN Mlllimix INDUSTRIES

MIM-I ri-inii For o Situation Often Helps One Into a Good Position

Inspector Who Investigated Skyscrapers Found Law Being Observed

Important Questions Wisely Answered by Young University Women

5 Point t 24 A $090 47a$l 10 $200

ELEVEN HONEST COUNTRYMEN RECEIVED GOVERNMENT POSITIONS

Remarkable Interest Manllesled In Recent Foreign Automobile Races

Determined Young Lawyer Succeeds in Winning Most Celebrated Case

Constantly and Energetically Paving Rough Roads to I lliiii.it" Success

6 Point Title No. 1 44 A $1 00

t The



( nni|iri'xsnl l.il ho in I'r.'iriir.-il Display

H\\M \MMMPRdVKMhM (OMI'VM
sy\ Kill Ml. li.

mi ii iinn iMnttfT-TiMMro

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

I ll.-MII' III illllliilllKT III Illtt I. Hill illVI'SlltrS llirilllUlllllll III!' I.IM I hill III!' I illlll

hiM'slors' Tour llinmiih central ami Muiihrrn Tuxas will slarl from (irand

I rnlral Slalion by special schedule al ten n'rlork Wcilm-Nilay innriiiiii!. April

finirii'i'iiili. and will arrive al San Iliilaljid on ihr niorniii)! of Ilir -r\ i-iili'i>nlli.

Hi-MTvalions appliiul for rqillr llirn- spitrlal I rains, thai rmisisl of sloopcrs.

ilium!! anil ohsrrvntion cars. Ilius iiiakini! Ihr si-rvirit inosl riiiiunoiliiins and

i
iiiii|ilrii-. anil Ihoso ulio wish In parliripalit in this hnsiiirss iind pleasure trip

are n-mindrd (hat all appliraliuns iniisl n-arh in not lalrr Mian llu- l

SAMUEL R. THOMPSON, A|Ml

\.- >rt
l.rrh tmnrrnlh

TELEPHONE

MKMIIHAMO

Mr.

< alM > up an vrr>

urtrnt bi\lnr* ami

tll rail >o up atiaiii

al.

JOHN II. SMITH JAMBSB. IIOWK

JOHN H. SMITH & COMPANY
DECORATORS

IMKRIORFI BMSHKRS.PAPKRHANCiKBS
KRKMOKKSAMIPAINTKRS

HIIIIM JI^Mi>
3*1 I fc.rr . M r r
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Litho Antique
60 Point 3 A $7 60 4 a $4 40 $12 00

FINE Styles
48 Point 3 A $4 70 4 a $2 80 $7 60

Printing RIGHT
42 Point 3 A $3 65 5a$260

COMES Regularly
36 Point 3A$250 7a$250 $500

Language QUESTION
30 Point 4 A $2 00 9 a 52 25 $4 25

HUNTERS Destroy Animal
24 Point 5 A $1 60 11 a $1 90 S3 50

RELIABLE ANTIQUE SHOWED
Evident Adaptability and Elegance
18 Point 9a$160 16a$165 $325 10 Point 16 A $125 30a?125 $250

SEARCH STEAMERS
Relieves Thirsty Sailor_ /~ _ ::__ . .

Patient OrOWd Waiting

14 Point 12A$1BO 22a$150 $300

Became Unfortunate
T . i.i jt j TN 1

Jjigntnouse Appeared Uismal

LE
,

AN CENTRAL STATION
Employed Hustling Foreigners
Matrons Relieving Sickly'Guest
Colored Porters Find Chickens
One Conductor Receives Order

8 Point 19 A $110 37 a $1 15 $22!

IMMORTAL WILLIAM RUMINATING
Str.tfordPhilo.oph.rPo.tR.fl.cl.Lif.
Ardent Romeo and Merciless Shylock

Cleopatra Alluring the Noble Anthony

King Lear charms, Richard in

6 Point 21 A $100 40a$100 $200

COMPOSITORS GREAT OPPORTUNITIES
Proper Attention Brings Increased Efficiency

American Faces Make Pl.ang Arrangement
Changing Environment is Moulding Character

Great Monsters Inhabiting Primeval Forests

Desperate Burglars Pursued Through Country

Valuable $1234567890 Property Egyptian Hero $1234567890 Relates History

12 Point 1BA$135 28a$140 $275

YOUTHFUL LOVERS ESCAPING
Wrathful Parent Engaged TaxiCabs

Unavoidable Embankment
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Litho Antique in Practical Display
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Light Litho Gothic
5 A $1 65 11 a $185 $3 so

REC 3 DEiSIG
Famous Monarch Returns Today

9 A $1 65 16 a $1 60 $3 25

DRAMATIC EDITORS FO LED POLICE
Western Bandits Ransack Fast Mai Trans

11 A SI 50 22a150 fun

GOTHAMITES CAMPED NEAR SOUTH BEACH
Surf Bathing Attracted Many Beautiful Young Ladies

12 Point 15 AS136 30a$l 1276

AGED MOUNTAIN CLIMBER RESCUES FOREIGN TOURIST
Farmer Lost Huge Rol of $1234567890 Cigarette Papers in Reno

DR. FRANCIS ROGAN

OPEN EVENINGS
UNTIL 8:15

SUNDAYS 1 TO 3
262 SUYDAM AV

MR. CLARENCE WORTHINGTON

16 A SI 25 31 a SI 26 12 5

PROSPECTOR MAKES RICH STR KE IN NORTHERN COLORAD
Young Compositor Spends Forty Dollars While Rusticating at New Haven

18 A $115 36a110 S22

AMERICAN LINE FACES USED THROUGHOUT THE WORLD BY JOB PRINTE
Inspector Condemns Comparatively New Building at Request of Influential Citizen of It

6 Point No. 1 19 A SI 00 38 a $1 00 S2 00

FRENCH DOCTOR DISCOVERS SOFTER METAL
Sandy Desert Thronged With Arabs Waiting for Camels
Chemist Explained $1234567890 Methods to American

6 Point Title No. 3

MARYLAND CITIZEN MAKES
STERN JUDGE FORGAVE YOI
SCIENTIST EXAMINED AMBITIOUS STL

6 Point No. 2 25 A SI 00 48. SI 00 S2 00

OLD OMAHA PUBLISHERS BOUGHT METROPOLITAN DAILY
Eastern Financiers Organize for Purpose of Bettering Living Conditions

Burglar Defied Philadelphia Detectives After Blowing Steel Plate Safes

6 Point Title No. 2

SOLDIERS MARCH SIXTEEN MILES THRO 1

.

HUNTER TRAILED GRIZZLY BEAR FOR NINE
LARGE SCORPION BIT MEXICAN YOUTH IN ARl!

6 Point Title No. 1 20 A SI 00

FOREIGN ACTORS WROTE DRAMATIC STORIES
CRITIC PRAISED QUIET HUNGARIAN NOVELIST
FASHIONABLE GENTLEMAN DISTURBS SNAKE

376
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Litho Gothic
3 A $290 5$2 10 $600

GOTHIC PRINTING
Destroyed Structure

4At235 7$190 $425

MODERN SPECIMEN
Containing Characteristic

5 A $195 Ha $155 $350

COMPRISING
Design Charms

7 A $1 65 13a$160 $325

DEFINE HISTORY
Startle Goldworker
Returning Bracelet

A$150 19. $150 1300

ENDURING DESIGNS
Buy American Ornament
Showed Distinct Borders

12 A $1 40 23 $1 35 $2 75

COMPLIMENT FOREMEN
Detained Emigrants Saturday
Count $1234567890 These

ISA tlZS M$l tt&O

RECEIVES HONOR FIGHTING
Oregon Cowpuncher Fired Salute
Village Cornet Bands Play Slowly
Youthful Soldier Unfurled Ensigns

m

SPoint 15A$110 30a$115 $225

DESCRIBED NEWSPAPERS
Feature Commercial Typography
Displays Exquisite Workmanship

6 Point No. 1 16 A $100 32a$100 $200

SUPERINTENDENT RETURNED
Contemplated Extensive Improvement
Charming $1 2 3456789O Featuring*

6PolntNo.r 18AJ100 35$100 $200

HONEST METHODS EXPOSED HERE
Ambitious Lightweight Wrestler Procured

Greet Cricket Oeme Pleyed During Storm

5 Point* 13 A $100 26a$100 S2 00

ANCIENT FACES BEING REPLACED
Octin Going St*m*r Round* Cp Horn
Lerg Tugtt Ruahad Down Bmy Full Spaad
EnormouB Cargo** Tk*n Aboard V* )

6 Point No. 12 28 A $1 00

STRONO FOREIGNER SECURED CUOTHINO
ATTENDED EXTRAORDINARY CONVENTION
MODEL AMERICAN PRINTING MACHINERY
HANDSOMEST BORDERS AND ORNAMENTS

A Point No. 11 2A$100

Point No. 10 *<A$Ion



Bodoni
72 Point 3A$555 4a$390 $9 45

HIRED CLERK

Brighter Staples
60Point 3A$475 5a$380 $866

HEROIC KNIGHT

Champions Argued
48Point 5A$390 8a$370 $760

HUMBLE INSPECTOR
Some Magnificent Styles

42 Point 5 A $3 30 8a$300 $630

EXPORT FINE CLOTHES

HungryGentleman Reports
Fashionable Couples Dance



Bodoni
:

SAttSO lOattIO $&00

UNIQUE BODONI SPECIMEN

Exquisite SeriesNicelyDesigned

Display Remarkably Handsome

6AI206 11 .$220 $425

SECURING AMERICAN BEAUTIES

Imparting Considerable Individuality

Bright Compositors Recognize Results

7 A $160 14* (190 13 CO

ENTERPRISING PRINTERS REFLECTING

Nothing AccomplishedWith Ancient Material

Manv (Ihariiiing Designs Recently Introduced

11 A $180 22$180 $330

\ I )M IRABLE EXHIBITIONS
*MIIII|HIOII- \|>urtiii<>nt Ruined

[nspiring Entertainment Given

MPMM 16A$1S Sla$lS5 $100

'I.I \II-T AMERICAN PRODUCER
Receiving Congratulations From Critics

I'riiiirr-
\iiiii-i|iatril a Prosperous Year

MA$I Katltt CT5

M MIKMI -
I All I! I'KISKS REPORTED

x
- hrinr. hillin.-il ;unl Si-riiMil\ ( ..n-i.l. r. ,1

I \tr.i.. r.im.ii-N >IJ ; 1567890 Demands Made

10 Point 21 ($120 40* $130 $260

EDUCATION SADLY NEGLECTED
Studious Young Scholars Going Ahead

Grasp Golden Opportunities, Brothers

Discouraged Boy Becomes Melancholy
Strict Attention Should Always Prevail

8 Point 23 A $110 4S$115 $225

MECHANIC MADE GRAND SUGGESTION
Propottd Reconstruction ofComplicated Part*

Demonstrate* Practical Point* for Stockholder

Highly Complimented by Department Official

Beautiful Dream* I li-lr.n I the M.iinl-i>Mir llrrn

(Point ZSA$06 &2$1 06 $200

IIKPARTMCVTS REORGANIZED 1)1 KIM. SEP XMBER

'



Bodoni in Practical Display

Fine English Suitings
AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

MADE
by our own experienced and skillful workmen

into stylish and modish suits for careful dressers. The
materials are imported direct from the best English Mills,

in patterns exclusively controlled by us. During the ensuing

eight weeks we shall offer these at a very great reduction

to Angelica citizens. Perfect fit guaranteed in every case

One Price $22.50

RUFUS FABIAN TAILORING COMPANY
ANGELICA, NEW YORK

The
Constitution

ofthe United States

of America

Done in a Convention of the

Thirteen States

PHILADELPHIA:
IN THE TWELFTH YEAR OF THE UNITED STATES

MDCCLXXXVII

WE, the People of the United

States, in order to form a more

perfect Union, establish justice,

insure domestic tranquillity, pro-

vide for the common defence,

promote the general welfare, and

secure the blessings of liberty to

ourselves and our posterity, do

ordain and establish this CONSTI-

TUTION for the United States of

America.

ARTICLE I.

SECTION 1. All legislative powers
herein granted shall be vested in a

Congress of the United States, which
shall consist of a Senate and House of

Representatives.
SECTION 2. The House of Repre-

sentatives shall be composed of mem-
bers chosen every second year by the

people of the several States, and the

electors in each State shall have the

qualifications requisite for the electors

of the most numerous branch of the

State legislature.
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Bodoni in Practical Display

IIIIN OI'IM-lt UK TI11.IK I Mim-lAMIIM..
THAT THEY MIGHT t'NDERSTAND THE SCRIPTURES

-MM II KK Jl.T.

HISTORIC

BIBLE PRINTERS
AN ACCOUNT OF

THEIR PART IN THE SPREAD
OF SACRED SCRIPT

BY

RAMOND VINCENT LOVES
PRESIDENT OF GROVE -I MIN Mil

NEW EDITION DE LUXE
ILLUSTRATED

FROM THE PRKSS O>

EARLY PUBLISHING COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA

>:



Bodoni Italic

36Point 5AS245 9a$255 $500

PRINTERS HONOR BODONI
Italian Designers Study History
Uninvited Neapolitans Perform

Husky OperaLeaders Criticized

Californian Taught Champions

30 Point 6 A $2 10 11 a $2 20 $430

BODONIDELIGHTS MERCHANTS
Beautiful Creation Purchased Lately

Display Modern American Ornament

Inspiring Natural Harmonies Charm

Rusticating Musician Studies Melody

Strongest Butcher Subdued Landlord

24 Point 7 A $1 70 13 a $1 80 $3 50

BANKER INVITED BOHEMIANAUTHOR
Inspector Examines Five Gigantic Skyscrapers
Northwestern Bandits CaughtNearing Helena

Southern Representative Introduced Georgian

Important Documents Unearthed Near Colma

Prosperous Merchants Return From England

Newspaper Editors Received Congratulations
382



Bodoiii Italic

-
!

-" 11 A 1160 22. $175 $825

AMERICAN PERFORMER DELIGHTING AUDIENCES
>///vin/ I tinners Capture Twelve Grizzly Bears Near Denver
1'n^ionians Entertain Delegates From Ecuador and England
\ nturious Hank Robber Escapedfrom Dangerous Detectives

Hungry Gorillas Display WonderfulAgility Climbing Trees

Bodoni Italic Proved a Reliable Purchasefor Fine Printers

HI M 16* *1 45 31 a $1 55 $300

IIHH GHTFUL DESIGNERS PRAISING MODERN BODONI ITALICS
Y/i/'s Rflinhlf ltdlic Face Produced by American Type Founders Company
Cast on Script Line Thereby Preserving the Long Descenders on Solid Body
II

ttntlcrj'nl Story Circulated by Tourist About Fountain of Perpetual Youth
< -rnntl Vaudeville Performer Returned from Successful Foreign Invasions

/ nfitrinnnte Emperors Remaining Silent During Entire Search by Soldiers

it Marathon Racer Received Trophy After Finishing with His Exercises

Di-liiihti'<l Children Appreciated Long Trolley Ride Down Lower Parkway

18A 35 33.1140 $275

>/'/ Minimi I I \POSES HISTORIANS
I ,'i, in,,*! Establishment (.A'Mtriitt-il I in-s<lti\

\nlnrnl History Stiulfnts Questioned Expert
ol.lnlinmiin lli-friends California Proprietor
Kiml I nri'iniin Forgives Famous Compositor
Demonstrated I M/////K-.S.S of Modern Design
I
^\/>tiiin lhniu.i'011 Contains Main Antujin-^

I ,'ii'lon Haberdasher Condemns Old Tavern

Snlnnits $1234567890 New Plans

8 Point 22 A $105 45 a $120 $225

21 A $1 20 41 a $1 SO $2 50

'."I ni \K,,i t nitli.llTENS REMOTE FIELDS
Woiiriffiiri 1 1,,,,. r * I'osanu Marki-il t'.lutriirii-ri.itica

NtftmbtTDtltghtl \l<in\ I
'

nllin*i<i*lii- /'<<

I*IT l>ii< I.* I ./-. il\ I'HI*III lliin^i\ I'n

(Jiililn-n Botaniz, mnl Study Migrating Snn^*i, /^

/ OMI. Ih, inn, r \,'li-i i\ l\inliiinl ^iitnni, i limn*
l*firA >yirin,' / ,, f , >/.. ^ln-lii r \iimi-rnitx I'nrtridget

I in in, i* t)li*, -Hi' \ttluriil I'lii-iinni,mi
lii-iiili il I

,ini/>i>\it,ir Di'scrilx-* tin' Munntniii*

tlli-n<l* ( ,>ni,nli,in nl Stm t'rnm i*,

EARTHQUAKE SHOCKS FELT MONDAY
Inilirinii l),-t, , live Informed Chicago .\olable

Six Hi'initi/iil Models Exhibit Graceful forms

Jiij,iiin'\f Tonsorialist Discovers AVw Remedy
Ohio Com/mfitor Receive* Money from Ijifinn

Eastern Athlete Tours Australia With Doclort
Cattle Rustlers Banished From Northern loica

U. /. mi Hi i< /.> Surprised Chinese Acrolmtn
Rescue Thousands From Hurnin/i l^ilx>rnlni\

.Vi'ic England Heavywifihi II H-^I/IT Ki-tnrns

Industrious Apprentice r'ini.tht-il /xm# (Unine
United *luii-i MIIIIIH-\ Hi'i-ieuiedby Dignitni\
Admiral Praises Unite l.ii'iili'iiniil nt /{<in</ucr

Point 28 A $090 Ha $110 $200

MAHI ma - 1 111 1 1 ii i \* ri I i -i I, I.HI n rni\ii ii

Crullilnum OpMMrf Kfrlirr Sinn CM trailer Cmm*

tw > d ,/ CMjrran Iturinf F^rwmr,
in .S./, ,

I ermoitl t'nilvpf Opemtor BM
Anna, l

Tnmp Summtr Amdvtnd \r SMIK* of Uhrrtv ljul \ .,*(

***tm,~t R.,,1.,,, / ../.,^ T-rrihl. r.rnn. H k.l. I>,~~J
) o..*/"' Stommam) FomJ AmoHf Caul ffwiJUn in OU<^r<>

i C*n Crop B.HVT W~J M larfM HmitnmJ

I W.m ~ITI,~I IllSHtr Font



Bodoni Italic in Practical Display

International School of Printing
Fortieth Lesson

IDEAS OF BODONI
ON PRINTING

Foreword
HlS NOTIONS about Typography are to the point: "The

beauty of letters consists in their regularity, in their clear-

ness, and in their conformity to the taste of the race,

nation and age in which the work was first written, and

finally in the grace of the characters, independent of time

or place. Types should be suitably arranged on the pages
in straight regular lines, not crowded, nor, in proportion
to their height, too far apart, and with equal spaces be-

tween words and lines. The more classic the book, the

more appropriate it is that the text should appear alone,

in order that the beauty of the letters may be apparent.
This is real art." Notwithstanding the many advances in

printing and type making that have been made in modern

times, these ideas of this old master printer still hold good.
The School has taken great pains in the following pages
to show a few Bodoni reproductions. The typographer of
the twentieth century will find much in the simple styles

of Giambattista Bodoni that is worthy of close study and
emulation. This lesson will also prove of practical value

on account of the increasing popularity of Bodoni types

This Instruction Paper is Strictly

Confidential
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Bodoni and Htxloni Italic in Practical Display

Mankind and Education
.4 Bool / K-ov. fc, JO// S fHlM l llHltKHUll

\\ I .11.
|.|.

.!- .1 I" .HIM. Mm..- ili.il tin- lunik i- now rracly : and we ui-li to -,i\ that it

i- tlir |M--| wr h.lM- M'l iillrrril. ill I'.lrt 11 I- '.Mi nl lln Illli'-t \.IMI|ilr- nl I klll.lklllj

which ha recently been produced. Even if this book bad been in a language unknown
In tin- r.M'li i it would be a delight to take it in hand and linger upon its typographical
charms. It will satisfy the booklover who can appreciate the art of the craftsman, who

.1- inspired by a high ideal, and worked in an atmosphere of harmony and good fellow-

-hi|>. l.iltlr nerd be said of the text of this book, for Chesterfield was one of America'*

foremost essayists, ami M \\M\D AND KorcATioN is one of his best books. These essays
. ..MUiii Mimr of tin- in.. -i I., .uiiilnl ill. ni-lii- ever penned, and they are held as almost
sacred by many readers. This book is printed on rich white, pure rag paper, from clear

cut new i \
p.-. w ith nature design in delicate tint on each page, title page and frontispiece

carefully hand colored. There are about four hundred copies in substantial brown board

binding, at one dollar each, and one hundred copies in full leather, at two dollars each.

INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
Nfur York Baltimore PhiltuMphia Boston New Orleans Chicago San Francisco

PRIMING METHODS
IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

I 1 I I III I! I > tin- expenditures for the composing room have been in-

iiimlii-ent .1-
riitii|i.in-il

ilh those in other dep.irlment-. I nder the

iiii-thinl here i.iiilin. .1. .

..i>i|...-iiii:
room

i|iii|.iii.
MI-. i-M-liuling types

.nnl liiini\
|ie-. II.IM- runted in i-i from IIM- thonanil to eighteen thou-

sand diilLir-. There has been a superstition among printers that the
.

..iii|ii. -mi; r....m- did not pav. Facts show that the composing room
with .1 ii.-l -\-II-MI i- the iiui-i

|.ii.|ii.i|ili

.!
|..irlni.-iil. || h.i-. ,|,-M

|c,|.,-,|
in the sale

"I -). i.ili/i-d .

.iiii|M.-ni- rni mitlit-

.iii.l the re-nliiii^ in. ri-.i-f in . Hi. n n. \

has aliiK.-l ,il\%.i\ - lieen a n-.il -miri-e ..I

agrei-.il.l. -iii|.ii-. i<> I-MT\ |niri haaer.

American

I ype Founders Company

COMPLETE
I'ltl \II\G OFFICE

OUTFITTER



Bodoni Book

36 Point 5A$235 10a$270 $606

DISTINGUISHED FOREIGNER
Printers Secured Handsome Series

Acknowledge Prominent Designer

30 Point 6 A $2 15 12a$225 $440

RECOVERINGANCIENT HISTORIES
Italian Merchants Erect Beautiful Statues

American Type Founders Company Face

24 Point 8 A $165 16a$190 $355

BLACKSMITHS PURCHASED HORSESHOES
Handsome Borders Improve Better Type Designs

Notice Striking American Originality Throughout

18 Point 12 A $1 50 24 a $1 80 $3 30

IGNORES TRUSTING MAIDEN
Disinherit Prominent Compositor
Honest Judge Granting Interviews

10 Point 22 A $120 42 a $130 1250

OBSERVING STRANGEST CREATURE
Making Christmas Gifts of Jeweled Purses

Seventy Turkeys Used Thanksgivine Day-

Steamers Arrived from Bermuda onTlme

Wonderful Demonstration Pleased Ladies

14 Point 17 A $145 33 a $155 $300 8 Point 24 A $105 47 a $120 $225

EXQUISITE TYPOGRAPHIC FEATURE

Explains Remarkable Coincidence Monday
Deserted Lighthouses Rapidly Demolished

Shows Handsome and Dignified Characters

lies

225

PT V

12 Point 19 A $130 38 a $145 $275

SECURE MODERN PRINTING EQUIPMENT
Foreign Mechanic Demanded American Quality
Boston Wire Stitchers Repay Careful Purchaser

Prosperous Farmer Leaves Vermont Mountains

Employ Husky $1234567890 Unitype Operator

PRAISING MODERN DESIGNS FERVENTLY
Hoboken Heavyweight Wrestler Was Challenged

Hunters Pursued Mountain Lions Around Forest

Astounding Report from Greatest Mining Center

Japanese Admiral Found Large Phonograph Disc

Heavy Rainstorm Stopped Football Games Today

6 Point 27 A $095 52 a $105 $2

MARVELOUS STRUCTURES COMPLETED AFTER DELAY?

Steamboat Captain Pilots Large Excursion Party Safely Tued>

Noted Harvard Astronomer Discovers New Comet in Eastern Skv

Charming Burlesque Show Amused Many Ladies and Gentlemen

Printing Office Superintendents Praising Bodoni Book Fervently

Wealthy Merchants Purchased Valuable Buildings for Daughter)

Expert Bookkeeper Held Important Government Position Lal<

Handsome Stenographer Returned from Prolonged Vacation Trifl

Beautiful Figures Quickly J1234567890 Observed by Composite)!

386



Bodoni Book Shown in Practical Display

COMFORTABLE HOMES
Hundreds of families now find under the roof of

one massive structure practically the privacy of a

secluded home, and have many more privileges and

conveniences, such as elevators, gardens, billiard

rooms, courts, etc., than a single home can afford

THE POISON WHO HAS NOT KEPT APACE WITH THE TIMES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF APARTMENT HOUSE
CO.SSTRI <-nc>\ WOULD TRULY MARVEL AT THE NUMEROUS HOME CONVENIENCES AT THEIR COMMAND

THE JAMES HENDERSON RENTING AGENCY
MANHATTAN BOULEVARD AND RIVERSIDE DRIVE. NEW YORK CITY : TELEPHONE 84

:;:;:

Hudson& Nairn

Company
MAKEBSOF

Lithographic Inks and

Fine Dry Colors

INCREASING TRADE
A SERIES OF EXAMPLES TAKEN FROM
THE PRACTICAL TYPOGRAPHIC GUIDE

IN
the last article, the ingredients

of inks were discussed and now
we come to the distributing enil

of the business. If the printer could
so standardize all his work as to be
able to buy regular inks in large lols

from the manufacturer's stock, hr
would considerably reduce the cost

of getting the ink to the user.This is

probably impossible in a number
of cases. Paper, presses, cuts, time

requirements, and numerous other

OrrTumm 1ZM

MONSEN& BURNS
ARTISTlc'cOLD JEWELRY

new inw v

price*
on mlu that arc supposed to

be the Mine, stop and think what
each can may contain in the way of
true value, and of how much real

m



Bodoni Book Italic

36 Point 6 A $2 70 9a$230 $500

CONDEMNING LIGHTHOUSES
Gunboats Returning From Sweden

Honorable Gentlemen Disinherited

30 Point 6 A $2 05 12 a $2 35 $4 40

REQUIRING STRONGAUTOMOBILE

Large Steamer Nearing Southern Harbor

Delightful Excursion Parties Disbanding

24 Point 8 A $170 15 a $180 $350

MYSTERIOUS KNIGHT DESIRED FORTUNE
Disheartened Ranchman Journeys Through Utah

Extraordinary Confectioners Holding Conventions

18 Point 12 A $155 24 a $175 $330

SHOWED EXQUISITE DESIGN

Pleasing Bodoni Book Italic Face

HandsomestAmerican Ornaments

10 Point 22 A $125 43 a $1 25 $250

DESTRUCTIVERAINSHA VEPASSED
We are a Complete Printing Office Outfitter

Young Frenchman Saved Native Spaniard

Large Pressman Dances Like Grizzly Bear

Badly Punish Western Fighting

14 Point 16 A $1 40 33 a $1 60 $3 00

ENGLISH DUKE INTER VIEWS KINGS

Strong Butcher Carried Heavy Load Friday

Five Large Hornets Chased Husky Soldiers

Bewildered Geographical Students Helped

12 Point 19 A $1 30 39 a $1 45 $2 75

GIRLSMENTION INTERESTING HISTOR Y

Naming Twentieth Century Economies Correctly

Radiant Sunshine Delights Seaside Promenader

SplendidJapanese Performer Touring Continent

Beautiful Figures $1234567890 Shown Printer

24 A $105 46 a $120 $2

DISTINGUISHED FOREIGNERS ENTERING

Several Governors Elected During Last Elections

United States Senator Received Fountains Friday

Young Councilmanfrom Oregon Presented Claim

Interesting Lectures Enthusing Former Policeman

Retired Banker Spent Money With Great Masters

Mexican General Submits Plansfor Fortifications

6 Point 30 A $095 56a$105 $200

GOVERNMENT INSPECTOR PURSUED FOREIGN ml ITi

Claim Agent! Being Entertained in Brooklyn by German Soldiers

Unusual Strength and Endurance Observed at Professional
Gam?

American Type Founders Company Sets the Pace in Making Type

Strong Bodoni Features Preserved Throughout this Entire Serin

Serviceable Borders and Ornaments Enrich Finer Printed Detif*

Enormous Profits Rewarded Users of Original Bodoni Book Itali-

This Company Sells Cylinder and Job Presses, Paper Cutlers, Ei

American Lint Type Styles $1234567890 Mean Increased Pr

388



Bodoni Book Italic ami Bodoni Book m Display

The GrowingDemandfor
Good Printing

VJOOD work pays. The finest quality of printing, that which is

used for advertising purposes, as well as the commercial forms, is

tin- kiinl in which there is the most money for the advertiser and

also for the firm producing such work. This growing demand for

a better grade of printing is due to the fact that the public has at

last awakened to the educational value of good printing. Now to

do good work one must have good material, and the many beautiful

American Line Type Faces
\\iiich arc >liown in this catalogue will

help wonderfully in pro-

ducing this class of work. That the demand for high-grade work
v\ill continue to increase is a recognized fact, for the constant

ilcvdopment of the esthetic sense in our educational institutions

is bound to produce notable and lasting results. While we may
not ha\c parsed through the era of cheapness, there is less desire

for the cheap article than there was a few years ago, that is, if

the low price is at the sacrifice of elegance, worth and good ta-i-

Originator and Maker ofArtistic Type Faces

American Type Founders Company

H< >YD'S HISTORYOFTHE CIVIL WAR
IwMik ha* IKTII pniMiiimi >! \>\ .-\piTt* a-* tli- ni'i-1 r\.ul n-< .ml

war IM-IW.'.-M lln- North ainl Smith which ha- >-\<-i \->-\\
pl.i.

nl

on wlr. Kul 1 .1. t.nU of the fad* (railing up to ihe great conflict are

i. while the actual fighting is portrayed in a very interesting way

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO., Chicago



Bodoni Bold

72 Point 3 A $6 20 4 a $4 40 $1060

FINER PRINT

Brighter Color
60 Point 3 A $4 55 5 a $3 95 $850

NOTICE FISHER

Strongest Display
48 Point 4A$366 8a$415 $780

HISTORIC DOCTOR
Secured Many Houses

42 Point 4A$300 8a$325 $626

DISTURBS MUSICIANS

Making Handsome Coins

Placed Great Confidence II
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Bodoni Bold

A -..>. I. ...

IMPROVING STRUCTURES
Submits Bodoni Bold Design
Handsome Ladies Returning
.

: A 12 10 10. CIS $4t6

INDIAN INTERESTS CHILDREN

Large Insurance Building Ruined
Detectives Reject Destitute Misers

i ! 6 A tl 6S 12 II 86 $8 80

AUSTRALIA IMPORTING MACHINERY
Several Marvelous Improvements Noticed

Makes Charming Ornaments and Borders

: 10AS1CO 20$1 75 $S2S lOPoint 19 A $120 36* $130 $250

BODONI BOLD HONEST COMPOSITORS COMING
Strong Display Letter Shown Buyers

I )<! irht Enterprising Printer The world's Priming shop Outfitter

. . . . . American Type Founders Company
llUIlks<r|Vlll<v Proclamations Brave IV, ,., Drill* German Boy

11 16 A $136 30m $168 $300

1 1 1 IPS PROMINENT UNIVERSITY
I i-lit\ Krliuble Merchants Enthused

I'un ha-. ,1 hi-tinrt Printing Quickly

8 Point 21 A $106 41* $120 $22.',

BRIGHTER HISTORY STUDENT FOUND
l'mw> Important Exatninatiun* Suceecanilly

Strength and Adaptability Easily Observed
Advertien Rejoicing Over Bodoni Design*

Largest Quantities of Imported Hair Stolen

IT A II SO S. II 44 R76 Potot

\| HI -K.NERS RETURNED

< li-x.T \rli-l- II. 1,1 \iiili.-ni-r >|l-HlMllllul
Nitnl.l, M,., i S |J ; |-,(,7><M:ouiitrJSnm

X&A$090 4S.I110 $200

\MP -IHIMM. IM'I I IU \\l\
... ll.l.il ..(!,. k.ni Ij.r Job. IT,r..u,h

... >...rr of M ., . r .. I II... < . ..i I , . ,,.!

Ml MM <>l Cwr. (irr.i laraan
II Cl.lll Lark W Hn..T A>M AMUoM I'rinlr r.

r fl.rr. Prilr4 I1S4AA7II4O IMMlnrl awl I Ir.r



Bodoni Bold in Practical Display

Elegance ofthe

Bodoni Family
THE NEW TYPE FASHION

ANOTHER new and great type family is shown in

this Specimen Book ofType Styles. The new Bodoni

Type Family is going to be a long-lived fashion be-

cause the design is of classic simplicity, elegant, yet

strong, and like all real works of art its beauty will

be appreciated the more it is studied. Every printer

will find it profitable to show Bodoni styles to the

buyers of printing. The enterprising printers will

be certain to reap a splendid crop of orders. It has

been positively demonstrated that with the intro-

duction of each successful Type Family the demand

for printing has been both stimulated and increased.

Those who pay for catalogues, booklets, circulars,

and advertisements of every kind, are looking for

new business attractors in types. When a great type

design appears their interest in printed salesman-

ship is freshened and orders to the printers follow

AMERICAN
TYPE FOUNDERS

COMPANY

Maker and Originator of the Classical Bodoni Type Family, the New

and Beautiful Type Family which will attract the many Buyers of Printing
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Bodoni HoM. Bo<loni and llndtnn Ittilir in l>i-|>l.i\

THE LISTO PIANO
An Instrument of the Highest Grade

The familiar lines from Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice can
IK- paraphrased thus, and still be fraught with equal truth: "The
In. in.- that ha- no pi.

m.. in it- niiil-i. nor is not moved with aspi-
ration to possess one, is lacking in the fundamental instincts of

culture and refinement." Because, to-day, the possession of & fine.

piano is not so much a question of money as it is of desire. For
a I.ISTO 1'IANO i- the

<'i/ii<il <I/'IIIIY f>itino miiniifiirtiiri'tl and \ct

il can be purchased by payments as small as Five Dollars a month

ff'rile for IHits!ruled Catalogue

THE BENSHOFF PIANO COMPANY
1256 FREDONIA STREET, BOSTON

FOUR CAMERA BOOKS
Kftouchingfor A

I I'-mentary instructions on removing defects in negatives,'
.ui.l improving all of your home portrait*

Hotc to Take I'lirlrnils

Describes the making of backgrounds and apparatus, lighting,

posing, exposure ana devrlupniriit of |xirtrait., for outdoors

Hun l Vnki- l-'.nl<ir!:<'infnt*

Simple directions for making enlarjirini-nl- uiilmui

apparatus, and HI-IMH inm- Inr making an enlarging lantern

A Manual of Printing
A great book for the beginner*, hut valuable for everybody,
because writlm out nl I. MI. i

\|>i m in <

\M VI-KI i< I'IIOT<M;KAPHERS* SUPPLY COMPANY
Sl.%1 IMMIHK >llll I I lli'MII ll> M\>-

:'



Scotch Roman
72 Point 3 A $6 95 4 a $4 35 $11 30

REMORSE
Biographical

60 Point 3A$600 4a$370 $970

GRANDEUR
BathingDecks
48Point 4A$420 6a$330 $760

FORMER PRICE
Cleanest Mechanics
Monument Spoiled
36Point 4A$270 7a$230 $500

PRINTER DRINKING
Designs Bronzing Machine
Entertain Congenial Guest
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Scotch Roman
6AC 10 10 R! 15 |4 tt

I IANDSOMER COSTUMES
Compositor Refuses Nomination
Delihts Enthusiastic Audiences

HI 6AI1HO llallTO $360

DISPUTES CLEVER MECHANIC
Released Noted Professional Ballplayer
Embezzler Secretly Returned Monday
:- ! 9 A $155 18$170 1326

DISCOVERED PHENOMENAL PRINTERS
Kxtrnsivc Advertising Profitably Increases Business

Congressmen Entertaining Senators in Washington

14 forint ISA $146 26$1K 1300

DISTRIBUTING SOUVENIRS
Child Graduate Receives Diploma
1 1 >lx>ken Printing Concern Burns
I! -sptrting Insignificant Members
Printers Retiring Immensely Rich

! ISA $130 SO* $145 $275

I \IIIHITK1) AIM'1ST 1C PICTURE
Animal Convention of Steamfitters Held

Compositor Displays Practical Judgment
I'nitril HK-UITS (.iviny Klejrant Dinners

IVfl'-strian Arrh'mir Within Ninety Days
Tonsorial s] _.! j.-.c.TS'.M) Artists Kxplained

18 A II S6.I140 $27S

II \M)MM|.|^ | \(.K AM. I) MOMX.KAM
MUM- \\"i-lni-<la\ AftrrniMins mid F.vcuinu-

Prititi-r- K.-v.-iMM- Handaome Competition Prize*

nilcnt l-'orfi<:ni-r Smlili-nli HII-UIIH- Alrinl

ly \Vrlrniinil Kimli-h

Mm! Mii-ii-iim* Arriving Thundav

10 Point 19 A $120 S8$130 $260

NEW DORP THRONGED MONDAY
Champion Invited West Hoboken Friend

Husky Ethiopian Exhibits Great Science

Oklahoma Giant Demands Record Prices

Boston Youth Developing Quite Rapidly
Westchester Athlete Taking Long Sleep
Gothamite Interviews Chicago Architect

8 Point 21 A $106 41* $120 $225

KKNTUCKY ORATOR SAVED BANKER
Auditors Revising Large Record of Mortgages
Knnious Conductor Reorganized Leading Band
Manhattan Physician Solved Twelve Problems

Capable Manager Condemns New Automobile
Nrwark l-.inployers Raised Wage* Voluntarily

Broadway Merchants Demanding Recognition

Young Adventurers Returned From California

Constable Suspected Southern Representative

i Z2A$00 tfa$110 $200

Oiri.nM \ I II AOKXTS AKKIVINCi IS SCOTLAND
I Knurtrcn Wrrk< Tourin llmutiful Michland*

l*<>intA of Intrmtt Reached by American Automobile
Avuitor Starting on Prriloun Klirlil Aem Coatinrnt

KiprtMlvr Armplanr* Built by Nrw ()rlnu ClUirtw
.1 Camrdlam Arcompuiled IMrinc Younc PIloU

Fnrricn CoatrnUnt Pralurd Manacrr* ofOrmt Show
i -..iinlri Boy Win. Karnr In Oreat Knli.h I nifrrwl)
cmmui Srlrntl.t IxM-tuml Srnkir Cluri ljui KriUa>

Jupnnne Invrntor Start Ir. Knmrt PhlUnlhrapW*
YiMinc Ballet l>anrrr tlttMtTSM DrcHTr. Tmmrm

::.



Scotch Roman in Practical Display

AMERICAN
TYPE, BORDERS AND ORNAMENTS ARE
IDEAL PRINTERDOM FASHION PLATES

JEW Type, Borders and Ornaments of the

AmericanType FoundersCompany excel

in design and their durability is assured

by use of the best material procurable.
The selection of designs and styles as

brought out by this company surpasses
in both variety and utility the combined

product of all other type foundries. A
printing office completely equipped with its productions is

worth far more for either use or sale than one made up from

the productions of other type foundries. It is conceded that

American Type is the standard for excellence throughout
the world. The up-to-date printer will secure a distinct

advantage over his competitor by purchasing job type in

weight fonts from this company. Buying in weight fonts

means full cases, and full cases obviate the necessity of hunt-

ing for sorts, which is a very serious handicap in a composing
room. It stands to reason that the printer who has full cases

will derive a much larger profit from his work than his com-

petitor who is continually picking sorts from the live jobs.

SCOTCH ROMAN
A beautiful book and job type with some

characteristic features which make it a

letter adaptable for all kinds of work.

There are not many faces more available

for all around use, and it will give an air

of distinction to even the best of work.

Versatile Initial Renaissance Ornaments Tree Ornaments
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Scotch Roman in Display

Drawing and

Designing
Hy IIAKOL1) IKXVIX HKC'HMAX. Art Instructor

PRACTICAL treatise on the

art of designing, drawing and

illustrating in connection with

typography. Contains concise

and complete instructions,very
lavishly illustrated, concerning
the development of art as allied

to printing and the typographical industry. The
utility of this treatise to the student is manifest

and the information which it imparts is bound
to he of great henefit to the beginner as well

as to the student who is well advanced in art

Our MTMI-I- ti> tin' mmiminitj i> thriM-fold: wr tram tin- ryrs ami tin- ImiuU
i.f tin- rliililri-n. and irivr tin-in anotln r iin-ans c,f i-\|>n->Mn^ anil rivordinir what
tln-\ -I-.-: w.- I|I-M-|.I|. nrtislir i|ii:ilit>

in our national inilu-trii-., and M pnnnoti-
tlif :nt. 11, .-In il intiTi-sIs <if tin- mrii and KOIIII-II i-inpltiyiil in thrm; and wr

fiiltivntr in tin' |i|illlatiiin at lar^'i- tin' pri-rHMls SI-IIM- ut l-:uit\. Arc nut

tlii-^i- worthy i.hji-rts for tin- work of our I

l'i mi-mi. < IM>

( )hio Institute of Drawing and Desi-n

CrniiiMrll .\\fiiiii-iiiul Kiiiu Strict

|-'.:isl I 1,-nin-l. < >lii"



Bulfinch Oldstyle

72 Point 3 A $6 40 4a$380 $1020

INVENTIONS
Byron Springs
eOPoint 3A$550 5a$375 $925

FIVL HUNDRED
Summer Garden
48 Point 4AJ375 8a$380 $765

LIGHT MONSTLR5
Undesirable Bachelor

42 Point 5A $3 30 9a$315 $645

YO5LMITL SCENERY
Acrobatic Performances

Numbering Equipments
898



6AR6 24i 10

Bulfinch Oldstyle

LUMBERING 5TLAM5HIP
Announcing Demonstration

Midnight Serenades Ceased
6AS22S 10 12 06 1430

POPULAR CONVLNTIONALIST
Demonstration of Art Preservative

Mechanical Ability Became Scarce

7AI165 U.J196 tS

NUMEROUS PLDLSTRIAN5 TRAINING
Plainly Revolutionizing Printing Methods

Unconquerable Blizzards and Snowstorms

10 A II 60 21166 t*K

VENTURESOME BANKLR
Monitor and Merrimac Fight

Beautiful Nightingale 5ings

'* HA $160 MttlM BOO

INSURANCE. DIRECTORS D1NL
t ircumstantialLvidencePrcxJuced
Hcirmnm Showing in Supplement

ur^M it A ii a triiu an
TTPOC,K \l 'I IICAL BE.AUTY ABOUNDS
Systenvitk Production Increases
vlxk'm I'rintiTs Kiiou I 'r.-v.iilniv;

10 Point ISA (116 40* $1 40 1266

HAND5OML PRINTS EXHIBITED
Poster Workers Use Type Creations
Now Playing Championship Games
Excessive Study Becomes Arduous
Relative or Appertaining to Printing

8 Point A II 00 <SI1 tt

SAN FRANCISCO EXPOSITION DLCIDLO
Lccenbic Printing Relegated lo the Scrap Heap
Peculiarity of Mankind Shown on Broadway
Artistk Borders and Ornaments (or Color Work
Monumontol Indidercnce Positively I xhibited

MA II 00 W.IIOO 1X00

ADMIRING THRONC5 REJOICt. OVtR VICTORY
Ttw Art PMMTUV* ol Al Arts Tlwnki DM Amwkn
PrlnUn* tmKutodNMV endQukUr fMttnt ButimM

IU tuttan k
Motor IkMli end IjtunchM W Km on

ThouMnd )I234M7S90 Pwvte In Oowk



Bulfinch Oldstyle in Practical Display

Display
IN MODERN JOB COMPOSITION
AND ADVERTISING LITERATURE

5OML
years ago the prevailing

methods among compositors
to obtain desired emphasis in

type display were eccentricity and
harsh contrasts. Printers who study
the needs of the advertiser realize

that other methods must be used

if real distinction is to be secured.

There is such a volume of printing

coming from many sources, both in

literature and advertising, that the

printer in order to make his work
different and distinctive must use

stylish and original type faces. The
best proof of the intrinsic value of

new faces to the printer is shown
in the tremendous growth of the

AmericanType Founders Company

If you would forge to the front, and
advance in the world of printing you
will add to your type equipment often

t

Bulfineh Horde:
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Bulfinch Oldstyle in Practical Display

FARMS
AND 5LA5HORL
PROPLRTY

M 1 1 \TLD IN SECTIONS THAT ARF.

MOST HANDY TO COMMUTLRS

Our property is in the heart of

the most popular coast section

of Hanover County and is the

corning suburb of Portland. It

has many railroad facilitiesand

good roads. The fanning lands

are fertile and promise returns

In lh- investor. Many sections

1 4 Hi.- water-front form choke
locations for summer cottages,

in fact there are several now in

course of construction. Act at

once while the choke is good

DUIRKLN&5ON
SOLtAGtNTS

Marden Street Detroit

THE. C( I'.K MID

HIMAN PIPL

ORGAN
An instrument built for

Home and Church use

Awardol I irM I'n/.-^

and Gold Medal*

France

Germany. Brussels

United States

MADf. BY THE MOST 5KII I I I >

LABOR AND FROM THE BLST
MATERIALS TO Bt OBTAINED

IIMAN&CO.
No. 37 MADISON AVENUE.
BRAMTOWN. WISCONSIN

Mason & Hemdan
-1\SI I U II HI > 01 .\M> V.HOI I NM I l> M I KS
IN THt BL5T Of tUROPtAN AND AMERICAN MADE

Automobiles

ill M Kl PMRINC. AND CT.NI RAI MII11 II >

RIDC-K AND HUNTING STREETS.COLUMBIA

401



Meriontype Series

72 Point 3 A $6 80 4 a $4 50 $11 30

KIND NURSE
Easter Styles
60 Point 3 A $5 50 $4 a $3 56 $9 05

FINE BUTCHER
Modern Border
48 Point 4 A $3 80 7a$380 $760

MORNING ARGUS
Greatest Mountain

42 Point 4 A S3 00 8 a $3 35 $6

HOUSES FURNISHE
Enthusiastic Speakers.



Merlontype Series

MnJ>t SAttTS 7.BSO 1606

INTERESTING ROMANCE
Beautiful Seashore Resort

New Attractions Saturday
6AS22S B.COO 1426

SOUTHERN EXCURSION TRIPS
Liberal and Judicious Selection

Returning From the Battlefields

7 A tlTS 12* 11 80 0H

|

DEVICE FDR COMFORT AND SAFETY
1 'atrons Desiring to Rent Opera Chairs

I

Need Only Hand in Their Application

I Ul^tot 10AI10 1-.I1W OSO 10 Point ISA $1 10 M tl n M

PFSOI !Pf"F<; OF PI 1SSIA KLONDIKE EXPLORER FROZEN;UKCt^ < KU^IA postponed Furnlture Exhibition

Select Printing Machines Hudson Bridge Dei^hts Tounst
Beautiful Lakevlew Residences

Superintendent Received Order

IIPMM 11AIIJO S..IITO 00 Fatal A II 00 om $1 M

BEAUTIFUL CONCERT ORGAN DEVELOPMENT OF CERTAIN IM.I Mk>
Doubtful Improvement rV-liifilnvi-np.)!.-.!

1 <irgeSt Collection Ever ShOWn Thoroughly Conversant With All IVMiN
Cannot Allord to Waste Much Time Here
Two Hundred Thousand Dollar* InvestedBenevolent Bulgarian Societies

UAtt It Mll n Po(m BA o0 44.11 to ncn

1 1 \k\10NIOUS CONVENTION HELD ^2: ^ r^-'.lV^'r,
\nttque Ornaments Richly Bronzed n. pwwnii POPI.-

, . Vir. It Ha* DfenNy. Bmtrtiftil Contour. I: h*an<

Development $1234567890 Industr)

.



Pen Print: Scries

36 Point 5 A $2 25 9 a $2 00 $4 25

DUPLICATE HAND PEN PRINT

Showing ExcjuisiVe
American Hotels

SOPoint tJA$205 12a$195 $400

PRODUCING THIS DISTINCT SERIES

Have Original QualiVvj
and Charming Beauhj

24 Point 7 A $160 16a$190 1350

FANCY DESIGNS IMITATING LETTERING

Copyrights Odd and Very Use-ful PrmVmg Material

These SVnkmg Features Pleasing Every Purchaser

18 Point 11 A $1 55 23 a $1 70 $3 25

SHOWS UNIQUE AND SERVICEABLE TYPE WITHIN
TVie Ink o{ the Wise is of More Value \\\QY\ Blood o{ Marhjrs

McmuscnjDVs Carefullvj Composed bxj
AuHiors Were Di

14 Point 17 A $150 34 a $150 $300

SECURE AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY'S USEFUL DESIGNS

Modern Structures Designed by Architect Who Graduated from Business College

Youthful Student Studied Penmanship for Solving Flourishes and Proper Shading

Many Lithograph Artists Often Produced New and Original Hand Lettered Effects

12 Point 19 A $135 38 a $140 $275 8 Point 24 A $1 05 49 a $120 $225

SEVERE SCORING GIVEN BOLD CONVICT CARVE STATUE DURING SPARE MOMENTS
v A r1 \\

- ii r- n i i i r Honest Qual'itu and Quantity arc Always Universal
Monster Gathering Has Every Available Space Enthusiastic Demonstrator Proved Very Interesting

Pleasant Surprise Awaits Users of Our Product Spinster Removes Harsh Lines "Through Moss,

U i <t 1 OQII C7Cnr\ Q I f Juvenile Students Demand Promotion Immediately
Harvest $ IZdHOb/OyU Brings the Loin Shorthand Expert Finds More Charming Diversion

10 Point 21 A $120 44 a $130 $250 6 Point 28 A $0 95 58 a $105 $200

MANUFACTURE EVERYTHING FOR PRINTERS BIOGRRPH PICTURES DISPLAYING CHARMING SCENES

LJ CT^r* IV t L Ol' I i f\ I r\fr C* 1 II I Curious GWI Detective Becomes Interested id Stronger Criminal

Heavy Fog Caused Yacht Sl.ght Delay Oft Sandy Hook
Mecllon ., col D . portm . Bt Rfcom-^ H;SM, pf,.obl. N...J.,.

Monogram Engraved Neatly by Prominent Blacksmith Pho*ot|>hs forM.,C..tr;..Rmoin.aoU~lvaMln
C C Dl p I- r>L ID i r\ ,

Tlie Declaration of I,,J.pc ,,Je,,ct wo> ComposeJ In PWuJtlfl""
Sa\e Blower Captured m Utsego by Bravest Detective

Ent.rprj.mj N.*boa. P~muljat. Plan, for Eter|>r;.ii.Clk

Large Composing Rooms Should Have Plenty o{ Light Gr.atrVjrUuliural DLplo, $1284567890 RnficipataN.tSrit
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Pen Print in Practical Di

labUhni 1876 Telephone 189 Bell

ColumbiaWaVcli Company
Corner Broadway and Forhj-sevcnth Street

Kansas City, Missouri

WISHES
to announce to the general public that the

new Columbia-Nosh Watch is now completed and

ready {or sale. This masterpiece of the watchmaker's

art has been pronounced by experts to be the acme of

perfection. All that skill and money can do to make a

perfect timepiece has been done. There is no other

watch at the price of the Columbia-Nosh $5.00 to

$19.00 which will keep as good time, and there is no

watch at any price that will keep more than a very small

fraction better time. To get that infinitely small fraction

of accuracy makes your watch cost about ten times as

much as the Columbia-Nosh, and that small fraction is

not really of value in the day's work. In other words, a

Columbia-Nosh at, say $9.00, is a good enough watch

for anybody. Why not pay us a visit and look them over

Dated. September 19th

Harold M. NorHirujpt

396 North Hudvm Sir,..-!

(">.b Wotck Compani, Kansas City, Mo.

O
Order of Dances

Port One

1 Waltz

I Two-Sti>

3 Srtlattirlt

H Gallop

5 Walti-OuadrilU

6 MururUa

7 Waltz

8 To-

.



Delia Robbia

72 Point 3 A $5 65 4a*425 $990

BENUMBED
Highest Reign
60 Point 3 A $6 10 4 a $3 45 $9 65

HOLD FRIEND
Greatest Scholar
64 Point 3A$5fO 5a$375 $875

BURMESE KING
System Unequaled
48 Point 4 A $3 75 8a$3S5 J7 60

DESCRIBE HOMES
Explorers Mentioned

406



Delia Robbia

5AI3ZS 9. $3 06 M30

HAULING ENGINES
Describe Either Method

4 A $2 40 9af270 It 10

FRAME HOUSE BURNED
Experiment Bringing Motive

5 A $206 llaS220 $426

SECURE NOVEL MAGAZINE
Greatest Medical Board Instructor

7 A *1 HS 12 $1 66 B W

HOME KNIGHTS REVISE DECISION
Undisturbed Historical Emblems Retained

9A 1160 18 all 66 $325 r IX A 1126 MmtliA 1260

EXECUTIVE HONORED
BERMINGHAM HEROES
Historical Medals Discovered

13 A 1146 ttallU IS 00

GENUINE DEMANDS SIGNED
FIGURES DISGUISE MEANING
Remarkable History of Government

KAtist a* ti 40 12 n

INANCIAL STRINGENCY RELIEVED
MERCHANTS PREDICT PROSPERITY

Crisis of the Financial World Safely Passed

Secured Amount $1234567890 Philanthropist

407

PUBLISHES HANDSOME DESIGNS
FURNISHED PRINTED PROGRAM
By Committee for the Great Celebration

Mayor and Other Prominent Men There

Oration by State Senator John' Monroe

8 Point 23AII16 Wall 10 1226

PROGRESSIVE PRINTERS USING AMERICAN
LINE TYPE PRODUCE HANDSOME DESIGNS
DclU Robbia will Aid in Every Way to Give Your

Priming (hat Dignified and Fajruonable Style Which
Meets the Approval of the Mo Fastidious Customer

(Point MA II no Halloo em
BECAUSE OF ITS ATTRACTIVE VARIETY OF SIZES

LEADING EXPONENTS OF TYPOGRAPHY ADMIRE
THE FASHIONABLE DESIGNS SET IN DELLA ROBBIA
It PoncMtt an IndivioWlfty of own iht Prodwcct iht Anmic
Efftcn <o Much Dcxnd br Up-w-d>w Houio ThrWm* *
Coumy wd Wlw* hu Ud MMMT frwmn n Map ri FK.



Delia Robbia in Practical Display

EVIDENT HARMONY
THE DELLA ROBBIA TYPES, BORDERS AND
ORNAMENTS ARE ORIGINAL AND THEY

HAVE DISTINCTION THAT IS

AMERICAN

A HANDSOME LETTER FOR JOBS CALLING FOR TOUCHES
OF DIGNITY AND REFINEMENT IN TYPOGRAPHICAL ART

Delia Robbia Borders Delia Robbia Ornament Monotone Border Cast Squares French Cast Squai

NEW TYPE DESIGNS
THEIK BUSINESS VALUE TO THE PROGRESSIVE PRINTERS

EN realize that a successful business is

the outcome of foresight, ingenuity and

scientific business methods. Wherever
you find a great business leading in its

field, its success has been achieved by

splendid business methods. Ask any printer what is

the basic reason for the great success of this company
and his answer will be "new and original type faces"

THE PRINTER FOUND THAT THE CUSTOMER'S EYE
WAS CAUGHT BY THE NEW FACE; AND THAT THE
PLEASING NOVELTY BROUGHT HIM MORE BUSINESS

AMEKICAN TYPE FOUNDERS CO.



Delia Robbia in Practical Display

'.i.'.i.'.i.M.M.'.t '.I.M.'.I.'.l.'.l
'

T I
'

I
'

I
'

I '3S3Q

Qualities
THAT ARE OF INTRINSIC VALUE IN

TYPE DISPLAY AND MODERN TYPE
COMPOSITION FOPv ADVERTISERS

NEW TYPE FACE S

r?Tri3jHE many new type faces that

lfo|vSj have recently been brought out

unEjluJ by this Company are certain to

EsHEflsJ Put 8'd in the coffers of all the

printers and advertising men. Their many
good qualities are quickly appreciated by
the discerning printer. They all have that

distinction and pleasing novelty that are so

characteristic of American type faces. A
more truly artistic and classical showing of

type designs has never appeared before in

the entire history of movable types

QAmerican Styles Lead

wo?v ten >*>*

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDEKS
COMPANY

ORIGINATOR AND MAKER OF
FASHIONABLE TYPE DESIGNS



Patst OUstyle

72 Point 3 A $7 90 4 a $4 3:,

REMINDS
right IN ovel

60 Point 3A$370 4a$350 $920

NICE BIRDS
Oriental Despot
48 Point 3 A $4 15 6a$350 $765

CHOICE MINES
Grand Easter Hymn
42 Point 4 A $3 50 6a$275 1625

STRONG RIDERS
Orchestral Entertainers

Curfew Rings Monthly



Pabst Oldstyh

4 A $2 80 8$220 1500

ECEMBER QUERIES
'rganization Depletes Bank
nnalea Dangerous Perfumes

6 A $2 SO 11 $2 10 40

INSURED OCEAN LINER
Members of Parliament Entertain

Established New Liability Branch
. i 6 All 80 13 nil 80 S3M

BINDING MACHINE CONCERN
Modern Specification and Drafting Outfit

Sentimental Contractor Relieved Boynton
9 A II 70 20a$l 56 13 25

NUMEROUS EVENTS
Sarcastic Oration Delivered

Diplomatic Maidens Rejoice

13 A II 50 2X$150 tSOO

CONSIDERED PUBLIC MEN
Lithography and Engraving Influence

Inspector Dictated Stenograph Notes

16 A $1 46 3all 30 $2 TO

VI HRPRISING FIRM HONORED
Remarkable Newspaper Editorials Criticised

Brilliant Authors Receive Scathing Rebuke*

Magnificent and $1234567890 Cnaractcrirtic

Tk4 and

411

10 Point 19 A $125 40m $125 $250

HANDSOME PRIZE RECEIVED
Beautiful Souvenir Presented to Lucky

Competitor Amid Deafening CKccrs and

General Rejoicing at the Second Annual

Flower Exposition Held in Podunk Hall

SPoInt 23 A $106 47$120 $225

EXPERIENCED SALESGIRL PROMOTED
Bright And Ornamental Array oi Jewelry and

Prcciotu Stone, on Exhibition at Our Recently

Enlarged Show Rooma. Charmed Amulet* and

Oriental TrinVeti to Delight Sentimental Dame.

* Point 24 A $100 Ma $100 $200

MARKET SCENES IN MOUNTAINS OF EUROPE
SotUnJ .1 Skort I.!..!. Alon, (|K Skirt, of tfc. V.IIcy.

U Srri>< llu M.lli., Snow H., R> rloi.kd Ecry Cor.tr

Cr..i N.tM,- o( Ewtk .U R^..i.J Cfmmmul M.rt.

D.lirali.. Maurul i. UJ...J..I BJ,r U.il. Ar. H..dy
M..T !

Nw SW1,K U-<ul S.r, $IS34M7MO At Body Trr P"'-



Pabst Oldstyle and Pabst Italic in Practical Display

1

RICH LOCKS
The Rich Locks are manufactured for every purpose in the home, office or

public building. Our line includes also Builders* Hardware of many styles

and prices. The Rich trade mark is a positive voucher, assuring perfect

mechanism, workmanlike finish and good design. For nearly a half-century

our locks have given real service and security as well as beauty to some of

the finest mansions. ^Vhen you contemplate building, you can do no better

than specify Rich Locks and hardware to your architect. You can go even

further than we by asking us for our Book of Design. This will bring to you

suggestions on hardware in harmony with every style of architecture and

interior design. \Ve want you to see it a sample is waiting your approval

MADIN-EMERSON
CHICAGO NEW YORK

PabBt Border Versatile; Ornaments

nn
D

The HURD BOOK
tells all atOUt Jewelry, Diamonds, Precious

Stones, Silverware, Cutlery and other articles for girts

on any occasion. It contains sixty pages or reading matter

as interesting as any novel of the day. Free for the asking.

Our system of selling by mail appeals to people of refinement

who prefer tKe quiet and comfort of their own library to

the confusion and business atmospkere of tbe average sKop.

^iVe send The Hurd Book free to those -who ask for it, and

after several articles have been selected by their descrip-

tion, -we -will send on the goods for personal inspection.

HURD MAIL ORDER COMPANY
EXCHANGE AND BROAD STS.. CHICAGO NORTH AND TREMONT STS.. DENVER

DO
a



Pabst Oldstyle and Palst Italic in Practical Display

The Patst Oldstyle and Palst Italic
are especially adapted tor that class of printing wmcn attracts the eye of
tbc man wbo knows -

-,^/- A fine book and job letter witb characteristic

features which make it adaptable {or all kinds of work Hjft^* There are

not many lexers more available for all around use, and it will give an air

of distmcton to tKc best ot work. Made in 13 useful sizes, 6 to 72 point

Sfmerican lyfae Founders Company
^

.
.'

Marlin and Marlin wish to announce
tne Opening on

Tjecemoer Twentieth
or tne entire First Floor of tneir pres-
ent premises at

15 East Grand Street

to be used exclusively for tneir

Ladies Shoe Service
Elfvator in Conntction

As Tnomas Durkinson sole represen-
tatives in New i ork, we are snowing
exclusively the complete 1913 line of

fashionable Hand-sewed Footwear by
tne Tnomas Durkinson Custom Sboe

bnops, tne world s greatest shoemakers
Priced at $7 upward*

Your interest is cordially invited

MARLITVJAR\.N
Bootmaker* for Men. \Vomen and Children

15 East Grand St.. New York

Cuttom Department Entrance on Eighth Street

413



Palst Italic

72 Point Special Characters $2 45 per font 3 A $8 05 4 a $4 20 $1225

HUMBLE
Same Experts
60 Point Special Characters $2 25 per font 3 A $7 20 4 a $3 60 $10 80

^DEMOLISH
Plumber Injured
48 Point Special Characters $1 60 per font 3 A $4 25 6 a $3 25 $7 60

REPLENISHED
Ajeautifulj\Lanicunst

42 Point Special Characters 1 25 per font 4 A $3 70 6a $2 55 $6 25

FRENCHCOURT
Greater ProfitsReported

InsurgentHuntedNative
414



Palst Italic

Special Character* II 10 per font 6A 4S 7a06 1660

EXCITEDRUSTLER
Question Romantic Burglars

Special Character* $1 <U per font r, A K 3& 7 a 12 06 * >

PERFECTED MOULDERS
Amateur Performer Signs Contract

J\Lecnanics Examined Boiler

Special Character* |)i 76 IHT f.mi 6AI200 lOallSO .Vi

DELIVER GOLDENTRUMPET
Bohemian Silversmith Instructing Pensioner

Noteworthy Playwrights Organized Society

MM Special Character. IN in per font 9 All Hi) Mall 46 IS 26

OTHAMSTUDENT
rocious EJefihants Cafitured

Ireland and the Blarney Stone

12A 1170 26 mil 36 006

JERSEY POLICE RETURN
Lumber King Speculating His

ic Homesteads Nearly Destroyed

16 A 1160 !! IS 1X76

FOUND UNDESIRABLE PONIES
Nortn Rii-tr Sailors Rescued PJucity CaAtain

. M I ; I 1 r>
European Scientist Delighted A ustnan Prince
^1 f\ f|*5 Ae TOn/l n f IsfL.IOHT Lfancers $1234567890 Refuse Money

10 Point 1AI136 Mall 15 C Hi

REMARKABLE GRADUATE
Youthful Prodigy Surprised Physicians

English Athlete Defeated in Great Race

Neat Letters for Boot and Jot Printer*

Brigands Demand Two Hundred Cents

8 Point 21 A II 25 42a!100 2 26

CONDEMNS DANGEROUS STAGING
UnusuaJ Ctrtmony Prtceding A nnuaJ Convrntion

Balmy Summtr Evfniny in Eastern Pennsylvania
Fiilnrman Rtlurni Frvm Voyaft ArminJ WorU
Oartmm Coflajar After Molt GriuJlinf Conltttl

Point Z2AI10S 4a>96 ROD

ARMY GENERALS EXPECTING PENSIONS
UmtfftittitflmJ C*l-(*r-**i EnHltiJ ftr Tftht M(t>

M.r. a..*.,, ~~ AJ.,,,,,,., a,u,,
Jfjfl S*r*J F*m**f Att^mti * Tn*J
&....A; p. F^,., inMMnw D

KMIWMlMDtaMfHBtKUr^tollwtaMn TW, , u . .

416



Avil Series

72 Point 3 A $6 45 4a$3*i

PRINCETON
DirectThought
60Point 3A$590 4a$335 $925

INSTRUCTED
Explorers Refuse
48 point 4A$425 6a$325 $7511

SOME NEW TYPE
Gives Pleasing Result

36 Point 5 A $2 65 9 a $236 $

PROFIT AND PLEASURE
Undesirable Material Removec

Installing Seven Useful Designs
416



Avil Series

6A Km 122& $4 26

INTEREST MODERN PRINTERS

Required Only Finest Printing Material

Foremost Composition Improvements

A II 70 14$180 $350

DEMAND SCHEDULED REDUCTIONS
Movable Signs Resemble Engravers Products

Combinations Easily Recognized From Chart

. I-UM.I 10 A $155 22a$170 (825

[\QUISITE ADVERTISING SERIES PRODUCED
Mature Satisfaction Recognized Judgment 01 Customers

\\ Ken Maintaining Best Printing Construction Material

II MM 16 A $160 30$160 $300

MODERN TYPE FACES INTEREST DISCERNING PURCHASERS
Ingenious Semblance of Engraving Process Accomplished Without Trouble

Featuring Many Desirable Characteristics Throughout Entire Series

Splendid Typography with American Type Founders Company Type

U AllSfi 38* II 40 $275 8 Point A $1 16 Ma $110 $2 2&

ADVERTISERS STUDY TYPE DESIGNS SPECIAL POLICEMAN RETURNS LOST RING

_ Larfr Hicurtion Partirt Left Iron City Memorial Day
in Cultivate Demand fur Printing Striking H.mUonCovrrDi(n R*iv.a Fir Pri

\X _ L \A TL C I 1 LI D \\/'.L Onginl Cneplion M<UTvpgrphicICrilicPonJrWorth More 1 han Lould Have Dccn Without
Modern r.thli*hmriit Uwd Avtl 3erir cxtrntivrly

The American $1234567890 Type FoUnJcr> Kin M.|.nn AJv,ni*nn nt. Rrproducnl in P.per

Afl 42$1*> (SIO Polnl tfAtlOO Halloo BOO

'RMED TYPOGRAPHICAL MATERIALS TYPES ON PAR WITH COLLECTIVK ART KNOWLEDGE
T"l i . f* I I A I St*rtltf Ryon Co*cniM ltifcolj Kit>Ufr> Rcv*J MaJrUret I ype Ue*if(n Lapturcd the Advertising F,m.AiJ A-l.,. S)l<ml ft.a,^. fjir,.r.i. r

- OM W.

GMU Everywhere. Material* Conitently FormeJ Jh
'?"".

H"^' "**""*"
. r.^*. M.i, I^J. ,.~. M....I, WW.I,

LhMOVered Having ItntnenM Potency in Advertisind

417



Avil in Practical Display

r

THE
TWENTIETH CENTURY

DECORATION

Derbrand
Wall Papers

AWARDED SPECIAL

GOLD MEDALS FROM

FAIRS, EXHIBITIONS

AND CONTESTS FOR

BEST HARMONYAND
THE FINEST DESIGNS

Send (or Catalogue of Latest Price List and Patterns

Herthinson & Mulguerth
DESIGNERS AND IMPORTERS

Broadway and Sixth Avenue, Boston

K W A

sftfll
Rose Border Beardsley Ornament

418



Avil in Practical Display

oiyers of Printing
JUST A FEW WORDS TO THE BUSINESS MAN WHO DESIRES TO
HAVE HIS PRINTING PRODUCED ACCURATELY AND PROMPTLY

Wouldn t it be a great relief if you could say to your

printer,"! need a catalogue, a circular, some letterheads

and envelopes, and then be able to entirely dismiss (he

matter from your mind in the confidence that he will do

the work to your entire satisfaction. The printer comes

to you wifh a proposition that pleases; that has a strong

advertising value in the suggested copy, in the proposed

typography, in the color arrangement, and in the general

layout. What a satisfaction to have an assured confidence

that the finished product will meet with your approval

The printer who can do that (or you must utfcr efficient service. That is what we

are giving to our numerous customers, and we are ready to do the same lor you

Manders & Bredton Printing House
CORNER FREMONTAND EUCLID AVENUES. SINCLAIR. WISCONSIN

War*kW Band* Ct Squ

ANNOUNCEMENT
Our beautiful stock of stylish Spring Millinery,

including many exclusive Paris Models, is now
on display for the examination of our friends

and patrons. This display is without doubt the

finest ever exhibited in this city and affords the

customer an excellent opportunity to make a

satisfactory selection in both price and quality

MENDERING & REIDBERNS
Importing MilIiMT*

BROAD AND NEW STREETS

419



Bookman Oldstyle

72 Point 3 A $7 25 4 a $4 55 $11 80

REMINDER
Hauling Car
60 Point 3A$655 4a $42"

cTWARINERS
Flying Slowly~
48 Point 4 A $4 25 6a$325 $760

NAMED JUDGES
Reward Endeavors

36 Point 4 A $2 75 6a$2.25 Krt'l

AMERICAN HOUSE
Beautifying Expensively

Mighty Forces Growing



Bookman Oldstyle

6AS225 9aS200 S4 25

HUMOROUS DEPOSITOR^
&e University gf Rushmorely"
Southern Merchants Complain

. !

' 6 A SI 70 10m SI 80 (350

ADVISE HONEST SOLDIER
Interesting Indictments Expected
Home Discipline Gained Strength

: 6A SI 55 Hall 70 SB 26

DINERS REJOICED
Enjoy March Banquet
Ninety Invited Guests

. . . AS180 18a*16S S3 25

DRIVERS HIT HORSES
Insulting Rich Bystanders
Discourage cTWean Actions

. i 13 A SI 45 26a166 (300

FIREMAN RISKED FORTUNE
Sharpers Captured Near Cleveland

Remember Seven Eventful Nights

111 Point 18AS125 36a$125 K 60

ELEVEN HOUSES RANSACKED
Daring Burglar Entered Fine Homes

Along the North Shore Drive During

Month of March and Secured a Large

Amount <f Clothing and Rare Jewels

Point 19 A II 25 3MRS125 S2 50

STRONG MANSION CONSTRUCTED
Artistic Decorations Recently Completed

Delightful Garden and Beautiful Lawns
Remarkable Exterior Commented Upon
Magnificent Summer Resorts Described

8 Point 20 A SI 10 40* SI 16 S2 25

NUMEROUS ENTERPRISING FRIENDS
Generous Support Secured The Nominations

Bright Orations and Wonderful Pyrotechnics

Dignified Candidates Rejected and Dismissed

Lavish Display of Silk Hats and Frock Coats

;
-

16 A si 32a ti 40 an I
. 23AS096 47mS10S S2 00

HHMPBURG COUNCIL RESIGNED
Resignations Handed Mayor Separately
Taxpayers Making Mysterious Inquiries

Report Short $1234567890 Makes Denial

BOSTON STAPLE BINDERS AND POPULARITY
The Machine Ham Been Boon to Printer* in General
Handftome Type Paces Are Cast on American Line

New Hutory of Printing and In Great Development
Celebrated Retort* in Germany and Other Countries

Government ExercUea Influence in New PoMesalon
Beautiful Sentiment iaH7MO Celebrate Prosperity

<MMM ranihl I wHk -~ tnm 4 I. If h-M liil.il i
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Bookman Oldstyle in Practical Display

THE SYNTHESIS OF QUALITY
ONSTRUCTION of the best grade, comprising
material and workmanship; general fitness, with

a complete knowledge of the art; the builder's

integrity and ability of first order, and a design

embodying an idea of the laws of motion, will,

according to the immutable law of cause and effect

make up a first-class piece of work of quality in

this case, a printing press, known to the trade the world over as

a "Colt's Armory" Platen Printing, Scoring and Embossing Press.

Cjudgment is a factor. A watch having an uncompensated balance

wheel can readily be so finished that its cost would equal that of

a Dent chronometer; yet as relates to its prime function, "it wad
na be worth a tinker's dom!" It simply would be lacking quality.

CThen, if a platen is so controlled that, when impinging upon the

form, to prevent it from traversing the arc of a curve it must be

compelled by opposing means to move in a straight line, it is a

hundred to one shot that the misalliance will not endure. That is,

in its dominant principle it is deficient in quality. That's simple.

C.Quality is relative. A mechanic might, with a hand tool, form

a microscopic screw and the thread thus fashioned may compare

favorably with that produced by precise mechanism; but, if time

is considered, the manual method merely exhibits dexterity like

a Master Printer who successfully operates a Silurian machine.

Secure Quality if You Would Produce Quality

422



Bookman Oldstyle and Bookman Italic in Display

CAROLINA
SCHOOL/ART
FOR YOUNG MEN and WOMEN

w

at HAGENSVILLE



Bookman Italic

72 Point Special Characters $1 30 per font 3 A $7 05 4 a $4 45 $11 50

MENDERS
Holds Guest
60 Point Special Characters $1 00 per font 3 A $6 15 4 a $4 15 $1030

SOMETHING
Bridge Special
48 Point Special Characters $0 75 per font 3 A $3 75 7 a $3 85 $760

INDORSEMENT
Hunting Elephants
36 Point Special Characters $0 50 per font 4 A $2 65 7 a $2 50 $5 15

FINE SHOEMAKERS
ComposedCatchy Songs
Entertained Blacksmith

424



Bookman Italic

i Sptvml Character* 10 30 pr font 5 A 12 10 a*2 K. $426

ENLIGHTEN INKMIXER
Special Ingredients Required
CustomerHints Repeat Order

. i Spwia) Charart .T * L'5 IKT fi.nl 5AI170 11 a II 80 $360

DISGUISEDJOKES EXPOSED
Editors Smiling Acknowledgment
Tremendous Outburst ofLaughter

Special Characters 10 25 per font 9 A $166 ISall 70 $3 28

HAND SHAKERS GIVE BIG EXCURSION
Outing of Yesterday Conceded Record Breaking
Evidences Phenomenal Increase ofOrganization

11 A SI SO 23 Jl 60 S3 00

UNEARTHCURIOUS RELIC
A ncient Quaint Stone Instrument

tJWonster Crowd From Country?
Miners Excavating Paying Ores

9 Point 18 A $120 37a$130 $2 SO

CAPTURING STUPID BURGLAR,
Books, Title Pages, Catalogs, Stationery
Bookman Italic Very Useful Production

Enhanced Unusual Ornamental Effects

Elite Touches Imparted to Composition
Desirable IndividualityGiven to Printing

13AS130 27all4S S2 TO

WELCOME SPRING SUNSHINE
rectors Spend Vacation Near Paris
Wild Flower Growing Near Roadside

Frightened $123456 7890 Speculator

K Point IK A II 10 38 a II 15 $226

DISCOVERS ANOTHER LARGE TREE
Hardwood LumbrrinH World A^ain Startled

Alleged Dimension Eclipse Former Records
Fancied Authentic Account to be Confirmed

Party Having Good Reputation for Veracity
Selected to Make Necessary Measurements

lA$ltO Ma SIM $260

HORSE RACING EXHIBITION CLOSES
Last Day Brings Out Unusually Large Crowd
Handsome Specimens Native Thoroughbreds
Remarkably Clever Equestrian Performances
Jmart Youngsters Learned Trade Very Fast

22 A I! 00 44 a II 00 $200

EARLY MORNING FIRE DESTROYS HOTEL
Fire FitMmt Herofm Aweken Ihr Slumbehnt Gaeml
Etcitinj Stmmpede Pmndemoniurn Reijn* Supreme
Htlf Dmied Men. tVomrn fnd Children Scantily Clad
Rumh Down the Froety Iron Fire Ecpe Recltlefmty
Stortem ofWonderful Etcmpe from Crmthint Timber*
Timely Rescue. Wemlthv Hermit Nemrlv Amphyximted
Hmndeomr Butldinf $1334567890 Totel Wreck. Co*l

J



Bookman Italic and Bookman Oldstyle in Display

1

NOTICE
The past 6 numbers
of ^e Prospect, Sep-
tember to February
inclusive, will be de-

livered free if this rare

Coffer is accepted
before cTVlonday the

21 st
day" f c/4.pril &

Twenty Impressions gf Kreand's

Engravings. Over one hundred
Short Stories and Verse and Il-

lustrations of the Prospect sort

Bf^ ^

Te cTWandur Co.
venue

Savannah, Georgia

Panel Border Bookman O



Bookman Italic in Practical Display

Contentment
Let us learn to be contented with

what we have. Let us get rid

ofprejudices and false estimates,

set up the higher ideals a quiet

home; vines ofour own planting;

a few books full of the inspiration

of a genius; a few friends worthy
of being loved and able to love

us in turn; a hundred innocent

pleasures that bring no pain or

sorrow; devotion to the right
that will never swerve; a simple

religion empty of all bigotry, full

of trust and hope and love and
to such a philosophy this world
will give up all empty joy it has.

Compliments of

Klingsman



Lining Oldstyle Antique No. 560

72 Point 3 A $7 25 4 a $4 55 $11 8(1

RESPONSE
Ladies Dined
60 Point 3 A $6 55 4 a $4 ><

BUCK FENCE
More Delightful
48 Point 4 A $4 25 6 a $3 25 $7 50

INCOME RAISED
Northern Producers
36 Point 4 A $2 75 6 a $2 25 $5 00

REDUCTION ASKED
Unusual Animals Found
30 Point 5A?225 9a$200 4 25

DESIRE ELEGANT STYLE
Entertaining Country Relatives

428



Lining Oldstyle Antique No. 560

6A II 70 10 a $1 Hli

EMINENT BOYS ORGANIZE
Social Parties Held During Month
Handsome Ladies Are Interested

Many Members Becoming Active

6 A II 55 14 a II TO 13 25

IMPROVED CONDITIONS EXISTING
Printers Evidently Prosperous in Country
Recent Indications Denoted Advancement
Numerous Mechanics Rarely Unemployed

9 A II 60 18*1165 1325

SPEAKING ABOUT DURABLE TYPE FACES
Lining Oldstyle Antique Long Noted for Durability

Generally Found in All Up-to-Date Printing Offices

Much Better Results Obtained With New Material

13 A II 45 2B $1 55 13 00 i

-
.

FINE AMERICAN PRODUCTS
construed Information Received

False Documents Presented Pupils

Principal Asked Rigid Investigation

IS A II M Wall*) 1275

\<C\-. I IKK DESTROYS EASTON
Several Made Homeless by Conflagration

Big Department Store Completely Ruined

Damage Great $ 1 234567890 No Insurance

IX A II B Ma II B tM>

BURGLARS RANSACK COUNTRY HOMES
Residents Becoming Alarmed Throughout Town
Lon Highwayman Kidnaps Whole Police Force

e Population Now in State of Consternation

POLITICIAN ANSWERED REBUKE
Reports Submitted Are Considered False

Organizations Demanded Public Apology
Newspapers State System is Demoralized
Prominent MerchantsVigorously Protest

Harmony Prevails Along Political Circles

8 Point 31 A 111" 40* II IS ttV>

RURAL GENTLEMAN VISITED CIRCUS
Greatly Amazed During Evening Performance
Comical Trained Animals Caused Amusement

Elephants Created Wild Panic During Parade
Marvellous Feats Performed by Young Indian

Red Lemonade and Peanuts Received Notice

SAIOK 47.IH* BOO

BRIGHT PUPILS ARGUING CELEBRATED CASK
Noted Profe*or Preparing Strenuous Examination*

University Graduate* Receiving Honorable Mention

State Normal School* Participated In Recent Conte*t

Northern Educator* Denounced Private Institution*

Rcllliou* Societies tlZMMTMO Securing Con.ider .hie



Light Dorsey
60Point 3 A $6 15 4 a $3 75 $i),

INHERITING
Robust Charm
Stronger Lines
48 Point 3 A $3 70 7 a $3 80 $7 a

EXPERT DESIGN
Quality Considered

Selecting Buildings

36 Point 4 A $2 35 9 a $2 65 $5 W

BRIGHT JOURNEYMEN
Studiously Improve Minds

Recognize Trade Literature

Unique Enthusiasm Found
430



Light Dorsey
6 A II M 11*1230 S4

MODERN TYPE EQUIPMENT
Orders Receive Prompt Attention

Deferment is Manifestly Unwise

. 6AS175 12aS175 SS 50

EXPERIENCED SUPERINTENDENT
Realizes Enormous Cost of Time Bought
Improve American Material Extensively

10 A SI 60 ai$166 1326

SPLENDID TYPE FOR GENERAL PURPOSES
Light Dorsey is a Peculiarly Adaptable Type Face
!t May be Profitably Used on Many Kinds of Work
Besides it Has a Strong Companion Face in Dorsey

. 14 A SI 46 27 SI 55 S3 00

LIGHT DORSEY FOR DISPLAY
Proper Types for Modern Printers

Creating Strong and Neat Display

Stylish Design Properly Executed

17 A SI 35 33* SI 40 S2 76

MANY HOURS LOST ON THE PRESS
Wonderful Electric Display Last Evening
Lost Time of a Compositor and Pressman
Guarantee $1234567890 Chattel Mortgage

8 Point 22 A SI 10 44* SI 15 S225

THE MAIN ITEM OF EXPENSE IS TIME
Adequate Facilities Increase Products of Time

Every Time-Saving Facility Should be Utilized

An Ample Supply of Material Pays for Itself

Have You Enough Type, Leads, Slugs and Rule

Your Lost Time May Cost Enough to Buy This

61'otnt KASOS6 60 a SI 06 S2 00

COMPLETE COURSE OF PRINTING INSTRUCTION
Printers Study the Display Pages in Our Type Showings
And it is Our Aim to Make Them Instructive as Possible

Tone Purs Otler Suuestions lor a Great Variety of Jobs

Which an Often Found Acceptable on Customers' Work
American Type Set in The American Way is Distinctive

Printers Should Order 112MSC7W) American Type Faces

UAS1 IT* SI 30 ttiO

THE PRINTER IS WORTHY OF HIS HIRE
Men Will Demand Just Reward for Themselves
Yet Browbeat the Printer Into Cutting His Price

Sauce for the Goose is Also Sauce for the Printer

431

: A SO* 44 a $106 BOO
NOTICED CAIIPVL GRADUATION OP SIZES CONTAINED
v PFitnii ito Cmilin ** < ik "...t.r.l L,ki DMy
O~ Co PnM NM>|T A KiW W J* -tik M*mnf < S>n<
II Ciiln.l el tk. Q.Oam tot Pteel-deM Ciei>ilt ~ Fuwr

Pen IstM nmi Meet, l.c.ii.iili Trr* Px



Light Dorsey Italic

18 Point 9 A $125 24a$200 $325

EIGHTY ENTHUSIASTICADVERTISERS REJOICED

PURCHASING BEAUTIFUL LIGHT DORSEY ITALIC

Kind Magistrate Sentenced Rough Prisoner to Lockup

Millionaire Manufacturer Bought the Fake Gold Brick

Weather Bureau Reports Heavy Rainfall in Michigan

Contain Delightful Typographical Usefulness Within

14 Point 12 A $125 32 a $17:.

ENTERPRISING COMPOSITOR SAVES MUCH VALUABLE TIME

HUNTING SORTS ABOLISHED IN ALL PROFIT MAKING SHOPS

Particularly Adapted for Magazine Advertisements and Fine Work

Royal Horseman Holds the Prominent Place in Coronation Parade

Printing Condition Much Improved by Scientific Type Manufacture

Craftsmen Demand Useful Borders and Ornaments for Best Work

Torpedo Boat Destroyers Sailed Northward via Boston Light Today

12 Point 15 A $110 43a$165 $275 8 Point 18 A $085 54a$140 $225

HUSKY SERGEANT GAVE LOUD ORDERS
BOUGHTMODERN PRINTING MA TERIAL

Best typography is getting away from all the

eccentricity that was formerly being used, it

being nearly eliminated; the circular should

be easy to read and not be overcrowded with

unnecessary ancient $1234567890 type faces

10 Point 16 A $0 95 47 a $1 55 $2 50

HANDSOME DESIGNS RETURNED YESTERDA Y

MANY NOTABLE GENTLEMEN RECEIVED PIES

The American Type Founders Company produced
and sold many new faces, the total volume of its

business increased; from this policy of increasing

volume by giving the printer what he wanted, and

decreasing cost of manufacture and an increasing

excellence of the product was born the leadership

432

MONSTER GATHERING WELCOME HEROINE

DASHING BEAUTIES CAUSING ADMIRATION
One would think that this great Company, with

its infinite variety of faces, would rest conten

on its laurels and forego the trouble and expense

of constantly issuing new faces. But this it must

not and will not do. This Company knows thai

the printer is calling for new faces, because the\

bring him new customers and also hold hisok

ones. As long as this Company leads this brand

of the printing industry, it will maintain custon.

6 Point 21 A $075 63a$125

SCORCHING AUTOMOBILE STRIKES TELEGRAPH !'<>!.!

SUPERB TYPE QUALITIES INTRODUCED EXTENSIVl

The business men of the United States are tetter educate

on type than are those of any other country in the tt-i

The printing press of this country is educating everyone

demand better printinf. Eccentricity of composition h

been used so much, and so thoroughly tried out, that it

practically been relegated to the past as useless. Today a 1

tomorrow call for plain, sane, easily-read composite

printed. Since this kind ol printing is almost standard:

the only way in which novelty and difference can be obta

is in the use of the newer display laces in their various si:

Buyint faces are a treat tl23f567890 help to the compos"



The Dorseys in Combination

MT
T"\T/^*\7'

far Art Print
J L

Letterheads, Billheads

Cards, Circulars, Folders

Fine Booklets, etc.

WE NEVER DISAPPOINT A CUSTOMER ON A
PROMISE. YOU GET THE JOB WHEN IT'S DUE

251 HERIM AVENUE

Printing for Profit
|UNCY quality and style are by far the best

obtainable for many miles around. Fitted

up with the best of equipment and new and

up-to-date material. Our men are artists in

every sense of the word. Located in the business

center of the city, within easy reach of supply
houses, prompt shipment of our supply orders is

thus insured, which, in return, warrants a quick
and convenient execution and delivery of the

finished product promptly at the time promised

THE MUNCYART PRINT
641-643 Henry Street BOWLING. TEXAS

. __- -_ ________ **
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Dorsey Series
72 Point 3 A $8 60 4 a $5 30 $13 90

HENRIKS
Gold Metal
60 Point 3A $7 45 4 a $4 65 $12 10

ESTHETIC
Great Stand
48 Point 3 A $4 60 4a$290 $750

NORTH FORKI
Rare Specimen
36Point 3AS255 6a$245 $500

BRIGHT COMPOSER
Dismounted Rounders
Mechanics Exposition

434



Dorsey Series

4AflM SmCSO $425

FINE DORSEY SHOWING
Increase Distinct Harmony
Modern Type Faces Shown
11 6 A SI 65 101HS ft 60

EXCURSION BEARING WEST
Mutineers Proclaim Sentiments
Every Question Being Arbitrated

11 M 8 A $155 15 $170 $328

WONDERFUL SPECIMEN EXECUTED
American LineType Faces Please Printer
Refined Theatrical Performance Coming

II H 10A$1S6 22a$165 $300

THE ORIGIN AND FOUNDATION OF PRINTING
Binding Books Carries Us Back Perhaps More Than
Thousand Years,When Very Heavy Leaden Tablets
With Inscribed Hieroglyphics Were Put Together

I4AI1JS 26.1140 $27S

STANDARD LINING MATERIAL
Gives Success to Every Up-to-date
Printer and the Use of Distinctive
I > pe Faces for a Booklet or Other
Attractive Printing $1234567890

8 Point ISA $110 85 $116 $22&

EXPERIENCED CATALOG PRINTER
Remarkable Designs Perfectly Drawn
Conservative Newspaper Publications

International Exposition in Petersburg
All Striking Characteristics Illustrated

Interviewed Progressive Typographers
Wonderful Tales of Strange Countries

UAtm so.iun $o

BARGAIN IN REBUILT MACHINERY
We Have Always Taken Great Interest
in Workina and Doing Everything for
lh* Prcrw,rin- , \\r~tt~. ID GolntoGet Until HeSawlhr Flrl Prool: Thm

<>SI>.TIIN and Welfare of Printing H w. rickied. wescu red si 234567mm

foni SOA$OM Maft06 $SOD

ENTERPRISING PRINTERS SUGGESTIONS
The Other Day One ol Our CuMomeri Wanted
A POM Card Announcing HU Taxfcab* lor lh
Auto Race*. He Did Not Know What He Wa

!



The Dorseys in Combination
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TYPE
BORDERS, ORNAMENTS

BRASS RULE,WOOD GOODS
AND OTHER SUPPLIES

T is fast coming to the
point where the office

with antiquated equip-
ment will be so much
handicapped that soon
it will be impossible to

show a profit on work produced
under those conditions. Savings
are being made in labor and floor

space which must eventually in-

fluence and finally control prices
of printing. One of the principal
factors in the saving of labor as
well as floor space is our line of

Modernized Printing Office Fur-
niture. Do you want to make a

saving of 33 per cent, in labor

and 50 per cent, in floor space?
If so, immediately ask for more
detailed information and booklet

American
Type Founders

Company

Inland Border No. 1843 Inland Ornaments. Series No. 65

I I
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The Dorseys in Combination
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L4

Are You
Playing
Santa
Claus

to a

MAN
or

BOY
this

year?

MISTER

HABERDASHERS
21 South Mekin Street

KIRTSHAM, IND.

I

n

I

It will be very gratifying to

holiday shoppers when they
visit our large store and find

the great variety of beautiful

showings, such as young and

old appreciate at this time of

year. Useful presents in our

various departments cannot

be equalled by other firms.

An invitation is cheerfully

extended all to inspect this

wonderful showing of goods

appropriate for the season's

business. Tea served ladies

PROMPT DELIVERY

We with to call your special attention to

our Gents' furnishing Department, which

cannot he praised too highly; with such

a varied lint to select from, one will have

comparatively little trouble in selecting a

Handsome holidaypresent for a gentleman



Condensed Dorsey
72 Point 3 A $7 20 4a$435 $1156

PRODUCED
Make Engine
60 Point 3A$615 4a$375 $990

HURTS KING
Shows Quality
48 Point 3A$370 7a$380 $750

MONEY CHOSEN
Production Greater

DELIGHTFUL HISTORY
Modern Printing Materials

Handsomer Display Letter

4AJ235 9a$265 $500
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Condensed Dorsey
6A$1M 11 .$2 SO $4

CONDENSED SERIES CHARM
Buys Modern Dorsey Installment

Desired Sensational Performance

6 A $175 12a176 $350

SECURING CURIOUS ENTERPRISES
Considered Determined Bankers Lightly

Instantly Answered Strenuous Remarks

10A$ieO 20$165 $325

BUILDING LONGEST NORTHERN RAILROAD
Our Superior Material Brought General Satisfaction

Distinct and Original American Type Faces Pleased

Recognizing Foreign Mechanics Through Invention

14 A $146 27 all 55 ft 00
- r 22A$110 44.J1 15 $225

PUBLISHERS DESIRE SERIES
/~" I JO O1 \ i !OUT Ultted Senator ShOWS Ability

I nspiring Orations Delight Crowd
_ f

Extraordinary Characteristic

17 A II .15 33.$l9 $276

PRINTS MODERN ADVERTISEMENT
Newspapers Demanded Condensed Dorsey

Requiring Honest Typographical Standard

American Type Founders Company Faces

Finest Stories $1234567890 Ever Written

RUSH HINDERING ARTISTIC PRINTERS

Abolished Tyrant Ruler* Who Enjoyed Cruelty

Husky Infant* Cried Lustily During Luncheon

Strongest Banks Easily Wrecked by Dynamite
Extensive Mountain Range Climbed by Expert
Great Aviation Feats Performed by Foreigners

:
. 25AWM 60 a $105 $200

ENTERPRISING HOUSES ADVERTISED HEAVILY
Insurance Collector! Entertain Many Prominent Guest

Entire Series Show Qualities that Aidl General Prinlin

DiMinct Reaulla Obtained Eaaily with American Borde

Kiquitilr Style Shown Throughout Our Specimen Pale

European Acrobata Diaplayed Great Ener(y While He
Thia Lefible and Readable Type is ol Unusual Durability

Popular American Una Type Slylea Slronfly Advocated

Modern Planli Kept $1234M7MO Buiy Throulhoul Season

IX A II W 17 all 3f>

MANY RESOLUTE COMRADES AROUND
Housewife Complains About Nearly Everythin*
Chiromantic Developments Explained Publicly
Makes Beautiful Ornaments and Borders Today
Lightning Strikes Old Church Tower Near Top

;

o Point &A$Ott 44i til* HOD
COHDIIISID DOIIIY M.IASINO CtlTICAL CUSTOMS*!



Condensed Dorsey in Practical Display

PRINTING
EMBOSSING and DESIGNING

HERE is no other investment that brings such sure and constant

profits as printed salesmanship as we do it. There is no other

method of getting business so inexpensive. While you are

thinking of our booklet you may be in need rr\i
of billheads, letterheads, labels or receipt books. llG
Now is the time to follow in the

footsteps of that army of success-

ful merchants who are, in making
fortunes for themselves, building

up the great printing industry so

rapidly. Let us do your printing.

BLACK RAVEN
PRINTING HOUSE
CHICAGO NEW YORK BOSTON

Delia Robbia Border Knickerbocker Ornate Department Store Initial

You Should

Keep Your

Policy
In Force

"I thank you for the prompt payment of claim

on my brother for $435," writes a Millertown

beneficiary. "I was much surprised when the

agent gave me a check for $20 more than the

policy called for, because of a concession made
to policyholders by The Hamberg. My brother

was insured just a little over one year. I was

going to let this policy lapse just two or three

weeks ago, but your Assistant Superintendent

spoke to me and showed me where it would

help me out, in case my brother should die.

I highly recommend The Hamberg Insurance

Company to all those who are not insured."

The Hamberg
The time you think of letting a policy

lapse is probably the time you
are in need of it most
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The Dorseys in Combination

ooa

aaa

FASHIONABLE**

KINGSBURG

ODD

ODD

BOOTS & SHOES
aoa

aaa

^- '--; INGSBURG SPRING
STYLE SHOE TALK
From the regular Kingsburg stock

of Men's splendid shoes for spring
wear we selected certain styles to

sell at lowered prices because the

sizes are broken and shall not be

replenished. Kingsburg quality is

favorably known; even the most discriminating sportsmen
appreciate it. Calfskin, button or lace, with the fashionable

Parisian style toe-shape; stoutly built shoes with oak soles

for hard usage. Latest styles in tan or black, calfskin and

patent leather, the best hand-sewed shoes made for spring

Prices, ranging from $3.50 to S7.00. plainly woven in strips

S. J. KINGSBURG K^&'SSK PRINCEY, ME.
"Not the larfftt tn si-f. hut the hi$$c$t tn quality

"

))>)>^

ODD

aaa
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Lining Gushing Oldstyle No. 2

72 Point 3 A $6 86 4 a $4 15 $11 00

HUCKSTER
Dude Sought
60Point 3A$585 4a$380 $965

STERNJUDGE
Honor Burglars
48 Point 4 A $3 95 7a$370 $765

INSPECT BROILER
Meanest Cracksman
42 point 4A$300 9a$370 $67

GOTHAMITE SPENDS
Return Precious Chanq
Prominent Californians
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Lining Gushing Oldstyle No. 2

6AI27S 7m $2 26 $600

TOURED IRISH MARKET
Spanish Prosecutor Argues

6A $2 10 10*1220 $430

MARINERS FOILED TEXANS
Justice Reprimands Lady Sleuth

7 Alls) 11 a $175 $365

HISTORIAN EULOGIZES MARTYRS
Dreadful Explosion Wrecked Building

Englishmen Remodel Oldest Mansions

in A $1 55 20a$l?0 $325

NUBIAN HORSES DELIGHTED DUTCH JOCKEY
Farmer Spends Independence Day Repairing House
Lieutenant Explained Weather Signals to Recruits

14 A $1 45 28m $1 85 $310

YOUNG PRINTER INSTRUCTS
.Philosopher Chastised Promoters

[Hunters Injure Huge Grizzly Bear
Bank Wrecker Given Long Term

lA$iaO 32* II 45 $Z7S

'PROSPECTORS RETURNED FRIDAY
(American Marksman Captured Emblem

[Noted Speaker Addressed Large Throng
Unvested About $1234567890 in Clothing

I" ' 3'AI1JS 40. II SO $871

UTHLETIC YOUNGSTERS REVIEW RACES
Burgeon Performed Startling Feat in Hospital

POIM* and Inmates Gathering Close to Table

Rttpital Attendants Amazed at the Operation

443

10 Point 2() A $115 4Om$13& $2 SO

WISE COMPOSITORS STUDY TYPES
Appreciate Value of Old Familiar Face

Used to Advantage on Many Occasions

Point 22 A $115 44* $1 $260

MOST SENSIBLE AND STRONG FACES
Advancing Interests of Many Advertisers

Business Forms Supplied with Reid Style

8 Point 22 A $106 44* $120 $2 2&

CONSTANT AND HEAVY DEMANDS MET
Modern Printing Industry Rapidly Increasing
Wonderful Stride* Made in the Craft Progress

7 Point 24 A $100 4X.I12S VIS

DESIGNERS PLEASING WITH LATEST IDEAS
Peruvian Sailors Return After Long Ocean Voyage
UMfnl Material Satisfying Fotemott Young Artist

* Point 24 A $0 4..II 10 $SflO

COH8KRVATIVB TTPB PACT* OR AMERICA* UKB
la Tr* PaUloa a*4 Ortctaatoc of DWtttrt Face*

! Pnattn Bay Aawlosi Lot Is tke MM Uw



Lining Gushing Oldstyle No. 2 in Display
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SQUABS
How to Raise Them

_LL JJL J_L

I The demand for squabs by high class hotels I

I and restaurants has been so insistent in late I

D years that prices for this toothsome dainty D
have steadily advanced. Here is an unusual

opportunity for anyone with a little time
and patience to make money. The author of

this book is a pioneer breeder and authority
on this subject and he has explained all the

essential details so clearly that anyone can

Make Money From the Start

_U

J_L ' ' I'

a
9

a
<s

o

a

&

&
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&

OEM >COf> ><300D< >OD COO OEM >GD
Panel Border Knickerbocker Ornatea Boston Breton Cast Squares

r w IIT m u m

Press Mr - lAck
.

Morrison has
_T . proved himself a versa-
Notices tile ornament in the art

of literature by his latest
book . Comedy and drama
are equally well handled

There is a saying that all

the world loves a lover.

Mr. Jack Morrison has
certainly created a lov-
able lover in Mart Adam

11 II II II IL

RUTHIE
A story of love and adventure in the

GoldenWest in the unwinding of

which many odd and inter-

esting bits of local color

flash on the scene

and enliven

the story

1
u

I
ll

1
1

I
I

1 f" m iii ta am m P I
iatile Ornament Inland Border No. 2440
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Lining Gushing Oldstyle No. 2 and Italic in Display

D_D

l
D

DOUGH in BAGS

Proprietors of printing establishments upon
realizing the efficiency of the American Type
Founders Company's service will not hesitate

in employing it, thereby outwitting the other

fellow in proficiency of workmanship as well

as in superior quality of the finished product.
These are the two most vital points of the

business; they count from the very beginning.

Upon them you must depend for success and

filling of your doughbag, unless you are in

business for pleasure. American line material

always proves a good investment because of

its customer-pleasing features. Besides, the

prices are within reach of even the

smallest purse. We help you
to business success

American Type Founders Company
Originator and Maker ofFashionable Design* in Type. Border* and Ornament*

SellingHouses Located Throughout the United States

::



Lining Gushing Oldstyle Italic

72 Point 3 A $6 50 4 a $4 15 $10 65

DIRECTORS
PrinterBright
60 Point 3 A $5 25 4a$330 $855

BARNRAISED
SteamerDelayed
48Point 4A$390 7a$360 |76

REDUCING PRICES
Important Publication

42 Point 4A $2 90 9a$33i

HONEST YOUNG MEH
AlwaysFindEmployment
NeatBoysGenerallyLikeQ
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4A (240 *S20 KOO

Lining Cushing Oldstyle Italic

NUMEROUSEXCURSIONS
Returning RatherDiscouraged
Answered Interesting Question

l>F*krt 5AI206 10.C20 W2S

ENJOYING PLEASANT DRIVE
Discussing Matrimonial Proposition
Minister Satisfied Love-Sick Couple

6 A II 75 12* 1175 IS 60

BROKEN ENGAGEMENT REPLACED
Homes Entered by Numerous Bold Burglars
Detective Unearths Notorious Outlaw Band

10 A 1186 19m $160 26

LINING CUSHING ITALIC
Handsome andDurable Series

rinters Recognize This Fact

14 A SI 46 Zmfl& 000

MI.VENT SPEAKER RETURNS
'-arge Audience Greets Noted Editor
7ormer Politician Expected to Speak

*< 17 A II T fI 46 VIS

INGS CREA TING EXCITEMENT
lundreds Interested in Wonderful Movement

Newspapers Claim Scheme is a Capital Idea

tectivc Cash $1234567890 Some Changes

447

10 Point 21 All 15 46.11 36 $260

PROVED STRONG DISPLA Y SERIES

Lovely Lining Cushing Oldstyle Italic Type

Containing Numerous Exquisite Features

Printing Greatly Benefited by Ornaments

American Type Founders Company Maker

8 Point 25 A II I* Mail 20 1226

REVIEWING CHEAT MEMORIAL PARADES
Madifun Avenue Crowded with Patriotic Stranger*

Proud Old Veterans March Ahead of Long Column

Beautiful Music Rendered by Large German Bands

Great Speakers Paid Honor to Gray Haired Herat*

ZXA *n6 mti(* em
GXNBtAL PUBLIC DEMANDING INVESTIGATIONS
Hftmntmi Xantti OtMwtf Vtb* LMme Cuiktna Italia

HtrdtaMi Sennit JVw* Adarrtiane PuNidtt

>/< :' I- Mat,not

Tm Prmftlalfltmt $I2MS67*9O Dtottmalt MOOT Htn



Lining Gushing Oldstyle Italic in Display

FRAMES
THE LATEST AND MOST DELIGHTFUL CREATIONS

Spring Catalogue
Showing an extensive line of hand-tooled wooden

art picture frames. This assortment includes the

latest and best patterns, and will go a long way in

aiding the housewife to make the home attractive

HARTMAIN& SINCLAIR
Number 749 North Market Street, MONROE, ILL.

Fabst Border Graphic Border

Our new high-grade wardrobe trunk is a bureau

and wardrobe manufactured to swing on one

set of hinges, and designed to accommodate the

sartorial equipment of both men and women. These trunks

are the quintessence of convenience for the traveler, and

their durability is a thing to marvel at. Made in thirty-one

models, and sold at prices to suit the necessities of all

Masterson's

Trunk Store
CHOICE TRAVELING REQUISITES

19 Mapleton Street

Inland Border No. 683 Ch.p-Book Guidon
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Lining Gushing Oldstyle Italic in Display

Colt'sArmory
JobPresses

INDISPENSABLE WHEN
GOOD BALFTONE AND
ABSOLUTE REGISTER
WORK ARE NECESSARY

Among the heavy platen presses which are offered the printing
trade for the best grade ofprinting the Colt's Armory Presses

stand supreme. The printer who uses them thereby proclaims his

superior status in the art. He has no annoying and expensive

handicaps and can thus produce the very best of quality in the

most economical manner. The demandfor a press that will do

heavy halftone printing, hot and cold embossing, paper-box

cutting, and also high-grade job printing, is satisfactorily met

by the Colt's Armory. Being well-known for their perfect con-

struction and accurate results in color work, these presses are

often supplanting less expensive and more lightly constructed

presses in all offices where evenness of impression and absolute

register are ofparamount importance. No better impression or

register can be obtained on any job press. As the largest

buyers of Colt's Armory Presses the American Type Founders

Company sells all sizes
,

and styles to the best

advantage of its cus- AMERICAN TYPE
tamers. For terms and ri/^rrxmr^nn nmi/m A TTT-

full details write our FOUNDERS COMPANY
nearest Selling House SELLING AGENT FOR COLTS ARMORY PRESSES



Lining Gushing No. 2

24 Point 7 A $190 11 a $160 1350

PRODUCED EXQUISITE DESIGNS
Several Important Cases Unexplained
18 Point 10A $170 18a$160 $330

REFUSING MEMBERS
Hemrican Lodge Bankrupt
Fine Entertainment Given

14 Point 13 A $145 28a$l 55 $300

MINING ENGINEER SINKING
Extend Railroad Farther South

High Lands Remain Concealed

12 Point *12A$050 16A $130 36 a $145 $275

ENORMOUS STOCKS SOLD MONDAY
Numerous Familiar Faces Arrived Quickly

iS? Dividends $1?"UC>fi7RQO Prnmntlv Paidig LJlVlUCnUS 4>1ZO<K>O/O^U rrOmpliy raid

lOPoint "15A$050 22AJ125 45a$125 $250

EXTENSIVE BUSINESS IMPROVED
Mining Interests Located Nearer Railroad

Thousands Invading Country District Daily

Large Products Delivered Various Dealers

Graceful Dancers Entertaining Publishers

8 Point '17 A $050 22 A $105 44a$120 $225

MUCH MONEY JUDICIOUSLY EXPENDED
Retiring Bankers Build Magnificent City Homes

Large Sums Negotiated During Financial Strain

Fashions Admired by Fastidious Foreign Counts

Departing Noblemen Enthusiastically Cheered

6 Point *20A$050 24A $095 48a$105 $200

PRIVATE BUSINESS TRANSACTION REPORTED
Humorous Young Man Played Practical Jokes on Professor

Latest Reports From Headquarters Seem Very Favorable

Profitably Invested $1234567890 Money Shows Results

Real Estate Business Showing Profitable Returns Daily

Small Caps for sizes from 6 to 12 Point inclu. s fonted and priced by themselves and only sent when ordered

Lining Cushing Italic No. 2
24 Point 5AS130 18a$220 $350

REPRODUCEDAMERICANINVENTION
Prosperous Merchant Received Nomination
18 Point 6 A $125 25a$200 $325

EXCITED MEN RETURN
Brokers Examined Realties

Many Ruins Reported Later

14 Point 10A $1 10 37 a $1 90 $3 00

HANDSOME CARDS ORDERED
Beautiful Enlarged Portrait Arrives

Roman Empires Recently Destroyed

12 Point 12 A $1 00 45 a $1 75 $2 75

UNIVERSITYSTUDENTMAKES RECORD
Substantial Homes Devastated by Earthquakes

Money Saved $1234567890 Money Earned

450

10 Point 14 A $090 60a$160 $2

EXTENSIVELY IMPROVED METHODS

Maintaining Greater Current with Electricity

Hundreds Remain BehindLookingfor Success

Merchants Throughout the Country Advertise

Large Fortunes Frequently Procured Quickly

8 Point 16 A $085 63a$140 $2 2c

A BRILLIANT MANIPULA TION INTRODUCED
Honorable Mention Given During Recent Examination

Profits Divided Monthly A mong Several Stockholders

Nomination Sought During Early Summer Excursion

Banquet Given Students Before Leaving the Seminary

6 Point 16 A $070 65a$130 $200

D1SPENSA T10N OF QUICK JERSEY STA TEJUSTICE
Clever Lawyer Discovers Technicality While A rguing Casts

Powerful Influence Brought to Bear During the Investigation

Many Protest Against Methods Used by Country Proprietor:

Genera! Test Proves $ 1234567890 Merchant to be Comet



Lining Gushing Monotone No. 553

4A $260 7a$240 $800

BRIGHT PUBLISHERS
Eight Soldiers Conquered
Dangerous Zebras Escape

5 A $2 IS a$210 $425

HUMOROUS PHYSICIANS
French Authority Heard Music
Remarkable Designer Explains

6 A $180 11 a $170 $360

STUDIOUS YOUTH ENTHUSES
American Fashions Please Craftsmen
Zomic Opera Managers Joined Army
Imitating Graceful Portland Acrobats

1IA$170 21.1166 $3ZS

'vVESTERN MEN RETIRE
Lumber District Grows Rapidly

(Tragedians Stranded Near Asia

i Quaint Mansion Charms Tourist

17A$IK *Sa$l 40 $176

HXICAN HUNTERS CHASE TIGER
tion Honors Young Australian Discoverer

lusual Excitement at Meeting of Bachelors

irable Materials for Catalogue Compositor
vial Crowds $1 234567890 Received Praise

451

10 Point 22 A $1 SO 44.1120 $2 SO

ADMIRED MOST CAREFUL ARTISAN
Clearest Faces Designed for Beautiful Book

New York Publishers Invited Old Resident

Jockeys Injured in Most Exciting Contests

8 Point a A $110 4a$lU tt

UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS QUALIFIED
Hunten Captured Strange Tropical Quadrupeds
Much Ducuiiion Over Latest Infraction of Rule

Presinen andCompositon Seeking Employment

Point A$090 I6a$ll0 $200

rARMUS TIAVfX POOR RUNDMD MILES BY STAG!
Kio. iamifal tummii Bnadata Scot u Rockaway <*

Tklmr TowM WM tltXMTtM T Dn Wi Drtnk



Lining French Oldstyle No. 552

72 Point 3 A $6 55 4 a $4 25 $10 80

MINE Shafts
60 Point 3 A $5 60 4 a $3 66 $915

Dines PRINCE
48 Point 4A$405 7a$365 $770

MONKEY Climbed
36 Point 4A$250 8a$250 $500

Character MODERNIZED
30 Point 5A$205 10a$226 $430

PROSPEROUS Hotel Owners
24 Point 7 A $185 12a$175 $360 10 Point

DESCRIBE HORSE
Honest Investments

22A$1 15 43a$135 $250

12A$050

SHOWING EXQUISITE FEATURES

MORE Holiday Presents Being Received

Fires Destroyed Beautiful State Houses

Remove Columbian Machinery Exhibit

20 Point 8 A $165 15a$160 $325
9 Point 23A$120 46a$130 $251)

14 A $050

FISHERMEN DROWN
Departed Easter Sunday

18 Point 11 A $160 22a$165 $325

SENTRY FIRED SIXTY SHOTS

Heavy Order of French Oldstyle

EXCURSION STEAMERS REMARKABL

ALARMED Over Many Threatening Notices

Children Rendered Delightful Entertainmend

New Counties Demand Equalization Boards

8 Point 24 A $105 48a$120 $22

15A$050

INVENT PRACTICAL COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS

EXPERT Mechanics Require Substantial Material

Magnificent Returns Gained Through Investmeri

Require Natural Talent Throughout Entire Seaso

12 Point 16A$130 32a$145 $275
10 A $050

DESIGNS MODERN PRINTING PLANT
MANY Banks $1234567890 Receive Coins

25 A
$0^5^10

$20

MYSTERIOUS IMPORTANT DOCUMENT VANIS

BEAUTIFUL Editions Contained Halftones and Engrav

Gigantic Scheme Uncovered by Wonderful Girl Det'

Rainy Weather Costs $1234567890 Factories Much A
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Lining French Oldstyle No. 552 in Practical Display
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TYPOGRAPHY
AND THE ADVERTISING INSTINCT

[ you ever considered the relation

of
typesetting

to advertising? One
of the very best known advertising

experts in the United States has paid
as high as fifty dollars for setting up
a single advertisement, the standard

magazine page size. This man knows the value of

correct typography. Years of analytical experience
and careful tabulation of results has taught him
that the pulling power of an advertisement can be
doubled or trebled by correct typography. Shrewd

advertising managers no longer hesitate to pay ten,

fifteen, or twenty-five dollars for setting a single
advertisement. They find it money well invested.

Correct typography involves first of all what might be called the advertising
instinct. Just the ordinary "typesetting" is not typography In the sense

here Intended. A knowledge of advertising requirements Is essential. A staff of

high-priced competent compositors Is also essential. For years we have made a

leading specialty of graphic typography for advertisers. We put Into our work
the advertising instinct plus experience and knowledge of what Is required.

HARNOR-ROSKAN PRESS
148 BOHEMIA STREET LEWISTOWN, MAINE



Lining French Oldstyle Italic No. 552

12 Point 16 A $1 35 32 a $1 50 $2 85

EXQUISITE MODERN SELECTIONS
Beautiful TypesAlways Remaining Popular
General Printing Establishments Used Italics

Graceful Letterfor Neater Practical Display

Sold by American Type Founders Company
Original Features Charm Timid Customers

Reorders at Frequent Intervals Show Result

Striking Style and Dignity Observed Herein

Supreme Qualities ofIngenuity and Strength

Useful Figures $1234567890 Included Also

10 Point 19 A $1 25 38 a $1 30 $2 55

MARVELOUS BUILDING TOWERING ABOl/E
Contracts Given for Breaking Public Highway Stones

Government Dredge Working Near Statue of Liberty

Placing Awnings on Front Veranda a Sign of Spring

Tired Excursionists Rest Under Spreading Elm Trees

Visited Popular Maine Hunting Grounds Frequently

Youthful GolfPlayer Showing a Fancy Stroke to Men

Disgraceful Rioting Followed an Unpopular Decision

Beautifully Formed Diver Gets Wonderful Notoriety

Famous Historians Receiving Much Unearned Praise

Sailor Received Great Wekome at New York Harbor

9 Point 25 A $120 50 a $130 $260

SHOWING PRONOUNCED IMPERFECTION
Tender Hearted Women Became Hysterical Today

Blind Man Walks Beside Charming Servant Girl

Apprentices Receiving Much Needed Encouragement

Large Steamer "Pitched Dangerously During Storm

Giant Westerner Found Valuable Diamond Rings

Clever Bicycle Racer Wins National Championship

8 Point 23A$105 46a$120 $226

STRICTER CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATION
Old Revenue Cutter Sunk in Collision with Barges

Fireman Scalded with Escaping Steam in Fireroom

Engines Stop at Critical Moment and Never Moved

New Wireless Telegrapher Flashed Distress Signal

Captain Found Nearly Starved by Searching Party

Reporter Sent to Scene of Horrible Accident in Bay

Pictures and Description Printed in Largest Papers

6 Point 26 A $095 52a$105 $200

MODERN SPECIMENS DESIGNED IN LIGHT COLORS

Mechanics front Boston Showed GoodJudgment While IVorkiitx

Railroad Fireman Held Position During Slack Business Season

Mexican Frontier Swarmed with Hungry Seventeen Year Locusts

Beautiful Niagara I/isited by Curious Nature Loving Residents

Competing Printer Submitted Various Estimates to Gmvrnrjual

Presenting Wealthy Bride of Foreign Count in Court at England

International Association ofAmbitious Mechanics is Organii,inz

Enthusiastic Conventions Presenting Grand Reports to Secretary

Remarkable Historic ^1234561890 Kingdom Unearthed inlndii

1OU ARE INCITED TO BE PRESENT
with ladies at a feast given by the members

of the U^pnpareil Club in celebration of tbe

most prosperous year the Club has enjoyed

since its organisation. Kensington House,

Friday Evening, December ninth, Nineteen hundred and

twelve, at eight-thirty o'clock. Music will be furnished by

the Kensington Glee Club and addresses will be delivered

by President Johnston, Secretary Richardsmitb and others

SAMUEL I. JOHNSTON
President

JAMES RICHARDSMITH
Secretary

RICHARD H. YOUNG
FRANK E. HARDING
JOHN F. EARLY
CLAUDE MERCER

Directors

454



Camelot Oldstyle

tAIZTB D.CSS

HARMONICA INSTRUCTION
Unmerited Rewards Distributed

Merchandise Quotations Lower

6A*2I $440

CUSTOMERS DEMANDING PURITY

Notification Granting Exclusive Rights

Demands Superior Advertising Method

8A $160 IS* II 90 1360

LARGE NEW TURBINE STEAMSHIP ARRIVES

Unusually Intelligent People Sometimes Leave

Enormously Overpopulated Districts Imperilled

12 A SIM ZI.J175 (326

OUCED SOME MYTHICAL STORIES OF THE PRAIRIES

For the Edification of Diminutive People Hunting Wild Animals

Appliances and Processes for the Manufacture of Underwear

ttMM IN A II IS $!> JZ75 8 Point 2A *>*.'. 52*1140

MADE IN EIGHT SIZES AND VERY USEFUL
3ur Qvilization and Modern Advancement

DifficultyWith Forms Not Properly Locked Up
Experimenting $ 1 23*56?8go Considerations

FRIENDSHIP CEASES WHEN YOU NEED MONEY
Consequential Individual Promoted to Authority
Understand How to Print and Suit the Customer
Mention That Most Famous of Salmon Vaters

Knowledge Is Necessary In Highest Mechanics

Responsible Positions Always Open to Graduates

1A1 IS 40.I1SS CSO 6 Point 2SA*>n Mm II 10 ftOO

WILL MAKE THE OLD FEEL YOUNG
Inventing the fine Art Which Perpetuates History
Credit of Achievements Has Been Long Contested
Method of Reducing the Weight of Pocketbooks

456

FINE CHANG KX LOVERS Of EXCELLENT UTE*ATU*
No WhUnci ButThoae of Ire Beat Authors In Coltoctlon

Bargain Sale In Latest Book* Written by Popular writer*

Commencing Thursday Morning at the Publishing House
Valuable Instructive Literature Is a Necessity to Printers

Further Information by lnj45r' Addressing Direct



Lining Jenson Oldstyle No. 2

72 point 3 A $6 45 4 a $3 65 $9 10

NUMBERING
Royal Kingdom
60 Point 3 A $5 65 4a$295 $860

FRENCH COINS
Markets Destroyed
54 point 4A$470 8a$405 87i

GRAND SMOKER
Remarkable Number

48 Point 4A$3959a$370

FOREIGN EMPIRE^
Explored Strange Islanc

456



Lining Jenson Oldstyle No. 2

4A 00 Mtt

SURPRISE NHGHBOR
Modern American Designs

6ASZ86 9mKl $606

SECURE HIGHER PRICES

Expend Manufacturing Capital
6 A (240 10*1190

HISTORIC MANSION BURNED
Several Beautiful Emblems Destroyed

7 A 12 00 13$1 50 $350

BANKER HONORS ENGLISH CHECK
International Business Confidence Established

10 All H Well 40 ttV, i- i 18 A 1 3Xfl 31 BED

EXPLODING MAGAZINE
Authorities Deny Responsibility

' Officers Demanding Admission

SOUVENIRS ARE DISTRIBUTED
Meritorious Work Heartily Rewarded

Charming Graduates Attend Summer
Exercises and Receive Their Diplomas
Happy Recipients Heartily Applauded

1.1 A II fin 2K.I140 BOO

ARTISTIC BORDER DESIGNS
Ordinary Jobs of Printing Enhanced
American Designs Always Original

IA II 44 0n
STRIKING ADVERTISING LETTER
Undoubtedly Realize Handsome Dividends

Producing Attractive Commercial Printing

Brings Golden $ 1 234567890 American Coin

"Point SAIItS 42*1100

MAGNIFICENT HOME IS DESTROYED
Excited Neighbors Volunteer Their AabUocc
During * Midnight ConfUgrjtion which Ruined

Bingbamton'i Mod PaUtUI RoUcnce, OpUin
Bowe,Trying to Get Policy,wu Slightly Iniurcd

Point A II 00 Ma It 00 BOO

DELIGHTFUL CONCERT GIVEN BY MAROSCH

P*<m Vnda it* Dtnataa * th FM
F~rE'riun.WJIB<D.TlwiK,

.h.T-.R~Mtoi^H

4&7



Lining Jenson Oldstyle No. 2 in Practical Display

KNIGHT
THE LAST WORD IN QUALITY
THE KNIGHT BROTHERS WERE PIONEERS IN SPECIAL PAPERS
AND HAVE ALWAYS KEPT WELL IN THE LEAD IN NEW IDEAS

EPUTATION for good paper must rise

or fall with the quality of the product. It

is most important that we keep the quality
of our paper above the average. This has
been our object ever since we embarked
in the paper business. The Knight Paper

Company, with their well-known reputation for quality of

product and business honesty, stands behind every sheet

of KNIGHT PARCHMENT. It is the business paper
for those who desire to give expression to all the highest
commercial ideals. This paper combines the reliability of

the ages with modern day progress. It is always the first

choice of the printer's careful customer, and also the first

choice of the discriminating buyers
who appreciate quality. The printer DUKE BOND
will do well to show his customers
this paper; it will mean a satisfied

clientele and more profit. Send for

our new and original sample book

We still carry a large stock

of the famous Duke Bonds,

all colors and weights. It is

a very desirable paper stock

for ordinary business forms

THE KNIGHT PAPER CO.
OFFICES AND MILLS, NORTH OLEANA, OHIO
BRANCH OFFICES: NEW YORK, CHICAGO, CLEVELAND, BUFFALO. SEATTLE

Jenson Initial Strathmore Ornaments Cloister Borders
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Lining Jenson Oldstyle No. 2 in Practical Display

THE RELATION OF APPLIED DESIGN
TO OUR MODERN INDUSTRIES ******

ELIGHT in the graceful line and
well-balanced form are universally
inborn. Regard for this has always
been shown in utensils and in con-

struction. To nearly every form of

product, design of some kind expresses the de-

gree of the designer's or workman's interest in

his work and his conception of appropriateness.

Doorways, windows, and the wnole facade are

appreciations of the purposes of the building and
the abilities of the architect. Of the things that

go into the house, furniture and utensils, there

are the same elements of regard for beauty of

form and appropriate decoration. In all indus-

trial products, applied design has an especially

prominent part in forming a practical product.

Forms of knives, forks, spoons and pitchers follow the general model, but the

degree of interest and merit of the pattern depend on the decorative design that

o used as well as on form. The different periods of ornament are used espe-

cially in this class of products, German, French and English models being most

conspicuous, so that we have tableware, wallpaper, and furniture in which the

design is held as closely as possible to the periods represented^Jtjtjtjtjtjtjt

THE NEW IDEA OF THE MOIRBURGH BANKING CORPORATION
O do the right thing;, at the right time, in the right way; to do some

things better than they were ever done before; to eliminate errors; to

know both sides of the question; to be courteous; to be an example; to

work for love of the work; to anticipate requirements; to develop resources;
to recognize no impediments; to master circumstances; to act from reason rather
than rule; to be satisfied with nothing short of perfection.jjjjjjjj

! I



LiningJenson Italic No. 2

72 Point 3A$680 4a$350 $103li

HINDER Fights
60 Point 3 A $5 50 4a$280 $830

CONTRIBUTION
Rosebush Kingdom
54Point 4A$470 7a?415 $885

BIGREDUCTIONS
Escapade Denounced
48 Point 3A $4 60 6a$315 !

MODESTNUMBERS
Harmonious Serenades

42Point 4AJ355 7a$270 i

MAZIPOMA SPRINGS
Renegade Detains Butcher

^^



4AKTO 8.1280 1600

LiningJenson Italic No. 2

SURGEONS RECOGNIZED
Elementary Publication Revised

6 A 1230 10* II 96 tttt

REFORM DISHONESTMAIDEN
Desperate Men Destroyed Battlement

7 A 1196 12*11 66

CONSTRUCTED MODERN MANSION
Numerous Incriminating Documents Purloined

Revolutionists Destroy Beautiful Monasteries

HA 1 70 2ll156 fS

DELIGHTFUL WEATHER CONDITIONS PREVAIL
Many Enterprising Schemers Receive Scathing Reprimand
Anterior Decorators Submit Magnificent Designs for Museum

WAII30 Mill 46

'rRAND EUROPEAN MUSEUM OPEN
Remarkable Trained Monkey Entertainment

ftysical Marvel Displayed Great Endurance

ing Fine $1234567890 Type Designs

WAI1K 40.|l BtO

^RANGED EXPENSIVE EUROPEAN TOUR
fetterElbow Lotion Relieves Springtime Maladies

ttt*f*ttf>ed Foreigner Entertains American Senator

Dbtovcr*/ Rare Specimens of Wild Birds

461

Point 22AII1CP 44.H15 IS2S

ELABORATE HORTICULTURAL DISPLAY
Magnificent Decorttrve Btrgtins are Shipped
Amrrictn Designed Artistic Historical Pictures

Ezptcttd Grtat Results From Btstbttt Player

Unprejudiced Cttitens Favored Novel Schemes

Inquisitive Child Gathers Useful Information

MAIIOO a. II no BOO

MAMTHON KUNNOt fSCEtVES HANDSOME fSUE
tM,

*9 tf



Jenson Condensed

144 Point 3 A ?11 30 4 a $6 70 $18 00

END Sale
120 Point 3 A $8 65 4 a $5 35 $14 TO

DISTRICTS

Shops Great
96Point 3AJ640 4a$385 $1025

REMINDER^
Cheapq Horse



Jenson Condensed

SAtSOO 4 13 16 |8U

SERIES BOUGHT

Duality Considered
SAMOO 4mtt50 60

HONEST CHILDREN
Visits Beautiful River

GAtSW TmtZW W2S

MERCHANDISE SPOLED

Exports American Products

6AB70 9BW H30

SHOWS HANDSOME ROSES
Pleasant Summer Amusement

Containing Striking Originality



Jenson Condensed

5 A $2 20 10 a $2 30

GRAND MECHANICAL EXHIBITS

International Bowling Championship
30 Point 7 A $2 05 12a$195 WOO

EXHIBITING TYPOGRAPHICAL DESIGNS

Aeroplanes Hovering Threateningly Beyonc

Brokers Report Delinquent Members of Curb

24 Point 8A $165 17a$!90 |3

GIVING ARITHMETICIAN TEDIOUS EXAMPLES

Incorporated Manufacturers Conducting Exposition

Six Remarkable Buildings Destroyed by Earthquake

18 Point 12 A $150 26 a $1 75 $325 10 Point 22 A $115 46 a $135 J2

ARTISTS HUMOROUS MERCANTILE CONDITIONS PROSPEROUAK 1 1 3 nUmURUUO
Numbering Machines fa Greatest Deman

Savory Beverage Causes Headache showing Artistic Typographical

Foreman and Compositor Satisfied

Greatest Circus on Earth Delighted
Indian Farmer ReaPs Lar&e wheat Hirves

14 Point 16A $125 39 a $175 $300 8 Point 26 A $105 55 a $120 12

PT ATNFST DFSIGNS SECURING PRIZES ANCIENT TYFES SELDOM BRING MSIRED RESUL
rL,All>.01 VJldUind JE.IUJU1W flU/JiO

Meandering Throu?h Dasky Woodlands in Spring.

Unlimited Conversational PoWerS NeCeSSary Showing Handsome Ornaments and Borders Profuse

Hir-tr-iJ.' r IA1JJ Most Pathetic Exibition of Ancient Printers Compart

Musical Entertainers Generously Applauded ^m Desifning submitted for General inspect*

American Type Founders Company Product Hudson River Firates ^^ CaPtured by Dreadnau?l

12 Point 20A$125 43a$150 $275 6 Point 28 A $090 60a$110

AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS FORTUNATE REMARKABLE SHOWING OF DETERMINATION BY PRINT

r . , T r . ft i linn Awful Catastrophe Happens to the Peculiar Hen of Modern U

Finding NefariOUS Schemes tO ACCUmUlate MOney Millionaires Eventually Recognize the Possibilities of Intelli8<

FrnanriaT fnndttinns RprntnintX fiptlfrallv Normal Brains Are Mightier Than Dollars When Men Refuse to be Sia

rmanciai umamons cecoming ueneraiiy normai
Order Jenson Condense(i it Fre<iuent utetnh Through our H^

Foreign Languages Easily Learned From Teachers M nst Gatherinr crowd Thoroughfares Dum.* a Mati
* '

Warmer Weather Prevailed Over Eastern Portion of United S

Handsome Sharp Cut $1234567670 Useful Figures contented People stupidly $12345*7890 iniu

464



Jenson Condensed in Practical Display

I

!

Oriental Carpets
NO WESTERNER NEED FARE TO NEW YORK TO SEE A
FIRST-CLASS ASSORTMENT OF ORIENTAL WEAVES.

&

THEY ARE EXHIBITED HERE AT TEMPTING PRICES

SUCH AS HAVE VERY RARELY BEEN APPROACHED
BY OTHER DEALERS ANYWHERE IN THE COUNTRY

ForYourHomes
It would startle the crafty dealers of

the East to see a big stock of Oriental

Carpets and the price of every piece

marked in plain figures *x And you
needn't cross the ocean to find other

dealers who would be astonished to

see such a thing. That isn't the way
Oriental Weave is usually handled.

But it's just the way that has lifted

our Oriental Carpet business from the

most modest to one of the greatest in

the West v** We handle Orientals as

we handle any other merchandise,

because we know how to buy v* v*

mf OF DESIGNS AND SIZES OREATEK PERHAPS THAN EASTERN HOUSES.
BUS TO SECURE ORIENTALS WHICH ARE MADE TO BEAR THE CLOSEST
A GOOD PLACE TO COME. GLAD TO ACCOMMODATE YOU AT ANY TIME

Wyoming Oriental Importing Company
Corner West Jackson Street and Schcrmcrhorn Avenue, Cheyenne. Wyoming



Jenson Bold Condensed

144 Point 3 A $9 80 4 a $6 8:,

MEN Form
120 Point 3 A $8 70 4a$580 $1450

UNDERBIDS

LargePlank
96 Point 3 A $5 40 4 a $3 65 $9 OS

HOMES FOUND

Beautiful Light



Jenson Bold Condensed

3A430 4*1300 IT SO

HODERN TEACHER

discouraged Hunter
4A$35 5.1265 MM

9ELIGHTFUL ROWING

Secured Predous Jcwd
5AB15 Sail 10 1826

EXPOSED BANK GRAFTERS

lonest Manufacturer Sailed

5A $288 10*296

REIMBURSED KINDEST WOMAN
Jnfortunate Fordgner Detained

Educed Numerous Candidates



6A$205 12a$235 4(1

Jenson Bold Condensed

36 Point

PROMINENT CHIROPODIST BANKRUPT

Advocating Reciprocity Internationally

Disinterested Manufacturers Perplexed

30 Point 8 A $195 14a$210 M06

SCIENTIFIC MEDICAL EXAMINER REPORTED

Eminent Physicians Questioned Young Students

Graduation Ceremonies Proclaimed Magnificent

24 Point 10 A $170 17a$180 S50

RECEIVED EUROPEAN THEATRICAL INSTRUCTIONS

Foremost Printer Relates Most Wonderful Experience

Jenson Bold Condensed Type Produces Effective Results

18 Point 13 A $1 50 26a $1 75 $3 25 10 Point 20A$105 46a$145 $250

TWENTIETH CENTURY INVENTION

Barkentine Wrecked in Arctic Ocean

Designer Strives to Please Journalist

14 Point 18 A $140 36a$160 $300

CONCERNS MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS

Studious Pupils Graduate With High Honors

Record CrowdWitnessed Exciting Ball Game

PRECIOUS GEMS STOLEN FROM PRINCE

Lady Rewards Young Duke Who Left Ctt

Doctors and Nurses Fail to Restore Health

Vagabond Spends Weary Night in Ireland

Historic Building Destroyed by Brush Fin

SPoint 28A$100 58a$125 $22

GRAND OPERA SINGER RETURNS AFTER LONG TOOT

Amusing Performers Banqueted After Successful Event

Desperate Prisoner Remained Silent After Eloquent Pie

Kind Californian Befriends Former Banker and Attorne

Northwestern Plainsmen Noted for Many Bravest Deed

12 Point 20 A $1 10 46a $1 65 $2 75 g Point 30A5090 60a$110 $20

MINSTREL COMEDIAN DRIGHTS LARGE AUDIENCE

American Merchant Favors Proposed Railway Lines

Many Ferocious Creatures Inhabit Southern Forest

Innocent Farmers $1234567890 Display Big Sums

FAMOUS CIRCUS MANAGER DECEIVED HUMOROUS COHEDIW

Inspectors Determined to Condemn Modern Structures of Amerie.

Contains Many Attractive and Interesting Features Never Show-

Many Young Amateurs Producing the Highest Grade oi Print!)

Aeronaut Makes Successful Flight Near Hudson County Bouleva

Ten Thousand People Witness Daring Feats Performed by Honke,

Seventy Million Dollars J1234567890 Spent for Pleasure Parti

468



Jenson Bold Condensed in Practical Display

Hamilton
MILITARY SCHOOL

A Boarding and Day School for

Boys. Preparation for College

Manual and Military Training

MONROE, EAST OREGON
DW1CHT CHARLES HAMILTON, E

MEKIN&CO
Manufacturers of

Silks
TREE BRANDTHE SILK OF

HONEST QUALITY

Tnuk-Hirk

4 East Marion Avenue

Newkirk,0hio

CRKDON CAMERA
THE MOST SATISFACTORY AND CONVENIENT CAMERA FOR YOUR VACATION

Just the sort of camera for the beginner, because it is

the easiest of all cameras to load and operate. And it

is also an excellent camera for the most experienced
because it will make pictures of as good quality as the

larger cameras. Has automatic shutter and universal

lens. It is the most compact camera in existence today

THE METROPOLITAN OPTICAL AND CAMERA COMPANY, Brooklyn



MacFarland Series

84 Point 3 A $8 70 4 a $6 15 J

H IRE Boy
72 Point 3 A $6 95 4 a $4 05 $11 (XI

Signal USED
60 Point 3A$610 4a$360 $970

BIRDS Flying
54Point 3A$505 5a$370 $873

Always RIGHT
48 Point 3 A $3 90 6a$360 $7;

DESIGN SHOP
Stadium Repaire
42 Point 4 A $3 50 6a$275 $6

PRINTED FIGURE
Creation Handsomei

470



MacFarland Series

4 A CM) t-.C&O WOO

PICTURE RETURNED
Entertaining Boatbuilders

5A J205 10mf220 M 2S

CONSTRUCT BUILDINGS
Monitor Destroying Lighthouse

6 A $190 11 $160 S3 GO

PURCHASE STRIPED REPTILE
Foremost Superintendent Remembered

8 A II 66 1S10 10 I'ointt IK A $1 20 37 II SO $2 GO

DISTRICT RECORDS
)clcates Return Monday

11AI140 23.I1K

rtOUNT BUCKING MULE
Automobile RunsOverChildren

11 A II Ml 22 II SO 1300

PRODUCTION SECURED
Experienced Hardship in Storm

14 A 1160 2X.I1SO BOO

(NOW SPLENDID METHODS
.arrest Steamship Entered Monday

MODERN SERIES CHARMING
Searched Ancient Fighting Grounds
Historians Contemplated Removing

9 Point 21 A II 26 40.I12S tZ&O

DESIRE TRUSTWORTHY BROKER
Handsome Newspaper Advertisements

Reconstructs Progressive Department

K Point 22 A II 10 40S11S fia

SEAGOING STEAMER PASSED BOSTON
Approach Stormy Weather Near Greenland

One Huge Iceberg Sighted by Quartermaster

Point! 24AW9G 60* it OS 000

DESPERATE BURGLAR CAPTURED YESTERDAY
Fiftii Policemen Until Ammunition Bccomei Eihiuued

Altctnpl Jiilhrtikinf Durlnt Abtcnc* o( Haiky TurnKct

M.ci.iri Finn Culprit $I134S78IH) Rurint Harini

1SAI1. 20 A II on StatlOO ftOO

EUROPEAN PRINCES RESIGNED
1 Coronation Attracted Hundreds

)ukc Was $1234567890 Given Souvenir

rWELVE SOLDIERS PURSUE FEMALE SHOPLIFTER
AMtf Wwwn Ennn H Ifk B.IUlm WkBl EJIf Arrrtt

ilooal Jtkv

H Tkrf* M.ll
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MacFarland in Practical Display
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TILES INTHE
BATH ROOM

FOR

the floor and walls of a bath room the use

of tiles should be considered by everyone who
is building a home or who is planning to make
alterations in his present home. The same set

of conditions that demand exposed plumbing demand
tile. Boxed-up plumbing was abandoned because it

was a damp, dark breeding place for germs. The white

surface of porcelain tubs and lavatories affords no

place for germs to breed. The same is true of tile. The
whiteness reveals dirt. If you could see the woodten

floors of a bath room under a microscope you would

be shocked. Wooden floors cannot be kept sanitary.

The only impervious material that will really meet all

conditions is tile. All substitutes are subject more or

less to the conditions of wood. But the really impor-
tant thing to know is that all of these substitutes cost

more in the end than tile. Tile is the cheapest treat-

ment for the floor and walls of the bathroom because

once properly laid it lasts forever. It needs no replacing

We solicit correspondence with home owners, architects and
contractors on the subject of using tile in building the home

KERAMIC & COMPANY
Manufacturers of Classic Tiles and Potteries

MACFARLAND, WISCONSIN, U. S. A.

V.1

" "

,
*

i

v.v.v.
i

Acme Border Tricky Border
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MacFarland and MacFarland Italic in Practical Display

I
[E3

PART NUMBER TWO

Programme
Mmtitfl Mbctteu trill tt FrKtJrJ bit

ttitnt ft SmftrimtrmJtnt Morrif

Traumeret . . . Schumann

Song of The Weirs . . Coogan

Fifth Nocturne . . l.eybach

Oh In the Stilly Night . Moore

Minuet . . . Paderewski

Heart Bowed Down . . Balfe

Toreador's Song . . . Bizet

Bonnie Doon . . . Burns

Charming Evelyn . . Coogan

You'll Remember Me . . Balfe

The Day* That Are No More . Dale

INTERMISSION

MM mill tt rrmj,,rj dmrtmg ixttrmituo*

The Resignation . . Chatterion

The Rose and the Gauntlet Sterling

Ballad of the Tempest . . Fields

The Shepherd Boy . . London

Dream of the Mermaid . Lancaster

The V.sion of Hope . . Meade

Toe Traveling Boy Minstrel . Rots

Countess of Cumberland . Daniel

Defiance of the Soul . Stoddard

Toe Pleasant Days of Old . SmytHe

Sttr Spangled Banner . . Key

Benefit Night
PROCEEDS TO BE GIVEN FOR THE
BENEFIT OF CRAN ORPHAN HOME

The

Merham
Band

PRESENTING ITS

GREAT EUROPEAN SUCCESS
ENTITLED

The Dream
of Music

MR. HERMAN STEINART
LEADER

The Hamidon Auditorium
READON AND MITCHEL STREETS, DETROIT

Thursday Evening, May 22
Eiftil Thirty o'Clock

IT



MacFarland Italic

48 Point 3 A $4 00 6a$350 f,

HIRED Carpenten
36 Point 4 A $2 55 8 a $2 45

PICTURES REGILDEL
UnexpectedJoyous Retun

30 Point 5A$220 9a$205 is

GOING HOME DISGUISED
Soldier Contemplates Leaving
24 Point 6 A $185 10 a $163

BROOKLYN CITIZENS FOUGH
Poster Compositor Pleases Everyon

20 Point 7 A $1 50 16 a $1 75 $3 25 12 Point 16 A $1 35 31 a $1 40

FOUND BOY CRYING
Convict Shot Eight Men

18 Point* 10 A $155 21 a $170 $325

BURNING THE MONITOR
Charge Secretary with Theft

NINETEEN STRONG BOS
Loses $1234567890 Gambl

10 Point 18 A $120 36 a $130

WORLD RENOWNED PRINT^ S

Father Congratulates Oldest C

Everybody Grieves Over a Fai

9 Point 20 A $120 40a$19

16 Point* 10 A $1 40 21 a $1 60 $3 00

YOUNG STUDENT GOING
From Hoboken to California

FIREMEN SURVEYBURNING D(

Captain Surprised with Diamond

Desperate Burglars Escaped Detec >es

K

8 Point 20 A $105 41 a $12

AMERICAN TYPE FACES ATTRAC

Postponed Cricket Until Following A

Small Children Give Clever Entertai

VE

ith

cat

14 Point 13 A $1 45 27 a $1 55 $3 00

CLERK RETURNS PRESENTS
United States Discharging Station

Give Two Children Entertainment

25 A $100 48 a6 Point

YOUNG PEOPLE ENJOYING THEMSELVES

Confirming the Reports of the Late English Amba

Demands of Customers Satisfied With MacFartan

Pocketbook Containing $1234567890 Lost Elti;
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MacFarland Italic in Practical Display

T

NEWERAS
Mean Improved Methods

Type
Talk,

Every New Era in the world's history has

been marked by a complete change in both

the theories and methods of industry. This

patent fact is well worth the consideration

of all progressive printers. The ambition to

advance, the desire to investigate, has made
the world what it is today. Get on the wire

THE MESSAGE
At present we are in the midst of a

new Business Era in which we have

not, as yet, comprehended the impor-
tant scope of our business literature.

Printing is really a silent salesman
and the use of the mails for business

and advertising is as far removed
from the old methods as the modern

telephone is from the couriers of the

ancients. Advertising to be attractive

must have style and newness. These

features are obtained through the use

of an attractive type face and original
elements of decoration. As a leader in

stvlish fvpe faces the American Type
Founders Company is classed alone

i 11 ii ii ii nr
i



Condensed MacFarland

84 Point 3 A $6 40 4 a $410 810

MISER DINE
Stands Burned
72 Point 3 A $5 35 4 a $3 40 $

REDUCE TRA

Engines Clashec
60 Point 3 A $4 85 5a?365

FRIENDS JOINEE

Prominent Barbe
48Point 4A$335 6a$29<>525

HONEST DETECTIVE)

Deserving Prominenc
476



Condensed MacEarland

6A 13 10 !& Mf

iXPECTED CHILD RETURNING
.dvances Disreputable Character

lompositor Teaching Apprentice

AttOO ItcttOO MOO

RUSTIC PRINTER RECOVERS STICK

anking Concerns Interested Foreigners

o\ mnastic Professor Causes Excitement

* A II 75 1.1.1175 HM

[WENTY INSPECTORS CONTRIBUTED MONEY
Escaped From Infuriated Students Miraculously

Deceived Presents Graciously Without Thinking

UASItt 22tl0

PRISONERS RETURNING HOME
Mechanics Holding Conventions

V'ople Watching Clever Acrobat

!
-

\ . :: ,

1- A l SSatl 66 000

'ROMINENT PHILOSOPHERS CONVENE

^forming Monkeys Created Excitement

>\cr helming Crmul (iaihered Recently

n
OLLtGt STimsi HI IURNS LOST DIAMOND

t Writer hisappcars Rather Quickls

yerlou8 Adventurer laces Ninety Indictments

ter Returns $1234567890 Given AbruptU

SOUTHERN STUDENT RETURNING HOME
Popular Young Physicians Received Fortune

Rich Relative Located After Seventeen Years

Explosions Caused Considerable Excitement

Famous Doctors Meet in Western Convention

i tSAtllt SZ.fl 10 CO
FRINGES REQUIRES NINETEEN HUNDRED DOLLARS

Vtenl MipMctM SptaftfcM CMIMKI Recemlr Ortertd

ElicM tetracton RtcMMod SnoMM Dillr EufdM*
I en RMMHIIC TUMI Udt Vwied fmm Camtj Hold

HnnriM Strata of Mnk Empwt the Sur loirtcn

Pn.nl MA II 00 M|tOO ROD

ftumous i mint or uroiiio MO DONESIIC aonwuc

lantt rntaMt ItamtOm k IMMri MMTT < fa*fn*t
Cin ktod ftirttt Cjnnn Firu Prtn (MM *OMT Am

k OHpiMM N0Mt OM SffnMBi CkrtiMi Trtt

i fnvt tor Grot*! PraiaMiMlCifeti Rica
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Condensed MacFarland in Practical Display

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
THIRD EDITION

Harbin& Son
DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF

Monuments and

Statuary
IN VERMONT AND ITALIAN MARBLE

BROWN STONE AND GRANITE. FOR INTERIOR

AND EXTERIOR PURPOSES

Richardson Street, Madison
DISTRICT TELEPHONE 8542 MARKET

Versatile Border IlelU Kobbii Ornament



Condensed MacFarland in Practical Display

IT

* SPECIMENS
AS GOOD AS THESE ANY PRINTER CAN DO

HE trade magazines pertaining to the

printing business, together with the

fine specimen sheets that are issued

so frequently by the American Type
Founders Company, have become the

principal mediums for demonstrating

the possibilities of type, ink and paper from an artistic

standpoint. These three forces depend each upon the

other, but the effectiveness of this great combination

rests mainly on the manufacture of the type; the quality

of its metal and the beauty of its face being absolutely

necessary to the completion of good work. The finest

collection of type faces ever designed and cast are those

originated and produced by artists and mechanics of

the highest class in our employ. The successful printer

of today is the one who is ever on the lookout for new

methods for attracting the attention of the prospective

customer, and once having him, by prompt and efficient

sen ice holding him. Discard the old types and methods

and substitute our modern type faces and ornaments

vi juu A*Etnnm u of oicouim ntniuu. ADOUT *coarun iw 01

Brass Rule and Brass Galleys

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS CO.
TkWtT* La* OrtchMor Md DtdfKr of Trpt FttWon

it KH s w MIm niHiru ana

;



Studley Series

60 Point 3 A $5 60 4 a $3 60

HIRE Students
48 Point 4 A $4 00 6a$350 $78

Specimen DESIGN
36 Point 5A 5265 8a$235 $50

LIGHT HORSE BRIGADES
Inhabitants Uncomfortable
30 Point 6AS220 10a$205 $4!

PURSUED BOLDEST HUNTER
Distinguishes Gentleman Printe

24 Point 7 A $180 l!a$170 K

PLEASING AMERICAN TYPE SERIES

Fireman Congratulated on Promotior

18 Point 10 A $1 60 18 a $1 65 $3 25 10 Point 18 A $1 20 35 a $1 30 S.

BANK CLERK INDICTED SOUTHERN GENERAL RE
Financier Entertains Aged Cues

Twentieth Marathon Race Wine Dealers Heard Conversatk

14 Point 15 A $145 26 a $155 $300

SEVEN HUNDRED AERONAUTS
Handcuffing Desperate Burglars
Job Printer Teaches Compositor

12 Point 18 A $140 30a$135 $275

BEAUTIFUL HOMESTEADS BURNING
Congratulated Printer After Marriage
Bachelors $1234567890 Saved Money

8 Point 22 A $1 10 40 a $1 15 $

CHICAGO WATCHMAN FOUND DIAMOf

Remarkable Kleptomaniacs Captured H<:

New York Manufacturer Dines at Brookl

Mischievous Boy Destroys Many Cottag

Congressman Holding Elegant Receptio

6 Point 22 A $095 Ma $105 i!

NORTHERN FARMERS COMING WEDNESD
Piano Instructor Causes Merriment at Wcdd

Most Startling Discovery Reported this Even

Sensational Report Comtnfl from Massachusq

Embezzler Given $1234567890 from Confeder/
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Studley in Practical Display

Gifts for the
Bride
FURNITURE FOR YOUR HOME
ALL OUR GOODS ARE PRICED

RugsofValue

Craftsman Furniture is the leader now. It is

made in such variety of pieces that a home
can be furnished complete if desired. Single
pieces may be bought, If preferred, with the
assurance that other pieces
to match can always be had.

Craftsman furniture is built

on simple, natural lines and
Hill not change. Lasting as it

does a lifetime, it comes to

have sentimental value that

can't be measured in terms
of any one counting house

We wish lo especially
Invite all prospective
and .ill newly married

people to see what an
Immense stock In fine

rugs we carry. These

rugs were purchased
by our buyer, who just
arrived from the east,

and are special picks

DURING THE TWO WEEKS BEFORE CHRISTMAS
MORE WILL BE OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL ELEVEN

Studley Furniture Store
Henderson Street, on Garfleld Square, Mobile, Ala.

^T
'-\~\



Condensed Studley

72 Point 3 A $4 35 4 a $3 15 $7 5<

MODERN Feature
60 Point 3 A $3 85 4a$275

Condensed DESIGNS
48Point 5A$315 8a$310 $6

STRONGER Kings Crowned
36 Point 6 A $2 05 10a220 *4

Displaying Beautiful CHARACTERISE

SOPoint 9A$210 12a$190 *4

DISTINGUISHED AMERICAN Quality Preserve

24p int 12A$190 16a$16C S

RECEIVING MAGNIFICENT JEWELED BIRTHDAY PRESEN

Contains Many Original Ideas Regarding General Printin

18 Point 15 A $1 40 30 a $1 85 $3 25 10 Point 28 A $1 05 58 a $1 45

HI IF^TION RFfFIVFH RPIfiHT AINKWFR MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT BECOMING PROFITA

UUtM H 1 KtltlVtU BKlUn I ANSWtK
country Gentlemen Go Back to the Days of Ctiiv

Exquisite Advertising Face Purchased Advertisers Demanding Condensed Studley Aht

14 Point 20A$130 42a$170 $300 8 Point 32 A $0 95 68a$l

BEAUTIFUL CONEY ISLAND PLEASURE RESORTS
STRAW HAT SEASON OPENING EARLIER THMIUSMIW MI

Job Type Sold at Body Type Prices Saves Money for Big Co

Baseball Player Made SenSatiOnal Onehand StOp Encouragement Galore Tendered Brave Heroes Returning t

12Point 28A$125 52a$160 $275 6 Point 40A$090 80 a 10 i

GREAT HISTORICAL EDIFICE DESTROYED DURING TORNADO BUSINESSMEN ERO THIS HEMISPHERE BECOMING TYPocRAPHicAUi

|srt
Modern Workmen are Avoiding Eccentricity in Designs Unless Per!

Commercial Value Easily $1234567890 Detected by Printers Emyfc*renawartsi$i2jnBtiwwhfcNai
*n
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Condensed Studley in Practical Display

iv

Samples
A Great Source of New Ideas in

Type Display for the Ambitious

Job Compositors of the Country

A NEW SPECIMEN EXCHANGE

FOUNDED BY PAUUH IMAM

HERE
are some ideas in sample study

from an artist printer in touch for

some time with many of the foremost

compositors of the country. His sample

books are bulging with specimens from

every State of the Inion. The number

of interested compositors has gradually

increased until the present membership

now fully warrants the exchange of new

ideas and stimulation of craft interest on

a more extensive scale. Write today for

full information and cost of membership

in this exclusive typographical venture

and most novel method of craft education

HUM ADDRESS All UWU MUlliW DIRK in ill

T HE PAULAHINGAM EXCHANGE
>l UN R L'Vs SI MHI RS MRI f I, PflRl ( I IMO\ OHIO



Extra Condensed Studley

72 Point 4 A $4 00 6a$380 $7

REPRINTED Sixty Poster*

60 Point 4 A $3 80 6a$350#

48 Point 5 A $2 75 lOa J3 50 $

EXTRA CONDENSED Modern Casting

36Point 6A$19E lla$230 25

EXQUISITE SERIES PLEASING CRITICAL CUSTOMER!

Beautiful Prima Donna Entertains Largest Audiene

SO Point 9A $185 16a$215 00

REIMBURSED TROPICAL CITIES DESTROYED EASTER SUNDT

Binders Plan Great Social Function During the Annual Pic

24 Point 10 A $155 21 a $195 $350 14 Point 24 A $1 35 46a$16fj3

SOUTHERN ESTABLISHMENTS ffMOVEl
"ID "

"J
n Rendering Patriotic Hymns on Squeaking P

New Inventory Proved Hignly Interesting Police Reserves Aroused ihout Much tap

ISPoint 17A$1EO 32a$175 $325 12 Point 26 A $1 25 BZa*lH

0S HUNTINt SUITABLE PRINTING MffiRHL SHIM IUIHImm nuimnr CMS

The Largest Schooner Anchored Near Snn; Harbor
"*
American

Eootsore and Tired Orderly Quits I iqhtinq Generals cash Prizes and u wmim were
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UIra Condensed Sludb in Practical Hispid)

LIST
IN lit IHIISill 18(01

lifbirauenmilcti

Dtidesheinifr

V AAr>[aiiAr
TKStiUCr

^arkobrunner

Nt.Juiien

Burqund)

Johjnncsbfrijfr

tapaqne

Kurd il Sun
tfcntab

Solution ot the Short-Day Problem in the Press Room

Illl AHEN

Roller Spray
Ilininlts NMI iti Nifkl Press id Roller Wiit-ips

PrtsKS In It fill liiil it Viriii line

UN If IfPIIID 10 tM JOB

IICniNlflPlfSS

N US 114ft WfllNUlf

Ikb is i lifiid WUI\\H ior rdiiiiij ill 11 Ikt

pras iri nlkn oilkul il$ dniif, ut list lir re-

tea M to i Mkk iiili, tkilc prtsmii Ike

ettor Hd nrtiq twsokxy. Vritc lir fill Mills

AmericanType Founders Co.

IIMIflUIUKhGIOIllltniMII



Extended Stud ley
Point 3 A $9 15 4a$586 {1500

KID Shot
48 Point 3A$580 4a$370 {950

Fine HOME
36 Point 3A$30o 4a$195 {500

NICEST Country
30 Point 3 A $2 15 6 a $2 10 {4 25

Hustling PRINTERS
24 Point 4A$170 8a$180 $3K

FED
Higher American Quality

18 Point 7 A $165 12a$160 $325

GAMES EINDINQ
Handsome Stars

10 Point 12A$115 24a$135 {25

STUDENT ENTERING
Lecture Delights Critic

Marvelous Descriptio

14 Point 10A$150 16a$150 $300

HUNTING FLOWERS
Boston Wire Stitcher
Useful Display Faces

12 Point 12 A $140 20 a $135 $275

HISTORICAL RESIDENCE
Plowed Beautiful Meadow
Uses $1234567890 Types

486

8 Point 15A$105 28 a $1 20

DISCOVERING ORINAMEINTJ
Uses Exclusive Point Syster

Preserving Original Feature^
Spring Poet Sending Rhyrn^

6Point 16A$095 31a$106

BERLIN PENSIONED POLICEME
Mayor Reviewed Monster Parade
Crowded Madison Square Monda
Cerman Band Meads First Dlvlslo

Lost Much $1234567890 Real Ool



Extended Studley In Display
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AcClure Series

72Point 3A$780 4a$470

BOND Sold
60Point 3A$695 4 a $4

HeavyRAIN
48 Point 3 A $4 35 5aJ315 $

GRAND Materia
36 Point 4 A $2 60 7 a $2 40 Jo

Modest Display FOUND
SOPoint 5A$220 9a205 $425 12 Point 15A$130 30aJ146 $2

1SJP A T nP^ir^W EIGHT CHILDREN REl

l\lL/"\ 1 L/IH.Olvjrl * Leave Country Homes Alon

Secure Employment Quick

Bank $ 1 234567890 SavdMethod Wanted
24Point 6A$175 lla$175 $350 10 Point 16A$120 35a$130S

QPPIWr; OPPWIWn RESPITE GRANTED FORGER
Ol lYllllvJ ^Jl ILl\llXvJ Defense Produced New Evident

Q , f^ A A Police Make Sensational Charg

1 rOminGnt V_>Ontr9St Jury Instructedby Learned Jud

18 Point 9A$160 18a$165 $325 8 Point 20 A $105 43a$120 !>

FT IROPP A M N/TF\>fRPRQ MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT PLANN
HJI\vynL/Vl> IVlHiyiDILIvO Artistic Invitations Issued to Exclusive

Returning Home Shortly

HPoint 12A$145 25 a $1 55 $300 6 Point 22A$095 46a$l

IMPORTANT NEWS PRINTED
Unpleasant Family Affair Public [^^rs^Mww'SSSa

488



McClure in Practical Display

MERICAN TYPE EXCELS
all others in durability and
originality of design, also in

readability, so essential to

all advertisements. In some
magazines occasionally we
find engraved lettering. The
general effect might perhaps

be pleasing, but when you commence to read

you find it difficult. The artist seems intent on
making his letters ornate or queer. If he made
them plain and readable his customers would
see that he was giving them something they
could get set in type at much cheaper prices

r

II

American Type Founders Company



Lining Schoeffcr Oldstylc No. 2

72 Point Special Characters $0 35 per font 3A$485 4 a $3 30 $8 15

IMPROVEMENT
Greatest Admiral

Sailors Explained
60 Point Special Characters $0 30 per font 3A $4 00 4 a $2 60 ?660

NUMBERS FOUND
Remarkable Animals

Private Department
48 pO'nt Special Characters $0 20 per font 4A $3 25 7 a $3 10 $6 35

HISTORICAL SCHOLAR

Bright Matron Rewarded

Frequent Visitors Depart



Lining Schoeffer Oldstyle No. 2

Special Character* 10 20 per font 6A$2S5 7a$190 $426

FORMED MANY EXPEDITIONS

ThousandsWelcomed Statesman

Special Characters $0 15 per font B A $2 05 11 a $2 00 $406

SOUTHERN EXCURSION WRECKED

Ninety Miraculous Escapes From Death

Careful Investigation Promptly Ordered

|| Special Characters $0 15 per font 8A $176 14a$176 $350

MECHANICAL INSTRUCTIONS NECESSARY
Particular and Ambitious People Deserve Notice

Superior Mechanics Sometimes Receive Rebukes

i Special Character! $0 15 per font 13A$160 25 a $165 $325

LIEUTENANT QUESTIONED INCOMPETENT GUARDSMEN
Indicted Soldiers Created Sensation During Army Investigation

Administration Severely Criticized Unusual Stringent Methods

15A$140 S3 $160 $800 10 Point 23A$120 49a$130 $250

SEARCHED NOTORIOUS CRIMINALS FEROCIOUS DOG ATTACKED ELEPHANT
Reservation Indians Rescue Several Ranchmen

Returned Mysterious Diamond Chief Dragemout Discovers Ancient Relations

Undoubtedly Answered Serious Question S^T" B
!
MT 'nfatuat'd

'XfTTSoldiers Encountered Desperate Outlaw Bands

StrenUOUSYoung Athlete Entered Contest Interesting Ceremonies Witnessed by Stranger

18A $126 40. tl 60 $275 8 Point 23 A $1 06 49a$l 20 $225

EXTEMPORANEOUS PREACHERS SECURED CALIFORNIA RAILROAD ENTERPRISE STARTED

Responsible Instructors Resume Their Positions
*""m St^M">

Addled
Enthu,i.,tic Meeting

, n n Property Owners Continually Becoming DuutisFied

Received Indicate Prosperity DUUnct Covered Between Chicago .ml San FranclKO

Proper figures $1234567890 Judiciously Used Enormous Capital SI23456780 Invuttd Judiciomly

G M R S

x> wltk .11 tool* tnm I to 14 r*4M tacta^T. Tkr r. ld In

(OU fra II b> n l*gM Illlllll
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Adver Condensed

72 Point 3 A $3 85 5 a $3 20 $7li5

MODERN KINGDOMS

Resourceful Prisoner

Impartial Judgments
6oPoint 4A$415 6a$385 1801

RETURNING PHYSICIA^

Destroys Consignments

Parliamentary Etiquette

48 Point 5'A$315 8aJ310

WONDERFUL ACHIEVEMENTS

Handsome Stationery Printing

Railroad Increasing Dividend:
492



Adver Condensed

AM .$!* $4 26

CONTENTED MILLIONAIRE DECAMPED

Automobile Exhibition Crowded Nightly

Singing Comedians Entertain Managers
8A$200 13a|200 MOO

ENTHUSIASTIC PROSPECTORS COMMUNICATE

Charitable Manufacturer Announced Intentions

Four Unprejudiced Philanthropists Exonerated

9 All 60 17a$190 $350

MAGNIFICENT SKYSCRAPERS OBSTRUCT THE RANGE

Discriminating Superintendents Rearranged Factories

Twentieth Century Structure Withstood Bombardment

13 A $146 IS* $180 $826

PROGRESSIVE NORWEGIAN MECHANICS UNANIMOUSLY SELECTED

Decreasing Temperature Necessitates Comfortable Winter Quarters

Extraordinarily Conservative Financiers Considering Postponement

17 A $136 S6a$l6 $800 HI Point ffl A $1 10 4Na$l 40 $250

LOQUENT SPEAKER CHARMS LISTENERS

Skilled Designer Enthuses Attentive Pupil

Reconstructed Amphitheatre Surrounded

Vacationists Enjoying Popular Excursions

21AI12S ttmllM $2 Ml

INEXPENSIVE THRESHING MACHINERY INSTALLED

is for Snappy Typographical Display
<tinctive Creations Excelling Previous Endeavor

* ^interrupted 51234567890 Proceedings

FORTY MORE DISGRUNTLED SUBURBANITES

Distinguishable Features Considered Perfect

Thrilling Adventures Interesting Booklovers

Arctic Explorers Return Absolutely Destitute

Renowned Scientist Invents Wonderful Cures

8 Point 26 A $101) 52m$l2J $225

HUMOROUS AUTHOR DEMANDING GREATER INCREASE

Incompetent Directors Undergo Gruelling Examination

Circus Performer Risking Life With Utmost Confidence

Peculiar Rhinoceros Delights Curious Seminary Pupils

Emergency Ambulances SI234567890 Wanted Instantly



Bewick Roman

72 Point 3 A $5 85 4 a $3 80 $965

GOLDEN ROD
Exchange Cattle

Broadway Firms
60 Point 3A$490 4a$300 $790

MAKING BRICKS
Established Method

Important Questio]

48Point 3A$310 7a$315 $61

INSPIRE SOME HOME
Gymnastic Benefit Club:

Better Reports Promise"



4AI200 9$225 $426

Bewick Roman

MODERN RECORDS UNIQUE
Hudents Describe Home Courses

7 A $2 15 10aS185 MOO

CHE RIDGEMOUNT PLEASURE CLUB
broker Reqfuired Genuine Endorsement

imduatino Biographical History Clubs

8 A $175 14a$175 $350

UDICULE BONDING DELINQUENT MEMBER
)emands Ninth Section Erased From Constitution

m reased Attendance Inspires Great Deliberations

12 A $160 24. $175 $326 10 Point 23 A $120 45$1SO $250

NCREASE GENERAL OUTPUT
^

nSUre Certain
D / \T I
Before November

16A $135 S4.I166 $300

KINSIRES HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE
, _
.<>unl\ Agents Demanded Hi^n Premium

f I i t C s\\-ladon Impositions tor Settlements

19A$130 S9a$14fi $275

BOSTON WIRE STITCHERs SUPERIOR
Hundreds Used Daily by Leading Printers

and Publishers Throughout This Country

Acknowledged Beit From all Standpoints

Observatory Destroyed by Terrible Storn,

8 Point 26A $1 10 60* $1 15 $2 25

SPECIMEN SHEETS AND PRICES REMARKABLE
The (icnrnl Adtcrllxr Apprrcialri Popular Drilgiif

Sal 'd lo ' R*q"ire*M of Commrrciii Primcn
^" '''''' l'"l'l-" I.- HIT That Conmnd> Allcnlion

CM, . Amc.n PO I.I Line m TW.I

6 Point 2XA$096 54a$106 $200

KKCKI\KS IMRODl CIION
narcn Confers \\ ith Instructor at Academy

i f, . m I I 7luardun Makes the Final Arrangement
I I v 1 I ) I

-
, -i. i... / . >

I elve S 1 234567890 Quaint Design*

B"* 1" "d *"""' s"u ' Trpogupkr rrod. Bu.,-r..

Or Blli Wtailator Ao"llHllo(PrtaHTjoiBk HO.M. E.nT.i,n. c.. r.mi.k Co.pi.i, Bg.iP_>i
W* *"* "> Vmi* framft Sk\ft*r*u ol K*m Order Rrrrl>l

r~ni,i~ to nzi4st7so r^,M r.



Bewick Roman in Practical Display

The FolksWho Lunch
Everyone who loves the big out-of-doors and enjoys a

lunch in the open will want one of our new Patented

Refrigerator Lunch Baskets. They are built in styles

and sizes to meet the requirements of everyone, the

touring motorist, the family that picnics in the park or

woods, the folks who go fishing and boating, and all

who enjoy life in the open. Booklet giving a detailed

description of these baskets will be sent on request

THE BESTIAS COMPANY
48 GRAM STREET, MOXHAM, USD.

Versatile Ornaments Typoteet Bordej

Exack Printing
LITTLE TOUCHES OF CORRECTNESS

HAVE
you ever considered

the (Duality of your work
from the standpoint of careful

type composition and efficient

proofreading? The reputation

of this house for good printing

has been established through

accuracy and attention to the

little details. Send your print-

ing here and we will do it right

The J urtso Company
Franklin, Pennsylvania

Quadruple Cast Squares Balfinch Attractor
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Bewick Roman Shown in Practical Display

The Wire Stitcher That

Sots the Pace is

YHONDUDS DULI USB nr

I rUNTCES AND PUBLISHEKS I
I THROUGHOUT THEWOUO J

BOSTON
The Single Adjustment Feature of the

Boston Wire Stitcher is invaluable as

a time and money saver. By turning the

hand-wheel at the back of machine

to i*auge the thickness of work, all the parts,

including feed, cutter, clinchers and table are

adjusted automatically, and the very first staple

driven is perfect. No guessing, no trying, no

spoiled work. This one feature does away with

the accidents typical of many other stitchers

and places the Boston in the lead of all other

Stitching machines that are sold in the market

today. It pays to buy Boston Wire Stitchers

Bert by Every Test
BEST for the printer BECAUSE
AMERICAN TYPE possesses a

DISTINCTIVENESS and OR1G-
IN Vl.l I \ , and tin- ST1 I.I. imparted by the designer ADDS an attractiveness to

M>ur printing, wliiili means greatly increased business. BEST, also, because

vihrn Inning it in \\cight Fonts at Body Type prices, you pay no more than

lor interior upe. BEST, again, because brought out IN FAMILIES it is another

STRONG advantage to the printers. These features unquestionably make the

\merican Type the Best Type and the Standard

AStiuhrr that in as much
different from and a*

h better than other

OMt M tke mod-
ern printing prcv
b better than the

old hand prew

AMERICAN
m ^^

"Jf TYPE FOUNDERS CO.



Corbitt Series

72 Point 3A$855 4a$525 $13 so

RED Braid
60 Point 3A$760 4a$475 $1236

HighTIDES
48 Point 3A$470 4a$300 $770

DESIGN Ships
36 Point 3A$260 6a$240 $500

Monument ERECTED
30 Point 4 A $2 10 8a$215 $425 12 Point 15 A $135 26a$140 $275

RIGHT ROAD
Great Mistake

AMERICANS PROMOTED
Highest Position Accepted
Numerous Parties Joining

State $1234567890 Loan

24 Point 5 A $1 65 10 a $1 85 $3 50 10 Point

BARNS RUINED
Grand Excursion

18 Point 9A $160 15a$165 $325

SEVERAL MASTERS
Lost During Eebruary

14 Point 11 A $1 40 22 a $1 60 $3 00

DEMANDING REDUCTION
Private Individuals Rebuild

16 A $120 30a$130 $250

MYSTERIOUS PRODUCTION
Stolen Document Reproduced
Arguing Extraordinary Cases

Prominent Lawyers Advising

8 Point 20 A $110 36 a $1 15 !

REMARKABLE PLANTS DISCOVERED
Ancient Professor Astonishes Audience

Delivered Anniversary Oration Fluent!)

Men Becoming Unusually Obstreperous

6 Point 22 A $100 39a$100 $2

EMINENT POLITICAL SPEAKERS REJOICING

Regular Nightly Meetings Creating Enthusiasm

Promising Young College Graduates Nominated

Elected Several S I 23456789O Wonderlul Men

498



Corbitt in Practical Display

THE
FIRST

DAILY IN

SPORTAGE
COUNTY

SPORT
THE HERALD'S NEW
BASEBALL SERVICE

HE Sporlage Daily Herald

will, commencing with the

opening day of the Baseball

season, inaugurate a Base-

ball News Bureau. This special

department will collate the first

records of the games as they are

received from different centers

and present them in a novel and

complete form. The actual results

of the day by this method will be

seen at a glance. Our experienced
writers will furnish in detail the

fine points of each game and in-

teresting comments on the great
national sport will be printed daily

We show herewith a specimen ol the
core we will run at the top

ol our sporting page

Ponce

Roscoe

We have installed a special wire direct

from the baseball grounds to provide our
patrons with the entire score by Innings
which we will post on our bulletin board

THE HERALD
SPORTAGE, NEW YORK

8ton Initial ll 8fi No. 3 FWnch Cant A

zion 51 Ic Sllr

BEST
SPORTING
PAPER
IN THE
WORLD

Ihr lorntlnh i miury Is a century ol progress. The old world Is throwing aside many l Its
loollN and absurd notions. This new Industrial era means much to the printer. The liberal

* ol (hr malls lor advertising! Ihe Increasing tendency ol the higher prolesslons to advertise!
ihr lltrrniurr nn essary to promote and sell our many new Inventions! the new demands beingmdr lor printing! all are grist lor Ihe printer's mill and he should be prepared to handle them

KEEP STEP WITH MODERN PROGRESS



Condensed Corbilt

72 Point 3 A $6 35 4 a $4 05 $10 40

SAME Design
60 Point 3A$560 4a$360 $9 2(1

Grateful KINGS
48 Point 3 A $3 50 5 a $2 75 $6 25

HANDSOME Printer
36 Point 4 A $2 15 7 a $2 10 $4 25

Publication PROBED CRIME
30 Point 5 A $1 75 11 a $2 25 $4 00 12 Point 18 A $130 35 a $145 $275

TRAIN WRECKED
Passengers Growl

8 A $1 85 12 a $1 65 $3 50

FARM PRODUCTIONS
Experienced Employer

EXCURSIONISTS COMING HONE

New and Stylish Fashions in Type

Angry Parents Seek Lost Children

Returns $1234567890 Expected

lOPoint 20A$115 40a$135 $2 M

RECOVERED MANY LOST ARTICLES

Handsome Young Couples Joy-Riding

Millionaire Compositor's Long Voyag

Some Choice Oriental Designs in Rug 1

18 Point 12 A $1 65 19 a $1 60 $3 25 8 Point 26 A $1 10 46 a SI 15 (

HANDSOME YOUTH DROVE
Horses Admired by Members

14 Point 16 A Jl 50 26 a $1 50 $3 00

DETECTIVE CAPTURES BURGLAR
Angry Women Put Rascals to Flight

500

SUPERIOR MATERIAL ALWAYS SATISFACTOR

Continually Picking Live Jobs Causes Many Error

Prosperous Tourists Traveling in Foreign Counlrie

Engaged Couple Elope and Make Numerous friend

6 Point 26 A $095 52a$105 \

PRINTING MACHINES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOB SAl

Handsome Young; Cornel Player Discouraging Many Si

Important Transportation Facilities Are Promised Shipper

Beautiful Homes $ 1 234567890 Surrounded by Mounlan



Condensed Corbitt in Practical Display

OCEAN TRIPS
TO MAINE, IN 22 HOURS EROM NEW YORK CITY

The glorious air, the magnificent views and the comfortable

accommodations are some of the luxuries one can enjoy while

spending a vacation on the coast of Maine. Before going on

>our vacation this Summer it will be to your best advantage
to H nic us for detailed information regarding complete cost

oi a trip to Bar Harbor, together with new illustrated booklet

V nt U Illl I M \sn-< 01 okl PICTURE. ENTITLED "THE BATHING GIRL." WILL BE
MM o\ HI i I il' I Of IIS CENTS IN STAMPS, TO COVER THE COST OF MAILING

THE MtRDEN STEAMSHIP CO.
MAIN OFFICE, 453 NEW AMSTERDAM STREET, NEW YORK CITY

FISHING
TACKLE
IK KINDYOU SHOULD BUY
\M> \FEWGOODREASONS

There Is an old saying whirh

IrllsuMhal there are plenty ol

lish in the sea lhal have never

bren rauqhl. The lish worth

whilearr no) so easily coaied.

Our many new Iroul Ilirs will

urrlt interest >ou. We have
them in nuny si/es and prices

By HANS FISHER

HERMAN
WALL PAPER

Interior Decorator

and Eurnisher

LOCATE! AT

269 WASHINGTON AVENUE
NEW BRLSHTOWN

INDIANA



Roycroft, Series

120Point 3AS1415 3a$845 $2260

END Bin
96 Point 3A $9 90 3a$610 $1600

DigsMINE
72Point 3AS735 4a$490 $1225

BRINGS MEN
Chase Hounds
60 Point 3 A $6 15 4a$425 $10 41 >

FIGHTJUDGES
Conflict History

502



Roycroft, Series

3AS3HO 6m370 VI 60

WRING BOHEMIAN
Destroyed Kingdom

4AS330 7S306 $636

BIG SHARK CAUGHT
Amazon River Mansion

4 A $255 7a$245 $500A VBH * fi *0 *o UU

DESIGNS FINEST HOMES
Stout Printers Scared Chief

RAS22S 8aSZOO tt 28 12 Point IRA SI 30 28aS146 S2 75

SOCIETY FOLKS RETURN
AcrobaL Invites Young KJ^

ITtrvN.1 ^ Doctor Inspects Brick Building

Hxplainmg Great,

T J
Jumped

6AI180 10mS175 S356 10 Point 16AS126 30S125 SEN)

DTTTTTIQIT TYPE CASTERS PERFORMED
iVC^r V/O Suspects Northeastern Detectives

Local Golfer Defeats Clever Boy
Desperate Ribbon Salesman Hired

AI155 U.f|70 W2S ,,,, IS A 1 00 40.1126 $226

MUSIC TEACHER PEWTER SPENDS MONDAY ON LAKE
Great Waves Sweep Over Huge Bulkhead
Old E"Press Train DeraUed aC Bridgeport,
Soldiers of Fortune Lx>sC Near Palm Beach

R. -- IA /->-. ^ /^^.^.-T.. ^J Fabricator Arraigned Before StouC JusticeBankers Contused c*^***,ZniM*T
f(hfiflftMR,hmnLucl1he



Roycroft in Practical Display

OLEAN
BASE BALL
SCORE CARD

OFFICIAL

TUESDAY'S GAME

Inter-State

League

CUSTER. CITY vs.

OLEAN TANKERS

PUBLISHED BY
THE MORNING HERALD

Bane Ball Series No. 2 Art-tiles and Outline Art-tiles Brass Rule No. 1376

P
*

JUNE

What is so Rare as a Day
in June but a Package

**

of Printing with

the Joycraft

Quality
i

: The Joycrofters
*
&

*

*

*

Rose Border Panel Horde:

A Sailor

Boy
TWO ACT FARCE

T

e Dramatic

Club Rooms

504
Manila Border Army and Navy Series No. 3



Roycroft, in Practical Display

Holiday Printing
CHRISTMAS ORDERS FILLED ON VERY SHORT NOTICE

141441444441141114444444444444444144441
It is unnecessary for us to talk at length about our modern printing plant and the

satisfactory manner in which we execute our work ; as a matter of fact for eigh-
teen years we have been termed "the home of everything that's good in printing"

Newfonts Printing Company
MECHANICSVILLE. CALIFORNIA

H. '- .. : ,

CHRISTMAS

Wreaths
MISTLETOE ANDHOLLY

We desire to inform our customers
(hot. we are making a specialty
of unique floral designs for

weddings, funerals and
all social functions

Telephone orders will receive

prompt and personal attention

BENSLER & MUNSON
FLORISTS

325 MAIN STREET. EASTON
1

9 99 999 9 9
illliiil

BOOKS
r-|

Art : Fiction : Poetry

In our unusual collection of
holiday books you will find

many interesting Christmas
tales written especially for
young boy and girl readers

HANSEN & COMPANY
READE BUILDING

BRICHTOWN, MARLAND

.VC,



72 Point

36 Point

10) 1
4 A $2 55 7 a $2 45 $5 00 18 Point 9 A $155 16a$170

nr jASLEi

o n o

24 Point 6A$180 10a$175 $355 12 Point 15 A SI 30 28a$145 $:

? <S ST1.ANGE LAMPS VESITI
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Winchell Series

72Point 3A$850 4a$530 $13 Hi

RESUMED
High Stand
ManyDark
60 Point 3 A $7 30 4 a $4 50 $11 HI

BLINDSIDE
Girls Expert
NakedTruth
48 Point 3 A $4 65 4 a $2 85 $75

ENCAMPMENT
Songs Requirec
Divulged Secret

508



YV inched Series

3At2U 6m$245 1500

EMORIAL SERVICE
ri MI i ii;il Extinguished
lithesome Publishers

4 A $195 tafSM $425

HISTORIANS CONVENING
'Elegant Prospects Restored

Reprimand Caused Trouble
6A $190 Sail 60 $350

AMERICAN MACHINES PLEASE
Neglected Animal Becomes Unruly
Delinquent Cashier Paid Managers

9Al 60 16* $166 $325 10 Point 16 A $126 30a$126 $250

SUPERIOR PRINTERS
Reproducing Drawings
Interesting Photograph

12A $145 22$l 5S $300

MERCANTILE INDUSTRIES
I nii.siiul Excitement Planned
Dignified Author Sojourning

UA135 2Xa$140 $276

I INDSOME SOCIETY LEADERS
I'ltMsii,,. I ntcrtainments Arranged
I \i r.i v ujjant Daughter Inconsistent

SIJ i456789O Receiver

ECONOMICAL HOUSEWIVES
Received Pleasant Stepmother
Obtaining Satisfactory Results

Making Important Discoveries
Numerous Politicians Exposed

SPoint 20 A $110 36a$115 $225

BEAUTIFUL ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE
American Productions Greatly Admired
Compositor Displays CleverOrltflnallty

Principal Rewarded Ambitious Students
Serious Trouble Anticipated Eventually

r..int 20A$090 42* $110 $200

MARVELLOUS GYMNASTIC PERFORMANCES
l.mdtrm Prrlormrd .Srvpral I autucl Dartnd t'rmlt

Chlnrtr Mi(l< Inn, Itrlltfhlrd ihr Vmml Audlrn. r

I I. ,.!,.,,, i . PU>rd Habolirn Musical InxIrumvaU
Prumlnrnf < Illlr rn H'llnrsArd .Spectacular Slifhl

Sf>natlonal Loud Dlalancr K*n s Plra^rd Sport.%

Man.ijrmrnl U $ I 234.16789O Urrall> Plrrd

509



Winchell in Practical Display

VOLUME II JANUARY NUMBER ONE

THE SOUTHERN

RED CROSS
BULLETIN

ISSUED FROM HEADQUARTERS OF THE SOUTHERN RED CROSS
ASSOCIATION, REINLANDER BUILDING, MACOME, MD.

+



Winchell in Practical Display

M-H LINENS
M < Operate the Largest Factory In the hast Devoted to the Manufacture of

Linen (mods Exclusively. Consequently We Can (jive You the Best Values

Sheetings Embroideries
Fine Table Cloths

Napkins

THE MUIR-HENK MANUFACTURING CO.
IIIKI i MI NDKI i) \.\n EIGHTY HI.NTER STREET. VVEAVERVILLE. MASS.

> .T.-iiia rclorlr In I oiulmi. ll.iinliiiru. I'.ir

KIM
Jeweler and
Clock Fixer

I Pay Best Price* fur Old
Gold, SiUi-r. Platinum

and Rare Antiques
Hatches, etc.

18 PITNEY STREET
1101*1 KM 1 1). oino

In r>u%lnr% lMonf>*Nlnr Years

HIM mn< >oac~J

\VIIY YOL SHOULD HAVE A

Phone
INSTALLED IN YOUR OFFICE

How a Phone
saved the day
and averted a
bid financial
J( disaster

HAMPTON
Telephone Co.
HAMPTON, M \IM:

611



Condensed Winchell

84 Point 3 A $8 15 4 a $500 $1315

STUMBLED
NearIreland
72 Point 3 A $6 40 4 a $3 95 $1035

BLIND TIGER
MajorHunting
BOPoint 3A$555 4a$345 $900

PRINTSCHECK
Friend Explains
48 Point 3 A $3 55 5a$270 $625

GUEST HIDES COIN



Condensed Winchell

-- 1- .. . 4AC06 8$220 $425

JOCKEY CAUTIONS FRIEND

Boys Explained Secret Orders

Postpone Suburban Handicap
.' Point 5 A $176 11 $2 25 $400

ENGLISHMAN JOINS HUNGARIAN

Foreigners United Tuesday Morning

Gigantic Ocean Liners Nearing India

.I Potel 7A$160 16aS190 $350

TAXIDERMIST PURCHASED YOUNG LION

Washington Ranchman Furnished Specimen

Quadruped Escaped Without Injuring Guard

11 A (150 23a$175 $325

IMPROVES YOUR PRINTING

Legible Faces Holding the Eye
Twentieth Century Type Styles

It I'oint 16 A $140 32a$160 $300

COMBINE CHARACTER AND STYLE
Picks From Standing Advertisements

Conditions Bewildering the Foreman

12 Point 20 A $1 X, 38* $140 $275

HI MKR TRAILED HUGE MOUNTAIN GOATS
Mules Becoming Hostile Near End of Journey
hind \iiiin.ils Demonstrated Great Kndurance
< .plured Twelve $1234567890 Grizzly Bears

10 Point 22 A $120 43a$130 $250

AMERICAN NEWSPAPER PI 111 I Ml I Us

Related Incidents of Journalistic Careers

Queer Facts Concerning Foremost Editor

Was Practical Printer Before Going West

Humorist Explains Art of Pleasing Public

8 Point 27 A $105 56a$120 $225

SALESMAN VISITED I'Kiil'KIHiiK LAST I III Ksim
Merchant Promoting Several Veiling Philadelphia Boys
I .irjr Deparlmenl Store Manager Rexardin^ Employee
Window Decorators Pleased Many Particular Shoppers

Rapid Growth of Store Surprised Youngest Stockholder

6 Point SO A tIWi 63* $110 $200

IMIMM tuns i mi KHI *rrri mi KI\I. HI.IHII s HI MMS
Niliirt Joiird (!< Ttr<n<b Tk.ck rorpl lor Houlron Bpl
Gliit triimr rritfhlnrd il Slr..(. Firl) TMmi from AaWsa
To tlrpki 1.1. rt Drlpiwlm AJriou trloir Hrlf Arrivm

Ufa Eicllr^ Tirl>l> MWf H.M, Itlrnl IM| Tkf tfk, boK^
(rim Cowk Uuoril 9*tf Qmlirmfrt 4llrr *|M *llf-u

h.r, TO> V.l.rd .1 *kol 11234367880 Sl.l.. fnm Sle.wn

513



Condensed Winchell in Practical Display

Announcement
OF THE OPENING Of THE

Nashville Bank
OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Capital and Surplus $25,840,000

South Madison and Randall Streets

Reading, California

^
^
w

Happy Thoughts Cast Panel Pieces Versatile Ornaments

*^v

^
w 1

HOTEL BIRMINGTON
"ONE MINUTE FROM EVERYWHERE"

A three million dollar structure located at the very apex of

Broadway's busiest life,embodying in every feature the one

Birminglon idea of doing everything in a perfect manner.

It is, first of all, a home hotel,where gentlemen of moderate

means may bring their families, and where the women folk

are not subjected to the curious scrutiny of lobby-loungers

EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN PLAN

BROADWAY AND FORTIETH STREET, PORTSMOUTH

FINE RESTAURANT AND GRILL ROOM
THE CUISINE OF THIS HOTEL IS BEYOND ALL DOUBT THE BEST
THAT CAN BE OBTAINED IN THIS GREAT CITY OF PORTSMOUTH

it-

w
w

A

w

Knickerbocker Border Collins Florets

514



Condensed Winchell in Practical Display

TOURING
A MAGAZINE FOR THE AUTOIST

NUMEROUS

articles and illustra-

tions of special interest to lovers

of outdoor life as well as the en-

thusiastic automobilist will befound in

(he pages of this issue. Many valuable

hints on cross-country louring in the

different parts of America are offered

b> I he country's best known writers on

this subject. Under the title "Speed" is

grouped practical information for the

driver of a touring machine, giving a

little advice on many subjects of threat

importance, based on comfort, safely,

power, economy, buoyancy, speed and

oilier nuitler of similar character. \n

interesting
1

section on outdoor life has

also been inserted, having
1

come from

the pen of our friend, Harry Georg'eous

THIRTY CENTS PER COPY

515



Post Oldstyle Roman No. 1

72 Point Special Characters $1 40 per font 3 A $8 10 4 a $6 15 $1426

HIDE Sold
60 Point Special Characters $1 40 per font 3 A $6 10 4 a $4 00 $10 10

Bright MIND
64 Point Special Characters $1 20 per font 3 A $5 80 4a$370 $9 60

DIVE Straight
48 Point Special Characters $1 25 per font 3A$485 4a$315 $800

INDIAN HIRED
HigHest Building
42 Point Special Characters $0 95 per font 3A$370 5 a $2 80 $650

CHINESE MOURN
Exterior Decorated
36 Point Special Characters $0 75 per font 3 A $2 80 6 a $2 55 $5 35



Post Oldstyle Roman No. 1

1 Spcll Character* 6 par fon I 4At215 Ha $2 10 $425

MODERNIZED PRINTING
Dignified Character BougKt
Shows Original Conception
SI point Special Character! $0 SO per font 5 A $170 10*1180 $350

PERFORMANCE INTERESTED
Handsome Decorations Presented
MaKes Beautiful Easter Creations

[Point Special Characters 10 60 per font SAJ165 14 a $160 $326

PHYSICIANS HONORING PROFESSOR
Fraudulent Insurance Presidents Indicted
Greatest Crowds Aboard SinKing Steamer

10AS145 17a*l 55 S3 00

HONEST DISBURSEMENTS BY LEGISLATURE
Interesting A-g'ricultural Semi-MontHly Publication
Finest Advertising' MetKods Required EverywHere

14AI140 20a$13S 1276 8 Point 16 A $1 15 24a$110 1225

REQUIRE SINCERE MEMBERS PURCHASE WHITE ELEPHANT
A <i i y~v Find African Jungle Beaters Here
American Types and Ornaments Cannibals Chase Pious Missionary
More StartlinR Exposure CominR MaKe Finest Irish Stew Imaginable

<t>ir-fr> ~, onr^ c- i Savages Holding Delightful Feasts
g $1234567890 Salary Hurricane DecK Swept by Captain

14AS125 21atl25 1250 6 Point 16 A $1 06 25m 96 $200

IRISH PRINTERS DISAPPEARED MAINE RESORTS OPENED EARLIER
| j i i ^-*i i - r- Over^romrn Lumberman Brtiiaed Hand
noboKen Scenery Charmed Visitor Dcrib B.autifui Mountain Sc.n.rx
Fisherman Landed Smallest Turtle Encountering Tre.ch.rou. Quich.and

f-,i n ... . . Burning HicKorx Foret Cau Alarm
Clouds Rolling Slowly Away E.tim.t.. on i23^567a<o New Type

nrUn r> pM w with .11 fo.u from i U 14 Fib* tollnl.l IWr
M. fo.U fra. II to n MM toctah.

617



Post Oldstyle Roman No. 2
72 Point Special Characters $1 70 per font 3 A $8 80 4 a $6 20 $15 00

NICE Rid
60 Point Special Characters $1 20 per font 3 A $6 65 4 a $4 85 $11 50

May BRIDE
54 Point Special Characters $1 20 per font 3A $6 15 4 a $4 30 $1045

HOPE Given
48 Point Special Characters $1 30 per font 3 A $4 90 4a$350 $840

PRINTERMEN
Riding Contest
42 Point Special Characters $1 00 per font 3A;$375 4 a $2 50 $625

ENGLISH RULE
Soldiers Desired
36 Point Special Characters $0 75 per font 3A$300 4a$200 $500

SAILORS RETURN
Rebuked Executive

518



Post Oldstyle Roman No. 2
. ial Charactrra |U 7U per font 4 A tt IS K 10 S4 26

REPORTS REDUCTION
Grand Historical Places

Sporting Men Returned
Special Charartera SO S5 per font 6 A II 80 Ball 70 S3 60

BRITISH MUCH ENTHUSED
Prosecuted Theatre Manager
Inspiring Conditions Prevail

Special Character* SO 50 per font 7 A SI 56 12 a SI 70 S3 26

HANDSOME CRICKET CHAMPION
German Home Decorated Profusely
Millionaire Secured Valuable Farms

9 A SI 45 14aSl 56 SS 00

RENUMBERED DOCUMENTS DISAPPEAR
Demand Unusual Amendments Obliterated

Legitimate Institution Opened Permanently

10A SI 30 17aS145 S2T5

FRENCH BRIG WRECKED
Insults Prominent Resident
Demands Public Retraction
Stolen $1234567890 Money

11ASI20 18aS130 S260

PRINTED REVISED HISTORY., D1 j<~ 1, *fLady Related Green Episodes
Editor Advised Large Edition
Young Author Praised ^VorKs

8 Point 13 A SI 10 20a SI l.
r
> K 25

RIDING ACADEMY RUINED

^
ive Pupils s e1^ ini-ed

Saved ManxValuable Horses
Heroic Boy Escapes Accident
Effects Quite Heavily Insured

Point 13AS096 22a SI 05 S2 (X)

SHERIFF TRAPS BOLD ROBBER
Foona Hiding in County Saw Mill
D PC.rate Battle Fought in swamp*" J ' il

5S"\!?
l

/
1

"^r
w B ard<

':Biff Reward Paid for Clever Arremt
important $1234507800 contract*

M fa . -t-nt. f..u fn 1> H 71 P>M ll
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Post Oldstyle Roman No. 1 and No. 2 in Display

TKanks
We are thanKful that in
tHe regular order of our
yearly program tKere is

time to pause and tKinK
of tHe many things that -we may
be tKanKful for. We are above all

else tKanKful for your patronage
and for your faitK in our ability
to produce good printing. W^e are
tKanKful tKat you Kave become
a user of tHe KARN QUALITY
and the Hearty commendation of
our numerous patrons Has been
a great source of encouragement
to us. W^e are tHanKful that our
business outlooK for the coming
year seems bright and promising

KARN . SONS
PRINTERS AND BINDERS

Bewick Border Chap-Book Guido

American Type the BestType
American Line tHe Best Line

Merenti1 Border

520



Post Oldstyle Roman No. 2 in Display

JUST MY
STYLE

WHat everybody says. THat's
the way we make tHem. WHen
they don't suit, let us Know it.

But it's all in the filler. We use
good, clean stock, the best on
the market. THat'sjustwHy tHe

EAGLE BRAND
CIGARS

bring 1O cents and why you g'et
your money's wortn. We also
make, for smokerswHo cannot
afford a dime, "Tomboy," tHe
best 5 cent cigar on tHe market.
"WHo keeps tHem?" Reliable
cigar dealers everywHere. THe
easiest way to obtain tHem is to

ASK FOR THEM
If tHe dealer offers you otHer
brands of cigars, tell Him tHey
stand no comparison with ours

MILTON FENNRT

VJl



Post Condensed

72 Point Special Characters $0 40 per font 3 A $5 50 4 a $3 ;i:,

BRONZE Rack
60 Point Special Characters $0 30 per font 3AS425 4a$3a:.

Bandits REMOVE
54 Point Special Characters $0 25 per font 4A$470 6a$430 19 (X

DEMAND Equality
48 Point Special Characters $0 25 per font 4A$380 7 a $4 05 J78f

FURNISHED DOUGH
Brigadiers Disgraced
42 Point Special Characters $0 25 per font 5A $3 25 8 a $3 10 $63;

GREATER ENTERPRISE
Professional Disqualified

I
55 $513

PROSPERING SHOEMAKER
English Gentlemen Returned

Special Characters $0 20 per font 5A$260 8a $2 55

522



Post Condensed

Special Character! to 20 per font 6AI1SO 10.1235 $425

RECLAIMED STRIKING DESIGNS
Introduce Many Original Features

Experienced Physicians Reminded

; I Special Character! $0 16 per font 6 A $1 6O 12 a $195 SI 55

TUTORS DEMAND ROMPING EXERCISE
State Boards Discarding Obsolete Method
Redecorated Heavy Hospital Automobiles

Special Characters tO 15 per font 10 A tl 48 20 a $180 1325

ENTERPRISING FOREIGNER REQUIRED TEACHER
Mounted Soldiers Receive Extensive Encouragement
Greatest Parade Ground Attracts Visiting Scotchmen

18 A $1 30 26 a $1 70 $3 00

HONEST CLUB MEMBER DISCHARGED FAITHFUL SERVANT
Foreign Discoveries Unearth the Rarest of Biblical Manuscripts
American Type Founders Company Makes Post Condensed Type

15AI110 81atl66 $275 8 Point 18 A (0 96 38 a $1 30 $2 26

SAILOR RETURNED ABOARD CRUISER LAFAYETTE SECTION CHARMS VISITOR

D ./ i /- ~i i i i i 1- Many Beautiful ParKs Abounded Nearby
Beautiful Creation Used by Advertisers Five Lovely Cirls Bathed in NewarK BaJ
Abusive Baseball Fan Hurled Cushion Yacht Racing Enthused Retired Admiral

First Baseman $1234567890 Suspended !r
ar es' Fish c *ht

r
Nea

r
r J hns n DocK

Ocean Breeze Kept City Cool in Summer

16AS100 SSatlH) $2 BO 6 Point lu A to HO 42atl20 $200

STUDENTS ACKNOWLEDGED PROFESSOR "OCURE THIS BEAUTIFUL CREATION AT ONCE
.

, . Including Exquiiite Characteriiticf Throughout
Airship Might ArOUSed Much Interest Here Fine Automobile Croi.ed Overhead Bridie Today

Strongest Railroad Fireman Shoveling Coal ?
ro

't,
JumT'

B"Re
r
R""d' D"r ' n|i Fi * l

Late Warm Weather Cauied Much Trouble Here
I iix<\st ntus Parachute Plunge Made Tuesday picnic Brouihi $i234567sqo out immn Crowd

a u f 11

TV anlll rnnrten . rmtV wttk .11 t.iU tram 4 to U Pntal lnrtariT. Tkorm >4d In M*uM.
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Post Oldstyle Italic

60 Point Special Characters $0 45 per font 3A $5 70 4 a $3 40 $910

BRIDGE Hold
48 Point Special Characters $0 45 per font 3 A $4 15 6 a $3 35 $7 50

CrownsKINGDOM
36 Point Special Characters $0 30 per font 4 A $2 60 7 a $2 40 $5 00

DESERVING Inhabitants
30 Point Special Characters $0 25 per font 4A $195 10 a $2 40 $435

YOUNGSTER UNDECIDED
Secured Brightest Receptacles
24 Point Special Characters $0 25 per font 5A$160 12a$190 $350

IMPROVED COUNTING DEVICE
Incorporate Investments Advancing
18 Point 8 A $150 18a$175 $325 10 Point 14 A $115 30a$135 $250

Special Characters $0 20 per font AMERICAN
Tl/~\'D'D E"F^
i\\JMJMjtm^ Excited Manufacturer Applies

Dishonest Commissioners For Protection <* His

14 Point 10A$145 22a$160 $305
8 Point 14A $1 00 33a$125 $225

T"VT>r\m O.THTW fT UTTr^ffT DISCIPLES OF GUTENBERG RACE
I I ff\J\jrKJtffn I 1 JtU tr/1 I for the Almighty Dollar a Life Time

Raise Trade Organizations toe**MO** uth.KoofofjHiE.it
No Epigrammatic Humor Attempted

12 Point 12A $125 28 a $150 $275

UNIVERSITY OPENS SEMESTER 6 Point

HIGHEST EXCHANGE PRICE RECORDED

Eightysseven New Students Enlisted considerate Agitation f0r aigReductio
On Foreign Pulp Caused Domestic Dealers

Carney Offer $1254567890 Rejected Mfter Months $72345*7*90 of oe

X K a f ft fl ft
These Special Characters are put up with all fonts from 6 to 14 Point inclusive They are

old in separate fonts from 18 to 60 Point inclusive
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Post Otdstyle Italic in Practical Display

TIMBEL
Only ManufacturingJeweler and Goldsmith in Venango County

ANNOUNCEMENT
I desire to call your attention to the fact that I buy old
Gold. Look in those safe places in which you may have
placed some trinkets that have been almost forgotten.

Bring them to me and I wilt make an offer for them as
old Cold, paying cash or exchanging for new. Jewelry
though broken or out of style is nevertheless valuable.

ALV1N TIMBEL
MACMLMOMTS. PENH.

Itrlla Kobbta

-B:

Send for Our Latest
Catalogues Showing
Some Winter Style*

Spruceup Shop was
Established In 1883
at Betmont. Maine

Quality Clothing
In the world-famous IXL Clothing you are sure to receive
best quality in material, elegance in style, and perfection in

the fit. You get the experience of twentyfive years in the

clothing business. Our work-shops are large, pleasant and
comfortable. We are not in the sweat-shop zone. You will

find an IXL sign at the door of every progressive clothier.

If you will investigate our claims to superiority you will not
wear any other. IXL is the Prince of ready-made clothing.

SPRUCEUP CLOTHIERS

-ttt

H6



36 Point

Post Monotone
Special Characters $0 45 per font 3 A $2 65 6 a $2 70 $5 35

DESIGN SPECIMEN
Handsome Building's
30 Point Special Characters $0 35 per font 4 A $2 10 7 a $2 15 $425

POST MONOTONE TYPE
Reliable American Series
24 Point Special Characters $0 35 per font 5 A $1 70 9 a $1 80 $3 50

NOTES ORIGINALITY SHOWN
Shipbuilder Repaired Lifeboats

18 Point Special Characters $0 35 per font 7 A $140 15a$185 $3 25

POSTPONES GRAND POLICE REVIEW
Notable Mayors Discuss Bad Weather
Councilmen Smiled at Demonstrations

14 Point 9 A $1 20 19 a $1 80 $3 00

CAPTURES NIGHT RIDER
Visitor Climbing' Mountain
Detectives Trailed Forg'ers

8 Point 12 A $0 85 29 a $1 40 $2 25

RAILROADS BEING REVIEWED
Wonderful Society Event Closing'
New Hig'K Structures Demolished
Displaying' Handsomest Qualities
Ingenious Device Made Saturday

12 Point 11 A $1 10 25 a $1 65 $275 6 Point 12 A $080 29a$l 20 $200

RAPID COMPOSITOR MOVING
Prints Handsome Folder Monday
Beautiful Ornaments Being Made
Heaviest $1234567890 Ordering

MODERN ROUNDHOUSE BURNING
Superintendents Holding Convention
Telephone Connections Made Friday-
Monster Engine Saved by Brave Men
Read Paper Concerning Type MaKing
Valuable Reason Stated by Librarian
Post Monotone $12345(57890 Progress

10 Point 12 A $1 05 25 a $1 45 $2 50 5-on-6 Point 14 A $0 80 32 a Jl 20 $2 00

BACHELOR WRITES LOVE POEM
Relates Early Experience with. Girl
Picture Young' Sweethearts Parting
Greatest Demand for First Editions

BICYCLE RACES PROVE INTERESTING
MaKing Boston Wire Stitchers Extensively
B\iying Complete Series in Large Quantity
Express Train BroKe Record During Trial

MaKing Sensational Run From West Point

Compositor Riding in First Car Forty Miles

TShe o/aKmnouIL)
These Special Charactei-H are put up with all fonts from 6 to 14 Point inelu

fonts from 18 to 36 Point inclusive
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Post Monotone in Practical Display



4A$260 6a$240 $5 IK

Post Monotone No. 2

36 Point

TOUR ROMAN EMPIRE
DelightsTwo Statesmen

Prospector Brings Silver

30 Point 5A$190 10a$240 $4 :

RETIRES OLDEST ADMIRAL
Considers American Ensig'ns

Serg'eant Prepared Machinist

24 Point 6 A $170 10a$180 $35<

MONTPELIER DAMSELS EXCITED
Beautiful Maiden Disarmed Burglar
Wise Police Captain Saw Dynamite

18 Point 9 A $160 16a$175 $325 10 Point 16A $1 15 32a$135 $25

GERMAN FINANCIERS
Investigating New Theft
Examine Smart Experts

EXPLOSION INJURES PRINCE
Noted Foreigner Escapes Deatr

Bankrupt Policeman Explaineo
Chorus Girls Fainted in Theatre

Apprehend Automobile Owne

14 Point 13 A $140 24a$160 $300 8 Point 17A$105 36a$120 $22

BEAUTIFUL OPERA HOUSES
Designed Eig'ht Centuries Ago
Architectural Beauty Pleasing'

12 Point 16A$120 32a$155 $275

FRENCH CRUISERS LEAVE TODAY

GOVERNOR PARDONED PRISONER?
State Executive Signed Papers Sundaj
Two Youthful Offenders Free Saturday

Figured in Sensational Western Holduj
Old Lawyer Aroused Public Sympath;

6 Point 18 A $0 90 38 a $1 10 $2 (

DENTIST REMOVED TOOTH FROM MULI
PesKy Creature Worries ShaKy Molar Expei
Six Farmhands Witnessed Novel OperatioiFio'Vit Months in Plifr>rnfa Port Six Farmhands Witnessed Novel Operauoi

E,igm monins in L/auiornia rori Animal KICKS Bam Door into Kindling woo

Delighted Sailors Promising to Return
Left Nearly $1234567890 in Mexico

Town Constable Ran Toward Moving Train

Railroad Fireman Consoled Nervous Office^

Doctor Saw $1234567890 Strange Person
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Post Monotone No. 2 in Display
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Blanchard Series
72 Point 3 A $9 10 4 a $5 70 $14 80

HID Shirt
60 Point 3 A $8 00 4a$525 $1325

Buys FIGS
48 Point 3 A $4 90 4a$320 $8 10

DINE Burglar
86 Point 4A$300 5 a $2 00 $6 00

Emperors HONEST
30 Point 4 A $2 15 7 a $2 10 $4 26

PRINTERS Overheated
24 Point 5 A $175 9a$175 $350

Buying Stronger LINIMENTS
18 Point

CfcT TMRT TR "M
>U INUU JVIN

7 A $1 50 15 a $1 75 $3 25 10 Point 14 A $1 20 26 a $1 30 $2 50

^T TR IT Q DISCOVERED FORTUNE,U IVIL^ MaRe Charming ornament
Useful Article Require Handsome Border

14 Point 10 A $1 40 21 a $1 60 $3 00

\vrmifimWUKKIL1J
Secured Blanchard Series

12 Point 14 A $1 40 22 a $1 35 $2 75

FOUND MODERN SPECIMEN
Diving Exhibitions Witnessed

&1TtA^^ onr\ ft J-
<t>lZ345O7o9U Bonding

8 Point 16 A $1 05 33 a $1 20 $2 25

STORMING SEVERAL BAKERS
wonderful Steamboat Constructed
Beautiful Bold Display Throughout

6 Point 18 A $1 00 34 a $1 00 $2 00

TORPEDO EXPLODED NEAR TENANT
Shock Broke Large Plate Glass Windows
Report Awakens Policeman in Ball Park
Perpetrator Apprehended by Bold Sleuth
Magistrate Gives $1234567890 Also Life
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Blanchard in Practical Display

Estates
ALONG THE HEALTHFUL AND PICTURESQUE SHORES
OF THE WEST HEMINGSTONE. RIVER, AT BEAUTIFUL

Thistle Manor
D

or

MUIR 6 DEAN
79 ELIZABETH PLACE. ERIE

WALL DECORATORS

w most desirable and
and situated in a very
u adjoining the finest
recreation center that
and affords the home
improvements found
and one of necessary
purchasers free from
onsequently splendid
enjoyment instead of
r special features not

to be had in any other section of this
country. The terms are indeed in the

-ffl

lothing
FOR DISCRIMINATING MEN

We have given a lot of attention to our latest
stocK of garments for men folks, and we feel
sure that our clothing cannot be approached
anywhere else for quality of the fabric, style
and distinctiveness in tailoring. The number
of handsome styles to choose from makes it

easy for you to secure a satisfactory garment

HERMAN <5 STINER. BROAD STREET
HACKENSACK

-ffl
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TSlanchard Italic

72 Point 3 A $8 95 4 a $5 30 $14 25

MENRaid
60 Point 3A $8 15 4a$485 $1300

RashGIRL
48 Point 3 A $4 80 4 a $2 95 $7 75

HIRED Ladies
36 Point 4 A $3 05 5a$195 $500

Educated CHICKEN
30 Point 4 A $2 20 7 a $2 05 $4 25 12 Point 14 A $140 25 a $135 $275

MAD ACTOR
Grants Relief

MIDNIGHT INTRUDER
Caught "Behind Cornstalk
Prominent Doctor Named
Large $1234567890 Sum

24 Point 5A$170 10a$180 $350 10 Point 14 A $1 15 30a$135 $250

LARGE FRAME
Mends Garments

MANY STRANGE LADIES
Attended Grand Social "Party

"Daring "Performer "Prostrated

"Policeman Overcome by Heat

18 Point 8 A $165 14a$160 $325 8 Point 17 A $110 36a$115 $225

RETURNED HOME
Procures Advertisers

CITY "BOARDERS FOUND RELIEF
"Delightful Lakes Refreshed Hundreds
Crowded <Summer Resorts Triumphing
Excited Guest Admonished Proprietor

14 Point 10 A $140 21a$160 $300

HARMONY INCREASED
Operating Natural Spring
Neater Designs Advocated

19A $095 40a$105 $2

ACTORS RECEIVED GREAT APPLAUS
"Benevolent Societies Entertain Poor Children

Several "Delinquent Cashiers Returning South

Pleasing Refined Musicale Recently Produced

"Bright Country School Teacher "Becomes "Bride

Large Amount of $1234567890 Money Inherited

.
'E
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'Blanchard Italic in Display

Order
Your "Printed Matter and
A dVertising Typography

from Kinner
m "TEW methods in selling goods
i^u haVe revolutionized all of the
~ business World during the last

ten years. A prominent advertising
expert struck twelve When he called

Printing the "Silent Salesman." As
a salesman Mr. Printing is a great
success. He never misrepresents you
and he never butts in When he isn't

Wanted. He can always Wait until

Mr. Prospect is ready. Unlike some
salesmen he doesn't try to tell all he
knows the first trip. He can call on
another day for two cents. Now is

the time to send your mail salesman
out talking for Fall business. Let me
dress him up for you. I have devoted

many years to the study of his needs
and know just What constitutes the

strongest appeal in his Whole attire

"Boulton Kinner, Good Printer

We desire to announce the addition of several hundred new
Records to our Talking Machine Department

We Will be pleased to haVe you
come in and hear them

THE MORGANTOWN MVSIC COMPANY



Condensed Blanchard

72 Point 3 A $6 20 4 a $4 15 $10 35

DRINK Plenty
60 Point 3 A $5 50 4 a $3 80 $9 30

LosingHEIFER
48 Point 4 A $3 85 6 a $3 65 $750

MODERN Designers
36 Point 5 A $2 55 8 a $2 45 $5 00

Honorable Games DISBAND
30 Point 5 A $185 11 a $2 40 $425

CONDENSED Blanchard Showings
24 Point

DISTINCT PRINTERS

Originating Specimen

7 A $170 13a$180 $350 10 Point 20 A $1 15 38 a $1 35 $260

STYLISH CONDENSED BLANCHARD
Thousand Soldiers Marching South

Sailors Celebrate Splendid Victory

American Type Founders Company

18 Point in A $1 45 21 a $1 80 $3 25 8 Point 25 A $1 OCI 5na$125 $225

PRODUCTION CONSIDERED
Desirable Series Purchased

LONGEST BUILDING BEING PAINTED RAPIDLY

Warmer Spring Weather Caused Untold Suffering

Eighty Orators Read Declaration of Independence

Farmers Crowd Every Available Spot Wednesday

14 Point 16 A $1 45 28 a $1 55 $3 00

RUSHED SWIFT FREIGHT ENGINE
Marine Bugler Discharged Tuesday

7 Point 26 A $1 00 53 a $1 25

RUSHING SUBURBAN FREIGHT TRAIN JUMPS TRACK

Engine Traveling at Highest Speed When Rails Spread
Conductor Shouted Warning to Several Scared Women

Wrecking Crew Lifts Scalded Fireman into Ambulance

::K

12 Point 18 A $1 30 33 a $1 45 ?2 75 6 Point 26 A $0 9n 55 a $1 10 $2 00

SUBMIT HANDSOME ADVERTISEMENTS
Compositor Receiving Beautiful Souvenir

Visits Rockaway $1234567890 and Bathes

ONE TREMENDOUS UNDERTAKING PROVED SUCCESSFUL

Magnificent Country Home Burned Near Washington Heights

Society Leader Entertains Coaching Party Before Breakfast

Fine Ornaments and Borders Always Help Commercial Work

Many Reliable Workmen $1234567890 Make Honest Fortunes
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Condensed Blanc hard in Practical Display

1

PRINTING OF HIGHEST QUALITY
~i

The Quality of printed matter depends largely on the style and

originality displayed in the composition. Mechanical finish and

good workmanship are only obtainable through the use of proper

equipment. If you desire genuine quality use American Line type

AMERICAN LINE THE BEST LINE

Arwl Cuu Arl-tiW lint Partner*

SPRING
Will Soon be With Us

A STRAIGHT TALK TO EVERY
HAN WHO ORDERS PRINTING

DC
The blue birds will soon be here

and we are all well aware that the

balmy days of Springtime mean a

consequent change of stocks by all

merchants and store-keepers. No
matter what line, there will be a

new article added or an old one

dropped. You will then need some
seasonable advertising. Our agent
will call on you next week with a

full line of Special Announcements

KANE PRINTING CO.
>ORTH MILWABD STREET, JANE. PENNSYLVANIA

D

D

Along
streak

of gold



Hearst Series

72 Point 3A $8 55 4a$595 $1450

NICE Ride
60 Point 3 A $7 65 4a$535 $1300

KindGIRLS
48 Point 3 A $4 80 4a$335 $315

HOME Leased
36 Point 3A$275 5a$225 $500

Interesting LECTURE
30 Point 4 A $2 00 8a$225 $425

MECHANICS Considered
24 Point 6A $175 9a$175 $350

Distinguished PHILOSOPHERS
18 Point 8 A $155 Ha $170 $325

ENEMIES FIGHTING
Many Distant Points

14 Point 12 A $150 19a$150 $300

PROMINENT PREACHER
Discussing Historic Events

12 Point ISA $135 24a$140 $275

GIGANTIC SCHEMES EXPOSED
Eminent People Organized Lodges
Admired $1234567890 Detective

10 Point 15A $115 30 a $135 $250

DISPENSING RIGID JUSTICE
Long Sentences Given Crooks
Unfortunate Boy Condemned

8 Point 18A $1 05 34 a $1 20 $2 25

LONG LOST BROTHER RETURNED
Roamed CountryTwenty-One Hours
Detectives Recovered Stolen Property

20A $090 40a$l 10 $200

HANDSOME YOUNG ANIMAL TRAINERS
Desperate Encounter With Ferocious Panther
Several Assistants Gently Squeezed by Bruin
Considerable Excitement Naturally Prevailed

Band Rendered $1234367890 Excellent Music
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Hearst in Practical Display

j

HOMES
IN THE COUNTRY

GRASP THIS GREAT OPPORTUNITY TO
SECURE ONE OF THESE FINE DWELLINGS

Paying Rent?

n

BY OUR. ARRANGEMENT YOU CAN SOON OWN
YOUR OWN HOME AND BECOME INDEPENDENT
OF THE REGULAR VISITS OF RENT COLLECTORS

HOUSES
of six, seven and eight

rooms in Garfield County, all

ready for you to move into.

Each of these houses has all modern
improvements; bath, toilet, running
water, steam heater and gas. They
are built on a plot of land 150x225
feet all graded, curbed and flagged.
The high elevation of this property
and its beautiful surroundings give
to it the necessary features for the
ideal location of a home in the open
country. Fine railway connections
and several very good roads make
commutation a pleasure. The close

proximity of Lake Wavecrest gives
access to one of the most delightful

bathing, boating and fishing resorts
that will be found in this section of
the country today. Send for booklet

JOHN KINGS& CO.
SPRINGDALE CENTER, SOUTH CAROLINA

n



Hearst Italic

72 Point 3 A $9 50 4 a $5 50 $15 00

HIREBirds
60 Point 3 A $705 4 a $4 20 $1125

Stytish RINK
48 Point 3 A $4 65 4 a $2 85 $7 50

PRIGE Ghimneys
36 Point 4 A $2 60 7 a $2 40 $5 00

Photograph PROCURED
30 Point 4 A $1 90 10 a $2 35 $4 25

ENLIGHTEN Richest Student
24 Point 5 A $1 60 12 a $1 90 $3 50

Charming Specimens REPRODUCED
18 Point 8 A $150 18 a $175 $325 10 Point 16 A $1 25 32 a $1 25 $2 50

HONEST SERGEANTS
Magnificent Government

14 Point 12 A $1 45 24 a $1 55 $3 00

DETERMINED POLIGEMEN
Hearst Italic Series Purchased

12 Point 15 A $130 30a$145 $275

TREMENDOUS ORDERS RECEIVED
Composed Remarkable Advertisement
Handsome $1234567890 Structures

SOLD MONSTER SWORDFISH
Contains Strong Display Features

Greatest Librarian Became Noted

8 Point 20 A $1 15 38 a $1 10 $2 25

DOUBLE COLUMN HEADING SECURED
Former Theatrical Stars Hold Big Banquets
Artistic Methods Originated by Compositors

6 Point 22 A $1 00 42 a $1 00 $2 00

SEVERAL HUNTSMEN CAPTURE YOUNG BISON
Found Animals Near Large Swamp in North America

New Mascot Becoming Desperate When Securely Tied

Gentleman Fired Huge Rifle Several Times Yesterday

Trophy Presented $1234567890 Zoological Gardens
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Hearst Italic in Practical Display

o

Q

The

Burk College
ofDesign

^Tfm M t

f^ W U h
^**r *M* j

RTISTS who received their

training in this college are all

holding responsible positions
jn (ne different designing and

illustrating houses throughout the

country. There is no other college
in which the students' drawings
are exactly the same as the prac-
tical work done in fashion and
engraving houses and in the art

departments of newspapers and
magazines, and no other school
which can get its students practi-

cally into the illustrating business

For tuition rate* and panicularB apply in

The Burk College ofcffrts& Crafts
HEMRY W. Bi:RK. Art Director

Studio Building, 18 Market Street

Denmark, Maine

1 111 Km i n i



Boston Breton
72 Point 3 A $7 25 4 a $4 90 $1215

HUMBLES
Education
60 Point 3 A $6 40 4 a $4 00 $1040

TRICKSTER
Housewives
48 Point 4 A $4 60 5a $2 95 $7 55

STENOGRAPH
Romantic Story
42 Point 4 A $3 75 5a$250 $625

FINISHED TYPE
Beautiful Flowers



Boston Breton
r 4A265 7.$240 $606

PRISONER FIGHTS
Lovelorn Bridesmaid
Productions Improve

!'
' ' 4A(206 8*$220 1425

TRANSPORT SOLDIERY
Sunshine Creates Beauty
Modern Home Nuisances
MF nl 5A$160 10$190 $350

IMPECUNIOUS PUBLISHERS
Company Receiving Demands
Undergoes Excruciating Pains

8 A $160 15 a $165 $325 10 Point 14AS115 S0a$135 $250

AMERICAN TOURS
Theatre Quarantined
Springtime Musings

10 A $145 20$155 $300

ARTIST THREW EDITOR
Champion Acknowledged
RetirementNow Probable

VICTORIOUS REGIMENTS
Popular Magazines Prosper
Ceased Dreaming Troubles
Mendicant Became Banker
Eternal Friends Are Scarce

b Point 17 A $100 34 a $126 $225

AEROPLANES BECOME POPULAR
Series ol Aerial Cuts Now in Stock
Cast in Type Molds by this Foundry
Modern Printers Find Them Useful
Publishers and Sportsmen Pleased

UA $125 28$!50 $275 i- 18 A 1080 38 $110 $200

MECHANICS AMUSE PEOPLE
Popular Cosmopolitans Parade
Disastrous Steamer Excursion
Strange $1234567890 Incident

ADVERTISING HANDSOME SOUVENIRS
Highly Developed Artistic Ability In Menus
Procrastination Is The Embezzler of Years
Distinguished Individuals Gather Secretly
Excusable Phrases Occasionally Appearing
Interesting Demonstration In Metaphysics
Reliable Printers $1234567890 Convention
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Boston Breton in Practical Display

I

REX THEATRE
CORNER KING AND MONROE STREETS

The ideal vaudeville theatre, designed
and conducted for the entertainment of
ladies and gentlemen. During the four

years of its existence it has buried the

ghost of decollete variety, enlisted and
secured the support of real people, thus
establishing a standard in operation and
entertainment to which few theatres of

any class ever attain. There is a reason. Success does
not come by accident; we have earned success through
careful management, always preserving an atmosphere
of refinement, and then the best combination of stars
and skilled entertainers that can be found in the world

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET

1BI IH
Strathmore Border Strathmore Ornament



Boston Breton in Practical Display

MASK
A MAGAZINE FOR THE STAGE

VERY member of the

profession now has a
publication on which
he can firmly rely. It

will be truly represent-
ative and its columns
will atall times be open
to herald the advent of

a new enterprise or tell of the contin-
ued glorious run of some real success.
It will glean from every quarter of the

atest theatrical news.
record the most up-to-
s and keep managers
productions of merit.
1 be devoted to make
s advertising medium
ssurances have been
flattering description
tion list will not only
ut more than ordinar-
The paper will go into
1 be read by people of

vertisers, people with
now how to spend it.

SHRUBBERY
AND HOTHOUSE

PRODUCTS

We are constantly improving
our output, thus providing our patrons

with the best stock

HENTZ & MINER
SHERIDAN, NEW JERSEY

[NK & SONS
HFIELD ROAD, ENGLAND
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Boston Breton Condensed

144 Point 3 A $12 80 4 a $8 50 $21 30

Cat
120 Point 3 A $8 70 4 a $5 65 $14 35

UNHITCH
Phantoms
96 Point 3 A $6 50 4a$415 $1065

QUESTIONS
Investigated



Boston Breton Condensed

3 A $5 15 4mSS36 1850

UNBLEMISHED

Roguish Director
M Point 4AW80 5* S3 20 1800

MINTS OBSERVED

Destroying Mansion
4A*320 7W06 1626

PREVIOUS ERUPTIONS
Establishments Deserted

Po*nt 5 A $2 80 8*246 S2S

FLOURISHINGCOUNTRIES
Bravest Individuals Returned

Handsome Characters Stolen
546



5 A $2 15 8 a $2 10 $4 25

Boston Breton Condensed

36 Point

RECOVER STOLEN PENDANTS

Distinguished Gentleman Ejected

Sanctions Railroading Expedition
30 Point 6 A $2 00 10a$200 $400

EDITORCONSIDERSTERMSUNJUST
Southwestern Rangers Detained Ladies

Monstrous Gathering Remains Standing

24 Point 8 A $1 70 15 a $1 80 $3 50

HUMBLE PEASANTS RELISH ANGEL CAKES
International Agreement Satisfies Unprejudiced

Practical Designers Realized Stupendous Profits

18 Point 10 A $1 45 23 a $1 80 $3 25 10 Point

TRAMP STEAMER RETURNS
Conductor Threatened Foreman

Aged Swindler Deceives Banker

22 A $1 15 46 a $1 35 $2 50

SPURIOUS MONEY CAUSINGTROUBLE
Castles of Bonnie Scotland Attract Many
Fascinating Widow Entertains Boarders

New England Resorts Advertise Weekly
Handsome Souvenirs For Country Ladies

14 Point 14 A $1 30 34 a $1 70 $3 00 8 Point 24 A $1 00 54 a $1 25 $2 25

WELCOMING UNBIASED JUDGMENT
Charitable Aristocrat Bequeaths Estate

Remote Domicile Escapes Big Calamity

12 Point 19 A $125 39 a $150 $275

SUBMARINE CAPTAIN RESCUES HUNDREDS
Beautiful Imported Porcelain Dishes Destroyed

Undesirable Features Eliminated From Booklet

Extraordinarily $1234567890 Handsome Type
546

JAPANESE MERCHANTS DESIRE ENGLISH TRADE

Stylish Neckwear Bargains Continuing in Popularity

Mirthful Seminary Instructor Apparently Unpopular

Herculean Athlete Easily Defeats Amateur Favorite

Inexperienced Mechanics Demanding Fabulous Sums

6 Point 28 A $085 60a$l 15 $200

BENEVOLENT MANUFACTURERS TENDERED FISH DINNER

Deafening Explosion Shatters Skyscrapers Within Eight Miles

Intended Polar Expedition Considered Hazardous Undertaking

Formidable Pugilist Seeking Undisputed Championship Honors

Relegate Worn and Battered Type to the Hell Box and Instead

Have New American Line Type Which Insures Largest Profits

Conspicuous Ornamentation $ 1234567890 Not Always Tasty



Boston Breton Condensed in Practical Display

Wall Paper
One of the most important items in

the art of home decorating is Wall

Paper. To secure appropriate cover-

ings for the walls of each of the different

rooms is by no means an easy task and

should invariably be left to an expert or

one who is versed in the art. We have

been doing this class of decorating for

over twenty-one years and feel assured

we can meet your most exacting wants

Furman & Morganson
Number 29 North Eighteenth St[~

LET US ESTIMATE ON YOU*
NEXT JOB OF DECORATING

Established 1879

HARDMAINE & LANGFORD

No. 149 Market Street AUSTIN, ILL.

BCB GRADE CROCKERY OF
EVERY DESCRIPTION Glassware

PROFIT
In the Composing Room

IS SECURED BY A JUDICIOUS USE OF

American LineType
oted lor Its Creit Weartnc Qualities

547
l Bonfer Art OW Tint rwmara



Boston Breton Extra Condensed

72 Point 3 A $3 35 5 a $2 70 $6 05

SECURES MOUTHPIECE

Discover Reliable History
60 Point 4A$315 6a$285 $600

REIGNING KINGS CONSPIRE

Desired Condensed Headings

48 Point 6 A $3 15 10 a $3 15 $6 30

WESTERN HEMISPHERE SCENERY

Secure Convenient Printing Material

..

PURCHASING SOUTHERN PROPERTIES

Distinct Type Material Pleases Customers

Merchants Reprimanded Tardy Workmen

6 A $2 55 12a$270



7 A $2 00 U$22S $426

Boston Breton Extra Condensed

ludGHS ENCOUNTER NERVOUS ENG1NEMEN

Prompt Reliable Workmen Secured Knowledge

10A $2 00 19a$215 $t 15

RESEARCHING BEAUTIFUL HISTORICAL SPECIMENS

Newspapers Acquired Boston Breton Extra Condensed

Knighted Monarch Spending Inherited Money Lavishly

: } 11 A $160 23$190 $350

TENTH INDEPENDENT CHAMPIONSHIP INTERESTS HUNDREDS

Healthful Mountain Atmosphere and Sparkling Spring Water Cure

Charming Useful Display Obtained By Using This Beautiful Series

15 A $1 45 31 a $1 80 $325 in Point 27 A $1 15 54 $1 85 $2 60

DISTINGUISHED ARTIST PRINTS FOLDER

Mountain Climbers Gained Headway Friday

Tliis Bold Type Series Always Prominent

20AS135 42a$I65 $300

OBSERVE BEAUTIFUL CHARACTER THROUGHOUT

Prosperous Farmers Raising More Wheat and Corn

Southwestern Excursion Sideswiped Freight Train

Modem Workmen Received Many Praising Words

MINERAL DEPOSITS PROVING VERY CREDITABLE

Proper Selection ol Type Faces Repays Purchaser

Longest Railroad Train Ever Drawn by One Engine

First Entertainment Receiving Generous Patronage

Noted Arctic Explorer Received By Admiring Hosts

8 Point 86 A $H 70* $125 $225

BURNING SHIP REPORTED SINKING AFTER BOILER EXPLOSION

Distinguished Curious Documents Being Unearthed in Jerusalem

Numerous Improvements Noted Throughout Several Departments

Serious Questions Wisely Answered By Experienced Investigator

Excellent Condensed Letter lor Display Headings and Advertising

Powerful Dreadnaugtts Anchor In North River Alter Long Cruises

:: i 28 A (126 47$15f> $275 GPoint

GREATEST EMPIRES MANIPULATING AMICABLE PEACE

Wannest Weather Makes Nature Come Forth With Flowers

Ships Returning From Abroad Report Damaging Earthquake

Specimen Printers Study S1234567890 Modem Workmen

35 A 10 90 70m $110 $200
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Boston Breton Extra Condensed in Practical Display

WE PAY INTEREST
CAPITAL $25,000,000

SURPLUS $5,000,000

On all inactive or savings accounts we will pay

interest twice a year, adding to deposits of

this character three per cent, per annum the

earnings of your savings. This will make your

money work and give you a safe, sound invest-

ment, backed by all the strength of this bank,

without risk or trouble of any kind on your

part. Better bank your savings than have them

hidden around the house as bait for burglars.

We guarantee absolute safety. Come in at your

convenience and let us talk the matter over.

We are always ready to open new accounts

Private safes in our burglar and fireproof vaults are being rented rapidly by persons who appreciate tbe

security and convenience obtainable for less than two cents a day. Don't delay; write for full information

THE FIRST WARD NATIONAL BANK
OF THE CITY OF PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND ESTABLISHED 1842

JOH c. HEHDERSON,

IIIE will hold our Annual Winter Sale of Furniture during the first three weeks

W of February. A most liberal discount will be offered on every article of our

stock. This stock of furniture comprises correct pieces for any room in the house

SPANGLER FURNITURE COMPANY

Acme Border



Boston Bretons in Combination

RUDENKLEM
MOTORS
MOTORS

of this character
are especially suited for

being used upon rotary, -web
and cylinder presses, and for

other classes of machinery
requiring six horse power or
more for operation. They are
all of the multipolar type and
have round cast-iron frames
with feet for attachment to
rail-base or brackets. Poles
are of steel cast-welded into
the frame and journal boxes
are supported by three-arm
bronze brackets attached to
each side of the frame. Shaft

bearings are of the RM kind

Our Motors are

suppliedwitha
nameplate"R"
cast into frame
and absolutely
guaranteed for

highest quality
of material and
efficient power

ESTABLISHED 1872

As pioneer makers
of motors we have
a great reputation
to maintain. Qual-
ity and material of

unequalled excel-
lence are always
embodied In each
motor of our make

RUDENKLEM& MANFIELD
JOHN MANF1ELD, Kip. MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY LOCATED AT ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS

NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA CLEVELAND LOS ANGELES



Foster Series

84 Point 3 A $9 60 4 a $5 60 $15 20

MENDER
Hand Sort
72 Point 3 A $7 95 4 a $4 55 $12 50

BUNTINGS
Color Black
60 Point 3 A $7 10 4 a $4 00 $11 10

GRUMBLER
Marks Never
48 Point 3 A $4 45 5 a $3 05 $7 50

REMOUNTINGS
Bundle Delivered

552



Foster Series

i: r 3A$38t 8$290 1625

MISREPRESENTS
Receiving Admiralty

4 A $270 7a$230 (600

CONSTRUCT HOUSES
Printing Beautiful Colors
-. M 5A $220 9a$206 $425

HISTRIONIC BURLESQUER
Bestowed Compliments Galore

6 A $1 HO 11 a $170 $350

DRINKING FOUNTS PRESENTED
Sister Musicians Entertain Banqueter

>
. SAJ160 1HB$1S $325 10 Point I* A $1 2r> 37 a $1 25 $2 GO

DELIGHTED PRINTER
Foster Series Purchased
Investment Brings Trade

].'! A tl 50 25$1 50 $300

ENDURE MODERN METHOD
Entire Fortune Slowly Consumed
Destroying Magnificent Steamer

16 A $140 30 a $135 $276

NEMESIS CONSTRAINS TOURIST
Transcontinental Railroaders Convene
Removed S1234567890 Obstruction

553

NOTED PIANO MOVER HIRED
Thereby Gathering Finest Materials

Ungoverned Mountain People Came
Some Ships that Pass in the Evening
Complete Victory Sometimes Defeat

N Point 22 A $1 1(1 44 a $1 15 $2 25

CONTINUOUS PERFORMERS AMUSING
Advance Geological Theory Concerning Rain

Triangular Compartment Home Comfortable
Musical Servants Greatly Astonish Japanese
Obtained Beautiful Two-Color Arrangements

faha 24 A $1 no 46 a $100 $200

WAVE MOTION THEORY QUICKLY ADVANCED
Central Americana Enriched Through Tobacco'* Sal*

Davy Jonea* Locker Diacovered by Submarine Boata

Charming Princeaa Quickly Deniea Royal Houaehold

Very Leiible Face $1234567890 A U.rlul Di.play



Foster in Practical Display

Holiday
FOLDERS AND BOOKS

novelty and elegance are to be

found in all the Christmas and New
Year Cards, Greetings and Folders

displayed at our store. Mottoes and bits of

portable wisdom in rich designs. Holiday
Booklets recommendable for young folks

in large assortment. These have positive

merit, being artistically bound with cover

and well printed. They are sure

to prove very interesting to the

boy or girl. You are urged to

come in and look these over

at your earliest convenience

Folder containing Views of Niagara Falls

Free with every purchase

Ask to see the Mowrey X-mas Card
the Original Holiday Novelty

The Mowrey Store
South Buffalo, New York

Holiday Decorators Boston Breton Cast Squares Monoton
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Foster and Webb in Practical Display

IT WOULD STARTLE THE CRAFTY DEALERS OF THE FAR EAST
TO SEE OUR GREAT STOCK OF VERY FINE SPECIMENS OF RUG
MAKING WITH THE PRICE OF EVERY PIECE MARKED PLAINLY

The stock carried by this firm is selected by
our experts who know every detail in the art

of rug-making. We can therefore assure you
an absolutely perfect and reliable purchase

CRAIG AND NEW STREETS, BURLINGTON

CORNER HARRISBURG AND HUNTERDON STREETS. NORTH DOVER

Wholesalers of the Finest Dry Goods

IN DESIRABLE WIDTHS UP TO NINE INCHES

HANDSOME
patterns in Swift*, cambric and nainsook

embroideries; both edgrs and insertions; solid, mixed
and raised work designs; clean, crimp. fresb good*,

desirable for almost every purpose where fine embroidery
is required; widths range up to nine inches, permitting many
unusual and attractive working*- To the out-of-town customer
who may desire to take advantage of this fine assortment we
will send our specially illustrated catalogue upon receipt of

si* cents to cover postage. It quotes many splendid bargains

CWptar Bot4r



Condensed Foster

84 Point 3 A $7 65 4 a $4 60 $12 25

FINISHERS
Design Knife
72 Point 3 A $6 50 4 a $4 00 $10 50

EXTINGUISH
Rating Highest
60 Point 3 A $5 75 4 a $3 45 $9 20

DESCRIPTION
Contains Quality
48 Point 4 A $3 95 7 a $3 55 $750

PRINTED FOLDER
Beautiful Characters
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Condensed Foster

.. i 4AW10 816 IS 26

BRIGHTER STUDENT
Used Condensed Series

6A $270 8$230 (500

FOREIGNER PROSPERED
Delightful Boating Excursion

6AJ220 10. COS $426

AMERICAN TOURIST RETURNS
Shipwrecked During Heavy Storm

7AS175 13m$175 $360

GERMAN DESTROYS FORTIFICATION
Souvenir Hunters Purchase Finest Picture

i- I'., 11 A SI 60 21 * tl 68 $3 25

SAFEBLOWER DESPISED
Overcrowded Penitentiaries

Hundred People Endangered

1.-.A II 45 30 |1 56 |300

HANDSOME HISTORY PRINTED
Contained Exclusive Military Stories

Twenty Halftones Being Reproduced

10 Point 20A $126 881. SI 25 2 60

NORTHERN RESORTS REMOVED
Sunburned Bathers Paraded Beaches
Clever Diving Exhibitions Given Once
Numerous Damsels Among the Crowd
Striking Costumes Being Worn Lately

8 Point 24 A fltfi 48 a $120 1226

COMMENDED DELIGHTFUL STEAMER TOUR
Visiting Important Coaling Stations While Enroute

European Coast Dwellers Get Considerable Money
Australian Herders Entertain Tourists with Feast

Spanish Kin| Amused Audience from High Balcony

U Point 1* A II 35 3.1 $1 40 $2 75 . I-.
. .

j A MM Di H H H

BUYING CONDENSED FOSTER SERIES

Showing Handsome Characters Throughout
Produces More Original Exquisite Features

Lovely Figure S1234567890 Gains Friend

667

MARATHON CONTESTS PROVED GRUELING FRIDAY
Inlrrnationil Krpinrnlilivr Makin* Ginc Atlrmpl le Wi

Americmm Type Founder* Conpany Facrs Receive Prait

Orawedti mad Bratt Rule Urd lor Haadiomr DecoratioBS

Careful Buyers Secured Border* and Quad* m Abuadaac*

Raberda*Wry Sold Geouiae Panama Hat* Latl New Ttar*

ToulUul Office De.il $1234567890 A.aed Man, Q.e.li



Condensed Foster in Practical Display

"S

American

Lead and Rule

Cutters
THEY ARE GUARANTEED TO BE ABSOLUTELY

ACCURATE AND WILL NOT GET
OUT OF ORDER

ECENT improvements make American

Lead and Rule Cutters the best on the

market. In the new models it is im-

possible for the front or lower gauge

to slip or be forced out of position in cutting

heavy slugs or rules. The accurate register

oE the gauges is absolutely maintained. The

novel methods of adjusting and locking the

gauges, together with several other improve-

ments, met with the immediate approval of

leading printers everywhere, and today the

American Lead and Rule Cutters are generally

conceded to be by tar the best cutters made,

not in one point, but all points. To begin with,

the gauges can be set instantly, effecting a

very material saving in time. They are locked

automatically, there being no screws to change

AMERICAN
TYPE FOUNDERS CO.

Department Store Initial Inland Border No. 4810
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Condensed Foster and Condensed Webb in Practical Display

THE FIRST OF A SERIES OF BRIEF TALKS
OF INTEREST TO THE LIVE ADVERTISER

'AS it ever occurred to you what good

type style has to do with advertising?
One of the best known advertisers in

America has paid as high as fifty dollars for

setting up a single advertisement, standard

magazine page size. This man knows there

is value in correct typography. Many years
of analytical experience and careful tabula-

tion of results have shown him that the selling

power of an advertisement can be doubled

by clean typography. A
staff of high-priced com-

petent workmen is most

important. For years we
have made a specialty of

neat graphic typography

We were awarded First Prize
o( Eifht Hundred Dollar! lor

excellence of Typographical
Display in the recent adver-

booklet co

the world, cond

Smyth Advertisi

This booklet is d
discussion of the

int. Batters

successful i

test open to

cted by the

t Company,
voted to the

osl of print-

STEIN & KENT
89 John Street, Cleveland

it to the

ot of an

advertising cant aifa aod to

the showin. of samples of fine

paper in practical me. Scad
today lor the beautiful booklet
and you will be amply repaid

t&
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84 Point

nir

60 Point 3 A $7 10 4 a $4 00 $1110

IT

48 Point 3 A $4 45 5a$305 $750
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4 A $2 70 7a$23U $500

. ] 5A 12 20 9a$205 $425 18 Point

14 Point 13 A $150 25a$160 $300
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6A $180 Hall 70 $360
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For Tickets and General Information Write to

Room 12, Mountain Building

CHICAGO



84 Point 3 A $7 65 4 a $4 60 $12 25 !



Wdbfe

4 A $3 10 8. $3 15 $625

5AJ270 88*280 $800

i' IV.r.l 6A$220 10 a $2 06 $425

7 A $1 75 13 a II 76 $3 60

: I- .
. 11A$160 21a$166 $326 12 Point 18 A $1 35 86m$140 $275

i". |
.N /^} aff^y*if*in) f\ /^\ioTffiiir^j A ns^iy CS^PTIDTC'S^^'^PTD?

]M^J\ lbTl&MJ)lcOMiN/&Mu SiTlKJ&rJwTlnl

Gracefad Spafflidg Eeamty Damckg
P@r Ertertaiain* Neat Society Leader

A S rS^fl O f, /^^Tl ^Ttfwn*/BiD^fHM lPHj*.itj*.l'*fcii>imjmiA lp^_ - ^^ . ^ J
<fig li llayniffls (Llfli@els@irg

HndMMHe CreatiOBC Satictactory
He SizteeB $1234367890 Meotbers

Ml'wni 16 A $146 30m$155 $300

FINEST SYSTEM T1IEOTC101UT
COaWMHds

10 Point 20.A $1 25 38 m $1 2S $2 60

PRINCIPAL HOUSES REOPENING

Edflatod Afttroaomeir Frod*

Greatest Law! Fravd Exposed Today
Stalwart Famer Ptown*m Orchard

i Greyhood Becaaw Docile
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Condensed Webb end Condensed Foster

NINTH AND WALNUT STREETS J. B. CARLTON. Manager .,

Grand Revival of the Great English

Society Drama

Presented by the Eminent English

Actor and Author

Supported by His Own Company

567



Hobo Series
(Cat without descenders on Title Line)

48 Point 3 A $4 25 5a$32o $760

MAIDEN LADIES
Handy Instructor
Eminent Bankers
36 Point 4A $270 6a$230 $500

ADMIRABLE PRINTER
New Department Store
Slight Changes Noticed
24 Point 6 A $185 Ha $175 $360 10 Point 17 A $115 35a$135 $250

RESORT OPENED
Hobo Series Liked

Bought Type Stick

FISHERMAN TURNED COURSE
Travel Many Miles Along Coast

One Lobster Found Under Sails

Bewildered Sailor Loses Anchor

Ocean Liner Saved Unfortunate

Large Storm Rocked Light Boat

18 Point 9A $150 18a$175 $325

ADMIRED LARGE BOAT
Rare American Beauties

Magnificent Type Design

12 Point 15 A $130 29a$145 $275

HANDSOME PRINTING MACHINE
Talented Artists Received Ovation

Performers Delight Country Editor

Business $1234567890 Improving

20 A $105 39a$120 $2!

FEMALE SLEUTH CLAIMED REWARD
Notorious Shoplifters Recently Caught

young Lady Displays Unusual Courage

Floor Manager Praised Excellent Work
Advance in Salary Immediately Offered

Police Commissioner Changed System

6 Point 24A$090 48a$110 $200

BEAUTIFUL CREATION PRODUCED WEDNESDAY

Purchased Many American Borders and Ornaments

Hobo Series Become Very Popular Among Printers

Modern Charming Features Preserved Throughout

Showing Contained Many Beautiful Characteristics

Very Unique and Catchy advertising Display Letter

Unwise Speculation SI 234567890 Ruins Foreigners
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Hobo in Practical Display

REDOLENTIUM
NEW SKIN FOOD AND EXQUISITE TOILET PREPARATION FOR THE COMPLEXION

IT POSSESSES A DELIGHTFUL AND LASTING FRAGRANCE THAT
IS REDOLENT OF FLOWERS AND SUNSHINE

Beautifies Dainty Complexions
ADDS SMOOTHNESS TO THE SKIN AND STIMULATES NATURE'S

ACTION IN EVERV WAV. PREPARED FROM THE
MOST EXPENSIVE INGREDIENTS

Smyth's Redolentium Company
Manufactured by J. G. Smyth's Secret Process and Sold by the Leadina Drug Stores throughout the United States

Offices ind Sell ma Houses In every lane City of the World. If not sold by your Druggist order from nearest Office

PARIS LISBON ROME LONDON TORONTO NEW VORK CHICAGO

D

WE CHAIN THE SWEET SCENTED
ODOR OF JUNE'S BLUSHING ROSE

DannnoDnnnn
ALL THE FRAGRANT DELICACY OF
EARTH'S FINEST FLOWER IS NOW
CONDENSED IN MARS & BIKER'S

Soap
A Saponaceous Compound
for the Toilet, unrivalled for

QUALITY
This is a delightfully dainty
requisite (or the luxurious
boudoir. A lasting perfume

DDaQODDDGDD
Mars & Biker

MANUFACTURERS

JACKSON. MICHIGAN

INVALUABLE FOR MANY FINE
USES OF BATHS AND TOILETS

BAY RUM
nonnnDDnnn
A FRAGRANT LIQUID USEFUL
FOR COSMETIC OR MEDICINAL
PURPOSES. IT IS DISTILLED aV

PREPARED IN THE WEST INDIES
FROM THE BAV BERRV LEAVES

oononnnonD

O.K. CHEMICAL CO.
MAIN DISTILLERY. KEV WEST. FLORIDA

"O. K." BAV RUM Is Put UP In

Original Packages



Tabard Series

72 Point 3A$510 4a$360 $860

RESIGNS Monday
60 Point 3 A $440 5a$335 $775

UNIQUE SOUVENIR
Oriental Style Guarded
48 Point 4 A $3 15 7a$310 $625

CONSIDERING REMARKS
Nobleman Predicted Disaster

36 Point 5 A $2 10 9a$225 $435 12 Point 20 A $120 40a$155 $275

EXCUSE PRINTER

Kaleidoscopic Display
24 Point 8A$160 16a$195 $355

JUDICIOUS ADVERTISING

History of Early Development

18 Point 12A $150 25a$175 $325

BEAUTIFUL EASTER CREATIONS

Promises Large Bachelor Contribution

Stylish Millinery Exhibited at Breslau

RAILROAD PRESIDENT EXONERATED

Famous Horseman Rescues Historic Steeds

Decoration of tne Golden Dragon Awarded

Courage Shown in Hazardous Undertaking

Extraordinary $ 1 234567890 Investment

10 Point 22 A $1 15 48a $1 35 $2 50

SHOWING TABARD SERIES IN NINE SIZES

Many Prominent Points Favor Legible Display

Commanding Distinct and Striking Personality

Novelty For Good Attractive Advertising Pays

8 Point 28 A $105 58a $1 20 $2!

AMERICAN TYPE FACES POPULAR WITH PRINTERS

Sold inWeight Fonts at Regular Body Type Prices and Discounts

Uniformity in Character and Design Attractively Demonstrated

Type Fashions For Every Progressive Publisher and Advertiser

Is Appreciated by Connoisseurs of Typographic Embellishment

Inventor and Maker $1234567890 of Stylish Type Creations

These special characters, in all sizes except 8 and 10 Point, are put up with fonts and included in font

prices. Only e o s y Th f are supplied with 8 and 10 Point sizes
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Tabard in Practical Display

PARIS. C,dP,..

ST. LOUIS. CUMU
MILANO,

CHICAGO, JWPrta.
BRUSSELS, CJ Prt.

CAUFORNIA.MW
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Q
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8
8

Porcelain
ROYALCOPENHAGEN

DANISH ART

The recent Ceramic Exhibition of

Porcelains Held by this Company

proved of the greatest interest to

horn? mak?rs, as well as to craft

workers. Our stock comprises a

large and comprehensive coll?c-

tion. Many specimens o| unusual

and artistic merit are Qn view,

including some of the most beau-

tiful designs of the Ceramic Art

The Morgan Potter/ Company
TWO HUNDRED & TWENTY-SEVEN HINSDALE PLACE, CHICAGO, ILL.

<Mnllbi*>r PM Bn.4
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Adtype Series

72 Point 3 A $6 20 4 a $4 00 $10 20

BEND RINGS
The Sanctum
60 Point 3A$505 4a$310 $815

EXPECT MUCH
Rivals Combine
48 Point 3 A $3 85 6 a $3 65 $7 50

ENGINE RUMBLES
Monsters Entertain

42 Point 4 A $3 20 7a$30o $625

HIGHER MONUMENT
Blamed Entertainment

Mischievous Directors
572



Adtype Series

* r .., 4A $245 K$25& $600

NOBLE LECTURES GIVEN
Destroying Advertisement
Modern Rhetorical Printer

5AS200 10$225 $425

SIMPLE CITIZENS REGISTERED
Conventions Disturbed Landlord

Soldiers Marching South Friday
i r, 6 A $180 11 a $170 $350

ORGANIZED HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Fourth Wonderful Marathon Finishes

Individualistic Declamations Inspired

9 A $150 18$175 $326 10 Point IS A $120 3Sa$130 $250

DESIGNERS PROCURED
Modern American Series

Independent Celebration

14 A $160 26a$150 $300

USING GOVERNMENT POLICE
Detective Captures Desperadoes
Expert Safecrackers Organizing
Always Remember Our Borders

Punt 16 A $130 32m $145 $275

PROMINENT COMPOSITOR COMING
Desirable Features Readily

INEVITABLE CONTEST RAGING
Helping Principal Manufacturers

Investigating Honorable Students

Startle Dishonest Chicken Fancier

Purchasing Boston Wire Stitchers

8 Point 20 A $1 00 42 a $1 25 $2 25

LARGEST PICTURES BEING RETOUCHED
Printers Relished Combination Sandwiches

Heavyweight Wrestler Celebrating Victory
Continued Hot Weather Suffocates Stranger

Prosperous Merchants Approached Rapidly

Washington Recommended Great Specialist

Point 24 A $OW 48$110 $200

SHOWING DIGNIFIED ADTYPE CHARACTERISTICS
Distinguished Foreigners Praised American Product

Transcontinental Railroads Beaten by Twenty Bums
Noting Wonderful Transformations In Type Foundry,. . on oneru ransormaons n ype ounry

Hype Operator VisitS Mount ShaSta Complete Printing Office Outfitter Benefited Owners
Handsome Catalogues Published Throughout MonthA.-, r.x r* r%rtA cniar\f\ v^t A.I
Handsome Catalogues Publshe Troughout Month

Arrange $1234567890 Distinctively Burlesque Beauty $lZ34S67890MalthusUn Mogul
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Adtype in Practical Display
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Announcement

HAVING
assumed full control of

Reamer, Stern & Company we take

great pleasure in announcing that

this business will be combined with that

of Bremford & Company and will in the

future be conducted under one manage-
ment as the Bremford 6c Reamer Company,
thus giving to this city one of the largest
and most up-to-date stores in the country

For the convenience of the many customers of both

firms, the building heretofore occupied by Reamer
Stern & Company will be devoted to Dry Goods and the

Bremford building will be used
sale of Household Goods of eve

believe that this combination w
of all concerned. The largest a

complete stocks will be kept in

every facility and convenience

shopping, which has been such
Bremford establishment for so

enterprise and foresight which

general public has been greatly |{i

will seek to uphold the reputat
the assurance that their wants
manner that will leave no room
visit will be appreciated by the

ALL CARS TRANSFER TO OU

BREMFORD S
THE LARGEST DEPARTMENT STORE I
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Adtype Border Linear Border No. 2 Chap-Book Guidon
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Adtype in Practical Display

HINDIMEN
TOY COMPANY

Mechanical

Toys
The name of HINDIMEN is acknowledged
throughout the world of toy manufacturing
as the symbol of perfection. The wide range
of variety in the different types of modern

toys designed and made by this company is

indeed the greatest in the world. The retail

dealer with practical business insight will

promptly recognize and appreciate the rare

profit-making qualities of our goods. There
is the specially designed toy for every age
of the boy or girl, ranging from infancy to

the teens. The mechanical toys turned out

by this company have secured first prizes
in ten different exhibitions of the National

Mechanical Fair. This record is unequalled

MAIN OFFICES AND GENERAL DISTRIBUTING SALES DEPARTMENT LOCATED AT

Blake Street, Richtown, Kansas
BRANCH SELLING HOUSES LOCATED IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES
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Florentine Bold

72 Point 3 A $6 60 4 a $4 55 $11 15

MENTIONED
Earn Money
Honor Kings
60 Point 3 A $6 00 4a$370 $970

SPRING MAIDS
Modern Design
Artist Printers
48 Point 3 A $3 85 6a$380 $766

PERFECT STUDIES
Ship Drifts Rapidly
Handsome Homes
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Florentine Bold

4AS246 8aS2U S6UU

OSPEROUS PRINTERS
Design Handsome Cover
Story Delighted Children

NMni 6AI170 HaSlW 1360

STRUCTURAL BRIDGE DEMOLISHED
Usual Questions Thoroughly Solved
Purchase Beautiful Florentine Bold

Several Prominent Mountain Rivers

8 A $160 17* SI 75 1325

WESTERN PRAIRIE FIRE

Printing Material Shown
Discuss Long Resolution
Reserve Hickory Forest

8 Point 18AJ100 39 a $125 1225

GRAND LECTURE PLEASES DELEGATION
Marvelous Clown Amuses Many Children

Printers Requiring Convenient Materials

Completed Returns of the Late Election

Received Numerous Orders Every Night

Producing Historical Typographic Pacts

Nine Soldiers Lost in Great Snow Storm

Many Startling Reports Claiming frauds

14 A $1 SO 28 a SI 46 12 75

WORKMAN MAKES PIANO STRINGS
Reliable House Painters Demanded
Prominent Soldiers Ordered Home
Many Beautiful Maidens Returned

Largest $1234567590 Purchasers

6 Point 20 A *0 90 43 a SI 10 $2 00

PURCHASER HUNTING MODERN TYPE DESIGNS

Systematic Ideals of Production ( aused Relief

Many Experiences Discussed Thoroughly Here
Beautiful Specimens by Using Florentine Bold

Reconstructing Original Uuc-stions Throughout
( nmpltrtrlv Shattering Candidate's Aspirations
Suggesting Numerous Practical Improvements
Small Wages 4 1 234567SOO Caused Discontent

16 A fl 15 32 ill 36 S260

ADVERTISING SPECIAL BRANDS TODAY
showing Many favorable Results Herein
Handsomer Designs Caused Competition
Ami rican Material Saves Valuable Time

Much Character and Distinction

677

6 on 8 Point 2SAI090 60.S1 10 S200

SEVENTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION Or RELIABLE PAINTINGS

f wrnly Thousand Mrn Mllrd In Ihr < nl Mini Eiplnlon
Rrmrkblr fllrptomnl < plurrd on Ihr Pacific < oaftf

Mr xlt an fiordrr Pttrttllrd by DrUchmrnt of thr valry
< Minpllmrnlarv ftrmrli^ Rrtrlvrd With DnloM Plr!iurr

Dl>i]ti\lr<l rxtighl fried nny Sthr m ^ lo Rrmcln strong
Brullful TourlAl Marlrd lur Hnmr from Europr TrKlv
l-hyxi, *i i ullurt f IM il Advnialr^ NtrrnunuA EirfXIMS
(pilll%l\ .Sriurr Wnrlhlr ** Rllr<t SI.I.K rrrqurntly



Florentine Bold Condensed

120 Point 3AS940 3a$630 $1570

HEARING

Matching
96 Point 3 A $7 75 3 a $4 70 $1245

ENCAMPED
Richardson
72 Point 3 A $6 30 4 a $4 10 $10 40

DISCERNMENT
Remonstrates

578



Florentine hold Condensed

SA$600 4.1330 80

HANDSOME KING

Noted Sculptures
4 A 1350 6*1306 1656

SPRINGTIME POETRY

Copy Elegant Designs
.. I-

- 4A*215 7*$210 $425

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATOR
Greatest Performer Showed
84 Fotat 7 A $1 TO 13 a SI 80 13 60

DELIGHTFUL AMERICANIZED FOREIGNERS
Constant Friction Delays Great Production

12 A II 66 20*1160 $325

MAGNIFICENT PRINTING EXHIBITION GIVES PLEASURE
Remarkable Ingenuity Shown in Artistic Combinations

18AI126 37atl50 1275 8 Point 24 A 11 00 50atl25 S225

*1A IORITY LEADERS CONSIDER QUESTIONS ADMINISTRATORS BECOME ENTHUSIASTIC

IM .niiiiiil ni iiiuiiil Drawings txhibilcd in

rypographkal Journals Becoming Popular *,,,,, S(llu

Florentine ISold i I 234567390 Condensed tonsph uoiisAdvirtiMnu ntsPrmtt din Magazine

20 A II IS 38*flS6 (260 Point 26 A 1090 BO.J110 $200

THE dRA(PPI'l FinUFNTINF I til D (iiNDl \si h TAI rWNiTiie IHOI.SPWSABU rot MOttTM wotn
in, rmuii.itin,| tvMrntc l'i".ln. . .1 In in. .il River MyM< rv

Librarians (ircdtly Inkrcstcd in Coming Author ^""TK^ !T M
tr't

"*
n*".' "r

1

,"""
" n" n

Inxtiiiiinishi <l ViMlnr . Admlrr Our iin .il Imprnvi M

*t w9j Opt'ntd Thtatrt Showing Dramatic Stars ion\crcd nuwrwt*c *i^ i<-.i./.,.m i>, .M ,i n ,i
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The Florentines in Combination

Wood Goods Quality
ELEGANCE IN FINISH
DURABLE IN DETAIL

The Very Finest and Best

Products of the forest go
Into American Furniture

The intrinsic value possessed by every piece

of flirmture handled bv the American Type
rounders Company has l)een demonstrated

wherever they have been installed, ftoth in

space-saving and in labor-saving qualities

the American wood Gixxls are unsurpassed

IEI3 American Furniture Excels

Strathmore Border Holiday Decorator

Descriptio

NEW
Type Designs Is

the name of a book
of select specimens

of artistic job composition

just completed by Walter

Hancock in his shop which
is in West Moxham. It has

over fortv pages contain-

ing ideas in arrangement
of type and ornaments in

practical display. Manv of

them are printed in color

Type
.

In

PRICE THIRTY CENTS EA
SENT POSTPAID ON RECEIPT OP ABOVE IN POSTAGE OR Sll

Versatile Ornaments

580

MEMORY
CULTURE

SYSTEMATIC AND
ORDERLY THINK-
ING TAUGHT BY
CORRESPONDENCE

A MAN IS AS STPONG
AS HIS MIND

Write for Boohlef on

Power of Thought or

Mvsterv of the nirvd

Dr. Arno Obstacles
Chief Instructor

Roxbury

Bulfinch Attractor



The Florentines in Combination

MENU
MORRIS & BALL

HOTEL

3f
-i,. ,iii.ii 1 1 . m.iii

OYSTCRS and CLAMS

K- ^*itv Lltik- \

SOUPS

i hHw-n with W r

ViTmkrlll

RELISHES

risH

-ivi Holliut .M.-oh

tNTRCCS

Mull of .-XK tin ImJi

SweeltircxKl

VCOrTABLCS

Poldlm v

<kcnCom

DESSERTS

i, I'irx

*
1*1

o"d

101

1*
10J*d
*
1*1
IOJod
*.
1*1
IOJod
"'^
1*1
IOJed
*
i*1
IOJed
''^
1*1

IOJod
*
1*1
IOJed
*
1*1
IOJed

IOJed
*

IOJed
*
1*1
IOJod
''*
1*1

uj*
''^
1*1
IOJod
*
1*1
IOJ
ori

IO

1*
IOJod
*
1*1
IOJ*
''*
1*1

IvJod
*.
1*1
IOJ
C>dJ
*
1*1
IOJ
C>l

IOJed

Grand Ball

Letter Carriers

Mutual Benefit

Association, Inc.

RICHHELD HALL
Eighth and Elm Streets

Music rumWuM hii n\o

Ilrii\i1( h On lu\str;i

SEPTEMBER SIXTH
SEVEN O'CLOCK

Tickets - $1.00

JAMES HILL .... President

HllbH MINER . . Vice President

WALTER OTIS . . . Secretary

LEO MIIRKLER . . . Treasurer

1*1

K.I*
1*1

m

*
e

ReM
1*1
e

o
e

6

Rei
B.i_
R|i
B>ie

1*1

1*1
*l
I*
10
01

reM
1*1
e

reft
l*ibe
e

ReM
101

101
<*

Rei
L*ih*

rlti
B.i*

Re<i
Blii~
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Florentine Bold Extra Condensed

120 Point 3 A $9 00 4 a $5 70 $14 70

ENDS GAME

Bolder Pace
96Point 3AS625 4a$405 $1030

TRAIN HOUND

Stronger Mind
72Point 4AS540 5a$38o $925

fRENZIED HUNTEI

Printers Drownin
582



Florentine Bold Extra Condensed

4AW4II 6.1310 17 60

MISINFORMED BANDIT

Bohemian Player Shot
i- r . 5A(340 7(285 (626

CONVICT FOREIGN SOLDIER

Reformers DineThousands
> r. .: 5 A $190 Ida $2 35 (425

YOUNGER INVENTORS CONSIDERING

Desperadoes Elude 5rave Policeman

111 A $1 xn lBa*l Mi $3 fill

PAINTERS EXHIBITING SPLENDID VIEWS Or" SPARTA

Undesirable King Dethroned Without Causing Trouble

12 A (160 26*I75 IS 36

PLUMBER CELEBRATED BIRTHDAY

Enthusiastic Sports Honor Rangers

Zealous Corporal Quickly Advanced

12 Point 22A(12S 4&(150 (276

NMCAL COMEDY PERFORMER PLEASED MANAGERS

Heroic Locomotive Firemen Have Miraculous Escape

Suburban Lady Enjoys Beautiful Ozone at Rockaway

Thousands of Surprised Onlookers Ouietly Dispersed

Noted Scientist 1 1 234567590 Gives Lectures Daily

in Point 26 A (116 60m (136 (260

SPENDTHRIFT APPARENTLY TIRED OF LIVING

Abscondc-r Returns Mysterious Black Packages

Bright Scholar Receives Coveted Bronze Medal

Chiropodist Discovers Greatest Bunion Remedy

Diamonds and Heirlooms Stolen From Guardian

8 Point 26 A (100 55(12S (226

YOlWiER STATESMAN INVESTIGATE 5ANnlM METHODS

fafntlfmi* ( rn ksimn Sr>nxi s rn\u\pt i lin^ Tnvtltr

PniMin VictiBS Mine kr< ni Tktrtky Aidi d Dtltctlvts

SoMiiMbili.vt Eills Fron Ei|kl(ei Story trick MIUMOI

Eiorn Eijoy Tri> to New York tti Prnmisr to tttin

Woi4c Mil Ei4initt Skowi ky Yoii| Atklctk Mirv. I

Ailknrs I nlliiicd il2367igo



Lining Florentine OlcLstyle No. 502

72 Point 3A$505 4a$345 $850

HOriEl? Pigeons
60 Point 3 A $4 15 4 a $2 85 $7 00

Comedians TAINT
48 Point 4 A $3 25 9a$425 $750

WRITERS HYPNOTIZED
Understands Machine
36 Point 5 A $230 10a$270 $500

PRODUCING ORIGINAL FACES

Technical Scholar Graduating
24 Point 7 A $155 14a$195 $350

NOTED EARLS

Southern Major Talks

18 Point 10 A $145 20a$180 $325

ANCHOR CAUSING WRECK
Quaint Characters Inspired

10 Point 20 A $110 40a$140 $250

AMERICAN MATERIAL DEMANDED
Northern Lights Viewed rrom Boat
Hermit Discovers Wonderdil Metals

Magnificent Structures Quickly Built

SPoint 22A$105 44a$125 $230

OBSERVANT CITIZENS REVIEWED BIG PARADE
Silent Partners Objected Strenuously to Game
Wealthy Stockholders Bequeath Largest Sums

Young Inventor Submits Diagram of Invention

12 Point 17 A $120 35a$155 $275

HUNTERS ENJOYED EXCITING HORSE RACE
Ranch Owner Inspects Wildest Branches
Wound Dangerous $ 1 234567590 Animals

584

6 Point 26 A $095 52a$105 $200

VISITOR ENJOYED SPLENDID CALirOUNI/T CLIM/TTE

Desperate Character Demands Fabulous Sums of rioney

four Neat Poster Schemes Pleased Theutrical Hanajior

Hi ciiiuj Lawyer Outwits Prominent Judge at famous Trkil

Influential Citizens Hold $ 1 2.M.W7SW Picnic at Oat? Grove.



Llnlivi llorcntiiu' okLstiilr No..sou in Pmctlail DL



Matthews Series
72 Point 3 A $830 4a$560 $1390

ONE Night
60 Point 3 A $7 40 4 a $5 10 $12 50

Chefs RIDE
48 Point 3 A $4 60 4a$3 10 $770

HURT Serpent
36 Point 3 A $2 50 6a$260 $500

Publication BOUGHT
30 Point 5A $2 20 7a$205 $425 12 Point IB A $140 24a$135 $275

FIND HERMIT
Returns Child
24 Point 5A $155 10a$195 $350

MODEL TINKERS
Explosive Stolen

HUNGRY PRINCE DINES
Printer Reforms Painter
Astronomers Performed
This $1234367890 Won

10 Point 16A $125 26 a $125 $250

LONG ISLAND STEAMSHIP
Revealed Old Hiding Places
Doctor Encouraged Student
Foremost Sea Captain Here

18 Point 8A $1 50 15a $1 75 $3 25 8 Point 22 A $120 30a$105

AUTHORS NOTIFIED
Old Brother Printers

1-1 Point 12A $1 50 18a $1 50 $3 00

AERONAUTS UNDAUNTED
Daring Performer Injured
Talking About Wanderlust

586

JAPANESE SOLDIERS SEEK RELICS

Many Notables Reviewed Fireworks

English Inventors Studying German
Polo Players Attended Picnic Today

6 Point 20A $095 36a$105 $200

CHICAGO SLEUTH CAPTURES Uis< OMM H

I ,, in. i Philadelphian Arraigned Saturday
M.i- Director of the Soakem Savings Bank
Prisoner Charged with Aiding and Abetting

Weakens Under Fire of Old Insanity Expert

Says He Stole $1234367890 to Buy Candy



Matthews in Practical Display

EUD

Auto Chat
ABOUT WHAT IS WHAT AND WHY
THE POLICY Of THE WILDER CAR COMPANY IS HONESTY
IN CONSTRUCTION AND TO MAKE THE BEST CAR THAT CAN
BE PUT ON THE MARKET CONSISTENT WITH I \lll PROMT

HE WILDER has made an enviable reputation
for Itself in the racing world. Invariably has
it outdistanced all cars of equal price: has
made better time and come through in better
condition. Whenever It has been defeated In

a speed contest it has been by cars costing
hundreds of dollars more. In every contest
held the Wilder has shown Itself possessed
of extraordinary motive power, great speed
and endurance, cost considered. It has the

high quality of construction, simplicity and
strength of design that wins. In hill climbs
its record has been just as brilliant; It has
never been defeated: It stands triumphant.

Victory in speed contests means more than mere winning
.1 pi i/ r: it proves endurance; it proves quality. The Wilder
wins because it is right in design and right in construction.
Its motor is extra powerful: every detail of the construction
is in harmony with Its motor. The brakes, the wheels, the
frame, the axles, the bearings, are all built with a surplus
efficiency. Lubricating system is correspondingly efficient

SANE REASONS FOR OUR BIG SUCCESS
I MI u ll ill l( ri \N I IS MINI I AND STRICTLY I r. I 11-11 \ i i . IT MAS
l M in ADVANTAGE BEGOTTEN I HUM PROPER PLANNING. LIGHTING
VENTILATION. LOCATION. "QUALITY PLUS VALUE" IS OUR MOTTO

The Wilder Automobile Co*
Incorporated Slock Compan> under the st.itr of I'-MMH* i v .mi.t Law*

M ,ii M Office and Factory, (New Amsterdam, Pa.



Condensed Matthews

72 Point 3 A $6 15 4 a $3 95 $10 10

PRINT Cleanly
60 Point 3 A $5 40 4a$345 $885

Building DOCKS
48 Point 4A$365 Ba$260 $625

DESIGNS Lighthouse
36 Point 4 A $2 05 8 a $2 20 $4 25

Modern Features PRODUCED
30 Point 6 A $2 05 10 a $1 95 $4 00

SHOWED DIGNITY

Provide Fine Races

12 Point 20 A $1 35 34 a $1 40 $2 75

TRYING CONDENSED MATTHEWS
Great Acrobat Performed on Beach

Prominent Mechanic Badly Injured

Advertise $1234567890 Borders

24 Point 8 A $1 85 12 a $1 65 $3 50 10 Point 22 A $125 38a$125 $250

REFINING CHARACTER

Bought Exquisite Types

RESTRICT PROSPEROUS MERCHANTS

Stenographer Given Bright Red Necktie

Popular American Faces Widely Known

Philanthropist Questions Taking Doctor

18 Point 12 A $1 60 21 a $1 65 $3 25 8 Point 28 A $1 15 45 a $1 10 $2 25

MARVELOUS POINT SYSTEM
Climbed High Mountain Peaks

TREACHEROUS INDIAN CAPTURED IN CALCUTTA

Starving Revolutionists Surrendered Without Notice

Nervy Burglar Overturns Large Safe During Scuffle

Greater Magician Produced Marvelous Performance

14 Point 16 A $1 50 28 a $1 50 $3 00 6 Point 30 A $1 00 52 a $1 00 $2 00

HIRED INDUSTRIOUS COMPOSITOR

Charming Specimens Received Prizes

Discovered Ancient History Thursday

FASTEST PASSENGER TRAIN DITCHED ROUNDING MOUNTAIN

Northern Wheat Harvest Greatly Exceeded Previous Production

Disastrous Tornadoes Overturned Large Haystack Monday Night

Charming Entertainer Became Sick During Swell Social Function

Government Inspectors Thrown Overboard by Cruel Smugglers

Fine Diamond Brought $1234567890 irom Southern America
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Condensed Matthews in Practical Display

vy

e
e

I

:<

Westmont vs. Moxham
THE CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA AND MARYLAND INTER-STATE LEAGUE

The Old Highlanders of Westmonf will pit (heir

skill and strength against the Moxham Indians

of Moxham on the Luna Park Base Ball Grounds

next Saturday afternoon at three o'clock. Wolf

Jordon the celebrated Indian pitcher has signed

up for the season with the Moxham Boys and

will pitch his first game. Young Jordon is said

to be quite a twirler. All local fans are expected
to be there and hurrah for their many favorites

KING MUSIC
CATALOGUE

list ol All New Sheet

Music and Song Hits

Added to Our Shelves

Since January Tenth

KING MUSIC HOUSE
HUM HUM IIIII IIVlHtl

Oi lial ri<

day at Luna Park

BM Hall SiiM No. 2.

;<

B



Lining DeVinne No. 2

72 Point 3 A $7 00 4a$450 $1150

BURN Huts
60 Point 3A $5 60 4a$365 $925

TRIUMPHED
Duped Bandit
54 Point 3 A $5 30 5a$405 $935

FRIEND GONE
Great Diamond
48 Point 4 A $4 60 5a $3 15 $7 75

KNIGHTS FORM
Quickest Burglar
42Point 4A$345 6a$300 $645

PLUMBERS FIGHT
Huckster Condemns

590



4A $2M 7a$2 $6*6

Lining DeVinne No. 2

UNIFORMED DOCTOR
Strangers Remonstrate

BA$206 a3l M2&

GERMAN DAMSEL ELOPES
Enemy Confirmed Statement
Banished Dangerous Cowboy
HP 6AI166 1U$1S5 $350

QUESTIONED SEVERAL BRITONS
Ancient University Honoring: Doctor

Incapacitated Compositor Pensioned

-
I' :

' 9 A (160 18*1176 $328

DISCLOSED NEW FACT
Improved Gothic Designs
Tenor Singer Leaves City

ISA $140 2516II 1300

CHILDREN AMUSING ZEBRA
Now York Delegation Received
Previous Chapter of Late Novel

U Point IK A 1130 Ma $145 $276

I. \NKIikS ELECTING PRESIDENT
Hunters Capture a Thousand Beasts
American Type $1234567890 Designs

19 A II 16 39* $135 1260

\Mi\m PI I L DISCOVERY MADE BY KINGS
u^ Problems Conic licfore Legislative Body

I'-u-x Printer Realizes Value of Good Compositor
Pus-ian Mountain Climber Mas Narrow Escape

591

S Point 21 A $100 43 all 25 12 28

DESTROY PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT
Mineral Water for Indigestion and Malaria

Beautiful Island Situated in Hastern River

Handsomest Characters Shown in Catalog

Superb Display Pleased Fastidious Tailors

Persistent Methods Bringing Much Profit

7 Point 22AI105 4Sa120 $225

CIRCUS FREAKS HOLD THBIR ANNUAL BALL
Ucnerous I'hj sklan licfrk-nd.s Voun;; Designer
Banker Desiring Loan of Bight Hundred Pounds
.Magnificent Stenmer Was Only I'nrtly Insured

Hnndkap Kuce Attended by Many Young Folks

Unique Designs Pleasing Famous Old Architect

Point 22AS096 44$106 $200

AGED FINANCIER DIVES FORTUNE TO PIRATES
(inthamltc* Returned From Joyous Trip to 1-nKlantI

Notable QatherlnK* ItenuntllnK Impartlil Treatment
Ijindicane Painter Fihlhlt* Most Heautiful IMcture

I luiiliiiiL Storlcn Head by Two I 'nlvemlty Students

Profit! \xiireicatlnic J12.U5(.-S'i Somewhere Near

5'-. Point 1A$096 39a$105 $200

DARINO PARACHUTE JUMPER CALMS THRos* ,

Two I >, m -i. .MI-I - Praise Itrave Steamboat Captain
Conrr\atl\e Nrwnpaper Made Startling Oeclaratlon
ForeOHxt Lawyer Review ed Testimony of Secretary
Remarkable Demonstration! by Professional Artist!
Inlormal kecepthm Attracts Twenty Famous People



Lining DeVinne No. 2 in Practical Display

DESIGN
AND TYPE STYLES

New and Original Ideas

In Type Design will give
Printed Matter Distinct

Character, Securing the

Much Desired Emphasis

NEVER
before in the history of

the craft have the printers of

the world had such a complete
and attractive array of beautiful Type
Faces and Advertising Accessories to

use in producing good printing. In both

fashion and finish the American Type
Faces are recognized leaders. Style in

type design has become a great factor

in modern display and in advertising

publicity. It has been the work of the

American Type Founders Company to

meet this demand for pleasing novelty
and originality in types. How well we
have succeeded may be determined by

turning to the many new and forceful

type faces displayed in this book. The

progressive printers will buy liberally
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Lining De Vinne No. 2 in Practical Display

It., I in. -i Mall (IrJrr

Hur In Amrhca

Rice&
Burk

Miles Road
Al SI IN. .MO.

Style Book
IT

IS absolutely necessary for the
man who desires to dress well to

secure a copy of our latest Style
Book which is now ready for free dis-

tribution. This book contains all the
best and most stylish ideas in modern
tailoring and should be well studied

by the man who considers personal-
ity as one of his most valuable assets

EXTRACT OF

Violets
A l.'.irc and Delicate Perfume

\\ ith a Sweet, Lasting

Fragrance

f
J. HI Mason & Co.

Llll Mlsls

KALAMAZOO.OhIO

AreYou
Protected
The subject of insurance is one
that most people think they are

thoroughly familiar with, but

we venture to state that only
the thousands of widows and

orphans who have been helped

by a policy realize the actual

benefit which is derived from
insurance. A ten year endow-
ment policy will protect your
wife and family and beside lay

up a nice little sum to fall back

upon when old age, with all its

vicissitudes, shall come to you

Atlas Insurance Co.
Homes Building: CAMDEN.MICH.

Shall ue send our

Agent to talk

it 0\crV

'

(Vinwr. MWon T..,



Lining DeVinne Condensed No. 2

72 Point 3 A $5 30 4a$365 $895

USED BRICKS
Hunter Sought
60 Point 3 A $4 25 5a$340 $766

POST RECORDS
Demands Report

54 Point 3 A $420 5a$335 $755

HORSE SECURED
Inspiration Lacked
48 Point 3 A $3 15 6a$310 $625

MODEL INSURGENT

Questioned Reproach
594



4AC70 77U 1640

Lining De Vinne Condensed No. 2

NIGHT EDITORS HIRED

Slighted Ladies Retaliate
y r. b . 4AS206 8*1220 M

MECHANIC JUMPED TRAIN
Rubeville Constable Retained
Mai 6AS196 11.K1II $406

HANDSOME DESIGNS PRODUCED
Serious Question Readily Explained

HP 8 A $170 14* $180 S3 50

EMINENT POLITICAL SPEAKER SECURED

Regular Meetings Postponed During Election

i 12 A $150 23*1175 1326

EXPOSED POLITICAL DEALS
Senate RuSh MatterS ThrOUgh

Frequent Extra Sessions Held

i I 16 A $160 80 .$160 $3 10

IANDSOME AMERICAN BEAUTIES
ReLd\ ing Greatest Attention Abroad

Printers Demand Improved Materials

. 21A$12S 40* $160 IS 76

S I K \\iii: PEOPLE CAPTURED MISSIONARY
Refused (ienerwis Offer From Wealthy Printer

Broad Minded $12,14567890 Editors Discussed

10 Point 25 A $115 60* $135 $260

NUMEROUS COUNTY BUILDINGS ERECTED

Serious Trouble Anticipated Throughout City

Philadelphia Investors Secured Large Amount

Dissatisfaction Reported Among Local Firms

Buildings Constructed Under Strict Economy

8 Point 26 A SI 06 52* fl 20 $225

RECORD POSITIVELY SHOWS NEGLECTED DUTY
Town Constables Captured Desperate Highwayman
Country People Greatly Alarmed at Recent Robbery

Many Hams Hunted During the Absence ol Partners

Sheriff With Deputies Arrived at Jayvlllc Wednesday

8 Point 28 A $0 90 68*1110 $200

MARVELOUS PAINTINUS EXHIBITED IN GERMAN GALLERIES

AMricn Crliks Pntannce Collttiloo QraMkK EvcrWItMMl
Oil l'ilntinrb> Papulir Old Mnlcn Hrouibl Eaaramu Prkcm

BaUon Mm Ihirchncd >umcmu I'klumW hilt Vl.lllnf Abrw*
I r fc licama Sxnl \cirh SI2J4M7MO lor iMililloi Pra*Ktt



Lining DC Vinne Extra Condensed No. 2

72 Point 3 A $4 10 5a$340 $760

SHOWING Qualities
60 Point 4 A $3 55 6a$350 $705

Handsome DESIGNERS
54 Point 4 A $3 30 9 a $4 20 $750

FISHERMEN Seined River
48 Point 5 A $2 90 9a$335 $625

Visits Southern CALIFORNIA
42 Point 5 A $2 40 10 a $2 95 $5 35

CONFECTIONER Bought Fountain

36 Point 6 A $2 05 10 a $2 20 $4 25 18 Point 16 A $1 45 31 a $1 80 $3 25

io One MFTHOD POPILAR CONDENSED SERIES
IC5 UIIC IHC 1 IWV

Every Branch of Printing Done

30 Point 9 A $180 16 a $2 20 $400 14 Point 22 A $140 40 a $160 $300

WDFftflNfi FYPIllKIftNK USING SEVERAL ELECTRIC MOTORSW KCCMflU CACUK^lUl^
Oreatest stadium Being Planned Here

Demanding Useful Method Savage Beast Makes Policeman Drop

24 Point 11 A $1 65 20 a $1 85 $3 50 12 Point 25 A $1 20 50 a $1 55 $2
r
i

MAKING BEAUTIFUL SOUVENIR
RORSES RECEIVING FMRCA.E

t Stylish Printers Always Pleasing Customers

FineSt Advertising Letter Observed These $1234567890 Distinct Figures
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Lin in
si
He Vinne Extra Condensed No. 2

DIRECT FKOM THE ORIENT

Rare Curios
r

l liMi to announce to

our many friends and

the public in general

that we have just received a

fine collection of rare curios

and choice antiques which we

ill place on exhibition in our

showrooms next week. This

is one of the best assortments

that has ever been shown in

the wit v
. and we can assure

those who wish to attend that

nothing will be left undone to

make their visit a profitable

as well as an instructive one

Fine

Antiques

Ridgley & Company j
Sixth Street and Eighth Avenue

HYMNS
AND SACRED

CAROLS

*

PRINGLE & SONS

MERTONCITY.MO.

..
-

. Mi il iii i Border Holiday Deeonrtor MtlteM Cn

THE CRITERION DRAWING ROOMS TINDER THE DIRECTION OF THET

Thursday \fternoon and Evening, December 19th ([CRITERION DRAMATIC SOCIETYJ

Mr. John Campbell Tfip I /\Vp Pliiltpr
Will Present the Channimr lllv L/U T C I llllivlWill Present the Charming

Elizabethan Comedv

Assisted by His Own Players

The entire proceeds of the afternoon

performance will be donated for the

maintenance and education of voung

men and women deserving of support

BE BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB5
an



Lining De Vinne Italic No. 2
72Point 3A$810 4a$490 $1300

DRINKING
Hide Canoe
60 Point 3A $6 25 4a$400 $1025

DOGSHUNT
MineralUsed
MPoint 3A$590 4a$405 $995

SEIZE MINES
RejectingKing
48 Point 3A $3 90 6a$385 $776

BRIGHTDIMES
Rivers Measured ,

598



Lining De Vinne Italic No. 2
4A $388 a$3K>

SIGNED PRINTER
Musical Receptions

i
4 A 12 60 7 a $2 60 $5 10

ARTISTIC METHODS
Showing Distinct Italic

: 5A$225 8a$200 $425

FIRES DESTROYLUMBER
Produces Exquisite Features

6 A SI 80 10a$170 $360

STATE CAPITAL BURNS TODAY
Captured Convict Near South Beach

9 A $145 18 a $180 S3 25

NUMEROUS PURSUITS
Display Handsome Plant

Building Modern Houses

12 All 60 21 all 66 $806

FIGURED PROFITS
Unique and Bright Characters
Concerns Considered Reliable

14 A $126 28a$16l> C 75

/ \IMiHTEN HONEST CUSTOMER
^tcrcopticon Views of Boston Harbor

f/t $1234567890 Specimens

10 Point 20 A $1 20 39a $1 30 $260

EXTEND PA TROLLING DISTRICTS
Insures Great Amusement Enterprise
This Remarkable Type for Magazines
American Materials are Saving Labor
Most Popular of all Latest Inventions

8 Point 18 A $110 36 a $115 $225

RAILROAD ROUTE TO PACIFIC OCEAN
California Kesorts Being Much Patronized
11 cslern Exposition Receive Great Praise

Experiments are lielng Thoroughly Tested

Invented Some Practical Horse Shoe .\alls

'. Point 23A$OW 46a$105 $200

KBPHKTEO UAMA(tl\U EARTHQUAKE TUESDA V
Fine*! Mmchlatiy I'tedlnthcAmcrlain Work*hop*
Swxffitul Printer* Kenllie the Worth of Ihl* lt*lk

Flnl Hone Show f^roduced M.int ( 'nlttue H'onrfcri

llflherln* Did Cain tliJ4M7H9O Inlereil Fo



Lining De Vinne Extended IXo. 2
72 Point 3 A $10 95 4 a $6 45 $1740

Hundred
60 Point 3 A $8 55 4 a $5 45 $14 00

FIRMEST
Home

48 Point 3 A $5 70 4a$3i;

A/Vade Roads
42 Point 3 A $4 05 4a$275 $6 I

EIGHT MINES
Delighted Men



Lining De Vinne Extended INo. 2
3A$315 4$206 $620

GRIPS BROKEN
Hand-some Rings
Brightly Polished

4 A $2 48 6$21i> (455

REQUIRES UMPIRE
Designs Ornamental
Mechanics Recruited
Mr f,A$195 8a $170 $365

EXPECTED REDUCTION
Positively Standard Grade
Experienced Public Printer

i 7 A $160 I2a$165 $325 10 Point 13 A $1 15 26 a $135 $250

CUEAIN IMPRIINT
Emphasis Sought
Splendid Qualities

I4P-.M A$14 16* $160 $306

UNLIMITED RAINQE
Beauties Undisputed
Masterfully Designed

UP<nt 10A $126 aim $16(1 $276

BEST ENDORSEMENTS
Attractions

Conservative
Much $12345o78QO Used

601

BOUDINESS REQUIRED
Readability Unsurpassed
Demand Extended Faces
Legible Letter for Display
Clearly IVIost Serviceable

* Point 13 A $100 26* $125 $225

PRINT ADVERTISEMENTS
Adaptable to Various \\ > i- k

Impressing dean Imprints
Readable Sharpness Olven
Surprisingly Oood Qualities

Point 16 A $n 90 31 a $1 10 $2 00

RUROHASED KXTBISDEO fOXTS
I HiiiKM l>ecullr to KxtuiiUetl Typ
OlMplny MurloM IClcjtlvsl>- tttroiiii

Ami-luitM Line Typ tllvo Ru>*ultM
Poruutul Hlm|->M and fi-oportlorw

HoniiMomuMt



Lining' De Vioine Open No, 2

72 Point 3 A $7 00 4 a $4 50 $1160

60 Point

tram M
3 A $5 60 4 a $3 65 $9 26

54 Point 3 A $5 30 5a$405 $936

DUTCH Father
48 Point 4 A $4 60 5a$315 $776

inestSonied KING
42 Point 4A $345 6a$300 $645

PUBLISH Magazine
36 Point 4 A $2 65 7a$260 $525 18 Point 9 A $150 18a$175

Ehrht HEN AMERICAN DDEA
D inspector Promote

30 Point 5 A $2 05 9a$220 $425 14 Point 13 A $140 25a$160 $3

&J

:

HURT KNIGHT
FactoryOpened

BUNDLES RETURNED
Improved Many Designs
Latest Fashion Ridiculed

Triymplhainit Roymannian

24 Point

EL
6 A $165 lla$185 $350 12 Point 15 A $125 30a$150 $2 1

" HANDSOME ROMAN FACI

TTTn n^L ji Prodigal Somi Retiarinis Home
UplnlOllStfCll Flawless $1234567890 Metal

602



Lining De Vinne Italic Outline No. 2
3 A 1810 4a$480 $1800

3A626 4m WOO 11026

1 1- 3AJSSO 4m$406 $996

I Point 3AW 90 6m $3 85 1775

U !'

FOUND
4A$338 6m$320 1656

r 4AS260 7mK50 T> 1(1 18 Point

6AS226 8m200 1425 14 Point

TIMID HYENA

4 l'..r,- A $180 10a$17l) $360

9 A $146 18a$180 $326

12 A SI 50 20* $156 $306

EXT1RA MACHINE

MODEL
ForeignerHuntsFriend
Retire Brainy Foreman
Norwegian Barkantine

12 Point 14 A $125 28a$160 $276

BOUGHT EIGHTY POUNDS
South American Lion Caught
Youngster Improved Method
Typical $1234567890 German



DeVinne Roman
12 Point 16 A $135 32a$140 $275

9A$050

THE TIMES WHEN ADVERTISERS
INSISTED UPON A HEAVY BLACKFACE OR
Gothic in displaying advertisements are

past. The educational forces that are at

work in printing have wrought so well

that there is widespread appreciation in

evidence of the beauty and value of the

refined and $1234567890 neat light faces

10 Point 18 A $120 36 a $130 $250
12 A $050

FOUR YARDS OF CLOTH THAT
ARE NOT UP TO THE STANDARD AUY
be forgiven the merchant if all the

rest are good. The letter-head that

is not properly set offends tomorrow
the same as it did today; it is bound
to irritate the artistic eye as long as

the supply lasts or until it gets upon
the nerves of the man it represents
so much that he discards it forever

BIOGRAPHIES OF ELEVEN PROMINENT JURISTS

FTER all our doubts and our suspicions and speculations on
the subject of government we must return to an important
truth, that when we have formed a constitution upon sound
and free principles, when we have given a proper balance to

the many lines of administration, fixed the representation
upon pure and equal principles, we may with safety furnish
it with all the powers necessary to answer in the most ample
manner the purposes of government. The great desiderata

are a free representation and mutual checks. When these are obtained all our

apprehensions of the extent of powers are unjust and imaginary. One branch
of the legislature is to be elected by the people, by the same people who choose
state representatives. Its members are to hold their office two years and then
return to their constituents. Here the w
they act by their representatives. You s

constituted by your state legislatures, b

place the highest confidence, and formi
branch. Then again you have an execu

by the form of an election which merits MAI/DITT^U Ri * M/~U A r>r\
of this government and in the mode of i

MAY RUTH BLANCHARD
MANICURIST

Delia Robbia Initial

718 RING STREET SPRINGFIELD, CONN.

8 Point 19 A $110 38 a $115 $225
16 A $050

IT WAS A FALLACY IN YEARS GONE BY AND
THE MISTAKEN IDEA IS STILL PREVALENT THAT ANY
man can learn his trade in three or four years. At the

end of that time he is supposed to be a compositor
able to earn the full scale of wages. That should not

be the end of his ambitions. He should keep abreast
of the times, keep on studying, become efficient. The
first effect noticeable will be that he will be retained

while others are laid off at dull times; next perhaps
a substantial increase in salary. Following this may
be advancement to assistant foreman, or foreman, or

a superintendency, or maybe a better paying position

6 Point 24 A $095 48a$105 $200
18 A $050

INDIVIDUALITY IS CHARACTERISTIC OF UN:
NO BUSINESS AMOUNTS TO VERY MUCH WHICH Docs
not show some distinguishing trait that divides it from
all others of its kind. There may be similarity in both

stock and methods: there is also a difference, else it is

a dead enterprise. Perhaps no other business acquires
its special brand of character as quickly as the printing

business. Printers come in contact with the most alert

business men in all walks of life, men who are used

to sizing up others with keen discretion. Then, the

printer's work is constructive ; it reflects his character

or else it is not his work. The product of the presses
is also compelled to run the gauntlet of very careful

scrutiny, because it permanently affects the standing

of each patron. A reputation once established is not so

easily gotten rid of. To change the known and ancient

policy makes enemies SI2J4567800 of many customers

604



DeVinne Roman Slope

IS A f 1 26 31 tl 50 K 75

.'/.>/: \ T ELEGANTSLOPE FACE
lcr* This Beautiful Type Perfect

I / >rtkultiiral Show Starts at Baltimore

tir.unl Entertainments Pleased Critics

H>US Aeroplane King Soars Higher
Iti.^hnrges Old Government Employe

.itcst Defenses Erected at Gibraltar

DesigningMarvelous Buildings Lately
/landsome $1234567890 DistinctFaces

HI Point 17 All 25 Si .11 25 1260

FINED NA TIONAL SALESMEN
Grant Holiday SaturdayA fternoon

(iorgeous Fourth ofJuly Paraders
Muskets Crack and Cannons Roar

Hospital A mbulance Keeps Going
Giant Dynamite Cracker Exploded
Sky Illuminated by Roman Candle
A merican Type Leading the World
Twilight Observations Made Here
Printer Purchased DeVinne Slope
Handsomer Burlesque Performers

THE CORRECT USE OF HARMONIOUS COLORS

OLOR in design carries with it the responsibility of using not

only the right color but the proper amount. As many neat

designs are spoiled by prodigality ofwarm tints as are made
offensive by inharmonious combinations. This being so, it is

a pleasure to call attention to the refined color treatment that

is displayed in a catalog printed for the Stearns Company by
Samuel Brown ofBlakeland, Ohio. This is a handsome book,
the cover and inside of which were printed in two colors from

type furnished by A merican Type Founders Company. The initial offers a new
suggest inn that is adaptable in many ways, consisting as it does ofa half-tone

with* colored initial set in. The headpiece is notable for the restraint exercised
in the use <>f color. The dainty tint effect gives a warmth to the entire catalog

Ifhe color on the attention. Five initials

, hut merely with sufficient prominence
ack letters ofthe design. More fine jobs
anufacturer insisting on the use of this

artistic form and often repelling in all

we would drop a word to manufacturers
ther adorn or deface most of the printedCHARLES HEISER

Proofreader

mlh Thi, COSHOCTON, IOWA
IVIU Rohbm Initial

ISA 1106 37a$12D $2 25

U \uii >O/./>//.A>> /-A-,\CTICi:i) MARCHING
H.i\\ scrs Stvi/rc/y with ^t/uare Knot

m.< \il\ ertiteiH in-ill /JisnppearingAct
i.ir\ I--,/ \\'nrkers on Indian Corn Meal

>nx I 'rinterCro.-ist-d Street u ith I ''naming Bucket
culture Claiming Discovery

ifinv /'I//I//.S/JITS A'VA >'m-nu</i;sA nl Ceremony
.knnu. /(-,/;'(,/ / 'nii:-,t \ rtist in li.iily Morning Paper

'iirnnnicnt /.YK.;;H-S I. u itingat Cleveland
//.i;i >t;itu:irytind Ceramic Ware

n Wo/ \\ /,/r/i for I U. lilt ifill t'ii,,

t- /'/oisi-s Lonesome Visitor

K Point 21 A W 95 $105 $200

POLITICIAN' nruii.1 \TI:D SUFFRAGETTES
Countrymen Interested While Passing Old Houses
Counsels Interview- Defendant Regarding Dtmtge
I'rrtistent Methods Rmurhl l:nnrmous Patmntge
flrdereil American Type Founders Company Faces
Kunninx ///> l-niirc I'-stabtishments Day and Night
The Idlest andMost Popular Ornaments and Border
Advertisers and Job Printers Both Obtain Results
HO-.I Ari.-HtKratii. linlic-. Soi/ir/il Fortunes inParls
Members ofCongress Went Fishing at Cape Henry
I'mitely Ueview Important Historical Happening
Ijirgeit Phonographs Making Instrumental Music
I'rofciMitnjil -\thirtr* \ \tninhtng Circus Owners
Dame \ature Stubbornly (Jiving Way to Progress
Ili-niiii ful Figures tlU4Si>fi<vu A I* ays Print Lovely



Bold Antique
72 Point 3 A $8 25 4 a $5 60 $1386

FRIENDS
Monarchy
60 Point a A $6 25 4 a $3 90 $10 16

HISTORIES
KindMother
48 Point 3A $4 30 5a320 $750

ENRICHMENT
Boldest Soldiers
42 Point 4A$380 5a$260 $640

FIRST CONCERT
Sanctioned Games
Unsound Treasure
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i A -.: . ., H

I Bold Antique

DISTURBS HERMIT
Elephants Frightened
Magnificent Chamber

4 A S205 xa*!> W 25

INVENTORS UNKNOWN
Remodel Suburban House
Quarantine Many Doctors

5 A $166 11* SI 90 $356

NOVELIST PRACTISED IDEA
Knights Banished From Europe
Inducements Offered Promoters
MM 8AS160 15 a SI TO S830 10 Point 14 A SI 20 26aS130 S250

GRECIAN COUNSEL
Rhode Island Scenery
Hilarious Compositor

14 Point 11AS140 23aS160 1300

POLICE CAPTURE FOUR
Historians Desire Building
Spanish Fencer Challenges

BEGUILE CRAFTY THIEF
Noble Americans Examined
Candidates Expect Presents
Army Lieutenant Suspected
Stealthy Tiger Bites Hunter

8 Point 1TAS1 05 3S.S12U *22S

GENUINE RUBY QUIETLY TAKEN
Desert Victims Unknown In Montana
Romantic Adventuress Seeks Friends
Kansas Cyclone Demolishes Building
Beautiful and Eccentric Lady Invited

IS A SI 30 Z6aS14S S2 T6

VIRGINIA JUDGE DEFENDED
Phrenologist Startled Audiences
Generous Woman Loses Fortune

Point 17 A $11 :UaSl 10 CM
GENTLEMAN BURGLAR STOLE PEARL
Arkansas Juntlrr Reprimanded Detectlr*
I inn i;.i in /i-il Troop* Retreat Very Hnf lly

Temporary Structure Quickly Abandoned
Modeot Athlete Coachlnc I n I > rr-.lt > Crew
American Greyhound Won Larxe Amount

>!>< u hit or Given $1234567890 viidiM wondrrrm pront

801



Bold Antique in Practical Display

WillYou
beThere

1*

IB

1*

10
1*1*

ROSEFIELD'S
ROUGH RIDERS

will have a Grand Bucking Bronco Riding
Contest and General Independence Celebration.
Free Busses will leave from Hotel Hobart every
five minutes beginning at 12 o'clock noon for

LoneButteCamp
Tuesday, July the 4th
Everybody is invited. There will be other sports
such as Coyote Chase, Shooting Contest, Lariat

Throwing Exhibition, Races for theWomen and
Children and, last and best, the Great Western
Free for All Roast Beef Barbecue followed im-

mediately by a Wonderful Display of Fireworks

Rough Riders League
Salt Creek Junction, So. Dakota

lfNext
I July
|]_4tli?_

WILL
YOU

RidM

ftKill

R

K
Ri

Kill*

RO

Chap-Book Cut Chap-Book Guidons Inland Border No 2470

Something WISE UP ON ITm TIME
J ^^ A jolly good time is being prepared for every |

jOOl SOOl man' woman and chlld ln Wav Station and the

surrounding country. This event is intended to
^"^~^"^~"*"~~ ~

bring together old acquaintances and to make |

new ones and for all to join in and make next I
j

man, woman and child in Way Station and the

surrounding country. This event is intended to

bring together old acquaintances and to make
new ones and for all to join in and make next

July4th
doubly memorable. A committee has secured
some of the most amusing attractions of Bill's

Big Buffalo Show. Races, games and contests.

Many other interesting and attractive features.

Chap-Book Cut Swastika Bord



Bold Antique in Practical Display

SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT
THE greatest economic problems of the present day can

be solved by scientific management. In every factory and
shop where the output Is more or less dependent on human
activity and Influence, the real value of management can be
at once appreciated. This subject has been fully covered In
Ransom Sprocket! McBrlde's great masterpiece of business
literature, "The Factories." Every phase of this subject has
been fully developed by an expert factory man and business
promoter. In addition to work-room economics the volume
contains several very Interesting and valuable chapters on
commercial law and legal Information concerning the labor

A New Name for the New House
Oar Patrons are requested to take note of the slight chance

In the flrnt name as printed below. The senior

partner having retired, the flrm
will hereafter be called

THE BEN JOHNSON PUBLISHING HOUSE

]
< -

. . i
,

TOURS
THROUGH THE ORIENT

AND ITALY

r

609



Bold Antique Condensed

72 Point 3 A $7 35 4 a $4 65 $12 IKl

EXTENDING
Merchandise
60 Point 3 A $5 75 5 a $4 2(1 $9 95

TYPOGRAPHY
Quaint Building
48 Point 4 A $4 05 6 a $3 45 $7 50

EARNEST CRITICS
BurglarsRepenting
42 Point 4 A $3 10 8 a $3 30 $6 40

UNINJURED MENTOR
Considering Freshman
Treasurer Satisfactory



Bold Antique Condensed

f>A$260 9a$2CO $&00

STRUCTIVE READINGS
PhilosophersTransformed

Unsophisticated Bostonian
6 A $2 OS 10m 12 20 $425

COMPOSITION SAFEGUARDED
Thoughtful Musicians Enthusing
Nonsensical Statement Resented

6A$1 70 12a$l 85 $3 65

LINGUIST INTRODUCES NOVEL GAME
Highwaymen Show Wonderful Strength

Important Document Received Monday

ii 10 A SI 60 18a$165 $325 10 Point 18 A $115 36.1135 $250

KINETOSCOPE PLEASED
Tremendous Jovial Crowd
Comedy Dismal Otherwise

14 A $140 29 $160 $800

ZEALOUS GENERAL RETIRING
Compliment Sensational Athlete

Restricting Academy Graduates

II M IK A $1 .Hi 32a$l 4S $275

BEAUTIFUL CHARACTERS POPULAR
Discriminating Printers Remove Donbt
Gentleman Tourist Seeking Recreation

Unprecedented $1234567890 Values

REPORTS TERRIBLE DISASTER
Medical Fraternity Regrets Trials

Exemplary Pupil Advises Brother
Farmers Organizing Associations

Congested Thoroughfare Doomed

8 Point 20 A $100 42* $125 $22.1

IMPRESSIVE SPEAKER DEFENDS YOUTH
Beautiful Scenery Attracting Gay Travelers
Undefeated Athletes Received Neat Trophy
English Writer Censures Popular Musician
Stevedore Rescues Comely Gotham Actress

Point 22 A $0 90 46* $110 $2(10

HOSTILE REVOLUTIONISTS ACCEPT PROMISES
Reprenenlatlve Delegation Honor Former Adviaer

Pioneer Mannfarturer Complimenting MagUlrate
Government Lawyer Revlewn MyMertoDs Charges
Sncce*ftful Printers Appreciate Good T>pe Deniga
ChararteriXIr* ol r'amom Martyr* Ju( Published

Humiliated Detective U234S67H9O Inform* Police

611



Bold Antique Condensed in Display

I

Skilled
Men

ARE IN DEMANDAND
HAVE NO TROUBLE
IN SECURING GOOD-
PAYING POSITIONS
IN ANY SECTION OF
THE UNITED STATES

Our courses in mechanics have
been the means of paving the

way for many poorly-paid men,
both old and young, to secure

good positions in all parts of

the country. If you are not sat-

isfied with your position, and
have no objection to spending a
few nights each week studying
our course, we can help you to

double your salary. It makes no
difference whether or not you
have had any previous experi-

ence in the studies you desire

to take up, our lessons are so

easy to understand, and at the

same time so instructive, that

it is really a pleasure to study
PARTICULARS them. Now is the time to start

WRITE FOR
BOOKLET
GIVING FULL

Atlas Correspondence
d/ll rtrtl

10 Oak Street, DETROIT, Mich.

HAROLD M. BRANKTOM, President

Industrial Ornaments Chap-Book Gutdo

612



Bold Antique Condensed in Display

Bramdock
Institute of Music
NORTH HUDSON BOULEVARD, HARRISTOWN, PENN.

THIRTY-SEVENTH SUCCESSFUL YEAR

Instruction

in the Higher Classes

of Music

The Science

and Principles of Harmony and

Musical Composition

PROFESSORS FROM
GREAT AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN

UNIVERSITIES



Strathmore Oldstyle

72 Point 3 A $7 70 4 a $4 50 $122(1 :

PRINT Shop
60Point 3A$630 5a$425 $1055

EXTINGUISH
NinetyBurglars
54Point 3A$475 6a$400 $875

REBOUNDING
ContraryPilgrims
48 Point 3 A $3 80 7a$370 $760

ENCOURAGING
Measure Electricity
42 Point 4 A $3 40 7 a $2 85 $6 25

MACHINE RUINED
Disturbed Compositor



4 A *>> 1-aCi-WI $500

Strathmore Oldstyle

FORMER MECHANICS
Grocer Distributes Biscuits

Found Muscular Harlemite
6AS220 101*226 $445

BANKERS HOME BURNING
Congratulates College President

Discharged Impudent Carpenter
6 A $186 11 a (166 $360

DOCTORS CONDEMN DRINKING
Students Disconcerted Cranky Teacher

Desperate Desmond Forgets Rosamond

;- r. 9 A $160 IXaSl 75 $335 10 Point 18AI126 36a130 1266

FIREMAN PROMOTED
Graduate Returns Diploma
Champion Billiard Players

13 A $1 55 25a$l 45 K 00

BROKER SURPRISES LADIES
Xine Minutes From Herald Square
Treats Senators From Indianapolis

Building Inspector Loses Situation

DESIGNED AMERICAN SERIES
Handsome Singer Pleases Audience
Determination AlwaysWins Success

Merchandise Stolen From Foreigner
Clever Monkey Amuses Vast Throng

8 Point 24 A 1116 46alllO $225

CHAMPION HURDLE RACER COMPETES
Received Ninetieth Prize at Colorado Exhibition

International Running Championship Thursday
Entertain Compositors Financially Embarrassed

Insignificant Mechanics Approached Alderman
Prisoner Escaped Without Unnecessary Trouble

i.. A -i i.i .j.. ; I'oint 24 All ID 511 a $100 $200

GIRL DANCER CAUSED TROUBLE
Ki nred Printer Becomes School Teacher
Educated Irishmen Holding Conventions
Discovered $1234567890 Behind Stairs

BACHELOR REFUSES PRESENTS FROM FEMALES
Immeme Guttering Wiineued Daring Acrobatic Performer

Comnclon Started Negotiation! for Million Dollar Subway
Inferior Mitrrini Marhim* Continue to Worry Compoaiton
Policeman Prommadini Broadway Recofnina Abaconder
Bank Caihien Shortage Amounted to Nine Hundred Dollan

Children Enioying $ 1 234567890 Bathing at Midland Beach
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Strathmore Oldstyle in Practical Display

Home Welcome for

all Maine Tourists at

KUIR'S
OLD HAMPTON ROAD

INN
Special Attention Always Given

Automobile Parties and Campers
Who Desire all the Comforts of

a Good Country Inn Like Kuir's

616



iihmore Oldstyle in Practical Display

Strathmore

Oldstyle

PLAIN, direct type,
with an individual-

ity which makes it

attractive for fine

printing as well as
for varied forms of

open display work
and modem advertising publicity.

ularly appropriate for artistic.

.iMcements and places where
type designs are desirable

>rrtn rn\r i-coMi-DM n IN IHH
vi in

The Strathmore Oldstyle

AMERICAN
TYPE FOUNDERS CO.

vfHMORfc OLHSTYLE

SILVER WARES
I OK I HE HOME

1 lu-rr is nothing > im h to

lo make "The Home Beau-

titul" as artistic Silver Ware.

It reflect! very good taste and

brightens the atmosphere of

every room in which it may
be placed. Distinctivenen in

design and elegance in ap-

pearance are the character-

istics of our large stock. The
choicest and best are hnr

HANCOCK &, GORDON
\\ \SHIMUON. PA.

6NTS FOR TMr- FAMOUS OHIO GOLDEN GRAIN H ol'R

R. H. PERKINS &, COMPANY
\\ HOLESALE GROCERS

Billed by

I n\\ -ARI-) CIMMINGS X N >

Fancy Stationery

THIS
company now carries the largest and most

exclusive line of writing papers in the state of

Ohio. All stock is selected with special reference
to salability. Our facilities for production at a very
low cost are unequalled. \\ rue for samples .-at? ae

HI \l)l RS()\ PAPER COMPANY . LORA1N, OHIO
j
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Gushing Antique

72 Point 3 A $6 45 4 a $4 30 $10 75

MINERS DIE
Smoke House
60 Point 3 A $5 35 5 a $4 05 $9 40

BEST HUNTER
Heading Desired
48 Point 4 A $3 95 7 a $3 55 $7 50

HERDERS FRISKY
Require Nifty Prints

j 35 $640
I

FOUND NEW THINGS
Using Gushing Antique
Shortened Canal Routes

4 A $3 05 9 a $3 35
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Gushing Antique

. I :
SA K6<> 9a$20 $610

KEPT FORMER PRINTER
Prominent Designer Sought
. I : 5 A 12 10 10m 15 14 25

SHOWED BEAUTIFUL ENGINE
Building Disadvantages Overcome

Signify Wonderful Characteristics

7 A $180 13 a SI 76 1356

PROSPEROUS MODERN REMINDERS
Requiring Every Important Consideration

Cold Weather Prediction Scared Aeronaut

10 A tl$S 20m $160 $325 10 Point

COURT ORDERS CEASED
Faces Original Charge Daily
Youthful Elopers Serenaded

18 A $1 20 38 $135 $255

SUNSHINE FOLLOWED TEMPEST
Printing Made a Pleasure Nowadays
Wrestler Failed to Perform Tuesday
Perfect Workmanship Very Scarce

Showing Natural Grace and Beauty

U A II 40 28* $160 $300

MUSIC ENTERTAINS PAUPER
Snowstorm Blocks Railroad Train

Reliable Guides Found Fresh Meat
Their Handsomest Souvenir Given

:. I- IS A $135 32. $1 4(1 $275

FOREIGN HOUSE OBSCURED SCENES
Adventurous Explorer Returns Disgusted
Procure Lining Type Faces for Real Profit

Largest Factories $1234567890 Gaining

619

8 Point 22AS1U5 44a$120 $225

COUNTRYMEN INTERESTED SPECTATORS

Fighting Council Thwarts Large Indian Brave

Prosperous Countries Encouraging Expansion
Liberal Education Resulting Very Satisfactory

Protecting Every American Interest Promptly

Startling Experiences Relating to War Stories

A Point 24 A $090 48a$l 10 $200

RENOVATE AUDITORIUM IN CAREFUL MANNER
Patron. Rented Open Chain Every Saturday Evening
Ancient Tomba Unearthed in Ecypt and Nile Country
Gibraltar Containa Heavy Fortification* on Lofty Rock
French Soldier. Saluted Forrirn Nary With Ten Gun.
Agricultural Movement on Proaperoua Idaho Ranchea
Lar.t Government. $ 1 234567890 are Loainc Many



Gushing Antique in Practical Display

THE SEVEN-HOUR WHITE TRAIN

MODERNLY EQUIPPED FAST TRAIN
FOR THE BUSINESS MEN, BETWEEN

Poughtown
and Lynn

OVER W. & M. NEWLY BUILT TRACK

V

To ensure better business relations,

more speedy connections between

these two charming cities, and for

greater convenience and safety of

the traveling public, we have just

inaugurated a new express service

FOR INFORMATION APPLY TO

FRANCIS S. MUNDSELL
GENERAL AGENT

SHERIDAN BUILDING, POUGHTOWN

Versatile i >

BETON
HOUSE
LONESHORE,R.I.
JAMES M. BETON, Proprietor

CHARLES DUREIN, Manager

HY seek other

climes and en-

dure the many
great disadvantages
of foreign languages
and conditions that

youmust necessarily

come in contact with,
when you can enjoy
all the pleasures that

are found in life, and

the most entrancing

scenery that nature

has bestowed, at the

Beton House? Being
located amid health-

givingpine-cladhills
and close to the river

and lake it affords all

the advantages that

one seeking rest and

recreation could ask

for, and at low rates

620
Cant Squ;irf8 l)parttn



Gushing Antique in Practical Display

BORDERS

MANY
new and original ideas in combination

borders appear for the first time in this book.

They constitute a distinct and unique inno-

vation in border designs. The various characters are

so designed that they may be used in combination

or individually as the compositor's best judgment may
dictate. For department store advertising and news-

paper publicity they should prove most valuable and

attractive. The Celebration Border used on this page
will surely afford opportunity for the most tasteful

and artistic display. These new borders have a wide

range of usefulness and may be used to embellish

printing of a most varied character. In appropriate-

ness and in elegance of design they are unsurpassed

These new and original border

designs are cast in type molds

accurately to the point system

AmericanType Founders Co.
ORIGINATOR AND DESIGNER OF USEFUL BORDERS. TYPES AND ORNAMENTS

AMERICAN TYPE DESIGNS ARE MOST POPULAR

621



Lining Central Antique No. 2
54 Point

RUN
3 A $6 25 4 a $3 80 $10 05

lent
48 Point 3 A $4 75 4 a $2 75 $7 50

Heard CHIM H

42 Point 3A$340 6a$320 $660

DESIGN Engines
36 Point 4 A $2 90 6a$240 $530

Purchasers REMIND
30 Point 4 A $2 10 8 a $2 15 $4 25

THIMBLE Manufacturing
24 Point 5 A $160 11 a $190 $350

MENTION HISTORICAL NOTE
Shows Physical Culture Student

18 Point 8 A $1 65 15 a $1 65 $3 30

CYLINDERS NOISY
Men Require Solitude

14 Point 11 A $1 45 21 a $1 55 $3 00

CATCH STRONG KNIGHT
Build Modern Opera House
Soldiers Return From India

10 Point 18A$120 36a$130 $250

CHAPERON BEAUTIFUL GIRLS
Mails Descriptive Pamphlets Free

Owners Sold Many Timber Tracts

8 Point 18 A $105 37 a $120 $225

PIGEON CAPTURED IN MIDOCEAN
Foundation Laid for Modern Dwelling
Principal Port Visited on World Cruise

Horse Raising Opens Field for Printers

Declare First Dividend on Every Share

12 Point 14 A $1 30 28 a $1 45 $2 75 6 Point

TRAINED SEALIONS ESCAPED
Broke Marvelous Pitcher Sunday
Distinct $1234567890 Modern Set

622

20 A $0 95 40 a $1 05 $2 00

SILENT NIGHT BIRDS RESTED FREQUENTLY
Ocean Bathing Strengthens and Develops People
Honorable Method Used In Obtaining the Money
Reader Spent Considerable Time in South Africa
Six Masted Ship $1234567890 Lost Anchor Chain



Lining Central Antique No. 2 in Display

*B
'''

POET KINGS
A SELECTED LIBRARY OP POETRY

y

N ORDER to meet the long felt

desire for a complete collection

of high-class poetry at medium
price, the publishers undertook
the great task and now offer to

the reading public the result. "Poet Kings"
is issued in separate volume form, each of

which contains the complete works of one
or more great poets, translated into English.
Nearly every known country, from classic

to modern, tells us, through the medium of

one of her most gifted sons, of the pleasures
and woes that surrounded the lives of its

people. Therefore has this edition not only
educative value, but has immense historic

worth as well. It will prove a mine of art

and wisdom to students, and a revelation
to all the lovers of thought in rhyme forms.
Nine volumes, leather bound, gilt stamped
letters. Sold either separate or collectively.

Leading dealers act as our representatives

Price for the entire edition, postpaid. $26.00

Single volumes. $3.00 each, postage 14o extra

BRESIGER, PUBLISHER
TENTH AVENUE AND SIXTH STREET. YONKERS

H-

j

%&



Lining Antique No. 525

42 Point 3 A $4 10 4 a $2 40

MINERInsured
36 Point 3 A $265 6a$245 So In

BIRDS FIND NEST
Kind Ladies Report
30 Point 4 A $2 15 8a$2 ID $425

RIGHT SOUND BANKS
Introduced Mining Stock
24 Point 6 A $1 80 12 a $1 80 $3 6(1

MATE RESCUED SINKING MAN
Dreadful Mine Explosion Described

18 Point 8 A $150 17a$175 $325

REPORTS CONFLICT
Made Particular Brand
Familiar Faces Present

12 Point 14 A $125 30a$150 $275

HONEST SALESMEN COMBINE
Rich Americans Entertained Lord
Explains Ancient Historical Event
Some Bet $1234567890 Big Stack

10 Point 16 A $120 35a$130 $250

MERCHANTS ERECT MANY EDIFICES
Numerous Ancient Residences Destroyed
Society People Invading Southern Resort
Inside Decorations Pronounced Beautiful

9 Point 20A$115 40a$135 $250

FIRM SECURED GENEROUS CONTRACTS
Construction Parties Arrange Practical Work
Builder Refused Special Inducements Offered

Important Discovery Made During Argument
624

8 Point 18 A $110 38 a $115 $225

DEMANDS REFUSED POLITICIANS
City Fathers Asked Important Point

Eminent Lawyer Retained by Banker

Prominent Societies Organized Band

Grand ReceptionGivenHaughty Duke

TPoint 24A$100 48a$125 $225

BANKERS USED VERY CURIOUS METHOD
Funds Vanished Quickly From Ironclad Bank

Depositors Arrange for Immediate Statement
Sound Institution Advanced Necessary Fund
Farmer Spends Large Fortune During March

Grand Charity Entertainment Given Recently

6 Point 20 A $095 40a$110

PROMINENT CITI-ZENSRETURNED SOUTH
SummerVacations GrantedYoung Musicians

Money Promptly Advanced Business Project

High Mountain Climbing: Expert Found Dead
American Faces Always Command Attention

Runaway Boy $1234567890 Received Cash

5V2 Point 22 A $090 40 a $110

REMARKABLE DISCOVERIES CAUSED CONFUSION
Scientific Research Explains Some Difficult Problems

Merchants Received Important Letters From Abroad

United States Government Erected New Department
Great Enthusiastic Meetings Held During Campaign

Newspaper Managers Expect Very Pleasing Results



Lining Antique Nos. 524 and 526

H !

' A$1 80 11 $170 $350

HANDSOME JOBS PRINTED
Magazine Contributors Delighted

7A$166 14*1180 tSSS

JUST COMPLETING BIOGRAPHIES
Astronomers Questioned Philanthropist

9 A II 66 18 a $160 $328

COUPLE UNITED THROUGH NEWSPAPER
Unquestionably Superior American Type Faces

14 A $126 29a$l fiO $275 >; p. .mi 20 A $100 44 a $100 $200

TR AT^rrJ-TTT? FiTPT TH-TTT^ AHTOT? DEMONSTHATINO NEW HAIR TONICSKAIM LrJLli U J!jJ_ilLrl 1 O A\u 1 Uil
youn|t 81eutha Overtakin(t D^ng Crackgmen

Ol(lCSt SllblirbailiteS Defied Police OteanUo Beneflt in Aid of Injured Boatonian
-_-__._ /-!- r-/-i-v T- *. 84x Incomparable Bargains Offered to Ladies

RCCeiVed $1234567890 POSltlOnS Tremendou. Crowd. $12345e7800 Gathering

. 1-. .. 16A$1 15 3Sa$135 $250

STRONG KNIGHT BUYS GOLD RINGS
Handsome Original Design Came Today
Useful and Distinct American Job Letter

18A $110 38a$l 15 $225

STEAMSHIP CAPTAIN RESCUED ACROBAT
Beautiful Display Page Designed by Compositor
Young Architect Won Coveted Golden Medallion

Son 6 Point 24 A $090 60a$l 10 $200

REFORMED BURGLARS SEEKING EMPLOYMENT
Magistrate Questions Fourteen Beautiful Young Ladle*

Sculptor Exhibit* Beautiful Works Before Six Hundred
New Haven Salesman Retiring From Business Concern
Humane Society Received Congratulations From Many

5 Point

LINING ANTIQUE NO. 2

22 A $095 42a$106 $200

SOLDIERS RETURNED HOME FROM TEOPICAL COONTRIEB
German Enters University After Tedious Preparatory Conrss

Journalist Makes Eloquent Speech at Tenth Annual Banquet

Lining Ionic No. 522
: ! 9 A $160 16a$165 $325

DETERMINED STUDENTS MENTIONED
Enthusiastic Members Receive Testimonials
UIV.nl 14A$120 28a$155 $275

STRENUOUS PHYSICAL EXERCISES BECOME POPULAR
European Acrobats Perform $1234567890 Gymnastic Stunts

10 Point 16 A $115 S4a$135 $250

PROCURING ENCHANTED MANSION
Remarkable Building Lately Constructed
Benevolent Institutions Securing Control

'' 18A $106 Ma $120 $228

PERSONAL QUESTIONS WISELY ANSWERED
Bright Maiden* Entertain Brilliant Editorial Writer

Interesting Report Submitted by Charming Female*

626

(Point 18A$095 42$105 $200

RESTRICT FARMERS AND MERCHANTS
Comely Singer Befriended Former Playwright
Enterprising Member Detained for Nine Daya
Parisian Artist $1234607890 Wins Hundred

I pln( 17A$100 40a$110 $210

MANY EXTRAORDINARY PROBLEMS SOLVED
Excursionist* Having Glorious Times) at Nw Reort
Foremost Publishers Returning From European Trip
Armed Bandit* Surprise Brave Locomotive Fireman



Miehle Extra Condensed

120 Point :; A si; in la SI Ui

96 Point 3 A K SO 4 a *4 40

84 Point 3 A $4 4(1 5a$41l>

72 Point 4 A $4 25 6 a $4 1(1 $835

Demonstrators EXA
60 Point 4 A $86(1 6 a $3 35 $696

48 Point

L

5 A $280 10 a $350 $63(1

626



Hietilc Extra Condensed

A$24 $62fi

KNIGHTS TENDERED RECEPTION

Brave

BA RI5 11.22<I $435

Mechanical Achievements Viewed

-
'. 8 All HO 16 a$230 $4 10

EXTRAORDINARY CHRYSANTHEMUMS IMPORTED FROM EUROPE

Rosebushes Mingling With Sweet Orange Blossoms

HA SI 60 21 a $180 ft fill

GYMNASTIC PERFORMANCES INTRODUCED AND ENCOURAGED

Strenuous Exercises for Developing Muscles Recently Advocated by Professors

IK A II 45 :*! Mil $826 In Point X A 1 1(1 M a tl 411 K :*>

NUHEROUS INSPIRING MANUSCRIPTS UNEARTHED

Historical Documents Bearing Upon (lie Benevolent

Nature and Brilliant Intellect of Benjamin Franklin

a A $135 43$16& $3 ON

INTELLIGENT SCHEMES CONCEIVED AND QUIETLY PROMOTED

Stupendous Profit Making Concerns Inaugurating Progressive

Methods Among Their Foreign and Domestic Trading Houses

INDIVIDUAL tflURI MEANS GREAT ALERTNESS AND FORCE

Ambition is the world- moving lever that achieves. Numerous

men whose ambition is not awake to life's opportunities fall

far short of the possibilities which their powers encompass

and consequently their remuneration is never very satisfactory

-Point 33 A $100 63 $125 $2 28

NUNIFKf HI NArUUl WOdOf Its f NHJUKI Tltf PKlUHSQUf HUDSON

NMfcrt M He MM it Hen i MR ktttM wtu nip On i Jtmq
* He ptctrapc MMmm tm mtaaan tlmgi i me?
if pace, tni tcMi He (Ntstw < >on i( Mtk. Tkimttnif

A $126 W$l SO $Z7S 6 Point 34 A $090 KH1 10 $200

PKTURfSOUF DESCRIPIION OF A RECENTLY CONSTRUCTED MANSION

tun* DmntiNS Utn He Reception Rooms and Beautiful White

Km Statics Eitct He Awract of the Sloping Lawn Which is

Frcpcrtr He SOK if {1234567890 Delightful Hidsiunmer Banquets

ruciut uniMacmeMNWTWK HUM mn
Ml I Nnw to Ma Ml

tmmttitt wnaoMi. Be my feaMM x M mama
Iwm u i mot 1 1B6I7M toMR <
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Miehle Extra Condensed and Century Oldstyle in Practical Display

A Story of the Pluck and Perseverance of John

Dawnson in His Great Search Through Russia

This new book is one that will please
the most casual reader. One scene in

particular that will not be forgotten is

the description in the chapter relating
to the poor,patient,betrayedJane,who
is on her way to the church in a very
penitent mood, and is followed by the

womenfolk of the village who abuse
her with every vile insult that they
can think of. The end of this romance

depicts the takingofJane's persecuted
child to be a helper on the boat of his

long lost father and the reconciliation

The great search of John Dawnson is

finally rewarded when he personally
locates his foster-sisters and matters
are then very successfully readjusted

Written and Illustrated by the Great and Highly Esteemed Revolutionary War Hero

Horace Driamford

Richard Mandcrson Book Publishing Company
Comer South Madison Avenue and North Humboldt Street. San Francisco, California

MADE IN ONE SI2E ONLY 26X38

FOR INFORMATION AND PRICE LIST
SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET

Better your facilities by the

installation of a Brower and

you will produce a handsome

paper, thereby increasing the

subscription list and helping

you in securing advertising

patronage, while at the same
time placing you in a position
to do first class pamphlet or

book work, including county

printing, which will in many
cases keep you busy during
the usual dull summerseason

American Type Founders

General Selling Agent

ORDER FROM NEAREST HOUSE

Hapeood Florets

Week Ending

1



Mictile Extra Condensed in Practical Display

RIAD OVtR CAREFULLY FOB

ERRORS; "OK" AND R! TURN

10 us TOGETHER win THE

ORIGINAL Cm AND PM*

Jordan Press

1 7 HART ST., AKRON, 0.

STITCHER

A Stitcher that is as much different from and as

much better than any other Stitcher as the modern

printing press is trom the Ben Franklin hand press

Mercantile Border Versatile Ornament

r & Price Gordons
OVER 40,000 OP THESE PRESSES HAVE BEEN MANUFACTURED AND SOLD IN TWENTY YEARS

IKHPMM.IMOMCRT

H. EMERSON &
Ink, Commercial and Society

to not ArttfitPitti if my description THAI AI1RAC1S CUS10MEBS

Cm Grcawicn Square and Hickock Street, Blairstown, Maine

^

tre** NC nkr MM. If fcstet hn extra dases Urn cast rollers will be rurnished instead of one roller i



MIEHtE EXTRA CONDENSED TITLE

96 Point 4A$556

84 Point 5 A $5 25

72 Point 5 A $5 60

60 Point 5A$420

630



MIEHLE EXTRA CONDENSED TITLE

7 A 7&

MAN PRODUCT EXCELLENT

INTERESTING STORIES RELATED
10 A $2 h.'.

DISTRIBUTE HANDSOME EASTER PRESENTS

SMALL MONEY CONTRIBUTIONS WELCOMED
ii A en

REHARKABLE SHOWING SPECIAL HOLIDAY PRESENTS

JEWELRY STOCK DESIRABLE IMPORTATION

AVID 12 Point 35 A SI HI

EMHdKES REPORTED COMING

MANY NEW BUILDINGS DESTROYED

PROSPEROUS TOURISTS TRAVEL WITH COMFORT

ENGAGED COUPLE ELOPING MEET STORMY SEAS

ANGRY PARENTS SEEK LOST CHILD EVERYWHERE

PRODIGAL DESIRES $1234567890 FATTED CALF

111 Point 40 A tl 40

!'
-

. \ .''

ANCIENT SCIENTIFIC MINERAL DISCOVERIES

EXPLORATION AMALGAMATED ASSOCIATION

NUMEROUS DARING ADVENTURERS HONORED

83 A SI 75

NUBIAN BURLESQUERS REHEARSING NEW BURLETTA

SCENIC PRODUCTION REVOLUTIONIZES STAGECRAET

SUNBEAMS DETERIORATE WONDERFUL PEREORMANCE

ENCOURAGEMENT GALORE TENDERED BRAVE HEROES

OUR PRESENT METHOD Of SELLING WEIGHT FONTS OF

JOB TYPE AT OUR BODY TYPE PRICES AND DISCOUNTS

GIVES THE UP-TO-DATE PRINTER AN OPPORTUNITY TO

STOCK UP HIS COMPOSING ROOM WITH MODERN TYPE

H Point 46AI125

NEW AND S1YIISH FASHIONS IN IVPf AND BORDER DESIGNS

ARt VERY tSSINIIAI FUTURES IN SMARI PRINTING AND AS

AMfRICAN TYPE IS NOTED FOR THESE VERY POINTS IT IS NOT

NECESSARY THAT WE ADVANCE ARGUMENT MORE CONVINCING

. I-.,,. > GO A fll>

mnmtMMI MJUUUI u imu nw CK MMai
iwu imuua \m CMNIII H w ran aiiBunt IUIMI

raamM MOMl MMHIK I! A1S It ! Mil fMM tlMini

INUMf CMMKSinttiHNMMISMIT



MIEHLE EXTRA CONDENSED TITLE IN PRACTICAL DISPLAY

NEY

:RA

JSE
EAST HERMIS BOULEVARD
TELEPHONES 3256-3257 STUWESANT

SEVENTEEN WEEKS
MATINEE ON SATURDAY ONLY

BEGINNING

FRIDAY FEB.23
U111UI 111U11II

MESSRS. KETCHUM&SHOWUM

BEG TO ANNOUNCE THE

ENGAGEMENT Of

"THE BELLE"

IN THE STUPENDOUS

STAR CAST REVIVAL

OF HERN'S COMEDY

;BELLE

JERWIN
AUGMENTED ORCHESTRA

ELABORATE PRODUCTION

DEFOE

We beg to announce that we have just placed
a large number of miscellaneous books on our

bargain counter. These fine books are very slightly

shopworn, just enough to prevent them from being
classed as new. Some of the best-known authors

are represented in the accompanying
list. We have a few complete sets.

VOLTAIRE

THE BINDINGS ARE ALL OF THE BEST QUALITY ADDISON

AND ARE EULLY GUARANTEED IN EVERY WAY MARK TWAIN

To make these books move quickly
we have marked the prices at about

one-half the publisher's regular rate.

Among the lot are four sets

of Dickens' works previously
sold at $40; each to be sold at

THE HERITAGE OFTHE WESTERN PLAINS

By VIOLA HELENA GRAYHURST

We have also secured the complete
second edition of this famous novel

and are selling them at a low figure.

"An appealing love story, pure as

the far water brooks," says one well

known reviewer, in the latest issue of

the Scribe, of this new and fine novel

PAINE

CHAUCER

LONGFELLOW

ELIOT

HUGO
AND MANY OTHERS

EQUALLY WELL

KNOWN

THE EAST BRADFORD BOOK EXCHANGE

CORNER MASONIC AND EAST EIGHTH STREETS, EAST BRADFORD

OVVVWVWWWWWWYVYWVVVYWVVWyWWWWWWWWVWVO
Text net in Century Oldatyle Panel Border Kenaiasance Ornament

632



MIEHIE EXTRA CONDENSED TITLE AS A NEWSPAPER HEAD LETTER

1LU I mill U MILL I

\ol. \I I

Cwntefct. Kit. br NEW BRUNS

DDES I

T rnM
MUSI SEEK NEW CLIMATE

TO BENEFIT HEALTH

BY ADVICE OF NEW MINBURN SPECIALIST HE

WILL LEAVE FOR PHOENIX MONDAY

ON THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC

s, August 27. Governor Thomas
Holcomb Burns sent a special message to the

Ltffulature this afternoon making known his
intention to relinquish the Governorship on
Monday next. The reason given is ill health.
Dr. Maurice Stanwix. the noted specialist on
tutnarh troubles recently informed the family

of the Governor that his only hope for ultimate

recovery was to get entirely away from the
duties and cares of public office and breathe

BOHNVILLE POLITICAL SITUATION MADE

MORE UNCERTAIN BY DEATH OF BRADY

The death of Senator Brady has added to

the uncertainty of the political mixup in the
Fourteenth District. Chairman Foster of the
State Committee literally threw up his hands
in despair yesterday and left for his home in

Monroe. Mr. Foster declared before leaving
that it seemed that almost every man in the
district had gone office mad and insisted on

being nominated for some elective position.
There are fourteen well developed boomlets

!
for the vacancy caused by Senator Brady's

1

death, and no possible compromise is in sight.

PARENTS OF MINERVA BURSTING OFFER

REWARD FOR RETURN OF THEIR CHILD

The search for Minerva Hunting, the eight
year old daughter of the millionaire printer,
has been further stimulated by an additional
offer of $5,000 for the return of the child by

REFUS
Fully five thousand f

congregated at the int

avenue and Halsey str

threw curb stones and

policemen from station
tain Devereux. The p
injured and hurried to

others were carried to t

Many bystanders were
attacked by the frenzi
ed had it not been for
carried through the mo
risk of his life. Captai

PRINTERS SEEK TO FIND

SCIENTIFIC SYSTEM

OF ESTIMATING

SPECIAL COMMITTEE APPOINTED

TO FIND FIXED EXPENSES

OF PRINTING PLANT

h temper of the Master Printers' Con-
ma*. DOW being held in the ballroom of the

Algonquin, reflects the attitude of employingMtr m general, we may soon see the old
l-pnce system done away with and a new

printing had not yet begun its influence as a
business. Printing is a business upon which
all other businesses must lean to a greater or
less extent Therefore, dignify it by doing
your best work, and by demanding a fair and
legitimate return for your work.

"Every printer should have a sample room,
where his work can be displayed to advantage.
Host printers' samples consist of a bunch of
odds and ends that mean nothing. Printers
should take as much care in displaying their

samples as shoe men, hardware men or other
trades do. Be sure to have a sample room."
The next convention will be held at Holton

on Thursday, August 25, 1913. It is hoped that
a larger number of printers will be present.

*

PASSENGER AIRSHIP OF RICHMOND LINE

BUMPS INTO A DERELICT OVER DOSWELL

WASHINGTON, August 27. The 8:14 airship
from Richmond entered the slip at the George-
town terminal tonight fifteen minutes late.

Aviator Richards reports having run into a

ten-cylinder derelict while passing over Dos-

633

The Cubs batted Curl
three singles and a ho
sixth inning. As usual
off the batting honors f

ASMAll
(III DO >

BALTIMORE SE

Base Hits Off Curie
First Base on Balls Off

Brown, 3. Struck Out-



Compact Series

72 Point 4 A $370 6a$:l

Leaflet

60 Point 5 A $370 9 a $3211 $69(1

ARCHITECTURE

48 Point 6 A $31(1 1(1 a $3 15 $625

Historical Characters

42 Point 7 A $260 11 a $2 65 $525

Excellent Sanitary Conditions Noticeable

Manufacturers Receiving Congratulationsj j
634



IZmC!-.!" HIT.

Compact Series

.EADING CONFIDENTIAL AGENTS HARMONIZING

Demonstrated Practical
Printing

at the Academy

Photography and Engraving Inseparable Chums

i-lv.nl 9 A $180 17 $2 20 1400

ARTISTIC COMPOSITION SIMPLE WITH AMERICAN TYPE

Reconstructed Designs Sometimes Meet With Approval

Fattier Knickerbocker Causing Universal Astonishment

12 A $170 Mall 80 $360

BEAUTIFUL MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENTS CREATING ENTHUSIASM

Artistic Printers Generally Pleased With Our Latest Productions

Magazines and Newspapers Becoming Particular in Advertising

IK A $14.1 aiallNn $325

FREQUENT MISTAKES ARE UNNECESSARY AND SHOULD BE DISPENSED WITH

Unmistakable Evidence Produced to Show the Prosperity of the American

People Frequently Crossing the Brooklyn Bridge in Good Physical Condition

20A SI 30 41 II 70 $301) 10 Point 23 A II 06 48a!145 K50

SrSTtM MEANS EVERYTHING FOR PROSPERITY MUNIFICENT DRAWINGS SHOWN PRINTERS

Mptrnnnlitan lhilin Fnrnkhinn latot MnHol Individual Scholarships Tendered Students
uanies tarnishing Latest MOHBU

Frisky Co ,,eqB Bnys Dine(j Bnhemian Glrls

turopean and American Merchants Celebrated stereotyped Expression Became Mildewed

22AII16 4I1S> 1276 8 Point 2SAI090 62*1136 12 2ft

t \IMIMi CIIMIITIOVS BETOKEN FUTURE PROSPECTS AMERICAN MECHANICS HOLD CONVENTION TIIESDAT

Boulevards and Walks Stn-WII With Sn-lllCll FlllWPrS
"icreasln 9 PPulirlly Shown by Our Large Orders

Practical Display Featured Thrumi limit OurLeatlRts

Structures Sl^{4rili78'lll liCCllllli: Mlll'mii/llil Shims H.mclsiime anil Sl2:U5b790 Useful Printing



HEADING CONDENSED

60 Point i; A $1 ;

48 Point 8 A $4 If,

BEAUTIFUL ROMANCE DEPICTEI
42 Point 8 A $3 2

WESTERN TOP INSPIRED AUTHORS
36 Point 9 A $2 7:

UNEXPECTEDML PHILANTHROPIST

30 Point 11 A e

COMEDIANS ENTERTAIN LONESOME TRAGEDIAN!

POPULAR CITIZEN INSTRUCTS COUNTRY BANKER

24 Point 16A $2 50 14 Point 27 A $1 75

I INARMFH RHIfi 4NFIS f Al IfiHT HOSP1TAL MATRONS SAVED BOYS
U/lUUlll U/IMl 111 All IJ Ul VI A I Ml II VI-tITII

I"" I~l I rFI"l II II? IFlllI^r^ l^Ollll T'llIl^O TllliC LJC/iLLIl HLlTI/illlLU OL/ilLU

rill 1 UK WAKNhU rUUK I IMto COUNSEL ADVISED YOUNG JUROR

20 Point 20 A $2 25 12 Point 26A$15('

JUNGLE CAMP DESERTED QUIETLY

DYPNOT1ZED YOUTHFUL SOLDIERS o i

18 Point 21 A $2 00 10 Point 31 A $140

HUGE FOREIGN ARSENAL DESTROYED

AMATEUR DUHGLAH DEFIED LADOHER joSraiS
636
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HEADING CONDENSED AS A NEWSPAPER HEAD 1 1 1 1 1 R

RISEN HE
M.I. No. 234. MONDAY, JUNE

BEAUTYGOD POPULAR

F008M CONTESTANTS JOIN RACE TODAY

MISS FRANCES CINDERS LEADS DY 15,000 VOTES THIS MORNING

MISS GRACE PRICE A CLOSE SECOND

The contest editor has great reason to

rejoice this morning. On page five of this

paper you will find yesterday's big vote in

detail The excellent showing made by a

young lady from tin- Third Ward shows
what loyalty and hustle on the part of

schoolmates and friends will do. To Miss
Cinders go the laurels today. Her friends
and admirers certainly gave her a hand-
some vote. They will have to hustle if they

n the lead, for the nurses in the
:\ are going to give that
rid ring to Miss Price if

they can. The number of contestants was
ased by four in yesterday's returns.

The friends of Miss Bertha Lacey, Miss
--. Edith Hamson and Miss

Alma Miller placed them among the con-
testants with a good vote. The people of

Bisen must award the $500 diamond ring
offered by the Herald to the most beauti-

ful girl in the city, before July 19. Only
six more weeks left. Coupons will appear
on this page with each issue.

Select your favorite and vote early and
often. Extra papers may be obtained at

the Herald circulation department. Send
them to friends residing in other places.
Watch for the big surprise that is sure

to come some day this week. While the
votes have been coming in large numbers
we have reason to believe that someone
is holding back many more. Saturday's big
edition will contain pictures of the leaders.

POLICE HUNTING

CLEVER TOURIST

PALMS HIMSELF OFF AS A GRAND ARMY

MAN LOOKING FOR LOST SONS

SLEEPS IN LIMBO

been annoyed, and he was willing to with-
draw the book out of deference to his col-

leagues in the conference.
Professor Ezra H. Tripp, of Dean Theo-

logical Seminary, presented the report of
the West End Conference Commission on
"Increased Pastoral Support," in which he
said that the minimum salary of the aver-

age pastor should not be less than $800 per
annum. The report was approved.

An East End lady who conducts a large
boarding house came to the police head-
quarters very early yesterday morning to
report the disappearance of a new board-

-iked his board bill when he
vly next received a call

from a prominent ( .rand Army man from
the Third Ward. He had been buncoed to
toe tune of $5, via the bogus check system

sympathy racket From the descrip-
given, the chief is certain that the

a wanted is the "Gentleman Tramp"
who sprm a night in the city lock-up last

Mcndajr night, and told the chief he was
ont for his two tons who were on the

MAGISTRATE'S FORTUNE TOLD

PARRAKEET AND MOUSE PROMISE HIM

SUCCESS AND LONG LIFE

Magistrate Hosen had his fortune told
in Hamson Market Court yesterday, by
a green and pink parrakeet and a black
mouse. The bird picked out one of a tray
of envelopes, which contained a message
that promised luck and profit and a life

' of seventy-five years.
The mouse did better. It picked up an

envelope with the statement that the court
would be successful and live to be eighty-
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A PRIMA DONNA

1 III Mi ARTIST SINUS

lll'lin HOUSE

Anna Davin, one of t

most promising memb
ropolitan company, too
ward in her career yes
noon, when she appear
time as Moli, in "La E

Till then Mme. Davi
ally restricted to small
in two operas, "II Maes
and "Paccilagi," had sh
ed with important role

The part of Moli, wi
charm, her grace and p
for her. Rarely if ever
more beautifully interp

yesterday. It was an u
hear a girlish artist, gif
with a fresh, tuneful v
a conscience and an in

often found, sing Moli
In all respects Mme.

delight in the engaging
Pinucci's heroine. She
with an impeccable int

phrased daintily and sh

simply and prettily.

WOULD HAVE BEEN $2

FEW MINUTES TH

OFF A DAY I

'Thirteen, an unluck
deed!" quoth Al Pamur
dug into his pockets fo

prisoners in the old to

yesterday. The thirtee
arrested for "causing ;

lect" in Broadway and
"What is all this?" sa

Fischer, looking up at

handcuffed and shackl
"Is this Russia?"
The unlucky thirtee

advertising a vaudevill

press agent, I. P. Ewin
! hit upon a novel scher

|

attention of the public
bore on his back a wh
which was written in 1

"Magistrate Cannon
a letter. Al Pamuro st

a play about the same



Pontiac Series

72 Point 3 A $4 25 4 a.$2 no

FRIENDS Departing
60 Point 3 A $3 35 5a$265 SHOO

Handsomest GARDENS
48 Point 5AS335 8a$3(HI $635

CHRISTMAS Present Stolen
42 Point 5 A $24(1 Ida $2X5 $625

Beautiful Pamphlets REPRINTED
36 Point 6 A $2 10 10a$22ll

QUESTIONED EIGHT Brazilian Artisans

30 Point 8 A $185 15a$215 $4 (K) 12 Point 22 A $125 46 a $150 .<2 75

Unfortunate AUTHORITY
NS"

More Designs $ 1 234567890 Submitted

24 Point 10 A $165 20a$185 $350 1(1 Point 26 A $1 15 52 a $1 35 $2 51)

ELEPHANT HUNTER INJURED

Inspect Automobile Mechanism

18 Point 14 A $1 55 28 a $170 $325

VICTORIOUS MARATHONER LIONIZED

Juvenile Cracksman Makes Restitution

14 Point 20 A $1 40 40 a $1 60 $3 00

NOTORIOUS RUSTLER EXILED FROM NEVADA

Pontiac Series Welcomed by Many Compositors

TOURIST ENJOYING TRIP AROUND CAPE HORN

Famous Actor Makes Pronounced Hit in Scotland

Norwegian Sailor Completes the Perilous Voyage

Eastern Police Expecting Arrival of Clever Sleuth

8 Point 30 A $1 00 63 a $1 25 $2 25

CONDENSED PACES INDISPENSABLE EOR PROPER DISPLAY

Wonders of Egyptian Architecture Discovered Near Museums

History Told of Sterling Fighting Qualities of Roman Gladiator

Some Beautiful Examples of Typography Shown in This Book

6 Point 34 A $090 68 a $110 $2 (X)

GREAT AMERICAN DESERT CROSSED BY TWENTY GERMAN BACHELORS

Thirty Youthful Philosophers Reorganized Prominent Savings Institution

Building Inspectors Condemned Largest Exchange House in Empire State

Superintendents and Foremen $1234567890 Guests at Annual Banquet
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Pontiac Shown in Practical Display

*

*

PIANOS
OF RARE TONE AND GREAT BEAUTY

(Hundreds of our pianos have been

sold throughout the country in the

past ten years and we have yet to

one dissatisfied purchaser. Every

one of our pianos have that rare, sweet

tone which is only found in pianos of the

better grade. Come and hear them as they

smile, sob. laugh or whisper tender words

of love. They are as responsive to the

human touch as only wonderfully-toned

pianos can be. We like to have you come

in frequently. No one will ask you to buy.

for selecting a piano is a serious matter

and requires time and discretion. No

family need be without an II. & M. piano

as our terms are so flexible that we can

make them fit almost every emergency.

OIR I ARM STOCK Of HIGH-GRADt MUSICAl

ISslKlMIMSISIHI BISI IN III! HHNW

h
ERBANK& MORGAN
MtXUt IIWRSIH H*^*M)t MIM( ti ISSIHMIMS

4978 Bradford Street. CHICAGO. HI.

Shredded

Wheat
The Greatest Nerve and

Tissue Builder on

the Market

A Remarkably Wholesome

Breakfast Dish

I NWHM D BY 1 1 ADINO DOCTORS

IHI MARDON CIRfAl CO.

Kansas I ih . Missouri

DU MARTE
French Perfume

This delirate and rare perfume

is made from a secret formula

known onl> to the makers. It is

used and endorsed by many of

the leading women of Paris and

London. Put up in beautifully or-

namented bottles it

makes a handsome

gift for any occasion
'

Du Marte & Son
NrtOort london I'.irK



Lining Quentell No. 2

72 Point 3 A $6 00 4 a $4 45 $10 46

HINTS Pigeon
60 Point 3 A $4 50 4a$340 $790

Mention PRINTS
54 Point 3 A $4 15 5a$385 $800

HONEST Demands
48 Point 4A$350 6a$350 $700

Beautiful SHOWINGS
42 Point 4 A $2 85 6a$285 $570 14 Point 15A $125 30a$175 $300

BURN House
36 Point 4A$210 7a$240 $450

Display TUBES
30 Point 6A$200 10a$205 $4 05

RECORD Smashed
24 Point 7 A $1 55 14 a $2 00 $3 55

DESIGNING SPECIMENS
Manufactured Novelty

NEWEST DISTRICT FORMING
Handsome Qualities Within

Greatest General Returned

12 Point 17A$120 35a$155 $275

PROMINENT QIENTELL SHOWING

Buys Superior Finished Product

Desiring $1234567890 Figures

10 Point 24 A $110 48a$140 $250

RICHEST GENTLEMAN RETURNED TUESDAY

Reporting Many Magnificent Productions

Special Attention Given Any Short Orders

8 Point 24 A $100 48a$125 $225

GREAT EXCURSION TRAIN WRECKED YESTERDAY

Most Startling Discovery Reported at Princeton

Bewildered Pedestrian in Dreadful Predicament

18 Point 11 A $140 22a$185 $325

PRODUCES EXQUISITE EFFECT
Secured Honorable Methods

6 Point 25A$090 50a$110 $200

SOLICITORS REMAINED SILENT THROUGHOUT PROCEEDINGS

Having Systemized Facilities Aids All Modern Workmen
Greatest Building Contractors Meeting Heavy Reverses

Depositors Drawing $1 234567890 Every Other Century
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Lining Quentell No. 2 in Practical Display

SPECIALS
WALL PAPER

DISPLAYS AT

FINK'S

We have for Friday and Saturday
of this week another of our unique
Wall Paper Displays, f ollowing the

plan of our last great showing we
will offer ten Specials at very re-

duced prices. Included in this new
stock are several absolutely new
ideas in Wall Paper that have not

been shown in this country at any
time previous to the middle of July

when we first placed them on sale

NNk'S BIG STOKt
vS UNION STRI.I T

Please Note that New Patterns are Now on Display

Art Onuunvnt Mercantile Border

DECORATION
BUNTING

in all the red, white

and blue combinations and
in different designs at reduced

prices until May thirtieth. We
also have a big line of American

Flags in all sizes and materials

that we will close out this week

Bel I Dry Goods Coi
III! I RAVEL CENTER OF CUSTER CITY AN!

LAWN SUPPER
im i in K m

Kindly fill out blanks on other
side i i-<|.u ilimj number

plates wanted
and mail

( M \KI I S TRANSOM URROf I S

(HAIRMAMH (IIMMIIIII
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LINING OLDSTYLE CONDENSED No. 520

54 Point 3 A $4 45

MUSICAL SKETC
48 Point 5 A $3 90

BINDERS RESIGNING
42 Point 5 A $3 25

NUMEROUS MONKEYS
36 Point 6 A $2 95

HORSEMEN DISCONTINUE
30 Point 7 A $2 50

PLEASING NORTHERN HOMES
24 Point 9 A $2 50

DISTINGUISHED LADIES PROPOSED
20 Point 13 A $2 25 10 Point 26 A $140

MEMBERS INDISPOSED
GREAT IMPROVEMENT
18 Point 16 A $2 00

EDUCATED BRIGHT GIRLS

CAGED STRANGE ANIMAL
16 Point 19A $175

HUNTER DISCOVERED FREAK

ROAMING THROUGH KEARNY
12 Point 20 A $1 50

PRACTICAL MECHANIC PROMOTED
NORTHERN $1234567890 MERCHANT

642

BASHFUL MAID VISITS DENTIST

DREAMS OE MOTHER AND HOME
SMART STUDENT WRITES POEMS

9 Point 28 A $1 25

RIVER PIRATES ESCAPED DETECTIVE

SAILORS REFUSED TO OBEY CAPTAIN

FUGITIVES FROM JUSTICE REMANDED

8 Point 31 A $1 25

SHIPWRECK SIGHTED OFF OF FIRE ISLAND

FRANTIC PASSENGERS REMOVED HASTILY

LIFE-SAVING CREW RENDERS HEROIC WORK

7 Point 38 A $1 25

COUNTRY PRINTER INHERITS ENORMOUS FORTUNE

RICH UNCLE IN CALIFORNIA LOCATED RELATIVES

ENTERTAINS YOUNG FRIENDS IN RURAL DISTRICT

SEVERAL CASES $1234567890 STILL REMAINING



Lining Oldstyle Condensed No. 522

:. MB! 3A$soo satsao tarn

BRIGHT Printin
.. i-,.,.. i 3 A $4 00 5$310 1710

Charming DESIGNS
3A$385 6a$365 $760

STYLISH Characteristic
i- Ratal 4AW1A a10 1825 13 A $160 27a$176 S3 25

/Vncc D1VI7Q GREATEST E;

L I ( Job 1\ I V j\ Buy American

EXPOSITION

Ornaments

, ,\ ^. ,
; , na < ... .

MAKES Engine
' I

1 6A $220 8a$206 $425

Helped INDIANS
A $1 90 12 a $2 10 $4 00

AMERICAN Captain

14 Point ISA $140 32 all 60 S3 00

HISTORICAL CONCEPTIONS
Obtained Our Beautiful Border

12 Point 22 A $1 25 44 a $1 60 C 75

HANDSOME STRUCTURE BURNS
More Lobsters $1234567890 Secured

10 Point 21 A $120 48 a $1 30 $260

STRIKING HH.\rTII-.S KXTKRMIXATI-.H

liiiiu Artbtu- Specimens in Australia

M Point 7 A $100 16a$190 $S 50

Beautiful I

:RENCH CIRL

.- ! 11 A $1 56 21 a $1 70 Kit

DEMANDING Manufacturers

2KAI110 5Ha$140 $250

OUTAINING PROMINHNT WI-STKRN PRINTKR

(ii-rman Comiwsitor Left Jersey City for Texas

Philadelphia HIevated Trainmen Become Tired

M Point 25A$100 55a$125 $225

YiH'Tlin-I. MAII'KN WAI I S TAHI.K IX RF.SIItKNCK

IllKlicst ItiiiMlnRs Shaken liy ItynamltP Eiplosion

("harming \'<-m< Written KurinK Summer Cruises

i:



Lining Oldstyle No. 523

24 Point 6 A $1 90 lOa $1 60 $3 60

KENTUCKY RIDER INVITED
Northeastern Police Overtake Thugs
20 Point 7A $170 15a$160 $330

JUMPED FROM HIGHER BUILDING
Largest Amphitheatre Destroyed by Cyclone
18 Point "6A$050 11 A $166 23a$160 $325

LIEUTENANT PRESENTED WITH EMBLEMS
Michigan Philanthropist Invented Electric Garden Sprinkler

12 Point *9A$060 14A$130 32a$145 $275 8 Point *14A$050 21 A $110 43a$115 $225

NEVER FORGETS NAPOLEON MERCHANT DEMANDED EVIDENCE
. . . OTM oo/nrxnonri A 10 Salesmen Notified Manager Regarding Prices

Prehistoric $1234567890 AnimalS been Bankers Invite Farmers to Attend BiK Outinn

lOPoint *14A$050 18 A $115 40a$135 $250 6 Point "18 A $050 22A $0 90 52a $1 10 $2 00

DIVERS RECOVERING LOST TREASURE REPORTERS INVESTIGATED NINE CHARGES
, ,, , .,, , TVT ,,, , Airships Lost in Flight From Philadelphia to Gotham

Sharks and Whales Attacking Nervy Workmen Game Warden Retires After Twenty Years of Service

Port Side of Battleship Bombarded by Enemy Judgment Rendered $1234567890 Against Rich Banker

"Small Capa for sizes from 6 to 18 Point inclusive are fonted and priced by themselves and only sent when ordered

Lining Oldstyle Italic No. 523

24 Point 6A$190 11 a $160 $350

FOREIGNAIRSHIP WELCOME
German Contestants Delighted Inventor
20 Point 7A$160 15a$165 $325

BREAKING RECORD AT MADRID
Tourist Printers Helped Country Proprietor

18 Point 10A$170 20a$155 $325

FRENCHMAN SURPRISED OLDEST KINGS
Spanish Contortionist Amused Massachusetts Chiropodist

12 Point 15A $135 30a$140 $275 8 Point 21 A $1 10 43a$115 $225

BUILDERS AND ARCHITECTS SUMMER RESORT LOSING MONEY
j-\ /** 7 y 1-1-1 /rxT o/o/i /-- j. 07 ; Bathers Enjoying Swim at Long Island City
DdlVer Girls $123456 /S90 Enter School Handsome Combinations Pleased Aristocrat*

lOPoint 19A$120 40a $1 30 $250 6 Point 22A$095 49a $1 05 $200

STREETMUSICIAN ENTERTAINS TUTOR ABANDONS LONESOME TOWN FOR YEAR
r~ ,j r~ . , , f ,1 j /-n ix-;- Burglars Mistake Residentfor Watchman and Shoot
Famous Author Exposed Methods ofBank Cashiers Resmrcefui Cracksman Escaped From Ruteto-wn Jail

Reformers Speaking Before Tremendous Gathering Citizen offend Rewarde/tliMXISWfor Their Arrnt
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Lining Oldstyle Title No. 2

3AB68 6.C70 $536

PRINTED FINEST
Compare Selections

4A$22S 6$200 $425

HUNTED ELEPHANT
Discovering Great Lake

6 A $180 8$170 $3 GO

PROMISING ORNAMENTS
Designed Beautiful Specimen

TAtlGO 13. JIM |S2S

CLEAR BORDERS
Modernized Stitcher j

14 Point 10 A $140 21 a $160 $300

RECEIVES PROPERTY
Extraordinary Statements

:-j r..;t.t 12AI125 24a$l 60 12 76

GRANTING INTERVIEWS
Making $1234567890 Money

10 Point 13A $110 27a$140 $250

PROVING GRAND INVESTMENT
Detective Headquarters Destroyed

9 Point 14 A $110 S0a$140 $2 SO

<)\\ N I K Bl VS \MIKU\N SIKHS
I . < <niitiiri.il>!>- Ocean <.<im; Bar^e

"Point 14 A $100 90$12S $225

m.. li I s i Qt AI.ITV I>KOI>rCT soil.
i.ni> ii.-iiiN IIM.I^III.II \ stories Printed

t

* I'oint

M \fNHIOKM
> .. .,i|,,, -it..

14 A $0 90 31 $1 10 $2 00

HI i.K I \ I l< v< I TORAV

*
K*

*

3
*

DINE
AT SMYTH'S
HiKlt !.!-- Ill-ll IIMH lll.ll

ailCl Vf>Cal I nC. I I.I limn ill

by -. i. . i . ,i i.ocal \it.-i-

Xlie cleanest
restaurant on
Ntorni i-i.nici

SMYTH
-I I I < I l< I >. I \ I K \ X I

, IltAHO

)*.

,v

*
(b

MB
Hunl*-r VvrMUU



Lining Condensed Title No. 523

54 Point 3 A $4 60 6a$430 $890

TOURED Empires
48 Point 4AS370 8a$390 $760

Mechanic SECURED
42 Point 4 A $2 95 9a$330 $625

SUPERIOR Job Printer
36 Point 4 A $2 35 9a$265 $500

American EXPERIMENTS
30 Point 6AS215 lla$210 $425

IMPERCEPTIBLE Measurements

24 Point 8 A $165 16a$185 $350 10 Point 17 A $115 38a$135 $250

GENEROUS BUILDER
Reliable Type Founders

18 Point 10 A $1 50 21 a $1 75 $3 25

SOUTHEASTERN PRINTS
Atlanta Completely Stocked

14 Point 14 A $135 29a$165 $300

MEXICAN PRINTERS DINING
Supply House Getting All Orders

American Type and Gatling Guns

12 Point 15A $125 32a$150 $275

NEWSPAPER PUBLISHERS FACE
For Heads and Display Advertising
Excellent Series for Any Newspaper

646

THE CONDENSED TITLE HEAD
Progressive Printers Well Stocked

Material Now Cheaper Than Labor

Always Enough Type in the Cases

8 Point 21 A $1 05 44 a $1 20 $2 25

PROGRESSIVE WORKERS IN THE ART
Demand Originality and Variety in Faces

Meet Varying Tastes and Ideas of Patrons

Wonderfully Beautiful Ornaments Shown

6 Point 25A$085 52a$l 15 $200

ADVERTISING IS THE MOST FORCEFUL SALESMAN
Printing of Taste and Originality the Best Advertising

American Type Designs Combine Taste and Originality

Borders, Ornaments and Brass Rules in Great Variety

Designers Busy on Latest Creations for the Prlntshop

(jrand Occasional Exhibition and Type Demonstration

5 Point 24 A $0 85 48 a $1 15 $2 00

TYPE StTI'ABLE FOK EVERY I'OM'KIVAHLK KIM) (IF 1-ltiyi'IMi

11 a.li- In \ niiii.ri.il. Nicely (.railed Si/,-, and a (irrat Variety ..I Fare

Siihnlile fnr \.U.-i I U..MI, ,.(.. I ,..,.m.., ,;..!. Job and Siiciety Prliitlnir

t'HlaliiKues. lli>k]f>ts Priipramti, lli-nii.. AtitiimncemenK Ft (elpra

Tile Small Size* are Accurately Cut and Perfri-lly Cast a. tlie l.urir*-

iliini of the Largest and Hunt Important \eM.papi>rn I -i- Till. Farf>



Uiiiiii- Condensed Title No. :>:>:>

:.' I'. : : 3A$60 4.$3R6 $Zt

HUNTED Lizard
..

! 3AI430 .'$30 1770

General CENSURED
i- PC -.-.

r

BA $326 11$425 17 CO

fHEMBUM Lighthouses
> r ... 6AJ245 11$256 $500

Beautiful Scenery ENCOUNTERED
:i 1'.. . 8 A $165 15* $186 $350

LAR(JK ITHLISHKKS Klected Their Leader

10 A $160 20* $2 00 $360 10 Point

SKVKX HONEST SOLDIERS

|lrvirn\iii.<; Several liuildin.^s

I* Point IS A $160 24 a $175 $326

HUSKY TOURIST HH.IH(TK1)

Min-h Anirrirjiii (luilit Shown

17 A $1 15 38.1135 $250

II IRKS ( <>l KTEOUS POLICEMAN
Newest Creations Constant!; I'sed

OnViiiiitintr Marvelous Maeliiiicry

9 Point 23 A $120 46a$130 $260

I
' L' |> \| t V w V I I I 1 1* \( 4 L" 1 Yj ' WllL'L'f'lIl'i.II Pj ll 'I \ > ^ \ I lA'It JlAixI.Mi ^1 r,ri\ II r.?*

Niitioiiiil Kinlili-ins Purchased by Woman
uli-,er\iilion

'

16 A $180 30$170 $300

M\KKS KKLIAULKOKNAMKNTS
e I'l-intinir (Hlire Outfitter

18A$128 38.$1MI $275

>TI,'\IN> UACK

11 Point ig A $126 40 $160 $276

i MII.I;MI.\ i \K ii M(\N-ri.;u i-oni'in^r.

Desperate 1'i^iimnil \\.i> hclinl li\ l!ii>aiiion<l

647

8 Point 20 A $100 40 a $125 $226

\\ urn DA\(iKi;ni s I'I:I;IUI;M \\CK.S

Miiilinir I. ;il. -i I'Mitiiiiis willi Much S|.rnl
l!ip-lon \\ ire Stitchers Deliver tlie (,(H|S

7 Point 26 A $100 60* $126 $226

I.IIM> iii-n.v\ IM. 1 1 iN^niKi: \iu.i IN i v.nvxi

Nmi> r.\i-iiriipn N|,,|,|,,.,i ,,| |;,. ,, ,|n|j Kiiurtli

llnniil-M liliTfil Vi-uniiiiiliiiil i;r-iit K(-|intatlnn

Point 22 A $0 <0 4$110$200
^llo\\ |\c, HM.M \KWM-\PKIJ IIKXK I.KI I I l>
I .nit \ I'rinliT Lain- (.rfiil lti>|iiitiiiimi in >!.. kiuit-

M.ini Iron DonM*itltS4M78Mud l^ml Mrkeln



LINING TITLE NOS. 524 AND 534

48 Point No. 534 4 A $5 00

DETERMINED
42 Point No. 534 6 A $4 50

REBURNISHED
36 Point No. 634 6 A $3 75

WHISTLE BROKEN
30 Point No. 524 7 A $3 00

DESIGNING SPECIMENS
24 Point No. 524 9 A $2 50

TOURIST WRITES HISTORY
20 Point No. 524 9 A $2 25

GRINDSTONES TURNED ABOUT
18 Point No. 524 11 A $2 05

NUMEROUS OLD TREES PROSTRATE
16 Point No. 524 11 A $1 75 11 Point No. 524 18 A $1 45

TRUCKS FURNISHED CLEARS ARMY MYSTERY

HUNTSMAN RETIRES ^REAPER

14 Point No. 524 15 A $1 75 10 Point No. 524 21 A $1 45

INDIAN FIRING RIFLES SHOW HIGHEST QUALITY
TO o T^V ^TTrvSv; TEMPEST CAUSING SCARE

MISSED CLUB RECORD AGENT GRANTED CLAIMS

12 Point No. 524 17 A $1 50
9 Point No. 524 22 A $1 30

A/TT^FT? ROTTr TTT Wl? A T^PTQTT BUYING HUNDRED BUILDINGSMlhLK KU UH 1 WLAK* IhLi gpACE CASEg SOKTED FK1DAY
SPENT $1234567890 HER TIME MOUNTAIN SCENERY CHARMS
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Lining Liirhtface No. 558

&AC05 9.I2SO $425

L I K ED MERCIFUL JUSTICE
( iovernment Pensions Artists

6AH 86 10170 $355

S( >LDIEK HELPING FIREMEN
I n vcn tor Explained New Schemes
> 1- , B1 7 A $166 13m $160 $3 26

I

'

I {( )DUCEE8 BOUGHT GROCEBIES
El<

1
1 lent Statesman Cautioned American

i- PohK 9 A SI 60 16a$16S tS 26

OLDER COMEDIANS
1 1 undreds Enjoy Drama
I sefnl Lightface Pleases

. Pa ' 15A (130 30.1146 $2 75

10 Point 16 All 16 32m II 36 1260

WYOMING PHILOSOPHERS
Confident Athlete Overtaken
Poet Instructs Young Writer

8 Point 17AJ100 35a$125 $226

MINSTREL SHOW RENTS HOTEL
i^'uiet Teacher Expels Noisy Pupil
Foreigner Surprised Old Chemists

BEAUTIFUL FACES
Farmers Delighting City Gardener
I>lr;il Resting Places Near Gotham
i:<-,|ueatlie.l $1234567890 to Sports

.. IVml :::'ri Jl :.

HI XDERS HOLD NINTH ANNUAL PICK K
Stern Qentleniau Uuestloued Learned Sister

Thystcal Instructor Takes Dip In the Briny
Great Mansions $12845(l7Ki i i>.-n-.,\ ,-.i n, ..

LINING TITLE No. 551

K I.DNAP MIETHFUL GIRLS
Point 9AI22S

I
'( UNO MORE ANTIQUE TYPE

HP< - A jj H

:- Mi 9A $200 12 Point H All Ml

KINDEST I'KOPLE REBUILD FOLDEBS

ABLEST WKITEBS ' '' ' v sl -:!456789 TIN

10 Point 17 A f1

|-\ I'l/PT I Mflv^MITTT ' N-" ''- VOUNG LIONS
\..\\ bjvJ \^ KhJVLIlM 8TOLK HHON/K TAHLKT
I'UJUSHKK IJKTIEIBS BTORTHEKN PHY8IOIA1S



Lining Open Title No. 52O
14 Point 9 A $1 35 21 a $1 65 $3 00

DESIRING AMERICAN OPEN TITLE SERIES
Strikingly Beautiful Creation Presented Critic

12 Point 11 A $125 25 a $150 $275

MAKING FINEST BORDER
Buying Splendid Ornaments
Figures $1234567890 Pleased

8 Point 16 A $1 05 36 a $1 20 $2 25

ARTIST DESIGNED SPECIMENS
Rapid Composition During Contest

Participants Acknowledged Judge
Stylish Gowned "Women Spectators

11 Point 15 A $1 30 32 a $1 45 $2 75

SECURE STRONG BLACKSMITH
Appreciate Marvelous Undertaking-
Husky Boilermakers "Working Hard

7 Point 21 A $1 10 44 a $1 15 $2 25

DEMOLISH GRAND HEALTH RESOHT
Cyclone Strikes with Untold Fury Yesterday
Destroys Forests and Orchards Stricken Bare

Newspaper Prints Several Columns of Items

10 Point 15 A $1 20 31 a $1 30 $2 50

STOCK EXCHANGE IMPROVING
Beautiful Electrical Displays Shown
Throws Circus Rider During- Parade

6 Point 20 A $1 00 42 a $1 00 $2 00

TOU11IST PRINTER BECOMES RESTED
Covers First Hundred Miles Before Lig-htin?

Aeroplane Destroyed by Contrary Air Waves
Hours Dreamine!jil23456789O Costs Money

9 Point 18 A $1 15 40 a $1 35 $2 50

SAILOR ERECTED HIGHEST BUILDING
Finest Quality Reigns Supreme Throughout
Delightful Excursion Entertained Delegates

5V4 Point 20A$090 40a$110 $200

MODERN PRINTERS INTERESTED PUBLISHER
Detectives Pursued Chinaman Through Central Park
Courteous Fishermen Gave Many Lobsters to Public

Dancing Master Returned Unclaimed Cheap Jewelry

Lining Condensed Title No. 524

14 Point 15 A $140 29a$160 $300

ENTERTAINERS HEARTILY WELCOMED BY AUDIENCE
American Quality Standing Tests Against European Competitors

12 Point 16 A $135 32 a $140 $275

HUNDRED SOLDIERS CAPTURE DESPERATE BORDER BANDIT
Specimen Artist Received Diamond Medal While at RockaAvay Beach

11 Point 17 A $1 35 38 a $1 40 $2 75 8 Point 21 A $1 10 43 a $1 15 $2 25

DESTROYS FEDERAL GOVERNMENTS FOREIGNER OBTAINS KNOWLEDGE

Beautiful Maiden Created Great Sensation f^SSSSSfSiSS
Useful Figures $1234567890 Count Them Sunken Vessels Raised in Havana Harbor

10 Point 17 A $1 15 37 a $1 35 $2 50

KINGS OFTEN VISITED HOT SPRINGS
Great Farming Lands Opened in Montana
American Type Founders Company Faces

7 Point 24 A $105 50 a $120 $225

PORTLAND MULTIPLE PUNCHING MACHINES

Expert Physical Instructors Training Compositor

Big Heavyweight Wrestler Raced Freight Train

Youthful Acrobat Performs Great Muscular Feat

9 Point 21 A $120 45 a $130 $250

ORGANIZE RHODE ISLAND CLAM BAKERS
Long-Haired Historian Doubt Famous Astrologist

Astronomy Students Prepared Stories on Comets

650

25 A $0 90 48 a $1 10 $2 00

BUYS BOSTON WIRE STITCHING MACHINES
Young Operator Attended Animal Entertainment

Sporty Printer Escorts Fairest Damsels Saturday

Spending Pay S1234567890 While Rilling Ponies
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r Point 12 A $126 2atl50 $275

I I 1 (. \Ti:s HKCKIVIJ) I \ST1U (TION FHOM LOCAL
1'i-oin i urn i ICntlinsiastie Southern Statesman Corresponds
I viial Interest Paid SI !>:t45(>7SOO Kallu-r Small Depositor

! 16A$1 30 34a$145 $275

M < 1:1:1 si:i{vu i: FORCE TAKING EXTRAORDINARY PRECAUTION
(it-led i\ e Slierloeko Diseox T- Se\ eral I ndesiralde Citi/.ens in West port

-ideralde I \.-it enieui in l-]u rope Caused 1>> (ireat Coronation Parade

M Point IS A $11S 32m fl 35 $250

i NMUMiisTH A TI:I> i-'AKHER i>i:cim:s TO VISIT M:W YORK CITY
Hi- l>eeript ion of the Wonderful Sijfhts Interested Numerous i;< l:ii i \ <-

'Man I,', i n i n- .mil Finds Old Homestead Devoid of Real Pleasure

f Point 18A$115 S8135 1250

I II lit I
- IOIOI SWKKI'S M:\\ \|{|\ HAY

I. n l.i\<- I.IIN! ami Narrow Kscap's It'|>or('<l

.r.i\- 1'i-ar I'rll lor >IK>in^- I 'l.-.i-n i . I'arli.--

$ Point 20 A (0 90 42$110 $200

MYSTERIOUS OLD LAUV CRKATKH SCKNK
I in.ill. *iii..lii. ,1 \n.-i -n iiKtl.- \\ nli Firemen
DiiaiHi i IMI^ (' in lliiKmt Inn l'iii4ilUhfM IiiHtll nt<-

liuii,. .1 liuililliiK WIIIlM- i:. i.uiii limn. .ii.,i. i,

IVint 16AI105 32a$120 22&

I U.ll I MN; SI KIKKS HIJASS FOLMUJY
in i r.i<lor\ lilo\rn Sovoii Iliiinln-il .Miles

ll.miU.nin- Ci-iiili-iili.ii-v ( oinplcl i'l\ \Yr'-k'<l

&-, Point 18A 90 38a$110 1200

FAMOUS AMERICAN KKSKiNKU RETURNS
Iliiiuiriitili- M< mi-Hi KecelvfMl In Korelcn Litn.l

Clearlr Kxvlnliic.l Kare Ilnllnii Marble DeMKn
i:. i.i- .1 r. i n. ,.,.,, i I-.. -in..,, iili N..I. -i X , n-i

TPoInt 20AI106 44a120 1225

M \\^ -Mil- l'\SSK\ii;i:^ IN <)Nsl \NT IMIKAD
.in I in. illy SucxM^KlH ill Qiii.-tliitf KxclU'd TlirriK

I n. in- in l'i->|ili- l>r*-|>nriiiK for Kurf>pran Celebration

6 Point :< -i H BOO
M M.MI I. I M -I I M II \ M ,OM. I III III ll-nv
\ l.llur to Wnt Point Ik-llchtiil wltll PtnulncKlchl.
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Vniinic liivfiilom 91 M I.MITHMII Id-t - Iti ij I .11 ^. Sum

Lin in f/ llo/flfucr ltd fir \o. .

i 12AI125 26.S150 $276

i/ r s / r i /. / /;,snri TI i:s i .v 77; /; /:,s /'/:n \o /> L /:M.I \
i;< nf /!((/nrfions in .jilv:t4.>(i<S!M> Hit/ Dt'im rttn<>nt Store

15 A II 25 31 all 50 1275

^i 1:1 i\i.\<; M i.riHHt i si: it in .i/o.Y.sr/;/; I'm \n.\f; < <>\< /;/;.v

lii-riii>tii>n 'l'/troni/lnnit Entire Strife Coiiitltlered Dctriim-ntnl to I'vlitii-*

s- / . ;/// l)<-j'i-iit>'<l < trntliiffttrs lltixtiln Ih-imtml TliortiHf/li I n rrstiynt inn

M Point 14 A tl 16 30.11 Si $260
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liit< -i;-st,<l stuih-ntu . t iiitf.t'il tit I'niiKiinl t'ffi-t-r Iti-nitnistrittiitn .t

1KAI120 38a$130 $250
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Lining Regal Italic No. 2
18 Point 7 A $1 55 14 a $1 70 $3 25

EIGHT MEDICAL STUDENTS RACE
Presents Greatest Electrical Discovery
14 Point 11 A $1 45 21 a $1 55 S3 00

BEAUTIFUL PRINTING FROM REGAL ITALIC
Graceful Women Parade Concourse Every Night
Midnight Serenaders Arouse Handsome Mothers

12 Point 13 A Jl 30 25 a $1 45 $2 75

WHIP STORMING KNIGHTS
Stronger Prince Leading Battle
Demands $1234567890 Thinker

10 Point 17 A $1 25 35 a $1 25 $2 50

CRUISER MAINE AGAIN IN BOSTON
Eastern Traveler Killed on High Ledge
Boy Scouts Appear at Brooklyn Circus

8 Point 18 A $110 35 a $115 $226

USING PRINCIPAL INDICTMENT
Highest Chimney Shaken by Winds
Piano Movers Playing Lawn Tennis

Beating Freight Trainmen a Lost Art

6 Point 19 A $095 39a$105 $200

EXQUISITEAND DIGNIFIED ORNAMENT
Boston Wire Stitchers are Exclusively Used
Freight Train Crossing Panama Very Slowly
Large Shipment $1234567890 Started North

LINING VICTORIA ITALIC

DESIGNED SPECIMENS
24 Point No. 552 6 A $2 50

20 Point No. 552 9 A $2 35

RESHIPMENT
FINDS HOUSE
18 Point No. 552 9 A $200

DlSTINGUISHING
STRIKE HARDER
12 Point No. 551 12 A $1 50

EXQUISITE BEAUTIES
FINE $1234567890 PAID
12 Point No. 552 16 A $1 50

EXPERIENCED TEACHERS
CANDIDATE FOR SHERIFF

12 Point No. 553 19 A $1 50

DUPLICATED EVERY MOVEMENT
BURNING CLUBHOUSE TUESDAY

662

12 Point No. 554 24 A $1 50

GUARDS CAPTURING JAILBIRD
SENTENCE FINE SAFEBLOWER
COMPOSITOR DEMANDS WORK

6 Point No. 551 20 A $1 00

SIX SPANISH DANCERS WERE KILLED
ENGLISH SOLDIERS WON FIRST GLORY
AUTOMOBILE INJURES WILD ANIMALS
FINISH FINE $1234567890 TEXT BOOKS

6 Point No. 552 22 A $1 00

CAPTURE WILD MAN NEAR AMAZON RIVER
HAPPY LOVERS STROLLED HOLDING HANDS
TELLS MARVELOUS EXPERIENCES NIGHTLY
ENTERTAINS NATIVES WITH AWFUL TALES

6 Point No. 553 29 A $1

SIXTY YOUNG COUNTRY PAINTERS WIN PRIZES
THOUSANDS OF VISITORS WERE AT CORONATION
LEADING PRINTERS HAVE BOUGHT THIS OUTFIT

BENEFICIAL CHANGES WERE CONSTANTLY MADE

6 Point No. 554 ;JO A $1 00

GATHERING BEAUTIFUL MAGNOLIAS IN LOWER (.

CHARMING SCHOOL TEACHER HELD DELIGHTFUL PAR
LUMBERMEN WORKED IN MICHIGAN UPPER PENINSUL
SOUTHERN GENTLEMEN TRAVEL MILES ON STEAMB



Lining Law Italic No. 522

.-i 13 A fl 60 26*|1KS I3S6

DEMANDS CONFERENCE OF STOCKHOLDERS AND VICTIMS

Simple Country Gentleman Mourning Loss ofSavingsfor Automobile

New Jersey Constable Hoodwinked by Notorious Philadelphia Thief

Victim Claims He Was Relieved of Five Dollars in American Money

1A iao 37*1146 1275

RAINSTORM STRIKES SOUTHERN CITY

Many Homes Totally Destroyed by Cyclones

Louisiana Town Nearly Blown Into the Gulf
Women and Children in Panic as Rain Falls

Farmer Loses $1234567890 in Nightmare

SPoint 24 A $H 64*1125 1226

BRITISH COMEDIANS ENGAGED YESTERDAY
Will be Seen in Their Tin In bil^t t'lin, t'nmedins

Eivry Promintnt Artur Madf Bid*for Rexervtd Box

Ki-i'ji Impatient Jemeyiti's in Ijm

Human Line Seven BlorJtx Long Awaitx Ticket .W/r

Orchestra Chairs Selling at Seventeen Dollar* Apiece

ehiiriui Contains Many Famous Railroad Conductors

18A II 16 46*1135 1250

INCHE INDIANS INITIATE TENDERFOOT
<rn Inilh'iiliidl Trent rtl Kindly by Younn Braves

Fiinilli/ Elo/irs with Handsome Squaw

^ittinfi Don Offers Much Wampumfor Fwls

More Rifle Practirr Ordered in Anticipation of Battle

Rusty Tomahawks Will Surely Do Seri'ice This Friday

6Point 25A 1090 60*11 10 1200

Kfftjr/i.v SIII.MKR LEADING GREAT HIIJTAKY PARADE
One Hundred Srluol ChMrn Review loan! Line Ki-er Sem

Beautiful Trained Harm Delight Four Thaisan,! s;

Vrrmlilr Dnm Hajar Prrfomu Slartlinu Feott u-ilh Batim

Stupid Tramitm Injured Tkvlw Innocent Candy Herrhanti

Tm PtrttinrMi Reap Hanoi at People Jostle One Another

Armed Htanwai/man Ouurd Through Cr/u-tt ><\i Opera Singer

Mad Caninet Caiaed Panic Amona Bystanderi Near Library

Jai/tovn Citizen* Last H2S4S81890 at the Leading Hotel

l.iiiiii<_i 1.KIT Italic No. 520

II I'.-nl 13 A II 40 26*1160 BOO

SEVEN i-:,\"n-:i:r i;iSING DOCTOHS TOURING
l-'..\'l><

rt riii/xiciunx Cone to Sedi'c// fur I lie Fdiiionx Cold

.liillioi-Ht/Siii/s Disco/-//-// II '/// I'rni-f /loon lo Bald Headed Men
tin, I-;.\-IH riiinnt mi Hill'mrd /If/// >>V///.sy/W Dnuliliii'J. Tinnituses

16A H25 32*1150 1275

r. \ 7 //: 1 1 S /. / / /:.s < 'RUISER RETURNS AFTER LONGEST VOYAGE
./<///>//> 1,'i-ltiffil Thrilling E-vprriciK-r* on, 1in(ir<l Slii/i J)iirini> the Sturm*

Yiui'_! .Miiscnt .1 it in /nil < h-crlintiril us (limit Cruiser .Yi'iiml l-'dslrrn I'urt

.lilniinil I'ruiiKitril . Imliitiniis >7 .'.',

'

r
.
',!',', S!H> Huston Youth Last Tliiirsilnij

17AI1 Ifi 40*1135 12 50

/;/, n 'A >. i/ / /// 1 '// i.nimnni. \/s /-. /. \ "/// /;/,'

lnii;li l',,n-l llr, I-/,,,in rul .Ijti'l- Ciiinr Conilmt

intuit.^ /,'i*/riii'j Hi-iiiiclit Out ('muilii Clrrk

,
l.nii- Sun-lit CircusMn mi >T in I'uiit

l'"l- I'liin-s Huhliil- Hnrsiii /,'////<///;/- II 'ii-.-

r

10 Point

8 Point 20 A II 00 40*1126 1225

FKK1H/1T Tll.ll\ STKIKKS Hrrh' li.l.\TKK

}'inin-_; Kii^uirrr Xlrrfts at Critirnl .Mom fill

ItnilriHitl I'rrsiilfiil /li.irlm red Strong Roy
Sn/irrinlendents Caiitinnril .III Kmployets
/irrif l-'irriiKin Heard Wh tut It Shriek Tirirr

/defended Unfortunate t'irtiin

Price, for Circular Font. Lining L*w Italic No. 620

20 A |1 00 115*1366 14 5

17 A II 26 110*1380 1515

r .

14 Point
18AI140 90.B8S 1526
13 A II 56 K!WHO K35

. ..:



Lining Latin Condensed No.

72 Point 4 A $4 80 6a$455 $935

t

60 Point 4A$405 6a$355 $760

DECLINES INTRODUCTION

Reproduction Unsatisfactory
48 Point 5A |3 06 9a$320 $625

CHAMPION WRESTLER THROWN

Brawny Blacksmith Captures Title

SBPoint BA$210 9a$215 $425 18 Point 1SA$140 31a$185 $325

OflFFB SEYERAL BEAUTIFUL CREATIONS

vr r JJIV

Position Sficurfid
Elected B* and Enterprising Men

Remarkable Improvements Proposed

Elected Bright and Enterprising Men

Prominent Ladies Arrange Exercises

30 Point 7 A $2 05 11 a $1 95 $400 12 Point 21 A $1 25 42 a $150

Wfl 4 RY WIT IIP TRATED ADVERTISEMENT ACCEPTED

ilJjnlll YViLLlL Marvelous North American Harpooner Rescued

The SnDmerged Object Wrecked the Rambler

Unusual Large $1234567890 Money Advanced

24 Point 9 A $1 65 18 a $1 90 $3 55 10 Point 23 A $1 10 46 a $1 40 $2 50

PRACTICAL DESIGNING DISPLAYED THROUGHOUT

Ingenious Compositor Invents Wonderful Demijohn

Large Concerns Kept Busy Supplying Great Demand

Several Wealthy Chinamen Purchase Rice Industry

654

fiT H
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Rut tho WnnH Large Concerns Kept Busy Supplylng Great Demand

Dill Iflc VlOOQ



Lining Latin Antique No. 520
> Point 4 A 1190 9. $235 $426

SHOW MODERN DESIGN
Display Feature Exquisite
Charters Swiftest Cruiser

14 Point 5 A $155 11 $196 $3 CO

SECOND PRESIDENT RETIRING
Dreamland Lion Captured Friday
Bravest Policemen Hunt Fugitive

!- I'.. Bt 8 A $160 18a$175 $326

SOLDIERS ENDURED MANY HARDSHIPS
Heavy Marching Order Comes from Major
Bugle Sounded General Muster Repeatedly
Knapsacks and Blankets Carefully Packed

14 Point 13 A $1 40 27 a $1 60 $3 00

NIGHT EDITORS EDUCATED
Time Rapid Vaudeville Singers
Railroad Detective Chased Men
Guards Plunder Fine Buildings

8 Point 15 A $100 32* $125 $225

SEARCHING PARTY RETURNS
Youngsters Taken by Policemen
Lost Children Found Near Woods
Slept Beside Monument of Kelley
Boston Newspapers Giving Facts
Receives Liberal Reward Monday

tt Petal 1.1 A $125 29a$150 $275

HUNTERS CAPTURED QUAILS
Buffalo Pursued While Browsing
Chasing Foxes Through Meadow
Spending $1234567890 Fortune

I'.-- 16 A $090 87. $110 $200

TINSMITH WROTE TOUCHING STORY
Describing Life Among the Norwegians
Resident Pictured Beyond Comparison
Scene Based Upon Historical Thoughts
Enormous Demands Received Tuesday
Love and Pathos Played Important Part
Brought $ I 23456789O and Five Cents

14 A $1 10 29* $140 $250

NOTORIOUS BURGLAR SUBDUED
Brave Constable Shackled Criminal
Safeblower Defied Brutal Detective
Country Gentlemen Arousing Jailer

Judge Found Nervy Prisoner Guilty

6-on- Point 21 A $0 90 48 $1 10 $2 00

PRINTING INDUSTRY BECAME WONDERFUL
American Type Founder* Company Ornament
Produce Only Finest Border* and Brass Rule*

Charming Typographical Characters Observed
Eiqulalta Featuring Abound Throughout Output
Known as Complete Printing Office Outfitter

Every Device Originated Benefits Entire Craft



Lining Doric No. 52O
.12 I'.iint 3 A $3 00 7a$325 $625

STRANGE HOUSE
Trains Fierce Lion
36 Point 3 A $2 60 6a$250 $510

RETURNS FORTUNE
Hunter Injured Tiger
30 Point 4AJ205 8a$220 $425

DESIGNER CENSURED
Learned Counsel Advises
24 Point 5 A $165 9a$l 85 $350

PICKED FOR LEADING ACTS
Graduated From Third School
New England Printer Retired
18 Point 7A$160 12a$165 $325

EXCITED CROWD
Boys Studied Law
Southern Captain
14 Point 11 A $145 24 a $155 $300

REMARKABLE BEAUTY
Third Annual Shore Dinner
Journeys Through Scotland

10 Point 15A $110 31a$140 $250

PRECIOUS GEMS STOLEN
Eight Miclstrels Entertained
Desirable Citizens Organized
Speaker Charmed Publisher

Dynamiting Historic Bridge

8 Point 20 A $1 05 44 a $1 20 $2 25

LIGHT OPERA SINGER RETURNED
Young Duke Howards Laily for Honesty

Desperate Thief Caught by a Policeman

Californian Befriended Former Citizens

Famous Theatre Manager AVeds Beauty

12 Point 13A$1 30 25a$145 $275 6 Point 17 A $090 42a$l 10 $200

FAMOUS CIRCUS ACROBAT
Wild Animals Inhabited Jungle
Splendid $1234567890 Cooking

RECEIVED TWO THOUSAND MESSAGES
Inspector to Condemn Largest Fire Trap
Contains Attractive and Beautiful Ideas

Producing the Highest Grade of Printing
Aeronaut Made $1234567890 Flight in Air

656



Lining Modern Antique No. 2

:: i- SAftn 3$400 11090

HERD Seized
.. r SA$&40 4a$S0 tSO

Clear DRINKS
SA $406 5$345 $760

DESIGN Producers
!J I'.. Bt 4 A $300 8a$330 $630

Singular COINCIDENT
! Point 4 A $260 8$266 $5 15

MARVELOUS Coal Product
Print 6A $2 10 12a$215 $425

Copyrighting DISTINCT PRINTS
24 Point 7 A $175 12a$180 $355

CONSTRUCTS TOWER
Makes Exquisite Series

10 A $145 22a$180 $325

NIGHT RIDERS DISPERSING
Great Labor-Saving Machines

16A $120 32 II 56 $275

BEFRIENDS MAGAZINE PUBLISHING
More Harmonious Musical Selections

Superintend $1234567890 Erections

657

10 Point 17 A $105 34a$14S $250

ENTERTAINING RICHER CHILDREN
Practical Knowledge of Operation
Handsome Scholar Returned Home
Buy Useful Labor-Saving

1 Material

8 Point 18 A $100 36a $1 25 $225

WITNESSED GREAT ACROBATIC FEAT
Produces Wonderful Electric Display
Containing Distinct Original Qualities

Stylish Modern Antique Repays Buyer

6 Point 20AI080 4(1 a $1 10 $200

AMERICAN TYPE SPECIMENS INTERESTING
Job Printers Readily See Attractive Feature
The Craft Realizing the Artistic Possibilities

Wheel of Progress Kept Turning Every Hour
Bankers are $1234567890 Always Welcomed



ENGRAVERS ISOLD
36 Point 3 A $4 05CHAMPIONS
MHVEHURST
30 Point 4 A $310

QUICK PRINTS
TIRED WOMAN
24 Point 5 A $2 60

SOMETHING SOLID
HOUSE WRECKING
18 Point No. 2 7 A $2 00

RESUMING OPERATIONS
TAPESTRIES EXHIBITED
18 Point No. 1 8AS200

VERY HARMONIZING BORDER
STUPENDOUS UNDERTAKINGS
12 Point No. 3 10 A $1 50

TEACHER PRAISED
AMERICAN PUBLIC

6 Point No. 4 20 A $1 00

MI'SSIC RENDITIONS ARK 1'I.KASAXT
LARGE DELEGATIONS KNTKRTAINKD
GREAT ACIIIEVEMKNTS IN 1'HINTING
KINDLY ATTENDING OUR RKCKPTION

12 Point No. 2 12 A $1 BO 6 Point No. 3 27 A $1 00

GENERAL REDUCTIONS
ORNAMENTAL BORDER
12 Point No. 1 17 A $1 50

RELIABLE HOME PRODUCTION
BEAUTIFUL FOR THE PRINTER

6 Point No. 5 16 A $1 00

FOUR BEAUTIFUL BUILDINGS ERECTED
HANDSOMELYENGRAVED INVITATIONS
GENEROUS PEOPLE PROPOSED DINNER

658

MONSTMOSITYC-AFTrKKll WlIII.i: KXIM.OKIXG
NOW KXI1':<LTIN<; BCIEMTIFfc EXAMINATIONS
IlKAVTIFfl. HOI'VKNIltM 1>UKSI-:NTKI> VISIT! IKS
CHKATIONS OKAKTIHTIC I'lilNTHH I>ISI>I,AVKD

6 Point No. 2 30 A $1 00

u- \ i in i; i:xTK.voi*niNAHY MiccnAxifAi. K r:^oi -it< -i-:s

<:IVIN<: >-i-Mr:uorM KI:POUTS coN<-r:uNiN<; H.VNKI-:IIB

1H':M<IN.STHATION rA V< >H Altl.K TO I.ATHST IXVKXTION
HKMAKKAItl.Y IN( 'UK Ar:I> I'Ol*l

-

I.ATION ].- I . . 1 ~. I I I; I I >

6 Point No. 1 34 A $1 00

PROFKSSOIt U.^NIK .I.I'IICS WIMSKNIIKIMKH TA>,KM AT I.KN<iTn

INTKREMTIN<; IMSforUSKU t-REATKI* GKNKHAI. KXf-ITI:Ml:NT

PROOfCKD RKMl-l.TS WITH PROMINENT AMliRICAN l

I
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30 Point No. 10 5A$325REDUCED STOCK
QUICK PRINTERS
STUNG BUTCHER
24 Point No. 9 5 A $2 60

EJECTING FRIENDS
STUDIED QUESTION
LOST MINES FOUND
18 Point No. 8 7 A $2 10

PROMINENT MEN
IMPROVED SCULPTURE
REMARKABLE FLIGMIT
12 Point No. 7 10AJ160

CLEVER SCHEMER
MECHANIC HIRED
SPEND $1234567890

10 Point No. 6 13 A $1 45

POPULAR MAN DYINO
USTDICT FIVE BROKERS
EXAMINES HUCKSTER

8 Point No. 5 16A $1 26

BEAUTIFUL GRANITE MANSION
SEVERAL INVENTIONS BOUGHT
DUKE INVITES ELEVEN BARONS
ONE HOMELY WOMAN PRESENT

660

6 Point No. 4 16A $105

MET SATISFIED GENTLEMEN
DISPLEASED CHEMIST
GROTESQUE DESIGN

MAIL CLERK PLEASES

6 Point No. 3 17 A $100

NICE AND LEGIBLE CHARACTER
SAVEETER MAGNOLIAS IN BLOOM
ACTORS ENJOY ANNUAL DINNE1
MICHIGAN $1234587800 FARM KRi-

6 Point No. 12 22 A $100

CHARITABLE SOCIETY ELECTS OFt'ICI
COMEDIAN ENTERTAINS THIRTY WOU
IMiKUISTORIC ANIMAL RECENTLY KOU>
BURGLARS RANSACKED NEW MANSIONS

6 Point No. 11

RE1>UTAI)LE PHYSICIAN DISCOVERS LOST TREASUF
COLLEOE FACULTY DISCUS-LIME ATHLETIC IN'BTRUC

REMARKABLE DEMONSTRATIONS CONVIN'l KU Ill'VKHM

MONSTER BENEKIT PROVES -WONDERFUL ATTRACTIO
OOVERN-MENT AUTH01*IT1I.>4 I X \-ESTK3ATI XO MATTE
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MERCANTILE BOLD
48 Point 3A$500

FOREIGNER
36 Point 5A$400

RIGHT NUMBER
24 Point 6A$300

AMERICAN PRODUCT
20 Point 9 A $2 25

PRODUCES DISTINCT SERIES
18 Point 10 A $2 05

RIGHTEOUS $1234561890 MANAGER

MERCANTILE SERIES
16 Point No. 29 10 A $175

COMPETING PRINTERS HARMONIZE
EASTERN EXCURSIONISTS RETURN
14 Point No. 5 13 A $1 75

DESIGNS NEW TYPES
CLOSE NEGOTIATION
12 Point No. 27 12A$150

SIMPLE FACTS KNOWN
GETS $1234567890 COIN

12 Point No. 26 15 A $1 50

MOST NOTORIOUS FAMILY
VENTILATING APPLIANCE

10 Point No. 25 18A $140

REVEAL UNPLEASANT TIDINGS
EIGHTEEN MILLIONS INVESTED

662

8 Point No. 24 18 A $1 26

GOVERNMENT ISSUED ORDERS
INGENIOUS BAKING MACHINES
CONFECTIONERS REMARKABLE
PURCHASE MERCANTILE TYPE

6 Point No. 23 21 A $100

BOSTON' WIRK STITCHER IS POPULAR
INVALUABLE AS GOOD PROFIT MAKER
ALL BINDERS RECOGNIZE ITS MK1MT*
REGULATED #1234567890 TIME CLOCK

6 Point No. 22 26 A $1 00

THE UNITED SOCIETIES OF GLORIOUS OHDKKS
MIDNIGHT SUBURBANITES ELECTED ANOTHER
DELEGATE TO THE SEMI-ANNUAL CONVENTION
RECEPTION COMMITTEE EXTENDED WKI.COME

6 Point No. 21 35 A $1 00

BIRDS

INTKItESTlNO AltTICLK rCRI.ISHF.I) IN FOHEION rKHIODICAI.S

ARTIFICIAL LAKF, SURROUNDED BY FHAtiRANT i r.u AMUSIS
SOME NATIONAL INSTITUTIONS MAKI: 1-AYlMi F.NTK urRISES



LIXIXC. CJOPPERPLATE HOMAN
K) Point No. SS6 17AI140

IIAXMSi iMK KFC.FITIOXS
lilt 1C. I IT DKSIC.X SOUGHT
SCONCING QUESTIONS

O >MF. sr_>:!4.->ii?lJMi IK >MF

I Point No. SM f 16A $125
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BRANDON AND BRANDON GOTHIC
24 Point 6 A $2 60

SPECIMEN PRODUCED
HISTORIES INTEREST
18 Point No. 2 8 A $2 00

BRANDON SERIES ^LEASED
HANDSOMEST LIGHTHOUSE
18 Point No. 1 9A $2 00

DESIGNS SUBMITTED IMPROVING
CONTAINING MODERN STRENGTH
12 Point No. 4 12 A $1 BO

MONSTER TORNADO DISTURBED CHILD
WORK DEMANDS CAREFUL. COMPOSITOR
DIGNIFIED S1234567890 FIGURES CAST
12 Point No. 3 14 A $1 50

BEAUTIFUL MAIDEN SWINGS IN THE HAMMOCK
PLOWING STARTED IN NORTHWEST MONTANA
SOLD TREMENDOUS SHIPMENT OF MACHINERY

12 Point No. 2 18 A $1 60 6 Point No. 1 26 A $1 00

INTEREST HOTEL. PROPRIETOR SPASMODIC IXDIOESTIOX CAUSIXK si< -KXKS,

ADVERTISE COMING RESIDENTS CKLEBHATIOKS rASfciAi.i,VT78TrcoKssi-i :i.

HOM KCOM1.V<; (.-AUSKD MAXY ACHIXO HEARTS
USING BOSTON WIRE STITCHER *,,* arsnmrarrB MAKIXG SVTKKT MUSIC

12 Point No. 1 21 A $1 60 6 Point No. 36 A $1 00

CROWN ANOTHER MONARCH TODAY ^^^^^^^^^n^^^\',"~
MAGAZINE BEGAN FOURTH VOLUME
YOUNG STONEMEN LEARN RAPIDLY INQOIB.KSVMA,I,AI.WAV S HKCK.VKHROMHTA-,.T,-ST,.,,

6 Point No. 3 18 A $1 00 6 Point Brandon Gothic No. 2 20 A $1 00

HORRIBLE PLAGUES DESTROYED EMPIRE DEMONSTRATIONS PROVING VERY DELIGHTFUL

T>TT?S-IJ"VT WVTRT-MWT V f- R A rWTTT \I A THKV I N D I S P E N S AB L E O R I G I N A UUY C R O W N E D E FFO RTPRtSJiM -b-.VlKEAIJii,! tiKACJil<l 1. Al A1JJJ1.JN
N u M E RO u s wi LD FLOWE RS FOU N D i N FO R ESTS

DISCRIMIXATIXG FLORIST MERITS HONOR GOOD NATURED FIREMEN SACRIFICE D CLOTH ES

BANKERS WENT 81234567890 TO KANSAS FIREPROOFING si234S6789o EVERY BUILDING

6 Point No. 2 22 A $1 00 6 Point Brandon Gothic No. 1 24 A $1 00

BHANDON SERIES BRINGS MANY HETUHN OHDKHS
MUTUAL ADMIRATION SOCIETY FORMED IN CHINA
RAPID STEEI. AND IHON INDUSTRY DEVELOPING
COLORADO MOUNTAIN SCENERY STILL PLEASING

Fiaurea furnished with all sizes except 6 point No. 0. No colon, semi-colon. (\OA
interrogation, or exclamation point furnished with this series



IlKAMlO.V I.\ PRA< 1 K A I. DISPLAY

ANNOUNCEMENT
TO THOSK SI'KNIHNc; TIIKIH NATATION IN ol.l) VIIil.\IA

LANDMARK RAILROAD

\\ I. \\.\ol \( I. >!!.( I VI. HATKS FOR THOSE DKSIRIXU TO
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TYPO GOTHIC
(Name changed from Tiffany Gothic)

24 Point No. 2 7 A $2 50

ENDURING FISHERMEN
24 Point No. 1 7 A $2 50

COMPOSITOR ENTRUSTED
18 Point No. 2 9 A $2 00

DEMANDING MODERN GOTHICS
18 Point No. 1 12 A $2 00

REQUIRED JUDGMENT WHEN CHOSEN



TYPO GOTHIC
iNua. rhu*l mm TUfuur Gothic)

THE

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS
COMPANY

EXTENDS A CORDIAL INVITATION

TO ALL

PRINTERS AND PUBLISHERS

TO VISIT ITS CENTRAL PLANT

LOCATED AT

3OO COMMUNIPAW AVENUE

JERSEY CITY. N. J.

WITHOUT DOUBT THIS IS THE LARGEST AN D BEST AR RANGED
TYPE FOUNDRY IN THE WORLD. ANYONE INTERESTED IN

TYPE OR PRINTING WILL FEEL WELL REPAID FOR
THE TIME (PENT IN INSPECTING THE PLANT

MRS. THOMAS MORTON

AT MOM!
THURSDAYS 006 NORDAIN STRE

MARKUS S. BRONSON
MINING ENGINEER

Root. NO IS*

MONTMORENCY BUILDING

BUFFALO

ORDER OF DANCE

FIRST HALF

I OlIAMD MAHCM

W.LT1

3 TWO-STtP

t SCMOTTISCHK

WALTZ

SECOND HALF

7 TWO-STI*

1O SCMOTTItCMC

GOOD NIOHT

THE
BRINKTOWN TRUST

COMPANY
IMPROVED FARM OR CITY PROPERTY FOR

SALE WITHIN EASY COMMUTING
DISTANCE OF NEWYORK

CHARLES L. DAILEY. PRESIDENT

HUGH BARRIE, TREASURER

THIRD AND MAPLE STREETS
OPPOSITE POST OFFICE



Lightline

36 Point 6A$275 9a$22B $500

MODERNIZED NUMBERING
General Improvement Noticed
SOPoint 6A$205 12a$225 $430

EUROPEAN MERCHANT SOUGHT
Northern Hunting Excursion Returns

24 Point 8 A $1 75 14 a $1 75 $3 50

DISTINGUISHED PUBLISHERS ADVISED
Noted Literary Exponents Received Mention

18 Point 11 A $1 55 22 a $1 75 $3 30

ENTHUSIASTIC PRINTERS PROMOTING HARMONY
Popular American Line Type Styles Strongly Advocated

Successful Advertisers Are Demanding Quality Printing

14 Point 17 A $150 32a$150 $300 6 Point No. 4 26 A $095 52a$105 $200

REMARKABLE DESIGNS BOUGHT F

B ST

:

W.REST.TCHERS.NSURESAT.SFACT.ON

Especially Recommended for Its Labor-Saving Features

Bright Color Blending Acknowledged

Invaluable as a Profit-Maker for the Up-to-Date Bindery

Self-Regulating and Easily Adjusted, It Excels all Others

Leading Printers and Publishers Recognize its Merits

12 Point 19A $130 39a$145 $275 6 Point No. 3 31A $095 61a$105 $200

EXPERIENCED CUSTOMER DELIGHTED HANDSOME LETTER FORGENERALCOMMERCIAL PRINTING

_ .

i i\ >i
_ American Type Leads the World for Originality and Distinctiveness

Charm the MOSt EXaCting Beautiful and Effective Printing Continually Being Distributed

Recovering $1234567890 Owner Pleased Keep Your Plant Modern $1234567890 and in Good Condition

10 Point 22 A $120 43 a $130 $250 6 Point No. 2 40 A $100

SECURE YOUR JOB TYPE IN WEIGHT FONTS ENTERPRISING MEASURES PLANNED BY EXPERIENCED STATESMEN

. . ,
FOREIGN NOBLEMEN GREATLY PLEASED WITH OUR TRADE METHODS

AVOIU the Expensive Habit Of Picking Live Matter INTERESTING REMARKS ON PRESENT-DAY TOPICS PROVE VALUABLE

HUMOROUS QUESTIONS ANSWERED IN A GOOD-NATURED MANNER

BOISTEROUS AUDIENCE FAILED TO DISCONCERT COUNTY ORATORSFull Cases of Display Letter Mean Larger Profits

8 Point 24A $110 47 a $115 $225 6 Point No. 1 46A $100

MANY CHARACTERISTIC AND STRIKING TYPE DESIGNS T^Tu!^"^^7^
Popular American Line Faces Increase the Value of Printing

Always Bear ThiS FaCt in Mind When Ordering New Material CHARMING ENTEKTAINERS SCORE GREAT SUCCESS IN LIOHT OPEAT,C ROLES

668



Lightline in Practical Display

JAMES MARTINDALE. Prnidint H. MARTIN ANDERSON, Sx'ftary

WILLIAM T. AMES. V.c-Pi.vdnl HENRY BRADSON. Troiunr

Martindale, Bradson & Company
Number 1934 East One Hundred and Sixteenth Street

NEW BEDFORD, VERMONT

EXTEND
to their friends and customers a cordial

invitation to attend their Annual Exhibition and

pass judgment on the recent importation of Oriental

Carpets, Rugs and Tapestries which their special

European agent, Mr. Herbert Mason, after visiting

the principal marts and trade-centers of Europe,

Asia and India, has selected for them. This selec-

tion is undoubtedly the finest that has ever been

displayed and offered for sale in this city. No matter

how keen the eye may be for color harmony, or how

fastidious the taste in harmonious interior decora-

tion, the subtle charm embodied in the making of

these creations cannot fail to appeal to you. To have

a beautiful and comfortable home is the ambition

of every person of intelligence, and how to make the

home as beautiful as one's purse will permit is an

art in which every householder should be interested

and to further this end a special staff of skilled

housefurnishers and decorators is at your service

Dated September 3

MONTHLY STATEMENT

Portland, Ore., 191

M

TO MONTGOMERY & HENDERSON, Dr .

MANUFACTURERS OF

Automobiles and Motor Boats

GENERAL OFFICE AND SHOWROOM
Manufacturers of

NOTRAM SIX-CYLINDER MOTORS No. 1026 North Plainficld Avenue



LIGHT COPPERPLATE GOTHIC CONDENSED

24 Point No. 40 8 A $2 60

EXPOSED STRANGE METHOD
24 Point No. 39 10 A $2 50

PROSPEROUS YOUNG MERCHANTS
18 Point No. 40 11 A $2 00

BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS RECEIVE MENTION
18 Point No. 39 14 A $2 00

MEDICAL JOURNALS EXPLAIN HARMFUL DRINK

SUMMER ANNOUNCEMENT
THE FAIRMOUND COMPANY

MANUFACTURING SILVERSMITHS

ANNOUNCES THAT IT HAS MANUFACTURED A DISTINCTIVE AND ARTISTIC LINE
OF NOVELTIES IN THE SILVERSMITHS ART AND WILL BE PLEASED

IF YOU WILL SHOW YOUR APPRECIATION WHEN

MR. HURBERT CHURCHSON WORTHINGTON

CALLS AT YOUR OFFICE WITH SAMPLES COMPRISING ITS COMPLETE LINES
AND YOU MAY EXPECT HIM ON OR ABOUT THE

TWENTY-FIRST DAY OF THE MONTH OF AUGUST

KNOWING THAT OUR LINES WILL MEET WITH YOUR
APPROVAL WE THANK YOU FOR YOUR KIND CONSIDERATION

OF THE SAME AND FOR MANY PAST FAVORS

THE FAIRMOUND COMPANY
SHOE LANE. LONDON. E.C.

DURABLE $1234567890 HANDSOME

12 Point No. 38 18 A $1 60

PROMINENT SPEAKER FOUND
SOME INTERESTING READING
12 Point No. 37 22 A $1 BO

ENERGETIC MAIDENS SUBSTITUTED
RICH RESIDENT PRESENTED NAMES
12 Point No. 36 26 A $1 50

HANDSOME AMERICAN PRODUCTS USED
REASONABLE REQUIREMENTS PROPOSED

12 Point No. 35 29 A $1 50
'

LARGE DEMANDS GRANTED COUNTY OFFICIALS

NUMEROUS CONTRACTS REPORTED DEFECTIVE

670

6 Point No. 34 27 A $1 00

HARMONY PREVAILED DURING CONVENTION

EXTRAORDINARY SCENES EXCITED MEMBERS

MUSICAL TEAM $1234567890 FORMED BAND

6 Point No. 33 31 A $1 00

BRAVE SOLDIER RETURNED FROM THE BATTLEFIELDS

WITH EMBLEMS OF VICTORY BEDECKING HIS BREAST

FIGHTING DESPERATE BATTLES WITH LIMITED MEANS

6 Point No. 32 37 A $1 00

BRIGHTER INDUSTRIAL CON DITIONS SAID TO BE INCREASING

FINANCIERS PREPARE RESOURCES FOR DISTRIBUTING MONEY

VERY REMARKABLE MEASURES ANNOUNCED BY LARGE DEALER

6 Point No. 31 42 A $1 00

DOWN IN THE BOWELS OF BIG STEAMSHIPS ENGINEERS CONSTANTLY

AND DILIGENTLY WATCH EVERY SHAFT AND BOILER GAUGE THROUGH

MANY LONG WEARY DAYS AND NIGHTS WHILE PLOUGHING THE OCEAN



HEAVY COPPERPLATE GOTHIC CONDENSED

:i r BrtNi 1 8AI250

EXPOSED STRANGE METHOD
M Point No. 19 10A 12 60

PROSPEROUS YOUNG MERCHANTS
11 ABOO

BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS RECEIVE MENTION
So. 19 14 A $2 00

MEDICAL JOURNALS EXPLAIN HARMFUL DRINK

HlftBf COflKLItt DANIIL BI**IH

THE AKRON MINING & MILLING Co.

DEVELOPING AND OPERATING

MINING PROPERTIES. TIMBER TRACTS
AND COAL LANDS

MAIN OFFICE
MANDRAKE BUILDING WASHINGTON. D. C.

ESTABLISHED 1866

MR. RUDOLPH M. WORTHINGTON
HOME DECORATOR

36 AMSTERDAM STREET
HURON BUILDING

Ten PMONI 862 SPHINGFIILD PlKERSTOWN. N. M.

DURABLE $1234567890 HANDSOME

18 A II 50

PROMINENT SPEAKER FOUND
SOME INTERESTING READING

21 AH 60

ENERGETIC MAIDENS SUBSTITUTED
RICH RESIDENT PRESENTED NAMES
U Point No. 16 25 A II 60

HANDSOME AMERICAN PRODUCTS USED
REASONABLE REQUIREMENTS PROPOSED

12 Point No. IS 29 A II BO

LARGE DEMANDS GRANTED COUNTY OFFICIALS

NUMEROUS CONTRACTS REPORTED DEFECTIVE

671

6 Point No. 14 27 A II 00

HARMONY PREVAILED DURING CONVENTION

EXTRAORDINARY SCENES EXCITED MEMBERS
MUSICAL TEAM $1234567890 FORMED BAND

>; Point No. l.t 31 A 1100

BRAVE SOLDIER RETURNED FROM THE BATTLEFIELDS

WITH EMBLEMS OF VICTORY BEDECKING HIS BREAST

FIGHTING DESPERATE BATTLES WITH LIMITED MEANS

6 Point No. 12 37 A II 00

RIQHTER INDUSTRIAL CONDITIONS SAID TO BE INCREASING

FINANCIERS PREPARE RESOURCES FOR DISTRIIUTINO MONET
VERT HEHARKAIlt MEASURES ANNOUNCED IT LAROE DEALER

6 Point No. 11 42 A 1100



COPPERPLATE GOTHICS IN COMBINATION

EXHIBITION OF RARE CURIOS
AND

FINE ANTIQUES

BEGINNING MONDAY, JANUARY 17TH, AND CONTINUING THE
ENTIRE WEEK, OUR ANNUAL EXHIBITION OF RARE CURIOS
AND FINE ANTIQUES WILL BE HELD IN THE WAREROOMS
OF OUR NEW BUILDING. WE CAN TRUTHFULLY ANNOUNCE,
WITHOUT FEAR OF CONTRADICTION, THAT OUR DISPLAY

THIS YEAR WILL BE THE BEST EVER SEEN IN THE CITY. A

SPECIAL EFFORT HAS BEEN MADE BY OUR TRAVELING PUR-

CHASER TO OUTDO HIMSELF ON THIS OCCASION, AND THAT
HE HAS SUCCEEDED TO AN ADMIRABLE DEGREE WILL BE

AT ONCE APPARENT TO THE MOST FASTIDIOUS OF ART CON-

NOISSEURS AND COLLECTORS OF CURIOS AND ANTIQUES

A BEAUTIFULLY PRINTED CATALOGUE HAS BEEN ARRANGED
AND THE ARTICLES ENUMERATED. WITH A BRIEF HISTORY OF
EACH. PATRONS WHO FEEL INTERESTED AND FIND IT INCON-

VENIENT TO ATTEND THE EXHIBITION IN PERSON MAY SECURE
A COPY BY SENDING THEIR ADDRESS TO THIS DEPARTMENT

THE KINGSFORD ART CO.
SECOND AND BRINK STREETS

AUSTIN, ILLINOIS

Renaissance Ornament

SILVER NOVELTIES RARE STATUARY

THE KINGSFORD ART COMPANY
IMPORTER OF

ANTIQUES AND CURIOS

CHARLES N. MASON
SECOND AND BRINK STREETS

AUSTIN, ILLINOIS
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COPPERPLATE GOTHICS IN COMBINATION



LIGHT COPPERPLATE GOTHIC

HUMOROUS QUESTION
24 Point No. 9 7 A $2 50

CONSTRUCTION MACHINES
18 Point No. 10 9 A $2 00

DISHONEST BROKERS RETURN
18 Point No. 9 11 A $2 00

MODERN ENTERPRISES DEMOLISHED

24 Point No. 10 6 A $2 50

THE ECONOMIC CLUB OF BOSTON
REQUESTS THE HONOR OF YOUR COM PA NY AT AN IN FORMAL DINNER ON THE EVENING

OF WEDNESDAY. THE FIRST OFJUNE. ONE THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED
TWELVE. AT HALF AFTER SIX O'CLOCK. AT

THE GREAT NORTHERN HOTEL

SUBJECT FOR DISCUSSION

Is THE OVER-CAPITALIZATION OF OUR RAILROADS AN EVIL

JAMES S. MONTGOMERY. JR.

REV. PERCY ANDERSON

DOCTOR ROBERT BOYCE KOTH

SPEAKERS

PROF. CHARLES LEON MORTON

FRED WARREN ATHERINGTON

ANDREW H. CONARSIE

DOCTOR MARCUS RADBURN

MAYOR HENRY MARKSON

DAVID M. ROTHERFORD

PROFESSOR GEORGE N. NOSTRON WILL PRESIDE

RECEPTION WILLBEHELDATHALFAFTERSIX DINNER AT SEVEN

SPEAKING FROM HALF AFTER EIGHT UNTIL HALF AFTER TEN

STRONG $1234567890 FIGURES
12 Point No. 8 13A $1 50

CABINET RENUMBERED

6 Point No. 4 21 A $1 00

REHEARSING WONDERFUL DRAMAS
DIGNIFIED CHARACTER PRESENTED
CHOICE MIDNIGHT PERFORMANCES

12 Point No. 7 16A $1 50 6 Point No. 3 26 A $1 00

INGENIOUS KINGS CONFER
HEROIC MAIDEN HONORED
12 Point No. 6 19A $1 60

REMARKABLE SOUVENIR PRIZES
_.., ....-.-. --.CURIOUS GERANIUM EXHIBITION

12 Point No. 5 24A $1 60

ENTHUSIASTIC JUVENILE SERENADER
MAGNIFICENT SPRINGTIME COSTUMES

674

ANCIENT COLONIAL MANSIONS SEARCHED

6 Point No. 2 32 A $100

MUSCULAR GENTLEMEN EXHIBITGREAT ENDURANCE
STRENUOUS EXERCISERECOMMENDED BY PHYSICIAN

MANY EXTRAORDINARY ACROBAT.C ACH,EVEMENTS

6 Point No. 1 37 A $1 00

ALPINE MOUNTAIN CLIMBER ENJOYING SPECIAL PRIVILEGE



HEAVY COPPERPLATE GOTHIC

M Point No. 3D \

HUMOROUS QUESTION
i I- \ < 7A$260

CONSTRUCTION MACHINES
IAH '

DISHONEST BROKERS RETURN
--

! s :i \ -.' H

MODERN ENTERPRISES DEMOLISHED

ANNOUNCEMENT
THE FIRM OF

MARKTON. BUCKRAND & COMPANY
MINING ENGINEERS

WISH TO INFORM THEIR MANY CUSTOMERS THAT THEY HAVE
ASSOCIATED WITH THEM IN THE CAPACITY OF

MASTER DRAUGHTSMAN

MR. EDGAR MURTENS
WHO WILL DIRECT THE DRAUGHTING DEPARTMENT AT

THE OFFICES OF THIS COMPANY

No. 2345 MONTGOMERY STREET

HUDSON, N. J.

CHARLES MARKTON. MANAGE*

SOAPS
AND

PERFUMES



COPPERPLATE GOTHICS IN COMBINATION

ESTABLISHED 19O8 INCORPORATED 19O9

MERIM NORTHEASTERN BUILDING
OFFICERS:

JAMES P. MARTIN. PRESIDENT

E.J. MOAN. VICE-PRESIDENT

SILAS DUMONT. SECRETARY

JOHN F. FOX. TREASURER

EDWARD L DOYLE. CASHIER

AND LOAN
ROOM 4. BURD BUILDING

HAMLIN, OHIO

DIRECTORS:

RICHARD M. HARKINS. M. D

SYLVESTER R. GRAHAM
PROF. ARTHUR HEBRAND

JOHN W. MARKES. JR.

CHARLES H. MONTGOMERY

IN ORGANIZING THE MERIM NORTHEASTERN BUILDING AND LOAN
IT HAS BEEN THE PURPOSE OF ITS OFFICERS AND MEMBERS TO FUR-

NISH A SOURCE OF STRONG FINANCIAL AID TO THE HOUSEHOLDERS
AND BUSINESS MEN OF THIS RAPIDLY GROWING SECTION OF HAMLIN.
ITS BOARD OF DIRECTORS IS COMPOSED OF MEN WHOSE REPUTATION
FOR ACTIVITY AND HONESTY IN THE PROFESSIONAL AND BUSINESS
WORLD HAS BEEN WELL ESTABLISHED THOROUGHLY INFORMED ON
ALL LOCAL CONDITIONS IT WILL BE THE EFFORT OF THIS BOARD TO
FURNISH EVERY CONSERVATIVE AND PRUDENT AID TO THE DEVELOP-
MENT OF HOMES FOR THOSE STOCKHOLDERS WHOSE AMBITION LIES

IN THAT DIRECTION AND TO LEND AID TO ALL THOSE WHO DESIRE

TO ENGAGE IN LEGITIMATE BUSINESS ENTERPRISES. STOCKHOLDERS
REQUIRING LOAN ACCOMMODATIONS MAY ALWAYS FEEL PERFECTLY
FREE TO PRESENT THEIR NEEDS. WITH THE ASSURANCE THAT THEY
WILL BE GRANTED COURTEOUS ATTENTION; WHEN THESE REQUESTS
ARE BASED ON GOOD SOUND BUSINESS PRINCIPLES, CUSTOMERS
MAY EXPECT LIBERAL CONSIDERATION SO FAR AS POSSIBLE. WITHIN
THE LIMITS OF CONSERVATIVE BANKING. OUR RESOURCES WILL BE
DEVOTED TO THE ABOVE MENTIONED METHOD OF AIDING AND BENE-

FITING STOCKHOLDERS A SPECIAL EFFORT HAS BEEN MADE TO
MEET THE REQUIREMENTS OF LADIES BY THE INSTALLATION OF A

CONVENIENT AND AGREEABLE CONSULTATION AND WRITING ROOM
WHICH HAS BEEN THOROUGHLY FITTED FOR THEIR EXCLUSIVE USE

MERIM NORTHEASTERN BUILDING AND LOAN
SILAS DUMONT. SECRETARY

DATED JANUARY FIFTEENTH

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS Co.
ORIGINATOR OF THE COPPERPLATE GOTHIC FAMILY
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COPPERPLATE GOTHICS IN COMBINATION
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LIGHT COPPERPLATE GOTHIC EXTENDED

24 Point No. 70 5 A $255

HANDSOME MINER
24 Point No. 69 6 A $2 50

MEMBER DENOUNCED
18 Point No. 70 8 A $2 05

REMARKABLE MANSIONS
18 Point No. 69 9 A $2 00

NUMEROUS DESIGNS BROKEN
PORT HURON, MICH.,-

M.

TO HERMAN BURON, M. D.. DR.
HOMEOPATH 1ST

8 TO 1O A. M.
OFFICE I 2 TO 3 p. M.

HOURS:
I
7 TO 9P.M.
SUNDAY. S,TO 11 A. M.

No. 9186 MUNFORD AVENUE
TELEPHONE 214 HURON

HERMAN BURON. M. D.
PORT HURON. MICH.

MRS. HERMAN BURON

No. 9186 MUNFORD AVENUE

PORT HURON, MICH.

SPLENDID &123456V89O FIGURES
12 Point No. 68 11 A $1 50 6 Point No. 64 17 A $1 00

STRONG REMARKS
HUMOROUS MUSIC
12 Point No. 67 13 A $1 50

BROKERS DISHONEST
MODEST FOREIGNERS
12 Point No. 66 15A $1 50

MECHANICS DISCOUNTED
CURIOUS HOMES BOUGHT
12 Point No. 65 18 A $1 60

SHORTHAND EXPERTS FOUND
MANY CHARMING DIVERSIONS

678

PICTURESQUE SCENES GIVEN
BIOGRAPH SHOW PROCURED
GROTESQUE PERFORMANCES

6 Point No. 63 22 A $1 00

ANTIQUE FURNITURE THROUGHOUT
REASONABLE ENOUGH INTENTIONS
SPL.ENDID REMEMBRANCES RETURN

6 Point No. 62 27 A $1 00

ENTHUSIASTIC DEMONSTRATOR REJOICING
JUVENILE STUDENTS DECLINE PROMOTION
UND1MINISHED S1234567S9O RAINSTORMS

6 Point No. 61 30A $100

DELIGHTED SPINSTERS REMOVING HARSH LINES

CURIOUS GIRL DETECTIVE BECOMES INTERESTED

MATRIMONIAL SCHEMERS REPORTING PROGRESS



.

HANDSOME MINER
M Point No. 79 I '>

-

MEMBER DENOUNCED
18 Point No. 90 7AS200

REMARKABLE MANSIONS

HEAVY COPPERPLATE GOTHIC EXTENDED
s 6AK&6

W Point No. 79 MA COO

NUMEROUS DESIGNS BROKEN

CMARI_C W. HENDKR. PMKSIOKNT
HKNRY BRINK. BKCnzTARV

CAMDEN. MISSOURI. JANUARY TENTH

OWINCS TO THE WITHDRAWAL OF MR. HAROLD WlNTERBY FROM THE
SHOE AND RUBBER CONCERN KNOWN AS HENDER 8e WINTERBY.THE
NAME OF THE COMPANY HAS BEEN CHANGED AND WILL BE CALLED

THE HENDER-BRINK Co.
THIS COMPANY. UNDER THESE NEW CONDITIONS, WILL ENDEAVOR TO
AFFORD ITS MANY CUSTOMERS AND FRIENDS THE SAME QUALITY OF
SERVICE THAT HAS CHARACTERIZED ITS ACTIVITIES IN YEARS PAST

VERY RESPECTFULLY

THE HENDER-BRINK COMPANY

SPLENDID S123456"789O FIGURES
II Point No. 78 11AS150 l'ointNo.74 17AS100

STRONG REMARKS ^l^^f^S^f^^HUMOROUS MUSIC GREATEST MONETARY VALUE

It Point No. 77 IS A $150 Point No, 73 22 All 00

BROKERS DISTURBED SUBLIME FURNITURE THROUOHOUT
REASONABLE ENOUGH INTENTIONSMODEST FOREIGNERS SPLENDID REMEMBRANCES RETURN

tt Point No. 7 ISAtl&O 6PotntNo.T2 27AI100

MECHANICS DISCOUNTED NTMUIA.TIC DKMON.TRATOR RJO,CINO
'*- ^" ^" JUVNll-K TUOKNT* DKCLINK PROMOTIONCURIOUS Hd5fVlES BOUGHT OROTKQUK PKRrORMANCK DiaCONTINUKD

UPotatNo.75 18 A II SO 6 Point No. 71 SO A II 00

SHORTHAND EXPERTS FOUND
MANY CHARMING DIVERSIONS MAT^MON"!"

""*
679



COPPERPLATE GOTHICS IN COMBINATION

THE FRANKLIN PRINTING CLUB
HEREBY INVITES YOU TO BE PRESENT AT ITS SIXTEENTH
ANNUAL ENTERTAINMENT AND BANQUET. TO BE HELD IN

ELBERON ASSEMBLY HALL ON THE EVENING OF MARCH
TWENTY-SECOND. THIS EVENT WILL MARK THE CLOSE OF
THE MOST PROSPEROUS YEAR IN THE HISTORY OF THIS
CLUB. REPORTS ON THE BETTERMENT OF THE PRINTING
INDUSTRY WILL BE DISCUSSED. WHICH MAKES IT VERY
IMPORTANT THAT YOU SHOULD ATTEND THIS BANQUET

VEST POCKET
EDITION

WINTER
TRIPS

RELIABLE
INFORMATION
FOR PLEASURE

SEEKERS

ISSUED BY

THE TROPICAL
RAILROAD

FINE BANKING HOME
HUNT&
MIRDE
TRUSTWORTHY
BANKING

ARTHUR BOWLES
PRESIDENT

ROBERT MUNN
CASHIER

IT IS WITH EXTREME PLEASURE AND
GRATIFICATION THAT THE MEMBERS
OF THIS RELIABLE INSTITUTION BEG
TO ANNOUNCE THE COMPLETION OF
THE NEW HOME ON SIXTEENTH AND
DERAM STREETS. IT IS A HANDSOME
STRUCTURE DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO
OUR OWN BANKING INTERESTS. THE
INTERIOR ARRANGEMENT HAS BEEN
COMPLETED WITH AVIEW TO BEAUTY
ANDTHE CONVENIENCE OF BANKING

SIXTEENTH AND DERAM STREETS, PARIS

REMOVAL NOTICE

THE GEM CLUB
HEREBY CALLS YOUR

ATTENTION TO THE CHANGE
IN ADDRESS OF THE

AFTER MARCH TWENTIETH

LOCATED AT

MAIN AND ELDRIDGE STREETS

KEASBOROUGH

NEW YORK BOSTON

PRODUCERS OF QUALITY

HANDER-BEHMON
PRINTING INKS

DRY COLORS. OILS. TURPENTINE AND
VARNISHES

CHICAGO BALTIMORE

680



COPPERPLATE GOTHICS IN COMBINATION

HENRY MARKSON
12O9 MAINE STREI T.CHICAGO

LONDON MOOCS

HARVEY BURTON
SH DRESSMAKER

LAKESIDE MANOR

FRANK H. S
J. H. ROSE.

R. l_. 8IRC. ECRKTAMV
JOHN R WISE.TRIAtU

BOND INSURANCE Co.
ROBERTA BUILDING. SPRINGFIELD

CAPITAL S150.000

FIRC. LIFE. ACCIDENT
AND
F1_AT OL.ABS)
POLICIES)

FOR UP-TO-DATE

COMMERCIAL

PRINTING

SOME EVERYDAY

JOBBING

ARRANGEMENTS

FLORAL DESIGNS CUT FLOWERS

MARTIN & RICHARDSON
DECORATORS

CORNER BRIGHT AND NERM STREETS. KANSAS CITY, MO.
SPECIAL PLANS SUBMITTED FOR CHURCH AND SOCIAL FUNCTIONS

TELEPHONE 124 BELL

JOHN H.BURS

TKI lined AUTOHOSILE C011MNY
ST LOUIS. MISSOURI

ESTABLISHED ISSS REORGANIZED IO2

THE LINGSTON WOOLEN Co.
OKAUK MA IN IMr*OPVTKD ANO DOMKCTIC

FABRICS

MAIN OFFICE
1234 MARTIN STREET NEW BRUNSWICK



COPPERPLATE GOTHIC ITALIC

24 Point No. 60 6 A $250

MODERNIZED NUMBER
24 Point No. 59 8 A $2 65

STRENUOUS EXAMINATION
18 Point No. 60 9 A $2 00

CURIOUS NECKWEAR BOUGHT
18 Point No. 59 11 A $2 00

REMARKABLE KINGDOM UNEARTHED

OUR NEW AND ATTRACTIVE LINE OF

FINESUITINGS
HAS JUST BEEN RECEIVED AND
IS NOW OFFERED FOR YOUR
CAREFUL INSPECTION. ALL OF
THE LATEST IDEAS IN FASHION
CONCEPTION AS WELL AS THE
HIGHEST QUALITY OF FABRICS
HAVE BEEN INCORPORATED IN
THIS ASSORTMENT. COMPLETE
LINES IN SERGES. THIBETS AND
CHEVIOTS. ALSO IN WEARWELL
CLOTH. THE NEW FABRIC FROM
THE FACTORY OF MUNDHEIM Ot

FRERES. PARIS. GUARANTEED
ALL-WOOL. OF THIS SEASON'S
SHEARING. THE LININGS ARE
IN STRICT CONFORMITY WITH
THE HIGH QUALITY OF THESE
SUITINGS. YOU HAVE NEVER
BEFORE HAD SUCH A CHANCE
AS THIS TO SECURE THE BEST
QUALITY WINTER SUITS FOR SO
SMALL AN OUTLAY OF MONEY

FOR STYLISH
DRESSERS

HERUM &
BURK
STATE AND OAK STREETS

BOSTON. MASS.

O
ORDER OF DANCE

PART ONE

SCHOTTISCHE

TWO-STEP

LANCIERS

GRAND MARCH

SCHOTTISCHE

TWO-STEP

QUADRILLE

INTERMISSION

12 Point No. 58

PLEASING $1234567890 FIGURES
12 A $1 50

HISTORICAL ROMANCE
STRANGE HOMESTEAD

6 Point No. 54 21 A $1 00

NEW MEMBER REMAINING NEUTRAL
WONDERFUL RECEPTION TENDERED
STRONG STUDENTS BECOME QUIET

12 Point No. 57 16A $1 50

HANDSOME MAIDS RETURN
DEMURE GIRLS INDIGNANT
12 Point No. 56 18 A $1 50

HUMOROUS EPISODE REPORTED
DESIRE CONSIDERABLE MONEY
12 Point No. 55 22 A $1 50

MAGNIFICENT CARPETS PURCHASED
OFFERING SOME CHOICE BARGAINS

682

6 Point No. 53 25 A $100

FASHIONABLE GIRLS DESIRE PROMINENCE
STARTLING EXPERIENCE VIVIDLY DEPICTED
DETERMINED LEADERS SUGGESTING IDEAS

6 Point No. 52 32 A $1 00

PROSPEROUS EUROPEAN COUNTRIES LENDING HELP
THOSE MIDNIGHT RAMBLES DECIDEDLY UNHEALTHY
IMPRESSIVE RELIG/OUS CEREMONIES INTERRUPTED

6 Point No. 51 37 A $1 00



COPPERPLATE GOTHIC BOLD

H i- s . . \ . .

MODERN SHORTHAND
4 r..mt No, 4 7 A 1250

RENUMBERING FURNITURE
HONEST MERCHANTS RETURN

11 A $200

MAGNIFICENT REPORTS PRESENTED

TABUAMKO 1 CAPITAL S12O.OOO

HENDERSON & MORGAN
RAILROAD

STOCKS AND BONDS
MUNICIPAL

BERS OF TMC NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA
AND CHICAGO STOCK EXCHANGES

BROWN AND MARKET STREETS

CHARLES W. MERIDITH

LIWI* M. HAHTMAN

MONROE & HARTMAN

INVENTORS
OF THE
EUREKA CARD
TSTEM

ACCOUNTANTS

No. 1345 NORTH MORTON STREET

BOSTON. MASS.

STRIKING S123456789O FIGURES
U Point No. 48 IS A $1 50

ENORMOUS DECREASE
MEMBERS DENOUNCED

22 A flOO

16A $160

TREMENDOUS EXCURSIONS
SPLENDID PRESENT GIVEN

19A II SO

MONSTER PERFORMANCE GIVEN
STRENUOUS ENGINES INVENTED

'

24 A $1 50

IMPOSING SQUADRONS OF SOLDIERS
BEAUTIFUL MAIDENS BIDDING ADIEU

NUMEROUS STRANGE ENCOUNTERS

' l'..int No. 43 25A flOO

DISTINGUISHED PHOTOGRAPHERS RECEIVE
CORRECT PICTURE RECENTLY ADVERTISED
DESTRUCTIVE AUTOMOBILE TOURNAMENTS

6 Point No. 42 34 A $1 00

lO QUESTIONS CONFRONTING PEDESTRIANS

( Point No. 41

MONSTER EXHIBITS

87 A $100

CICNTlric IN

IMBUrtlCIKNT

UBCHIPT



COPPERPLATE GOTHIC ITALIC IN PRACTICAL DISPLAY

THE STATE OF MICHIGAN

MASQUERADEAND RECEPTION
IN THE HUDSON STUDIO RECEPTION PARLORS

BROADWAY AND FORTIETH STREET. DETROIT

MR. EDWIN MAURICE HARRINGTON

REQUESTS THE PLEASURE OF YOUR COMPANY

ON THE EVENING OF THIS OCCASION TO TAKE PART IN THE FESTIVITIES

THAT HAVE BEEN ARRANGED IN HONOR OF THE BUSINESS

SUCCESS OF THE HARRINGTON STORE

MONDA Y EVENING, MARCH TWENTY-SECOND

MUSIC BY CRITERION BAND

SUPPER A T TWELVE

Holiday Decorator*

S. S. AMERICA r^THTX MAY EIGHTH
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BLAIR SERIES
24 Point No. 2 5 A $2 60

NICE DISCERNMENT
PRINTS FIT DESIGNS

24 Point No. 1 6 A $2 SO

REFINEMENT DELIGHTS
SUPERIOR EXPERIENCE
18 Point No. 2 8 A $2 00

PRINTING MINDS CHARM ED
INSPECTED SOME DESIGNS
18 Point No. 1 9 A $2 00

SUBMERGE TREMBLING CHICK
MANY REMARKS CONDEMNED

12 Point No. 4 11 A $150

USERS OF PRINTING
REQUIRE SOME FINE
WORK $1234567890
12 Point No. 3 14 A $150

INCREASE PRODUCTION
BY ABOLISHING UNWISE
IMPRACTICAL METHODS
12 Point No. 2 16 A $1 50

PICKING SORTS IS A FUTILE
HABIT CAUSING PROFIT AND
EQUANIMITY TO TAKE WING

12 Point No. 1 18 A $1 50

QUADS IN SPECIAL CASES SERVE
THEIR PURPOSE WELL BUT A FEW
KEPT IN TYPE CASES SAVE STEPS

686

6 Point No. 4 16A $1 00

FU LL CASES EARN DIVIDENDS
MOSTEXPENSIVE ITEM IS TIME
SEE THE $1234567890 DIGITS

6 Point No. 3 19 A $1 00

THIS FACE WILL REMAIN MODERN
SUCH DIGN ITY IS ALWAYS I N STYLE
USEFULON M ENU AN D JOB CAR DS

6 Point No. 2 23 A $100

DOCTORSAND LAWYERS WANT DIGNIFIED
PRINTED MATTER BECAUSE THEY HAVE TO
SUSTAIN DECENT P R O F E S S I O N A L D I G N I T Y

6 Point No. 1 29A $1 00

6 Point No. 46 A $1 00



BLAIR IN PRACTICAL DISPLAY

r-

NEW THEATRE
SOUTH AVENUE PARK

THE NEW THEATRE COMPANY DESIRES TO ANNOUNCE THAT
NEXT FRIDAY EVENING THE NEW PLAYHOUSE WILL OPEN ITS
OOORS TO THE PUBLIC. YOUR PRESENCE WILL BE EXPECTED
AND APPRECIATED. RESERVED SEAT OR BOX FOR THE ENTIRE
SEASON MAY BE ARRANGED FOR AT THE BOX OFFICE. ONE OF
THE LEADI NO ATTRACTIONS INTHE BIG N EW YO R K TH EATR ES
LAST WINTER HAS BEEN SECURED FOR THIS OPENING EVENT

KILLING THE CUPIDS

li

Typoleet Border



CONDENSED BLAIR

24 Point No. 2 A jr> Si!

USEFUL CONDENSED TYPE FACE

CHARACTER AND QUIET DIGNITY

DELIGHT THEIR ARTISTIC SENSE

24 Point No. 1 11 A $2 50

REMARKABLE UNIFORMITY IN SPACING

FASTIDIOUS CUSTOMERS ADMIRE THIS

CERTAIN TO REMAIN LONG IN FASHION

18 Point No. 2 14 A $2 00

DELIBERATE AND PLAN
IF YOU DESIRE TO BE A
PROFICIENT WORKMAN

18 Point No. 1 16 A $2 00

DEMAND MAY BE CREATED
BY EXAMPLE QUITE OFTEN

GET OUT NICE LITERATURE

12 Point No. 4 19A $150

THE CHARACTERISTIC DIGNITY SO

MANIFEST IN THIS TYPE MAKES IT

ESPECIALLY $1234567890 LIKABLE

12 Point No. 3 22 A $1 50

GREAT TYPOGRAPHICAL EXCELLENCE IS

OFTEN A MATTER OF SENSIBLE REGARD

FOR THE FINER ETHICAL REQUIREMENTS
688

12 Point No. 2 27 A $1 50

PERHAPS YOU WORK TOO HARD WITH

HANDS AND FEET WHILE YOUR SKULL

MUSCLE IS TAKING IT EASY, WAKE UP

12 Point No. 1 33 A $1 50

PUZZLING QUESTION CONFRONTS THE BOSS

HANDS ARE ALL WORKING AT UTMOST SPEED

YET WHY IS IT THAT RESULTS ARE MEAGRE

6 Point No. 4 30A $100

IT IS NOT UNCOMMON TO SEE COMPOSITORS BUSILY

ENGAGED IN PULLING SORTS AND IN PUTTING THEM

BACK AGAIN OR IN TAKING LONG JAUNTS IN PURSUIT

OF MATERIAL WHICH $1234567890 SHOULD BE HANDY

6 Point No. 3 34 A $1 00

BLAIR CONDENSED HAS ITS PURPOSE AND USEFULNESS AND

THAT SIMPLICITY SO NECESSARY TO DIGNIFIED PRINTING

FACES THAT COMPOSITORS ALSO ADMIRE ARE NOT LIKELY TO

REMAIN LONG IDLE IN THE CASE AND TYPE THAT WEARS OUT

IN USEFULNESS IS THE KIND TO BUY BECAUSE PROFITABLE

6 Point No. 2 40A $100

THE BUSINESS MEN OF THE UNITED STATES ARE BETTER EDUCATED OH

PRINTING AND TYPE THAN ARE THOSE OF ANY OTHER COUNTRY IN THE

WORLD. THE PRINTING PRESS IN THIS COUNTRY IS RAPIDLY EDUCATING

EVERYONE TO DEMAND BETTER PRINTING. PRESENT AND FUTURE CALL

FOR TYPOGRAPHY THAT IS SIMPLE. WELL PRINTED AND EASY TO READ

6 Point No. 1 48 A $100



BLAIR AND CONDENSED BLAIR IN COMBINATION

MORGENSTEIN & HENDRICKS
REAL ESTATE AND MANAGEMENT OF PROPERTIES
MADISON AND BERGINDALE ROADS. RICHMOND

THE VALUE OF REAL PROPERTY AS AN INVESTMENT DEPENDS UPON ITS

PROPER MANAGEMENT. IT OFTEN HAPPENS THAT A PROPERTY OWNER IS

SO SITUATED THAT HE HAS NEITHER TIME NOR OPPORTUNITY TO GIVE

HIS LAND AND BUILDINGS ANY PERSONAL SUPERVISION. BUT MUST OF

NECESSITY DELEGATE THIS TRUST TO ANOTHER. IN ORDER TO MEET THIS

NECESSITY AND TO PROVIDE A RESPONSIBLE AGENCY FOR RICHMOND

PROPERTY OWNERS. THIS COMPANY HAS ORGANIZED ITS REAL ESTATE

DEPARTMENT. THE PROPER MANAGEMENT OF INCOME BEARING REAL

ESTATE CONSISTS CHIEFLY IN THE CAREFUL OBSERVANCE OF ALL THE

IMPC

TRAJ

CLUB OF HE

ME

;KEN

EIGH
MEMBER'S TICKET

RUBIKEN CLUB DANCES

EVERY WEDNESDAY EVENING

NEW AUDITORIUM
MAIN AND BROAD STREETS

BLUE POINTS

STRAINED OUMBO
MOT on COLO

RUSSIAN CAVIARE ON TOAST

BROILED DUCKLING

ROAST SPRING LAMB
MINT DttS*IN O

LOBSTER SALAD
M ATOM * AISC

FRUIT CAKE

CRACKERS CHEESE

DEMI TASSE

CIGARS CIGARETTES
IM POHTCD

CIUBROOMS SATURDAY, DECEMBER EIGHTH
IICMT O'CIOCH

NDANNIVERSARY

IMENT
PHAN HOME BENEFIT

PROGRAMME

HEARKEN UNTO ME - SOLO AND CHORUS
Mitt* SMITM AND Cnom

THEN SHALL THE REDEEMED

OH' COME. EMMANUEL -

- QUARTET

SOLO AND CHORUS

THE PEOPLE THAT WALKED IN DARKNESS DUET

OH! LIGHT OF LIFE

MM Gconac MAT M

DIVINE REDEEMER

SOLO

QUARTET



WEDDING GOTHIC
36 Point No. 13 3 A $4 00

REDESIGNING
30 Point No. 12 4 A $3 28

GOTHIC DESIGN
24 Point No. 11 5 A $2 50

FOR MODERN CUT
24 Point No. 10 6 A $2 50

HANDSOME: DIGNIFIED
18 Point No. 9 6 A $2 00

GENERAL JOB PRINTER
14 Point No. 8 8 A $1 75

ESTABLISHED TYPOGRAPHY
NICEST COMMERCIAL WORK
12 Point No. 7 10 A $1 50

ECONOMICAL CAPITAL CHARACTERS
ORIGINATE S1 2,345,678.90 AMERICAN

10 Point No. 6 13 A $1 50 6 Point No. 3 17 A $1 00

DAINTY El N V EL I OPEIS MENTION WEDDING GOTHIC SERIES
EVERY OCCAS ION WHEN INTENDINGWEDDING PRINTING DESCRIBING PROF,TABLE PRINTING

8 Point No. 5 13 A $1 25 6 Point No. 2 25 A $1 00

HANDSOME PROGRAMS PROFESSIONAL. CARDS AND LETTER HEADINGS
LEGIBLE INSURANCE COMPANY CIRCULARS OR

G RA l\l D DAN C E G)RDEIRS DIGNIFIED AND IMPRESSIVE BANKING NOTICES

8 Point No. 4 16 A $1 26 6 Point No. 1 31 A $1 00

PROFITABLE TRANSACTION " " " == COMM.RO.AL P,.T,~S

EM BOO I ED IN THE T YPOGRAPM I CA L. EQUIPMENT OF EVERY

OFFICE STATIONERY TYPE MODERN E U,PP ED ESTABU.SH^ENT ON TH,S CONT.NENT
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WEDDING GOTHIC

BOOK
MARK
WHEREVER USED.
AT THE OFFICE. OR
IN YOUR HOME. IT

WILL REMIND YOU
OP OUR FACILITIES
FOR DOING SOME,
IF NOT ALL. OF THE
BETTER PRINTING
YOU WILL REQUIRE

COMPLIMENTS OF

RICE:
MODERN PRINTER
B2 OOANE STREET

NEW
SIZES
WEDDING GOTHIC is

NOW MADE: UP TOAND
1 NCLUDES

36
POINT

AMERICAN
TYPE: FOUNDE:RS Co.

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY
COMPLKTK PWINTINO OrFICK OuTPITTKH

L_ I V El Ft TO THE PRINTER. WHOSE NAME
AND ADDRESS IS WRITTEN ON THE REVERSE OF
THIS ORDER. DUPLICATE FONTS ORIGINAL SIZES

WEDDING GOTHIC
AND TWO FONTS EACH THE SIX RECENTLY ADDED SIZES. ALSO
ONE FONT EACH 30 AND *e POINT BRIDAL BORDER.

89]



MITCHELL
36 Point 3 A $3 75

FISHER HOME
30 Point 4 A $3 00

SINGER IMPRINT
24 Point No. 1 5 A $2 50

MONEY EXPENDED
24 Point No. 2 6 A $2 50

TOURISTS INTERESTED
18 Point 7 A $2 00

SMILE CHILDREN PLEASE
14 Point 9 A $1 75

INCREASED STRIKING DESIGNS
12 Point No. 1 11 A $1 50

HONEST MIKE RETURNED FIVE CENTS

12 Point No. 2 13 A $1 50 6 Point No. 2 19A $1 00

POLITICIANS REVIEWING ^lll^^lT^rlH^^al^
EXHIBITED $1234S6"7S9O FIFTEEN SIZES IN DIFFERENT NICKS

12 Point No. 3 16 A $150
6 Point No. 3 24 A $1 00

DENIED TOURIST CHARITIES ^0^1"^ ^A".^"""""BCHIN^CAL
COMPOSITORS DUPLICATING ACCUR^CV ANO A...ONMENT , 23 * B 6T 89 o

12 Point No. 4 18 A $1 50 6 Point No. 4 28 A $1 00

BUILT REMARKABLE AEROPLANE
^'a*'*** ~lo"N~\l"*,ll\"SHOWED AMERICAN ORNAMENTS "ZtM^Km"***'***

6 Point No. 1 17 A $1 00 6 Point No. 5 37 A $1 00

EXHIBITION UNSTINTINGLY PATRONIZED v ..v ct A . . ,, ,.., . ,!. . ... T

POSTPONED GAMES CONTESTED IN RAIN 'JS"'^~\" Z"~"l"*^~~.~?'-"~""-<"~-*VJVuccT.t
MONEY FOR $1234-567890 JOY PRINTING -' '~ ...-.~ O..OTU~, T, ..>/.. , T c-.. A^=~.
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MERCANTILE: GOTHIC
. I 3 A $880

MENAGERIES
i \ - DOCOWS GRAZING

il IVint 6At266

HANDSOME GOTHIC
6 A $2 00

PRINTERS O\A/N HOMES
8 A $190

BUSINESS MAKING GOTHIC
'- i

1

9AI160

BANKERS' PRINTING GONCEIRN
READING $12345eT89O FIGURES
10 Point 11 A $140

MORSE! COMMERCIAL PRINTING HOUSE!
EXTENDING GENERAL IMPROVEMENTS

(Point No. 2 ISA $125 6 Point No. 3 18 A $100

GROW HANDSOME ROSES THIRTEEN CHAMPION PRINTERS

UNDER FINE PEACH TREE "*K,N TOUR THROUGH NORTH
ENTER TYPE8ETTINQ CONTESTS

Point No. 1 1A$126 6 Point No. 2 19A$100

WITH SUNSHINE AND SHOWERS N*T EXTENDED MERCANTILE .-AOE

PANSIES GROW IN SPRINGTIME

PointNa4 18A $1 10 Point Na 1 22A $100

NEV^CHERRV BL.O8SOM PERFUMf- .MAI.L. BIMKB A. ummrut- A. TM UAHOK
ri_OATINQ ON THE ARR 1 1_ B R EEZ ES IN I.MINTIM<> .U.IN... ANO VI.ITIMO OAI.O.
TE N ROBINS la3<4-Be788O S I (SI C3 I M <3 ruuu !> ! A MONKV MAKKM KVKMV TIMK



Monotone Gothic

4 A $4 00 7 a $3 55 $7 5B16

GRAND SCENERY
nteresting Methods

42 Point 5 A $3 30 8 a $3 00 $6 30

DESIRING CHANGES
Enjoying Performance

36 Point 5 A $2 30 8 a $2 75 $5 05

HUMOROUS COMEDIAN
Remarkable Organizations

30 Point 5 A $2 05 10 a $2 20 $4 25 12 Point 16 A $1 35 31 a $1 45 $2 80

HONOR GUEST
Presented Prizes

SECURE FINE SPECIMEN
Historic House Demolished

Interesting Scene Reviewed
Beautiful Souvenirs Printed

24 Point 7 A $1 75 13 a $1 80 $3 55 10 Point 17 A $1 20 34 a $1 30 $2 50

CHARMING HOME
Modern Equipment
18 Point 9 A $1 55 19 a $1 70 $3 25

SENATORS ENCORED
Produce Artistic Printing

14 Point 13 A $1 40 26 a $1 66 $3 05

ADMIRE BEAUTIFUL SCENE
Pleasing Conditions Expected
Display $1234567890 Types

694

DESIGN HANDSOME TYPES
Grand Showing of New Types
Delightful Summer Excursion
Elaborate Display of Printing

8 Point 20 A $1 05 42 a $1 25 $2 30

IMPROVED CONDITIONS NOTICED
Boston Printers Hold Yearly Meeting
Dangerous Performance Every Night
Printers Create Many Artistic Designs

6 Point 22 A $0 95 44 a $1 05 $2 00

MONOTONE GOTHIC PLEASED PRINTER
Buys this Useful Series for General Display
Striking Modern Design of American Letter

Specimen Contains More Original Qualities
Our Handsome and Dignified Types Satisfy

Reliable Face $1234567890 Shown Here



Monotone Gothic in Practical Display

Greater Investments
BEFORE YOU INVEST A DOLLAR IN ANYTHING SEND FOR THIS
GREAT BOOK ON THE PROPER KNOWLEDGE OF INVESTMENTS

This book tells you about everything you should know before making
an investment of any kind, either for a large or small amount. It tells

how you may safely start on the road to wealth. It explains the rapid

growth of capital and how small investments have brought fortune

to others. It explains how an investment in a development enterprise

may pay profits equal to one hundred up to five hundred percent on
the money originally invested. This great book will furnish you with

good, sound advice and will help you to invest your surplus earnings

Greater Investments Publishing Company
NEW YORK BOSTON SEATTLE DALLAS CHICAGO RICHMOND

Announcement
Spring Styles

We are very pleased to announce an
advance display of beautiful Spring
Models In the finest imported and
domestic waists. They are exquisite

specimens of the most popular and
original designs, created with indi-

vidual and very distinctive features.

An unusually large collection of the

predominating styles to enable you
to make a prompt and satisfactory

election. These waists combine the
most artistic designing and only the
finest of needlework, and will please
all those in search of exclusive and
becoming styles. They will be shown
In the French Room, on the second
floor of our new annex, during the
week of May, beginning on the sixth

MADISON & COMPANY
IMPORTERS

Thirty-Second Grand Annual

Concert
of the

San Francisco Musical

Association

Mendelssohn Hall

October First

Under Direction of Harry Muson



MONOTONE TITLE

36 Point No. 14 6 A $3 75

ROMAN COLISEUMS
30 Point No. 13 7A|300

UNIFORMS FURNISHED
24 Point No. 12 8 A $2 60

BENEFIT SOCIETY HELPFUL
ORGANIZED STRONG FORTS
24 Point No. 11 9 A $2 50

EASTERN BANKERS ADVERTISED
FOREMOST STUDENTS PRESENT
18 Point No. 10 11 A $200

CHARMING SINGER CALMED VICTIMS
NOISY THRONG EXCITES MARAUDER
18 Point No. 9 13 A $2 00

YOUTHFUL ABSCONDERS DETERMINING
STUPID WORKMEN CAUSING EXPLOSION

12 Point No. 8 16A$1BO

PLUCKY GIRLS WON FAME
FOUR MEN DENY STORIES

12 Point No. 7 20 A $1 50

MORBID CURIOUS INTERESTED
RAPID $1234567890 PRINTERS

12 Point No. 6 22 A $1 BO

PROMENADE NEAR CENTRAL DEPOT
DEALERS POSTPONED CONVENTION

12 Point No. 5 26A $150

NOVEL INVENTIONS AMAZING FOREIGNERS
YOUNGSTERS SURPRISING AGED EXPERTS

696

6 Point No. 4 20 A $1 00

ORGANIZING MARINES AND SOLDIERS
INACTIVE MERCHANTS PARTICIPATING
SOUND BANKING HOUSE LOST TRADE

6 Point No. 3 27 A $1 00

MANUFACTURER RETURNS FROM AUSTRALIA
FAMOUS PHILOSOPHER BUYS COUNTRY LOT
SMALL TOWNS $1234567890 BECOME NOISY

6 Point No. 2 32A $100

GREAT CONSTERNATION IN THE PRINTING TRADES
BEAUTIFUL CHARACTERS FOR COMMERCIAL WORK
RAINY WEATHER PREVENTS TEAMS FROM PLAYING

6 Point No. 1 31 A $100

MAGNIFICENT DOMICILES DESTROYED BY FIERCE FIRES

BURGLAR CAPTURED AFTER LONG AND EVENTFUL RACE



MONOTONE TITLE IN PRACTICAL DISPLAY

REGIS SUITSAND COATS
THE STANDARD OF STYLE

REGIS GARMENTS ARE NOTEWORTHY FOR
THEIR REFINEMENT. FIT AND GRACEFUL
LINES. REGIS DRESSED WOMEN ARE REC-
OGNIZED BYTHE DAINTY REFINEMENT OF
THEIR PERFECTLY TAILORED COSTUMES

ROBERT GRANBIRD COMPANY
YORKVILLE PARIS, FRANCE BRIGHTON

mamiiiiiiiiicOiiiiiiiiiiiiicOiiiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiiGimiimiiitO

1

ANNOUNCEMENT



News Gothic

72 Point 3 A $6 45 4 a $4 25 $10 70

MINER HOME
National Son

60 Point 3A$505 5a$385 $890

DUKE MANSION
Handsome Pinks

48 Point 4 A $3 70 8 a $3 95 $7 65

SINGERS CHARMED
Chorus Girls Pleased

42 Point 5A$320 9 a $3 25 $645

RIGHTEOUS MANAGER
Honest Merchant Seizes

Determine Householder
698



News Gothic

Point SA$260 9*Slto $506

MANSION BEING ERECTED
Build Handsome Apartment
Furnishes Elaborated Suites
9>Puint 6 A $2 15 10 a $2 10 $425

PROTECT FOREIGN MERCHANTS
International Proclamation Ruined

Obscure Matrimonial Engagement
14 Point 7 A $170 14 m $190 $300

ENTERPRISING STUDENT CONSIDERED

Sought Disfranchising Education Boards

Detectives Contesting Forged Signatures

18 Point 11 A $160 22* $175 $325 . 10 Point 21 A $1 15 42 m $1 35 $250

MDDFRN PIPKFT ^FRVIPF MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS DECIDEDIUIML ' ^KVIUL
International Question Now Settled

Guard ManeUVerS Detected Quietly Advocate Practical Theories

.. ~ Demoralizing Circumstances Found

NUmerOUS UampS Radical Discourse Lately Eliminated

15 A $1 35 29 a *1 65 $3 00 8 Point 23 A $1 05 48 a $1 20 $225

POPIIIAR AMFRIPAN I INF TYPF BUY YOUR JOB TYPE IN WEIGHT FONTS
^urui_Mrc

MivmmuttiN LIINL
Job Prjnters Know the Va|ue of Fu|| Cases

Strong and Durable GothiC Letters Handsome Designs Continually Originated

n American Line Type Faces Lead the World
PrOdUCed Up-to-Date Printing Machinery and Material

II Point 17 A $1 30 34 a $1 iS $2 75 < Point 25 A $0 90 50 a $1 10 $200

MERITORIOUS CONCEPTIONS DESIRED ENORMOUS MARINE ENTERPRISES LAUNCHED
o _. . _ . _ Improved Transportation Facilities Are Promised
SOme ChOICe Oriental DeSlgnS Submitted Financial Giants Startle Foreign Shipping Firm.

BeCOme PODUlar Interesting Statement Regarding New Company
_ Huge Steamship Remodeled and Sent Northward
Beautiful HOmeS $1234567890 Pleasant Fabulous Amount of Money Desired $1234567890
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News Gothic in Practical Display

SPRING
GOWNS
MANY

charming styles

are now here for the

critical inspection of our

customers. All the latest

London and Parisian cre-

ations have been I

Expert designers ar

employed in all the

ments. This grand
of fashionable gow
will be classed with

the social and lunc

functions held in t

Latest Effec

in Gown
The prices listed b

give a brief idea of

remarkable bargair

embodied in this fi

lection. We wish th

to our friends and

public in general th

here shown is only

Buy Practical

Weight Fonts
In every instance full cases of type
are most economical to printers

as there is no waiting for sorts

and no necessity for pulling letters from

MEN'S GARMENTS
In accordance with our usual
custom we again call attention

of patrons to our annual Christ-

mas Display of NEW importa-
tions in Men's Haberdashery.
We've established a standard

catering to men who wish style
and quality without extra cost.

Will you afford us the pleasure
of a call on your shopping tour?

Xmas
Gifts

SLICK & CO., 15 Broadway

of the magnificent gowns
that we now have in stock

MORNING GOWNS.-Made of soft,

clinging material which gives to

the wearer an air of

distinction and grace,

AFTERNOON GOWNS.-Artistically
made; just the thing for after-

noon teas and socia-

bles. Sure to please,

EVEN ING GOWNS.-Made of stylish

medium-weight material; finely
finished and suitable (Q ~~JC
for all occasions .... J>-7. / O

MOWER'S
HIGH-GRADE SUITS FOR WOMEN

Sixth and Main Streets

Holiday Decorator

again, there is great satisfaction to know
that you can depend on having enough

type to set the job, which also insures

better work. The use of a distinctive face

of type for a booklet or cir-

cular is sure to add to its

effectiveness; and this big

advantage now involves no

additional expense for type

Chap-Book Guidon Versatile Ornament

AMERICAN
TYPE FOUNDERS CO.
700



News Gothic in Practical Display



News Gothic Condensed

72 Point 3 A $4 80 4 a $3 15 $7 95

HONEST MEMBER

Charming Damsels
60 Point 4 A $4 15 6a$365 $7 80

MONEY INTERESTING

Enterprising Merchant
48 Point 5A $3 30 8a$310 $640

REMARKABLE CHARACTER

Delightful Conventions Held

42 Point 5A $2 60 9a$265 $525

MODERNIZED HOME SECURED

Sumptuous Apartments Bought

Extraordinary Bargain Proposed
702



News Gothic Condensed

, I
. 6A$2409m$196$4SS

NORTHERN RAILROADS COMBINING

Broadminded Legislators Denounced

Indignant Stockholders Unrecognized
. ! 7A$185 14a$220 $406

PROMINENT PUBLISHERS DESIRE QUALITY

Distinctive and Original American Type Faces

Superior Material Brings General Satisfaction

M Point 10A $170 18* 186 $366

INTERESTING SOUVENIRS CAREFULLY DISTRIBUTED

Enthusiastic Boys Present Splendid Bronze Ornaments

Picturesque Costume Adorns the Gallant Masquerader

I IS A II 30m$180 $S 26 10 Point 26 A $1 IS 51 1 35 $260

nflMF^TIP INVFNTDR^ PRDfllRFn STRONG AND SERVICEABLE GOTHIC LETTER
LJUIYItailU limmUKd nUAAIKtU

Distinct in Character and Durable in Quality

Foreign MeChaniCS Win Recognition Indispensable in Newspaper and Job Offices

, M ,. American Point Line, Point Body and Point Set

Improvement NOtlCed Bright and Legible Magazine Advertisements

14 Point 21A$140 40a160 $300 8 Point 2BAI106 Mm II 20 1228

INTFRRTINn HIPI flMATir APHIFVFMFNTS BRIGHT NEWSPAPER AND MAGAZINE ADVERTISINGimtKtiimbuirLumMiiUHumtvtmtim
Amerjcan Ljne Type Sfyles lnsure Effectjve Results

Brilliant Statesmen Decide Baffling Question
Most Remarkable profit-Making Faces m the wond

-,, ,n n, n t. r A- ALTi The Art of Pleasing Your Patrons Should be Studied

bitted benatOrS bhOW Great CXeCUtlVe Ability Distinctive Printing Demands American Line Designs

IS Point 28 A $128 48a$160 $275 6 Point SOA $090 60m II 10 $200

WEIGHT FONTS OF JOB TYPE AT BODYTYPE PRICES PRINTING MACHINES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FURNISHED

American Products Excel in Duribility and Attractiveness

Printers ReCOgniZe the ValUe Of Full CaSeS Complete Plants Equipped With Modern Printing Material

C " chr
Continually Picking Live Jobs Means Smaller Profit

,*
Everything Needed in the Printing Trade Promptly Supplied

Plenty of Sorts $1234567890 Saves Time and Temper euutiiui omiments W345678<x> Delightful conceptions
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News Gothic Condensed in Practical Display

HEROICPRINTERS
Cool and Level-Headed Craftsmen Show Great Courage

At Their Regular Annual Celebration

FEARLESS BOWLING EXPERTS

Thrilling Bareback Rides on the Hobby Horses, Combined With the

Delights of the Toboggan, Make an Enjoyable Event

The annual celebration and outing, given by the printers employed on the Blairsville Courier, was
held at Freeman's Grove last Saturday. To say that the event was an enjoyable one is putting it mildly

h games indulged in and

Bargains in Summer Clothing

Snappy Suits for Business
The latest designs in Tweeds,
Serges and Worsteds JQ -jr
are now here. Price, J . /

Light Summer Underwear
Some beautiful suits of silk and

knitted underwear at

the low price of ...

Latest Styles in Low Shoes
The finest line of patent-leather
and russet ties ever
offered in this town at

Nobby White Flannel Suits

Two-piece flannel suits that will

please the most fas-
j-y

r-/-v

tidious taste. Price . / .OU

THE MONTGOMERY CLOTHING EMPORIUM
NINTH AVENUE AND TWENTY-FOURTH STREET

eball was a feature that

ncourage the players to

running races and high

teresting bowling game
dinner table was all that

o some bright addresses

DHOME
uiet Hints on the Best

omplexion Cream

n Madam Andrews gives
weekly lectures on how
autify the skin and hair

physical exercise taken

ry morning and evening
uable hints on their use.

WEDDING GUESTS EX
Strange Disappearance of Many Valuable Presents Disconc

Witness the Marriage Ceremony at the Bride's Ho

MODERN DETECTIVE METHODS SOLVE

Wonderful Ingenuity Displayed by Female Sleuth Quickly Dispel

and the Supposed Mystery is Converted Into a Huge Joke

GOLD HUNTERS

RETURN HOME

Unsuccessful Seekers After the Bright and

Elusive Metal Return in Disgust From

the Scenes of Their Discouraging Effort

The little band of intrepid gold seekers
which left North Point last September
to try their luck in the new El Dorado
continue to return. Many declare that

Text Bet in Century Expanded 704



News Gothic Condensed in Practical Display

CHARLES W. FORBS PrtSKMnl RICHARD MASON, Gttwtil Minigtr

Mason-Forbs Electrical Supply
American Agents

for the Celebrated

Rex-Gorden

Magneto Flash

INVENTORS AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

Mason Electric Motors

Electric Supplies of Every Description

Office and Factory, Number 1284-1286 North Pennsylvania Avenue

KANSAS CITY, MO., .191-

NO. 36907 Port Huron, Mich.,

THE SECOND NATIONAL BANK

Pay to the order of

the sum of

and charge to the account of

191

THE AMERICAN PRINTING COMPANY

Dollars

F'li-siclrnt

T" Illlt'l TlBTaiJ

AMERICAN TYPE THE BEST TYPE

AMERICAN LINE THE BEST LINE

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS CO.
ORIGINATOR OF TYPE FASHIONS

TYPE. BORDERS, ORNAMENTS

AND BRASS RULE

SELLING HOUSES AND SELLING AGENCIES IN ALL THE LARGE CITIES OF THE WORLD



News Gothic Extra Condensed

72 Point 4 A $3 90 6 a $3 55 $7 45

Magazine SyntJ

Jnnii

60 Point 4 A 53 15 6 a $2 95 $6 10

48 Point

actoiy
6 A $3 00 11 a $3 35 $635

Startling Investigations Exclusively

42 Point

E

6 A $2 40 13 a $2 85 $5 25

t

r

g Enlargement

ing Financiers
706



News Gothic Extra Condensed

MPuinl 6A fi 16

So mportant Documents Mentioned

9 A $19) I7.S215 S406

Prominent Newspaper Advertisements Require Condensed Headlines

Distinction Gained Through American Type Founders Company Type

12 All 60 23 a (190 S3 60

DEMAND AMERICAN PRODUCTS EXCLUSIVELY

Attractive Display Means the Reading of Advertisements and Increasing Sales

itening Literature Brought Before the Public in Great Monthly Magazines

! , 19 A SI 50 38 a SI HO S3 30

Recent Disturbances Exhibited Exterior Manifestations

Invaluable Scientific Data Secured by German Explorer

Stock Market Unsteady Over Late Seismic Disturbance

25 A S13S 49S1 65 Si (l

WRITERS CONSIDER DEMAND EOR CHANCE IN MAGAZINE READING

Marked Improvement Noticeable in General and Denotes Executive

Ability in Mastering Minor Details Regarding Artistic Creations in

Several Modem Outline Studies Pertaining to Lithographic Design

10 Point 31 A $115 63m SI 35 S2 50

THIS STRONG DISPLAY SERIES ADAPTED FOR NARROW MEASURES

Cast on American Point Line, Point Body and Point Set This Useful

Letter is Primarily Suited for Newspaper and Magazine Advertising

Appropriate for Headings, Tabular Work, Time Tables and Tariffs

Requiring Clean, Condensed Figures and the Many Needs of the

Compositor For a Forcible Type in Every Day Commercial Printing

Point 36 A II 00 7(laS125 S2

IN INDISPf HSABlf 601HIC UTTER 108 IUDING COMMtRCIAt NINTHS

AtabMr Mid mt I*** MiM F Mht IMMM HN*P
Cfcmcttrc An DulMctnt Mj [ftictm ThfNfbwt with UfcltfA F<ww

Mmw Mfcc lift* SutiM f* Ew| Cto ol Pralnf mt JUnrtaai

\* OffMtatr hiMM* M Tru Wti|H PwU it ta* \m Pnw

Pmij* if Pmt^ Hitmtl * Ontwlw if FnkMiUi Tin Dnfu

AAS1Z6 Mm SI Mi S2 76

HI BOS10N WIRE STITCHER INSURfS PERFECT SAffifACTION EVERYWHERE

k kmlnUe Time and Money Saver is the Single Adjustment Feature of

h Cettnted Boston Wire Stitcher; it is Self Regulating and Easily Adjusted

(Man Madmoy b Necessary J123456/890 News Gothic Extra Condensed

I-

Han

34AS086 88*11 16 $200

tnucims v MotuKW COTMTMB n unurau

TMI

MMki M
** mt Moil TMH lam tat HMIMMT

mn*r JI7MS4/M CM* IWIUMI MM lull*
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72 Point

NEWS GOTHIC EXTRA CONDENSED TITLE

5 A $4 10

60 Point 6A$456

48 Point 8A$390

36 Point

30 Point

24 Point

18 Point

10 A $2 80 14 Point

15 A $2 50

21 A $2 EO

30 A $2 00

NEWS GOTHIC EXTRA CONDENSED TITLE HEADS

ARE ATTENTION ATTRACTORS AND VERY LEGIBLE

708

35 A $1 75

FOREIGN STATESMEN ADVOCATING REFORMS

DOMESTIC INVENTORS SECURE RECOGNITION

ADVERTISER PRESCRIBES CONDENSED SERIES

12 Point 40 A $1 50

DECIDED APPLAUSE GREETS CLEVER CARICATURISTS

SEQUESTERED VALLEYS AND BEAUTIFUL HIGHLANDS

SAD REALIZATION $1234567890 CHRISTMAS NIGHT

10 Point 46 A $1 40

BEAUTIFUL MEADOWS AND LAWNS DELIGHTTHE TOURISTS

NUMEROUS WILD FLOWERS AND PLANTS WERE DISCOVERED

PICTURESQUE HOMES AMONG EXQUISITE SYCAMORE TREES

8 Point 49 A $125

DEMONSTRATION SHOWS PERSEVERANCE ABSOLUTELY INDISPENSABLE

THE MERRY DAYS OF CHIVALRY AND POLISHED COUNTRY GENTLEMEN

INCONSEOUENTIALS NEVER MIND WHAT THE WILD WAVES ARE SAYING

MANY BULLFROGS CROAKING TEARFULLY FOR THEIR MISSING SPOUSES

6 Point 49 A $100

SWEET YOUNG LADIES OF NEWARK WITH CACOPHONOUS VOICES MUST DISAPPEAR

PROFESSOR HENDRIK UGHTFOOT'S GAY MAIDENS SKIPPING THE LIGHT FANTASTIC

INEBRIATED MOON MAKING FACES AS BIRDS SWEETLY WARBLE TO SMILING STAR

SCIENTIST DISCOVERED AMPHIBIOUS 51234567890 MONSTERS AMID GRANDEURS



NEWS GOJHIC EXJRA CONDENSED TITLE AS A NEWSPAPER HEAD LETTER

11,^

No. 9,931
Copyright. 1912, by

Th* Clarion -Ledger Publishing CV>. MONDAY, SEPTEMB

CONNECTICUT BUILDERS IKE BUSINESS TRIP ABROAD TO COMPLETE

WASHINGTON, Sept 23 George A. Sims

and Silas Young will sail for Russia within

the next few weeks, where they hope to

close negotiations with the Russian Min-

istry for the construction of seven battle-

ships and their accessories, and with other

naval armament, at a cost of $100,000,000.

Mr. Sims admitted yesterday that Mr.

Young and himself would leave for St.

Pi-iorsburg to discuss and probably con-

clude negotiations with the Russian gov-

ernment. These negotiations have been

in progress several weeks. It was stated,

however, that the propositions which Mr.

Sims made on behalf of the Martinburgh
Steel Company have not been closed. It

was known among the large shipbuilders

contest between Willia

John Maher, the Aust

8:30 the club building

and Thirty-ninth stree

to the roof with spect

ager, had announced t

police stationed at the

men with him. all in

of the world that Russia proposes to begin

immediately the reconstruction of her navy
and tentative propositions have been given

by several English and German concerns.

WHAT CONSTITUTES A SUBSCRIBER

AN INTERESTING COURT DECISION RENDERED IN THE

STATE
(^MASSACHUSETTS

A court decision has lately been rendered

in Massachusetts on what constitutes a

subscriber. The judge held that the man
who received the paper, although he never

subscribed, must pay for it. It appears
that James Thompson moved, and William

The firm for which

,

trusted employee for

decade has discovered

system of writing che

sums than the check

cated he had taken at

j

their money, accordin

; made and his former

tached his bank acorn

! safe, the contents of

AFTER TWO DAYS OF EXPERIMENT

MACHINE PROVES CHEAPER

FORGET HIS

WIFE SAYS 1HESE

FMRFFI KZnK" "
FBHT FOR ESTATE EVOKES STARTLING AND SENSATIONAL TESTI

MBS EOT !!!

"
POWER OF IHE SPIRITIST BELIEF AND SPIRIT MESSA

With a view of showing the economy,
peed and reliability of the motor car

over the horse-drawn type of vehicle, and
the operative cost of same, the Moto-car

Company is conducting an interesting

test in which a Moto-car and a horse-

(Special to The Clarion Ledger)

WINDYS LOCKS, Sept 23 Gray twilight

shadows gave a spooky air to the town

hall on Oak street yesterday as there was

told the astounding tale of a ghost wife

sending from the grave menage* of re-

the man. He died last

years, leaving more th

was the founder of th

main offices in Sarana

In the Saranac branch

Miss Elsie Green, con
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Lining Gothic No. 544
60 Point 3 A $5 35 4 a $3 35 $8 70

GRIND Coarse
64 Point 3A $4 95 5a$380 $875

Barons REFUSE
48 Point 3 A $3 90 6a$360 $750

UMPIRES Chosen
42 Point 4 A $3 40 6a$285 $625

Aspirant EXAM INED
36 Point 4 A $260 7a$240 $500

DETECTIVE Found Clue
30 Point 5 A $2 25 9a$205 $430 12 Point

Pirates SNEAK
24 Point 6 A $180 12a$175 $355

EASTERN TRAINS
Imports Much Paper

18 Point 9 A $150 19a$175 $325

REFORMED CRIMINAL
Overtake Hungry Badger

14 A $130 28 a $145 $275

DESTROYS SHIPMENTS
Plain $1234567890 Figures

10 Point 17 A $1 20 36 a $1 30 $2 50

WISEST ENGLISH AUTHORITY
New American Materials Satisfied

Foremost European Philanthropist

Advertisements Please Customers

8 Point 18A $105 38a$120 $2!

GERMAN COUNT HIGHLY PLEASED
Bank Wrecker Got Maximum Sentence

Scientific Exhibitions Given Every Hour

Opera Singer Played Long Engagement

14 Point 12 A $140 25a$160 $300

CLEAREST GOTHIC FACES
New England Folks Gathering

710

6Point 18A$090 40a$110 $2 C

CONSTABLE SERVED TOWN NINE YEARS
Young Scientist Betrayed Wealthy Importers
New York Delegation Enjoyed Trip to Arizona

Hunter Disposes $1234567890 Ancient Relics



Lining Gothic Nos. 519, 527, 528, 529

10 A $155 3ial 75 1830

USEFUL GOTHIC SERIES HELPED PRINTING
Purchased Great Amount of Machinery in Idaho

Handsome American Borders Pleased Everybody

U Point No. M> 16 A $136 32. $150 $286

NOTICE MARVELOUS CHANGE
Honest Butchers Returned Today
Banquets Grand Civil War Veteran
Prominent $1234567890 Figures

;' A -1 ;-;. <1 '..

PROPER ADVERTISEMENTS INCREASE
Making an Exceedingly Strong Display Letter

High Tornado Destroyed Largest Structures

Substantial Foundation Laid for the Building

i Point No. 519 20A$105 40 $125 $230

SUBMIT VERY NICE SPECIMENS FREQUENTLY
Prosperous Owner Met Representative at Long Beach

Startling Beauty Ingeniously Exhibited Predominating
C.is- Hardened Armor Plate Used on Latest Warship
Shells from Heavy Guns Hit Small Target Frequently

; Point No. 519 22a$090 44*11 10 1200

NEW NATURAL HISTORY PROVED INTERESTING
Corrects Spacing and Justification of Reset Line*

Fire Department Makes Record While Practicing;

Heavy Storm 91234667800 Caused Great Damage

6 Point No. 629 26AI100

USEFUL TITLE SERIES DELIGHTED CUSTOMERS
BRIGHT MAGAZINE AND NEWSPAPER HEADING
INTERESTING DIPLOMATIC ABILITY PRODUCED
AMERICAN PRODUCT SHOWS REAL DURABILITY

6 Point No. 828 33 A $100

INTERESTING SOUVENIRS BEING CAREFULLY DISTRIBUTED
ENTHUSIASTIC BOYS PRESENT SPLENDID BRONZE MEDALS
PICTURESQUE COSTUME ADORNS GALLANT MASQUERADES
SUPERIOR MATERIALS CAUSING A GENERAL SATISFACTION

6 Point No. 527 i . \ -; DO

ROADMINOED LEGISLATORS DfNOUNCINO UNREASONABLE PLATFGBMS

INDIOWANT STOCKHOLDER VOTID FOR TMI RIOROANIZATION Of COMPANY

DISTINCTIVE PRINTING DEMANDS THC CHARMING AMtRtCAN LINE OtSIOMS

IMPROVED TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES IS PROMISED SUBURBAN TRAFFIC

Commercial Gothic
3 A $170 6a$180 $3(0

DISTRICT PRINTERS
Manufactures Binder

. i 4 A $1511 9a$185 $335

NUMEROUS UPRISINGS
Inspect American House

: i :,A$14S 12a$190 $335

HAN DSOMEST
Bought Gothics

A $1 28 1 II 7.1 $3 00

SEIGREIT MINEIRS
Largest Detective
Captured Burglar

711

12 Point 8 A $120 18a$160 $280

BAND CONCERT
Fine Sailor Signs
M P..IIH loA$lir> 20a$14fi $280

EXTEND NEW ROAD
Built Largest Station
8 Point 12 A $1 no 24 a $1 26 $1 26

BOUGHT MODERN TYPES
Receive Handsome Design
Beat $1234OQTeeO Facts



Lining Gothic Condensed No, 524

72 Point 3 A $4 25 4a$275 $700

DESIGNED Buildings
60 Point 3 A $350 6a$350 $700

Manufacture FENCINGS
48 Point 5 A $320 9a$305 $625

EXTRAORDINARY Comparison
36 Point 5 A $185 10 a $2 40 $425

American Producer DISTINGUISHED

30 Point 7 A $1 75 14 a $2 25 $4 00 12 Point 22 A $1 25 45 a $1 50 $2 75

ERECTED STRUCTURE

Readily Proved Claims

24 Point 10 A $180 19a$175 $355

CAREFUL METHODS USED

Showing Prominent Display

18 Point 12 A $1 40 24 a $1 85 $3 25

CONTAIN STRONG FEATURES
Provide Marvelous Printing Idea

14 Point 19 A $1 40 38 a $1 60 $3 00

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISEMENTS REPAID

Desperate Character Easily Outruns Police

Courts Decide Against Crafty Safeblowers

712

CONSTRUCTS BEAUTIFUL BUILDING

Leaves Southern Farming Region Today

Highest Prices Obtained at Auction Sale

Useful and $1234567890 Distinct Face

10 Point 25 A $115 54 a $135 $250

MONSTER CROCODILE ESCAPED FROM BOY

Several Miners Caught by Landslide in Wyoming

Longest Railroad Passenger Train Moved Slowly

Great Gambling Scheme Unearthed by Detective

8 Point 32 A $105 65a$120 $2 i

GREATER EXPOSITION OPENING CAUSED MUCH RELIEF

Bought Lining Gothic Number Five Hundred and Twenty Four

Imported Diamonds Bring High Tariff Duties for Governments

Swift Sailing Yacht Rounding Cape Horn Under Full Headway

6 Point 31 A $095 63 a $105 $2 C

PROSPEROUS TOURISTS TRAVELTHROUGH TURKEY IN STYLE

Larger Bullfrogs Croaking Hoarsely for Their Wandering Spouses

Inebriated Moon Hides His Face Behind Dense Cloud for Shy Lovers

Much Applause Greet Clever Caricaturists in Vaudeville House Lately

Great Baseball Pitcher Who has Marvelous Control Trained in Texas

Highest Salaries Paid $1234567890 Managers with Executive Ability
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Lining Gothic Condensed No.524 in Practical Display

GREAT SALE OE SPRING HATS
These hats are from one of New York's leading importers and creators of

millinery. We mention a few of these bargains here but all will be sold at

Ribbons Exceptionally Low Prices
F |owers

in plain colors

plaids, stripes

lOc up

$5.00 to $7.00 Trimmed Hats, the best

American made hat ever sold at only

$1 3.50 to $1 5.00 Trimmed Hats, Paris

Importation of good grade and design, only

$30.00 to $50.00 Finest Parisian

Trimmed Hat ever offered at tnis price

$2.98

$8

$20

MERMOND DRY GOODS & MIL
EXCLUSIVE MILLINERY :: Center Street :

ANNOUNCEMENT
To Those About to Entertain

Q "Such and so various are the tastes of women" E)

N the usual interchange of hospitality

and merrymaking in polite society the

success of social gatherings is greatly

added to by appropriately printed invita-

tions, programs, menu cards, place cards,

or anything of that kind. From my shop

I can furnish you with artistically printed

things and for special entertainments I can

furnish printing that will harmonize wit

the general color scheme and decoration

MARSH FAIRBANKS & CO
AT THE SIGH OF TNE ELECTRIC LIGHTS. ERMINE. TE

all the latest

kinds, special

1 /% urt

PUBLIC LIBRARY

DEDICATION

Monday

Evening

April! 6

DEDICATION ADDRESS
SAMUEL P. WORTH

MUSIC

You Are Hereby Invited

to freely make use of

any of the books and
-

magazines belonging
to the Maldus Library

Board of Trustees Library Association

713



Inland Gothic No. 6

24 Point 6 A $1 85 10 a $1 65 $3 50

FINEST SAMPLE
Concerns Explorer
20 Point 7 A $160 15a$165 $325

TOURISTS RESTED
Questions Dictionaries

18 Point 12 A $170 20a$155 $325

PRESS MODERN TICKET
Numerous Camps Overturn

16 Point 12 A $155 20a$145 $300

REMARKABLE DRAWING
Picturesque Mountain Scene
14 Point 13A $145 26 a $1 55 $300

INCREASING THEIR PROFITS
Careful Attention to Type Display

12 Point 17 A $140 32 a $135 $275

BRIGHT ORIGINAL EFFECT
Erecting Wonderful Structures

Checks $1234567890 Payable

10 Point 20 A $1 25 36 a $1 25 $2 50

HUMOROUS COMEDIANS LEAVE
Oldest Tree Destroyed by Lightning
American Type Faces Please Critic

Countless Beautiful Ornaments Sold

8 Point 20A $110 40a$115 $225

USING STYLISH PRINTING MATERIAL
Producing Latest Specimens with Gothics

Claim Santa Claus Story a Historical Myth
Mother Hubbard Sold Valuable Cupboard

6 Point 22 A $0 95 46 a $1 05 $2 00

WELL KNOWN PRINTER MADE STATEMENTS
Heavy Newspaper and Magazine Advertising Shown
Hebrew Publishers Discussing Prosperity Fervently
Alaskan Miners Get $1234567890 Under Mountains

SPoint 24A$095 46a$105 $200

POPULAR AMERICAN TYPE SERIES ARE PROFITABLE AND PLEASING

Trustworthy Manufacturers Holding Good Cheer Meeting in Schoolhouse

TITLE GOTHIC No. 7
20 Point 9 A $2 25

MICHIGAN ORPHEUM OPENED
18 Point 11 A $2 00

MOST COMPLETE LOT OF GOTHICS
14 Point <Cast also as IS Point No. 72 14 A 82 00) 15 A $175

LABOR SAVING SYSTEMS FOR THE PRINTERS
12 Point 16 A $1 50

DESIGNERS OF TYPE SERIES
HANDY $1234567890 TYPES
10 Point (Cast also as 12 Point No. 72 19 A $1 50) 20A $1 40

ALL PRINTERS ADMIRE OUR TYPE
THE MOST DURABLE EVER MADE
9 Point S ffiS S } rS S: 7! 1 !i 58!

20 A $1 25

LABOR SAVING MATERIAL FOR PRINTERS
THE LINING SYSTEM WILL SAVE LABOR

8 Point (Cast also u> 12 Point No. 74 26A1.50> 25 A $1 25

NEWSPAPER AND MAGAZINE ADVERTISEMENTS
THESE TYPE STYLES GIVE PROMPT RETURNS

6 Point No. 71 24A $100

PRINTERS CONTINUALLY PICKING LIVE JOB
MOST REMARKABLE PROFIT-MAKING FACES
PROMINENT PUBLISHERS DESIRE QUALITY

6 Point No. 72 2S A $1 00

HUGE STEAMSHIP REMODELED AND SENT EASTWARD
INTERESTING STATEMENT REGARDING OLD COMPANY
FINANCIAL GIANTS STARTLE FOREIGN SHIPPING FIRMS

6 Point No. 73 35 A $1 00

IMPROVED TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES ARE PROMISED SHORTLY

ENTERPRISING MEASURES PLANNED BY EXPERIENCED STATESMEN

HUMOROUS QUESTIONS ANSWERED IN A GOOD-NATURED MANNER

6 Point No. 74 45 A $100

NDAY

i DAILY

714



American Extra Condensed

i

5 j AN

SAW 40 Ht430 $870

i 6 A $4 10 SB 1385 $796

9AJ360 12$400 $750

I- ! 6 A $306 10*$32D $625

1. ! 6AS245 lla$280 $625

ILODRA1IIC WRITERS Review Performance

6A$185 13a$240 $425 1- I'.. u 16A $1 45 33al 80 $325

CONSTABULARY DETACHMENTS ARRIVED

University Studeots Celebrate Birdidays

Bacteriological Professor Loses Fortune

Aristocratic Organizations Incorporated

A$170 18a$230 $400 14 Point 2nA$130 45a$170 $300

DANGEROUS CONTENDER ENTERED
POPULAR STATESMAN IYUKES SEVERAL VISITS

Unsolicited Testimonials Apparently Fictitious

Incomparable Bargains Detain Comely Women

Lucky Speculators Realize Tremendous Profit

. . : 12 A 11*5 21* $185 $S0 23A>120 4X.$156 $275

BEflyilFOLOBSEfitflllOeiESCONOElEO

Circufnoavigating Tour loteresis Couples

ICCUMTEJUSTIFICITION PREVENTS MUCH TROUBLE

Literary Genius Completes Remarkable Biographies

Metropolitan Communities Enjoying Decreased Rate

Graduating Scholars Receive Flowers $1234567890

716



60 Point

EAST

HERALD EXTRA CONDENSED

ES DENT

7 A $5 90

48 Point 8A$390

42 Point SA$350

36 Point 8 A $2 75

MM EXTRA CONDENSED COMPLIMENTED

SO Point 12 A $2 70

RAILROADS EXTENDING INTERESTS THROUGH

E

24 Point 16 A $2 50 12 Point 28 A $1

NUMEROUS BUILDINGS ERECTED RECENTL

BANKER SECURED OPTION ON LARGE LANDS

CONTRACTOR REFUSED FLOWERY PROPOSAL

ELABORATE $1234567890 DEMONSTRATIONS

5

18 Point 31 A $120 A $2 05 10 Point

YOUNG MAN INVENTS WONDERFUL FLYING MACHIN

HANDSOMELY DECORATED RUGS ARRIVED YESTERDAY

DPfllin CAPMITDQ DCniCC UCI DIMP UAMRC LflRGE IMPORTATIONS CONSTANTLY IMPORTED HERE

rnUUU rAnlyltno ntrUot HtLnNb HANUb PERPETUAL MOTION DISCOVERED THROUGHACCIDEN

nrQiPMC PFpnifcn KDIOITI v
UtblbNb HhbtlVtU UHVLN I Ll

.-

716
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HERALD EXTRA CONDENSED AS A NEWSPAPER HEAD LETTER

FIFTH EDITION

iDAY, FEBRUARY 27 No. 2,465

MET IN HOSPITAL

S CUB SLAIN IN SIGHT

OF MANY IN UPTOWN STREET

RESENTING ALLEGED INSULT

WED HIS PATIENT

COLLEGE CHUMS ARE INVITED

TO BE PRESENT

WNG PHYSICIIN HIDE RECORD

IS ATHLETE WHEN I STUDENT

: th a place
lird str.-ft

- snot down and
afternoon
near Sixth

ailant. a negro, gave
I >av is ana de-

al the jew. 'Her
n had insulted him.

mployed in an auction
.ventv-first

street, was sent on an errand shortly
before 3 o'clock. He returned with his

purchases and then got a revolver. He
left the store, walking in the direction
of Sixth avenue.

Less than one hundred feet from the
store was Curtiss and a man who gave
his name as Prank Hagerty and said he
lived at No. 1391 Seventh avenue. The
men were walking in the same direction
as the negro. On the opposite side of

Miss Dorothy Orth, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Louis H. Orth of No. 54 East
Ninety-seventh street, and Dr. George
F. Gamier of Watertown, N. Y., are to

be married this evening. Two years ago
Miss Orth was a patient at the Kohne-
mann Hospital. Dr. Garmer, fresh from
medical school, was an interne there at
the time. The two met and liked each
other instantly. When Miss Orth left

the Kohnemann Hospital her health was

SEVERE JUSTICE

VES TWO YOUNG MEN

LONG SENTENCES
- in an elevated
fie floor when a
two men were

.rt to the work-
. tiy Magistrate

mi: last night.
nd. stopped at
.sh hour a-

nen got on
'I car,

< of passengers
Andrew McCaffrey, a

in liehave.

. who said

^^t. a clerk of No.
nndred and Kighticth

employe.'
of No. _'!

irly collapsed.

AMINE BROKEN

.'T1 \;i I

"rom Yarmouth.
e of lobsters. Today

BUTTLE

UNDER FIRE

DESFERJITE mSHHCTOS REPULSE FIERCE 1TTICK

ciraiRE reals' HCHINE GUIS
More than half of Douglas was under endangered in fights on the border with

fire to-day by Mexican Federal troops, Mexican insurrectos. Six men and one
who made no attempt to obey the warn- woman in Douglas were injured. Shots

ing of the citizens that the lives of fell a mile from the international line.

this lovely city's residents must not be Eleven hundred Mexican Federals, with



INLAND CONDENSED GOTHIC No. 4

48 Point 5 A i3 00 9a$325 $625

HARMONIZED Compartment
42 Point 5 A $2 40 10 a $2 85 $5 25

Discovered CURIOUS DOCUMENT
36 Point 6 A $2 10 10a$2 15 $425

ENTERPRISING Institutions Advanced

30 Point 7 A $1 85 14 a $2 15 $4 00

SOUTHERN RAILROADS IMPROVED SYSTEM

Historical Exhibit Pleased Country Residents

24 Point 9A$1 65 17a$185 $350

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM BENEVOLENT SOCIETIES

Important Politician Refused Nomination Recently

18 Point 14 A $1 50 27 a $1 75 $3 25 9 Point 29 A $1 15 58 a $1 35 $2 50

HUMOROUS EDITION SUSPENDED

Editor Severely Criticised Preachers

14 Point 20 A $1 50 34 a $1 50 $3 00

BEAUTIFUL YOUNG LADY MUCH ADMIRED

Printers Quickly Recognize American Faces

Discontented Soldier Returns to His Family

DISTINGUISHED WINTER GUESTS RETURN HOME
Rich Bankers Absolutely Refused Special Invitations

Grand ReceptionTendered Departing Married Couple

Matrimonial Question Discussed by Anxious Mother

8 Point 29 A $1 00 58 a $1 25 $2

ENTHUSIASTIC FEMALES DENOUNCE POLITICAL CLUBS

Various Lady Newspaper Reporters Make Strong Demand

University Students Unanimous Regarding Denunciation

Extraordinary Interest Manifested in Political Exposures

Members Heartily Congratulate Handsome Young Leader

12 Point 23 A $1 25 45 a $1 50 $2 75 6 Point 31 A $0 90 63 a $1 10 $2 (

INCONSISTENT GENTLEMAN REFUSED COURTESIES

Gifted Orators Delivered Wonderful Lectures Abroad

Save Expenses by $1234567890 Buying New Type

10 Point 25A$115 50a$135 $250

DISTINGUISHED LAWYER CONDUCTED INVESTIGATIONS

Numerous Schemes Unearthed by Modest Newspaper Man

Several European Acrobats Displaying Remarkable Energy

718

INTERESTING HISTORICAL STORIES RELATED BY YOUNG PUPILS

Prosperous Merchants Advertise Extensively Throughout the Country

Obtain Good Results by Using Best Materials Such as American Types

Recent Designs Produced Certainly Denote Remarkable Advancement

Satisfactory Material Combined With Experience Brings Good Results

ValuableTime and Money $ 1 234567890 Can be Saved if you Desire

5 Point 28 A $0 90 55 a $1 10

CONTINUOUS GRAND PERFORMANCE BY CELEBRATED NEW JERSEY ACTORS

Excited Citizens Surround Theatre Anxiously Awaiting Introduction of Great Star

Many Institutions Discontinue Business. Thereby Increasing the Large Audience

Decayed Vegetables and Superanuated Eggs Quickly Became Necessary Articles

Authorities Maintain that Rubeville Never Eperienced Such Extraordinary Leity

Curtain Descends and the Shefiff with His Many Trusty -Deputies Acts 8s as Escorts



CONDENSED TITLE STAR GOTHIC

6 A $375

GOTHIC DESIGN STRIKING
A 25

USEFUL CONDENSED TYPES
i , \ -.' .

SHOWING AMERICAN QUALITIES
JD IN.nl : A -.: I

PRINTERS REQUIRE DISTINCT FACES
12 A K 50

DELIGHTFUL ENTERTAINMENTS PLEASING
MPoin- 14 A f2 60

NEW SUBMARINE SUBMERGED FOR LONG PERIOD

:- p. ... No 16 A 12 00 12 Point No. 3 SI A II SO

^FT^PHARMING ^PFPIMFN^ CAPTURED SIXTY DESPERATE CHARACTERS
IdUnAmvil b ornifllVILINO

BOLD THIEVES ENTERED INHABITED HOUSE

DISCOVERS NORTH AMERICA

U Point N.I

12 Point No. 2 38 A II 50

STARVING INDIANS WANDERED INTO SACRAMENTO

REPORTS HEAVY FIRING AT WAR HEADQUARTERS

READING MARVELOUS HISTORIES

STEAMERS WHIST lD FOR HE CHARACTERISTIC DESIGNS ACKNOWLEDGED YESTERDAY

12 Point No. 1 40 A II 60

Point No 1

SIDETRACKED OBSERVATION TRAINS

MODERN LODGING HOUSE RENAMED

12 Pant No. 5 23 A II .Vi

RELIABLE STYLES PRESENTED TO PUBLIC

HONORABLE $1234567890 COURTSHIPS

B Fatal No. 4 28 A II SO

GERMAN PRINTER SUBMITS MANY NICE SPECIMENS

HOT WEATHER PREDOMINATING IN SOUTH INDIANA

719

MONSTER GATHERING CROWDED IN THE GRANDSTANDS

21 A 12 00 6 Point No. 4 38A II 00

INTERESTING SPEAKER HELD HIS LARGE AUDIENCE SPELLBOUND

CONDENSED TITLE STAR GOTHIC SERIES FOR BEAUTIFUL WORK
OLD GUTENBERG BIBLE 1 1 234567890 SOLO AT PUBLIC AUCTION

. i- 44 A II 00

met rouic nous of iu> *ITH yucuimc tscoms oiurftM
mormon jto<.i <o corr imp IKE HINT rtitUTic OAILY

UIEIIICU nmniCTs u<rt CICCL n DUIILITT o mmcnvt ntss

Point No. 2

IBmiclll !( Ill

4Allon

i. Point No. I 54 A II no

1. ...( I,,... ...... ,11. ..*.....-



84 Point

72 Point

60 Point

64 Point

48 Point

42 Point

36 Point

30 Point

Inland Extra Condensed Gothic No. 1

3 A $3 70 oa*320 $690

ED Re iab e Seri
4 A $3 50 6 a $3 35

1

]

4 A $3 15 6a$310 $626

Instructive
6 A $3 40 11 a f4 10 $7 50

6 A ?2 8) 11 a $3 40 $6 26

7 A $2 40 13 a $2 85 $5 25 24 Point 12 A $1 45 24 a $2 05 $3 50

CLEVER FIGHTERS BADE!

Umpire Gives Unpopular Decision

7 A $2 00 13 a $2 25 $4 25

18 Point 18 A $1 45 33 a $1 80 $3

,

9 A $1 80 17 a $2 20 $4 00

Juvenile Runaway Captured Alter Tussle

14 Point 23 A $130 46 a $1 70 $300

STARVING NEGROES RECEIVED MUCH CHICKEN PIE

Large Bowling Scores Made at Roscoe Tournament

Guests Remained Quiet During Stay

12 Point 27 A $1 20 53 a $1 55 $2 7,

HANDSOME SPECIMENS RECEIVING EIRST PRIZE IN CONIES

Warm Climate Found in Bermuda During Winter Months

Useful and Heavy $123456/890 Condensed Figures Shown

;

720



EXTRA CONDENSED TIRE GOTHIC No. 12

i \ .. -
.

]

.. I-.. .:

P

4AS360

7 A Mil

-I-

8 A $3 75

8 A Si 25

I \ -J .
.

11 A 12 50
' r i

FACES ARE REPLACED

26 A f 1 76

USED THISRENOWNED SERIES HIFMSIVFIY

:i I 17 A 12 60 12 Point 30 A $180

ARTISTIC SPECIMENS REPAYEO CAREFUL PRINTER

WINTER SAVINGS $1234567890 SPENT AT CONEY

23AC26
10 Point 87 A II 40

DECORATIVE MATERIALS USED EXTENSIVELY FOR DISPLAYS

GOTHIC TYPES MAKING ADVERTISEMENT PRINTING POPULAR



Alternate Gothic No. 1

72Point 3A$375 5a$310 $685

BEAUTJFUL
FLOWERS

Exclusive Confection
60 Point 3 A $3 20 6 a $3 45 $665

HANDSOMEST CHILDREN

Shipwrecking Fishermen
48 Point 6 A $3 05 10 a $3 30 $6 35

NORTHERN EMIGRANTS INVEST

Daily Continuous Performances

Grandest Astronomical Display

42 Point 7 A $2 60 10 a $2 65 $526

MECHANICS MODELING STEAMSHIP

Inventors Noteworthy Contribution

Enthusiastic Americans Receptions
722



TAttOO 13. $2 MB
Alternate Gothic No. 1

BINGHAMTON ORGANIZES LEADING POETS

Numerous Artistic Typographical Students

Youthful Gourmands Matured Dyspeptics
SAUHO 161*220 $4 <u

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY ORNAMENTS

State Ultimately Rewards Conscientious Workmen

Procrastination and Ambition are Impossible Mates

11 A I1S6 22 COO $386

DEMANDING EXTRAORDINARY ADVERTISING IN PUBLICATIONS

Burlesque Maidens Demand Increased Wages of Management

Foreign Characteristics Produced in Metropolitan Art Lately

16 A $140 34 a $185 $323

TREMENDOUSLY UNREASONABLE PRICES ASKED FOR NORTH POLE FLOWERS

Financial Troubles Should Be Stimulating Enough to Create Further Ambition

Condensed Advertising Work Demands Type Like Alternate Gothic Number One

24 A $130 4* II 70 $300

SEVENTY THOUSAND BEAUTIFUL STRUCTURES DEMOLISHED DURING THE PROLONGED EARTHQUAKE

Much Interest Experienced at the Academy of Science by Exhibiting Metallic Article Specimens

Many Demoralizing Circumstances Readily Eliminated Through the Discharge of Leading Agitator

:. i .

I $1 50 $2 75

EXPERIENCED CHORUS GIRL DECLARES HER INDEPENDENCE

Spring Sunrise Imparts Lovely Blushes to Dimpled Cheeks

Valuable Parliamentary {1234567890 Documents Missing

WPoInt 30 A $1 10 $140 $250

COUNTRY CONVENTIONS PROFUSE WITH HANDSOME DECORATIONS

Two Renowned College Professors Introduce Popular Resolutions

Brilliant Entertainments Proposed for the Coming Winter Season

723

SPoint S2A$1 KUI120 $225

FINE CONDENSED GOTHIC FOB GENEIAl DISPUT ADVERTISING

Wmdirlil Steamboat Rides Taken Uoif Beautiful Misstih Ruer

Financial Suits Prtcinif Hliiiliceit Headquarters n Utimn

litircstii| Statement Hide Dihi| Fiscal Tear Concerned Tint

(Point 3SA$OM TO* $110 ft 00

IIHIHIHI EIKIITMK KIFINEI IT PtONmlll IC1K UIIUIHS

UkBUOK SMfttt rritMl S0MM fcUMti to but like* fti

t^rtu HMvM llnvi Ittafi $iMfil Mtifictiw

MnMhM taMNnr Smd Iia4MM to to Tr to I



Alternate Gothic No. 2

72 Point 3 A $4 30 4 a $2 85 $7 lr,

MODERN DESIGNS

Scene Remarkable
SOPoint 3AS340 5a$295 $636

CHARMING SPECjMEN
Players Extraordinary
48 Point 6 A $3 10 9a $3 15 $625

DISTINGUISHED FOREIGNER

Entertain English Merchant

42 Point 6 A $2 80 9a$255 $535
|

DESIGNS HANDSOME PICTURES

Enthusiastic Audience Delighted

Delightful Story Printed Monday
724



Alternate Gothic No. 2

. 6A 1190 12*$236 MSB

PERFORMANCES AMUSED AUDIENCE

Honored Prominent American Senator

Grand Mansions Recently Demolished

8A $200 13$200 $400

ENTERTAINMENTS UNDOUBTEDLY HUMOROUS

Produced Extraordinary Handsome Specimens

During Summer Delightful Excursion Arranged

9 All 60 18a$190 $3 60

PROMINENT MEMBERS RECEIVE BEAUTIFUL SOUVENIRS

Artistic Printer Producing Magnificent Border Designs

Distinguished Easterner Opens Photographic Exhibition

-

.
( IS A tl 60 30aSlT5 $325 10 Point 28 A $1 15 52 a $1 35 $260

BEAUTIFUL SINGERS WIN APPLAUSE SEVERAL STRIKING LIBRARIES CONSTRUCTEDJLilP< b[ - ' x ' rLHUOC
unconsciously Exposing Unpopular Ownership

EnOrmOUS CrOWdS Attend Exhibitions American Type Founders Company Brass Rule

Interesting Plants Were Discovered ^^^^^^
14 IW.l 20 A $135 41 a $166 $300

ANTICIPATE DELIGHTFUL ENTERTAINMENT

English Electricians Hold Annual Convention

Remarkably Enthusiastic Demonstration Held

8 Point 29 A $100 68* $128 $225

MOST MODERN PRINTERS DEMAND ORIGINAL SPECIMENS

Prominent Citizens Entertaining President with Shad Supper

Extraordinary Characteristics Lately Developed in Drawings

Several Distinguished Compositors Visiting Lake Hopatcong

Unprejudiced Managers Securing Lovely Burlesque Maidens

I'.,,,, A$090 66$110 $200

24 A $1 20 48 a $1 66 $2 76

MANUFACTURERS WILL EXHIBIT VARIOUS MACHINES

Tremendous Reception Given Famous Baseball Players

Manager Engages $1234567890 Grand Vaudeville Star

EMHAN WRtSTlW DCVUOTS MJUmiOUS UGMTWtlCHT STUDENT

I StfMOil CMSttW NMMfMS SutWII PtipWItlWU Mlll
I Ncy DttcnM ti IrrtimtK SutaKtM InMwt
i LI. CkMM U fiwtrt IncuM SwrtMrt li Cult

I (12MM7IM MM> IKPI (kH ml $*r>
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Alternate Gothics in Practical Display

Obtained through

the use of

the Alternate

Gothics

Strength of

Printing
Concerning Effective Display

In this rush and roar of our twentieth century

commercialism it is essential that display in

advertising has strength and character that

recognition may be obtained. The strong and

virile characters of the dignified and versatile

Alternate Gothics will enable every printer to

produce advertising with stronger display and

tone that will demand attention anywhere.

If you desire strength and character in your

product add this useful gothic family to your

composing room. It will enable you to give

just the right display in the right place. They

have been properly called the gothic family

par excellence. They have the style and finish

to be seen in all of the beautiful and versatile

type faces which are continually being origi-

nated by this Company. Emphasis is the thing

desired in publicity of any kind and is obtained

only through original faces and strong display

In Strength of

Character

and Beauty of Line

These Excel

American Type Founders Company

Bulflnch Attractor Chap-Book Director
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Alternate Gothic No. 3 in Practical Display

ARROW DAY
EACH WEEK DAY DURING MONTH OF MARCH

Here you may choose from stocks, on display or accessible for

selling, far greater than the combined stocks of ALL the other

department stores in the city, at prices readily appreciated by

people thoroughly familiar

with market conditions in

this country. Our motto is:

Everything for Everybody

Men's and Boys' Hats

and Woolen Goods *

Cut Glass, Carpets
-

Kitchen Utensils, Fine

Domestic Lingerie-^

Boots, Shoes, Toys -*

Table Ware, Furniture

Draperies, Jewelry
- >

1912 MARCH 1912

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat

Sectional Calendar

No. 6 $3.00

At Service Desk, on Main Floor, Howard Street side, we have placed our express agent, who will

receive express packages for all express companies, and accept money in prepayment, for which

we will give you our receipt, saving you all the trouble of having express wagon call at your home
We will take care of any package, whether bought here or not, so that people will feel at home

ROPLEY DEPARTMENT STORE
ROCHESTER AND HAMBURG AVENUES

Twentieth Century Quality Store for People with Refined Taste



Alternate Gothic No. 3

72 Point 3 A $4 95 4 a $3 25 $820

HUDSON SHORE
Gave Monument
60 Point 3 A $4 30 4a$290 $720

CHARLES DICKENS

Safest Investment
48 Point 5A $3 25 8a$320 $645

AMERICAN EXPOSITION

Rocky Mountain Scenes

42 Point 5A $2 65 9a$285 $550

STRONGEST ADVERTISERS

Brave Soldiers Dismounted

Constructed Ancient House
728



Alternate Gothic No. 3

A$2ZS $2U6 $43"

KLEPTOMANIAC PERFORMANCE

Attractive and Distinctive Display

Considerably Increases Business

7 All 96 12*1216 $4 10

FOREIGN DEMONSTRATOR RECOGNIZED

Ancient German Industry Demonstrated

In Our Printing Department on First Floor

24 Point 8 A $170 16 SI 86 $3 55

CONDUCTED UNDER STRANGE CIRCUMSTANCE

Lifeboats are Finally Launched and Some Seven

Hundred Women and Children Leave the Vessel

12A $1 45 25a$l 80 $325 10 I'oint 23 A II 10 46a$l 40 $2511

COMMISSIONERS EXAMINATION

Largest Shipment From English

And French Pottery Shops Lost

18 A $140 $! $300

INTERESTING MAGAZINE ARTICLES PAID

Catalogue of Handsome Prizes Offered

For Short Stories of Life in the South

12 Point 10A $126 40. $160 $275

IMPORTED CROCKERY AND PORCELAIN GOODS

Lately Received at the Marshall Wickershaim

Stores, also Useful and Ornamental Glassware

Challenge Sale (1234567890 Prices Reduced

729

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SUGAR INDUSTRY

Has Made Rapid Strides During the Last

Century and Thousands of Workmen are

Employed in Sugar Refineries East and

West; Many Million Dollars are Invested

gPoint 27A$105 Mail 25 $2 SO

TYPE, BORDERS. ORNAMENTS, PRINTING MATERIAL

Ordered from the American Type Founders Company
Excel in Design, and Their Durability is Assured by

Use of the Best of Material. A Print Shop Equipped

Completely With its Production is Worth Something

(Point M A $090 60m $110 $200

EVERY PROGRESSIVE PRINTER WILL CONCEDE IT FAR BETTER

Policy to Have a Series Of Two of Full Cases Rather Than Sl>

Of Eifht Series of lob Fonts This is About the Proportion at

Which This Condition Should be Used in the Determining of

What Faces Can be Used Under Special Requirements and It

Would Seem that the Alternate Gothic Is a Desirable Face lor

Any lob Office to be $1234567890 Plentifully Supplied Witt*



Lining Gothic No. 545
72 Point 3 A $8 20 4 a $4 80 $13 00

FIND Bride
60 Point 3 A $7 05 4 a $4 00 $11 05

Silver KINGS
54 Point 3 A $5 65 4 a $3 10 $8 75

PRINCE Arthur
48 Point 3 A $4 55 5 a $2 95 $7 50

Greatest PROFIT
42 Point 3 A $3 45 6 a $2 95 $640

MODERN Designer
36Point 4A$285 6a$215 $500 14 Point 11 A $1 45 22a$155 $300

SHOWING STYLES
Have Delicate AromaBack BENT
12 Point 13 A $1 35 26 a $1 40 $2 75

SOPoint 5 A $2 55 8a $2 00 $455 CHARM ED STU DENTS

BIRD Walking
Reprints $1234567890
10 Point 15 A $116 30a$135 $250

UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
24Foint 6A$i9o ioa$i6o $350 Contain Useful Information

HI 1^ |\| C^ ^5 I II I
9 Point 18 A $120 36a$130 $250

~~
GUTENBERG AND SCHOEFFER

3llVerS Advanced Progress and Knowledge

8 Point 18A $1 05 36 a $1 20 $2 25

DISTINCT AND EXQUISITE CHARM
18Point 8A$160 17a$165 $326 Beautiful American Creation Displayed

BUYS LINING TYPES
Finest American Design

"*""* STATEMENT RETUR NED
6 Point 18A $095 36a$105 $200

R E MARKABL STATE MIMT R ETURN E D
These Figures $1234567890 are Handsome
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LINING GOTHICS Nos. 520 TO 526
...!:: S . 3AI7SU

MENDING
,>i I'tMiit No. 610 3 A 17 15

HUNGRIER
4- Mat No. 610 .: A r. ""

PROMOTING
41 Point No. HO :, A $:. i>:,

ROBIN HUNTS
S6 Pain- 5 A $4 06 8 Point No. 526 20AJ125

HOUSES
> I'I.I 6AWOO

BEND IRON
34 Point No. iHO 8 A 12 75

CONFECTION
U Paint No. 620 10 A K 15

STRIKE GUSHER
BOUGHT SERIES

15 A $1 66

CONSTRUCTS BRIDGES
SPECIMEN DESTROYED
10 Point No. HO 18 A f1 40

EXPLODES LARGEST TORPEDO
TUTORS INSTRUCT STUDENTS

731

COMPOSING NEWEST DESIGN
USEFUL GOTHIC PURCHASED
SHOWING DISTINCT QUALITY

8 Point No. 526 23 A $1 25

MOVED LUNCH COUNTERS TODAY
FISHERMEN CAUGHT LARGE BASS
COWBOY DELIVERED LARGE HERD

6 Point No. 624 23 A fl 00

COMFORTABLE WARM WINTER CLOTHING
MAGNIFICENT BUILDING CAUSED WORRY
DESCRIPTIVE $123*567890 CIRCULATION

6 Point No. 623 30 A $1 00

PERSEVERANCE 18 ABSOLUTELY INDISPENSABLE
PRINTING MATERIAL AT RIGHT PRICES ALWAYS
MANY REMARKABLE MEMOIRS FOUND MONDAY
AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY STYLES

6 Point No. 622 33 A $1 00

STUPENDOUS EARNINGS RtPOBTCO ON THE RAILROADS
WCSTCRN TEACHERS RCCCIVC UNIVERSAL RECOGNITION
BOUNTirUL NATURE BESTOWINO MANY VALUABLE IDEAS
MEARTT APPETITE REQUIRED AROUND EVERT MEAL TIME

Point No. (21 37 A $10n

"Ml GOTHIC LKTTKM* MOWS utUL torn acNCRAl PUNfottC*



CONDENSED TITLE GOTHIC No. 1 1

72 Point 3 A $6 00

LEGIBLE GOTHIC
60 Point 3 A $4 25

BINDER TRIUMPHS
54 Point 4 A $4 25

STONEMAN RETIRED
48 Point 6 A $3 75

LIZARDS PERFORMING
42 Point 5A $3 25

PROMOTIONS
42 Point 5A $3 25 12 Point 23A $1 50

IF FRANKLIN WERE ALIVE NOW
FORMS SI 234567890 SPOILED

10 Point 27A $140

36 p int 6A 7B WESTERN TOURIST RETURNING HOME
COUNTRY PRINTER BOUGHT PRODUCT

KINGS ESCAPED 9 Point 27 A $125

MARCHED THROUGH GEORGIA AND TEXAS
9A$25o TEACH APPRENTICES THE POINT SYSTEM

FOREIGNER JOKING

BEAUTIFUL DAIRY MAID

8 Point No. 112 32 A $1 25

INDEPENDENT WORKMEN CONSIDERING YOUTH

BEAUTIFUL GOTHIC DESIGN SHOWN CUSTOMER
24 Point 13 A $2 50

8 Point No. Ill 37 A $1 25

CANCEL LONG ENGAGEMENT WITH BURLESQUE SHOW
OKLAHOMA COWBOYS ENTERTAINED YOUNG INVENTOR

16A $2 25
g pojnt No_ U3 37A $1 00

HUNTERS TRAILED BADGERS
COMPLETING MOST IMPOSING MONUMENT IN PUMPKIN CENTER

ATLANTIC CITY BOARD S12345B7890 THRONGED WITH TOURISTS

16 Point 20A$175 6 Point No. Ill

COMPOSITORS SUBDUE PRESSMEN IN THEIR FIFTH ANNUAL BASEBALL GAME

PITCHER FOR FVPl STICKERS PROVED STUMBLING BLOCK FOR OPPONENTS

NOTWITHSTANDING THREATENING WEATHER JERSET NOTABLES WERE THERESTUDENT DETAINING PHILOSOPHERS
732



Lining Gothic Condensed No, 529

| | SAtSW 5. BOO $B10

MARINES Discouraged
3A4S 6.1255 $800

Improving NEW BUILDING
6 A $335 10m 1306 $640

EXCURSION Returning Homeward

6AS260 llktZTO 530

Democratic Convention DEADLOCKED

6 A $196 12*230 $426

INDEPENDENT Political Society Reorganized

9 A $190 17$210 $400 12 Point 28 A f 1 25 S5a$165 f2 80

Unfortunate BLACKSMITHS
VARIOUS IMPORTANT QUESTIONS DISCUSSED

Older Members $1234567890 Propose Change

12AS166 2S.I18S $360 10 Point 31 A $1 10 66$140 $250

AMPRIPAN RFAIITIF9 DISCOURAGED FISHERMEN RETURNING HOME HUNGRT

MlTlLnlUHll DLMUIILO Prominent Business Men Eormed large Hunting Parties

RpnnrfprQ FvnnQOri Pmmtprfpit Rant!
Bra.eContable*Arreiled Numerous Bold Highway

nc|JUIIclo LA|JUOCIJ uUUIIICllCll Udll^ Country Newspaper Gitet Full Details ot Great Robbery

17 A $146 36.1185 $330 I Point S6A$OM 70. $130 $226

NUMEROUS YOUNG STUDENTS GRADUATED

Parent Severely Chastised Impudent Children

22A$140 46. $100 $300 Point 36A$n6 70. $116 II 00

BEAUTIFUL HARMONIOUS DESIGNS CONSTRUCTED
" H.HO ui .

Important Discoveries Made by Eminent Physicians
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LINING GOTHIC CONDENSED NO, 52 1

42 Point 8AJ380

EXAMINE DELINQUENT SOLDIER

PUBLISHERS LEASED BUILDINGS
36 Point 8A$300

MEXICAN CONFECTIONERS REMAIN

OBSERVANT REFORMER LECTURING
30 Point 10 A $2 60

GOTHAMITE DISCOVERS BANISHED PRINCE

COMICAL IRISHMEN ENTHUSE NORWEGIAN

24 Point 15 A $2 60

INDUSTRIOUS PERFORMER INSTRUCTED NOVELIST

MECHANIC INVENTED AUTOMATIC DLOCK SIGNAL

20 Point 20 A $2 25 10 Point 35 A $1 40

FORMER PRESIDENTS PERSUADED

DISTINGUISHED ORATOR TRAVELS

16 Point 24 A $1 75

SPANISH PHILOSOPHER EXPECTED MONDAY

CONSCIENTIOUS WORKMEN GET VACATIONS

FASHIONABLE BURGLAR DEMANDS REWARD

FIREMEN AND POLICEMEN ORGANIZE SOCIETY

SOME PHILANTHROPIC GENTLEMEN REJECTED

EXPLORERS RETURN AFTER HAZARDOUS TRIP

9 Point 38 A $125

ASTRONOMERS EXPERIMENTING WITH NEW MACHINE

RANCHMEN AND COWBOYS WELCOMING TENDERFOOT

PRINTERS WALKED FROM BALTIMORE TO RICHMOND

8 Point 48 A $1 25

GREAT AMERICAN DESERT SWARMED WITH COLD PROSPECTORS

HUNTERS ABANDON CHASE OVER DANGEROUS HIGH MOUNTAINS

BANKS CLOSING DOORS OWING TO UNEXPECTED HEAVY STRAIN

12 Point 29A$150

BRAVEST CONSTABLES INJURED NEAR PORTLAND

TRANSFORMED MAGNIFICENT SUBURBAN DEPOTS

PLAINEST GOTHIC $1234567890 FIGURES CAST

6 Point 44 A $1 00

COUNTY JUDGE IMPOSED HEAVY FINE FOR TRESPASSING ON GARDEN

SOMNAMBULIST ESCAPED UNINJURED AFTER JUMP FROM FLAGPOLE

ATHLETIC CARNIVAL BRINGS TOGETHER MANY WONDERFUL RUNNERS

BOUGHT MATERIAL THAT S1234567B90 GAVE UTMOST SATISFACTION
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Lining Gothic Condensed No. 523

PI
3AMWS 4*1290 $7KS

SIGNED Plumber
Pant 3A$455 4a$2S5 ft 20

mportant DISTRICT
i- p. -

4 A $3 15 8 a $3 10 $ 25

KNOWLEDGE Considered
5A $290 81*235 $525

Replenished REQUIREMENTS
SS IV.nl 5A t215 9a$210 $425 14 Point 17 A $140 36a*160 tS 00

HUNTED Elephant

ADOPT STRONGER METHODS
Studious Compositors Hustling

Clever Printer Instructs Artist

Petal 7 A $175 16m $2 25 $400

Foremen REORDERING
12 Point 1A $125 38a$l 50 $275

8A$10 18 $190 $350

FAMOUS BANK CLOSING

Cashier Decamped Tuesday

10 A $150 20a$175 $326

AUTHORITIES EXPLAINING

Experts Investigated Methods

i 13A$150 28. $176 $826

INTERESTED SUPERINTENDENT

Charming Gothic Specimen Pleases

MOUNTING DIAMOND BROOCHES

Many Costly Paintings are Stolen

Has Useful $1234567890 Figures

10 Point 22 A $1 15 44 a $1 36 $2 60

GRAND ROCKY MOUNTAINS PICTURED

Colorado River Contains Beautiful Sights

Golden Gate Harbor Receives Large Boat

8 Point 26 A $100 50a$126 $226

WORKMEN RECEIVED UNEXPECTED REWARDS
Finest Mechanics Loafed Around Park Row Clubs

Artistic Designer Spending Vacation Near Resort

(Point 26 A $090 52a$110 $200

PROMINENT MERCHANTS FORM NEW ORGANIZATIONS

American T>pe Founders Comptni Make Fine Ornimenti

Brats Rule and Border Rightly Used Help Moil Printing

Sldlth and Dignified 11234567890 Figures Furnished

7-:-.



CONDENSED TITLE GOTHIC No. 3

72 Point 3 A $4 40

DISTRICT HUNTED
60 Point 4 A $4 25

WRITE SHORT STORY
54 Point 5 A $4 25

DISTINCT PRODUCTIONS
48 Point 6 A $3 75

CONTAIN HONEST QUALITY
42 Point 7 A ?3 25

SHORT CONFECTIONER ENLISTS
36 Point 7 A $2 75

ERECT FACTORIES

36 Point 7 A $2 75 12 Point 26 A $1 50

SUBMITTING HANDSOMEST SPECIMEN

USEFUL AND $1234567890 DURABLE

10 Point 32 A $1 40

BOSTON WIRE STITCHER INVESTMENTS PAID

POWERFUL KINGDOM
PLAIN ADVERTISEMENT LETTER SHOWN NOW

9 Point 33 A $1 25

24 point 15 A $2 50 WANDERING COMPOSITOR INTERESTED GATHERINGS

REAL DELIGHTFUL MYSTERIES SOLVED BY SCIENTIST

DEMAND MODERN DESIGNS
8 Point 42 A $1 25

FEATURING BEAUTIFUL GOTHIC CHARACTERS IN COLLECTION

TYPOGRAPHICAL HISTORY DATING BACK SEVERAL CENTURIES

ABSOLUTELY HONEST BLACKSMITH DAMAGES MUCH MATERIAL

PRINTING BEING GIANT INDUSTRY
6 Point 37 A $1 00

16 Point 22 A $1 75 IDEAL CONDITIONS MEAN BETTER RESULTS IN COMPOSING ROOMS

AMCDIPAU nDMAMCMTC AMR DDACC Dill C
PRINTERS LIKE PLAIN MANUSCRIPT IN PREFERENCE TO SCRIBBLING

AIYItnlUAPI UnllAIVltlllO ANU DhAOO HULL CHAMPIONSHIP MARATHON S1234567890 OCCURS EVERY DAY HERE
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CONDENSED TITLE GOTHIC No. 3 SERIES IN DISPLAY

ERBINE BEACH
THE FINEST SUMMER RESORT

SITUATED WHERE THE OCEAN AND MOUNTAINS MEET

MERBINE IS NOTED FOR ITS PICTURESQUE AND ROMANTIC

SCENERY. THE GLORIOUS AIR, THE MAGNIFICENT VIEWS AND

COMFORTABLE ACCOMMODATIONS ARE GREAT ATTRACTIONS

IN THIS GREAT MOUNTAIN AND SHORE REGION, WHICH ISA

PARADISE FOR CHILDREN AND A WONDERFUL SANITARIUM

FOR EVERYBODY. THE BEACH IS ONE OF THE FINEST IN THE

COUNTRY AND AFFORDS EXHILARATING BATHING. THE CLOSE

PROXIMITY OF THE GREAT SILVER MOUNTAINS OFFERS THE

VACATIONIST THE CHOICE OF RECREATION AT THE SHORE

OR AMONG THE HIGHLANDS OF THE ADJOINING MOUNTAINS

WHICH ARE SWEPT BY OCEAN BREEZES. AMONG THE MANY

DIVERSIONS ARE GOLF.TENNIS, BOATING. FISHING, DRIVING

AND MOUNTAIN PATHWAYS THAT TEMPT THE TRAMPER, AND

OPPORTUNITIES FOR EXCURSIONS TO MOUNT CHRISTOPHER

THE IOHTH SUI RAILWAY. Ill COIIECTIOI WITH THE NOUIUIH A SHORE

RAILROAD. FORKS til ALL-MIL THROUGH CAR LIHE IETWEEH NEW YORK 110

ILL POINTS II THIS FAMOUS SECTIOH. THE SUMMER TIME TIILE IS HOW

II EFFECT II ILIUSTUTEO IOOKIET MIILEO 01 RECEIPT OF SII CEITS

I

AOORESS 111 COMMUNICATIONS TO

THE MERBINE BEACH ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY DEPARTMENT
NERBINE COUNTY MIIHE



Franklin Gothic

96 Point 3A$960 4a$615 $1575

THE Dog
84 Point 3 A $7 70 4 a Jo 10 $12 80

Cat RUNS
72 Point 3 A $7 65 4 a $4 90 $12 55

KINGS Dine
GOPoint 3A$605 4a$390 $996

Made BRICKS
48 Point 3 A $4 00 6a$385 $786

PUMAS LEAPING
Demands Regular
42 Point 4 A $3 55 6a$300 $655

ANCIENT MANSION
Special Employment



Franklin Gothic

4AC66 7mt285 S

ASTRONOMER WROTE
Prominent Incorporator
Linguist Bought Stones
. !'. II 5A $220 8205 $4 26

SPEAKER REFORMS GUIDE
Great Entertainer Preparing
Englishman Leaving Gotham

5 A $166 11 $185 $360

HUSKY SAILOR DROPS ANCHOR
Considered Beautiful Decorations
Nervous Printer Became Alarmed

:- MM 8A$150 17a$175 $326 in Point 16 A $1211 32a$130 $250

FOUND NEW NECKTIE
Near Manchuria Rocks
Mariners Hunt Caribou

12A$140 24. $160 1300

HELD BRAVE COMPOSITOR
Delightful Winter Excursions
Police Capture Daring Youth
Constable Examined Burglar

IX Point UA$12S 29.1150 $275

OLDEST MEMBERS PROTESTING
Regulations Strenuously Enforced
Denverite Closely Guarding Secret
Beautiful $1234567890 Damsels

T

YOUNG UNITYPE OPERATOR
Philadelphia Detective Sighed
Expert Chemist Puzzled Child

Inquisitive Woman Explaining

-I'oint 19 A $110 38 .$115 $226

FAMOUS PEDESTRIANS EXHAUSTED
Octogenarian Breaks Walking Record

Jumping From Bunker Hill Monument
New Type Bought by Country Printer

r. Point 21 A $090 44m $1 10 1200

MARINER STRANDED ON BARREN ISLAND
Large Steamer Abandoned by Mutinous Crew
Dangerous In.ect. Infested Tropical Country
More* Thief Departing From Oklahoma Town
Faithful German S1234S6789O Won Reward

M'..int 22A$090 46a$l 10 $200

COMPOSITOR TRYING TO ESTABLISH NEW nrCORO

H*pt Buy JuBllfrlng MKrln PK*
All*.d PHnlwr ftrv*d Appr*ntlr Kip With C>rp*ntr

n a..utllul Blu . p.n< n.



Franklin Gothic Condensed

72 Point 3 A $6 15 4 a $4 20 $10 36

UNREMINDED
Knight Racing
60 Point 3 A $5 10 4 a $3 95 $9 06

RETURN PIGEON

Design Steamers
48 Point 4A$380 7a$370 $760

SECURING FORTUNE
Introducing Irishman

42 Point 6 A $3 40 8a$315 $656

FOREIGNERS PRINTING
Contain Beautiful Series

Makes Lovely Character
740



Franklin Gothic Condensed

M Point 6AC45 9a$2&5 $6 00

PROCURE ADVERTISEMENT
Erects Magnificent Theatres

- r .
6 AC 15 10m (2 10 W 25

EXQUISITE AMERICAN PRODUCTS
Franklin Gothic Condensed Bought

Distinguished Features Maintained

7A*1 65 14 all 90 $355

INSPECTING HANDSOMEST INSTRUMENT

Bright University Students Playing Cricket

Enterprising Schemes Being Quickly Used

MM 11 Atl 56 20m $170 $32S

MERCHANT FOUND MONEY
Fisherman Catching Sucker

Rambling Printer Continued

15 A (136 SOa $166 S3 00

SECURING HONEST BLACKSMITH
Apprentices Damaged Your Nerves

Thirty Guests Stayed Around Town
Several Performers Bathed Friday

10 Point 19 A $115 S8a185 1250

HUNTERS CHASED TIMBER WOLF
Files Important Document Monday
Experienced Gardners Plant Roses

Charming Specimen Being Printed

Huntsmen Found Strange Creature

8 Point 22AI100 45a$125 S22S

FOREMAN RETURNING FROM MOUNTAINS
Great Trip Planned by Rambling Compositor
Expects to Visit Atlantic City and Coshocton
Saves Many Dollars During the Sojourn Here
Printer Secured Franklin Gothic Condensed

Purchasing Beautiful American Ornaments

II 17 A 1130 Mail 46 12 75

HUSKY SOLDIERS PERFORMED DUTIES

Escaped Guardhouse by Unlocking Doors

Desperate Character Purchased Shotgun
Handsome $1234567890 Display Figure

741

Point 21 A 1096 46 all 05 COO

GREATER DESIGNERS SUBMIT FINE SPECIMENS
Our Satisfactory Botden Distributed Everywhere
Noble Features Being Exposed Throughout Series
Purchases Many Wonderful Boston Wire Stitchers

Large Milwaukee Salesman Entertains Compositor
Remarkable Characters Becoming Useful Articles

Exquisite Letters S1234S6789O Shown Customer



Franklin Gothic Condensed in Practical Display

DDE

The Little Ministers
An Entertainment given by St. Paul's Sunday School
m in

This beautiful little Playlet goes straight
to the hearts of fathers and mothers as

it tells the story of the boy life. It has a

most peculiar charm that will bel

iated by everyone. It shows that
tj

real preparation for this present I

in the philosophy and teachings o

An ennobling faith in which all se

has been in every way very carefi

out. COME, and bring your Boys
and attend this instructive and inspiring piece
The proceeds will be devoted exclusively to p
new hymnals for the church. These are much
and will be of great service to both pastor an

Thursday Evening, Mar
WAGNER MUSIC HALL, ON EAST LIBERTY SI

m

JL
Acme Border Holiday DecoratoR

1



Franklin Gothic Condensed in Practical Display

a c

FINE SUMMER COTTAGE

Furniture
CHAIRS, TABLES, BEDSTEADS

AND PARLOR SUITES

OU must not get the impres-
sion that our stock is higher

priced than others. But it

is, however, very exclusive

in design, and it is also true

that we have the patronage
of the most discriminating and particular

people in all sections of the United States.

Our cottage furniture is especially adapted
for both shore or country houses where a

simple, harmonious and artistic effect is

desired, conforming with the surroundings
and not sacrificing one particle of comfort.

THE REPUTATION OF OUR FURNITURE HAS BEEN BUILT
ON ITS SIMPLE ARTISTIC LINES, SOLIDITY OF

CONSTRUCTION, AND A VARIETY OF
CUSTOM FINISHES

NEMAN & STERN
MANUFACTURERS OF FINE FURNITURE

46 Hamilton Street, Melone, Ohio

Shipment! are carefully crated Injuring s.ife delivery. Send lor lat.it booklet No. 24
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Franklin Gothic Extra Condensed

120 Point 3A $8 00 4a$560 $1360

E Shaft
96 Point 3 A $6 25 4a$425 $1050

Rented HOME
84Point 3A$520 4a$340 J8 60

FROM Saturday
72 Point 3A$495 4a$335 $830

Machines REMIND
60 Point 3 A $3 70 6 a $3 95 $7 65

STRENGTH REQUIRED

Modest Construction
744



Franklin Gothic Extra Condensed

4A$2SO H.$335 1825

MERCHANT PRODUCTIONS

Educated Horses Continue
I- !'..:

' 6A$260 9$280 $540

CURIOUS ENTERPRISES NOTED

Dishonorable Method Expected
SA$180 lla$245 $425

DETERMINED BANKER CONSIDERING

Strenuous Remark Answered Quietly

T" Potat 7 A $1 90 14 $2 20 (4 10 12 Point 21 A $125 44. $150 $275

DESIRABLE TYPE FACE

Excellent Gothic Letter

9A$10 18* $190 $350

HANDSOME PRIZE SECURED

Strong Competitors Remain

14 A $145 281HO $325

DISTINGUISHED SCHOLARS NAMED

Charming Afternoon Performances

HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS DISCOVERED

Some Mysterious Investigations Made

Dignified Professors Procure Evidence

Many Individual $1234567890 Plants

10 Point 2SA$115 48$13S $250

AMERICAN LINE STYLES LEAD THE WORLD
Distinct and Attractive Type Combination

The Weight Font System Increases Profits

Desirable and Useful Gothic Letters Found

8 Point 28 A $100 55* $125 $225

EFFECTIVE GOTHIC DESIGNS ARE ALWAYS POPULAR

Strong and Durable Types Bring Favorable Results

The Franklin Gothic Extra Condensed Insures Merit

Procure Your Job Type in Serviceable Weight Fonts

IX A $140 *S$l0 $300

BEAUTIFUL AMERICAN LINE TYPE STYLES

Popular and Serviceable Creations Bought

30 A $090 00* $110 $2006 Point

UNI CI 1 1 ID FOR SHOW CARDS AND NUT POSTER I

Entry Printing Oflict Should Contim This Str*mc &*rm
Sold in Wfiuhl Foots Body Typo Price* and Discounts

MpMrnini Pi mini S12MS67SM Will Rwocntri Hs Vlo



Franklin Gothic Extra Condensed in Practical Display

The Great Popularity of Brass and Copper Thin

SPACES
^ ii Brass and Copper Thin Spaces make justification so easy

m that no printing office, large or small, can successfully

^L attempt to do without them. These spaces are put up in

_JJ special cases, made the size of the regular Wisconsin

Quarter Cases, four of which just fit in a regular blank case. They

can thus be kept where t

accessible, or can be pla

the stone. They are a ve

and valuable article in tli

room, and will save a lar

unnecessary amount of

will prove a valuable adju

rections on the press. I

quick and accurate just

boon to any printing off

HAROLD W. MORTON WILLIAM H. HENDERSON

MORTON & HENDERSON CO.

1239 North Market Street, OAKFORD, WIS.

HIGH-GRADE INTERIOR AND

EXTERIOR WORK Decorators

busy composing room. That these Thin Spaces may be readily dis-

tinguished, the Half Point are made of Copper and the One Point

are made of Brass. For prices and
(T\ ft\ ft\

/T\ ft
further information in regard to the

Brass and Copper Thin Spaces write

to nearest Selling House for pamphlet

American Type Founders Co.
THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE TYPE FOUNDRY IN THE WORLD. EVERYTHING FOR THE PRINTER

746
Versatile Ornament Cheltenham Paragraph Mark



Franklin Gothic Extra Condensed in Practical Display

NOVELTIES
For Making Your Home Attractive

CTo
the man or woman of good taste

the subject of making the home as

beautiful and attractive as possible

is always one of great interest. Our novelties

are selected by experts in the art of home

decorating, and always with the view of giving

our patrons and the general public the best

and most original ideas for their money. A

visit to our show rooms, and a casual exami-

nation of our stock, will convince the most

skeptical that our claims to art in the way of

house decorations have been substantiated

in every detail. We will have special displays

Columbia Novelty Company
Number 27 Market Street KANSAS CITY, MO.

VvrMll)* OrMMMUt

VA
Cfl

VALENTINE

SALE HERE
All the Latest Designs in

Valentines, some original

motto Folders for mailing

THE RED HEARTS AND

FRENCH CUPIDS WILL

SURELY PLEASE YOU

Ask to see the little

Austrian Valentines

MAX GORDON
SOUTH STREET BOOK STORE

Ordering by Telephone
A Word to Housewives Regarding New Residence Line

The Benscreek and Turtle Point Telephone Company in

making several very important changes and extensions

in its system has provided for resident lines of three parties or more. This

change will enable every housewife in town to order her household goods by

telephone. Your orders for installation of telephones may be placed at once



Inland Gothic No. 8
72 Point 3 A $8 40 4 a $5 30 $1370

FINE Shop
60 Point 3 A $7 45 4 a $4 70 $1215

CONSIGNS
Pirate Chief
64 Point 3A$580 4a$370 $9 50

ENTIONED
Gothic Figure
48 Point 3A$465 4a$285 $750

INDENT KNIFE
Enjoys Bathing

42 Point 3 A $3 60 5a$265 $625

GRAND METHOD
Exquisite Heading



Inland Gothic No. 8
HP**.) 4AC> 6.K40 $6

DISTINCT PRINTING
Handsome Discovery
. > M 4 A $206 8*f220 $425

PRODUCED MERCHANTS
Observe Charming Dignity

5 A $166 10* SIM $360

MITERED BORDERS REJOINED
Cub Dumping Ancient Ornament
Demand Greatest Achievements

SA$150 16. $175 $325

UNITYPE STUDENTS
Continually Improved
Machine Remarkable

9Polnt 1SA$120 35a$130 $260

FREIGHT ORDERS UNTOUCHED
Building Magnificent Brick House
Strong Display Letters for Printer

Advertisers Wanting Bold Gothics

Presents Beautiful Type Creation

14 IVmt 12A1 40 23a$l0 $300

DEVELOP LARGE MUSCLE
Husky Compositor Working
Largest Daily Average Made
Strong Hermit Routed Thug

8Point 20A$110 S8a$115 $225

REDUCING FRACTURED THIGHBONES
Hospital Students Performed Operation
Train Jumper Thrown Heavily from Rods
Fast Express Rounding Curves Rapidly
Covers Seventy Miles Without Stopping
Natives Awed by Swill Moving Monster

I 16 A $130 27 $145 $275

SUNBURN TORTURED MOTHER
Cornhuskers Enjoying Festivities

Showed Business Making Gothic

Burglar $1234567890 Searched

WPatet 16 A $120 Mm $130 $260

AMERICAN DESIGN SUITED BUYER
Sawyers Hold Fifth Annual Convention
Remarkable Steamer Cleared Norfolk
Cardboard Justifications Unnecessary
Introducing Graduated Point Systems

748

I Mi 24A$100 44*1 00 $200

AMERICAN FAKIRS EXPOSED BY NATURALIST
Lecturing Belorr Crowned Heads ol Europe Friday
Bewildered Pedestrians in a Dreadful Predicament

Shaky Water Wagon Being Ridden About Newark
Expert Horseman Judges Heavy Team Competition
New Jersey Mosquitoes Exported In Big Quantities

Compositor Makes SI 234667890 In Each Week

I 21 A $100 S8a$100 $200

UPE*.INTf NDINT PRESENTING UNIQUE DESCRIPTION

D*p*rii rmil Shapllnar C*ptur*d by Lars* O*t8llv
clwacMatl H*TM alrtg Driven Through Monfgm*r|r Av*nu

Technical ftcNaal TaaclM* Vawthfwl Apvr*nll*a fin* SlyU
nl.

Cvmblnlng Pu



TITLE GOTHIC No. 9
72 Point 3 A $9 40

A
60 Point 3 A $8 25

HORNETS
54 Point 3 A $6 75

KIND MAID
48 Point 3 A $5 40

BLOND MAN
WINS BRIDE
42 Point 4 A $4 50

DEMAND RIDE
SHOP GAINED
36 Point 4 A $3 75

DESIGN POSTER
FRIEND SHARED

'



TITLE GOTHIC No. 9
?, r . A .

EMINENT ADVISERS
HUSBAND PLEASED
:i !' : 7 A JJ H

MODERN YOUNG PUPILS
FORM PROMINENT CLUB
.I- 9AS225

SOCIETY GIRLS PLAN OUTING
RUDE BOYS VEXED MATRONS

10 A $1 75

PECULIAR COSTUME FOUND RUINED
FOREST FIRE DAMAGED INSTITUTION

U Point 14 AH 60

GRAND PRIZE PROCURED
FOUR $1234567890 BOYS

10 Point 17 A (1 40

DESERTING OLD HOMESTEADS
POPULAR ENERGETIC DOCTOR

10 Point No. K* 18 All 40

ADMIRING BEAUTIFUL LANDSCAPE
PRODUCING EXCELLENT RESULTS

' '

'

17AI12S

REMARKABLE DESIGNS EXECUTED
DONATING CONSIDERABLE MONEY

I Point No. 1 20AI126

ESTABLISHED GRAND PRINTING PLANT
JOINED COUNTY PROTECTIVE SOCIETY

TW_hr,
751

8 Point No. 92 24 A $1 25

COMPLICATED DESIGNING IMITATED
RECEIVED AMERICAN PRODUCTIONS
DEMONSTRATES POPULAR MACHINE

6 Point No. 91 26A $100

DILIGENT YOUTH RECEIVED SPECIAL MENTION
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE STUDIES DENTISTRY
BECAME RICH SI 234567800 VERY QUICKLY

6 Point No. 92 26 A $1 00

PROFESSORS ADVANCING DIFFERENT THEORIES
FIVE EMINENT PHYSICIANS ENTER DISCUSSION
PROMINENT LAWYERS ADVISED YOUNG WIDOWS

6 Point No. 98 28 A SI 00

NINETEEN HUNCHED SOUTHERN DELEGATES CONVENE
EAUTIFUL SPECTACLE WITNESSED IT MANY LADIES

SEVERAL WESTERN BUSINESS HIM SIGNED PETITION

Point No. M 12 A f1 00

MONUMENTS IRICTIO THROUGHOUT NORTMtRN DISTRICTS

tITRA APPROPRIATIONS DEMANDED T LEADING CITIIEH1



Times Gothic
96 Point 3 A $9 60 4 a $6 40 $16 00

HIS Belt
84 Point 3A$850 4a$550 $14 00

RedMEN
72 Point 3A$755 4a$560 $1305

IRON Step
60 Point 3 A $6 70 4 a $4 80 $11 60

CONSUMES
Heroine Real

64 Point 3 A $4 85 5a$390 $875

MISER DINES
Reports Extra

*^^ ncn752



Times Gothic

i- 1 3AS3X5 5.JSHO $768

MINER RESIGN
Defective Miter

3A J310 6320 1680

M9DERN ENGINE
Bristol Cardboard

3A 6t250 IS IS

NUMEROUS GAMES
Desired Scholarships

. !'. ri 5 A $2 15 8a$210 $4 25

BRAVE HERO
Grand Stands

: I'.,..,- 5AI150 lla*200 I860

DEMAND HOME
Interest Counter

7 A 1 45 14 all 80 25

HANDSOME DESIGN
Investor Remarkable
Recognized Senators

11 A II 48 20.11 66 fSOO

MANSIONS DEMOLISHED
Representative Candidates
Grand Performance Nightly

12 Point 13 All JO 25a160 $280

FINE RECEPTION GIVEN
Generous Spring Weather
Elegant Service Rendered
Fine $1234567890 Design

10 Point 14 All 10 2X140 $250

GOVERNOR ENTERTAINED
Exclusive Autumn Bargains
Publisher Secured Souvenir
Remarkable Border Designs

8 Point 17 A (1 00 32* f1 28 2 28

ELABORATE AUTOMOBILE SHOW
Celebrated English Touring Cars
American Line Type Bring Results

Twelve Special Prizes Were Given
Modern Improvement Noticeable

6 Point 18A 10 8S MaflU C 00

DESTROY MUNICIPAL ELECTRIC STATION
Having Recently Established Now Plant

Numerous Printing Material* Supplied

Congratulate Elected American Senator
Celebrated U3456789O Ketabllehment*

753



Times Gothic Italic

60096 Point 3 A $9 10 4 a $0 SKI $16 00

Bids
84Point 3A$880 4a$620 $1500

NeatINK
72 Point 3 A $7 75 4 a $5 75 *!:; 50

DIG Gems
60 Point y A $6 95 4 a $1 U5 $11 911

NICE SHINE
Strong Cask
54 Point a A $520 5a$4U5 $925

HEROICMEN
Bond Cashed

754



Times Gothic Italic

3 A $4 10 5* S3 Co 1760

BROKENROCK
Royal Garment

3A$340 5$288 $628

DESIGN BORDER
Grand Deposition
i pi 3AS260 6.1265 $8 28

GOVERNOR RESIGN
Member Questioned

4 A $196 Ka$230 $426

BRIGHTIDEA
ic Maids

24 Point S A $155 lllall 95 $350

RENT MANSION
Serious Episode

A $146 16$1M> $325

ELECTED SENATORS
Handsome Ornament
Enjoyed Conversation

10 A II M 21 $168 (>

SPEAKER ENTERTAINED
Many Female Candidates
Deliver Delightful Oration

I- I'oini 12 A $125 22a$15(l $275

PRINT FINE SOUVENIR
Generous Girls Received
Prominent Type Designs
Fine $1234567890 Type

10 Point 13 A $1 10 25m $1 40 $2 60

CHANGE SCENE ENTIRELY
Choice Pictures Described
Beautiful Flower Gardens
Enthusiastic Performance

8 Point 16 A*) 98 32*l:> $228

ENORMOUS AUDIENCES ATTEND
Victorious Grenadiers Welcomed
Statesman Propose Great Scheme
Enjoyed Delightful Entertainment
American Soldiers Complimented

(Paint 17A$08S 33.11 16 $200

CONSIDERABLE EXCITEMENT AROUSED
Ingenious Comedians Dcslro Protection

Romantic Escapade Prevented Recently
Wenofcvnorf ComotHan Causes Laughter
Tremendoum 91234567B9O Consignment

765



Times Gothic and Times Gothic Italic

BO
OB

BO
IBB
BB
B0
BIB
IBB
*B

>
BIB
OB
">

BB
BIB
IBB
QlB
BB
Bid
OB
0m
m*
BO
OB
0B
BB
BO
OB
BB
5.
S3

PrintedMatter
FROM OHN MERSH

56 Washington Street, corner Seventh

MUSKEGONVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS

Mr..

If you want your printing quick come here
B0B0
d-mn

a
a

KB
BB
mo
8

ai
ai
a
8

ai
ai
a
8

88

8

Oil
a
8

el

si
8

a
ai
ai
mo
ma

muom
mo
B*
ei
ai

**
Inland Border No. 1271 Hello Cut

=71

When you are
in need of any
Clothing, Hats
Shoes, Collars
unit Neckwear

Drop In

SEBALL
NO

doubt all the fans will attend the first

game of the season today to root for our
home club. We are going to encourage
attendance at the games this season by

giving away tickets each week, not only one, but
as many as you want so that everyone may get
them. The conditions for obtaining the tickets
are few and simple. Call at our store for details.
While in our store it will be to your advantage to
examine our goods whether you purchase or not

BORSH & RIBMAN
Baseball Uniforms a Specialty

53 MINDEN AVENUE AND KAY STREET
BIRMINGHAM, FLORIDA

MM
i Border No. 698 Baseball Seriea No. 2

756



Times Gothic and Times Gothic Italic in Display

* AMERICAN LINE

Leads
Cut Labor-Saving (5

These special fonts of Labor- ^
Saving Leads are cut from one
em to twenty ems for use with

type cast on American Point Line or the

lining system ofother foundries. They are
accurately cut from 1 Point, 2 Point and
3 Point Leads and are put up as follows:

1 Point Brass Leads
by 6 Points; seven pieces each 11 to 14 ems graduated by
12 Points; five pieces each 15 to 2O cms graduated by 12

Points. Font measures about two hun-
dred and sixty inches ........

O n~ ',*. n/l ^-L ~ I I * ,~J** Each font contains twelve2 Point Metal Leads piccc . each , to 10 ems
K raduatcci by 6 Points; also twelve pieces each 11 to 20 cms
graduated by 12 Points. Font weighs _ . ^ . ,- -.

four pounds fTICQ $I.OO

30^;^.^ l\/l~+~l I ~.~*J~ Font contains eight piecesPoint Metal Leads eacnl to 10 ems Kra{ruated
by 6 Points; also eight pieces each 11 to 20 ems graduated
by 12 Points. Font weighs four pounds. _ . ^ , r\D
Should be in every office fTICQ $I.UU

American Type
FoundersCompany

The Best
of Everything
for the
Up-to-date
Printing
Office



RAILROAD GOTHIC

120 Point 3 A $9 50

REMINDS
96 Point 3 A $7 50

FURNITURE
84 Point 3 A $6 00

SOME NIGHT
72 Point 3 A $5 40

MIXERS HOME
60 Point 3 A $4 75

BOUGHT CABINET
54 Point 4 A $4 25

TRUSTING BUGLER
758



RAILROAD GOTHIC

4 A $3 75

INTRODUCE PRINTER
F l 5A $325

POSTER DESIGN FOUND
X Point 6 A $2 75

MISINFORMED LOCKSMITH
Pgfel - A H H

REMARKABLE SPECIMEN BOUGHT
M Ft 11 A $2.Ml

ORGANIZE EXCLUSIVE AMERICAN CLUB

BRITISH SPENDTHRIFT DECAMPS WITH THOUSANDS
INSTRUCTING AMBITIOUS MICHIGAN DRAUGHTSMEN

19 A 1175

SURGEON PERFORMED OPERATION

NIMBLE FINGERS DECEIVE POLICE

> A 11 Hi

FOREIGNERS INSPECTED MANSIONS
EUROPEAN SINGER ENJOYED VOYAGE
TEN GOTHIC $1234567890 FIGURES

8 Point No. 2 26 A $126

TURKISH BATH VISITED BY YOUNG CASHIER
FOOD FAIR CROWDS DELIGHTED EVERY DAY

8 Faint No. 1 30 A $125

ADVERTISING HOUSE REPORTED SEVERAL FAILURES

PLEASANT MEMORIES OF THE YEARS LONG GONE BY

6 Point No. 6 36 A $1 00

COUNTRY NEWSPAMR SUSPENDS PUUICATION FOR TWO MONTHS
SUm Or LIIIITT MOST IMPOSING OBJECT NEAR MANHATTAN
BAMS IOST ABOUT J1234567890 01 SOUTH AFRICAN COMPANY

MA $140

COUNTRY MAIDENS DELIGHT NEW COMER
NOISY THRONG AWAITS VERDICT OF JURY

AMATEUR SLEUTH TRACKED MEAN THIEF

30 A $140

GENUINE MONTANA DIAMOND SOLD TO OREGONIAN
MAGIC REMEDY FOR RHEUMATISM AND DYSPEPSIA

WESTERN HOME OFFERED TO CITIZENS OF JAYTOWN

7fi9

. pg . . V. ; 42 A $1 110

NIPKTIHJ TUH. PUMA TMROU8H Mltll OF MOJT OANBIROUI COUNTRY

MM CHCCI IIHIIITID AT TMAl OF AUIUD FORtIR AND AB1CONDIR

IMPORTANT MCIIION OF IIARNCO JUOBI INTIREIT1 ALL ITOOHOLDIRS

; Point No. S 48 A $1 on

IF MM M A $1 00

4 HtllTIU MHI > m WWM MM



Inland Condensed Gothic No. 1

84 Point 3A$S30 4 a $3 60 $890

INSURE Steamer
72Point 3AJ450 4a$295 $745

Condensed GOTHIC
60 Point 3 A $4 05 4a$270 $675

STORMING KNIGHTS

Used Legible Method
54 Point 4 A $3 75 7a$375 $750

WRECK RUINS ENGINE

Shows Charming Grace
48 Point 4 A $2 80 9a$345 $625

RETURNS NICE SOUVENIR

Beautiful Birthday Parties
760



Inland Condensed Gothic No. 10

5AJ240 10*1286 $626

INTRODUCE HELPFUL SYSTEM

Handsome Leaflets Distributed
Point 6 All US II. $2 40 $426

REQUIRING TYPOGRAPHICAL BEAUTY

Organize University Baseball Leagues
Point 7 A $186 14 $2 15 $400

CONSIDERING DETERMINED HOUSEHOLDERS

Strong Letter for General Advertising Purpose

9A$160 19a$190 $360

INTELLIGENT PRINTERS PURCHASE AMERICAN TYPE

Royalty Patronized Stronger Educational Departments

WPoinl 16AS146 30m $1 80 $326 9 Point 26 A $1 16 64*$136 $260

QFI PPTIWP RDII I IAPJT rnilliril MPM PERFECTION REACHED IN OUR MODERN CASTING
btLtb 1 1 N b BKILLIAN I LUUNULMtN

Small Sjzes Fine (or Manj(0|d and Ru|ed Headjngs

Always Increase Your Job Type Fonts Handiesl for Railroad Work Re" uirin9 Bold D p |a

18A$140 36.1,60 $300
" Po"" 26 A $0 96 60. $1 30 $2 26

INDIAN REFUSED UNCLAIMED BUILDINGS Gothic Style of tellers Protubly the Oldest in Eiulence

Very Trifling Accident Causes Much Alarm S5
22 A $126 44* $160 $276 < Point SOA $086 66* $1 16 $200

CHOICE SERIES FOR BOLD ADVERTISING DISPLAY

Condensed Gothic Suitable for all Classes of Work
_ . Cimilrlr Pints ttumti Wrlh Modern Brltl Rule >nd Otnimtnls

Figures Printed $1234567890 Sharp and Distinct

WPoint 22AS110 48$140 $160 6 Point 28A$090 56.1110 $200

JUDICIOUS INVESTMENTS REWARD NORTHERN BUYER S?^!?^ ""mtTT! "^*!
'"

The Latest American Type and Border Creations Shown

Capable Workmen Needed Useful Material in Abundance n~.*~t, f

"

761



Lining Mid-Gothic No. 2

72 Point 3 A $5 70 4 a $3 95 $965

DRINK Claret
60 Point 3 A $5 35 4a$365 $9 00

Honest SOLDIER
48 Point 4 A $3 70 6a$340 $710

DISPROVES Method
42 Point 4 A $2 90 6a$260 $540

Machines INTRODUCED
36 Point 5 A $240 8a$235 $475

OBSTRUCTION Indispensable
30 Point 6 A $2 05 10a$215 $420 12 Point 19 A $1 20 38 a $1 55 $2 75

BRIGHT QUESTION
Answered Student
24 Point 7 A $155 15a$195 $350

INSPIRED REPORTERS
Newspaper Circulated

18 Point 11 A $145 22a$180 $325

FEMALE POLICE EMPLOYED
Chief Satisfied With Results

14 Point 15 A $1 35 31 a $1 65 $3 00

AMERICAN GENTLEMAN RETURNED
Rich Guests Remain During Season
Marked Improvement Noticed Daily

GENEROUS MERCHANT HONORED
Recent Storm Destroyed Property

Boys Discovered Wonderful Mines

Exchange $1234567890 Dividend

10 Point 23 A $115 46 a $135 $250

SEARCHING PARTY DISCOVERED SILVER

Large Quantities Procured by Expert Miner

Western Residents Consider Generous Plan

Performers Received Magnificent Ovation

8 Point 27 A $100 53a$125 $225

MUSICIANS ENTERTAIN WEALTHY WESTERN MAN

Some Striking Characteristics Recently Displayed

Numerous Improvements Reported During October

Calm and Poetic Voices Resounding From Meadows

6 Point 30 A $095 60a$105 $200

STRENUOUS TEACHERS RECEIVED UNIVERSAL RECOGNITION

Historic Mansion Demolished During Recent Destructive Storm

Remarkable Landscape Exhibitions Considered Most Beautiful

Bright Athletes Awarded Many Valuable Prizes for Superiority

Magnificent Display of $1234567890 Early Spring Overcoats

762



:i r..,-. He

LINING INCLINED
A$266

GOTHIC

PRINTERS
,. MM No tf 8 A K '&

USES GOTHIC
CROWN DUKE
It l-o.nl N.I 10 A $1 SO

CORNETS TUNED
EBONY FORESTS
BPointNo.S64 11A$150

CRUSHING SERPENTS
THE $1234567890 END

10 Point No. 164 16 A $140

CAPTURING BURGLAR
MODERN SPECIMENS
Point No. 554 1" A $1 25

IMPORTANT WORKMANSHIP
EXQUISITE AMERICAN TYPE

6 Point No. 867 18 A tl 00

RICHEST MAPLE SYRUF* PRODUCT
SPLENDID &234B6789O FIGURES

6 Point No. 566 21 A $1 1"

PRONOUNCED ORIGINAI-TYPC SERIES
CONFECTIONER SECURES HIGH WAGE

6 Point No. 686 23 A tl 00

PITCHER WAS THROWING WONDERFUL CURVE
AIRSHIP FLIES HIGH OVER COUNCIL BLUFFS

6 Point No. 664 26 A $100

FO*MCO auBumatH HAPIO THAMBIT COM/MMICS
NICK*!. m.ATfO COMPOS/NO STICKS SUIT mors

U IVu.t

Lining Gothic Italic No. 512

6 A $165 12a$190 $355 12 Point

SHOWING PICTURES
Fine Richest Member

10 A $150 22a$180 $330

MANY BEAUTIFUL HOUSES

Building Substantial Factory
14 I'uint 16 A $126 30$175 $300

PRIVILEGED CHARACTER REJECTED
Contains Many Features of Prominence

ISA $120 3Ka$l 56 $275

DRIVES DONKEY THROUGH TOWNS

Drinking Fountain Erected in the Park

Spending $1234567890 Much Time

10 Point 20 A $1 15 44 a $1 50 $2 65

CUSTOMERS BUYING ESTABLISHMENTS
Notice Great American Face Shown Here

Graceful Dancer Enjoyed Beautiful Waltz

8 Point 22 A $100 46a$125 $225

EDUCATE SATISFIED MERCANTILE TRADERS

Doing Fine Work With Condensed Gothic Italics

This Series Always in Style and is Very Popular

Lining Gothic Italic No. 524

U I'uini 19 A $12$ 38* $160 $275

MIDNIGHT SERENADERS RECEIVED COINS

Present Handsome Souuenir to Lieutenant

Ten New Figures $1234567890 Count Them

l"P.nt 22 A $110 44* $140 $2 SO

CONDENSED GOTHIC ITALIC SATISFIES EVERYONE
Several Tempting Designs Charmed Superintendent

Government Inspectors Chased Diamond Smugglers

763

b Point 22An96 60$130 $225

CONSIDERING SERVANT PROBLEM SERIOUSL Y

Becomes Unconscious During Rowdy Fist Fight

Mnl 2SAI086 66a$l 16 $200

HITKOOLICCRIHf EXPLOSIONS WRtCffD HUOf CNOINC
Advtrtiilno Setclaltitt Amuttd Blind Children In Country
TlMMitlitfullllnltttrt12346e7B90Pri(U!liid Ortat Strmon

6 on (Point 34 A $086 68m $1 15 $200

HOOK HltSUHS UTILIZED III StVIKO DKOWHMC STCHOOKIS
Carmf*! W<x>. Oimaiul HlfO Orad* Ualtrtalt for Otntral Prlntino

n / Tamil <



Globe Gothic

120Point 3AJ1220 4a$730 $1960

RED Hat
96 Point 3A $8 50 3a$500 $1350

Gold MINE
72 Point 3AJ585 4a$415 $1000

HUNTS KNIFE

Model Houses
60Point 3A$500 4a$400 $900!

RESUME BONDS
Search Old Miner

764



Globe Gothic

4A S3 56 K W95 S750

CONVERTED BONDS
Scholars Instruct Him
r 5A S320 8S806 16 25

RUSH ORDER FINISHED
Invited Mexican Bankers

5AS246 9*S25S S500

HANDSOME BIRD SECURED
Printing Convention Opened

6AS220 10mt206 S425 12 Point 18 A SI 30 S5.S145 $275

HF^IfiNLJL3IVJI1

7 A SI 70 13m SI 85 S3 56

CURIOUS NEIGHBOR
State Industries Taxed

. ! 10 A SI SO 21* SI 75 S3 25

INTELLIGENT FOREIGNERS
Found Important Document

BEAUTiruL AMERICAN WOMEN
Designing New Type Ornaments

Tasty Gothics For Advertisement

Many $1234567890 Thousands

10 Point IN A SI 10 40aS140 S250

STRENUOUS PHYSICAL EXERCISES
Numerous Improvements Described

Received Several Good Inducements

Satisfactory Results Easily Obtained

I'.nnt 23 A SI 00 48aS12ft S2 25

HI I I KMSHI I) THE HANDSOME BUILDINGS
Set Advertisements and Show Cards in Gothic

Relieved Terrible Sufferings Caused by Famine
Swift Printers Like to Have f uH Cases of Type

MA SIM 2Sll S3 oo

ROMANTIC AUTUMN EXCURSION
Antique Ornament Richly Bronzed

765

i 23 A SOW 48* SI 10 KOO
(,Nf. DOWN SOUIM WIIM MOTMtR AND TRANK
Th* Prinlrr Wild fewMi Uuullv Srcurai lh lob
Adrr<irn-nlt N,.tl> VI I nhamr Our N*%kp*prr
I h Amrrion line $1 21456789O Types Were llwd



Globe Gothic Condensed

120 1'oint 3 A $10 50 4a$675 $1725

INKS Used
% Point 4 A $7 65 6 a $6 85 $14 50

Many HOMES
72 Point 4 A $5 30 6a $4 80 $10 10

DESIGNS QUAINT

Handsome Gothic

60 Point 4 A $4 35 7a$430 $865

BEAUTIES CHARMED

Energetic Proprietors
766



Globe Gothic Condensed

6AB20 8.1306 1626

SPLENDID ACHIEVEMENTS

Deservedly Popular Gothic
6 A 12 50 275 1625

PERFECT HARMONY EXISTING

Many American Beauties Noted

5A II Wl 10aC>:t5 $425

DISTINCTIVE QUALITIES PERCEIVED

forceful Characters Entirely Suitable

7AS196 13.121(1 t4 06 1-' 1'i.ini 22AI12T> 45.1160 (275

I IBt RAl (.RADATION Or SIZES SHOWN
I LLAjAI 1 I LKLAIIUIlJ Compact, Legible and Harmonious Series

Much Emphasis Sought
Eor in Beauty and Usefulness These Excel

Dignified and Impressive $1234567890

8AI166 17.11X6 B60 In Point 24 A II 16 48.I13S 1260

ORIfilNAI AMFRIfAN FAfF ACKNOWLEDGED AS A IEADING TYPE STYLE
'>! II 1 M \ v ll_mV,MM I MV,L Appreciated by Judicious Users of Printing Ink

Modern Outfit Easily Selected from Desk Bookhivnl n M liiil iim>rl
uispiay ividinidinrd

II A II .VI Z7*|175 1325 8 Point 2K A II 00 58>II25 1225

TWENTIETH CENTURY PUBLICITY *D*B'" **D CUWIYWI

. f t

'

Kdpid Medium With Positive Merit
Ihf Bfduty ana (xtit Will [nlwiixf Your Printing Viluts

" 1A II 40 37.11 BOO l'..itit 30 A ID MS 63 all 15 BOO

PREDOMINATING TYPOGRAPHIC EASHION

Distinctive Qualities Peculiar to Every Series lyft roily Wilk mrk<Mr H*frtK Wlrikcln ilJMMTM*

767



Globe Gothics in Combination

ei

KM
R*91
Bill

P*
1*1

Kn9
E*91
Gn*
R*SI
!*O

*l

KM
ES

Kiij

ES

Killrj

Gifts
THE riNEST AND THE MOST EXTENSIVE
ARRAY OF OFFERINGS IN THE COUNTY

Our great stock of appropriate articles for

gifts to men makes it easy for our patrons
to select a satisfactory token. Our goods
are of the highest grade and are backed by
our many years of satisfactory service. We
therefore request our friends and patrons
to visit our store and view our great display

MAIL ORDERS DELIVERED EREE TO All PARTS OF THE STATE

lor Men

THE HENDERSON & GRANER DEPARTMENT STORE
The Greatest ana Most Popular Department Store in the State ot Maryland

Holiday Decorator Cast Squares Inland Border No. 1870

Hotel Marhend
THE NEWEST AND THE BEST HOTEL IN THE CITY OF SPRINGFIELD

The opening of this new house has
given the people of this city one of
the finest hotels in the country. The
structure is fire-proof and modern
in everyway. It is, first of all, one of
the few hotels that have a separate
section for women, and it Is a home
hotel with family accommodations

FRANKLIN BRINKER, Manager



Globe Gothics in Practical Display

r

NIMROD
MONTHLY JOURNAL

'

*



Globe Gothic Extra Condensed

120Point 3A$890 4a$610 $1500

HOUSE Builder
96 Point 3A$580 4a$400 $980

Made HANDSOME
72 Point 4A$440 6a$410 $850

VERDICTS REASONABLE

Recites Pleasant Dream

60 Point 4A$375 6a$350 $725$725

ifill Flowering
770



Globe Gothic Extra Condensed

Point SABS6 (S06 1640

PROMISCUOUS ADVERTISING DONE

Strangers Conversed Fascinatingly
7 A (2 60 11 (2 65 (625

MUSICIAN WRITES BEAUTIFUL MELODIES

Handsomest Photographic Reproduction

MPoint 6AS210 10*1215 (426

STEAMSHIP UNDERGOING REGULAR INSPECTION

Geographical Students Harmonize at Portstown

MPoint 7A(1K6 14.S215 (400 12 Point 24 A (1 20 49.J155 (276

TEMPORARY ABERRATION OE THE MENTAL FACULTIES

Knights of the Art Preservative to Have Lectures

Mountainous Countries are Prospering This Season

American Report Exciting (1234567890 Adventure

NUMEROUS PIAIN MECHANICS

Auctioned Chinaware Antiques

M Point 10AI1BS 1(1S6 860 10 Point 26 A II 15 52. $135 1260

HISTORIES Of \VIISI ROME VERY i it It S CONTRADICTING

(duidliiin.il facilities Inadequately Supplied th<> Community

Brings finely Engraved Silverware from Foreign Countries

lob Printing Machinery Improving With Surprising Rapidity

DEMANDS PRACTICAL ADVERTISING

Covetously Inclined People Impaired

ISA 1140 31 ft 86 25 8 Point 34 A $1 00 68afI26 (226

POWEREUL DERCLia DESTROYER LAUNCHED 5SS
Undertaking Stupendous Bridge Construction

2DAM35 40. II6S SI 00 (Point (8 A (090 76 (1 10 (200

PERSONAL ACTIONS SPEAK PUINER THAN DICTIONARIES !ZZZZX^rt *mm *im

vim* to Ik (rfcfcilw IkrmtMi Im dim
Automobiles Breaking World's Records Near Jacksonville *MMtataiuMNiM*MMMrwi

771



Globe Gothic Extended
72 Point 3 A $10 05 4 a $6 45 $16 50

HUNTER
Fine Bird

60 Point 3 A $7 80 4 a $5 35 $1315

MENDING
Flying Kite

48 Point 3 A $5 15 4 a $3 35 $8 50 i

EXTINGUISH
Ships Burned
42Point 3A$390 4a$260 $650

PRINT FOLDER
Desires System
Border Heavier

772



Globe Gothic Extended
4 A S3 46 5S230 1676

PICTURE DESIGN
Interesting House
Building Materials

i m 4AI240 6m CIO 1460

HONEST RECORDER
Many Lovely Children
Secures Useful Series
:i Potat 4 A $170 8* (180 1350

RECEIVE EIGHT QUERIES
Modern Device Perfected
Reaching Beautiful Lakes

: i- 7 All 66 12m $160 $326

SPRING POETRY
Requires Student
Honest Members

10 Point 12 A $1 15 24 a tl 36 S2 60

STANDARD REPORTS
Aeroplane Flying Swift
Subdues Heavy Beasts
Bartering Lumbermen
Making New Steamers

g A SI 30 18$1 TO S3 00

MODERN JOB WORK
Show Natural Beauty
Extend Display Series

10 A SI 30 a>ll 46

TYPE VERY PROMINENT
Heaviest Orders Received
Thoughts Remind Owners
Costs $1234567890 Paid

8 Point 14 A SI 06 28S12O K 26

PRIZE DANCERS COMPETE
Heavy Seas Rock Bis Liners
Sailors Using Electric Signal
Moist Sprays Cause Trouble
Predicts Very Stormy Month

Point 16 A SO 96 30.S106 IX 00

HANDSOME BORDER DESIGNED
Start Inn Another Newspaper Serial
Observe Graceful Acrobat Perform
Bareback Rider Turni> Somersault
Novelty Advertiser Meets Reverses
Valuable 12343>7H9O Shipments

773



Globe Gothic Bold
72 Point 3 A $8 05 4 a $5 10 $13 15

HERMETIC
Steals Ring
60 Point 3A$640 4 a $4 10 $1050

HUNT MINER
Bustling Shop
48 Point 3 A $4 15 6a$395 $810

DISTINCT PRINT
Heavy Machinery

$650

DISTRUST OWNER
More History Study
Bold Display Shown

774

3A$330 6 a $3 20 $6 50



4 A $2 75 6. $2 40 IBIS

Globe Gothic Bold

RHYME INSTRUCTIVE
Characteristic Displays
Note Marvelous Change

6A $106 9. $2 20 $4Z6

BUY GLOBE GOTHIC BOLD
Desired Honorable Methods
Marksman Shot Clay Pigeon

5 A $1 66 11 a $196 $860

DETERMINED CITIZEN SHOUTED
Shows Desirable Printing Features
Extra Reporter Proved Interesting

:- r..:!.t 8A $166 17. II 75 $330 lOPoint 16 A $120 32 $1 S5 $266

SECURES FISHERMEN
Bright Diamond Miners
Desires IndianWigwam

11 A $1 35 23 tl 66 $300

RESENTING INDUCEMENTS
Elimination of Obsolete Type
Original Country Homestead

14A$1ZS 2>a$160 $276

BESTOW AUTOMOBILE HONORS
Remarkable Historian Discovered

Costly Government Building Model
Spending $1234567890 Promptly

776

STRANGE ANIMAL BOUGHT
H oidin Lengthy Conversation
Disastrous Rre Burns Houses
Sketches Beautiful Mountains
Provided Best Transit Facility

8 Point 18 A $106 Sa12(l $2 25

KINGDOMS PERFORM MORE WORK
More Startling Midnight Depredations
Genius Departs Alone Toward Ireland

Children Gathered Many Wild Flowers
Printer Produces Nifty Folder Design

(Point IK A $095 38* $106 $200

MAKING HIGHER BUILDINGS FIREPROOF
r orrlenrr* Mndr Mlsiukcs In Our I Hnguagr
\ilimniMi .Hum Krqursls lni|irov*d ll.n ln -.

InlrrcsU'd S(M>rlsnirn \IICIUIIIIL: (cn\rnlif>n
Kliilllllki- MIllfTS I Ill/fll (HISSING MlMIIII.IIM

llis< l>VITlni> ll.llllll I>OS|||I SfTVKf Hrlnt'1 II--.

- HOUHC SI234ft7H0 Rrportn Gam



Globe Gothic Bold and Globe Gothic Bold italic in Display

RANGES
THE LATEST AND MOST SERVICEABLE KIND

HUNDREDS
of housewives who visit our

store are astonished at the ease with

which our new improved range can be

adjusted to meet the demands of those who
require a first-class cook-stove as well as a

practical heater. This combination range is

the most practical heater and cooker now on
the market. It is fitted with attachments for

both gas and electricity. We will be pleased
to set up in your home an M.& D. Range at

once and wait for the first payment on same
until December 1, if you wish. We make this

offer, anticipating rush of January orders. It

will be worth your while to drop a postal for

further details, or, better still, visit our store

and see this wonderful combination range in

practical service. By accepting our aforesaid

offer you get immediate use of the range. We
keep busy and avoid delays in later deliveries

Mason&Danvers
MANUFACTURERS OF CAS AND ELECTRIC RANGES

257 State Street CAMDEJV, MO.

Brockton Border Versatile O
776



Globe Gothic Bold and Globe Gothic Bold Italic in Display

Gold
Catalogue of Gold
Articles tor Wear

a E

NEW RING
We snow herein
some designs In

Rings for ladies
or gentlemen. At
the present time
can price these a
little lower than
any of tht

'

diamonds
the Sped
and all th
in any lii

can. We
In this to

made for
to know &

a catalog



Globe Gothic Bold italic Non-Kemine

72 Point 3 A $8 60 4 a $5 70 $14 30

INSPIRED
Great Men
60 Point 3 A $7 00 4 a $4 60 $11 60

RUSHBOND
EfeganfSpof
48 Point 3A $4 60 4a$300 $760

WILDANIMALS
MisplacedQuad

-

.

42 Point 3A $3 35 6a$340 $675

FIRE LINES OPEN
Outrages Exposed
ManyLivesSought



Globe Gothic Bold Italic

4A 1270 $240 IS 10

WESTERN REPORTS
Large Profits Derived
Spruce CountryPaper
\,' ]'. !

' 4A $200 8m$230 $430

TRICKS HONEST FRIEND
Public Institutes Improved
Large Company Complains
.'i Fob 5 A $160 10 a $190 $3 60

EMINENT PEOPLE ADVANCING
Regular Ticket Nominated Later
Broad Assertion Caused Trouble

I- Puini 8 A 1160 IS $170 to 30

LONESOME I/VDI4/VS
Social Ladies Explain
Rougfi Riders Fought

11 A $140 22* $160 $300

FINE ARTISTIC PRINTER
Exquisitely Finished Faces
American Material Lauded

10 Point 16 A $1 16 81 * $1 86 $2 60

MANY STEEP MOUNTAINS
Upholstered Sofa Repaired
Delightful River Excursions
Society Entertainers Sailed
Examined Grand Institution

8 Point 17 A $106 35$120 (225

ORIENTAL THEATRE FURNISHED
Large Type Faces Become Popular
Family Development Come to Stay
Contrast Makes Typographical Art
Important members Prepare Rules

MA II 30 25 !</, 1276

WONDERFUL PLANT SECURED
Quaint Country House Thronged
Gamblers $ 123456789O Caught

779

6 Point : \ KM I M VM
BFALJTIFUL NATURAL FORESTS AFIRE
Great American Type Founders Company
Latent Innovation by Silk Manufacturer*
Imported Bologna Consumed in Hoboken
Reward Given SI 234SG7HSO Honest Pupil



36 Point 3 A $3 05 4 a $1 95 $5 00

MONUME

30 Point

INI

npn niiou

4 A $2 50 5a$175 $425

ENGINE INSURE
MMHfC

24 Point

ri

5A $190 7a$160 $350

18 Point 7 A $170 10a$155 $325

14 Point 9A$150 15a$150 $300 12 Point No. 2 15 A $1 50

WHO KICKS THE DEVIL IS ONE

GREAT BOYS ONCE PRINTERS

TAKE ROYAL ROADS TO FAME
HOWEVER ALL ARE NOT WISE

12 Point No. 1 12 A $1 40 20 a $1 35 $2 75

WHO KNOWS THE JOY OF WORK
A Favorite Among Ohook Printers

Mighty and 91234567890 Strong
780

12 Point No. 3 18 A $150

PAUSE HERE AND GIVE YOUR OFFICE

TOWBLAFEW JERKS TO HELP YOU TO
REMEMBER THE NAME IS COMSTOCK
FRANKLIN EDUCATED HIMSELF HERE



Comstock in Combination

ATTENTION OF PRINTERS
IS CALLED TO THE

COMBINATION. WHICH PRODUCES
WITH LITTLE EFFORT A

BEAUTIFUL

LITHOGRAPHIC
EFFECT

KEPT IN STOCK AND FOR SALE AT
ALL SELLING HOUSES OF

AMERICAN
TYPE FOUNDERS

COMPANY

781



CONDENSED COMSTOCK
48 Point 4AJ500

REMIN
36 Point

u T
5 A $3 75

30 Point 5A$300

24 Point 7 A $2 50

18 Point 10A $2 00 12 Point No. 3

SENATORIAL EL
PROMISING

17A$150

DEMAND SOMETHING ORIGINAL

PRESERVING INDEX DOCUMENT
SOME MODERN REQUIREMENTS

14 Point 13 A $1 75

ENGRAVED WEDDING CARDS
GENUINE TRADE INCREASER

12 Point No. 2 21 A $1 50

ENTERPRISING COMPOSITOR SAVES

EARNS AMERICAN HUNTING OUTFIT

PROMOTIONS LARGE S1234567890

12 Point No. 4 15 A $1 50

HURT DIGNIFIED BANK PRESIDENT

THOROUGH WORKERS REWARDED
782

12 Point No. 1 25 A $1 50

OBTAINED ELEGANT ENGRAVED APPEARANCE

COMMERCIAL WORK RECEIVING PROPER TONE

FINE PRODUCTION PLEASED GOOD PRINTERS



CONDENSED COMSTOCK IN COMBINATION

STATEMENT
i tifotuo to tu'ttini(ti 01

l>] 01 THI fl>n 0' mill

THE

HARTEM BANKING

COMPANY

OICAHIHO III*

DIRECTORS:

RICHARD MATTHEWSON
DANIEL KNOWLES

CHRISTOPHER BARWINO
GEORGE 8EMEN

CLAUDE REYNOLDS

> . i, ,

MADISON & CENTIMER
WHOLESALE CHEMISTS

BROADWAY AND FORTY-EIGHTH STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

B

ESrifllSMEO Illl COIOKIIIO UK

KENSINGTON DIME BANK
4 PER CENT INTEREST ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

CAPITAL 585,000

SArt DEPOSIT BOICS fOIEIGH DMFTS

I1it. P.I, 01.. PITIt MINLLT. KUICC HEOIICKS.IIIUII>

DANIEL BRESTUN & COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS' SALES AGENTS AND WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

BOOKSELLERS
ENTIRE LIBRARIES BOUGHT. SOLD AND EXCHANGED

ram nMAM mutt
SALEM. MASS.

KENT ELECTRIC DYNAM
CORNER EICEISIO* AND THURSION S

DETROIT. MIC
DR. RICHARD KIRSCHBIE

VETERINARIAN

III !< 1TIIIT

V-.;



18 Point No. 1 6 A $2 50

L\'K AUXI'H)
7 A $2 50

VSMORE18 Point No. 2

12 Point No. 1 10 A $2 00

12 Point No. 2 12A $2 00

SHOWINGMETHOD
12 Point No. 3 16A $2 00

CUSTOMERS
6 Point No. 1 18 A $1 50

KI2VESTWEDDINGSTATIONERY
!SS343678eO OBTAININGJOBS

6 Point No. 2 21 A $1 50

SECURES MAIW BEAUTIF-UL EF-F-ECTS
A9IERICA1V

6 Point No. 3 25 A $1 50

MHKKWI> PHIKTKH IIAH <iKK.VTKMT KKHt.-I.TH
:X V>K HtGHKR <il iVl>K JOI1M

These specially mortised characters accompany each font

THE WINTERCLASS OF1

HlOH
KKOtTKST TI1K HONOR OF 1'OUH t:O>II"xV>"V

07 TDK OCCASION OF" ITS

ORAUA.TIIVG EXERCISES
TO UK HKLI> IN THE

MOIVTROSE AXJEHTORIUM:
X-ORT1B S1AOISON AJJD ORKGOR1T STRKKTS

THURSDAY EVE^IIVO,MAYSIXTH
AT KIOHT 0-t:i.0:it
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TITLE SHADED LITHO

24 Point No. 2 3 A $250

TIIVGUISH
TIRED KIIVGS
24 Point No. 1

UIVIIVT
1 1 1 R Ki)

18 Point 6 A $2 00

CONFINES
SHIP SILK
12 Point No. 3 7 A $150

REMODELING
BRIDE FOUIVD
12 Point No. 2 12 A $1 60

HUIVTED PHEASANT
SPECIMEN SECURED

4AJ250

12 Point No. 1 15 A $150

TITLE SIIADKO I,ITHO
PL.KA.SIIVG CUST031KR
INTKRKSTS PRINTKIl

6 Point No. 2 16 A $1 00

DEVELOPS OREA.T STUENOTII
EXPOSE!) CIIAHACTE11ISTICS
MODEU>' KEATVUES SIIOAVEIJ
COUNTS 19345G7800 KIGl'UES

6 Point No. 1 20 A $1 00

UIHTINCX
If EL1>IIV<>

A->I K 1*1 CA>' TTl'IE

1 HHO 1.^- 1 >'O

HS PIO'IC

THE LE\VIS-MOHN COMPANY
1 OKMKKI.V THE ClJRXlB COMPAIVY

HIGH GRADE JEWELERS

GOLD A>-D SILVER "WEDDING GIFTS AND AUT IVOVEI.TIES

WATCH UEPAIRERS

58 CALIFORNIA
MR. ARTHUR KLIIVE
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(Name changed from Tiffany Text) Cast on OriKinal Lin.

24 Point 4 A $1 60 11 a $2 05 $3 65

18 Point 6 A $140 18 a $185 $325

14 Point 9 A $1 25 28 a $1 75 $3 00

lino, :JJrittt*ra |lj

12 Point 11 A $120 31 a $155 $275

ivaUit statue of lin-3lut<rrj<ran~

10 Point 11 A $1 05 34 a $1 45 $2 50

JLhttt i* it Brriiif {> J'UT.I criuirjig in all <E\

lhat if ^mrriran %int,

8 Point

an

IW Cattnlrg tni

14 A $095 40a$130 $225

ork MOM. f**iMt millj Our jBotlf !

arr*, a)Hli ^)r09r**ittr printer* nf

alr tli<jRan^ AtHtir *t t it

lic 58iij^

Annua

3olU

Ball.

<$rittttl JRarrli

Circle

at a in hottar u

at i

, ^Earr
o'rlorfe

Tpttftnt Curb at
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tTgpo <Trxl in ^Jrnr tintl U aping
iN*mr fhftnovd from Tiffany Tviti CM! on OHfMJ UM

. nub JHra. JH

rri)ttrt tbr hunur uf

xinii r r oiu yniuu at Hif mar ri aar n ' Uici r

(0

att thr rvrttin^ of ^Hoitboy, tlir ffttlb o

at half aftrtr r i ah t a*dark

at nr button^ attb fine (CfIfron *trrrt

, Jnbiana

hrrrbg rrqurct* Hir plracurr af fiowr aitruikanrr at

Ht < oprwing of brr

Ore uinUtn0 Pttrlore

ta tuvprrt Hir lalrt

tiitportation* of fnbrif* nnb tylr

from Ibr facbion rmlrr*

<Tur a t>nu nfIf rtioott, jHoy (Tbtrb

^Rar0aii town, 3Jn.

.-



86 Point

")

A.I I] II

3 A $2 65 7 a $2 3B $5 00

mitfitl ttfrilaliims ta

30 Point

ietg |Trintrs

far ^rliritlr

4 A $2 30 8a$195 $426

24 Point

gf\ntt# JJni

5 A $195 9a$155

18 Point

14 Point

6 A $155 16a$170 $325 12 Point

9A $135 26a$165 $300

Imthttr ft

!>Vrs (ut

Debitor Aitmtrtttg JKmrrtrttit

790

10 A $120 30 a $155

JtlcanH fill professional !>'tatiom

Sfcat J^rnding |ntoitations ^rtnh

10 Point 11 A $1 05 35 a $1 45 $2 5

(tus tomcrs JDcltjIilcft lllttlj

:iHsftt& |Jcof Ic (Scncrallj; (pall Agai

Daiitlg Business CarBs Prrji Jzffctlto

Uniform anft fHoitcrn Cgfe ^fprrrialr

8Point 13A$100 38a$125 $22

incrrasinglDrmnnri for ifloSrrn ^mrriran <TgJ

ArJisttr Braign Ai>mirf i> ba <fomjif trnt 3lu>9

ftitrlirulnr flrtntrr ^ilbarnltng <*>ooi> jHntrri



inland

iflr. an J> ittrs. <CI{arUs JflaUnr

rrqurat tlir pleasure of

jiour rampant; nt tlir innrrin^r rrrcinoiin of their Jtnitghtrr

Alum linHiiiriitr

to

ittr. (6orJon Cnrroll

on Hir morning of <riuirsJnti tlir sixth of 3lunr

nt half nftrr rlrtorn o'clock

at (Our huttftrrii nno four liMrti atornur

Hoar |lotnt

2Dr moat rrs|irrtftiUg announrr to our patrons

tlir ofrmng of our

, ffinrch thr crrono

Aftrriiiiiui (Only

(Tljr iHoxl
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Bold Pen Print

60 Point 3 A $546 5 a $3 80 $926

PRINCE
48 Point 4 A $3 65 6a$280 $645

Described BROCHURE
36 Point 5 A $2 25 9a$200 $425

ECONOMICAL COMPOSITION

NoteworHivj Workers Remembered

30 Point 6 A $2 05 12 a $1 95 $4 00

CONSIDERED LOCAL ADVERTISING
Prominent Longshoreman Visited Lafavjette

24 Point 7 A $1 60 16a$190 $350

ELEVEN PAMPHLETS
Northwestern Convention

Predictions Extraordinary

18 Point 11 A $1 55 23 a $1 70 $3 25

YOUR BINDERY FOREMAN
Admiring Hardware Catalogues
Located Materials Conveniently
Mathematical Problems Solved

12 Point 19A $135 38 a $140 $275

PURCHASING ENTIRE LIBRARY
Great Realistic Experiences Related

Travelers Journey Toward Indiana

Compositor $1234567890 Returned

10 Point 21 A $1 20 44 a $1 30 $2 50

EXPERIENCED WORKMEN SOUGHT
Traveling Salesmen Remembered Homes

Distribute Independence Day Programme

Busy Printers Hover Around Space Cases

8 Point 24 A $1 05 49 a $1 20 $2 25

INVESTIGATE OUR MODERN EQUIPMENT
Celebrated Printing Authority Endorsed New Face

Chronological Orders Reversed Through Systems

Satisfactory Arrangement was Quietly Completed

Largest Delegations Received Yesterday Morning

14 Point 17 A $150 34a$l 50 $3 00

INVESTING THOUSANDS MONTHLY
Eighteen Distinguished Diplomats Recalled

Fashionable Creations Originated Yesterday

Mountain Climber Selects Rambling Guide

6 Point 28A $095 58a$105 $200

MANUFACTURING COMPANIES RECEIVED SHIPMENTS

Left School Because Many Predominating Influence* Offended

Numerous Selling Point. Were Readily Recognized Ever.| Time

On Hundred Advertising Expert* Compared Profitable Return

Recent Canadian Cop,rignt J1I34567890 Statute. Pl.aae PuHic

For showing of Pen Print see pajre 404
792



Bold Pen Print in Practical Display



60 Point

lloyorofi; 'f:ii\<:o<l

Special Characters $1 50 per font 3 A $8 20 4 a $4 95 ?l:i 15

f f \ \ fr^ O i
'

*

OiV E o-onnci d.* ^ Kif-<-.'-f m "*- -^fr ^ ^ ^ ^ 9 r f 9 ^- m 9

48 Point Special Characters $0 90 per font

IND Gi
3AJ440 5a?320 $760

:',r, 1'c.int Special Characters $0 70 per font 3 A $2 60 6a$240 $500

30 Point Special Characters $0 60 per font 4 A $2 15 Ha ?2 10 $4 25

CM ! (OMOll cU/:CS

Coinoosito?

24 Point

18 Point

Special Characters $0 50 per font 5 A $170 10a$190 $360

,[ c

-S "Oo'lif(htOi'l !

8 A $1 65 14 a $1 60 $3 25 12 Point 12 A $1 30 24 a $1 45

Special Characters $0 40 per font Special Characters $0 35 per font

50/^90 (a Y-.

((\ (( li u\

These Special Characters are sold in separate fonts

794



Roycroft Tinted in Display

In our superior table Silver we offer you
thirty years of experience and the

largest and richest stock

in all the wide
world

LARGE CATALOGUE SENT
UPON REQUEST

OULs
62 Bedford Street, Johnstown, Pa.

Border No. X

THIS IS FOR YOU

/OUT imtll:} :l(l<( :uhl(':

':)0:)iyO U .SUHl)!:) O l' (,

rice iMcrrumc MAOA/ IN:-:

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.



72 Point Special Characters $1 65 per font 3 A $10 35 4 a $7 00 $17 35

60 Point Special Characters $1 20 per font 3 A $7 45 4 a $5 55 $1300

54 Point Special Characters $1 20 per font 3 A $7 25 4 a $4 75 $12 00

48 Point Special Characters $1 20 per font 3 A $5 65 4a$395 $960

42 Point Special Characters $0 95 per font 3 A $4 45 4a$305 $750

36 Point 3A$355 4a$250 $605 18 Point 6A$165 10a$160 $325

Special Characters $0 75 per font Special Characters $0 45 per font

30 Point 3 A $2 45 5 a $2 00 $4 45 14 Point

Special Characters $0 70 per font

E
24 Point 4 A $1 80 6 a $1 70 $3 50

Special Characters $0 50 per font

JLIHK

12 Point

7 A $145 12 a $155 $300

C0UOT
*
vr <P>irrf*? r?^<S?3v*\&lL V*tl^S)^*y

8 A $125 15a$150 $275

Clhlldl

/caiTfiifni$]IFlf
These Special Characters are put up with 12 and 14 Point fonts They are sold in separate fonts from 18 to 72 Point inclusive
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Curtis-Post in Practical Display

Q

NEW AND COMIC

Something new and original, with
catchy verses and clever pictures.A regular valentine in itself. This
card is printed in striking colors,
presenting a pretty, attractive and
artistic appearance. Twenty Cards
enclosed in most novel folder for
Fifteen cents. Send some of these
nobby Valentine Cards to friends

A dessert confecftion with
delicateness of flavor and
sweetness that will delight
any taste for the exquisite

ASK YOUR HOME GROCER
ONE DIME PACKAGES



Boxhead Gothics

5 Point No. 3 26 A $1 50

EXQUISITE AMERICAN PRODUCTS
PRINTERS USE BOXHEAD GOTHIC
DESIGNED FOR MANIFOLD WORK
EASTERN $1234567890 PAPERS

5 Point No. 23 26 A $1 60

THEATRICAL STARS REHEARSING
PREDICT DESTRUCTIVETORNADO
DELEGATES PRAISE CONVENTION
SOUVENIR $1234567890 POSTAL

5 Point No. 13 31 A {1 60

ADVERTISING GRAND ENTERTAINMENTS
MANY REMARKABLE GENTLEMEN SPOKE
ADMIRE TWENTY GORGEOUS COSTUMES
FORWARDED $1234567890 CHECKBOOK

4 1-2 Point No. 2 32 A $1 50

MODERN CREATIONS PLEASING CRITICS
COMMERCIALCOMPOSITORS DELIGHTED
ORIGINAT ED TYPOGRAPHICAL MATERIAL
RULED HEADINGS PRINTED DISTINCTLY

4 1-2 Point No. 22 32 A $1 50

EXPERT GOLD MINERS CLIMB MOUNTAIN
ONE HONEST LAWYER REFUSED BRIBES
OWNED MAGNIFICENT FOREST RESERVE
GIGANTIC STEAMER ENTERED NEWPORT

4 1-2 Point No. 12 37 A $1 5

BEAUTIFUL SEPTEMBER DAYS PLEASE WALKER
STRONG APPRENTICE INHERITS LARGE HOUSES
HIGH BUILDING BEING REPAIRED BY WORKMEN
GREAT AEROPLANE FLIGHT STARTS WEDNESDAY

4 Point No. 1 4 Point No. 21 4 Point No. 11

SELLING COMPLETE PRINTING OFFICE OUTFIT
HANDSOME AND USEFUL BORDERS PRODUCED

FOREIGN NOBLEMAN COURTS AMERICAN GIRL
DELIVERING MUCH INTERESTING LITERATURE

IMPORTANT DOCUMENTS MAILED BY PROMINENT LADY
GOVERNMENT INSPECTOR FOUND SATISFACTORY MAN

5 Point No. 103 34 A *1 50

INTERESTING REPORT MADE BY DETECTIVE
EXCURSIONISTS HAVING VERY Fl NE OUTING
FOREMOST PUBLISHER VISITING AUSTRALIA
BRAVE FIREMAN $1234567890 FOUND DIME

4 1-2 Point No. 102 40 A SI 50

BRIGHT MAIDENS ENTERTAIN BRILLIANT TEACHERS
ARMED BANDITS SURPRISE OLD RAILROAD PORTER
COMELY SINGER BEFRIENDS HONEST PLAYWRIGHTS
FINEST DISPLAY PAGES DESIGNED BY COMPOSITOR

4 Point No. 101

GERMAN ENTERS I

46 A 1 50

QRY COURSE

5 Point No. 33 31 A $1 50

WESTERN COWPUNCHER ENJOYS VERSE
YOUNG FOREMAN DEMANDED INCREASE
TRAVELING SALESMAN INSPECTS PRESS
HANDSOMER $1234567890 STRUCTURE

4 1-2 Point No. 3 37 A 81 50

FORTUNE HUNTER SEIZED WONDERFUL PLANTS
ROBINS MIGRATE SOUTHWARD BE FOREAUTUMN
FOREIGN WARSHIPS LEFT EUROPEAN COUNTRY
GERMAN SAILOR REMAINED ASHORE OVERTIME

4 Point No. 31 42 A $1 50

SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE WAS PRODUCEDAND REJECTED

MAGISTRATE OUH.STI BURGLAR CAPTURED AFTER LONG AND TIRE SO ME RUN

f^**Boxhead Gothics, comprising the

smaller sizes of the Copperplate Gothic

Family and also the small sizes of the

Lightline Series are cast on the small-

est practical bodies, and intended to

be used where the space ia very lim-

ited. This series will be found partic-

ularly useful in tabular and index card

work where a large number of words
are often required in a limited apace.

The illustrations below give but a

vague idea of the usefulness of Box-

head Gothics. Printers with up-to-date
ideas will readily aee the advantages
of this up-to-the-minute series.

EXAMPLES SHOWING HOW SPACE MAY BE ECONOMIZED BY USING BOXHEAD GOTHICS



fctera anb J^riita

18 Point 8 A $140 22* $185 $325

if /^ . if . ^K*,.

Hi??

14 Point 10 A $125 S3m$175 $300

U'1'..mi 13AJ125 37$150 12 75

ffairallrb (Errartprmta Waifrfroni

Emrating $1234567090 fritttrra

lOPoint 14AS110 MaS140 $250

Ariatnrralir JFnrrlgnrra arr Krtnarbablr

Natural CSrarr IH ftfjoron floatBiatinrtlg

Vrlromra Jouthful tlnpittg Sriftr ^

SPoint 16A$100 48$125 $225

Koirl 8gpr Braign (Tontatatng aioiirrn Jraturf

lgtUJj Jrtnttri CPbtainb lljtaXttrartinf &f rtra

Jntrrrcttng alan yi'Ufnfl ^tatnrlral Jroburtton

Amuntttmitrttt

Arrmittng to our annual rualnm

mr again rail ll?r attention ofour

patrons to tip apring oiaplaQ of

ajirrial importattona ofbrauttful

foreign fain-ire roljtrli arr uarb in

our oiatinrtior tailoring for mrn
offuh/ion.A glanrr in our atorr

minoonia on JfrioaQ. ftrptrmbrr

nintlj.tljr onrning bay. mill more

tljan aatiafg gou t^at our atork of

romoriara aomr of tlje rittjrat aa

tnrll aa rxrluaivr oratgna aifonm

anutoi^rrr tljia araaon. fou liaor

nrorrtoorn a auit ortonroat aur Ij

aa tor makr to your ntraaurr for

tljirtg oollara. A rombination of

marfcnuutai^i. atn.l anb amrtrr

in ttfrar garmrnta at t^ia price ia

not to be bupltratrb bg any tailor

0ontl) Coaljoctan



48 Point 4 A $3 75 Ida $3 75 $750

42 Point 4 A $2 95 11 a $3 30 $625

36 Point

<tt|j
dolfes (Ktfmptmg

tts
^Rerafrefr ^large

^0ncemm^

4AS235 13a$265 $500

30 Point 5A $2 05 15a$220 $425

mttljsmttatt (3ln0tttuttan

printer (E0ntribute0 ^auttful
24 Point No. 1 6A$170 18a$190 $360

JHD&erfl ,3litJjEnttotts

24 Point No. 2 7 A $170 19a$180 $350 12 Point 12 A $115 45 a $160 $275

Austrian
ir Associations

^tjo6i ^HegiblB $1234567890 ^figures

18 Point No. 1 9 A $1 40 30 a $1 85 $3 25 10 Point 15 A $110 50a$140

,3lmportan

^Jrairie ^tres Cause ,3lnEsftmabIe ^S

lngratt

18 Point No. 2 10 A $150 30a$175 $325 8 Point 16 A $1 00 54 a $1 25

eltgl]ts Oltrntlaiton (JHanager

htm (it&en pittlj jjwbscrtptton

JI^Drnier (Corporation^rfBtbcnt ^Inai

ouse Capacity (Suaranleeb ^uffiricnt

14 Point 13 A $1 35 40 a $1 65 $3 00 6 Point 18 A $090 60a$l 10 $2 C

<3ln6ites Compettttfie fibbers
'Qlrcaaurer ^lectcb as ^Rgpresenlatt&e

Club Peno&atmg Ib ^act]elor JVpartments
800

iiB ^Sljotun ^Anyfalicrr Containing rigiitalii

ljiriiou. Cliiltirtn ircuIalniB Cm-iHj Clm.-i ? iiut

n!i (Clrar ^ffret. can be (Dblnintb by JEfctTJ (Booil ?rin

rtieiiig JHttei Attract public .Attention ^tljcn ^
^itimilIB S123456789D JBrilliont Coll 9 Cam



i non prndrit brfirtt"

(Class of^ftnetmt^ijunbrcb anb CLlucliic

equests the pleasure of your presence at tl|e

in (CnllegeJail, llK^ursitay etieuiuc^

September the tlueutu-thirb, at eu\l|t o'clock

(C ss

alllillinniB Drxlirimcr (Osfamlti Ijrnbriclto

C liarlre ^facnarton_jPfaigljt^ingglfy Crocker

request the pleasure of

compauu at M inn-r

on the cbenhm of lIlc^^es^;tlI, tlie tlncntn-selientli of jfeliruanj

at half after scben o'elork

-Ml



Aeries

48 Point 4 A $4 15 8 a $3 35 $750

36 Point 4 A $2 35 11 a $2 65 $5 00

rites

30 Point 5 A $2 00 14a$225 $425

cnsattoital Betrelopm^nts Jtejurrtefr Itnirue

%\nlarmatimt (Eimtentingportraits
24 Point 5 A $150 16a$200 $350

Unusually^ttractilr^P^si0ttsAbasing ?

18 Point 8 A $145 25a$180 $325

(Honsei'tmtilre Bankers jHt

10 Point 16 A $1 10 50a $1 40 $2 50

U1|iUf(6initi,l)ub;imcntin Ann (One Dircrtuni is

to hcCmnmrnftcIi.tt biicsnot^rrccssai-iljijUc;in

a -Sfucccssfill Business, anil aliipjmpronement
in tlic ITTaij of (Conouctino, Prtnttnn OMfici-s Will

Come (Onlit Witli IjiiU'cst DCIUTC of JJrrffction

14 Point 13 A $140 38a$160 $300 8 Point No. 1 18 A $1 00 54 a $1 25 $2 25

n Organises Business

jEassarljusetts professorDisappears (Quietli)

Unfortunate prospector ^cc^entally 3'ivjxtreJi

UThc iibrst S'tatf of JJcvffctinn in the Jlntminl Affairs

of aiiH Jlrintcry is the Xatural Aim of Hncvu Amliitioua

Printrr. IjcS'trilicstoIiaHcthc l&tst of Hucruth.mil. ??c

Kralists that with the Best (Class of Workmen lie U'oscs

tliimi Unless H' has a (TlioroiHiHiiHqiiiplKi* JlUntl

12 Point 15 A $125 45a$150 $275

AJNfto jWontl)lw publication Containtim^xliibita of

Papers printed in (Cliokc (Holor ^'rlicmcs anft Witlj

3TiJj>oijrapl!iranl51 2^4567X90 (Stlycrpcwrations

8 Point No. 2 22 A $100 65a$125 $225

Stntr IK Afraili of Oiclliiio a \>ainltc 3from a Snhoriiinait. iElicrr Isn't

^lpul|>]lHiKlAUt4>*i>b>intnllTtWiirl!i,<n!illcn||>l|lM

*llimrstions (Often tf nine Ifroni Jflost HlICXlJCttr^ (Onnrtcrs. ttllirn i'ou

Jo *tcnrt a SriiiM JtitB ffiilit S I 2M-I Sli 7KUO (Crtilit In Hit (Oriiiinatiit

802



*luui iTi-\t in practical Display

lit. jfrcficrirk Jttc(Cimmhs

ffift ft:

(Ctrurlan!)

Jttr. anl* Jflrs. James Hienrw >'mttlt

annoitnrr the marriatxr of tlirir iiaiuilitcr

to

on {Hcanrsoan. Koiirmhrr thr ttiicnhi-arton&

onr tluuisiiiih niiu- luu^rrh tnu-lnr

At Home
fit. Itx.hrr Ike tentvmni

Jflrs.

Jfiftn (Clifton Anrnuf

.,,



72 Point 3 A $7 26 5a$440 $1165

lartna,
60 Point

Am?rirattfi
48 Point 3 A $3 75 7a$376 $750

42 Point 4A$335 7a$290 $625

36 Point

lEttfrrtatttttttttia

4 A $260 8a$240 $500

30 Point BA$205 lla$225 $430 12 Point 13 A $1 25 37 a $1 50 $2 75

3lfllfttsioum 5ftgljt &t

ijjnrsr Earing at Manhattan

Graduating Exerrij

Irautiful #12345Bra90 Parisian

24 Point 5 A $165 12a$185 $350 10 Point 14 A $1 10 44 a $1 40 $2

Eliminate
ffrra Oiiurn (EmtBtJirratiiui

(Sallaut g>nllitprs JJrnmntri tn l^tgl) Sail

NumtrnuH ffirtala icutrrtatnrJi Muinru

Hang Stattitgitislirli Eurnpran

18 Point 8 A $140 22a$185 $325 8 Point 16 A $100 48 a $1 25 $2!

at

utttl|

14 Point 10A $1 25 33 a $1 75 $3 00

lapttat

llutnnnm. 0">rrmihirr H iSi-ri-iiiiim ifiiulu-Ht j.H'ai

*tninlannuui CamluiBtiim srtir:

(CurioUB li'ruaiuriilr. Cf uuliiuati-ii by
:

Kiimaiitir Eiirapahrsi Srrrnllii tHsninrrr

16A $085 50 a $1 15 2 m

Hungarian (Cnmrdtanu Driuaniii-ri Jlttsuraurr Jlrnlrrtinn

<ihr iiiayuiturut tirrnrii!i ^urpasarh |IrriiUnm (Trials

(Smimimrnt mplni|rra Sawr Vacatiim Einic Etrn!lfil

Arrnbat ^rrfnrma S12345BrB311 Elrnni Kiahij ^limta

6 Point

804



tuuraurra (01ft EmUiah in |Jrartiral Dtajilati

3

'.

uhr *tar nf Srtlilrhrm -

fll ElUahrt h Knimil r n Hit* Q&rnrglna liJuOonn

C In- (tiallii-niiii -h i

Oitrt

iHr. Otntrpr iirnrii iHatlhrtim

iL'hniii. ahr tn rii. %aa iarn

AH ffilira Nrlan fllH flail Brnn (HrBr. Sronm anbDrrtn

y ratiirii Hutu Christ, nhr Coril

Mr*. Villtatn

r. flinrlcr Oammin 4ll Otnrr Xrutmatt

y rar i- (On tarlh. o')iuu"> Will (Einnarft iflru

ehr JJrrsltitlrn JH einti
1

i.iy ^rhnnl fpuarlrttr

tight ^hiutuij (Out nf Darkitrea -

Mr. *.imnrl \.ilh.in Cf innniiiili.im

Jar th.r tnwr nf ijta y ruulr -

Krnrrrnb Srnrii . I*arl(liimiill

Durt

(puartrttr

fcalo

*rrmon

Hi litiirlii niiirri) of tljr ikii. that hiimnrh tlir (*aiuiir 11 litrtli.

Arr gr nut iniiiuuit ntill an linih. mini oner nanii. "|Irarr nit rartli!
'

*ha'l o'f r IIB float thiiar hnlu Btraiiifl. uihrrruittlt. In ituun uni.r lni.

Qr lilrmiri> tlir Inurlii *|]rian iiiiiaiiin. (0 niitrm of thr aki|!

yrotratmtt (Elturrh nf
firttrrrnb ^anutrl ifl. Surnhlnutrr yaitl if-tunr. Assiatant

-



lEiwrnurrs

72 Point 3 A $8 35 4 a $4 85 $13 20

Itesupt
60 Point 3A $6 80 5a$465 $1146

Bwrabte

Coppe
48 Point 3A $4 20 6a$385 $805

CarJts

42Point 3A$365 6a$315 J680

36 Point 3 A $2 65 6 a $2 35

Bfsplay

806



i:muMu rra (Did Enulial? Sold
4 A 12 10 S.KM5 $425

.^attefartory Uiaplay
<&ton Jfauorable Advantage
iQpairable ^tationery printed
.. i 4 All 66 12* $196 $360

Utegntfitznt pparinntty

Designs Contain iExrepttonal i

tattlfnstasttr A&u^rtis^rs

1- P ; 7 A (140 2I)$18S $328

br

JJubltr

of tlj printer for Stetter prices uitll

but |!0Bttlu0ly by
jfctmtliar HJttl|

A $12S 28$176 $300

mbrn anytl|tttg ttt Art ar ^tylr grta ratabltal|pti in Printing
>hnpe t lirr r ia su IT to be a i\ i\ir I inu . Printing ^Bunrra of

today uiattt Variety in t lui r Work and t h r 11 p- 1 n -il a 1 r 3Type
JFarra that are Attractiu? and <atrlj tl^r ?yea of tlj? Public

B i- 11 All 20 311 55 $276

111 IHMI a J.h-iitt tun (Of fin* art -.-. into a
rut in atiflr ani r 1 iua-.. pprststrntlt)
to a limit ^ii friu iFarra of u. ijpr. no
mattrr lunu uiun^ 1 luui mail hr, it ia

1m u nil to loar traoc Si234567890

12 A $1 10 Ma $140 $260

7hr rffrrttur mitt pruiirraatur Printers of

tin- e'uitnti 11 nrr duratimi thr {Ittblir to a

brttrr Apprrriatinn of luiiat Ural flpualitit

in y riutiiin rniteieta of. it ie not tin- poprr
ink anil liinfiiuu, lint it ia 4^ti|lieliiirea, thr

Cxprrsoinn of JFinr Art. it ia intrllrrtual

8 Point 14 A $100 41 $1 26 $226

UUi rii iiou f IMI> a j.i iml n mho ie arllhtg
In'. J.i i niiiu l ae BO iiuirli (i. ip IT autrarrft

until fuk, itnii liaur fnuiitt (Our luho Imo
inisivii-fi Ins ri-.il Ihir.iluin ill <Lifr y In-

*urrroo(ul priutrrof thr JFitturr inuat

aril Viiniiiroo-iirttituj yntrntiiilitii. Mr
mill '-"fiiir.il r hi'.-. Citatnittrre to th.io ilira

t 1 A 90 47 $1 10 $200

Ihr publUhrr mlin iirylrrlo thr oluilii of nnnil

Zllpaitraphir *tiilr In mil nttln litn Job. Hr in

aftiirrltitmti hiuinrlf n2)urrrl||. ar. to hr itiorr

rxplirlt.hr ! Alarlimhl Ailiirrlialitu thr Jfarl

thai hm nitrrml In thr AAlirrticrr crate* uihrii

thr ffiarr rnutrnrt in ufmiriY Ihur uihn plarr
Ihr 0rrnt Xiliirrtiolnu rnittrart*. nllil also tluinr

Vntrllltirnt Ailurrti.rrn an a Ir.urr rnlr nrr

Illuclrnttatt* f I 23-linniaO <n ri(llttal Orign>



<BH& lEmjltalj in Dtaplay

's Ink nttftens ttyv utorlfc 0f
businessS&M a business

Is umrtljij an& managed ni^ll,

printing Is tlj n^xt gr^at factor In

HapRood Floret Art-tiles and Outline Art-tik>s

WorrI?esttfr^trsrt
anl 2IpnoxAutnue
?ltn 1 lai^ , ittu tn e

lH' lui-altli and fru-

luiliitt of a people
mat} be beat fudged tui

Hir rrrorda of a pra-
greaeiue bank located
in its mtdat. 3far tin*

reason ttte take pride
in reciting llu- itroiutli

of the CitieenB ilcuils,

reflecting credit as it

doea luiilv to ita care-

ful managentent and
1 Iir deuelopntent of tin-

contmunitt) itthirh it

lias aerued. fitarlt in

ilutsr daga of (firm-nil

OlraiU'ii preaidencg, 9
geara after tin- cloee

Versatile Ornament Century Bordei

808
Floral Basket I'iec.



t-nyrnurre ODlit EmjUioh 33a lit in Sieplay

Caul's

a In- iHi-iulu'i-i-, Of *i. $Jaitl's

(i'hur r h ?i r'.-.i n> to inuitr t hrir

frienua ano in-ialilmr ^ to t li r

ClfristntaB Say arrutrp to be
uiu IMI in tin- ji i

% in t . fJauVa
(Lbnn-b on iii a 1 1 1 ^ t r r i- 1 |lark
ana ran aaeurr all mho romr
a most roraial uirlromc. vi lu

ttt o i-u t n a f. rr u i r r mill brgin at

t IMI ihii-t ij o'rlork -.-. luu-p , and
tin* afternoon a?rutre ouptta

at tl|rrr o'rlork. A aelrrtri

choir of fifty uoirea uiill bt on
haiul to miiUM- aarrpd rarola

iHornfng anti Afternoon

Art UU Ttat F Ilillilii IWimU

il Inn -..ii.iu

In ai& of #ntiit {Irtrr'a Montr far Oratitutr
mi. So br l|rla in tin- o'lnm li Annex
anii Norton *ln-i-ln. Varprr, illinoia

Card of Admieston
JFif lit QTrnta Concert

An <-" \ r i- 1 1 1- n 1 <L i- 1 1 1- 1

for <li mli o~> i a ru-

CL" lutrr li nni\

Amrrtratt

Company
*9rl(ii>u>((>r anil fHakrr



Cloister

72 Point 3 A $7 40 5a$425 $1165

(granb
60 Point 3 A $6 25 6a$460 $1085

<0utftgf)t
48 Point 4 A $4 40 7a$310 $750

Jlatfjemattcalproblem
42 Point 4 A $3 60 8a$270 $630

3ncapacitateb
36 Point 4 A $280 9a$240 $520

purlesque Comebian
30 Point 5 A $2 30 11 a $2 00 $4 30 12 Point 12 A $1 30 36 a $1 45 $275

3ms(uranceCompany
Diplomats

Cbucation of 3te people
anb is; J^oto tftc Jllost l^ttal Concern

of Cberp dloob <obernment in

$rogreg$ibE $1234567890

24 Point BA$170 14a$180 $350

Conbtctton

10 Point 14 A $1 20 42 a $1 30 $2 50

OTodb'g Jforemost printers &ecognije

isuperiorttp of American Cppe anb &ule

Cfje American ^robttrtions Cmfarace 311

tfje Hatest g>tples in 3Tppe anb jWaterial

18 Point 8A$160 22a$170 $330

J?etoest ?Pugtnes;g ^ropo^ttton

Htgfjtntng Calculator (^utbone

14 Point 10A $140 32a$160 $300

JXenotoneb ^ctcntisit Jlafees Bisicobcrj'

Jfflagmficent Combination^ ^Ipprectateb

810

8 Point 16A$105 62a$120 $225

tZCljere 9re Jfeto positions in tt)t)itl) Jtlore Siplomacp

anb <T ,ut ie i%r qiurr b titan t l).i t of p uljli siirr or OEbitor

of a iComitiT jlrutspaprv. 3ln Orber to be Successful

(Due ftlust lie Ursonrccf ul. practical anb OUscrliina

6 Point 17 A $095 55a$105 $200

IDtitn a CuBtomrr rnit r Sam (Ptdrt anb ifertiiS information

Conctrnrng ilif Suing or a jOircr of printing with tlir (Euibmt

Jlntcnlion of Orocnng tilt 31 oil. Ulr s&tioiilo be rtlrt dp *omr

JJcraon Capable of fitting; $ 1 234567390 jfeucfj Information



loist IT in practical

anb Craftg Uniuersiitp
CTli 10 sclioo I a ( lia nb iciaf t isi tulip eqmppeb to gibe instruction in

Dratomg.iveramit Decoration, |)ottrrp, $aintmg anbSpplirb
3ns. JTItr roursrs in fcMnb nubr J r lurlrp anb Ur.ibrb v^lass

nist rrrr in I P abbrb null mcltibc mot run ton in silurr anb topper

luorUniaiislnp. anb art glass UunboUis. (Wlntr us for ^Booklet

fontaming full particulars anb dome pictured of our institution

C.Trenton, fltto

Recital

of Clascal Jtlusitc

tben bp tfje J^ome
Club of Hanbmarfc

iilrttiobtst Ctjurctj.Cuefibap

Cuening, liobember



72 Point 3 A $750 5a$425 $1175

60 Point 3 A $645 6a$460 $1105

ftotoerftil Director
48 Point 4 A $4 55 7 a $3 10 $7 65

Corporation
42 Point 4 A $3 60 8a$270 $630

3lmtrittou
36 Point 4 A $2 75 9a$240 $515

30 Point 5 A $2 40 11 a $2 00 $4 40 12 Point 12 A $130 36a$145 $275

Hrttllerp lieutenant

Compositors ^fjoulb ^ee Cfjat tije

decoration on a Piece of Printing is

Consistent toitt tfte ^ubject. <Cf)infe

O^oer tfje $1234567890 JForegoing

24 Point 5A $170 14 a $180 $3 BO 10 Point 14 A $120 42a$l 30 $250

Hocal jfl&ercfjant Retires

Composer Jkores Critic

Printers!' 3 nU lOtbrns Ilir Possitiilitirs

of <Uberp Justness. 3f31np2?u(inesi!is(

Worttyp an& ^anageti CSigijt, Printing

is rfje j&txt 05reatJFattor in 3ts J>utcefiS

18 Point 8A$165 22a$170 $335 8 Point

2^anfe ^totnblerg Hpprefjenbeb

16 A $1 05 62 a $1 20 $2 25

j(19anpCataloBues <Go to t for U9aste-23asbet for Hack

of Proper 5 n t roouction . SI Catalogue or 25oohlet Can
BE ReliEO Mpon to Perform 3ts fission Cffectitielp

Wfcn Catcftp ano lap-to-SJatE CPPE JFates 31re ia*eo

14 Point 10 A $145 32a$160 $305
6 Point 17AS095 5oa$103 $200

/^etosfpaper OBbttor Untittes! Hrgumentsi
25eauttfulCcxtHettergHltoapsiPlease

812

.ltt.ui)> Ptin Irra Hrt Prtssroom IDiBt ant) CompoBina Boom

Joolisfl. 'i'v .Orglrclms tbt iCompoaina liooin rilfi' .(Bakf

>0oo& ttif Of t firpf.ilto Hssf rlion ttinl 2Tt]is Or parlmtnt oore

not .*lioto thr Prodtablt $1234567690 ftrsults Doprb ^or



in Practical Display

Brtottc^ecoratton
.uggrstums for Ufcautifptng ttjt pome tuitf) ^cl)rmc8 (or 3ntcnor ano

Exterior Decoration in I \irnunip umli i In- j&nrrounoing Color Effect

.Holes on the delation of Hanbsrapr to '^uilbings in t)omr Planning

*lif tasirf ul anb artistic brcoration

of i lir lioiur is a problrm I li.it II.IG

rrmUfbngrratbral of serious thought
in Uitr rrars anb t lir rrsult ftas brrn a

ijrr.it abbancr in ibras anb mtttiobs of

Ijonif brcoration. 3f mtrrrstcbtoritrto

Hlero PaintCompany
donalb

InUn.l ll.,nlrr N... 2471

CarterWttk erbtce^

tirlb on tmbai* anb .H^onbat* mornings anb turnings
anb <Cursbap anb lOrbnrsbat rurnings

is;

-1 :



Caslon Cett Series

36 Point 4 A $2 65 9 a $2 35 $5 (K)

QUttsttt Caslon Cert |5>|)otomg

Btsplap? Clmrmmg Ingenuity

jflotiern Bestps Require Cert

30 Point 5 A $2 20 12 a $2 05 $4 25

atitngBigntfirti anb ii0rful <ualitt0

Cotitaining

24 Point 6 A $2 00 13 a $1 50 $3 50

Cmbrorterp Commission jirobers J$let Cuesbap
Bark ^panisf) JSeautp ^Sftelis iilultimillionaire

Criump|)ant Cricfeet Ceam iSanquetelJ at ttorti

^lilitarp Corresponlient Reporting ISEar (Same

18 Point 9 A $1 65 20 a $1 60 $3 25 10 Point 12 A $1 10 38 a $1 40 $2 50

OriginateM0efulOrnaments
^A tfrtft>t nir (Trftfr^l tfTiNXtnmpr Suburban Saftp Batil? feunburncU
5>an0tptng crutcaicustomer

&pccialls^atlc tm^^ mntins
Unbesfttuami &tanbath ^PPE jfaces

12 Point 12 A $1 30 32 a $1 45 ?2 75 8 Point 16 A $1 05 46 a $1 20 $2 25

number fipercfrant ptospereD
Salesmen Return after (Entertainment

S@ake$aEttraorDinarpl0ana$ome Series

QJntutoreD Diplomats Look CUDiculous

I^anDsome Pfeamplet printeD 90onDap
Deli0fttful$l23456789015ati)ingparties

814

Jnfiicatione I0nint SEotoarli l^ctg ffiatlp SHUintcr

flDrnamental jfaceg Commanfl BJartituIat /Notice

'Better l;opB Distributed Dearj

Caslnn <ppes dlseli flDber 8trDO

3Tbe reat ffirattnesa 80aint

Calculations g@aBe bp an (EDttcateti astronomer

uperioritp Sboton in the S^oScrn Jnstruments

TBie ftSathcmatician Doubtful of Circumference



Caslon Cert in Practical Display

<la0sWorfes
$9anu(arturrr ant Ciiholrealr Dralrr* in

rnamcntal art
JForCburcbcsanD Libraries

Cfdrr annCClortio: tornrr $tar Uu.iti

InUnd Border No. MM Foul Bonl> Art OnunmU

Cruise of tlje
<S^6!

Vt^V'

3 Drama tabrn from thr boob of that namr, torittrn br l^.mi sTiit'rin

Cl)c ^)tc\)cn0 institute SDramattc Club

CliteCbcntrc %\

Y^

Idcncf tt of tlic Oonic for Disabled teamen

815



$naurp r

% Point 3A$86() 4a$340 $12 (JO

72 Point 3 A $6 60 5a$S40 $1000

60 Point 3 A $5 50 5a$275 $825

48 Point 4 A $4 30 6a $2 20 $6 50

42 Point 3 A $2 85 9a$240 $525

14 Point 13A $155 42a$145 $300

Explosion Damaps aro,f JFartorifs

<&uirfelt> Bfstorffc Businfss Jflrtljolis

(Brrat JDfmonst ration lioiun oda^

(Jonsito rrt and ftftoptfft

12 Point 13A $1 25 52a$150 $275

36 Point

30 Point

3 A $2 15 10a$215 $430

(fabinrt
5A$205 15a$195 $400

IFinanrial flssistanr P (Jornf8 to

THorf Hutomobilf s Bflurnffi 5Uitbout "Aotirf

JDisrnnin.q Pointers Spprf r iatpft iEntbusiasm

ftuntmp gtolfn $1234567890 IKarhinfs

Bmant 59lrin8

10 Point 15A $110 58 a $140 $250

Bnsuraiiff (Jompani) Bf fluirf s iEffirifnt BttoniFi>5

ffiluo Jbunftrfti THilfs JJromisf b 5Jffor 'Af.\ t Blonth

Bmmffiifltfli) Bfropni5F5 Cistin.quisbf ft Kn.qlishman

Qlnitf ft Statf s IHorinf Bant Kntf rtains Prfsitfnt

8 Point 16 A $095 68 a $1 30 $225

24 Point 6 A $1 85 19a $1 70 $3 55

(fiirrat Ifgislaturf (Jftn&itratf$

18 Point 10 A $170 30a$160 $330

Indignant (grrbiton Drliisf IHfans to ^pprrbrnb Bans <ftitirr

Sxsmt TOiirtiFllPus jjDidtnrf (btainfd (Jliroiiph Constant {Rlorli

Jhundrf 6s Ptrisb SUbilr Bf lurninj ffrom JDrriloui ta yni>fl(ir

(Jurious gprrimrni and TJntifnt Poitf rp Brrribr

6 Point 18 A $085 72a$l 15 $200

Prominent Social Jfadprs 3ssfmblf d

Baltimorran

Bailroali! Xilrating Sliroujb Principal gtountiri anil (Silifi of tin (Hint

THorr and Bftnr Baring Ehu Snmmrr iEliai Ebrr Sifon at IBona Park

(tbf ProrfH af IBaaing jToldmp Paprr Boxn is Simplf ttnl) QOonbrrful

Srarfirial Bnaltl tnamio IFroro Sttirraing ia tar IBfOilrrraaren iJUttrr

Kronomiral Pfoplr Bltoars Si 234567890 Salir tbrir IBon'p and Simr

816



(fnmifp r <B>xt in Prnriiriil Display

I:: ::I i::i i::i i::i i::i i::i i::i i::i i::i I:

8Ufns trotn Photographic

'H'fp ihf sr prood from strong light ana do not roll or turinhlr . (Ebfif m
pholograplirr's proofs onlp ant hour not thr finr finish or bistinrtnrss of Ihr

romplf Iff) portrait from rf tourbf & nrgatilir. flll proofs iboulo br approlif i) or

rf if rtfO Uiithin trn baps. TOail thfm or rrturn in pnson. thf lattrr prrfrrrrb

(ThfSf Proofs rrmain thf propf rip of Ibarlolu QUfnstrom and must bp rftunifd

:i i: :i i: :i i: :i i: :i i: :i i: :.:n::r
I, ! I- . -. -, I 1

l soon br dm and pou

tuill toeni a suitablf gift or

rrmrmbranrr for pour bops

and girls. $hr grrat siorp

fraturr of <0ur iLittlr IFolb

tuill intrust all thr (hildrrn

Baptist Publishing (So.

ftu Dlln ibr tfm

B 1Hafitj?inp for

H ii lit ntr ikn ili nl
nr ii kill Mr!

uttl (ii irr

pilt n ntirrllr

lib Ail ul VIM Billtri

817
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Church

72 Point 3 A $6 00 5a$3S5 $986

BFaufJlmpmalist
60 Point 3 A $4 35 6 a $3 90 $825

Manger prosperity
54 Point 3 A $3 75 8 a $3 90 $7 65

{translates iBanusrapt
48 Point 3 A $3 00 8 a $3 30 $630

Beautiful Creation
42 Point 3 A $2 40 9 a $2 85 $5 25

tiourin0ammcan Character
36 Point

ancient language

iistmctiue Quality

4A$230 9a$225 $455 12 Point 13 A $1 15 40a$160 $275

Che ^election of Designs produced

by Chis Company Exceeds in Both

Cltiltty and Variety the products of

m Other $1234567890 ilfoundries

30 Point 5 A $1 90 13 a $2 15 $4 05

published

Corporation
24 Point 6 A $1 60 17 a $1 90 $3 50

16 A $0 95 50 a $1 30 $2 !

Dangerous Combinations

Opportunity Disappeared
18 Point 9 A $1 40 26 a $1 85 $3 25

Experienced Pressman UDantefl

hospitable Citizens Oratenefl

10 Point 14 A $1 10 44 a $1 40 $2 i

Che Business Itten in the United States

Hre Better Educated on Cype Chan Hr

Chose of any Other Country. Che Dress

of Chis Country is trturntmu IHueryone

interested to Demand JTirst Class 1

8 Point

Che Early Srtuet'ttsers 2111 vised the Sam? Styles

and .Sizes of Cypes. iProm this Ruck of Jfionotony

at jinteruals an aduevtiser Emerged with a (Spain

of llndiuiduality. nowadays $ouv aduertisement

|nst haue jinditiidnality in Order to be Effertiue

6 Point 17 A $0 85 53 a $1 15 $2 (

a Sure Sign of the amateur in Cvfs is the Cenden

Coward Ornamental Cvpes. llnst as the Couice in :

Ciirns to Chromos with iDeliaht. One Cannot go IVron

if the Styles of Cupe Shown in this Specimen Book and

Supplement are $1234567890 Occasionallv Referred t

818



Cf.vt in practical Display

*

I

i!

|

I
jj

annual Contention

Che Jfcission

'An Illustrated monthly

ot missionary IDork

Dolume 14

jfrpttmbro

21n Old (ttanrhuvian Chuvrh
Cruf Sloru bv Slstf r aonrs. Tort Arthur

Che Kama's iPliuht to honakonu
Hv KfU. 3. Cnlbott. Prklno

Heuolt in Persia and Its Oriain

Bv Bishop Dr. Papklfiah. Crhrran

Missionaries in Eskimo Regions
Bv Pastors J. Rork and IV.

Staff and Religion in montfnen.ro

BV it. 8. Consular aont frit.

progressiue missions in Curhey
Annual Krport bv Draron D. C. Cromblr

China and Our Baptist missions
Bv Bishop 1. V. IPolrort. Donakono

United iTJission Society

of the Statp of IDtst IMrainia

I

I
[I

I

I

IMMv D*Mnriiw
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60 Point 3 A $8 05 5a$620 $1425

<ftrait* Wl ifr
3A $4 90 7a$520 $1010

&rU> 4tontests
42 Point 3A $3 95 7 a $3 85 $7 HO

iilra$a it t 1*1cmor i>

36Point 3A$305 8a$340 $645

30 ti u3M t ^ fjoVuo C. nit*
3 tiocouft c e 73 10Vim eft

30 Point 4 A $2 50 10a$285 $535 12 Point 9A$115 27a$160 $275

O +**** f :** * t* * fc 4>i-actic.*l .mH 1 mtitttoito

Co 11141 ooi foio tl 4>4i cf iarrD

Cil Dr t r 1 rrio tu ilrin rf n o
io i; rauitro $1234507*30

24 Point 5 A $2 40 12 a $2 20 $460 10 Point 10 A $105 30 a $155 $260

^*f_*)frri|lt."l|t Ur.iurtf ul rr.vr 7Lrttrvo Sec m^ ^-^fllt ^A M.^ta, fl.fc,* ?i>.int-7irtrrirli

7,'ff r r f 21 or 5 in l/ui r |) vi n t i u

1 mr rir.i u 7i.inr 10 |iromfn(Mt

ISPoint 6A$170 16a$210 $380 8 Point 12A$100 36a$130 $230

J*l r rro|io 1 1 fan Tla i r i>
sr<r**<lfts " <so<>1' *"""-
Ur ^ oorto of tlK IJr i oon JJI l|o Co mro (II

Contact tottli ti( r 4)uOlir. TJiocom-rtoi?

7ioo t l.inu A 4).i IM i. Q Cnotomri

14Point 6AS115 22a$185 $300 6 Point 14 A $0 90 4fla$120 $210

*9v4f*t4ff t<* it tttittttr ^lintirt *********'
V* t >>* ^^ tl M JJ * -I^M4*T* u, iiiiir .inti TMirrru Co .1 5tuiiili ti Ifrlii 7. iiifv.

1* <> *** tf> tf-^; KV(AM ^ it
ofCijici!i*|Jonuaritijlu<ulSI.Tnr.*-oiit.iu

i% I I I I nil r *l I O jtllWOIIIIIIfll*/ rjtoti-H>iitr.i coiifn'nifori>uooi'.''uinf S"-'ir i"

.1 tl.i firD Coniiun ll itn. ill) to .1 Cr rt.nn lloillt

tClltuolll lirino moilOtOIIOIIM SI23 1567890
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JTr.vt in JJc.irt ir.il 73 to pi.IP

JJortei t" f MIC Zilito *.OM<* J)ftrrM I* eoncetB
V 411 luBflro to Be tt)r moot Bur.iblc m.iBc .1118

t<t% oriN.irv MC totll l.it for vr.ir* .in B vr.it o

'lllllllllllllllllllllllllllUUIIIIIIIIIIIinillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIHIMII^

iiorrm.ro
Cl)i*j

ui.irc tu ttir yroOtirl of l|.n fn e. rnr ,11111

( not oiiiu to uroDtirr iir.itiitr in form, Beco-
l .11 1 o n .IIIB color, out 11

i.i I l|r III OH I cmue i-.ll it re

i r.ieneo to fliOe to UK oc.io glaze .1 texture .inB mr
n ii.iiin." uriooiii rounB out*IBr tqr .inrirnt cnmrur
pot*. Dull iiriiotuv. uiur. ut auiiin. arrrn*. 01 .n'.
in iilio .HID til.irkm, in m.inv t).iOr .inB u.i i inir or
f fleet, rrprrmrnt UK unnroi r.inar In color. 71111111.111

.inti .iiinii.ii form* .nt uuro tu tnr nrcoi .111011. til r

dt i if ur It urttcr to erlna out a um urn cBltlon of .1

iK.iuiifiii .inn c.iiTfuin." IIIOIIQIII out Beaton, ti-iri"-

IIIQ In tatn lccc ttc color .inB BI-IZ' cfcct, tl).in to

rrk .1110 execute n.iattiijaome nrU) Bruian for c.itn

piece, i c.il.iiogur, for lumtn uir .ire often .iut.ro.

UIOIIIB ue uiis.itiof.ictoi n. for e.irq piece tu t.iken nil

.inB me price m.iBe .iccorBlna to InBlblBu.il u.iine.

Bemerlptlon
.ire Coma in ttieo aittt.iui

.inB Interior Bccor.ition*
Tnla uotterii i|.io Been cot

.inB in operation for .1 ee

D.i* .icaulreB tlje afctn tti.i

experience .none c.in a"'
It* ioe.it proBuct n.ia ion
it.ino.ii o in .irt iiottei i" .1

luiii mo continue .i lona
nil our Uj.ireo of yreuioti
eonnlBereV irc.iaurr* .in

of me .11 lutoei'.iei" .ire .10

rnooe form n.ite eiiouot) t

.ire lo.iii) to p.irt Vultn tqe
mm .ire kept In tqe f.imil

ftomc uionoei f in mpcclmc
In our oc tier.11 olficca .1 no
tj.iue nan c.in .mo initpect
of lunic .inB Uievuill aen
toll!) uc.iiitif 111 pqotoar.ip

v

IMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIU

r%r f.ietor^lo one of

rlNf et.ili*t|c more
* .in < conaiBct eB

3 Voofclrt f fwfoi m.itlon for
Otintrr Jple*Nre Accfcrr* COH-
t .1 1 n in g )4t.i n v Oluati.i tlon* f

V.irioMK Ke*ort Illit%(N Xrrf

Coiniiliiiieiila ot

- ;?! illi.imo
4>i"l H.lllB.
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lining ftufcor Blacfc IFlo. 2

72 Point 3A $685 4a$435 $1] 2(1

48 Point 3 A $4 20 6a$350 $770

California IDameele
42 Point 4A$360 6a$280 $li 40

IpwblisberWandering
36 Point 4 A $2 70 7a$230 $500

Surgeon IRetireb

(Quaint Bungalows
30 Point 4 A $2 00 10 a $2 30 $430

IReturning Iftanbsome Specimens
^Eccentric performers Hpplaubeb
24 Point 5 A $165 13a$190 $355 10 Point 10 A $095 36a$155 $250

Hestimon^ Gonsfoereb

Beautiful aub

ne of tbe Great Hbvantages ir

tbe point System Hpplieb to tb<

Spaces ts tbe Convenience witt

wbicb Corrections Can be

18 Point 7 A $150 18a$175 $325

^IDan^ Xootcal Conclusions

Hutbove Embark

8 Point 14A $095 40 a $130 $2 S

Magnificent Specimens Delivered CoOat
i Destroying Beautiful Mansions

IRailroaO ttrainmen IReceiveS) pa^ma
flftissouri IRiver JBeautg SSeing JEnbanceC

12 Point 10 A $115 30a$165 $280 6 Point 16 A $085 50a$l 15 $2 (

riginal an& (Boot)

Stimulates rfcers anC> 3Brinos

to tbe flDans $1234567890 printers

Ouv Ornamental faces CommanJ particular Bttcntio

Hmcrican ^^pc $oun&crg Company fll5al;c TCu^r Klack

Ube Entire Scries Kelng Useful for 36cantiful B
Kacbelor Compositor tfleturneb from Ertci^cS Vacatio

(IIalme^ to have Spent $1234567800 Wlbile tRambliti
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linino Guoor Blach Ho. 2 in Display

Easter ffcrings
HDanv. cbarmino owns for fiastcr-tioc arc now bcrc

for tbc critical inspection of our customers. Hll

tbc latest iScrman and jTrcncb stales are

sbown in faithful reproduction l?

our tailorino experts. We
corotall? invite

Our new Kautttultv illuftraU^ Siv-lc Xok It |ut off ttx prcM
It will he fount full of valuable blntf . Sent free foe tbc asfelmj

H. ll^oncstbealev IDr^ (Boobs Company
lc ai^ Uborurosc Hvcnucs, St. JScrna^sv>ille
Eiclueive Slv-lcs for fatbionablc laMo Ulho Know

(3ran6 Bntertainment
Che ninth annual reception
anb ball will be be^ at

Wall, corner first ano
Streets, paasaic, on frloa?

evening, at nine o'cloch;tbc

\?ou an invitation to attcno

febetal Iprinttno anb Sinbing



Saint John Scries

60 Point 3A$490 4a$310 $800

RECENT HOMES
Handsome Ulniter
48 Point 3 A $8 20 6a$305 $625

RETURNED PRESENT
Prudent Consideration
36 Point 4 A $2 00 9a$225 $425

Rinoumin mm
St range Theories Cause Laughter

24 Point 6A $140 18 a $2 10 $350 12 Point 16A $110 48 a $165 $275

B/IDKER TOUDD SHORT n RTHERI) REPORTER GOES Hcm
Demented Publisher Caused Excitement

Bit) Development Expected KM Baker sizsisezseo io$t OIMI>

18 Point 9 A $120 29a$205 $325 10 Point ISA $1 00 ,53a $1 50 $2 50

HflnDSOmE CLERK RETURNS SJ^to^^
Clean Tace for Prominent Display Eight Policemen char^ on t\ n*n Gathering

Printers Demanding Heat Effects
l)umcrous Scrious lniuries Reporlcd Reccmlv

14 Point 13 A $120 39a$180 $300 8 Point 22 A $090 65 a $1 35 $225

DEPENDED! TflTHER CONDONES SON RECOVERED TUItnTYTHOUS^D DOLURSTUESDAY

Expcrls Claim Silualion l b Raihcr an Unpleasant flflair

Consultation Proves Rather Unsatisfactory ,, Engraving Ccmpanv Locatcs in Grcatcr nc. York

Several Eminent Throat Specialists fldvisc pmaw Business $i2MS6789 mmictien
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Uccker Series

3A*K 4.I4.HI 1112.',

BIRDS Light
i- Pa n< :!A $430 5*1810 $7 Ml

Honest FRIEHD
I 4 A 12 70 G$230 $500

FIREmEtTS Excursion
-. Mai 4A190 9$236 $425

LEflSED DEIIVER RJHICH
Enjoyed Picturesque Scenes

5 A $166 11. $196 $360

RUIDED RfllLROflD PRESIDENT
Contractors Disclosed Imperfection

9 A $160 16a$175 $325

DIUGEHT STUDEHTS
Received Long Vacation
Fine FDountain Scenery

II l'..mt 10 A $125 26a$176 $300

STRHHQE BflRGE SIGHTED
Hendiny Direct for Port Killem

Eiyhty Tons of Dynamite Gone

12A $120 .TO.tl $275

SIIBHECTS
Prominent Citizen Attended l.cctupc

Learned TnuKjc Announced Speaker
Kich man $I2;)<I567890 Siuns Bond

10 Point 12 A $1 00 36* $1 50 $2 60

EXCITED BflRBCR SUBDUED
Great Discord in UJestern Toion
Com Puncher Dciminds Jlpoloyv
Serious Trouble Often Predicted
Eminent mechanic Pound CUork

8 Point 15 A $090 46a$lS5 $225

STKCIHIOIIS THIJITRICfll. flSPIR/mT
I.IK-I UK-US Salary Offered Orcal Traucdlan
Grand Opcr.i Singer* Kelirlnu from Static
ti -s /Icier Declines European l.nu.igcmcnl
Renowned Plane Players Teurinu /inicrlea

Sl'tiint 16A$080 48a$120 $200

nmiiKir./in i /imii.u.* SOIH-.MT i.vhKYuiHi.Kt.

B<cm< Vov much Inljc.ulc.l (tilth l)cu> York Cllv

IDighlv ttuildlngft ihc Tcptc of (icncral ("onv<rftallon

Pvl* Ocnllcmfln Kcfud 1C l.vr Upper Brodit>av
Sv-clctv Leader* l.ttlci llncd Dltllngulthcd Vlllor
The Hold Bill! lire SI 234RO7M<>0 lucre j. ing Ht



uno' ewat'
(Name changed from Tiffany Shaded)

48 Point 3 A $3 70 12a $4 40 $8 10

c/ 1 ux^totacciul/ JLette*/

C^c^lpl/
jJedlan/Jjmupil/

36 Point 4A $2 80 15a$370 $660

SOPoint 5A$240 18a$320 $560

jtian dt/o^adc/ e^aeletu/xOntl/ConttruMctal/&tatian&iu'

24PointNo.l 6A$245 22a$305 $550 18 Point 10A$250 32a$290 $540

Q
c)tittii

lant4/ JVtiwn/ ai

ae

24PointNo.2 8A $2 55 25a$295 $550 14 Point 12A$200 40a$240 $440

O4Mtnan/ C^tttiient <JVa-tuMitui/(Xtcnitcct/

C& t, d \3utaui'AMut
Jvc<:iiI/Jtvi2.ruuin/

J ICaattuicen

llnivViiUti iiWlo tA' CtttenJ Ltiiiiuul JJa
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<Juo emuJeJ
h~ TM.M tomtit!

to announce uti uJCuuce ^liotOuui
o|

ait&',aJ ; eiiclv uiictti

CIM nine nc inu
Ll|nil

ttCeiitii on Hie eleOentJi
jloot oj

Hie

CC/tfumait * AiittlJiiiu

lj
utiJ coiiinunij

utv- co iJJullti

uouAtocitileiv J Itunicauz/

to l<e tenJeieJ

Jnc J\ciinttn vJJJaitctdl'cin dtitnphonu

luvJn
o|

r/

ii 042tttnu tCluuu

<iht thiitu to tn thiitu

un



60 Point

48 Point

(Name chanireil from Tiffnny S.-i i|.l i

3 A $460 8 a $5 45 $10 05

3 A $2 80 10a$470 $750

36 Point 4 A $2 55 14 a $3 95 $6 50

30 Point

m/ice

4 A $190 17a$360 $550 18 Point

( >< /n/i HI

8 A $1 70 24 a $2 80 $4 50

tia;

/f

24 Point

c/?/lO/uw
ff

/-

6A$190 20a$310 $500 14 Point

'(/' rscdai/'

8A $130 32a$245 $375

,///u i-i'iui . \rnr - '/><t//iui< /v
ff

tiffnf
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60 Point
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I
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12 Point 10 A $130 48a$220 $350
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These Special Characters accompany each font
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Announcement

I IN DOING IMITATION TYPEWRITER PRINTING,

THE FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS SHOULD

I BE STRICTLYADHERED TO :

i

i

1. Always wash your type-ribbons with

soap and water before using.

2. Have the press and all its parts immacu-

lately clean.

3. Have new rollers for each color and use

them for that color only.

4. A good fountain is necessary.

5. Always secure your shade before start-

ing to run job, using typewriter color

sheet.

6. Be careful to run job evenly.

7. Do not try to get match by mixing inks.

Get special ribbons.

8. Train your stenographers as to correct

touch. Do not let them get careless.

iiiiiiiiiii[Q:iiiiiiiiii.iniiiiiiiiiiitniiiiiiHiiiioiiiiiiitiiiiDiniiiiiiiiiciiiiiiiiiiiic:iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiDii!iiiiiittiniiiiitiMiii[<
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typewriter
Faces
For Si/A-

and

Plain Printing

Typewriter la-r- -li.uild be

r-eleeteil to mated tde \\ork

it the typewritinj: machine*

u-ed in adding addre-se>.

rlc. Small l\ (n'uritcr fan-r-

are made to enable adver-

li-i-r- t reprint seeming re-

|irn(lucti((|l-
ill fae-illlile of

real t\
|>r\\

rilten lriter. The
follouill;: rnlleetiiill ofType-
\\ riter fan-r- i> tli<- he>t and

by far th<- inor-i complete
mannfactured.

AmericanType Founders Company





AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY
ORIGINATOR OF ARTISTIC EMBELLISHMENTS FOR THE

PRINTING ART

.

enough m."

:; muct
.

,

.

NEW MODEL ELITE REMINGTON

TT following character* are furnlihed with men complete font :

abcdefghi i klmnopqrstu
vwxyzABCDEFGHI JKLMNOP
QRSTUVWXYZ1234567890$
* % $^ # * @ / ()-i : '"

NEW MODKI, KI.ITE KKMINGTON
(Printed through illk)

10 Point 20 A II lOOaMU I860

JuiUlUn hi 1 and 6 pound fonU M cnu pr pound

-I'.'



AMERICAN TYPE POUNDERS COMPANY
MAKER OF BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS IN

BORDERS AMD ORNAMENTS

To Mr. Hustling Printer,
Located Anywhere.

Dear Sir:
Imitation typewritten letters have found a permanent

place in the industrial system of to-day. To a large
extent this has been "brought about through the facilities
for such work offered by the American Type Pounders
Company. Not only does this Company furnish type cut
accurately to match the characters used on various styles
of typewriting machines, but it also furnishes the
process inks and typewriter ribbons to match. Every
printer with business instinct is prepared to take
orders for this class of work. Many offices have found
the production of imitation typewritten letters very
profitable and have developed what has proved an almost
independent business along this line.

This new face, 12 Point Silk Remington, is designed
to be printed through silk, crepe chiffon or regular
ribbon cloth. By varying the quality and amount of
cloth used an impression of any' weight and character may
be obtained. The ribbon cloth is heaviest, and gives
most weight to type face. Crepe chiffon is lightest.

If the addresses are to be filled in on a typewriter
have the stenographer of the firm for whom the work is

being done write a sample letter. Use this as a color
sheet and have the pressman work to it, for the depth of
the color and the weight of the impression may easily
be controlled on the press, while it is impossible to
do this on the typewriter.

You then have the assurance that the ink used in
printing will exactly match the ribbon used on the type-
writer for filling in the address. The result is sure to
be satisfactory to the customer.

SILK REMINGTON TYPEWRITER
The following characters are furnished with each complete font, except the fractions, which are fonted and priced separately :

abcdefghi jklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKL
MNOPQ,RSTUVWXYZ1234567890$&^/@#( ) .

,
:

;f!IT9*1131357_ 4 -2 T 8" I"

SILK REMINGTON TYPEWRITER
(Printed through silk)

12 Point 20A $185 100a$550 $735
Fractions 75c. per font

Justiners in 1 and 5 pound fonts 52 cents per pound
Special high period, comma, colon, semi-colon and apostrophe furnished to order

850



American Type Founders Company
Orlilnator and Maker of All the Latest and Most Artistic Fashions In

Printing Type

nter,
Typewrite rci

ar Sir: -

The work of the typewriters using large type is
Imitated by using our 12 Point New Model Reming-

pewriter. There are hundreds of job presses run-
7 constantly on this typewriter work in the large

*. The rapid increase in the mail order business
use of follow-up systems has created an enormous

nand for this work, and no hustling printer can aff
overlook this avenue for profit.
This is our New Model Remington printed through

All American Typewriter faces are made from dies
shed by the makers of typewriters and they dupli-

'e typewritten work. If you wish to match the work
pewriter not mentioned here, send us a sample and

n undoubtedly furnish the type you want.
As the productions of the American Type Founders
any are the admitted standard of excellence through-
the world, due regard for the reputation of its own

productions will not permit it to recommend anything
-t is not the best procurable in its class.

In the line of type faces to enable the printer
;le orders for imitation typewritten letters, the

;an Type Founders Company is the acknowledged
der. In this American Book of Type Styles will be
nd specimens of type faces, which absolutely match
work of the leading makes of typewriting machines,

specialty has also been made of Reproducing Typewrit
s, to meet the constantly increasing demand for fac-

lett- reduced size. Any printer can now
essfully print "fac-simile" typewriter circulars
ited numbers, easily, quickly and with profit.

NEW MODEL REMINGTON
Tb. following character* an furniihcd with each complete font, except the fraction*, which ar* fonted and priced wparately :

abcdefghi jklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ12345

NEW MODEL REMINGTON
(Printed through nilk)

11 Point 20 A II si 100 a l BO 17

Frartion* TCc. per font

Juitlnen III 1 fcnd t pound fonu 52 cents per pound
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American Type Founders Company
ORIGINATOR AND MAKER OF ALL THAT IS ARTISTIC AND BEAUTIFUL IN

Borders
J j f^Hj

THE PRINTER OF THE FUTURE
Long ago some printers were possessed of a sentit:

that their work should be performed with little desire
material advancement; that its nature was
related to the civilization ind, it perforce must
be largely one ve and duty! And a -number of the

ift to-day seem to t old idea,
it is a noble sentiment, the effect has been to retard
rather than to develop the greatest of all agencies for
the education of the people. If growth is to come in
business, the men engaged in it must be fitted for the.

i'k. Their reward should be sufficient to time :

idy and research, for investigation and experiment. .

as poverty is the implacable enemy of the E;
'

up-lift,
is it the most formidable foe to business deve -it.

t, nowadays, with free libraries and the dissemination
11 printed literature, p<.

stand in tl

way -cultu

I thorough acquaints
:

up-t
American Type Faces and an intelligent

ay delightfully pleasing combinations, will well rep
. Th j book type found

s an education in T

'

^her arts c

s can luced to order a vastly :<

you si

r tra7 aaving you furnish them witn up-
date . ; in print ii

cperiment is worth your trial; it w:i

.; per cent, on your investment many timer.: legal
rate. Our interest is your interest, a inter;

our interest. I st type,
rders and orna . 11 get profitable re

NEW MODEL REMINGTON No. 3
The following characters are furnished with each complete font :

abcdefghi jklmnopqrst
uvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVWXYZ12345678
9 $ & % /#().,:; ' "

! ?

NEW MODEL REMINGTON No. 3

(Printed through silk)

12 Point 20 A $1 65 100a$495 $660

Justifiers in 1 and 5 pound fonts 52 cents per pound
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AmericanType Founders Company
THE EMPORIUM OF THE PRINTING INDUSTRY FOR

TYPE
Borders and Ornaments

-.e Progressive Printer,
Everywhere.

Dear Si
.3 new face of 10 Point Elite Oliver Typewriter is a close

work done on the Oliver Machine, and will
-e commend itself to the printer who secures orders for

typewritten letters requiring this particular face.
There is a constantly increasing demand for the printing of
xtion typewritten letters , and in all the leading cities wide-

are taking advantage of the opportunity and are
air facilities for doing this work,

3 face can be used in the production of imitation type-
process of printing through silk. This work

:e done by printing through crepe chiffon stretched on the
t> the cloth a little slack, and using process inks,

method will give most satisfactory results when used on a

press.
When on a cylinder press, use Japanese silk of good quality,

eight. Lock up the silk loosely in the form, between
.e and the furniture; draw several impressions from dout

ses of stock to be used on the job, forming a matrix of
cloth.
At all times have cloth washed thoroughly with soap and water

Use CLEAN rollers and bearers. Use typewriter
.ave beeri saturated with the same ink for filling

md addresses. We furnish the regular process inks and
ewriter ribbons to match for this work. In using these

".Is you have the assurance that the ink used in printing will
ne ribbcr. used on the typewriter to fill in the addresses.

Dute the process ink on the plate as usual, then put
-2. The first few rollings will saturate the silk with ink and
. act as an inked ribbon, giving an impression like that of a

-ichine. The silk will last a long time and wh

ed up can be washed in benzine and used ag':

Ten Point Elite Oliver may be obtained from the nearest sei

Lear. Type Pounders Company. Printers are invited
study the merits and possibilities of this face a most desire:

for the fac-simile letters needed by professional men, clubs,
raries, ar.d similar sources of new customers.
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American Type Founders Company
kVorld's Largest Furn

TYPE
The World's Largest Furnisher of

Borders and r
. Vf Lf 1^ Brass Rule and

Ornaments J. I I L/ Wood Goods

TO THE MASTER PRINTER,
In Every Country.

Dear Sir:-
Imitation typewritten letters are the most profita-

ble specialty open to the Job Printer. They can be
turned out as fast as any job press will run. Your cus-
tomers need them, and if you can not do the work, will
purchase elsewhere. You must have special ink and type
adapted for this work, then a few cents for silk com-
pletes the outfit.

Our Process Inks and Typewriter Ribbons exactly
match. We guarantee them. It is a waste of time to try
and match a customer's ribbon. Print the job and send
the ribbon with it.

Our ribbons and process inks are used by the largest
concerns. Write us for complete instructions for this
work.

Typewriting ink will not dry or harden, so the press
needs no washing from day to day. The particular kind
of cloth used is not important. The crepe chiffon,
China or Japanese silk or regular ribbon cloth are used.
The ribbon cloth is heaviest and gives most weight to
the type face. Crepe chiffon is the lightest. China
silk is usually used. The work is done on linen or hard
finish paper. By varying the cloth from crepe chiffon
through China silk up to the ribbon cloth, the operator
can get any desired weight of face. In other words, our
New Model type will print very light with chiffon,
moderately light with China silk, and will give a heavy
blurred impression with the ribbon cloth.

Any printer can now successfully print "fac-simile"
typewriter circulars in unlimited numbers, easily and

quickly with profit.
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American Type Founders Company
THE LARGEST AND MOST PROGRESSIVE

Type Maker and Printers' Outfitter

IE WIDE-AWAK-

Everywhere .

Get on tcp of your business. Bo not let it get
of you. A great many or us are Kept .lust busy

enough not to have time to expand. Many of us do so
ourselves that we can not find time to do the more

rtant things. Our business becomes a treadmill. We
;e a living by it, but there is little if any zest in

ducting it. We are always "up against it" when we
be en top of it, expanding our business hori?

Perhaps we are located in a small town, and when
led a "long felt want." A certain part of

ty needed our services. That was a good
Are we building on it by cultivating wan*

aave not been felt? This is the aim of all adve
To realize this fact, end act upon it, is an

t, step tcv/ards a larrer succe:

you have no tirre to advertise your printing bi

your business . -i rule, is of you, and
t getting out of it all it holds re for

take time to study your advertising
;re 1^ eed to plunge. Go at it ge-
but above ai: tly. Perhaps it
to hire some one to help y- . i did

e help of ;. . ho advertised
n he painted better than you

you are a be- n advertiser.
tiser who is
.- commun"
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AmericanType Founders Company
DESIGNER OF TRADE-COMPELLING

Type, Borders and Ornaments

TO THE BOSS PRINTER.

The average status of the printer in Ameri
has improved wonderfully. None knov '.veil

as those who manufacture f e printers. It
Business steadily rising in public e;' -<n.

Printing is more arid more coming to be recognized
as the greatest ally of commerce and manufactu
Stop the printing presses for three months and
business would stagnate. This knowledge ol

I ling power of printed advertising should
ceasingly propagated by the printers. Their mot
for the public should always be: ^re is riothi;

valuable to stimulate trade as printing."
On the other hand, the printers req
more to know themselves tha f is

e. Let each cultivate a high appreciation of
e value of his product to his customers. T!

printer is not always selling paper smeared w.i

ink. Most of the time he is selling the
life to his customer's business. Conside
publications. We are told that they are sold
the reader at the cost of production, or less.
that the advertisers pay tne profits. The ]

ers do not base their charges to the ac
if printing and editing. They b, -leir

in a large degree on the value* of

publicity and 'the returns the advertisers get fr
it. 'Wherever possible, the printer should use t

ie basis for estimating the value of his pro
It. is not to be expected that all printers crj

rise to a position where they may secure what may
be called a professional profit, 'as distinct fr^

a mechanical profit, but many are doing it.
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American Type Founders Company
THE WORLD'S LEADING AND MOST PROGRESSIVE DEALER IN

Printing Material

. \mbitious Printers:

ve wri" ir ears are filled :

.ghty
It is the rl

.
Lc of hundredc

.g machines making American typesmany tons a
are they made for? It is a very pleasant

w that every pound of them is made
iters to make money. From each dollar's worth
.ny dollars of profit are earn c

. These types
.ay pay their luc-

.
rchas-

3. There is still another really
action. Almost all the printing done

nmensely table to the printers'
ling their trade, widening the

nlarging their business world.
o there anything me -id th;

y br:;

and n 3.
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AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY
ORIGINATOR OF S

Jibrfors att

ORIGINATOR OF STYLISH

TO THB PRINTING SPBCIALISTS.
Pound Everywhere.

Dear Sir:-
A youth once had an aged, affluent, wealthy uncle, who died and left said youth with several

cart-loads of coin. Up to the time of the aged one's demise the youth had known naught of the
family's wealth, nor, in fact, of any relatives closer than an uncle who periodically let him have
the price of a meal, providing collateral was deposited.

Heretofore, the youth had wrung from the world the price of two or three meals a day and a
place to sleep by various and sundry methods. In the summertime he was usually to be found outside a
tinselled palace at a summer resort, explaining in raucous tones to the passing multitudes the won-
ders of the show inside, dilating vigorously upon the educational value of the exhibit and talkingwith persuasive power. One summer he took the role of actor; he was Cupid, strapped to a wheel of
fortune in a show labeled "A Trip Through Purgatory."

At any rate he was usually at the same resort in some capacity.
The winter months found him. as a rule, selling baking powder, books or patent lamp wicks from

door to door--house to house canvassing they call it.
And then the aged, affluent uncle died.
The youth had notions of the fitness of things. He felt that he must live up to the responsi-

bilities thrust upon him. Bo gilded-youth business in his! The only course left open to him, as he
saw things, was to go into business, aome legitimate, dignified business that would harmonize with
his bank account.

He looked about him and presently he said, "Ah!" Just like that. He said. "Ah! I have it!"
He hired an office. It was a nice, perfectly good office, with a soft, springy rug on the

floor and a set of dignified mission furniture scattered about. It had a door with a frosted glass
window leading out into the hall of a great office building. A sign painter came and emblazoned the
youth's name on the frosted glass, and underneath was inscribed, in letters of no modest propor-
tions--ADVERTISIHO SPECIALIST.

The youth did not know the difference between a half-tone and an engraved calling card; to him
Chaucer Text and Century Expanded looked alike; he had never written anything but an I U or two;
he knew that the blood wae accused of circulation, but he couldn't imagine that the word had any
application to publications; he was firmly convinced that all mediums were spiritualists.

He hired a stenographer and showed up regularly at the office. Once or twice some one did
open the door and come in to see him. But two minutes and a half of conversation were sufficient to
convince those with money to spend that it was no place for anyone but the youth and stenographer.

How this is not a treatise on advertising, but the apparent lesson from this youth, who is
still paying office rent, telephone charges, light bills, stationery bills (although these are not
large), stenographer's salary and all such numerous incidental expenses, and all from the wealth of
the late aged uncle, may be applied for the benefit of the printer-man.

Tacking up a sign on a doorway, or on the end of a desk, does not make a man a specialist.
A specialist, as we are told, is one who devotes himself to some specialty, and a specialty is

"that for which a person is specially distinguished."
A man never becomes specially distinguished for anything unless he has demonstrated superior-

ity along the line for which he claims to be a specialist. And this means not only an intimacy with
the specialty but a knowledge of other branches as well. Perspective is a large asset to the
specialist. A pain in the head may originate from a cold in the feet, and a head specialist who did
not know this would not be a specialisthe ' d probably be called a grafter or a Quack.

There is a place in the printing business for specialization, just as there is in every other
line, but such places are reached by other methods than tacking a sign on the door. They are reached
after the same Banner that a specialist in any branch reaches his goal, by the pathway of unstinted
study and thought, and by practice and unlimited observation of kindred subjects.

The specialist-printer is a man who knows and appreciates the opportunities of one particular
branch of the printing art above all others. That is not saying, by any means, that he does not know
a great deal about other branches. It Is necessary that he should. Just as the inspiration for a
maral frieze may come from an intelligent appreciation of a pastel sketch, so may an idea for a book-
let cover come from the composition of a newspaper advertisement. Things are co-related always.

The specialist-printer grows into his specialty. In a sense he does not make himself a
specialist; the people to whom his work is attractive make him one. A man may say on embarking in
the printing business, "I'm going to be a specialist on automobile catalogues." But simply saying so
does not make him a specialist. If he went about forever and ever with a megaphone, remarking in
calliopical tones, "I am a specialist on auto catalogues!" it wouldn't make him a specialist. The
public would look on and say quietly, tersely, but meaningly. "Show us!"

But if the same man went to work to study the methods of printing that might be applicable to
automobile catalogues, received a contract for such a job, did it well, and on the strength of its
attractiveness received another contract, into which he put much thought and originality; if he did
all work of such a nature better than others could do it, because he had given the subject much
more thought, there would be a demand for hie services on that class of work, and people would call
him a specialist. If he should care to, then, he might tack a sign up on his door announcing that
he made a specialty of the preparation of uto catalogues.

It is, however, seldom advisable to limit one's self entirely to one's specialty, even though
much money may be made in that way. If a man does this he is quite likely to become set in his
methods and lose that breadth of view that enhances work of any nature. As remarked before, perspec-
tive is an asset for the specialist, and the printer-specialist obtains a sense of perspective from a
study of printing as a whole rather than from a concentrated study of a segment of the matter.
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TYPE FAMILIES

TO THE MASTER PRINTER,
In Any Country.

Dear Sir :-

At a meeting of the Typothetae, one of the members, in re-
ferring to hand composition, said: "Every one of you has been
taught, since entering a printing office, that hand composition is

a sink-hole, that the composing room is simply an adjunct, which you
are compelled to carry in order to feed the large pressroom. How
many of you have heard that statement before? How many of you, who
were smaller and wanted to grow larger, only prayed for the day
when you could have cylinder presses and make some real money? I

want to tell you, that for the last twelve months, my composing
room made a profit every month except two, and that was close, and
I want to tell you that my large cylinder room of ten cylinder
presses, running all of them but two 56-inch, showed a profit only
during three months of the twelve. Your composing room today, I

venture the assertion from my cost system experience of three
years, is the more profitable of the two departments.

"I want to tell you that my experience is that the most pro-
fitable machinery I have in my place is the platen press, always.
The next one is the job cylinder press. I have it divided in
that way. Those two departments have never failed since we had a
cost department, in three years, in showing a profit. Now, think
of it ! For only twenty-five per cent of the time last year did the

large cylinder room show a profit, and the first year I had a cost

system it did not show a profit one month. Why? Because this cost
system puts upon the large cylinder pressroom the investment, the
amount of money which I have in those big presses and in the
automatic feeders and in the blocks and the chases, which I lost
sight of. We don't charge enough. I don't know when we can get
up to the point, but we must. The investment in the average man's
cylinder pressroom is sometimes, yes, usually, fifty per cent of
the total investment that he has in his business, and then he only

-ures it on a pro rata worked out on some guesswork of percentage,
when the truth is that it is the sink-hole of his business."

Printers should give consideration to this statement about
composing room profits, realize that it was brought out by actual
business records and no.t hearsay or guesswork. If you are a master
printer, look into conditions in your own plant, consider the com-

paratively small composing room investment ; credit this department
with all its actual accomplishments, and don't burden it with
charges that belong to other departments, thus making out of it the

:k-hole above referred to.
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AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY
PRODUCER OF DISTINCTIVE AND EXQUISITE DESIGNS IN

TYPE
BORDERS AND ORNAMENTS

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

In examining any large quantity of job printing one cannot help being impressec
the widespread influence that the type founders exert through the medium of their specimen
sheets. The forthcoming style in typography can be forecasted as accurately by means of
these specimen sheets as the new styles of clothing are predetermined by the fashion
plates of the London or the Paris tailors. The whole history of job composition may be
studied by turning the leaves of the old specimen books. It is encouraging to note the
improvement that is shown in these sheets one cannot help but feel that the type founders
are not only leaders in type fashions and styles of composition, but that their influence
is ever in the direction of better and more effective work. One of the latest improve-
ments and greatest services that they have rendered the printer is in the creation of type
families the production of type faces in closely related series and faces.

Of course the object of the founders in issuing specimen sheets is not entirely dis-
interested. These displays exert a strong educational influence, but their object, pri-
marily, is to induce the printer to purchase new supplies in type series, ornaments and
borders. In the production of their specimen sheets the type founders employ some of the
best talent in the country, so that it is. perhaps, not surprising that the results are
well worth preserving for their educational value. It might be said here, that while
specimen books are almost as old as is type founding itself, the idea of introducing into
their pages specimens of jobs, set in the series advertised, is comparatively new. It is
.in extremely valuable feature, and one that seems capable of still further expansion.

Of course it is good business policy for the type founders to exploit new type
faces, and equally of course it is good policy for the job printer to buy these new job
faces, tor many are the customers, and good ones, too. whose demand is for something new
.ind original. A great deal may be accomplished by a thoroughly competent compositor, with
only a few faces of type at his command, but there is a distinct stimulus in a new series
of type. On the whole, nothing gingers up the work of a shop like a new series,
especially now when type faces are issued in related families, and it is possible to add a
new series that will harmonize with the rest of the faces in the shop, merely adding to
their usefulness, and detracting in no way from the distinctive character of the shop's
output. A new series is an inspiration to the compositor and an attractive offering to
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TO THE PRINTERS OF THE FUTURE,
IN ALL COUNTRIES.

DEAR SIRS:-
Once upon a time, not so long ago, the apprentice lived with his master or

employer until he became a journeyman; and it frequently came about that, a likely
lively apprentice would marry his master's daughter, and, in time, become master
himself. When they had found those to whom, if Dan Cupid so decreed, they would
be willing to marry their daughters, they were just the lads who would do honor
to their calling.

Perhaps those ancient printers were loath to introduce into their printing
offices any who would not honor the typographic calling; but it seems that in

our more "enlightened 1

age, the average master printer is careless of the quali
fications and qualities of the lads now entering the printing trade. In a school
of printing, the pupils of which are procured from printing offices, under an

agreement by which they first work a short time in a printing office (presumably
to ascertain their fitness), and are then sent to school, it was depressing to
find that the first task of the able and conscientious instructor was to teach
those strapping lads how to spell easy words! Some of the best printing plants
in that city were deliberately hiring and entering into apprenticeship agree-
ments with semi-illiterates. Shades of Franklin and Greeley!

The lads of fifteen or sixteen who have not had sufficient ambition to
learn how to spell passably well have thereby advertised their unsuitableness to
enter our semi-literary art-craft: if it is less than semi-literary or less than
an art-craft it is because so many ignorant, unteachable people have been allowed
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THE MASTER PRINTER:
We frequently see letters published by the various trade

devoted to the interests of the printing industry, having
r subjects the important questions: "How can the supply-man
r "What should the allied trades do?" etc.
reading these, one would come to the conclusion that every

confronting the printing trades could be solved anc
.jcted by some action taken by, or on behalf of, the

This is no new thing. The printers of this country
i not only had the same conditions as of today to

but in addition were confronted with the abuse of the
"hey also suffered serious troubles in their mechanical

i.ng to the lack of a uniform system regulating the size of
:"erent bodies of type produced by the various founders.

After a concentrated effort the type founders succeeded in
he printer of the offensive competition. With a
of money they gave the printers type of a uniform t

d set.
3 serious problem confronting the printer of 1

to the fundamental principles of cost and profitab]
a ratio of printers who seem especially interested in 1

t trade conditions is exceedingly small. Yet every
3 interested, and vitally interested. The natur;

uestio: .'/hat is the
j. to do to :

effort thy, but will not correct or
What is necessary is a combined movement upon the

craft as a whole. It must be cc

ed by an intelligent force or agency, thoroughly
the cond and difficulties. It is generally c

il medium to take charge of -a matter of this kind
Are printers "willing to work

n for the promotion of the general welfare of all
If no ;nd fret over conditions?
not encoui to the supply-man to make an effort

.on of his could be properly applied, w:

-y of ' willing to do anyti
i effort and a unity of

r trades have so
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AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY
MAKER OF

TYPEWRITER TYPE
BORDERS AND DECORATIVE MATERIAL,

Mr. Growing Printer,
In Any Location.

Dear Sir:--
Every man has his limitations and so has every shop.

It is well for the printer, particularly the small
printer, to hear this in mind and not bite off more than
he can chew. It is well to hustle for business and it
is good to get it. But getting business isn't all of
the printing game; there's the doing of it.

In an Eastern city there was a youth who starteci
small shop, which he opened while studying at one of
the technical schools. His work bore all the earmarks
of originality and attractiveness. He had a pleasing
personality and in his soliciting he used it to good
advantage. He hired two men and left school to devote
his entire time to his plant. The business was well on
the high road to success.

And then his business grew some more. He failed to
consider the limitations of his plant, failed to see
that it was incapable of doing all the business that
came in to him. Orders began to pile up, and customers
were continually complaining about the delays. Still
the youth went right on soliciting more work and promis-
ing its completion at any dates the customers asked.

An advertising agency had been giving him all its

work, was chronically delayed, and finally, in disgust,
it turned its jobs over to another concern. Others of
his customers followed suit because they discovered that
it was impossible to learn even approximately when the\
would get their work.

The youth, a few weeks ago, gave up the business-
said he was losing money, which he was. Customers who
accepted their work after having been put off for weeks
were in no hurry to pay the bills. "He held us up on
the job; we'll hold him up on the payment," was their
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AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY
ORIGINATOR AND DESIGNER OF THE LATEST

STYLES IN

TYPE
BORDERS. ORNAMENTS AND BRASS RULE

Mr. Progressive Printer,
Most Any Land,

Dear Sir:
There are hundreds of job presses constantly used in

the production of imitation typewriter circular letters
in our large cities. The rapid increase in the mail order
business and use of follow-up systems has created an
enormous demand for this work, and no ambitious printer
can afford to overlook this avenue of profitable business
endeavor.

The accurately reproduced typewriter faces offered by
the American Type Founders Company, in such liberal
variety, afford any progressive printer the opportunity
of engaging in the manufacture of imitation typewritten
letters as a specialty. Above the natural satisfaction
that comes with success, as evidenced by the growth of
business and plant, the American Type Founders Company
has the higher satisfaction of knowing that this success
is based on the appreciation, by the printers, of good
and conscientious work.

Your customers can be induced to order a vastly in-
creased amount of printing if you can show them the value
of the modern circular letter. It is an experiment
worthy of a serious trial, for many printers have built
up a practically independent specialty business in this
line of work.

The printing of "duplicate letters" is a profitable
business, as good prices can be always maintained. The
general effects of a circular letter, or "silent sales-
man", as it is sometimes called, are usually so remunera-
tive that repeated orders flow in to the printer who can
execute them with taste and despatch. Why not specialize
along this line, Mr. Progressive Printer? It will pay you.
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WHEN WE PART WITH THE OLD TYPE.
We have today put off our old. typetype that has

been in this office, some of it, for more than twenty
years! It is like parting with an old friend, and we
cannot let it go out of our sight without a parting
farewell. And so we say farewell, old type! We have
summered and wintered with you for many long years,
have sat up nights with you and beheld your impassive
faces at early morning. Unceasingly you have done you:

A thousand times you have clicked in the composi-
tor's stick, and a thousand various expressions have
you given utterance to. You have been bound to the
galley and visited the sanctum in proof. You have re-
ceived reproof and been discharged to speak your mind
the next day to a public ever anxious for the news and
never done finding fault with the types. You have
sounded every note of human passion and uttered every
tone of human feeling. You have imparted news from far
countries and hurriedly picked up the events that were

You have embodied jesti
and jokes that have caused the sides to crack with
laughter, a.nd you have spoken sentiment that has opened
wide the fountain of tears. Into how many weather
articles you have entered! What vast eggs, the "last
lays" of marvelous hendom, you have announced! How hav<

your eyes been open to the changing evidences of the

season, and how have your ears pricked up to catch the
first rumor of exclusive intelligence, and how gleefully
have you laughed that "no other paper has the news"!
Ofttimes have you been "gratified to learn," and as
often "regretted to announce" that this or that aston-
ishing event has occurred. How many "courteous and
gentlemanly" friends have you not met, and how you have
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American Type Founders Company
DESIGNER AND MAKER OF THE LEADING FACES IN

I'petoriter (Eppe

t-he Public Printer,
Anywhere,

r Slr:-
Richmond has a unique newspaper, the like of which

town in the country has, or, if it has, a
of that paper has not yet reached our exchange

table. The paper referred to is the Ideal, a little
;ve-page monthly, issued by the earnest church

frkers of the Second Baptist Church. These pages meas-
12x8 inches and are filled almost to overflowing

i the news of that particular church. There is not
ingle advertisement in it. Besides a church direc-

hich is the only "standing" matter in it, but
is informing and instructive, it carries the re-

ts of the deacons, the church clerk and other
.cials. The other pages are filled with articles by
numerous editors, and it has perhaps more editors

ay other paper of its size in the whole world.
:eed, it has more editors than it has pages. There
no reporters on the Ideal staff, every writer being
.ified with the title of editor. There are about

:teen of such editors on the staff, each department of
rch work being represented by an editor, whose name
is his or her article. These editors are of both
3S and vary in age from thirteen years to fifty-
it. Incidentally, the two extremes in age meet in
small family.
The Ideal is in the second year of its existence and

--rowing in popularity with the good people of the
nd Baptist Church. The demand for it is such as to
el the "publishers" to increase the output to 1,200
es per month.
There is no local subscription price for the paper,

being freely distributed to the congregation on the

YOST TYPEWRITER
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American 34jp*3Wttlters Compamj
Homr of tlir 3Fnmmts. Artiatic, SuaincBB-(Setting

Stype JfomtUfes

Mr. Printerman,
Typewri terville .

Dear Sirl-
The Standard Typewriter is a reproduction of the

work done by the Remington Standard Machine--the
matrices being obtained from fac-simile impressions
furnished by the manufacturers. This face commends
itself to the printer producing imitation typewritten
letters , because it is easy to read, does not tire the

eyes, matches work of this Standard Typewriter, and the

type is clean cut and durable.
There is a constantly increasing demand for the

printing of imitation typewritten letters, and in all
the leading cities wide-awake printers are taking
advantage of this and increasing their facilities for

doing this work.
If you will instal in your printing plant a good

supply of this Standard Typewriter Type and let your
customers know that you have it, many remunerative
orders will undoubtedly be secured from this investment
on your part .

The American Type Founders Company expends more
each year than all other type founders in the world in

producing new types and showing them attractively. With
its immense business and great facilities it can afford
to do this as no other founder can.

It will cost no more to buy American Type than it
will to buy inferior designs or imitations. We are

sending you periodically beautiful Specimens showing
our new types, borders and ornaments. Not only is this

rapidly enlarging our business, but if our material is
used effectively it will largely increase your business.

Our interest is your interest, and your interest is
our interest. If you order some of our latest type,

STANDARD TYPEWRITER
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AMERICANTYPE FOUNDERSCOMPANY
DCSIONIH Or AND LEADER IN

TYPE FASHIONS

rTo the Trade Associations,
In Every City.

Gentlemen :
-

In the assembly room of the Franklin Printing Trades
'ociation, of San Francisco, propositions long discussed
becoming realities. The binding of the varied

branches of the graphic arts into one is almost accom-
plished. Each division has awakened to the fact that the

manifest principle, the one actuating motive of edu-
cation and advancement can only be attained by unity. To

3 end all are working.
The invitation sent out by the Franklin Printing

Trades Association has been enthusiastically accepted by
the Lithographers Board of Trade of California and the

Employing Bookbinders Association. The result is that
.regular weekly and numerous special meetings of these

-ociations are held in the assembly room for the purpose
devising the best means of consolidation, with no

obliterating clauses. That is, merging only on general
principles, retaining individuality, while sharing ex-

penst- and uniform system.
A sequence of events has brought about this healthy

-together spirit. There was the installation of a
.form cost system, which opened men's eyes to their own

mistakes instead of their neighbors' misdeeds and showed
n that financial failures were wrought by ignorance

r than rivalry. Then the pleasant trip to Portland,
with its mutual sympathies and understandings, drew them
together as friends, where before they had been merely

uaintances .

The power and scope of the Allied Association will
to deal only with matters which pertain to more than one
branch of the trade, except when requested in writing by

delegates of an affiliated association to deal with
ters which directly affect them alone.
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AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY
DESIGNER AND MAKER OF

TYPE

To the Printer and his Apprentice,
Applicable Anywhere.

Dear Sir; -

The child ia father to the man, and the devil is
father to the future printer. It ia a wise master
printer that knows his own devil, for by knowing him he
is assuring three things: a degree of content for the
devil in the future; the addition of a worthy workman to"
the ranka of the craft; his own acquisition of a your.
ster who will do something better than pi forms and
bring wrong sorts.

The world is full of misfits. There are more men
out of place in this world than there are in their
proper sphere. The industries and the crafts all auf
on account of this fact.

The master printer should do his share to avoid
this condition, at least to ameliorate it in the futv
If only all master printers would do what they are at
in this direction, the future of the craft would be
assured of standing upon a much higher plane. The
master printer ought to spend as much time in the
selection of a devil as he would spend in the select!
of a new web press or a paper cutter.

In the first place, the printing office is no pla
for a boy whose intellectual resources are below par.
A printer needs to use brains in every stage of the v

he is engaged in. If he hasn't brains to use he is

going to become a human shuttlecock, battered from sh
to shop, filling in where he finds a chance, perfo
an uncongenial task for the mere price of lodging and
board. Therefore, unless the applicant be bright and
intelligent, it is a positive injury to start him ale
the pathway of life in the typographic calling.

How are the apprentices in print-shops usually

RIBBON-FACE TYPEWRITER
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GERMAN No. 571

6PointNo.571 14A$080 42a$120 $200

Ein reirfjer Wnnn hqtte cine betrarf)ttid)e Selbiumme. roeldie in cin lud) eingenabt war, Berloren. Er mad)te feinen SSerluft betannt unb
bot bem et)rlid)en Sinber eine 93elobnung Don bunbert Salern an. 2)a fnm bnlb ein flitter unb e!jr[id}er sJMann baber nenangen. ,,Xein

elb fjade id) aefimben. lie* roirb'9 wobl fein! So nimm bein (figentmn juriict!" So ferad) er mit bem beitern Slide einesi e6rlid)en
SHnnnea unb eine* guten eroiffenS. Xer anbere madite and) ein frbblicru

1
-:' (Meftrfit, aber nur, lueil er fein uertoren geglaubte elb

wieber Iiattc. leini luie re um feine glirliditeit ausfab. baS roirb fid) bnlb seiacn. Er gablte baS clb unb bqdite unterbeffen nefcfiwinb
nad). luie er ben treuen Smbcr um feine derfprod)ene SBelohnung bringen fbnnte. ,,Wuter J^reiinb," fcrad) er Ijierauf. ,,e^ njnrenSOO Jaler
in ba Indj eingetialjt. 3d) finbe ober nur nod) 700 Jaler. 2u tuirft wol)( eine 9ial)t aufnetrennt unb beine fmnbert Zaler 6erau*ge=
nomnicn ftaBen. Sq Iinft bu luofil bnrnn getan. 3di banfe bir." Xer ebrlidje Kinbet, bem es( toeniger um bie 100 Saler ols um icine
unbeirijoltenc rticditidHiffeiifcit sit tun umr, Berfidierte. bafi er bn? JBAtfUiti io gefiinben Iiabe, luie er c8 bringe. 81m Snbe tnmen fie Dor
ben Sfiditer. ^Beibe beftanben aud) bier nod) auf ibrer SBebnuBtnug; ber eine. bnfj 800 Jaler eingenabt getuefen ieien, ber nnbere, baf3 er
oon bem OSefunbenen nidjtS genoinmen unb bass 35iirtlcin nidit ucrfebrt babe. Sa roar autei 9fat teuer. SMber ber (luge SHidjter. ber bie

@brlid)feit beS einen unb bie fdjledjte efinnung be& anbern oorait^ su Cennen fcfn'en, griff bie Sadje fo an: er tiefe fid) won beiben iiber

SPointNo.Bn 12A$085 36a$140 $226

in reicfter 9)iann I)atte eine bettarf)tlirf)e elbjunime, toeldje in ein lucf) eingenat)t roar, Berloren. ffit mocfjte

feinen Serluft befannt unb bot bem eb,r(id)en 8"itiber eine 33elob,nitna Don Tjunbert Xalern an. 3)a tarn balb
ein guter unb et)rliii)er 50iann barjer gegongen. ,,$ein elb Ijabe icq gefunben. SieS roirb'S rooljl fein! @o
nimm bein (Sigentnin juri'tcf !" So fpracf) er mit bem Tteitern SSIicfe eine^ e()rlicf)en Wanne? unb eine guten
(Meroiffeng. er anbere mnd)te and) ein fro[)lid)e Wefidit, after nur, rocil er fein berloren gea(oubte elb

roieber fjatte. S)enn roie e^ um feine ()rlirf)feit ausfaf), ba wtrb fid) balb geigen. @r saf)lte oa elb unb
bad)te unterbeffen gcfdiiuinb nad), wte er ben treuen gfinon um feine oerfprodiene S3elof)nung bcingen fonnte.

,,uter Sreunb," fprad) er fieirauf, ,,eg maren 800 later in ba Jud) eingenabt. 3d) finbe after nur nod) TOO
Jaler. it luirft )oo()l eine SJafjt anfgetrcunt unb beine fjunbert laler Ijerauggenominen [)aben. a I)aft bu
roolil baran getan. J\d) banfe bir." 2)er eb,rlid)e Jvinber, bem eg roeniger um bie 100 Jaler al? um feine nn*

6efd)oltene 9Jed)tfd)affenI)eit su tun roar, Oerfidjerte, bafj er ba s$acflein fo gefunben tjafte, roie er eg bringe.

10 Point No. 571 10A $1 00 30 a $1 60 $2 60

Sin retdier 9)fonn Ijatte eine Betrdtfjttidje @eIbHmmie, toetdje in ein Jud) einciena^t war, tierloren.

@r mad)te feinen 2Ser(nft befannt unb fcot bem efirlidjen ^inber eine Selofymtng tion Ijunbert

2alern an. 3?a fain balb ein gutcr unb eJjrlidjer 9Jfann bafier gegangen. ,,2;ein @elb I)abe id)

gefiinben. ie? tt)irb'g mo{)t fein! @o nimm bein Gigentum ^nriid !" @o fprad) er mit bem I)ei=

tern 331icfe etneS efjrlidjen 9JZanne3 unb eine guten ewiffeng. S)er anbere madjte aud) ein

frb[)(td}e3 efidit, aber nur, Weil er fein tteforen geglaubteg elb wieber Ijatte. Sen tt)ie e um
feiiie Gf)rlid)feit augfaJ), bag wirb fid) ba(b geigeu. (r ^aljtte bag elb unb badite unterbeffen

gefdjwinb nad), wie er ben treuen girtber um feine Derfprorfjene ^efo[)nung bringen fonnte.

12 Point No. 571 8A $1 20 24 a $1 60 $2 80

in tetter SDtonn l)ntte eine
betrad^tltc^e elb)umme, itielrfje in ein Siid) ein=

genaf)t tnnr, oerloren. @r madjte feinen S8erlu|t befannt nnb 6ot bem eljrlidjen

^inber eine 33elot)nung bon Ijunbert Xalern an. 2) a fam bnlb ein guter unb

efjrtirfjer
9Jtcmn bafjer gegangen. fr

ein @elb )abe tcb, gefunben. ie mirb'3

\vofyl fein ! @o nimm bein igentum guriicf !" 60 fprarf) er mit bem b,eitern Slide

eine efjrlidjen Cannes unb eine guten enjtffenS. 2)er anbere mad)te aud) ein

frot)ltcb,e efid)t, aber nur, roeil er fein tierloren geglaubteS 0elb im'eber tjatte.

Ittle Ejtrtt Boniicn0cii

(Cast on original line.)

24 Point 6A$160 17a$190 $350

(sin IT iriif r itnn lintfc tht delrii(l)tliri)f ncliiiimiiiif in cin turf)

20Point 8A$135 22a$190 $325 16 Point 11A$115 32a$185 $300

M( 3taM

12 Point 14 A $110 42 a $165 $275

10A $130 32a*195 $325

illt (cincn Xamen in fcin Smi mt
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GAELIC
(Cut on oriirinul lim.)

|f Sold In Wclcht FonU only

t>ol)' UASAI mo seAii ASUS mo stnnseAR. t)A rtu\it A Vipo^luim \ leA&RAift ASUS i ssotAiti t>A

iKUinn A >11AU 1 SCOmAIRllO. t)A lUAt A lAm ASUS l)A l\Vl"K\ A Sl'ROltie 1 5CRUA1<>
t) fAf IAU If lajAiO to* 64nA le nAihoAtb. V)A ItitmAp A leim AS p*6At nA scnoc fe

Sp^inr silt- )r u*tA tins* slum Ap slum. If fuil 4 ftputl me. cnirii OA .smirti me. pniop t)4 pmiop

m<- If mt> oijpe A m6p poi<>e A5tif A m6f-meom ARUf A mOf Jniom UAfAl AH oiJpeACc fA

t*i> t>*oine An oomAin mo finnfeAf fA. tliop tutf DIA A ripu$A<> piAih Af tAtAih 5Ae*e *'- niife

im' S-v<''*1 Dom 5 wceiji* nA re *c f1 *1 *'!" * De *P* t^T18 f mo tionn. If < 6if mo tip

Af ui r Apt) HA oconn. If liom f A I Tiem' CeAfC fein 6m' fmnfeAf 6ife mAO|"6A nA mAinli-Ann

HA njeal fft ceoil Asuf nA njleAnncA fpAiC. If rpom A coppA* "n-A jopCAift bpAnAip. 1f milif

Sold in Weiffht FonU only

unse. nAC tJxxsAl SAn. gAexieAl im iVieon, SAetieAl Otn'

nnseAU gAe-OeAl. SAetieAl mise A5\is tn6 '$

A rivln y6'n DoiiiAn tnle cme 5Aeioe^ -* f-Afug-AO. 1f 1 mo teAiiSA An 5<&et>it5

'ijjA HA mllce FAOA bliADAti. An canine ttofto tp&an, An CAinnc ciin ceoil, An

rAnnr HonriiAf ItiAt-foclAC, An cffxic-CAinr jfAOA, An ftofto-cAinnc CACA, An t>eAf-

file A5f fait)' Aguf fif-leisinn. 1f 1 mo pogA 1 CAf teAngcAift An

Oif if 5Aeoit oo ceAp 1, 'f if 5^eio11 'oo CAf 1, 'f if 5Aei 11 'oo l^b - A
mo pnnreAf, nl cloiffeAf 6m' toeul 50 \>^t Acr ru. Aoibmn An ceol ceol

ARMENIAN
(Cut on oriirinal line.)

10 Point Sold In Weight FonU only

'/// V, IHIhPkl, "I, lUri-PlulJ.'i.hl^S HStpHu. 1,1,.... !!>(:{ ir-j/- '^(
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tint

j.1
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-^"/^
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14 Point Sold In Weight FonU only

/.//in/ HKKi \Yuijlm "2,0jib* iff'
<l

iinliiiliiiilf jltinnj b uilioftJ U/IJMI

tyuini'liinpfifi \*liljLpm ft)
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!
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60 Point No. 21

48 Point No. 21

30 Point No. 21

24 Point No. 1

24 Point No. 2

Hebrew Type
(Cast on original line)

yyryv

B^ID

Per font $9 20

Per font $7 50

Per font $4 30

Per font $3 60

Per font 3 BO
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IS Point No, 1

Hebrew Type
(Cut on oritfinul lint')

Per font $3 25

18 Point No. 21

ntnn

Per font $3 25

1* Point No. 23

"i sr-ns ksH T\S*

Per font $8 25

DTI; pc rs csn jr;is

1J Point No. 1 Per font $2 76

S Point No. 1

r-s 7

xa pc

Per font t2 25 12 Point No. 2

PM JJB

. ...w,

' '- -

"~

s I -j:; |.',;7800

Per font K 80

t: N't

(Point No. 2

x-

K-J-:N: x- .yarwryj rx- i-x ;rv -:i':nn?e

nwn nirSo i~i r" -;:;- r* XT* pawiy: r
rx -x^ rx r;- .-;-

--x- : rrxrs- in .x ,jy*T n

Per font e 25 10 Point Na 1 Per font t2 60

li* D^IX TT

Point No. 1 Per font 1210 10 Point Nai

..... . ... ^ -. ..- ........

;:
.*.

N

'

: :^ .:;.-..:
:.
N

.---

-

Per font t2 M
"

C'T.J



PORSON GREEK

8 Point

Tou

(Cast on original line.)

Per Font $7 50 10 Point

ai fj^v tvtavfftot fftrovSal 5teX-

\iovs dvtffT'rjffav K A^Xou, 77X770"djueroi Kara Tra\aidv nva

alrLav ov Ka6apovs OVTQ.S iepdocrffai, Kal afta, AXiTT^s <rtpi<riv

elvai roOro T^$ Ka^dptrews, 17 irpbrepb JJLOL SeSiJXwrat (jjs dve-

Kdl ot IJLV AiJXtoi Arpa/j^TTftov 3>apvdKov oovroa avrois tv

Per Font $ 7 50

"AXXo 8 (TTpdTfv/jia. avTiS crvveXcytTO lv Xeppo-

vrjcr<a Trj KaTairurepas 'A/Ji'8ov rov&f TOV TpOTrov

aKeiVii/ioiTos <vyas rjv TOVTW <rvyye-
6 Kvpos TjyatrQri Tl avrov KO.L Si'Scucriv auT<T

s SvpeiKows' 6 Sc Xaftiav TO xpovfriov orpa-
<rt)ve'Xtv aTro TOI/TIOV TOIO ^prj/idrtui, K<H

11 Point Per Font $ 7 50

'ETret Be r)aav ev Trj ava> %wpa ot "EXX^i/e?,

OTrola r)v %(opicav rot? A/atXat? oXwcrt/iia etmi

e/u.7ri7r/3tWTe9 cnryecrav teal ovev r)v

i'eti', et fi^ 1/9 /Sow ^ /3oO? ?} aXXo rt

TO Trtip SiaTrefpevyds . "Ev 8" ^

12 Point Per Font $ 7 50

*AXXa yap ov ra /xeXXo^ra eirecr^at /3ov-

Xeyeti/, TTpa^Oevra VTTO TOVTMV ov

eiTrelv ovoe yo-p
of KO.L

craicreiv 7171^ TroXiz/ avro? aTrcoXecre,

6 Point No. 2

GREEK No. 2
(Cast on original line.)

Per Font $ 7 50 8 Point No. 2

tyiHiHTKui yap, f<j)~r], OTI, fi ny Tiva Kapnov yrf^ovrat rial1
, novntv, ov

vvrnrOfLai ouToi/s TroAur xpovov irtidofj.fi'ov'; e^etf. AiapTTacreu ^lev

ui1 avroi? <fetcai TTJV TroAti/ ou /SoiiAo^xai TI\V T -yap TroAii' ro^t^ut

af 6(a^n3ap7Ji'ai, f T TTJ dpirayfl eu 016' OTt ot TrovijpoTaTOi TrAeof-

7jo"iar ar. 'Ajtoucras raura 6 Kpoiao? eAefei', 'AAA' /xe, C0TJ, eaffov

e'fai, Trpoff oi)s Si' eyio AuSwc, eiJtAw, on fiianeirpaynai jrapd (TOu

1>7 TTOtJjffeu apira-yTj^, ^Tjfie eaffat a(f)al'l(n?^l'<ii jrai^a? Kai yyi'ata?

uirecr^op.Tjt' 6e <rot arri TOVTUIV, ff fj-i^v Trap' fKOVTtav AuSail' <Te(7i?ai

Per Font $7 50

av," <ptf, "avaaxoiftqv Tr/EoveK~ovvTa~ opijv TOV?

r. Kai cv fiev" ^7, "brlareur&e, UTL

vvv <T," c^^, "fiij tiavfia&Te, ijv ~i$ Kal airtovaiv vftiv Kpt'ir-

TUV ivTvxi)"
'

AKovaavref raiira ot XaMaloi ideioav re

Kal 'iKerevov Kavoaadai bpytC6/tevav, Kal TO. %pi]fia.Ta irav-

ra (nro^d)ffiv <j>aaov. '0 6e ci
TTEI',

on ov6fi> avruv 6otTa,

10 Point No. 2 Per Font $ 7 BO

'i2? SE iylvsTii rnuro df^nv, Srt etysTii rn (izpa,

7;ri'/T=s 3r
t etfsu yiw ol Aviol ciro rwv rei^euv, OTTIJ

^dinaro xa/rroy T^? i;6).su>y. Kupos ds ai/ia rj

rft elf rr/v TroAiv, xat xaprifYSi^sv Ix rf/f

ySdva xtveiaftai. '0 ds Apmffnf xarax^si-

11 Point No. 2 Per Font $ 7 50

TWJTO. 8s ~OKOV, XUTU TO. d~oTOft(!)Ta.Ta oo-

XO~JVTOL Mat rob 2ap5ia.va>v ifi'j/iaro^ r^c

fltfld^ si Xeddaiouf re xai

d a'jTo2^ OVT^O /7e
(
o<Tac,

wf *u -^ dxpoicoXu wvoc

12 Point No. 2 Per Font $ 7 50

Kat 01
/j.ev a.fj.<pi

tor K.VOOV, &ei7tvo7toi'/iad[ivoi xai fyvhaxas xaTafftyjadf^evoi,

e&ei, Kxoi^^oav. Kpoidog HEVTOI ei&vg sni Sdp^eGW etyevye avv TO
5' a/l/la <i)i5/la oTtot s&vvaTo TtpocramxTG) sv tri vvxtl trie kn olxov 6&ov

TO.

HEAVY FACE GREEK
(Cast on original line.)

8 Point Per Font $7 50

OvKOVV OvS* O.V ds CLVTeiTTOL COS OV 0~XJp.<|>CpL Tl] 7T6\L Kal

AaKSaifj.ovlous dcrSevets eivai Kal 0r|paiovs Tovrov<ru

ECTTI TOlvWV V TlVl TOlOVTlp TO. TrptTyriaTa VUV c( Tl 8l

rois ftpTjfit'voLs TroXXaKis Trap vfiiv XOYOIS TCK|i^pao-6ai,

Kal Qeo-irioiv Kal IlXa-

11 Point

KT| TTpOO paXTJ

Kal <bs

Per Font $ 7 50

avro rtaaiTeXlSas T 6

v Kal i] irapowa <|>vXa-

TWV
'

OtlVaiWV T1|1VVOVTO.

Kai at vfjes a(Jia

24 Point Greek Letters

20 21 22 23 31

GREEK LETTERS
(Cast on original line.)

24 25 26 30

Psi Sigma Gamma Xi Upsilon Phi Pi Theta Delta

Per Font $ 1 00

27 28

A
Lambda Omega

30 Point Cheltenham Bold Condensed Greek Letters

1 234
r H * n

Psi Sigma Gamma Xi Phi

880

Pi

Per Font $ 1 00

97 8

A
Theta Lambda Omega



RABBINIC
(Cut on original line.)

-

10 Point

|>T

f>i pi

"to w>f>-

,

Sold In Wright Font* only

to ?

to

OC03f> to f>'703

03

12 Point

8 Point Sold In Weight FonU only

3-P3 tin '? vif- fn yp?-i> p-i tTj H "f)i *>) infr oh

ppi NH3P if* IPP> ri pi < ? f>n

:: vrr :r:

tr* fii ciin? pfi ipsi ti IT? ciri i- ,c>iff? P? ipsi *ni

i ow '13 fm- .D'iiP iipo Pi5)> pr:
-

np3i

Sold In Weight FonU only

brrb

:r rr^: r": r r % oo^ b^ ^103 ypo DPOI b^ubi nb^ rn:>f> 'fpi orwr b^ ^p^5 f*b pb
*^^ b"^" .rbTr rr -'pro Ti" ri;r T'3 ^31 wir p^ 1331 ib cvi IJD frc7 ?b^o ib otic,

.,.- ,, , .
,-, ,

-,.,.,

--: ---
i:: : ;r

RUSSIAN
8 Point Lining Russian Sold in Weight Fonts only 10 Point Century Expanded Russian Sold in Weight Fonts only

".i/Kiio (5bi-H) yifh^oM.ioiio B"b II|M>III.IUMI> ro- 06UICCTBO AMGDHKSHCKHXTi CjIOBOJIHTHH-
- BpeMH wpcTBOBaiiiH A.IKKCA1I/I.PABTO- ^^ peKOMCHAyeTb CBOtt foraTbltt CKJiaAb

liil'n, qro BT> cTOjimrfe neTepOvpri BaMajiacb . . TT,
|->

BaXHaHneiK;M*i.aiiu.,,, 1 u.i,iCOTopaflMoaceTbObiTb
AHrJIlBCKHXT,, tltMeUKHXT,, IpeieCKHXT, H

ii|.ii(mB.iH,in MiipiioM.y aapOAy OOJrfce ataAHOCTH KT. EBpeflCKHXl UIpHCjrTOBT), (yTBJiaHHUXT, H3T.

ptBojiiouioHiioft c.ian*. OAHIIT, ocrpoyMRbift npo- C;IM;II u .iv-iiiiarn Marepiajia. I k"Kinii.ui H

12 Point Century Expanded Ruuian Sold in Weight FonU only

AMepHKEHCKHxi. C^OBO^HTHHKOBT. peKOMeH^yen. CBoft 6oraTbift

AHr^iftCKHXT>, HtMeUKHXTj, FpeneCKHXT. H EBpeflCKHXT> IHpH^TOBTj,

Hat caMaro jiynmaro Marepia^a. HeMaTHUH H 6yMaro-pt3Htia

HaH^yniuett KOHcrpyKuiH H Beanie THnorpaOHnecKie Marepia^u no

12 Point Ruian No. 10 Sold in Weight FonU only

AMepHKaHCKuxt CJIOBOJIHTHHKOBI. pcKOMeHAyen. csoft doraxuft

ir^iticKHxi, H-BMei^KHX'b, FpeHecKiixT, H EBpehcKiixi> inpn<J)TOB
i

b,

c i t.-iamujxi. n:rb caxiaro Jiyiinaro Maxepia.ia. IIc'iaTHUH n dyiiaro-p-feaHUfl

Han.i\ -iiiieft KOHcxpyKx^ia H Beanie xniiorpa(j)HHecKie Maxepia.ibi no
12 Point Ruiaian No. 10. Cat on Original Line.

8 Point No. 1 for Century Expanded
Per Font n 28

Cu vi Rcias kion povas fan Es-

peranto te homo sitnploviva kaj
ri- inklina al eksterlandaj vo-

jagoj ? Ne ? AOskuItu do kion

mi peraone

ESPERANTO ACCENTS

8 Point No. S for Century Expanded
lulic. Per Font 12 00

In 1903, mi ekdeziris viziti la

europain esperantixtojn, ted

mi ne havis sufiie da mono por

pagi la trantmaran vojagon.

Tamen tio CGBJ$Oe$K1Hi

8 Point No. 6 for Century Bold

Per Font f 1 26

alvenis tiu sento, kiu do-

n;i- la veran fratamon a) frrni-

duloj, faras nian vividon brua

kaj JRaM esperantiaton propa-
...IM I, e

10 Point No. 2 for Century Expanded
Per Font $1 60

Antau nekalkuleblaj jaroj

vivis maljunulo kaj mal-

junulino. La maljunulo,
kiu havis GCftJSOc&nju

10 Point No. 4 for Century Expanded
Italic. Per Font 12 26

Unu logon, je la piedo de

ia monto, la maljunulo
renkontis la perditan bir-

don;kaj

881

10 Point No. 6 Century Bold

Par Font II 60

Tiam si demandis la edzon

pri la vojo al la domo de
la pasero, kaj ekiris je sia



Type for Music Printers

EXCELSIOR MUSIC

Weight of smallest font, 30 pounds. Per pound $3 60

THE STAR-SPANGLED BANNER

Voices in unison
FRANCIS SCOTT KEY. 1814

Oh, say, can you see, by the dawn's early light, What so proud-ly we hail'd at the

EXCELSIOR MUSIC No. 2

Weight of smallest font, 30 pounds. Per pound $3 60

MY COUNTRY! 'TIS OF THEE



Type for Music Printers

TVwferl*

DIAMOND MUSIC No. 2

Weight of smallest font. SO pounds. Per pound $3

ANNIE LAURIE

: J. J . J"JT
Max - wel - ton's braes are ban - nle. Where ear - ly fa's the dew.

CHORUS,

DIAMOND MUSIC No. 3

Weight of smullmt font, 30 pounds. Per pound $3 20

AULD LANG SYNE ROBERT BURNS

syne, my dear. For auk! lang syne:

DIAMOND MUSIC No, 4

Weight of smalleat font. 30 pounds. Per pound $3 20

WATCH ON THE RHINE

:a j jij: jj jtf^pt> *

Dear Fath - er-land. let peace be thine. Dear Fath - er - land, let peace be thine.

ff.

-

AGATE MUSIC No. 3

Weight of smallest font. 30 pounds. Per pound S2 40

canlMr.

~-~^ /CN

)-.m >
^=?*t
-* -+-+- \\."

V4- .-*

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY
EVERYTHING FOR THE PRINTER



Type for Music Printers
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Miscellaneous E,.t*yvm

Types and Characters

Accents

Body Type Sundries

Footnote Indicators

Metal Braces and Dashes

Piece Fractions

Special Signs

Signs and Definitions

Imprints

Parentheses and Brackets

Per Cent and Cent Marks

Time -Table Figures

Job Type Fractions

Advertising Figures

Calendar Figures

Baseball Blanks

Card Pips

Stars and Crosses

Weather Indicators

Election Signs

Paragraph Marks

Etc., etc.

American Type Founders Company





Footnote Indicators and Calendar Figures

lOOlNDIl IMUi \|OK>

deaUrned particularly for use in railroad work and tariff shwU, but may aim be UMd for
'

'ti.danrcn.ctr.
Footnote Indicator*

reference mark* whenever required. Footnote Indicators may be ued In placr of asterisks.

12 Point Footnote Indiraton

(T) (2) (?) (J) (s) (?)

Q^Q|lQ7)^)Q5)Q>(J)^l)@)@@@@
(^(S&(i^(i^(89)(<5o)(9l)(92) (9S) (99)

10 Point Footnote Indicaton Scheme and Price ol Footnote Indicator!

8 Point Footnote Indicators

@

A D KI ei e > 30ech, characters 1 to 6, incSPo.nl No. 615-)28eachcharmcten| 7to ,5inc



Accented Letters for Modern Languages

REGARDING OUR ACCENTED LETTERS

So great is the variety of accented letters made by the American Type Founders Company that it is

impracticable to attempt to list the individual characters in this catalogue. Such a list would necessarily
be incomplete before this book was off the press, because important additions are being made almost daily.
The list printed herewith is therefore limited to the type faces shown in this specimen book for which
accented letters are made. A complete list of accents for these and other faces is published by the
American Type Founders Company in loose leaf form, for which a suitable leather cover is provided, and
may be obtained from any of our Selling Houses, for temporary use, or the accent list may be purchased
outright for $2.00. This price includes the mailing of changes and additions as made from time to time.
To those having considerable use for accents this book will be found a great convenience.

ACCENTED LETTERS USED IN VARIOUS MODERN LANGUAGES

Bohemian

AEi6tJC YE C 6 S ft Sf2

Dutch

Y y

French

EAEl&UAEl6uAEl6l}g
eaeiouaeiouaeioflc;

German
A 6 U Sou

Hungarian
A E f 6 ti O U_6_ C

Italian

AEf 6U A E16U16

Norwegian and Danish

J&B

Polish

6AECLSS22

Portuguese

AEi6truE6gAO fi

.;<" i .'. u ii <(>< a r> n

Spanish

S iSe'iouun

Swedish

A 6 A Soa

TABLE OF NUMBERS DESIGNATING ACCENTED LETTERS

Each accented letter is designated by an invariable number irrespective of face or size, as shown in

the table below. In ordering it is only necessary to state the number of the accented letter and the name
and size of the face.



Accented Letters for Modern Languages

SOME TYPE FACES FOR WHICH NUMEROUS ACCENTED LETTERS ARE MADE
In addition to the lit iriven on the preceding pace, the American Type Founder*Company make* an exceptionally

liberal number of Accented Letter* for It* extensive line* of popular type face* a* i* *hown by the schedule below. An
addition* to theae face* are alo constantly beinir made the LOOM Leaf Accent Book *houkl be consulted when ordering.

Adver Condensed Caps and Lower Cae: 8, 10. 12. 14.

18. 84. 30. 36 and 48 I'oint.

American Extra Condenaed Cap* and Lower Case: 12.

14. 18. M. SO, 36. 42. 48. 84. and 72 Point.

Blair-Cap* : 6 and 12 Point.

Bookman Oldstyle Cap* and Lower Case: 6, 8. 9. 10.

12. 14. 18. 20, 24. 30, 38. 48. 60 and 72 Point.

Clearface Bold Caps and Lower Case: 6, 8. 10. 12. 14.

18. 24. 30. $6. 42 and 48 Point.

Compact Cap* and Lower Caae : 8. 10, 12. 14. 18. 24.

30. 36. 42. 48. 60 and 72 Point

Curtis Post- Caps and Lower Caae : 12. 14. 18. 24. SO. 36,
42 and 48 Point.

Delia Robbia Cap* and Lower Caae: 6. 8. 10. 12. 14

and 18 Point.

Engravers Old English Caps and Lower Caae : 6, 8. 10,

12. 14. 18. 84. 80, 38. 42, 48, 60 and 72 Point.

Heavy Caslon-Cap* and Lower Caae: 6. 8, 10. 12, 14

and 18 Point.

Light Dorsey Cap* and Lower Case: 5. 6, 8, 10. 12. 14

and 18 Point.

Lining Boldface No. 520-Cap* and Lower Case: 5V*.

6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11 and 12 Point.

Lining Boldface Italic No. 520 Cap* and Lower Caae:
6, 8. 9. 10. 11 and 12 Point.

Lining Cation No. 540 Caps and Lower Caae : 6. 8, 10.

12 and 14 Point.

Lining Condensed Title No. 523 Caps and Lower
Caae : 6. 6. 8. 10. 12, 18. 24 and SO Point.

Lining DeVinne No. 2 Caps and Lower Caae: 5H. 6.

-. In. 12. 18. 24. 30. 36. 48. 54. 60 and 72 Point.

Lining DeVinne Condensed No. 26, 8, 10, 12, 14, 18,

24. 30. 36, 42 and 48 Point.

Lining French Oldstyle No. 552 Cap*. Lower Caae
and Small Caps : 6, 8, 9. 10, 12 and 18 Point.

Lining Gothic No. 544 Caps and Lower Case : 6, 8. 10,

12. 14. 18. 24. 30. 36, 42 and 48 Point.

Lining Gothic No. 545-Cap* and Lower Caae: 6, 8, 9.

In. 12. 14. 18. 24. 30, 36, 42, 48, 54 and 60 Point.

Lining Gothic Condensed No. 523 Caps and Lower
Caae: 6. 8, 10, 12. 18, 30 and 36 Point.

Lining Gothic Condensed No. 529 Caps and Lower
Case: 12. 14. 18. 24. SO. 60 and 72 Point.

Lining Oldstyle No. 523 Cap*. Lower Caae and Small
Cap* : 5, 5'v. 6. 8. 10 and 12 Point

Lining Oldstyle Italic No. 523 Caps and Lower Case:
6. 5>. 6, 8. 10 and 12 Point.

Lining Oldstyle No. 550 Cap*. Lower Caae and Small
Cap* : 6. 7. 8. 9. 10 and 12 Point.

Lining Oldstyle Italic No. 55O Caps and Lower Caae:
6, 7. 8. 9. 10 and 12 Point.

Lining Oldstyle Antique No. 56O Caps and Lower
Caae: 6, 8. 9. 10. 12. 14, 18, 20, 24. 80, 38, 48, 60 and 72
Point.

Lining Roman No. 510 Caps, Lower Caae and Small
Caps: 6. 8. 10, 11 and 12 Point

Lining Roman No. 524 Caps and Lower Case: 5 Point.

Lining Roman No. 527 Caps and Lower Case: 5 and
oTiPoint.

Lining Ronaldson Oldstyle No. 551 Caps, Lower Caae
and Small Cap* : 6. 7. 8. 9. 10, 11, 12 and 14 Point.

Lining Ronaldson Oldslyle Italic No. 551 Caps and
Lower Caae : 6. 7. 8, . 10, 11 and 12 Point.

Lining Schoeffet Oldstyle No. 2 Cap* and Lower Caae:
X. 10, 12. 14. 18, 24. 30. 36 and 48 Point.

M.cF.rl.nd-Caps and Lower Caae: 6, 7. 8, . 10, 11. 12.

14. 16. 18. 20, 24, 30 and 36 Point.

MacFarland ItalicCap* and Lower Caae: 6, 8. 9, 10,

12. 14. 16, 18. 20, 24 and 30 Point.

New Caslon Caps and Lower Caae : 6, 6, 8. 10, 12, 14

and 18 Point.

New Caslon Italic Caps and Lower Caae: 6. 8, 10, 12,

14 and IS Point.

New Model Remington Typewriter Cap* and Lower
Case: 12 I'oint.

New Model Smith Premier Typewrilei Cap* and Lower
Caae: 12 Point.

Oliver Typewriter Cap* and Lower Caae : 12 Point.

Post Condensed-Caps and Lower Caae : 6, 8. 10. 12.

11. is. 24, SO. 36, 42 and 48 Point.

Post Monotone-Caps and Lower Caae : 5 on 6, 6, 8, 10.

12. 14, 18, 24, 30 and 36 Point.

Post Monotone No. 2 Caps and Lower Caae: 6, 8, 10,

12. 14. 18. 24. 30 and 36 Point.

Post Oldstyle Italic Caps and Lower Case: 6. 8. 10, 12.

14, 18. 24, 30, 36, 48 and 60 Point.

Post Oldstyle Roman No. 1 Caps and Lower Case: 6,

8. 10. 12, 14. 18, 24, 30. 36, 42 and 48 Point.

Post Oldstyle Roman No. 2 Cap* and Lower Caae : 6.

8, 10, 12. 14. 18. 24. 30, 36, 42 and 48 Point.

Recul Caslon Caps and Lower Caae: 6, 8, 10, 12. 14

and 18 Point.

Recut Caslon Italic-Caps and Lower Caae: 6. 8, 10, 12.

14 and 18 Point.

Ribbonface Typewriter Cap*and LowerCase: 12 Point.

Scotch Roman Cap* and Lower Caae: 6. 8, 10, 11, 12

and 14 Point.

Scotch Roman Italic Cap* and Lower Caae: 6, 8. 10.

12 and 14 Point.

Shaded Title Litho-Caps : 6, 12 and 24 Point.

Stenograf Caps and Lower Caae : 12 Point.

Typo Script Cap* and Lower Caae: 14, 18, 24. 30, 36. 48
and 60 Point.

Typo Script Extended Caps and Ixiwer Case: 12. 14, 18,

24, 30, 36, 48 and 60 Point.

Typo SlopeCap* and Lower Caae : 12. 14. 18, 24, 30. 36
and 48 Point.

Typo Text-Caps and Lower Caae: 8, 10. 12. 14, 18 and
24 Point.

Price Lfst of Fonts of Accented Letters for Various Languages

POINT



Body Type Sundries



Body Type Sundries



Body Type Sundries

AMERICAN LINE LEADERS

AMERICAN LINE LEADERS SERIES 541

One Dot to the Em
a Point

PER POUND

$105

5Vs Point

6 Point

7 Point

8 Point

9 Point

10 Point

11 Point

12 Point

$092

$079

$069

$064

$060

$056

$055

14 Point

18 Point

$052

$050

$050

AMERICAN LINE LEADERS SERIES 543

Three Dots to the Em PCR POUND
5 Point $1 05

5Mi Point



Body Type Sundries

AMERICAN LINE LEADERS

Examplea ihowlnir how our Leaden print

of 11 Potal Axotfa.il U LMOOT No. Ml .11.11 wtlh UMM ad

:,/,w,,,
. ,

f t/i/ii r .

///<i/. i/ /im ririi -Jim. tir/irf/j /rj niitiifirni li/iii /i /i </if:i

in
if

1 1 ii i n/t r /i

it/ //i< /n r/ </ 4

/i
/mi/ //ti rn/i // itin/

//iij i/ti

( U PMM Amniraii U l^.l.r. No. U4 u4 ith

Ltota. Cwlco lullc No. S40

Ute U.4m No. Ml u^d wtth

Hungarians K?/frIit'/a

Rogers

II 'li'j is Sv/-r/ti Schubert

U Pblm OnbllT OkUIrk Itmlk

Allegro

Mattinata . . .

Night Hymns .

Leave Not .

.... Mattel

. . Nieniawski

. . . Thomas

Bullard

Maiden's Lament . . .

Mazurka in B Minor .

Mandalay

Voci Di Primavera . .

Scarlatti

Saint Saens

.A. G.Thomas

. .Strauss

1C Petal Clnrfm

Son of the Puzta Dillon

Sunset Elizabeth Coolidge

The Podsnap Hunt Hammel

Le Cygne Sir Harry Hoguet

PUna Venus .

LA Chunpagne

Montauk Point

Virginian .

No. Ml ~d .<Ul

February M
,Mrchl7

. . Oaober 19

. Novnber2l

jilon iittrilnl liniiliin Lte> U.fa No. M4 UMd with

Haydn
... Sinzlee

Beethoven

Leybach

The Year's at the Spring

'Neath the Stars

Presto in E Major

Fifth Nocturne

of Mm Hinprtup IJo. Union No. U] u I wilh

TlM.lrnl l.il.l

8oawCarloiu lnrnrmatin

n>lml>

l.illi.i, A K..l,iiw,i,

<*nir> llfiwftnl

K.ll.ioli C..rtrr

Domt*c Economy

Invention* of the Cenlur>

The ScnrAnl Quealion

Prnonalton

Mary Oilman Balei

Ramage

R.chrl Umcnlritt

Alicr Eliubeth Moran

90]



Braces, Dashes, Fraction Marks and Canceled Figures

3 Point

312
JS15

342

318 321

THREE POINT NEW METAL BRACES
Per dozen of any one size $0 60

324 327 330 333

Per font $1 25

339

366

369 378

387 390

Made in 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 48, 51, 54, 60, 66, 69, 72, 78, 84, 87, 90 and 96 Point lengths

The last two figures of each number indicate the length of Brace in point*

FOUR POINT NEW METAL BRACES
4 Point Per dozen of any one size $0 60

412 416 420 424 428 432 436 440

Per font $1 25

448

452 456 460 464

480 484

488 496

Made in 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 40, 44, 48, 52, 56, 60, 64, 68, 72, 80, 84, 88 and 95 Point lengths

The last two figures of each number indicate the length of Brace in points

6 Point

612 618

660

SIX POINT NEW METAL BRACES
Per dozen of any one size $0 50

530 636 642

672

Per font $1 00

654

678

684

Made in 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 54, 60, 66, 72, 78, 84, 90 and 96 Point lengths

The last two figures of each number indicate the length of Brace in points

6 Point

1 2

SIX POINT METAL BRACES
Per dozen of any one size $0 50

4 5

Per font $1 00

Font contains six of each. The number also indicates the length of each Brace in 12 Point ems

SIX POINT BRACES AND DASHES No. 2
6 Point

1 2

Per font $1 25

11

Font contains eight each Nos. 1 to 7, four each Nos. 8 to 12

Nos. 1 to 7 are for piecing. Nos. 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 are complete and are 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 ems respectively

DIAGONAL FRACTION MARKS
Font containing three sizes $0 75

12 Point 9 Point 6 Point

Examples

5V Q3/ O 7/ 24/
/2 O/8 4/8 A 00

34/
O3/ 1 I/

/5 Z/8 1

CANCELED FIGURES

11 Point No. 40 Per font ?1 00

10 Point No. 40 Per font $1 00

1 -2 t 4 o li 7 8 9

/2

%
/2 O/8 *f /3 3/4

157
4 7lOO

3/

9 Point No. 40

8 Point No. 40

Per font $1 00

Per font $1 00

71000

892



Radical Signs and Piece Fractions

SPECIAL RADICAL SIGNS



Fractions, Special Figures and Root Signs

SUPERIOR AND INFERIOR LETTERS



Miscellaneous Signs and Definitions

IX Point Per font tl 1

U II D M M ft

11 Paint P*r font tl 22

si a u M a M 7

H X -*- == -H-

] A < V

ALGEBRAIC SIGNS No. 150

10 Point Per font fl SO

n at si H u H (7

Q A <
i r'

M 67

9 Point Per font tl 44

51 t! S3 54 66 M 67 69

+ X -r-=TTD
<1 82 63 64 B

H Point Per font f 1 60
SI SI 53 64 66 5 57 5

+ -X -i- = -H- D A
(1 2 3 M M tT

< f : :: -!_ <
>

7 Point Per font f180
tl 5J6S54S5657W60

X *" PDA
a M

i t . :: L.

6 Point Per font 12 00
51M5J5456M67SH69*
+ X-- dt O Q &

61 62 61 M
< i f :: *-

SH Point Per font $2 40
51 52 63 54 56 66 57 6 59 60

+ X-t--HaQA
6i a a a M
< 7 r ; :: *.

MEDICAL SIGNS
No. 150

12 Point Per font to SO

r, 5 3 R
11 Point Per font $0 SO

5 5 3 $
10 Point Per font $0 50

.', 531*
9 Point Per font *0 60

5331*
8 Point Per font $0 SO

S 3 3 ft

7 Point Per font $0 SO

S 5 9 R

PRICES
Mlkl. Arit*mrtkl. 1

Alirbrmk ud MUrclhuira* EUxx 1

oM by U pound or >tiwl. rhwtor



Astronomical Signs and Brackets

24 Point No. 160

1 2

ASTRONOMICAL SIGNS

Set of four $0 40

3 4

14 Point No. 551 Per font $1 00123 45 6 7 8 9 10

20 Point No. 150

1 2

16 Point No. 150

1

12 Point No. 5531234

Set of four $0 25

3 4

Set of four $0 25

3 4

Per font $1 00678

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

33 34 35 36 37 38

8 A D

12 Point No. 551 Per font $1 00123 45 6 7 8 9 10

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

12 Point No. 5521234 Per font $1 00678
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

& *& A 2g 3 &
11 Point No. 552

1 2 3

Per font $1 005678
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

10 Point No. 552 Per font $1 0012 345678
10 11 12 13 14 15 16

9 Point No. 552 Per font $1 00

1 23 4 56739 10 11

12 13 14 15 16

8 Point No. 553 Per font $1 001234567 89 10 11

12 13 14 15 16

9 Point No. 551 Per font $1 00123 45 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 25 26

27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

33 34 35 36 37 38

8 A D * "Q Q,

11 Point No. 5511234 Per font $1 00

8 9 10

TSIIEBolTrR^TTL/Y?
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

eoe?$c?^bittWd
33 34 35 36 37 38

8 A n * s S3

10 Point No. 551 Per font $1 00123 45 67 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 25 26;jS3C:li 9

27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

d" 21. b 6Wc/cfAn*?3&
7 Point No. 551 Per font $1 00

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 26 26 27 28 29

30 31 32 33 34 36 36 37 38

8 Point No. 55112345 Per font $1 00
7 89 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 25 26*@<0)(DeliS 9
27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

BRACKETS
42 Pt. No. 150 Each *0 15 30 Ft. No. 150 Each $0 10

919 920 921

/"* \ n 916
'

917 918

6 Point No. 551 Per font $1 00

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

cPHnGniit^m/w>-K?>e
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33

O<Ie0 9rfT|'!tfW68
34 35 36 37 38

A n * n

SIGNS

Nos. 849 to 853 Each $0 10

860 849 851

J ) ] / 2 2 77 /

896



Miscellaneous Signs and Imprints

12 Point No. 160

9*9 9S9 910

ft

U Point No. 160



Auxiliaries, Commercial Signs, Parentheses and Brackets

MISCELLANEOUS AUXILIARIES

Below is shown a comprehensive line of Inland Type Foundry's Miscellaneous Auxiliaries. For the convenience
of our customers we have printed a circular giving complete detail as to the various characters, sizes, and the
manner in which they are fonted. We will send this circular to any one interested. When requesting- this circular
be sure to mention that it is the Inland Type Foundry's Miscellaneous Auxiliaries that are wanted.

Mathematical
1 + plus
2 minus
3 X multiplied by
4 H- divided by
5 = equal to
6 : ratio
7 :: proportion
8 TT geometrical proportion
9 =*= plus or minus
10 < less than
11 > greater than
12 < not less than
13 > not greater than
14 = equivalent to
15 ^ not equal to
16 = nearly equal to
17 ~ difference
18 difference between
19 variation
20 \ radical

21 ^ cube root

22 degree
23 ' minute
24 " second
25 O circle
26 D square
27 i i rectangle
28 Z angle
29 A triangle

30
j

integration

01 r integration of a
T quaternion

32 =*= minus or plus
33 .". hence therefore
34 Y because
35 f integral of
36 o> infinity
37 L right angle
38 -L perpendicular to
39 = identical with
40 = approaches

Arithmetical

1 + plus
2 minus
3 X multiplied by
4 -i- divided by
5 = equal to

Nautical

1 G- sun's center
2 S sun's upper limb
3 Q sun's lower limb
4 C moon's upper limb
5 moon's lower limb

Medical

K recipe
5 ounce
-> dram, drachm
1) scruple

Astronomical

SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC

1 T Aries
2 V Taurus
3 K Gemini
4 Cancer
5 fl Leo
6 TIP Virgo
7 = Libra
8 TTt Scorpio
9 f Sagittarius
10 -5 Capricornus
11 m Aquarius
12 K Pisces

MOON'S PHASES

13 New Moon
14 1 First Quarter
15 Q Full Moon
16 Last Quarter
17 New Moon
18 3 First Quarter

MOON'S PHASES-ContinueU

19 Full Moon
20 Last Quarter

SUN AND PLANETS
21 O Sun
22 Moon
23 y Mercury
24 Venus
25 Earth
26 d" Mars
27 21 Jupiter
28 b Saturn
29 6 Uranus
30 V Neptune

SIGNS OF POSITION

31 </ conjunction
32 <f opposition
33 A trine
34 D quadrature
35 * sextile
36 ec variation
37 ii Dragon's head
38 U Dragon's tail

39 IS station mark

Commercial

$ per
(o> at, to
ft pound
% per cent
* account
<t cent

Miscellaneous

* Maltese Cross
numbe

/ shilling mark
^ (_ direction

-
* arrow

6 male

This line of Auxiliary material is most complete. It includes Superior and Inferior Letters and Figures, both in

Roman and Oldstyle, Scored and Pointed Figures, Canceled Letters and Figures, and in addition the following Signs
and Marks in the various bodies from 5 Point to 12 Point.

JOB COMMERCIAL SIGNS

36 Point Per font $0 50

% Tb

30 Point Per font $0 50

%
18 Point Per font $0 50

12 Point Per font $0 50

^
16 2

SPECIAL PARENTHESES
All Cast on 6 Point Body

These Parentheses are cast in the lengths indicated under each
pair. Sold singly at lOc per pair, or 11.28 perpound. Also put up
in fonts containing 4 of each, at 11.50 per lont.

2 9 Q
24

48 44 42 40 36 34 32 30

SPECIAL BRACKETS
All Cast on 6 Point Body

These Brackets are caat in the lengths indicated under each pair.
Sold singly at lOc per pair, or $1 .28 per pound. Also put up in fonts
containing 4 of each, at $1.50 per font.

30

Q D
28

60 54 48 44 42 40 34 32

898



Per Cent Marks, Cent Marks and Quotation Marks

JOB FACE PER CENT MARKS

Serie* No. l.Thin

Font A
Containing 16 character* of each *lze Per font to 75

SPL 6 PL SPL 10 Pt. 12 Pt. 14 Pt. 18 Pt.

* * * %
FontB

Containing 5 character* of each iie Per font $0 75

PI 42 PL 36 Pt. 30 Pt. 24 PL

Series No. 2, Thick

FontD

Containing 8 character* of each *lze Per font $0 76

6 Pt. 6 PL 8 PL 10 PL 12 PL u PL in PL
* * % % %

FontE
Containing 3 character* of each *lze Per font to 76

48 PL 42 PL 86 PL so PL 24 Pt.

.

%

FonlC

Containing 3 character* of each size Per font to 60

60 PL 72 PL

Font F

Containing 3 character* of each

60 PL

- -

72 Pt.

o o
PER CENT AND CENT MARKS

Font containing 2 character* of e

72 Point

ch *ize 10 50

60 Point

Font containing 10 character* of each *ize

18 Pt, 12 I't. 10 Pt. 8 Pt.

1050
6Pt.

*

Font containing 20 character* of each lize to 50

6 PL 8 PL 10 PL 12 PL 18 PL

' f <k

Font containing 4 character* of each ize 10 60

48 Point 36 Point 24 Point

PER CENT AND CENT MARKS
918, 15c 929. 16c 980. c 931. fie 932. 5c 933. Sc

c V

HEAVYFACE QUOTATION MARKS
Series No. 2

6 Pt. 8 Pt. 10 Pt. 12 Pt. 14 Pt.
.... tin. r i n iinn f tt

BODONI QUOTATION MARKS
6 Pt. 8 PL 10 PL 12 Pt. 14 PL
-- . w 1 1 <r n r * rrn f ff *

18 Point

36 Point

*

24 Point

J tt

30 Point

) tf

I- Point

18 Point

9 ff 99 ?

36 Point......

48 Point

24 Point 30 Point

42 Point

fill Point

60 Point *
72 Point

72 Point

Put up in *eparate font* of each body. Size* 6 Point
to 24 Point, inclusive. 2S cent* per font: 30 point to 72

point. SO cent* per font.

Font*of both Heavyface and Bodonl Quotation Mark*
contain the following number of each (right and left)

of thr different character*, the lirnt figure reprvsent-
inir the *ingle quote* and the *econd figure repreaent-
inK the double ijuotw: 6 pt.. 17-56; 8 pt.. 16-45: II) pi..

13-41: 12 pt.. 1U-32: 14 pt.. K-25: 18 pt.. 5-16; 24 pt.. 4-13;
30 pt.. 6-16: 36 pt.. 3-12; 48 pt.. 2-6: 60 pt.. 2-4; 72 pt..l-S.

Put up In eparaU font* of each body. Size* 6 Point
to 24 Point, inclusive. 26 cent* per font: 30 Point to 72

Point. 60 cent* per font.



Parentheses and Brackets

PARENTHESES AND BRACKETS FOR JOB FACES

Parentheses and Brackets No. 11 $0 60

Contains 5, 6, 8, 9, 10 and 12 Point sizes

() o <>

[] [] tl I) n

Parentheses and Brackets No. 12 JO 75

Contains 14, 18, 24 and 30 Point sizes

() o o

[] []

Parentheses and Brackets No. 21 $0 50

Contains 5, 6, 8, 9, 10 and 12 Point sizes

o O () ()

" n [] [] []

Parentheses and Brackets No. 22 $0 75

Contains 14, 18, 24 and 30 Point sizes

o o

Parentheses and Brackets No. 13 $0 90 Parentheses and Brackets No. 23 $0 90

Contains 36 42 and 48 Point sizes Contains 36, 42 and 48 Point sizes

o ) ( o

[] [][]][ n [] []

Parentheses and Brackets No. 14 $1 25

Contains 54, 60 and 72 Point sizes

Parentheses and Brackets No. 24 $1 25

Contains 54, 60 and 72 Point sizes

900



Parentheses and Brackets

PARENTHESES AND BRACKETS FOR JOB FACES

ParanthMM and Bracket* No. SI fO 60 Parenthetic* and Hrarkru N... 41 1060

Contain* 6, . 8. 9. 10 and 12 Point *ixe* Contain! 6. 6. H. 9. 10 and 12 Point ii>m

() () () o <> ' ll [] [] [] () () () () > " II 11 [] [] []

Parenthoe* and Brmcketa No. 32 10 76 I'arenthew* and Bracket* No. 42 10 76

Contain* 14. 18. 24 and SO Point tlxes Contain* 14. 18. 24 and 31) Point line*

00 00 [][][][] ()()()on[][][]
Parenthece* and Bracket* No. SS to 90 Parentheae* and Bracket* No. 43 to 90

Contain* 3fi. 42 and 48 Point >ize* Contain* 36. 42 and 48 Point *ixe*

o ) o o )

[] [] i [] [] []
Parentheae* and Bracket* No. 34 $1 25 Parenthe*e* and Bracket* No. 44 11 25

Contain* 54. 60 and 72 Point ize Contain. 64. 60 and 72 Point *ize>

00 ()00
U [][][]D[]
I'arrnthne* and Bracket* No. 51

Contain* 6. 8. 10 and 12 Point *ize*

() O o <> " u [

Parentheae* and Bracket* No. 62
Contain* 14, 18. 24 and 30 Point aixe*

[]

() O O o n [] [] []
Parentheae* and Brackets No. 53

Contain* SS. 48 and Point >iie*

tO 50

fO 80

f1 10

()0o
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Time-Table Logotypes and Signs

TIME-TABLE LOGOTYPES

Sold in quantities of one pound or more per character, at body type prices

Can be cast on any wider set

5 Point

5 Point set HI m IM ft Lv AR678 9 120 121

6 Point set AH P.M < P

11 12 13 14

6H Point set am pm
15 16

7 Point set AM PM AR Lv am DID

17 18 19 20 98 99

Ik, Point set am pm Lv Ar
122 123 124 125

10 Point set AM PM Lv Ar
126 127 128 129

Time-Table References



Time-Table Figures

TIME-TABLE FIGURES

6 Point Lining Gothic

Point Lining Gothic No. 528 Figures, 3' .. Pt. set

* ,'M

OAILV

220mi
223M
838M

NEW YORK
COOTLAMOT TMCT

* fork. # Hni'/i d
U..,tfn~* 0j.fJwu.W "" OAT

7 20*-
7 23
7 33AM

Hartford Railroad
I. NEW YORK
A. STAMFORD
All COUTH NOHWALK
A. NEW HAVEN

SUNOAVS OAILV

80OAM IOOOAM 3 OOu
STAH 1 9 29AM *3 S8~

T 28AM 1 9 33M ta no**
4 03u

5 Point Roman No. 527. Figures en set

& Point Clarendon Time-Table Fig-urea, en set

Ar iv AM
11 11 II IU

.

11 3D

11

II U

..
I M
7 01

} li

r M
7 II

I 1NGTON

41 S

Vlll s .11 Si-

u a in v.

11 96 I"'"
11 M l<>

-'.'

11 41 II

II H 1- '31

No. 527. Figures en set

Time-Table Figures, en set

Ar r. M. A.M

l-.li-
vlM. ~1 S

aCOH Mill - .11 N'
'. Mi IU'l.-

9 14. -.vi
I It

-
11

I II 1 1.1

I 17 il :,.'

8 II ,. .

6 Point Century Expanded. Figures en set

Point Clarendon Time-Table Figures, en set

* U : V i . \ R PU A V
8*0 111 BURLINGTON It 46 x If,

I.atty
9 IS 7 II Mediapolis ... 10 14 7 i

931 7 15 MORNING SUN 966
: 30 Wadello 9 40 7 1 .

51 COLUMBUS JUNC 9 15 52
8 M.SMCHOI > 9 46 c. 25

6 Point No. 32

Heavyface

LOUISVILLE Ar 273
New Albany 267
rxlwardsville. 261

Crandall ...

Mott 251
Torydon Junction 29

Ramseys 246
DC Pauw . .243
Milltown 239
Temple 238

5>* Point No. 31

Lightface

. . . Lamar 212

SH Point No. 32

Both en set Heavyface

5 90
525
457
4 22

'is
342
3 15
306
2S

Lv
10
23 ..

48 .

SO ..

SB ..

71 .

82 ....

7 ...

PLKAHANT HILL Ar 133

5 Point No. 11

Lightface

10 10
10 30
1046
11 00
11 19

Lv
t

U

Harrinonvillr
Archu-
HlltllT
Ovi.1

Rich Hill
..n

Naawu
Sheldon

. .Irwin

II..T. ,- ..-,

KANSAS Cmr
Kmn-j Clt, June

123
110
94

-

,

6 Point No. 32

Heavyface

. . . Ar no'

V
- ..

Chikv
A .- Ml

Ctor8iirin.

no l<
s :

s i

742 41
736 41

5

X
13

6fe Point Antique No. I

Figures, 4 Point set

r. . .

10 OOW" Ar...
11 44> Ar
19 3fi* Ar...
19
9
4 88 Ar
4 Sax* Ar
4 SOU" Ar
I :il \-

Grand laland Lv 11 U!U
Crook LT la 4O

. Sterling LT 18 44

...Merino LT 1 1 oo
Bnyder Lv 1O O4

Ft. Morir.i. Lv 10 88
.. Weldon Lv 10 4o<
.Orchard Lv 1O 8O

... Hardln Lv lo o
K. .--.. I II) ftBin

6 Point Antique No. 525

Figures, 5 Point set

Can be cast on four-fifth body if desired

10 OOpei
10 {am
10 ass*

iSis
2 68a
3 OOpa
:f 04.-
:i lo.-
3 24



Time-Saving Mail List Type and Logotypes

EIGHT POINT LINING MAILER TYPE-TIME SAVING

Rev. J J Jones 3Febl4
CINCINNATI OHIO

John Clement 8Janl3
KENNEBUNKPORT ME

Every character is caat 6 Point set; therefore
if stick is set to multiples of 5 Point, justification
is eliminated and perfect adjustment is effected.
The regular justifigr. which acco

Warner Jolly 9Aprl2
HOUSTON TEX

'*"* Rev. Wm Ansel 8Decl4
SAN BERNARDINO CAL

TEN POINT TIME-SAVING MAIL LIST TYPE

Example used without Logotypes

Pope Bicycle Co. 6Augl2 W.J.Becker llNovl5 J. S. Gushing 30Marl4

HARTFORD, CONN. POULTNEY, VT. BOSTON, MASS.

Bureau of Engraving,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Theo.L.DeVinne 12Janl3
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Rev S E Post 7Augl2
GUSHING MISS

Example in combination with 10 Point Rural Free Delivery Logotypes

Jean Touraine 60ctl3

RFD4 GRANDPRE WIS

Mr S Bookman 4Mayl4
RP03 MAYVILLE MO

Miss L H Gushing RFD3 Mr K C Tiffany 2Aprl4
RYETOWN ME 4 MORISTON N Y

Chas B Jensen 3Mayl5
S6 HARMONY WIS

Dr Rob Boldface 1?
LACON TEX

Example in combination with 10 Point Mail List Logotypes No. 122

Or Chauncey Depew 3 Mar 14

Mrs Mary Walker 310ctl5

MrJames J.Corbett 3Janl5

Every character is cast on en-quad set, and
only en-quads and 4-to-em spaces are used for

spacing. By setting sticks to a multiple of 10

Points, spacing and justification become mere
child's play; in fact, this type is self-spacing.
Although the face is large, on examination it

will be found that Time-Saving Mail List Type
ia as condensed, on the average, as ordinary
Mail List Type. Price same as 10 Point Roman.

Rev Abe Slupsky 30 Nov 14

Miss B.Hesselburg 3 Dec 14

Theo. Roosevelt 4 Apr 14

MAIL LIST LOGOTYPES

10 Point Em Set No. 122

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jne July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

14 Mr Mrs Miss Box Dr Rev Esq 15

10 Point En Set No. 123

= g-SS03-*in
f m O IS TH *H <H rl

1 | I

10 Point Em Set No. 120

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jim Jnl Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

10 Point En Set No. 114

9 Point En Set No. 150

S B. S gs -i a\ I

8 Point Em Set No. 150

Ian Feb Mar Apr May lun lul Aug Sep Oct Not Dec

Cast also on 9 Point em set body

10 Point En Set No. 121 Figures on 4-to-Em Set

Iffltilftssli
I 1 | I I 1234567890 I 6 1 i 1

10 Point NO. 124 \Vis SDak Kan.

111. Mo Neb. Iowa Mich Ind
10 Point Mail List Logotypes e>

for Rural Free Delivery cr
Route

Sold at body type prices. These Logotypes may be used with any series of Mail List Type

MAIL LIST SPECIMENS

10 Point Century Expanded in combination with 10 Point Mail List Logotypes No. 114 and 10 Point Century Bold

CORNCOB IDAHO SAN JUAN PORT POQUONOCK CONN
IAnna Mosity 6B-14 INo 1327 25114 IHannah Bates 4=15

10 Point Century Expanded in combination with 10 Point Mail List Logotypes No. 121 and 10 Point

Railroad Gothic No. 1

N MANCHESTER MICH

|M P Radicals 6112

WINDSOR LOCKS CONN

SM D Curemall 9=13

RUSSIANVILLE IND

Uohn Patrickson 8l
and Quads. 100 pounds; Century Bold
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Auxiliaries for New Caslon and Heavy Dashes

AUXILIARIES FOR NEW CASLON

Pi PT font *> 75

42 Point Per font $0 76

S6 Point

*

t'S

tS 3
t II 3 [] () % %

Prr font 10 76

Per font to 60

24 Point

*
> }'..:

14 Point

*

t

t

[] () % %
5 [] () %

Per font 10 50

Per font (0 GO

II

12 Point

t

10 Point

t i s
Point

'
t S I J

()

II ()
Per font $0 BO 8 Point

[] () % % '
t 5 I 3

Per font 50 6 Point

II () I % -I I

Per font *0 GO

,; %
Per font $0 60

Per font to GO

II OX*
Per font $0 60

II O I *

LINING HEAVYFACE DASHES No. 1 LINING HEAVYFACE DASHES No. 2

Font any one aize tO GO Job fonta (four sizes) $ 60 Font any one size <0 50 Job fonts (three alzea) fO 60

1 Point Body- 14 Point 18 Point
8 Point Body- 12 Point Body ^A P *

f

Font any one ixe $0 60

30 Point
Font any on* tar fO 60

LINING HEAVYFACE DASHES No. 3 Job fonta (two aizea) fO 60

36 Point
LINING HEAVYFACE DASHES No. 4 Job fonta (two lizei) fO 76

60 48
No. 1 No. 2 . No. Si

ra



Job Type Fractions in Fonts

CHELTENHAM FRACTIONS
18 Point Per font $0 50

14 Point

12 Point

'/4
T

/2
3
/4

8 Point

3
/4 Vl

3
/4 !/3

2
/3 '/8

3
/8

5
/8

7
/8

Per font $0 50

Per font $0 50 10 Point

2
/3 !/8

3
/8

5
/8 % % < '/4 '/2

3
/4

Per font $0 50 6 Point

2
/3 '/8

3
/8

5
/8 % % ^ '/ 1/2 %

Per font $0 50

3
/8

5
/8

Per font SO 50

3
/8

5
/e

24 Point

18 Point

14 Point

12 Point

10 Point

8 Point

3
/4

CHELTENHAM BOLD FRACTIONS

3/i \L 2L I3
/4

3
/4

3
/4

3
/4

V8

V8

Per font $0 50 6 Point

7
/8 % X % *

Per font $0 50

7/8 t
Per font $0 50

7/8

7
/8

7
/8

Per font $0 50

Per font $0 50

Per font $0 50

Per font #) 50

Vi % Vfc

42 Point

30 Point

24 Point

X

OLDSTYLE FRACTIONS

Per font $0 50

Per font $0 50

Per font $0 50

3,

18 Point

I/

Per font $0 50

/T-

Per font $0 50

3/

ANTIQUE FRACTIONS No. 525

10 Point Per font $0 50

vz y* % Vs % % % % %
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Job Type Fractions in Fonts

DE VINNE FRACTIONS

24 Point

! Puint

14 34
1A M '/3

14 I'.rint

1-' I'.iint

V4 Ys

Pur font tU 60

Per font 10 60

96 % %
Per font t60

% ?
Per font tO 60

10 Point

7 Point

Per font tO SO

% % ?

Per font to 50

8 Point

K54*
,; Point

Per font $0 60

Per font to 50

DE VINNE CONDENSED FRACTIONS
36 Point

_L
2

SO Point

11
TT
18 Point

J-
4

31
TT

JL
4

J-
3

_2_

3
_L
8

_3_

8

2

Per font $0 75

Per font tO 50

12 Point Per font to 60

24 Point

1357 _L_L_3_L-2.
TTTT 2 4 4 3 3

14 Point

iiiiiiit* * * *'* i

10 Point

* '* t * .*

Per font tO 75

JLJL88
Per font W> 50

J__i_5-.L
s s s

Per font 50

* t t *

Per font 50

: * * t *

8 Point

**

88 Point

11
24

int

M Point

II
I 4

*** Per font to 50**** 6 Point

J i i

31
43

2
3

LATIN ANTIQUE FRACTIONS
IVr fi.nl *> M> 24 Point

1357
8888

Per font to 60

* * i

Per font tO 50

PCT fontt060
,iiiifilii

3|
4T

i i

2

I

GOTHIC CONDENSED FRACTIONS
Per font tO 60 24 Point

I357 11112
II FT

1
t* t If t

Per font t 60

157
-f t I

PerfonttO.0

j 8 i M i i f

P f-t

i f

907



Job Type Fractions in Fonts



Job Type Fractions in Fonts

NEW CASLON FRACTIONS No. 2

I Her font <> 76

17 I/ 3/ I/ 3/ 5,
/4 72 /4 78 78 78

7/ 17 27 1
78 73 /3

F Per font *> TO

I/ I/ 3/ I/ 3/ S/
/4 72 /4 7s 78 78

7/ I/ 2/ I/
78 73 ^3 76

.
,..

.. . Per font 10 75

I/ I/ 3/ I/ 3/ S/ 7/ I/ 2/ I/74/2/4 78/8/8/873/3/6
30 Point Per font to 75

17 17 37 17 37 57 77 17 27 17
/4 72 4 78 /8 /S 78 73 73 76

24 Point Per font to 50

I/ I/ 3/ I/ 3/ 5/ 7/ I/ 2/ I/
2 74/8/8/8 78/3/3/6

Per font tO 50

I/ 3/ S/ 7/ I/ 2/ I/
/8 /8 78 . 78 73 /3 /6

Per font tO 50

12 Point Per font tO 50

I/ I/ 3/ IS 3/ f I/ I/ 2/ I/74/2/4/8 /8/B/8 /3/3/6
10 Point Per font tO 60 8 Point Per font tO 50

18 Point

I/ I/ 3
/4 /2

14 Point

: *



Job Type Fractions in Fonts

QUENTELL FRACTIONS

I/ I/ 3/ I/ 2/ I/ 3/ 5/ 7,

36 Point Per font $0 75

I/ 3/ I/ 2//4/4/3/3
I/ I/ a/ I/ 2/ I/ 3/ 5/ 7//2/4/4/3/3/B/8/8/8

30 Point Per font $0 75

24 Point

18 Point Per font $0 50

A A % A A A A
14 Point

12 Point

8 Point

% %

36 Point

Per font $0 50 10 Point

Per font $0 50 6 Point

'A %

INLAND GOTHIC FRACTIONS No. 1

Per font $0 75 30 Point

V2% 1

/3
24 Point Per font $0 50

14 Point

10 Point

1
/4

8 Point

A

36 Point

1

/2
3
/4

Per font $0 50

Per font $0 60

Per font $0 50

3
/4 '/3

18 Point

12 Point

1A
9 Point

6 Point

'A

INLAND GOTHIC FRACTIONS No. 8

Per font $0 75

J6
30 Point Per font $0 75

24 Point Per font $0 50

18 Point

3
/4

Per font $0 50

14 Point

12 Point

10 Point

9 Point

8 Point

Vz

Per font $0 50

5/ 7/

Per font $0 50

y* % % %

Per font $0 50

Per font $0 50

Per font $0 75

Per font $0 50

3
/4

Per font $0 50

Per font $0 50

Per font $0 50

Per font $0 50

Per font $0 50

J*

Per font $0 50

3
/4

3
/4

Per font $050

Per font $0 50
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Job Type Fractions in Fonts

M Point

30 Paint

% *
24 Point

18 Point

H Ml :

DORIC FRACTIONS

L, % \z 2z L

Per font tO GO 10 Point

TB

Per font $1 00

Per font $0 TS

Per font to GO

Per font $0 GO

Per font $0 GO

Per font $0 GO

* Point Per font tO GO 6 Point

24 Point

18 Point

12 Point

It Point

10 Paint

BOLDFACE FRACTIONS

Per font to GO

Per font fO GO

Per font (0 GO

Per font 10 GO

9 Point

*%
8 Point

!g%
7 Point

'. '.

6 PointS*
Bij Point

Per font to GO

Per font to GO

//
^W

Per font tO GO

Per font tO GO

Per font to GO

Per font to GO

Per font to GO

Per font to GO

OLDSTYLE ANTIQUE FRACTIONS

90 Point Per font 10 GO

18 Point

1A
Per font $0 GO

12 Point Per font $0 GO

GOTHIC FRACTIONS No. 4

I- Point Per font JO GO

12 Point

XX
1 faint

14 X
6 Point

Per font fO GO

%%
IVr font GO

* % K
Per font to GO
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Job Type Fractions in Fonts

GLOBE GOTHIC FRACTIONS

36 Point

30 Point

3/4 1/3 2/3

5
/8 % %
3
/4

5
/8

Per font ?1 00

3
/8

Per font $0 75

24 Point

18 Point

% 3
/4

3
/4

3
/8

Per font $0 75

%
Per font $0 50

3/8
5
/8

7
/8

14 Point

V4 3/4 1/3 2/3 3/8 5/8 7/8

Per font $0 50

12 Point Per font $0 50 10 Point Per font $0 50

1
/2

1
/4 3

/4
1
/3

2
/3

1
/8 3

/8
5
/8 % % * Vz V4 3

/4 Vs % Vs 3
/8

5
/8

7
/8 % *

8 Point Per font $0 50

V2 1/4 3/4 1/j 2/3 1/8 3/8 5/g 7/8 %
6 Point

<h </4 V4 V3 2/3 '/S

GUSHING FRACTIONS

12 Point Per font $1 00 10 Point

Per font $0 50

'/8 % *

Per font $1 00

i I f f i; i t t i * * * * * i "i tM *

8 Point

36 Point No. 20

Per font $1 00 6 Point

ANTIQUE FRACTIONS

Per font $0 50 30 Point No. 20

18 Point No. 20

18 Point En Set No. 22

1 1
2 4

Per font $0 50

3
4

12 Point Em Set No. 22

14 Point En Set No. 221124

Per font ?1 00

Per font $0 50

Per font $0 50

/ 5/ I/'&/*/*

Per font $0 50

3
4

In every printing office there are occasions when the possession of a font or two of fractions is particularly
desirable. To meet such an emergency the above were cast and fonted at merely nominal prices
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Job Type Fractions in Fonts

ROYCROFT FRACTIONS

48 Point Pr font $1 26

1/2 V4 3/4 1/3 2/3 1/8

3/8 5/8 7/8 %
42 Point Per font $1 16

V2 V4 3/4 1/3 2/3

%
36 Point Per font to 90

1/2 V4 3/4 1/3 2/3 l/8

3/8 Vd % %
30 IV.int Per font W 75

V4 3
/4 >/3

2
/3 /8 3

/8

5/8

24 Point Per font to

l/2 */4 3/4 V3 2/3 V8 3/8 5/8 % %
18 Point Pr font *> 60

1/2 V4 3/4 V3 2/3 1/8
3/8 5/8 7/8 % ^

12 Point Per font $0 50

1/3 i/4 V4 1/3 % i/a Va Va % % *

10 Point Per foot tO 80 8 Point Per font 10 60

Vi Vi V i/j % i* 3* V % %
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Job Type Fractions in Fonts, Accents

IONIC FRACTIONS

48 Point

42 Point

36 Point

30 Point

18 Point

48 Point

Per font $0 75

Per font $0 75

% \ \ ^

1 1

4 2
42 Point

1 1

4 2

36 Point

1 1

4 2

12 Point No. 6

12 Point

12 Point No. 2

/ \ A
10 Point No. 2

/ V /
9 Point

Per font $0 50

'
\ / O /



Advertising Figures in Fonts

ADVERTISING FIGURES

Serie. No. 72 Series No. 73

Point No. 71 .', ll. *2 7M 60 Point No. 73 Kite. 12 70

1234 5 123 4
48 Point No. 72 5 Ib*. 82 70 48 Point No. 78 5 Ibt. t2 70

4567890 1234 5
42 Point No. 72 5 Ib.. (2 70 42 Point No. 73 5 lb. *2 70

1234567 8 1234567
36 Point No. 72 5 lb>. $2 80 36 Point No. 73 5 Ib*. S2 80

1234567890 12345678
80 Point No. T-J 6 1b>. t2 80 30 Point No. 73 6 lb. $2 80

123456718.90 123456789
24 Point No. 72 5 lb>. S2 80 24 Point No. 73 S Ibe. $2 80

1234567890 $4.23 123456 $8.90
18 Point No. 72 6 lb. $3 00 18 Point No. 73 6 Ibs. $3 00

12345678901234567 8 123456789 $1.20

16 Point No. 72 6 It*. IS (JO 16 Point No. 78 6 Itx. S3 00

123456789012345 $147.39 12345678901234 56

12 Point No. 72 &lb>. S330 12 Point No. 73 6 IU. S3 30

1234567890135812345678 1912 123456789123456 1913
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Advertising Figures in Fonts

ADVERTISING FIGURES

Series No. 69 Series No. 70

72 Point No. 69 10 Ibs. $5 20 72 Point No. 70 10 Ibs. $5 20

598 12
60 Point No. 69 5 Ibs. $2 70 go Point No. 70 5 Ibs. $2 70

76 3 456 7
54 Point No. 69 5 Ibs. $2 70 54 Point No. 70 5 Ibs. $2 70

12 4 890 6
42 Point No. 69 5 Ibs. $2 70 42 Point No. 70 5 Ibs. ?2 70

80 $7 342 $15
36 Point No. 69 5 Ibs. $2 80 36 Point No. 70 5 Ibs. $2 80

1234 5 123456 7
30 Point No. 69 5 Ibs. $2 80 30 Point No. 70 5 Ibs. $2 80

1234567 123456789
24 Point No. 69 5 Ibs. $2 80 24 Point No. 70 5 Ibs. $2 80

1234567 8 123456789
18 Point No. 69 5 Ibs. $3 00 18 Point No. 70 5 Ibs. $3 00

12345 $7.89 12345678 $8.90
16 Point No. 69 5 Ibs. $3 00 16 Point No. 70 5 Ibs. $3 00

1234567 $1.98 1234567890 $4.98
12 Point No. 69 5 Ibs. $3 30 12 Point No. 70 6 Ibs. $3 30

1234567890 $3.47 1234567890 $146.53
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Advertising Figures in Fonts

ADVERTISING FIGURES

Series No. 67 Series No. 68

72 Point No. 67 lnlba. $520 T2 Point No. 68 llllb.. J62O

60 Point No. H7 S Ib.. $2 7(1 60 Point No. 68 6 Ibe. $2 Til

M Point No. 67

1
;_ >: No .

5 Ibe. $2 70 54 Point No- ,;s 5 lb. $2 70

ffiflT

S Ib.. $2 70 42 Point No. 68

/A

6 lb. 12 70

!'.. S.. 36 Point No. 68 5 Urn. $2 HII

1 1
,. I'..

- No *., 30 Point No. 68

a 49878 i
24 Point No. 67 6 lb. tZ 80 24 Point No. 68

a

a

-
I- \

|

--'.

5 Ib.. $3 00 18 Point No. 68

I
IS PC

i;

16 Point No. 68

a;

a Point No. 67 Slb. 12 Point No.M

S lb. $2 Ml

6 Ib.. 00

5 Ib.. IS 00

Mb.. 138(1
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Advertising Figures in Fonts

ADVERTISING FIGURES

Series No. 63 Series No. 66

60 Point No. 63 5 Ibs. $2 70 60 Point No. 66 5 Ibs. $3 00

123456 7 1234
54 Point No. 63 5 Ibs. $2 70 54 Point No. 66 5 Ibs. $3 00

1234567 8 456 7
48 Point No. 63 5 Ibs. $2 70 48 Point No. 66 5 Ibs. $3 00

12345678 9 67890
42 Point No. 63 5 Ibs. $2 70 42 Point No. 66 5 Ibs. $3 00

123456789 1234 5
36 Point No. 63 5 Ibs. $2 80 36 Point No. 66 5 Ibs. *3 10

1234567890$! 123456
30 Point No. 63 5 Ibs. $2 80 30 Point No. 66 5 Ibs. $3 10

1234567890 78c 123456 7
24 Point No. 63 5 Ibs. $2 80

24 Point No. 66 5 Ibs. $3 20

1234567890 $37.06 12345678 9
18 Point No. 63 5 Ibs. $3 00

18 Point No. 66 5 Ibs. *3 30

1234567890 $49,500.00 1234567890 $5
12 Point No. 63 5 Ibs. $3 30 J2 pojnt No. 66 5 Ibs. $3 70

1234567890 $7329518.46 1234567890 $624395
A liberal sized font of Advertising Figures is a very handy adjunct to any composing room whether it be a job or

newspaper office. The several series shown in this catalogue offer an excellent variety of faces to choose from.
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Advertising Figures in Fonts

ADVERTISING FIGURES

Series No. 61 Series No. 62

60 Point No. 1 61te.2TO 80 Point No. 62 5 II,.. 12 70

123 4 1234 5
54 Point No. 61 5 Ite. K TO 64 Point No. 62 B Ite. 2 70

34 5 12345 6
48 Point No. 61 Bite. $270 48 Point No. 62 6 Ite. 12 70

5678 9 4567890
42 Point No. 61 5 Ite. $2 TO 42 Point No. 62 B Ite. $2 70

123456 12345678
M Point No 61 6 Ite. ft 80 38 Point No. 62 5 Ite. S2 80

1234567 123456789
SO Point No. 61 Site. 80 SO Point No. 62 6 Ite. 12 80

12345678 123456789
14 Point No. 61 5 Ite. ft M> 24 Point No. 62 & Ite. 12 80

123456789 1234567890 $1

18 Point No. 61 6 Ite. IS 00 18 Point No. 62 6 Ite. $3 00

1234567890 $ 1234567890 $3.95

12 Point No. 61 6 Ite. IS SO 12 Point No. 62 5 Ite. IS SO

1234567890 $6435.29 1234567890 $521437.95

A liberal wpply of Advcrtirinjr Ffffum mhouM br in every comporinff room. They rwdlly pay for thcmwlvn fn

vry abort time.
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Advertising Figures in Fonts

ADVERTISING FIGURES

Series No. 53 Series No. 54

60 Point No. 53 5 Ibs. $2 70 60 Point No. 54 5 Ibs. $2 70

1234 1234 5
48 Point No. 53 5 Ibs. $2 70 48 Point No. 54 5 Ibs. $2 70

56789 67890 4
42 Point No. 53 5 Ibs. $2 70 42 Point No. 54 5 Ibs. $2 70

12345 6 1234567 8
36 Point No. 53 5 Ibs. $2 80 36 Point No. 54 5 Ibs. $2 80

1234 $56 12345 $9.67
30 Point No. 53 5 Ibs. $2 80 30 Point No 54 5 Ibs. $2 80

1234567 8 12345678 90c
24 Point No. 53 5 Ibs. $2 80 24 Point No. 54 5 Ibs. $2 80

123456789 12345678 $9.90
20 Point No. 53 5 Ibs. $3 00 20 Point No. 54 5 Ibs. $3 00

123456789 $30 12345657897 $1.90

18 Point No. 53 5 Ibs. $3 00 18 Point No. 54 5 Ibs. $3 00

1234567890 $19.34 12345678901234 $18.76

16 Point No. 53 5 Ibs. $3 00 16 Point No. 54 5 Ibs. $3 00

12345678090 1358 12345678901234156 50c

12 Point No. 53 5 Ibs. $3 30 12 Point No. 54 5 Ibs. $3 30

1234567890 $147.98 123456789012345678 $162.98
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Advertising Figures in Fonts

ADVERTISING FIGURES

Series No. 50 Series No. 51

48 Point No. SO 6 Ib*. U TO 4K Point No. 61 5 IDS. tt TO

123456 1234567
36 Point No. SO 5 Ibi. S2 80 36 Point No. SI

123456 78 1234567890
SO Point No. SO Slbe. J2HO 30 Point No. SI S Ibi. 12 80

12345 $6.78 12345678 30c
24 Point No. SO 5 lb. C 80 u Point No. 61 5 Ib.. $2 80

12345678 90c 123456789 $1.80
20 Point No. 80 5 lb>. 13 00 20 Point No. 61 S lb>. SS 00

123456780 $6.32 1234567890368 78c
18 Point No. SO S UM. 13 no ig Point No. 61 5 Ib.. $3 00

1234567890860 $1.65 12345678906789 $14.62
16 Point No. 60 S Ibi. $3 00 16 Point No. 61 ,!><- s.toi

1234567890135 $9.27 12345678904567890 90c

1234567890123456789 $2.98 1234567890123456789 $137.98

Series No. 52

48 Point No. 62 6 lb>. S2 70 24 Point No. 62 S Ib*. 12 80

123456 7
123456789023 46c

I LUTJU I
12345fi7890678 J253 jJ9

X Point No. S IU. S2 80

12345678 90C i2367890123456789rVoc

1234567890135789 $19.80

1234567890 13588531 $25341.89

Point I. >Uo omit tor the thra* Svtai thown on Oil. p*. 6 Ibi. K TO
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Advertising Figures in Fonts

ADVERTISING FIGURES

Series No. 65 Series No. 60

60 Point No. 65 5 Ibs. $2 70 60 Point No. 60 a Ibs $2 70

12341234
54 Point No. 60

54 Point No. 65 5 Ibs. $2 70 Bj^H ^^^ ^^^

567 8 567 8
48 Point No. 60

48 Point No. 65 5 Ibs. $2 70

1234 5^j^f A^^P gj \t̂ ^B 42 Point No. 60

5 Ibs. $2 70

^^^

5
5 Ibs. $2 70

42 Point No. 65 5 Ibs. $2 70

3e Point N ' >s - $2 8

36 Point No. 65 5 Ibs. $2 80

(*"~^

^^fc ^ 1^^ f^ EBf234567
30 Point No. 65 5 Ibs. $2 80 24 Point No. 60

12345678

1 23456 7
I0 Point No. 60 5 Ibs. J2 80

1 2345678 9
I4 Point No. 60 5 Ibs. $2 80

12345678 $90
20 Point No. 60 5 Ibs. $3 00

24PointNo.65 5 Ibs. $2 80

18PointNo.60 5 Ibs. $3 00

18PointNo.65 5 Ibs. $3 00

16PointNo.60 5 Ibs. $3 00

5248.3
12 Point No. 65 5 Ibs. $3 30 12 Point No. 60 5 Ibs. $3 30

1234567890 $428.59 12345678901358 $47.98

A liberal sized font of Advertising Figures is a very handy adjunct to any composing room whether it be a job
or news office. The several series shown in this catalogue offer an excellent variety of faces to choose from.
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Advertising Figures in Fonts

ADVERTISING FIGURES

Series No. 64 Seriei No. 7 1

n Point No. 64 10 IU. IS 20 60 Point No. 71 6 HM. 2 70

56789 123 4
64 Point No. 71 6 ItM. f2 70

60 Point No. 64 5 Ibs. 2 70 ^m ^^ ^^ M !

123456 7 12345
12 Point No. 71 6 Ibs. 12 711

4HPointNo.64 5 Ib.. K 70 9^ M *

234567890
o/o
38 Point No. 71 5 lt. K H

Point No. 64 5 lb. K 80 123456 7
1234567890 $2 ._,

SO Point No. 64 Sib.. W AdBIB^^^B^^ \^ \^

1234567890 $43 , ,,

123456789
24 Point No. 64 & IDS. $2 80

1234567890 $25.90 * "

123456789 $10
18 Point No. 64 6 Ib.. B no

1234567890 $28456.57 1234567890 $2.98

12 Point No. 64 & Ib.. H 80 12 Point N.. 71 Site. O

1234567890 $834269.75 1234567890345 $147.49



Chessmen and Checkers

24 Point

i t, tl1*1
10

CHESSMEN789
ifr i

25 13

21
/ :.

UTZZ?//*

1?
y *?

<&

24 Point Chessmen makes board 17 ems square

15

23

Per font $4 80

5 6

24

' '

16 Point

1 2

%. 1 -S- ^ t

20 Point Per font $4 8012345

22 11 12 13

24 6 7 8

i I &
11 12

'# _r^ '; ^*i^ '%%$'/$

i

14 15

^ /

20 Point Chessmen makes board 14 1-3 ems square

I) I,MM

Per font $3 40

10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 25 22 23 24

16 Point Chessmen makes board 11 2-3 ems square

CHECKERS
24 Point Per font $3 40

26 27 25 29 28

24 Point Checkers makes board 17 ems squ

20 Point Per font $3 40

26 27 23 29 28

20 Point Checkers makes board 141-3 ems square

16 Point

26 27

Per font $3 40

25 29 28

16 Point Checkers makes hoard 11 2-3 ems square

11 Point Per font $2 00

I 3 r, 4 2

II Point Checkers makes board 8 1-3 ems square

Prices for Chessmen and Checkers include brass rule border as shown in the above examples
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Calendar Figures in Fonts

15 SS

No. M01 M 20

CALENDAR FIGURES

No. 1810 $0 50 No. 6006 $5 60

168

No. 2410 tO 80

168

No. SOW tl IS

168
No. 4801 tSIO NO.W10 $186

No. 4810 $3 25

No. 1001 tl SS No. 5410 $-1 10

No. UOltOtO

78

V, .;... $435

No.4906 $345

78 168 26
No.4210 $250 No.4206 $265

No. 4201 $2 60 ^m ^ f^

^m ^^ ^^ No - aet* K

78 168 26

No. 18O2 $0 60

937

No. 2402 to 78

937

^*^aw ^~~^ No. 3002 tlOS

26 937
No. 3602 $1 45

937
No. 4202 $200

No. 4802 (Ml

No. 6402 $3 25

26 937
No. 2406 tOW s | $430

26
No.imto

26

Karh font rontalns sutnrient ncum for any one month of the year. You would often have occasion to set up a
monthly calendar if you poaMeead a font of these na-ures. They are inexpensive and a eood Investment.



Improved Perpetual Calendars

1914 MAY 1914

Fonts include one each of the date
logos, seven blanks, one each of the

day logos, sufficient type, figures
and spaces for every month of the

year from 1912 to 1932 inclusive

12345678906876543

1



Improved Perpetual Calendars

24 POINT CHELTENHAM CALENDAR No. 24

1914 AUGUST 1914

Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa
:^====

1

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18Q9|2Q|21|2

y4
3, 25 26 27 28 29

1912 FEBRUARY 1912

F.mt. include one each of the date loco*, (even

blank*, one each of the day lotto*. Mifficlent type,

tliruren and space* for every month of the year

from 1912 to 19S2 inclusive

12345678901234567890513974

23 24
30 31 16



Sectional Calendars

Rules and Figures for One Month with

Changes for Ten Years

Sun Mon OCTOBER Fri Sat

[S]

1912 SEPTEMBER 1

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri

1912 AUGUST 1912

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat

EBEEIBDEBEEISDEB

33 (?IR S3 S3 SO SO Ell

123456
8 91011121314

Sectional Calendar No. S.~f2.SO

1516 2021

22232425262728

2930 I I

These figures are fre-

quently used for base-

ball scores, and are sold

separately at our pound

prices.

1234567890

Sun I

Mon
|

Tue

MARCH

JANUARY 1913

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat

Sectional Calendar
No. 6. $3.00
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Cards, Indicators, Arrows and Recipe Marks

*:

IRQ *
<>;'.'

I'nint -t. Per font 52 Pieces K 00. Single character each lOc

CARD INDICATORS
Serie. No. 1 Serie. No. 2

24 Pt. Per font tl 78

Seriei No. 3

10 Pt.

12 Pt.
Per Ib. tl 30
Per Ib. tl 16

\. . N,.

Set of four 40c

No. 920
20c20c

No. 921E
20c

***
12345

2345678
Cast to order on 10
Point or 12 Point

body

Set of four SOe

The American Type Founders Company makes
about everything that a printer can find use for.

If you don't find what you want please write us.

ARROWS
Wrllo I

i
. .1 .., i.. *

MARKERS

18 Point

Per Ib. f1 00

i:. 16

'

i ,

' ^ 2 ^JT 1

For Advertitinit I'urposei. Per font tl 00

CARD INDICATORS
Serie. No.4

3



Baseball Blanks, Figures, Seals and Brands

BASEBALL BLANKS

12 Point Baseball Blanks Per font $0 50

Contains 90 Type all 12 Point set

18 Point Baseball Blanks Per font $0 75

Contains 72 Type all 18 Point set

In order to save time in printing editions where forms are stereotyped, total runs may be stamped in the
blanks by reversed dies.

12 Point Baseball Figures

BASEBALL FIGURES

123456789 Per font $1 00

Lancaster SSEEQE2S S~El
Reading EQESSSE2 Q~D

Font contains 66 figure 1, 24 figure 2, 20 figure 3, 18 figure 4, 16 figure 5, 10 each figures 6, 7, 8, 9, and 154

figure 0, 8 character x, and 16 en blanks all 6 Point set.

18 Point Baseball Figures 123456789 Per font $1 50

Font contains 56 figure 1, 20 figure 2, 16 figure 3, 14 figure 4, 12 figure 5, 10 each figures 6, 7, 8, 9. and 120

figure Of 6 character x, and 12 en blanks all 9 Point set.

SLOCUM SEALS

24 Point lOc

% Point 40c

*
14 Point 1(

*
36 Point 15c

Per font of each character $1 00

^^^ ^^^
72 Point 30c 60 Point 25c

ENGRAVING BLANKS
The Numbers indicate the size in points thus: No. 7218 is 72x18 points.

No. 7218 No. 6024 No. 4824 No. 2828

No. 3636 No. 3624 No. 1818

No. 2424 No. 816 No. 88 No. 1616 No. 2412

No. 1814

No. 4212 No. 1212 No. 3618

1 Ib. and No. Char-
over acters to

No. Each per Ib. Pound

7218 $0 25 $0 58 16
7218a 25 58 16
6024 20 60 14
4824 20 60 18
4212 15 60 40
3636 15 62 16



Stars, Maltese Crosses and Seals

FIVE POINTED BLACK STARS

SMF nr tour IMF a*F ZF snF ZOKF SWF 2ioF 2iiF 2i2F 2isF .UK JI-.Kv * * * ** *******A A
^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ A 217F 21F^ *- * * *
3 "IF. .V) type
SB2F. sntyi
_10F. Hi I.VIH-

2<>4F. 50 type

.10.60 IMF. 50 type 10.60

. .80 207F. SO type 60

. .60 208F. 60 type 50

. .60 209F. 5<ltyp 80
.60 210F. 50 type 50

21 IF, so type.
212F. 30 type
213F. 15 type
214F. 16 type
215F. 16 type

2F 231F

<r W
232F

201F to 215F, 4 of each ie . . .$1 00

FIVE POINTED OUTLINE STARS

Jill 235F 236F

10.50 218F. 8 type 10.60
.60 217F. 8 type 60
.50 218F. 4 type 60
.60 219F. 4 type 60
.60 220F. 4 type 60

S17B

OOF. 60 type
2S1F. 60 type
mF. 60 type
nF. 10 type

.80 234F. 10 type

.60 235F. 10 type

.50 236F, 4 type.

$0.50
.60

. .60 S16B. 4 type..
317B. 4 type..

* l.Sll

.60

._.

.

FIVE POINTED SHADED STARS

S21B

^k ^k *
ir^ 318B.50type

311B

318B. 50 type.
lUB.sotrp*
320B. 15 type.

MALTESE CROSSES-BLACK

.$0.60 321 B. 8 type.
.60 322B. 8 type.
.60 323B. 4 type.

:]'!< .'.i-H

DUO
. .60

.50

B -: r.

MB. 50 type.
301B. 50 type $0.60 3O6B. IStype.
aOCB, 60 type 60 3O6B. 16 type.
S03B. 50 type 50 3O7B, 15 type.

MALTESE CROSSES-OUTLINE

315B 314B

.;..!((

301B 3O2B 303B
:-.-.

.J0.50 308B. 8 type 10.50
. .60 309B. 8 type 50
. .60 310B. 4 type . .60
. .60 311B. 4 type .till

3I3B 312B

3128. 4 type
: ii : .,.

L.S.

.K.0

. .80
1MB. 8 type
3I6B. 8 type.

10.50
. .60

SUB. 15 type. .

317B. 16 type. .

453E IIT SHE
lOe

LOCUS SIGILLI

513E10C

HE A I.

c,, R
.50

354D10C 554O 15c
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Weather Signals, Theatre Logos and Election Signs

Fair

24 Point

No. 1

No. 2

Rain or Snow

No. 2

WEATHER SIGNALS

No. 3

Local Rain or Snow

No. 3

No. 4

Temperature

No. 4

Cold Wave

Per set $0 50

No. 5

INTERPRETATION OF DISPLAYS
No. 1. alone, indicates fair weather, stationary temperature.
No. 2, alone, indicates rain or snow, stationary temperature.
No. 3, alone, indicates local rain or anow, stationary tcmperatun
No. 1, with No. 4 above it, indicates fair weather, warmer.
No. 1, with No. 4 below it, indicates fair weather, colder.

No. 2, with No. 4 above it, indicates rain or snow, warmer.
No. 2, with No. 4 below it, indicates rain or snow, colder.
No. 3, with No. 4 above it, indicates local rain or snow, warmer.
No. 3, with No. 4 below it. indicates local rain or snow, colder.

WEATHER INDICATORS
36 Point

No. 1



Artistic Paragraph Marks in Fonts

PRIORY

Font No. 11

(Containing 8. 10, IS, 14. 18. 24 and SO Point li) II DO

Font No. II

(Containing M, . 48. nd 72 Point ta.) $1 00

DORSEY

Kunt No. 31

(Containing . R. 10. 12, M. 18. 24 and SO Pt. itx>) f1 00

Font No. S2

(Containing M. 48, SO and 72 Point ii) f1 00

lf

PRIORY OPEN

Fi.nt No. 13

(Containing 8. 10. 12. 14. 18. 24 and 80 Point ii) $1 00

Font No. 14

(Containing 86. 42. 48. 80 and 72 Point SKCT) $1 00

CHELTENHAM
Font No. 4

(Containing 6. 8. 10. 12. 14. 18. 24 and SO Pt. ilxn) II 00

Font No. B

(Containing 38. 42. -48, 60 and 72 Point >iza) $1 00

owy^
CASLON TEXT

Font No. 21

(Containing 6. 8. 10. 12. 14. 18. 24 and SO Pt. izM> $1 00

Font No. 22

(Containing 36. 48. SO and 72 Point itxea) II 00

DELLA ROBBIA
F'ont No. 9

(Containing 6. 8. , 12. 14. 18, 24 and 30 Pt. slzm) f1 00

Font No. 10

(Containing 86. 42. 48, M. 60 and 72 Point ilzei) SI 00

Gfqqq
BEWICK
Font No. 6

(Containing 6. 8. 10, 12. II. 24 and 80 Point i*o) f1 00

Font No. 7

(Containing 36. 48. 8n and *2 Point i

a. CL

Chap-Boak Guidon* which Includ* a varltty of Dwormtlv* Paragraph Marki, arc thown on pagcWX of Ihi. Catalogo*.



Trade Marks Made by the Adcut Process

ADCUTS

CUITORD-S:

COBB
COMPANY

Telephone Orders
Will Receive

Careful Attention

Remington:x^y- ~"O v
642 628

TRADE MARKS CAST IN TYPE IvETAL
On this page are shown a number of well-known trade-marks and devices made by our Adcut process. By this proc-

ess the original design is accurately reproduced in type metal at a figur* conceded to be less than that charged for
electrotypes, when one hundred or more Adcuts are ordered at a time. Every Adcut is of uniform height and cast
on point body. We have published a handsome pamphlet giving the scale of prices of Adcuts besides much interesting
information regarding trade-marks. If interested, send to our ADCUT DCPARTMENT for a copy of this pamphlet.

934



Trade Marks Made by the Adcut Process

ADCUTS

PORT
ST JOE
ROUTE

Burlington

UNION
PACIFIC Rock

Island

TRADE MARKS CAST IN TYPE METAL
The well-known trade device* hown on this pejre are but a few that have alao ban reproduced by our Adcut

The cheapneM of AdruU make* It practicable to UK all kmil of trade device* more venorouily and effectively
fore. It it not often that an article recommend! lUelf aa being cheaper and very much better in niality.

< (am I nation of an Adcut. which will be ent on requeat. will convince at a glance that AdcuU form an ex-
ception. Printer* prefer A l they are abaolutely uniform in heia-ht and all other 4lmen-
alona. and perfectly flat on top. justifying with the type better and aim printing better.

Sand to our Aoctrr I i:rAKTHKKT for a copy of our Adcut Pamphlet trivliur price* and any Information d*ired.



Adcuts and Cast Index Cuts

ADCUTS

:w 337
HAYES UTHO.Ca^BUFFALO.N.Y

670



Decorative

Material

The addition of suitable Decora-

tive Material, costing but a trifle,

will add dollars' worth of selling

value to many kinds of Printing,

without increasing the cost of

production. Those who have had

advertising experience know that

an appropriate and emblematic

ornament photographically im-

presses the mind of the reader

of an advertisement and cinches

the argument

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS
COMPANY





Delia Robbia Initials

No. 4Wt! Two colon, per Lrtt< - Point No. 4M1 Oiw color, per Letter ZUc I'cr Font I2.M)

'

-

^v

:i
$9.00

72 Point No. ?-.'"! DIM Kont 14.6)

In addition l< '. which are cMt in type mold..

w aw nipply dcetrotyp** of Ddla Rabbi* Initial* In 9 linr

nd 12 line itxm for on* or two color*.

(!C\ /



Versatile Initials

No. 12005 60c

No. 7215 40c Color 40c

No. 7216 40c Color 40c

No. 7217 40c Color 40c

No. 12006 60c Color 60c

NO. 7202 40c color 4oc

ARRAY of new
and original de-

signs in Borders,

Ornaments and

Initials has been

added to the Versatile Series.

The Initials shown on this and

the following page will add

that subtle charm which is so

often sought for in high-class

job printing. Watch for our

specimens, which are sent out

from time to time, and keep

your plant always up-to-date

AMERICAN
TYPE FOUNDERS

No. 12007 60c

No. 7219 40c Color 40c

No. 7220 40c Color 40c

No. 7221 40c Color 40c

ORIGINATOR OF STYLISH TYPE DESIGNS

No. 720J 40c No. 9601 50c Color 50c No. 9602 50c Color 50c No. 7204 40c
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Versatile Initials

C H I

I

1
IN

No. 7206 40c

'1 40c

No.M V

No. 721:> 40c

:!



Burford Initials

48 Point Single Letter 20c 3 A Font, including backgrounds, $4.30

72 Point Single Letter 25c 3A Font, including backgrounds, $7.50

60 Point Single Letter 20c 3 A Font, including backgrounds, $7.00

36 Point Single Letter 15c 3 A Font, including backgrounds, $3.00

940



Hearst Initials

Slnirlf I . tu-rZlk- 3 A K.inl $4.30

:t A Font Ri.ilO

B

30 Point S.nitlf Letter lOc 3 A F<mt $2.00

H H
D

Sirm'i. 3A F..r

Sinxle letter lOe .1A F.mtll.OO

r liihmmiji. fu fat Iwi. --'.Upr work. M tailrfij wttk rarh fixil of II. rt Initl

I'll



Schoeffer Oldstyle Initials

48 Point Single Letter 2()c

36 Point Single Letter 15c

D
24 Point Single Letter lOc

15 Point Single Letter lOc

Per Font $2.00

Per Font $1.25

Per Font $1.00

3 A Font $1.00

D
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Cincinnati Initials

Ni>. 1160 64 Point Ornamental N... II4N 4 Point Outline

Pr FontS.no Each 30c

No. 52 84 Point Two Color
Combination of Noa, 1148 and ll.v,

Per Font 13.00 Each .'ilk-

No. 1156 64 Point Plain

3Efit>
Per Font 16.50 Each 60c Per Font $3.00 Each SOc

No. 1159 48 Point Ornamental

Per Font $1.50 Each 20c

No. 1155 4S Point Plain

Per Font $1.50 Each 2Oc

No. 51 48 Point Two Color
Combination of No.. 1147 and 1155

Prr Font $2.76 Each 35c

No. 1147 48 Point Outline

Per Font $1.60 Each tOc

No. 11> :!_' I'nint Ornamental

^T

Per Font $1.25 Each 15c

No. 1154 32 Point Plain

Per Font $1.25 Each 15c

No. 60 32 Point Two Color
Combination of No. 1146 and 1164

Per Font $2.50 Each SOc

No. 1146 32 Point Outline

im IE
Per Font $1.25 Each 15c

No. 49 24 Point Two Color
Combination of No. 1153 and 1157

I'rr Font $l.*l Kach 20c

No. 1U7 24 Point Outline No. MM 24 Point Plain

BOfi
Per Font 75c Each lOc Per Font 76c Each lOc

r
V

(intuitrr0

Ml



Caxton Initials and Missal Initials

CAXTON INITIALS
72 Point 3 A $9 95

HBCCD
60 Point 3 A $6. 75

X ^^^ This Ornament includ.-il ^^^ ^^. -.

with each Font

48 Point 4 A $5.05

36 Point 4 A $3.70

o c Q ft t5 a
24 Point 5 A $2.05

18 Point 6 A $1.65 12 Point 8A $1.20

G 35 I J K J3 fl) ooeQft0T3avwx
MISSAL INITIALS

60 Point 3 A ST. IK)GO
48 Point 4 A $5.00

36 Point 4A $4.00

CD Q O Q Q fi
5A$2.50

V X
24 Point 5A$2.50 18 Point 6AM.::,

12 Point 8 A $1.25 10 Point H A $1.00

EGmitfBnaemofi Q@Gav(Dxs3aG
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Department Store Initials and French Cast Squares

DEPARTMENT STORE INITIALS

Accurately Cut in Type Moldt

^~ DEPARTMENT
STORK INITIALS are cast

||
in type molds in the two sizes. 24x18 and

*\~J I 36x24 points. They are exceedingly useful

In department store and other large news-

paper advertisements, where a number of

Initials are required, and, because of their even and

uniform widths, are speedily handled with linotype

matter. They are also very useful in the job office,

in general commercial work, out- or two colors, and,

for that purport-, color blanks are included with the

fonts, which are put up to regular Cap. A scheme*.

l<

CD
TOP

O O
j3

wo color* ha* half |

euy rear-liter

Character for printing in

bevel to arive

FRENCH CAST SQUARES

1
I '

.'I 'AUKS are made
hr Av* "'"" '"' '"' "'' ''" "'"' M

point, for printing in one ur two

\

colors. They are designed for use

with on* of the most useful brass

rule faces with which a printing office can

be provided : 1 point face, flush to -kli- of a

tntbody. Two of these rules. Ixrvel to

bevel, will
"
match up

"
with the little black

corner squares in the 12 point size, and only

even point spacing for the other

sties. In the middle, or between these two

parallel lines, place whatever material that

is necessary to give
"
balance

"
to the work.

!- I'oint, 12 sets GOc

Color, 12 sets Me

.!. 8 sets Me
i '..lor. 8 sets Me

L'l I'.. int. S sets Me
. 6nts Me

-ets 75c

Color. 6 sets TSc

. 4 sets BOc

. 4 sets 80c



Dutch Initials

120 Point Single Letter 60c Font of 25 Characters $11.00

84 Point Single Letter 35c Font of 25 Characters $6.50



I

Dutch Initials

SinnW- L*tt*r aoc Font of 2 CharaeUn IS.OO

r r w



No. 7213

4X Point

Jenson Initials and Busha Mortised Initials

JENSON INITIALS No. 79

k No. 7218 No. 7211

JENSON INITIALS No. 80

Single Letter 20c

No. 7225

Font of 23 letters (V X Z not made) .

m
30 Point

JENSON INITIALS No. 82

Single Letter lOc Font of 24 letters (V X not made) $1.00

m

BUSHA MORTISED INITIALS
72 Point

2C

I
7C 8C

-nson Initials and Buslia Mortised Initials as shown
on this pajre are cast in type molds

3C

B

9C

M
4C

IOC

Single Chara*

948



Bradley Initials and Versatile Mortised Ornaments

II
IJ

BRADLEY INITIALS

Sinitlr Letter 15c .

VERSATILE MORTISED
ORNAMENTS

An original and linking
cms of initial detigiu.
C**t in type mold* on

point body

No.Tl 0c

No. 001 30c

AMERICAN
TYPE FOUNDERS CO.

949



Strathmore Mortised Initials

120 Point No. 1 60c 120 Point No. 10 60c 120 Point No. 6 60c

Strathmore Initials are cast in type molds and
mortised at the time they are cast 950



Strathmore and Renaissance Initials

STRATHMORE MORTISED INITIALS

120 Point No. 9 60o

i 40c
M 4Sc

No. 224 Color 40c

72 Point No. 5 40c 72 Point No. 9 40c

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS
COMPANY

RENAISSANCE MORTISED INITIALS

coc

AMERICAN TYPE THE BEST TYPE



Wood-Cut Mortised Initial Squares

No. 12026 60c

No. 9625 50c

No. 7225 40c

No. 12023 60c

HE mortises
in these ini-

tials are cast

accurately to

points both

ways, so that

NO. 7227 40c types of the

same body as the mortises fit

without justification, while the

smaller types are justified with

point leads or spaces. This

method of casting the mortises

is used exclusively by the

American Type Founders Co.

and insures the printer a great

saving of time and annoyance
in both justification and print-

ing. The body is also point set

No. 12025 60c

No. 9623 50c

No. 7224 40c

No. 9624 50c No. 7226 40c No. 7223 40c No. 9626 50c

No. 9627 50c

No. 12024 60c No. 12027 60c

952



Sectional Initial Formers

Group A Compute $1.25 Group B tomplci. $1.25

I 2V

Group F Complete f 1.00



Baseball Series No. 2

No. 14 45c No. 17 35c No. la -lite No. 21 35c

No. 19 45c

No. 12 35c

BASEBALL SERIES

No. 2

There are many times and

places where our baseball

illustrators may be used to

a great advantage. Every-

body is interested in the

National game and atten-

tion to an advertisement

or announcement is more

readily attracted by their

use. Our baseball cuts are

made in convenient sizes

and will add to the value of

any baseball printing

Per Font $3.25

Individual characters at pricea quoted

Each font contains one each of

characters 1 1 to 2 1 inclusive and

three of character 22. All are

cast in type molds on point body

No. 18 45c

No. 16 35c

No. 11 50c No. 13 35c No. 22 lOc No. 20 Wlc
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Baseball Series No. 3 and No. 1

No. 2:1 tc

BASEBALL SERIES No. 3

Per Font $2.25

This font contains one each of character*

No*. 23 to 33 inclusive, and three of char*

acter No. 34. Individual characters are

furnished at prices quoted. AM are cast

in type molds on point body and point set.

thus guaranteeing quick justification

No. 32 40c

No. 25 30c No. 34 lk-
'

No. 27 3Sr

Single Character 25c BASEBALL SERIES No. 1 Per Font SI.OO

No. 7 No. No. 2 N... 4 No. 8

No. 1



Aerial Cuts

No. B 2II<- No. 21 3(>c No. 3 25c

No. 5 IRc

No. 15o

No. 8 lOc

No. 15 lik-

THIS
originaland attractive

series ofAerial cuts is sure

to be often used. It will

be appreciated by advertisers

and also will prove of value to

the printer having the series in

his composing room. You will

havemany opportunities touse

these new aviation illustrators

No. 12 20o

Per Font $2.25

Separate characters at the prices indicated

Finit containa four each of characters 8. 14

nnd 17; two each 6. 9. 11, 15. 18 and 23:
..n<- each 2. 3. 6. 12. 20. 21 and 24

AMERICAN
TYPE FOUNDERS

COMPANY

No. 24 25r

No. 23 20c

No. 18 15c

No. 17 lOc

No. 14 lOc
No. ->H 2tl

No. 2 2()c

No. 11 15c

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS Co.
ORIGINATOR OF STYLISH TYPE FACES
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Army and Navy Series No. 3, Warships

ARMY AND NAVY SERIES No. 3

Per Font $2.SO

CAST IN TYPE MOLDS

N... 11!

Grand Military Celebration
MODERN AIR, FIELD AND SEA DEMONSTRATIONS

BEGINNING MONDAY. MARCH THE TWENTY-SEVENTH
CLOSING SUNDAY. APRILTHE FOURTH

Souvenir Programme

-^

NO.a sc

WARSHIPS Per Font $2.35

CAST IN TYPE MOLDS



Golf Illustrators

No. 17 60c No. 18 70c

No. 10 40c

No. 11 50c

THE GAME OF GOLF FOLLOWS CLOSELY TO BASEBALL
AS TO POPULARITY. A SERIES OF GOLF ILLUSTRATORS
WILL PROVE A GOOD INVESTMENT TO EVERY PRINTER

For additional golf cut-* eee page 1015

No. 15 60C

No. 20 60c

No. 8 35c

No. 12 40c

o o o
No. 16 60c

No. 14 70c

No. 6 35c

No. 1 35c

No. 13 60c

No. 7 35c

No. 9 40c

No. 4 35c No. 5 40c
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Golf Illustrators

No. 31 $1.00

No. 21 4.V

No. 29 11.On



N.I. fi !*> Point 40c

No. 3 % Point 40c

No. I i Point 40c

No. 9 % Point 40c

No. 10 % Point 40c

Bulfinch Attractors

No. 22 72 Point 25<-

No. 19 72 Point 2So

\o. 211 12 Point 'jr.

Out of

Order

No. 1 96 Point 40c

No. 14 72 Point 2.~n-

No. 16 72 Point 25c

No. 17 72 Point SSc No. 18 72 Point 25c

N.I. 21 7-2 P.iint 2.T.-

Out of

Order

No. 12 72 Point
25c

Hulfinrh Attractont are alt cast in typt- nmliis ttnil in-.-

eaitily ju^tflicd

No. 16 72 Point 25c No. IS 72 Point 25c

960

No. 2 % Point l(k-

No. 8 96 Point 40c

No. 11 96 Point 40c

No. 7 % Point 40c

No. 5 % Point 40f



Holiday Decorators

The Holiday Decorators have been the
means of creating a great amount of

new business for progressive printers,

extraordinary when compared with the

prices of the Decorators. Printers who
have profited by buying new designs
to attract more business inform us that

on investments of a few dollars they
have secured many additional orders

amounting to hundreds of dollars.

Wo. 4] .M,

No. 4 SI 00 '
:

- -



Holiday Decorators

No. 10B 20c

No. 131 Color 15c

,

L
/



Holiday Decorators

No. 166 SOe

No.64 25c No.6S 2Se No.68

No.Hl tor- No 110 Oc No. Ill aor No. 112 Sic



Holiday Decorators

No. 186 35c



Holiday Decorators

No. 141

No. 142

4
4forlSc 4forlOc 4 for lOc

-

No. 1Z7 Color 40o



Holiday Decorators

No. 1, green, 95c.

No. 115, red, 50c.

Also supplied
for three
colors

No. 116, blue, 90c

No. 22 40c
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Holiday Decorators

-



Holiday Decorators

No. 13 45c No. 47 $1.00
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Twentieth Century Ornaments

20 CENTURY ORNAMENTS
CAST IN TYPE MOLDS ON
POINT BODY AND POINT
SET. INSURING I'KKFECT

JUSTIFICATION

.

SERIES No. 1 Prr Font $4.OO

SERIES No. 2 Per Fonl $2.75



Twentieth Century Ornaments

No. 17 25c No. 33 25c



Twentieth Century Ornaments

No. 24 * No.lt :UK-



Versatile Ornaments

No. 37 25c No. 15 25c

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/

No. 78 VAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA AAAAAAAAAAAAAA AAA"7 No. 75

No. 143 35c



Versatile Ornaments

.

.

No. 151 1.V

No. IIS c

No. isci l.v

N... 115 Sftc

No. 130 :V



Versatile Ornaments

>

No. 40 50c
No. 6 50c

No. 44 50c

No. 47 45c No. 104 50c



Versatile Ornaments

No. IK 4tc



Versatile Ornaments

No. 161 BOc No. 155 35c No. 156 35c
No. 162 50c No. 163 Color 50c

(For color 8ee pae B27>

VERSATILE ORNAMENTS IN GROUPS

Group T Complete 75c

Group S Complete 60c

Group Q Complete 40c
Group R Complete 50c

Group K Complete 40c

Group G Complete 75c

Group F Complete 50c
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Versatile Ornaments in Groups

Group P Completes 1.25

Group O Complete 75c

Group N Complete SOc

Group C Complete SOc

s

Group D Complete 75c

Group J Complete 75c

Group I Complete SOc

Group L Complete SOc

Group M Complete 75c

Group B Complete 4Oc Group H Complete 40c Group E Complete 40c



Strathmore Ornaments

No. 152 45c No. 114 20c No. 187 25c

978

No. 113 20c No. 164 40c



Strathmore Ornaments

25c No. 1S5 aoc No. 137 ZOc No. 138 fOc No. 1M lOc No. 134 c No. 132 2Sc



Strathmore Ornaments

No. 195 40c

No. 124 $1.00

No. 179 60c No. 180 60c

No. 181 75c No. 182 75c

. 980



Strathmore Ornaments

11.00 N... 1

981



Knickerbocker Ornates

Series No. 1 1 Per Font $3.55

Font contains tw each of characters 51. 60 and 61 ;

56 ; six each 52. 53. 56 and 57

Characters 60 and 61 separately each 30c

Series No. 12 Per Font $3.55

jntains two each of characters 61. fi? :un] t,M
: fiv,

55 ; nix each 52. 53. 56 and 57

Characters 62 and 63 separately each

No. 60 No. 61 No. 62 No.es

No. 64 No. 51 No. 55 No. 54 No. 51 No. 55

No. 62 No. 53 No. 56 No. 57 No. 52 No. 53 No. 56 No. 57

Series No. 7 Per Font $2.70

Font contains four of character 36 ; ten each 37. 38. 39. 40. 41 1

42
; two each 45 and 46

Characters 45 and 46 separately each 20c

Series No. 8 Per Font $2.70

No. 37

Font contains ft

Characters 47 and 48 separately each 20c

>t character 36 ; ten each 37. 38, 3!t. 40, 41 ;ni,l

42 ; two each 47 and 48

No. 38 No. 36 No. 39 No. 40 No. 37 No. 38 No. 36 No. 39 No. 40

Series No. 9 Per Font $2.70

Font contains four of character 36 : ten each 37. 38. 39, 40, 41 and
42 ; two each 49 and 50

Characters 49 and 50 separately each 20c

Series No. 10 Per Font $2.70

Font contains four of character 36 ; ten each 37, 38. 39. 40. 41 and
42 : two each 43 and 44

Characters 43 and 44 separately each 20c

No. 42 No. 41

No. 37 No. 38 No. 36 No. 39 No. 40 No. 37 No. 38 No. 36 No. 39 No. 40



Knickerbocker Ornates

Series No. 1 3 Per Font 3.SS

l S2.OO

Series No. 14 P.r Font $3 55

l* Mt of rlMiwlr *t . U MidM : " rh I

U. u< *rk U. M. M HUin

Charartm and M n-r.ily .
'

Foil r,,um. , ,f h I

two ch M> kftj XI , tiitM!

Per Font $2.00

tr
.n

M. tt. . . *I ..,.!_

Per Font J2.00 Per Font $2.00

No. 2S No. 29

M. No.Z7 o.?7 No. 24 No. 26 No. 27 N... 24 No. 2f,

Series No. 1 Per Font S2.0O
Fijrt unnlni mil nifci fifciml M I. .'. . ltl*.
*raM*k>)7. . ..l~rfcMl. U..M,

MM*

Series No. 2 Per Font $3.00
an, M*h of rhr> . rh l. IT. 18 Mxl It . I.M. fourofjw

No.l No. ID No. 14



Trade Cuts

No. 46 35c
No. 52 Ornament only ;iiic

No. 65 Hat only 20c

No. 47 40c No. 56 Shoe only 25c
No, 54 Ornament only 40c

No. 45 2Bc No. 60 $1.00 No. 42
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Wayside Ornaments



Wayside Ornaments

No. 535 15c No. 536 16c No. 539 15c N". 54(1 lot

No. 533 15c No. 53 l.V
No. 538 15c No. 537 15c

m

No. 429 20c No. 470 15c No. 430 20c
No. 350 20c No. 344 25c No. 345 25c No. 351 20c

No. 407 15c

No. 340 35c No. 393 25c No. 347 20c No. 346 20c No. 341 35c

No. 338 20c No. 339 2(if

No. 353 15c No. 352 15c

No. 433 20c No. 416 20c No. 418 15c No. 431 ilk-w
No. 321 2Bc No. 362 25c No. 329 25c No. 363 25c No. 320 25c-

.

No. 494 15c No. 396 lOc No. 422 lOc No. 478 15c No. 486 15c No. 423 lOc No. 397 lOc No. 482 15c

No. 356 15c No. 357 15c No. 373 15c No. 374 15c No. 414 15c No. 368 15c No. 369 15c No. 364 15c No. 365 15c
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Wayside Ornaments

Kj3gy f^^f

Nu.42l IV No. 148 Me No. MS 2Uc

No.872 15c

No. 486 20c No. 491 20c

No.390 15c No. 409 Ife

No. 4O2 16c No. + .141 l.

No.4 Xk- No.469 21 K-

: IV NO.MO No. 42? No

15c

Natrr ik NO.STB iv No.4si iv NO.US iv No.404 iv No.4> ik No.ni iv NO.M* ik

987



Chap-Book Guidons

:>ll Point I'IM- Fc.ntKic
14 Point Per Font 6IH-

Font contains ten pain* each of Brackets and
; ten .-nch of Paragraph Marks

Font ci.nti.ms fmir jmirs ->:u-li 'if !ti-;ii_-k^ts iiriri I':ti-rnth<>-

Font contains six pairs each <if Brack ft* :mH I';... nth.-
;() of Paratrrapli ^

36 Point

it i-onliiin- ilii.'.- |j;m .

,.l,

Flint ti. -

iKht Ml

Per 1

'

<> ft
42 Point

P'ont contains two piiirs .-;i<-h ,,r l!vi,,k.-l-. uri'l F'iU'i-nl->i,.s.^: iw. .-jii-li .>f l';raitr;ii>h Miirks*

48 Point Per Font 7.V

0-.VD
Font contains t

;
i, Marks

60 Point Per Font 7oc

p
r.,nr contalne two j>;ii) i each <.f Brackets nn.l I'an-mlu'srs: two ,-:irh ol P

72 Point Per Font 80c

cnir
*$1 p
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Chap-Book Directors, Swastika Ornaments

i IIAP-BOOK DIRECTORS
Are made n< Itmtf tylr. * nmprmntf i

.'-I. 30. 3. 42. 48. 60. 72.M -

rhara

' iir.

finj

Kht 'hrmrtr

SWASTIKA ORNAMENTS Per Fom 8Oc

Ifi Sfi !fi ^^^ M *

SWASTIKA OUTLINE ORNAMENTS P Kom ot

* * ffi

o/e are
31



Chap-Book Cuts

No. K >',(

No. 16 25c

We have issued a pamphlet showing
the complete series of Chap-Book
Cuts which will be sent to anyone in-

terested. Besides the Chap-Book Cuts

this pamphlet contains a showing of

many other attractive and useful or-

naments. You should secure a copy

No. 93 35c No. 26 30c
No. 76 26c

No. 5 25c No. 83 25c No. 79 25c No. 7 25c
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Renaissance Ornaments



Commerce, Industrial and Arrow Ornaments

No. 2 65c
Nn. 1 Kill-

. 6 25c

COMMERCE
ORNAMENTS

Per Font, 1 each, $1.75

Commerce Ornaments may be

used as individual ornaments,
or the various characters may
In- i-ombined, making a deco-

rative panel or headpiece as

shown in some of the dis-

play pages in this catalogue

No. '', !;:,c-

^

ARROWS

<
18 Point Ro.lv. Ti Point Set

Pal r<>unct 6fi-'

ly. ) I'oint S.-L

Each 15c I'.-r Pound 14v

f, Point Body. ^', Point Set

Fich 16c PIT Pound *1.W

6 Point BfKiy. 12 point s. t

Each 5o P.-r Pound Sl.JH

t; Point Hodv. I! i

Kavh 6c P.-r Pound S1.28

;. Poln! Ilo<lv. :, Point S*-t

AMERICAN
TYPE FOUNDERS

COMPANY

12 POINT
ARROW ORNAMENTS

No. 2

Per Font $1.50

f\

No. 7 15c

No. li 5<

No. 5 5c No. I 5c

Font contains fmn t.c<-r .

I ( .f ::.

Irn of .1. nine .

NO. i i;.
r
>i-

992

No. 3 65c

No. I No. K 2S<-

INDUSTRIAL
ORNAMENTS

No. 5 25c

Per Font, 1 each, $1.75

Industrial Ornaments n

used as imlividnal urhaments.

or the various characters may
be combined, making a deco-

rative panel or headpi-

shown in some of the dis-

play pages in this catalogue



Commerce Ornaments and Industrial Ornaments

36 POINT COMMERCE ORNAMENTS
Per Font, two ol each character. $2.75

Thea* ornament* may be uaed u Individual ornament*, or the varlou* character*

may be combined. makinK a decorative panel or hradpiece

CAST IN TYPE MOLDS

-:

No. 10 28c No. 11 20c No. 12 20c

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY
Originator and Maker

Z22

F'r^eSs^

36 POINT INDUSTRIAL ORNAMENTS
Per Font, two ol each clunder. $2.75



Schuil Ornaments

D=

1

SCHUIL ORNAMENTS
THIS DISTINCTIVE SERIES OF ORNAMENTS IS ADAPTED TO EVERY SIZE

OF PAGE AND TO ALL CLASSES OF LARGE AND SMALL FORMS OF AD-

VERTISING. MANY PLEASING AND ATTRACTIVE DESIGNS CAN BE MADE

A A A A

Characters in Complete Font

11 12 10

Per Font $3.50

Font contains sixteen each of characters 1. 2 and 3; twenty of 4;

twenty-four of 5; seven of 6; eight of 10: four each

7. 8, 11. 12. 13, 14. 16 and 16

A special six point brass rule, shown on page 1130. ia made to work with

Schuil Ornaments and is used for long panels in connection with character

No. 1 for end pieces. It is put Up in regular labor-saving font* at prices

k-ivrn "ii page 1108. Miter fonts containing two sets two and one-half ems
and one set five ems, 50 cents per font extra

C?

^

992*



Dainty Border No. 1

** ,

f$>$
****, .*

THIS IS A BORDER CAPABLE OF BEING SET WITH AN ALMOST INFINITE NUMBER OF
COMBINATIONS. ALL EASILY CONSTRUCTED. IT WILL LOOK EXTREMELY WELL IN RED
OR ANY OTHER SECONDARY COLOR IN A TYPE COMPOSITION. AND AT THE SAME TIME
IS STRONG ENOUGH TO MAKE ATTRACTIVE BORDERS. PANELS. DECORATIONS AND
END PIECES IN A ONE COLOR COMPOSITION. A BORDER OF UNLIMITED USEFULNESS

. sv
^...- ... .:

.:>...
:. .. ...

L ... Vf V

rxx/
' /\ '

:....:

BORDER BEAUTIES
OBTAINED

V* '"'
'.'.'.*/

:

HIGHLY EFFECTIVE
COMBINATIONS

Per Font $4.00

.......

I

Character* in Complete Font

. ...t.

*

\. :-........-: f-v-j

:

"
KYX ,

..........

-:M

rXX WP- M"v"
T
2

I"

run ill.hi ilitlilili tililil 1 M 1. 1. 1. 4. : >4<t~Mrk.r lurf?: KiMtenof 1.

nf . lw7.^> T 1*. twl>.fb*r of 11; fov ~ck < 11. 11. 14. It. 14. IT

**.*%

.
........

1

.:: J
AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY

ORIGINATOR AND MAKER

\tij! ;;;:/... ~*V>.' "*./!

JI....A x"\....x"s.....A .'"\.....A -A......A.. Xi)...^::^i

-.



6 Point No. 4. 60 inches, $1.50

Hylite Borders

*1

HYLITE BORDERS
The Hylite Borders are serviceable and refined.

They will readily lend themselves to attractive

combinations and artistic conceptions, and open

up a great range of possibilities for fine results.

6 Point No. 12. 60 inches, $1.50

w

w

( ) 6 Point No. 5

<> 60 inches. $1.50

W

A
A

ft

S.

6 Point No. 9, 60 inches. $1.50

C^C^

6 Point No. 11, 60 inches. $1.50

6 Point No. 8, 60 inches. $1.50

UmilllllllinillUmilllHIIHIIIIIIIIIINIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIII!:

6 Point No. 13, 60 inches. $1.50

nlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllln
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Beardsley Ornaments and Beacon Ornaments

BEARDSLEY ORNAMENTS-Serie. No. 1 P., Foni $2.25

Ch.r.ctcr. in Complete Fonl

BEARDSLEY ORNAMENTS-Serie. No. 2

Per Font $2.50

Immr n\Tt and KM* Boriar (BM p** !> worked ID btuMiin IMM VMT plMwinv ffM-t M hown on HookMu Itatte dfavtajr P&KC 427

r

m wmm
BEACON COMBINATION ORNAMENTS P Font $2.50



Mission Toys for One or Two Colors

120 POINT MISSION TOYS
Single character for one color 40c Single character for two colors 75c

No. 36 No. 35 No. 32

No. 39

No. 37

Mission Toys
These cuts aremade
for printing in either

one or two colors. In

order to display their

possibilities and at-

tractiveness we have

printed a few ofthem
in two colors. The

prices are shown
above. When order-

ing, kindly designate
whether for one or

two colors

CAST IN TYPE
MOLDS

No. 34

No. 38

No. 33 No. 31 No. 40
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Mission Toys and Floral Basket Pieces

MISSION TOYS
72 Point No. 1 72 Point No. 2

Per Font Sl.SO Single Character 25c Per Font 11.50 Single Character 25c

No. 27

48 Point No. 1

Per Font 75c Single Chancier 20c
Fool OMtt^a* OM of vttch rbncur for MM color

Nan No. 28

48 Point No. 2
Per Font 75c Single Character 20c
Pont i iinloiao OBO color block of ooeh ckarmctor

No. 3 N... U No. 2 No. 1 No. 7

N,, |

No. 4

T'. 1- ' '. ,-'". l| |

No. 6

i colorm for botk tt No. 1

No. 9

In ontoriiw vtau wKctb*r foi

No. 8

No. 4

FLORAL BASKET PIECES
Per Font $1.25

foot nMUlo. *< d

Wo .

I

s .. .

N I I

No. l

.<



Laurel Ornaments and Mural Ornaments

f
!*-

LAUREL ORNAMENTS

^ **a

f
\v/ 1

Prices

6 Point $1.25
12 Point 1.25

18 P'oint 1.50
^jf;m.ir

?*r
Characters in Complete Font of 18 Point

The characters of 6 Point and 12 Point are practically the same as these)

Laurel Ornaments are cast in cored type molds, with as little shoulder as possible inside of the wreaths, so that type lines may be set

close up. A great variety of designs may be quickly and easily produced with these inexpensive ornaments. They are designed to work

separately and with the Laurel Borders shown on page 1028. Wreaths may be enlarged symmetrically by using the single piece

MURAL ORNAMENTS

No.SOOA
15c

No. 310A 20c No. 313A 20c No. 312A 15c No.308A 20c No.SllA 20c No.309A 20c

No.297A 15c No.304A 15c No.296A 15c No.298A 15c No.290A 15c No. 301A 15c No. 294A 15c

No. SWA 15c

No. 303A
15c

No. 302A
15c No.291A 20c
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No. 293A
15c

No.316A 15c
No. 315A 15c



Tree Ornaments and Combination Ornaments

TREE ORNAMENTS

I'er Kuril *H- Is Point

IVr I

IVr Font 7"

! ! P.iinl

1

Prt Fi.nt lli- '- ''"'"'

in IVmit P.-t Kunt 60c

IVr FonteOc

I'.-; Font SOr

i PIT Font SOc

Jl II M IL JL JL

COMBINATION ORNAMENTS-Serie* No. 63 Pr Font $2.25

Cluracten in Complete Font

DD



Art Ornaments

Series No. 54 Per Font $1.00

Pont contains one of each character

No.
18059

IBc

No. 84003 40c No. 84001 40c

Series No. 60
Per Font $1.00

Font contains two each of char-
acters 72024 and 48028; six of

character 48027

No. 72024 30c

No. 48027 20c

No. 48028 20c

Series No. 57
Per Font 75c

Font contains two
.;i< -ti nf characters
42005 and 42007;
six of character

42006

No. 42005 15c

No. 42006 15c

No. 42007 15c

No. 42009 15c

Color 42010 15c

No. 72020 30c

Series No. 55
Per Font $1.25

characters 60010 and
36028; six of 36027

No. 60010 30c

No. 36027 15c

No. 36028 25c

Series No. 34 Per Font $1.50

Font contains one of each character

No. 72014 30c

No. 60009 30c

.*** '**

No. 72015 30c No. 72013 30c

No. 72017 15c

\

Series No. 53 Per Font 75c

Font contains one of each character

No. 36025 25c

No. 36026 25c Ox>
No. 36029 25c

No. 42003 25c

X^^Vw\f
No. 42008 20c

No. 72021 30c

998



Art Ornaments

\ ..
: No. 120008 40c No. 120002 >c

\

No. 84010 4"c

'. :-

No. MOOR 4<lc

'.

'.

'.

i No. W<)11 30c

. .
.

s :

M



Delia Robbia Festoons and Ornaments, Dixon Ornaments

DELLA ROBBIA FESTOONS No. 1

1 8 Point Per Font, 36 inches, $ 1 .30
12 Point Per Font, 54 inches, $1.50

123 4 56
24 Point Per Font, 36 inches, $1.65

DELLA ROBBIA FESTOONS No. 2

Per Font $2.00

No. 1 No. 4 No. 5 No. 8 No. 6

Pont contains two each of characters 1. 3, 4. 5, 6 and 8; six each 7 and v. ten of 2

DELLA ROBBIA ORNAMENTS
Per Font, two of each Character, $2.25. Half Font, one of each Character, $1.25

No. 9 25c No. 10 35c No. 4 25c

No. 6 40c

DIXON ORNAMENTS Per Font $1.75
Font contains twelve of character I; six of 2; three each 3 and 4; two each 5 and 6

No. 4 15c No. 3 15c No. 5 40c

1000



Happy Thoughts and Electric Ornaments

HAPPY THOUGHTS Group K
Each character put up in ( of lour 6Oc per

'.

r i

' ~

Group H
Each character put up in et> oi (our SOc per *et

Group G
Each character 25c singly

Group L

Each character put up in <et> of eight SOc per let

Group E
Each character put up in eu of four SOc per el

No. 52

No.M

Group F

Each character put up in aeU of eight
SOc per >et

No.

No. 56 No. S7

ELECTRIC ORNAMENTS
Per Font $3.50

**! IOThrrlia<cknrU< lull. %Mf 1. laamftltt.l. T.I. t. la. II. 1. 17. In. II. tfodli;
lMm-liof !.!,. ~rk It. II. l. 1H ..h Unul It

No. U 1 No. 1U



Collins Florets, Anti-Tuberculosis Emblems

No. 228
Set of four 40c

No. 144 No. 143
No. 160 Set of four 40c No. 189 20c Set of four 40c Set offour 40c

No. 208 35c

No. 215 Set of four 60c No. 203 25c No. 211 Set of four 50e
No. 214 Set of four 50c

No. 202 15c No. 204 15c
No. 194 2Bc No. 195 25c

No. 185 15c No. 186 16c

No. 210
Set of four 40c No. 191 30c No. 200 35c

No. 213 No. 209
No. 188 30c Set of four 40c Set of four 40c

tttttttftmmtmtmtmW
JL

ANTI-TUBERCULOSIS EMBLEMS ^^&
Official emblem of the Soc ety for the Prevention and Cure of Tuberculosis

i^M 12 Ft. No. 12633 5c

8 Pt. No. 18533 lOc Per Font 50c

Per Font 50c 24 Pt.No.24633 lOc
Per Font 50c

36 Pt. No. 36533 15c

Per Font 75c
48 Pt. No. 48533

1002



Collins Florets

Group M
Four ol one Character 3Oc Per Font $2.00

b * tP* *fc +
No.*? No.W

No. Kin
'

No.K Nn.Hi; V." !: No. 108 No. 96

> NaM No. 101 No. 95 N.. -7 N

Group N
Four of one Character 4Oc Per Font $3.0O

-V*
l-.M No. 128 No. Ill

No. 114 No. 115

!_ No. 126 No. 119 No. 116

Group O
Four of one Character 40c Per Font $3.00

No. 13) N. l:i- No. 141 No. 139 No. 140 No. 136

-

No. 129 No. 131 No. 142 No. 132 No. 137 No. IK

I No. 128 No. 133 No. 197

Group W
Four ol one Character 40c Per Font $2.50

No. 26 No. 260

V
- No. 261

vx.>
No.26S

Group Z
Four of one Character 50c Each Character 1 Sc

No. 220 No. 217

^T
144

Group P
Four of one Character 40c

No. 14&

No. l No. 147 No. 12 No. 160 N... in;

No. I:- o 154 No. 16.1 N

No. 1ST V 158
N.. N... IV.

Group V
Four ol one Character 40c Per Font $ 1 .50

* Of
N...275 No. 317 N... 270 No. 271 No. 266

.

OR-

..
No. 273 No. 269 No. 272 No. 26K No. 274

Group X
Four ol one Character 40c Per Font $2.SO

No. 2:- II No. 242 No. 24.1 No.24H No. 239

-',
No. 249 No. 24il No. 2-1

Group Y
Four ol one Character 40c

No. 233 No. 234 No. 223 No. 2.15 No. 230

No. 22H No. 221 No. at

-; No. 231 N...232 No. 225

No.27S No.277 No. 2 No. 276 No. 229

Group R
Four ol one Character SOc Two of one Character 30c

Group Q
Four of one Character SOc Two ol one Character 30c

No. 171

No. 14 No. M* No. in



Florets, Rogers Embellishments and Tail Pieces

ELZEVIR FLORETS

Group C Per Font $1.65
Font contains four of each character

IP fe^ US
No. 22 No. 23 No. 24 No. 28 No. 25

No. 27 kNo. 4(1
No. 26

No. 38 No. 36 No. 37 No. 3!)

Group A Per Font $0.50
Font contains four of each character

No. 6 No. 3 No. 1 No. 4 No. 5 No. 12

No. 7 No. 2 No. 8 No. 45 No. i

Group B Per Font $0.90

No. IB No. in No. 16 No. IS No. 14 No. 18

No. 11 No. 46 No. 20 No. 17 No. 21 No. 19

Group D Per Font $1.50
Font contains four of each character

No. 32 No. 30 No. 29 No. 31

No. 8 No. 7

ACANTHINE FLORETS
Per Font $2.25

Font contains four of uach character

No. 2 No. 1 No. 3 No. 4

ROGERS EMBELLISHMENTS

No. 444

25c

No. 1 No. 2 . No. 4

MIDGET TAIL PIECES Per Font $1.25

Font contains thr* 1 * 1 "f fm-d i-hariu-'t'T

No. 13 No. 11 No. 5 No. 6 No. 7
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No. 9

No. 8 No. 14

No. 3 No. 12

No. 10



Hapgood Florets and Dewey Ornaments

HAPGOOD FLORETS SHOWN AS BANDS
48 Point. 1-

utostost
36 Point. 24 iiii-h.-. f1.85

24 Point. 3 inrhm. tl.<6

&&&&&&&&
inch*.. S1.SO

No. II I'..ml. ); inrhtti. I1..V)

12 Point. M Inchec, 11.50

I-

No. 3619

No. 1418

No. 12(8

DEWEY ORNAMENTS

Series No. 1 Per Font $1.50
F<tot cofitaJiut nn*> of rarh rhnctr

No. 11 No. 12 No. IX

Series No. 2 Per Font $2.00
FoAt IXMUJIM .IN* *f Mrh rlwnrl<-r

No.6 No. 4

No. 2

No. 1

No. 8

No. IS No. 7 No. in No. 8

Series No. 3 Per Font $1.00
J'nwt Cfrtl" * of . C

No. 31

Sfe ^^ \(C
jjtti ^^C*^ /"^^^T\r v xi

1006

No. 22 No. 29 No. SI No. 24



Busha Ornaments and Egyptian Ornaments

BUSHA ORNAMENTS

No. 222A 25c

No. 34G 15c No. 213A 20c No. 175A 25c No. 272A 30c No.48G 15c

i Series B
*

Per Font $2.50 Half Font $1.25
Font contains two of character 13; six each 10
and 15; four each 11, 12, 14, 16, 17. 18, 19 and 20

No. 18

No. 14

No. No.
15 10

No. No.
,, .

EGYPTIAN ORNAMENTS

Series A
Per Font $2.50 Half Font $1.25

Font contains four of each character

No. 6

No.3 No.4
No-9 No. 5

No. 13 No. 19 No. 20

No. 1

N̂o. 7

No. 2

N̂o. 8

Series C
Per Font $2.50 Half Font $1 .25

No.
25

No. No. 01
'

26 27

No. 23 No. 24

1006



Valentine, Bookman and Page Ornaments, Glad Hands, Pointers

VALENTINE ORNAMENT
Seriei No. 62
Pet Font $1.00

No. 24032A lOe

A
GLAD HANDS

BOOKMAN ORNAMENTS

N... 41A 75c

AMERICAN
TYPE FOUNDERS

COMPANY

No. 21A 2Sc '.

PAGE ORNAMENTS

.

POINTERS

10

SHADED POINTERS

14 U I 2

CONTOUR POINTERS

14 IS 4 I 2

1007



Kate Greenaway Mignonettes

No. 45 30c No. 52 25c No. 43 SOc No. 11 SOc No.20 26c No. 16 30c

No. 38 25c No. 12 25c No. 30 25c No. 57 25c No. 48 SOc No. 19 30c No. 56 25c No. 10 25c No. 35 25c No. 7 25c

No. 15 SOc No. 29 25c No. 42 25c No. 11 25c No. 4 25c No. 51 25c No. 54 25c No. 46 SOc

No. 25 25c No. 59 25c No. 53 25c No. 28 25c No. 22 25c No. 58 25c No. 27 25c No. 50 25c No. 21 25c

No. 18 SOc No. 60 25c No. 24 25c No. 40 25c No. 9 25c No. 55 25c No. 5 25c No. 41 25c No. 23 25c ^o. 17

No. 6 25c No. 36 25c No. 3 25c No. 8 25c No. 33 25c No. 31 25c No. 37 2nc No. 2 25c No, 32 25c No. 26 25c No. 39 25c

1008



Lady Speakers, Klondikers, Army and Navy, Hello Cuts

LARGE LADY SPEAKERS
P.r Font* 1.25

No. Zl '.

SMALL LADY SPEAKERS ARMY AND NAVY No. 1

acter 2Oc Per Font 7Sc Single Character 25c Per Font SI.25

M
f

No. 16 No. 15 No. 14

rMl cMiUin- > of Mrh rlwnrter

KLONDIKERS
Sinle Ch.r.clrr 25c Per Font S 1 .25

No. 3 No. 4

No. 6

'

No.1

No. 9 No. 11

For additional Army and Navy Me pare 967

HELLO CUTS
Per Font $1.00



Shoppers, Small Scorchers, Colonials, Large Scorchers

Single Character 25c

SHOPPERS
Font contains one of each character Per Font $1.00

No. 10 No. 9 No. 8 No. 5 No. 6 No. 7 No. 4 No. 3 No. 2 No. 1

SMALL SCORCHERS
Font contains one of each character

Single Character 20c Per Font $1.00

COLONIALS

No. 20 No. 18 No. 17 No. 16

No. 14

Single Character 25c

)ne of each character

No. 5 No. 2

Per Font 75c

No. 7 No. 1 .

No. 15 No. 13 No. 12 No. 10 No. 9

Single Character 30c
LARGE SCORCHERS

Per Font $1.75

No. 7

No. 9

No. 5

No. 1

No. 3

Font contains one of each character

No. 6

No. in No. 4



Booklet Ornaments and Margin Ornaments

Stack dunctor 2S<

N

BOOKLET ORNAMENTS No. 2

No. 10

No. 6

Per Font $2.50

No. I No. 2

Sinfle Ch.r.clcr 20c

BOOKLET ORNAMENTS No. 1

Foot raouiu of evh dimeter Per Font $1.25

'. -. - No. IS No. 7

MARGIN ORNAMENTS
SeriM No. 1 Per Font f 1 .00
U~ lw ( ttanrUr 14, Ihr~ rach It tmd II

B
^HVk

^

SOT<M No. 2 Per Font $ 1 .00

PfcNM MlBlM dffM of

No. 14 3nc No. 16 No. 16 BOc
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Druggists, Silhouettes, Bowlers, Hoboes, Chefs and Waiters

Single Character 25c

DRUGGISTS
Font contains one of each character Per Font $1.00

tfrtfr
No. 10 No. 4 No. 9 No. 3 No. 8 No. 2 No. 7 No. 1 No. 6 No. 5

SILHOUETTES
Font contains one of each character

Single Character 25c Per Font $1.25

BOWLERS
Pont contains one of each character

Single Character 25c Per Font $1.25

No. 10

Single Character 25c

No. 2 No. 6 No. i No. 7 No. 1(1

HOBOES
Font contains one of each character

Single Character 25c

DELMONICO CHEFS AND WAITERS
Font contains one of each character

No. 1 No. 6

Per Font $1.00

No. 3 No. 10 No. 4 No. 8 No. 9 No. 1 No. 7 No. 5 No. 6 No. 2

Per Font $1.00

No. 10 No. 9 No. 8 No. 7 No. 6 No. 5 No. 4 No. 3 No. 2 No. 1

Alt cuts shown on this page are cafit in type molds
and are easily justified 1012



Pick-Ups, Campaigners, Speakers, Athletes, Rigs and Traps

PICK-UPS SPEAKERS
Sintk Character 2Sc Per Font $125 Single Character 20c Per Font ll.OO

No. 10 No. 9 No. 8 No. 2 N... 1

No.fi No. 9 No. 12

No. 5 No. 3 No. 7 No. a No. 4

ATHLETES
Single Character 2Sc Per Font $1 .25

No. 7 No. 8 No. 3

CAMPAIGNERS
Sinfle Character 25c Per Font S 1 .50

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3

i No. 7 No. 5 No.
N". VI

RIGS AND TRAPS
Single Character 20c Per Font S 1 .00

No. 4

No. 11



Coppers, Ballet Dancers, American Indians, Rounders

Single Character 25c
COPPERS

Font contains one of each character Per Font $1.25

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5 No. 6 No. 7 No. 8 No. 9 No. 10

Single Character 25c
BALLET DANCERS

Font contains one of each character Per Font $1.50

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5 No. 6 No. 7

No. 8 No. II No. 10 No. 11 No. 12 No. 13 No. 14

AMERICAN INDIANS

No. 11 No. 2 No. 5 No. 4

No. 8

All cuts on this page are cast in type
molds and are easily justified

No. 6

ROUNDERS
Single Characters Nos. 1,2,3 and 5, 30c

Nos. 4 and 6, 40c Per Font $1.25

No. 2 No. 4
Font contains one of each character

No. 1 No. 5
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Golfers, Domestics, Listeners and Christmas Ornaments

GOLFERS
SinfU Chrclrr 2Sc

LADY GOLFERS
Per Font $ 1 .50 Single Chancier 25c Per Font 1 1 .SO

Kotit railMliM on* of *>! rh*frt*r

NlX 2

Single Character 25c

No. 4 No. 8 No. 2 No. 7

For our latest Series of Golf Illustrators see paves 968 and 969

DOMESTICS
Pont fDoUinn onr of mrh rhnfl*r

No. 10

Per Font $1.00

No. 7 No. 8

Single Character 20c

LISTENERS
font onUi* on* of w h chmnu-trr

No. 6 .No. 8 No. 5 No. 4

Per Font $1.00

No. 2 N... 7 No.l

CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS

iKA lie No. 2MA ISc So. 2-.'.A l.V

1015



No. 24, 66 inches, $1.50 . , ..

*

Three Point Borders

r WHO [TTrtXyyTTTIITTTTTTTTTTITTTTITITITrTITTyTrXX;

<
'i

Sx-.,

4^

No. 44, 66 inches, $1.50

r B
H II

II No. 43, 66 inches, $1.60 H
H H
H
H H

unonMnBHuwBH

I!

No. 27, 66 inches, $1.50 No. 29, 66 inches, $1.50
j,

'

Three Point Borders
No. 37, 66 inches, $1.50No. 5, 66 inches, $1.50

The Three Point Borders shown

on this page are considered the

most popular designs in Running
Borders on the market. For neat

labels, dainty panel work and simi-

lar printing they will be found

remarkably effective. The ease

with which these Borders can be

assembled is at once apparent to

the discerning printer and will be

found a strong factor in shops
where high-grade work in record

time is essential, in fact these

Borders will make an excellent

addition to any composing room

No. 4, 66 inches, $1.50

AMERICAN
TYPE FOUNDERS CO.

No. 14, 66 inches, $1.50

No. 31, 66 inches, $1.50

No. 25. 66 inches, $1.50 t
No. 34, 66 inches, $1.60 -. t

kAAAAA ^lAl^AJ f

rTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTni

No. 33, 66 inches, $1.50

1

AAAAAJ J

JimiiiiimiMiHiiiiiiii

No. 20, 66 inches, $1.50

iiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir

^
No. 28, 66 inches, $1.50 4

1016



Six Point Borders and Twelve Point Borders

uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiii Minnie

Nata.Wtnehm.fl.SO

*

No. *. 80 Inches, li.&o

aiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimiitiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirr

\\ \\x\\\\\\\\\\ \s

No. tit, 80 Inches. $1.50 No. 207. 60 Inchn. 11.50

/\\\\\\\\SS\\\\ \\

No. 220

CO inchen. f 1.60



Newspaper Borders

6 Point No. 71

60 inches, $1.60

I

6 Point No. 81 J
60 inches. $1.50

6 Point No. 72, 60 inches, $1.50

6 Point No. 235

60 inches, $1.50

>



Newspaper Borders

>2 Point No. W
M incha*. $1.60

12 Point No. 86
64 inchw. tl.50

12 Point No. 69
M inchn, $1.50
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Newspaper Borders

18 Point No. 18

36 inches, $1.30

18 Point No. 7, 36 inches. $1.30 18 Point No. 5, 36 inches, $1.30

18 Point No. 24

36 inches, $1.30

18 Point No. 16, 36 inches, $1.30

18 Point No. 13

36 inches, $1.30

18 Point No. 4

36 inches, $1.30

24 Point No. 2, 36 inches, $1.65

24 Point No. 4, 36 inches, $1.65 24 Point No. 5, 36 inches, $1.65

1020



Typotect Borders and Linear Borders

A

A

TYPOTECT BORDER No. 1

Characters in Complete Font

::

in th* thra* *UM of thU bo

,t

,'

<

18 Point No. 2. 36 inched. $1.30

12 Point No. 2, 54 inches. $1.50

LINEAR BORDER No. 2

Character* in Complete Font

1 3 J

Charac-tor* tn th* Um* atoM of tbte bord*r arc Uw tMnw hi dMlcn

. i'..int No. 2. en inchc*. fl.Sfl

1021



Six Point Panel Borders

0<
<s

I

>CD<

O<1
No. 45

No. 43

>GD

BOB

g

Ia
O



Six Point Panel Borders

Is.
H 1 1

iT-T-ZT-T-ri I I
o

o

o

o

9*

6 i

a
o

MO

N.. -

I

V,

o

Ha M
no

+11 1111 mi 11+

SIX POINT PANEL BORDERS
Per Font. 60 inchct. $1.50

I r-
n

"

,,,, 11+ ff 1"""



Art Borders

rC *J"*!"f**f"
*"'

-;
6 Point No. 3, Tint j.

60 inches, $1.50 *

IMMuMt
6 Point No. 8, Tint

60 inches, $1.50

12 Point No. 7, Tint
54 inches, $1.50

12 Point No. 5, Tint

54 inches, $1.50

12 Point No. 8, Tint
54 inches, $1.50

2 12 Point

K~J< No. 4, Open
IOI 54 inchesW $1.50

P*^**

K 4*
5

12 Point No. 4, Tint
54 inches, $1.50

*
*

*
*
*
*

12 Point

No. 3, Open
54 inches

$1.50

12 Point No. 3, Tint
54 inches, $1.50

*
*

*
*
*
*

12 Point No. 12

54 inches, $1.50

18 Point No. 3, Open, 36 inches, $1.30 18 Point No. 3, Tint, 36 inches, $1.30

18 Point No. 9

36 inches, $1.30

18 Point No. 18

36 inches, $1.30

1024



Art Borders

18 Point No. 7. Tint
36 inches. $1.30

24 Point No. 20. 36 inches, $1.66

X-
- -

24 Point No. 3 Tint. 36 inches. $1.66 - -^

>^ |
-

tyl^*
r
^
-* r

^
>* r

|
x* ^

1H Point No. 17

38 inch*., $!.*>

24 Point No. 19. 36 inchex. $1.1

24 Point No. 18. 36 inche.. I1.6S

24 Point No. 7 Tint, SB inches. I1.6S

24 Point No. 3 Open. 36 inche.. $1.65

24 Point No. 16, 36 inches. tl.6o

36 Point No, 25. 24 inch** 11.66

?J>ZK



12 Point No. 29

54 inches, $1.50

12 Point No. 30

54 inches, $1.50

Old English Borders

I
It

mt
12 Point

No. 20

54 inches

$1.50

[S(JSS^\SS)Q^S^QSStCj^X ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^% ^^
12 Point No. 8, 54 inches, $1.50

M
12 Point No. 6

54 inches, $1.50

T 10 Point No. 17, 54 inches, $1.40 T 10 Point No. 12, 54 inches, $1.40

J?

10 Point No. 5, 54 inches, $1.40

it? 'if?

14 Point No. 19, 42 inches, $1.50

r
r 14 Point No. 13, 42 inches, $1.50

6 Point No. 4, 60 inches, $1.50

r
X

6 Point No. 15, 60 inches, $1.50

6 Point No. 16, 60 inches, $1.50
I

6 Point No. 32, 60 inches, $1.50

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeo
5 co
) (a

6 Point No. 11, 60 inches. $1.50 ^
(0

6 Point No. 34, 60 inches, $1.50
1026

6 Point No. 3, 60 inches, $1.50



Old English Borders

lAAAAi

I

I

I

I

6 Point No. 26. fill inch. fl.SO

Point No. 24. 54 lnchn.f1.SS

12 Point No. 21. 54 Inchn. fl.50

I- I'.iint No. 27. 36 inrhen. fl.SO

* 1
* I

i)

6 Point No. 25. 60 inches. fl.SO

-

Il|& B3

3C$CCC&CCOC<Jt>#C&OC^[&OC<3C&<3C^C^ 2,

8 Point No. 23. 54 inchea, f1.35 Ty"

12 Point No. 22. 54 inrhn. fl.SO

XftX UP.X XP.X XP.X XP.X XP

S 1342 6

12 Point No. 1, 54 Inchc*. f1.50

14 Point No. 14. M Inchra. 1146



Laurel Borders and Laurel Borders No. 2

^'^^'^'^> ^^^'^^'^^^^'ir

18 Point, 36 inches, $1.30

12 Point, 54 inches, $1.50

LAUREL BORDERS No. 2

f 23

Characters in Complete Fonts

9 i&

20 18 38 19 21 22 f
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Strathmore Borders

i

to

24 Point No. 2401

M inch*., f1.86

24 Point No.MM
96 inch*.. 11.65

JW
5g
PS
504

18 Point No. 1801

36 inch*.. !..*> 1 18 Point No. 1806

36 inch*.. 11.30

R

12 Point No. 1201 54 inch*.. (1.50

24 Point No. 2403

36 incbm, 11.66

ion



Adtype Borders and Brockton Borders

10 Point No. 2, 54 inches, $1.40

Characters in Complete Font

K X 3 X \ W sj

ADTYPE BORDERS
Characters in Complete Font

i

18 Point, 36 inches, $1.30

12 Point, 54 inches, $1.50

K

8 Point-, 54 inches, $1.35

::=5S2555S2555 IS SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS:;:
6 Point, 60 inches, $1.50

BROCKTON BORDERS
Characters in Complete Font

V s"* 2

The 8, 10, 12, 14 and 18 point fonts contain

characters 1 and 2 only

10 Point, 54 inches, $1.40

14 Point, 42 inches, $1.50

1030
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Beacon Borders, Klondike Borders and Newspaper Border

BEACON BORDERS
24 Point. 6A J2.50

CM*. A. uxl M M^h Uich ud Utln

Kllla blanks, largr tile, per font of 36 mchri. $1.65

18 Point. 10AS2.00
. . i Ikliiud 90 thick .1~-m bunk.

Extra bUnki, Urge tile, per font ol 36 inchet. $1.30

KLONDIKE BORDERS

Character* m Complete Font

NEWSPAPER BORDER No. 119
18 Point. 36 inch**. $1.30

Character* in Complete Font
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Navajo Border, Primrose Borders and Monotone Borders

I

NAVAJO BORDER

Characters in Complete Font 2 1

(kerned)

12 Point No. 238, 54 inches, $1.60

12 Point, 54 inches, $1.50

PRIMROSE BORDERS

1 1



Tabard Borders

$* Point No. M07 -'I im-hr $!.& 36 Point No. MM

W Point No. 3009 24 inches $1.35

24 Point No. 2409 36 iiu-hea $1.65

U Point No. 1809 36 inches $1.30

24 inrhe. 11.86

- r..int No. 1108 36 inchii $1.3(1

DIOIOIOIOIOIOIGOO
12 Point No. 1206 54 inche. $1.60V@
Xi Point No. 3610 24 inches $1.66

3(1 Point No. 3010 24 inchea $1.36

-M Point No. 2410 36 inchei $1.65

12 Point No. 1210
'

I irirhes$1.50

36 Point No. 3612 >4 ini-hm $1.66

Borfer. No. MU. No. mi. No. Mil. No. lull .od No. III>
rr oil .i> potau IMrk u>d raw bo u

:o Point No. 3012 24 inches $1.36

24 Point No. 2412 .16 InchM $1.66

1PI'oint No. 1 : in<-hc$1.3n

12 I'oint No. 1212 inchra Jl.Mi
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Bewick Borders

36 Point No. 61 24 inches $1.65 36 Point No. 71

30 Point No. 61 24 inches $1.35 30 Point No. 71

24 Point No. 61 36 inches $1.65 24 Point No. 71

18 Point No. 61 36 inches $1.30 18 Point No. 71

12 Point No. 61 54 inches $1.50 12 Point No. 71

36 Point No. 65 24 inches $1.65 36 Point No. 66

30 Point No. 65 24 inches $1.35 30 Point No.

24 Point No. 65

18 Point No. 65

12 Point No. 65

36 Point No. 68

36 inches $1.65 24 Point No. 66

36 inches $1.30 18 Point No. 66

54 inches $1.50 12 Point No. 66

24 inches $1.65 36 Point No. 70

30 Point No. 68

24 Point No. 68

18 Point No. 68

12 Point No. 68

36 inches $1.65

36 inches $1.30

24 inches $1.35 30 Point No. 70

24 inches $1.65

24 inches $1.65

24 inches $1.35

24 inches $1.65

24 inches $1.35

24 Point No. 70 36 inches $1.65

18 Point No. 70 36 inches $1.30

12 Point No. 70 54 inches $1.50
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,. Pi . \ :|i

Chap-Book Borders

24 in.-h.ii $1.66 36 Point No. BO

24 inch $1.S5 30 Point No. 62D

24 inches $1.65

24 inches $1.36

J4 I'.'int No. MD 36 inches $1.66 24 Point No. 62D

18 Point No. MD

18 Point No. 10J 36 inches $1JO

.\* V * > * - V - . > -
. V -

. > *
. V *

. > - ^' V,

?V "'tAr v ^>r 1

sVU.CitfXttXifXtfB.fX
.V .V -A A A .V

:w inches $1.30 18 Point No. B2D 36 inches $1.30

.sww^us

12 Point No. B2D 64 inches $1.5O

SSSSSS^^
18 Point No. 11J 86 inches $1.30

18 Point No. 8J

18 Point No. 9J 86 Inches $1.30

^ ' 'v

f. (-..nil No. U SO Inches $1.60

^........... ................. t

s'o.ZJ 60 Inches $1.80

K^XXX.XX.^^X^^^^X.X^^X^::
Point No.U

So. 4J Ml Inches $1.M
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Chaucer Borders

36 Point No. 102 24 inches $1.65 36 Point No. 105 24 inches $1.65

30 Point No. 102 24 inches $1.35 30 Point No. 105

24 Point No. 102 36 inches $1.65 24 Point No. 1(15

18 Point No. 102

12 Point No. 102

36 inches $1.30

54 inches $1.50

36 Point No. 101 24 inches $1.65 36 Point No. 110 24 inches $1.65

36 Point No. 106 24 inches $1.65

30 Point No. 106 24 inches $1.35 30 Point No. 103 24 inches $1.35

24 Point No. 106

18 Point No. 106

12 Point No. 1%

36 inches $1.65 24 Point No. 103 36 inches $1.65

IsWV-lef

36 inches $1.30 18 Point No. 103

54 inches $1.50 12 Point No. 103 54 inches $1.50

1036



Cheltenham Borders

... MBI s

> Point NO.MGS

36 Point No. 3661

24 inch** I1.6& M Point N

24 inches f1.65

24 inches $1.65

.18 Point No. 3646

::i' I'oint No. 8048

24 F'uint No.2446

IS I'oint No. 1846

12 Point No. 1246 54 inche* $1.50

8 Point No. 846 M inche. $1.85

9 999999999999999999999
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Cloister Borders

36 Point No. 3640 24 inches $1.65 36 Point No. 3643

24 inches $1.35 30 Point No. 3043

36 Point No. 3637

30 Point No. 3037

36 Point No. 3636

24 Point No. 2443

18 Point No. 1843

12 Point No. 1243

54 inches $1.40 10 Point No. 1043

54 inches $1.35 8 Point No. 843

24 inches $1.65 24 Point No. 2437

18 Point No. 1837

UySJHL^
24 inches $1.35 sUg^S?

24 inches $1.65 36 Point No. 3638

24 inches $1.35 30 Point No. 3038

36 inches $1.65 24 Point No. 2438

36 inches $1.30 18 Point No. 1838

12 Point No. 1238

&
10 Point No. 1038

54 inches $1.35 8 Point No. 838

24 inches $1.65

24 inches $1.35

36 inches $1.65

36 inches $1.30

54 inches $1.50

54 inches $1.40

36 inches $1.65

36 inches $1.30

24 inches $1.65

24 inches $1.35

54 inches $1.50

54 inches $1.40

54 inches $1.35
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Pabst Borders

., r. r.i ttt -: J4 inches f1.66 M Point No. 98 24 inches 11.65

30 Point No. 81 24 inches $1.35 SO Point No, 93 24 inches tl.36

he* (1.65 24 Point No. 98 tj H

.'.- f! ." M Point N If. inches $1.30

M inches $1.50 12 Point No. 98

: No. 94 24 inches $1.65 36 Point No. 91 24 inch*, tl.66

! No. 94 i i,, >,.. :

ji i- .. \;.. .-. :!*; inches tl.65 24 Point No. 91

i- Point Mo M 36 inches $1.30 IS Point No. 91

36 inches $1.65

M inches $1.90

Potol s .. 24 inches $1.65 36 Point No. 83 24 inches $1.66

*)fc/|K *ir^K *ir^K*ir^K *i

' MO 24 inches $1.35 SO Point No. 83 24 inches $1.35

:- I s - Sfi inc-he* $1.30

1088



Empire Borders and Bridal Borders

24 Point No. 2, 36 inches, $1.65

EMPIRE BORDERS

Characters in Complete Font

36 Point No. 2, 24 inches, $1.65

36 Point No. 1, 24 inches, $1.65

24 Point No. 1, 36 inches, 81.65

EMPIRE BORDERS
Characters in Complete Font of No. 1

1 2

24 Point No. 3, 36 inches, $1.65. On.- character only

36 Point No. 3. 24 inches, S1.86. "" .-harder only



Palm Border, Myrtle Borders and Elite Borders

PALM BORDER
Per Font. 30 inrhri. $3.00

Character! in Complete Font

>*
IK Point, 36 inches. 11.30

MYRTLE BORDERS
Character! in Complete Font of 18 Point Character* in Complete Font of 12 Point

Character! in Complete Font of 6 Point

#* ft
17 16 16 14 IS

8 Point, fin lnch. 11.50

12 Point. 54 inche*. 11.60

'--v;

S
Point. 24 Inrhn. II.W

'

xy :;<. .----. ,----. ,--

-

;
*

I
' * I *'- ' ** I ''" "'* t */'

:.>
'''

'.: z> -'.' '.- -V
''

'.: -'.>
''

'.:

i
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Flame Borders and Art Borders

36 Point No. 2, 24 inches, $1.6536 Point No. 1, 24 inches, $1.65

18 Point No. 1, 36 inches, $1.30

ART BORDERS
Characters in Complete Font

18 Point font contains 18 of character 1; 26 each 2 and 3; 6 each 4 and 5

36 Point font contains 8 of character 1; 13 each 2 and 3; 2 each 4 and 6

18 Point No. 2, 36 inches, S1.30

Bottom pam-1 shows 36 Point No 1 and 36 Point No. '>
iirint.-iJ in color

1042



Unit Borders and Firecracker Borders

'., S 'z Z* Z* Z'*S S-,2-,2-,2^ ^i x s x .x

12 Point No. 120023. M inches. $1.50

/IN

\

VV

\

*
\\l

/

l\\

\\l

<*
U Point No. 180023, M inchn. (1JO

RRECRACKER BORDERS
Charactert in Complete Font

^ * ft
6 1

24 Point No. 240023. M Inchn. f1.66

/

*'

\

/'*

\
'l\

\\l

\

J
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Delia Robbia Borders

1044



Knickerbocker Borders

M inches I1.6U

.... .,

J4 r..int 36 Inches $1.B5

24 inchra *1.SS

Mm inchm S1.66

18 inches $1.60

72 Point

!

'
-

12 inches ll.rts

12 inrhe, $1.80
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Bulfinch Borders

Two characters, each a border in itself

Tint made with Art-tile Tint Formers

1046



Swastika Borders and Swastika Outline Borders

nwaaaa

Ktfiifitf,

LCLCLC LC313131 31
Font of 24 inches $1.35

WSffiffiW S
24 Point No. 240 Font of 36 inches $1.66

30. Point No. 300006

18 Point No. 180006 Font of 36 Inches $1.30

24 Point No. 2UPfi

1- i'..int No. 180006

12 Point No. 12 Font of 54 inches $1.50 12 Point No. 12rtll;

Font of 54 Inche* $1.40 10 Point No. 100006

<>f M Inches $1.36

ffi

Point No. 80006 Font of iV) Inches $1.60

K Point No. 80008

6 Point No. 60006

Swastika and Swastika Outline put up In separate fonts



Colonial Border, Curtis Borders, Star Borders and Pointer Borders

6 POINT COLONIAL BORDER No. 256

60 inches $1.50

Characters in Complete Font

18 POINT CURTIS BORDER
60 inches $2.25

12 POINT CURTIS BORDER
54 inches $1.50

12 Point No 12
STAR BORDERS 54 inches $1.50

*******************************
* 10 Point No. 10 54 inches $1.40 *

J ************************************* *

*
*
*

8 Point No. t

5 Point No. 5

**************************************************
6 Point No. 6, 60 inches, $1.50

54 inches $1.35 J
* J

48 inches $1.50

**************** if
*
*

POINTER BORDERS

6 Point No. 1, 60 inches, $1.50

e

I

- tC f

6 Point No. 3, 60 inches, $1.50 Jj

f f
3 e
^iS-^^eQ

1048
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Century Borders

I_IUI_J

n

B B

Century Borders

UNIQUE IN DESIGN

Many Pleasing Effects Easily

Produced

Originated and Made by

American Type Founders

Company

IT

1049



Century Borders

m
12 POINT CENTURY BORDER No. 3

Characters in Complete Font

Per Font, 54 inches, $1.50

18 POINT CENTURY BORDER No. 1

Characters in Complete Font

Per Font, 36 inches, $1.30

ffl

12 POINT CENTURY BORDER No. 6

Characters in Complete Font

Per Font, 54 inches, $1.50

18 POINT CENTURY BORDER No. 4

Characters in Complete Font

Per Font, 36 inches, $1.30
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Century Borders

12 POINT CENTURY BORDER No. 4

Character* in Complete Font

Per Font. 54 inches. SI.50

18 POINT CENTURY BORDER No. 2

Character* in Complete Font

Per Font. 36 inches, $1.30

12 POINT CENTURY BORDER No. 5

Character* in Complete Font

Per Font. 54 inches, $1.50

18 POINT CENTURY BORDER No. 3

Character* in Complete Font

Per Font. 36 inche*. $1.30
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I

Century Borders

12 POINT CENTURY BORDER No. 1

Characters in Complete Font

121 [<
101

101

Price per Font, 54 inches, $1.50

1

12 POINT CENTURY BORDER No. 11

Designed for use as tint with Century Border No. 1

nmmmmmt
3

9

|a|
3

Price per Font, 54 inches, $1.50

12 POINT CENTURY BORDER No. 2

Characters in Complete Font

B l!

3 E

Price per Font, 54 inches, $1.50

n

El

m
2

12 POINT CENTURY BORDER No. 12

Designed for use as tint with Century Border No. 2

Characters in Complete Font

6 8

Price per Font, 54 inches, $1.50

10

THESE BORDERS ARE DESIGNED FOR ONE OR TWO COLORS

[01 H
m rm rni rm rai ra



Borders for Holiday Printing

*

V T*
fr

'

%6^ * HOLIDAY BORDERS *
* *^ Character* in Complete Font

l>r. .- ma** or U,~. honlr ,. an U,,

M?

s

Tk> U Point >lu i. id for ai

HOLIDAY BORDERS



Borders for Holiday Printing

36 POINT HOLIDAY BORDER Nos.23 AND 24

Characters in Complete Font

This 36 Point Holiday Border may be appropriately used for either one
or two colors. Around this portion of the page it is shown in combination

36 Point No. 23, 24 inches, $1.65 36 Point No. 24, Color for No. 23, 24 inches, $1.65

12 Point No. 120026,54 inches. $1.50

INLAND HOLLY BORDERS

18 Point No. 180026, 36 inches, $1.30
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Borders for Holiday Printing

< (Green)

HOLLY BORDER Nos.2and3

No. 3 Per Font $1.65
No. 2 Color Per Font $1 .65

- !i>*,l rur\.l Uw I--.T bMf f thl* r** U Mr - K.fi.f
-I *< -* t-c



Indian Borders

I

S 12 Point No. 2, 54 inches, $1.60 f

:<

:i-6, 6, 12 and 18 Feint sizes are made in two weight*. Nos. 1 and 2. Characters for printing in colors (No. 3)
made for 12. IS. 24. 36 and 60 Point of the No. 1 and include an extra comer piece for the first color

12 Point No. 1, 54 inches, $1.50 12 Point No. 3, 54 inches, $1.50^
18 Point No. 2, 36 inches, $1.30

n

60 Point No. 1, 12 inches, $1.25 60 Point No. 3, 12 inches, $1.25

Characters in Complete Characters in Complete
Font No. 1 Font No. 2

32 23
Characters in Complete Font No. 3

T213

36 Point No. 3, 24 inches, $1.65

18 Point No. 1, 36 inches, $1.30 18 Point No. 3, 36 inches. $1.30
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Inland Borders

INLAND BORDERS

One Character Only

IS Point No. 1H28. 36 inches, SI.80

36 Point No.Sttfl*. 24 inches. $1.5

I No. Ma ud No. MR worti a>

>> r >>>>



Inland Borders

rOHOMOMOMOMOMOMOMOMOMOMmommo^owmommommowmowmowmGwmcm^m
omoBommowmowmowmo^mowmommGwmowmomt-
~ioi IOB
o|o
I.I



Inland Borders

01ViBWI

*4
101

t*jt
*ri

24 Point No. 2470. 36 Inche*. S1.65

10
1*1
OB
*l
101

1*

'/

1*1

OBI

INLAND BORDERS

Characters in Complete Font

2 3. 5S
1 2

12 Point No. 1270. M Inches. (1.60

^?<r!l33!533!'!S5?'!3SS'JS5;-c5;

M
K
So
1^

! ^

RM
Kî
RM

1
- Point No. 1K70. 36 inches, f 1

36 Point No. 3670, 24 inche*. S1.6S

IBBI

R
I!

B
R
If

(SBOBlBBABiBB OB B^B8BQB9B^

O

O

24 Point No. 2-171. M inrh.-. {I .;:,

INLAND BORDERS

Characters in Complete Font

g m'.

"

12 Point No. 1271. M inch.-.. Sl.CO *jg S_
O

******** 10 BO BOBOBOBOBO BO
B^BOBOBOB'&B^BOBOOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOB

M Point No. mi. 24 Inchea. tl.ftS

OB OBOBOBOBOB



Inland Borders

INLAND BORDER No. 240022

Per Font, 36 inches, $1 .65

Characters in Complete Font

2 1

Font contains twelve of character 1; ten each 2 and 3; nine each 4 and 5

INLAND BORDER No. 240021

Per Font, 36 inches, $1.65

Characters in Complete Font

FontconUina thirty-six of each character

D

Q

JL >n. ir JL

INLAND BORDER No. 120021

Per Font, 54 inches, $1.50

Characters in Complete Font

JL

1 1 1



Inland Borders

INLAND BORDER No. 2477 Per Font $2.25

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
WJ ^^ INLAND BORDER No. 2497 Per Foni $1.65 ^. Bj

^f )
For two-color work, turn half way around and print thedrk part over ^f )

C^T
M the white or imprinted portion. A unique effect is thus obtained ^J J ^^

Foot cooUbu M Inchn ^V J)))))
12 Point No. 1292. 54 inches. 11.80

INLAND BORDERS
Character! in Complete FonU

rwlv* point rhftnctan mra IdMiUnl In dMten !*
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Inland Borders

INLAND BORDER No. 2405

24 Point, 36 inches, $1.65

^Hf^Hfi^UJ^IIJ^IIJ^I^

INLAND BORDERS Series No. 41

/if

Pv saw y< a

.

aai.^9^ ^A-PX

^/M^^^/M^/^^^^e^c^'.c^cot^iv^-iCrtc. -, -, .
- > -. ,;
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Inland Borders

INLAND BORDER No. 36001 7

Character* in Complete Font

INLAND BORDER
No. 600017

Character! in Complete Font

Per Font, 12 inchc.. $1.25

24 Point No. 2479. 86 inches. 11.66

INLAND BORDERS

Characters in Complete Font

18 Point No. 187*. 36 inchea. 11.80

a,ooooooooraoopo o^

K Point No. 8879. 24 Inchaa, f1.66



Inland Borders

INLAND BORDER No. 4810

Per Font, 18 inches, $1.50

One Character Only

36 Point No. 3658, 24 inches, $1.65

24 Point No. 2458, 36 inches, $1.65

24 Point No. 240001, Color, 36 inches, $1.65

INLAND BORDERS

Each Font Contains One Character

18 Point No. 1858, 36 inches, $1.30

18 Point No. 180001, Color, 36 inches, $1.30

36 Point No. 360001, Color, 24 inches, $1.65

Borders No. 683 and No. 698 register properly for two-color work

>nni inn. Mini nnr--i Mil

p
INLAND BORDER No. 683

Per Font, 60 inches, $1.50

ocpo
'" "'

y

1

INLAND BORDER No. 698
Per Font, 60 inches, $1.50

I'

J
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Flemish Borders

:. I'.nnt N.I. 14.S4 Inches, $1.66 iVfe 4|

18 Point No. 4.38 Inches. $l.i
IJCfl AmVC

< ^V* MV* .W Vfl rvvVA
B^lB^I^ ** K?5?

No. 13 (for two colon). 18 inches. 12.50

VW* 24 Point No. 7. 36 inches, $1.65 24 Point No. 6 (for two colors) 24 Point No. 10,36 inches. $1.65 /!*Jk

1M^ 27 inches. $2.50
il^<J

w.^^ ^K* ia u.* xr * e t..k_ *i wi WHV ^tfttw iu u_i_> VT,. A o
^nck $1 30 ^Kf i

^^^

4
18 Point No. 3. 36 inches. $1.30

:

IX Point No.2,36 in

2? XCii^r7 *W I5?|

JA ]* I'oint N*i. :i 'for two ro|ur)

JT ,-l.$2.00
UPoli

24 Point No. 7 (I

27 inche
24 Point No.6,36 lnche*.tl.6 24 Point No. 10 (for two colon)

27 inches. $2.50

24 Point No. 8 (for two colon)
27 Inches. $2.50

No. 12 (for two colon), 18 inches. K.50

ifc^ . ^
6 (for two colon). 18 inch**, $2.50



Gray Borders No. 1 and No. 2

GRAY BORDER No. 1

Characters in Complete Font

Font contains sixteen of character 1 ; eight each 2, 3. 5, 6, 7 and 8;

twenty-six of 4; two each 9 and 10

Per Font $3.50

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY

GRAY BORDER No. 2

Characters in Complete Font

cm*

Font contains sixteen of character 1
; eight each 2. 3, 5, 6, 7 and 8;

twenty-six of 4; two each 9 and 10

10

4 5763
Per Font $3.50

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY
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Tricky Borders and Quadruple Cast Squares

RICKY BORDER Is mad* in

the four (lies. 12, 24. 38 and 48

point. It is a very Ingenious

bonier, in that two colors can
be printed front one character.

For printing the flnt color the charac-

ter Is set nick up as usual. For the

scond color the character in turned

one* around, the nick J| |
to either side, as here: :

Hence, the initial outlay for a two-color

border is the price of only one font, and
there Is a further saving in that it is

r to put together but one form.

TRICKY BORDERS

12 Point No. 1. M Inches. $1.60

14 Point No. 2. M Inches. 1.66

38 Point No. 3. 24 inch. $1.85

48 Point No. 4. 18 Inches, $1.50

.'

-lit QUADRUPLE CAST SQUARES -ttt

6Pt No. 1

SPt. No. 1

10 Pt. No. 1 10 Pt. No. 2

12 Pt. No. 1 12 Pt. No. 2

PRICES

18 Pt. Na 1 18 Pt. No. 2 18 Pt. No. 3

ffl

M Pt. Na 1

6 Pt. Font contains 30 seU . . Me
8 Pt. Font contains 20 seu . Me
10 Pt. FonU contain 16 sets . 60c

12 Pt. FonU contain 12 seta . . Me
18 Pt. FonU contain 8 seu . . 50e
24 Pt. FonU contain 5 seU . . 50c

30 Pt. FonU contain S seU . . TSc

38 Pt. FonU contain 4 seu . . 80e

Color characters in

same quantities for

the same sizes same
prices as the above.

24 Pt. No. 1 24 Pt. No. 2 24 Pt. No. 3 24 Pt. No. 4 .i Cola

30 Pt. No. 1 30 Pt. No. 2 SO Pt, No. 3 30 Pt. No. 4 30 Pt. No.

38 Pt. Na 8

ffi
1087
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Artistic Rose Borders

CIHK.MIT

ROSE BORDER Section No. 2 Per Font $4.75

Characters in Complete Font

600008

600013 iiiKNiii

2JJSEJ /tltcon,,_, sl[\~/ / J^^^P^^T I character 300007 and two each I

V^M^^ of the other character!!

1^5 600016 600015

840001 "^"^^m HV^"~~
xrrr\ is8&w ^^, B^^fl

ROSE BORDER Section No. 1

Per Font $1.65 p> 1
Font contains sixty-six of character 60008; 60007 120007
forty-eteht of 60007; twenty-four of 1200O7

The tint shown on this page was routed on a Miller Saw Trirr

36 POINT ROSE BORDER No. 360021
Per Font $1.65

Characters in Complete Font

ffi

360021

600012 600011
Font contains two each of characters 600011 and 600012; thirty-four of 360021

m
m
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Art Nouveau Border, Victory Border and Gait Border

>
ART NOUVEAU BORDER P.r Font S4.SO

Fowl rontahM MM Mrii af rhararUra l. 30. tl mm* ; two r*rh II. II. 11. 14. It. 1*.

17 mnd IS- faw Mcb . 7. I. . 10 Utd SI; !* Mrh 1. X. Z Ud *. twrtily f.Mir of 4

Pnrtk*ny tt tact** uf itratefct piMMj

VICTORY BORDER P.r Font $2.75

Characters in Complete Font

Pk*t CMrtafaM fovr Meh of rh*rrtri I. X. S.

. 7. wxJ t. .**M of I: twMtr.fnv of 4 44
hM-hM>. NOB. 8 ud mn rorwd

GALT BORDER Per Fonl.36 mch.SI.30

Characters in Complete Font



Acme Borders and Dixon Borders

Jl

ACME BORDER Section A Per Font $2.40

Characters in Complete Font

16A

5A
Font contains two each of characters 9A. 10A. HA, 12A, ISA, 14A. ISA and 18A; four each 6A, 7A, 8A.

16A. 17A, 19A and 20A; ten of 1A; fourteen each SA. 4A and [,A : fifteen of 2A

ACME BORDER Section B Per Font $2.00

Characters in Complete Font

24B 28B 27B 25B

Font contains one each of characters 24B, 25B, 27B and 28R; two each 23B and 26B; forty-two each 21B and 22B

if/

if/

if/

if/

if/

Vf/

Vf/

DIXON BORDER No. 1

Per Font, 36 inches, $1.30

DIXON BORDER No. 2 Per Font, 54 inches, $1.40

One Character Only

W

if/vf/vfnf/vfnf/
vf/

vf/

vf/

vf/

if/

if/

if/
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Acme Borders, Bruce Embellishers and Manila Border

141
'

ISC ACME BORDER Section C Per Font S2.5O

B

17C

ioc

L
1C Z4C MO 22C 21C 1C ZC SC

Font ronUlM for ~rh of rlonrt.ra III'. IJT. I*'. I4C. 1W. IK, MC. OC. IK u4 MC; ill at '.

teu ~ci> ITC. IM-. m: ux) iir. id of ir. .1.1 i, cii tc. c. tc. . tc. K: ud IK. itr of 4C

ACME BORDER Section D Per Font $2.00

Q
4C

15C

; IxrffTD: four >. MO. IID ud IIU: IhiM o-tb D and D

c>_e
BRUCE EMBELLISHERS

Per Font J1.50

<-x

font rnnta.n* four *ch of h*rcl-n 1 nd 4; Iwvlvr of 2: forty-four of 3;

Ix Mcb 6 Ml ; on *Kh 7 wd 10: -ht of S; cichtrm of 9

4T*
MANILA BORDER

Character, in Complete Font

ion



Magazine Borders and Times Borders

I

10

r

12 POINT MAGAZINE BORDER
Characters in Complete Font

fr
12 11

Font contains one of character 10; two each 6, 7, 8, 9, 11 and 12:

eight each 1 and 2; fourteen each 3, 4 and 5

Per Font, 36 inches, $2.00

6 POINT MAGAZINE BORDER
Characters in Complete Font

8 11 13 10 14

1

^^^^m

Y

1234 5

Font contains two each of characters 10 and 12; four each 8, 11. 13 and 14; eight each 1, 2. 7 and 9; fourteen each S,

Per Font, 54 inches, $2.50

6

4, 5 and 6

m a B TIMES BORDERS H B B B



Mercantile Borders

12 POINT MERCANTILE BORDER No. 236

S4inchS1.50

Character* in Complete Font

Foil eaiubK *bui rh of ctanrtm 1 . 1 ud 1. tilrtx of 4l ft <h . . 7 ud

X
3-on-6 POINT MERCANTILE BORDER No. 49

60 inchet $1.50

Character* in Complete Font1246
Pfcnt ronUtn" irhten of rharftebr 1 . twenty. n!n# of 2; kizty-twn of S; ! of 4: twhre of 6;

rutht rrh 6 and 7. four Mfll 8 Bad

0=

6 POINT MERCANTILE BORDER No. 257

eOinche. $1.50

Character* in Complete Font

42 3 156
Font conUiM twenty-four of character 1 . forty-two of 2; *txtjr of 1; four Mrfa 4 uid . Ur*u o^-h 6 nd 7

18 POINT MERCANTILE BORDER
36inche>$1.30

Character* in Complete Font

X
r n i i 'I"

' .-.....- . .. . ..... .-. ..

In:::



Newspaper Borders and Triple Line Borders

12 Point No. 231, 54 inches, $1.60

6 Point No. 264, 60 inches, $1.50

NEWSPAPER BORDERS

Characters in Complete Fonts

3 on 6 Point

3-on-6 Point No. 48, 60 inches, $1.50



Adver Borders

ADVER BORDER No. 2

Per Font $4.75

Ch.i.ctfn in Complete Font

ro.ot.taotwoo.rt.ofcl>.T.rtm 11. II. II ud 14; for otrfc . 7. . It. U. l. Mud It

ADVER BORDER No. 1

Per Font $2.50

Character* in Complete Font

finl innlilni f n ' ' '
r

'
r

'
T -'T: '"1

Mch t, 10. 1C lad 17; twoaty Kh J. X owl 4: fortr-
tkrao of I. >n.nu ttm of 1. .PmtUt.llr 71 bvboa of

I^^^H1

ADVER BORDER No. 239

Per Foot $1.50

CherKten in Complete Font

of ih.rror I; muloin of t. (" ok I. < mj I. IMny oli of
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Stylus Border

THE STYLUS BORDER IS VERY ORNATE AND ATTRACTIVE. IT IS VERY
ADAPTABLE FOR USE WITH ALMOST ANY STYLE OF LETTER FACE AND
OWING TO ITS MULTIPLICITY OF COMBINATIONS IT WILL PRODUCE THE
MOST ARTISTIC ENGRAVED EFFECTS. IT IS ESPECIALLY SUITABLE FOR
QUICK HANDLING, THUS ENABLING THE PRINTER TO READILY FORM AN
EMBELLISHMENT THAT WILL BE APPROPRIATE FOR THE JOB IN HAND

BORDER BEAUTIES
OBTAINED

AH characters are cast

on point bodies, lining

perfectly in any combi-

nation by using our six

and twelve point quads

HIGHLY EFFECTIVE
COMBINATIONS

Per Font $3.75

The possibilities of the

Stylus Border for origi-

nal and artistic effects

in the composing room
are practically limitless

Characters in Complete Font

15 16 18 19 20

font contains two each of characters 3, 4. 10 and 11; four each 1. 2, 6, 7, 8. 9, 12, 15 and 16; eight each 5, 13, 14, 20 and 21

thirty-five of 18; forty-eight of 19; sixty-nix of 17 (46 inches)

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY
EVERYTHING FOR THE PRINTER

The tint shown on this page was routed on a Miller Saw T



Graphic Border

THE CHARACTERS OF THIS BORDER ARE CAST ON MULTIPLES
OF TWELVE POINT. THEY ARE ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO BE
SET IN A GREAT VARIETY OFSTYLES.THUS PRODUCING MANY
UNIQUE AND ATTRACTIVE DESIGNS OF DISTINCTIVE MERIT

Character* in Complete Font

I. 7. 1 ud : tw nth II

I ud I: four ch 14. It. II. I7ul 11. Ih.
of 11. tw.lr. of II II luck.*); tuiliai

I. (frartlaBr 10
rfMnlrtl

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY
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Post Borders

POST BORDER No. 2

Characters in Complete Font

Per Font $3.65

12

11 10 7 6 3 18 14 18

Font contains four each of characters 2, 3. 4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 13, 14 and 18; eight each 5 and 12; twelve of 1: thirty-six of 9

Characters in Complete Font

Per Font $3.25

1213

Font contains four each of characters 12. 13 and 17 ; eight each 9, 10 and 11 ;

twelve each 3, 5. 6 and 14 ; twenty-four each 1. 2, 4. 7 8 and 16

POST BORDER No. 4

Characters in Complete Font

12 Point, 64 inches, $1.50

POST BORDER No. 3

Characters in Complete Font

14 3 16

12 Point, 54 inches, $1.50
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Arlington Borders, Abbot Border and Herald Borders

12 Point No. 234. M inchm. $1.50

13 14

ABBOT BORDER
Per Font $2.00

Characters in Complete Font

Font contain.) two Mhfh of fb*r..rt#r 1 1 and It. four

*
Font rontaiiM two **vrh uf rh*r.wtrf-* 1 1 MM] 12. four

4MCI.4. ft. .f nd 10. fl.^r^hl. :nd3. l> *Mb
^ "^=1

1̂0

D
O

D
O

6 Point. 0lnche. 11.60

HERALD BORDERS

Character* in Complete Font

OOOC
T]

O

D
o

DW



Linear Borders

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiy;

24 POINT LINEAR BORDER
Per Font, 36 inches, $1.65

Characters in Complete Font

Illlllllllllllllllll

1
!

6 POINT LINEAR BORDER

JP Per Font, 60 inches, $1.50

Characters in Complete Font

"""'in
,,,,,111111 ? T

= '

Font contains sixteen of character 1; fifty-four of 2; thirty-six of 3; four each 4 and 6; eight of 6; forty-two of 7

%!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!II1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!H

=

^IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllilllllllllllH

==

=

==

18 POINT LINEAR BORDER
Per Font, 36 inches, $1.30

Characters in Complete Font
m

5 2

Font contains four each of characters 1 and 6; ten of 2; eight of 3; four of 5

12 POINT LINEAR BORDER
..,;

Per Font, 54 inches, $1.50 ~
Characters in Complete Font

Font contains eight of character I; thirty-six of 2; sixteen of 3; four each 4 and 6; eight of 6

1080



Patriotic Borders

48 POINT PATRIOTIC BORDER

Pr Font, 36 inches. J3.0O

Characters in Complete Font

14

ofdmcUnludti totr *cb 10. II. II. UudU: lw.lv. of II

24 POINT PATRIOTIC BORDER
Per Font. 36 inche>, $1.65

Characters in Complete Font
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Easter Border

AN ENTIRELY NEW IDEA IN A COMBINATION BORDER. IT

IS VERY APPROPRIATE FOR EASTER-TIME PRINTING. THE
INDIVIDUAL CHARACTERS MAYBE USED IN COMBINATION
OR INDIVIDUALLY AS MAY BE DESIRED BY THE PRINTER

Font contains four each of characters 1, 2 and 7; eight of 3;

eighteen of 4; twelve of 5; ten of 6; two of 8
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Floral Borders and Brier Border

CCCC :K CCC

W
W
V
W

FLORAL BORDER No. 1

Per Font, 54 inchrt. $1.50

Characters in Complete Font

4

:iccccc % ccc z ccc

BRIER BORDER
Per Font. 18 inche.. $1.50

Character* in Complete Font

i-m
m*}"^<^

$g
ion



Strand Border, Grille Border and Sansom Border

^fic

I

STRAND BORDER
Per Font $2.50

Characters in Complete Font

10

Font contains fifty of character 1; thirty-two of 3; thirty of 5; eighteen each 2. 4, 6 and 7;

fourteen of 8: ten of 9; five each 10 and 11

I

GRILLE BORDER
Per Font $2.50

Characters in Complete Font

2 10

f

SANSOM BORDER
Per Font $3.00

Characters in Complete Font

10

S

Font contains thirty of character 1; twenty-four each 5 and 6; eighteen each 2 and 7; twelve each 8 and 9;

eight each 3. 4 and 11; three of 12; five of 10

Sansom Border used in combination with 2 Point brass rule
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Thistle Border, Meadow Border and Teasel Border

THISTLE BORDER Per Font $3.00

Character! in Complete Font

11 12
i
10 8

1. IhJrt, .1. of !. I..I.. Mrh ] uvd 4. M. . .

nd ; .irtt ^h >. t ud 10; .11 *). . 11 u.1 14. H.. tb 1 1 . 11. II tod l; Ikm of IT

14

MEADOW BORDER
Characters in Compl

TEASEL BORDER Per Font $2.50

Character* in Complete Font

/ m i i i

PM< rooUia. IhMr tokl of
Iw.lr. rk 4. >. 10 xvl II:

JO 8

t. twMr- f~r I mm* 1:

.>.. 1! d 11. ill f T.

30L ^_ Jal
LOBB



Celebration Borders

48 POINT CELEBRATION BORDER
Per Font, 18 inches, $1.50

Characters in Complete Font

Font contains six each of characters 6 and 10; two each 6, 7 anil 8

24 POINT CELEBRATION BORDER

Per Font, 36 inches, $1.65

Characters in Complete Font
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Versatile Borders

VERSATILE BORDER No. 2405

Pr Font $2.00

Character* in Complete Font

Versatile Border No. 2405 is new and interesting. It i composed of five char-

acters, as ihown above. Each character may be used appropriately at an indi-

vidual ornament, or the several different characters may be combined into an
attractive and tasteful border. The high artistic quality of these new designs will

undoubtedly be appreciated by all printers

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS CO.
ORIGINATOR AND MAKER

<*; inchn tl.tt

-



Versatile Borders

VERSATILE BORDER No. 6002 and No. 6003 (Color)

CAST IN TYPE MOLDS

Per Font, each, $3.75

Characters in Complete
Font

No. 3; color No. 13 No. 1; color No. 11 No. 2; color No. 12

No. 4; color No. 14

No. 5; color No. 15

Reverse No. 6; color No. 16

No. 7; color No. 17

Reverae No. 8; color No. 18

Font No. 6002 contains one each of characters 5. 6. 7 and 8; two each 2 and 4: four of 3; eight of 1

Font No. 6003 contains one each of characters 15. 16, 17 and 18; two each 12 and 14: four of 13; eight of 11
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Versatile Electro Ornament

VERSATILE ELECTRO ORNAMENT
No. 2

Electrotyped and Mortised (Made to Order Only)

PRICE $3.50

This is an electrotype in one piece,

mounted on wood and mortised, but

the same design will later be cast in

type molds and sold in fonts as 60

point Versatile Border No. 6004, at

the same price as Versatile Border

No. 6002 shown on page 1088.

This is a very pleasing and appro-

priate design for fine display adver-

tising and catalogue covers.

ORIGINATED AND MADE BY THE

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS
COMPANY

EVERYTHING FOR THE PRINTER
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Versatile Electro Ornament

VERSATILE ELECTRO ORNAMENT
No.l

Electrotyped and Mortised (Made to Order Only)

PRICE $3.50

This is an electrotype in one piece,

mounted on wood and mortised, but

the same design will later be cast in

type molds and sold in fonts as 60

point Versatile Border No. 6006, at

the same price as Versatile Border

No. 6002 shown on page 1088.

This is a very pleasing and appro-

priate design for fine display adver-

tising and catalogue covers.

ORIGINATED AND MADE BY THE

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS
COMPANY

EVERYTHING FOR THE PRINTER
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Versatile Border

60 POINT VERSATILE BORDER No. 6001

Per Font. 36 inches. $3.75

Chancier* in Complete Ton!

Knot eonttlM fww MckW dwacton 1 MUl t. twenty fuur of >; ll Me* 4 WM| ft.

A Snappy and Original Border Detign. Suilablr Inr

High-Grade Elntertammenl Work

American Type Founders

Company

1(191

GH

n r n r n m a D



Cast Panel Pieces



Boston Breton Cast Squares

P
BOSTON BRETON CAST SQUARES

10 Point No. 1. font eontalni 16 MU SOe
10 Point No. 2. font contain* 8 MU, each 50c
10 Point No. 3, font contain! 16 MU SOe
12 Point No. 4. font contains 12 wu SOe
12 Point No. 5. font contain* MU. each SOe
12 Point No. . font contain* 12 MU SOe
18 Point No. 7. font contain* 8 MU SOe
18 Point No. 8, font contain* 4 Mt*. each SOe
18 Point No. 9. font contain* 8 MU SOe
24 Point No. 10, font contain* 6 set* SOe
24 Point No. 11, font contain* S MU. each 60e
24 Point No. 12. font contain* S *eU SOe
SO Point No. 13. font contain* 5 MU TSe
30 Point No. 14. font contain* 3 MU, each 90c
30 Point No. 15, font contain* S *eU TSe
36 Point No. 16, font contain* 4 MU HOc
36 Point No. 17, font contain* 2 MU. each HOc
36 Point No. 18. font contain* 4 MU 80c

w J?3i LiJ'fciiLr! 7**
"*SJ"** *** eto * u" *" *****

NX. I. i. I. II. 14 ud It ,*mnim lk koUo t*mn mat Ih. .n.1.
for two cetor worti.

No*. B.C.*. IS. 1ft and It rnnteli Ifci fciHnir n*niri iinlj

D
s

D
6

D
9

D
MP

D
18 17

For One and Two Colon

IflM fa



Cast Squares

IBBBB|B|BBBBE

I
B
B
B

B
B
13

B
;

I
B
B
B

36 POINT CAST SQUARES Four Sets, any character, 80c

Cast Squares are made for

printing in either one or

two colors

36 Color Sq 36-8 Sq 36-6

M 36-1 Sw 36-1 C 36-1 D 36-1 Sq 36-1

10 POINT CAST SQUARES
Sixteen Sets, any character, BOc

Sq 10-1 Sq 10-2 Sq 10-3

10 Color

8 POINT CAST SQUARES

Twenty Sets, any character, 50c

m m m
Sq 8-1 8 Color Sq 8-2

18 POINT CAST
SQUARES

Eight Sets, any character,
50c

Sq 18-4 C 18-2 D 18-2

Sq 18-3 C 18-1 D 18-1

Sq 18-2 Sw 18-2 M 18-2

K *
Sq 18-1 Sw 18-1 M 18-1

18 Color

6 PT. CAST SQUARES
30 Sets, either character,

50c

B
Sq 6-1 6 Color

30 Color

30 POINT CAST
SQUARES
Five Sets,

any character, 75c
QH
Sq 30-6 Sq 30-4

M 30-3 Sw 30-3 C 30-3 D 30-3 Sq 30-3

M 30-2 Sw 30-2 C 30-2 D 30-2 Sq 30-2

M 30-1 Sw 30-1 C 30-1 D 30-1 Sq 30-1

24 POINT CAST SQUARES Five Sets, any character, 50c

M24-3 Sw24-3 C 24-3 D 24-3 Sq 24-3 Sq 24-4

M 24-2 Sw 24-2 C 24-2 D 24-2 Sq 24-2

* Si
M24-1 Sw24-l C24-1 D24-1 Sq 24-1 24 Color

12 POINTCAST SQUARES
Twelve Sets, any character, 50c

M 12-2 D 12-2 C 12-1

M 12-1 D 12-1 C 12-2

Sw 12-2 Sq 12-2 Sq 12-3

Sw 12-1 Sq 12-1 12 Color

[IBBBBI IBBBB|B[BBBEIE
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Uniform-Rule Cast Corners

UNIFORM-RULE CAST CORNERS FOR ONE COLOR

HESE are very desirable

because of the big sizes

(being made to include

48, 60 and 72 point), and can be

used to excellent advantage in

lines of bigger work than that

which is provided for in other

series of similar material. The
nine sizes make a useful outfit

ff



Art-tiles, Outline Art-tiles and Art-tile Tint Formers

ART-TILES AND OUTLINE ART-TILES

10 Point No. 1001 (Outline)
Price per font, 54 inches, $1.40

10 Point No. 1002 (Tint)
Price per font, 54 inches, $1.40

12 Point No. 1201 (Outline)
Price per font, 54 inches, $1.50

12 Point No. 1202 (Tint)
Price per font, 54 inches, $1 .50

18 Point No. 1801 (Outline)
Price per font, 36 inches, $1.30

18 Point No. 1802 (Tint)

Price per font, 36 inches, $1.30

n

D

UULJLJUUUUUUUULJULJLJLJUUULJUU
Hnnrni 11 n 11 n 11 11 n 11 in

Ji_

"
'I

DCUI
i ii ii i

Dboa!

r

ART-TILE TINT FORMERS

6 Point, 60 inches, $1.50 .... I

8 Point, 54 inches, $1.35 ... I

10 Point, 54 inches, $1.40 . . I

12 Point, 54 inches, $1.50 I

18 Point. 36 inches, $1.30 I I

24 Point, 36 inches,

$1.65 .

30 Point, 24 inches,

$1.35 .

36 Point, 24 inches,

$1.65 .

I
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Items Made

of Brass

for the

Composing
Room

Type Founders

Company





NEW SYSTEMATIC POINT-FACE BRASS RULE
Point Faces as well as Point Bodies

|EW Systematic Point-Face Brass Rule means that our Brass Rule faces

are graduated by a scientific Point-Face System never before attempted,
which adds greatly to their value. All single line rules thicker than hairline

are graduated by one-quarter points up to one point, and by one-half points
above one point, whether placed in center or on side of the bodies. Double
and Parallel Faces are graded to give uniform color and are also made
flush on the body. This assists the compositor in making a neat joint

when single cross rules are used in a page. The thickness of the lines are indicated by the

figures in brackets, so that printers may know the exact .
- '

thickness of both face and body, and in ordering two or

more kinds of Brass Rules to work together, may be sure

of harmonious results. This departure from the rule-o'-

thumb method of designing brass rule by standardizing the
faces is distinctly an improvement and as important as was the "^^'^^^^ :'""'
substitution of point bodies for the old irregular bodies of types.

Unexcellable quality is guaranteed to all purchasers of the Brass Materials shown in this

section of our catalogue by the use of the very best wearing brass, which is planed, faced

or engraved, cut and numbered by special machines of extraordinary precision in charge of

skillful operators of long experience. This claim is made in no boastful spirit, for it is simply
a matter of good business policy, as the most extensive manufacturers of Brass Materials

for printing uses, to lead in quality as well as quantity. Therefore, no effort is spared to

maintain our leadership in quality as the surest method of

retaining our leadership in output.
The faces of Brass Rules and Corners shown in this

section need no encomiums, as their merits are displayed
in the following specimens, and their variety is such as to

meet every requirement of every grade of printing.
Particular attention is given to accuracy of height and

accuracy of lengths. The standards and gauges which establish these accuracies are as nearly
infallible as anything can be. These accuracies are labor-saving in type composition, facilitat-

ing joining of miters, and assist in obtaining equal impression on

conjoining pieces of rules or corners, thus saving much time

otherwise consumed in make-ready where rules are used which are

inaccurately planed or cut There is nothing in a type form so

difficult to underlay and overlay as brass rules; inaccurate brass

rules are uneconomical.

Special Faces and Fonts and Matching Faces

Although our assortment of faces and fonts would seem to

coverall requirements, we are prepared to match all faces of

Brass Rules now in the market on orders of sufficient size,

and to make Rules with special thicknesses, widths and
line arrangements, and to supply fonts to special schemes.
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Brass Rule Shown in Series

Unless otherwise noted. Brass Rules are made in 24-inch strips

NO.

lOOM:



Brass Rule Shown in Series

Union otherwlM noted. Brau Kulra uv mad* In 24-Inch .trip.

NO

1041



Brass Rule Shown in Series

Unless otherwise noted. Brass Rules are made in 24-inch strips

Full Face Series No. 115

NO.



Brass Rule Shown in Series

Union olherwiM noted. Bna. Rule, are mad* In -.'4-inch .trip.

Dolled and Hyphen Series

Dotted Rule 1012. 1082 and 1062 will line with and match
American Line Brau Leiden Noa. 101. 1(8 and 106 with the
...

-

, .1.: .

NO.

loll

HO i

101::

10B2

1112

'

-

1403

1404

aoov

1 Point

1 Point

1 Point

:', Point

'.'. Point

IV* Point

2 Point

2 Point

2 Point

2 Point

2 Point

2 Point

I I'..

1 Point

I
1

.- Point

I Point

3 Point

ir

Point

pin rooi

1006

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

15

Uniform Grade Series

In making theae Uniform Grade face* It wa. not alway

poaalble to obtain point face*, but in moat <

can be used either with face rules Noa. 1

(respectively Vi-Vv-, and 1 point face.) or with fullfao

rule. %. H. 1. m. 1. 3. 4. 6 and point.

HO

146S



Brass Rule Shown in Series

Unless otherwise noted, Brass Rules are made in 24-inch strips

Uniform Grade Series

These three uniform grade series supplant the old rule-

of-thumb faces. They are all made flush on body so that a

cross rule of 2 point hair line rule No. 1002 will fit snug

against the light line of the rule.

Any of the old faces formerly shown can be obtained on

short notice but are not usually carried in stock.

Point Face Series

These rules are made to match regular point face rules,

enabling the compositor to use single cross rules to match
either the light or heavy line in panel and work of like

nature. For instance: 6 point No. 1266 can be made up with
3 point No. 2043 and 3 point Fullface No. 1153. Also 12 point
No. 12612 can be made up with 1 and 6 point Fullface rules

or with 6 point Fullface and No. 2082 using two point leads
NO.

1412



Brass Rule Shown in Series

UnleM oth*rwlM noted. Brmu Rulw mn nudo In 24-lnrh trlp

MO OOV

UM 6 Point



Brass Rule Shown in Series

Unless otherwise noted. Brass Rules are made in 24-inch strips

NO.

1776

BODY

6 Point

PER FOOT

$036

NO.

1766

BODY

6 Point

PER FOOT

$036

17712

15012

15018

12 Point

12 Point

18 Point

6 Point

90

17612 12 Point

2 Point

1483 3 Point 18
III Hill Mil II I II II I III 1 1 MINI I II

1484 4 Point 24
illiliiiniiiiiii Ill I I inn mi in, mi ||

1486

1488

6 Point

8 Point

15112 12 Point

18 Point

60

90

14810

14812

10 Point

12 Point

60

72

1526 6 Point

1472 2 Point 12

15218

1463

1464

1466

14612

18 Point

3 Point

4 Point

6 Point

12 Point

15

20

30

60

Nr> 1482 to 14812 and 1472 u> 14712 re made in 18 inch .trips

3 Point

1474 4 Point 24

IIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIMIIIII

1478

14710

1104

6 Point

8 Point

10 Point

12 Point

36

48

60



Brass Rule in Labor-Saving Fonts

Regular Font* DO NOT contain Miter*. Round or Brazed Corner*, which an sold separately In Sell ; for price* of Miter* In Font*
and Sot* *ee Table* D and E. pace 1108. Chanre* for MUerln* pace* are given In Table F.

For price* of Labor-Saving- Font* of Rule we pace lit*.

I IV , N, 2 Point No. 1082 2 Point No. 1062

Thin Face Matche>

American Line Leader Face

No. 101

This Face Matches

American Line Leader Face

No. 108

Thi* Face Matche*

American Line Leader Face

No. 108

See pave* 1118 and 1119 for pecimeni of Bra** Round Corners

Hairline Face

1 Point No. 1001

2 Point No. 1002

Face in center

2 Point No. 2002

Face on lid*



Brass Rule in Labor-Saving Fonts

Regular Fonts DO NOT contain Miters, Round or Brazed Corners, which are sold separately in Sets. For prices of Miters in

Fonts and Sets see Tables D and E, page 1108. Charges for Mitering pages are given in Table F.

For full price list of Labor-Saving Fonts see page 1108.



Brass Rule in Labor-Saving Fonts

RecuUr Fonu DO NOT contain Milan, Round or Brazed Cornen, which are cold aeparatdy In SeU. For prim of Miter* In

Font* and Seu *ee Tmble* D and E. pace 1108. Charre* 'or Miterlnc pare* are given In Table F.

For full price ll*t of Labor-Savin* Font* *ee pace 1108.



Price List of Brass Rule

STRIP RULE
These list prices are for plain faces only

POINT



Price List of Brass Rule, Brass Leads and Slugs

cur RULE
Cut Rule include* the following which are chanted mm noted:

Sort* of Braa< Rule Table* H and I

Special Scheme Font. Table. H and I

Advertiaing Rule. Table. H and 1

CroaaRule* Table. H and I

Soct* of Space Rule Table H
Bead Rule* Table I

I'., i: i) . .Table. H and I. plu. 6 eenta

Column Rule.. Table I. plu. the following chance,
for notching:

notch over to allow for foot .lug. 2c extra,

notch under to allow for bran reglet. 5c extra.

Each lug for perfecting prea* chaaea, lOc extra.

Miter, over 6 etna and Pace Rule.. Table* H and I.

plum charge. In Table P.

TABLE H
Li.t Price per 100 piece*. More or lea* at same rate.

-

SH ..



Brass Cross Rules and Head Rules

ADVERTISING AND CROSS RULES
Cut any length from any of the faces listed under Head Rules, or any single, double, parallel or triple rule shown

in this book.
SIZE PICA EMS 2 POINT 3 POINT 4 POINT 5 POINT 6 POINT

Single Column 12',/z to IB 2'/ic 4c 5c 6c 7Vsc

Single Column IBM. to 18 3 4% 5Vb 7 8V4
Double Column 24V2 to 27 4V4 6V4 10 IWi
Double Column 27V4 to 30 8 7 9 11 13V4

Triple Column 36'/2 to 42 7 10 13 16 19

Triple Column 42'/2 to 48 8 11 14 18 21

No. 1002 2 Point

No. 1022 - - 2 Point

No. 1042 - 2 Point

No. 1062 2 Point

No. 1082 2 Point

No. 1402 = = 2 Point

BRASS HEAD RULES
The following list prices are for any single, double, parallel or triple rule shown in this book. Regular sizes

using 13 em column and 6 point column rule. For other bodies and lengths, see Table I on page 1109.

Four-column 63M> $012 $016 $020 $022 $024 S" 2S $031
Five-column 67 . .16 21 26 28 31 36 41

Six-column 80V2 18 24 30 33 36 42 48

Seven-column 94 21 28 34 38 41 48 B5

Eight-column 107'/j 23 31 38 43 46 54 61

Nine-column 121 27 36 4S 50 54 63 71



Cutting, Scoring and Perforating Rules

BRASS SCORING RULES
t Point, per foot . .

1 Point, per foot .

:

... 16
4 Point, per foot
6 Point, per foot .

D

. 30

PRICE LIST OF STEEL CUTTING AND SCORING RULE
Culling Rule*

Soft (face In center) .

No. 108 No. 108 No. IM No. 106

10 cants 16 cent* 20 cent* & cents

Soft c face on side).

Hard, black (face In center* .

Hard, black (face on side) .

No. 202 No. 203 No. 204 No. 206
10 cents 16 cenU 20 cents 26 rents

No. 112 No. 113 No. 114 No. 116
16 cenU 22 cents SO cents 36 cents

No. 212 No. 218 No. 214 No. 216
16 cent* 22 cents 30 cents 36 cents

Hard, polished .face in center,

No. 222 No. 223 No. 224 No.226
: .,.;.'- eanto ..- onlHard, polished (face on sid.) .

Scoring or Creasing Rules

S POINT 1 POINT 4 POINT S POINT

No. 132 No. 133 No. 134 No. 136
10 cents 16 cents 20 cents 26 cents

Hard, black. No. 142 No. 143 No. 144 No. 146

U . ..... u . . , ..:,.-.,. ant -

PRICE LIST OF BRASS LEADS AND SLUGS
POINTS



Brass Dash Rules and Column Rules

BRASS DASH RULES

Cut any length face, from any single, double, parallel or triple rule shown in this book.

Prices given below are for dash rules cut I2 l/s to 15 ems. For other bodies and lengths add 5 cents for

each piece to price in Table I on page 1109.

2 Pt. 1002A

2 Pt. 1002B

2 Pt. 1082B

3 Pt. 1403B

4 Pt. 1414B

2 Pt. 1422B

3 Pt. 1423B

4 Pt. 1424B

4 Pt. 1434B

7Mi cts.

7M> cts.

7V4cts.

Sets.

10 cts.

7W cts.

9 cts.

10 cts.

10 cts.

2 Pt. 1002C

2 Pt. 1002D

2 Pt. 1082D

3 Pt. 1403D

4 Pt. 1414D

2 Pt. 1422D

3 Pt. 1423D

4 Pt. 1424D

4 Pt. 1434D

7Vi cts.

7% cts.

7W cts.

9 cts.

10 cts.

7'/2 cts.

9 cts.

10 cts.

10 cts.

BRASS COLUMN RULES

PRICE LIST

Regular sizes using 13 em column

The usual style has a notch over D to allow

for Foot Slug

4-column 13% $0 38
5-column 17% 48
6-column 19% 53
7-column21% 58
8-column23% 63
9-column 25% 69

I 44 $0 50 $0 56 $0 62
56 63 71 78
62 70 78 87
68 77 86 95

83 93 1 03
90 1 01 1 12

73
79

Deduct 2 cents from above prices for Col-
umn Rules without notch D.

See Table I on page 1109 for prices on
other bodies and lengths, to which must be
added 2 cents each for notch over D.
Notch under for Brass Reglets, 5 cents
extra (see Style 12). Lug for perfecting
press, 10 cents extra (see Styles 11 to 15).

Lug and notch under for perfecting press,
15 cents extra (see Style 12) . Prices for all

Column Rules are figured on the basis of
length over all.

BEVELED LINOTYPE COLUMN
RULES

(With notch, as per Style 10)

SIZE



Slotted Corners and Mitered Panels

BRASS SQUARE CORNERS
For plain Ucr brau rule. Made like a comer quad and cut from a solid block of braM

The 1 and 1 '7 Point are brazed with bevel on outaide. 1. m, 2. 3. 4 and 6 Point. 18 Point Body, per set of four. 10 36

I I on S Pt. I ll' -..unapt. I 2 Point] ~,,,T 4 Point
I No, 11 I | No. ll'-j I No. 21

|
No. 31 | I No. 41 I

10 and 12 Puin

K . I'.,"

No. 81
-N " M IB Bl

12 Point
No. 127

-. in and 12 Point. 24 Point Body, per set of four H ,

10 Point
N,. lul

12 and 18 Point. 36 Point Body, per aet of
four tan

12 Point
No. 12

SLOTTED BRASS CORNERS
Per Set of Four: 2 to Point 4-em le . |0H; - n i.v

2 Point

No. 1152

3 Point

No. 11S3

2 Point

No. 1212

3 Point

No. 1213

4 Point

No. 1154

SPECIAL SIZES

4 Point

No. 1214

$050

6 Point

No. 1156

6 Point

No. 1216

Slotted earners can be made to order from any rule. Give total lenirth of lee and length of outside leg.
Solid panel* like one around this specimen can also be furnished. For price, fijrure pieces according to prices in

Tables H or I and add 30 cents per set or page for slotting. Minimum price, 35 cents per set.

Rule No. 1236. Slotted page this size. 18x34 ems. 78 cents.

See page 1109 for price list of fonts of Panel Rule

PANEL RULE SAVES COMPOSITOR'S TIME-AND THE JOB



Brazed Corners for Brass Rule

BRASS BRAZED CORNERS

The 2, 3 and 4 Point Comers are made 2 by 4 ems pica long

2 Point No. 1002 2 Point No. 1022 2 Point No. 2042

2 Point No. 2062 2 Point No. 2082 2 Point No. 2102

2 Point No. 1402 2 Point No. 1452 2 Point No. 1212

2 Point No. 1232 2 Point No. 1412 2 Point No. 1422

2 Point No. 1432

2 Point No. 1362

2 Point No. 1752

PRICES
Per Set of Four

2, 3, 4 or 6 Point . $0 50

8, 10 or 12 Point . . 60

18 Point . 75

AMERICAN
TYPE FOUNDERS CO.

3 Point No. 1363

3 Point No. 1753

3 Point No. 1213 1

3 Point No. 1403 3 Point No. 1453 r 3 Point No. 1223

3 Point No. 1413 3 Point No. 1343 3 Point No. 1233

3 Point No. 1423 3 Point No. 1433 4 Point No. 1214

4 Point No. 1404 4 Point No. 1454 4 Point No. 1224 1

r 4 Point No. 1234 4 Point No. 1244 4 Point No. 1274

4 Point No. 1364 4 Point No. 1344 4 Point No. 1754

1114



Brazed Corners for Brass Rule

BRASS BRAZED CORNERS
The 4, 5 and 6 Point Comrrt ara made 2 by 4 enu pica loni

i MM w MM

4 Point No. 1264

4 Point No. 14M

4 Point No. 1314

4 Point No. 1434

.int No. UM

:;: .

^^

S Point No. 1426 5 Point No. 1435

-. l'..mt HO. U''. < l'..mt N,,. K.v. 6 Point No. 1216

MM N... UM I MM ttelM 6 Point No. 1236

6 Point No. 1246

6 Point No. 1366

tr 6 Point No. 1786 1

PRICES
Per Set of Four

2. 3, 4 or 6 Point . $0 50

8. 10 and 12 Point . . 60

18 Point 75

AMERICAN
TYPE FOUNDERS CO.

6 Point No. 1876

6 Point No. 1766

r~ """Hs
^ 6 Point No. 1796 8

6 Point No. 1766 .. Ml t N". UM 6 Point No. 1776

rr 6 Point No. 1S06 11 rr 6 Point No. 1616 11 6 Point No. 1526

6 Point No. 1416 6 Point No. 1426 6 Point No. 1436

6 Point No. 1276 6 Point No. 1316

I Mi tNo : 6 Point No. 1346 6 Point No. 1366

1115



Brazed Corners for Brass Rule

BRASS BRAZED CORNERS

The 8, 10 and 12 Point Corners are made 2 by 4 ems pica long

8 Point No. 1338 8 Point No. 1348 8 Point No. 1358

8 Point No. 1378

8 Point No. 1418

10 Point No. 14110

10 Point No. 13310 10 Point No. 13410 10 Point No. 13510

10 Point No. 12310
PRICES

Per Set of Four

2, 3. 4 or 6 Point . . $0 50

8, 10 or 12 Point . . 60

18 Point 75

AMERICAN
TYPE FOUNDERS CO.

8 Point No. 1328

10 Point No. 13210

12 Point No. 13212

1116



Brazed Corners for Brass Rule

BRASS BRAZED CORNERS
12 Ptiint 2 by 4 rmtpica. Per Set o< Four. 60c

12 Point No. 17612 12 Point No. 17712

12 Point No. 16012

^^^H^^^HHH I^^^^^^^^^H^H p
^.W ^wmwwnnn

^m^^^L^^mm^ 11 .Ui^l^^UiliUlUll;

1 12 Point No. 18112 II II 12 Point No. 18212 I 1 Mm 12 Point No. 18312

1 Point
No. 17818

18 Point. Set of Four, 75c

Size, 3x6 em
I- l'..mt

N... 1T-1~

18 Point No. 18S18

iJUJlllllliillUuiiiiiimiUiUuaili tiiuuuiiltuiiltiUiiuiUuuiluu^-

1 18 Point No. 18118

jp
, ^

1 18 Point No. 18218 I

18 Point No. Utlt

1117



Round Corners for Brass Rule

f
No. S1402

BRASS ROUND CORNERS
Made on 12 Point Solid Body. Per Set of Four, 35 Cents

^ r ^ r ^\ r^ r~\ r~\
No. 81002 No. 81022 No. S2022 No. S2042 No. S2062 No. S2082 No.S2102

^ r*\ r*\ r*\ r^\ <F*\ e*\ f^\
No. 81452 No. 81212 No.S1232 No.S1412 No. S1432 No. S1403 No. S1453 No. S1213

f*\ f*\ f*\ f\ f^\ f*\ (r^ (r^
No. S1223 No. 81233 No. S1413 No. S1423 No. S1433 No. S1343 No. S1404 No. S1464

fr"\ f*\ <f^ f\ f^\ f^ f*\ f^
No.S1214 No.81224 No. 81234 No. 81244 No. S1414 No. S1424 No. S1434 No. S1264

f\ f^ lf\ f~^ f\ ^^ ^^ ^^
No. S1274 No. 81314 No. S1344 No. S1425 No. 81435 No. S1406 No. 81456 No. 81216

/?^\ /?^\ /^^ /^^ ^^ /?^ rf^ ^^
No. 81226 No. S1256 No. 81236 No. S1246 No. S1416 No. S1426 No. 81436 No. S1266

No. 81276 No. 81316 No. S1336 No. S1346 No. 81356 No. 81506 No. S1516 No. 81526

The final figure indicates the body of the rule, viz : Corner 81002 matches 2 Point Brass Rule No. 1002.

Be sure and add the Initial S before the number if Round Corners are desired on 12 Point solid body.

BRASS ROUND CORNERS
18 Point Full Mortised Body. Per Set of Four, 50 Cents

No. 1002 \

No. 1402 \!

No. 1404

No. 1344

I /No. 1216\\

I No. 1436i\

( No. 1022 \

II No. 1452 \\

No. 2022 No. 2042

No. 1412 \ II No. 1422

No. 1453 M {( No. 1213

No. 1413 \\ I No. 1423
Showing Bottom of Comer

No. 1454 No. 1214 No. 1224

I /No. 1414 U //No. 1424U //No. 1434 \\ //No. 1264 Y

/ No. 1415\\ :No. 1426

No. 1226

/No. 1266\

236\\ /fNo. 1246H

276 f/No. 1316\|

No. 2062

No. 1212

No. 1223

( No. 1433 I

No. 1234

No. 2082

No. 1232

No. 1403

No. 1233

No. 1343

No. 1244

No. 1274 fl If No. 1314 \1

- ^ ^-~
.

No.l406\^ IWo.U56\\

. 1276

(No. 1336\\\ Iff No. 1346W fllT/No. 1356^ No. 1506^ ^No. 1516^ I No. 1526

The final figure indicates the body of the rule, viz: Corner No. 1002 matches 2 Point Brass Rule No. 1002.

1118



Round Corners for Brass Rule

BRASS ROUND CORNERS
24 Point Full Mortiied Body.

8, 10 and 12 Point. Per MI of (our $0 60

8Pt
No. 14 lg No. 1428

8P,
No. 1438

1

No. 123S

f12 Pt. \
N... 1-:- No. A12612

lOPt \ \ i lOPt 1 11. I't. If MPt. 11 it lOPt
No. 14110 No. 14210 No. 14310 No. 12310 No. 12410 No. A12712

No. A14112 No. A14212 No. A14312 No. A12312 No. A12412 No. A13112

I Ml'!. I
No. 18210

In ordering Round Corners for 12 Point Bran Rule, be rare to add the Initial A before the number, if Round
Corners are desired on 24 Point body.

36 Point Full Mortised Body.

Per Ml of lour: 12 Point $075; 18 Point SI 00

// 12 rt. \\ / 12 Pt. \
I I I I f No. 1S212 I

t \\ / 12Pt \\
2612 111 No. 14112 \ I

r/ 12 ft. \% f 12 pt. %
f No. 13112 IBB No. 14312 :

1R Pt
No. 13418

mf 12 Pt 1km
No. 12412 11

1- I't

N... :.:::-

I

Sec pages 1122 and 1123 for specimens of Round Corners for Series Nos. 178 and 179

1119



Fullface Brass Round Corners

BRASS ROUND CORNERS
For use with Fullface Brass Rule

2 Pt. No. 25

4 Pt. No. 45

3 Pt. No. 35

6 Pt. No. 65

2 Point Corners No. 27

No. 36 3 Point Corners No. 37

4 Point Corners No. 47

No. 24

No. 34

6 Point Corners No, 67 No. 64

These Corners are I'/axGMi ems. Two make a single 13-em column.

All of the above Round Corners, per Set of Four, 50 Cents

Round Corners on 12 Point Solid Body

Pt. Face 1V4 Pt. Face 2 Pt. Face 3 Pt. Face 4 Pt. Face 6 Pt Face
No. 18 No. 18V2 No. 28 No. 38 No. 48 No. 68

Made on Solid 12 Point Body. Per Set of Four, 35 Cents

^^10 P
mi NO. 10NO. 104

24 Pt. Bodyw Brass Round Corners

Per set of four. Mortised body
2, 3, 4 and 6 point $0 50
Sand 10 point 60
12 point 75
18 point 1 00

M^^2mm NO. 125
24 Pt. BodyW

If No. 124 ^H I 1 ^^f No. 184 ^^A** 36 Pt. Body mm
/liiirir iiiik. 36 Pt. Body ^^



Brass Diagonal Corners and Squares

H

/ \
.: l'i. N.,.

\ /
12 PL Body

12 Point
No. 122

Jl I". It..!.

\
I I-i. N,,. .'.:

\
18PL Body

/ \
3 PL No. 32

N S
12 PL Body

4 PL No. 42

N S
IS PL Body

BRASS DIAGONAL CORNERS
2.3.4 and Point

Per set of four 35 cents
12 PoinL per set of four 60 cenu

\ / N
o. S3 4 PL No. 43

\ X NX3 PL No. 33

18 PL Body 18 PL Body

12 PL Body

IS PL No. 123

86 Pt. Body

X N
6 PL No. 68

N X
18 PL Body

JJ

BRASS SQUARES

12, 18 and 24 Point, per set of four. 35 cenU. 36 PoinL 50 cent*

-

OTHER BRASS CORNERS

A No. 11 ^ No. 12 I No. 13 I fl No. 14

2 point on top
12 point on side

Set of four. 60 cU.

2 point on top
6 point on side

Set of four. 60 cU.

2 point on top
6 point on

Set of four. 60 cU.

2 point on top
12 point on ide

Set of four. 80 eta.

BRASS CENTER PIECES

For use with Plain Pace Brass Rule

8PL
No. 16

60 cent* per pair

PL
No. 17

60 cents per pair

8 PL
No. 20

60 cent* per pair 60 cents per pair

4 PL
No. 18

60 cents per pair



Rugged Brass Rule

6 Point No. 1756

4 Point No. 1754

3 Point No. 1753

2 Point No. 1752

Ito Point No. 1751Vj

1 Point No. 1751

ROUND CORNERS

1 Point No. 1751

2 Point No. 1752

4 Point No. 1754

IVa Point No. 1751V4

3 Point No. 1753

6 Point No. 1756

The 1 and 1VS Point are !V4x6V4 ems outside. The body is

too thin to allow making the inside square, as in the larger
sizes. 1 and IVa Point corners, per set of four, 50 cents.

The 2, 3, 4 and 6 Point are the regular patented corner,
sizes !V4x6V4 outside. Price, per set of four, 50 cents. For
prices of Labor-Saving Fonts see page 1108.

12 Point
No. 17512

Per set of four
75 cents



Fancy Rule with Round Corners

BRASS ROUND CORNERS

Price, per Set ol Four. 6 Point, SOc; 12 Point. 7Sc; 18 Point, f1.00

Brass Bnuted Corner* are made for this rule, and are shown on pages 1114 to 1117.
Font* are put up without Miters or Round Corners, which

are sold separately In set*.

Bras* Round Corners for this Series of Rule are on 36 Point mortised body.

i rnu of Rob > ee* no*

18 POINT RULE
POOKDVOM

10 POUND FONT

Mitre <I Point) . 1H OHM pica too*- fculdo. womU amount to 71 eonu nor M and 1 on niton II .04 por
ot. nruml from TabU H { Mltrilll Mworv) and UM cfaarv* for nturia* In Tablo P.

18 Point No. 17818. Per foot 90 cents

12 Point No, 17812. Per foot 60 cents

^WSSS8^//////M^^

i

PRICES OF LABOR-SAVING FONTS
Without Miter* or Round Comers

State whether Miters or Round Corner* are desired, giving number of fonts or sets of
IComersMiters and sets of Round I

1 Ib font

2 Ib font

3 Ib font

S Ib font

fl 80

3 60

780

tl 66 Font Miters

3 15 Seta of Miters in

4 60
Font

Price Single Set
710 ems and under SOc 48c

6 Point Round Corners, per set of four, 60 cents; 12 Point. 76 cents

I
6 Point No. 17*6. Per footM cent*

%JS^///////>^\\\\\\^^
12 Point No. 17912. Per foot 72 crnt

1123



Brass Braces

No. 32 30 cts.
Complete set, J5 60

No. 31 30 cts.

No. 30 30 cts.

No. 29 30 cts.

No. 28 30 cts.

No. 27 25 cts.

No. 26 25 cts.

No. 25 25 cts.

No. 1 12 cts. No. 24 25 cts.

No. 2 12 cts.

No. 3 12 cts.

No. 4 12 cts.

No. 23 25 cts.

No. 22 18 cts.

No. 21 18 cts.

No. 5 12 cts. No. 20 18 cts.

No. 6 12 cts. No. 19 18 cts.

No. 7 12 cts. No. 38 12 cts. No. 18 18 cts.

No. 8 12 cts. No. 37 12 cts. No. 17 15 cts.

No. 9 12 cts. No. 36 12 cts. No. 16 15 cts.

No. 10 12 cts. No. 35 12 cts. No. 15 15 cts.

No. 11 15 cts.

No. 12 15 cts.

No. 14 15 cts.

No. 13 15 cts.

Sizes of Bodies: Nos. 1 to 15, 6 Point ; Nos. 16 to 32, 7 Point ; Nos. 33 to 38, 4 Point

Latter made on 6 Point body or heavier, if wanted

1124



Brass Newspaper Dashes

*



Brass Circles

BRASS CIRCLES

The last figure and fraction in the size number
denotes the diameter of the circle in inches.

Our Brass Circles are made from seamless brass tubing and can be furnished in one-eighth inch
graduations to 2 inches, and in one-quarter inch graduations to 4V& inches. Larger or intermediate sizes
are brazed. Any face shown in this book can be furnished. Always give face and size when ordering.

1126



Brass Circles and Ovals

BRASS CIRCLES

Our Bra** Circles are made from Beamleu bran tubing and can be furnished in one-eighth inch
graduations to 2 inches, and in one-quarter inch graduations to 4H inches. Larger or intermediate size* are
brazed. Any face ahown in this book can be furnished to order. Always give/ace and rizt when ordering.

BRASS OVALS

1127



Brass Circles and Diamonds

All ovals and diamonds, unless otherwise ordered, will be made
in the proportion of 2 by 3. viz : 2 units wide by 3 units long.

Brass Circles are made from seamless brass tubing and can be furnished in Wi-inch graduations to 2 inches, and
in ^4-inch graduations to 4Mj inches. Larger or intermediate sizes are brazed.

DIAMETER OR LENGTH



Special Brass Rule

ADJUSTABLE DOTTED RULE FOR BLANK WORK
For Use With American Line Type

In blank work when large quantities of leader* are necessary It is customary in some offices to use
ith leads. In 8 and 10 point the use of the 2 point rule neeeaai-2 point dotted or hyphen rule justifying with I

tates the uae of a 1 point lead at the bottom for lining the rule with the type. The 2 point side face rule
for 8 point type using a 6 point slug to justify and the 4 point center face rule for 10 point type using a
point slug to justify saves considerable time. Other examples are also shown. For prices of strip and

labor saving rale see pace 1108.

Six Point

(Using regular 2 point Dotted Rule No. 1082 with
two 2 point leads above rule to justify.)

Eight Point ""TB
(Using 4 point Dotted Rule No. 1084 with two 2

point leads to justify, or one 4 point lead.)

(Using Special 3 Point Dotted Rule No. 4033 will

two 2 point leads and one 3 point lead to justify.)

Six Point

(Using Special 3 Point Dotted Rule No. 4083 with
one 3 point lead to justify.)

(Using Special 2 Point Side Fare Dotted Rule N<
SOtS with one 6 point slug to justify.)

(Using 4 Point Dotted Rule No. 1084 with one 6

point slug to justify.)

Twelve Point Twelve Point
(Using regulars Point Dotted Rule No. 1032 with

one 2 point lead below rule and one each 2 point
lead and 6 point slug above rule.)

(Using Special 4 Point Dotted Rule No. 4034 with
one 2 point lead below rule and one 6 point slug
above rule.

E MAKE Brass Rule to fit and work with French Cast

Squares, Quadruple Cast Squares, Boston Breton Cast

Squares, Cast Panel Pieces, Uniform Rule Cast Corners,

etc., as shown in many uses in the display pages of this

catalogue. This rule and the various cast corners are great
time savers, as the printers having used them will testify.

*

Thr Amtrica* hot i**urd a beautiful!* printed St-pag* bookltt rntitied "Nugget*" which fh,,;

Uu complttt line a/Cut Corners, etc., in prartiral tut with Bran ftulr.

You man obtain Uli* valuator booUetJnt writing far it.

INTERLOCKING MITERS FOR BRASS RULE

With regular miters care must be taken to prevent slipping at the corners which can be overcome
with use of comer quads when space permits this use. The Interlocking Miter absolutely prevent* slip-

ping as the dovetails Interclose holding the rules
firmly in position. The use of these miters Is

becoming more general both for special pace* and
for sets of panel rule.

List Prices ol Interlocking Miters

These are sold at the price per piece in Tables
II ami I according to length of rule used plus the
following charge* for mltering per page or per set

:

f
P

T

'
I

' '

llo t
tol

:. .. |
,, .

.

U
15

"

r>

"

AMERICAN TYPE FOUNDERS COMPANY
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BRASS RULE FOR TYPE BORDERS

Stylus Border

Linear Border No. 2

111!!

Linear Border No. 2

Linear Border

Linear Border

Triple Line Border

Triple Line Border

3 Point on 6 Point Mercantile Border No. 49

6 Point Mercantile Border No. 257

12 Point Mercantile Border No. !

6 Point Monotone Border No. 1

Schuil Border

6 Point Acme Border

12 Point Acme Border

12 Point Panel Border

6 Point Rule. Per foot $0.30

6 Point Rule. Per foot $0.45

12 Point Rule. Per foot $0.90

6 Point Rule. Per foot $0.36

12 Point Rule. Per foot $0.72

fi Point Rule. Per foot $0.30

12 Point Rule. Per foot $0.60

6 Point Rule. Per foot $0.30

6 Point Rule. Per foot $0.30

12 Point Rule. Per foot $0.60

fi Point Rule. Per foot $0.30

6 Point Rule. Per foot $0.30

6 Point Rule. Per foot $0.30

12 Point Rule. Per foot $0.60

12 Point Rule. Per foot $0.60

LABOR SAVING FONTS
Regular scheme fonts will be furnished at prices on page 1 108

Except Rule for Linear Border
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Brass and Copper Thin Spaces

48
" Led Spaces (I /a "

letf Spaces I -.-

,.,.-...
>-~*ll /* *-~~]\"

BRASS AND COPPER THIN SPACES
Make justification to easy that no office hould be without them

That these '
a Point Copper and 1 Point Brass Thin Spacea may be readily distinguished, the Mr Point Spaces are made of Copper

and the 1 Point Spaces are made of Bras*.

Assortment No. 6. Mr Point Copper and 1 Point Brass Thin
Spaces. This font includes an assortment of two ounces of each
of the following sizes : 12. 18. 24, 38 and 48 Point. 10 ounces.

List price... II M
Assortment No. 7. V, Point Copper Thin Spaces. This font

includes a two ounce package each 6. 8. 10. 12 and 18 Point, 10
ounces.

LJstprice... $125

Assortment No. 8. 1 Point Brass Thin Spaces. This font in-
cludes a two ounce package each 6. 8. 10. 12 and 18 Point, 10
ounce*.

List price $1 2S
SOU f PbM> Nw. I. i tad 1

Assortment No. 1. Mr Point Copper Thin Spaces. This font
Include* assortment of 6. 8. 10, 12. 14. 16. 18. 20, 24, 30, 86. 42. 48.
60 and 72 Point sixes, put up in wooden case, 16 ounces.

List price, including case $1 75

Assortment No. 2. 1 Point Brass Thin Spacea. This font in-

les assortment of 6.8.10.12.14.16,18,20.24.30,36.42.48.6(1
72 Point sizes, put up in wooden case. 16 ounce*.

List price, including case

a
$175

Assortment No. 3. Assorted H-Point Copper and 1 Point
Brass Thin Spaces. Thin font includes an equal amount of both
Mr Point Copper and 1 Point Brass Thin Spaces cut the follow-
ing size* : 6. 8. 10. 12. 14. 16. 18, 20. 24. 30. 36. 42. 48. 60 and 72
Point, put up in wooden cue, 16 ounce*.

List price, including case II 7S

BRASS OR COPPER THIN SPACES
One Pound Packages

5 Point, per pound
BMr Point, per pound
6 Point, per pound
7 Point, per pound
8 Point, per pound
9 Point, per pound
10 Point, per pound
11 Point, per pound
12. 14 and 16 Points, per pound
18. ZO. 24 and SO Point*, per pound
86 Point and larger, par pound

2 IS
2M
18S
ITS
1 6S
15S
ll.
I in

1 .15

IS*

Assortment No. 4. Mi Point Copper Thin Spaces. This font
Includes a two ounce package each 12. 18. 24. 36 and 48 Point. 10

List price SIM

Assortment No. S. 1 Point Brass Thin Spaces. This font In-

cludes a two ounce package each 12. IX. 24. K and 48 Point, 10
.1.' :

Ustprlc* SIM

AMERICAN THIN SPACES
Make Juttincation Easy

The American Thin Spaces Include a complete assortment of
Mr Point Copper and 1 Point Brass Thin Spaces and also of S
Point Metal Space* put up in the following proportions :

Vt Point Copper Thin Space*. Include two ounces each cut 6,
12. 18. 24,M and 48 Point sites. On* ounce each cut 8. 10. 60 and
72 Point six**. Assortment weighs one pound.

1 Point Brass Thin Space*. Include two ounces each rut 6. 12,

18, 24. 36 and 48 Point sizes. One ounce each cut 8. 10, 60 and
72 Point sites. Assortment weighs on* pound.
2 Point Metal Space*. Include ten ounce* each 18, 24. 36 and

48 Point size*. Also eight ounce* cut 60 Point*. Weigh* S pounds.
List price complete Including Quarter Case ... IS M
List price of CM* only
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Newspaper Sub-Headings

NEWSPAPER SUB-HEADINGS
Order by Number

Trimmed to IS ems Pica Electro., Solid Metal Price 76 Cent. Each

N .. -- HO, :

MERITON JOURNAL
No. 501

THE SACONIA NEWS
No. 502

Coshocton Times
No. 608

KIRKER SENTINEL

THE BOTANICAL HERALD
No. 606

Steubenville Dispatch
No. 606

ORANGE TRIBUNE
No. 607

l)f iflancfjester (Enterprise
No. 608

MEREDITH TIMES
No. 609

The Weekly Oregonian
No. 610

SUFFIELD REPORTER
No. 511

New England Republican
No. 612

DAILY TELEGRAM
No. 613

KINGS ADVERTISER

MARION TRUTH
No. 616

ll?ortl)ern Cran&crtpt

SPORTINGTRUTH
No. 618

Clip IHuangeli cal World
No. 518

CONESTON ADVOCATE
No. 620

The Southern Messenger
No. 521

MARLINA COUNTY DEMOCRAT
No. 622

(El)f Bf llqious Jntf lli.qpnrp r

No. 523

KEARNY MERIDIAN
No. 624

U1 i i uV.ui r iCorks J.1 r is s

No. 626

THE WlNNIPESAUKEE PALLADIUM

No. 626

SaturdayEveningBulletin
No. 627

POQUONOCK STATESMAN
No. 528

CENTER HARBOR SIGNAL
No. 629

Minnesota Times-Star

Date Lines and Running Titles tor Newspapers

For nich line* when made from 10 point Lining Title No. 524 there will be no extra charge for composi-
tion. If made from any other type, customer buys the font at regular list price and prevailing discounts,
with 11.00 net added for laying trie type, setting the lines and repacking the type, which will then be sent to
the customer with the electros, for which the following charge* will be made :

Name of paper, four words or leas, each M 45
Each day of week M
Each month of year M
Each "VoL"
Each "No." 30
Each year "112" or "191

"

Each single date, such as "Boston. Mass."
. . 45

Periods, commas or spaces will be cast attached to electros whan so ordarsd without extra charge.



Electrotyped Newspaper Headings

Style No. 400 Six-Line Pica

THEREPORT
Style No. 401 Six-Line Pica

EXCHANGE
Style No. 402 Six-Line Pica

EVENING NEWS
Style No. 403 Six-Line Pica

AMERICAN
Style No. 404 Six-Line Pica

Style No. 405 Six-Line Pica

NEWS ECHO
Style No. 406 Six-Line Pica

MICHIGAN BANNER
For additional styles of Newspaper Headings, send for pamphlet containing our complete showing.

It will be mailed gratuitously to anyone requesting it.
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Electrotyped Newspaper Headings

Style No. n-Flve-Une Plcm

REPORTER
-... s. ;

- - x.l . I'..,

HOMENEWS
Style No. 409 Six-Line Pica

TELEGRAM
Style No. 410 Six-Line Pic

Style No. 411 Six-Line Pics

Style No. 412-Six-Llne Pica

TEXAS IDEA
Strip No. 413 Six-Line Pic

fnl

<] FRPRJL=JtU \*li (LL oe.
For acklitioruU style* of Newspaper Heading*, and for pamphlet containinir our complete howinir.

It will M mailed rratuiti>uly to anyone requesting It.
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Electrotyped Date Lines

Prices are for any city as per styles below. Length of dotted line about nine picas

Style No. 1 $100 Style No. 2 $100

tTieviO'pf, -sf(., /c7/
ibilutlclpfiia,



Electrotyped State Seals
Owing to the great demand for spare In this sperlmen Book and IU volumlnoiu slie, we have been compelled to condense th

showinir of Electrotyped Cuts. We are printing only a few sample pajres hem. In onler. however, to illustrate and price our whole
HIM. we have lieued a separate pamphlet, which contains a complete >howlni[ uf all the electrotype* made by us. beside* aeveral

other line* of cut* of Intereet to printers. We shall be pleased to mail this pamphlet to any customer or Interested printer on request.

No. 277SC Kentucky T5c No. 2776C Ohio 75c No. 4191C Oklahoma TSeNo.?T78C Indiana TSe

No. 1 Arizona 75c

We have Seals for all States
uniform with the styles shown
on this pajre No. 2241C Missouri tl 00No.2240C Illinois $100

-. .

-

;, ....... -

-

Border No. 27S1C Center mortised to suit the Seal of any State I1 With Seal of any State C

%

Ho. >7S6C Washington TEc

N0.2730C WyomlnsT 76c NatTSOC Missouri 78c No.2788C California TBc

No. S127C Illinois He
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United States Flags
Attention is called to the fact that the United States, and several of the individual States, restrict and prohibit by law, the use

of the American Flag, the State Flags and the National and State Coats of Arms for either advertising or business purposes of any
nature. All cuts, electrotype or type representations of same, made, sold or offered for sale by the American Type Founders Company
are made and sold upon the condition that they are not to be used in any manner prohibited by law.

All Flags supplied for one or two colors In ordering state if cuts are wanted in one or two colors

Old Glory

Embossing Sets

A set includes plates for printing in

three colors and an electro embossing
die. Flag designs are alike in each set.

Set A Length (staff) 2 inches;
width over all 1% inches . . . $2 BO

SetB Length (staff) 4 inches;
width over all 3% inches ... 4 50

SetC Length (staff) 5*4 inches;
width over all 4^ inches ... 6 00

These handsome flags were designed
and engraved by the American Type
Founders Company. This style is made
in three sizes for either one or two col-

ors; the two smallest are shown on this
page (No. B142C, No. 5144C). Dimen-
sions of largest size (No. 5127sC) : length
of staff 5 inches, width over all 4 inches.

Other Sizes (for dimensions see above)

No. 5127-iC. For one color $1 50

No. 5127C. Two colors (size of No. 5127MiC) 3 00

No. B145C. Two colors (size of No. 5144C) 2 00

No. 5143C. Two colors (size of No. 5142C) 1 50

No.2709C 40c

A companion flag to No. 2712C is also made,
same size and style but with staff to the left.
This is No. 2713C.

No. 2712C Right $0 65
For two colors ... 1 25

No.2713C Left 65
For two colors . 1 25

No.2711C 40c

No. 2969C Cast in type mould 15c each : Border Font (18 inches)
For two colors, 30c per set; Border Font (18 inches) .

$135
. 270
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Electrotyped United States Emblems
Owinc to the creat drmand for (pace In thin Specimen Book and IU volumlnou! itc, we have been compelled to eondenw the

ahowln* of Electrotyped CuU. We are printing only few Munpl* pure* here. In order, however, to illuitratc and urirv our whok
ttnr wehave iuucd wpurmU pamphlet, which contain! a complete ihowinB of all the electrotype! made by u. beeidei Mveral
other line* of cut! of inirmt to printer*. We ihall be pliaurt to mall thli pamphlet to any cuitomer or Interested printer on requeit.

- NO.ZU8C Mortiwd 11.2.',
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Electrotyped Society Emblems
Owing to the great demand for space in this Specimen Book and its voluminous size, we have been compelled to condense the

showing of Electrotyped Cuts. We are printing only a few sample pages here. In order, however, to illustrate and price our whole
line, we have issued a separate pamphlet, which contains a complete showing of all the electrotypes made by us, besides several
other lines of cuts of interest to printers. We shall be pleased to mail this pamphlet to any customer or interested printer on request.

No. No. 242 35c

No. 1225C 30c No. 2078 60c 3359C 25c

No. 3354C 30c No. 183 30c

No. 204 40c No. 224 50c No. 269 50c No. 203 50c
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Electrotyped Society Emblems
Owing to the treat demand for spare In this Specimen Book and lu voluminous site, we have been compelled to condense the

showing of Electrotyped Cuts. We are printing only a few sample pane here. In order, however, to illustrate and price our whole
line, we have issued a separate pamphlet, which contains a complete showing of all the electrotypes made by us. besides several
aOer line* of cuts of interest to printer*. We shall be pleased to mail this pamphlet to any customer or Interested printer on request.

N : N :-:

2Sc For three colon. 90c 2Sc

No. 901 2Sc No.9fl2 SOc

N.. HI \ .
: ::



Miscellaneous Electrotyped Cuts
Owing to the great demand for space in this Specimen Book and its voluminous size, we have been compelled to condense the

showing1 of Electrotyped Cuts. We are printing
1

only a few sample pages here. In order, however, to illustrate and price our whole
line, we have issued a separate pamphlet, which contains a complete showing- of all the electrotypes made by us, besides several
other lines of cuts of interest to printers. We shall be pleased to mail this pamphlet to any customer or interested printer on request.

No. 2062 No.6003C 50c
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Miscellaneous Electrotyped Cuts
Owiiuc to the inrat demand for (pare in thli Specimen Rook and iu voluminous >iir. we have been compelled to UM

ahowinc of Electrotyped Cuta. We an- iirintmii only a few (ample pagm here. In onler. huwever, to Uluitrate and prlre. our whoU
Ha*, w* have laaocd a xparate pamphlet, which rontaini a nmiplele ihtiwinir nf all thr rl, ,

other line* of ruu of inumt to printer*. We thai)

NO.S9MC. l&ceach. TSe per doze

,

lrrtnitypei made by ui. beaidea leveral
iu mail thin pamphlet to any customer or Intereated printer on request.

No. W42. 15c eh. 60e per doaen. Border font (2 feet) $1.6

No. 4099 30e each

12.60 per dotn
\.. - ., .
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Bill of Fare Cuts

Complete Printing
Office Outfitter

No. 4069C 50c No. 4065C 60c

TAILPIECES, ETC.

No. 3878C 60c No. 3957C 40c No. 3146C 40c
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Wood Type and Borders

In addition to the extensive line of Metal Type Faces shown in this catalogue, the American



Wood Type

C ]ags No. 727, 6-Line 6 Cents per Letter

Ramblers 152
Class N No. 727, 8-Line 8 Cents per Letter

MOUNDS 3
Class N No. 727, 10-Line 10 Cents per Letter

DRUGS8

BUNKS
Lower case and figures made for all sizes. For sizes of fonts and prices of other sizes of wood type see page 1145.

For complete showing of other styles and sizes see Specimen Book of Wood Type, which will be sent upon application.
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Wood Type

No.m -Une tOnte per Letter

Homes 32
I !..-< 'I No. 72S. 8-LJiM 8 Cenu per Letter

BONES
C ,.!-- I) No. 723. 10-Line 10 Cent* per I.. :i. i

' ;..-- ' i No. 723. 12-Line 12 CcnU per Letter

Lower emr and figure, nude for all ie. For lme of fonts and prlcw at other >iiea of wood type Me pace 114S.

POT romplete .howing of other itylea and ! ie Sprrimen Book of Wood Type, which will be Mil upon application.
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Wood Type

Class O No. 728, 6-Line 6 Cents per Letter

Mountains 3
Class O No. 728. 8-Line 8 Cents per Letter

BINDING

CRUSH
Class O No. 728, 12-Line 12 Cents per Letter

Lower case and figures made for all sizes. For sizes of fonts and prices of other sizes of wood type see page 1145.

For complete showing of other styles and sizes see Specimen Book of Wood Type, which will be sent upon application.
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Wood Type

No. 7X2. -Llne Cent* per Letter

Diamond
ClamO No. 732. K-Line s (Vnt. IMT 1- tt.-r

MINES
No. 7S2. 10-Une 1" Onu per letter

ROME
No. 732. 12-Line 12 Cent* per Letter

MEN
Lower cmie and figure* nude far all !. For tile* of font* and price* of other nine* of wood type nee pave 1146.

For complete thawing of other itylea and nited *e Specimen Book of Wood Type, which will br ix-nt upon |.|.li<-iiti..t,
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End-Wood Borders

Put up in fonts of 5 feet, with one set of Corners. For a full-sheet 10 feet of border are required.

21 Point No. 251 Per foot 60c

24 Point No. 264 Per foot 60c

24 Point No. 47 Per foot 60c

nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnniiniin
36 Point No. 181 Per foot 70c

60 Point No. 338 Per foot 90c

60 Point No. 244 Per foot 90c

For complete line of Wood Borders see Complete Specimen Book of Wood Type. Sent upon application.
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End-Wood Borders

END-WOOD BORDERS

I'ut up in fonta of & feet, with one *t of corners. For a full-het 10 fct of border are required.

No. 61. 60c per foot

No. 188, 80c per foot

No. 56. 80c per foot

No. MS. 90c per font

No. -370, 11.25 per foot

No. 374. fl.25 pa- foot

For complete msaortment of Wood Border* tee Specimen Book of Wood Type. Sent upon application.
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Wood Rule

WOOD RULE

Side-Wood, 12 cents per yard. End-Wood 16 cents per foot in assorted lengths. End-Wood Rule
cannot be supplied in yard lengths. Solid corners to match all sizes, 25 cents per set of four. Wood Rule-

is sold at a lesser discount than Wood Type.

Style R 12 Point

Style U 18 Point

Style W 24 Point

Style Y 3fi Point

Style H 18 Point

STAR RULE
In fonts of 5 feet with one set of corners, $1.90. Star Rule cannot be supplied in yard lengths.

No. 20

No. 24

No. 26

No. 30

No. 23

No. 27*********
No. 31

For other Styles of Wood and Star Rules see complete Specimen Book of Wood Type. Sent on application.
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MACHINERY
AND SUPPLIES

This Catalogue Is the most

extensive i-.nj <:ompu>te

ever issued for the use of

printers.

Discounts

The list prices of Printing Machinery
and Supplies are subject in most cases

to discounts, which will be quoted on

application. The net selling prices are

the lowest quoted by the various

manufacturers.

All the Machinery and Ma-

terials listed herein, which

are in regular demand in

any section of the United

States, are kept in stock,

and those in occasional de-

mand can be delivered very

promptly, usually from the

reserve stocks in the larger

Branches.

Due regard for the reputa-

tion of its own products
and its leadership in the

field of Printers' Supplies
will not allow the American

Type Founders Company to

recommend anything that

is not of well tested merit

^ir

AmericanType Founders Company





The Premier Two-Revolution Printing I
]

The past two derail** haveMm a great advance In the science and achievement of the printing art, and so urgent have bean til*

consequent demands made on the printing press, that, while all the two-revolution preaaea now being Injilt may be considered good
printing machine*, all of them, without exception, have failed to keep pace with the march of print ing progress. The raaaon for this

( obvioui. Invention ii difficult, laborious and time-taking: one cannot turn a spigot and have a novel mechanical Idea come forth.

Printing-press Invention Is very much restricted, besides, by the crisscross of claim and description with which Inventors have
covered their patents already allowed, so that further originality and novelty seem to be almost impossible In any of the basic

i suffer also from the fact that the machines atfeatures of two-revolution pr Most of the makes of this type of printing p

present built were originally designed from ten to twenty-five years ago, many of the new devices being added from time to time
as the manufacturer could invent or design, retaining meanwhile all the weak, inadequate old-fashioned features for the lack of

something better. There is but one two-revolution printing press in the market today of entirely new design throughout, fulfilling

in every way every demand of the most exacting up-to-date printing, whose every mechanical feature and device has been tried,

found successful and standardized, and that is The Premier, of which we are the selling agents.
The builders ofThe Premier, while studying the situation, noted that, while every other two-revolution pressof whatevermake the

least liked as well as the most popular possessed some particular feature of merit and value on which its reputation was based and
maintained: noted too, that none of them, not even in the remotest way. filled the requirements of present-day printing conditions.

They determined, tht-ri-fore, to design and build a new series two-revolution, which, while original in some features, would base its

greatest claim for preferment in the novel combination into one machine of all the meritorious devices and features found singly in

all the other two-revolution presses, these device* when embodied in The Premier being simplified, amplified, strengthened and im-

proved to the very fullest degree. This design has been successfully accomplished and the result, ss must be plain to any thinking
mind, is a two-revolution press, with the best device or feature for every
operating function, all working together to effect a printing production
of the highest quality in the greatest quantity with the leant waste and
at the lowest productive cost.

A terse description of The Premier follows: The side frames are solid.

On some two-revolutions the frames look solid but are merely flange
frames with the flat surfaces on the outside. The greater strength of the
solid frames Is obvious. Heavy girders at each end join the frames
together, while about midway between them and directly underneath the
impression is a girder of tremendous depth and thickness, weighing in
the larger sizes from a ton to a ton and a half with a strain resistance

unequaled in any other two-revolution press. On these girders four bed
tracks are separately bolted not cast in one piece or spider as is the
case in other makes of presses and these tracks are made wider, thicker
and therefore stronger than on other presses. Following the usual
practice the tracks are steel shod high-point carbon steel being used.
The bed-track friction rollers also are made of the best steel, are wider
than usual and are geared throughout their run. The frame center
where the cylinder rests is almost solid throughout, there being but one
aperture for the single cylinder lifting spring. This frame structure as
a whole is positively unequaled in any other two-revolution press for
enduring stability and strain resistance, giving the press mechsnism the
fullest opportunity to run at its highest speed with the least jar and con-
sequent strain and wear.

The bed motion of The Premier is a direct shaft drive and consists
rack, at each end of which is a lateral segment cast in one piece with the racks, the teeth of the racksof an upper and low<

, , ,.v .
: ....... ..

cut insuring positiv
bed-driving gear rur
engages these racks
away or recessed for i

which recess is fitted i

alternately recedes fl

cumference to engai
Is moved to and fro
raised or lowered noi
engaging, as on othei
gear being cast doul
part of the gear- face '

part of thegear-face I

the sector Is. Attach
block with a four <>r I

shutters of Jessop s
start the bed movem
than the roll or rolli generally used as experiment
with any round object will prove. The Premier bed
notion Is assuredly the best extant. No other Is so

positive, exact, simple or enduring. It makes for abso-
lute Mister, high speed, smoothness of operation and
a durability and freedom from wear and breaks which
no other two-revolution press even approximately equals. Hundreds of Premier presses have been running for several
years now. and never, not even In one single case, has there been the slightest trouble or complaint concerning the bed-
drive. We areconvinced that this remarkable freedom from the bad-drive ti uubles so usual to other makes of two-revo-
lution presses will continue for many years to come. The type bad of The Premier Is not manly the usual flat surface
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erful Eccentric Impree
span of a man's hand

ion Mechanism the

The Premier Two-Revolution Printing Press

with ribbing beneath as used on all other presses, but has a bottom as well as a top; it is what is termed a box type bed. The Premier
is the only press possessing this valuable feature (being patented) . It has more than double the strength of the ordinary type beds.
The top surface of all type beds but that of The Premier is only planed and then put into the press. But on The Premier the type
bed is scraped absolutely true after it is planed. This, combined with the extreme rigidity of the box type bed, makes a great
saving in the time spent in make-ready, as also prolonging the life of type and plates. Runs of hundreds of thousands of im-
pressions from a set of plates are common enough on The Premier to allow us to say they are customary.

The type bed travels on the four bed tracks already mentioned. These tracks are extra wide as stated and are placed so that
the two outer ones support the roll of the cylinder on the bed throughout the printing stroke. As register is gotten on all two-
revolution presses by the contact of the cylinder bearers with the bed bearers after the impression segments are passed, great
pressure of the cylinder on the bed is demanded. The bed tracks on almost all other makes of two-revolution presses are set
too much toward the center of the bed to take up the strain of this tremendous pressure correctly, causing the bed to bow consider-
ably, wearing type and plates and causing work-ups in the form. On The Premier the outer tracks are placed directly under the
the bearers. No further comment is necessary.

The impression mechanism of the two-revolution press particularly because of the
two-revolution feature of its construction is undoubtedly the sine qua non of the up-to-
date printing machine. All other functions are made or marred and the machine as
a whole is good as worthless if the impressional device is not unyielding. Some presses-
even the most popularly sold have two long rods (sometimes almost four feet long) that

pass through the frames (weakening these thereby), which rods are relied on to hold the

cylinder rigidly on the bearers. But they fail utterly to do so, as the rods must and do
stretch, causing slur, loss of register, wear on plates and type, lost time making ready
and renewing or replacing plates. The Premier has an eccentric impression mechanism
covered by the span of a man's hand no rods, no weakening of the frames. A slight
turn of the eccentric raises and lowers the cylinder. It is as unyielding as the Rock of

Ages. There are four air springs on The Premier two at each end of the press to assist

the bed over centers. On some presses there are but two one at each end. If there
were need to discuss the value of the four over the two air springs we would do so. We
think it unnecessary.

The cylinder gear by means of a ring can be moved from one to three teeth forward
permitting an increase on the type form printed of two inches or more (the type bed and
cylinder impression surface being cast that much larger than the advertised size so as to
take the form comfortably and correctly). This important feature is possessed by but a
few of the other makes of two-revolution presses. Its value on occasions is incalculable.

There is no outside intermediate pinion between the cylinder gear and the bed driving
shaft gear, consequently the very slightest motion of the bed driving shaft is imparted
uniformly to both cylinder and bed assuring more exact and enduring register by the elimi-
nation of the wear sure to come in the contact points of the intermediate pinion.

The cylinder of The Premier is unquestionably of the strongest construction possible.
Almost all other two-revolution presses have printing and idle surfaces well spoked
inside the cylinder, but wide gaps in the cylinder surface are left for the shoe-fly gripper
and tympan rods. The Premier cylinder surface is closed-cast in that there are no open-
ings for the rods, deep depressions being left in the cylinder surface to allow ample room
for the rods and their easy manipulation. As the contact blow between the cylinder and
the bed at the point of impression occurs within half an inch of the edge of the im-
pression surface the closed-cast periphery of The Premier cylinder presents an
adequate resistance with which the weakness of the open cylinder cannot be compared.

On all two-revolution presses at the commencement of the printing stroke, the cylinder and bed are geared together up to the
headline so as to travel at a uniform speed to get register. After the headline is passed, however, the sole reliance for register
through the impression is the pressure contact between the bearers on the bed and cylinder. To hold this pressure more certainly
and register surer, the bearers on the cylinder and bed of all Premier presses are wider than on all other two-revolution presses,

size for size. The gripper mechanism on The Premier is of
the most approved type, rotary in its action, strong, taking the
sheet without shock and almost.noiseless. A safety turn-back
device throws the gripper rod back without damage should the
press be started while the gripper rod is turned up. There are
three tympan rods to draw and hold the make-ready and top
sheets at the very highest tension.

The distribution of The Premier is immeasurably superior
to that of any and all other two-revolution presses. All these
latter print and have distributions which lay on the ink in more
or less satisfactory manner. But none other than The Premier
has the sheet and ink saving possibilities of the tipping foun-
tain and the independent vibratory motion. The fountain on
every other two-revolution press is fixedly bolted to the press
frames, whereas The Premier fountain is arranged to swing
at any angle merely by loosening one bolt and tightening it

again. The fountain is placed above the ink plate. The ductor
roller carries the ink, not to the ink table, but to the first table
vibrator roller, and as the ink table is then at the other end of
the press (when the press is running), the ink is cut up to
some extent already when first laid on the plate. Over the
table and form rollers there are three vibrators beside two top
vibrators over the form roller vibrators. These form and
table vibrating rollers are independent one of the other, so that
while those over the form rollers may be set to vibrate a great
deal, but little, or not at all, those over the table rollers can be
set to vibrate as desired, whether much or little. The vibrators
over the form rollers can be raised by the mere turning of a
lever the same operation raising the form rollers away from

theform. Therearetwofountainpawls,permittingof a supplemental half nick movement of the fountain ratchet.
The form and table rollers are interchangeable and gear-driven.

No modern four roller two-revolution press is complete without a dual delivery. On pony
presses where a sheet can be flicked off the press with one hand without stopping, a dual delivery
is not alone unnecessary but is oftentimes more or less of a nuisance. But two-revolution A
presses designed to print color or black work of very high quality or built to run at very
high speed must be supplied with a delivery which can deliver the sheet either printed- ^
side-up so as to permit of the work being critically examined without either taking i

sheet from the pile or stopping the press, or fly the sheet printed-side-down
at the fullest speed the press driving mechanism can operate. The printed sheet on
all prmted-side-up delivery presses is absolutely uncontrolled at the place it is dis-
charged to the pile. The fly delivery, or printed-side-down, controls the
sheet very much better; hence the speed of so fast a two-revolution as The
Premier and one or two other makes is necessarily cut down to the ability
of its delivery to take care of the sheets. If, therefore, a press is supplied
with only the printed-side-up delivery it cannot in the very nature of things
run as fast on some work as if supplied with the fly, while if supplied with
only the fly a pressman cannot examine his sheet or adjust his color thor-
oughly well without stopping the press an expensive and time wasting
operation. Hence, the really modern two-revolution press must have both
deliveries. Having both deliveries on the press is not all there is to it either.

' _____.
Ihere IS a certain popular two-revolution press possessing both, whose The Premier Fountain is arranged to swing at any anple by loosenin*

nted-side-up delivery can handle only good heavy stock because it uses oneboitandtiKhtenmKit again and the fountain is

sticks with pushers to get the printed sheet onto the pile. The Premier placed above the plat*
dual delivery will handle all sheets from tissue to board equally well be-
cause the delivery carries the sheet directly over the pile and then rolls away from under the sheet leaving it to fall on the pile

3 adjust itself thereto with a fine layer of air between. This latter saves slip-sheeting on all but the very heaviest-inked cut
esides three just printed sheets exposed to the air for drying throughout the printing operation. The printed-
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The Premier Two-Revolution Printing Press

*s)un dellery of The Premtrr dual delivery has been used for yew* by the trade In connection with another nuke of p
Miiienieiil thereon consisting In the invention of a method for applying the fly In conjunction with It.

'

our
. ________ ... ____ A further abaoluU
necessity in the UM of a dual delivery i> that It shall be readily and limply change-
able from fly to printed-slde-up and vice vena. The drive of The Premier dual
i> simplicity luelf . It consists of the u.u.l fly cam and lever with rack tooth cut In

the latter to moah with the fly pinion, and a duplicate of this mechaniun
turned back to back for driving the printed-side-up delivery, a circular plate
taking the place of the fly cam. The change IB made by pushing a handle
up or down thii handle throwing out of meeh either the fly gear from iu
lover or the printod->ido-up delivery gear from Ita lever. The chance

can be made In from half a mlnuto to two or three minute* and is ao (Imply
lone that, once shown, a layman can do it correctly forever after. When a

.trees ii running on badly curled sheets or on paper with broken edges and
one delivery seams not to handle It as well as It might, the other can bo put
into use almost Instantly. If there is Improvement in the production, well
and good. If it Is not so good, the delivery can be changed over again and

loss than live minutes only have been lost in the effort. Compare that with the
tw or three hours the same effort would cost on some of the other two-revolution
,-.-.- ] . I'-. | .

x-u_

dual delivery besides
is all self-contained
no parts being re-

moved to be hung on
the wall or left stand-

ing around, and the

fly Is used as over-

guides when the
printed-side-up de-

livery is in operation
and is not suspended in the air. In every feature, whether of utility, and

ability, simplicity, effectiveness, over-readiness for quick change or from

any other standpoint whatever. The Premier dualdelivery in undoubtedly

unapproached in even the remotest way by any other dual delivery or

any other two-revolution press in the world. The Premier i> supplied
with a brush at the bottom of the
cylinder to assist the front bands
to snug the sheet close so as to

expel the air between the sheet
and cylinder.

There are both trip and back-

up motions on The Premier. Some
of the other two-revolution
presses have the trip and a brake.
but no back up. This requires
another hand at the fly wheel
when putting on make-ready and
top sheet. The back-up is there-
fore a time saver. The trip does
not operate, no matter if stepped on. during the printing operation, but will throw-off up to

just before the head-line or after the impression-end is reached. We respectfully submit

The Premier to the trade with perfect confidence that our claim for its far excelling any and every other two-revolution press in the

market In any and every function of the modern printing press will be fully demonstrated on any user's floor to his perfect satisfac-

tion If afforded the opportunity of doing so. It will make good absolutely.

llimrn.ion. of The Premier Two-

Krvolution Press

28x41
33x46

X)-

41x82
Ml



The Whitlock Two-Revolution Two-Roller Pony Press

but few have both. The value of both these features is inestimable. There is a heavy sole plate supporting the superstructure of
the Whitlock Pony while almost all other pony presses stand upon their side frames. The sole plate imparts rigidity and takes up
the thrust which other pony presses impart to _/~\
the floor where they are operating. As a con- ^^^^^^^^BH
sequence, the Whitlock Pony can be installed

and will run correctly on a floor much lighter
as to strain resistance than any other pony
press built. Concentrating the construction of the Whit-
lock Pony has made it lower, shorter and narrower than

any other pony its weight being kept well down to the

sole plate, avoiding thereby that tendency to top-heavi-
ness so noticeable in other machines and lending itself to

the smoothest operation when running- at highest speeds.
The Whitlock Pony will make good absolutely no mat-

ter what other pony may be put in opposition against it.

It is built with front fly as shown in the preceding page
or with a printed-side-up (all tapes) as shown in the
two illustrations. The presses are equipped with a set

of composition rollers, an extra set of stocks, hard packing
for cylinder, slitter, counter, jogger, press tools and steam
fixtures or motor pulley and bearing.

Dimensions of The Whitlock Two-Revolution Two-Roller

Pony Press
Bed Type Sheet Bed Type

27x31 22x27 24x29 28x40 23x36
Sheet

25x38
The Whitlock Pony. Front Fly Delivery

The Whitlock No. 23 Two-Revolution Three-Roller Pony Press
The Whitlock No. 23 Pony is a Three-Roller Pony, an adaption of the No. 00 Four-Roller and the No. 3 Two-Roller Ponies. It is

designed to meet the needs of those printers who, not needing the very high speed the two-roller can run at, yet find unnecessary
the very fine distribution of the four-roller. The bed drive is the well-known elliptical-gear crank motion, which
is a modification of the bed driving mechanism employed in almost all stop cylinder and lithograph presses, the

simplicity, durability and register-exactness of these machines being retained, and
modern speed being imparted by the use of the speed gears.

Four air springs, set in pairs at each
end, take up the thrust of the bed. A simple
device automatically adjusts them for more
or less air, as speed requires. The No. 23 is

built with four full length steel-faced tracks
in which run more than the usual number of
steel friction rollers, whose pecular shape
forms a perfect preventativetp any side lash
of the bed, and besides which, in their travel,
carry the oil so that the tracks are thoroughly
lubricated. The box type bed has a bottom
surface and not merely the usual cross rib-

bing. This fully doubles the strength of the
type bed. The type bed beside is scraped

absolutely true^ a time saver in making type forms
ready. The cylinder has its periphery closed-cast (no
openings for gripper or blanket-clamp rods) thereby
doubling its strength. This, with the heavy sole plate,
the heavy double-arched girder, the four full length
tracks, and the box type bed, contrive to make an
impressional capacity unequaled by any other press.

R Three-Roller Pony Press The fountain is not bolted fixedly to the frames, but
may be tipped to any angle. This forces the ink down

on the fountain roller thereby preventing color from working light. It also saves ink waste. All ink rollers are interchangeable,
being of same diameter. Old form rollers can be used as angle rollers, thus saving roller expense. The angle rollers are geared and
driven in the same direction with the moving ink plate and at the same speed by a simple rack and gear driving mechanism^avoid-

ing the use of belts and trains of gears. The fountain ductor roller deposits the ink, not on the ink
Dimensions of The Whit- plate, but upon the first angle roller, and makes more than one complete revolution before returning

to the fountain roller, thus cutting up the ink most effectively. The hinged roller frame with roller-

lifting device is so finely balanced that an easy swing of a lever lifts the top riding and vibrating
rollers from off the form rollers, the form rollers being lifted away from the form at the same time.
The press has both trip and back-up motion. The trip cannot be broken through improper timing.
The back-up operates by friction and acts instantly at highest speed without any damage to the
press. The printed-side-up delivery, which lays the sheets over the fountain, is an all tape delivery
already in use for many years and is exact, simple and most effective in its operation.

The Whitlock Two-Revolution Newspaper Press
This press is specially designed to do not only the finest newspaper work at the highest speed at which a flat bed press may be

run, but also to be equally efficient for production of the general work of the modern printing office. Its various patented and
modernized features have been in use long enough and tested severely enough on the
Whitlock Four-Roller Book Press to warrant the claim that the Whitlock Newspaper
Press is the swiftest, smoothest running, simplest, most durable and
most efficient of all the two-revolution presses. The Whitlock News-
paper Press is built with a heavy foundation. This, with the
extra heavy double-arched girder directly under the impres-
sion and the heavy girder at each end of the machine, impart
a strength and solidity not possessed by any other
two-revolution newspaper press. The new crank
bed movement is a modification of the bed driving
mechanism employed in almost all stop cylinder
and lithographic presses the simplicity, dura-
bility and register exactness of these machines
being retained, and modern speed being imparted
by use of the speed gears. The speed of this ma-
chine depends largely on the place of installation.
If on a first-class foundation the usual speed will
easily be eighteen hundred to two thousand per
hour. This we guarantee. Twenty-two to twenty-
three hundred per hour is not infrequent in the

The Whitlock Two-Rev.

lock No.23 Two-Revolu-
tion Three-Roller

Pony Press
Bed Type Sheet

28x41 23x37 25x38

thrust of the bed. A simple lever quickly adjusts them (in pairs) , for more or less air, as speed or form requires. This machine is
built with four full length steel-faced tracks in which run more than the usual number of steel friction rollers, whose peculiar

shape forms a perfect preventative to any side lash of the bed, and besides which, in their travel, carry
the oil so that the tracks are thoroughly lubricated. The box type bed has a bottom surface and not
merely the usual cross ribbing. This fully doubles the strength of the type bed. It is besides scraped
absolutely true a time saver in making ready. The cylinder is much larger in diameter than is corn-

Sheet m nly used, thereby lessening considerably the wear on type and plates. Its periphery is closed-cast (no

36x60 PeninKs f r grippers or blanket-clamp rod), thereby doubling its strength. This, with the heavy sole

plate, the heavy double-arched girder, the fourfull-length tracks, and the box type bed, contrive to make
an impressional capacity unequaled by any other press. Made in one size only, seven-column quarto.
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The Brower Drum Cylinder I
1

Brower Drum Cylinder Press was first placed upon the market in January. 190, It Is, therefore, the most modern of standard
pr At the outset only the No. 7 size was manufactured, but the universal popularity of the machine among country pub-
i ultimately resulted In the bringing out of the No. 9. or six column
> press. These two prrsm are of the same type, the only difference

I their construction being the result of their differences In site.

Of all standard or one-revolution cylinders on the market, the Brower
l the lightest running, the simplest in construction and the most durable.

I it is so easily understood and run that a printer, who can put a job
r kind of a press, quickly leams to operate a Brower as successfully

i expert pressman. This is especially true when the book of instruc-
, which is sent with every press, is kept at hand for reference. This
'et is an invaluable aid and is the first clear and complete exposition
I salient point* of erecting, adjusting, making-ready and running a,

r press ever published by a cylinder press manufacturer.
r the work of an office in

No.

i which there is only
Brower is without a peer.

is fitted with table diatri-

with perfect rhythm the
et sheet usually put upon a cylinder up to

I largest its capacity will take. Too much stress
i not be laid upon the fact that every Brower
l table distribution and at no extra cost. Where

a poster or some other job requiring a special ink
Is desired to be run. it is necessary only to discon-
nect the fountain of a Brower and apply the special
ink directly to the plate with knife or brayer. Neither time

r ink is wasted cleaning out the fountain to do such a job.
e usual extra charge for table distribution is from fifty to
s hundred dollars, but in the case of the Brower It is included

regular price. This should be borne in mind when other
which do not have table distribution included in their

price are offered in competition with a Brower. Every Brower likewise is fitted with tapeleas delivery, receding gripper studs,
hinged feed board, detachable fly. adjustable chase head clamp, sheet slitter and every other valuable up-to-date convenience as
befits the latest standard drum built.

Furthermore, as will be seen by reference to the cut above, every one of these machines has its fly wheel shaft placed high up.
so that should the motor balk, a handle may be inserted and the run finished by hand before time and patience are expended in coax-
Ing the motor to resume operations. No other drum built can be run by hand for they are all of too heavy draught and their fly wheel
shafts are consequently placed low down. This one feature gives a confidence and degree of independence to the owner of a Brower
which, if it could be expressed in figures, would exceed the cost of the machine.

There is no drum built other than the Brower which will give hair line register throughout its life. Perfect register is claimed for

1 competing drums, but after the newness has been worn off from these machines, they cannot give hair line register, because
every one has an intermediate gear between bed and cylinder, and such a gear makes perfect register a mechanical impossibility.

Evenness and rigidity of impression are of the first importance in a cylinder press. Years of experience have shown conclusively
that where a bed is more than forty inches wide, it requires more than two tracks to give unflinching rigidity of impression. There-
fore the No. 7 Brower. being but thirty-eight inches wide, is provided with two tracks under the bed. while the No. 9 Brower with a
bed forty-eight inches wide, is supplied with four tracks. In other words, these two machines are the only drum presses built in

compliance with scientific rules envolved by long experience. Competing drums claim to have four tracks, but when these claims
are investigated it will be found, in every instance, that they are untrue. Besides two tracks the larger of them have two outside
stationary roller bearings, but such roller bearings are mere makeshifts and no competent mechanic will ever claim that they can
perform the functions of tracks. However the addition of such roller bearings to old presses is an admission of their defects.

It goes without saying that the fewer the parts in a structure of given dimensions, the stronger and stiffer it is. Therefore in

designing the Brower cylinders, wherever two or more parts could be made in one. that plan was followed. For instance, take the
_. __ _ ,, tracks and cross stays as shown in the cut and
PIM" D"13 _ It will be seen that what in other machines is

IA / A LA. composed of seven different pieces, is in the
No. 9 Brower only one piece. It is costly to cast
and machine such a piece, but it gives one hun-
dred per cent more stiffness and at the same
time makes less weight on which freight has
to be paid. In short, this system of construction
produces the best machine and that is what the

manufacturers of the Brower have aimed at from
the start

A word must be said about base length. The
space in an office occupied by a press is really meas-
ured by the over all dimensions. Therefore as long
base length gives stability, why not have the length
of the base equal to that of the machine? The mak-
ers of the Brower answer this question by referring
to the projecting feet at the end of each side frame
as shown in the cut. The result is the Brower stay*
where it is put and is as free from vibration as any
such machine can be.

The No. 9 Brower pnesooms} one feature which
deserves very particular attention. It prints thirty inches around the cylinder. No other six
column quarto drum press can Oo this. This extra printing surface enables the machine to handle
thirty-two by forty-four inch sheets, the size most desired for large pamphlet work, especially

when financial statements have to be shown.
The books say that a bearing should be fifty per cent longer than the diameter of the shaft working in it. Many of the bearings

In most of the cylinders on the market fall short of this rule and practically none of them exceed it. But In the Brower the principal
bearings are more than double the diameter of the shaft and all the other bearings meet the rule with a margin on the right side.
Few publishers look into technical points like this one. but they would be better off if they did. On such features of construction
does the life uf a machine depend. Please note this: No drum cylinder now on the market has a life equal to that of the Brower.
The Browers are made on the interchangeable plan. jigs, templets and special tools being employed at every stage of manufacture.

Prices ef the Brower Drum Cylinder Presses f. o. b. Factory No. 7 N.
Blower Drum Cylinder, with drop rollers fitted for hand or belt power, without springs MMM STUM

Attachment. Air Springs complete . .
''" '.'"

Attachment. Screw Vibrator 31 M 7 M
Complete Press . $72900 $81000

The attachments when purchased subsequent to shipment of press will cost $50 each for each machine. Each press is packed in
boxes, not crates, and furnished with felt blanket, sheet slitter, one set of composition rollers, one extra set of roller stocks, handle,

r driver.

i ef the Brewer l>rum Cylinder I

-...
-

v.
7 columns folio
< columns quarto -i. s-

:

:

8 feet I Inches long. 4 feet 2 inches wide
10 feet 6 inches long. & feet S inches wide

8 feet 2 inches long. 6 feet I inch wide
II feet 2 inches long. 6 feet 9 Inches wide

No. 7

No.
:

:
- :

... .
.,.

5 feet S inches
-..-.

;
. ,. ..

. . :...

400 to TOO
..
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The Cranston Newspaper Press

The castings of the box frame style are solid, not only giving the press a massive appearance, but the required resistance fc

heavy impressions in cut work, and with full forms. The three sizes are desirable ones for general book and newspaper work, takin

a six-column folio, a seven-column folio and six-column quarto without crowding. ^^^ion of the press, render i,

l production of good
at

The quality of stock used, and the careful co-
capable of the highest speed consistent with an eco

work. It is the experience of printers using this pi~*~ v..

the points for which it is recommended. The press is fitted

with extra long cylinders and adjustable plungers-
*-''

wheels adjustable to any size sheet, simplex slid

device known for regulating the motion of the slid

iron feeder's stand, feed guides that are capableof
size form rollers, register rack and segment, deej
which will hold a large supply of ink, a simple
adjustment for regulating the fountain roll, and
rack and cam distribution. The gripper motion
is smooth and noiseless in operation.

The tracks have solid ends with oil reser-

voirs which prevent any leakage of oil from the
ends of the track. The bed has steel runners, is heavil:

webbed, and on the largest size is additionally supportei
under the impression by two adjustable truck rollers.

The Cranston Improved Newspaper Press

The Cranston Improved Newspaper Press has all the
features of the Cranston Newspaper Press, and in addition,
it has a long register rack and segment and a back-up motion. The back-up motion is so arranged that it can be operated by foot

pedal when the belt is on the loose pulley and the machine backed up at quarter speed. The back-up parts are all of iron and steel,

and are substantially constructed on correct mechanical principles, and do not get out of repair.

List Prices of Cranston and Cranston Improved Newspaper Presses

Newspaper Press, No. 1A, 24x32 ]
/2

Newspaper Press, No. 2A, 26x39 .

Newspaper Press, No. 3M-, 33x48 .

. $1000 00 Improved Newspaper Press, No. 1A, 24x32Vi .

110000 Improved Newspaper Press, No. 2A, 26x39 . .

1200 00 Improved Newspaper Press, No. 3M; 33x48 . .

$110000
120000
130000

Table distribution will be furnished for either press for $100 extra.

Stonemetz Two-Revolution Press
The Stonemetz is a two-roller, two-revolution job and news press, capable of doing high-class halftone and color work. A new

and excellent bed control reduces the vibration to a minimum and greatly enhances the value of this machine. Two air chambers of

ample size are provided to overcome mo-
mentum, and the amount of compression
in these can be adjusted without stopping
the press. The bed is reversed with abso-

lute crank motion. The driving rack is attached to

and directly underneath the bed, insuring uniform
travel of bed and cylinder. At the end of the stroke
this rack is freed from contact with the gear which
carries it forward, and while thus relieved of all strain

slides over in line w_ith the reverse gear, which then
engages it and carries the bed back. At the comple-
tion of the stroke it is brought into its original posi-
tion by a similar motion. The bed is supported by
twenty 2i-inch steel rollers running in tracks. These

Stonemetz fc _L ^ZI f^^"^^W^^"^^" 1 I Eive the utmost rigidity to the bed.

Two-Revolution l^^H _^^^^^ The ro"er equipment consists of two 3-inch form
rollers which clear the form and four 2-inch distrib-

uting rollers set parallel with the edge of the table

and oscillated in pairs in opposite directions by
a double cam. The feed guides, operated by a

cam, hold the sheet firmly until the grippers
have engaged it, when the guides move away at

a rate of speed uniform with that of the grippers. The trip is very simple and cannot be made to break the press. The fly fingers
are metal, presenting a smooth curved surface to the paper. They are adjustable in all directions. Both feed and delivery boards
can be adjusted or removed. The cylinder and bed are driven in absolute unison, there being only one bearing between. The cylinder
is held to the impression by an eccentric thrown beyond the center, thus insuring a perfectly rigid contact.

List Prices of Stonemetz Two-Revolution Presses
$1250 00 No. 3, 26x38 $1500 00 No. 4, 29x42 $1800 00No. 2, 25x33

The Diamond Cylinder Press
The Diamond Cylinder Press is the evolution of many years' experience in press building. It has been designed to meet the
uirements of country newspapers for a reliable low price press to run editions up to three thousrequirements 01 country newspapers lor a rename low price press to run editions up

handsome and it is a mechanically correct machine.
The frame is substantially built, strong and compact. The machine will print any sheet

up to six-column folio.

Ink distribution and impression two very salient features in any press are per-
fected in the Diamond. Ink is furnished to a ductor roller by the Challenge
Book Fountain with screws conveniently placed. The ink is carried to a
roller and thence to a vibrating roller resting upon the two form rollers.
The latter ink the form in both directions as it travels back and forth on
the bed of the press beneath the cylinder. It needs no attention after the
fountain has been adjusted. The rollers can be removed quickly and easily.

The points of strain in impression are the cylinder, the bed and the
bed support. The cylinder is heavy and unyielding under pressure. The
journals at both ends run in anti-friction, oil retaining roller bearings. The
impression can be adjusted quickly and to a nicety by simple screws and
locknuts at the cylinder ends.

The bed is heavy, evenly balanced and finely machine finished. Three
anti-friction steel rollers in the line of impression not only insure absolute
rigidity, but make the motion free and easy.

To insure easy feeding the large varnished, white pine feed board has
the right pitch. Sockets fit over supporting standards and these can be
lifted off and replaced in a moment as no adjustment is necessary. The
sheets are delivered by tapes of linen twine, so arranged to deliver them to
a fly, which in turn delivers them printed side up, on a nicely finished
white pine table. The table can be removed when not in use to save space.

Each press is furnished with felt blanket, set of cast rollers, extra set
of roller cores, fly table, wrenches, oil can and screw driver. The steam
power series in addition to the above, has tight and loose pulleys, shifter
and flywheel. Rubber blanket in place of felt, $4.00 additional. Felt blanket
complete with trimmings, $20.00. Rubber blanket, complete, with trim-
mings $30.00. Steam power attachments (for hand power presses), $70.00.

List Prices of Diamond Cylinder Presses
Steam Power Series, Six-Column Folio $425 00
Hand Power Series, Six-Column Folio . 370 00

usand copies. In appearance it is

lond Cylinder Pre
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The Chandler & Price New Series

In bringing out this new and improved design of the Chandler A Price Gordon Press the endeavor has been to attain an
advanced style of construction without changing any of the fundamental principle* of the Gordon type of platen press. Invented by

George P. Gordon, and perfected by The Chandler A Price Company.
This New Series Press has been designed along approved scientific line*. The frames

are box pattern with deep flange*, which, together with the proper distribution of metal,
make them exceedingly strong and rigid. The roller saddle rods and springs are enclosed

the roller frames, which are smooth outside and have no projection to catch and hold
dirt. The main gear Is heavier and has a broader face. Insuring a longer life and
the ability to stand up under the heaviest strain of fine type printing. Inside the
rear In the raceway of the cam. where the wear Is greatest, a hardened steel seg-
ment Is Inserted, making It practically non-wearable. The rear Is covered by a pro-
tecting guard, preventing the soiling of paper by accidental contact with the top

of the gear. The side arms are of steel, forged flat, and are provided with
oil grooves and oil cups. The fly wheel Is smaller, has straight spoke* and
a heavy rim. and Is properly proportioned to give the best balance. The shafts

are large, mad* of steel, and are ground true, thus
reducing friction to Its lowest point and Insuring
smooth, quiet running. All t>art* of the New Series
Presses are accurately made to standard gauges
and are Interchangeable with proper adjustment.

The essentials of a perfect impression are
weight and power with correct balance and adjust-
ment. The new gear and crank wheel, steel crank
pins, forged side arms and massive steel shafts
combine to produce a powerful, rigid, even Impres-
sion with absolute register, yet so finely balanced
and so accurately adjusted is this great weight
that the Impact does not cause undue wear of type
and cut*.

Improved Inking is provided by the new metal
riding roller which vibrates above the form rollers,
adding lateral distribution to the rotary distribu-
tion of the disc. This simple device can be placed
in position or removed as easily as an ordinary form
roller, and Is very effective where exceptional dis-
tribution is required.

Because of ita compact construction, the New Series Preaa
Is lower, making the form and rollers more accessible, bring-
ing the platen within easy reach for make-ready and the feed
table* to a convenient height for rapid feeding.

This New Series Press Is painted a dark steel color, with-
out striping or other ornamentation, giving it a distinctive

appearance and making it easy to keep clean.
No effort has been spared to build a compact, rigid, dur-
able, serviceable printing machine, and this New Series
ChandlerA Price Gordon Press is presented with the con-
fident assurance that it possesses the highest degree of
platen press efficiency yet attained.

Other Advantages
The appearance Is more modern, and the press is easier

to keep clean because there are fewer projections on
which dirt, oil or ink can lodge. The metals used have
had very particular attention. A variety of metals are

utilized most suited to the various parts with the best materials in every case. The design is distinctive and comports in appearance
with the Chandler A Price Paper Cutters. The modern design of these paper cutters and new presses will soon become known as
The Chandler A Price style. They have an individuality all theirown and characteristics of strength and rigidity
which make them absolutely distinctive. When a printer buys a new press of more modern design than his old one.
he is impressed with the fact that the manufacturers are improving their product and keeping up with the time*.
The distribution of metal and the parts are more symmetrical, thus relieving them of undue strains in the
cooling of the castings. This is most noticeable in the separator. A further example of this is found in

the side frames, which by reason of their better shape and better distribution of metal, are not nearly
aa liable to breakage from the rough handling incident to export shipment. Also
the roller arm lug on the left side frame is better braced, and not as liable to break-

age aa in the old style press. Gears run smoother and wear longer, because the
depth of the raceway is greater than on any other press and the surface* are fin-

ished with the greatest care. Three special machines are used to complete the race-
ar wheels. The feed tables set level, which avoids
of the paper piled thereon being spilled by the

iar of the press while printing. The bottoms of the
feet are milled, which allow the press to
stand level, thus avoiding any undue

strains incident to the press standing on
three legs. It also lessens the vibration.
and there is less danger of the press get-
ting out of alignment. The rocker box
caps and the crank shaft box are inter-

changeable, and the crank shaft has a
longer bearing in the journals. The fly wheel
Is smaller and leas in the way. The press is

lower and easier to feed. Also it is easier to

put in and take out the forms. The rocker
shaft is larger in diameter, and being made in
OIK- piece with the rocker. It cannot get loose.

The large gear cam wheel and the small head
and lock cam are both thicker, which in-

sures a more rigid Impression. Thicken-
ing of these part* doe* away with the
wrist pin collars and give* the wrist pin
more support. The side arms have oil cupa.
which insure better lubrication of the wrist
pins. The Urge gear cam wheel Is equipped with hardened steel segment. The diameters
of the discs of the ChandlerA Price New Series Presses are as follows: 8x12 preaa. thirteen
and three-quarter Inches: lOxlS press, seventeen and one-quarter inches: 12x18 press,
twenty and five-sixteenths Inch** : 14Hx2Z press, twenty-four and one-quarter Inches.

The height of the upper and lower tables are : 8x12 press, upper table, thirty-nine and
three-quarter inches, lower table, thirty-four Inch** : 10x16 press, upper table, forty and
five-eighths Inches, lower table, thirty-five and one-quarter Inches: 12x18 preaa. upper
table, forty and one-quarter inches, lower table, thirty -six and one-half Inch**; 14V>x22
press, upper table, forty-one and one-half inches, lower table, thirty-six Inch**.

The roller trucks regularly furnished are : with th* 8x12 press, one and thres eighths Inches In diameter: with th* 10x16 preaa,
one and five-eighths Inches In diameter, and with th* 12xM and th* 14>ix22 press**, on* and seven-eighths Inches In diameter.

Trucks can be furnished for each press, either one-sixteenth Inch or one-eighth Inch overall*, or one-sixteenth Inch or one-eighth
Inch undanix*. aa desired. Th* following are the dimensions of th* prsssas wTien boxed : 8x12 pr*aa. *8x4OxM Inches: 10x16 press,
sxvitafl inch**: 12x18 press. 42x&2x3 Inches: 14Wx22 press, MxMx7 inch**. Th* following extras are recommended: Sid* Power
Fixture*, Buckey* Fountain. C. A P. Fountain and Vibrating Distributer. We can supply Steel Skeleton Chase and Spider Chase, full

description of which can be found elsewhere. The prices of the** extras an listed under their r*sp*etivs headings In this catalogue.
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Chandler & Price Gordon Job Press

The foundations of a majority of the successes made in the printing business, during the past twenty years, were laid with
the profits made upon Chandler & Price Gordon Presses. Although the first of these machines were built in 1886, moat of them
are still in use, as printers do not part with them except to buy new. This is proven by the fact that

though nearly forty thousand of these machines are in use, it is an unusual thing to find a second-hand
Chandler & Price Press offered for sale, they being so well built they still maintain their supremacy.

The Design and Mechanical Principles

The design and mechanical principles of the Chandler & Price Gordon Press are as nearly "fool

proof" as a printing press can be made. It has no complicated parts, and is simplicity itself in all

its movements. It requires few repairs and costs little

to maintain in perfect condition.
The product to be obtained from a Chandler& Price

Gordon Press is a purely personal equation. The press
can be run as fast as it can be fed. Every move-
ment of every part is as brief as its duty permits,

but the platen is in rest during
the time the sheet is being fed,

enabling the feeder to place the
sheet more quickly and accurately
than is possible on presses on which
the bed is constantly in motion or has
a very brief "dwell" or rest. On the
Chandler & Price Gordon Presses it

is easier to feed, as the feeder is not
confused or retarded by unnecessary
movements of the platen while the
form is being inked.

The impression is decisive, un-

yielding, because of the rigidity of

bed and platen, procured by sufficient weight
to withstand even extraordinary strains. The impres-
sion is even because the bed and the platen are planed
on the highest grade machines made in any country,
and thus, when the bed and platen of a Chandler &
Price Gordon Press are finished, these surfaces are
absolutely true, so that there are no inaccuracies for

the printer to overcome in his make-ready.
The American Type Founders Company has sold thousands of these presses and all have given the

1 very best satisfaction. We shall be pleased to give you any additional information required regarding
Chandler & Price Gordon Job Presa these splendid presses. A beautifully printed pamphlet describing and illustrating the Chandler &

Front View Price line of machines will be sent upon request.

Prices and Information Regarding Chandler & Price Presses

Chandler & Price Gordoi
Job Press, Side View

STYLE OF MACHINE



The Laureate Platen Printing 1'resses

The merit* of the excellent line of machine* manufactured by the John Thomson Press Company are so well known that com-
1 ia almost unnecessary. The American Type Founders Company, however, desire, to impress U|x>n its customers, who have
_r used any machine* of thi* manufacture, that each preaa described In the paces devoted to this style of machine, stands in a
I by itaelf. When an extra heavy printing preaa I* required, there Is no other machine manufactured that can so satisfactorily'

I work. From those printer* whom we have supplied In the past we have received many Nattering word* of conunendstion and
_. jt The new Laureate Presses described on this page represent the very last word in platen printing presses of their type, and
I prove exceptionally popular with printer, who appreciate machinery of the highest merit. Very much more could be said In

.f the laureate Model, which would be of interest to the printer, but the limited .pace at our dtipoaal will not permit It, We
hall be pleased, however, to send an illustrated catalogue fully describing these and other pre.se. to any one Interested. A copy of

t catalogue should be in the hand* of every printer having use for a machine of this class.

The Laureate Platen Printing Presses, Models J and T
The (.aureate is an entirely new four-roller platen printing press. No expense or effort has been spared to produce a machine

' the highest grade attainable by modern appliances ami methods. It Is built only in the Half Super Royal size, but In two models.
The laureate Model T press ha* a single fly wheel, main gear and pinion. It*

Inking apparatus is exactly the same as that of Model J. and the dominant
t in bringing out the Model T was to reduce its price when the character of

LCVCfl ACTION TOR
DISENGAGING THE
ADJUSTER BAR

PLATEN CONTROLLING
CAM. RIGHT AND LEFT

BRAKE

PINTLE

work and the conditions are such that it will serve the purchaser satisfactorily.
The Model J i* especially intended for work of a character requiring very

heavy Impression* at speeds of from one thousand to fourteen hundred per
hour. While Model T is

particularly adapted for work
which can be run at a high rate of speed, say from four-
teen hundred to eighteen hundred impressions an hour,
so far aa mere speed is concerned one model may be
operated as rapidly as the other.

The particular function of either of the Laureate* is

for printing halftone*, multiple color plate*,
tint block* and combination* of cuts, border*
and type, and of a size and character gener-
allydoneoncylinderpreaaea. They can also be
used on thick and stiff cardboard signs, or any
class of work requiring the very best result*.

The rigidity of the bed and platen, and the accuracy
with which the platen slides squarely to the form, is such
that, with cuts accurately backed to "type-high." very
thin and hard tympans may be used ; and. under the con-
ditions named, the make-ready is more or less automatic.

The inking facilities are perfection at a down and up
reciprocation of the carriage.

There are three distinct methods of form inking.
First. Four inking roller* pass over the form t .-

Second. The upper and third rollers are substituted by
tubular steel changers, theae riding, by gravity, upon the
second and third form rollers. The changer action pro-
ceeds continuously across the form, giving the thinnest,
most uniform and perfect deposit of ink imaginable,

especially effective in halftone and multiple color work.
Third. By attaching the single Inking latch, either the

four form rollers, or the two form rollers and the two
riding changer* wilt be forced away from the form at the

termination gf the flown movement and will be so

maintained until the latch, when the carriage is near-
ing the upper termination of its movement. Is discon-
nected. This is peculiarly effective with solid tint

blocks requiring special quick-drying inks.
All shafts and pins are of high carbon or

special steels, ground to precise gauge dimen-
sions, and all bearing* are reamed to definite
diameter*.

The movement of the platen ha* been
likened to "oil on water." It i* faultlessly con-
trolled and permit* of rapid feeding. The

Laureate Platen Printing Machines have been in processor development ror several year* and the completed machine ha* been sub-

jected to the most exacting service test ror many months. The organization of the novel movements involved in its construction
caused great difficulty, but the ultimate result, mechanically, is a system of peculiar effectiveness, because of it* simplicity. No
expense or effort has been spared to produce a mechanism of the highest grade attainable by modern appliance* and methods.

General Observation of the ljurr.tr Platen Printing Prillll

Shifts from one color to another can be made very quickly. A mere nominal time is required to recharge the inking system.
The distribution, as a system, cannot be equaled on any press. It will prints visiting card as a tint block, bcause of its four
roller combinations. The frame and bed are of solid self-contained type,
more massive and rigid than hitherto constructed and the main shaft
bearing I* solid. The fountain cylinder, the ductor roller and the changer
sleeve equal the length of the distributing roller*.

The distributing changer is of the enclosed thread
type, whereby s considerable charge of oil i* contained
within the sleeve. The "crescent" or switch, passes;
through the oil at each revolution: hence the lubrication
I* continuous. It is believed, that as a system, the distri-

bution cannot be equaled on any press of any kind, either

platen or cylinder.
The following roller combinations are available: One

form and one distributing roller. In this combination the
lateral distribution afforded by the main ink cylinder is

ample for a short run card job. Two form and one or two
distributer rollers and the changer. Next, three form and
two distributer rollers with or without the changer. And
lastly, the full complement, that is four form and four
distributer rollers, with or without the changer, and with
or without the ductor roller, and with or without the
fountain.

The crank pins and platen trunnions are provided
with oil reservoirs, the oil being readily introduced from
the ends.

Please note that the fly wheel* on all Coif* Armory
and I .aureate presses should always run toward the feeder.

In the construction of theae presses an effort baa been
made to avoid theemployment of curlicue lines, sharp inter-

sections between angles, a general appearance of harsh-
ness and yet to maintain everything that tends to simplic-
ity In the details and to a harmonious result In the
aggregate. Many arbitrary conditions forced the construction of certain membeis of the Laureate Presses In a somewhat different
mtnnni than would have been preferred, but It is hoped that their appearance on the whole will be appreciated.

Finally, the Laureate was designed to make It possible to profitably produce a grade of printing of the highest class.

Hum CUSTUT rtrw of th. l^uml* HUI J. UUt. skowtae- pIsMi eta i

for lift aneas and important data as* nrtt paor.
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Colt's Armory Press, Style B
The new Style B Colt's Armory Presses (a detailed illustration of the 5-B being shown below) possess many new and distinctive

features which are of vital importance to users. Limited space prevents our giving more than passing details. A well-printed cata-
logue, accurately describing and illustrating these machines, will be cheerfully sent to those interested.

The effectiveness of the man behind the gun would be absolutely nullified were it not for the excellence of the mechanism
which he uses and directs. This axiom applies with equal force to the printing press.

The Style B, Colt's Armory platen printing machine is similar

to the well-known and popular earlier Style A and represents the
embodiment of some thirty years of cumulative, progressive and
successful experience in this particular line of mechanical en-

gineering. Although the improvements are of fundamental
simplicity, their practical effect is such as to considerably increase
both the quality and quantity of the product. Especially is this

so in regard to modern halftone multiple
color and tint block printing.

The improvements relate entirely to the
inking apparatus. The ink fountain has
been elevated and set back so that the ductor
roller deposits its ink directly upon the
changer. Hence the fresh ink from the
fountain is immediately distributed; is again
passed to the two distributing rollers and re-

distributed, the finishing touch being im-
parted by the reciprocating action of the
main cylinder.

The vibrator frame is provided with an
adjustment for taking up shrinkage of the
composition and utilizing either light or
heavy contact on the fountain cylinder.

Thus streaky ink can neither reach the
cylinder nor be imparted to the form rollers.

When the carriage is latched up, which
is done at will, the feed of the fountain au-
tomatically ceases. Consequently when the
form rollers are again put in action, the de-
livery of ink to the form is precisely the
same as before.

The carriage after it has passed to the lower ter-

mination of its movement, is provided with means for

latching out all of the form rollers, whereby none of
the rollers make contact upon the form as they pass
back upwardly. Then when the carriage approaches
the cylinders the latches are automatically relieved
and the form roller boxes snap back into their proper
position for re-inking.

This feature of single rolling is quite at variance
with the views usually entertained ; but a close analy-
sis of the matter from the present view-point will
show that several previous assumptions were errone-
ous. The fact remains, however,that the results speak
for themselves, and it has been proven that this
feature insures even and efficient distribution, free from streaking on large and solid surfaces.

The 2-B's are of the lightest construction, but are very sturdy machines and are amply strong and rigid.
The 5-B's are particularly intended for extra hard and heavy halftones multiple color, tint block and mixed form printing. They

will stand about fifty per cent more pressure at the platen than the 2-B presses.

We Recommend for Speed of Operation, Style B, as Follows

In the Quarto, twenty-four hundred impressions an hour is frequently realized. In the Half Medium and Half Super Royal,
eighteen hundred. As between the 2-B and 5, or 6-B relative merely to the speed no difference need be observed.

All main shafts, pinion shafts, crank pins and cylinders are ground on live centers, thereby producing a faultless surfacing
and practically true and uniform dimensions. All steel connections are hardened and ground. Babbited bearings are hammered and
then bored. Bronze bearing sleeves and bushings are bronze, copper and tin. Chases are made from cold drawn semi-mild steel

bars, milled to interlock.
The parts included with each Style B Press are as follows: Six form roller stocks; four distributer stocks; two vibrator stocks ; four

distributer stock boxes; four adjusting clamps; six form-roller wheels, one and fifteen-sixteenths inches in diameter; six form roller

wheels, one and seven-eighths inches in diameter; five steel chases, interlocked; two feed tables; two feed-table floor standards;
three frisket fingers ; one treadle (for Quarto only) ; three wrenches. With Style 6, one and one-eighth inch steel plate.

List Prices and Important Data Concerning the Laureate and Colt's Armory Machines

STYLE AND SIZE OF PRESS



Colt's Armory Printing Presses

The Coll'. Armory Half Medium and Half Super Royal in the Style 2-A eon.truction are high-speed presses equal to the average
requimnenU of high-class printer! for all letter press and halftone printing.

Colt's Armory Printing Press, Half Medium, Style 2-A

In the 2-A Style the platen may be adjusted forward or backward by meant of impression bolt*: the head, of ouuide jack-bolts,

al the corn*, being first relieved from contact if the platen i. to be drawn from the bed. This, however, i. rarely necessary. Little

need be said about theee machine*, u thoutandi of them are in u>e and giving the greatest
satisfaction. The Half Medium Style 2-A ha. a heavy frame made from new pattern*. The
lie of the chase Inside Is thirteen by nineteen inchea. The following part* are included: Six

form-roller stocks, four dlitributer stocks, two vibrator .lock., one changer, four distributer

lock boxes, four adjusting clamps, twelve form-roller wheels, five steel chases, two feed

tables, two feed-table floor standards, three frlsket fingers and three wrenches. Floor

space of table base, thirteen and one-half by thirteen and one-half Inches. Di.tance
from center of pinion shaft to floor, nineteen inches.

far lilt pries and dimensions nf mat-kin* ** table on page lift

Half Super Royal, Style 2-A
This press alsohas heavy frame made from new

patterns. Its *Ue Is fourteen by
twenty-two inches inside of chase.
The following parts are Included : Six
form roller stocks, four distributer
stocks, four distributer stock boxes,
two vibrator stocks, one changer.
four adjusting clamps, twelve form
rollers, five steel chases, two feed
tables, two feed-table standards.
three frisket Angers and three
wrenches. Floor space of table base,

thirteen and one-half by thirteen
and one-half Inches. Distance from
center of pinion shaft to floor, nine-
teen inches. This is a high-speed
press and is equal to the average re-

quirements of high-class printers.

f-'t>r list price and dimensions of
machine fee latin on foot lift

Id* ta two dM>: lllf Median. 13.19
w lanl. lto*> toebm (UuU.

Colt's Armory Printing Press, Style 6-A

7. Slrlr A. llmlf Medium. Ui Inch..

ItMliif ut rhM.T

The Colt's Armory Half Medium Style 6-A Press is adapted for nearly all kinds of
work that can be done on the Styles 2 and 5, and also for certain classes of embossing,
book cover stamping, printing on wood, cutting and scoring, and the like, hot or cold.
Made In two sixes. Half Medium and Half Super Royal. This press is made with heavy
frame from new patterns, size thirteen by nineteen inches inside of chase. Gauges for
book cover or wood printing are charged for extra, price depending upon the require-
ments. The following parts are included: Six form roller stocks, four distributer stocks, two vibrator stocks, one changer, four dis-

tributer stock boxes, four adjusting clamps, twelve form-roller wheels, five steel chase*, two feed tables, two feed-table floor stand-

ards, three frisket fingers, two wrenches and one one-eighth inch steel plate. Floor space of table base, thirteen and one-half by
thirteen and one-half inches. Distance from center of pinion shaft to floor, nineteen inches.

For lift price and dimensions oj abaft machine* as* table on poo* lit!

Gaily Universal Embossing Press
The Gaily Universal Embossing Press id a combination of strength, power, speed and facility, and the illustration affords s good

Idea of its massiveness and strain bearing qualities. On this press the Impression is obtained by means of a rocking and sliding

platen held at the point of impression by lugs, to which is added a steel gibbed lock

at the front of the platen and In the line of the face of the embossing dies. Thi.
lock hold, the platen in position and exact register for the dies and effectually pre-
vents the bridge from raising from its seat and the platen from tilting in either
direction. This device is a new patented feature of the Gaily Embossing Press, is

of great value, and is used exclusively on the Gaily presses. This principle permits
of developing for the purpose practically unlimited strength
and power. The largest press made can be run at eighteen
hundred perfect impressions per hour. The platen Is set
low, is easy to feed to and It under absolute control by
means of the instantaneous Impression throw-off and im-
pression adjuster. The presses are guaranteed not to stall

on the heaviest work. Steel sections are welded into the
wide double gears at the point in the periphery where im-

pression Is sustained. The main shsft is made of five and one-
quarter Inch steel with solid reamed bearing through the bed.

The driving shaft, which is of two and one-quarter inch steel, runs In
a series of six bearings and there Is an end floor support to each

extremity of the shaft. The platen bridge shaft Is of three and one-
eighth inch steel. There are six hundred pounds of iron in the rims of
the two fly wheels, which revolve five and one-quarter times to each
Impression. The driving and loose pulleys are sixteen inches in diam-
eter and are Intended to carry a three and three-quarter inch belt. The
platens of the press are usually set to the height of type. For cold pro-
cess work, the dies. If blocked type high, may be lacked In chases. For

I process work, a steam blank or a gas blank and a steel die plate are
used, and the platen blank is removed to provide space for the dies. One
steel plate to hold the dies, with screws and dowel pins, will be supplied
with each steam blank, or gas blank, without extra charge.

List Prices ef Gaily Km bo.. Ins Presses

No. 1 Gaily F.mhossing Press, 21Vtx22 Inch bed plate ..,.,,.,

No. t Gaily Embossing Press. 24 x26 Inch bed plate fO* M

Gaily Cutting and Creasing Presses
The Gaily Cutting and Creasing Presses are of great power and strength, and are uneuualed

for their speed and facility of operation. Although these machines arc extremely powerful they
are easily handled for cutting and creasing. Each ha. the improved platen movement. Is remarkably simple in operation, and Its

solidity of construction Insures lasting qualities. Writ* for fuller details and net prices.

List Prices of Gaily Celling aad Crra.ing Presses, CeaiaMe with Pewer Fiilurr.

No. 1 20 xan Inches Inside chase I7WM No. S 17x40 Inches Inside chase n .-...,.,

No. IH SHxaoU Inches Inside chase . MM No. 4 80x44 Inchea Inside chase ,,.,.,

No. 2 2Jl,x31 Inches inside chase *
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Security Roller Cabinets

Economy and efficiency in all departments of a printing establishment are essential in these days of increased expenses and

great competition. In the press room, where roller troubles often abound, time and money may frequently be saved by adding to the

equipment Security Roller Cabinets. These are made entirely of iron and steel

and are dust, fire, water and vermin proof. They greatly assist in prolong-

ing the life of rollers and as they contain a liquid substance "Rollerlife"

to preserve winter rollers and
"
Rollerdry

"
to keep summer rollers in condi-

tion, they will soon save their original cost. The Rollers are held in a vertical

[stable Tube Cabinet, for Press,

of varying lengths

position thus preventing the sagging of the composition or the loss of rotundity.
Unless the rollers are dirty from paper dust they may be placed in the

Cabinet and "Rollerlife" will

keep the ink from drying. In
hot weather if the rollers sweat
they should be placed in the
Cabinet and an application of

"Rollerdry" will materially as-

sist in restoring them to their

proper condition.

Security Roller Cabinets
are made for any size cylinder
press and will hold eighteen
four-inch rollers. In ordering
give the extreme length of
roller core over all. The Cabi-
nets are made either stationary
or revolving and require but
twenty-four inches of floor

space.
The very old fashioned and

wasteful method of placing
rollers in any odd corner or out-

of-the-way place should no
longer exist in the well-man-
aged printing office. The
Security Roller Cabinets rep-
resent a great improvement in

this respect, as they obviate the
danger of damage and tend to
increased efficiency. Taking
into consideration the conven-
ience and economy they effect,

they are not high priced. A cir-

cular, fully describing the Se-

curity Roller Cabinets, will be
mailed free upon request.

Security Job Press Cabinet, Rolle
Ink Storage SidePrices of Security Roller Cabinets

The Security Cylinder Solid Head Roller Cabinet holds 18 rollers, 4 inches in diameter or under. It is made of iron and steel

occupying 23 inchesof floorspace. Has three doors, revolves and can be placed in a corner or near a wall. List price per inch $1 10

The Security Cylinder Adjustable-Tube Roller Cabinet holds 18 rollers, 4 inches in diameter. It provides for presses having
varying length of form, angle and fountain rollers. It is made of iron and steel occupying 23 inches of floor space. It

has three doors, revolves and can be placed in corner or near wall. List price per inch $1 20

Security Job Press Cabinet. Tympan Paper, ("leaning
Raff Basket. Oil and Benzine Cans,

Brush and Tool Side

Security Job Press Roller Cabinet
This is a very attractive piece of iron and steel furniture constructed to hold every

job press requisite including composition rollers, tympan paper, waste, ink, benzine
can, gauge pins, wrenches, etc. Has plate glass top for ink mixing. Occupies
a floor space of seventeen inches, and holds fourteen rollers of uniform length of
cores. It is adjustable for any length of rollers. Has two doors, revolves and can be
placed in corner or near wall. Built to last a life time.

Weight, 175 pounds. Price $45 00

The Justrite Oily Waste or Rag Can
This Can has received the highest commendation

of engineers allied with insurance interests and each
Can bears the official label of the National Board of
Fire Underwriters, thus insuring protection against
other inferior oily waste cans.

It is the only automatic waste can made. The
patented foot lever is novel and appeals to all

users. A slight pressure of the foot raises the
cover and both hands are free to insert the rags.
This obviates all desire to block the cover open
and greatly increases the efficiency of the Just-
rite Can over all others. On the removal of
the foot from the handle the cover closes au-
tomatically. It is easy to carry, absolutely safe,

convenient, clean and durable.

Prices of Justrite Waste Cans
Size Exclusive of Legs

No. 1, Il%xl3 inches $2 00

No. 2, 12^x14 inches 2 50

No. 3, 13V2xl5 inches . 300

The Burch Perforator
This little device perforates successfully while printing, without inking the stock or cutting the rollers. Although a printer

may already have a complete perforating equipment, the Burch Perforator will save the second handling of the sheets. The base
of the device is of solid metal, consequently
no matter how much pressure is exerted
by the quoins, it cannot affect the perfect
working of the blade. The head can pro-
ject into the furniture and needs no sup-
port, so no time is wasted on the stone. One
simply locks the perforator in the form
and the press does the rest. No quad or
other makeshift is necessary to paste on

Measurements are taken over all; a ten-inch device just fills a ten-inch chase, but
perforates only eight and seven-eighths inches; the head in every case takes up one and one-eighth inches.

Sizes and Net I 'rices of the Burch Perforator
6 inches ... $5 00 7 inches ... $5 50 8 inches ... $6 00 9 inches ... $6 50 10 inches ... $7 00 12 inches ... $8 00
Scoring blades, any length, extra 1 50
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Automatic Clamp IVw.-r I'apt-r Cutt-rs

Economy of operation U the Hrat point to consider In purchasing cutting msrhine. In the Oswego Automatic Cutter*
nothing hu been spared to produce the most efficient cutting machine* that can be built. Uniform accuracy and reliability are
alway* embodied in the*e cutting machine*. They rive the
greatest cutting output at lowest cost, quality considered. In
adoptinc them for our special line of power cutter*, there
is full confidence that we are offering printer*, binder*, box-
makers, and other tradesmen, the beat cutting machine* now
made. Ninety sixes and ityleiof Oswego and Brown Carver
Cm ting Machine* are made In the only exclusive ruttinic ma-
chinr factory In the world. We *ell all of them and can provide
for the cutting need* of all. whether the requirement* be
iimplp or complicated. Write our nearest Houae for Illustrated
catalogue and net price*. Each cutter i< supplied with one
kiniV. oiler and wrenches. No overhead fixture* or pulley* of
any kind are included.

These machine* pack, clamp, and cut a pile automatically.
The steel Indicator band register* position of back gauge. The
cUmp may be brought down by treadle to *ee exactly
where the knife is going to cut. These machines cut a*
accurately as the Hrown ft Carver Hand Clamp Cut-
ter*. The automatic clamp i* Independent of the knife
and I* powerful and reliable. The stroke i* fast and
clean. The mechanism i* the simplest and there are
few moving and wearintt parts.

The table is grooved (plain, if desired) : front scored
one inch line* with bras* rule graduated to sixteenth*
of an inch, back graduated to sixteenth* of an inch. In-

terlocking clamp and back gauge cut work up to three-
quarter* of an inch. Removable flat plate for clamp
prevents clamp fingers indenting fine work. Back
gauge is in three part*. Cable gauge movement. Clamp
rise* six inchea.

The line of Oiwegn and Brown ft Carver Paper
Cutter*. Illustrated and described on this and other

page*, t* unquestionably the very be*t that human
ingenuity and experience can construct. The American
Type Pounder* Company unhesitatingly recommends
these machine* to printer* requiring the very highest
grade of paper cutter*. Thousand* of them are In

daily une and In every case they give the greatest satisfaction. If you are contemplating the purchase of an up-to-date paper cutter,
permit us to give you additional information and quote you our net price*.

I .-i Price* of Oswego Automatic CUmp and Foot Treadle Power Cutter*
Shlpptac WrteM LM Prtc. Sim. BUppbw Wrtl U< PrV. aatobv W.MH IJ>I Prtr.

34-inch 5200 Ibs 175000 54-inch 9300 Ib* 1144000 88-Inch HTSOIbs $21.Ml (XI

38-inch 6900 Ib*. . -::. mi :.7-im-l, 9600lb*. . ISMW 74-Inch 12200 Ib*. .
....... .H.

44-inch MOOIb*. . 1 073 00 63-inch llmmlbs I8SOOO 84-Inch 18250lb* SOOOOO
60-inch TfiflOlbs. 1.10000 66-Inch 11250lb*. . 197000

Oswego Automatic Power Cutters
Automatic Clamp. Foot Treadle and Hand Damp

We do not show an illustration of the Oswego Automatic Clamp. Foot Treadle and Hand Clamp Power Cutter* a* these machines
are the same in every particular a* the regular Oswego Automatic Clamp Power Paper Cutter as Illustrated and described above,
except that they have the hand clamp parts in addition.

List Prices of Oswego Automatic < l.mp. Foot Treadle and Hand Clamp Power Cutters
aianim wht iiprt* SUmiw W.IM unPrfc* ai Ihltviu wtai uuPrfc.

34-inch 5350 Ib* tSMM 64-Inch 350 Ibs II4MM 68-Inch 11800 Ibs tZIOOOO
38-inch 6950 Ib* KS 00 67-inch 9860 Ibs. .... 1M*N 74-Inch 12250 1bs. . :>.,.IMI

44-inch 760lb 1I2SOO 63-inch llO&Olb*. . . . IMt 00 84-Inch 13300 lb*. . lu ,11 IMI

60-inch 7650 lb* 135000 66-Inch 1ISOO Ibs. .... MM M
There is no other line of paper cutter* so extensive a* that manufactured by O*wego Machine Work*. For yean It ha* mad* a

study and specialty of cutting machines. Its list range* from the diminutive sixteen inch bench cutter to the mammoth eighty-four
inch automatic clamp. This specializing on paper cutters is undoubtedly the reason why the Oswego and Brown ft Carver Fine* have
proven so successful. In the Oswego factory every facility is provided for the economical manufacture of these machines, and.
consequently, the price* are a* low a* I* consistent with the hiiih quality of the machinery. The American Type Founder* Company
ha* used these machines and can vouch that they are a* represented.

Oswego Paper Mill Automatic Power Cutters
These machine* are the same in every particular as the regular Oswego

Auto described aboveexcept the clamp and back gauge are plain (not fingered),
cutting work up to three and one-half inches: the table Is plain (not grooved).
and the back gauge I* in two part*.

List Prim ef Oswego Paper Mill Automatic Power Cutters

KB.
$173000
unit

MB*

34-Inch
38-inch
44-inch
60-Inch
54-inch
.'7-inch



Oswego Hand Clamp Power Paper Cutters
The high-speed Oswego Power Cutters make twenty-seven cuts a minute. The clamp rises four and three-eighths inches. The

clamp and back gauge interlock, allowing work to be cut up to three-quarters of an inch. The back gauge is in two parts on twenty-six
inch, thirty inch and thirty-two inch sizes; in three parts on thirty-six inch size. Screw move-
ment for back gauge is furnished regularly; cable movement furnished to order. The hand
wheel is graduated to measure the movement of back gauge. The table is plain (not
grooved) ; front scored in one-half inch squares with brass rule graduated to sixteenths of
an inch ; back graduated to sixteenths of an inch. Round rim clamping wheel (pilot

clamping wheel furnished, if desired).

26-inch
30-inch
32-inch
36-inch

List Prices of Oswego Hand Clamp Power Cutters
Shipping List Price Lint Price

Weight Power Hand and Power
2300 pounds $330 00 $350 00
2500 pounds . . 355 00 . . .... 380 00
2600 pounds 415 00 445 00
2800 pounds 530 00 555 00

Oswego Semi-Automatic Power Cutters

The high-speed Oswego Semi-Automatic makes twenty-
seven cuts a minute. Hand clamp with treadle and

with cable gauge. Clamp rises four and one-half
inches. Operation the same as the 34 and 38 inch
Oswego Semi-Automatic described on page 1165.

These Cutters are especially recommended for
the moderate-sized plant.

List Prices of Oswego Semi-Automatic
Power Cutters

Size Shipping Weight List Price

32-inch 2900 pounds $490 00
36-inch 3100 pounds 600 00

Furnished for hand and power drive,extra 1 00 Oswego Hand Clamp Po

Oswego Thirty-Three Inch Combination Hand and Power
Drive Cutter

Oawego Semi-Automatic
Power Cutter

Oswego Thirty-Three
Inch Combination Hand and Po rer Drive Cutter

Two Speeds

This machine has a mechanical device for chang-
ing speed and power. For hand power drive, by shifting
gear at right, the speed can be decreased and power
increased. Grooved table furnished regularly (plain table
to order) ; front scored one inch lines with brass rule

graduated to sixteenths of an inch ; back graduated to six-

teenths of an inch. Clamp rises four and three-eighths inches.
The clamp and back gauge interlock, allowing work to be cut
up to one-half inch. Double clamp screws are operated by

hand wheel. Round rim clamping wheel (pilot clamping wheel furnished, if desired). Screw
movement for back gauge is furnished regularly (cable movement, to order). The hand wheel
is graduated to measure the movement of back gauge.

List Price of Oswego Thirty-Three-Inch Combination Hand and Power Drive Cutter
Shipping Weight List Price

2700 pounds $51000

Oswego Hand Wheel Drive Cutters
The driving mechanism of these machines is powerful, and geared so the machine is easily

driven by hand power. The table is plain (not grooved), front scored in one-half inch squares
with brass rule graduated to sixteenths of an inch; back gradu-
ated to sixteenths of an inch. Extra long back side gauge. Detach-
able front side gauge can be adjusted in and out. The clamp and

back gauge interlock, allowing work to be cut up to

one-half inch. The clamp rises three and_ one-half
inches. Back gauge is in two parts, the split part is

flush on one side, forming another side gauge near
the middle of machine. This allows the knife to be worn equally. Round rim clamping wheel
(pilot clamping wheel furnished, if desired). Gauge screw movement. The hand wheel is

graduated to measure the movements of back gauge.

List Prices of Oswego Hand Wheel
Drive Cutters

Size Shipping Weight List Price

30-inch 1400 pounds . . . $240 00
32-inch 1500 pounds ... 275 00

Oswego Die-Cutting
Presses

Oswego Die-Cutting Presses are fur-
nished in nine different sizes and three
styles. The extra heavy pattern is

designed for the heaviest work,
and the heavy pattern for the
average run of work. They are

:ered as carefully designed well-built machin<
capable of long and satisfactory service.

List Prices of Oswego Die-Cutting Presses
HEAVY PATTERN

Shipping Weight List Price
3500 pounds

. $420 00
3600 pounds 440 00
3800 pounds 480 00

30x12 inches
30x18 inches
36x18 inches

Sin

36x18 inchea
36x22 inches
44x20 inches

EXTRA HEAVY PATTERN
Ship. Weight Lilt Price Size Ship. Weight
4200 Ibs. . $540 00 44x24 inches 5200 Ibs.
4400 Ibs. . . 560 00 44x30 inches 5600 Ibs
5000 Ibe. . . 625 00 60x30 inches 7400 Ibs.

List Price

. $645 00

. 670 00

. 900 00

Write for Descriptive Pamphlet
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Brown & Carver Hand Clamp Power Paper Cutters
Will cut work up to three-quartan of an inch wide, and the knife rises six and one-half Inches. Table It grooved to prevent

sheets wedging under gauge: or the table la plain. If desired. The table i> ronvenlrnt height, and Is arranged for putting on two
aide extensions In front for handling work before and after rut.

The bark irauire i. In three parta mrulariy (or In two parts, or one part. If desired),
and. when >i>lit. the section furmi a >lde icauire to that work ran be rut near the
center of knife a> well a* at the aide of the machine. The back mure la clo
to the vide imuirf fur small work.

The knife ! bolted >olldly u> the bar. and la Initantly adjuited for level or
wear by a turn of the connectlmr rada.

The direct crank motion to the knife-bar never allows knife to fall short
or to rut Into the >ti>-k

The clamp ii lialanceil to run the entire distance, up or down, with
one spin of the wheel. The clamp Is provided with a flat, removable
plate to prevent rlamp fingers fmm indenting fine work.

Solid clamp and back gauge, rutting up to three and one-half
inches, are furnished to order.

Pullryu furnished regularly on side shown in cut. but can be fur-
nished on opposite side to order.
The fast screw movement for back gauge, with wheel divided to six-

teenths. Is furnished regularly on cutters thirty-four Inch to eighty-four
inch.

Quick cable movement, with Indicator reading to sixteenths, will be
furnished instead of screw movement, if desired, without extra charge,
to order.

The fifty-four inch to eighty-four inch machines can be started from
either skle by the bar across the front.

The power movement shown in Brown A Carver catalogue on fifty-four-
inch to eighty-four-inch machines, for operating back gauge, is furnished
to special order only (extra). This labor-saving device moves the back
gauge backward or forward by power, a lever swung to the right or left

controlling both the direction and the speed. Its indicator wheel reads the
position of the back gauge to sixteenths, and, if desired, a micrometer pointer
can be attached to read to lew than thousandths.

Friction clutch, cut gears, steel shafts, brass rule, case-hardened steel

bolts, iron of a durable quality.
All machines subjected to a running test before leaving the works.

Illustrated catalogue free.

List Prices of Brown * Carver Hand (lamp Power Paper Cutters

34-inch
W-lnch
44-inch
SO-inch

mta.
HOIba.

6800 Ibs. .

I ..I r-i..

j ,,_:, ...

IM mi

95000

54-inch
57-inch
63-inch
65-inch

klwhw Wrtehl

TSOOIba. . .

aoOlba.
10600 Ibs.

11700 Ibs.

14MW
ITMt*

--it.-h

74-inch
84-inch

MiavwatsM
12300 Ibs. .

14600 Ibs. .

leoooibs. .

JUKI (HI

2HOOOU

Ontario Power Cutters
With Hand Drive Attachment

These machines have points of excellence resulting from thirty-seven years'
specializing cutters. The advantage of this specialization is realized by the users
of Oswan-made cutters. The Ontario Power Cutters, with hand drive attach-
ment, are adapted for all classes of work. They are fast, powerful, convenient
and accurate. The high speed of cut is obtained with low speed of driving wheel,
which indicates the easy action and the small power required to drive. Each
cutter is one-half inch wider between frames than the listed size.

List Prices ef Ontario Power Carters with Hsnd Drive Attachment

Winch 1900 pounds .

32-inch 2000 pounds

.'iL'-Inch Oswego Automatic Clamp Cutter
Also furnished with wheel on top for clamping by hand. Clamp rises six inches.

The knife makes twenty-seven cuta a minute: production, therefore, is limited only
by the ability of the operator to keep pace with the machine.

REGULAR EQUIPMENT. Grooved
table: front scored in inch lines with

brass rule graduated to six-
trcnths: back table gradu-
ated to sixteenths. Cable
gauge movement. Back

H^f rach part may be offset

,_-ef * P. _ -- Tm l.i-s and cuts
_ I work up to three-quar-

ters of an Inch. Start-

SUpvhw WrbM
4600 Ibs..

:

Treadle and <'shle Cauge
with Foot

UMPrit**>
List Price of 32-Inch Oawego Automatic Clamp Cutler with Foot

Treadle. Cable (isurr and llsnd (lump Attachment

KM -

4700 Ibs. . MUM
The thirty-two Inch Oswego Automatic Clamp Cutters have bean greatly

Improved by building them on the same general lines as the regular thirty-four
inch, thirty-eight inch and larger Oswan Power Automatic Clamp Cutters.
which greatly increase their worth. All the Oswego Automatic Clamp Cutters
have this advantage: The heavy pressure of the automatic clamp Is applied
before the instant of rutting and does not consume power during the cut or after

the cut Is made. The new Oswan Automatic ruts the maximum quantity of accurate
work and saves its purchase price In a few years for this on* point alone. Other
Improvements have bean made in the other automatic machine* shown in the Oswago
list, all tending to increase their efficiency, improve their action and minimize the

power required todrive the machines. As a matter of fact. It has been the policy of the manufacturers to sacrifice everything, such
a* patterns, tools, drawings, stock and effort In order to consummate an Improvement and keep the Oswan machines up to that
high standard of merit which they have enjoyed for so many yean. The makers have gone ever forward with the Idea that an
Improvement is the most precious thing In the world and must be Incorporated In their machines. This policy has been an expensive
one. bat It Is the best and only one in the tone run.
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Oswego Hand Lever Paper Cutters

The new toggled lever on the Oswego Lever Cutters, and the double shear, make the cut easier as the knife goes down. Simple
and quick adjustment to knife; no long row of bolts to loosen (the knife has a solid backing in the bar instead of abutting against
the points of screws). The lever motion is self-contained, the upper and lower turning -

points being both in the solid, right-hand frame casting.

List Prices of Oswego Hand Lever Cutters
Size Shipping Weight List Price

23-inch 1200 pounds $110 00

26-inch 1400 pounds 130 00

30-inch 1650 pounds 175 00

32-inch 1800 pounds . . . .' 200 00

Oswego Hand Lever Cutters
Vertical Stroke

For textile mills, manufacturing tailors, printers,
book makers, novelty manufacturers, who wish to cut ser-

rated or special-shaped edges, or tab cards, or to pink cloth

samples. The Oswego Automatic, the Oswego Semi-Auto-
matic, and the Brown & Carver Hand Clamp Cutting
Machines, thirty-four inch to eighty-four inch, and the
Oswego Bench and Lever Cutters, sizes sixteen to thirty-
two inches, are built to order with vertical stroke, and
are also built to order with vertical, changeable to shear,
stroke.

The vertical stroke permits the cutting of piles of

paper, cardboard, cloth, etc., with any special-shaped
knives within the capacity of the machine. In pinking

cloth samples on the Oswego Cutters there is no waste of material, as the serrated edge is

obtained both front and back of the knife at one stroke where the pile is cut.

This

Diamond Lever and Combination Lever and Power Paper Cutters

The Diamond Cutter is a radical improvement in design over any other paper cutter. It involves new features and new princi-

ples of construction which are invaluable. The handsome box frame, the symmetrical arch, and the general compactness, simplicity
and solidity which characterize it are noteworthy. The box frame, which includes the cross braces supporting the center of the

bed, is cast in one piece. The arch is also cast in one piece. Excepting the working parts,
the Diamond consists principally of three pieces the frame, the arch and the bed.

means a vast gain in simplicity and solidity. The Diamond Cutter is arranged for

either hand or power. Lever machines are shipped out with holes ready for receiving
the bolts which fasten on the power fixtures. These fixtures can be purchased and

applied at any time. With each power machine a lever is furnished. By simply un-

screwing and changing one stud the power machine is ready to be used by hand. The
natural tendency of a cutting machine bed is to sag in the center under the constant
strain of heavy cuts. The Diamond Cutter bed rests on two massive adjustable cen-
ter supports. The result is that it cuts through the last sheet as well as the
first. The exact position of the back gauge is shown by the steel back gauge
tape, so arranged as to be on a level with the operator's eyes. It is simple,
effective and reliable graduated to sixteenths of an inch. There is a figured
scale in the bed, both front and back of the knife, also graduated to sixteenths

of an inch. By an ingenious mechanism the
speed of the back gauge screw is materially

increased. The Diamond screw re-

quires for its operation only one-
fourth the average time required by
others, yet is under perfect control.

A thumbscrew conveniently
placed holds the back gauge se-

curely at any point. The machine
is operated by a worm gear, the

most powerful drive known.
This gear, which is made of
semi-steel, runs in oil and is

practically everlasting.
The new friction clutch
grips the drive wheel in-

stantly and powerfully.
At the same time it pre-
vents sudden strain and
consequent breakage.
It drives the knife at a

speed of twenty-four cuts per
minute. The same lever which operates the automatic throw-off brings into play an auto-
matic brake which promptly stops the shaft or driving wheel without noise, shock or wear.
The back gauge is of the well known "Easily Squared" design. It can be placed parallel
with the knife in a moment, no tool but a wrench being required. When sold as a lever

cutter, a one-piece back gauge is furnished. *With the Combination Lever and Power
Cutter there is furnished a triple split-back gauge which allows the trimming of three
lengths of stock at one time. Side gauges are accurately placed. The minimum width of
cut is three-quarters of an inch. The maximum is one-half an inch more than advertised
width of cutter. The knife adjusting screws, operated by a pin wrench, are in full view
of the operator as he stands in front of the machine. The quick-acting clamp interlocks

with the back gauge. An extra large, well finished hand wheel is provided. The clamp rises three and seven-eighths inches from
the bed. The clamp raises or lowers one inch every time the wheel makes two revolutions. Each Diamond Cutter is supplied with
our counterbalanced curved lever. This is out of the way when up, and waist high at the end of the stroke. It materially lessens
the labor of cutting by hand. The bed is grooved for half-inch cutting sticks. They have eight cutting surfaces same as large ones,
and cost only one-third as much.

Diamond Lever
Paper Cutter

Prices and Special Data of Diamond Paper Cutters

DIAMOND LEVER PAPER CUTTERS

Sixe Will Cut
Paper

30-inch 30V2 inches
32-inch 32M- inches

Easily Squares
Full Width
of Machine

30 inches
32 inches

Gaujrea Down
*i inch on

Special Order

% inch
% inch

1385 pounds
1485 pounds

Price on
Skida

$155 00
16500

Price for
Extra Knife

$1400
1600

DIAMOND COMBINATION LEVER AND POWER PAPER CUTTERS
30-'nch 30V2 inches 30 inches % inch 1685 pounds $280 00 $14 00
32-inch 32V& inches 32 inches % inch 1785 pounds 290 00 16 00

With each set of power fixtures sold separately, we include a triple-split back gauge to take the place of the one-piece back
gauge regularly furnished with the lever cutters.

Write forfurther particulars regarding the merits of these machines.
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Chandler & Price Power Paper Cutter

I.i.l l-rirr. nd Dimension.

>

32
84

SI.lM.ln.

2000
2100

s.:m IK,

;j,i ,.,

II. i,

TVo Aomr-poirrr required for each
lite

ThU .'owcr l*aper Cutter in very simple in cunilruction. hv.nir no extra parts and all part* are interchangeable wherever I-M U.-

A deep throat and ample tablr are salient featum. I'rmiMi.n for safety in obtained by i hr controller knob which must be pulled
forward ami then iriven a quarter turn before thr clutch rnirajre* with irrar anil the
knife descend*. It never repeat* sothe knife cannot fall. ThU prevent* accident*. Th

speed i* twenty cut* per minute. each cut an straight an a die. The fMiwer mechan-
i*m consists of the worm and irrar drive, the moat powerful. Power may be fur-
nished by either belt or motor. Worm ! keyed to worm nhaft. which end* in belt
wheel. The worm drives the irear whi**-!, m> that a great power IB alway* back of
the knife. Worm wheel run* in oil. thus
makinir the cutter noinelew. eay runninir
and well lubricated. The knife i* made of
fine uteri and U readily adjustable. Th<<

knife bar In fitted to housings, which are three
Inches deep. This avoids deflection from wear.
It Is eaity to clamp because of the extra larw
hand wheel. The clamp fingers have a broad
surface to avoid creasing of stock. The clamp-
inir may be aa narrow as three-quarters of an
inch. All gauges are accurately squared with
the knife. Back gauge extends within one
inch of side gauge, so mall stock can slid**

by. The table is amply large for all purposes.
The leir, braces, table and knife bar will not spring under strain as they are of very
heavy pattern. The construction of this Cutter is the strongest possible, and each
Cutter is guaranteed.

Chandler & Price Lever Paper
Cutter

Few parts and utmost simplicity of mevhanism
is characteristic of this Cutter. While the Cutter is

from two hundred to three hundred pounds heavier than other makes of the same size, this extra
metal is so distributed a* to withstand strains. The legs, braces, table and knife bar are of very

heavy pattern. Housings two and flve-eighths to three
inches deep obviate deflection of the knife bar by wear.
A deep throat and ample table permit the handling of

paper in quantity. Each cutter works quickly and with
a minimum of effort being perfectly counter balanced.
The weight and lever are adjustable. Clamping is made
easy by an extra large hand wheel. To avoid creasing the
stock the flngersof theclamp have a broad surface. The
back gauge and clamp interlock, clamping as narrow aa
flve-eighths of an inch. The back gauge extends to within
one inch of the side gauge. Each gauge is accurately
squared with the knife. All parts are strictly inter-

changeable.

l.i.t l*rice> and Dimrn.iun.

$11000
130 00

J_175 00

Xt'lit back gauge* furnished if
.1 1

Advance Lever Paper Cutters

and
The Advance Lever Cutter is mechanically correct, perfectly constructed and combines in the highest degree simplicity, strength
efficiency. Its serviceableness is increased by various helpful devices, the outcome of many yean successful cutter-building

experience. The frame Is so constructed as to afford the broadest possible base and at the same
time concentrate the resistance where most needed. A massive brace securely bolted to the side

frames near the bottom supports the bed directly under the center, insuring perfect rig-
idity under pressure of clamp and knife. The bed is finely machine finished and scraped to
insure easy action of working parts.

The ingeniously constructed curved lever combines powerful leverage with conven-
ient shape. With the cut completed it is only a short distance below the bed and about

waist high to the operator, thus allowing the application of greatest power when
most needed.

When the knife is raised the lever is entirely out of the way and does not inter-
fere with the proper handling of stock. The curved shape also permits reinforcing
the lever with a heavy rib at the point of greatest strain. Being perfectly counter-
balanced there is no danger of the knife falling unexpectedly. The knife is cont rolled

by a link motion, which secures a smooth, easy shear cut with least power.
Gibs and set screws in the frame take up the wear in knife bar. adding mate-

rially to the durability of the machine. Side gauges on both sides, front and back
of the knife, are a valuable feature, enabling stock to be squared on either side of
the cutter, a great convenience and saving of time, while equalizing the wear on
the knife. The extra long back gauge is equipped with our "easily squared" device

by means of which it may be accurately adjusted to the knife in a moment's time.
It interlocks with the clamp and permits the squaring of cuts only three-fourths
Inch wide. Half-inch cutting sticks are provided, having eight cutting surfaces
same as large ones at one-third the coat. A figured scale is cut in the bed. back and
front. The back gauge screw is supported at both ends, preventing wear on back
gauge nut. Strength, power, durability, and accuracy are thus fully provided for
in the construction of the Advance Lever Paper Cutter.

List Prices and Dimensions of Advance Lever

Paper Cutters

2i' i-inch
ZS'n-inch
30 -inch
33 -inch

N.t W.ictu

. 6(0 pounds

. 735 pounds
1130 pounds
14(10 pounds

i

Prio. K.lr. Knif.

11*5 00 f * 00
I -iii"p 1000
I..', i! 1400
I-', IKI 1C SO

Advance Pony Lever Paper Cutters
The Advance Pony Lever Cutters are unequaled for cutting and trimming small work. They

combine great strength and durability with ease of operation. Accuracy i* assured by side gauge
back and front on left aide, which also forma our Challenge side frame protector, and our

'

easily
squared" back gauge which comes within one inch of the side gauge. The interlocking back gauge
and clamp allows stock to be gauged within one-half inch of knife. Half-inch cutting stick*, eight
cutting edge*, are an economical feature. Cutter* square fully sixteen and nineteen inches respect-
ively, cutting bed being one-fourth Inch wider. No spring*, gears or cams to get out of order. Theae
machine* max be furni.hed either aa bench cutters or with the Iron stand shown in the Illustration.

Ll*t Price, and Dio.rn.lon. of Ad*are Poaiy Lever Paper Caller*

16-inch With Iron Stand a* shown In cut
liv-ini-h Without Iron Stand .

19-Inch With Iron Stand aa shown In cut
I-inch Without Iron Stand .

W.4.M
. 420 pounds
ttO pounds
MM poundsM pounds

171 *

MM
TIM

M
TM
7M
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The Peerless Gem Paper Cutter

The Peerless Gem Paper Cutter is of the well-known "Gem" style and is not an experiment. For thirteen years it has been before the
public and has stood the test of practical experience. While some minor changes have recently been made changes which have con-

stituted improvements of no mean merit the machine is built on practically the same lines and from the same
patterns as the original machine. The leverage is as nearly perfect as anything can be. The frame and bed are
well braced. The counterbalance is hung inside the frame out of the way. The knife bar is heavy and accurately

finished and the knife is deeper and thicker than usual. The knife bar stop is an important feature as it pre-
"~~

vents the breakage of the bell crank, when the lever is thrown up after the cut. The knife bar gibs are im-
portant, as any possible wear in the ways may be easily taken up and the Cutter thus made to last
for years. The tables are accurately lined in half-inch spaces at right angles to the knife, and the
two larger sizes are cross-lined in the same manner on the front part of the table. A metal meas-
uring rule graduated to eighths of an inch, is mortised into the table in view of the operator. The
intersecting back gauges are furnished with all sizes, permitting the cutting of very narrow stock.
These gauges are adjustable, although they are originally set parallel to the knife when the
machines are tested before shipment. The two larger sizes have split-back gauges.

All sizes are furnished with suitable side gauges, both front and back of the knife.

Prices and Dimensions of Peerless Gem Paper Cutters

Size



The BostonWire Stitchers

Rapidity

Once Used Always Used

They are Demonstrably
the Very Best

Simplicity

The above cut >how> twenty-one Boston Stitcher* installed on* after another in the

plant of the McCaakey Reciiter Company. Alliance. Ohio

The Self-Regulating Stitcher

As merchants in machinery for printing plants, we are always
on the lookout for the Easy Sellers machines of such unequalled
merit that the sale of one insures orders for additional machines
as they may be required. The Boston Self-Regulating Wire
Stitchers are in this satisfying class and once used are always used

AmericanType FoundersCompany
GENERAL SKI.I.INI: AGENT
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The Boston Wire Stitchers

Utmost periecnon 01 uciaii ill ILS WWJ&* J.L. is, LUULJT, me t.mvvrtv9 UBOKUUIV w 11,11 i_^ ..-_._..
used. That this is so may readily be substantiated by investigating the kind of stitchers used in

any large bindery. It will be found that the Boston has been adopted in preference to any other
make of stitching machine. These are facts which should be given careful consider-

.^^^^. ation by intending purchasers before additional wire stitching machines are bought.
The quick adjustment and rapid manner in which a change may be made from flat

stitching to saddle stitching are matters which count for much with operators. The
Boston Wire Stitchers, in addition to being exceedingly simple in construction are
built strongly for working under every possible condition and present a handsome
appearance.

The No. 3 Boston Self-Regulating Wire Stitching

Machine
The No. 3 and No. 4 Boston Wire Stitchers have been on the market nine years,

during which time more than 2,000 have been sold and are in satisfactory operation
in all parts of the United States, Canada and abroad. All users of these machines
appreciate their labor-saving features, simplicity of construction and the fact that

they can be handled entirely by the operators, something heretofore impossible in

this class of machinery. The most prominent feature of Boston Stitchers is the single

adjustment for all parts; that is, the operator gauges the thickness of work by turn-

ing the hand-wheel, when all other parts are automatically adjusted. No tools or
wrenches of any kind are necessary. This self-regulation is important and an ex-
clusive feature in the "Boston," placing it within the complete control of the operator
and giving that exquisite sense of wire stitcher satisfaction a revelation in the

bindery and printing office.

The No. 3 Boston Self-Regulating Wire Stitching Machine. Capacity, two sheets

to exceeding three-eighths inch. Wire used, 30, 28, 27, 26, 25 round; 21x25

flat; shipping weight, 290 pounds; floor space, 26x26 inches; diameter of

pulley, 10 inches; speed, 120 to 140 revolutions a minute; belt, lVi> inches.

List Price $210 00

The No. 4 Boston Self-Regulating
Wire Stitching Machine

The No. 4 Boston Wire Stitcher differs from
the No. 3 in frame, space back of the stitching
point, weight and table arrange-
ment. The saddle and flat table
divides at the center, as shown

in the "working part"
illustration. The flat

table is the most effi-

cient ever placed on a
wire stitcher and per-
mits gauging back ten
inches, something very
valuable in calendar
and other work requir-
ing long back space.
These tables are placed
in position and displaced

by merely pulling the thumb-lock pins, without the use of tools. Many parts of
the No. 3 and No. 4 "Bostons" are interchangeable with each other, and in both
sizes worn parts may be instantly replaced, with positive assurance of correct
fitting, as each part is made in a jig or tool and in the instances of tempered steel

parts, ground to gauge after hardening. No difficulty can be had with replace-
ments, many thousands of dollars having been invested at the factory to make
this possible.

The No. 4 Boston Self-Regulating Wire Stitching Machine. Capacity, two
sheets to one-half inch. Wire used, 30, 28, 27, 26, 25 round ; 21x25 flat; ship-
ping weight, 335 pounds; floor space 26x28 inches; diameter of pulley, 10

inches; speed, 120 to 140 revolutions a minute; belt iVi inches. The No.
4 is especially valuable for calendar stitching, having ten inches of back
space for gauging. List Price $260 00

The Boston Self-Regulating Wire
Stitching Machine

The "working parts," illustration herewith,
show all the principal parts of the "Boston" the
wire tension, feed grip, wire straightener, wire
cutter and clinchers. These are in full view of the
operator; in fact, the wire may be observed
from the time it leaves the spool until it is

driven into the work something possible in
no other stitcher.

Something New
We here illustrate a new feature in wire

stitching machines, and possible only in the
"Boston," owing to its wonderful simplicity.

Figure 1 shows the actual size of the half-inch width of stitch for which
the Nos. 3 and 4 machines are regularly fitted. If desired, special extra
parts can be furnished at small cost ($18.00) for making a three-eighths
inch width of stitch, with a consequent large saving in wire. Figure 2
illustrates this stitch actual size. The change in the machine can be
made in three minutes, and consists of replacing the driving bar, cutter
plunger and supporter and slightly shifting the feed sector work which
can be done by the operator. The three-eighths inch stitch is excellent
for small booklet and other thin work where wire from No. 30 to No. 25
round is used. We cannot give too much importance to the fact that the

.
tremendous advantage in the Boston Wire Stitcher is its simplicity in con-

struction. The operator can easily take apart and assemble the working parts of the Boston Wire Stitcher.
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No. 3. Showing Combined Flat and Saddle Table and Electri

Motor Equipment

No. 4. The Saddle Table in Working
Position, Flat Table in the rear

No. 4. The Feed Sector, Wire
Cutter, Clinchers and

Working Parts



The No. 7 New Model Boston Wire Stitcher
The No. 7 Boston Wire Stitcher differs from the No. 3 and No. 4 In nearly all features, excepting the single adjustment for all

paru. A great many of these machines are In successful operation In every parts of the country, and the machine ! confidently
offered the trade as the most powerful heavy stitcher of Its rapacity. The work- - -^
table is convertible from flat to saddle, or vice versa, by merely pulling the

thumb-lock pin. and has special front extension for wide work.
The perfected wire straightenera positively straighten the wire

for accurate feeding and driving.
Driver Is a single piece of thick steel, quickly replaced when worn.
Clinchers are instantly lifted out of the clincher plate at the top.

r changes from flat to round wire if desired. Fixed and movable feed-
ing grips and wire cutters are single pieces, readily re-

placed when necessary. The cutters are Interchangeable,
each having four cutting surfaces, and are mad* of flm

'

tempered steal.

The capacity is from thin pamphlets to books seven-
I eighths inch In thickness of any regular papers.

The No. 7 New Model Boston Wire Stitcher Is specially
intended for thick work of various kinds and It does its

work well. Extensive experience in the manufacture ..f

these machines has taught the manufacturer the require-
ments of a heavy stitching machine, and these require-
ments have been fully met.

There has always been a demand for a stitch-

ing machine that would do heavy work In a satis-

factory manner, and the No. 7 New Model Boston j

will fill the bill. The American Type Founders '

Company will be pleased to give intending pur-
chasers any additional information required.

The No. 7 New Model Boston Wire Stitcher. Capacity,
thin stitching to seven-eighths inch. Wire used. 28, 27. 28. 26.
24 round; 21x26. 20x26 or 20x24 flat, the last for heavy work:
shipping weight. 400 pounds: floor space, 26x27 Inches: diam-
eter of pulley, 12 inches: speed. 100 to 115 revolutions a min-
ute; belt. I

1

.- inches. List price $32100

Work Table Extension
For attachment to the No. Sand No. 7 Bos-

ton Wire Stitchers (not interchangeable) mak-
ing available for gauging the space back of
the regular table. Nickel plated and attach-
able by bolts: no fitting necessary. Permits the

gauging of work eight and one-half inches
back on the No. 3 and seven and one-half
Inches on the No. 7. The regular work
guides and thumb screws operate on these
extensions. With this extension it la pos-

sible to do the utmost yet required
in wire stitching. The outfit is not
complete-without it. With
the Boston Wire.Stitcher.
equipped with this exten-
sion, you can do any job

RO.M wir. 8Utdrw which comes your way.
Ebcufasl Kiiii>nii List price, romplete.il I 25

New Model No. F 14 Boston Wire Stitcher
For Foot Power Only

The only practical foot power wire stitcher on the market. Capacity from two sheets to

one-half inch Has flat and saddle tables similar to the No. 3 and No. 7, and may be operated
seated on a stool or standing. Uses wire from No. 30 to 25 round and 21 to 25 flat, the

tatter for thick work. Built on the lines of the No. 7. with single adjustment for all

parts, and has the many exclusive features of the regular power machines. The
. foot power Boston stitcher was made to meet the demand of the country job

\ offices, where power is not always available or bindery work constant. Its stitching is fully up to the high atandard of the

r machines, and it is recommended as a thoroughly efficient stitcher in every respect.

New Model No, F 41 Boston Wire Stitcher. For foot power only. Capacity, two sheets to one-half inch.

Wire 30. 28.27. 28. 25 round; 21x25 flat. Weight. 1W> pounds; floor space. 21x26 Inches. List price 1S5 00

Boston Bindery Tables
Adjustable to any sngle. slso to height of any

Wire Stitcher

Thesestrong and convenient tables (patented)
are made by the Boston Wire Stitcher Company
to use with the Boston Wire Stitchers, but they are

equally desirable for all Wire Stitchers. Each table will

operate aa a magazine, a saddle or a flat table, and be

found valuable in binderies where heretofore a carpenter
has had to rig up a stationary affair, admitting of no
change. The change in position Is accomplished by man-
ipulating the clamps shown in the saddle illustration.

1 hi- work of a few seconds. Tables are adjustable to any
angle: also up and down to conform to the height of the
Iron table on stitching machine. Base Is of iron and

heavy enough to counter-balance any work placed on
the tops. These tables All a long-felt need in binderies and
are the only equipment on the market for this work.

List price, each . . NO 00

Electric Eealpsseat
On the preceding page Is shown a No. 3 "Boston" equipped with Individual motor. This equipment, suitable

for all sizes, takes up no extra space, and consists of foundation lied with rolls for moving; motor, belt, belt

tightener; also clamps and bolts for motor. Motors can be furnished for any current -direct or alternating
at the following prices for the complete motor equipment:
1 10 or SO volu-dtrect current (OS 00
MO votu-dlrect current 7 00
104 to 110 volts-alternating current, sixty cycles, single phase 7000
20S volta-altemattng current, sixty cycles, single phase . .7000

These motors will operate In single, two or three phase circuits, and the first three styles are usually In stock for prompt
shipment. Alternating current motors of 126 cycles and voltage* not listed above, furnished to order. All. excepting for M>0 volt,

may be attached to lighting service by removing the glass bulb and screwing In the stitcher extension wlri-plug. Wire and plugs
are obtained from any electrician. 600-volt motors require a starting box.
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The Boston Staple Binder

The Boston Staple Binder, like the Boston Wire Stitcher, is built on distinctly new lines, with many valuable features never
before used in a stapling machine. It is the nearest approach to a regular stitcher yet devised, and its work is neater and better

than that of any stitcher other than the Boston. It is difficult to distinguish its stapling: from the best

wire stitching. Staples are strung on metal cores (no shrinking or swelling of wood) with paper covers,
and placed in the machine at the right-hand side, just as received, without removal from cores. The
cores may be lifted out of the stapler and replaced as often as necessary without loss of staples, saving
from twenty-five to fifty per cent in staples over all the other machines. The Boston Stapler

employs a supporter to prevent buckling staples, this being an exclusive feature and one found

only in the regular wire stitching machines. The supporter also permits the use of finer wire
than heretofore possible. The result is cleaner work and less cost. Clinchers
are the same as in the regular Boston Wire Stitching Machines, operating effec-

tively for even, flat clinching. They will not clog if the stitch be missed, and, being
in plain sight and easily detached, will retain their efficiency indefinitely. The

|

driver is a single piece of hardened steel, reversible, and can be instantly replaced
when worn without the aid of a wrench. Iron tables are provided at each side

of the stitching head with pockets underneath to hold four boxes of

staples. These tables are of a height to allow the operator to stand
or work from a high stool as may be desired. The Stitcher Work
Table tips forward or back for fiat and saddle, and is held in the flat

position by the back gauge. An extension table is also provided at
small cost, making it possible to staple four and one-half inches back.

One of the most important features of the Boston Stapler is the method of using
staples. (See core on page 1229.) Wire No. 26, round, is used, the same being slightly
flattened in the process of staple making. The staples are strung on

metal cores of three hundred and thirty-four each, by auto-
matic machinery. A paper covering protects the staples
from moisture, permits of changes from one size to another
without waste, and keeps the staples in line for sure feeding.

This is an entirely original idea and will be appreciated by all having a
knowledge of loss through old methods.

The feed is positive, the hardened steel pusher being operated by a
steel spiral spring which also engages to a locking device at the end of
the tin core to hold the same in position. This lock is pulled backward
to release the core when sizes of staples are changed. Screw driver
and tools are unnecessary after the stapler is assembled, as all changes
in staples are made without them. The illustration shows method of driv-

ing and how the supporter operates to enable fine wire
to be driven to the maximum capacity of the machines.
The reversible driver and staple are also shown, the sup-
porter retiring as the stitch is forced through the work.
Staples will never buckle when so supported, and the
Boston Stapler is the only machine so provided. This
feature is of great value and makes the quality of stap-
ling the best.

The foot power Boston Stapler is made in two
styles. Style A has a pedestal, and Style B must be
screwed to a bench or table, the treadle attaching to the floor. The capacity
of both styles slightly exceeds three-sixteenths of an inch, flat or saddle work.

Buyers of the Style B Stapler should note how the same is attached to a
bench and that a floor block of wood must be provided.

Staples are put up in packages of five thousand, there being
two sizes: one-quarter inch for thin work and three-eighths of an
inch for thick work. Shipping weight of Style A, one hundred
and ten pounds; Style B, fifty pounds. Floor space, fourteen by

. twenty-four inches.

vinn Driver. Staple
and Supporter

Prices of the Boston Staple Binders

Style A, Pedestal .

Style B, Bench . .

$3500
2500

Boston Staple Binder Work Table Extension
For Use on Style A and Style B Boston Staplers

A convenient extension table when it is desired to gauge flat work back of the stapling
point. Suitable for calendars, pads, novelties, etc., the distance being four and one-half
inches. Made of cast iron, nickel-plated and is bolted to the back of the regular work table.
A neatly printed circular describing the Boston Staple Binder will be mailed to you upon
request. It will pay you'to become fully'advised as to the merits of the Boston Staple Binder.
Price, each, net $3 00

Yarger Staple Binder No. 6
(Hercules)

For Flat Work Only Hand or Treadle Power

vy, strong machine, operated by a treadle. It binds from two sheets up to seventy sheets i

nary book or pamphlet paper. Staples can be inserted three inches
from the margin. Country printers will save its cost on one or
two jobs, which they usually dispatch to the city, besides avoiding

annoying delays. Yarger Staple Binder No. 6 has
quick action; binds neatly and securely.

Price of Yarger Staple Binder No. 6

No. 6 Yarger Staple Binder (Hercules) . . $1000
The No. 6 Yarger Staple Binder uses the

following Staples: F, ^a-inch; G, %-
inch; H, 'Ke-tach; put up in boxes of

5,000 of any one size $0 90

Yarger
Staple
Binder

No. 8

Yarger Staple Binder No. 8
Binds through the fold twelve inches from margin. Provided

paper and clinched automatically. No adjustments.

Price of Yarger Staple' Binder No. 8

Yarger Staple Binder No. 8 $25 00
Staple used on No. 8 Staple Binder: No. 1, Wu-inch; in boxes

of 5.000 90

For Prices and Information regarding Binders' Wire and
Wire Staples, see page 1229.
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Yarger Staple Binder No. 2
Thi* improved No. t Lightning Binder (for flat work only) i. a combination of the original No. 1 and Na 2 Binders, an* machine
* doing the work which formerly required two. HnkU two hundred staples it charge. Staples are delivered and dHvm thruuich

the paper and clinched and ran be Inserted i x Inches from margin. There is only one adjustment.
by mean* of a handsrrew. which elevate* ur depresses the clincher. All wearing
part* are made of malleable steel to prevent breakage. The action is quick and im-
ple, the work neat and tight. The capacity of this machine i> from two sheets
up to one hundred and twenty-rive sheet* of ordinary book or pamphlet u*i>er,
using ix different sizes of staple* from three-aixteenthsof an Inch to one-half

of an inch.

Price of Yarger Staple Binder No. t

Yarger Staple Binder No. 2 CS 00
Staplr* uied on No. 2 Stapk- Binder: No. 7. *i.-inch: No. H, ",-inrh:

No, . N-inch; No. 10. V-inch; No. 11.
: i.,-inch; No. 12, l-inch. in

boxes of 8.000 . . . .

Yarger Staple Binder No. 10
The Yarger Staple Binder No. 10 will UM nix different iies of >taple>

both round and flat wire. It will stitch through the fold and through the
back from two sheets up to seventy sheets (flat staples) and from two iheeta
up to thirty sheet* (round staple*} of ordinary book or pamphlet paper, and'

vi-n inches from margin. The wearing parts are all made of malloahle
<el and not liable to break or get out of order.

Price of Yarger Staple N.. Ill

Yamr Staple Binder No. 10 with flat and saddle table OS 00
Flat Wire Staple* used In No. 10 Staple Binder: No. 4. tie-inch:
No. 6. Vi-inch; No. 6. Ms-inch; No. 61*. S-inch per box of 6.000 of
one site 90

Round Wire Staples used only in No. 10 Staple Binder: No. U. "la-Inch:
,

'

. No. 15. Vi -inch per box of 5,000 of one site M ..
.

le Binder No. 4
Binds one to fifty sheets of ordinary paper. Holds one hundred and twenty-five staples at a charge. Does not clog because one

staple must be driven before another can enter. Requires no adjustment. Feeds automatically. Machine is japanned. Knob and
ring nickel plated.

Price of Yarger Staple Binder No. 4 . S3 00
Staples used on No. 4 Staple Binder: No. L. *i-inch: No. II. U-ineh and No. N. 'Hs-inch

per box of 1.000 of any one size 25

Also No. 4. i inch: No. 5.
'
. inch: No. 6. *m Inch, per box of 5.000. one size . 90

Acme Sure-Shot Binder
The Acme Sure-Shot Binder is one of the strongest binders ever made for

office use. It holds one hundred staple* at a charge. It binds toone-quarter inch
book paper and cannot clog.

'rice of Sure-Shot Staple Binder $3 00

Staple* used on Sure-Shot Staple Binder No. X. 14-inch flat wire: No.
XX. "Hs-inch flat wire. Per box of 6.000 of one size SO

Acme Staple Binder No. 4
This machine is the simplest foot-power binder on the market. It uses fine wire staples only. Has both flat and saddle-back

tables. Binds up to one-fourth inch book paper. No adjusting. Can not clog. Shipped ready for work.
Price of Acme Staple Binder No. 4 $21 00

Staples used in No. 4 Acme Staple Binder: No. 21. '.-inch fine wire: No. 22, '-i.-inch fine wire per box of 6.000 of one size . N

Acme Staple Binder No. 6
The Acme Staple Binder No. 6 is the most complete staple binder sold. Use* both fine and coarse wire

staple*. Binds to one-fourth of an inch all kinds paper. Has automatic clinching device. Cannot clog. Has both
flat and saddle-back table*. No adjustment required at all. Shipped ready for work.

Price of Acme Staple Binder No, f

Acme Staple Binder No. 6 .... S2T M
Staples used in No. 6 AcmeStaple Binder: No. 21. '4-inch fine wire: No. 22.

rl-inch fine wire: No. 23. U-inch
coarse flat wire: No. 24, ^id-inch coarse flat wire per box of 5,000 of one size M

Acme Staple Binder No. 1

The Acme Binder No. 1 Is one of the strongest small binders made. The frame swings on
uid lifts high enough to give ample room for putting in and taking out the work. It holds

one hundred staple* and will not clog. It uses coarse wire
staples and binds toone-quarter inch. It is just what is wanted
in the small printing office.

Price of Acme Staple Binder No. 1 M 00

Staples used: No. X. Vi-inch ne flat wire; No.
XX. r'ii-inch coarse flat wire. Per box of 6.000
of one site MM

pivot

Breech Loader Staple Binder
The Breech Loader Staple Binder Is a very useful *" ifcste Ho. l

machine for large or small office*, as ft has a great
variety of use*. It will bind paper or pamphlet* from one to fifty sheet* with
wire staples. Holds one hundred staples at a charge.

Price of Breech Loader Staple Binder . .

Staples used In Breech Loader Binder No. S; C.*s-lnch. I), '.-inch. E. i.-lnch. Per box of 1.000 .

* : i.i

For Prices atid Information regarding Binders' Wire

and Wire Staples see page 1229
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Portland Multiple Punching Machines

During
1 the past few years there has been a tremendous increase in the demand for loose leaf and card index records of all kinds.

These new systems have so many advantages over the old methods that they are being universally adopted by banking, mercantile,
transportation and manufacturing concerns. Multiple punching machines
were invented nearly fifty years ago, being originally designed for punch-
ing button holes in paper collars, but the new systems for records and
accounting created a demand for a machine which would enable printers,
lithographers, bookbinders, manufacturing stationers and specialty houses
to take advantage of the opportunities offered in this new field.

The manufacturers of the Portland Multiple Punching Machines, which
are illustrated on this page, have realized that modern methods call for
modern equipment, consequently they have designed a machine which
will enable the printing and kindred trades to do every conceivable kind
of punching in the most economical and satisfactory manner possible.
A great many thousand dollars have been spent in the equipment of a
plant for the manufacture of the Portland Multiple Punching Machines in

large quantities. A painstaking exactness is exercised every
hour by every branch of a highly skillful organization.
Nothing but the best material is used in the construction
of the Portland. Every part is made on the interchangeable
plan, which means that any one of the thousands of Port-
lands will be interchangeable in its parts with any other
Portland of the same type. By making the parts on the

interchangeable plan, perfect alignment is obtained and friction is reduced to a
minimum. No other punching machine can begin to give what the Portland
gives for the money. When you invest in a Portland you not only get the best
punching machine on the market at a price which is without parallel in the
history of labor-saving machines, but you get something in addition which is

quite out of the ordinary.
You will receive with the machine a guarantee from the manufacturers in

which they warrant the machine for one year to be absolutely free from defects
in material or workmanship, and they will replace, free of charge, any part of
a machine which proves defective in any such respect. This is a guarantee
which means something. We have absolute confidence in the manufacturers of
the Portland confidence born of years of satisfactory dealings with them.

These machines are remarkable for a great many reasons. In the first place
they are the most convenient and accurate punching machines made. They are
designed for punching all kinds of round holes, open holes and irregular shapes
for hundreds of different purposes. They are extensively used by specialty
houses and novelty manufacturers because an endless variety of punching can
be done with absolute accuracy and great rapidity. One of the most remarkable
features of these machines is the perfect system of gauges. It consists of two
gauge heads which can be placed in any desired position in the machine for the
convenient handling of any size sheet, and a side gauge which allows the use of
the full length of the thirty-inch table. The back gauges, which are movable in
the gauge heads by means of the thumb screws, can be set in any desired position
and adjusted to the hundredth part of an inch without removing the gauge
heads from the machine. The illustration near the bottom of this page shows the
details of the gauge head one-quarter
actual size. The side gauge is also cap-
able of the finest possible
adjustment, and it is pro-
vided with a special swivel
feature which is of great
assistance when punching
stock not perfectly square.
A graduated rule, thirty
inches long, is inlaid in the
table close to the front of
the punch heads, thus en-
abling the operator to

correctly locate the punch heads in the desired position.
Any number of holes can be punched at each operation up
to the full capacity of the machine. In other words it is

possible to punch a row of holes twenty-four inches long in
a sheet of stock thirty inches in length, or holes may be
punched any distance apart up to the maximum distance of
twenty-four inches from center to center. It is safe to say that the system
of gauges provided with the Portland will enable the operator to make ready for a job
of punching, either simple or difficult, in a fraction of the time usually required by other
punching machines. There is a drawer under the punches running the entire length of the
machine, into which the paper punchings drop, preventing litter around the machine.

Round hole punch heads and open hole punch heads are shown on the two
following pages. The gauge heads are included in the price of the machine,
but punch heads are not included, as no two users are likely to require exactly
the same equipment. The foot power and power machines are identical with

the exception of the method of applying power. The foot
power machine is easy to operate because the power is multi-
plied sixteen times. By this we mean that if the operator
should exert a pressure of 100 pounds on the treadle, it
would equal 1600 pounds on the punches.

The power machine is a marvel of mechanical perfection.A slight pressure on the treadle is all that is required tooperate
the noiseless power clutch which is another original feature
of this remarkable machine. The pulley is fifteen inches in
diameter with a three-inch face. One-half horse power will
operate the machine to its full capacity. Speed from 125 to 135
revolutions per minute.

The power machines can be supplied with motor direct
connected. The motor is attached to the base of the pedestal
and power transmitted by means of a noiseless
pinion which engages directly with teeth cut in

the rim of the fly wheel which takes the place of the pulley. Full inform-
ation and prices on application.

Not only is the first cost of the Portland very much less than other multi-
ple punching machines, but the price for punch heads is also a great deal lower
Ihe punch heads are shown on the next two pages. You could not purchasea better multiple punching machine than the Portland, although you might
pay twice as much for it.

These machines are in use by the United States Government, also by the
largest corporations in the country, such as the Standard Oil Company, UnitedMates Steel Corporation and General Electric Company, but our records show
that the great majority of the first thousand Portlands were sold to printers

id bookbinders. Some of these concerns are quite small, but they are enter-
ising and have found the Portland to be a great money-earner

i 5*!2Pi
unc

!"ni?
Macnin e, foot power, shipping weight 480 pounds. Price $60 00

miple Punching Machine, power, shipping weight 600 pounds. Price 90 00

Send far pamphlet giving complete information regarding the Portland Multiple Punching Machines.
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This illustration shows foot power machine equipped with three
round hole punch heads with Punching Sets No. 375. The

Punch heads are not included in price of machine,
as no two users arc likely to require

exactly the same equipment.

Illustration showing details of gaug<
head, one-quarter actual size

hole Punch Heads Style Ml. Punch

to require exactly the sa

equipped with four op i

leads are not included
10 users are likely



Round Hole Punch and Punching Seta for the Portland

Thi. illustration shows a round h.ilf punch head with punrhlnir Ml. The Illuntrslion Is imp-half actual izc. Holm may b*

punched any distance from the manrln up tn two and one-quarter inches, and any distance apart from one and one-eighth Inchea up
to twenty-four inches. When hole* muit be punched closer to-
gether than
double round hole punch hei

hing hole* seven-eiuhth

tance
inches

nches It li necessary to use the
which are generally made for
h from center to center.
uit be punched a greater dls-

the margin than two and one-quarter
i necessary to use the deep throat

i i. , -

Uiy number of sheets of stock can be punched
a single sheet up t" thi- full rapacity of the

. which is one-half inch of stock.

hinir machines have sometimes
jse smooth holes could not be

hl through a thick pileof stock. Attention
Is called to the fact that
holes with smooth edges
are not possible when a
large amount of stock li

punched at a single opera-
lii in. for the reason that the
punch does not cut each In-
dividual sheet, conse-
quently the round discs of
paper, which are of a yield-

forced

3*3 312 211

176

ota

fl

ing nature, will be
ilown through the pile of
stock ahead of the punch 437
into the die. leaving a rag-
ged hole. The sheets at the
top and bottom of a thick
pili* will have nmooth holi-*.

but those in the Mii'MU- ox
the pile will necessarily
have rough holes.

'
' The round hole punch

heads are made with a half-
inch capacity to enable the punching of telephone directories and
similar bound books, which are to be hung up; but when
punching sheets of paper which are afterwards to be used
ngly. it is always best to limit the quantity to the number of

sheets which can be punched satisfactorily.
The illustrations on the right hand side of

this page show a No. 250 punch with die and SOD

stripper for same. (Actual size). These three
parts constitute a punching set. The set complete is packed In

a polished wooden box. Price. $2.90 for any of the fourteen sizes.

Postage, eleven cents.
A punching set can be removed from the punch head and

replaced with another size in less than one minute.
These punches, dies and strippers are marvels of mechanical

perfection. The stripper, through which the punch passes, insures
absolute alignment of the punch and prevents
the die and punch from wearing. The stripper,
which is made with a spiral groove, is raised or
lou'red by revolving in order to accommodate
the different amounts of stock to be punched.

These Punching Sets are made in the moat
perfect manner possible by means of specially
designed equipment. The finest steel Is used and
each part carefully hardened by experts and then
ground with diamond dust and the finest corun-
ilum. There are twenty-seven operations required
fur the completion of a punching set. Before
shipment every punch, die and stripper is care-
fully tested by means of micrometer gauges, and
then assembled in a special testing head to prove
accuracy of alignment. If a variation of as much
as a thousandth of an inch is detected the part
is discarded.

All of these painstaking methods result in
the production of punching sets which are as

accurate and wear-resisting as human ingenuity can devise,
A complete stock of all sizes of punching sets is always kept on hand ready for im-

mediate shipment. All punching sets and punch heads.shown on this page,are made for

interchangeable use. Punching sets are never included in the price of the punch head.

Prices for Hound Hole I'unch Heads

Round Hole Punch Head, without punching set. Price .... 14 W
Double Round Punch Head, without punching seta. Price . . 80*
Deep Throat Punch Head, five and a half inches. Price, with-

out punching set . . . 7
These heads are also made with nine inch throat. Price, with-

out punching set . 10 00

The fourteen sizes of punches
>r the round hole-

"

are shown by II

They are gradual)
econds beginning with three

thirty-seconds which Is No

for the round hole punch heads
this diagram.

They
are.gmduat.l^tl

SS^The" n'uSber of the punch'
indicate, the sise in thousands
of an inch I. e.. No SO is a
quarter-inch. No. 500 is a half-
inch.

amd ranch Hrd
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Open Hole Punch Heads for the Portland

This illustration shows an Open Hole Punch Head . style M-l ,

one-half actual size

Price . . $10 00

Open Hole Punch Heads are used for an endless variety of loose leaf and card index punching. Punches and dies for this class

of work cannot be made for interchangeable use, and for this reason the punch head with the required shape or style of punch and
die is always furnished complete, as shown in the illustration at the

left, at a uniform price of $10.00 for any of the five styles shown on
this page.

The diagrams on the right illustrate three of the most popular
styles for loose leaf work, while the diagrams on the left illustrate the

styles most generally used for card index work. From time to time the
manufacturers of the Portland will standardize additional styles for

loose leaf and card index work, as well as for baggage checks, etc.

Whenever a style becomes popular or uniform it will be standardized
and carried in stock.

All punch heads for the Portland are made in the finest possible
manner and can be depended upon to give perfect results.

Special Open Hole Punch Heads and other shapes not standardized
by the manufacturers of the Portland
can be made to order promptly. Prices
will be quoted on application.

Regular Open Hole Punch Heads
can be spaced any distance apart from
one and nine-sixteenths inches to twenty-
four inches.

Open Hole Punch Heads are usually
made with one-quarter inch capacity, to
enable the operator to insert the sheets
of stock readily, but it is not possible to

punch holes with smooth edges when a
large number of sheets are punched at
a single operation, as the punch does not
cut each individual sheet, consequently
the paper or cardboard punchings,
which are of a yielding nature, will be
forced down through the pile of stock
ahead of the punch into the die, leaving
a ragged hole.

The best loose leaf and card index
manufacturers always limit the quantity
of stock punched at each operation to

the number of sheets which can be punched satisfactorily.

Tab Cutting Attachment
The rapidly increasing use of sub-division cards, etc., has

created a demand for a tab cutting attachment for the Portland.
This tab cutting attachment will fill a long felt want for a

reliable equipment for the production of tab-cards and similar
work. Hundreds of different styles of sub-division cards and
folders for vertical filing systems, etc., can be handled with great
economy and satisfaction. Full information with samples and
prices will be furnished on application.

Special Punch Heads
The manufacturers of the Portland are prepared to furnish

special punch heads for almost every conceivable purpose.
Some manufacturers of loose leaf goods find that it is of con-

siderable advantage to have gang heads instead of single heads,
thus preventing the liability of variation in distance between the
holes.

The illustration at the bottom of this page shows a three-
gang special head.

Special gang heads are frequently furnished for punching a
large number of holes at fixed distances.

A Portland Multiple Punching Machine in the plant of an enterprising concern is sure to be a
money-earner, because business which is new and profitable will come to those who are ready for it.

Thin sheet metal can be successfully punched with the Portland, as well as celluloid, fibre
and other material.

New fields of usefulness for the Portland are being constantly developed. Special punch
heads for punching cards on which cuff links, chains, pins, etc., are mounted can be made to order
promptly. Such cards are extensively used by manufacturers of jewelry.

Paper box manufacturers use special heads for cutting odd shaped corners of stock.
Very effective household reminders can be manufactured economically by the use of heads

designed for these purposes.
Novelty manufacturers, particularly those houses making goods for the department store trade,

have found that the Portland equipped with special punch heads enables them to produce a great
variety of attractive articles in the paper and cardboard line.
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Southworth Punching Mat-hint*

Theae machine* are for punching paper, cardboard, celluloid, thin sheet nwtal and other material. They are deafened for round
hot* punching- only. Irregular shape*, such aa open hole* for loose leaf sheets, card index**, tc.. cannot be punched with them

They are the beat machine* for the money which have
ever been put on the market. They are powerful, strong
and rapid, and contain exclusive feature* which merely
have to be aeen to be appreciated. The method of
chanirinir the punching set ! only one of the many
reasons for the great popularity uf theae machine*.

The change can be made from one lire to
another in leea than one minute with-
out the UM of any tool*. The gauge*

areexceedingly convenient and
accurate. Adjustment* can be

made toa hundredth
part of an inch, and
hole*can be punched
at any distance from
margin up to four
inchea. There
I* a drawer in

the ba*e of the machine
under table into which

the paper punching* drop, prevent-
ing litter around machine. A grad-
uated rule eighteen inche* long i*

inlaid in the table. This rule al*o illustrate* the four-
teen *ize* of punching lets. Any number of sheet* of
itock can be punched from a lingle *heet
of paper up to the full capacity of the
machine which is one-half inch of flock.
U*er of punching machine* have aome-
time* complained becauae unooth holes
could not be punched through* thick pile
of *tock. Attention ii called to the fact
that hole* with unooth edge* are not po-
aible when a large amount of itock i* punched at
a (ingle operation, for the reaaon that the punch
doe* not cut each individual sheet, consequently
the round diaca of paper, which are of a yielding
nature, will be forced down through the pile of
itock ahead of the punch into the die. leaving a
ragged hole. The sheet* at the top and bottom of a thick pile will have
smooth holes, but those in the middle of the pile will necessarily have rough hole*. The Southworth
Punching Machine* are made with a half-Inch capacity to enable the punching of telephone directories
and similar bound books which are to be hung up. When punching sheet* of stock, which are afterward*

to be used singly, it is always beat to limit the quantity to the number of *heeta which can be
punched satisfactorily. There are no better machine* made, regardless of price, for single round
hole punching than the Southworth Punching Machines. They are in successful nae everywhere.

The illustrations show the hand power and foot power machines, which are Identical,
with the exception of method of apply-
ing power. The hand power machine la

designed for bench use. The foot power
machine can be easily moved around the
workshop and allows the operator the
use of both hands for guiding the stock.
Purchasers of hand power machines
sometime* aak if it will be possible for
them to convert their machine into a foot

power machine. A* the method of apply-
ing power i* not the same in the two machines,
it I* not possible to change a hand power
machine intoa foot power machine by the addi-
tion of the foot power feature*. The price of

-
''

either style of machine include* one punching
net. (See next page for full description.) The
three-sixteenths Inch sine, which i* No. 6, i*

always sent with the machine unless otherwise directed. Additional size* of punch-
ing set* are I2.M each.

The Southworth Punching Machine* have proven their superiority in manufac-
turing establishment* in all parts of the country. Paper and cardboard mills and
selling *gents everywhere find the machine indispensable for punching hole* In

samples of all kinds.

A large number of calendar manufacturer* and art publishers use the South-
worth for round hole punching: in fact, no printing office, bookbtndery or similar
cctxern can any moreafTord to be without the service* of one of theae machine* than
it can afford to be without the telephone or typewriter.

Every printing office and bookbindery I* sure to have work which require* the
uae of a punching machine, and it is therefore necessary that even the smallest
plants should be equipped with a machine which will produce the greatest income

-mallest investment. The average country printer ha* found that the South-
worth Punching Machine can be used to great advantage.

The machine* are also used extensively for punching library index cards of the
style* requiring the round hole only.

Newspaper publishers in every state in the Union have found that it I* profita-
ble to have a Southworth Punching Machine In their equipment.

School* and college* an al*o finding these machine* to be very convenient and
satisfactory.

The transportation companies uae the foot power machine* quite extensively
for punching holes in large quantities of stock which must be fastener! together.

Purchasers of Southworth Punching Machines located at some distance from
well equipped book binderies have found that they have saved the entire cost of their
machine by the elimination of transportation charge* on work which would ordi-

narily have been sent out of town to be punched. The saving in time is also a factor
of a great deaJ of Importance.

In establishments depending on girls to operate the machine the foot power
machine Is always recommended on account
erator exert* a pressure of fifty poundi
pounds on the punch, becauae the power I* multiplied sixteen limes.

A* the foot power machine coat* only twelve dollar* more than the hand power
machine it is generally preferred becauae a larger amount of work can be punched
with greater eaae than with the hand machine.

The demand for Southworth Punching Machine* from foreign countries ha* SThTT Ta's'iiaiaTisVTfWiliM Yrt'liafiitai
bean surprising. When the machine* were shown for the first time to the supply th. *aw. i. ... No. i Is n Usali-esusads; No. If.'

> of them during the first alateea-taW-eMmids or on.-h.lf Ineh.

Any sise punching; setrn be supplied from three
thirty-seconds to one-half Inch in diameter. Note
:. . ,. .... mat .- < til

6

10

girl* to operate the machine the foot power
iccount of the ease of operation. If the op-
dson the treadle. It would equal eight hundred

The fourteen it<" of punching sets are shown
byabov* dlagnua. Tbsjnsr* grsoWtol by thirty-

hniiaa* In England they ordered more than one hundred
week and more order* are constantly being received.

Southworth Punching Machine. Hand Power, shipping weight IS pound*. Price
Southworth Punching Machine. Foot Power, shipping weight ITS pound*. Price
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Punching Sets for the Southworth Punching Machines

The illustrations on the left hand side of this page show a No. 8 Punch with die and stripper for same. (Actual size.) These
three parts constitute a punching set. The set complete is packed in a polished wooden box. Price $2.00 for any of the fourteen sizes.

Postage eleven cents. (See diagram of sizes on preceding page.) These punches, dies and strippers
are marvels of mechanical perfection. The stripper, through which the punch passes, insures
absolute alignment of the punch and prevents the punch and die from wearing. The stripper,
which is made with a spiral groove, is raised or lowered by revolving, in order to accommodate
the different amounts of stock to be punched.

These punching sets are made in the most perfect manner possible by means of specially

designed equipment. The finest steel is used and each part carefully hardened by experts and
then ground with diamond dust and the finest corundum. There are thirty operations required
for the completion of a punching set. Before shipment, every punch, die and stripper is care-

fully tested by means of micrometer gauges, and then assembled in a special testing machine to

prove accuracy of alignment. If a variation of as much as a thousandth of an inch is detected
the part is discarded.

All of these painstaking methods result in the production of punching sets which are as
accurate and wear-resisting as human ingenuity can devise. A complete stock of all sizes of

punching sets is always kept on hand ready for immediate shipment.

Brass Eyelets for the Southworth

Punching Machines

This illustration shows a Y4 Brasa
Eyelet. Price twenty-five cents per thou-
sand. Packed only in boxes containing
five thousand. The hole for this size eye-
let must be punched with a No. 4 Punch-
ing Set, as shown under the eyelet. The
eyelets must be clinched with a P4 Eye-
letting Set.

This illustration shows a Y6 Brass
Eyelet. Price twenty-five cents per thou-
sand. Packed only in boxes containing
five thousand. The hole for this size eye-
let must be punched with a No. 6 Punch-
ing Set, as shown under the eyelet. The
eyelets must be clinched with a P6 Eye-
letting Set.

This illustration shows a Y8 Brass
Eyelet. Price forty-five cents per thou-
sand. Packed only in boxes containing
five thousand. The hole for this size eye-
let must be punched with a No. 8 Punch-
ing Set, as shown under the eyelet. The
eyelets must be clinched with a P8 Eye-
letting Set.

This illustration shows a Y10 Brass
Eyelet. Price fiftv cents per thousand.
Packed only in boxes containing five
thousand. The hole for this size eyelet
must be punched with a No. 10 Punch-
ing Set, as shown under the eyelet. The
eyelets must be clinched with a P10 Eye-
letting Set.

This illustration shows a Y12 Brass
Eyelet. Price fifty-five cents per thou-
sand. Packed only in boxes containing
five thousand. The hole for this size eye-
let must be punched with a No. 12 Punch-
ing Set, as shown under the eyelet. The
eyelets must be clinched with a P12 Eye-
letting Set.

Stripper

Eyeletting Sets for the Southworth Punching Machines
Almost every owner of a Southworth Punching Machine has an occasional job of eye-

letting to be done. It is needless to purchase an expensive self-feeding eyeletting machine
unless you have considerable of this class of work, because eyeletting can be done with the
Southworth Punching Machines in a satisfactory and economical manner.

The process is very simple. First the stock is punched with the required size of punching
set and the eyelets are then clinched with the corresponding size of eyeletting set. The punch,
die and stripper can be taken out of machine and the eyeletting set put in its place in less
than one minute.

The illustrations on the right hand side of this page show a No. P6 Clincher with anvil
and stripper for same. (Actual size.) These three parts constitute an eyeletting set. The set
complete is packed in a polished wooden box. Price $2.00 for any of the five sizes. Postage
eleven cents.

The sizes are as follows: P4, P6, P8, P10, P12.
The eyeletting sets are made in the best possible manner. The stripper or guide supports

the clincher insuring absolute alignment with the anvil. The description, together with the
illustration of the brass eyelets shown above, clearly explains the proper size of eyeletting
set for clinching the corresponding styles of eyelets.
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T.tum P.PCT Drill

atarol" Punch

Tatum Paper Drill

The Tatum Paper Drill, with adjustable table, to a great time saver. The table I* readily adjustable, and by the us* of automatic

tops In front and with convenient gauge*, the work I* easily controlled, so that any dealred distance between center*, from one-

half Inch t.. twelve inche*. I* quickly secured. The projecting handle of the sliding table is provided with a spring
catch which engage, theae adjustable stop* wherever they are placed. The gauge* on the table also provide easy

adjustment* from edge* to iheet*. A very important feature i* the clamping device which I* operated by the foot,

thus having both hand* free to control the work.
The drill* are hollow, a feature which avoid* "choking." a* the clearance inside allow* a ready pa**age for the

refu*e. The hole* produced are clean all thr way through, and the work i. very rapidly and very accurately done.

The hole* may be the depth of one sheet or two inches In thicknes* if desired, depending for ^ m̂lm̂ m̂
maximum thickness upon the site of the hole*.

The gauge at the top of the spindle regulate* very precisely the depth of the drilling. The
wooden backing .trip In the table i. adjustable, and receive* the cutting edge of drill after It pastes
through the paper.

The Tatum I'per Drill, with adjustable table, is undoubtedly the bet machine of Its kind on

the market. For excessively thick work beyond the capacity of an ordinary punching operation, or

for hole* far from edge of sheet, the Tatum Paper Drill will be found invaluable and will do work
not heretofore done satisfactorily. It is rsix-cially adapted for railroad tariff., telephone directories.

order blank*, calendar card* and work on which the hole* are punched or drilled in large quantitiea.

Send for circular completely describing the machine and it* capacity.

Price* of Tatum Paper Drill*

No. 43 B. Paper Drilling Machine, belt drive, with universal chuck and one one-
quarter inch hollow drill $15000

No. 43 M. Paper Drilling Machine, with direct current motor llflor 120 volt*, one-

quarter H. P. and supporting bracket, attached as shown in illustration ... 180 00
No. WM. Paper Drilling Machine, with alternating current motor. 110 or 120

volt*. 60 cycle*, single phase ... 200 00

The "
Marvel

" Punch
The

"
Marvel

"
Punch is the most effective low priced paper punch on the market. It is un-

usually simple in construction and may be truly called "a Marvel." It operate* on the well-known
Arbor rack and pinion principle and will easily perforate thirty
sheet* of ordinary sixteen-pound folio paper at a time. The aide

gauge is adjustable to any desired margin, while the maximum distance
from the center of the hole* to the binding edge of the sheet
is one-half inch. The machine is handsomely finished in green
with nickel-plated trimming*.

Price, of The "
Marvel" Punch

No. 60 "Marvel" Punch, punchea two hole* Vi-inch in diameter (for three-six-
teenths inch posts) 2*i inches center to center, each $1 25

No. 63
"
Marvel

"
Punch, punches two hole* Vi-inch in diameter (for three-six-

teenth Inch posts) 4V4 Inche* center to center, each . . 2 00

Special price* trill be Quoted on head* other than ttandard. Send for circular
giving other titee and complete detail*.

Standard Punching Machines
The No. 1 Standard Punch will punch hole* any distance apart from one-half Inch to ten and one-fourth inche* on any size sheet.

Maximum distance from center of hole to edge of sheet is five-eighths inch. Punchea are easily removed, and sharpened with a round
file. Weight of machine with two head*, eight pound*.

The No. 2 Standard Punch is similar in construction to the No. 1. but It I* larger, heavier and stronger : it is

capable of punching holes any distance apart u p to 1 4*i Inche* in any length of sheet : Take* the same Punch Head*
a* No. 1. Weight, twenty pounds.

We have sold a great many of them, and they invariably give satisfaction. The Standard
Is a handy machine for small jobs of punching and it *oon pay* for itself. We shall be
pleased to supply you with any additional Information regarding this line of punches.

Price, and Dimensions of Standard Punching Machine. No*. 1 and 2 and Punch Head*
Standard Punch No. 1 (without punches) . . $ 6 00
Standard Punch No. 2 (without punches) 14 00
Style U Punch Heads, for punching single round hole*. Made In % Inch. W inch.

,. h.
'

i inch, -'in inch. % inch, "n-.- inch. '*Ha inch . . 1 70
Style IMJ Double Round Hole Punch Head*, made in 'fci Inch . . 4 00
Style CU Punch Head. A combination Punch Head capable of punching five different

lie* of round holes as follows: >>. inch. i Inch. T (w Inch. V4 Inch, and S Inch.
Fitted with five punches, four of which may be removed, leaving the proper size

punch in the die for punching.
I'rici-. complete 1800

Style* 13U and 16U Slotted Hole, price
each 2000

I'S. made In ">. inch. "
_ inch. H inch for punching round hole*, (lotted

for knee leaf work . ........ tli
Will punch hole* any distance apart from M inch to 111

1
1 Inches on any size sheet.

Maximum distance from center of hole to edge of sheet is ^ Inch. Punches are easily

removed, and sharpened with a round file. Weight of machine with two head*,
eight pound*.

If you have any problems in thr line of punching loose leaf work send us samples
stating amount of work to be done, and we will gladly recommend the machine beat

adapted to your need*.

The "Hummer" Punch
Thr

" Hummer " Punch U an adjunlahli* punch for either round or slotted holm, and satisfies most pressing demand for a
combination adjustable office punch of high quality moderately priced. The "Hummer" Punch in made unuuaJly strong and

operate* with ease. While It will be found a great convenience in the
printing office for punching malt John quickly, ft in more particularly
adapted for t hi' i o'int intr room or busineits office. The "Hummer "is
adjustable in any distance betwen renter* from three-quarter* of an
inch minimum to seven and onr-eiirhth inches maximum. It ran be
fitted with extra heads for punching three or more hole* at one opera-
tion. The side gauge Is adjustable to any desired margin and maybe
u**d on either side. The maximum distance from center of hole* to

binding' edire of sheet is one-half Inch for round holes and five-eighth*
of an Inch for slotted holes. The base of the "Hummer" is of solid

Iron, four and one-half by nine and three-quarter Inche*. and Is hand-
somely nnl*hed In nxfdfzed copper, and the trimming* are nickel
plated. The large demand for \**mf shoetji in the modern filing sys-
tem* maki-s this machine dealrable for any printer.

No. 1

TV,

Price* of The " llummrr "
I'unr h

No. 7D. "Hummer" Punch, two round hole*, each ISOO Kxtr* Head*. *u and Mr-Inch, round hole*, each . tl 00
No. 88. "Hummer" Punch, two dotted hole*, each . ON K.tr. Heads, standard sizes, slotted hole*, each . IN

Special price* mil be vuoled on keadt aHirr titan ttandard. Send/or circular airina other titee and complete detail*.
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Sterling Round Cornering Machines

These machines are for round cornering: booklets, catalogues, cards of all kinds, labels, folders, calendar backs and an endless

variety of other work. The Sterling is the most popular round cornering machine ever devised. Over eight thousand of these
machines have already been sold to printers, bookbinders and kindred trades in every civilized country in the world.

The machine is self-clamping and very rapid. Every part is made with the utmost care, and nothing but the very
best material is used in its construction. The operation of the Sterling is so simple and the price so low, that no
enterprising concern can afford to get along without one of these wonderful machines. Round corners add to the

appearance of a great many different kinds of work, and in many instances they are absolute necessities. The actual

cost of round cornering is only a trifle. The capacity of the machine is a little over one inch of stock. Any number
of sheets can be cornered with the greatest ease, from a single sheet up to the full

capacity of the machine. The knife cuts onto a block of end grain hardwood, which
is held in position by means of a spring. Four cutting blocks are included with
each machine. Extra cutting blocks are 35 cents per dozen. These blocks are always
packed in boxes containing one dozen, which can be sent by mail at a cost of ten cents

for postage. The price of the machine includes
one No. 1 knife, which is the size generally used.
The diagram illustrates five styles of knives,

price $1.25 each. Postage five cents each.
The illustrations show the hand power
and foot power machines which are iden-
tical with the exception of the method of

operating. The hand power
machine is specially designed
for bench use. The foot power

machine allows
the operator the
use of both
hands for guid-
ing the stock.

Sterling Round Cornering: M
Hand Power

The fact that the foot
power machine can be eas-

ily moved around the work-
shop is a valuable feature
in many plants. As the
Sterling machines are built
on the interchangeable
plan, the hand power ma-
chine may be converted into
a foot power machine in a
few minutes' time by the
addition of the pedestal foot

power attachment. Several
thousand pedestal foot
power attachments have
already been sold to the

earlier purchasers of hand power
Sterling Round Cornering Machines.

rlinar Round C<

FootF

List Price

$15 00
30 00
15 00

Prices of Sterling Round Cornering Machines
Shipping Weight

Hand power 35 pounds
Foot power 160 pounds
Pedestal Foot Power Attachment 136 pounds

Bullock Ejector Press Punch
The Bullock Ejector Press Punch is a useful device, which is made two points

lower than type-high. One or more of them can be locked up in a type form and will

cut a clean round hole three-thirty-sec-
onds of an inch,one-eighth of an inch,
three-sixteenths or one-quarter of an
inch, in paper or card stock at the same
time as the job is printed. The Punch
will not clog, as each piece cut is auto-
matically ejected by the plunger and
falls to the floor as soon as the impres-
sion is released. The ejector protects
the rollers from any danger of injury
from the cutter. The cutters are all

mounted on the same size body and as
all parts are interchangeable, new cut-
ters can be readily fitted. The spring
for controlling the ejector can be
strengthened by turning the screw at the bottom.

Bullock Ejector Press Pun'

Punch for %, H, %6 or ^4-inch on bases 7/io-inch square, each .

Punch for r
>io or %-inch, on bases ^io-inch square, each . . .

Extra Cutters, small $0 35 large $0 60
Extra Screw, small 10
Extra Square Base, small 20; large . ... 40

Prices of Bullock Ejector Press Punches

Extra Plungers, small
Extra Cutting Plate, dozen, small
Extra Springs, small

. $0 10 large .

10 large .

05 large .

SO 75

. 125
20

. 10
05

The Dillingham Punchi iiv- i ' 1 1 i 1 1 1 ;_, i id 1 1 1 i uiiv ii

The Dillingham Press Punch is secured to the tympan of Platen presses in practically the same manner as a feed guide. The

4^fr- * Ju slightly curved spring as shown in the illustration is placed under the upper tympan sheet and

e^^^fc%v~v^^^. the sheet to be punched is fed over this curved spring and under the punch with no more troubleMIC oiieet to be pununeu is leu over i-rnscurveu spring ana unaer me
than in feeding to gauge pins. The punch is secured to the tympan
with paste or glue. If so desired several punches can be used on a
sheet and the printing and punching done at the same time. It is
made to punch holes five- thirty-seconds, three-sixteenths and one-
quarter inch. State size of hole wanted when ordering. This is
an extremely useful device for any printer, and is thoroughly
effective in operation. Price, each, $1.25.The Dillinsrham Pun
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The National Rotary Perforator

asMfaa-f lain

The National Rotary Perforator Is designed to fulfill all the requirements of an up-to-date perforating machine. It has no taps*
or rubber band*. It do** not punch hole* In the paper, but makes a clean cut, leaving no burr. It perforate*, cuts or trims and

scores paper all In one operation. If dealred. the paper can be perforated first and the printing
readily completed afterward*. The speed is limited only by the expertness of the operator. It

is supplied with the combination attachment for stub (or strike) and straight perforation at

one operation, also with crimping-scoring-slitting-trimming-attachment. The stub and
straight attachment enables a straight line of perforation to be made the entire length
of the sheet and at the same time striking as dealred on stock not over thirty-six Inche*

lonir. Two styles of crimping may be obtained, as ordered, one eight crimps to the inch.
in width from one-eighth to one and three-quarter inches, or twenty-five crimps to the
irifh. the spools being one and one-half inche* wide. Only one set of spools is furnished
with the regular equipment. The scoring spools can be adjusted for single scoring or

>r hinged cover work from one-eighth of an inch up to any width desired within the
limits of the machine. The National Rotary Perforator, thus equipped, will take

care of a large variety of work, and will effect an economy in floor space. The
i riniping attachment can be furnished as an independent machine. The fol-

lowing prices are for machines fitted with combination and crimping
attachment.

Prirea of the National Rotary Perforators

National Perforator, with 24-inch standard equipment . . $345 M
National Perforator, with 28-inch standard equipment . . . 4*8 *
National Perforator, with 30-inch standard equipment

If fitted with special Micrometer adjustment, extra

This adjustment permits the setting of crimper spools to a reading of
1/1000 inch and assures a perfect crimp on any weight stock.

If equipped for self-contained individual motor drive with direct current
motor. 110-220 volts, single phase, add

Or, if for one-quarter H. P., alternating current motor, 110-220 volts, single
phase, add 65 0*

/M ordering motor*, give voltage. /Vices will be quoted on motors of other

nnhiil n uxi r-rfani r //./'., voltage and pfcu*.

National Rotary Perforator, without Combination and I rimpinit \ttarhim-nt

20-inch National Rotary Perforator, fitted with 3 Heads CM M 28-inch National Rotary Perforator, fitted with 5 Heads $300 M
24-inch National Rotary Perforator, fitted with 4 Heads 29*M 30-inch National Rotary Perforator, fitted with 6 Heads . 350 DO

Tatum Perforators for Round Holes
In the design of the Tatum Perforators, especial attention has been given to the proper distribution of the metal. This is notably

the case with our arch or top member, which is very much heavier than usually made. This unusual stiffness of the arch or top
member, with other features named, makes perfect perforating and unusual durability.
Our total weights of various styles are from forty to sixty per cent, heavier than those
of other manufacturers. This fact, in connection with the design and the high charac-
ter <>f our workmanship and material, is bringing us orders from the most discrimin-
ating buyers. Perfect alignment is necessary for really good work in any perforator.
The studs upon which our heads slide are long, of large diameter and indirect line
with the needle*. These guiding studs have double the bearing surface of other make*
and being without any strain of supporting the top feed table, a per-
fectly true and even action of the needles is thus ensured.

Two of the weak points of perforators are the tempered needles
and die plate. Realizing this, the manufacturers have put in special
machine* and furnaces to handle and temper these important parts,
to secure even and uniform results. This, combined with careful and

experienced workmanship, enables them to make perforators which
will not wear out in a short time, but will continue to make good, clean, round
perforations for years. Both needles and die plate are hardened, and a special hard
temper is given the die plate, as then the needles are more easily replaced.

The Tatum Perforators have been in use more than eight years, and the manu-
facturers have never replaced a single die plate. The strippers on our perforators
are made of steel and are so supported that they cannot "give" in the center.

Being rigid their entire length.
the work is always stripped in

a perfect manner, no oval or
ragged holes appearing in the
center of the sheet*, a* in other

makes where the strippers
are not properly constructed
or secured. The sectional ad-
justment length of perfora-
tions is amply provided for.

The backing piece* which give
action to the needle* are cut into
convenient divisions, which are
easily adjusted. The removal of
needles is quickly accomplished. One needle or one hundred can be readily removed
or replaced without disturbing the others. A waste box to catch perforations is

provided: is easily emptied and replaced. The Tatum Perforators are finished
beautifully in smooth black ornamented in gold. Tables are of golden oak, "built
up," and will not warp. A broad guarantee covers the Tatum Perforators.

Write for descriptive circular of full line of Tatum Perforators.

Price, of Talum Perforators for Round Holes
28-Inch Foot Power Tatum Perforator . . JIM) 00
28-Inch Belt Power Tatum Perforator 22* M
28-Inch Power Perforator, motor driven, half horse power, direct current,

110 or 220 volt*, including starting box. switch and cut-out, cut gear,
rawhide pinion, bracket, gear guards *> HI

Delivery Roll in rear, inclinable delivery box 45 0*
Automatic Feed Gaugeand special table . M 1.1

Top Feed Table ... . 1**
Perforators fitted with needles of 6 gauge, 16 holea to

the inch. Needle* 18 hole* to inch furnished to order.
The Ptrforatimt, Marhin** akosra on Otim ,noe an toU

f. o. b.factor*.

T.lum IS-lnch Pown- Prfonlor
FMtt Vbw

Hand Perforator
This is a first-class Hand Perforator, intended for small work. Printers requiring

a machine for doing little job* which would otherwise ban to go to the bindery win
:.t..i throe Hand PerforatiTs entirely satifarlory and very economical. Theaemarhin.it
make fifteen round hoi* perforations to the Inch and when nssdlts are bent or
broken they can readily be taken out and replaced. If your work doea not call for more
than a machine of this capacity you will make no mistake In adding one to your equip-
ment. Correspondence invited regarding Perforating Machine*.

Price MS**
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Potter Proof Prcst

No. 1

Potter Proof Press No. 2 with inking attachment

The Potter Proof Presses

The complete line of Potter Proof Presses shows an innovation in proof press construction. In the busy printing office some one
of these machines is essential. The Potter line offers a machine for nearly every purpose. Beginning with the No. machine,

intended for the smaller offices and selling at a much less price, the same careful consideration
in regard to details of construction and manufacture has been accorded to it as to the large
No. 3 and intermediate models.

The Potter Proof Press simplifies the whole proofing- problem and enables anyone, whether
trained or not in proof taking, to obtain the very best results in the briefest time. The
Potter Proof Presses are built on the lines of cylinder presses. The cylinders on Nos.
1, 2 and 3 are fitted with grippers, have steel rods to hold the draw sheets and are pro-

vided with trips for use when it is desired to throw the cylinder off the im-
pression. These are features which will be found exceptionally advantageous
when register proofs are being taken. The bed, which travels back and forth
under the cylinder on all models, has a continuous register rack, which is

engaged by the cylinder gear. The Potter Proof Presses are constructed
solidly and substantially throughout so that repair parts need
not be considered by users. The design of each is not only
pleasing, but is of the most practical nature, enabling the
printer to take a proof of a single line of type equally as well
and with the same even impression as a full form, doing
this work in the quickest possible time

and in a manner that it would be difficult to
excel. The important fea-

tures of the Potter Proof Presses .

are briefly stated as follows:
The cylinder is equipped with automatic

grippers which take the sheet over the im-
pression and release automatically at the end
of same. The combination of these grippers
with the adjustable feed guides make it pos-

sible to take the most accurate
color proofs which would ordi-

narily require the use of a
cylinder or platen press.

The trip which lifts the
,

cylinder off the impression
and is easily operated by a
foot treadle, makes possible the return of
the cylinder to the original position without
inking the draw sheet of the cylinder.

The cylinder is of heavy construction, giving a solid, unyielding impression and is fitted
with reel rods, which make it possible to pack the cylinder in the same manner as the most
modern two-revolution press.

The reel rods in the cylinder are of very simple mechanism, easily operated in a mini-
mum amount of time.

The continuous register rack runs the full length of the bed and is engaged by the large
gear on the cylinder. This insures absolute register, and overcomes any possibility of slur-

ring or wear on the type.
Quick clean proofs with cuts well brought out and every error in composition or damaged type shown clearly are being turned

out daily by users of the Potter Proof Press. Machines are equipped complete with inkplate, trip, cast brayer and galley plate for
use when proofs are taken of matter not in the galley, such as individual cuts, etc. The machine will
also be supplied without trip for plants where straight work is done, such as linotype offices, etc.

Each Machine regularly furnished is supplied with rub-
blanket and heavy press board, for bringing the rub-
ber blanket directly next to cylinder and wrenches.

If you want good proofs at the minimum of expens
the Potter Proof Press is the machine for you to buy

The Potter Proof Press is built in fou
jizes to suit the various requirements of al

printers. The latest No. machine has no grip-
ers or impression trip, but otherwise is the

same as the regular Potter Proof Press. It

is a splendid machine for the smaller sized

shops and for large printers who need more
than one press for one color proofing. It is

very easy to operate, being designed pri

speed and convenience. It can take equa
proofs as the regular machine, excepting that it has none
tachments for taking register proofs.

The No. 1 Potter Proof Press is equipped complete wil
and impression trip for printers who do not have large fornr

The No. 2 Potter Proof Press is the same as the No.
wider bed. It has grippers and trip, and is known as the
machine, as it will handle the work of almost any prin
large or small.

The new model No. 3 Potter Proof Press is equipped
pers, trip and feed table and also has an inking attachmei

It is easily operated as it has eight anti-frictf
bed rollers under the impression and four on 1

tracks. It is masssive and substantially construct
throughout and weighs about eighteen hundred
pounds. This machine is designed for large commercia
and newspaper offices where full page forms are pr<
one time. It will also be useful to country newspapers as it Potter Proof Press No. o

will print two pages of a six column paper.

Prices of the Potter Proof Presses

No. Potter Proof Press, bed 11x24 inches $110 00
No. 1 Potter Proof Press, bed 10x25 inches 150 00
No. 2 Potter Proof Press, bed 16*4x25 inches, without inking device 20000
No. 3 Potter Proof Press, bed 25x32 inches, complete with inker and feed board ... 400 00

Inking device for No. 2 press, complete with cast rollers 85 00

Wesel Patent Electric Self-Inking Proof Press

ually

athg

nting

ith

the
cted

Potter Proof Press No. :

is of steel covered with seamless rubber tubing.

Sizes and Prices of Wesel Patent Electric Self-Inking Proof Presses

Wesel Electric Self-Inking Proof Press, bed 10x29 inches, with motor complete $210 00
Wesel Electric Self-Inking Proof Press, bed 12x29 inches, with motor complete 265 00

In ordering, state voltage of current by which motor is to be driven . With each press a set of
cast rollers is furnished.
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Vandercook Composing Room Automatic Cylinder Proof Press
The Vanderrook Composing Room Cylinder it virtually perfected prinUiur preas without the disadvantages ol locking.up

and making-ready. Form* an placed on th stationary bod, Inked automatically, sheet l> laid un or fed to grippera and the pnuf i.

taken initantly with juit the riif ht Impression. No matter how lane* or small the form may be. uniformly ex-
rellen t proofi are the result.

Th" '"*' *"'' 'rm remain tationary. The method of holding down the cylinder to the bad it a
new and valuable idea In printing preas construction. The method of distributing the Ink In also a
decided departure and advance over other methods. It Is perfect. Thegrippersaresoplacedon the

cylinder that it i imiHMulble fur them to mrike a form, even If it rxb-nd* bi~

yond the printing line*. They insure against damage of plate* and form*
by careletui workmen. The register ! so perfect that a halftone can be
proved two or more time* and show absolute register. A simple lever at
the nidi- of the press causes the cylinder to paae high over the type, clear
from the form. This feature enable* the operator U> run the preu back-
ward* and forward* should he so desire without soiling the tympan. In

proving book page* they may be laid out on the bed to that they will fold

In book form. Large sheets can be fed to the grlppera eaiier than they
can be laid on the form. By removing the braai bedplate proof* can be

taken direct from the galley*. Thi* i* very u*eful In proving large mailing Hat*. There
are many of them? proof preeaea in uae in the beat newspaper and job printing uflUea,
and are giving the very beat result*. Send for descriptive circular.

Price. *nd Ihmrn.ion. of the Va Line Hoom Cylinder.

25
ao

2Sx25M, In.

2&X25'.. it,.

48x6(1 in.

4Hx6U in.

IMOlbs.
I!'.. II.. 18700

Mk OU-Ur Proof No. 80 U plain, without automatic Inking attachment, gripper* or trip action.

Vandercook Roller Series Proof Press
Thia Roller Preaa wa deaigned for linotype, monotype and general galley and mailing list work, but may be

uaed for regular job work. The inking rollers are paased over the form to a position under the cylinder, which
la then brought over the form to the opposite end of the press. The operation i*

then reversed, a proof being taken at each travel of the cylinder. The action is

to precise that no lock-up or even tie-up is necessary - The matter is inked with

special hand operated roller device, with vibrator, giving perfect distribution.

This Roller Press is also furnished without inking attachments in two sizes.

No. IS. the regular galley size, for use with hand brayer. and No. SO. also hand
inked, but large enough for full newspaper page. It will give the beat of satis-

faction. Send for descriptive circular.

Prices and Dimensions of the Vandercook Proof Preeaea

IS
SO

Plain ll\x2Sin.
Ink Att. 10x28 in.

Plain 28x25 in.

Hafl fa

Bx IB

600 Iba.

Vandercook High Side Arm
Proof Press

This Proof Press was designed for a gen-
eral run of work and is largely used in job and
publishing plants. It is easy to handle and the
quality of its work and speed of operation are
remarkable. The impression is made on the forward movement, the trip action rais-

ing the platen so that it clears the form on the return movement. The entire im-
pression strain is carried on two solid wheels on trunnion, one on each sideof the curved
platen, thus giving a perfectly uniform impression. Heavy cuts and fine line work

may be proved at one impression with equally good results, without make-ready. The mat-
ter is inked by hand brayer.

The New. 5 and 10 High Side Arm Presses are suitable for galley work.

List Prices and Dimensions of the Vandercook High Side Arm Proof Preeaea



Washington Hand Proof Press

pop

all pointBrthe'bedTas"beeJTmade heavier. A brace extending upwards against the frame

strengthens the lever support. The bed trucks have been made stronger and the studs, steps

and points are all of hardened steel.

Prices of Washington Hand Proof Presses

$15000
17500
20000
22500

25000
27500

Extra
Heavy

$17500
20000
22500
25000
27500

No. 1 17x21

No. 2 20x25

No 3 24x29

No' 4 26x34

No. W> 27x39

No. 5 29x42

No. 6 32x47

Prices Quoted on Washington Hand Proof Presses aref. o. b. factory.

Challenge Proof Presses
These proof presses are built to give the best possible service, and are supplied with and

without stands. The bed of each is true and even. The roller is extra heavy, on the No. 1 weigh-
ing eighty-five pounds. Its circumference equals the length of the bed and,

, consequently, it takes only one revolution from end to end. The felt used on

f\
"

_"\ the roller is of the finest quality. These proof presses are machines which
ve clear an

e nnest quality, i nese prooi presses are uiovuutva wmv;ii

id distinct impressions with no injury to delicate type.
Nos. 00, 01, 02 and 06 are made to fasten on a stand or

table. Nos.0, 1,2, 3,4, 5 and
6 have a substantial iron

frame. Directly beneath
the bed is a convenient

spring
door
cabinet
used
for ink,
etc.without Stand

Sizes and Prices of Challenge Proof Presses

Washington Hand Pi

Proof Press with stand

Cylinder covered with finest felt
blanket. Brayer, handle and core are
furnished with each press, excepting
those without the iron stand.

Size Size of Bed 'wS&hf Pric',



The Miller Universal Saw-Trimmer
The Miller Universal Saw.Trimmer it unique In many important feature* and ha* so many advantage* of real merit that it

ihouU be an indispensable portion of the equipment of every lumleiu composin
It is the only machine that saws and trims in on* operation, muffing absolutely to American

I'oint System: that saws tine block* (of any trite) without burrinir th* printing surface; that
rabbets vine tint block* with the circular saw. the complete operation of sawing and rabbeting

etchteen-point to American Point System; that planes type-high without "dipping" in the
center ; that mechanically routs or jig-saws a perfect circle.

It combines a saw blade and trimmer head in one so that they act simul-
taneously. In these lie the basic principle of the en tin* machine. The saw and
trimmer are on the same mandrel with the trimmer knives project-
Ing through the saw blade. The knives, when changed for sharpen-
ing, can be readjusted in a few moments with the utmost accuracy.

By simply turning the knurled worm the lateral micrometer
gauge Is adjustable to points and fractions of points. If it is desired
to change the adjustment quickly, the gauge may be lifted free from
the rack and moved backward and forward rapidly as in the ordinary
quick-acting vise. It is locked automatically by simply dropping it

n to place. The gauge is absolutely accurate to within one-thousandth of an
The capacity length Is sixty picas. Where lengths more than sixty picas are

to be handled an extra gauge can be obtained which will give the machine a capa-
city up to one hundred and sixty picas. The table slides freely and every provision is

made for wear. By raising and lowering the table by means of the crank and dial at
front of the table, the projection of the saw blade Is regulated to point accuracy.
This really constitutes a vertical micrometergaum, so that in making tacking or regis-
ter hook bevels, mortising or undercutting, the depth of the cut Is readily determined.

All the ordinary operations arising in the composing room are quickly
taken care of by the standard equipment, such as sawing and trimming lino-

type slugs, and similar metals to the accuracy of type; squaring, mortising
and undercutting cuts accurately to pica and point measurement; making
furniture, reglet. and tint blocks ; notching initial letters, etc.

The tools furnished with the standard equipment limit its use to wood,
linotype slugs, electrotypes, stereotypes and the softer metals. If conditions
require work of a stilt greater scope, convenient attachments for han-
dling same can be provided with the machine or at any subsequent time.
No mechanical change Is necessary for their application. The attach-
ments usually furnished are the bra*} saw for cutting brass rule, brass
embossing plates, xinc and copper; the rabbeting head for tacks ; the bev-

l.-r head for register hooks and the router and jig-saw attachment.

K.m.pm.-ni of Miller Universal 8aw.Trisi.Mr

The equipment furnished with the Miller Universal Saw-Trimmer
consists of the following : One column complete with tables, elevating
mechanism, saw arbor and single pulley idler; two six-inch standard
saws and heads with trimmers ; one sixty-pica swivel gauge with lock-

ing bolt, nut and locating-pin ; one sixty-pica point end gauge; one five-point line holder; one re-

movable workholdfng vise and locking screw ; one miter vise ; one batter with locking screw and washer ; one saw hood with bolt
and nut : one four by three-eighths inch flat emery wheel ; one saw file ; one saw swage : one punch ; one hammer : one oil stone ;

one screw-driver ; one brush ; one machine oil can.

Price. Universal Saw-Trimmer with standard equipment only S3MOO

The Router and Jig-saw Attachment
This attachment is invaluable for routing, drilling, jig-sawing and type-high planing. To swing it

Into working position, it is only neceasary to remove the circular saw and elevate the table. No change
of speed or shift of belt is required. The complete change from Universal Saw-Trimmer to Router and
Jig-saw and vice versa can be made in thirty seconds.

The speed of the saw arbor is thirty-six hundred revolutions per minute : of the router and drill,

fourteen thousand per minute ; and of the jig-saw, thirteen hundred and fifty strokes per minute.

Equipment
The equipment furnished with the Router and Jig-saw attachment consist* of the fol-

lowing: One router and jig-saw head with locking bolt; one driving pinion; one foot treadle
and chain : six router belt* ; one type-high gauge : one work plate
with four locking lever* : three narrow jig-saw blades : three wide
jig-saw blades : one broach : >lx router bits one-sixteenth, one-
eighth, three-sixteenths, one-fourth, one-half and three-fourth* gaaab
of an inch : seven drills two six-point, two eight-point, one ten-

point, one twelve-point, one eisrhteen-point ; one countersink for

rs; one eight-point pin for circle*: one sperm oil can : one
I for attachment.

Practical!* aUoftkr tint Nock* v*cd in the display page* of thi*

mad* on tkt Router Attachment of tht Milter Univmat Stab,
Trimmer fry mtan* ofan off-**! imnrtfmion on mapU tnoraving bloci

placing /*< Nor* on Ike bed of Uu Saw-Trimmer andfoUamna tkr li n

lot* routed. After a MOt experience very clot* work i* pOffitU.

Price, Router and Jig-saw Attachment with tools Mjaaa

Special Attachments

The following attachment* will fit any Universal Type Saw-Trimmer, but are not Included in the standard equipment:
Angle Cutter Vise, complete
Angle Cutter Grinding Attachment
Line holder*, per set. complete (any sire)

Right-hand Miter Vise, complete
Class Guard, complete
Double Pulley Idler, complete .

12-point, 6-Inch special bras* saw. with head complete
ft- point, 5-inch special brass saw, with head complete
S-point. 5-Inch special bras* saw. with head complete
2-point, 6-inch special bra** saw. with head complete

into
I.-, cm

SM
1000
7H
500

I. cm

ISM
mi

160-pica point end gauge, complete 225M
4-point. 5-inch bran saw and head, complete Z 00

Bra** Saw Grinding Attachment and dish emery wheel 1000

Beveling head, complete 10 00

Rabbeting bead, complete . . MM
Register Gauge, complete ISM
tt-point attachment for workholding vise 10M
120-degree Angle Cutter with head, complete MM
9n-degree Angle Cutter with head, complete 22 M
60-degree Angle Cutter with head, complete JO 00

4t-degree Angle Cutter with head, complete . . 17 SO

Special Motors for the Cnirrrmsl Ssw-Trimmrm

The motors listed are of ample power and fully guaranteed by the manufacturers.

IMrect current motor, with starting box. 110 or 220 volts . (3* M Altern'fg current motor. 2 phase, 80 cycle. 110 or 220 volt* MOM
Direct current motor, with starting box. SCO volt* . MM Altern'fg current motor, single phase. 60 cycle. 110or 220

Altern'fg current motor. S phase, 60 cycle. 110 or 220 volt* MM volt* ... 7SM
Above price* cover motor* mounted on special iron sub-base* attached to column and complete with pulley and belt to law arbor.

Countershaft (attached to column with belt to saw arbor), complete . . . .S2SM

Weight (Crated for domestic shipment)

Universal Saw-Trimmer, without motor or countershaft With Motor (approximately) 400 Ins.

(approximately) S2S Ibs. Rooter and Jig-saw Equipment, boxed (approximately) ItSlbs.
With Countershaft (approximately) 3SO Ibs.
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New Mercantile Addressing Machine

The Mercantile is a simple machine built wholly of iron and steel, with polished steel working parts and can be supplied either

with or without power A substantial pedestal supports a long flat bed grooved to receive a galley in which is held the addresses.

The best method of setting these addresses is to use American Type Founders

Company's Time-Saving Mail-List Type, but linotype slugs or other cheap material may
be used This groove is covered with a nickel plated steel cover which has an opening in

the center sufficiently large to accommodate the size of address used. The printing arm,

a"V" shaped piece, the upper half of which is shown in the cut herewith, is actuated

by a rod fastened directly to the treadle below. This arm is fitted with a rubber printing

head By means' of a steel hook which engages the last line of type in each address, the

address is pulled forward exactly under the opening in the steel cover. The wrapper,

envelope or other matter to be addressed is fed into position over the cover and the

rubber tipped arm descending brings the paper into contact with the inked type and secures an address

as perfect as if printed on a printing press. When the treadle is released, a strong spring raises the

printing arm and the next address is automatically pulled into position. One downward motion of the

treadle and its release suffices for the whole operation. The machine can be operated just as fast as the
treadle can be depressed and released and as the speed
of this operation is far in excess of the number of sheets
which can be fed into position, the output is limited only
by the dexterity of the operator. A good average speed
is from two thousand to three thousand per hour, but it

is possible to double this.

The work of the Mercantile is excellent. One of the
great advantages which it possesses is that of printing of
imitation typewritten addresses, either direct or through
silk. These addresses may be made to match perfectly
letters printed at high speed on regular printing presses,
multigraph or other suitable devices. This is almost in-

valuable in circularizing.
The favorable impression
which a neatly printed
envelope creates upon the
mind of the recipient is

of great value to the ad-
vertiser. After your mail-

ing list is once prepared
there is practically no
chance for error. Every
name and address is neat

and legible. There are no pasted labels to rub off in the mails and no faintly suggested names surrounded by a smudge covering the
back part of the envelope, wrapper or invoice. There is no handling of the individual addresses. A galley containing from
fifty to one hundred and ten addresses is shoved into the groove under the nickeled plate until it engages the propelling hook. The

galley then requires no more attention until the bell rings to
indicate the last address and it is pulled out and another sub-
stituted. A cabinet containing fifty thousand addresses oc-

cupies a floor space of only forty-three by thirty-four inches
and is an ornament to any office. Every name in a list of this

Mercantile AddreasinB Machine Galley gjze would be within the reach of the operator and if properly
indexed could be instantly located.

Galleys are thirty inches long, constructed of the best double compressed sheet zinc. The addresses are held firmly in place by
athumbscrew at the end of the galley. Addresses varying only one line in width may be used promiscuously when a ten point lead,
slug or wood reglet is used after each address. One of the greatest advantages of this equipment is the convenience with which
changes or corrections can be made. The system lends itself readily to classification, alphabetically or otherwise, and any name on a
list is readily accessible. When our Time-Saving Mail-List Type is used, the cost of making changes in the list is simply the cost of
distribution and composition of the type. This work may be readily done by any intelligent boy. Machines are made regularly in

three sizes, ten, fourteen and sixteen ems in width. Special widths can be made to order.

Prices of Mercantile Addressing Machines and Cabinets

No. 1 Mercantile Addressing Machine, for 10 em names, $40 00
No. 2 Mercantile Addressing Machine, for 14 em names, 50 00
No. 3 Mercantile Addressing Machine, for 16 em names, 60 00
No. 4 Mercantile Addressing Machine, for 16 em names,

with Duplicating Attachment
Power Attachment fitted to any size Mercantile Ad-

dressing Machine

(ercantile Addressing Machine Cabinet
Mercantile Quoin ercantile Addressing Machine

'ith Motor Power Attachment

90 00

30 00



Ideal Form Trucks
The Ideal Form Trucks are very substantially built and embody the latot ilmirni In Improved construction. The body of each

truck Is of unuiusl trrngth. and carries the form close, to the floor, maklnir it almost Imposslbls to upset the truck, at the same
time facilitating the handling of the form. They are mads in two styles. No. 1 has solid ..

Iron wheels. No. 2 Is provided with rubber tires, which prevent slipping and are easier to II

propel on any floor. Boxed Individually.

List Prices of Ideal Form Tracks

No. 1 Idem! Form Truck, with iron tires
No. X Ideal Form Truck, with rubber tires

***
5M

Success Safety Three Wheel Form Truck
The Success Safety Form Truck has the great advantageof supporting a form safely,

no matter how heavy It may be. The form is supported by a stout rod. to which it Is held
by an adjustable clamp. This obviates the necessity of supporting the form by hand.
The front wheel has swivel bearings, so that the load is guided with more ease and sure-
ness than is possible by the use of an ordinary truck. The construction is extraordinarily
strong, and of first class quality.

Prices of Success Safety Form Trucks
Success Safety 3 Wheel Form Truck .

4 Wheel Form Truck
I Wheel Form Truck, cast Iron (15 Ibs.) .

5 Wheel Form Truck, malleable iron (4 IDS.)
Rubber Tires, extra, per wheel

Sectional Chase and Form Rack

S1000
600
100
300

The Sectional Chase and Form Rack is a new article
for pressroom and composing room requirements, and pro-

vides a suitable
holder for cbaaea

illlll1 1 1 I B I WsVOTl ate price. In the
BirtiM A

s ..n pressroom the
Sectional Chase

and Form Rack can be put in position convenient to the preasi. and forms when received from the
iposing room, ready for the press, can be temporarily placed in this rack until required for print-

ing. In the composing room the use of the Sectional Chase and Form Rack will clear up the office,
allow more stone room and minimize the

"

and sold in sets consisting of two sect

"B" is screwed to the floor and one

he danger of pied forms. This Rack is

tions
' A" and one section "B." One ei

section "A" to the wall. A set arrang

made in two section!
ie each of section "A" and

set arranged thus accommodate*
six chases or forms. If provision for more chases or forms is required, other sets can be added, as
the sections are designed to work In multiples. Made of cast iron, strongly reinforced to withstand
any amount of hard usage. The Sectional Chase and Form Rack represents the newest device for
economically placing chases and forms.

List Prices of Sectional Cbase and Form Rack
Set consisting of two of Section "A" and one of Section "B" . . . . S3 7S
SingleSection"A."each I 2S
Single Section "B." each 2M
/Vices quolrd on this page an mtbjtct to prevailing discount* which will OS quoted on application.

Form Racks
The new Form Racks as represented by NOB. 0. 1 and 2 (see left hand illustration), arc strong and substantially built. They

take up a surprisingly small amount of floor space considering the number of forms accommodated. The bottom boards where the
forms rest are covered with sheet iron turned at the edges and firmly fastened. This
prevents wear and tear which would otherwise occur when heavy forms are pushed
into the compartments. The use of
these Racks will clear up the office,
allow more stone room and minimize
the danger of pied forms.

Prices and Dimensions of
Form Rack.

.0. Height. feat 9 inches;
width at base. 22 inches:
Icrurth, 2 feet 8 Inches.
Shelves for 10 chases in
each tier, 30 shelves in all.

Wright, 360 pounds.
Price 4 00

No. 1. Height, 6 feet* inches:
width at base. 22 inches:
length. 3 feet ' inches.
Shelves for 16 chsiss In
each tier, 48 shelves In all.

Weight, 476 pounds.
Pric S00

No. 2. Height. 6 feet* Inches:
width at base. 22 Inches:
length. 6 feet 4H Inches.
Shelves for 24 chases in

each tier. 72 shelves in all.

Weight. 600 pounds.
N..tmib<* Price SIM

The Form Racks represented by No. 6 and No. 6 (see right hand illustration) are new article* especially designed for pressroom
requirements, and provide suitable holders for locked forms at a very moderate price. Racks can be placed near presses and forms
when received from the composing room ready for the press can be temporarily placed in these Racks until required for printing.

Price aad Uimra.ion. of No. S Form Rack

No. 6 Form Rack provides accommodation for 18 Urn chases. The height at the back is 31V4 Inches: the depth from front to
rear Is 26 Inches: the width across the front Is 37 inches. The bottoms of chase grooves are lined with Iron, turned at the edges and
fastened with screws at the front, to prevent damage to woodwork. Weight, crated, ready for shipment, 200 pounds.

Pric* m*
Price and Dimeasioas of No. Form Rack

No. 6 Form Rack provides accommodation for 12 medium size chases. The height at the back Is 26H inches; the depth from
front to rear is 19 inches: the width across the front Is 2& Inches. The bottoms of chase grooves are lined with Iron, turned at the

edges and fastened with screws at the front, to prevent damage to woodwork. Weight, crated, ready for shipment. 100 pounds.

Pric ... H4
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The Miller Incline Truck

The Miller Incline Truck, Platform and Skids end all truck troubles of the printer. No trucks are tied up for every platform is

a truck. By this plan the pile of sheets does not rest on the floor, but on a platform, which in turn rests on skids. The truck low-
shoved under the platform, between the skids. Then the crank is given a few turns and as th

f the truck is elevated by an incline plane device, it raises the sheets and platform clear of th

Miller Incline Truck

cred is

top part of the true.. _ ^

skids. It will do this even if the sheets weigh five thousand pounds, which is the small truck s guaranteed
capacity. No exertion is necessary on the part of the workman. The sheets remain in perfect order and
all the man has to do is walk away with the load. The truck is equipped with either round axles, or roller

bearings, so it is easily pulled. When the destination is reached another pair of skids stand ready. A twist

of the crank to the left and the sheets and platform are then deposited safely. Such a change as this can be
made very quickly. The truck is now ready for other work. This truck may truly be said to take the

place of fifty trucks, as it is only a question of having enough skids and platforms
to meet your needs and these, which may be readily constructed and are cheap,

may be placed at convenient positions all over your plant.
The Miller Incline Truck is applicable to every business, where much moving

of wares is done.
There is a fifth wheel plate in front, except on the No. 1, which has a large

size castor. If preferred a truck
may be equipped with all castors
and swivel castors. Prices will

remain the same.
That the Miller Incline Truck

is an investment which readily
pays for itself is confirmed by
some very strong testimonials which have been received. The Knapp Company
writes that it is using about three hundred platforms operated by two trucks at
its plant, located at Bush Terminal, Brooklyn. The
Stone Printing and Manufacturing Co., of Roanoke, Va.,
states that it has found them very satisfactory. The
H. Bridgman Smith Co., of Brooklyn, is using a truck

with entire satisfaction. The Richmond and
Backus Co., of Detroit, admits that there is

nothing that it has added to its equipment in
the way of a money-saver that has produced
such an excellent result as this Truck. The
R. R. Donnelley & Sons Co.,
of Chicago, states that it has
found the Truck to be per-
fectly satisfactory, both as a
time and money saver.

List Prices and Dimensions of the Miller Incline Trucks and Platforms
Size Price

Truck No. 122x30 (usually takes a platform 32x36) $100 00
Truck No. 222x40 (usually takes a platform 32x44) 125 00
Truck No. 328x40 (usually takes a platform 40x48) 125 00
Truck No. 428x48 (usually takes a platform 40x54) 137 50
Truck No. 528x60 (usually takes a platform 44x64) 150 00

One Platform, size 32x36, and two Skids for No. 1 Truck, price $1.50; one Platform, size 32x44, and two Skids for No. 2 Truck,
price $2.25; one Platform, size 40x48, and two Skids for No. 3 Truck, price $2.50; one Platform, size 40x54, and two Skids for No. 4

Truck, price $3.00; one Platform, size 44x64, and Skids for No. 5 Truck, price $3.50.

Wisconsin Printers' Trucks

Method of Adjusting Truck under
Loaded Platform

Platform and Two Skids

it either end this feature saving much time in turning a truck laden with drying racks, paper or a form. These
Trucks are designed to hold an unlimited number of Patent Interlocking Racks and may be depended upon to bear
immense weight and give lasting service. They are unquestionably the easiest running printer's trucks on
the market.

List Prices of Wisconsin Printers' Trucks
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Rouse Mitering Machine
This machine has so many excellent qualities that It I* claimed to be the most perfect mitering machine made. It Is equipped

with a positive point gauge that sets initantly and locks automatically to points. This enable* the operator to miter rule* to picas,
nonpareils or points, inside as well as outside measure. The construction ami

operation of this gauge Is shown in the X-Ray View.
Here the gauge rod A on which the gauge head K slides I*

graduated to pica*. It also has flaring notches milled on
one side six point* apart. These notches are engaged by
four teeth of corresponding taiMT on the end of the locking-

bolt G which is held firmly In position by a stiff spring. These teeth are
self-centering, take up all play or lost motion and compensate for wear.

The point adjustment shown in the front view is secured by the
thumb nut B. one revolution of which moves the entire gauge six points,
therefore one notch towards you adds one point, two notches two
point*, etc. This Is an advantage which printers will be quick to

appreciate.
The rule holder or guide is provided with two hardened

steel pin* which engage In the circular slot In the table, and is

located and locked at the exact angle wanted. The table I* drilled

and indexed for 2. 3. 4. 6, 6, 8. 10 and 12 sided figures. Square sets
can be cut without any change whatever.

The knife holder travels In two slot* milled In the body of
the machine. The** slots, being wider than the guides on the
knife holder, permit the knife to be fed up to the work with each

downward movement. The inner face of the slot* form a positive atop, beyond which the knife holder cannot go. The knife Is of
the beat tool steel, hardened and set in the knife holder at the right angle to obtain beat results. It Is provided with adjusting screws
by means of which it is held firmly and adjusted quickly. The edge of the knife can be easily maintained by mean* of a jointer.

Price Rouse Mitering Machine, complete, with chip cup and jointer tM M

Hansen Mitering Machine
A* the rule holder In the Hansen Mitering Machine has an angle of ninety degrees, when It is placed In a central position. It Is

possible to miter square sets without changing it* position. By means of a pin It is easily set to any desired angle ana a* there are
no line* to guess at the operator Is enabled to obtain the required angle, absolutely
accurately at all time*. It I* graduated by twelve point em* and ha* two gauge*. The
left hand gauge has a supporter which enters any one of the hole* of even ems and by turn-

ing the supporter a quarter turn. It lengthens or shortens the measure to a six point em.
The inside meaiure ! obtained by placing 2. 3 or 4 points between the supporter and the
gauge. The knife is held firmly by two screws and is regulated by two adjusting screws.
A jointer for nhan>ening the knife to the proper angle is furnished with each machine.
This enables the operator to have the same bevel at all times, which Is very essential in

order to obtain a clean cut. The bed has an index. 2. 3. 4, 5, 6. 8, 10 and 12 respectively,

representing the different angles for a 2, 3, 4. 6, 6, 8, 10 and 12 sided figure, therefore

dispensing with lines to be guessed at. The handle strike* a rubber tube, thus obviating
all noise and jar.

Price Hansen Mitering Machine, complete, with or without chip cups 118 50

American Lead and Rule Cutter No. 30
The well known American Lead and Rule Cutters were first made in 1899. and since that time they

have been constantly improved in design, construction and finish. Without a doubt today they are

recognized as possessing unexcelled merit, and are conceded to

be the best cutter* made. Cutter No. 3O is the latest development
and has the following advantages: the gauges
can be set instantly; they are self locking and
cannot slip, as there are no screws. They are
guaranteed for accuracy. The mechanism of
the Cutter is such that the gauges can be act
In a fraction of the usual time required. The
front gauge slides on a stationary rod. grad-
uated to picas and act* as a truss to the gauge-

rod proper, thus forming a rigid construction. It is convenient
for cutting short lengths, as the gauge can be set to nonpareil

as readily as any other measure. The point gauge comes with the No. 30 Cutter only and can
be set quickly from six point to forty-five picas, by point*. Capacity. 106 ems; by point* 46 ems.

List price American Lead and Rule Cutter No. 30 (1200

.-, ., u .,. .-

Utility Lead Cutter
The strongest cheap lead cutter

made and a reliable and handy tool.

Price Utility Lead Cutter. $200

American Lead and Rule Cutter No. 20
This No. 20 Cutter is identical with the No. 30. except that it does not have the point gauge. The cutters are graduated to picas

and numbered every five ems up to 100 picas. The measure is indicated by the bed gauge when reversed and extended beyond the
bed. Sag in material in avoided by the support on the right. The extra foot at

the left hand of the bed steadies the machine, even when placed on an uneven
surface. Capacity, 106 ems.
List price American Lead and Rule Cutter No. 20 1100*

The No. 1 Cutter is a good serviceable machine, and Is adapted
for small offices, paper box makers and for

cutting odd lengths. It has a reversible bad
gauge which is clamped and secured quickly
by a compression thumbscrew. The gauge Is

numbered every five ami but I* not graduated.
There are two row* of figure* on the bed gauge,
one (hawing the measures in normal position
and the other indicating the measures whan
the gauge I* leverssd and extended. The
grooved bed. a feature of this machine, pre-
vent* slipping of thin material. The material

and workmanship of this cutter are the beat obtainable. Capacity, fourteen inches.

List price American Lead and Rule Cutter No. 1

Wf ate. eiu olltrr turn sue" trill .ln.iJ to ewtf rrtfm m

Rouse Lino-Slug Cutter
This I.ino-Slug Cutter ha* been designed for cutting single

linotype slug*. Besides being strong and compact, it poesease*
many valuable time-saving and accuracy insuring features.
The gauge can be set Instantly tunny measure up to thirty-one
pica*, either by nonpareils or points. The gauge locks automat-
ically and cannot possibly slip or be forced back when once
locked. It Is accurate and remain* so. The knives are made of
the best steel finely tempered. Theupprrknifel*shap*dsoasU>
secure a shear cut. It will cut the thickest dug* clean ami

square and of uniform length. It Is the only slug cutter with a permanently accurate gauge on
which it can be set Instantly. It I* the only slug cutter on which the gauge cannot slip and on
which the last slug cut must be the same length a* the Ant one.

Price Rouse Lino-Slue Cutter til 0*

1191
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Hoerner's Combination Shute Board and Type-High Machine

Every printer knows what a source of annoyance it is to have cuts or plates, which are uneven or too high, sent to the press.

The pressman resorts to all sorts of expedients to overcome the difficulty. He tries to scrape the cut down with a knife or sand-

paper, and even with the greatest care and much lost time, is unable to make it satisfactory. Here is a
machine at a very nominal price that will do the work quickly and cheaply. The Hoerner Combination

Shute Board and Type-High Machine will reduce cuts to type-high and make them true and
even, besides doing many other things that may be asked of it. Any printing office doing a
considerable amount of cut work really cannot afford to be without one. If you desire to get

your costs of production down, here is one way to begin. The Hoerner Combination
Shute Board and Type-High Machine is simple, solid and accurately made. All parts,
except the plane handles, are of iron or steel. Interchangeable planes, one carrying a

knife blade and the other a file, work upon the carriage or guide frame. A block
the full width of the machine can be shaved at one blocking as the carriage can be

moved from side to side of the bed while operating. It will hold a block up to
ten inches in width and of any length. The block is held down to the bed by

a novel vise-lock, instantly adjusted by one turn of a small lever. The
sliding cross bar, with miter point, can be set at any angle for mitering.
The bed can be fastened to table or bench, thus leaving the operator free

hands. Thisposition hastheaddedadvantageof being convenient as
a bench vise for holding blocks, while attaching or removing plates.
Machine complete with file plane and one knife plane.

Price of Hoerner's Shute Board and Type-High Machine . . . $35 00
Extra Files 75
Extra Knives 75

The Challenge Type-High Machine
Hocrner'B Combination Shute Board and Type-High Machine The Challenge Type-High Machine is a handy implement in the

composing room or pressroom, where a more complete machine like

the Hoerner is not absolutely required. It will do its work rapidly and entirely satisfactorily, and anyone can operate it successfully.

Simply passing all cuts or plates mounted on wood through this machine before the form is sent to press saves a great deal of time in

make-ready, and the cuts give much more satisfactory results. To oper-
ate the Challenge Type-High machine the cut is placed face downward
on the galley which is furnished with the machine and sheets of paper
are placed under the cut as may be required to bring the cut to the
desired height. When blocks are warped it is best to take the plate off

and run the block through the machine, both top and bottom: this opera-
tion will make it smooth : then replace plate, adding sufficient cardboard
or paper between the plate and block to make it a paper more than type- "^^
high; then run the plane over the block again and you have the desired ^^
height.

Price of Challenge Type-High Machine $15 00

The Practical Height Gauge

Challenge Type-High Machine

While a great many printing offices and pressrooms already possess
a Practical Height Gauge, there are still thousands of offices that
would find use for one of them almost every day in the year. The
Practical Height Gauge is one of the most useful money saving de-
vices that one could desire. As soon as cuts are received from the en-

graver they can be tested for height. If too high they should be shaved down. If too low, the gauge will show the discrepancy
and the cuts can then be built up to a proper height. The money saved by turning of cuts of

proper size and height over to the compositor is too evident to need further argument.
Price of Practical Height Gauge, each $10 00

Challenge Type-High Gauges

The Practical Height C

This Type High Gauge covers the needs of every printer
using mounted electrotype plates, halftones, woodcuts, orna-
ments, initials, etc. It is absolutely accurate, being micro
ground to .918 of an inch. It shows instantly whether every

part is type high and ready for the press. Another great advantage in the Chal-
lenge Type High Gauge will be found in the fact that one end forms a gauge by
which the cylinders and bearers of a press can be adjusted accurately.
List price Challenge Type High Gauge $1 50

Mills Three-Heights Gauge

Mills Three-Heights
Gauge

Challenge Type-High Gauge

Gauges accurately standard heights of type (.918-inch), electrotypes (11-points)
and zinc (16-gauge). The Mills Three-Heights Gauge can be carried conveniently
in the pocket or attached to a chain, thereby constantly having it at your com-
mand when required. Newspapers using iron bases require advertisers to furnish
unmounted electrotypes and process engravings, which must be of standard
height. This Gauge detects inaccuracies which usually cause inferior results in
printing.

Price, each $1 50

American Press Seats
One of the best evidences that the American Press Seat is a good thing is that some of the

largest firms in the country buy it. It fits any press, entails no trouble to attach, and when
in place is strong and secure. It fastens to the floor and to the feeder's platform.
It can be adjusted in any direction, swings out of the way or may be taken off en-
tirely. When in place it looks like a part of the press. By its use the workmen are
more contented, work more steadily and produce more and better work.

Prices of American Press Seats

Fitted for attachment to the feeder and stand on large cylinder presses . $6 00
For small pony cylinder presses has a heavy standard that attaches to the

floor (as these presses do not have feeders' stands) 7 00

The Matych Plate Cutter

American Press Seat

The Matych Stereotype Plate Cutter is a machine devised for cutting stereo-
type plates. It will cut a plate as easily and as quickly as leads are cut on a
lead cutter. It will cut between agate lines without injury to type on either
side. Single line pieces cut with this machine can be used as well as larger
pieces. Any make of plate can be cut by simply changing the under knife an
operation which takes but a moment. The cutter needs no adjustment
whatever, and cannot get out of order.

Price of the Matych Plate Cutter

Matych Plate Cutter, complete with knives for the American
Press Plate $10 00

Knives for other plates, extra, each 25

When ordering, send small sample of plates used other than those
of the American Press.

The Matych Plate Cutter
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The Counting Machine in the Campaign for Efficiency

The Counting Machine i> an absolute necessity as part of the equipment of every job and cylinder press In theomc*. It In-

sures the delivery of a full count to the customer which every office Intends and desires to give. It Is passible by Its use to keep
record of the output of each preaa per day or week, which record contain, data of prime ImporUnce In figuring your cosla per hour

or per thousand on the press in question. It helpa to keep track of the amount of wa.tr. an Important Item of expanse. the reduc-
record of the output

thousand on t .

tion of which nuke* for efficiency and profits.

American Counting Machine
Thii Counter i. especially adapted for platen press**). It resHsters only when the impreaalon It on.

counter or attachment and the movement i. positive and easy. When once set the Counter needs no attention,

can be set forward or backward without disturbing the others. No
screws are used in the entire construction and the parts are so assembled
that they cannot ret out of order or become disarranged when in use.

When ordering give site and make of press.

There Is no strain on the
Any number wheel

l.i.t Prices American Counting Machines
American Counting Machine for Gordon job press, five wheel
American Counting Machine for Gordon Press, with lock

.11200

(including padlock with two keys) . . ............. IS 00

American Counting Machine for cylinder press, five wheel .... 10 00

American Counting Machine, with lock cover, with two keys . . 1100
Job Press Attachment only ..................... 2 00

Amrrir.n Counting Machine for Coifs Armory I

Use the Counter without attachments by fastening counter to feed
board and connecting operating lever of counter with a leather thong to the throw-off bar of the

The Redington Counter can be attached to a Colt's Armory Press In the same manner.

The Redington Counting Machines
The Redington Counting Machine. Model A, is especially designed for cylinder presses, embossing machines, stamping machines.

punch presses, or any automatic machine where a correct count Is required: the arrangement of the flang
permits attaching the Counter to wall or stand. It is simple In design.

nges

made of heavy material and has targe wearing surfaces, thus ensuring
i of operating life. Counts from 1 to 100.000.
The Model D Redington Counter is for Chandler & Price Gordon

nty. It counts only when the impression is taken. It Is

easily and quickly attached to the presses named of all sizes. No drilling
or removing of parts is necessary. Is secure after attaching and in

plain view of operator. Guaranteed accurate at high or low speeds.
Counts from 1 to 100.000. Will not jump or repeat. Easily and quickly
turned back to zero, or set at any number. No key necessary. The

Bj^^tnw COMUM* hbchbM figures are large and can be readily seen at a distance.

Dimen.ion. and Net Prices of Redington Counting Machines

Model A-Size, Sttx2Hx2M> Inches $5 00

Model D Packed in a substantial box, complete 5 00

The Sheppard Counters
The Sheppard Counter is constructed to run for years. As a test of its reliability it may be

noted that among its users are included many of the largest manufacturers. The Model A has two
rows of wheels in a box with lock, so that It cannot be tampered
with. The top row of dial wheels can be set by the press-
man after each run. The lower dials are sealed and record
the grand total for any period of time day, week, month or
yeai and can only be opened by a key used by the person
authorized to take the tally. The lower dial baa seven wheels
allowing a maximum permanent record, ten million impres-
sions. This counter counts the actual impressions and can be
;tM:t.-ti.-l '- :IT. pNH wjTho'it tinllirik'. I' i-* purr irularh

^^^^Bam adapted for use on cylinders, to show the exact product for
^^asssssV any period of time. The Model B Sheppard Counter has only

Tw atajesrt csaslM Model A one set of dials, is suited for job presses or cylinders and is

just as durable as model A. It has a lock and key. so cannot
be tampered with. Fixtures are available for adapting model B to job presses.

Prices of Sheppard Counter.

Sheppard Counter. Model A. double dial ........ 5 W Sheppard Counter. Model B. in lots of twelve, each . . . W 50
Sheppard Counter. Model A, in lots of six. each ..... MO* Sheppard Counter Attachments for models A and B, for
Sheppard Counter. Model A. in lota of twelve, each 23 00 Gordon. Colt's Armory or Universal Presses ..... 1 75

'!?!S 75

bduwtte CoontlT* Uichliu. Uod.1 D

' '

,Sheppard Counter. Model B. in lots of six. each ,,,,,;,,.

Durant Counting Machines
The Durant Counting Machines are especially adapted for use on printing presses. They are reliable, strong, durable and

attractive. They are so well and strongly made that they invariably give perfect satisfaction. They are made entirely of steal.

-.-.

W N DURANT CO

IMr.nl rmintlnf M^-hin.. MixM A

iron and brass, and the workmanship is of the very finest All parts are interchangeable. The dials are of enamel and have large
black figures that can readily be read at a distance. Can be quickly re-set to zero or any number. They are nicely finished, the
cover, lever dials, spring, etc.. being nickel plated. With each machine a bracket is furnished for convenience in securing it to
the feed board of the press.

The Model B Durant Counter is Intended especially for job press work. Every part that carries a strain Is made of hardened steel
and will permit of a constant speed of over 400 strokes per minute, without the .lightest Inaccuracy, breakage or appreciable wear.

List Prices ef I >u r.nt Caoatiag Machines
Durant A No. 1-4-dlal. counts 10.000, each
Durant A No. 2-5-dial. counts 100.000. each
Durant A No. 3--dial. counts 1.000.000, each
Durant No. 1 Alarm Counter, with 4-inch gong to give

alarm at each 100 ...... .....
Durant No. 2 Alarm Counter, with 4-Inch gong to give

alarm at each 100 .

- M
It M
12 M
II N
IS M

Durant Model B Counter, each
Durant Model B Counter, with Instantaneous reset
Durant Model B Counter, with attachment for Gordon

Press . .

Durant Model B Counter, with Colt's Armory or Uni-
versal Press Attachment .

SUM
14 0*

IS M
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Boston Model Wetter Numbering Machine
This Model is made of steel throughout; parts liable to wear are hardened ; wheels are equipped with ciphers of improved con-

struction and are guaranteed not to get low. Has
"
roughed

"
side plates, hold-down-screw, removable "No." slides, and can be

depended on for wearingqualities and accurate work. Made
in two sizes only ; as regularly made all Models number for-

ward but can be constructed to number backward on
FACSIMILE IMPRESSION special order, without extra charge.

Boston Model No. 1, Five Wheels ... $6 00 Boston Model No. 2, Six Wheels . . . $7 50

Wetter Baggage Check Numbering Machine
This new Model was designed for number-

ing baggage checksand other work requiring
a bold, easily
read, figure.
These are con-

Mod''' NO. 40 structed along
the general lines of all Wetter machines, except that dashes
are placed between each two figures, so that the numbers may be easily read. They are

68-09-23
Model No

,
.

operated by a blank plunger preceding the figures. Model 40 is one and a half inches high, which neces-

sitates cutting away the bed of the press in order to bring the face of the figures down to type-high.
Models 41 and 42 are type-high. These Models are made to order only, and can be furnished with any

Model No. 42 style figure desired, or with any number of wheels ; can also be made to number backward.

Prices and Models of Wetter Baggage Check Numbering Machine

. $65 00 Without Dashes .................................... $30 00Model No. 40, Six Wheels ..
Model No. 41, Six Wheels ... 40 00
Model No. 42, Six Wheels . . . 25 00

Without Dashes .................................... 30 00

Without Dashes .................................... 18 00

One-Inch-Wide Wetter
new machine, just one inch wide, type-high, and particularly adapted for use on flat-bed web

presses that are designed for rapidly printing and numbering tickets, sales slips, coupons and other work
that will not admit of using the regular form of numbering machine. Can also be used on the ordinary
Gordon press.

In addition, they can be operated at a higher speed than others, are more durable, and have drop-

ciphers that will not get low. Old users will appreciate the value of this detail of construction.

Models 232 and 233 can be operated on the ordinary job press, printing figures only, if a frisket" is

used for the plunger to print on ; or the same result can be obtained
when working on a cylinder press by cutting the inking rollers so the

plunger will not be inked.
Or a better plan is to use a sectional form inking roller, which

we recommend when working any style of numbering machine on a

cylinder press. (We will furnish detail information in regard to this

feature on request.) These models can be worked in rows of twelve
or fourteen on a 10x15 press
for numbering tickets one

inch wide and if the run
is large two rows can be
used, by having the ma-
chines arranged to skip "2"

389569 35890
6-Wheel, $20 00 5-Wheel, $19 00

This cut shows twelve machines in a row to print twelve tickets one inch wide. The special stoi-I-

locking pieces can be made any length to fit any chase, so that machines cannot fall

out and do not have to be locked up sidewise.

so that when the work
finished the numbers will run consecutively. Or three
rows can be used if the machines are arranged to skip
"3." The same rule applies to four rows or to any num-
ber of rows up to ten.

INK WETTKK VRAMK
' TI-

WHT ~

nfmjfed May HV, IB!)

B longi containing twenty-five machines

When ordering parts for Wetter machines it is necessary to give the serial number of the machine (stamped on end offrame oj

machine),for all machines numbered higher than thirty thousand. For machines numbered under thirty thousand, it is necessary
to send sample of the broken part wanted, as it cannot be furnished from a sketch, or simply stating the serial number of the machine.

I
,-frJ 1^- -i l-,^ L -*

L^-m-,^ I --J ^-j^j^mlLmJ Lmmm

tii^fcjj fckj^iJ L^iiU i .1 j^ i L..-.'. .1 L I LWiirJ ' '

This illustration shows four Wetter frames containing forty machines (to skip "4"
locked in a 10x16 chase, ready for printing

The American Type Founders Company is in a position to hustle
promptly at prices which are right. It invites correspondence on this
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Wetter Special Numbering Machine

Frames
The Wetter frames are made on special order

only. They are suitable for almost any character of

numbering and for use on any flat-bed printing press.

They are specially designed for using one or more num-
bering machines at one time, to be operated by plungers
at each end of each frame.

Frames can be made of almost any length, and to

properly operate almost any number of machines
desired.

The frames can be adjusted to any position in the

chase, and each numbering machine can be adjusted
to any position in the frame that holds it. This permits
of printing figures only.

If it is desired to have a character to precede or

follow the figures, they can be constructed to accom-
plish this.

The plungers that operate the mechanism strike
on the tympan outside of the sheet of paper being
numbered. Or, if the rollers are cut, it will prevent
inking the plungers, which, under certain conditions,

permits of using frames, accomplishing results that
otherwise would have to be attained by a double

operation.
Frames can be made with a "lug" on each end, so

that the "lug" could extend under the chase, providing
the chase is cut out to receive it. Or, the frames can
be made with "lugs" with holes in them, so that they
can be screwed to the bed of the press without the use
of a chase. The price depends on the quantity ordered
at one time.

your orders for Numbering Machines both intelligently and
subject as well as on all other printing trade matter.



Mammoth Wetter
These machines are used for all purposes where large figures

(one-quarter Inch high and over) are required for numbering bag-
gage checks, bicycle checks, or other work that requires larger
figures than can be furnished with a tyi>e-hlgh machine. These
machines are made with a

"
blank" plunger at side, unless other-

wise ordered.
These models are all more than type-high.
Bed of press must be cut out or platen adjusted, so that ma-

chine can be lowered to bring the face of figure* to height of type.
The plunger Is of special shape, and so adapted that the ma-

c h i ne can
Order by Model Naaiber

1



Wetter Type-High Numbering Machines
The Standard Model

Can be locked in the form, the same as type, by itself, or surrounded by
type to number and print at one impression, as all the figures can be

properly inked : and is the only machine that can be successfully used on

either a cylinder or job press.
Each impression of the press automatically changes the numbers.

The Wetter is operated by plunger containing the word "No." to precede
the figure. This "No." slide is removable without taking the^formfrom the

press, and any other character, such as "A," "B," asterisk, or a small

black star fc, etc., can be inserted in its place in a moment.
With each machine we furnish a "blank" slide to use in place_pf the

word "No."
Some of the Standard Models. Order by Model Number

WETTER-NEW YORK, USA.
PATfNTED

Model



Special Numbering Machines
Designed for fut-runnltur pr*sm with curved bed. for rapidly numbering tickets, sales slips, coupons and other work that will

not admit of using the regular form of numbering machine. One or more are operated by one shaft connecting all ; are made to

order with or without drop-cipher*, and to number either forward or backward. Theee Special Machine*
can be constructed to make any combination! desired: to duplicate, triplicate or skip number*; print each
number any number of time*: to print up to almost any riven number and repeat, etc.

When writing explain fully what you are called upon to produce; rive combination of numbering;
tie of full iiie sheet: the sixe of each section of sheet to be numbered, and the exact position where num-
bers are to be printed on each section; also give name of press on which they are to be used, and if for

special designed presses, we should have a blue print or sketch, with dimensions, showing where the
numbering head can be placed and what connection to operate them.

American Numbering Machines
The American Numbering Machine No. 30 is a new model, designed to be locked In a form, the same

as type, either with or without type matter. Machines of this character are used with entire success on
both cylinder and platen presses. The printing face of the figures is exactly type-
high and as the impact of the prase takes place the plunger is depressed and the suc-

ceeding number is brought into printing position, ready for inking. It Is made en-
tirely of steel, including the rases. The plunger* are made of bar steel and constructed In one piece. All
machines are fitted with steel wheels and are engraved with figures as shown in illustration.

Drop-ciphers are con- ,

structed of tool steel |\I"and are guaranteed. .!! e
All parts are quickly ,,,, m ,

released and machines
are easily re-assembled in one-half minute. Skipping
unit wheels are furnished, skipping automatically any
number desired from one to ten, interchangeable with
regular consecutive unit wheels. Model No. SO isl'%;
inch in length by ' Inch in width and numbers for-

ward. Price. American Model No. 30, five wheels. $5.00.

American Model No. 31, six wheels, M.OO.

Roberts Numbering Machines
The Roberts New Model No. 27A Numbering Machine is generally used by printers

for ordinary job work. It is constructed to be used with any press made to print from
,
_ type, and meets the requirements of any ordinary printing

-| OO/f'x establishment perfectly. It is type-high and is locked in the
J. <wO i *J chase with the form like a small cut. It can be used separ-

uf KtaufM ately or wholly surrounded with type matter. As an im-
pression is made, the impact of the platen of the press

actuates the prefix-slide
No." and a figure disc is advanced automatically In consecutive order from 1 to 99,999. Machines are

also furnished which number backwards, so as to avoid turning the sheets. For numbering checks, order*, strip tickets, etc..

"kipping" wheel* are necessary. These skip automatically any number from 1 to 10 and are interchangeable with regular consec-
utive unit wheels. The No. 27A Numbering Machine is operated by a steel spring of great power and unusual elasticity, insuring
correct numbering without the neccessity of constantly watching the sheets. The machine may be taken apart In an instant for
cleansing and is as quickly re-assembled. Price. Roberta Numbering machine No. 27A. $10.00. Model No. 28A. six wheel*. $12.00.

Hate- Hand Numbering Machines
The Bates Hand Numbering Machines represent the result of many year*' experience In the manufacture of numbering

machines. They will number consecutively, will duplicate each number before passing to the next, or will repeat the same number
as often as may be desired. These three different movements are attained by simply mov-
ing the pointer on the dial. This operation takes but a moment, and does not soil the hands.
Any color of ink may be used and the pad recharged or a new one substituted very quickly.
When the machine is not In use the figures rest on the ink pad. and are therefore always
ready to make a perfect impression at once. The machine automatically Inks Itself after
each impression.

All the printing is done from solid steel type. The impressions are as true as those from
a die. As there are no ratchet wheels between the figure dies, there is no lost or irregular
spacing between the figures. The symmetrical printing of the Bates stamp with the perfect
alignment are salient features.

The Bates seven movement machine has the same frame and style as the three move-
ment, except for the dial and the additional movement necessary in a seven movement
machine. It numbers consecutive, duplicate, triplicate, quadruplicate, scxtupllcate. twelve

times and repeats.

Prices of Bates Hand Numbering Machines
4 wheels, numbering to 9,999 . 112 00 Seven movement. 4 wheels $12 00
5 wheels, numbering to 99.999 ... MM Seven movement. 5 wheels . 14 00
6 wheels, numbering to 999.999 . . . 1C 00 Seven movement, 6 wheels . . . 16 00
7 wheels, numbering to 9.999,999 . .1800 Seven movement. 7 wheels .1800

Prices and information on other makes will be given on application.

Price List of Numbering Machine Inks and Pads

Bate* Ink. No. 0. W ounce (0 20 Bates Ink. No. 1. H ounce $0 25
Bates Ink, No. 2. 1 ounce . 40 Bates Ink in ^r-pound cans, any color 1 60
Bates Pads, each . 1*

Atlas Hand Numbering Machine
The Atlas Hand Numbering Machine is made in one styleonly.

It is self inking, automatic in its action, and the dial changes to

consecutive, duplicate and repeating. All the working parts are of
steel with bronre wheels. Price, Allan Hand Numbering Machine,
with 6 wheels (S Se

Roberts Hand Numbering Machines
Th<- "regular" Mcdel 49A is a six wheel machine with style

H figures, and is usually sent, unless otherwise ordered. Each
machine is mechanically perfect before It leaves the factory,
and Is assccurate in all its working parts as a watch. A smaller
figure, style A. can be furnished In six wheels, or a lamer
figure, style G. in five wheels.

Prices ef Roberts Hand Nbtriag Machines

Mcdel 49A. Style H. with 6 wheels . IS 00

, The machine with Style H figures can be furnished to
order to number consecutive, triplicate and repeat,
or consecutive, quadruplicate and repeat. Price . * 00

fc>nu Ita* Km I ni. Model 49A. Style G. with 6 wheels I M
. tbMM Model 4A. Style A. with wheels SM
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Numbering Machine Ink
The American Type

Founders Company
handles a complete line
of the best Numbering
Machine Ink on the
market. Our extended
experience in selling
Inks for numbering
machines has given us
an advantage in being
able to recommend the
right inks. Writ* for
prices on larger quanti-
ties than quoted below.

r. Size snd Price of Numbering
Machine Inks

Blue, Red and Black Ink. V, ot. bottle. $0 24
Blue. Red and Black Ink. 'v ox. bottle. IS
Blue, K.-I and Illack Ink. 1 uc. bottle. 4*
Blue. Red and Black Ink. 8 or. can*. 1 M
Felt Pads (without boxes) for above. 10



Rouse Universal Block System
The Rouse Universal Block System is a very simple and quick scheme for mounting plates. The blocks have many advantages.

the principal one being: the great speed which is made possible in make-up; varying sizes of pages have been actually assembled
ready to lock up in
from fifteen to fifty
seconds, or at the rate
of sixteen pages in
from five to twenty
minutes. The Univer-
sal Block permits the
work to be done on the
stone, or on the press
in running. One can
clamp or release plates
by this system at least
three times as fast as
on a grooved bed. It is

adapted for fine regis-
ter or ordinary black
work. The hooks and
catches can be placed
where desired, as they
are in separate units.
Each setorfontiscom-
plete in itself, so there
is no occasion for sort-

ing up.
The Universal Hooks

are extremely rapid,
yet capable of fine ad-
justment for register
work. They are simple
and very strong in con-
struction. The jaw is

operated by a ratchet
for clamping or releas-

ingplates. Thecatches
are of brass and cannot

Universal Block in Case With Sliding Cover Removed. possibly work up on the
press. A margin is

allowed of three-eighths of an inch between plates. The bases are of iron. Point system. With a single set or font, eight pages can
be made up into one hundred and sixty different sizes, ranging from seventeen by twenty-five up to and including thirty-five by

fifty-one ems pica and a less number of

larger pages into an endless variety of
shapes and sizes, all with a variation of
two picas in width or length, or in both
width and length.

The up-to-date printer should always
be familiar with all the latest ideas in

Universal Hook AL patent blocks.
The American Type Founders Company
handles the very best and most extensive
lines on the market, and at all times is

prepared to demonstrate their value. The
printer who desires to economize time and
money and to place his business on a well

paying basis. Universal Hook AR
should from the very outset acquire the Universal Block. 26x56

proper facilities for conducting his busi-
ness on the most economical basis. The Rouse Universal Block System is one of the very best schemes known
for mounting plates, in fact it goes a great way towards solving the block system. The method embraces
a wide range of sizes, sufficient to meet all eventualities and always effects a great saving in making ready.

Universal Hook BR pricea ftf Rouae Universa! Rlock System
Price per set including steel ratchet and dust-proof case . . $55 00 Universal Register Hook, 8x16 ems $1 00

Climax Register Hooks
A perfect plate mounting and registering system must possess certain essential features, such as an unyielding and perfectly

even base; absolute control of the plates; speed in clamping and releasing plates; rapidity and exactness in make-up; narrow
margins ; rigid support for the entire plate ; strength and durability
without unnecessary weight and ability to make up forms on the
stone or press. To secure the perfectly even base, cast iron has been
used, as it is stronger and more rigid than any known alloy. A per-
fect register is best secured by absolute and individual control of the

plate. To do this there is only one way, by means of
register hooks. Speed is essential. By means of the
register hooks and bases great rapidity has been
attained. Narrow margins effect a saving in paper.

ie Climax Register Hooks permit much narrower margins than any
other way. The iron bases provide a rigid plate at all points. For
strength and durability the hollow iron bases form an almost ideal climax Hook No. i

base, being light and indestructible. The system of mounting plate
greatly reduces the waiting time of the presses, as with register hooks and bases one can make
up forms on the stone or on the press.

Rouse Bases are made of the best gray iron, accurately machined to the point system. They
are light, yet strong and rigid. They are comprised in a unit system composed of eight by eight
em units, each unit being occupied by either a unit base or a hook and its

justifiers. A unit may be lifted and a hook with its justifiers substituted.
The body of the Climax Register Hook is made of hard drawn brass and a threaded steel bushing which can

be replaced in case of wear is inserted in the rear wall. This permits a finer thread and thus a finer adjustment
is insured. The jaw is made of steel the full width of the body. This prevents the jaw destroying the register.The head of the screw is let into the back of the wall and forms an effectual shield to prevent scratching or
burring The recess in the back of the jaw permits the narrow margin of eight points. The screw is of hardened
steel and is keyed to the jaw, thus forming a two-piece hook, the very essence of strength and simplicity and
the easiest possible hook to clean. The jaw has a movement of about sixteen points.The Climax Register Hooks are made in two sizes : No. 1, four by six ems, is especially adapted for very
small plates with extremely narrow margins, such as post cards. No. 2, six by six ems, has been designed for all narrow margins.

avN

l-jxvnn
r Hooka arranged for
linn M;iu;hl

No. 1, 4x6 ems .

Prices of the Climax Register Hooks
$0 85 No. 2, 6x6 ems . . $090

The Rouse Register Hooks

Roune ReffJBter Hook

The Rouse Register Hook is operated with a pin only. The jaw has a movement of nearly four picas,
which in addition to its unequaled speed makes this hook unexcelled for register work for which it is prin-
cipally intended. Made in two sizes. Minimum margin sixteen points.

Prices of the Rouse Register Hooks
No. 0, Rouse Register Hook. 4x4 ems $0 70 No. 1, Rouse Register Hook. 6x4 ems $0 70
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Suddard Block System.
ntllli which should be embodied In every patent block, ruunety. MM of make-up, unlimited range of

lad ahapa of plain* which the block will handle, absolute accuracy and *trength which meani rigid, un-
yielding

1
Impressions, and a lock-up which can be

accomplished without resorting to the UM of
"Dutchman" or slips of paper between the blocks
In order to got the form to lift. The hooki should
be of the right size and construction to insure
ease of handling and at the same time permit
them to be placed at any point of the pan de-
tired. Thii latter feature it found specially de-
sirable where soldered plates are used, as the hook
can then be placed to hold the plate at the solder-
ing line, thu>. even though the plate crack* in
il- run. It will mill be held down in position and
will print just as well as though the plate i

n one solid piece aswhen originally put on the f
r Anypracticalprinterwillagreethatthepolntaman
tioned above are important ones, and will want them

f incorporated in the block he desires to buy. A descrip-
tion of the Suddard Block System follows:

This system is made up in page* and multiples
thereof. Each page consists of part* a* shown in
illustration No. 1. The largest size plate which one
page will accommodate Is thirty-seven by flfty-two

picas.
The outside measure of the page I* thirty-nine

CM Mo. i. *hm *. ISKI p4sss SMS.*.. Tktt k~k> ii ifcrao bn.. tfttttwt u> pu>. For by flfty-flve pica*. The page* are made up of a com-
>~k .r c.r.in^i. k. bination of cast iron sections ranging In size from six-

teen by twenty-four down to one by eight ems and
have bean so selected that it is possible with this system to handle any size page from Sevan by eleven picas up to the full six* of a
single page of the block, or larger, by the addition of more sections. Around two side* of the block the sections are mad* with a
shoulder which permit* the use of a ratchet to operate when ratchet hooks
are used. The shoulder which is made on these block* will be found to save
considerable time in the making up of book pages. The hooks used with
the Suddard Block System are made either with a steel ratchet wheel or
with a slotted wheel which is actuated by a pin wrench, a more accurate
and pualtira mathod of moving the clutch especially desirableon register
work. The hooks are made eight by nine ems in size. The top surface of
the hook ia eight by eight ems. The one em additional is for the gutter.

With standard seta of

^,Ha^ ^*Kw blocks the ratchet hook Is

^ _^HJHa^B^h~ furnished. On order, how-
w ^ I ever, the register hook will

-N ^ ^\ J I be supplied instead of same.
>.. at-\>JW. Hi withoutextraco*t:orwhera iHP r both styles of hooks are

^41
'

^^HJ needed, the extra
part will

^^a^^ be furnished so the hook can
CMNo.. niMifcim cui No f "* used on either class of
m*o of *m 0-4 oonl. Tkb to U kook (or raels-

Mad* op with only SSM hsvfe ploeoa.

work at the price of twenty-five cents each. The construction of the hook is cast iron.
The hooks are durable and accurate and It will be found that they will lock better in the
form as they are of cast Iron, same as the other sections. The principal advantages of
the Suddard Block System are briefly given as follows: Make up to any size of page.
Narrow margins where necessary, down to three-eighths inch. Wide bearing on clutches
and hooks to prevent digging into plates. Point system,

so type may be used in form. Absolutely accurate, rigid and unyielding: reduce make-ready time
and hold up under heaviest forms. Quick change of plates on book work. Hair-line register on color
work. Quick make-up, because of simplicity and few piecee. Hook and catches can be placed abso-
lutely any place desired on page, a big advantage where soldered plates are used. Our patented ;

hooks (same as we use on our other styles of blocks) cannot work knee. They stay where they L
are put. No groove* to injure underlays. Indestructible because made of iron and stael. On _
illustrated work especially, it is admittedly advisable to mount plates on a solid, unyielding

-

surface. No shrinking or warping occurs and thus accidents are leas liable to happen than *
when wooden blocks are used. Sometimes in the past, where sectional blocks were used on
book work, it was the custom to nil in the space with low slugs. This entailed the loss of con-
siderable time and was unsatisfactory at best. Very often these low slugs would work up dur-
ing the run. causing offset*. Occasionally they got out into the forms, smashing plate* and
doing considerable damage. As a time and labor saver the Suddard Block System not only avoid*
all these contingencies, but cuts down the time on the make-ready from one-quarter to one-
half, and reduces the number of overlays and underlays necessary.

Price List of Sudd.rd Blocks

Equipped with patent narrow margin hooks, travels five picas, standard block height All on the point system.

Price per set of 8 page* .

Price per set of 16 page* .

.f 54 tt
It* M

!' .
I : .-..' .'

; !.-.

Dust-proof cases to hold 8
J.T
1M

Each page is made up of all the parts as listed below, consisting of thirty-nine pieces to make up one Suddard Block. Blocks
take plates within two ems of their size and also seven picas smaller and reduce regularly by two ems.

MM
IS
11
12
M
SO

Three 8x8 Cast Iron Sections
Four 4x8 Cast Iron Sections
Three 2x8 Steal Sections . .

On* 4x Cast Iron Section
One 2x6 Steel Section .

One 1x8 Side Slug Steel
Three 'ixlZ Brass Catches
Two 2x4 Steal Section*

06

U
m,

Three Kx9 Narrow Margin Hooks, cast iron, with gutter*
One 9x9 Cast Iron Corner Section, with gutter

-x9 Cast Iron Sections, with gutters
Two 4x9 Cast Iron Sections, with gutters
Two 2x9 Steel Sections, with gutters
One 16x24 Cast Iron Section
Three Xxl6 Cast Iron Sections
Two 4x16 Cast Iron Section*
Two 2xl Steal Section* *t

Individual part* mag 6* oidind ntra at On abort pries*.

One ratchet supplied with each set. of either eight, sixteen or thirty-two page*. Three hooks and three brass catches figured to
each page. All nine am place* are grooved with gutter for ratchet. The ratchet wheel may be changed to pin-actuated wheel for

register work without extra charge, whan desired, or sold extra at twenty-five cents each. Largest block thirty-nine by fifty-five

pica* outside, largest plate thirty-seven by flfty-two picas outside. Smallest block thirteen by seventeen pica* outside, smallest

plate seven by eleven plea* outside. Thirty-nine by fifty-five pica* Is the Unrest Mark of which eight, sixteen or thirty-two para*
may be made with regular seta. Any she of paga may be made by additional pieces, or a smaller number of large page* can ba mad*.
For example, with a set of thirty-two Mocks, sixteen pagea can be made up to fifty-five by *eventy-ight picas.

for/Wr*rr informalion rrgunlint nUml Karlu writ* for Catalog**.

Steel Keys for Register Hooks
These Register Hook Key* are highly polished, each four inch** long, on* and

to actuate Register Hooks the other for lifting sections.

Register Hook Keys. each. MS* Two-Inch single end flat keys, each
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Wilson Adjustable Patent Blocks

In the Wilson Adjustable Patent Block an effort has been made to meet the varied requirements of the printer, that is, to sup-

ply a block to take practically every size page, and all classes of work, and to do all this quicker and better than with existing
appliances. The Wilson block is made up of pieces,
some of which are complete blocks in themselves,
others are extensions used in the making up of
complete blocks in the various standard or odd
sizes desired. The pieces are arranged in sets or
fonts, suggested by extensive experience. These
sets are in two styles, "A" and

'

B." These two
styles combined are generally used. Standard sets
are made up in four, eight, sixteen or thirty-two of
such pages, and are placed in special cabinets made
to hold and protect them from loss or damage. The
range of sizes possible with the Wilson Adjustable
Patent Block is very large, running from two and
one-half by three and one-eighth to thirteen and
three-eighths by sixteen inches. With set "A"forty
different sizes may be obtained, and with sets "A"
and "B" combined eighty-two. All pieces are made
with a view to having the least possible weight;
they weigh one-third that of type.and from twenty-

n Blocks

The Wilson Patent Solid Iron Blocks
The Wilson Patent Solid Iron Blocks are made to take the standard

book sizes without the use of extensions. They are supplied with paten-
ted narrow margin steel hooks, have extension brass catches, and are
made as light as is consistent with strength. Extensions may be used
with them when desired, making it possible to obtain practically any
size page desired. Iron blocks are furnished with two side and one end
hooks, except the three large sizes. These are supplied with three side

and two end hooks. AH the hooks have patented narrow margin steel

clutches. The price is no more than that of the old style stereotype
blocks, while the possibilities and value of the new style far exceeds
the old.

Prices of Wilson Patent and Iron Blocks
_. ... , , . ,., ,-,

Wilson Solid Block with Adjustable Brass Catchea
Owing to the great diversity in sizes and parts of the Wilson Patent

Adjustable and Iron Blocks we are unable to give the price list in full. If however you will kindly state your requirements, we shall

be pleased to send you full details with prices. There is nothing required of blocks of this nature which cannot be covered by the
Wilson Patent Adjustable Blocks in some one of the various combinations of w"

Rouse Unit System Bases
In the Unit system the entire form is made up of 8x8 em

units, each unit of space being occupied by a unit base or a
hook with its justifiers. The
Rouse Unit System Bases are
made of cast iron and are ac-
curately ma-
chined to the
point system.
They are as

,

lightasiscon-
sistent with
the work de-

Rousa Iron Bases B jred of them
and are practically indestructible. In presenting an even, un-
broken and unyielding surface to the plate, they greatly reduce
the time required for make-ready as well as increase the life

of the plates. Rouse Unit Base, 8x8 ems.
List price $0 20

Challenge Cast Iron Sectional Blocks
These Blocks are made in a greater variety of sizes than

the steel ones. They are as light as consistent with strength
and are thoroughly braced and ribbed. Being finished on the
point system, and to micrometer measurements, they will work
perfectly on the same form with steel and metal sections.

24x32 ems, each .

16x32 ems, each .

16x24 ems, each .

16x16 ems, each .

8x32 ems, each
8x24 ems. each .

8x16 ems, each .

8x 8 ems, each .

6x24 ems, each

.$150

. 100

. 85

. 60

. 80

. 60

. 35

. 20
40

6x16 ems, each $0 30
6x 8 ems, each 18
6x 6 ems, each 15
4x24 ems, each 40
4x16 ems, each 25
4x 8 ems, each 15
4x 6 ems, each 15
4x 4 ems, each 10

f which they are capable.

Challenge Metal Sectional Blocks
Metal Sectional Blocks are made from extra hard metal,

cored on their under side to lighten them. They are sufficiently
heavy for the finest impressions of halftone or heavy tint plate.

Being made on the point system, they are accurate and reliable
at a low price. They hold the plates securely, save consider-
able time in the make-ready and are as easy to make as metal
furniture. With proper care they will last indefinitely.

Sizes 16x16, 8x16, 8x8, 4x8, 2x8, 2x6, 2x4, 1x8, 1x6 and 1x4
ems. Per pound $0 25

Mahogany sections, 8 ems square, each 10

Challenge Steel Sectional Blocks
Steel blocks combine in the highest degree accuracy,

rigidity, strength, durability, lightness and convenience. They
are micro-ground, without grooves, and thus form a faultless
base. Their value in ease of assembling, their general adapta-
bility and the saving of time effected by their use in make-
ready, cause them to be indispensable in the modern printing
office. They are constructed on the point system, and they are
in every way qualified to fill any of the requirements of the
printing office where blocks of such a nature are necessary.

8x8 ems, each. $0 18 2x8 ems, each, $0 09 2x6 ems, each, $0 08

Wesel Brass Sectional Blocks
On Small Plates

For very fine adjustments these Brass Blocks are used.

They are made of solid brass, micro-ground.
1x16 ems, each $0 09 1x6 ems, each $0 05

^x!6 ems, each 07 M>x6 ems, each 04
Ix 8 ems, each 07 1x4 ems, each 03
Vzx 8 ems, each 05 Vx4 ems, each 02

Prices quoted on Sectional Blocks are subject to liberal discounts.

Rabbeted Bases
For Use with Combination Register Hooks

Seven em Rabbeted Bases are to be used in connection
with Combination Register Hooks. Their use makes it un-
necessary to use low slugs or reglets, the rabbet forming a
channel or gutter for the ratchet to run in. These bases
also do away with justifiers and greatly facilitate the rapid
making-up of pages with the Combination Hook. ._ ^HW

Size Rabbeted Price

No. R 1 1x7 ems 1 end . $0 05

No. R2 2x7 ems lend .
06

No. R4
No. R6
No. R67
No. R8
No. R 16

4x7 ems
6x7 ems
6x7 ems
8x7 ems
16x7 ems

lend . .
09

lend 10

1 end and 1 side . .

1 side 11

1 side 22
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Mills Two-Heights Iron Newspaper Bases
(PaUnt pendlag)

The Two-In-One Base*. These baiss have the extraordinary merit of holding either
sixteen gauge sine or eleven point electros or stereos at type height. They are reversible:
in one position they accommodate sixteen gauge zinc, but when
iee'sed accommodate eleven point electros. In using all other
kinds of newspaper base* two font* are required to do the work
of one font of the Mills Two-Height* Base*. An Investment of
(say) $18.00 in two-height* bases Is almost equal In service to an
investment of 136.00 in ordinary Iron bases. Mills Two-Heights
Bases are sold at the same list prices as the ordinary one-height
newspaper bases, although almost one hundred per cent better
value.

Wesay "almost" one hundred percent better value, because
the twelve point and nix point justiflers are not reversible, and a T"">-I

small separate supply of these for each height (sixteen gauge
zinc and eleven point electro*) are Included in each font. Catch Bases, w
included in font*, and are not reversible, are sold per piece. These baaasi
and superior to cored baaes. because a matrix Is dried quicker on solid ba

MILLS' TWO-HEIGHTS
IRON NEWSPAPER BASES

obvious to every expert stss
The economy of using; labor-saving

Iron bales In preference to cast-to-order

ADJUSTED FOR BOTH 16-GAUGE ZINC
AND II-POINT ELECTROTYPES

stereotype baae* I* indi

errors, and the greater
addition, the convenience and avoidance of
fewer number of sizes in fonts, are qualities

__, in themselves decisively in favor of the
Hills Two-Heighls Bases. Mills Two-Height* Bases can be made to order to accom-
modate other thicknesses of zinc and electros or stereo*, at special prices.

Font* G. H. K. U M and N are assorted for those who require one height only.

kASE WITH CATCH
ONE HEIGHT

CATCH BASE
FOR

16-GAUGE
ZINC

Ll*t Price* ef Mill* Two-Height* Iron Bases

Font* do not include catch bases or half column bases, which are sold by the piece.
Single column is any width not exceeding fourteen pica ems ; half column is any width
not exceeding seven pica ems. In ordering, it is necessary to state widths of columns
and column rules.

The smallest font fills one column of the standard size eight-column newspaper, and
thil !.-v.-'ti "t" BalOaM i- '[' .;'.'.' !ii Urt-. ; toola. .i:ii.:ir: k

-
; !.- |.i.i , t:;i-i r T" :i-- < I f-tm

CM*s Bss. *vlKtm cues BM lor Zbw exactly which font or how many font* will meet hi* requirement*.

Unit Font* for Two Height*
These font* are assorted for columns of the standard eight-column newspaper, twenty-four inches by thirteen pica*. All unit

fonts for two height* contain twenty-eight piece* of two-height* base* (Fig. A), and twelve each six and twelve point justiners
for sixteen-gauge zinc height and twelve each six and twelve point justiflers for eleven-point electros height seventy-six piece*
in all. The area* given are based on zinc height.

UNIT ONE-COLUMN FONT A 76 1-col. piece*, assorted UNIT THREE-COLUMN FONT C 76 S-col. pieces, as-
(a* above), covering 52 square inches $11 as. sorted (as above), covering 160 square inches $29 20

UNIT TWO-COLUMN FONT B 76 2-col. piece*, assorted UNIT FOUR-COLUMN FONT D 76 4-col. piece*, assorted
(a* above), covering 108 square inches 2* W (as above), covering 214 square inches 3720

i imhinstion Two-Heights Feat*

COMBINATION FONT E 488 piece*, covering 432 square
inches or the area of one page of standard size g-col-
umn newspaper ... IM M

Contain* the following two-height* bases (Fig. A): 1 col-
umn. 112: 2-column. 28: 3-column. 18: and the following six
and twelve point justifiers: 1-column. 96 each; 2-column.

24 each: 3-column. 20 each (half for zinc and half for
electros).

COMBINATION FONT F 219 piece*, covering 216 square
inches or the area of a half-page of standard size 8-
column newspaper $44 30

Contain* half the number of piece* in Font E.

Inn Font* for One Height
In ordering, it I* necessary to state whether these fonts are required for nixteen-gauge sine or eleven-point electro*. The I

are two height*, and these fonts differ from two-height* font* in having justiflers for one height only. By adding justiflers for an-
other height these fonts may at any time be made completely available for holding both sixteen-gauge zinc or eleven-point electro*.

All unit font* for one height contain twenty-eight piece* of two-heights base* (Fig. A), and twelve each six and twelve point
justiflers for either sixteen-gauge zinc or eleven-point electros, a* ordered. The area* are baaed on zinc height.
UNIT ONE-COLUMN FONT G 62 1-col. pieces, assorted UNIT THREE-COLUMN FONT K (2 S-col. piece*, as-

<as above), covering 52 square inches . Sit M sorted (as above), covering 160 square Inches $144*
UNIT TWO-COLUMN FONT H-S2 2-col. place*, assorted UNIT FOUR-COLUMN FONT I. 62 4-col. piece*, assorted

(a* above), covering 106 square inch** 17 W (a* above), covering 214 square Inches SIM
< o.bin.lion One- Height Foals

In ordering it I* necessary to state whether these font* are required for sixteen-gauge zinc or eleven-point electro*.

COMBINATION FONT M-29H piece*, covering 4S2 square six and twelve point justiflers : 1-column. 48 each: 2-column.
mrheaor the area of one page of standard size H-col- 12 each : S-column, 10 each.
umn newspaper JTim COMBINATION FONT N-149 piece*, covering 216 square

Contains the following two-heights basts (Fig. A): 1-col- inches or the area of a half-page of standard size
umn. 112: 2-column. 28; S-column. 18: and the following g-column newspaper (half of font M) . . . $*7 M

Priea* of Twa-Bdgkt* rta.es. per Piece

Each (Fig. A) Mr-column. 15 cent*: 1-column. 3D cent*: 2-column. 50 cent* : S-column. 70 cents: 4-column. So cents.

Price* of Catch Baa**

A* illustrated in Figure* B and C. In ordering, state whether for aixteen-gauge sine or eleven-point electros.

Each (Ftgm. B orO H-colomn. 26 cent*: 1-column. 60 cent*: 2-column. Meant*: S-column. $1.25: 4-column, $1.50.

Jastlften

In ordering, state whether for sixteen-gauge zinc or eleven-point electro*.

Six Point, each Vi-column. 3 cent*: 1-column. 5 cent*: 2-column. 10 cant*: S-column. IS cent*: 4-column. 20 cent*.

Twelve Point, each Mr-column. 6 cents : 1-column. 10 cents : 2-column. IS cant* : S-column. 25 cent* : 4-column. 30 cent*.

1201



Cast Iron Furniture

Cast Iron Furn
but is so well braced

liture is especially designed to take the place of wood or metal furniture. It is made exceptionally light in weight,
sd that it will stand the greatest lock-up strain without being affected in any way. One of the latest improvements

^^^^^^^^ to Cast Iron Furniture is the addi- ^^^^^^^^^
tion of a corrugated projection in
the center of each piece. This pro-
jection practically performs all the
purposes of a handle, as it is cast as
a part of each piece, three by ten
ems or larger, and is easily grasped
by the thumb and forefinger. It as-
sists materially in the manipulation
of the furniture and adds just that
perfection of detail which this style
of furniture demanded. Itdispenses
entirely with the necessity of using
a knife blade or bodkin between the
pieces to raise them and avoids the
danger of more or less damaging ad

List Prices of Cast Iron Furniture and Dimensions and Number of Pieces in each Font

Font A, 392 pieces. List price $32 00

Font A contains twelve pieces each of 3x5, 4x5, 5x5, 3x6,

4x6, 5x6, 6x6, 3x8, 4x8, 5x8, 6x8, 8x8, 3x10, 4x10, 5x10, 6x10, 8x10,

10x10, 3x15, 4x15, 5x15, 6x15, 8x15, 10x15, 3x20, 4x20 ; eight each
of 5x20, 6x20, 8x20, 10x20, 3x25, 4x25, 5x25. 6x25, 8x25 10x25 ems.

Font A 1, 1,016 pieces. List price $74 00

Font Al contains thirty-two pieces each of 2x4, 3x4, 4x4 ;

twenty-four each of 2x5, 3x5, 4x5, 5x5, 2x6, 3x6 4x6, 5x6, 6x6,
2x8, 3x8, 4x8, 6x8, 6x8, 8x8, 2x10, 3x10, 4x10, 5x10, 6x10, 8x10,
10x10. 2x15, 3x15, 4x15, 5x15, 6x15, 8x15, 10x15 ; sixteen each of
2x20, 3x20, 4x20, 5x20, 6x20. 8x20, 10x20, 2x25, 3x25, 4x25, 5x25,
6x25, 8x25 and 10x25 ems.

Font A 2, 508 pieces. List price $37 00
Font A 3, 254 pieces. List price 1850
Font A 4, 127 pieces. List price 9 25

Font B, 488 pieces. List price $37 00

Font B contains twelve pieces each of 2x4, 2x5, 3x5, 4x5,
8x5, 2x6, 3x6, 4x6, 5x6, 6x6, 2x8, 3x8, 4x8, 5x8, 6x8, 8x8, 2x10,
3x10, 4x10, 5x10, 6x10, 8x10, 10x10, 2x15, 3x15, 4x15, 5x15. 6x15,
8x15, 10x15, 2x20, 3x20, 4x20. 2x25; eight each of 5x20, 6x20,
8x20, 10x20, 3x25, 4x25, 5x25, 6x25, 8x25 and 10x25 ems.

Font B 1 (drops the 2-em widths of A 1) 832 pieces. Price $64 00
Font B 2, 416 pieces. List price 32 00
Font B 3, 208 pieces. List price 16 00
Font B 4, 104 pieces. List price 800

Font C, 288 pieces. List price $32 00

Font C contains sixteen pieces each of 3x15, 4x15, 5x15, 6x15,
8x15, 10x16, 3x20, 4x20, 5x20, 6x20, 8x20, 10x20, 3x25, 4x25, 5x25,
6x25, 8x25 and 10x25 ems.

Font C 1, 1,380 pieces. List price $68 00

Font C 1 contains eighty-four pieces each of 2x4, 3x4, 4x4,
seventy-two each of 2x5, 3x5, 4x5, 5x5, sixty each of 2x6, 3x6,
4x6, 5x6, 6x6 ; forty-eight each of 2x8, 3x8, 4x8, 5x8, 6x8, 8x8 ;

thirty-six each of 2x10, 3x10, 4x10, 5x10, 6x10, 8x10 10x10 ems.
Font C 2, 690 pieces. List price $3400
Font C 3, 345 pieces. List price 17 00
Font C 4, 172 pieces. List price 8 50

Font D, 336 pieces. List price $36 00

Font D contains sixteen pieces each of 2x15, 3x15, 4x15
5x15, 6x15, 8x15, 10x15, 2x20, 3x20, 4x20, 5x20, 6x20, 8x20, 10x20,
2x25, 3x25, 4x26, 5x26, 6x25, 8x25 and 10x25 ems.

Font D 1, 1,016 pieces, quotation sizes. List price .... $76 00

Font D 1 contains thirty-two pieces each of 2x4, 3x4, 4x4 ;

twenty-four each of 2x5, 3x5, 4x5, 5x5, 2x6, 3x6, 4x6, 5x6, 6x6
2x8, 3x8, 4x8, 6x8. 6x8, 8x8, 2x12, 3x12, 4x12, 5x12, 6x12, 8x12,
10x12, 2x16, 3x16, 4x16, 5x16, 6x16, 8x16, 10x16 ; sixteen each of
2x20, 3x20, 4x20, 5x20, 6x20, 8x20, 10x20, 2x24, 3x24, 4x24, 5x24
6x24, 8x24 and 10x24 ems.

Font D 2, 508 pieces. List price $38 00
Font D 3, 254 pieces. List price 1900
Font D 4, 127 pieces. List price 9 50

Font E, 588 pieces. List price $31 00

Font E contains thirty-six pieces each of 2x4, 3x4, 4x4, 2x5,
3x5, 4x5, 2x6, 3x6, 4x6 ; twenty-eight each of 2x8, 3x8, 4x8, 2x12,
3x12, 4x12 ; sixteen each of 2x16, 3x16, 4x16, 2x20, 3x20, 4x20 ems.

Font E 1, 1,272 pieces. List price $72 00

Font E 1 contains seventy-two pieces each of 2x4, 3x4, 4x4,
2x5, 3x5, 4x5, 2x6, 3x6, 4x6 ; fifty-six each of 2x8, 3x8, 4x8, 2x12.
3x12, 4x12 ; thirty-two each of 2x16, 3x16, 4x16, 2x20, 3x20, 4x20.
2x24, 3x24 and 4x24 ems.

Font E 2, 636 pieces. List price $3600
Font E 3, 318 pieces. List price 18 00
Font E 4, 159 pieces. List price 900

The two-line furniture in all fonts is made ofdrawn steel.

For additional information regarding fonts and prices
write for circular.

Sort Prices per 100 Pieces. Smaller Quantities at Same Rate

Size
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Radio-Iron Imposing Surfaces
o one questions the superiority of iron imposing top*
over the marble slab*, and In the Radio-Iron Imposing
Surface* printer* are offered the very beet working
table* yet produced. The material* In Radio-Iron Im-
posing Surface* are of special compound, which pro-

duces a hard, tough casting which will never chip,
and when finished leave* the surface perfectly
smooth. Radio-Iron Imposing Surface* are made
extra heavy, averaging forty pound* a square foot.

The top *id* of Radio-Iron Imposing Surface* I*

a* accurate a* the bed of a cylinder press.
A three-quarter Inch rabbet I* cut around the
outer edge of the surface to give the galley a
Arm hold. The rabbet I* cut extra deep, which
allow* for spring In old galley*, and a slight
bevel downward assists In handling form*
quickly.

The bottom side of Radio-Iron Imposing Sur-
faces has more than the usual number of rib*,
which are made extra heavy. The** rib*, and
the large *olld corner* and rests on cross-stays,
insure a permanently level surface.

Radio-Iron Imposing Surface* are practically Indestructible and are a permanent investment. The saving of time In composing
or IHISSIIIIIIH. ever ordinary marble stone*, more than pays for the surface* In a short time.

When Iron Mirfaeee are ordered to replace
Barbie slabs, or to At imposing stone frames
originally made for marble slabs the new iron
surfaces must be made approximately three
inches larger each way. (over all measure), to
cover the space formerly occupied by the coffin

holding the marble slab-
Extra heavy square-lee table* are made for

Radio-Iron Imposing Surface*. Unless other-
wise ipecined the** table* are furnished for the
standard ate surface* listed herewith.

When special size iron tops are required a
practical estimate of the cost may be derived by
figuring the entire surface at three cent* per
square inch. Radio-Iron surface* weigh, when
crated, about forty pounds to the square foot.
Printer* contemplating substituting iron top impos-
ing surface* in place of marble top* are solicited to
correspond with the American Type Founder* Com-
pany regarding special size*, price*, etc. We are in
a position to supply you with all necessary informa-
tion and no doubt will be able to offer some econo-
mical suggestion regarding Iron Imposing Surfaces,
as well as regarding other matters pertaining to the
craft in which you may be interested.

M*mmU.v< lUdlo-lnai l| I ili Ssrtsas. i(luls P b*.TT rib. *j>d I

and Dimensions of Radio-Iron

E. D. -. i ,.,. . i
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All-Brass Galleys
Extra heavy rims, bottom of standard thickness and absolutely flat. The American Type Founders Company's All-Brass Galleys

j-e the strongest and most serviceable manufactured. The rim of each galley is made of extra heavy brass with an extra lip at the
top and bottom. This not only acts as a
reinforcement, but enables the printer

to get a more secure grip on the
galley as he lifts it from the case or
stone. The corners are exception-
ally strong and true as they are
securely interlocked. This method

of interlocking the corners in-
\ creases the life of the galley
\ to OVCrdoublethatof any Other Double Column Al!-Br 83 Galley

galley. In an All-Brass Galley
the corner construction is the most important point to investigate, as it is there that
most of the lock-up strain comes. The bottoms are subjected to a special straightening
process, which insures the nearest approach to a perfect flatness. The rivets which

hold the sides and ends securely to the bottom are of extra hard brass, extend
,

clear through the sides and bottom of the galley, the holes are deeply counter- \

sunk and the rivets headed over top and bottom. Our method of interlocking
the corners and strongly riveting the sides and bottoms has brought our All-
Brass Galley to a point of perfection where it is acknowledged to be the stand-
ard of quality and construction.

Printers will be quick to see the advantages of these All-Brass Galleys,
and to appreciate the fact the American Type Founders Company carries a
complete line of them. These galleys are conscientiously recommended as
giving the greatest value for the prices paid and as being of the highest class. All-Brass Mailing Galley

List Prices and Dimensions of All-Brass Galleys

All-Brass Job Galley

Size Galley



Linotype Patent All-Brass Galley
The Linotype Patent All-Brass Galley i> mad* expressly

It ii made In two stylos: Style A. where slugs are lued exch
h an efficient and quick method of handling linotype slugs,
id Style B. where type Is used In connection with the slugs.

In Style A one side of the galley rim is made con-
siderably lower than the other and the Inside of
the rims Is tapered at the top. which allows of
very rapid correction, as the slugs can be tipped
endways and lifted out of the galley without in-

terference from the sides. Style B Is made with
both side* of equal height and finished straight
inside, thus effectually keeping the type on its

feet. Both styles are locked at the bottom by a
foot clamp, which slide* over the rims and is

tightened by pushing the lever to the left. Pins are set into the ends of the rims to keep the rlamp from sliding off and being mislaid.
Practically no lock-up is needed. It is strong and exceedingly compact, the complete galley being only one-half inch wi.ler than the
measure It is designed to hold. It in made of the beat materials with standard bottoms. Give width of column when ordering and
mud sample slug and mention whether Style A or B Is wanted.

Prices of Linotype Patent All-Brass Galleys

Linotype Galley, 12 inches, IS ems or under. Style A or B. each
Linotype Galley. IS inches, 16 ems or under. Style A or B. each
Linotype Galley. 14 Inches. 16 ems or under. Style A or B. each
For each em In width exceeding 15 ems, add to list price . .

Extra Foot Clamp, each

IJ~rp. PU4 All. II

sis*
ITS
SO*
OS
75

Th* abaft prices include foul rlai

Milholland Linotype All-Brass Galley
The Milholland Linotype Galley has a lock-up device, which la

simple, strong and cannot easily be removed. The Galley Is strong
and well made. In ordering give exact measure of columns.

Price* of Milholland Linotype All-Brass Galleys

8 inches long, any width not exceeding IS ems
12 inches long, any width not exceeding 15 ems
16 inches long, any width not exceeding 16 ems
24 inches long, any width not exceeding IS ems .

24 inches Ions by 16 ami wide
For each am In width, exceeding 15 ems. add to list price

Special sues made to order at proportionate prices.

Brass Lined, Half Lined and Unlined Column Galleys

Uth~



Pressed Brass, Bright Steel and Galvanized Steel Galleys

The Pressed Brass Galley is made from one piece of heavy brass of standard gauge, pressed into shape with an extended rim

which gives great rigidity and strength. An absolutely durable and dependable galley at a remarkably low price. It is sold at prices

averaging one-third less than the regular all-brass galley. The Bright Steel and Galvanized Steel Galleys are sold at prices averaging
one-third less than the regular galleys. They are made of heavy standard gauge steel, just as strong as possible. The galvanized

&%^%^?^?l?^^% List Prices of Pressed Brass Galleys

shape with extended rims which gives great rigidity and
strength. They are durable andjiependable galleys

at a very
low price.

Bright Steel and Galvanized Steel Galley*

Size Galley



The Orro Embosser
The printer whodon job work ought certainly to do embossing. If he doM not hi. pr are not giving him full isrrica and he

is mining- the proflu of on* of the sailsst and most attrariivr lines of work ever bruuirht within hi reach.
It I* a very simple matter to emboss on any job press, large or small rerardla** of make, with the aki of

the OTTO Emboaaer. No make-reedy required and no extra impression. This handy device fasten* to the tympan
paper and hold* the die and counter die (or "force") In a eort of hinge. Into which the paper or card passes
naturally when the press it fed In the usual way. The device can be put on in a moment and anyone who can
mietate a preee can do expert work with It.

IB embossing with the Orro the make-ready or "force" U prepared on a powerful screw press in the factory
at the time the die i> made. The material of which it i composed, .lightly softened by heat. U put under t

mendotu preature and forced Into every depression of the die. When the "force" l> in uw the (took to be em-
boaiea la preaaed Into every part of the die with equal pressure (even at the
deepest points) before the flat surfaces of the die and force meet. This in the
reason why perfect embossing is produced with the Orro without rik of Injury
to the smallest preaa made. Die* are interchangeable. Complete change of
design can be made In one minute.

Diea of any design can be made for the Orro. not exceeding two and one-
quarter inches Ions by one Inch wide, and a (pedal designing department {

maintained to work out customers' idea* and to make drawings from their

sketches, or to originate new designs a> needed. Thi* department
tinually preparing de*igns of various subjects suitable for all-around use in

general job printing, from which dies are made and carried in stock in what
Is known as the "Library of Orro Diea." These dies are always ready
for immediate shipment and are furnished at very low prices. Com-

plete sets of samples of the designs are at the disposal of owners of the Orro Embosser.
The Orro Kmbosser mean* more in the printing world than simply another article ^^^^

to be sold at a little profit; it brings in a new element which make* for quality and
better work and tend* to uplift printing standards.

It ha* hundred* of uses, among
which are: Covers for booklets,
catalogues and price list*, folder*.
announcement*, circular*, notice*,
letter and note paper, envelopes,
bill-heads, blotter*, show cards, cal-

endar*, photograph -mounts, business
cards, bank statements, certificate*, invi-

tation*, programme*, score card*, pri-
vate mailing card*, souvenirs, holiday greet-
ing*, menu cards, wine list*, ball ticket*, or-

A &-*. On. &u-ta ot*t

ders of dancing, society and club printing, imitation steel die stamping and for embellishing
anything made of paper or card with an tmboeaed crest, monogram, trade mark or any sort of
design. Anything can be embossed within two inches of the edge.

The embossing may be done in one color or several, with or without printing on top of
color or gold. The use of the Orro Embosser means more profit on each job: getting new trade
and holding your own; more new trade and greater profit*.

TW Om> rliiiir
>

^n* ^rro *"* *" two IUK' one-quarter inches long by one Inch wide.

Prices of Orro Eaibeaser* and Dies

Price, including one die and force, printing plate, template and two iron blocks, the extra block for use in a "standing" form CO 00
Diea, Including the "force" or make-ready and a registering printing plate, each 3 SO
Diea. from your own design cost according to the nature of copy submitted. Minimum 5 00
Stock Dies may be exchanged at any time upon payment of the exchange fee of 2 SO

Card Cutters ..

For the particular printer, who desire* to cut his own
card*, our line of card cutters will certainly be of interest. It
I* the best line manufactured. The table* are made of well
seasoned kiln dried cherry, stained and varnished. Some of the
table* are divided into half-inch squares by lines cut into the
wood, and filled with enamel. The joint prevents buckling or
dragging of the paper. The rule is adjustable. The blades are
made of tempered steel. These Card Cutter* are essential in

every printing office. Should those listed not fully meet re-
quirements, details of others will be furnished.

THE PREMIUM For the rapid cutting of cards and sheets
the Premium is especially adapted. A sheet of any length can
be cut and slipped along without leaving the guide rule.

12-inch blade. Price lloon

THE POPULAR The ruled table is a leading feature of the
Popular. It provide* a cutting guide at any point on the
board. This trimmer is large enough for all ordinary studio

THE MANtirACTVUX'8 The highest attainment In cutter*
for heavy work In print shops r studk>s. Has adjustable gauge
and automatic binder, which holds the work in place.

U-inch Made. P

TH K Sn mo- Thl* I* a* perfect a little machine as the most
improved methods can produce, and is adapted for the use of
the amateur and semi-professional photographer.

24-Inch blade. Price ... no no

THE NATIONAL This Is the latest product In the line of
Trimmers and ha* an eightorn-inch blade thus meeting every
requirement of the professional studio. It has adjustable
joint and the table Is ruled In half-inch square*.

SUM
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Improved Hempel Quoins
The Hempel Quoins have been tested by time and approved by those who use them. The latest improved design fulfils every

requirement. u^ P|>ice8 of Improved Hempel Quoins
$2 50No. 1, small, per dozen

No. 2, large, per dozen
Keys for either size, each

3 00
50

The Monarch Quoins

is simple, but effective, ensuring permanent lockup when it is essential.

No. 1, small, per dozen

The New Monarch Quoin retains all the desirable features of other
quoins with the added advantage of a self-locking device, consisting of a
small spring inserted through the thick end. The purpose of this spring
is, when the quoin is in position to force the center rib of one part against
the teeth in

the end of
the other
half and
thus secure-
ly lock the
quoin and
prevent its
slipping. It

The Moi )i Quoi

List Prices of Monarch Quoins
. . $2 50 No. 2, large, per dozen $3 00

Challenge Hempel Quoins
These have rounded ends, so do not scratch or injure the imposing stone or press

bed. The beveled heels and points enable one to place two quoins wherever one will

go. The Challenge Hempel Quoin Keys are made of the best cast steel, accurately
cut, durable and satisfactory.

Prices of Challenge Hempel Quoins
No. 1, small, per dozen $ 1 00

No. 1, small, per gross 10 00

No. 2, large, per dozen 1 50
No. 2, large, per gross 15 00

Keys for either size, plain (Style C)
each 50

i Quoins Keys for either size, nickel plated
(Style C) each

Favorite Quoins

7.
r

The Favorite Quoins have been very popular for many years. They
have always been regarded as the best on the market and deservedly so.

Prices of Favorite Qnoing
No. 1 size, per dozen $100
No. 1 size, per gross 10 00
No. 2 size, per dozen 1 50
No. 2 size, per gross 15 00

Register Quoins Wickersham Quoins
Where perfect register is desired these Register Quoins

are intended for use in forms of mounted plates. The quoins

_^_^
are placed on all four sides of

E^fc
1^

.-.^> ' each page, as illustrated, so
that any page may be moved
independently in any desired
direction without interfering
with the other pages. The
quoins permit of very narrow
margins. They are made in
two sizes: In No. 1 margins
can be regulated from sixteen
to twenty-four points. In No.
2 the margin adjustment is

from thirty-six to forty-eight
points.

1



Right Angle Pressman's Quoin Key
The High! Anil* Preuman's Quoin Keys At Hemp*) Quoin* of any make. They are made of tool *teel. each tooth l-ing cut

n.l not drop forged. They are eapecially constructed for lurking or unlocking form under the cylinder without taking the chaa*^ i i i
fn>m the lied of the prea*. The lever I* long, giving ample power and

/f - -J low* reach.

U^ PH*e* of Right Angle Pm*an'. Quoin Key*

Rteki Axt> "i i mi" Q* Kr Right Angle I'reuman's Quoin Key. plain. No. I and No. 2. each. M 7

A A KightAnglel'rw.man'sQuoinKcy.nickeled.No.landNo.Z.each. M
(111 *f*

The Preaaman'* Combination Quoin Key i> made of tool steel,
even and one-half inch** long. One end is accurately cut to At a
No. 1 Hemp*l Quoin anil the other i* drop forged to flt a No. 2 Quoin.
One in. h ..f each end of the key l> bent towards the mame sid.-

tern at an angle of 107 degree*, raiting the disengaged end one and
one-half inches from the form. The preeaman I* thus enabled tn
reach under the cylinder and tighten or loosen quoin* without in any
way endangering the matter in the form, or broiling or aoiling hi* knuckle*.

Presssman's Combination Quoin Key

The *hape of the end give* a firm, convenient holdway endangering the matter in the form, or broiling or aoiling hi* knuckle*. The ihape of the end give* a firm, convenle
on the key. while the length give* ample power. Thl* key will be found to be very convenient and useful in the preaaroom,

Price, of rm.at.n-. ( omhln.tlon Quoin k
Preeaman'* Combination Quoin Key. poli*hed tool iteel. each .

Preeaman'* Combination Quoin Key, nickeled tool steel, each
UN
1 IS

Wickersham Pressman's Quoin Key
The Wlckeraham Preeaman'* Quoin Key, a* It* name

implie*. i* al*o intended for u*e in locking and unlocking
form* while on the prea*. It in decidedly a lining and well-
made key and ought to but a long time. It fit* both the
No. 1 and No. 2 Wlckenham Quoin* and in office* where
theee quoin* are u*ed thi* key li juit a* eaten tlal a* theCom-
bination or Right Angle Key* for Hempel pattern quoin*.

Price of Pressman's Key for Wickenham Quoin*, flu both No*, land 2. plain each MM

Combination Paper Jogger
Every rylimt<-r preu should have a paper jogger or itralghtener. The Combination Paper Jogger I* made with

wing* which are instantly removable when deelred. There I* no projecting rod on the front *ide to tear clothe*. Thii
of itaelf ii worth the price of a jogger. It hat patent attachable wing* for umall jogger*, by which letterhead* etc..

can be evened up. Theae are made to go on Inside of other*, and are hung with wire over the main wing, or evening bar. When
pecined In the order the*e are included free with small jogger*. For *izee larger than twenty-four by thirty-*ix an extra price of

fifty cent* 1* charged.
Price* of Combination Paper Jogger

Hart Combination Jogger. 24x36 . $1500 Hart Combination Jogger. 36x48 . . $18 M Hart Combination Jogger, larger (MM

Press Points and Wrench
Theae point* are screwed in a* far a* the cro*8 bar with

the wrench furnished, when they will stand the right height.
If a larvcr hole i" the paper in desired, screw the point out.
This plan is far superior to the old method of driving a nail or
wire into the wood furniture so as to make holes into the sheet.

Price* of Free* Point* and Wrenche*

Point*, per dozen M 75 Wrench M 7S

Adjustable Ball and Socket Drop Hangers
Theae hangers may be obtained either single or double

braced. They all have machine-finished baaes and bearing*,
machine-reamed and faced.

Prices on application

Shafting
AH Rhafting in cold rolled and turned, straightened and

polished. The diameters run from fifteen-sixteenths of an inch
to one and fifteenth-sixteenths inches, and the weight per
foot varies from 2.35 Ibs. to 10.03 Ibs. It Is sold by the pound or
by the foot, and detailed price* will be gladly furnished on
application.

FULL sire.

HM.F SIZE*.

Frm* Point tutd Wrvnth

Iron Pulleys
Iron pulleys arc sold either solid or split and the diameters

range from six inches to thirty-six inches, with widths of faces
from three inches to six inches. We shall be happy to furnish
list prices when desired.

Wood-Split Pulleys
Wood-iplit Pulleys are furnished in diameters ranging

from four inches to twenty-eight inches, and with widths of
face from three inches to twelve inches. Order* can be filled

promptly. Quotation* will be gladly furnished for any siie

pulley on receipt of inquiry giving dimensions required.

Overhead Fixtures
Include two hanger*, two collar* and set-screws, countershaft, two cone pulley* and driving pulley. In ordering Overhead

Fixture* always give diameter and speed of line-shaft. Width* of baft* given for the prism are those we recommend. It I*^ possible to run ten by fifteen on a one and one-half inch belt or fourteen by twenty-two on a two
inch belt. We itrongly recommend fixture* No*. 19 and 28 for heavy Universal Preeaea,

i .ad Style of Overhead Fixture.

aTTUI
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Composing Sticks, Etc.

Depth
2 -inch .

2V4-inch .

2V2-inch .

.$1 75

. 185

. 195

Rouse Job Stick
8-lnch 10-Inch

$2 00 $2 25
2 10 2 35
2 20 2 45

12-Inch 15-Inch 20-Inch

$2 50 $3 00 $3 75

2 60 3 10 3 85
2 70

House Pica Stick

The only difference between this and the Rouse Stick is

that this is without the six-point adjustment.
Depth 6-Inch 8-Inch 10-Inch 12-Inch 15-Inch 20-Inch

2 -inch .... 1 25 $1 50 $1 75 $2 00 $2 50 $3 25
2V4-inch .... 1 35 1 60 1 85 2 10 2 60 3 35
214-inch .... 1 45 1 70 1 95 2 20 not made
Plating .... 25 30 35 40 50 50

Rouse Job Stick French Pattern

6-inch $1 65 Plating, extra $0 25
8-inch 1 90 Plating, extra 30
10-inch 2 15 Plating, extra 35

Improved Standard Job Stick

Depth 6-Inch 8-Inch 10-Inch 12-Inch 15-Inch 20-Inch

2 -inch . . $1 75 $2 00 $2 25 $2 50 $3 00 $3 75
214-inch . . 1 85 2 10 2 35 2 60 3 10 3 85
2'/2-inch . . 1 95 2 20 2 45 2 70

Rouse, only . . 15x2V4, $3 10 20x2, $3 75 20x2M , $3 85

Star Composing Stick



Boxwood Triangular Type Measure
The Boxwood Triangular Type Msasinas are rry accurately and sharply cut. ar*l mad* of the beat grade of thoroughly sea-

soned boxwood. The graduations are guaranteed accurate. Each sidr of the triangle it fluted. thus rnatilinit the nil* to be easily
and steadily handled. Will measure ail

iiee from 6V to point., and all multi-

pie* of 6 point.

.

Type Measure. 9 Inches Ion* SI H
Llit Price of Boxwood Triangular

<Trter Typ> min Type Measure, 18 Inches hint . I M

The Lincoln Type Measure
The Lincoln Type Measure Is a steel tape, twenty-four inch*-, scale, agate to pica measure. In a German

silver case. May be easily carried In the vet pocket.

Li*t Price of Lincoln Type Measure, each SI 00

American Square Boxwood Type Measures
The American Square Boxwood Type Measures are made of hard wood, three-quarters of an inch

square, twelve inchm long, with brass edge*. They are graduated In Inches, and to 6H. 6, 7, 8, , 10,
11 and 12 ____^^___^^^^^^^^^^

' U ! I I l.| III. II tl H t.l I I i;

M.IITII I ITII lltlll ITIIIIT I II 111 II IT I I I If I I Hill

of fourtwn
line* to the
inch. AaMrteuHqtMfv UoKwood

List Price u( American Square Boxwood Type Measure, each

Steel Composing Rules
The Perfection Set contains forty spring tempered steel composing rules, numbered 4 to 45 picaajncluding half-em measures

below 10 picas, are fitted in a handsome case strongly made of polished oak, plush lined and nicely finished. List price ... 13 50

Sul Mik.-v *!

LMtJwr t'wkt Kul CM*

The Leather Pocket Rule Case is well made of strong brown
leather, and compositors will find It very convenient for carrying

in the vest pocket. It has patent clasp and contains twelve steel composing rules. Sixes,

10. 12. 18, 14. 15. 16. 18. 21. 24, 26Vi, 28 and 80 ems pica. List price SI SO

These Steel Composing and Make-up Rule* are made from the
finest quality tempered steal, highly finished. Size* and price*:

4 to 16 ems . . I* 15 81 to 86 ems . SO S3 61 to 66 ems . SO 66

16 to 20 ems . . 29 38 to 40 ems . 40 66 to 60 ems . CO

21 to 26 ems. . 25 41 to 46 ems. .46
2B to 30 em. . M 46 to 60 ems . . 50
Extra thin Composing Rule <1(Vtopic*,) 13 ems IS

Ink Spade
A very useful little accessory for the pressroom Is the ink spade. It is made of steel, heavily nickel plated and may be used for

a variety of DUrDoam cleaning out ink keg. ink can or fountain, mixing Ink. or scraping an Ink disc or plate. In mixing inks It will

not discolor the daintiest tint. .. wr
One side is cut on a ilant and ink l\ II I

\ c-

liuhtly rounded. *o the inside of

the keg ran be scraped without
soiling the fingers. Steel han-
dle, with spring steel blade. No
better ink spade can be found.

Price.each. .

When sent by mail ... 71
Style B. 6-inch . SO SO Style B. 8-Inch SI 00

Style B. 10-Inch SI to

Square End Pallet

Pallet. Style B. 6-Inch .

Pallet. Style B. fMnch .

Pallet, Style B. 10-Inch .

Pallet. Style B. 12-inch

so cu

1*9
I <0
200

Round or Square End Spatulas
Spatula. Style A. 6-inch

Spatula. Style A. 8-inch

Spatula. Style A. Hi-inch

Spatula. Style A. 12-inrh

1'res.sman's Knife Overlay Knife
These Overlay Knives are finely tempered and poliahad.

Each Is ground sharp.

XMf.

The Ideal Pressman'. Knife Is covered with a wood handle,

which can be cut away as the knife become* worn.

i's Knife, aach * * Ovarlay Knife, In leather case
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Hook Gauge Pin
This Pin is adjustable. The hook point should be inserted

one-half inch below the feed line and drawn forward. The
gauge point must be dropped at the feed
line and lifted to get register.

Price, per dozen $0 25

Single Prong Gauge Pin
This Pin supports itself in an upright position. The

point should be inserted at the feed line and the prong
run under the tympan to the shoul-
der or gauge.

Price, per dozen (0 25

Two Prong Gauge Pin
This Pin has a double point support with span between.

Both points should be inserted on
the feed line and the prongs run
clear in.

Price, per dozen $0 25

Golden Steel Gauge Pins
In order to obtain the greatest advantage in the adjusta-

bility of these Gauge Pins the prong should be inserted one-
quarter of an inch below the line
of feed. The prong, when in the
paper with the point brought up
through, acts as a sliding bar by
which the Gauge Pin is moved

backward and forward. Not until the Gauge Pin is in the
exact position for feeding are
the teeth forced in. All that
is needed to stick the prong
through is a single sheet of
good strong paper. For the
general run of job work and in order for the teeth to get a full

hold, a tympan, padded with a half dozen hard sheets and a
hard cardboard is very suitable.

Price, either size, not assorted, per dozen $0 40

Original Steel Gauge Pin
This Pin was, as its name implies, the first of adjustable

gauge pins. Its advantage lies in the gauge head being
double thick and its con-
struction such as to pro-
vide a broad, fiat, even
feeding surface. The
Gauge corners are also

Original Steel Gauge Pin rounded. It is simplicity
itself in conception and

is a great favorite with many. A good tight tympan should
be used, but it is not necessary
to stick the prong through more
than the top sheet. When the
point is run in about half an inch
the point should be brought up
through by pressing the finger over it and easing the teeth
while moving along.

Price, in four sizes, either one size or assorted, per dozen . $0 60

Spring Tongue Gauge Pin
This Pin is liked exceedingly well for all kinds of work

because it has a tongue which may be bent up high, so as to
receive the sheets more
readily in feeding and
being elastic will not
break under pressure of

Spring Tongue Gauge Pin blocks, leads, or quads in
the form. The tongue

is also of assistance in preventing sheets or small cards from
sticking to the form. In fact the
tongue improves the register. The
Pin is treated the same as other
styles having teeth adjustment, but Short Ton?,
its securing power is enhanced by
the back supports. Any degree of margin, or none at all,
is met by setting the Tongue, which may also be run between
lines or in blank spaces.

Price, per set of three, with an extra long tongue with
each pin $0 40

Per dozen
1 20

Screw Adjusting Gauge Pin
The base of this Gauge Pin is fastened to the tympan bya stout prong and the Gauge is adjustable backward and for-

ward on the base. It

may be finely adjust-
ed by simply turning

,
the little knurled nut
seen at the rear of the
base. Its maximum

adjustment is half an inch. Glue or wax may be applied to
the open base if necessary. In attaching, the prong should be
inserted a quarter of an inch below the feed line and pushedchock home, the Gauge being squared before bringing the
prong up through. There are no teeth. Flat tongues are used,which are held in the head of the Gauge.
Price, set of three, including one dozen flat tongues . . . $1 00

Perfect Register Gauge
To obtain perfect register, especially in fine color work,

is probably among the most trying and exacting of all the
requirements of the print-
ing press. The Perfect
Register Gauge is especial-

*t^
ly designed for making very

-M fine and quick adjustments.
Perfect Register Gauge not only in starting, but in

making changes in its posi-
tion while running off the job. Some pressmen claim that ad-
justments can be made
without stopping the
press. The Gauge is fas-
tened to the tympan by
applying glue to the base.
To obtain adjustment a
slight turn of the disk.

Bottom v,ew of G.ug.

which moves the sliding part or gauge-head backward or
forward a much slighter

cr :
- '- ^ degree, is all that is neces-

sary. The full extent of ad-
justment is one-eighth of an
inch. To hold the base on

Long Plat Tongue
inch. To hold the base on

while drying and to prevent sheets slipping under in feeding,
a Steel noint- ftpen in t.hp rtnt.tnm vi*iw e\f Centura ia inaopt-^H iw

- uryiiig arm 10 prevent sneers supping unaer in reeding,
a steel point, seen in the bottom view of Gauge, is inserted in

mpan. It is only necessary to secure the top sheet. Inthe tympan. it is only necessary to secure the top sheet,
removing the Gauge it is best to tear it off from the rear.

Price of Gauge, per set of three, including one dozen
flat tongues $1 25

Flat tongues, long and short, per packet 25

Brass Gauge Pin
This is a tough Gauge Pin for tough work. May be used

on any tympan. Both
points are stuck in at the
feed line and brought up
through.

Sizes made 1, 2, 3, 6.

Price, per dozen . . $0 40

Flexible Side Gauge Pin
This is a Gauge Pin, which enables one to apply both

grippers without consideration of the position or safety of
the side gauge. It can be used
as a bottom gauge as well as a
side gauge and is non-smashable.
It has teeth and is adjusted in the
usual manner. It wilj be found
to possess lasting qualities.

Price, per dozen, with or "*-,.

without lips $060

Extension Feed Guides
When it is desired to print on a sheet so large that

it nearly covers the platen, the tympan gauges cannot be
used. In such a case the Ex-
tension Feed Guides are fas-
tened in the bale and by the use

of the long
and sh or t

guides, any
point is

reached between
the two positions.
The leg of the ex-
tension is furnished
straight and should
be bent around the
lower edge of the

bale to form a hook, by which they are easily drawn down and
secured with the bale.

Price, including pair of short guides and long tongue, per
pair $1 00

Eccentric Stud Gauge
This Gauge is turned from a solid bar of metal and is

provided with a fixed lip instead of an adjustable tongue.
The face of the gauge is round
instead of flat. It is made fast to
the tympan by a knurled nut, which
draws a circular plate against the
under side of the tympan and binds
the whole together. It may be at-

tached from underneath or by in-

serting the circular plate from
above. In thick tympans a slot

should be made, so that the screw may move freely in it.

Price, per set of three $0 75

Iron Gauge Pin Drawer
Made of iron,

screws on under the
feed board of press
table. Useful for

gauge pins when
not in use.

Size S'/sxS'/sx-y* in.

Price each, in-

cluding screw $0 25

Postage ... 08

Eccentric Stud Cause
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Solid Brass Gauge^rvma &MeMB0
Thl* I* a job press guide or

gauge, made of solid bra**. It I*

twelve point, and when glued to

tympan act* a* an effective guide.

Price, per domen la

Double Grip Gauge

MM

Cylinder Side Guide
Thl* device is secured to the feed board by the sharp point

ahown In the outline in cut. which is placed at
the aide of pillar, so that hair adjustment* may
be obtained by simply turning the pillar to the
desired position. The bendable bra** tongue I*

adjustable in every direction.

Price, each ... MM

Gauge Pins
Gauge Pin* are prob-

ably more uaed today
than ever before. They
are really a neceaaity in
most printing office*.

They are inexpensive
and aave considerable
time in make-ready. In

FTEC BOARD order to meet the de-
mand* of our custom-

ers we keep a large assortment of the very best line* made.

A new method of attachment wan developed In devising
this Gauge. In fastening It there is no necessity to use teeth.

promts, clue or past*.^_ Neither Is It necee-
Cr sary to cut piece* out

of or slit the tympan
transversely. All

DOOM. um> <><u. that I* required I* to
cut a silt through the

top sheet straight from the feed line one inch in length.
Into this slit the under plate I* inserted sidewise up to the
screw studn. and
there fastened

by the

*aa*aaa*s. two^^V nut*.
Sufficient

^^afl hold ran be
produced with
the fingers for

ordinary stock a* it i* secured at two point* along
the slit, but for cardboard the key *hould be used.

One-quarter inch adjustment is obtained with the
inch slit. If more I* required It can be had by cut-

ting the slit longer. A very powerful hold is obtain-
ed by the use of a manila top sheet. It doe* not
Injure packing, the tympan may be turned back or
It* use repeated. Sheet* cannot be fed under the
gauge-head. This I* a very handy and uaeful de-

vice and I* a gauge, not a pin.

Price, aet of three, including six extra tongue*, per *et . tl K

>>..

Megill Automatic Register Gauge
The highest clans printing, whether in colors or in black, demand* uniformity and thl* cannot be obtained without accurate

register. The Automatic Register Gauge will not only produce absolutely perfect register but will increase the output and aave
stock. It will allow the prea* to be run at a higher rate of speed without the usual spoil-
age and use of the throw-off. The Automatic Is instantly applicable to all size* and make*
of platen presses. No change* are required. On reference to the illustration it will b
teen that the Gauge is complete in iuelf and. though operated by the gripper, has no
connection with it and I* free to be placed anywhere. The speed arm louche* the
gripper near the bottom and, having a lateral motion across it, always work* eas-

ily and I* adapted to any inclination of gripper or platen. All wearing part* are
of hardened steel and the device I* constructed on the interchangeable system. ,

It take* less than a minute to attach, and the method of
I attachment in simple and reliable. The finest adjustment
can be obtained and no part* are employed which are liable

iv i. nuis o

to disarrange during the run. The forward feet prevent
the sheet* from feeding under the setter-head. A tongue
is unnecessary a* the lip prevent* the sheet* from slippinir
up over the setter-head In feeding. The gripper I* *et
a* to comedown between the setter-head and
togirle-joint when flat. All part* depress to
twelve point*. The speed arm I* needed only
when running. It I* applied at the notch and
run* easily to position. The pressure of the

gripper will not displace it. The illustration* show a twelve point setter-head.

Price, delivered U ii

Gripper Cross-Bar and Gripper Fingers
These device* will do the work which has defied the ordinary gripper*. They are deaigned for the platen preu and can be quickly

applied and adjusted, holding immovably. The Crow-bar i* the first invention to completely cross the platen and conform to all

pace* between the gripper* with-
out extending ouuide. Itconsistaof
two three-eighths inch Fingers and
intermediate sections of different

length* which slide with spring ten-
ion upon the Finger*. The Finger*

s-tock DOT* HlnehFtanr

are made in various shape* and used aingly or collectively. They lie between the type matter without smashing
lead* or quad*. The Down Fingers extend vertically over the sheet and may be adjusted to do effective work
anywhere between the gripper*. The Marginal
turn* down at the end and nip* the sheet. The
Inside Marginal extends laterally in both direc-

tion* over the end of the sheet parallel to the grip-
per and admit* a narrow gauge-head between.
Sheet* are lapped along the margin in either di-

rection whether wide or narrow. Space* between
matter are alao entered from either direction. In

printing small form* the left hand gripper may
be equipped and the right hand gripper set to one lide

out of the feeder's way. The Gripper Finger* are made
In five-eighths, one inch and one and one-quarter inch

sizes, the opening* for gripper* the aaroe In width or

narrower. There are frequently occasions, after com- H-toea <Iiv*> n*w,
plicated type form* are put on the firmt. whan the praaaimn i*

obliged to reeort to make-shift method* In order to obtain the fine reaulta he dealrea.

Sometime* the forms may slur, or the stork will permit of very small margin. Often the
lock curl* and wrinkle*, or will not lie flat. Frequently
the sheet* adhere to the form, or a variety of other diffi-

cultie* may aria*, all tending to obviate good work and
causing loss of time. The price* of the Gripper Croa*
Bar and Gripper Finger* make It passible fora prataroom
to own a complete complement of this useful device,

Price* ef Gripper Craea-Bara aad Gripper Flagera

S-inch Gripper Finger, each . . MM
'

-.inch Gripper Finger, each M
Marginal Finger, each M
Down Finger for S-inch Finger, aarh 1*

Down Finger for Croat-Bar, each J*

Complete Crose-Bar for all die presses up to 10x18 1 M
Complete Cros*- Bar for all atx* presses up to 13xl I 71

Complete Croaa Bar for larger praaaa* ... IB
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Tweezers

No. 11 A Tweezer

No. 11 A, nickel plated. Price

The No. 5 is the
best Tweezer
procurable at
the price; has
tile point, steel,
nickle plated ;

4 inches long. Price

This is a good and
cheap Tweezer. It is

made of polished
steel, nickel plated;
3H inches long.

. $025

No. 6 Tweezer

.$050

No. 7 Tweezer

points and backs. No. 7, 4 inches long:. Price

This is

the No. 8

Tweezer,
4% inches
long. No. 8 Tweezer

Price No. 8 Tweezer

TheNos.Tand
8 are the best
Tweezers made;
tempered steel,
nickel plated,
with file cut

. . . $0 75

.$085

The Improved
LockingTweezer
cannot get out of
order easily.
Locks and un-
locks automatic-

ally by holding the points up or down. Can be carried in the
pocket with comfort and safety.

Nickel plated. Price $0 90

No. 3 Combi-
nation Bodkin
and Tweezer.
When not in
use the bodkin
folds into t he No 3 Combination Bodkin and Tweezer
tweezer. Pres-
sure on the file cut brings the bodkin out readily and when ex-
tended it locks securely.
Nickel plated. Price $1 00

Bodkins

Steel Needle Bodkin

Steel Needle Bodkin with wooden handle. Price . .$010

Marble Ink Slabs
These Marble Ink Slabs are made from the best grade of

Vermont marble, especially finished for the purpose.

Marble Ink Slabs, 8x12 inches, each $1 25
Marble Ink Slabs, 12x18 inches, each 2 00
Marble Ink Slabs, 18x24 inches, each 3 75

with the greatest of $125

Miter Boxes
We have a

Miter Box so

strongly built
that it cannot
be broken. It
is made of
lumber that is

built up of
various layers
with the grain
crossed.

Unbreakable Miter Box. 13V4 ems wide, weight two
pounds. Price $0 50

Unbreakable Miter Box. 3 inches wide, weight three and
one-quarter pounds. Price 60
Other sizes of Laminated Miter Boxes can be made to

order. Prices furnished on application.

Miter Box

Leader Boxes
There are two types of practical Leader Boxes, the Ham-

ilton and the May, both strong, well made and unexcelled in

the purpose for which each is intended.
For the job man

the Hamilton Box is

probably the best, as
it can be used any-
where about the
office, carried to the
job bank or used on
a stone. For the type
compositor the May
Box is doubtless the
best, as it does not
cover the type boxes

Hamilton Leader Box

when in use and is placed in a certain position and kept there.

Prices

Hamilton Leader Box, size

5x8x1% inches, weight
six ounces.

Price, per dozen . . . . $2 50

Each 25

May's Patent Leader Box,
size 4V^x6^xlMt inches,
weight four ounces.

List price, per dozen . . $5 00

Each . 50

May Leader Box

This illustration shows how the May leader Box and
the Hamilton Leader Box may be placed on a Case

Case Pulls
The No. 1 Case Pull is attached to all steel run and wood

run cabinets and is a most convenient pull for all type cases.

No. 1 Case Pull

Price, with screws for attaching to case fronts, each . . $0 05

Price, with screws, in bulk, each 04

No. 2 Case Pull

For attachment to shallow cases and narrow drawers.

Price, with screws, each $0 04

Price, with screws, in bulk, each 03

No. 3 Case Pull

This is a pull and label holder combined.

Price, with screws, each $0 05

Price, with screws, in bulk, each 04

Bellows
These Bellows are made

exactly as illustrated and
are correctly shaped; they
are very strongly made of
best selected materials.
In the construction of
these bellows, a reed has
been placed inside which
greatly assists inflation.

Small size Bellows, 8 inches, weight eighteen ounces.
List Price $100

Large size Bellows, 10 inches, weight, twen ty-threeounces.
List price 1 25

Cylinder Bellows
The operation of "blowing out" dusty cases is far better

controlled by the use of the Cylinder Bellows than with the
ordinary old fashioned bellows. The former is more powerful.

Small Cylinder Bellows. Price
Large Cylinder Bellows. Price
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American Lettering Pallet

Thl* Lettering Pallet I* made of aolld bra**, *ub*tantially constructed, and handaomely flntihed. It I. admitted to be one of the

beat palleta manufactured. It ha. capacity for a line four and one-half Inch*, long. It I. readily adju.ted by two thumb .crew..

which center the line with one operation from either end. It I* an

Indispensable tool for every bookbinder. The American Type
Founder* Company make* the beat and largeat asaortment of

Bra.* Type, reproducing in lira., many of Ita type design, that

are most suitable for the purpose. A complete, modern and up-
>

'

leaaaaai I to-date .peclmen book of Bra.. Type*. Ornament, and Border*
will be furnl.hed on application.

Price. American Lettering Pallet *6 N

Triumph Eyelet Punch and Set
The punch that cut* the paper I* separate from the eyelet set, >o that

paper cannot be injured by the latter while being
punched. There I* a guide to regulate the distance of
eyelet from paper's edge.

Triumph Eyelet Punch and Set. Including 1.000

eyelet* . . tttt
XLT Eyeleta. per box of l.nul . 4*

Combined Eyelet Punch and Set
This Is a very useful tool In any printing

office. It punches the hole and seta the eyelet.
Takea only one size eyelet (No. 2 Skirt).

Price complete II 50

Eyelet*, per box of 1.000 M
Eyeleta. per box of 600 ... 25

The sizes of the punches and the die. cormpond with the eye-
I KnM Poach uxi KM let* made. Order by number.

American Job Press Brake
Our Job Preaa Brake la a aimple, durable and effective brake for Gordon and other platen preaaea. It la made entirely of caat

Iron in a workmanlike manner. Anyone can attach It in a very few minute*. One of the moat Important feature* of thl* Job Preaa
Brake I* that a bait may aleo be uaed on the fly wheel of the prea* without Interfering In any way. The Job
Preaa Brake atop* the preaa liutantly. thu* often avoiding accident, and expenilve repair*. It I* a aafe-

guard that .hould be placed on every job printing prea*. In addition to the li.t of regular *Ue* and price*
given below, we can fumlah apeclal brake, at a .light advance In price for any preaa. If the following di-

men.ion* are given: the diameter of the fly wheel; thediitance from the fly wheel to the floor and the dl.tance
from the center of the fly wheel to the front of machine.

Price of American Job Preaa Brake (in regular alcea) U 00

Ajlrini Job IV~. Ilt-Vr

* inch
li inch
M inch
*4 inch
T% inch

Tape in Rolls
A good quality of tape I* neceaaary In the preaa room and bindery.

Cheap tape I* dear at any price. There la ftcarcely anything more annoy-
ing than the breaking of a tape on the prea*. or on any other machine.
Thi invariably happen* when one I* in a hurry. We have teated many
make, of tape* and have concluded that the quality we offer la the beat
that ha* been made up to thi* date.

Price* of Pree* Tape In Roll, of Thirty-Six Yard.

$-.

full Roll.

IVrKoll

WS8
8 TO

IN M
I 20 1 06
1 40 1 20

U Roll. uid onr
IVrK.il!

MS*
M
75
5

II*

1 Inch.
1H Inch .

1M Inch .

IV4 Inch .

2 inch .

Kolb or l~
IVr K.,11

. . flM
. ITS

. . 1

. . 2 10
300

HI.. M K.,11.

pr Ron

SIM
165
1M
I -:.

165

. |*|
PorKoll

l 15

!
140
I 60

:'.:.

Metallic Tape Couplers
Thi* is a device for connecting the end* of tape on prea*** and folder*, ao that there will be no wear on the joined part*. Thl*

method I* more durable than any other for aecuring the end* of tape. The Coupler* prevent the tape from running crooked and
throwing paper out of register.
They can be put on In a few Moond*
by means of parallel plier* made for

|
thi* purpoae. The Metallic Coupler*
are not made larger than one and
one-eighth inches. If one and one-
quarter-inch size i*wantad.ue two
of the five-eighth-inch Coupler*.

Pwmllcl Plivra

Price* of Metallic Tape Coupler., per Box of Fifty

-. inch l 10 , Inch
', inch ... I 1* 1 inch
Hinch I K V. inch
4 inch . 1 SO !Vt inch

,

Steel Roller Supporters
For job praaaaa theae are among the beat lupporter* yet deviaed.

ey only occupy one-quarter of an Inch of the in.kle .pace of a chase :

ry eaae the preaaure of the roller, on the form, prevent over inking and
re roller, from cutting, aa they are three-quarter* of an inch wide OB
>. Being nickel plated they will not affect the dalntieat ink.

U.t Prim and Dimrn.lon. of Steel Roller Supporter.

For 7x11 Chaae .

For 8x12 Chaae
Portal* Cha*e
For 10x18 Chaae
For 11x17 Chaae .

For 12x18 Chaae .

For 13xl Chaae .

For 14x20 Chaae .

For 14V*x22 Chaae
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The Superior Steel Tableting Press

Here is an improvement in the lasting qualities of a Tableting Press. While the old method of building this dev
wood was fairly satisfactory, a better way has been adopted. The Superior is constructed entirely of steel and iron i

and strong as it is really possible for human hands to make it.

There will be no more warping or cracking when this improved
line of Steel Tableting Presses comes into general use. The
Superior Press has no clamps or screws to be operated and is

very rapid and effective in operation. This apparatus has an
iron brick and base plate, which forms the bottom of the box.
The sheets are placed in the box, as shown in the illustration,
and the iron brick placed on top of the pile. Then by taking
the press by the handle and leg and placing it in a perpendic-

> ular position, and withdrawing it from under the base plate.
the pile is left standing on the base plate all ready for the glue-
brush, as depicted in the cut. This press is a trifle more ex-
pensive than if made of wood, but will be found much more
economical in the long run. Every printer needs one of these
Steel Tableting Presses for his office equipment.

List Price of Superior Steel Tableting Press

Superior Steel Tableting Press, complete with sheet
steel box, cast iron brick and base plate, size
8x8x18 inches; capacity 6000 sheets ....... $8 50

Extra Cast Iron Bricks, weight about twenty-five pounds, each ...... . 2 75
Extra Base Plates, each ....................................... 75

ice mainly of
mil is as rigid

Superior Steel Tableting Press
Sheets Ready for Gluing

LBtration showing the cant iron brick
and base plate in position

The Perfection Steel Tableting Press

Steel Tableting Pro at

Like the Superior, the Perfection Steel Tableting Press is made of steel and iron, with the same careful workmanship as is used
in the manufacture of the higher priced apparatus. While the price is somewhat higher than for wooden presses, the lasting qualities
are so much greater that it is bound to prove cheaper in the
long run. The Perfection Steel Tableting Press is intended to

straighten up and hold the sheets of paper while being glued.
It is simple and convenient and will be found to be one of the
best and handiest ar-
ticles yet devised for
the purpose. It will

\

handle any number
of sheets up to three
thousand with equal
ease. Is made slop-
ing so that the paper
will rest alone while
being adjusted. The
clamp is separate
from the box and is

quickly arranged to < ~^g
take various thicknesses. Any desired pressure
may be obtained by turning the screw crank. s

SaT ^fc\
* This catalogue contains a great num-

The advisability of equipping with the Perfec- ber ofarticles that have recently under-
tion Steel Tableting Press will be apparent to the gone improvement in construction and
up-to-date printer. We supply them on shortnotice. these Tableting Presses are among them.

Prices of Perfection Steel Tableting Press and Clamps
Perfection Steel Tableting Press, sheet steel holder, complete with clamp and five boards $5 00
Extra Clamp, with Five Boards 2 50
Extra Clamp, only 1 40

Cott's Tablet Holder and Clamp

This Knife is made especially for separating pads. Has
extra thin, strong blade made of approved design.
Tablet Knife, each $0 50

Cement Brush
Cement Brush of French bristles, flat and

double thick.

Cott's Tablet Holder and Clamp is similar in construction to other tableting presses, except that it is made of wood and is more
economical in price. It will hold any number of sheets up to three thousand and any size from two and one-half by two and one-half
inches to eighteen and one-half by fourteen inches. The clamp is adjustable to the various thicknesses and any desired pressure
can be obtained quickly and effectively.

List Prices of Cott's Tablet Holder and Clamp Tablet Knife
Holder and Clamp, complete, set of Five Press Boards . . $3 50
Extra Set of Five Press Boards 160
Extra Clamp, without Press Boards 1 40

Liquid Padding Glue
This Liquid Padding Glue is an elastic, tough, quick dry-

ing preparation, which is always ready for use and requires no
heating. It is not subject to change of temperature, but is per-
fect under all conditions. It is free from odor and is furnished
in red, blue, green or colorless, as you may desire.

Prices Liquid Padding Glue
Half Pint Cans $0 35
Pint Cans 60
Quart Cans 1 00
Gallon Cans 3 75

Glue Pots
Glue Pots, while ordinary, are very es-

sential. We have but one quality and
that the best.

Prices Glue Pots

Glue Pot, one quart $0 90
Glue Pot, two quarts 1 20

Padding Composition
Many printers prefer padding composition to a liquid glue.

To those who do, we offer an excellent article at a reasonable
price. The friction top tin cans, in which it is put up keep it

in good condition. It is made only in white, except on special
order. This composition must not be boiled but simply heated.

Prices of Padding Composition
Padding Composition, in friction top tin can, 1 pound . . $0 30
Padding Composition, in friction top tin can, 5 pounds . . 1 25
Padding Composition, in friction top tin can, 10 pounds . 2 25

Prices of Cement Brushes

1 inch $0 30 2 inches . .

l'/i inches 40 3Vi inches .

.$055
75

Paper Counter
This Pad or Paper Counter is a device adjustable for divid-

ing any number of sheets into equal parts for padding. To
use, you count
out the num-

j

ber sheets '

wanted by
hand on top of
which place Paper Counter

the plate.
Then draw the adjustable gauge up firmly against the paper,

screwing the handle in to hold the stab in place. To operate,

place plate on top of lot to be counted and push stab into

paper, bearing down at same time. The gauge is nickel plated
and adjustable up to one and five-eighths inches.

Price. .
$075
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ELECTRIC-WELDED STEEL CHASES
Every bar of steel used in the manufacture of these Electric -Welded Steel Chases is made up

from a special grade of open hearth steel. This special mixture was compounded to meet the

l*ruliar conditions of electro-welding, which always require that the impurities
shall bv very low, so that the steel shall weld well and also prevent what is known as
a congregation of impurities rendering the steel brittle and liable to breakage, which

happens when the impurities collect together. In order to bring about the right

mixture, the proper proportions of carbon and manganese must be effected. Carbon
imparts the property of brittleness, therefore only a small percentage of carbon

may be used. It is also necessary to have manganese in the proper quantity for

the purpose of making it dense, close-grained, tough and strong. Sulphur and

phosphorus are great enemies of steel and the best steel contains only very slight
traces of these ingredients. Our steel contains the proper proportions of carbon
and manganese and is as free from sulphur, phosphorus and other impurities as

it is possible to make it. After the steel is made it is first hot drawn through
dies of approximately the size, then cold drawn to the correct size. This very

process of drawing is a guarantee of strength of each and every bar used by us as it takes a pull

of some 40,000 pounds to draw each bar through the dies. Any bar which breaks in this drawing
process is thrown aside as defective. Therefore the secret of the Electric-Welded Steel Chase

lies, first, in the grade of steel used, and second, in the method of welding in electric-welding the

heat is first generated at the center of the bars, and thus the weld is made from the center out-

ward. In electric-welding, too, exactly the right amount of heat may be applied to bring the

metal to just the degree of fusibility which gives the best results. The
material is not weakened by burning, nor is its temper drawn at any
point except where the weld is made ; and yet the heat is sufficient

to cause the molecules of steel to intermingle just as they would
were the metal melted and cast in a mold; hence it is that the four bars

originally used for making an Electric-Welded Chase really become one

solid, perfect piece of steel, without flaw or blemish of any sort to indi-

cate that a weld has ever been made. The steel used in our chases has

a tmsile strength almost double that of the material used in the past,

as has been demonstrated by tests made in the testing laboratory of one

<-f the largest steel plants in this country. The tests by no means ended
here ; mere strength lacks much of being the only test of a good chase. Deflective tests showed

that, on two chases of the same size, when each was sprung a quarter of an inch the Electric-

Welded Chase returned to its original shape on the removal of the pressure,

while the one made from cast-steel remained three-sixty-fourths of an inch

permanently out of true. A series of these tests was made, every
one of which showed the Electric-Welded Chases to have more than

double the resisting power of any others. The testa were all made
with a view of determining which of the many samples submitted

was best for chase-making. Because of its bright, glossy finish we
have named the new material Silver-Gloss Steel. The bars of

steel from which the Electric-Welded Steel Chases are made
are drawn expressly for us. Being cold-drawn every bar is of

the finest texture, and is perfectly true in all dimensions. The
bars come from the steel mill in all the special sizes and shapes used in

chases. The first process of manufacture is the sawing of the bars to

lengths suitable for the work in hand, for which purpose a circular saw
which cuts through the hard steel with astonishing ease and speed is used. When they
leave the saw the pieces are passed to the man in charge of the welding. He places
them in the electric-welder, where they are held tightly against each other by I

vise-like jaws, which gradually, at the will of the operator, close up as the

heat increases, the movement being just sufficient to insure a perfect unblem-
ished joint. This weld being made, the now solid piece is rigidly held in a

right angle vise which prevents warping out of shape or springing while cool-

ing. But for small ridges of excess metal at the point where the weld is made,
the welding would finish the chase; as it is, all that remains to be done is to

cut away the ridge, which work is quickly done by the milling and grinding
machines which leave the bars from which the chase is made as smooth and

perfect as they were before the welding. The excess of metal formed in the

welding process in each inside corner is removed on the punch press (see

illustration). If the chase is to be fitted with bars, the special automatic

dovetailing machine is brought into play. Printers throughout the country have recognized the value
of improved chases for their jobbers and thousands of them have been sold.
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Steel Electric-Welded Book Chases
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Steel Electric-Welded Quarto Chases

Quarto Chase Quadruple Chase



Stool r:Uftri--\\Vldl Chases

iwtkj.
WltHH.

Ha or

WWlfcof Iten

1 8 x!9
i 10 x23
3 lOUxSOM.

6x17 27 inches 1 inch
8x21 81 Inch** 1 inch
8x28 ttVilnehe* 1'i.inche.

InrhM 1 Inch
1 inch
I',, inches

Hi. inehM
111. inchr.
l' inch.-.

- lath

. bMfe

MM
IB
4W

M
M

Tkt abort list a/sues and price. applit* at*o to Brand Slffl Cfcnsss mi Mow

Estimate Prlee of llradtng Chue. size not li.ted.MM .. Poeter Caas.
Minimum price of Hauling chase without bar. $4.50. For bar anil pair of dovetails add KM, Unless otherwise ordered, crow bar

Heading chase* will be furnished. Figure extra stock same a* in Poster chaw*. See Poster List for figuring meaiuretnenti ending
in fraction*.

McGreal Combination Printer's Chase
Every printer know, the advantage of having an adequate chaie equipment in order to save time and money. In a plant equip-

ped with McGreal Chases there it always on hand chaw, of the proper use to flt the form. A perfect lock-up i> assured in the
shortest time, and ".pringy" forma are avoided.

The McGn*l Chase i made from ban of high grade cold drawn steel, outside
ban one and one-half Inches wide by five-eighth. of an Inch thick: shifting cross
bars three-quartan of an inch wide by five-eighths thick. Each piece is per-
fectly interchangeable with every other piece. Any two pain and shifting cross
ban neceaaary to form a chase can be put together and taken apart in a few
seconds. They are perfectly true, and resist one-third more pressure than the old

wrought iron chase. The smallest .ire Is four Inches In length, and each succes-
sive sUe Is two Inches longer up to twenty-eight inches.

Prices of Mctireal Combination Printer'. Chase

4-inch lengths
6-inch length.
K-inch length.
Ill-inch length.
12-inch length.
14-Inch length.
HUinch length.
IH-inch lengths .

20-inch length.
22-inch lengths .

2H-lnch lengths
21-inrh lenient!*

25-inch
'

26-inch lengths .

2H-inch length. .

^^i-inch length.
32-inch length.
32*i-inch length.
.14^i-inch lengths

SIM
170
IN
IN
21*
22*
2N
24*
2S*
2H*
2N
IM
300
300
310
.120
360
37*
IM

36-Inch lengths . .

85i-inch lengths
:tT\-inch lengths .

38*4-lnch lengths .

39%-lnch lengths .

42-inch lengths . .

42V, -Inch lengths.
4SVt-inch lengths .

44-Inch lengths . .

44Vt-lnch lengths
46-Inch lengths .

46*( -inch lengths
48*4-inch lengths .

..h length.
nrh lengths .

u-h lenirth. .

i--h lengths
lil-Vinch lengths .

624-inch lengths .

HO

. SM
390
400
400
430
445
445
445
460
460
475
490
490
52*
535
5N
610
625

Above are Inside measurements. Example: two twenty-four-inch piece* and
two thirty-six-inch pieces make a chase 24x36. inside measurement.

A Few Combination.

9-size lengths make
10-size lengths make
11-size lengths make
12-size lengths make
13-size lengths make
14-size lengths make

2-size lengths make
3-size lengths make
4-ize lengths make
5-size lengths make
6-size lengths make
7-size lengths make
B-size lengths make

1 -size chase
'

-... . . t.:i-. -

- H .1 .I-.--

10-ateechs.es
.-- MI hm -

21-size chases
ZS-size chases

.

15-size lengths make

45-alzeehas

66-slze chases
78-slze chases
91 -size chases
UK-size chase*

American Brazed Steel Chases
American Brazed Steel Chases are made from high grade cold drawn steel, milled to a perfectly square and even finish and

beveled so as to insure perfect uniformity. They are constructed with an indestructible overlapped countersunk corner joint
which cannot be broken by any ordinary usage. The illustration shows the
Sliiiire Hammer Test. The cut on the left shows the brazed corner when sub-
jected to a blow of a twenty pound sledge, chase lying flat on anvil. The right
hand cut shows test made with section of chase stuck upright in anvil and struck
so a* to break the corner if possible. The lower cut shows actual condition of
the All Steel Chase after the teat. American Brazed Steel Chase* are uniform In

size, and it has been demonstrated that they are undoubtedly the strongest chases
on the market. Thousands of them are in daily use in many of the best printing office*

in the country, and the demand for them is constantly increasing. The list of sites and
prices quoted on Steel Electric Welded Chases also apply to American Brazed Steel

Chases. Write for circular and net selling prices.

Prevailing Beveled Edge Bright Steel Chases
The Prevailing Beveled Edge Bright Steel Chases for job presses are also made of cold drawn

steel and brazed in the tame manner as
the American Brazed Steel Chases. and In addition poaseM the advantage ChaSCS for C. & I . (lOrdon
of having indestructible overlapped countersunk comers.

l.i.l Prices of Prevsiling Berried Kdce Bright Steel ( h..r.

7x11
bdl
H

10x11
11x17

7 xll
8 x!2
9 xU

JJ -a

2S*
2N
275
IN

12 x!8
18 x!9
14 x20
14 x22

: um

:
.

,

35*
4N
41*
42S
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10 xU in 15*
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SIM S2M S4M (IN
IM 2M 4M I2S
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Metal Leads and Slugs
To the user of American Leads and Slugs it is not necessary to say a word about quality. These leads and slugs are cast in a

ontinuous strip, are shaved, smoothly finished by rollers and come out absolutely accurate to point bodies. They are cast from a

^^^ uniform quality of exceptionally durable metal, the formula of which is kept at a certain standard from year to year
regardless of cost of raw material. This lead alloy is the result of an experiment extending over several years, and is

made up of new metals, no inferior scrap or old metal being used.

Labor-Saving Leads and Slugs
Our Labor-Saving Leads and Slugs are accurately trimmed to measure on improved ma-

chinery. The leads pass between two rapidly revolving trimming heads which can be adjusted
so finely that the highest standard of accuracy is secured.

A twenty-five pound font of 2-point labor-saving leads is composed of sixty-two pieces each,
4 to 25 ems inclusive. Other sized fonts in proportion. Special scheme fonts can be made up to

any desired scheme. Packages of five pounds are made up and carried in stock in all lengths
from 4 to 36 ems. Other lengths are cut to order, but can be obtained on short notice.

American Line Leads for Rapid Justification

These are special fonts of Labor-Saving Leads, cut from 1 em to 20 ems for use in lining
type cast on American Line or the lining system of other foundries. These fonts are cut
from 1 point, 2 point and 3 point leads, and put up as follows :

1 Point Brass Leads Font contains seven pieces each 1 to 10 ems graduated by 6 points ;

seven pieces each 11 to 14 ems graduated by 12 points ; and five pieces each 15 to 20 ems
graduated by 12 points. Font measures about 260 inches.

Price, without Case $1 00

Price, with Midget Case 1 60

2 Point Metal Leads Font contains twelve pieces 1 to 10 ems graduated by 6 points ; also twelve pieces each 11 to 20 ems graduated
by 12 points. Font weighs 4 pounds.

Price, without Case $1 00

Price, with Midget Case 1 60

3 Point Metal Leads Font contains eight pieces each 1 to 10 ems graduated by
6 points; also eight pieces each 11 to 20 ems graduated by 12 points. Font
weighs 4 pounds.

Price, without Case $1 00

Price, with Midget Case 1 60

The Midget Labor-Saving Case

Labor Saving Slugs

Midget Labor-Saving Case

The Midget Labor-saving Case has twenty-
nine compartments and will hold either three

fonts of 1 point, or one font each of 2 point
or 3 point. Size of case, 4-V*x8Mj inches.
The Midget Case filled with short lengths of leads is an exceedingly handy thing for
compositors, and will save many unnecessary trips to the main lead and slug case.

Price of Case . . $0 60

Short Leads and Slugs

Short Leads and Slugs

These handy little cases speak for themselves. They are almost essential in the equipment
of every compositor. Each font contains 1, 2, 3 and 6 point thicknesses cut to one of the bodies
shown below :

Prices of Short Leads and Slugs
18 point, including box $1 50 48 point, including box $1 50
24 point, including box 1 50 60 point, including box 1 50
36 point, including box 1 50

List Prices of Leads and Slugs
2 point

and thicker

In Strips $0 16
Labor-Saving Fonts 20
Cut 7 ems and longer 20
Cut 2 to 6M> ems 35

1 1-2 1 1-6 1

point point point

$0 24 $0 30 $0 40
30 37 48
30 37 48
44 54 68

Leads and Slugs in Strips, 2, 3, 6 and 12 point are packed one hundred and fifty pounds to the box, and are sold at slightly lower
prices for this quantity.

2 point and thicker, 12 Ib. labor-saving font . . . $2 40
2 point and thicker, 25 Ib. labor-saving font 5 00
These standard size fonts are carried in stock. Every office should be liberally supplied with 2 point leads and 6 point slugs.

Angular Quads
Angular Quads were introduced by the American Type Founders Company and will be found a great convenience when setting

rules and lines at an angle. There will always come a time when these Quads are needed and it will pay printers to have a font ready.
Angular Quads are cast in type molds and range in sizes from twelve points
to seventy-two points. Each font contains twenty-eight pieces, conveniently
assorted to meet ordinary requirements, but when additions are required, sorts

may be added at the prices listed.

List Prices of Angular Quads
Angular Quads, complete font of four of each size ....

List Price per set of four of each size

12 Point . . $0 20 24 Point . . $0 20 48 Point . . $0 30
18 Point . 20 36 Point . 25 60 Point .

SI 50

72 Point . . $0 40

Angular Quads 12. 18. 24, 36. 48. 60 and 72 Point
Circular Quads

We can now offer a more complete font of Circular Quads than heretofore.
The font is made up of ninety-six pieces, cast in the

picas. The various pieces are quickly adjusted with quads and
leads to make the required circles. For label and similar work
Circular Quads quickly pay for themselves.

The accompanying illustration shows some of the pieces in
the font of Circular Quads considerably reduced in size.

These quads are accurately cast.

Circular Quads, put up in a neat box, price per font .

Circular Quads fill lightly reduced)

S3 50
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Labor-Saving Metal Furniture
Thl> popular design of mrtal furniture is cast from high

grade metal and accurately finlnhed with Improved machinery.

Ukor-atiinc ll Kimilturr

Made In 2. 3. 4. 5, 6. 8 and 10 em widths, and 4, 8. 6. 8. 10, 15,

20. 25. 3(1. 4(1 and 50 em lengths. The twenty-five pound font
includes sixes from 2x4 to 10x26 ems. Fonts fifty pounds and
larger include sixes from 2x4 to 10x50 ems.

Capacity of Foats

A twenty-flve pound font of Improved Metal Furniture as

regularly assorted coven 236 square Inches about ' square
inches to the pound. An assortment of smaller lengths, up to

. will cover about 6V square inches to the pound.

List Prices of Labor-Saving Metal Furniture

12 pound font S3 60 50 pound font SIS M
26 pound font 750 100 pound font 28M

Quantity Prices of Lsbor-Ssving Metal Furniture

Regular Scheme Fonts and Sorts larger than 6x6 ems.

10 IJ. IOC LW.
MM M28

Sort* 6x6 ems and smaller.

MS UK.
MM

in.-.11 jo. i.. M41

1000 U..

M24

wu.
*" M

M2Z

*< '>

I .;i Imr-S;i\ inu" Quotation Furniture
The well known pattern with rinsed bottom which presents

smooth surface forelectrotyping and stereotyping is cast from

I liui Ojilss QjBgSMbja rvnyuw

high grade metal and accurately tininhnl. Reirular fonts con-
tain 2. 3. and 4 em widths, ami '! 20 em lengths.
Can also be cast to order in 2. 3 and 4 em width* and practically

any lengths up to 80 ems.

List Price, of Lsber-Saviag Quotation Knn.ili.rr

12 pound font S3M SO pound font SUM
25 pound font 7 M 100 pound font 28 M

A twenty-five pound font of Quotation Furniture, regular
assortment, covers 102 inches, and (mailer lots practically the
same proportion.

Qaaatity Prim of l-.bor-S.Mni Quotation furniture

Regular Scheme Fonts and Sorts larger than 6x6 ems.

100 li. MSU.
MM M MM

Sorts 6x6 ems and smaller.

X. ,,

LW.
M44 M41

ISSLk*.

MM

Corner Quads Brass and Metal
Better junctions of ml tered corners can be obtained

by using Corner Quads, as their use prevents
from slipping. Made in both brass and metal.

f '" iirifrg me* pagr lilt

rial

ibtained I
la rules I

I^abor-Savinjf Railroad or Reversible

Furniture
Ktpecially designed for margins between paces and gen-

eral blanking out. Accurately lini.hed In2.3.4.6,6,g. and

10 em widths and cut any desired length by points. 12 point
ems or inches up to 16S inches orW ems.

Appro.l-.tf Weight Per lack

2 ems wide ... 1' i ounces 6 ems wide . . . . SVk ounces
3 ems wide l*i ounces 8 ems wide. . . SS. ounces
4 ems wide 2' ounces 9 ems wide . . . . S 1 ounces
6 ems wide . . . 2H ounces 10 ems wide 3*4 ounces

A twenty-five pound font of Railroad Furniture covers 160

square inches and is cut same widths as Improved, and any
length up to 16*? inches equal to M ems. Especially suited for

margins in book forms.

List Prices of Labor-Saving Railroad Furniture

12 pound font S3 M 60 pound font $15 00

25 pound font 7 56 100 pound font 28 M
Quantity Prices of Railroad Labor-saving Furniture

Regular Scheme Fonts and Sorts larger than 6x6 ems.

.

MM M28 MM
Sorts 6x6 ems and smaller.

s.i --

MM M46
t>u.
M4I

MU.
M36

Labor-Saving Quotation Quads
Thene quads are cast on regular type casting machines In

the following sixes :

18x24 points. 18x36 points. 24x24 points. 24x36 points. 24x48
points. 36x36 points. 86x48 points, 36x72 points. 48x48 points
and 4Xx96 points.

List Price, per Ib. MM
5 Ib.. and over, per Ib., M 4C 50 Ib.. and over, per Ib., M

26 Ibs. and over, per Ib., 41 100 Ibs. and over, per Ib., 14

Copper Alloy Take Slugs
These are the only Take Slugs cast in a mold in extra

durable copper alloy metal. They are better, cheaper and more
durable than electrotype slugs. Any number from 1 to 100, but
in one style of figure only.

Copper Alloy Take Slug, price each M IS

Electrotyped Take Slugs
mm Electrotyped Take Slugs, with word, letter or figure, first

one of kind, price each M40
Duplicate* as per Chicago Electrotype Scale list, per run-

ning inch, with thirty cents minimum charge . . 15

Foot Slugs Brass and Metal

Brass Foot Slugs. 12 Point
RrassF.- I'ntnt

in. 24 Point
Metal Foot Slugs. 1Z Point
Metal Foot Slugs. 1* Point
Metal Foot Slugs, 24 P.nt

M IS
M

M 25

tT
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Wesel Steel-Clad Safety Benzine Cans
These Cans are practically indestruct-

ible. They can be abused to almost any
extent without impairing their useful-

ness, or
springing
a leak.

They are
being used
by many
of the best
printers in

theUnited
States and
are giving
results.

Pint Can, coppered
Quart Can, coppered ....
Extra Patent Stoppers, each

Benzine Brushes

1 Steel-Clad Safety Benzi
c Brush

Benzine Brush, all bristle, oval back .

Benzine Brush, all bristle, with handle
Medium bristle

Large bristle

$040
40
50
75

Success Safety Benzine Cans
Success Cans are made of brass and are strong and

durable. They have recently been strengthened fifty per
cent to conform to the more exacting demands of the
Underwriters. Hundreds of thou-
sands are in use.
The line of Benzine Cans shown

here represents the best of their
kind which have been made up to

the present time.

Prices Success Safety
Benzine Cans

Half PintCan $060
One Pint Can . . , . . 70
One Quart Can . . . 85
Two Quart Can 1 50 Success Safety Ben:

Imperial Non-Explosive Benzine Cans
These Cans meet the requirements of

the Board of Underwriters as a protec-
tion to life and property. Explosion and
fire are often caused when vapors are
allowed to escape from benzine, gasolene,
naptha or similar fluids. With these cans
all such danger is practically eliminated.

They have self-closing tops and are made
in four sizes.

Prices of Imperial Non-Explosive
Benzine Cans

One quart size $1 50
Two quart size 1 75
One gallon size 1 85
Two gallon size 2 50
Five gallon size 5 00

Flicker Combined Benzine Can and Brush
In the Flicker Benzine Can and Brush, as its name implies,

the can and brush are combined, thus making it into a quick and
handy article. The
can is filled with ben-
zine and the act of

using it permits a
t certain quantity

|
of benzine, suf-

|
ficient for clean-

ing the type, to

pass through a small
tube into the brush.
It is economical, as
by its use both ben-
zine and time are
saved, sufficient to
cover its cost in a
few days. A new

Benzine Brush with Handle

Flicker Combined Benzine Can and Brush
brush can be at-
tached at any time.

Flicker Combined Benzine Can and Brush, each $1 25
Extra Bristle Brush 75

Benzine Brush

Price $0 40

Boston Benzine Brush
For Halftone Cuts

To avoid all chances of scratching halftones with rags,
pins, buttons, or hooks and eyes, it is advisable to use a

Boston Benzine Brush, which will wear for six months under
ordinary usage.

Price . $025

Stereotype Beating Brushes
These brushes are of the

best material and very
strongly built.

Prices

No. 120 . $5 00

No. 121 . . 6 00
No. 122 . . 7 00

Solid Back Lye Brushes

Solid Back Lye Brush

No. 20, medium, all bristle, per dozen . . $5 00 Each $0 50
No. 30, large, all bristle, per dozen ... 7 00 Each . . 75
No. 8, medium Tampico, per dozen . . 3 50 Each . . 40
No. 9, large Tampico, per dozen 450 Each 50

Bronzing Pad

The bronzing pad has become an article of necessity in the
pressroom as it effects economy in time and bronze, and in-
sures clean work. The bronze is received in a cavity on the
top (closed tightly with a slide) and is delivered through valves,
which are opened and closed by the thumbscrew at the end,
which regulates the flow of bronze into a sieve in the midst of
fine fur. The bronze is fed only where, and just when it is

wanted on the work, and is not scattered over the table.

Large, 2M>x6 inches $2 50

Small, for light work, 2K inches square 1 50

Bronzing Mitten
These Mittens are made of sheep's wool with back of strong

cloth. They are convenient for bronzing and are made imper-
vious to bronze.

Price, each $0 50
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The Robinson Improved Printer's Mallets

There I* many a little printing ofne actaaanry. OM utility of which has become so manifest and the article ~. generally used that
IMT. Thla process will re|ieat itself in connection with the Robin
Printer'! Wallet, the Illustrations of which we

the wander is the idea did not suggest Itself sooner. This jinson Improved

m ahow here. The hammer head of this Mallet in

^A ^ ovoid, or en shaped. A blow struck u|ion the

w planer i> always a square blow, which is a most
important consideration when strlktmraproof.m It iinot poasibM to strike a glancing blow with

|

thi Mallet. There are no nharp corners to wear
I away, slip or mar the delicate type faces.

^^^ ^^L This mallet stands on end when not in use

^H ^^^^t ^flsW ^1^ ^L and in correct position to bequlckly and rapidly

^^W grasped by the stone man at times when a
k second counts in the lock-up.

The Robinson Improved Mallet Is made
^m^ ^sw- V^sW jn ftvesizeaof lignumvitaeand hickory. The

best selected stock is used and the surface
Is smooth and polished, finished with shellac-.

Each single mallet is packed in a paper carton, properly labeled as to contents. A trial order for
one of those improved mallets will convince any printer of its superiority over other mallet*.

List Prices and Dissensions of the Robinson Improved Mallets

No. 1 Ball 4'*x4 Inches full length. H inches Utrnumvitae . II SO Hickory II 00

No. 2-Ball. 3'w3%i inches full length. 8*4 inches Lignumvitae. 130 Hickory 8S

No. 3 Ball. S^xS 1! inches full length. 8 inches . . Lignumvitae . 1 10 Hickory . 70

No. 4-Ball. SUx2i. inches-full length. 7V inches . I.ignumvlta* . 90 Hickory 60
No. 5 Ball 2*4x2 l i inches full length, 6*4 inches Lignumvitae 70 Hickory SO

Wooden Mallets

TheseWooden Mallets are of attractive shapes:
made of thoroughly well seasoned and selected

stock: the handles are screwed in and all are
finished in oil. The lignumvitae mallets are

especially rec-
ommended as
they are much
heavier than

" hickory mallets.

List Prices of Wooden Mallets

No. 1. Hickory.
small, s i a e
2^41* in..

weight ten
o u n c e a .

List price. I* IS
No. 2. Hickory, medium, size 3x5 inches,

weight on pound. List price ... SO 30

No. 8. Hickory, large, si*e 3Hx6 inches, weight one and
one-half pounds. List price W 40

No. 4. Lignumvitae. size !Hx2Vi Inches, weight five

ounces. List price 30
No. 5. Lignumvitae, size 1'vxS inches, weight seven

ounces. List price 40
No. 6. Lignumvitae. size 2V<x3l inches, weight ten

ounces. List price SO
No. 7. Lignumvitae, size 3x5 inches, weight one and one-

half pounds. List price
No. 8. Lignumvitae. size 3Vx6H inches, weight two and

OfMHiuarter pounds. List price 75

No. 9. Wood. Iron bound, weight one and one-half

pounds. List price 1 00

Rawhide Bound Mallets
These Rawhide Bound Mallets are extremely

durable, finely finished and handsomely made. The
hide-facing cushions, with which each end is cov-

ered give a spring to each blow and prevent the
jarring of the
muscles. They
positively will

not split.
Rawhid* Bound MalM

Rawhide Bound Mallet small, two-inch face.
! .. MM

Rawhide Bound Mallet, medium, two and one half inch
face. Price 75

Rawhide Bound Mallet, large, three-inch face. List price. I M

All Rawhide Mallets
The All Rawhide Mallets, as their name Im-

plies, have hauls that arc made throughout of
rolled rawhide, specially treated, formed into

their shape by
means of hy-
draulic pres-
sure and kept
in shape by * lu.bu. M.IM
waterproof
adhesive*. They will be found serviceable mallets
for the printers' use. Each handle, which Is of wood, is firmly
fastened Into the head. These mallets are well made, strong,
durable and handsome in appearance. The heads are so made
that they will not split.
All Rawhide Mallet, No. 4. 2xS'i Inches, weight tan

ounces. Price M 71
All Kawhide Mallet. No. 10. 2xSVi Inches, weight twenty-
fourounces (loaded). Price M

All Rawhide Mallet, No. S. 2Sx4H Inches, weight
twenty-one ounces. Price I "

Planers

V ...'. 1

These Planers are
all made of the
best selected
rock maple and
they will hold
their surface
much longer
than cheape r

woods. These
Maple planers
are durable.

Maple Planer, small, size 3Mx inches, weight one and
onc-Miuarter pounds. List price $0 25

Maple I'laner, large, size SVixS inches, weight one and
three-<iuarter pounds. List price 30

Maple Planer, leather top, SVixS inches, weight two
pounds. List price 40

Proof Planers
These Proof

Planers are all

made of maple,
carefully facid
with very high
priced, closely
woven, firm
and durable
felt. They will

produce sharp,
clear proofs on
being struck
lightly: they are so made that there need not be the slightest
fear of injuring the type in any way.
Proof Planer, size 3*4x8 inches, weight two pounds.

$060
Proof Planer, size SMx8 inches, with leather top, weight

two pounds. Price 70

i

The L I n o -

type Planer in

a neceasl ty
in every office

that uses the
Linotype ma-
chine-
Is faced with
corrugated
rubber, which
removes the
burr from the
linotype slugs
without the
slightest in-

jury to the

Linotype Planer

Liaotjrp* lluwr

face of the type. The Planer is well and strongly made and
satisfactorily fulfills the purposes for which It Is intended.
Linotype Planer, site .'I'x6 inches. Price. $0 M
Linotype Planer, size 3'ix6 inches with leather top.
Price 70

The Rouse Copy Holder
This is a device for the job printer, practical and effective.

It savea time ami patience and prevents the loss of copy. De-
signed as an adjunct to the Rouse Job Stick, hut ran be readily
attached to any composing stick by having the necessary
holes drilled In the stick for that purpose and putting It In

place. It Is convenient and Is becoming popular.

Rouse Copy Holder M zs
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Yankee Side Sticks

The Yankee Side Stick has double bevel and two sliding quoins, which are fastened to the brass-lined edge of the main stick.

The quoins can be moved from the center to the ends, but cannot be taken off, being held in position by brass plates which engage
and overlap the brass edge of the main body piece. For a
quick lock-up this Side Stick is very convenient.

Length, 22Va inches; width at center, 1M> inches;
weight, 9 ounces. List price, each $0 60

Hamilton Side Sticks
Side Stick No. 1 is made with two bevels. Length, 11*4

inches; width at wide end, 1 inch; width at narrow
end, V-i inch. List price, each 05

Side Stick No. 2 is made with three bevels. Length,
23Vi inches; width at wide end, 1 inch; width at
narrow end, MJ inch. List price, each 08

Wells Long Wood Quoins
The Wells Quoins have long bearing surface and by their use a perfect

lockup is secured. They are improved by a top notch, which greatly assists
in unlocking the forms. Made in four sizes, all working in pairs with
straight furniture, or they can be used singly with side sticks. Any two
Quoins make a pair. They are beveled on one side only. Put up in neat
paper boxes.

No. 1

Hamilton Side Stick No. 2

Wood Quoins of All Kinds
There always has been and there always will be

a demand for good Wood Quoins. There is a rea-

son, as it is impossible to estimate the amount of

type that is injured by iron quoins and keys. Be-
sides wood quoins are cheaper than any other simi-

lar device. Wood Quoins are put up either in boxes,

bags or barrels to suit the convenience of our
customers.

Wood Quoins in Boxes

No.

No. 4

Wells Long Wood Quoins

List Prices of Wells Quoins

Wood Quoins in Boxes

For the convenience of customers requiring but
a small quantity we have had one hundred quoins
put up in a neat box ready for delivery. You can
have them either made of hickory, boxwood or
Hgnumvitae, but the boxes do not come assorted.

Quoins in Barrels and Bags
For large orders of Wood Quoins we have them

put up in barrels and burlap bags. The barrels
contain about 7,500 Quoins.



The Dixie Hand Cleaner
Thi. t'Mtvl cleaner h. lioen prepare! fur printer, and pressmen especially. It hu antiM-ptic properties thai run chspiieil

hn.l Ural keep thr skin >itu>.ih u.l soft. It Is MM uf the beat hand cleaners on the market, an. I i- uuaraiitcnl to give parfaat
ttafAotsoaV It ilown Into the pures and removes the dirt sml grime. It may also !

used for household purp..*.. an<l will be fount! excellent for
cleaning !*. kettles, tinware, floors, whit* paint

Price, per n M It

Kleenu
u ! a harmlcwi and antiseptic preparation, which

i- l.-i i.-r than ~w|. for .liny hands. It ! a great nmaaalljf
in the printuhop, . It removes, with remarkable quickness
uiul thoroughness.*!! main*, grease stains antl illrt which are
urmfTVrtnl by Mp. For general hand-cleansing purposes It

i. without an equal.

. ITI. < per can 10 10

**
1-pound can .

5-pound can

Eureka Type Wash
* .-"

75
lO-p<>und can
6O-pound cmn

SI 25
500

American Roller Spray
The American Roller Spray is a liquid preparation for rvtaininir ink on the pre and roller* without drying, and aj* for

reducinir ink torn ueable condition, while -still pffaMrvfnff the color and working conaiiitency. The Roller Spray enable* preiiea
to be run up to the lt minut** of workinir time. thu etTectfnir a irroat economy.
It can be applied to any etylr cylinder or j<>t> prow, in leu than a minute, at the end
nf a day'n run. and will keep the Ink and roller* in perfect condition to heirin work
without delay. It ia applied to the roller*, ink table or cylinder in a mechanical
atomizer or sprayer and with a few revolution* of the pre*a the Spray mixe* with
the ink. After applying the Spray
the nl lent hould be left in the pre*a.
It protect* the roller* from the at-

moaphere and prolonjr* their life. It
remove* dirt, fuzz and lint from the
roller* while the pre*s i* running.
It prevent* the ink from caking, HWh.ir.J St*mr*r or Atv

briirhtens up dull or muddy ink and
produce* clean, brilliant and smooth impre**lon*. It avoid* wa*h-
inir up at noon or night, increaae* output and f* excellent for clean-
ing all kinds of machinery. It i* economical in use a* it coats le*a
than a cent for any application.
Price, American Roller Spray. One Gallon Can

Also put up in three and five gallon can*.
Sprayer*, each

American

Roller Spray
no*

75

lera. VarniahM ami

1-pound can $0 75

'-. pint

C. E. Donnell's Ink Regulator
Donnell's Ink Regulator IB a combined ink reducer and

dryer. It will increase the quality of any ink from twonty-
live to fifty per cent. It enable* one to print and back work
on any quality of paper in from ten minutes to one hour with-
out the least offset. It will work in all qualities and colors of
ink equally well. Old inks can be used.

Prices of C. E. Donnell's Ink Rtmilator
Donnell's Ink Regulator, pint 10 50
Donnell's Ink Refrulator. quart 1 00
Donnell'a Ink Reiculator. gallon 3 00

Chesapeake Economy Compound
A well known Compound, free from mineral products or

acids. Absolutely safe to use and will not dry on forms or mi-
be added if required. It is very economical in use,

5-pound can . 93 25 10-pound can . $6 00 25-pound can $13 75 fiO-pound can . 925 M.

Crawford's Ink Reducer
9010 'pint 90 SO

Inkoleum

1 pint .

,

90S*

A liquid preparation for reducing and refining printing inks, without impairing their color. Inkoleum has been on the market
a number of years and has made good. It is a splendid preparation to have in the pressroom when ink. paper and
weather are at loggerheads. Try a bottle and note the results.

Price per bottle, half pound ...... 90 SO

Burbank's Embossing Composition
This is a semi-liquid chemical preparation for making cound-r .!;- f->r

embossing. The composition is spread over a piece of cardboard (flueil t<i the

platen of the presii and covered with two sheets of tissue paper. The Imprea-
inn .f the die is then made upon the composition, which results In a perfect

l classescounter die. Well adapted for use on all s of emb

9075
I 00

Prices ef Eatbeesiag Composition.

Burbank's Embossing Composition, price per can
Michener's Embossing Composition, price per package

Kiohter's Metal Cleaner
Richter's Metal Cleaner is a time-tried preparation which will thoroughly

clean electrotype, stereotype. linotype and monotype metals : It also prevents
to a great extent oxidisation, and reduces dross to the minimum. It will tem-

per, clean, flux and regulate metaln.

Prices of Kichter'. Metal Cleaner

One-pound can (samplel 9 S Ten-pound can

Five-pound can 3 0* Fifty-pound can
9 W
2200

> In filling orders Is usually an important factor. The American Type Founders Company, with its vast facilitln

mises In nearly all the important cities of the country. i particularly well adapted to fill every order for supplies of

m used by printers, with promptness and despatch.
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Steel Furniture

Style No. 1. 24 point steel with one 12 point notch

Style No. 2. 36 point steel with two 12 point ti

Steel Furniture has been in use for many years past and is one of the greatest labor-savers ever introduced to the printing trade

It is a well tried and useful device for saving time in making up and locking up printing forms. It is made from especially cold
drawn steel, accurate in every dimension to the thousandth part of an inch, and
cut to accurate lengths with milled notched ends, which can be quickly set around
blank spaces instead of filling them in the ordinary way with wood or metal furniture.

For color and blank work it is exceptionally valuable, as it eliminates shrinkage
due to changes in temperature. Weight for weight it goes six times as far in filling

space as metal furniture and can be used in from one-half to one-sixth the time.
It is practically indestructible, and being made of steel, always remains accurate.
Four pieces each forty-two picas long will fill a blank of forty-nine square inches,
weigh but little, be almost instantly installed and prove more secure with a minimum
of pieces. Using the larger pieces, eight will fill a blank twelve by twenty-four
inches, or two hundred and eighty-eight square inches. The few pieces required
for large spaces, its security, and little liability to damage by use or from corrosion,
gives this steel furniture advantages possessed by no other material for the purpose.

List Prices and Styles of Steel Furniture

Font A has eight pieces each 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36,

38, 40 and 42 picas of Style One, and 45, 48, 51, 54, 57, 60, 63, 66, 69 and 72

picas of Style Two, two hundred and twenty-four pieces. List price . . $54 00

Font B is half of Font A, one hundred and twelve pieces. List price .... 27 00

Font C, first section of Font A, one hundred and forty-four pieces. List price 29 00

Font D has half the quantity of Font C, seventy-two pieces. List price ... 14 50

Font E is the second section of Font A, Style Two, eighty pieces. List price. 25 00

Font F has half the quantity of Font E, forty pieces. List price 12 50

Font G has eight pieces each of Style Three; lengths, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30,

33, 36, 39, 42, 45, 48, 51, 54, 57, 60, 63, 66, 69 and 72 picas. Total, one hundred
and seventy-six pieces. List price 44 00

Font H has half the quantity of Font G, eighty-eight pieces. List price ... 22 00

Font I is made of Style Five; lengths 15, 18, 21 and 24 inches; four outside

pieces, two cross-bars for each length, twenty-four pieces in all. List price 21 00

Font J has eight pieces each 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28 and 30 picas
of Style One, and 33, 36, 39, 42, 45, 48, 51, 54, 57 and 60 picas of Style Two,
and 63, 66, 69 and 72 picas of 48 point steel, with 12 point notches. Total,
twenty-seven different lengths, two hundred and sixteen pieces. List price 60 00

Style No. 3. 36 point steel * 18 point notch

Style No. 4. 48 point steel with three 12 point notches

Stye No. 5. 54 point steel with two 18 point notches

This Steel Furniture is made of twenty-four, thirty-six, forty-eight or fifty-four point steel five-eighths of an inch high, and
with either twelve or eighteen point notches.

Prices of Cases for Steel Furniture

For Fonts A, B, E, G, Hand J, each $150 For Fonts C and D, each $100
Double A, E, G and J, each 2 00 Double C 1 25

Hand Rollers
The best roller composition is the cheapest. We furnish

rollers cast three inches in diameter with the best roller com-
position when complete rollers are ordered.

Roller Casting



American Bookbinders' Steel Wire
The American Bookbinder*' Steel Wire I* drawn especially for us ami I* the very beet obtainable. The c

the various wire stitching machines has much to do with their successful operation. U Is therefore adv
buy nothing but the beet. We recommend American Bookbinder*' Steel Wire.

Each IH.,| hokls flve pounds of wire and a case contains twenty spool*. Spool* are char-
ged for to be rebated at aame rate when aame spools are returned to aeller. freight prepaid,

and in good condition.
The following price* apply to our beat quality Tinned Bookbinder*' Wire and to

lota of one able. In lota of flve hundred pound* and more special prices will be made
according to market. We shall be pleaaed to quote current price* and discount on
application. While the price* given below may U a great extant be relied on, there
are time* when the fluctuation* in the cost of material* make it Impossible for us
to guarantee them absolutely and they are therefore subject to change without
notice. As the American Type Founders Company supplies a very large part of the
wire uaed In the various binderies in this country, it is In a position to secure from
the manufacturers a high quality of win- which by its long and varied experience
it knows to be eminently suited for bookbinders' requirement*.

l.i.l Price* of Bookbinder.' Steel Wire
*~.wi~ T.SS"*

"

No*. 18 to 23 Round, per pound M 12

No*. 24 and 26 Round, per pound
No. 26 Round, per pound
No. 27 Round, per pound 14

No, 28 Round, per pound
No. SO Round, per pound 16

Flat, per pound .... 14

1. are based on the current market prices, which are ubject to fluctuations. Special
tunds and more. The lowest market price for high grade wire will always govern

The above price*, a* ha* air

price* will be quoted on lota of
regardle** of the above price*.

Wire Staples for all Machines
The American Type Founder* Company i* also the largest dealer in Wire Staple* for printers' and bookbinder*' use. We

supply million* of them annually and consequently are in a position to quote the very loweat price* on the very higheet grade
staple*. We exercise the same care and attention in the selection of our wire Staple* for all machine* a* we do In choosing the
higheat type of printing machine. That is probably the reason why we sell so many Maples. There are thousands of stapling
machine* in use in the smaller printing office* throughout the country and they art- always consuming staple*. The next time you
are in the market for staples, send u* an order: we shall be pleaaed to supply you and you will be readily convinced of the unusually
high quality of our staple*. The American Staple* are all arranged in the most practical and convenient manner and are put
up in neat boxes.

Boston Wire Staples

BOSTON WXRt STAPES
r Cvrarsw sn<l S

6,000 tots, per box of 5.000
26.000 lota, per box of 6.000

Price* of Bo*ton Wire Staple*, either size, are a* follow*:

10 90 60.000 lot*, per box of 6.000
"XI lots, per box of 6.000n

W70
65

Yarjjer Staples
Theee staple* are furnished on tin sticks, fastened with a strand "f wire

and are much superior to the old style with wooden sticks held with rubber
band*. All site* carried in stock for Yarger Binders No*. 1. 2. 4. 6, 6. 7. 8,
9 and 10. Give number of staple or style of binder and size of staple deaired
when ordering. Can be supplied at a moment's notice.
Noe. 1 to 16 per box of 6.000 of one size MM

largrr quattlilin at tana prices out Boston Win Ktaplti qmitnl aiotw.
No*. C. D. E. L. M and N per box of 1.000 of one size 2S

Acme Staples
We carry a large stock of staples for the Sure Shot Binder and Acme

Binders Nos. 1. 4 and 6. There is no delay in filling orders.
Staple* No*. 21. 22, 23, 24. X. XX. Per box of 5.000 of one size . . MM

lMmrrquanlilir*attkrtamritricrtaMBo*ton Win Staple* quoted oAotx

Table Showing Number of Wire Staples to One Pound of Wire
To ascertain the number of staples to one pound of wire, measure full length of wire In staple, go to fir*t column on left of

table and pa** down same until you reach the size that corresponds with staple measured ; paa* along to right until you reach size
of wire uaed. shown by top row of figure*. Example: If your staple measures 14 Inchea, and the ail* of wire I* No. 28, there are
11.940 staple* to one pound a* shown In following table submitted for convenience of our patrons.

Length of Wire in Staple

Sinch
. Inch
.,. ,.

1 inch
1U Inch
1 . :, r.

IS inch
mined
IS inch
1. inch
P. inch
2 inch
24 inch
2Vt Inch
ZSinch
24 inch
ZSinch
IS Inch
r. inch
3 Inch
14 Inch
M bk >.

15 inch
3Hmch
N

4104 6394
S283 4315
n ...

2345 3082
Ml j. ^.

:-.: I o
1641 2167
1492 1961

1MB 1798
1262 1669
1172 1641
1094 1438
:.: : i-

966 UN
912 1198
864 1186
820 1078
781 1027
746 980
713 MS

656
3l

408

-

..- f.,-

IM
686 770
171 224%

urn
m

M

2116
1976
:- I
1743
1646
II

1481
1411

1346
;...-

1234
1186
1139
1097
'

I
,.-

Ml
v..|

6060
4428

3642
3220
2962
2724

2214M
IM

1771
1686
1610
1640
1476
1416
1362
1312

369

Ml
7729

Ml
61 62
x .

4216
.-..-.

Ml
- ;.

H
OM
Ml
OM
2440
2318
Ml
Hfl
2016
:

i-

17-..

1717m
-

MOM
III

17142
13713
11428

mo OM
7272 8671
6464 7618

MM
1H112

(817

4476
6714
6274
Ml

3878 4671

Ml
MB KM
S2S2 3809
3061 3608

;.-

2770 3266
2644 3116
MO ---:

2424 2867
2327 2742

\M :

;: mmm
...

Ml
IM
:

-

4312
4116

7.

MM
III :l

14118
laWO
UOMMM
Mil
.....

Ml
MO
OM
OOM

OM
I :-

'

Ml
:

-

4617
4344
LH

turn

MH am
mm mm
27118 31372

UOM
!.;..:

11482
MM
9716
..."

ON
MO
7017
OM
6014
6741
6491

17910

60S

1-7-

2448 3234 4033 4611
Tii'. 9434 ii7*H mm

1 1 :_-

13026
UNO
11021
I-. -..I

Ml
-...

Mi
....

7641

H

-7 !

no

6117
14924

Mam
mm
14792
! M
Mil
IH I
10041MM
9671

->.
-; I

771-
7

7074
6779
6608

OB]
M

'

mu
17112

U47I

m*
11764
11072
10467
...

9411

7843
76
7239

6722
I960
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Engraving Tools

Each tool is made of the finest quality, highly tempered steel, ground and sharpened ready for use.

No. 4. Flat, face *-inch wide No. 6. Ovi

Engraving tools, set of six, packed in box

Engravers' Wood
Engravers' Boxwood is made in four grades, the blocks

being made any size desired, the usual size being twelve by
twelve. Boxwood blocks weigh approximately four and one-

half pounds per square foot.

Prices of Engravers' Wood

Engravers' Boxwood, per square inch, according to the

quality $0 02, $0 03. $0 04 and $0 05

American Boxwood, per square inch

Engravers' Maple, per square inch 01

An aditional charge of twenty or twenty-five per cent ismade
for furnishing Maple Blocks dressed on both sides.

Eye Shades
The Ellis Adjustable

Eye Shade, with a
shield from the side
light, is a great im-

provement over other
shades.

Adjustable Eye
Shade, each . . $0 25

Adjustable Eye
Shade, per doz. . 2 25

Reglet and Furniture in Yard Lengths
In yard lengths and bundles. (Reglet is shipped in yard

lengths unless otherwise ordered.) Thoroughly kiln-dried stock
is used for our Regie t and Furniture, and made on machines
especially designed for the purpose, thus insuring accuracy
and smoothness. For Labor-Saving Reglet and Labor-Saving
Reglet Cases see page 1267.

No. 6. Diamond, 5-32-inch square

$2 50

Stick Rest
This little article fills a long felt want. It saves time,

temper and type. Made of wood; for holding the stick on top
of type form while making- corrections.

Reglet in Yard Lengths

List Prices of Reglet and Furniture in Yard Lengths

Width



Brass and Copper Thin Spaces

AMERICAN
TY

BRASS AND COPPER THIN SPACES
Make justification to easy that no office should be without them

That these Vi Point Copper and 1 Point Brass Thin Space* may be readily dUtiniruUhed. the 4 Point Space* are made of Copper
and the 1 Point Spaces are made of Brass.

Assortment No. 6. ' 3 Point Copper and 1 Point Bran Thin
Space*. This font includes an assortment of two ounce* of each
of the following size* : 12. 18, 24, 36 and 48 Point, 10 ounces.

Price $10*

Assortment No. 7. Vi Point Copper Thin Spaces. This font
includes a two ounce imrkaire each 6, 8, 10, 12 and 18 Point, 10
ounce*.

Price $1 25

Assortment No. 8. 1 Point Bra** Thin Space*. This font in-

cludes a two ounce package each 6, 8, 10, 12 and 18 Point, 10
ounces.

Price *1 25

Strb ofFM N . 1. 1nd I

Assortment No. 1. 'v Point Copper Thin Space*. This font
include* assortment of 6. 8, 10. 12. 14. 16. 18, 20. 24. 30. 36. 42, 48.
60 and 72 Point sizes, put up in wooden case, 16 ounce*.

Price, including case $1 75

Assortment No. 2. 1 Point Brass Thin Space*. This font in-

clude* assortment of 6. 8, 10. 12. 14. 16. 18, 20. 24. 30. 36. 42. 48. 60
and 72 Point sties, put up in wooden case, 16 ounce*.

Price, including case $1 75

Assortment No. 3. Assorted H-Point Copper and 1 Point
Bras* Thin Space*. This font include* an equal amount of both
Vi Point Copper and 1 Point Brass Thin Spaces cut the follow-

ing sizes : 6. 8, 10. 12, 14, 16. 18. 20. 24. 30. 38. 42. 48. 60 and 72 BRASS OR COPPER THIN SPACES
Point, put up in wooden case. 16 ounces. One Pound Packages
Price, including case 75 8 Point, per pound 8 M

6H Point, per pound I IS
6 Point, per pound t M
7 Point, per pound 1

8 Point, per pound 1 75
I-.

t, par po in.) I

U Pot i. I..T pound
11 Point, per pound .... .14*
12. 14 and 16 Point*, per pound 144)

18. . 24 and SO Points, per pound .... ... 1 X
M Point and larger, per pound I JO

AMERICAN THIN SPACES
Make Justification Easy

The American Thin Space* include a complete assortment of
H Point Copper and 1 Point Brass Thin Spaces and also of I
Point Metal Space* put up In the following proportion* :

Vi Point Copper Thin Space*. Include two ounce* each rut 6,

12. 18. 24. SB and 48 Point size*. On* ounce each cut 8. 10. and
71 Point size*. Assortment weigh* one pound.

1 Point Bras* Thin Space*. Include two ounce, each cut . 12,

18. 24. 36 and 4H Point sizes. One ounce each cut 8, 10. <0 and
72 Point sizes. Assortment weighs one pound.
2 Point Metal Spaces. Include ten ounces each IS, 24. 36 and

48 Point aizas. Also eight ounces cut Point*. Weigh* S pound*.

Price complete Including Quarter CaM 00
Price of cue only 0*

*< f fMHS (Cm. ... T

Assortment No. 4. H Point Copper Thin Space*. This font
Includes a two ounce package each 12. 18. 24. M and 48 Point. 10

Pi I not

Assortment No. 5. 1 Point Bras* Thin Space*. This font In-

clude* a two ounce package each 12. W. 24. 36 and 48 Point, In

si ...
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Bookbinding Machinery
In addition to the numerous Machines and Appliances for

Bookbinding listed in this Catalogue, the American

Type Founders Company sells all other Ma-
chines used by Bookbinders, such as:

Folding Machines

Ruling Machines

Bindery Presses

Book Sewing Machines

Standing Presses

Bench Shears

Table Shears

Crimping Machines

Automatic Index Cutters

Stamping Presses

Waste Paper Balers

Etc., etc.

Full information and descriptive circulars, and lowest market quo-

tations, will be supplied upon request. Estimates will

be furnished for complete Bookbinding Plants for

pamphlet, commercial or publication work.

American Type Founders Company
EVERYTHING FOR THE PRINTER
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The Polhemus Cabinets

It is a remarkable fact that from the day of their first introduction the Polhemus Cabinets took the lead and are still con-

sidered among the most popular type cabinets. Perfected by and named after the late Mr. John Polhemus, at one time one of the leading
printersof New York City, they were
thoroughly tested and their sterling
qualities fully proved before they
were put upon the market. The No.4

Triple Cabinet with sev-
enty-five job cases is the
king pin of the line. It is a
veritable printing office in

itself. It has steel runs and
contains seventy-five cases;
ten sort drawers: storage
room for twenty double-
column galleys; fifteen

square feet of storage in
the galley dump for tied-

up matter and standing
forms ; three pairs news
cases on top. If necessary
six men can work at this

I Cabinet at the same time
without interfering. The
practical value of this

splendid Cabinet is greatly
enhanced by brass lining
the full length galley dump
shown in the illustration.
With such a bank no mois-
ture can enter the wood-
work and the life of the

Cabinet is prolonged indefinitely. (The extra cost
for the brass lining is $35.00.) The labor of set-

ting type from the job cases is also facilitated by
having brass label holders attached to the case
fronts, thus enabling the compositor to see at a

glance the face of the type in any job case. The increased capacity of this Cabinet, as compared with other Polhemus Cabinets, par-
ticularly those with wood runs, places it at once at the head of the list as one of the best and most compact type cabinets ever con-
structed. This Cabinet embraces
all the good features of Polhemus
construction, combined with case
concentration. It has the full

length galley dump, the sort cab-
inet, the galley cabinet closed
with door, and the patent tilting
brackets with galley boards
under the lower cases.

No. 4 TRIPLE POLHE-
MUS CABINET. With Steel

Runs, containing fifty two-
thirds California job cases,

twenty-five cases in each
tier, and twenty-five full

size California job cases, in

the center tier; three pairs
of news cases and three
pairs of No. 1 Hamilton
Patent Tilting Brackets on
top. Galley boards under
lower cases. Full length
galley dump, one tier of sort
drawers and one series of

galley shelves.

List Price and Dimensions

Height, 44% inches ;

width , 104 inches ;

dep th, 27 inches.

Weight, crated for
shipment, 1175 Ibs.

List price .... $140 00

No. 4 Triple Pulhemus Cabinet-Front View

NOTE. The galley dump on this No. 4 Triple Polhemus Cabinet can be furnished full brass lined, using No. 21 gauge patent
leveled sheet brass for the bottom and square brass tubing for the surrounding rim and division strips. Extra to list price for

brass lined dump, $35.00.
The No. 5 DOUBLE POLHEMUS CABINET illustrated here is also one of

the popular Polhemus Cabinets. Many printers prefer the tier of sort

drawers between the two tiers of cases, in lieu of the tier of galley
shelves. This Cabinet represents the extreme of case concentration,

twenty-five cases in each tier within working height for type-
setting purposes. It has the full length galley dump and job cases

on the reverse side from the news cases. Four men can work at

this Cabinet without interfering. Polhemus Cabinets are essen-

tially space and material savers, therefore money makers.
No. 5 DOUBLE POLHEMUS CABINET. With Steel Runs, con-

taining twenty-five full size California job cases in one tier, and

twenty-five two-thirds California job cases in the other tier, two
pairs of news cases and two pairs of No. 1 Hamilton Patent
Tilting Brackets on top, with galley boards under lower cases. Full

length galley dump and one tier of sort drawers between the two
tiers of cases.

The series of Polkemus Cabinet? shown on this page will be sup-
plied without brass lined galley dump unless otherwise ordered.

List Price and Dimensions

Height, 44% inches; width, 70 inches; depth, 27 inches.

Weight, crated for shipment, 700 pounds. List

Price 895 00

NOTE. The galley dump on this No. 5 Double Polhemus
Cabinet can be furnished full brass lined, using No. 21 gauge
patent leveled sheet brass for the bottom and square brass tubing
for the surrounding rim and division strips. All screws on the
Polhemus Cabinets are placed from the under side in order to make

a smooth all brass top throughout. Extra to list price for brass lined dump, $24.00. Brass Label Holders, 1x3 inches, attached to

any cabinet, at an addition to the list price of five cents per case.

No. 6 Double Polhemus Cabinet
Front View

The prices quoted here are subject to our usual discounts.
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The Cabinets Grand
Every feature of recognized merit found in mny other tyle of tyi>e Cabinet in embodied In th construction of the No. '! Cabinet

Grmnd. It ppsims* the extension front* to job rmm. the distinctive feature of the Porter construction; tht- placing of the newi
and job compositor* on opposite tide*, and the full lenirth galley dump, which are the distinctive feature* of MbaWJDJ construction ;

the varying depth of .-. in modi-
fted f.irni. which is the* diliin-ti\e

feature of the Twentieth
tVntury construction. It has
the series of aort drawer*.

and the tier of galley
ihelvea opening from
the news side. Ithaaa
pace and quad cms*. a
seventy-two inch lead
and *lug ca*e. with du-
plicate compartment*.
on the job ide. It la

upplled with the new
improved Three-Caae
Tilting Bracket, with
calley boarda under
the lower caaea.
No. 22 Cabinet Grand

contain* a total of
aeventy California job
raam arranged in three
tiera,one tier of twenty-
four full die caaea. one
tier of twenty-three
three-quarter size

cases and one tier uf

^avrnv two-thirds size raine.
.AMILTC Theae job caaea are of

three different ouulde
No n "-"- Ormnd depthi as follows : Seven full sice caaea one inch deep :

three three-quarter sire caaea one Inch deep; fourteen

full site cases one and three-eighths inches deep; seventeen three-quarter size cases one and three-eighths Inches deep; three full

site cases one and three-quarter inches deep : three three-quarter size cases one and three-quarter Inches deep : three two-thirds size

calm one inch deep: seventeen two-thirds size cassi one and three-eighths inches deep: three two-thirds size case* one and three-

quarter inches deep*
SORT DRAWERS. A aerie* of ten Sort Drawers between the two tiers of cases, each Sort Drawer divided into ten equal six*

compartments, making one hundred compartments.
GAI.I.KY SHELVES. A series of sixteen galley shelves encloaad by door, opening from the news side of the cabinet. The

Shelves are inclined and wide enough to take double column galleys.
Tor EQUIPMENT. Three pairs of No. 2 Three-Case Hamilton Patent

Tilting Brackets, with galley boards under the lower cases, on which are

placed the following cases : Three pairs of new* rises, one blank case.

one thirty-inch space and quad case, one No. 8 Bettis lead and slug- case.

l.i.t Price and Dimensions of No. 22 Cabinet Crsnd

Height. 43 inches: width. 110>n inches; depth. 27 inches. Weight.
crated for shipment, 1200 pounds. List price, complete wilh
full top equipment ..................... 1150 00

The No. 20 Cabinet Grand contains a total of forty-seven California

job cases, arranged in tun ti.-i ~, one tier of twenty-four full size case*.

and one tier of twenty-three two-thirds size cases. These case* are of
three different outside depths as follows : Seven full size casea one
inch deep: three two-thirds size cases one inch deep: fourteen full size

ease* one and three-eighths inches deep: seventeen two-thirds size

cases one and three-eighths inches deep: three full size cases one and
three-quarter inches deep; three two-thirds size cases one and three-

quarter inches deep.
SORT DRAWERS. A series of ten Sort Drawers between the two

tiers of cases, each Son Drawer divided into ten equal size compart-
menta, a total of one hundred compartments.

Top EQUIPMENT. Three pairs of No. 2 Three-Case Hamilton Patent

Tilting Brackets, with galley boards under the lower cases, on which
are placed cases as follows: One pair of news cases: one blank case;
one thirty-inch space and quad case: one No. 2 Adjustable lead and
slug case, one No. 8 Bettis lead and slug case.

l.i.t Price and Dimension* of No. 20 Cabinet Grand

Height. 43 inches; width. 71 inches; depth. 27 inche*. Weight, crated for shipment, 700 pounds. List price, complete with

full top equipment ..................................................... 'I*

The news compositor on the No. 21 Cabinet Grand works undisturbed at the pair of new* case* and dumps on the galley placed

in the blank case. A thirty-inch space and quad case la placed back of the galley, wherein is carried a large assortment of spaces
and quads In various sizes. Over the blank case on the upper bracket Is placed
a No. 2 adjustable lead and ulug case, with center bar. A series of galley
shelves is arranged between the two tiers of case*. With this arrangement

the news compositor I* not disturbed by the job man, and has all his

material within reach.
CASES. The No. 20 Cabinet Grand contains a total of forty-seven

California job casts, arranged In two tiers, one tier of twenty-four full

size case*, and one tier of twenty-three two-thirds size casea. These
cases are of three different ouulde depths as follows: Seven full size

r*in* one Inch deep: three two-thirds size case* one Inch deep; fourteen
full site rstn one and three-eighths Inche* deep; seventeen two-third*
size ca*e* one and three-eighths Inches deep: three full size cases on*
and three-quarter Inches deep; three two-thirds size cases one and
three-quarter Inches deep.

The cases one inch deep will easily take all small and medium sise

job font*; the one and three-eighths Inch cases are standard: the cases
one and three-quartar inche* deep are useful for holding tan* advertis-
ing font* and metal type of large size.

GALLEY SHBi.vni. A series of sixteen Galley Shelve*, enclosed by
door, opening from the new* aide of the Cabinet. The shelves are In-

clined and wide enough to take double column galleys.
Tor EQUIPMENT. Two pairs of No. 2 Three-Case Hamilton Patent

Tilting Brackets, with galley boards under the lower case*, on which are
placed caaes as follows : On* pair of news casea : one blank case : one
thirty-inch space and quail rase: on* No. 2 Adjustable wad and aloe
case: one No. 8 Bettis wad and slug case.

NO. M> cw~tcd

I.M Price sd Dissrado*. of No. 21 CaMa* Graad

Height. 48 inches; width. 71 Inches: depth. 27 inches. Weight, crated for shipment. 700 pound*. Ust prle*. complete with

full top equipment
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Reversible Unit Cabinet Combination No.

Reversible Unit Cabinets

Reversible Unit Cabinet Combination No. 1. This Cabinet is made up by combining one Unit No. 10 with twelve large cases,

California pattern; one Unit No. 12 with twenty-four half size Wells job cases; one cap piece and one base piece; one Bank No. 1;
one pair tilting brackets with one pair of news cases. Occupies floor space twenty-five by thirty-five inches.

Reversible Unit Cabinet Combination No. 2

This Cabinet is made by combining one Unit No. 12, holding twenty-four half size Wells
job cases ; one Unit No. 16, holding twenty-two California job cases, two-thirds size, pulling
from the ends ; one Unit No. 10, holding twelve
large California job cases; one cap piece and one

base piece. Note that the cases draw from
four sides of the Cabinet. Four compositors
can set type from this Cabinet without inter-

fering. This is something not obtainable in any
other type of cabinet. Occupies floor space
twenty-five by thirty-five inches.

Reversible Unit Cabinet Combination No. 3

This Cabinet is made by combining one Unit
No. 20, containing twenty-four sort drawers, each
drawer having fourteen removable individual sort

boxes; (the second unit above the sort drawer
unit can be selected to suit the require-
ments of any printing office) ; one base

piece and one cap piece; one galley box ; two
pairs New York case brackets ; two pairs of

news cases. This Cabinet combines all the desir-

able features of a window cabinet, a unit cabinet
and a Polhemus cabinet. Occupies floor space,
twenty-five by thirty-five inches.

Reversible Unit Cabinet Combination No. 4

This Cabinet is made by combining two Units
No. 22, each containing seven letter boards ; one
unit No. 10, containing twelve large California

job cases, standard depth ; one unit No. 11. con-

taining fifteen large California job cases three-

quarters of an inch deep inside the rail ; two No. 1 banks, two cap pieces and two base

pieces; two pairs of tilting brackets; two pairs of news cases on brackets.

This makes a cabinet with all the desirable features of the unit system, and one which
can be made into two single cabinets by separating the two sections ; a cabinet which can be

changed at will, reversed or added
to in order to meet the requirements of a growing office. When you have in

mind the equipping of your composing room, these cabinets should be seri-

ously considered.
Unquestionably one of the greatest improvements in printers'

cabinet construction during recent years has been the addition of the
unit system a system which has grown and expanded from a small

beginning until now it is found in all lines of trade where system has
made any material progress. There are many points of superiority in

the unit system over any other construction. It allows of expansion
with a small outlay. A single unit will often provide the additional
room required, and the expense involved in the purchase of a complete
new cabinet is avoided. At the same time the cabinet will always be

complete and the general balance of the office equipment will be main-
tained.

Heretofore the unit system, so far as printing office furniture is

concerned, has not been attempted beyond regular type cabinet con-
struction. The line of units now offered allow almost unlimited pos-
sibilities in the way of different combinations including type case

units, of various patterns, galley units, letter-board units, and sort

drawer units. This allows the furniture in any printing office equipped
with these new reversible units to be kept at an even balance. If

new fonts of type are added, a unit containing a few type cases can
be ordered.

If more storage room is required for tied up forms, a letter board
unit can be added. A branching out in legal blank or railroad work may
require the purchase of a sort drawer unit, etc. In connection with this,

the fact that all these new units are made reversible, so as to face to the
front or rear, or to pull from the ends, doubles the utility of the system.
It is safe to say that there has never been offered to printers a line of
cabinets possessing such a wide range of elasticity and adjustment, and

we expect to see the reversible unit generally adopted in many of the up-to-date printing offices in the very near future. Reversible
units holding type cases, are of New Departure construction New Departure cases, with three-ply unbreakable bottoms covered
with the best quality manila paper that's what makes a new departure case. All fitted with new departure flat steel runs, on
which the cases rest. Scarcely any wear or friction, and the life of the cases is prolonged indefinitely.

Reversible Unit Galley Box
This Galley Box is intended for use on top of a working cabinet, between two pairs of case brackets. It is ten and three-

quarters inches wide by twenty-five inches long outside. It is provided with six galley shelves, which are nine and one-quarter
inches wide inside. Provides a convenient dumping place and storage for galleys filled with body type, near the compositor.

List Prices, Dimensions and Weights of Reversible Unit Cabinets, etc.

Unit Cabinet Combination No

Reversible Unit Cabinet Combination No. 4
With the various units described put togethc

Units



Reversible Unit Cabinet and Banks
A computing roam entirely quipped with Reversible Unit Cabinet* would not only make striking appearance but would lo

be the mo*t convenient and time-saving outfit imaginable. Should a printer desire to chance the layout of hit composing niom at
any time thr Unit Cabinet* will be found very euy to move from one place to another, one unit at a time.

T*t Amrricnn TYP* t'onndm Company will hr p/msrd to

oirt you additional information rtoartlinu tkrte cabinet*.

When you
think

of anything
for the
Printing
QOei

slsu think
..< .

American
rm

Founder*
Company

Reversible I nit Cabinet No. 10

Each Unit of this pattern i fitted with twelve of the large
California job cases of standard depth. Size of theae cases i

thirty-two and one-quarter by twenty-one and one-half inches,
outaide measure. The cases in thi. Unit will easily take the
very Unrest cap. lower caae and figure fonts without crowd-
ing. No other type case has a like capacity.

Reversible Init Cabinets Nos. 12 and 14

Reversible Unit No. 12 Is fitted with twenty-four of the
half site Wells job cases. The size of these cases Is twenty-
one and one-half by fifteen and one-half inches outside. In this

unit the cases are all standard depth. Unit No. 14 externally
the same as unit No. 12. but fitted with twenty-four half size
Yankee job cases, which will conveniently hold all small and
medium size cap. lower case and figure fonts.

Reversible fait Cabinet No. 16

Unlike the other units of this series, the csjes pull from
both ends. By adding one of these units to a cabinet the ar-

rangement can be such as to have esses pull from the four
side* of the cabinet. Holds twenty-two California job cases,

size fifteen and one-half by twenty-one and three-quarters.

Krvrrsihle Unit Cabinet No. 20

This Unit Is fitted with twenty-four sort drawers, each sort
drawer being filled with fourteen removable sort boxes. The
size of each sort box is twoand three-eighths by two and three-

eighths by two and one-eighth inches inside. The side rails of
the drawers are cut away, leaving the sort boxes projecting

h allows i

*

above the rails, which their easy removal.

Reversible Init ( sbinrl N

This Unit has four tiers of galley shelves, each tier taking
nine galleys, or thirty-six galleys to the Unit. Three tiers are
for double column galleys, having a width of eight and one
eighth inches in the clear. One tier takes single column gml-
leyi having a width of six inches.

Revernihlr (nit Cabinet No. 22

This Unit Is fitted with seven large letter boards, size of
each board twenty-two by thirty and one-quarter inches in-

side, with one-half Inch lip at front to receive the brass galley.
Provide* thirty-two square feet of letter-board surface in each
Unit for the storage of standing forms and tied-up matter.

Reversible 1 mi Baak No. I

Length, thirty-five Inches : width, seventeen inches, out-
side measure. Divided Into three equal spaces, each spare four
and five-eighths by thirty-three Inches inside. This bank
make* a convenient working space and provides storage room
for standing jobs. It Is Intended to be used at the back of a
pair of ease brackets holding a pair of news rsiss. While the
investment to somewhat greater In equipping a composing room
In a modern manner, yet In the long run the modern way will

undoubtedly be found the most economical.

For iMt Print and ftnfrat d**cription of On Rnmihlt
Unit CootMts ana HanJu. see pnnding pat*.

Unit* oemnr door ipaet

Reversible I nit Hank No. 2

Length, thirty-five Inches : width, twenty-eight and one-
half inches, outside measure. It ha* a working space at the
front thirty-three Inches long by sixteen and three-quarters
inches wide, inside measure. At the back Is an adjustable lead
snd slug rack divided into sections, each four and one-quarter
Inches wide. This rack Is slotted at intervals of two pica* and
the division strips can be adjusted to meet requirements.

Cap pieces add two and Mree-^nortm
... .

itn



The American Steel Run Cabinet No. 2

This new Cabinet is an exclusive design of the American Type Founders Company, and embodies the latest ideas in cabinet con-
struction. It contains forty-four extra depth cases, one or more of which may be blank to hold individual quarter cases for rules,

. ^^^^^^^^^ fractions, leaders, figures, accents, etc., the others being Cali-
^_^^^^MM^^BI^HW ^K fornia job cases, or assorted, as desired.

The four upper cases project gradually to permit easy access to
rear boxes. The cases have mortised fronts for labels and are
mounted on steel runs which are firmly fastened in the frame of
the Cabinet. Ample clearance is provided above side rail, conse-
quently heaping full boxes will not clog the cases.

The bank, on case side, is eighteen by seventy-two inches, and
may be utilized for working space or to carry metal furniture or

- lead and slug cases. At the back of lower bank, on working side,
are special cases for brass and copper thin spaces from six point
to seventy-two point, justifying one point brass leads from six and
one-half to eighteen ems, and two point leads from one to ten ems
by one-half ems, and from ten to twenty-two ems by ems. Instead
of the last, a thirty-inch space and quad case, for sizes from
twelve to forty-eight point, may be substituted, if desired.

On the upper bank is placed an individual lead and slug case,
with lip at bottom for holding sticks and copy. The case takes
care of leads or slugs ranging from four to sixty em sizes. The
justifying cases are mortised flush with the bank so that a galley

or case may be placed on top. These justifying cases and the in-
dividual lead and slug case on upper bank, are removable. Under-
neath the bank are two deep copy drawers and a galley dump, nine
by seventy-two inches.

This Cabinet may also be finished with plain work-bank with-
out justifying cases. The individual lead and slug case, being re-

movable, permits the upper bank to be used for upper cases when
necessary.

List Price American Steel Run Cabinet

The American Cabinet with plain bank, forty-eight standard
California job cases, with label mortises, in body, galley
bank, copy drawers, etc $97 00

Prices of Equipment and Extras

Justifying cases, and mortise in lower bank to receive them. 6 00
Nine-inch Bettis Lead and Slug Case No. 7 on upper bank. 5 00
Blued Steel Foot Rail . 600
Electric wiring and fixtures complete 10 00 The American Cabinet-Working Side

The American Steel Run Cabinet can also be furnished with a special assortment of cases if desired. We shall be pleased to mail
you a circular thoroughly describing this splendid piece of furniture.

Height to top of upper bank, fifty-seven inches; floor space, twenty-four by seventy inches.

nd th
sible a

The Porter Extension Front Steel Run Cabinet
This Cabinet possesses distinctive features which are found in no other cabinet, and which place it at the very front rank of all

cabinets. It has been thoroughly tried by extensive printing establishments in all parts of the world, and all who have used it

are enthusiastic in its praise. It has also been adopted in the Govern-
ment Printing Office, at Washington, D. C.

The distinct feature of this Cabinet is the extension of the front.
This enables the compositor to draw any case well out beyo
other cases, and makes the back tier of type boxes as access
any boxes in the case. It also allows, owing to the absence
of extension side rails, the use of job cases on the brackets.
The extension front also permits the top or bottom cases to be
drawn from their places and placed at the proper height for
type setting purposes.

Combined with the improved steel run and the extension
front, the Porter Cabinet has all the excellent features of
other steel run cabinets. The depth of the extension front is

four inches. As these Cabinets are fitted on the twenty-three
case and forty-six case sizes, with patented tilting brackets,
they can be attached so that news cases on top are on the
opposite side from the job cases. Unless otherwise stated, all
Porter Cabinets are filled with California job cases.

The Porter Extension Front Steel Run Cabinets No. 6
and No. 7 have paneled backs while all other Cabinets of
this series have plain backs. The cases ride upon the side
rails only and the bottoms do not come in contact with the
case runs.

The American Type Founders Company will always be
pleased to offer practical suggestions to printers desiring to
refurnish their composing rooms. We employ experts who
are making this work a study and are responsible for some
wonderful improvements for the printing office.

List Prices of Porter Extension Front Steel Run Cabinets

DESCRIPTION OP CABINET



The Ma-sterman Composing Room Cabinet
The Maaterman Composing Room Cabinet i the mull of much thought and experimenting on the part of on* of N*w York

City's mint printer*. That theae Idea* w*re practical in proven by the large number of Ma>terman Cabinet* now In UM In

eomjpoeing room* where only the very beat equipment U desired.
The evolution from the old style caae (land to the hiirhly convenient and r. ..n.miii-nl composing room equipment a> txmprie<l in the

afasterman Composing Room Cabinet has been remarkable. Thi Cabinet includes all the rood feature* of any cabinet or aland ever
UMd and it in safe to aay that almost Anal perfection ha. at but been obtained.

DsarrlHia*
The newi and job men work on opposite side*. It provide* a four-Inch extension front feature.

The caae* are supported on heavy Hat steel run*. It ha. lance pro-

I I

I
J<* Sid. of Mutrrm.li (

jecting copy-drawer* under the rump. The plain bank
on the job side can be used Independently, or it will take a standard
ritthufn by seventy-two inch Bettis case. It ha* detachable upper
bracket arm., so that the top caae* can be uaed In low form, dis-

pensing with the cap rase and using job cases only. By extend-
ing the bracketa. pair* of new* case, can be uaed in the u.ual
form. Where job caae* are used on the lower part of bracket*,
it leave* room for storage of leads and slug*. The most dis-

tinctive feature i* the gradual projection of the rase line in the
four upper cases in each tier. This allows these upper cases to be
withdrawn a* they have extension rails. The back compartments
are accessible without taking theae case* from the rack*. An-
other attractive feature is the mor-
tised label holders with trans-
parent celluloid covers, sixe three-
quarters by *ix inche*.

Equipment
Forty-two cases in the body of the Cabinet. Two pair* of No.

IK Brackets with detachable upperarma. Two job caae* forth* top.
interchangeable with rase, in Cabinet. Two double surfare galley
boards, thirty-two inches long.

Dimensions

Occupies floor space 24x70 inche*. Height, floor to flat top. 44
inchea. Clearance underneath for weeping. 6 inches. Copy-drawer
box projection. 11 inches. Sixe of two ropy-drawers. 124ix22Hx2l*

inche* inside. Sixe of galley
bank under copy box 9x70
in.-hes. Lead and dug tray*.
82 inchea long: sloping face 23
pica* wide: horizontal fu

pica*. Slopinv iralley board or-

w ,*,

CsMn*t ahuwtiw H.-y IH..MI

i uh draw*r. vKtlvy bulk ftnd foot rtl
w CMC* In vtmfm. thr "Our nd with

tween the case* on top.
inchea wide. Foot rail. 1 6-IC
inchea diameter. Rail and sup-
portimc bracket* polished and blued. Plain dump on job aid*. 18x72 Inches. Label-holiliT m..r

Uses, 1x6 inches.

List Prices of the Masteratan Caaipoalna; Room Cabinrl and Kxtras

Complete with caae*. bracket*, copy box and 18-inch bank IN W
Extra for iralley dump under copy drawer* . r, 00
Extra for polished and blued foot rail 00
Extra for label-holder mortises In caae front*, with celluloid covers . i SO
Weijrht. cratd for shipment, Hflo pounds.

One may easily Imagine the beautiful appearance twenty or more Mastcrtnan Cabinets
linirhnl in Mixion style would make, and how handy they would be for the compositors. With
them there is a place for everything- and everything- in its place. If the deaire Is to have style.
combined with practicability, there is nothing better than the Maaterman. The work-day hours
are ahorter than they were and labor and rents are climbing. These condition* make it necessary
for printers to study economy as to space and time. In the larger cities theae are both prominent
factor*, and the desire has been to equip with such composing room furniture as will not only
save floor space, but also save the employees time in doing their work. With the handy Master-
man Composing- Room Cabinets these difficulties are greatly overcome.

The American Type Founders Company will be pleased to quote prices on any special furni-
ture that you may require. It* representatives may be called upon at any time to confer with
you and offer suggestions that will materially assist you in your work. Unquestionably the

u bf^rkru ud it.n American Type Pounder* Company i* the largeat dealer in printing office outfits in the
kKk hot o* uf world, and there is no other concern so competent to advise you.

Handy Sort Cabinets
The Handy Sort Cabinet* are very compact and will hold an im-

mense amount of material within a small floor space. A cabinet of this

kind should supplant the various tin can and cigar box arrangements
which are to be found in so many printing office*. Such makeshift ar-

rangements are moat wasteful of time and material, while Handy Sort
Cabinet*, when properly equipped, filled and labeled arc decidedly
economical. The cabinet* are made of hardwood throughout and are
nicely finished Drawer* are eight and one-half by twenty Inchea over
all and two and one-eighth inchea deep inside. Each drawer la divided
into tan compartment., each compartment three and one-fourth by
three and on* eighth by two and one-eighth inche* inside. Krass label

holders attached to any cabinet at an addition to the list price of Bve
cents for each holder.

of llsadr Sort CaUa*t.

MM
Priam **to*ct to pn**il>*f Juammlt
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The Ad-Man's Cabinet
The Ad-Man's Cabinet is designed to meet the requirements of the ad-man who must necessarily have recourse to an abundance and

great variety of material. The aim is to place all this material directly before the workman in the most convenient form. The two
tiers of cases and other equipment are reversed, both sides of the Cabinet belong alike. A two-faced lead and slug bank is supported
by uprights over the working top; this bank has adjustable partitions providing
separate compartments on each side for leads and slugs. This entire lead and
slug bank can be raised or lowered six inches. Four men can work at the Cabinet
on straight work without interference, two on each side. The ad-man places his ,

type case at the right hand end of the working top. He will have before him
within reach his leads and slugs. At his left on the working top he will place a
large dumping galley; his copy drawer will be directly under the working type
case; under the copy drawer on the supplementary bank he can place another
dumping galley. The illustration shows the Cabinet fully equipped with electric

lights, mortised label holders and foot rails, which are listed as extras. The
inverted V-shaped lead and slug bank has electric lights arranged inside
where the direct rays will not reach the workman's eyes.

List Prices and Dimensions of Ad-Man's Cabinets

Occupies floor space, 23V6x70M> inches ; height to apex of Cabinet
proper, 53 inches ; height to apex of adjustable lead and slug
bank, maximum, 74 inches; minimum, 68 inches. Weight, crated
for shipment, 950 pounds. Cabinet No. 1, 24 regular cases in each
tier $120 00

Cabinet No. 2, 22 extra deep cases in each tier 120 00

List Prices for Extras for Ad-Man's Cabinets

Electric light equipment complete for attachment, including sockets,
shades, switch and elongated lamps over each tier of cases and
under the lead and slug bank 15 00

Mortised Label Holders complete for Cabinet No. 1 288
Mortised Label Holders complete for Cabinet No. 2 264
Two foot rails for either cabinet 7 00

Tracy Cabinets

No. 28 Tracy Cabinet with forty
Job Cases and two

The popularity of the Tracy Cabinets is amply demonstrated by the fact
that large numbers of them have been installed in the leading
printing plants throughout this and foreign countries.

Has flat steel runs providing a five-inch extension front. No
brackets are required as the solid top serves as a working bank on
both sides, or for the accommodation of case equipment. The top
is removable and adjustable.

No. 28 Tracy Cabinet is illustrated with forty-eight standard
depth California job cases. Has solid, removable, reversible and ad-
justable top permitting four-inch change in the overhang. Takes
eighteen by seventy-two-inch Bettis Case on one side. The news
side will take two full size job cases at the front and a nine by
seventy-two inch lead and slug case at the back. Two pairs of
news cases can be put in place on this side of top when required.

Floor space twenty-eight by seventy and one-half inches. Height
at front forty-three and one-quarter inches. Extreme height at top

fifty-eight and one-quarter inches. Working bank eighteen by
seventy-two inches. Weight, crated for shipment, eight
hundred and fifty pounds.

autttutttttt 1 1 1 1 t t i 6
t t t t t

List Prices of Tracy Cabinets
No. 28 Tracy Cabinet with forty-eight Standard California

job cases and two copy drawers $97 00

The No. 29 Tracy Cabinet is the same as No. 28, except for
the omission of two copy drawers and supplementary galley
bank under copy drawers. Price, with forty-eight Stand-
ard California job cases 90 00

List Prices for Extras for Tracy Cabinets
No. 8 Bettis Lead and Slug Case . . .

Nine-inch Lead and Slug Case
Polished and blued foot rail . .

Mortised Label Holders, with celluloid covers, each .

Number Tacks attached to case fronts or cabinet rails, each
Electric Light Equipment complete, with Lamps and Shades

Extra deep cases can be supplied at the following dif-
ference in list price:

With 44 cases, with l'/s inch slats ; add list . .

With 40 cases, with l r
rt inch slats ; add list

With 34 cases, with I17/n2 inch slats ; add list
ide of No. 28 Tracy Cabinet showing adjustable and removable top

Strip Lead and Rule Cabinet

Strip Lead and Rule Cabinet

A most convenient Cabinet for the storage of full lengths of leads, slugs and brass rule. No
device of the kind has heretofore been offered printers, and this little Cabinet will surely find
a prominent place. It is thoroughly well made of hardwood, with the ends paneled, finished

antique, same as the best of our cabinet work. There are seventeen vertical compartments one
inch wide, six inches in height, at the top of the Cabinet, which will take twenty-four-inch lengths
of brass rule. Under the rule compartments are twenty vertical compartments thirteen-sixteenths
of an inch wide, nine inches in height, which will accommodate twenty-four-inch lengths of leads
and slugs. On the right-hand end, underneath the overhanging top is placed a drawer, running full
depth of the cabinet and containing two compartments to receive the cuttings from the mitering
machine and the lead cutter; the cuttings being dropped into the drawer by means of an opening
through the hardwood top into each compartment, one compartment for leads and one for brass.
The drawer is removable and can be dumped as required. At the bottom is a large compartment
for storing the mitering machine and the lead cutter, when not in use, thus allowing the top to be
used for other working purposes. The front of Cabinet is closed by two swinging doors, fastened by
lock, which secures the valuable material stored therein under direct care of the foreman or party
holding the key.

List Price and Dimensions of Strip Lead and Rule Cabinet

Occupies floor space 22M>x26 inches; height, 38 inches. List price $4000
Prices are subject to prevailing discounts
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New Departure Type Cabinets

The New Departure Typo Cabineta are constructed of hmrdwood. finished antique: the end* ar* tastefully paneled and moulded,
and the front* ornamented and tilled with brunied pull.. The raam are of our be*l New Departure pattern. The New Departure

Type I 'alii net* pmueoi all Ihe advantage* of oihrr rablneu and have
the remarkable feature of combininir from twenty-five to thirty-
three race* within the hHicht of forty-three Inches, which I. the
correct height for a flat top cabinet with eases and bracket* on top
ftir typesetting purposes. ThU represents a vain of thirty-ihree
and one-third per cent in ea* capacity over the bat teel run

rontruction heretafora offered to printer*. Theao steel runs
are thin piece* of *terl of vrrat *trength. fitted Into saw-kerfs
cut in the .i.l.-. of the Cabinet and held in place by meant of lip.
on the end* of the run*, ao that nich run* cannot poMibly get

out of place or become looee.

Thaw flat *teel run* were originated and perfected more than
ten yean ago. and have been In continual u*e in teel run *land*
ince that time. They have given *uch univenal *ati*faclion that

they are now Incorporated in thli line of Steel Run Cabinet*. Owing
to the fact that the coat of con*tructinir theae Cabinet* la some-
what less than the nwular *teel run conitruction. the price* on

them are aomewhat lower than thoae of other cabinet* shown.
Of all the cabinet* ahown within theae pace*, the No. 62

New Departure ha* had the greatesi aale of any. Of thl* parti-
cular Cabinet there have been manufactured and aold each year
about on* thouaand. Thl* certainly emphasizes the popularity of
the No. 62. which has a single tier and contain* twenty-five *tan-
dard sixe California job caae* of regular depth.

The No. 68, another popular *tyle. ha* two tier* containing fifty
full size Job eaaaa. Both the No. 2 and the No. 68 are fairly rep-
reaentaiive of the whole line of New Departure Cabineta, ao it I*

unnecessary to Illuitrale them further. All the cabinet* are Hat top
and If valley tops are wanted, there will be an additional chance

of $3.M for .ingle tier cabinet* and M.M for double tier cabinet*.
Theae change* will be made whenever desired, but In ordering it will be necesaary to

itate that such change* are wanted In order to secure them. This it imperative. The illus-

tration above, however, shows the No. 68 New Departure Plat Top Cabinet with a top equip-
of Ne

No. New D*p*rti

ment made up a* follows: Two pairs No. 2 Three Caae Tilting Brackets, two pairs of New*
Cases and one No. 8 Bettis Lead and Slug Caae. The individual prices of the** article*

may be found in other parta of this catalogue. The No. 68 New Departure Cabinet is of standard dimensions containing fifty

regular fall sixe California Job Cases in two tiers, or twenty-five casts in each tier. Thit cabinet occupies a floor space twenty-one
by sixty-nine and seven-eighths inches, the height is forty-three inches. The top equipment may be selected to suit the customer.

The seven special cabinet* described below with a variety of caae*. have a uniform height of forty-three Inches, which is the
correct height for typesetting purposes. Theae cabineta represent an achievement in type case construction never before attained.
Heretofore the most compact cabineta have contained only twenty-five cases in the height
of forty-live inches: here we have cabinets containing thirty-three cases all within the

,

height of forty-three inches, and all of the cases deep enough for practical purposes except
for the very largest fonts of metal type. In two cabineta. No*. 64 and 70. containing cases
of four different depths, we have a result of twenty-eight cases within forty-three inche*.
and some of these cases are unusually deep, thus accommodating the very largest sixe* of
metal type. All of the cabinets in the detailed list, aa given below, with the following seven
exception* contai n cases of standard depth, one and three-eighths inchea outside the front.

No. 51 contains thirty-three two-thirds sixe cases sixteen and five-eighth* by twenty-
one and three-quarters inches outside measure. The cases have a uniform depth of one
inch outside the front and are deep enough for all medium and small sixes of metal type
without doubling font*.

No. 67 contains thirty-three three-quarter sixecasea, size sixteen and five-eighth* by
twenty-six and one-half inches outside measure. The case* have a uniform depth of one
inch outalde the front *nd are deep enough for all medium and small sixes of metal
type without doubling font*.

No. 63 contains thirty-three full six* cases, sixe sixteen and five-eighths by thirty-
two and one-quarter inches outalde measure. The cases have a uniform depth of one
inch outside the front and deep enough for all medium and small sixes of metal type
without doubling fonts.

No. 64 contains twenty-eight full size cases, size sixteen and five-eighths by
thirty-two and one-quarter inches outside measure. Theae caae* are of four different
depths: five cases are three-quarters of an inch, ten cases are one inch, ten cases are
standard one and three-eighths inches ami three caae* are extra deep, being one and
three-quarter* inches, all measured outside the front.

No. 69 i* a two-tier cabinet, containing sixty-six full size case*, she sixteen and
fly* eighths by thirty-two and one-quarter inches outside measure. There are thirty-three cases in each tier. All cases have a uniform
depth of one inch outside the front and are deep enough for all medium and small sixes of metal type without doubling font*.

No. 70 is a two-tier cabinet containing fifty-six full size cases, sixe sixteen and five eighth* by thirty-two and one-quarter inche*
outside measure. There are twenty-eight cases in each tier of four different depths: five case* are three-quarters of an inch, ten
one inch, ten standard one and three-eighths inche* and three one and three-quarters inches, all measured outside the front.

No. 72 contains three tiers of full tize case* and represent* New Departure Cabinet* No*. 62. 63 and 71 combined. The center
tier contains thirty-three case* one inch deep outside, and one tier contains twenty caae* one and three-quarters inche* deep outside
of front*. A total of seventy-eight rait* of the three most convenient depths.

List Prices sad Distensions of New Departare Type Cabinet*

-.



Wisconsin Window Cabinet

The Wisconsin Window Cabinet differs from other flat top cabinets in the arrangement of the top, which projects behind seven
inches. Two pairs of brackets are placed so as to face the cases to the sides. The top is cleated to prevent the projecting top from

being broken. The back is paneled.
Designed for placing in front of a window, as it does not obstruct the light. Two men

may work undisturbed at the sides, while the job cases in front are convenient for the
job men.

This Cabinet has the patent Tilting Bracket with galley rest, which enables a
compositor to empty his stick without leaving the Cabinet, by simply tilting his
lower case, thus exposing the galley board.

Made in ash, with antique finish. Bottom is made flush to floor to prevent dirt
from getting underneath Cabinet.

List Prices and Dimensions of Wisconsin Window Cabinets

No. 1 Wisconsin Window Cabinet, with wood runs and filled with 18 full size California
job cases, 2 pairs of news cases and 2 pairs of Patent Tilting Brackets No. 1 on top.
Weight, 350 pounds. List price $36 00

No. 2. With 23 full size California job cases and steel runs, 2 pairs of news cases and
2 pairs of patent Tilting Brackets No. 1 on top, same height as No. 1. Weight, 375
pounds. List price 47 00

The width is 35% inches, height, 43 inches, depth 21M> inches. The weight given in-
cludes the cases and brackets on top, all crated, ready for shipment.

One of the great advantages of this Cabinet is that it saves twenty-five per cent in floor

space. Each can be utilized for body type composition by attaching case brackets on top.
The capacity of the type cases for holding type is not reduced in the least as regular cases
are used. The saving of space is attained by using the steel runs, which allow the cases to
be placed more compactly in the Cabinet.

Wisconsin Steel Run Cabinets
The Wisconsin Steel Run Cabinets for many years have been considered very moderate priced cabinets. There are today hun-

dreds upon hundreds of them in use throughout the country giving entire satisfaction. To those printers who do not wish to invest
in the higher-priced printing office furniture, we have no hesitancy in recommending the Wisconsin Steel Run. While we have
illustrated but one of these Cabinets, by referring to the list below, it will be seen that the Wisconsin is made in a great many styles
and it should be an easy matter to make a selection of the size best suited to your purpose. If requested, we will supply any
additional information required regarding these Cabinets.

The American Type Founders Company is the largest dealer in printing office

requisites in the world, and is in a position to give its customers better service than can
be obtained elsewhere. We are always ready to give quotations on anything special that
may be required. Correspondence is invited on subjects pertaining to the equipment of
a printing plant.

There are no better Cabinets made for all around general use than are represented in

the Wisconsin Steel Run Cabinets. They are substantially constructed of selected hard-
woods, beautifully finished in antique shade of color, and will prove an ornament in any
office wherever installed. They represent the maximum of case concentration and are
space savers in the fullest sense of the term. All these Cabinets have paneled
sides with tastefully moulded edges.

The one, two and three-tier Wisconsin Steel Run Cabinets with flat tops and
holding twenty-five cases in each tier, can be utilized for body type composition by
attaching case brackets on top. Accommodating twenty-five cases in the space
usually taken up by eighteen or twenty cases in the ordinary cabinet or stand, it

saves twenty-five per cent in the floor space. The capacity of the type cases for
holding type is not reduced in the least, as regular cases are used. The saving
in space is attained by using the Steel Runs, which allow the cases to be placed
more compactly in the Cabinet.

The proper Brackets to use on the top of a Cabinet forty-four and one-quarter
inches in height are as follows:

No. 6, Style A. Double Case Bracket to attach to the edge of the Cabinet.
List price, per pair $1 50

No. 7, Style B. Double Case Bracket to set on the flat top. List price,
per pair 1 25

Patent Tilting Bracket No. 1. To set on the flat top. List price, per pair . . 2 00
No. 2. Three-Case Tilting Bracket to set on the flat top takes 18-inch dump

at the back. List price, per pair 2 40
No. 4. Three-Case Bracket to set on the flat top takes 18-inch dump at the

back. List price, per pair 1 90

List Prices and Dimensions of Wisconsin Steel Run Cabinets

ORDER BY NUMBER ONLY



The Wisconsin Cabinets
Wisconsin Cabinet* are all substantially made of selected, thoroughly seaioned hardwood. beautifully flnished. side* mad* with

double panel*, tastefully mouUrd. Bottom* are mad* flunh with Ooor to prevent pi from irrttinir underneath. Bracket* are mad*
to Hi flat top Cabinet*. Case* placed with theme bracket* on twenty-rue Cabinet* an regular
height, forty- three inchei from floor for typesetting purpoMa.

WUconsin Cabinet* are made in ash antique finish, thl* wood being very handaom* and
r unusual strength, with rxrrllrnl staying qualitle*.

All Wl*con>ln Cabinet* are fitted with New Departure Caan. These eaaas tilde
on the ilde rail* and the bottom* do not come in contact with the case run*.

l.i.l Price, of Wl.ron.in Wood Run Cabinet*

32
19



The Popular Steel Run Stands

No 21 Steel Run Stand represents the maximum of case capacity. It is strongly made and durable, and will prove economical

wherever installed It is made with flat top and requires case brackets to hold the news cases. The job cases can be put into the
racks from either side of the frame, and the steel runs are placed so
close together as to require pulls on the fronts of the job cases to get
best results. Regular cases can be put into the racks without planing
off the fronts.

It has capacity for forty cases under the top. Brackets and cases
for the top can be selected to meet the requirements. Several kinds of
brackets can be used on this stand, as listed below.

The top equipment illustrated is as follows : Two pairs No. 2 three-
case tilting brackets, one pair news cases, two blank cases, one
thirty inch space and quad case, one No. 8 Bettis lead and slug case,
and four quarter cases, as follows : Ideal brass leader case, compact
rule case, time-table quarter case, Wisconsin quarter case. Style C.

Occupies floor space twenty-one and one-half by seventy inches.

Height from floor to flat top forty-four and one-eighth inches.
The prices given below are for stand only and do not include the

cases in the body of the frame or the news cases on the top. Selections
of case equipment can be made as requirements demand.

Prices given for brackets in the list below are net and any discount
allowed on the Steel Run Stand does not apply on such brackets. Case
pulls can be
furnished
in bulk to
attach to
the fronts
of old cases
for four
cents each, 4

No. 21 Steel Run Stand-News Compositor's Side list.

List Prices of No. 21 Steel Run Stand and Equipment

EQUIPMENT Weight
Pounds

Stand only, open front
Stand only, closed plain front
Stand only, closed paneled front
Plain Galley Dump
No. 8 Bettis Lead and Slug Case, as illustrated . .

No. 9 New York Case Brackets, per pair
No. 7 Style B, Double Case Brackets, per pair .

No. 1 Hamilton Patent Tilting Brackets, per pair .

No. 2 Three-Case Tilting Brackets, per pair . . .

No. 4 Three-Case Brackets, per pair
30-inch Space and Quad Case
News Cases, per pair

215
260
255
30
22
25
17
28
35
25
1V4

14

With the exception of the Case Brackets specified, prevailing dis-
counts apply to this line of Steel Run Stands. 21 Steel Run Stand-Job Compositor's Side

This excellent piece of cabinet work. Steel Run Stand No. 24, when fully equipped with New Departure Cases, represents the
acme of Steel Run Stand construction, and the most advanced type of composing room equipment. The ends are paneled with neatly

moulded edges. The back has seven panels with chamfered edges like a
Polhemus Cabinet. The front rail is set back several inches, and the job
cases, when in place set back several inches from the front, providing an
extension front feature. This allows plenty of knee room for the compos-
itor.

Constructed of hardwood throughout, with all exterior surfaces
nicely varnished like the best of cabinets. The runs are of flat steel,

capable of sustaining great weight.
This equipment, as illustrated, places the job compositor and

the news compositor on opposite sides, so that there will be no
interference.

The top equipment illustrated is as follows : Two pairs of No. 4

three-case brackets ; one pair of news cases ; two blank cases ;

one No. 8 Bettis lead and slug case, and four quarter-size cases
as follows : One Perfection rule case, one Compact rule case,
one All-right space and quad case, one Wisconsin quarter case,

Style D. Under the top there are steel runs to accommodate forty
full size cases.

The No. 8 Bettis lead and slug case is seventy-two inches long
and has an eleven-inch blank space at the front to be used as a work-
ing dump. This space will take a ten by twenty-four inch galley.
The compartments for leads and slugs in this case are one and one-
half inches deep and for lengths from four to twenty-eight picas,
varying by single picas, omitting the twenty-seven em length.

Occupies floor space twenty-twoand one-half by seventy inches.

Height, from floor to flat top forty-four and one-eighth inches.

No. 24 Steel Run Case Stand-New; positor'a Side

The prices given below are for stand only and do not include the
cases in the body of the stand or the news cases on the top. Selection
of case equipment can be made as requirements demand.

Prices given for brackets in the list are net, and any discount
allowed on the Steel Run Stand does not apply on such brackets.

Case pulls can be furnished in bulk to attach to the fronts of old
cases at four cents each, list.

List Prices of No. 24 Steel Run Stand and Equipment

EQUIPMENT



The Popular Steel Run Stands
Modern Steel Run Stand* place the job compositor and the new* compoalior on oppaalta atdaa. thus preventing all interference,

Four men can work at the No. 22 Steel Run Stand continuously, and the saving In time will quickly pay for Ita coal. It la made of
hardwood throughout, very itrongly bolted, and the Steel Run* are New De-
parture style, let into aaw Kerf* and held in place by mean* of lip* at the enda.
which Interlock with wooden strips Thar* are no nail* or .crew, to become
looae. The (land I* practically indestructible, and wiU give lasting service.

The No. 22 Steel Run Stand requires no bracket*, aa it la built with a
top to hold new* cam. The job caae* are put In from the back. There la

ample knee room for the new* compueitor, a* the raiaa do not come
to a line at the front of the stand, but *et back about five Inch**.
The blank space between the two pain of new* caae* will serve aa
a galley board and type matter can be placed in this apace toadvan-

r*. It will alao aerve admirably aa a lead and dug bank. Regular
I alia Up ca*e* can be uaad and there i* ample finger room ba-

**. ao that pull* are not required. However, the with-
_ of the job caaea i* facilitated by attaching pull* to the

i fronts.

Occupies floor apac* twenty-*!* by eeventy inches. Height at
front forty-four and three-quarter* Inchea.

The price* given below are for the (land only and do not in-

clude the caaea in the body of the frame or the new* caaea on top.
Palatlioii of case equipment can be made a* requirement* demand.

Caaa pull* can be furnished in bulk to attach to the front.
of old ran* for four cent* each. Hat.

Li*t Price* of No. 22 Steel Ran Stand

i Front
1 Plain Front
I Paneled Front

7>u i* a* tiffUnt lint qfmodrnitrly i

28S *
no
320 MM

d priii/uig qJbe/Wniirare at May mt>Ud CHwIamm trill l**t\ft.

Steal Run Stand No. 23 ha* copy drawer* under the new* caaea. and full length dump over thejob
auperiority and i* most substantially and compactly built. It will irivc >arvic* for an indefinite I

a* well a* uaeful In any composing .

paneled front or with cloaad plain front.

a. It ahwhaaother polntaof
and will prove ornamental

Thi. itand I* made with
The new* compodtor*.

and the job compoaitor* are placed on oppoaita *lde* and there will
be no interference. Four man can work continuously at the

. Made of (elected hardwood and finished
of cabinet*. The run* are of flat steel. New

tand. two on each aide.
Ilka the beat gradaa of
Departure atyla. let Into saw kerf* and held by Up*, which Interlock
with wooden strip*. The** modern Steal Run Stand* when Ailed
with caae* and fully equipped compare In every reapert with th*
beet of cabinets. The No. 23 Stand will take thirty-two fuU aiae Up
caaea arranged In two tiers, sixteen caaaa In each tier.

It require* no caae bracketa. aa It I* built with a top to hold
new* cam. The job caaaa are put in (ram the back, aa the Illus-

tration show*. Thar* I* ample knee room at th* aid* for th* new*
competitor*, aa the run* do not coma to a line at the front of the
tand. but eat back about five inchea a* ahown. Th* blank apace
between the two pair* of new* caaaa will aerv* aa a galley board and
type matter can be placed In this space to advantage. It will alao
erv* admirably aa a lead and dug bank. Regular full sri. Up caaaa
can be uaad in all of the** stands, and there will be ample finger
room between caiei. ao that pulls will not be required. However.

the withdrawing of the job caaea will be facilitated by attaching

pull* to the caae front*. Occupie* floor ipace twenty-*!* by aaventy
inches. Height at front, forty-four and three-quarter* inchea.

The price* below are for the *tand only and do not include the caaaa
in the body of the cabinet or the new* caaaa on top. Selection of

caae equipment can be made a* requiramenta demand.
Caae pull* can be furnished in bulk to attach to the front.

of old caaaa at four centa each. list.

Uat Price, of No. a Start Raa Stand

Open Front
Cloaad Plain Front
Cloaad Paneled Front

n* price* anotat on f*u paw* ar ave*rt to i

Ruling Pen Cabinet
Thi* Is a convenient cabinet, which it has hitherto

order. It I* a necessity In every bookbindcry for th*
Mad* of aah. ftnl*h*d antique, with three-ply vt

making a flrat-clae* ptae* of work in every reaped
the compartments bring eight
and one-quarter by two and three- LM Prtaaa and IN

quarter* Inchea, and three com-
partmcnu. five and one-half by two
and three-quarters inche* deep. Inside

Every establishment doing paper
ruling or blank book manufacturing
should have on* of theae handy Cab-
inet.. It often happen* that Ita eaat

J. Will TaaMTnJ 1

of .torlng ruling pan. and raquMtaa. AdVon* o7t***.^ab*ti to roy* plant and note th*

:.:



Tracy Steel Run Stands

Economy in composing room equipment and cleanliness are combined in these stands. They comprise the latest development
in steel run stand construction. No dust can accumulate under the cases on these stands, and there is no waste space.

_ Brackets have been disregarded, thus providing a solid

board top, one side of which can be used as a working bank,
or it will take a full length Bettis lead and slug case, eighteen
inches wide. On the other side can be placed a pair of job
cases on the lower section, and the upper board used as a galley
bank or a lead and slug bank, or two pairs of news cases can

ing type matter.
This bank is nine inches wide and extends the full length

of the Cabinet. Immediately over this bank are two copy
drawers ten and three-quarters by thirty-one inches inside.
The tops are removable and adjustable, thus allowing a move-
ment of four inches to control the overhang, which can be
thrown to either side of the stand to the extent of four inches.

Job side Nos. 26 and 27 Tracy Steel Run Stands, with forty lip front California job

cases in place. (The bank can be used independently, or with

an 18x72 inch Bettis lead and slug case)

Flat steel runs of extra thickness and extra width are used

to hold the job cases, with five-inch extension fronts when cases

are pushed back in position. This permits the withdrawal of

any case, which can be placed in any desired position in front of

another case without withdrawing it, a most valuable and
economic feature.

~

The News Side No. 26 Tracy Steel Run Composing Room Stand

No brackets are required with these stands. They are per-
fectly rigid and guaranteed to remain so. They are made of
selected hardwood, filled, stained and varnished.

List Prices and Dimensions of Tracy Steel Run Stands

No. 27 Tracy Steel Run Stand. Occupies floor space 28x
TOM; inches. Height at front 43 1

/i inches. Total height
from floor to extreme top, when cap cases are not '

used, 57 inches, thus allowing a clear view of the com-
posing room with no obstruction. Weight, crated for

shipment, 440 pounds. List price, without cases . . . $42 00

No. 26 Tracy Steel Run Stand. Same as No. 27, described
above, except for the omission of the two copy drawers
under the news case bank, and also omitting the
special 9-inch bank under the two copy drawers.
Weight, crated for shipment,400 pounds. List price,
without cases 35 00

List price of Tracy Stand Tops only 12 50

Tracy Steel Run Stands have proven very popular with many of the larger printers of this country. There are several com-
posing rooms entirely equipped with them. The one great advantage of the Tracy Steel Run Stands is the fact that when the cap
cases are not used the extreme height of the stand is but fifty-seven inches, allowing a clear view of the entire composing room.

Galley Racks
These Galley Racks and Galley Brackets are the most substantial brackets made and are in general use

in|thousands of printing offices throughout the world.
The brackets are held on a stout hardwood frame, and braced as shown in cut.

Made of iron, and held in sockets which are firmly screwed to the frame ; take single
and double galleys. The prices quoted below are for Racks with 8-inch arms (No.
14), to take double column galleys,

For medium and small composing rooms these Galley Racks will be found a great
convenience. There is always a blank wall space where the rack may be attached
without interfering with the workmen.

List Prices of Brackets and Sockets

The News Side No. 27 Tracy Steel Run Stand, with copy drawers and galley bank

LENGTHS



New York Double and Quadruple Stands
The New York Caae Stand, were deaigned to economise floor apace, they give the graateat eaae capacity to leawt area,

lower caae project, into the alley aeveral Inchea. affording the comiMjoiuv ample knee ruum. The angle ..f the lower
I* ju.t right for rapid ettinu.

The cap caae i. railed above the
lower and brought forward cloeer to
the compoaltor'. hand, while not ob-
.tructing the flgure boxea of
the lower caae.

The caaea are held
on *lrng Iron bracket*,

tecurely screwed to a hard-
wood u>|>. which i. very uae-
ful fur .torinir tirl-ui. mat-
ter. The utility of the No. t
Double Stand can be In-

creaaed by >ubtilutlng three
.

A double atand hold,
thirty raea and two pain of
new* caae* on top. A quad-
ruple itand hold* alxty rarn
and four pain of new* caaea
on top. Pricea given below In-
clude the bracket*, but not the
caae on top.

Theae aland* have been in
u*e In *ome of the best printing office*

for many yean and have been found en-
No. NOT York Daefcto c. s 1 Urely aatiifactory In every way.

The

..f New Yerfc Ih.uhlr and Quadruple Stand.

1 New York Single Stand . .

New York Double Stand
S New York Quadruple Stand
4 New York Window Stand

VMeki

IS Cla and 1 pair on top
' .. . .. : .'

i
.-.-.

60 Ca*e> and 4 pain on top
SO Ca*ea and 2 pain on top

78 pound. I M
UxTOH ! US pound* 1* M
ISxTOH ZS6 pound* UN
SSx> US pound* It It

Case Stands and Racks

ing plant wiui ineae caae .Una. prooaoiy require* tne very wan inveatment. ana
price ii an object and mu*t be c<mWered. In preference to ityle. they will prove t

satisfactory in every way. A* a matter of fact a very arolceabl* office equipment
be purchaaed with a very *malt pecuniary outlay. For office* located in dlat

Tbeac Ca*e Stand* and Rack* arc all made of hardwood, and bolted totrrthn- flrrnly. The high cue nek* are braced at the can-
ter with bolted rod* to prevent Bpreadinjr. and both ittandn and rack* will remain Ha*id after Ion* and ateady uaa. To equip a print-

in plant with theae caae itand* probably require* the very leaat Inveatment, and when
to be

nt may
district*

where ipace i* not of vital importance, theae caae itand* and rack* arc ju*t a*
atiifactory a* blither priced iteel run caae (land*. They are ihlpped to pur-
chaarn in the natural wood and In a knocked down condition. When anambled.
and if it f* deaired to improve their appearance, they may be covered with a coat
of >hrllac and then varniahed. Thl* may be done at a co*t of only a few dime* and
almoat anyone who can u*e a bruh can apply the >nellac and afterward* the vartii-h

to the *tand*. The varniih will add a luitre and brighten the woodwork considerably.
A* will be obeerved. then I* a lam aaaortment of Caae Stand* and Hack*

li<ted. both in aingle and double tier*, fitted forouetof variou* aiaea. Should you.
however, not And in the Hit exactly what you require, the American Type
Founder* Company Invite* you to cormpond on the Mibject. It* vaat experience
and intimate knowledge on all matter* pertaining to the printing craft and the
proper equipment uf printing office* I* alway* at your iarvlce. A* the largeat
dealer In all raquialte* for the printer, the American Type Founder* Company I*

In a position to render to It* cuatomer* better aervtce than can lie obtained from any
other >up|>ly houap. The convenient location of the many *ellinghou*e*of the Amer-
ican Type Founder* Company give* It a great advantage in filling orden promptly.
No matter where the cu*toroer* are located thi*

that will give all buainea* prompt and careful attenItention.
ha*a*elllng

U*t Price* and Dimrn.ion. of <a*e Stand.

. without Rack*
V. with Racka for 12 two-third* Caar*

. with Rack* for 12 three-quarter Ca*a .

Sinnle. with Rack* for full *iie CaM*
... with Rack* for 12 full *faw Caae*

Double New*, without Rack*
Double New*, with Rack* for 8 full >lie Caaea
Double New*, with Rack* for 10 full *i> Gate*
Double New*, with Rack* for 12 full .lie Caaea
Double Job Stand, with Rack* forK full rise and 8 two-third* Caea* X
DoubleJobStand. with Kackafor lofulliiieand 10 two-thlrdiCa*e*MxD
DoubleJobStand. with Racktfor 12 full *lzaand 12 two-thirdr*e* MxtD
DouMeJobStan<I.withKack>forl2full*ile*l2three-.|UarterCaae*x4*i
Double Stand, with Galley Reat and Rack* for IA full leCa*e* 2*

Double Stand, with Calley Re.t an.1 Rack* for 91 full .lie Caaea MxToVt
Double Stand, with Galley Reat and Rack* for 24 full *luCa*ea MxTD't
Double Stand, with Galley Reat and Rack, for an full .lie Caae* x7'5

n
4M
T

a** e/aeov* .SMd*. $3.tt nrrra

Uet Price, aad IHiaea.io*. ef Cae* Rack.

"*'" """Cr" *"*"

SO Single tier 10 fuO else Caea
ifle tier 12 full .lie Caaea

22 Single tier 1 full .tie Caia*
:Kle tier 10 full .lie Caaea
ngletier24 full

2S Single Uer an full i

Double tier 40 full

17 Double tier full riM Caae*

AU Cam SlaioU anH Has** an

41

M
00
70
M

M
m
IN
144

I ..< +ii>rfd

1247

$7 n
M

* M
11 M
12 W
II

17 a*



Roll Front Case Racks

type by k

\em Thi^RolTFront'Case Racks'are equal to"cabinets in every way, and they really are cabi-

nets and not case racks in the ordinary sense of the term. They are fitted with steel runs,

and are thoroughly well built. The roll front is fitted with the finest brass desk lock. A
single lock secures the entire tier of cases.

Made of ash, finished in antique, same as regular high-grade cabinets.

The prices are for Case Racks only and do not include the cases. These Racks can be

made to fit special cases. Case pulls, attached to case fronts, 5 cents each; in bulk, 4 cents each.

List Prices and Dimensions of Boll Front Case Racks



Wood Type Cabinet*
wl run. and equ

v, --, -, ' *ame lime every letter I* available without di.turlnng others
> No. 9 Cabinet shown here occupies but nine square feet of floor space and

affords one hundred and forty square feet of case surface for the .y.tematic
.1. .!> < ...! ! .1 .

Wood Type CabineU are made to hold two sizes of caaea. vte.: No*. 1. 2. S. 7
and S. to hold cases itwenty.three by thirty-two and one-<iuarter Inches and known
as the regular Wood Type Cabinet, while No*. 4. &. . and In are made to hold
cases twenty-three by forty-four inches, and this site I. known a. the Mammoth
Wood Type Cabinet. They are very substantially con.tructnl of ,h. finished In
antique oak. The cases are slotted on the skies and have movable strips which
may be adjusted to pica*. The cases in the Mammoth *iie (twenty-three by forty-
four) have s center bar. a. shown in the Illustration, while the cases In the regular
(mm have no center bar.

To meet the demand for CabineU of greater storage capacity, there are four
new sixes, retiressilted by No*. 7.

8, and 10. These CabineU are
made with Meel run. and have
twenty-five cases In each tier.
but occupy the same floor space
and are the same height a. fal.i-

net. with wood runs holding
twenty caaea In each tier. This
r.present, a gain In floor .pace
of twenty-five per cent, an item
of interest where space i. limit.*!
and rent, are high.

Wood Type Caaea for Wood
Type Cabinet*. All case* having
movable strip, are adjusuble by

pica*. The .trip, are also cut by even pica, so that the variations are by single
pica*. For initance.a whole caae can be adjusted to hold five line type or six lim-
or eight line as desired, or part of each in the same case. The No. 2 Wood Type
Caae ha* no center bar. while the No. S Caae is fitted with a center bar to add strength and to sustain the heavy load which will be
carried when cases are filled. The side* and center bars of Wood Type Cases are slotted for pica adjustment. Each case In
every Wood Type Cabinet i* fitted with a suitable number of diviiion .trip, without extra charge.

IMPORTANT. Each Wood Type Cabinet i. li.ted with flat top or with galley top under the same number. Customer, should
not fail to specify clearly which is wanted.

l.i.t Prices and INmen.ion. of Wood Type Cabinet*

WnmOt
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Wood Run*
Wood Run*
Wood Run*
Wood Run*
Wood Run*
Wood Run*
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Steel Run*
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The Cabinet* No*. 8 and 10 with tteel run. and 50 ca*e* are double tier. 25 r*i In each tier.

Six division (trip* are aent with every caae in a Cabinet. Extra (trip* over thi* amount are furnl.hed at t

1.1.1 Price* ef Wood Ty* Caat* Daly

WITH UP FRIINDIUKK ORDINARY TrrC

16ftsxS2M inches, sixe of regular type caae, no center bar
2&t*M inches, can be put in any rejrular case stand, and give* 224 square Inchea more .pace than No. 1

23x44 Inches, gives 276 square inches more .pace than No. 2 with center bar
Case Rack with Wood Runs to hold 20 No. 3 Wood Type Cases, flat top. height. 67*t> Inches
Case Rack with Steel Runs to hold 26 No. 3 Wood Type Cases, flat top. height 67S Inchea

8
11

*M
I M
I M
1 M
14 M

Specimen Cabinets for Particular Printers

The proper claaalflcatlon and preservation of pecimen. of printing will enable
the printer to .how hi* work to prospective cuMomer* to the beat advantage.
There I* a large line of .pecimen cabinet*, which Include a variety of .Ire., form*
and price* In order to meet the requirement* of large and email printing office*.

The Cabinet* contain a large number of .hallow drawer*, which can be labeled
and properly Indexed. By thi* method the .pecimen. of printing are not unduly
bunched and are eaay of accee* and convenient for di.play. The Cabinet* can be
uned for other purpoee* than the ttorage of ipecimen. of printing. Sampie. of *tock.
.mall .upplie*. blank*, legal paper* and periodical* can be yitematically (tared.

We ran furnlih any .tyle of cabinet and .hall be pteaead to give you infi

Uon regarding the complete line. Every printing office ihoukl have
cabinet of ome kind. The American Type Founder* Company handle* a large
variety and they range in price* and finith from the No. 1 >hown In the illustra-
tion at (S.M li.t. up to the beautiful Sp.-.-m..-n Cabinet No. 3 at S1M.M. Thi*
faliun't i. conveniently arranged with a large number of shallow drawer, accom-
modating almost any size of printed matter. The successful printer will not be
slow to acknowledge the usefulness of the Specimen Cabinet. Realixe for a
moment how a much better impression Is created In a customer's mind, when you
go to a neat cabinet for sample* of your work, when you wish to exhibit them to
a prospective buyer of printing. In any other line of bu.ines. neatnea* In the
di.play of merchandise count, a* an Important factor. Why should not the same
hold good In the case of the printer, especially when the desired result can be
obtained at such a small expenditure ?

In addithm to these Specimen Cabinet*, neatly framed sample* of your beat
effort* In printing displayed In prominent position* on the wall* of your office

y effective and may aasi.t mi
who may visit your establishment.
are very effective and may assist materially in interesting prospective <

Us* Price sad Un.en.iiMM ef Me. I

No. 1 Specimen Cabinet contains R drawers withji
inside, and four are 4 l

i inches deep, inside.

15'tx2D inches. Four of these drawer* are 2 Inches deep.
This Cabinet occupies floor (pace 20*. inchea deep, by 2&S inches wide. The

height i. JT'-j inch**. The Cabinet Is made of ash and is nicely finished. Each drawer I* divided into nine compartment*, with
removable partition*. Weight, crated for shipment. Itt pound*. List price >. .

Pfif** evoteaf on tki* poo* *n nbjrrl to prrrailmo rftsrosmle
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Linotype Magazine Cabinet

The advent and adoption of machine composition, especially in newspaper and book offices, has necessitated the introduction of

a special line of furniture particularly adapted to this class of work. The Linotype Magazine Cabinet has met with much favor,
and will be found a labor saving and convenient
addition to the equipment of the machine office.

Description
It has a working top thirty-eight inches high.

It provides a place for all parts and accessories of
the Linotype outfit, including the heavy magazines.
The storing of these expensive parts is essential
and is well provided for in the large vertical
drawers, which are always accessible. Built of
hardwood throughout, substantially constructed
and nicely finished in antique or any other desired
shade. The back is paneled and well finished.

Equipment
MATRIX DRAWERS. In one tier are twelve mat-

rix drawers with shelving bottoms sixteen inches
wide, each drawer containing eight grooves or
shelves, providing one hundred and twenty-t-itfht
inches of storage room in each drawer, or one
hundred and twenty-eight running feet in the
twelve drawers. The drawers are on an incline,
thus keeping the matrices always on edge.

LINER DRAWERS. At the top of the middle tier

Linotype Magazine Cabinet are two liner drawers, size sixteen by twenty-eight
and one-half inches inside. These are partitioned

to accommodate all sizes of liners. Cleats engage the slots in the liners and hold them in position.
BLANK DRAWERS. Beneath the liner drawers are two blank drawers, size inside twelve and one-half by sixteen inches and two

and three-quarter inches deep. On the end is located another blank drawer, size sixteen and three-quarters by twenty-two and one-
half by two and one-half inches. These drawers will accommodate tools and other accessories.

EJECTOR BLADE RACKS. In the center tier at the bottom, enclosed by a roll front secured with lock, are three shelves for

ejector blades. Each shelf will hold seventeen blades; any size blade is held in proper position.
SORTS TRAY RACK. At the side of the ejector blade rack is another compartment, secured by a lock, fitted with flat steel

runs. This will accommodate eight standard size sort trays.
MAGAZINE DRAWERS. There are eight upright drawers with wheel bearings made to accommodate the No. 5 model magazine.

They are held on brackets engaging the lugs on the side of the magazine. If No. 3 magazines are to be accommodated they require
deeper drawers, and this size cabinet will hold five of them. In ordering state what magazine it is desired to accommodate.

GALLEY RACKS. These are arranged in double tier, fourteen shelves to each tier. Will accommodate twenty-eight standard
double column galleys eight by twenty-four inches.

CUPBOARD. On the opposite side is a cupboard with door, fitted with two adjustable shelves. Size twelve and one-half by nine-
teen and one-quarter inches by twenty-three and one-half inches inside.

WORKING TOP. This top is of hardwood, one and one-half inches deep, cleated on the ends. Size thirty-seven by seventy-six inches.
The American Type Founders Company will be pleased to quote prices and submit sketches on any special cabinets required.

We are in a position to offer you suggestions in your equipment which will save you time and money.

List Price, Dimensions and Weight of Linotype Magazine Cabinet

Occupies floor space, 35x74 inches; height, 38inches; weight, crated, 1,000 pounds. List price $16000
Special magazine cabinets of any desired size can be made to order. Drawings and prices furnished on request.

Job Press Cabinets
A pressman's time can be saved and economy effected in waste of stock by the use of

this Cabinet. It affords a suitable receptacle for tympan paper, gauge pins and other tools,
benzine can and wiping rags. One cabinet will serve two presses when placed in the center,
a little back of the pressmen. Where space is available the best results are obtained by
having a cabinet for each press.

Each unit is mounted on an iron pedestal of convenient working height and on the
xip is a plate-glass mixing slab. There is a special compartment for the benzine can and

to avoid the danger of spontaneous combustion, the compartment for oily rags is metal-
lined. The usual gauge pin drawer is provided.

There is one compartment for hard press board, cardboard and filler stock, in various

grades for use as draw sheets, also three compartments for slip sheets.
The Cabinets are made in three sizes, for eight by twelve, ten by fifteen and fourteen

and one-half by twenty-two inch presses. Intermediate sizes may be accommodated
in the next size larger.
As there is undoubtedly a desire on the part of many printers to improve conditions in the

pressroom we have listed here a very serviceable and up-to-date cabinet for the pressman.
While to some the investment in an article of this nature may seem unnecessary, yet un-
doubtedly the time is not far distant when such improvements will be eagerly sought for by

minating and progressive printing office proprietor.the discr

List Prices and Dimensions of Job Press Cabinets

Job Press Cabinet No. 1. Contains three compartments for slip sheets, 14Vax8 inches inside ; one com-
partment for draw sheets, 14Vaxll inches ; metal-lined compartment for rags, gauge pin drawer,
etc. Height, 42 inches : weight, complete, 90 pounds. Complete, with plate glass top. Price . . . $15 00

Job Press Cabinet No. 2. Contains three compartments for slip sheets, 17V2xlOM> inches
inside; one compartment for draw sheets ITVuxlS inches inside; metal-lined com-
partment plate-glass top, etc. Height, 42 inches; weight, complete, 110 pounds. Price 18 00

Job Press Cabinet No. 3. Contains three compartments for slip sheets, 24Vixl7 1
/a inches

inside; one compartment for draw sheets, 24 1/axl7 1
/s inches inside ; metal-lined com-

partment, plate-glass top, etc. Height, 42 inches; weight, complete, 150 pounds. Price 22 00

Ink and Roller Cabinets
Job Press Cabinet A. considerable saving of ink and rollers

will quickly follow the introduction of this Ink
and Roller Cabinet. It is an essential portion

of the equipment of any printing office and is made in three sizes.

List Prices and Dimensions of Ink and Roller Cabinets
Ink and Roller Cabinet No. 1. With shelf for ink, shelf for brayers and slab

and brackets to hold 6 eighth and 6 quarto rollers. Weight, 75 pounds.
Height, 36*i inches. Width, 27K' inches. Depth, 15 inches, outside. List price $6 50

Ink and Roller Cabinet No. 2. With shelves for ink, brayers and slab and brackets,
for 6 each eighth, quarto and half medium rollers. Weight, 100 pounds. Height,
86% inches. Width, 33M; inches. Depth, 15 inches, outside. List price . . 9 50

Ink and Roller Cabinet No. 3. With shelves as before and brackets to hold 12
each eighth, quarto and half medium rollers. Weight, 135 pounds Height
48*i inches. Width, 33Vj inches. Depth, 15 inches, outside. List price ... 13 00

Ink Slabs, Marble
Marble, 8x12 $1 25 12x18 $2 00 18x24 $3 75
Prifes quuted nn thin -page are subject to prevailing discounts which will be quoted on application.
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Linotype Matrix Cabinets
This Cabinet provide* a convenient and safe receptacle for the eturage at the valuable matrices. space bands and (..!. whk-h

accompany every linotype outfit. The construction la baaed on a careful study of the roiuirentent. of and ft-r UM suggeationa of
practical linotype expert*. No linotype outfit i. complete wlUlout one. Thla la

the only practical cabinet ever made far holding die matnr. >pare bands and
the amall toola whirh accompany a linotype typesetting machine. They are
(irmly and uUtanttally eonatructad of hardwood, nicely flnlahed. The roll rurtaln
front will effertually exclude the dual and being provided with a Arat-claaa lark
Insures the contents of the drawer from being tampered with.

The uae of than* ca the lin r to aaparate his matrices.
space bands and small tools, keeping each In separate compartments. There can
be little wear and no damage under thla arrangement. The roll curtain front ia can-
vas-hacked, and can ba removed from the cabinet by lifting off the top. It

Booth-running and easy to manipulate.
Each drawer I* fourteen and one-quarter by fifteen inchea inside, having ten

grooves upon which the matricea are placed edgewise a* Illustrated here. The
raiuu-ity of each drawer ia one hundred and forty-two running inchea of matricea
set edgewise. The** drawers are set in the cabinet on an incline. This position of
the drawers prevent* the matricea from falling down or becoming disarranged when
the groove* are not full The illustration shows the matrices In place, the unfilled
line* being held by metal slugs.

..elal slugs are furnished with each drawer In all these cabinet*. Theae
will be found very uaeful holding up the end* of line* of matricea and also for
separating special characters not always required. Theae slug* are made the same
shape ana able of matrix and three-quarters of an Inch wide.

List Prices aad IXsaeasloas ef Matrix Cabinets far Uaotyne Machines

IfrwM WUUi tfevtii w4s*H frta*

1 Slt. in. IB in. au. In. ISO Ibe, BS W
I 38'.,!, I- m. -". in IT.'. II-. MM
1 #!'.... !- in. i t in. ZUilba. 14 M
I 4V i,n 1 in. . In. mlba. 40

6 Drawers for 1 or2 machine*
H Drawers for '2 to 4 machlnea
10 Drawera for 4 to 6 machlnea
12 Drawer* for to 8 machlnea

Cabin*!* uftki* pattern kmill to order.

Monotype Cabinet

/Vi<-<- and dramnft
on receip

This Cabinet baa been deafened to embody the Ideaa of monotype uaara and operatora for a aafe and convenient place for holding
all acceaaoriea to the monotype eaatinir machine when not in uae. The door ia arranged with holder* for the varioua wrenchea.
acrew-drivera and muvea furniahed with the machine no that the
Cabinet irivee the operator a place for safely and neatly kcrpinit all

appliancea and toota.

The molda are kept in two sliding tray> at the top of the Cabinet ;

each holds six molda in auch a manner that it ia impoaaible for thorn
to strike. F
each sh.-if 1

place, where it is i
found. Two additional ahrlvea provide for twenty-eifht matrix
caaea; each cane beinv held on edge and prevented from utrikinir

ther caiei. Beneath theae ahdvea are four drawera for indi-

vidual matricea: each drawer ia divided into thirty-eeven groovea, hi

which the matricea are stood on end. A bar acroaa the center of
each drawer divides it so that matricea taken from the matrix case,
in making changes, are put above the bar in the same groove from
which the matricea below the bar are taken to replace those removed

> atx molds in aucn a manner tnat it la impossible lor tnem
Beneath theae trays are two ahdvea for normal wedgea ;

'

holds fifteen wedges, and each wedge has its particular
ere it is protected from injury and where it may be quick ly

from the matrix case. This simple and convenient arrangement
i of the change to a minimum, and avoids miatakea.reduces the time <

List Price and Dimensions of Monotype Cahmn
Height, ii'j inchea; width. 14 inchea: depth. 16 inchea : weight.

ready for shipment. 75 pounds.
Liat price 2t

Monotype Correcting Case
This Case was designed to aave floor apace and time in correcting

monotype matter. Ordinarily the corrector occupies a full sile stand.

leatlue. the galley on one lower case and taking the aorta required
from the other. In the Monotype Correcting Caaea place is provided
for the galley itaelf so that the correctoroccupies but half the apace formerly used and thedistanre his hand has to travel to reach

any lower case character, apace, figure or point is reduced to the minimum. List price, each SI e

Liner and Ejector Blade Cabinet
U> hold those essential parta of a Linotype

How to take care of the latter has bean
This Cabinet has been designed U

machine the liners and ejector blades.
a problem for years,

The trays for the liners are so arranged that each liner can readily be seen at
a glance, the rails in the t rays are so adjusted that the abort linen come opposite

the longer imaa. thus every Inch of apace In the tray can be utiliied,

giving sufficient room to hold the linen for five machines. The trays
.

. .,' .

Below the liner traya are racks for holding UM ejector blade*.
The racks are arranged
Kith horizontal grooves at Ual Pricea aad IHara.loas of l.i

the bottom, that meet per-

pendicular ammas at the
Rlaitr CaWaeta

a'. * ,. ...

.

*<!! a> * iW

one-half Inch deep and are
five-aixteenths Inch apart.
Thebottomaof the groove*
are lined with brass. The
ejector bladea are set on
edge and pained back until

the end* reat In giumaa at
is holding them

upright. The cabinet ha* a
roll front, with Yale lock,
which safely secure* the valuable content*.

No. I < ARISKT has one liner tray and two ejector blade racks, with thirty-
four groove. In each rack, and will give ample room for linen and ejerton for
five machine*.

No. t CAMMKT has two liner traya and four ejsrtar blade racks, auttdaat
for from si. to fifteen aarWnee.

liner traya and six ejector blade rack*. somctenl for from sli torn to thirty mackinea.
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Dorsey Compositor's Working Cabinet

The Dorsey Compositor's Working Cabinet is a time saver and money maker. This Cabinet is as

Beautifully varnished and finished it stimulates personal pride and neatness, and is conducive to better

Sloping top is same size as ordinary lower case. Eight-inch flat surface at top for

slugs, etc. Two drawers each with two compartments for copy, tools, etc.

Five letter boards, twenty-one and one-half by twenty-four inches inside, to store

forms as completed. Convenient galley racks at side to keep galleys off the floor, free

from dust, and dirt, accommodate four brass galleys, as follows : One fifteen and one-

half by twenty-two inches; one twelve and one-half by eighteen inches, and two regula-

tion single column galleys.

List Price and Dimensions of Dorsey Compositor's Working Cabinet

Height front, 45 inches ; back, 53 inches. Width, 31 inches ; depth, 25 inches.

List price *36 00

Working Galley or Job Bank
The entire surface, including the main working space and the compartments for

sort boxes, rule case, etc., is full brass lined with heavy sheet brass. All division strips

are also brass lined on both sides. The brackets fit into removable sockets which can
be fastened to the end of a cabinet, or to the wall.

At the right is a compartment into which can be placed a quarter size rule case. At
the top is a space filled with sixteen removable type or sort boxes, with metal bottoms
screwed to the wooden rims. At the upper left-hand corner is a space with a heavy
zinc cover. This space is for working tools like imposing rule, bodkin, etc. At the front

is the main work-space, with open end at the left fitted with a lip to serve as a rest for

brass galley. Size same as full size case.

Under letter boards is large open space for storage of cuts in work, personal

property of compositor, etc.

List Prices of Working Galley or Job Banks

List price, full brass lined, including brackets $20 00

List price, full zinc lined, including brackets 16 00

handsome
workmansh

.s it is useful,
ip.

L V

Galley Cabinets
The Dorsey W<

The Galley Cabinets displayed on this page show the two styles of construction. One style with flat tops and flat ends, the
other with galley tops and paneled ends. The Galley Top Cabinets are superior articles and the shelves rest on strips fastened to

the upright center divisions and ends. This method of construction reinforces the frame
and they are more rigid than the Cabinets with flat sides. In addition they
have the sloping galley shelves on top, which are convenient for correcting
purposes.

The Cabinets with flat tops and flat sides have the shelves grooved into
the uprights and ends. They are strong and serviceable and in the smaller
sizes they provide a satisfactory article at a very moderate cost.

Each shelf of a large size Galley Cabinet should be numbered, using metal
number plates. When the galley is put in shelf, after being proved, the number
of the shelf should be put on the
proof slip. When proof is read
the number on it indicates where
the galley can be found. When
the galley is corrected, the com-
positor may find that the shelf

corresponding with the number
of his proof slip is occupied by
another galley, in which case he
puts his galley in the handiest
vacant shelf, and changes the
number on the proof slip, so that
when proofs are handed to make-
up he finds the galley without
any loss of time. The No. 3
Cabinet shown here is the most
popular form and size and meets
the requirements of the average
printing office fully. It has gal-
ley top and paneled ends. An

adequate equipment of Galley Cabinets will prove of great economical value in any
well equipped office. No feature will prove so wasteful as the lack of a suitable

place
to store the loaded galleys. Such a condition results in much running about

looking for desired matter; consequently, delays in the execution of work. It re-
sults in much pi, which is always expensive. All of this can be avoided by install-
ing a systematic equipment of Galley Cabinets

The No. 9 Flat Top Cabinet holds forty galleys and has flat ends.
Realizing fully the severe strain to which large galley Cabinets are subjected

when filled with loaded galleys, the construction of these is such as to enable us to
give an absolute guarantee that every galley Cabinet, large or small, will remain
firm and rigid for an indefinite period. They are made of selected hardwoods
throughout from well seasoned stock and finished like the best grades of printers'
Cabinets.

The efficiency of a Galley Cabinet is greatly increased by having the galley
shelves numbered consecutively. This feature, as noticed by the price list below, is provided at a small addition to the list price.

List Prices and Dimensions of Cabinets with Galley Tops and Paneled Ends

No. 3 Galley Top Cabinet with Paneled Ends

No.



Rowen Border and Script Type Cabinet*
Thee* Cabinet* are invaluable for the life and preservation at delicate borders and script fan*

"nary type or border mm. The hair HIM* nan become I

flnt cla** work. The mult is inevitably the purchase of new type the nt ei|*nslve

worn by friction when thrown Into the ordinary type or bonier I ..bettered and
battered and the type is unfit fr

>tnets.
The Rowen CabineU are

handsome In appearance, made
of hardwood throughout and
beautifully finished. The end*

are tastefully paneled and
bronzed handle* are at-
tached to the cmae front*.

TheaeCabineUarecon-
structed, a* shown in the

illustration, with the drawers
or case* pitched on an ancle.
The piece* of border or script
type are set on end between
the movable division strips,
which leaves the face* exposed
to the compositor and prevent*
any possibility of wear or fric-
tion of delicate type faces. The

tilt of the cases prevents the type from falling- down.
The slat* or division strip* are all made 18 point* in thickness and the

side rails are grooved at intervals of 6 point*. Each case will hold thirty
feet of point, twenty-four feet of 12 point, twenty feet of 18 point, seven-
teen feet of 24 point, fifteen feet of 30 point, thirteen feet of M point
type, etc. Tifteen pinch springs and fifteen division slats furnished for each
drawer of a Cabinet. Extra spring*, two cent* each. Extra division slats.
two cent* each. All division slats are Interchangeable.

kind or the production of Inferior work, which eventually is still more costly.
This unnecessary waste of good material I* completely avoided by the ->trm*t.c
of the Kowen Cabin

V.I.., -
.

.

Ust Prices ef Ro.e. Berser and Script Type Cabinet.

1 4 Drawers, one tier 14*.
2 6 Drawers, one tier US
3 10 Drawer*, one tier US
4 18 Drawer*, two tier* :>'.
5 20 Drawers, two tier* 28H

30 Drawer*, two tier* 28tt
7 40 Drawer*, two tier* 2xH

14'.

14'.

14*
14'.

14'.

14'.

14'.

12

17*
-' -

21
24*4
35
44

30
60
75
110
120mM

. ...

Ill M
UN
jr. i

3* M
4S e

/Vice* on moject to prrratfina disco* (*
fmi ct)H Tr. Cislsil

Hamilton Correcting I lank
The Hamilton Correcting Bank is Intended for the use of small or medium sized newspaper and Job offices, where machine

composition is done, and where the higher priced correcting bank* somewhat exceed requirements. A large number of the**
banks are in use in newspaper offices throughout the country and are giving
universal satisfaction. A convenient piece of furniture of this kind creates

greater efficiency in any printing office. To get the desired amount of work
out of employees It I* essential to provide them with necessary conveniences
so as to economise labor and time. While at first this class of furniture may
seem somewhat expensive, yet in actual use It will be found to effect a eon.
siderable economy and after installation would not readily be dispensed with .

The Hamilton Correcting Bank is a piece of iudi n
printing office furniture especially adapted to linotype work.
It I* compact in form without watte of (pace. Three men
can work at It without Interference. It bold* one hundred
and twenty-six loaded galley*.

Above the top I* a lead rack, subdivided into thirty-six
divisions, which will accommodate thirteen-em leads and
tug*. Immediately under the lead rack I* an opening ex-
tending to a metal lined chute, through which the discarded
slugs drop to the truck below. A rim extends around the
edge of the sloping top to hold the galley and prevent ma-
terial from falling off. The truck I* of improved form, full

metal lined, and mounted on heavy double castor*, which
Inenis* easy motion when loaded with metal. This truck is

equipped with s lever, which dumps the contents.
Floor space, twenty-five and one-half by fifty-nine

Inch**: height *t the front and ends, forty-four and three-

quarters inches; total height to top of lead rack, fifty-seven
and one-quarter Inches. There are six tiers of galley racks,
each tier accommodating twenty-one standard linotype
galley*, twenty-four Inches long. The** galley shelve* are
five Inches wide Inside. The two shelve* over the track are
twenty Inchee wide, and eighteen and three-quarters Inch**
dl*|i. The drawer under the top I* seventeen by eighteen
and on* quarter inches Inside. The metal box of truck is

thirteen inches wide, nineteen inches long, and sixteen and
one-half Inches deep, tapered with round bottom. Weight,
without truck, crated for hlpment, n pound*. Weight of
truck, crated for shipment. 140 f

With wood top, without truck
With full bras* lined top. without truck
Metal lined dumping truck .

List Prices of llsmtltnn rorrerting lUnk

American Hniss Isabel Holder
This I* a simple and unique device for holding labels on the fronts of

stamped from sheer bras* in one piece, snd the libels can
be changed a* often a* required without injuring the
balder. The bolder I* attached to the case or drawer by
three brass tacks and the label I* Inserted through the

In the ton. It to Impossible for the label to slip

sade in on* rise only.

List Pries of American Bras* Laos) Holder, complete
with card* and tack*, per 100 . . MM

List Price of Celluloid Card*. 1x44 Inches, to cover
label*, per 100 I M
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Page Form Storage Cabinets

It is only a few years since the letter board idea for the storage of standing matter was introduced. It would be difficult now

nd a printing office without an adequate supply of letter boards arranged under the stone frames or in suitable cabinets. The
letter board idea is certainly a most economical one and its general intro-

duction has led to other improvements along this line.

This new Page Form Storage Cabinet is primarily a cabinet filled with
small letter boards of a suitable size to take standard size book pages. Each
board is intended to take a single catalogue or book page. The idea has been

thoroughly tested by some of the best stone men in the country, and it has
met with unqualified approval. The page forms are stored away in the dust

proof slides until required, and the long label-holder attached to the outside

front of each slide enables the stone man to keep an accurate record of the
contents of the cabinet. These labels are changed from time to time as

the jobs progress. The labels are removed as the forms are taken to the

pressroom. The unlabeled drawers will always show the space available for

new page forms. The use of this

cabinet concentrates an immense
amount of material close to the
hand of the stone man, so that
there is little lost time in looking
for material when it is required.
Each slide has a back rail which is

removable, so that the type forms
can be pushed out from the back end
to the stone. The back edges of

the slides are beveled, as shown in

the illustration, so as to facilitate

the transfer of the type matter
from the board to the stone.

These cabinets are constructed
of selected hardwood. They are
thoroughly braced to stand
great weight, and are guaran-

|

teed togiveperfectsatisfaction. I

The woodwork is nicely finished

and the cabinet as a whole will

help to clean up the office

and also give it an up-to-date
appearance.

Page Form Storage Cabinet No. 5

List Prices and Dimensions of Page Form Storage Cabinets

Detail showing construction of Page Foi

Cabinet Note Back Rail in Draw

No.



Desks for Proof Readers, Copy Cutters and Ad Foremen
The Deak* ll.ted on this page have been designed at the .ugge.ti.rn of various proof readers and copy handler, i

Bctant plants, and have all proved to be aids to accurate, systematic and rapid work on the part of theae imi-rui.,
npfayeea. whose want* are generally neglected in the equipment of rantPU.IRK
ana. The work of theae men i* largely clerical. butaia rule they srv ..

* on makeshift desks, with inadequate facllitim for taking car* of their
>py. proof, and records, while clerk in the counting room drawing h..

age* I* provided with modern facilities. Upon the ad forrmrn
i proof reader* depend, in a large measure the expedltiou* and economical
msnptnsnt of the work fnwn the time it enters the composing room until
te forma arc ready for press, and it i. the reverse of economical to leave them
uprovided with proper-working facilities.

Theae deak* are all made of hardwood, nicely finished, strongly con- _
meted, and are attractive in appearance. *

r....f Reader'* De*k. This is a good practical flat top desk, with
opine writing top. The sloping top can be raised and provides a convenient
impartment underneath for the storage of proof*, which can be secured by

Medium .ixed hood, with drawer, and book compartment* In the
deatal. Made of (elected hardwood throughout and with paneled back, and
ids. The drawer bottom, are of three-ply material which cannot crack.
>.!! or shrink.

l.i.t Price and Diaten.ioa. of Proof Reader'. Deak No. 3

. height to top of hood. 41 inch.-.: width. M inche* ; depth. 24
inche*: height of hood above writing bed. 10 Inche.: iie of compart-
ment under .loping writing bed. a>*x38i, inche.: >iie of three drawer, in pedestal. ' inche* deep by U"- Inch** wide
by 18 Inche* long in.ide; alxe of two end drawer* under writing i.. ( .. ." . inche* by 11 '7 inche* by IV Inche* ln*Ue; lite of
center drawer under writing top. 2'-.- inche* by ." . inche. by Is inche* Inside; height of book com partmrn I. in right-hand
pedeatal. 23 Inche.. Weight, crated for shipment, ami pound*. U.t price MM
Mill. Proof Reader

1

* Daak No. 1 i* .peclally deaigned for new.paper work : accommodate* reader and copyholder, giving them
facilities for alternating their dutie. if de*ired. and afford, a* great a degree of privacy and quletneu a* I* possible In a bu.y new.
campoaing room. Each man ha. hi* own locked writing nirface. which l.hlnged. and ha* a receptacle underneath. The receptacle.

t cither end are for the receipt of copy and proof* with-
out interrupting the reader*, and the center receptacle i.

for dead copy. Thi. deak I* furnlihed with or without the
Linulites >hown In Illustration. Kach Llnollte ha* n 1'nr

of light ten Inche* long, and the hood act* a* a reflector.

_^_ it once diffu.ing thr light over a large area and I>P.

the eye* from the glare.

U.I Price and IN of Mill. Proof ReeaW.
No. I

Length, over all. 00 inche.: depth, over all. 23 inche*:
height to lower edge of writing .urfacea. S3
inche*; height, over all. 61 Inches: site of hinged
writing surface*. 16x30 Inche.; alxe of copy and
proof receptacles, Kx20x7 inche.. U.t IT,, < $45 n

Linollte.. attached and wired to the floor, extra, each S M
Mill. Ad Foreman'* Deak No. I la very trongly yet

attractively made to withMand the *treaa of newspaper
work. The foreman may work standing or kitting on a
high .eat. In front of him i. a holder for the large pad on
which he make* hi. record*, ao deviled that the pad may
be kept level with top of deak. There are seven compart-
ment* for the claasiAcation of copy, and eight locked
drawer* for taking care of all paper, and record.. The
dr*k i* furnished with or without the Linolite shown in

thf illustration. The merit of the Linolite i. that it diffute. it. light widely, while the hood act* a* a reflector and protect* the eye*
from the glare.

l.i.t Price and IMmrn.inn. of Mills Ad Foreaua'. Deak Ne. I

Length. 72 inche*; depth, over all, 36 inche*: height to writing lurface. 41 inche.: height, over all. 49S Inche*; site of elaaal-
hcation compartment*. x' 3x12 inches. Six drawers are 7x17 inches inside, and two drawer* are UHxl? inche* inside.
List price >'>

Linolite attached and wired for connection, extra t M
Mill* Copy Cutter's Desk No. 1 i* another piece of furniture strongly made to meet the need* of new.paper work, ret attractive

in de*ign. The copy cutu-r may work standing or .itting. In front of him i. an ingenloua bolder for the pad on which he keep*
hi. records, with a device for keeping the pad always on a level with th<* top of the deak. There are four copy claasiAcation

.

division* of the copy *helf . on which the copy flic* are kept, and there are eight locked drawers for holding paper and record*.
Thi* deak I* furnished with or without the Linollte *hown In illu.tr.tion. and deacrlbad above.

l.i.t Price aad Diateasleas of Mills < opy fatter'. Deak N*. I

Length, over all. 60 inches: depth, overall. 32 Inches: height to writing surface. 41 Inchea: height, overall. M Inches, .lie In.ide
of each division of copy shelf. 12xi:i'.-x4 inche.: six drawers are 7x17 inche. in.ide. and twodrawen are l.Tx!7 Inche*

Inude. Ltot price IM *
Linollte. attached and <I wired for connection, extra SI*

:

'



The Kaufman Imposing Stone Frame

with Indexed Electrotype
Cases filled with cuts. Galleys in place on the Racks, Metal Furniture in

upper shallow Drawers, and Sort Drawers showing sort divisions.

The Kaufman is an improved imposing
1 stone frame with a different interior arrangement accommodating- electrotype

cases and galley rack than found in most other stone frames of the kind. It will be found very useful in largeoffices and has proved
to be one of the most popular imposing stone frames. -^--^M^______

STONE. Of the best selected Vermont marble, two inches

thick with a smooth imposing surface. All stones which we
supply are from the famous Vermont quarries.

LETTER BOARDS. There are eleven letter boards, size

fifteen inches by twenty-eight and one-half inches, inside

measure,andtwenty-twoletter boards fifteen by twenty inches
inside measure. These letter boards have a lip at the front on
which to rest the galley and type matter can be pushed from
the galley onto the board without difficulty. There is a rail

at the back and also side rails to push the type against and
hold it in position; they are made of the finest selected hard-

wood, free from imperfections, and a special feature of all the
letter board construction is the provision for expansion.

DRAWERS. There are two drawers pulling clear through
which can bedrawnfrom either sideof the frame; size, sixteen

by forty and three-quarters by two and three-quarters inches.

In the center there are two drawers for metal furniture,
which pull clear through and can be drawn from either side.

These drawers are sixteen by forty and three-quarters by one
inches. They provide a convenient place for the systematic
storage of the metal furniture where the stone man can
always have it handy without leaving his work.

INDEXED ELECTROTYPE CASES. There are eighteen special indexed electrotype cases in this frame, twenty inches by twenty
inches, inside. These cases are of the New Departure pattern with three-ply bottoms, covered with first quality manila paper.
These bottoms cannot swell or contract, and owing to the nature of their construction, they cannot crack. These cases are

numbered consecutively so that a proper record can be kept
in the index book of the contents of each case. With each case
there isanassortment of all kinds of division strips, including
four of the long, double slotted ones which run from front to

back of the case, and various sizes of the short, cross-division

strips. An indexed book accompanies this frame for use in

connection with these indexed electrotype cases.
SORT DRAWERS. There are sixteen sort drawers in this

frame, each divided into ten equal size compartments, the
size of each compartment being three by four by three inches.
These sort drawers provide storage room for an immense
amount of special type not in general use, butwhich must be
kept in readiness for special and large jobs.

GALLEY RACKS. This frame has accommodation for sixty
galleys. There are three tiers to accommodate double-column
galleys, and one tier to accommodate single-column galleys,
fifteen galleys in each tier.

List Price and Dimensions of Kaufman ImposingStone Frame
The shipping weight of this Frame, complete, with the

Stone, is 1750 pounds. Weight of stone only, 770

pounds. This frame occupies floor space 42^4x82^4
inches. List price, complete with stone $150 00

n Imposing Stone Frame.

Showing the opposite side of the same Stone with full Letter Board Equipm
80 square feet of Letter Board surface for the storage of standin

forma and tied-up type matter.

The Algoma Imposing Stone Frame

The Aliroma Imposing Sto: of Stone 36x60 inchei

The Algoma Frame takes a stone thirty-six by sixty inches, but with a change in equipment. The placing of the furniture on
end is an especially good feature. It prevents waste of room. One end is entirely taken up by the reglet and furniture, which leaves
the entire surface of both sides to be utilized for letter boards, chase
racks and sort drawers, with the exception of ten inches, which is covered
by panels, as shown. The assortment of reglet and furniture is in the
usual widths from two to ten picas wide, and in the most convenient
lengths from ten to sixty picas long, with variations of three to six picas.
The reglet assortment is of nonpareil and pica from thirty to sixty picas
long, with variations by single picas.

This is a most convenient frame for all around purposes, and em-
braces most of the good features of other stone frames combined into
one piece of furniture. It is thoroughly made of selected hardwood,
nicely finished and strongly bolted to safely carry any load to which it

can be subjected. The use of this modern stone frame is decidedly eco-
nomical. It contracts the space occupied by material used about the
stone, and brings it within easy reach of the make-up man.

LETTER BOARDS. There are twenty-two letter boards arranged in
two tiers, eleven boards in each tier, size fifteen by seventeen inches,
inside. These letter boards are made with lips on the front to receive
the brass galley, so that type can be easily transferred from the galley
to the letter boards or vice versa.

SORT DRAWERS. Eight sort drawers arranged in one tier. Each drawer is sub-divided into six compartments of equal size.
Size of each compartment, five and one-quarter by four and three-quarters by two and three-quarters inches deep, inside.

DRAWERS. Under the coffin there are five drawers. All of these drawers run clear through the frame and can be withdrawn
from either side. At the ends the two large drawers are four inches deep and thirteen and one-half by thirty-six and three-quarters

inches inside. In the center are three shallow drawers for metal fur-

niture, one inch deep and thirteen and one-half by thirty-six and three-

quarters inches, inside. These three drawers will hold a large amount
of metal furniture in a place most convenient for immediate use.

CHASE RACKS. One side of the frame is taken up with chase-rack
equipment. There are thirteen racks ten and one-half inches in height
by twelve and one-half inches deep; ten racks sixteen inches high by
eighteen inches deep; six racks twenty-seven and three-eighths inches

high by eighteen inches deep. All of these chase-rack compartments are
lined with iron on the bottom, turned at the edges to prevent damage to

the woodwork when heavy forms are pushed into the compartments.
FURNITURE. A total of one hundred and eighty-one yards of selected

oil soaked furniture of various widths cut on the point system and cut
into ten hundred and eight pieces in the following assortments:

Sixteen pieces each 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 picas wide cut into each of the
following lengths 18, 21 and 24 picas long.

Eight pieces each 8 and 10 picas wide cut into each of the following
lengths 18, 21 and 24 picas long.

Twenty pieces each 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 picas wide cut into each of the

following lengths 30, 36, 42, 48, 54 and 60 picas long.
Ten pieces each 8 and 10 picas wide cut into each of the following lengths 30, 36, 42, 48, 54 and 60 picas long.
REGLET. An assortment of nonpareil and pica, smooth and perfect in every respect and on the point system. Variation is by

single picas in the following lengths:
Thirty-four pieces each of nonpareil and pica thirty picas long to sixty picas long, with variations by single picas; a total of

four hundred and fifty-eight yards cut into twenty-one hundred and eight pieces.

List Price and Dimensions of Algoma Imposing Stone Frame
Weight of Algoma Frame complete with stone and full equipment, crated, 1100 pounds. Weight of stone only, 500 pounds.

The Algoma Frame occupies floor space 38 1/2x62Va inches. List price, complete $136 00

1256

The Alsoma Imposing Stone Frame. Size of Stone 36x60 inchei



Metropolitan Imposing Stone Frame
The difficulty of devising an Imposing .tone frame t meet the requirements of all printer, has been

claimed that the Metropolitan Frame will help to solve some of the problems. A successful effort has been I

slant demand f. a .perlal <

special In slse, but special In
rial under the stone.

Dserrlatlea

This frame takes a stone forty-eight by seventy-
two Inches, a slse found very convenient In large
city offices. The furniture and reglet are placed la
one end. This Is a most convenient arrangement
..,. i ihr material takes up very little space.leaving
nearly all ..f both .i.le. available forother equipment.
The assortment of reglet and furniture l> in the
usual widths, from two to ten picas wide and from
twelve to sixty picas In length. Certain features are
di.tinrtlve. The ends are open, providing shelves or
pigeon holes for planers and other tools. The base
run. to the floor, thus preventing the accumulation
of .lu. l and refuse. III. also -t bark several Inches.
thus providing toe room for th workmen. The
corner* of the rnand foot rail are rounded, facili-
tating effective sweeping away of refuse. The letter
boardi are supported by heavy steel runs. thu. util-
ising all available space. This frame Is fitted with

large drawer* three Inches deep and fourteen by
forty-eight and three-quarters Inches Inside. Two
hallow drawer* one inch deep for metal furniture.
These drawersare fourteen by forty-eight and three-

Two

rii ASS RACK*. On one side are six chase racks
with vertical clearance of twenty-five and seven-
eighths inches. Measurement from front to back
thirty-two and one-eighth Inches. On the other side
are two serls* of six chase racks, measuring verti-
cally fourteen inches and eleven inches, both smlal
measuring seventeen and one-half inches from front
to back. All chase racks are metal lined on the
bottom, thus preventing injury to woodwork.

GALLEY RACKS. Two tiers of valley racks, one
tier on each side of the frame, each tier having four-
teen shelves for double column galleys.

Fl'KNlTl'RE. A total of two hundred and six

yards selected, oil soaked, hardwood furniture In

various widths and lengths, comprising eleven hun-
dred and fifty-five pieces in the following ssam t

mem : Eighteen pieces two, three, four and five lines

pica in width, cut 12, 18 and 24 picas long. Twelve
six and eight lines pica in width, cut 12, IX and

fld neM Md furnuur* rack*.

g. Nine pieces ten lines pica in width, cut 12. 18 and 24 picas long. Twenty-four pieces two. three, four and five lines pica
in width, cut 30, 38, 42. 48. 54 and 60 picas long. Sixteen pieces six and eight lines pica In width, cut SO. M. 42. 48, M and plea* lone.
Twelve pieces ten lines pica in width, cut 30. 36. 42. 48. 54 and 60 picas long.

KKI;I.KT. An assortment of nonpareil and pica reirlet. cut on the point system, smooth and perfect, with variations by single
hundred and eighty yards. <picas in the shorter lengths, and by three picas In the longer lengths. A total of two

hundred and sixteen pieces.
Bff

List Price snd Distension, of Metropolitan Impoelag Steae FraaM
Height from floor to top of stone. 38 inches. Size of stone. 48x72 inches. Frame occupies floor space 60Hx74t* Inches. Weight.

> with stone and full equipment of reglet and furniture. 2ZSO pounds. Weight, complete without stone. 1MO
pounds. List price, complete with stone HS

The Dorsey Imposing Stone Frame
The Uorsey Frame is the pioneer of all modern stone frames. It has proved very popular and Is more often called for than

any other frame of its kind. Modifications of this frame can be furnished at proportionate prices. It Is made in one sire only. The
die of stone Is forty by eighty inches, with smooth face and free from Imperfections. The stone Is two Inches thick, of the best Ver-

mont marble. The height from floor to topof stone Is forty-one
and one-half inches. The frame occupies floor space forty-two
and one-quarter by eighty-two and one-quarter Inches.

The frame contains a labor-saving rack filled with furni-
ture. The furniture Is cut In the following lengths and
. :

-

Eighteen pieces, each two, three and four-line: fifteen

ptecea,
each five and six-line: nine pieces, each eight and ten-

k cut *&. M. 70. 80, 90, 100, UO, 140 and 10
four pieces, each two, three and four-line: twenty pieces, each
five and -line, twelve pieces, each eight and ten-line, cut 10,
40. SO and ems long. A total of five hundred yards cut Into
fifteen hundred and sixty-two pieces. The length and width i*

.tamped on the end of each piece.
On the opposite side from the one shown In the illustra-

tion, over the chase rack, are two large compartments for
general stmaae. one compartment Is seventeen Inches Jssti.
thirty-seven inches long and tea and one-half Inch** high:
the other Is twenty-eight inches deep, thirty-seven Inches
long and thirteen Inches high. This arrangement utilises

every inch of space under the stone. The frame has paneled ends. i. varnished, and I* a beautiful piece of printing office furniture.

At the bottom, on the side shown In Illustration, are thirty-six racks for chases for BxU job press. On th* opposite aide are
racks for eighteen chaaes for 10x15 job press, and eighteen chase* for ItxU Job press. On Ike sides of second Mar of drawers there

each side of the Tram*, for string or small tools.

uble tier, are thirty-six compartments for steal furniture or cut regieta. These compartments
Is, 18. n. M. ..,.. 4*. 4^4s, SI. 54. Hand es; two compartments for each length,
as four compartments. Each compartment bold* thirty-five pieces of pica or seventy piece* of

. . I eighteen chases for ltxUiob_^
are eight compartments, four on each side of the frame, for string or small toots.

In the center, arrange*! In double
hold the following lenitth.: 12. 15, 1 .

except the 42-em length, which has four
reglet. or eleven pieces of steel furniture, three pica* wide.

are six drawers at the top. On the left-hand aid*, extending half-way th

two on the right-hand side at the top. reaching clear through, and can be pulled oat from eitheraUa

'

IBS through, are two pulling out from each side I

l.i.t Prices sad Dtasrasleas ef Ike Dene? la

or shipment. Including stone. 1700 pound*. Weight of stone only. 770 pounds. Price of font of regie! to

r racks. II4.W. Price of font of steel furniture to BO the center racks. He*,**. Thto font mn.ists of

sch length a. mentioned above, axcesrt the4^ea. Usth. of which there are 44 pieces-, total ofM pieeaa.

Complete, ready f<

fill the center
O. pieces of each length as mentioned above, except tl

Without the steel furniture or ragiet. but Including il furniture. lit***

:



The Hamilton Imposing Stone Frame

The Hamilton Imposing Stone Frame

This is the largest stone frame made or ever listed. In large offices it will be found of inestimable value in providing a large

space where the stone hand can work freely without interfering. It is firmly constructed of hardwood throughout and finished the
same as the best cabinets. The stone is hard
and the best procurable. This is the only stone
frame or other piece of printing office furniture
which provides labor-saving reglet and furniture
from small sizes up to yard-lengths, with fre-

quent variations.
GALLEY RACKS. This frame has accommo-

dations for two tiers of galleys on each side, four-
teen galleys in each tier, a total of fifty-six
double-column galleys.

REGLET RACKS. One on each side of the
frame; on one side lengths are accommodated as
follows : 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23,

24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 45, 48, 51, 54, 57
and 60 picas. There are thirty-eight pieces of

nonpareil and thirty-eight pieces of pica of each
length. On the other side of the frame the fol-

lowing lengths are accommodated: 63, 66, 69, 72,

78, 84,90, 96, 102 108,114, 120, 126, 132, 138, 144, 150,

156, 162, 168, 174, 180, 186, 192, 198, 204, 210 and 216

picas. There are thirty-eight pieces of nonpa-
reil and thirty-eight pieces of pica of each length, making a total of forty-two hundred and fifty-six pieces of reglet, amount-
ing to sixteen hundred and thirty-nine yards, all cut labor-saving and comprising lengths by short variations from twelve picas to

one yard, or two hundred and sixteen picas.
FURNITURE. There are two furniture racks one on each side of the frame; on one side the following lengths are accommo-

dated: 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 54 and 60 picas, the variations being by six picas or inches.

The assortment is as follows: Eighteen pieces of two-line; fifteen pieces of three, four, five and six-line; twelve pieces eight
and ten-line; all cut 12, 18 and 24 picas long. Twenty-four pieces two-line; twenty pieces three, four, five and six-line; sixteen

pieces eight and ten-line, cut 30, 36, 42, 48, 54 and 60 picas long.
On the other side of the frame, the following lengths are accommodated: 70, 80, 90, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200 and 216 picas, the

latter being yard lengths.
The assortment is as follows: Eighteen pieces two-line; fifteen pieces three, four, five and six-line; twelve pieces eight and

ten-line, of each of the lengths from seventy to two hundred and sixteen picas, as given above, together, comprising the furniture
on both sides of the frame, this makes a total of twenty-two hundred and forty-four pieces or eight hundred and eighty-eight
yards of labor-saving furniture.

LETTER BOARDS. The frame contains eleven letter boards, size twenty-four and one-half by forty-nine inches inside measure.
These run through the frame and can be drawn from either side. They have a removable partition bar across the center which
can be used to back the type against when desired. The fronts of these letter boards are rabbeted so that the galley can rest on
the front edge and type matter readily pushed on the boards.

DRAWERS. There are six drawers in the upper part of the frame, all of which run clear through and can be drawn from either

side. The sizes of the drawers are as follows (inside measurments): One drawer thirteen and three-quarters by forty-eight and
one-half by two and one-half inches; one drawer twenty-five by forty-eight and one-half by two and one-half inches; two drawers
eight and three-quarters by forty-eight and one-half by one inch; two drawers thirteen and three-quarters by forty-eight and one-
half by one inch. The four one-inch drawers are for the storage of metal furniture laid in single depth.

List Price of Hamilton Imposing Stone Frame
The weight of this stone and frame, complete, ready for shipment, including all the reglets and furniture is 2800 pounds.

Weight of stone only, 1,100 pounds. List price $290 00

Ramaley Imposing Stone Frame

Ramaley Imposing Stoi

This is a Frame of general utility and of considerable service in small and medium size offices where the stone service is not
extensive. It contains a wide variety of equipment in limited form. In compactness it cannot be surpassed, as all space is utilized.

Built of hardwood throughout with ends paneled and moulded and.^ well finished. Furnished with the following equipment:
LETTER BOARDS. Thirteen letter boards on one side in one tier,

size inside, thirty and one-half by twenty-one and one-half inches.
These letter boards are supported on heavy angle-iron steel runs,
guaranteed to carry any load which can be placed on the boards. All
boards are lipped at the front.

SORT DRAWERS. Six drawers easy of access, all being located

near the top, each drawer divided into ten compartments. Size of

each compartment three and five-sixteenths by three and one quar-
ter by two and one-eighth inches.

CHASE RACKS. On one side the chase racks are placed in double

tiers, the lower tier having a perpendicular clearance of sixteen and
seven-eighths inches and with a depth of twenty-four inches. The
upper tier has a clearance of twelve and seven-eighths inches and
with a depth of seventeen inches. Each tier accommodates twelve
chases. On the other side the chase racks have a clearance of

seventeen and five-eighths inches, and a depth of twelve and three-

quarters inches, accommodating nine chases. All chase racks uie

steel-lined on the bottom.
FURNITURE. Of clear, selected stock, each piece with the length

stamped on the end. There are nine lengths and seven widths, as-

sorted as follows: Eighteen pieces each of two and three line, cut 10,

15 and 20 picas long. Fifteen pieces of four line, cut 10, 15 and 20 picas long. Twelve pieces each of five and six line, cut 10, 15 and
20 picas long. Nine pieces each of eight and ten line, cut 10, 15 and 20 picas long.

Twenty-four pieces each of two and three line, cut 25, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 70 picas long. Twenty pieces of four line cut, 25, 30, 40,

50, 60 and 70 picas long. Sixteen pieces each of five and six line,
cut 25, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 70 picas long. Twelve pieces each of eight
and ten line, cut 25, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 70 picas long.

A total of ten hundred and twenty-three pieces, comprising
one hundred and eighty-one yards of the best oil-soaked furniture.

REGLET. A double rack, with separate compartments for non-
pareil and pica in each length. Holds thirty-four pieces each of
nonpareil and pica in each of the following lengths: 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 33, 36, 40, 42, 48,
50, 60 and 70 picas, a total of two hundred and forty-four yards cut
into nineteen hundred and four pieces.

METAL FURNITURE AND TOOL DRAWERS. There are six drawers
in the rail under the stone. The top drawer in the center runs clear
through and pulls from either side. The size of this drawer is

thirteen and one-half by thirty-seven by one and one-half inches in-
side. The other five drawers run half way through, three pulling
from one side and two from the opposite side. These drawers are
most convenient for the storage of metal furniture, side sticks,
column rules and all small tools.

OPEN BINS. At the end are open bins, each divided into two
compartments, useful for holding mallets, planers and other similar
tools.

List Price and Dimensions of Ramaley Imposing Stone Frame
The Frame occupies floor space of 38V*x62H inches. Weight of stone only, 500 pounds. Shipping weight, complete with stone,

1150 pounds. List price, complete with stone, including the furniture and reglet $135 00

1258
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The Texas Imposing Stone Frame

*! of
This Stone Frame differs from others only in the interior arrangement

of ealortnd hardwood, strongly bolted, and the floor space occupied Is reduced
the term a* it replaces several pieces of ordinary printing
office furniture. While the expense may seem targe to in-

tall, it ends with the purchase. This saving In expense la

not only in material but in labor.

SORT DRAWERS. There are twenty drawers for sorts,

and each drawer is sub-divided into twenty equal compart-
ment*. Each drawer I* two and one-half Inches deep,
fourteen inches wide and forty and three-eighths Inches

long, inside measure. Each of the four hundred compart-
ments is three and three-quarters Inches by six and three-

quarters Inches. Ten of these drawers are at each end of
the frame, and all run clear through and draw fpin either

side. Each drawer runs on twelve steel rollers, fitted Into

the runs, six on each side.

LETTER BOARDS. In the center, arranged in four tiers.

two tiers drawing from each side, are fifty-six hardwood
letter boards, fourteen boards in each tier. Th>eareplacr<l
compactly and ispment one hundred and forty square
feet of storace surface. These letter boards are eighteen
and one-half inches by nineteen and one-quarter inches.
Inside measure. They are lipped in front to receive the galley sn.l have retaining walls at side and back.

I .i.l Price and Distensions of Texas li.po.lni Stone Prats*

Occupies floor space 42\4x82>4 Inches. The site of the stone Is 40xHO Inches and 2 Inches thick. The ooffln enclosing the stone

is depressed Vis of an inch below the top of stone, and i* used as a rest for the galley, so that type matter can be pissed
from the stone to the galley. Height from floor to top of stone, 4Ih Inches. Weight, complete, ready for shipment.
including stone, 1800 pounds. Weight of stone only. TTtl pounds. List price, complete >.,....

Md K-rt !*> *r*

The Two Rivers Imposing Stone Frame
The Two Rivers Frame embodies many good features of other frames, at the same time providing letter board and sort drawer

equipment. It Is strongly constructed of selected hardwond and Is well bolted. The finish Is like the best printers' cabinets.
LETTER BOARM. Eleven Boardsonone ride. Inside measure, twenty-

five tar thirty and one-half inches.
These boards are lipped at the front to receive thebrasi itslleys.

SORT DRAWERS. Sixteen In two tiers, each divided into ten equal
compartment*, siie four and one-half by four and three-eighths by three

'.

DRAWERS. Two large drawers at top which run through frame and
can be drawn from either kid*. Six* Inside, thirteen and one-quarter
by thirty -seven by two and three-quarters Inches.

In the center, at the top. on* above the other, running through the
frame fran aid* to stdearetwodrawer* for the storage of metal fu rn i t u n-

Sixe Inside, thirteen and one-quarter by thirty-seven by one Inches.

MTVRE. Of clear selected stock, oil soaked, each pltrr with

length stamped on the end. This furniture and reglet equipment Is cut
on our own special machinery, which Insures its accuracy.

There are nine different lengths, a* follow* : 12. 18. 24. SO. 86. 42. 48.

M snd fill picas, the variation being by inches or six picas. The widths
and number of piece* are as follows:

Eighteen pieces of two-linecut 12. IS and 24 picas long. Twenty-four pieces of two-line cut 80. M. *. 4R.M and picas long: fifteen

piece* of three, four, five and six-line cut 12. IX and 24 picas long: twenty pieces of three, four, five and six-line cut SO. 36. 42. 48. M
' ' > i " -

-, long; llileeii piece* of eight and tan-line cut 80. at, 42.
, , .

and 60 picas lone: twelve pieces of eight snd ten-line rut 1'.'. is and 24 picas

48, 54 and SO picas long. Total number of piece*, eleven hundred and

olutelyaccurateandonthepointsystem. ouerac
y-seven pieces of nonpareil and thirty-seven pieces of

e following lengths: 12. IS. 14. IS, IB. 17. is. 10. .-

. SO. 88. 88. S, 42. 4S. 48. SI. 54. 67 and SO picas, a total of

, .

twenty-two : amounting to two hundred yards.
REGLET. Abeolutelyaccurateandonthepointsystem. Adoublerack

for holding thirty-se

pica of each of the fo

& 24. 28. 26, 27. M. SO. 88. 88. S, . . . . .

twenty hundred and seventy-two pieces, amounting to two hundred and

ninty yards.
Stone* are of the best Vermont marble, and with perfect imposing

surface*. All our stones are from the famous Rutland quarries.
Roller Compartment Is made with door. Rollers stand on end. H*

accommodations for three rollers each for eight, quarto and half medium
presses. When roller compartment is not required, this cupboard can be

used for a variety of purposes. An additional shelf will convert it int..

a convenient Ink cabinet or it can be used for the storage of galley*, etc.

Ltd Price sad Dissensions of Twe Rivers ls>posiag SUM Frsse

Shipping weight, with stone complete. 1140 pounds. Weight of stone

only. 600 pounds. The Two Rivers Frame takes a floor space .WtattH
inches. List price, complete with furniture, reglet and stone . .

The Universal Imposing Stont- Frame

There is an Increasing demand for large Imposing Frames with an abundance of Letter Board surface. The sUe of Stone,

fort^gh, by s.nty-,wo inch-, which the Unlv.rl Fnune **.*. I.

IIZSM

fitted with the dustless rscesisd bottom, with no
t|Usre corners for the accumulation of dust. The
runs supporting the letter boards are of heavy angle

The material Is all selected hardwood throughout :

the ends are panel* I with moulded edge*, and all out-

id* surfaces have the same finish a* our best cabinet*.

Both sids. are aUke. tbere bring four tier* of letter

board*-two MOT* on each side, fourteen board* In each
tier. The** tatter board*aremad* of the very choice.!

selected hardwood, free from every Imperfection, and
are lipped at the front to receive the galley. The
fifty-six letter boards provide two hundred and eighty -

sight square fe*t of surface, while the frame occupies
afioor spar* of twenty-six square fost. and. In addition,

provide* twenty-four square feet of stone surface and
*ixt**R square fo*t for metal furniture In the four

s. Th*end*of the frame under the ton* are
1 shelving for planers and

other working tool*.

List Pries

Sixe of stone, 48x72 Inches: occupies
floor spa

boards. SI'*xZV4 Inch**, InskU measure-, f

inside measure. Those drawer, run through tl

stone. 1000 pounds: stone only. 800 pound*. Ust

.f I .Ivmal Issseasssns ei I iversoi II.PVHH. "
: , Inches: height from floor to top of stone. Inch*.; stae

drawer, for m*t*nurniture In the upper ralL sts. IT .

the frame and c^b*,p^^.U||.^.
W.sght. crated.

''
the

price.

. es. ..
Weight, cratod. without

HUM
:



Savage Imposing Stone Frames
The Savage Imposing Stone Frames are designed to carry individual galleys. The shelves are numbered consecutively, and by

marking the proofs of the pages with the corresponding numbers of the shelves upon which the pages are stored, any particular
page can be located instantly when wanted. While
specially valuable for pages of tariffs, directories, cata-
logues, etc., this arrangement is equally adapted to
forms of every description. Some disposition, tempo-
rary at least, must be made of every form. If left on
the stone, it occupies working space; if placed upon
letter boards or stacked upon shelving, no one but the
compositor who put it there can find it. When found,
it is frequently underneath or surrounded by other
matter which has to be removed and replaced, with
consequent loss of time and damage to material.

These frames provide a place for every form, where
it does not occupy valuable working space, yet where
any compositor can go directly to the galley containing
the desired page without unnecessary loss of time.

The pages being on galleys can be handled quickly
and conveniently, without danger of pi. Corrections
can frequently be made on the galleys and proofs taken
if desired. Printers will recognize the advantage of
this method of carrying standing pages. These frames

No. 2. Savage imposing Stone and Frame have recessed sanitary bases, as shown in illustrations.

List Price and Dimensions of Savage Imposing Stone Frame No. 1

Size of stone, 36x60 inches; capacity, 302 galleys; galley compart-
ments, 9 inches wide, 13V6 inches deep, taking a standard
8%xl3 inches galvano steel galley. Galley shelves on both
sides and both ends of the Frame. All galley shelves are num-
bered consecutively. One large drawer for mallet, planer,
and other tools, running through the Frame, pulling from
either side. Weight of Frame, complete with stone, 1100

pounds. Weight of stone only, 500 pounds. Occupies floor

space 38Vx62V2 inches. List price, complete with stone . . $135 00

List Price and Dimensions of Savage Imposing Stone Frame No. 2

Size of stone, 48x72 inches; capacity, 384 galleys; galley compart-
ments, 9 inches wide, 13V6 inches deep, taking a standard
8%xl3 inches galvano steel galley. Galley shelves on both
sides and both ends of the Frame. All galley shelves num-
bered consecutively. Two drawers for- mallet, planer, and
other tools, running half way through the Frame, one pulling
from each side. Weight of Frame, complete with stone, 1700

pounds. Weight of stone only, 900 pounds. Occupies floor space 50'/2x74V2 inches. List price, complete with stone . . $165 00

No. 1. Savage Imposing: Stone and Frame

Economic Imposing Stone Frame
This is the smallest imposing frame made, taking a stone twenty-four by thirty-six inches. It is a modern Frame and possesses

many of the excellent features found in much larger frames. There are eleven letter boards on one side, size inside, thirty-three inches
wide and of varying depths from thir-
teen and one-half to nineteen inches.

At the top there are two drawers for
the storage of metal furniture and one
deep drawer for quoins, tools and other
accessories; these drawers run clear
through the Frame, and can be drawn
from either side.

On the other side of the Frame is an
assortment of wood furniture, as fol-
lows: twenty-one pieces, two, three and
four-line; fifteen pieces, five and six-

line; twelve pieces, eight and ten-line,
cut 12, 18 and 24 picas long. Twenty-
eight pieces, two, three and four-line;
twenty pieces, five and six-line; sixteen
pieces, eight and ten-line, cut 30, 36, 42,

48, 54 and 60 picas long. This is a fine
assortment of lengths and widths most
used, and brings the furniture close to
the stone man, where it is required.

The Frame is strongly constructed,
of hardwood throughout, and the stone
is of the finest quality. A strictly first-

Economic Imposing Stone Frame. Size of Stone 24x36 Economic Imposing Stone Frame. Size of Stone 24x86

class piece of furniture in every way, and fully guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction to our customers.

List Price and Weight of the Economic Imposing Stone Frame
Weight, crated, ready for shipment, without stone, 450 pounds, including stone, 650 pounds. List price $60 00

Imposing Stone Frames with Letter Boards
No. 1 Imposing Stone Frame is constructed of hardwood throughout, strongly bolted to carry great weight and handsomely

finished. Letter boards are lipped at the front to receive the galleys and have retaining rims at the ends and back. Boards can
be pulled from either side of the Frame, but are lipped only on one edge. Size of
stone, twenty by twenty-five inches, best Vermont marble, two inches thick.
Furnished complete with ten hardwood letter boards. Size of letter boards, inside
measure, twenty by twenty-two inches.

No. 2 Imposing Stone Frame is the same as No. 1, except it is made in the follow-
ing dimensions, and is most convenient for six-column two-page forms: Size of stone,
twenty-four by thirty-six inches. Size of letter boards, inside measure, twenty-four
by thirty-two inches.

No. 3 Imposing Stone Frame is the same as No. 1 and No. 2, except it is made
in the following dimensions: Size of stone, thirty-two by forty-eight inches. Size
of letter boards, inside measure, thirty-two by forty-four inches. This frame is

especially recommended as one to meet the requirements of the average modern
printing shop.

List Prices and Dimensions of Imposing Stone Frames
Imposing Stone Frame No. 1 : Height, 38 inches; width, 22V6 inches; length,

27^2 inches. Weight, crated, complete without stone, 200 pounds. Weight,
crated, complete with stone, 310 pounds. List price, complete with stone . . $27 00

Imposing Stone Frame No. 2 : Height, 38 inches; width, 26V& inches; length,
38i/2 inches. Weight, crated, complete without stone, 285 pounds. Weight,
crated, complete with stone, 465 pounds. List price, complete with stone . . 34 00

Imposing Stone Frame No. 3: Height, 38 inches; width, 34M> inches; length,
5GVz inches. Weight, crated, complete without stone, 450 pounds. Weight,
crated, complete with stone, 870 pounds. List price, complete with stone . . 50 00Style of Nos. 1. 2 and 3 Imposing Sto

with Letter Boards
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The Wisconsin Imposing Stone Frame
This Is a most useful Frame, containing racks for large siioa of chases. We furnish this Frame with plain blank .

In the .llustratton. or with indexed atactrotyp. ca~. Thto Frame I. thoroughly well buK rf hard^orf th^b^and bolted at the
ends. The coffin Is of selected oak. The ends an tastefully paneled
with moulded edge*.

,j iV"* !" * 0lU rram" "" * w"U"*t cases, alse to-
side, fifteen by twenty-six Inches. These cases an arranged In two
tMpT\ fourt4*vn CAMM In ken ti*w TtMy ow of tJt* New Pjimtm >(
urn with three-ply bottom*, airf as plaeeS In the Frame are practically
dust proof. On the other side an chase rack*, as follows:

Nne compartment*, atee Inside, twenty-slx by eighteen Inehe*.
N n, compartmenta. .Ue Inside, fourteen by eighteen inches.
Nine compartment*, atee Inside, eleven and one-half by fifteen

Inches.
The bottoms of chase racks an covered with heavy sheet Iron,

turned at front edge and securely fastened, thus preventing Injury to
the Frame by the Iron chases when pushed into pUc*.

At the top an two drawers, running through the frame, and they
wnfrome'- 1canbedrswn f neither ride.

era. runr
i. Thesesare farquotna. tool., furniture, etr.

TWWIirn.il.

The (tone to of the beet Vermont marlilv. two Inrhee thick, and
free from Imperfection!. Thi (tone i hard and makee the beet (tone
hnpoctnc eurface ever offend. The top of the (tone i. thlrty-elcht
taeaea above the floor.

Weight of frame, complete with (tone, eleven hundred pound..
Weight of etone only, five hundred pounds.
Occupies floor (pace, thirty-eiirht and one-half by sixty-two and

one-<iuarter Inches.

I.i.t Price, of the Wi-on.in lmpo.iii( 8leM FramM
With twenty-eiKht blank cases as shown in the Illustration and

including the stone, complete . I M 00
With twenty-vwht indexed electrotype cases and full equipment

of division strips and index book, complete and including
thestone . - : <><

Imposing Stone Frames with Square Legs
The imposing stone frame is an important piece of furniture In every printing office and should be carefully selected with a

view of retting the best the market affords. This splendid frame is substantially constructed of selected hardwoods, the coffin Is

of oak. and Is so made that when the stone Is bedded It will project one-
sixteenth of an inch above the coffin. This led** Is to receive the (alley
which raetaon the coffin. Type matter can be transferred from valley
to stone without dancer of danuutr. The Square Lee Frame Is made
with four or sl> legs, acrordinc to sise. All six lex frames have two
drawers, while the four lev frame* have one drawer.

Theee drawer, run through the frame and can be withdrawn from
either side. The frame Is furnished In the white, without finish, and
shipped in knockdown form, with the stone crated separately.

ft Is equipped with the finest grade of Vermont marble, the beat
stone Imposing surface In the world. The weight of the imposing stone
Is the standard thickness of two Inches. Is approximately thirty pounds
per square foot, uncrated. and thirty-seven pounds crated.

A liberal equipment of Imposing surface will help to secun the max-
imum output. The utility of a stone frame Is doubled by utilising the
spare underneath for letter boards, chase racks, furniture, reglet. etc.

The low-priced, square-legged frame will answer admirably In a country
office where space Is not at a premium.

These frames are made of hardwood in knockdown form. This
Insures convenience In handling, and large frames can be taken up
stairways and through narrow doors.

To properly bed an Imposing surface It should be laid in putty. Take
the stone and place on skids on the floor face down. Roll strips o
and lay on the stone when the suppi rtlngsl

i n
I

strips of putty
will rest. Takecoffln

brass galley bottom. Fill space be! w aan

and level s. placing It over the stone. _
and place on the frame. Tap stone to thoroughly bed It and see that It

projects evenly above the inner edge of the coffin the thickness of a
. edges of stone and coffin with putty.

Square leg stone frames can be furnished for iron surfaces. These do not usually require a coffin, which reduces the list price
of the frameM cents per foot the long

List Prices snd Pimrn.ion. of Impo.mi Stone Fraam with Squire Legs way. For Instance a Mx<0 frame with-
out the coffin would take a reduction In
the list price of tUO. When Iron surface
Is to be used customers should deter-
mine the exact shte of the Iron surface

aay

60 2 pages. 6 column
61 2 pages. 7 column . .

62 2 pages, 8 column
M For Job Work
64 2 pages. 9 column
66 4 pages. 7 column
66 4 pages. 8 column
67 4 page*. 9 column
68 4 pages, 6 col. Quarto
6* 4 pages. 7 col. Quarto
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which should conform with the stae of
theframe. It Is usual to allow Iron sur-
faces to overlap the edges of the frame
one-half Inch all around.

A II Imposing stonesare crated sepa-
rately and an shipped at customer's
risk. As stones an very heavy this Is

necessary In order to get a low freight
rate. If shipped released they take
fourth-class rat*. If not released they
take first-class rate.

Hamilton Transfer Imposing: Stone Frame
This frame will be found a convenient and economical piece of inudetii

printing office furniture. Forms can be transferred about the office with-
out lifting from the stone. The frame Is mounted on heavy swivel oaten,
which insure easy motion.

Ust Price snd Msxrasioas of the llsmilton Traa.fer lupesaag I

Occupies floor space 28Hx46H Inches. Height from floor to top of

stone.3* Inches. Size of end drawer. Inside measure. 7 Inches

wide. *4 Inchee long. 4 Inches deep. Stae of center drawer. Inside

measure. 12 inches wide. 8 Inches long. l* Inches deep. She of

Weight, crated, complete without
crated, complete with adstone, SO pounds. Weight, crs

pounds. List price, complete with



Imposing Stone Frames With Letter Boards

The general use of Imposing- Stone Frames with all space under the stone utilized is steadily increasing and few printing offices

now without one or more of these decidedly economical pieces of modern printing office furniture. The following list of imposing
stone frames with letter boards is a comprehensive one, but as it is not
always possible to meet the requirements of every printer with a stock
frame, we are prepared to supply special frames to meet any desired condi-
tion. The No. 1 Imposing Stone with Letter Boards, as well as all the frames

described here are constructed of hardwood throughout and strongly bolted to carry great weight. They are all handsomely
finished. The letter boards are lipped at the front to receive the galleys and with retaining rims at the ends and back. The
boards can be pulled from either side of the frame, but are lipped only on one edge. All stones are of the best Vermont marble,
two inches thick. For dimensions and prices, etc., see list below.

The No. 2 Imposing Stone Frame is the same as the No. 1, except in size and is most convenient for six-column two-page forms.
The No. 3 Imposing Stone Frame is the same as the Nos. 1 and 2, except in dimensions, which will be found in the list annexed.

ith Letter Boards
h Letter Boards

The No. 4 Imposing Stone Frame is large and commodious and will safely carry any load to which it can be subjected. All out-
side surfaces are nicely varnished and finished in a manner equal to the best cabinet work. The boards are arranged in three tiers,
eleven boards to each tier. This size is most convenient for nine-column four-page forms.

The No. 5 Frame is compact and substantial and most serviceable for seven-column two-page forms. The boards can be
drawn from either side of the Frame.

The No. 6 Imposing Stone Frame is most substantially constructed to carry great weight. The boards are lipped on one front edge
only to receive the brass galleys, so that type can be easily transferred from the galleys to the boards, and back to the galleys
again. The size is most convenient for seven-column four-page forms.

No. 7 Imposing Sto: No. 8 Imposing Stone with Letter Boards

The No. 7 Frame with Letter Boards. Where concentration and great storage capacity is desired, the No. 7 Frame will meet
all requirements. Nothing could be more substantial. The materials are the best selected hardwood, steel and stone throughout.
The ends are paneled, with moulded edges, and all outside surfaces are nicely varnished and finished equal to the best grades of
cabinet construction. There are six tiers of hardwood letter boards, arranged thirteen boards to each tier; three tiers of boards

ith Letter Boards No. 10 Imposing St ith Letter Boarda

pulling from each side of the Frame. The letter boards are of the finest selected stock, free from imperfections, and are smooth
tithed. They have retaining rims on the ends and tacks to hold the type forms in position. All the runs on which the
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Imposing Stone Frames With Letter Boardn-(ontinii*d
board* rid. are of heavy angle Iron, and will carry any weight which ran be t.laol on lit. boards. Karh letter board ha. four
teei roller. Alted on th.- under .id. io in.un- .-.., ni..ti.i when board* are hmvfly loaded. There ran therefore b* no wear on In*
wooden part* and th. Pram, will but indeim.iely. and will give eirWI.nl servU.

The NaH Frame repreeenta a good example of economical c.rentr.t...r, It ha. mat storage rapacity, and th. aim. l*of atlu
m..t convenient for eeven-roiumnquartofour-uage f.,rm. i. .uUianllally constructed throughout, and nicely Anietwd. Th. boards
.re

arnujg*!
in four Urn. two tier, pulling from each .id. of th. Fnn^SH!^^. lrT^arhVi.r

Th. No. B Frame i. a m.l popular mnlium sixed Frame, and comparatively low t.riml. While not . compact u sum. of In.otW frame*. It h-Ur,, Mora*. capacity. The bottom rail. bring raU-l tSt the oonr^wvJ?ud!!.1 .^TlM^r^SSJItS
"S^T"^! _^i

^m^*T """' ln four "" two *" ring 'rum e^h sld.of th. Frame. Thl. Frame I. a inconvenient
Is* for si -column quarto four-paire form..
TlnNa 10 Frame repr**enUoiM> of the bwt all around plere. of printing office furniture ever h.ir.1. Hundrads ar. in u-- In

the beat office*. It i. itrongly coiutrurted of elected hardwood, well I.J|.,I srvl will carry any wight which ran I..

}**** ""iHT1 '"'*"? I""" V "rawing from each .ide ,.f lh. Frame, th. front. ..f the~ buard. ar. llppl to
receive th* bran, galley., and they have retaining rim. ..n the etvU ami at the bark

Illustration* of the No. 8. No. and No. 10 Frame, will be found on the preceding pajre.

Ua I'ricc. and Dlawn.loa. .f l.po.1.1 8tw Fraam .Ilk l^-ltar Bo.rd.
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Standing Galley with Letter Boards
y con.tructed for use in machine office* requiring large storage room for type form*.
irdwood letter board*, providing one hundred and two aquare feet of letter-board surface and

accommodating twenty -eight double-column galley*.
The letter board* ran be used for large and lied-up

form*, while the .mall mailer and untied forms ran be ac-
commodated in the series of galley racks at one end which
will take twenty-eight triple-column brass-lined galley*.
The frame I* substantially constructed to stand great
weight. Th- loner hoards are mad. of hardwood with sid.
rail* mortised to bottom, as shown in the illustration. Thee*
letter Inanl. are lipped at the front* to receive the braa*
galley, thus facilitating the tran.fer of type matter from
galley to hoard* and vice vena. These twenty large letter
board* provide one hundred and two equar. feet of storage
.-.,.
When top I* braa* lined it contain* over forty pound*

of the Aneat patent leveled sheet braa*. the whole top being
covered, and all division .trip, and .urrounding rim are of
aquare braa* tubing secured with acrew* from the under
Me. providing a smooth all-brae* top. The xlnc lined top
contain* over Afty pound, of heavy .heel xlnr. Both braa*
and line are of the
same quality and
thickness as used

ght feet; depth, twenty-

OsDw wttfc T<nMr Utter Bosrai

in regular column galleys. The dimension, are : length over
even inches: height, at front, three feet: height, at back, three feet ten

Sixe of letter boards i* twenty -four by thirty and one-half inch** Inside.

This standing galley can be furnished with ten letter board* twenty-four by twenty-
one inches iniide. in place of the galley rack, without change in price. Triple-column brass-
lined galleys to fit galley rack*. *ixe eight and one-<iuartcr l>y twenty-thfee and one-quarter
inrhe* inside. SS.M each. list.

IJ.t Prires of Sundm. C.Mr, . itS Letter Beard*

Wat. ft*.

Unlined, wood top. with twenty Letter Board* and Calley Rack* 776S'.i I"

No. 11 Zinc lined top. with twenty letter Board, and (isllcy Rack.
No. 12 Brae* lined top. with twenty U-tter Board, and Calley Rack* -

mwMM
1*7

TTleef prices or* fttbjfct to tmr prvvaHinff diunntnt*.

Space will not permit of the
illustrdrarription and illustration of

the many design* nf Standing
Galley* with Ix>tter Bowxb
handlrd by the Amrrican Type
r'un<liT* Cnmnany. It in in a

poaition to meet every poaxihle

requirement and to xupply
Standing Galley* with Litter
Board* in variety of *tylea,
and other printer*' rrquiniUw,
with promptneaa and despatch.

The American Typ. Founder* Company carrien the largest line of Printers'
i* th* largest concern in the world dealing in typ., printers' machinery and u

ready to receive your order* and All them with the lea*t poseJble delay and at th.

Supplies and al*o give* the beat service berauce It

pplies, and has conveniently lorateil selling houae*
t poseJble delay and at the right price*.

Hardwood letter Hoards
The** ran be supplied with or without cabinet*,

standard size type caaoi No. 1 i* the
The board* are of standard site and will At any regular nue stand or rack for

length as a two-third* sie ca*e. No. 1 I* the same length as a three-quarter sit*:

No. .1 is the name length a* a full .lie case. They are made of th. Aneat aelrrtad
hardwood with retaining rim. on three sides. The open aide I* llppsd to
receive the galley- The hoards are made to provide for contraction and -

pan*lon. riimattr changes do not an*ect them. Boards can b. ordered singly
ii lot* and w>ll always lie found uniform in six*. No feature of modern

printing oAVe equipment has undergone a larger development than let .

ler unl. For the ceaivenlanre of customers who hav. no stand room
for th. accommodation of these l..r,i- .te.1 with caWneU
tohold .uteen board**! the price, shown In the following table :

U*t Price* of Letter Boares Wltke*,! CaMaet Uet Price* af laMael aa4 Raare.

No. 1 Letter Board
:

. .

No. 3 Letter Board

,x** XIV*

.,."' !..'.!'.

pounds II M
II"

! r .,.,..!. IT*

No. * K No. I six.

Nn IKNo. t*l*
No. 16 No. 1 six.

nr.'.
*'

ttx*5i

4Klnch* W) pound*
VI Inrhe. UO pounds
4Klnchea 4*D pounds 41

:



Handy Letter Board Cabinets

It is seldom that the composing room is equipped with sufficient letter boards to properly provide for the standing matter which
nuat necessarily be kept alive. In many cases makeshift boards are stacked up in some corner of the workroom, which in a way

answer the purpose, but do not provide properly for the type forms. The Handy Letter
Board Cabinets are made purposely to provide ample space and to take excellent care of
the type. They also permit one to readily get at the page or form required with the very
smallest effort and in the quickest possible time. The Cabinets and boards may be num-
bered and indexed at slight cost, thus enabling one to keep track of the work in a syste-
matic manner. The American Type Founders Company offers the printer a sufficient

variety to meet the requirements of any office, but in case you do not find illustrated

exactly what you want, we invite you to correspond with us and we will do our best to
fill your wishes.

For job work these small Handy Letter Board Cabinets are unrivaled. Nos. 25, 26
and 27, in single tier, occupy floor space of sixteen and one-half by nineteen inches, and
are filled with letter boards constructed of hardwood throughout. The sides of the
Cabinets are tastefully paneled and all exterior surfaces are finished and varnished like
the best type cabinets. The letter boards are lipped at the front to receive the galleys
and have retaining walls at the ends and back to hold the type forms. Cabinets have
hardwood tops and are made with closed backs.

List Prices and Dimensions of Handy Letter Board Cabinets



These Cabinets, unless oth.

Cardboard Cabinet*

They have
attached to drawer fronts.

List Prices of Cardbsard Cabinet.
No. 1 contains 16 drawers: four have an inside depth o

Inches: the other twelve are IS inches deep Inside. Each dr
wmtakeBHxM Inch stock. Occupies floor space S**4H in,
Height. 41S inches. Weight, crated. SSU pound..
List price . . ,

No. 2 contain. 16 drawers: four have an Inside depth of IS
Inches: the other twelve are 1*. inches deep inside. Kach drawer
will take 28x44-inch stock. Occupies floor space *4Sx4iS in, h. ,
Height. 41S inches. Weight, crated. 400 pound..
List price (UN

Tympan-Paper Cabinets
A suitable receptacle for the flat storage of proper tympan

stock cut to size*. Such stock should be of hard preasbuard. card-
board, and filler stock in varkiu. grades, to use under the draw-
sheet. A presunan without proper tympan .lock cut to ize and
kept conveniently arranged in a cabinet must first search for s
unable draw-sheet, and after he has found that, he must search
again for suitable slip-sheet material, which must be cut to size
with much loss of time and waste of stock. All this waste can be
saved when he has a suitable stock of tympan paper in proper grades, cut to .ize. The Individual unlu are made In proper size for
stock to fit .standard eight by twelve, ten by fifteen and fourteen and one-half by twenty-two presses. Intermediate siaea can be
accommodated in the same uniu. The lower shelf in any unit is for the draw sheets, which are usually the length of the bad of the
press and cut three inches wider than the slip-sheet. The three upper shelve* In each unit are for different grade* and thicknesses of
paper for slip-sheets, which should be cut in proper size to fit the bad of the preas. Unit, can be arranged In pyramid form or a
unit can be used separately and placed near the particular preas In connection with which it Is to be used. The unlu and the baa*
are listed

separately,
and as many uniu of each size can be ordered as will be required to provide for the preas outfit The base I*

provided with a gauge-pin drawer. This base can be conveniently used In connection with unlu when arranged In pyramidal form.An illustration of this Cabinet will be sent upon request.

List Prices and Diateastoas of Tympaa-Paper CaMaeta
UNIT No. 1 Size ouUUe. 16 inches long. 18 Inches deep. IIS Inches high. Ha* three compartments 14S* inches Inside for

slip-sheets, and one compartment USxll Inches inside for draw-shwu. Weight. 36 pound*. List price Hat
UNIT No. 2 Size ouuide. 19 Inches long. 18 inches deep. US Inches high. Ha. three compartment* I' 1

. !(.'. inches inside for
slip-sheets, and one compartment ITSxlS inches inside for draw-sheata. Weight, 46 pounds. List price (M

UNIT No. ;)- Siio ouuide. X inches long. 18 inches deep. IIS inches high. Has three compartment ..ches Inside
for slip-sheet*, and one compartment :H'-.-xl7S Inches Inside for draw-sheet*. Weight. M pounds. List i t M

BASE Occupies floor space lSx27S inches: height. 6 inches: fitted with drawer for gauge pin., divided mln 36 compartment*.
2 inches square. Weight. 80 pounds. List price (M

Pressman 'H Register Cabinets
For testing the register on sheeU printed In two or

more colors, these Cabinet* offer an economical and con-
venient arrangement. The top I* of heavy plate guuw.
with compartment under glass, flnl.hed In white enamel.
The light reflectors In the bottom of this compartment
are thrown upwards, throwing a strong white light
through the .heel, when laid on the plate gbus to de-
termine the register. The rim surrounding the glass Is
raised about one eighth of an Inch and serve* as a stop
for the sheet*, when being tested.

When not in use as a register cabinet, the top can
be utilized as a most convenient working table. All
eabineu are made of hardwood.

Uat Prieas and Diai.aslsas

PUaVDAK's Raxuarca CABINET No. I. Occupies
ground spam 30x44 Inches : height from floor

, 'late glass K Inches. Sow of plate glass
top. smx41S inches. Thlckneasof glaas &-16

, h. Three llBhu sre filled in the light
compartment. In triangular form, wired and
complete with reflectors. Light compart-
ment Is finished in white enamel. Top Is

removable, thus providing ready access.
m* weight, ass pounds. l.l.t price *W M

PMMMAN'fi RBOUTEK CAMNKT No. 2. Occupies ground space Kx44 inches : height, from floor to plate gtaas, 3S Inches.
Size of plate glaas top. and thickness of glass, same as Cabinet No. 1. The base contains four drawers. 17Hx2XVix*(

inches in.idr. and onedrawer SSSxZXi. i.TS Inches Inside. Light* and finish of interior, same as No. 1. Access to light
compartment is provided by sliding doors on each side. Approximate shipping weight. 4tt pounds. List price MM

American Drying Rack and Stock Table
Economy of space, material and time i. essential, and the Idea of combining the

saving alone of nearly fifty per cent. The storage of printed sheet* In small llfta an
la thoroughly protected while drying. Further economy Is

affected by dispensing with exceasive handling and bringing the
whole drying arrangement clone to the job presses.

The American Drying Rack and Stock Table will take care
of the work turned out on several job presses, as the dryers run
through the frame and can be pulled out from either aide. The
frame is raised three inches from the floor, providing additional
ventilation and ensuring cleanliness.

Contains twenty-four dryers In two tier* twelve In each tier.

The dryers are thirty by thirty inches by one and one- half inches
deep, inside measure. There la a clearance of two inches be-
tween dryers, providing ample ventilation. AD dryers pull
(ran either aide. Pull* attached on both fronu. The bottoms
of dryers are made of strip* one and five-eighths laches wide,
three-eighths of an inch thick, spaced one and five-eighth,
inches apart and will carry any load placed on Hum.

* rack with the stock table effects a
settinir snd smutting, and sll work

Mates

Occupies floor inaco. tt
weight, crated for
Ust price ....

L Weight sad Price

I iix-he.; height. 40 inches:

-



Labor-Saving Cabinets and Racks for the Composing Room
There is an increasing demand for labor-saving devices for the composing room and we therefore illustrate on this page a

variety of very useful and convenient Lead and Slug Racks, as well as a splendid Metal Furniture Cabinet. Our Lead and Slug
Racks will be found great time-savers when properly distributed in convenient places throughout the composing room. Some
offices use as many as eight racks and compositors are never obliged to walk more than a few feet to obtain their leads and slugs.

Metal Furniture Cabinet
This rack has a double face and has been designed to hold a large quantity of metal furniture

in a compact form and at the same time allow free access to every size. Every printer knows how
readily metal furniture can be damaged. The use of this rack will prove economical as it will

greatly prolong the life of metal furniture. Having the double face it

^^ can be filled from both sides. It has two compartments for each length
and width, one on each side of the cabinet. Each compartment holds

sixteen pieces arranged in two tiers, stacked eight pieces high, giv-

ing a total capacity of over three hundred pounds of metal furniture.

Each compartment is numbered for easy reference.

Description and List Price

The size of this rack is 16% inches wide, 9 inches deep and
4 feet 10 inches long, outside dimensions. Weight crated,
75 pounds. List price $12 00

Boston Lead Rack
Made in four sections, which are sold separately, if desired. The

different lengths which go in each section are stamped at the bottom
of each compartment, as shown in cut. A line-gauge for determining
lengths is attached to each section. The four sections accommodate
lengths from four to seven, varying by ens, and from seven to sixty,

varying by ems. Compare the space occupied by these racks with
that now taken up by your leads and slugs.

Wisconsin Lead Racks
They commend themselves to practical printers as being common-

sense and in which leads will not pi. These are made in a superior
solid style, and each compartment is numbered very plainly. A line-

gauge rule is attached to every Lead Rack to assist the workman in

determining lengths, while distributing leads.iton Lead Rack

Two-Tier Wisconsin Rack
In this rack leads and slugs lie flat and will not

pi. (In racks where leads are placed on edge pi in-

evitably results.) There are compartments to take
leads from four to twelve and one-half ems (vary-
ing by ens), and from thirteen to sixty ems (vary-
ing by ems), the lengths being stamped over each
compartment. The rack is solidly built. Compart-
ments are eight inches high. Will hold seven hun-
dred and fifty pounds of leads and slugs. Weight,
forty pounds.

Four-Tier Wisconsin Rack
Has two compartments each for all sizes in the two-tier rack described above, and is similar in

design and construction. One compartment of each size may be used for leads and the other for

slugs or reglet. Will hold fifteen hundred pounds of leads and slugs. A font of labor-saving reglet
to fill this rack, consists of twelve hundred yards, cut into nine thousand, one hundred and eight
pieces, forty-six pieces of pica and ninety-two pieces of nonpareil of each of the sixty-six differ-
ent lengths. Weight, eighty pounds.

isin Lead Rack

Metal Furniture Cabinet

Eureka Lead Rack

Eureka Lead Rack
Substantially constructed in two sections, each

section holds lengths from four to twenty-eight ems,
varying by single ems. One section may be used for
leads and the other for slugs. The partitions in this
rack are placed on an incline to prevent the leads and
slugs from falling. These partitions are also inclined
backwards, so that the material cannot be easily
thrown from the case by a slight jar. The Eureka Lead
Rack is essentially a space-economizing and labor-sav-
ing device. It differs in many particulars from other
lead and slug racks and offers superior advantages
both in construction and details of workmanship.
Racks of this description assist materially in insuring
order in a printing office and their use obviates all

danger of the leads becoming pied. The compart-
ments are all numbered and the Rack is solidly built.
The fact that the partitions are placed on an incline is

an advantageous feature of the Eureka Rack. Weight,
eleven and one-half pounds.

The American Type Founders Company is always
prepared to fully equip printing offices with all the
latest devices for expediting work and effecting econo-
mies. The services of its experts are at the disposal
of those desiring them and as their experience is wide
and varied they are in a position to tender advice,
which if adopted is bound to achieve the best possible results. If in this list you do not see just what you
desire, write us and we shall be happy to assist you in any way we possibly can to attain satisfaction.

List Prices of Lead Racks and Reglets to Fill

Four-Tier Wi;

STYLE



Labor-Saving Re-let ( a*
The u* of Labor-Savin*- Relet reulu In a irreat economy of time and material. A calculation baaed on the coat of Kaalai

yard tenctn. will demon.ir.ie that our Ketrlet turn .ecur. theae Mvinn to printer, at ~. *4Mw> <Tpric for lt*tet. and m
moderate chance, for the CaM. The beat and nt accurate oil^oaked Heittel
and rex-h

Caje contain* equal proportion, of nonpareil and pica. No Rejrlet I.
when theae Cue* are uaed. a. each piece I* returned to It* place In the Cace after
The ( a** can be refilled at a moderate oaat.

The CaaM are mad
and fini.hed in antiqu
and .ub*tantial build.
each Careand thediffe
an edce* of all Caiei o
ixi thi-rv will be no dtt
Kefrlet in the .everal

The ever
... ain carried by u> are made up aeeordinc to

e price* lluJ on thi pai*.
(JOO yard.) of the beet Ketrlet. half pica and
10. to. >. 40, Ml and em. Ion*.
aaaorunent a. UM above. Llit price, (reclet

(MO yard.) half pica and half nonpareil. SOO
. 72 and 120 em. lone.
aaHrtnunt a* the above. U.t price (rqrlet

(HO yard.) half pica and half nonpareil. In
by one pica only. 100 piece* of each lencth.

halfn,
ReflllinK No I Reclet r

...
. KI.I

RerWt CaM No. 2 conta
piece* each of M. 2O.

I.. -, !:..-.-;,
only) 111.**.

Reclet Ca** N... .1 contai
lenirths from 10 to &1
lleiirht. IfiS Inrhei: l

KflilliiiK No. 3 RccletC
only) lll.oo.

Re*let Ciue No. 4 contain* 2100 plena (MO yard.) one-half UM amount In No. 1:
name lenirth.. from 10 to 61 em*, varying by pica*. EO piece* of each lencth.
Height. Ifi', Inche*; IvurUl. 20, Inche.: depth. SHIncbea.

Refilling No. 4 Raclet Caae. the came aMortment a* the above- U.t price (reclet
only) IS.M.

far price, and mite* at R*vt't and fumilurt in Yard LtngOt* * pott IttO.

l.i.1 Price, of All Retrtet Caae*

, .

iiu a. the above. Uat price (ratiet



Labor Saving Furniture Cases

No. 10 Mi.lK.-1

No. 13 Standard Extt-nsion Furniture Case

Experience in building- Printing Office Furniture has shown that the most convenient form of furniture case is one without
doors and with partitions separating the various widths and lengths. In designing this new line of Furniture Cases this idea has

been carried out. The feature
of Extension Furniture Cases
is entirely new and is here
listed for the first time. Many

printers have found that
the lengths which usually
go with an ordinary furni-
ture case are not long
enough for all require-
ments. Thus it has been
necessary to make special
cases to meet the require-
ments and often the old

^ case has been found use-
less after the new case
was installed. With the
Extension Furniture

mrf Cases a printer requir-
ing longer lengths can
order the companion
case to the one he al-

**- ready has and the two
will work together.

"; The case with shorter
engths can be set on

top of the one
with the longer
lengths. The two
cases combined
make practically
one complete
furniture case.

All furniture
which goes into
these cases is cut
from carefully
selected stock ,

thorough ly s e a -

soned and oil-soaked. With special machinery a furniture has been produced, which is smoothly finished, accurate and uniform.
The No. 10 Midget Furniture Case

is the smallest of all furniture cases.
It is one-half the size of the No. 12
Standard Furniture Case, and con-
tains one-half the amount of furni-
ture of the same assortment.
It contains a total of forty-two yards

of oil-soaked furniture, cut into
\ two hundred and eighty pieces,
ft five pieces of each length and

width, in the following assort-
ment of lengths and widths:

Widths, five pieces each 2, 3,

4, 5, 6, 8 and 10 line picas ;

lengths 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50
and 60 picas.

No. 12 Standard Furni-
ture Case is the most com-A monly used furniture

case. For many years has
been the standard pattern
used in ordinary country
printingoffices. Itistwice
the size and contains
twice the amount of fur-
niture in a No. 10 Midget

Furniture Case, is

one-half the size and
contains one-half the
amount of furniture
in a No. 14 Double
Standard Fu rn i tu re
Case. Contains a total
of eighty-four yards
of oil-soaked furni-
ture, cut into five hun-
dred and sixty pieces
there being ten pieces, of each length and width in the following assortment:
Widths, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10 line picas ; lengths, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50 and HO picas.

ck-

k-up

Sengbusch Beveled Furniture
The difficulty in locking up forms which contain

long- vertical rules, and obtaining an even distribution
of ink, as well as preventing the cutting of rollers, are
obviated by the use of the
Sengbusch Beveled Furnitu
It is a time economizer in lo

ing up a form on a slant
still maintain a square lock-
in the chase. In locking-i
with this furniture, the forrr
is inclined towards the lefl

lower corner of the platen.
This assists the feeding of
the sheet. The Sengbusch
Furniture throws the
rules out of perpendicu-
lar; the point of contact
is spread longitudin-
ally, thus preventing
cutting of the rollers and
providing a better inking sur-
face.

Each font of Sengbusch Sengbusch Beveled Furnitui

Furniture consists of twenty-
four pieces, four pieces each of the following lengths:
20, 25, 30, 40, 50 and 60 picas. All pieces are two picas
wide on the narrow end and of varying widths on
the wide end of each.

List Price of Sengbusch Beveled Furniture
Per font of 24 pieces, including cabinet $2 00

No. 12 Standard Furniture Case

No. 13 Standard Extension Furniture Case is a companion piece to the No. 12 Standard Furniture Case, but containing longer
"K

, ,;
This case is twice the size and contains twice the amount of furniture in a No. 11 Midget Extension Furniture Case, and

one-half the size and contains one-half the amount of furniture in a No
11 Midge

15 Double Standard Extension Furniture Case. Contains
a total of two hundred and fifty-two yards of oil-soaked furniture cut into four hundred and ninety pieces, ten pieces of each length
and width, m the following assortment: Widths, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10 line picas. Lengths, 70, 80, 90, 100. 120, 140 and 160 picas.

No. 17 Mammoth Furniture Case. This is a most popular and much used case, probably the best all-around furniture case ever
It contains a wide variety of lengths and widths, properly assorted for general use. It contains a total of four hundred and

eighty yards of oil-soaked furniture, cut into fifteen hundred and thirty pieces in the following assortment: Eighteen pieces each
of two, three and four line wide in the following lengths: 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 120, 140 and 160 picas.

* ifteen pieces each of fiveand six line wide, in the following lengths: 10,15,20,25,30,40, 50,60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 120, 140 and 160 picas.
Nine pieces each of eight and ten line wide, in the following lengths: 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 120, 140 and 160 picas.

List Prices and Dimensions of all Furniture Cases



Pyramid I . ,,,| and Slug liank
ug Bank ever devtoed. It ha* a double-faced .toning tap. divided Into section., each section
r deaired lengths. There to alao provided a e*rte* of drawer*, between the .lupin* bank*, for
Is and .luus. The working hank can be replentohed from thl. .t..-k .. thr ucraaion require*.

..nly a little

The moat practical Lead and Slu,

adjustable. *o a. to accommodate any t

the storage of surplus stock of lead.
The Sort Drawer Baae serve, to rale* the 1..-..1 ami Sluir Haul. toYconvenimTt working neufhtT Thl. Hank'and Baa* are _

.ubitantially constructed of hardwood throughout. *o a* to carry safely

{lT\

ill "V* S.SraP "' m""- " I" *"mu"'w *.<* " " <-

All space In.ld. and out.i.lr i. utilized to the very beat advantage.
. . The .pace-caving qualities of thto piece of furniture will be appre-

I till I Mai clatnl when It I. couldered that the floor apace occupied
I I I I I I """ > <w "'v- uuare feet.

.-- ' "
, --S LaUBM BAM b **M I -,.....,. .1111 M^^aaaaaaaaaaaal "" mrh >Mr ' Providing a total of .eventy-AVe aquare feel of

I I I I 1 *nd '" lurface. when the metal I. *tack*d double depth.

TTT1T \

* vwoimw. wiivii *.i(>j> iisi-uat s*> *. at *u uvwww ueiajyvu, niaw. (i *^ -

lion *upplleil with a number of adjustable partition* which can
be so placed a* to accommodate any length of lead* and slugs. In
the end*, between the iloplng bank*, i* a serie* of taw .forage
drawer*, five In each end. all ft Inchea long. 4. Inche* deep. Inane
meaaure. and of varying v. .

. II . .ml 14', inchr. re-

spectively. Thirty-five hundred pound* of lead, and .lu. can be
tared in the** ten drawer*.

SORT IIKAWKH HANK. This Baa* contain* a total of twenty-
four sort drawer*, each divided Into ten compartment.; aixeof each
compartment 4Hx4x2H inchea fn*ide. Theaedrawer* run through
the bank and can be pulled from either aid*.

Dlawaaloa*. Weight, aad Capacity
Height, without baae. 48 inch**; ba**. ID Inchea: total height,

bank and baM. M Inche.. Occupies floor space. 2>*x72 Inch**.

Depth of Lead and Slug Bank. I'v Inchea. Inald*. Capacitl
and dug*, on bank. 3.000 pounds. Capacity, lead* and all

drawers. 3.600 pound.. Capacity. Sort Drawer Baae. I.SOO pound*.
Weight of No. 1 Lead and Slug Hank, crated. 400 pound*. Weight
of Sort Drawer Base for No. 1. crated. 300 pound..

No. 1. Sort Drawer Baae .

r.mW 1^J u J She

tMOO

U.t Price* of Pynuatd Ltad aad Slug Hanks
No. 1. Lead and Slug Bank SIM M

No. Z. Lead and Slug Bank . . *I4 M No. 2. Sort Drawer Baae MM
NOTE. The No. 2 I* ju.t half the size of the No. 1. illustrated and dcwribed above. Double-faced with *lx aection* In Lead and

Sluir Bank on each side, and with five drawer, on the end runninir throuirh and uullinir from either end. Alao with Sort Drawer
Baae containing twelve drawer* in three tier*, pulling from either *fd*. Capacity, one-half the amount, given for the No. 1.

Furneaux Storage Cabinet for Leads, Slugs and Metal Furniture
There ha* alway* exUted a lack of storage room for lead* and aluga. metal furniture, etc. Llkewiae the line of modernised

Priming-office Furniture ha. lacked a convenient Lead and Slug Bank of lanre capacity. Both of theae want, are tupplled in the
Furneaux Lead and Slug Bank and Storage Cabinet.

This equipment ha* given such great aatUfactkm and ha* proven It* economical
value no thoroughly, that we offer thi* Cabinet a* a itanil.nl article to our customer*.
It ha. an enormous storage capacity and i. most substantially constructed to support
the great load of metal which it will accommodate.

Diairauoa. of the Faraeaax Storage Cabinet.

Occupie* floor (pace. 36x2* inches; height at the front. 4 inchea; height at back.
71) inche*. The lower Lead and Slug Bank is two inche* deep inside and divided into

two sections, each section meaiuring 14' i inchn from front to back. The upper Ixmd
and Slug Bank i* 3' 4 inche* deep Inside, and meaaure* I3'j inche* from front to back.
These Lead and Sluir Bank* are adjustable by picas, and the dlvialon* can be arranged
to accommodate any dealred length*. The body of the Cabinet is fitted with twelve
torage drawer*, all eighteen Inche* long from front to back, and thirteen inche*

,ide meaaure. The two upper drawer* are eight Inche* deep Inilde and the
ten lower drawer* are five inche* deep inniilr. All theae drawer* have removable

partition*, adjustable by inche.. running from front to back. Cabinet I* fitted with

heavy flat *teel run*, capable of sustaining any load which can be .tored in the draw-
er*. Weight of Cabinet, crated for shipment. MO pound*.

Liat price tMM

Make-up Tables with Iron or Brass Imposing Surfaces
Make-up Table* are valuable in new.paper office*, where speed In getting ready

I* naanntill They are faat coming into general u*e. They provide a place for every
form without interfering with other Imposing surface*. The table and form can be

.nii.kl% transferred to the stereotyping room. The Iron top* are heavy and ribbed on
r*ide. which add* additional itrength. The surface* of the Iron top* are

snvothly and accurately finished. When brae* covered, extra heavy, hard-rouerf aheet
braa* I* used, ten-gauge In thicknee*. The rapportlnc past, of the frame* fit Into

pocket* cast into the iron top. This feature bracea the frame and keep* the top alway*
In correct poaition. Mounted on two-wheeled re-

volving castor* of the most improved pattern. The
drawer under the Iron surface for column rule. I*

ubdlvided Into various com-
partment* to keep the rule face
up. The .helving underneath
thl* drawer to useful for .torace of galleys, furniture, aUeetfek*, tooto. etc.

The Rale Tray ea Tee
The supplementary tray to attached to the table by I of. pair of MD.

porting bracket*. Theae bracket* are detachable and the tray aad la-ate; U
can be removed when the Make-up Table la tranaferred to the *li1ialae,
mom. Thl. tray to full braa* lined, the bottom being covered with heavy hard,
rolled aheet brae*. The wrroundlng rim and the heavy dlvtoion ban are of
square braa* tubing. The varleo* narrow dtvtoion* are alao of brae* tubing
with R

.

rounded top*, like the alata In printer* type

1 .1.1 Price* Bad

No. I ','
NO.Z a
No.* KHxaVH column
No. 4 fTHxJtH Jumn
No. & ITHxJI 10 column

.f Make-e T.Me. .Ha

SMtls*

TIM
TM

1280



Bookbinders' Materials and Supplies
During the past few years many improvements and additions have been made in the tools and machinery used by Bookbinders.

Recognizing this fact the American Type Founders Company is now in a position to supply its many customers promptly with the
very best of everything

1 in this especial line. Many of the machines and devices represented in the following
1

pages are of

exceptional merit and afford to any printer contemplating the addition of bookbinding to his equipment, a splendid line from which
to make a choice selection. Should there be any device not specifically mentioned in this list, it will afford us pleasure to supply
the fullest details and prices of same with the utmost despatch upon request. Our aim is to supply everything for the Bookbinder.

Stuart Finishing Stand
The Stuart Finishing Stand is far superior to the devices ordinarily used. It is made of oak and is very substantial. The

clamp is faced with felt, and the part which presses against the book swings on a pivot so that it always strikes the cover of the
book squarely, no matter what the thickness of the book may be. The clamp is closed by foot power with a
treadle attached to a heavy coiled spring, and when closed is held in a fixed position by an iron ratchet. The
connection between the treadle and the clamp is a heavy steel coiled wire which will stand any strain to which
it can be subjected.

The piece which supports the book, is adjusted with a lever and ratchet and this supporting shelf can be
lowered fourteen inches below the top of the clamp, or it can be raised to the lower edge of the clamp; any
size book can therefore be placed conveniently in the clamp and no time is lost in making the adjustment.

The clamp can be easily adjusted to a table by two pins which drop into holes in the top of
the table. When the table only is used, the clamp can be taken off and put away

(

until required. The device is sold with or without the table, as desired.

List Price and Weight of Stuart Finishing
Stand

Weight of clamp, 85 pounds, crated;
weight of table, 75 pounds, crated;
List Price $12 00

Price of hardwood table with drawer 10 00

Roll Cloth Cutting Machine

Stuwt Finishing Stand

The Roll Cloth Cutting Machine is a new
apparatus for handling binders' cloth and cut-
ting same to size with great convenience and
without waste.

It will take six rolls of cloth in any length
up to forty-two inches. The rolls of cloth are
held on iron rods which are fitted in the up-
rights on the frame and are removable. The
cloth from all of the rolls passes down to the
bottom of the frame and under a pressure roll.

It then passes along over the bed of the
machine as shown in the illustration.

There is a cutting groove across the bed,
which is lined with steel on both sides. The knife used in cutting, slips in this slot

between the pieces of steel and the cloth can be quickly and smoothly cut. There is

a measuring gauge marked off in inches to enable the operator to gauge the sizes of
cloth which he is cutting.

Directly in front of the cutting slot there is a heavy pressure roll of iron which
holds the cloth down close to the bed of the machine. All parts of wood are hardwood, nicely fitted and varnished.
as a whole is well and substantially made.

List Price and Dimensions Roll Cloth Cutting Machine and Table

44% inches wide; 41% inches long; thickness of bed, 2Vi inches ; height of uprights, 18Ms inches ; weight, crated for ship-
ment, 160 pounds; weight of Table, crated ready for shipment, 75 pounds; length of bed from cutting groove to the gauges,
22 inches; size of Table, 40x43 inches. List Price, without Table $25 00

List Price of Table . ... 10 00

The machine

Gilding Presses
The Gilding Press is here shown combined with the Stand. We can supply it with or without the Stand or the Stand alone, as

desired. All materials entering into these Gilding Presses is the best procurable. They are made of hardwood throughout except
the screws, which

List Prices and Dimensions of Gilding Pressesare of iron. The
boxes are of iron or
gun metal as de-
sired. The screws
work easily and ac-
curately. Lever bar
accompanies each
Press. The dis-
tance between
screws is twenty- -

eight inches. The
jaws can be spread
eighteen inches.
Special Presses



Blank Book Sewing Bench
Tbkt Blank Book Sewing Bench Is a de

Ll.t Price* ud Diawa.Ua. of I

No. 1. Bookbinder*' Sewing Bench-24 In

jcutruetioB of tuel
of bra*, and work smoothly In the follower
with deep .kitted hea.1.. The upright, on Ui

Mck article*. The screw clamp. *r
The auaw* are IVY*

Into the
bottom buard. All .crew* wv intrrchana-eable with thaw In the raarular Sewing
Bsnchsa and are ! Jut-]> uniform In lit*.

Uat Price ud INmea.iea. W.nk Book He. lag Henrk

Weight, mini for .hlpment, SS pound* IT I

'

Sewing
Benches

Tbeae Sewing Bencbea and
Kim.hing Preaaas are made In a
trirtly flrat-rlaM way. of load

material and thorau(h wurknian-

hip. Th uprivhla aiw aenrwwl
to baa* and are detachable. The
Screw* are accurately cut frum
dtea and ar* uniform and fntar-

chanjcvable. A broken or worn-
out Screw can be replaced with
the certain knowledir* that It

,n lit.

No. 2. Bookbinders' Sewing Be
N.. ::. l..H\l,in.i. r- .-.

-Wlnchwbeti
Ib.

. welht. in In.

> inchee between acrew>. wrlhu 11 lb

II M
i *
t M

Finishing Presses

I I.I I'rice. and MawuUM ef r lai.klni Pr

No. I. Klnl.hlng PraaaM Inche. between crew*, wefcrht. IX pound.
No. 2. Flnlahliw PieM-U In *, weteht. If. pound.

c I ,

IM
xn
i w
i
1 M

Bound Boardt are meetir* with great favor, and are now uaed by the bMt and lanrnt

binders. All stock Koinx into theve boardi li the very beat procurable. Any little

No. S. Kini.hina- Preaa-tl Incbe* between aerews. weivht. 17 pounds
No. 4. Fini.hlna- Preaa M Incba* between acrawa. welarhu 1* pound.
No. 6. Klni.hinit Prsaa tt mche* liatajaaa acrawa. weiht, a pound.
No. 6. Flni.hlnir Preae SI Inches between actwwa. wela;ht. 24 pound*

Bookbinders' Press Boards
This line of Bookbinders' Praea Bosnia baa bean arreatly developed, and la

guaranteed, whether plain, laminated or braas bound, to be the best ever manu-
factured.

They are made of selected

cherry, or of five-ply laminated
tock aa ihown In the two illu.tr>-

Uon* below. The Laminated Braaa

the wood it firmly plugred and unoothad.

Llat Prlcea and Diiaen.io*. of Caere far Praea Bearde

The Caaea for holdlmt Preaa Boards are of three ataaa. each ate* In H, l and W
board capacity. Other siiea made to order. Tbeee caaea are made of hmrdwood.

nicely finished, and the sides arc paneled. The boards are seoaraud by nwrf hard-

wood strip*. The price, of Caaea Bren below do not Include the Boards. Price* for

the boards appear in the table below.

Ca*e to bold 14 Boards 16x24 inches .

Case to bold 16 Boards 16x24 inches

Case to bold 18 Boards 16x24 inch.-*

Approximate weight of empty Caae. 100 pound*.

Case to hold 14 Board* 18x24 inches
Case to hold 16 Boards 18x24 Inches
Case to bold 18 Boards 18x24 Inches

Approximate weight of empty Caae. UD

II* M
II W
II W

Case to bold 14 Board* S0x fcnebea

Caae to bold 16 Board* tOxMroche*
Case to hold IK Boards x Inches

Approximate weight of empty Case. 140 pounds

List Price* and !)!.io.. ef I

6x10"-,

11x14
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Cutting Gauge for Binders' Cloth

twenty-four inches. The length of the cutting
Face View of Cutting edge is forty-two inches. The arms are detacha-

ble and fastened with screws. Weight, 4 pounds.

List Price of Cutting Gauge for Binders'
Cloth $4 00

Finishing Stand
These Finishing Stands, Gold Cushions and

Tables are strictly first-class and guar-
anteed to give perfect satisfaction. All
materials are of the best procurable and
every piece is carefully inspected before

sent out. The Finishing Stand can be attached to the Table, as shown. Made of

hardwood, with cleated ends.

List Prices and Dimensions of Finishing Stands

Small size, 12x20 inches, with cleated ends; weight, crated, 19 pounds $300
Large size, 16x24 inches, with cleated ends; weight, crated, 25 pounds 500

Gold Cushions
Covered with the best law calf, securely fastened on edges with tacks, and reinforced with binding strips fastened with round

headed brass upholsterers' tacks. Made of hardwood, with drawer in base.

List Prices and Dimensions of Gold Cushions

No. 1, size 7x13 inches; weight boxed, 814 pounds $300 No. 3, size 9x18 inches ; weight boxed, 15 pounds $500
No. 2, size 8x16 inches; weight boxed, 12 pounds 400

Table
Substantially made of hardwood, with heavy top and finished. Height, 32V4 inches; length, 42V4 inches; width, 24% inches.

Weight, 100 pounds. List Price $4 50

Straight Edges for Cutting Stock
Accurately made of straight-grained rock maple,

large hole in one end for convenience in hanging up.

Each Straight Edge has a

14 inches long,
18 inches long, 2

straight Ed*e of Rock Mapie Ljst pr ices and Dimensions of Straight Edges for Cutting Stock

nches wide, Vi inch thick, each .... $0 08 36 inches long, 3 inches wide, Vz inch thick, each
inches wide, V\ inch thick, each .... 10 48 inches long, 4 inches wide, % inch thick, each

24 inches long, 2V6 inches wide,*% inch thick, each 20 Other sizes at proportionate prices

$045
60

Bookbinders' Cabinets
Made with bronzed pulls on each case, and highly finished. The cases are made in exactly the same style as printers' cases,

with three-ply bottoms, are the same size and proportioned like one-half of the regular cap case. These Cabinets may be put on or
under a bench. "A place for everything and everything in its place" is a rule bookbinders
should live up to, and these Cabinets will enable them to do so.

List Prices of Bookbinders' Cabinets

No.



About the New Departure Type
In order that customers may have little trouble in making their selections of type cases, the American Type

Founder* Company presents, in the following pages, many absolutely correct illustrations and much invaluable general
information with regard to its extensive line of New Departure Type Cases. The list U very complete and we believe

i* scarcely a type case, used to any extent, that is not represented In these pages. That there should be uniform-
ity in the layout of all type cases is beyond any question of doubt and the large number of illustrations detailing many
layouts should prove of the greatest assistance to printers.

As we carry at all times an extensive stock of the New Departure Cases, all orders will receive careful and very
prompt attention. The prices quoted are subject to prevailing discounts.

While most printers are familiar with our line of Cases, the following descriptions and list prices may prove of
for general reference:

The leading feature of the New Departure Cases is the one piece bottom the full width of the case, without joints
or splices. This is made of three layers of wood, the grain of the middle layer running in an opposite direction from

._ the grain of the outer layer*. This makes cracking impossible.
^tea1 The cases slide smoothly on side rails and not on the bottoms,

with the screws forever catching. This feature lengthens the
life of the case*. The bottom cannot be torn off, because it is

rabbeted into the side rails and front Made of thoroughly
seasoned wood.

Paper Cerent HolUns
Another important feature in type case construction which 1m-

noves and prolongs the life of each case is the fact that all of the
New Departure Cases

have
three-ply

bottoms covered with the beat quality of manila paper.
The paper absorbs the moisture from the type and prevents it entering
the wood, dissolving the glue and destroying the case bottom.

To add strength and make the cases practically indestructible at
a very slight additional cost brass joint clasps are added. A long pin
driven through and clinched holds the partition firmly to the
bottom.

The paper covering of the New Departure Cases is a final

process and is used because it improves and prolongs the life of the
case. Twenty-five years' experience in manufacturing type
cases has demonstrated that it is required. Since its introdut-tinn
the New Departure style of type case has become practically
the only construction known to printers, not only in the United !* to u nO4 (MM <A A*

States, but the whole of North America and every foreign
country, where the art of printing has made material progress. It is safe to say that there is not a first-class printing
office in the world, which is not equipped, in part at least, with New Departure Oases.

List Prim of New Drp.rl.n- Cases. Mla.tr.l-d on foil., ing i

Adjustable Lead snd Slug Case No. 1. lingle depth
Adjustable Lead snd Slug Case No. I. double depth
Adjustable Lead snd Sluit Case No. 2. tingle depth
Adjustable Lead snd Slug Case No. 2. double depth
Blank Case
Bonier Caw
l!::i- I ..i .]. . < .-

California Job Case.
Combination Job Case
Bearing Accent Case .

Dearins- Job Case
Double Lower JobCase
Double Ysnkee Job Case
Duplex Job Case
Figure Cue
Figure Case Byerly
Fumeaux Rule Case
German News Cases, per pair .

Greek Cases (upper snd lower), per pair
Half Cap Case
Hamilton Job CM*
Hebrew Caies. per pair
Improved New York Job Case
Improved Space and Quad Case
Improved Job Case
Indexed Electrotype Case, Including partitions
Italic Job Case
Jones Metal Furniture Case
Lead and Slug Cam-
Metal Furniture Case, sinirle depth
Metal Furniture Case, double depth
Music Cases (upper, lower snd ide>. per >et

Nehnta Rule ' ;-.

News Cases, per pair
Patenon Job Case
Practical Space and Quad Case
Quadruple Job Cue
KuleCase.
Russell Tabular Job Case

list
IM
I 71

I |

>,.... . .1 ...

Thirty-inclhirty-inch Space and Quad Case
.

Two Rivers Cap Case
Two Riven Lead snd Slug Caee
VrelbJol a*
WheelerJob Case .

Wood Type Case
Yankee Job Case .

Zambia Rule Case

Dimension! over all. in Inches .

Weight of a bundle of 10 cases
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Prices, Illustrations and Layouts of Popular Type Cases

News Cap Case, SO 80

A new Cap Case that meets all requirements and one that
is exceptionally popular with all compositors.

News Lower Case, $0 80

The universal layout as put into the regular Lower Cas<
from which every printer has learned his a-b-c's.

California Job Case. $0 90

Mostupopular of all Job Cases. Note the large cap boxes.
Used exclusively in all our type cabinets

unless otherwise ordered.

Triple Case, $0 90

A most useful and popular Case. Will take three fonts of
caps, figures and points.

Improved Job Case, $1 20
The only Case combining all the boxes found in a regula

pair of News Cases. Takes caps, small caps and
lower case with figures.

Two Rivers Cap Case, $0 90
A sensible Cap Case now coming into general use Large

cap boxes, 2%x3 inches. Copy covers least
used characters. Economical.

Italic Job Case. $0 90

Old standard Job Case, universally used before the intro-
duction of the California Job Case. Convenient

for fonts with accented letters.

Ffimr
IIMM
inin
//////

ni *MM
ini mini
ni inmi

n mi I MI Ml

Quadruple Case, si 20

Very useful for certain fonts. It is a double Cap Case. Holds
four fonts caps, figures and points.

Spaceless Job Case, $1 00

The Spaceless Job Case should be a twin companion to the
Space and Quad Case. All space and quad

boxes omitted.

Double Lower Case, $1 20

For holding
1 two fonts of caps and figures; or caps, lower

case and double font of figures; or a font each
of Roman and bold face.
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Prices, Illustrations and Layouts of Popular Type

Ysnkrr Job ( ur. II on

The cap boxes in thin Cur are placed at ihr back Instead of
the right side. A popular case in two-third*

and three-quarter sixes.

Impr,,M-d New York Job Case. II 00

Hold* cap. imall rap. lower car and fiirure fonts. Cap side
California style with five rows of boxes.

Well. Job Case. II M
Holds two font* of caps and furum. Lanre boxes innurinu

lanrv capacity. Cap boxes one-third barer than
those in a News Case.

HsMlltoaJebCasf.MW
Accommodates lanre sixes cap and fljrurr fonts of metal I

and small sixes of wood type. Bold* one font caps,

ficurea and points. Cap boxes 2Lix4S Inches.

i/m
in 1 1

n, j

rm

II | 1 1 I II M
mi imi mil
1 1 1 1 1m i h 1

1
1

/mnm nm
MM MM HIM
mifimfm

Deariac Arcrat Case. II W
Fire sections for caps, small can. and lower case of Roman,
and caps and lower case of Italic. Extra boxe at front

tat 8paoM>. French and Patugueee MBenu.

Darth Yaakse Jeb Cast. II 1*

useful Cue. Accommodates two complete font* of
caps, lower case, tirures and polnta. Sue of

boxes allows ample Ancer room.

a OB a tm tm a
imuaau IM
a a a u ia LM

a a o a a a,
. *. ii. >

uu miaaata

a ci a cs u iv LH|

o,at
\Vv*v'

Palm
Like the New York Case. I

cap. lower cm
. hold cap. small

"k k. k .V k

''111111 fill HII I I I II C
| | | |

k k I

III ill In.! Ml I I' II

For lan
Dearlac Job Case. II 00

type. BBS areater capacity than any other
Lower case boxes extra lanre. Cap
aide California pattern.

i > > i * n i i

u 1 1 li in:

Inin nil
1

Ces>MaaUea Jeb Case, (1

For use to lenl blanks and similar work. Holds braes leaden
from I to l ems. half ems from I to .

nn nimn|fj-;jj
/ii/i/iiiniiitii
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Prices, Illustrations and Layouts of Popular Type Cases

<:;;* j fI a'a B o
'
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Russell Tabular Job Case, $1 80
Has separate series of boxes for odd characters and dia

critical marks, brass rules and brass leaders, piece
fractions, quads, spaces, fractions, etc.

Duplex Job Case, $1 10
Takes capital and lower case characters in adjoining boxesUsual lower case layout in duplicate. Large cTphe?

period and hyphen boxes.

EJ n a ra a n E < o o o o o a

a o a a ra rai a a B s
ci ET F] H ra H of a n n n ra n ci

German Cap Case, $0 80
Same as the regular Cap Case. The illustration simplyshows how the German characters should be laid.

German Lower Case, $0 80
This Case is the same as the regular Lower Case with the

exception of the doubleV boxes, as shown.

ci fir a a a
aaaaa
O fl Et Kt CT

' d CI 13 H E Q E3I
n LI IT; n EI n n D D a D D D a

Hebrew Cap Case. $0 80

lhow
h
1ffl

re
fh
Ul
H ?P C1Se - The illustration simplyshows how the Hebrew characters should be laid.

Hebrew Lower Case. $0 80
Same as the regular Lower Case. The illustration simplyshows how the Hebrew characters should be laid.

We a^-
"" Ca

-

Se '

^PPer a"d L Wer' per pair- *2

Person Greek Case for Job Fonts. $2 00

Greek Lower Case. Upper and Lower, per pair, $2 00
All these Cases are made after the New Departure

style-the best that can be produced.

The new case has the regular arrangement of forty
partments on each side of the center bar.

-nine com-
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I'rio-s. I MUM ration* and Uvout* of Misofllunfous

Border Case, tl 2*

A roomy Cue of bun capacity for all sixes of border*.

a a is a a a o 0000000,
aaaaaaataaaaatna
a a i

aaaaafsalaaaaaasl
: ::/ as::aaa

o a a a a a :: :: ~ :c a n rr ::

:: n o a a o D a 120IBII0BBB
a a aaaaeaaa

I
a a en.- o a|nm o o O D|
-000 -

/
B a a a a ; I

, n n s a
/

n a a n a a|
no

MUMC l^nr I'pprr. l M
Muir compoiiltor* will find tht-sx- illuntrationtof craat Mrvic*
in layinB type. If the lettering i> not diitinrt UMB hand irlau.

M.I.I, i mrr. fl 00

nrr Cmmr. tl 00

A necessity In every lanre office. Takes extra larire supply
of figures and fractions. Can be furnished double depth.

Hrlr FUnr* Case, tl 10

An improved Kiirurr Case of rreat value. Ftirure boxe
2*i 4*. Inchw. Fraction boxes tUx :

Improved Spare snd (Jusd Case, tl 00

A slight mlili< slion of the old Space and Quad Tax- whirh
we DO kxurer list. Furnished on all orders for

-. . . , i
. .. ',

No. 1 Adja.uhlr I^.d sad Ma* Cas (slade depjai. tl M
Can be adjusted by picas Co meet any rsqulmnent. and

furnished also in double depth. If desired.

Practical Hpace sad Qasd Case, tl 10

half-point and one-point space* without
necessity of mlxliur. Ac

of aped

Me, t Ad).t>KU lad sad Mm* Case (eeaMe 4*kl. M

In either stfurle or doable davtb as
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Prices, Illustrations and Layouts of Miscellaneous Cases

Two Rivers Lead and Slug Case. $1 75

A new and most valuable Case. Takes lengths from 4 to
25V& with variations by half picas.

Hamilton Lead and Slug Case, $1 00

Leads and slugs can be stacked two tiers deep. Can be
had in double depth, if desired.

Rule Case (ordinary), $1 15

The old style full-sized Brass Rule Case.

Neshota Rule Case, $2 00

Takes a larger number of lengths than any other Rule Case.
All lengths from 1 to 60 picas, with the usual half-

pica lengths and places for mitered pieces.

Furneaux Rule Case, $1 40

Designed by Geo. A. Furneaux, Superintendent of The
Inland Printer composing room. This Case will

hold two large fonts of rule.

Zenobia Rule Case, SI 50

Holds fewer sizes and larger fonts than the Neshota.
Takes all lengths up to 36 ems.

Metal Furniture Case. $1 50

Compartments for each length as shown. Furnished in
single or double depth, $2 00

Wood Type Case, $0 90

Graduated by picas on the ends. Strips can be adjusted to
fit any size of type.

Italic Job and California Job Case, JO 75

The standard two-thirds Case for all

cabinets.
Bearing Job Case, $0 75

The largest capacity of any two-thirds Case.

1278

Yankee Job Case, $0 75

The most popular of all two-thirds
Cases.



Priceti, Illustrations ami l.a>oiit <if Mi-rcllant-mis ('

Spaceless Job Case. $0 NO

Two-thirds sire. All boxes fo
and quads are omitted from t>

Hamilton \M* and Sine Qua. M 7i

Two-thirds niif. Separate compartmenu. by
pica*, for U-ritfths 4 to it pica* Inclusive.

Mr... Indrr < i

Sea* IS t.t
''

:

California Job Caw. M 8S

Thrif-quarter size. All three-quarter Case*
listed by us are made in the name form
and arrangement a* the full aiie of

the corresponding styles,
We thereforeilluntrate but one three-quarter

Case to show the comparative liie.

Improved Job Caw. M M
Two-thlrdi slie. An odd site. 21*. by W*.

inches deep. Fill regular two-
thin), ran rack.

Two-thirds six*. Th DupUi Job Cue
I* unique. No other Case like It.

Takee capital and lower CM*
character! In ad join In*

Jones .Metal Furniture Caae

rrrrrrn
The June* Mrtal furniture Case for the |

storage of metal furniture will fartlitate Ita

use and maintain iu accuracy. When thrown
around promiscuously In boxea and drawer* the
delicate edge* of metal furniture hitimai bat-
tared, and It la permanently Injured and ran-
derad unfit for use m AM work. Much ttaw wfll
be saved by keeping meul furniture to CMW
with rompartmrnu numbered ao that any de-
riredlewthcan be pick.) up without Mrtfawa

i Mrtal Kurnitun- ('
Thi. Caae to coiutrucud of hardwood with

thick S-ply bottom, firmly faiMMd to the ed
and alao to the center bar. Rein* two and one-

half incbea deep on the inside, it will hold a irreat quantity of metal, and li tmncly constructed with this end In <rlew. It has fort-

teaeampartroents as shown by the Illustration. Slxe. ouulde measure. IRxTS Inchea. Weinht. not crated. ID pounds. LUt price I7M

The Bettis Ixnd and Slug

No. 8 Bettis l-esd and Slug n

depth, inside lead compartmenu. \ ll Inches: working spare. H-tnch.
List price, with full brass lined working space

The Bettis Space and Quad Caae Is of the same
I dimensions as the series of Bettis Lead

aiul Slug Cases, being 72 inches long and IS Inches
ule. It provide* boxes for fourteen sixe* of

spaces and quads, six boxes for each sle from six

rty-eight point, as the illustration shows:
large deep boxes at the front fur quads and
smaller and shallower boxes at the back for

apace*. It Is six inches deep at the front and two
and one-half inches deep at the hack.
The use of this Caae will enable all spaces and

quads for job fonts to he kept In a single case,

mpossible to estimate the gain in time, and
the saving In material when this Case Is u~M
There Is one place for every six* of space or quad,
and the rompoaitor can find In a moment just

what h* wants. The Case I* a great convenience
as It forms an easily accessible atone* place for all spaces and quada.
location In the printing oftVe. so that all can reach It readily. Weight

II

The No. Bettis Lead awl Slug CM* takes
the most commonly used ataa* fluui 4 to M
pica*, varying by single picas, but skipping the
T7-em length. There are two compartments for
each length, each compartment two and three-
eighth* tech** wide from back Co front. *o that
ksad. ai^ SHOT ran b. kept I. separate compart-
ments. The blank apace at the front I* flve-

eJa-hth* of an Inch deep and eleven inch** wMa.
and will readily take a un by twenty-four brass-
lined or alt-bra** lob galley, and bUawM for a
working spare. This Is the proper caw to *
connection with steel run stasids.

Length. TX Inches: width. 1* inches, outside.
Weight, not crated. H pounds, Lkrt prlca I l*

Itcanbelaldonthe any stand to the I



The Bettis Lead and Slug Cases

Few printing offices are now without the Bettis Cases. They possess wonderful capacity and are strongly built to sustain a
full load of leads and slugs, stacked two tiers deep. All these Cases are one and one-half inches deep, thus readily taking two tiers

of three-quarter inch leads and slugs. These Cases having proved so very popular and so thoroughly practical, we have extended
the line to meet the demand for a variety of inside arrangement. Cases of this size, specially designed, can be furnished to meet the

requirements of any office. The No. 2, Three Case Tilting Brackets, or the No. 4, Three Case Brackets, without tilting feature, are

the proper brackets to use.

The No. 1 Bettis Lead and Slug Case has com-
partments from 4 to 28 picas wide, varying by
single picas, omitting the 27-em length. Par-
titions run from front to back without central
division.

Length, 72 inches; width. 18 inches, outside;
depth, inside, IVa inches. Weight, not crated, 21

pounds.

__ List price $4 00

No. 1 Bettis Lead and Slug Case

The No. 2 Bettis Lead and Slug Case has com-
partments from 30 to 60 picas wide one compart-
ment for each of the following lengths: 30, 32,

34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 45, 50 and 60 picas. Partitions
run from front to back without central division.

Length, 72 inches; width, 18 inches, outside;
depth, inside, iVa inches. Weight, not crated, 18

pounds.
List price $4 00

777777
No. 2 Bettis Lead and Slug Case

No. 3 Bettis Lead and Slug Case

The No. 3 Bettis Lead and Slug Case has com-
partments from 3 to 48 picas wide, varying by
single picas. It also has compartments for Vs

pica lengths from 3 Mi to 9Vs picas inclusive. The
case is divided into three sections, there being
two central division bars running the long way
of the case.

Length, 72 inches; width, 18 inches, outside;
depth, I

1/- inches, inside. Weight, not crated, 23

pounds.

List price $5 00

The No. 4 Bettis Lead and Slug Case is the
same as the No. 1 and No. 2 combined, having
a central bar running the long direction of the
case. The front section has compartments from
4 to 28 picas wide, varying by single picas, omit-
ting the 27-em length; the back section has com-
partments from 30 to 60 picas wide one compart-
ment for each of the following lengths: 30, 32,

34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 45, 50 and 60 picas.
Length, 72 inches; width, 18 inches, outside;

depth, inside, IMi inches. Width, not crated, 21

pounds.
List price $5 00

rrrrn*,, *, .

*

No. 4 Bettis Lead and S\ag Case
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No. 5 Bettis Lead and Slug Case

The No. 6 Bettis Lead and Slug Case is a
duplicate of the No. 2, with one exception. It
has a center bar running the long way, dividing
the case into two sections. These sections are
alike in every particular. One section can be used
for leads and the other for slugs. Each section
has compartments for lengths from 30 to 60
picas wide one compartment in each section for
each of the following lengths: 30, 32, 34, 36, 38,
40, 42. 45, 50 and 60 picas.

Length, 72 inches; width. 18 inches, outside;
depth, inside, 1M; inches. Weight, not crated, 19
pounds.
List price $5 00

The No. 5 Bettis Lead and Slug Case is a
duplicate of the No. 1, with one exception it has
a center bar running the long way, dividing the
case into two sections, which are alike in every
respect. One section can be used for leads and
the other section for slugs. Each section has
compartments from 4 to 28 picas wide, varying
by single picas, omitting the 27-em length.
Length, 72 inches; width, 18 inches, outside;

depth, inside, I'/j inches. Weight, not crated, 22

pounds.
List price $5 00

No. 7 Bettis Lead and Slug Case

1280

No. 6 Bettis Lead and Slug Case

The No. 7 Bettis Lead and Slug Case repre-
sents the No. 5 and No. 6 combined. It has com-
partments in duplicate for all the lengths pro-
vided for in Cases No. 1 and No. 2. Leads and
slugs for all lengths can be carried in separate
compartments. There are two compartments
for each of the following lengths : 4 to 28 picas,

varying by single picas, omitting the 27-em

length; also 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 45, 50 and 60

picas.
Length, 72 inches; width, 18 inches, outside;

depth, inside, 1VS inches. Weight, not crated, 23

pounds.
List price $6 00



Quarter Size and Other Rule
The aertea of Harri. Rute Cam, <iuarter-.lie. and Including the Sanipareil Harri. Rute Caa*. one-hah* T*TTL are In

the moat economical, efficient and uti.fact.iry Rule Cam ever c...iru.-ted The aiving In time a.
lifeof bra** rate by alway. keeping It face up. ha. made the ll.rri. Caea popular with .y.temallr printer.

They Have Space. Tla*r aad Material
It i. aeldom that a font of plain rate exceed, thirty-two pound. In weight, white .uteen pound, of doited rate te ueually amplevan in large office*. It will take two ordinary rate cam to hold lh** two font*, white they will All only three-fourth, of a eet of

Harri. Rule CaM*. leaving the other quarter for one
or (if a No. 1 cae I. ued) two more font*. Pour
Harri. Rute Cam fit into one full *lxe blank caa*.
and will hold i\t> -four pound, of bra** rate.

No ipace I. watted In th* Harri. Rute Caaea. and
|

there I* room provided for a large proportion ol

the unalleit length.- the mo.t valuable part of i

font. It take* much longer to trim one 1-en
length than a 20-*m length, and not on* man

out of ten can get the 1-em piece
quare at that. A. each Harri. Caw

la only one-quarter the alma of a full j
ixe caae, th* eompoaltor can put

It on hi* cap caaa. or on the .tone,
or on hi. galley reat. without in-

.

HARRIS RULE OR INPIVIIHAI.
LBAOCASENo.il. In thi. a com-

positor may keep hi. much valued 12 to pica and other thickneaaaa of
lead, for ju.tifying purpoae*. hi* pickup, of da*he*. rate. etc. It ha.
boxe* from 1 to 9's em. (varying by en.), from in to 22 em. (varying by em.), and from It to It i

a long box for longer length*.

ll.rri. Rule or Individual Ix-.d

CaatNo.

Size, TSxTS inchea. or one-
eighth in.ide .lie of full

.lie ca.e. Weight. In

ounce*. Li.t price ti 75

^^3lmJ!!^^SpS^"
/m^//Bmr

Koar Harria Rate Ca*** la a Kail Ma* Blaak Caae

Li.t price, including blank eae* . . M

i (varying by two em. I. with

irrrrniiiias
>>. inches. Weight.

19 ounce*. Li.t price $12:. 19 o

No. 1 HARRIS Rfi.n CASE. Thl. cae hold, twoca
pound, in all. Each half of this caae hold, eighti-rn pi
9 to 18 em. (varying by em.), and nine piece* each of

No. 2 HARRIS RULE CASE. Thl* caae hold, one
piece* each from I to 9 <tn long (varying by en.), eigh
ai.28. 30. 32. 34 and 36 em. long, beatde* boxe* for rigl

NOB. S AND 4 HARRIS Rum CASES. Theactwoci
office, weighing thirty-two pound, or leu. Two, and
It* proportion of the .mall .lie*. *o that if it ia daalf*
available in it* regular place. Caae No. S ha* compai

Caae No. 4 ha. compartment* for all of the ahor
Together theae ratna hare compartment, for aeventy
from in to 24 em* long (varying by em.), and eighteen pJ

and left miter*.

ihtfca*. Weight.
Ltet price II i

unall font* of labor-aavlng rate, each weighing eight pound., or
h length from 1 to BVt em. (varying by en.), eighteen piece* ea~

24. 28 and 28 ema. beeide* boxe* for right and teft mn.-r.

tin

hfran

of .ilteen pound* weight. It ha* compartment* for thirty-. in
re. each from in U>24 em* (varying by em.l. and eighuen piece, tiaoh of
ft miter*. A large proportion of .mall length*.
JarigniJ to be uaad together to bald a font of rate, raltabte for a large
caae* four boxe* are uaed to bold the moat uaad .lie*. Each caae ha*
y on* caae to a eompoaltor'. .land for uae In rate work. UM other la

for all .hort length, up to and including the em length,
i. and al*o all long length, up to and including the M i

re* each from I to 9 em* long (varying by en*), thirty-*
each from 2S to M em* kmg (varying by ema). beaidea boxea for right

.-.->

No. 4 H.rri. Rate Caae

Size. 7XX1S'. inche*. Weight,
ITouneea. Li.t price SI

No. S H.rri. Border Caae

Size. 7Sxl.'.' Inchea. Weight.
18 ouncea. Uat price . . II

Perfertloa RaW Ca

SlEe,7K,l.','. inrhe*. W
17 ounces Ltet price

No. S HARRIS BORDER CASE, Thi. caae may be u*ed In combination with any other qu ctly thei

.lie. To meet the varied requirement, of all border and ornament font*, the aort partition* are movable, bat are *o nicely flttad that

they remain in any poaltion In which they are placed. Thi. .peclal and novel feature make. It an eaay matter to change UM eteea

PmWTBCTTON RULE CASE. Thl. I. another flrat-claa* quarter-alae braaa rate OM. la ate* It te atailau- toUM Compart Rate Cm*e
and accommodate* the aame length*, but with a dlirerent arrangement of compartment. It ha. two compartment, for all tea***
from 1 to 12 ema. and on* compartment for length, from 13 toM erne. The variation* are by *a from 1 to Wand by em* from IQtoM.

'
.

'

theae oaae* will At Into an ordinary blank in a cabinet or rack.

CorACT Rfi.E CASE. The Compact Rule Cae ha. one compartment for each length from
I to 36 em. (varying by en* up to 10 em.) and by dngte em. from in toM em*. It will hold twen

Hart i. Relr I .-

piece, of each length. It alao ha* compartment, for the miter*. Thi. rate caae la pi *ferred

printer*, owing to It* compact arrangement
and even quantity of each length accommo-
dated. All rule remain, .landing when
placed in thi. caae. The Compact Rute Caae
I* one of the mo*t popular of all rale caaea.
Few printing office* are without *ome of
them and many office* ue thi. eaae exclu-

.ively. Four of the** caae* will At in.ide a
fall *hte blank caa*. They can be kept In

blank cam in cabinet* or .land, or in quar-
ter caee cabinet*.

THE SAKsrAREii. HARRIS RI-LE CASE.
Thl. I. without doubt one of the beat rate

cmae*yetde*ignad. The wall, and partition.
are a trifte higher than type high. *o UM
rate* are at all time* protected : anything can drop, or be laid on UM <-

E^h^par^nVu
1^^^^^^^^ U.

ajj.
...
Jj^^'JSyKr*-

-
mixed. Th* rate I. eaay to extract on account of low era** partittoa* aft ulal atet awarlparUI
need not .tudy the caae every time he want* a rote ; the conaaartaaaaita f

complete with all .lie. from I to H em. (varying by enel. and frem '"<-""*> *"& ??* .Pifrgf
ISM: alao an additional row for miter. (arond row ef amall **) wUrb. ,'
Mil atio*. of which then. I* alway. a large Mock. For large font.<^-": *J^"J"".

*

aavlng brae* rate aa now put up by the maker*. It te aoerially valuabte. a*j

'

-

Weight. M, l*,.im Incbea. Weight.
evaea*. Ltet price . MM

without touching the face of UM rate. The rate eajajaa*



Hamilton New Rule Cases

No. 94 Hamilton Rule Case

The Hamilton Rule Case, No. 94, takes a 25-pound font of
standard rule on 2-point body. Separate compartments are

provided for every length from 1 to 36 picas long, inclusive,
with separate compartments for two sizes of miters. Where
there are a large number of pieces in the shorter lengths, the
compartments are doubled, two for each length, so as to main-
tain narrowness of compartments in order to keep the rules

standing.
Size, 15%xl2M> inches, outside measure. Weight, 33 ounces.

List price $1 40

No. 97 Hamilton Rule Case

The No. 97 Hamilton Rule Case takes a 25-pound font of
standard rule on 6-point body. Separate compartments are
provided for every length from 1 to 36 picas long, inclusive,
with separate compartments for two sizes of miters. Where
there are a large number of pieces in the shorter lengths, the
compartments are doubled, two for each length, so as to main-
tain narrowness of compartments in order to keep the rules
standing.

Size ISVixieVi inches, outside measure. Weight, 40 ounces.
List price $1 40

No. 95 Hamilton Rule Case

The No. 61 Hamilton
Rule Case takes a 5-pound
font of standard rule on
6-point body. Separate
compartments are pro-
vided for every length
from 1 to 26 picas long,
inclusive, with separate
compartments for miters.
All compartments are
narrow, so that the rules
will remain standing

1 on
edge.

No. 61 Hamilton Rule Case

Size, 5%xll!& inches, outside measure. Weight, 14 ounces.
List price $0 75

The Hamilton RuleCase
No. 59, takes a5-pound
font of standard rule on
3-point body. Separate
compartments are pro-
vided for every length
from 1 to 26 picas long,
inclusive, with separate
compartments for miters.
All compartments are
narrow, so that the rules
will remain standing on
edge. No. 59 Hamilton Rule CaseThe Hamilton Rule Case, No. 95, takes a 25-pound font of

standard rule on 3-point body. Separate compartments are
provided for every length from 1 to 36 picas long, inclusive,
with separate compartments for two sizes of miters. Where
there are a large number of pieces in the shorter lengths the
compartments are doubled, two for each length, so as to maintain narrowness of compartments in order to keep the rules standing.

Size, 13r
f
/sxl4'/i inches, outside measure. Weight, 34 ounces.

List price $1 40

Size, 5%xll% inches, outside measure. Weight, 15 ounces.
List price $0 75

No. 68 Hamilton Rule Case

The No. 70 Hamilton
Rule Case takes a 10-lb.

font of standard rule on
6-point body. Separate
compartments are pro-
vided for every length
from 1 to 30 picas long,
inclusive, with separate
compartments for miters.
The compartments are
narrow, so that the pieces
of rule will always remain
standing on edge.

Size, 9Vsxll inches,
outside measure. Weight,
19 ounces.

List price $1 00 No. 70 Hamilton Rule Case

The No. 68 Hamilton Rule Case takes a 10-pound font of standard rule on 3-point body. Separate compartments are provided
for every length from 1 to 36 picas long, inclusive, with separate compartments for miters. These compartments are narrow, so

that the pieces of rule will always remain standing on edge.
Size, tfftexlS inches, outside measure. Weight, 28 ounces. List price

All Cases shown on this page have a line gauge printed on the edge for determining lengths
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No. 7 ll.mill.m Kulr (a*e

Hamilton New Rule Cues
The Hamilton ItuleCue No. <7, lake*
UVpound font of Mandard rule on

1-potal body. Separate compartman la
are provided for every length from 1 la
M plea* kmg. mrlu.iv*. with eeuarale
oaaaaartment* for miter*. All com-
l*rtmrata are narrow. u that the rule*
will alway* remain .tantlmg on edge.

Slie. 7', U, Inchea. ouuide meae-
ure. Weight. M ounce*. Ij.t

price an
The Hamilton Rule Caee No. M. take*

a 5- pound font of rtandard rule on
2-polnt body. Separate campartmenU
are provided for every length from 1 u>

Se.M Hanllte* ReUC'aer
a* pica* long. Inclusive, with arnarate

compartment* for miter*. All compartment* are narrow, o that the rule* will alway* remain (landing on ode*. Staa. SHx*U Inch**.
ouuide meaaure. Weight. 15 ounce*. U.I price

A llae gaage for detenalalag length* I. prialed ea the edge ef the above Haailllea kaWCaeea

.

ttn

Space, Quad, Leader and llorder Quarter Cases
The aerie* of four Wi.oon.in Quarter-lie Ca*e* have become very popular ami are now widely ueed. They are intended la hold

odd material not u.ually provided for In regular full .lie mrn For >lgn. border*, accent*. *plit fraction*, figure*, (pace* and
quad*, etc.. they are moet convenient. The Wi.oon.in Quarter ('*.. provide a mean* of keeping iheee valuable aorta where they
can be found. Theee Ca*e* are 7Xn 1.1> Inche* In .lie. and can be placed on a cap caae. a (land, or a .tone, convenient to the earn.
poiltar'* hand. In truing mathematical work, foreign language*, dictionaries, *pecia) catalogue*, with much table work, the**
Quarter Caee* will prove invaluable. A few *checne* are *hown for laying ilgn*. fraction* and figure*. Vartou. other arrangement*
can be provided which will *ugge*t themielve* to the Intelligent compoaltor.

Wlconin Quarter SlirCaae "A"
Convenient for hnlilinir future*. *pace*

and quad*, fraction*, etc. Sire. 7*>xI5'
Inche*. Wright. 16 ounce*.
Li.t price ... MtS

n-rrrrrrr
rrrrrrrrr

WUcoMin Qnarter 8lte Caee "B"
Thi* pattern I* *ultabkt for holding

accented letter* and ipllt fraction*. Slie.
7Sxl.V. inrhe.. Weight. 17 ounce*. .

U.t price .
"-.

Wlecoa.la Qaarler Kl*e Cae* "C"
Thi* pattern ha* lanr* base* for njrure*

and umaller rampertinent* for fraction*.

Simr. 7Sir.<<, Inche*. Weight. 14 ounce*.
1-l.t price Mft

Tlir Amfruan TVpr fmtndm Company mrU* lit* eref ii/rVrrryfAiiiB/ur (Ae IViafrr.

Wincon.ln Quarter Six Ca*r "l

Eipecially convenient for holding .ign*.
border* and odd character*. SiM.THxl&Mi
inche*. Wright, 16 ounce*.
I.i.t price

All Rlgkt Space and Qaad I a.

Site. 7S1S' Inche*. Weight. IS .

I.i.t price

THE AI.I. KiiiiiT SPACE AND QUAD CAM I* a mart ueeful addition to the family at Quarter*!
for one-half point thin copper .pace*, one point thin bra** .pace*, alao compenment* for 1,4. (and*en epacaa. em. an and Sand 1
em quad*. Compartment* are proportioned In *fee correctly to take the amount of each *te a* put up by the type founder*. Each
caae will hold a itandard 10-pound font of .pace* and quad* of any .tie without over-filling the boxe*.

THE HAPPY BORDU CASE ha* adjustable partition* by pica* the lone way and by point* from front to back. Any feat
of border can be laid in thi. Ca*e and the compartment* laid out to accommodate the different character*, and left that way. Eight
long (lotted divition* and an auortment of .hurt dlvtalon* in varhxu length*, accompany each Ca*e. Four of theee Border Caafe
will fit in.ide an ordinary blank caae in a cabinet or caae rack.

'.-. :
I

I -M
ounce*.
.wn

P7777777777V
Ideal Brae* l>eao>r fmm,

Bin. TtU 1111 larhri Weight. 17 e

Haw-Table Qa.rtrr < *~
. 7S.ISU In*. Weight. 17 c

Uelprice M71

THE CAKrcirm QtiAKTU CAM la moat naeful In tabular and other intricate work. It I* Intended to vt the end* of Uw lower
caae* In the center between two lower ewe. covering the ?* Heady oanipM by a I

~
"

>ha*a I

baud, aad the bar* ee. the lav k end
r ejemfl caee* ta be put on top of thla
Ih wMbat eaoaaa for fa mmt ckkhan-

will ju.t fit ln*lde a regular blank
Number* printed over each commitment.

THE TIHK-TAI.K Qt *TE CAJMJ I* a new and
and P. M. Thi* caee can be made ueeful In other i

a* required for the work In hand. Like other qnai
Into our regular line of quarter c

for tabular work. It h*e*a*MWeaa*ertaMaufer A M
maw. a*arhet reporta. etc. The type ran be k*U la the caee

will t Into* regular fuO^toe blank caee. They wtH ahw *t

m



Koerner's Patent Interlocking Drying Racks

With these Racks sheets are taken direct from the fly, and may be stacked ceiling high, in a perfectly straight and rigid pile,

hich cannot be knocked over by accident, and with no more weight on the bottom than on the top sheets. This pile is a most
effective drying room, occupying only the
floor space of one rack, and from the time
the sheets are fed into the machine until

ready for the bindery they need not be
handled.

The interlocking device makes the pile
straight and rigid. Each Rack is firmly locked
on its neighbor, but each slides with ease on
the Rack immediately below it. They save
handling, all the time of that operation, and
the consequent waste of paper through off-

set, smearing, fingermarks and tearing. In

many cases these Racks save expensive slip-

sheeting. They circumvent electricity by re-

ceiving the sheet direct from the fly.

They insure evenness of temperature and
thereby assist in getting a perfect register on
lithographic work.

They save seventy-five per cent of floor

space over any other method of drying sheets,
from one to two per cent of paper, and a vast
amount of time.

The Patent Interlocking Drying Racks
are made with hardwood sides, wide softwood
slats, and are very strongly put together.

fhe side rails on Koerner Racks are one
and one-quarter inches wide.

The slats which support the sheets are three-eighths of an inch thick. When stacked, each Rack adds one and nine-sixteenths
inches to the height. Unless otherwise ordered, the side rails are always made to run the longest dimension.

The prices given below are for Racks with a clearance of one and three-sixteenths inches between, when Racks are stacked. For
a clearance of two and one-half inches add twenty-five per cent to prices mentioned below, and for a clearance of three inches add
thirty-five per cent to the prices mentioned below. Special Racks of any
size and pattern can be made to order. Prices will be furnished on appli-
cation and receipt of particulars.

List Prices, Weights and Dimensions of Koerner's Patent Interlocking
Drying Racks

and rigid

Site. Inside



The Best Idea* in fane Bracket*
We abow hrra illuitrmluni of mil (to !.! xlu In ^irt

Brackets. GeJIey Hnrkn. and alto KolUr Br.rV.1. W. handW
In* compkt* Iliw and can prumpily >ui<pl> your wanu.

No. S Three-Case Tiltinit

Bracket

Ho. UOaM Rrarkrt with Up-
per Arm extension In

For complete dwerlption and price* at all BrwkeU

MM
No. 7 DmUe (^M BnrkM. Mrte R



Case and Roller Brackets

Brackets are made for Type Cases, Lead and Slug Banks, Working Banks, Galleys, Rollers, etc. We illustrate on the opposite

page a selection from which almost any possible requirement can be met. The three-case brackets are made with and without the

tilting feature in two sizes. All Brackets are of cast iron, free from flaws and are furnished with black japanned finish, with holes

drilled for screws.

The No. 1 Tilting Bracket takes a pair of standard size

news cases. The lower case can be tilted back to expose the

galley board underneath.

Price, per pair $2 00

The No. 2 Three-Case Tilting Bracket takes a pair of

standard size news cases at the front, and an eighteen inch

working bank or standard size Bettis lead and slug case at

the rear.

Price, per pair $2 40

The No. 3 Three-Case Tilting Bracket is the same as the
No. 2 except that it takes a twenty inch dump at the rear.

Takes a pair of standard size news cases at the front.

Price, per pair $2 50

The No. 4 Three-Case Braket is without tilting feature.

Takes a pair of standard size news cases at the front, and an
eighteen inch working bank or standard Bettis lead and slug
case at the rear.

Price, per pair $1 90

The No. 5 Three-Case Bracket is without tilting feature
and is same as the No. 4, except that it takes a twenty inch

dump at the rear. Accommodates a standard pair of news
cases at the front.

Price, per pair $2 00

The No. 7 Double Case Bracket, style B, is for attach-
ment on a flat surface. It takes a pair of standard size news
cases.

Price, per pair $1 25

The No. 8 Double-Case Bracket, style C, takes an eighteen
inch working bank or standard Bettis lead and slug case at
the front and a standard full size case at the top.

Price, per pair $1 75

The No. 9 New York Case Bracket, takes a pair of stand-
ard size news cases. Provides for bringing the cap case for-
ward several inches over the lower case and close to the
compositor.

Price, per pair $1 50

The No. 10 Detachable Single Case Bracket, with sockets,
will attach to an upright surface, particularly on the end of
a cabinet. Will hold a single full size case or a working bank.

Price, per pair $2 00

The No. 13 Roller Bracket will attach to a perpendicular
surface. Bracket arms extend horizontally and will hold
six rollers.

Price, per pair 50 cents

The No. 16 Low Job Case Bracket will take two job cases on
one side, one placed on top of the other. Can be tilted back
and held in reversed position. The opposite side will take a
standard eighteen inch Bettis lead and slug case or working
bank.

Price, per pair $2 00

The No. 17 Low Job Case Bracket will take a standard
size job case on one side, which can be tilted back. The
opposite side will take a standard size eighteen inch Bettis
lead and slug case or working bank. In the center is a four-
inch space for lead bank.

Price, per pair $2 00

The No. 18 Case Bracket with upper arm detached will
take a job case at the front and a two-surface lead and slug
tray at the top.

Price, per pair $2 00

The No. 18 Case Bracket with upper arm extension in

place will take a pair of news cases.

Price, per pair $2 00

Everything that is Good for the

Printers as Quick as It Appears
The American Type Founders Company, in its capacity

as Universal Provider for Printing Plants, furnishes

every standard and approved and also every new and

good machine, apparatus, appliance or tool as soon as

it appears. This is the most complete catalogue of

Printers' Requirements ever issued, but when from
time to time in the future anything new in this line

appears, and if it is worthy to be recommended, it will

be on sale by this company.

IF IT IS GOOD FOR THE PRINTER THE
AMERICAN HAS IT FIRST
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Steel and Iron

Equipments

'HKN properly made. Steel and

i Printing Plant Kquip-
nienl undoubtedly mo
nomical than those made .

tirely of wood, because of their

superior stability and durability.

The economy of them is not to

be measured by first cost, but by

their practical indestructibility

and the continuance of their

>d and dignified appearance
after lon use. When wooden

equipments (bought at the same

time) have become shaky, shop-

worn and shabby, steel and iron

equipments will be i>ivini> undi-

minished satisfaction. In buying
well-made Steel and Iron Kquip-

ments printers are making an in-

itment fortheirgrandchildren.

There is nothing so economical

and lastint>. Th nly

mposin.Li Room Kquipments
that may be depended upon to

Keep the Printing

Plant Young

AmericanType Founders Company





IMPORTANT TO BUYERS OF STEEL EQUIPMENTS
In the design and the method of construction and the materials used the printing

equipments catalogued in the following pages are for the most part quite new. It is tin-

aim to make these steel and iron equipments not only more durable but also more
space- and time-saving than any equipments heretofore offered to printers. The initial

expense of the dies and formers required for each piece of steel furniture is so great, that
the selection of the most advanced and best approved designs is a matter of the utmost

importance to the manufacturer, a consideration that cannot fail to benefit the buyers.
There can be no question of the ultimate economy of installing properly constructed
steel and iron equipments.

GOOD QUALITY AND BAD QUALITY
The mere fact that iron and steel are used does not establish Stability and Dura-

bility. A method of construction which may be suitable for ordinary office furniture is

quite unsuitable and inadequate for printing plant equipments, which have to sustain

heavy weights and withstand great strain and wear and tear. Good quality in steel and
iron equipments depends (even more than in wood) on careful, workmanlike and sub-

stantial construction. The place to look for the essential quality is in the interior or
concealed work and material. While steel and iron construction lends itself to attractive

designs, the attractiveness may serve to conceal poor construction and inadequate ma-
terials. The line of equipments offered here is not only attractive in appearance, but has
behind the attractiveness a method of construction and a selection of materials which
make these equipments the most economical and best value procurable, when tested by
length of service and the maintenance of good appearance long after flimsy steel con-

structions and the best wooden constructions have reached the scrap heap.
A shelf of steel, if made too light, is not so serviceable as one made of wood of

suitable thickness, on account of the greater spring in the steel. Iron make-up and

storage tables, if not adequately supported by a sufficient number of legs, will soon dis-

close a degree of instability which will retard the work done on them. The first con-

sideration in purchasing steel and iron equipments should be Stability and Durability.
The American Type Founders Company is behind every piece of steel and iron

equipment it sells. It recommends this class of equipment to those who are looking for

permanent investments in equipments of a nature which may be passed along to their

grandchildren with little practicable impairment of quality, and which will maintain a

good and dignified appearance to their successors. If properly made, this class of equip-
ment cannot, at present, be made as cheaply as wooden equipments, and any attempt to

cheapen construction will result in a poor bargain for the purchaser.

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR NEWSPAPER PLANTS

Newspaper plants of the larger and growing kind require equipments of extra

Durability. Furniture which may be adequate to the use of commercial printing plants

may not withstand the greater wear and tear of daily newspaper usage. Steel and
Iron Equipments which have been in use on daily newspapers for ten years are now as

satisfactory both in service and in good appearance as when first bought.

QUESTION OF FIRE INSURANCE

In buildings constructed to be fireproof, the installation of wood equipments increases

the hazard and the rate of insurance. If the contents are inflammable the building is in

grave danger as well. The use of steel and iron equipments will lessen the risks from fire.

THIS IS THE AGE OF STEEL

In every direction the increasing use of steel and iron furniture and fittings is ob-

servable. The demand is for permanency, for the best value, and that quality which is

more appreciated years after the purchase than in the beginning. When the printing

plant runs down the operating expenses run up. Those who invest in well constructed

steel and iron printing plant equipments are insuring themselves against the plant run-

ning down. These equipments will keep the printing plant perennially young. Those

who install iron and steel equipments have served notice that they are in business to stay.

m



Rogers Steel Cabinet No. 553
This highly efficient cabinet occupies the least possible floor space, holds the greatest number of full-size cases it is c .ssihlp f

put into a working cabmet, and gives the compositor liberal facilities for disposing of copy, proofs, tools andfhe matLrias used ,'n
the work in hand. Above the cases there is a lead and slug bank
holding sizes from four to twenty-five picas. This lead and slugbank is a great convenience and time-saver both to the compositors
stationed in the same alley and to compositors who come to the alleyfrom other stations to use the cases below.

The Rogers Cabinet conforms to the only efficient principle-that access to cases in a cabinet or stand should never be obstructed
by compositors working in front of them. Alleys should contain
cases on one side and working banks on the other side. All the
cases and the lead and slug bank are readily available for the com-
positors using the working banks, and also available without
hindering any man's work for compositors stationed in other alleystach case should be provided with spaces and quads to save the
time wasted in walking to and from a central space and quad

Rogers Cabinet No. 653, Cast; Side

supply every time a line is to be justified, a waste that very quickly
foots up more than the cost of the spaces and quads.

found very convenient for holding such things as cuts and other
material and quarter-cases holding auxiliary materials required
for the work immediately in hand.

The cabinet contains forty-eight full-size California job cases
twenty-four on each side. The runs project three inches beyond
the cases to afford a secure hold for each case when it is pulled
out for setting a line without removing it from its place in the
cabinet.

On the working side there is a full length working bank, Rogers Cabinet No. 553 Working Side^^g%^&^&%^^*^ &*!!?
if re"Uired ' This bei"* a ** compositor's cabinet, no provision is

nrl'Sfo
CO

f
StrUCtlT L

S s*ro"K
',

d^ble and very attractive. The frame and working bank are of heavy reinforced steel the endsor pressed;sheet steel. Ihe runs are so incorporated with the frame as to be more than sufficiently strong to withstand theea
Vff_i

W
.

e
T __ ,

ma
Y, PfPerly be placed on them. Color, olive green.

attached on brackets over the working bank or above the case racks, as shown

Dimensions and Contents of Rogers Cabinet No. 553
Coses are ofwood, with boxes l",\-inch deep, and with Steel Front Protectors and Bronzed Pulls.

in illutration?!? required?"
**" "" P8Se 13 '

Tracy Steel Cabinet No. 550

fornn
t
?h
havin? a working bank on the case side of a cabinet, the Tracy Cabinet will commend itself, all

. for bunching the maximum number of compositors in the least possible area. On the case side there is a work-
ing bank above the cases, which, however, serves a better purpose
in being available for quarter-cases holding auxiliaries of all kinds,
or brass rule cases, or special space and quad cases, bringing such
material handy to the compositor in the alley and also to com-
positors stationed elsewhere who may have occasion to use the
cases in the alley.

auxiliary materials. There are al

"
Dimensions and Contents of Tracy Cabinet No. 550

d' WUH b Xe" l!y">-inch deeP- and with steel Frmt Protectors and Bronzed Pulls.

lrfri,?^ 'n
n
f^'

7
!
inC^S; de

?,
th ' on ""or. 21*> inches; depth over all, 37 inches; height to lower
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Extension Front Steel Cabinet*

V u * b ll >' ,*
" convent .nd lime-aaving. H,f.

a clum.y. Inconvenient rear extra.ion u> each r.Unrt ca n

BeMeate* me* iwel CkkfcM N>. en

or fur attaching cue brackets or steel *ectional working top*. If required any >uitaulr
nhown in the illustration are ex tra. Thtrre are 24 fu ll-.iic caae*

in each tier.

Thea* ca*e*
have extra

. .

o that their

type holding
capacity i

one - f xth
more than
that nf regu-
lar full vise

job case*.
Thin increaae
of rapacity in

an important
consideration
to those prin-
ti who are
realliing the
, . .

rived from
the purchase
and theUMof
weight foota

fore the Introduction of this >tyle of bi-
Intolerable nuisance when II was ilsalmi

to sat from *uch caaea on the top* ef
other caae .lands or cabinet*. By
extending the sides of cabinet and

. run. four inches a* shown
In the Illustrate*!, any caae ran be
|mlll out and every I*

iNwed without removal from runs.
Further, if il > de*irrl In set from a
case which is either too high or too
low tu be conveniently naached. aoch
caae may be slipped into a conven-
ient pi tun t i Ai^-ti any of the runs
ami It will tic held securely there by

* trillion of the runs, without
removing the caae already bald he*
twvtm the same runs.

The construction Is strong, dur-
able ami attractive. The frame and
runs are of heavy steel; the top.
side* and back* are of ahaet steal,
reinforced wher* required. Foreom-
pactnesa than cabinets cannot he
excelled, fiiliii _ nliiiii uiaan

The cabinet illustrated bar* la

correct height for utilising the top
of it for .luring matter or material

> brackets may be attached. Label holders

aMsaslnMsMMsxaaMaatlavaal

I onteau aad Diasraaie*. ef Eltrasiea Fraal Steel Cabineta

Cat** an mad* of wood. -i(A ban* "h. iiwA deep, and -i(A Slrrl l-Yonl Prot*dor* and Bnmtod P*U*
No. (01. contains 26 full-size California jobcases. Height. 43 Inchea: depth. Zl Inches: width. MH inchea. Sea Illustration
No. SOS. contains SO full-size California job cases. Height. 43 Inchea: depth. S3 inchea: width. **. Inchea.
No. sns. contain* 60 full-die California job case., in one tier. Height. KS'i inche.: depth. tJ Inchea. width. KH Inchea.
No. 607. contains 7S full-size California jobcaaea. Heiaht. 4J Inche* : depth. 23 Inches ; width. lOBS Inches, See illustration
/Vices on application. Kxtra drrp Ca/</umtt job raau. m/A bom l'i iacA dtrp. /WrsjueW al adrmnaf on prie*t of rrgvlar

drptk cojir*.

Flush Front Steel Cabinets
The case* in these cabineta have extension* on the rear, so they may be pulled out. exposing all the boxea of the case, whan It I*

desired b>*et from it without removing from the cabinet. The boxea In the caaea in theee and all nt.-.-! <-.lnets are fifteen-sixteenth.
Inch deep, giving than one-sixth greater type capacity than heretofore, without In-

creasing the space occupied by the caaea In the cabinet, the frame* of the caaea bang
of the same dimensions as those of regular case.. Thi. I. an Important cnn.ideralion
to those printer* who with to raalix* the economical advantages derived both from
purchasing and u*ing weight fonts of job type*.

The uteri run* In the cabineta are Incorporated with the Inner Heel lining, and
are capable of sustaining extraordinary weight* and strains. Strength In the frame
i* uariasa If the (trength of the caae rant I. inadequate to several limn the .train
caused by the weight of a full caae.

Lab*) holder, and numbers on case* are extra. The cabinet, shown bare are 41
inchea high, and case and other working brackets and sectional working tops may be
screwed on them, for which purpose hoi** are tapped in the steel lops.
The construc-

tion I. strong,
durable and at-

tractive. The
frame and runs
are made of
heavy (teal: the
top and aldea
and back are of
sheet steel, re-

Inforced where

Ceateal* aad IHiaeaaiwu ef ria.h Kreal Meel TaMiiet.

Cm*** are a/ moorf. -i/A 6or 1^1* inc* dtp. and *"
S/rW AVrmr Pntfdon and ttr,mi,d /s,H.

No. 600. contain* full-abw California lab caaea. Height.
41 inches: depth. 23 Inchea: width. *i t lixbea.

No. 60t contain. Mfull-^aeCaafomia job caeaa. Height.
43 inchea: depth, a Inchea: width. >%> Inthea.

No. SOI. contain. 71 full-.lw CaUfornla job caaea. In three

tiers. Height. 41 Inchea: depth, a Inche. width. kW* tilth*..

rVioa* on application for avoee and oMer eiawa. Kr/ra
eep California f* ea***. wil* .. "r inr aWv.

-
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Mills Extra Strong Iron and Steel Case Cabinets
In addition to the irreducible minimum space occupied by these case stands or cabinets, they are the strongest and most durable

made. The frame is made of extra heavy angle iron and the case runs are of heavy angle iron. The Working Bank and both
Auxiliary Banks are made of steel, reinforced where necessary. The ends and back are of sheet steel. When a Contents Frame is

added, it is made of steel. The color is olive green. As delivered the design will vary from that shown in the illustration, which is

that of a cabinet of wooden construction.
The Mills Extra Strong Case Cabinets are sold with or without

cases. When an office is being renovated it is not infrequently a desirable

economy not only to save the cases in use but to save the cost of transfer-

ring type from old to new cases. The old cases can be cut out for finger
holds by any local carpenter, and when transferred to these exceedingly
strong, compact and attractive looking stands or cases the result is

entirely satisfactory.
The illustration shows cabinet holding cases with regular fronts,

which have been transferred from old style stands, and being placed
close together, have been cut out at top and bottom of front rail, in

centre, to afford finger holds for pulling out cases.
When this cabinet is ordered with cases, cabinet front California

job cases are supplied, with boxes ir?ly-inch deep, with bronzed
pulls, as usual in other cabinets.

A Contents Frame (shown at left of the lower illustra-

tion) is added as an extra. Two cards upon which are printed
specimen lines of each font in the cabinet are placed in this

frame, facing the general gangway, enabling compositors to
locate fonts without entering the alleys.

Cabinet, to hold Regular FV<

without pulls

On the working side there are aWorking Bank and an Auxiliary Bank.
On the latter, material for the work immediately in hand or quarter-
cases holding auxiliary material of all kinds may be placed within
easy reach. On the case side there is a bank on which leads and
slugs are kept, convenient alike to compositors working in the alley
or for compositors stationed elsewhere who enter the alley to use
the cases.

The space occupied is the least possible that is required for hold-
ing and easily handling the cases. The runs project three inches
beyond the cases, affording a secure hold when it is desired to set
from them without removing- them from their regular positions in
the cabinet.

Special attention is invited to the method of lighting these stands
or cabinets by means of Linolite Lamps, as shown in the illustra-

tions. On a double stand or cabinet two Linolite Lamps are sus-

pended on brackets over the Auxiliary Bank, on the working side,
and two under the fore edge of the lead and slug case, on the case
side, throwing light on any case that may be used to set from with-
out removing from rack. These four Linolite Lamps are controlled

by two switches, handily placed. (For description of the Linolite

Lamps see page 1300.) Linolite Lamps are extra.
Single Cabinets occupy floor-space of 36Vl>x20 inches ; depth over all, 24 inches ; depth of Working Bank, 20 inches ; depth of

Auxiliary Bank, 9 inches ; depth of Lead and Slug Bank, 8 inches ; height to Working Bank, 44 inches ; height over all, 561
/! inches.

Double Cabinets occupy floor-space of 72x20 inches ; depth over all, 24 inches ; depth of Working Bank, 20 inches ; depth of
Auxiliary Bank, 9 inches, depth of Lead and Slug Bank, 8 inches ; height to Working Bank, 44 inches ; height over all 56!4 inches.

Capacity of Mills Extra Strong Case Cabinets. (Dimensions are given in two preceding paragraphs)
Single Mills Extra Strong Cabinet, with runs for 20 full-size regular front cases, but without cases.
Single Mills Extra Strong Cabinet, with 24 full-size cabinet front California job cases, with boxes ir>it-inch deep, and bronzed pulls.
Double Mills Extra Strong Cabinet, with runs for 40 full-size regular front cases (as illustrated), but without cases.
Double Mills Extra Strong Cabinet, with 40 full-size cabinet front California job cases, with boxes 1

'Vi n-inch deep, and bronzed pulls.
Contents Frame, Linolite Lamps, Lead and Slug Bank, Label Holders, and Case Numbers are extra.
Prices on application. California job canes, with extra deep (1 yie-inch) boxes can be furnished, if desired, at an advance on

price ofregular cases. These cases occupy same space in runs as regular cases.

3 Extra Strong Cabinet (working
Linolitf Lamps and Co

tide) showing Aux
tents Frame

try Bank.

Extension Front Steel Case Stands
These stands are made to hold cases with regular fronts, such as body type pair cases ; and they are recommended to those who,

having an ample supply of regular cases, wish to discard old-fashioned and space-wasting case stands and racks, without being
involved in the expense of new cases and the cost of

transferring the type from the old to new cases. Case
pulls may be applied to the old cases, or the front frames
of the cases may be cut away in the center at top and
bottom (as shown in the illustration above) to afford the
necessary finger hold for pulling- cases from the stand.

The frame and runs extend four inches further than
the cases, so that a case may be pulled out far enough to

expose all the boxes, and type set from it, without re-

moving- it from the stand ; or if it is desired to use a
case which is too high or too low in the stand to set from
with comfort, such case may be transferred to any other
run in stand, and be securely held by projection.

Any style of iron bracket for holding cases, etc., or

any style of working top manufactured by us, may be
attached to the top of Case Stands Nos. 925, 926, and 928,

which are all 43 inches high. The tops of these three
stands are tapped with holes in which to screw the
working tops.

As the sides and backs of these cabinets are of

pressed steel, they are as dust proof as cabinets, except
for the openings between the fronts of the cases.

The construction is strong, durable and attractive.
The frame and interior supports are made of heavy steel ;

the top of reinforced steel; and the sides and back of

pressed steel. Color, olive green.

Capacity and Dimensions of Extension Front Steel Case Stands

7A *"!!
size-reKular fr nt cases in one tier; floor space, 21V2x35 inches; height, 43 inches.

5 nW t ,j
4 full-size regular front cases in two tiers (see illustration); floor space, 21Vax69a 4 inches; height, 43 inches.

M ool' 1 u 1 12
u

!~
size re*ular front cases in one tier; floor space, 2lV2x35 inches; height, 83% inches.

'0 full-size regular front cases in three tiers; floor space, 2iy2xl03Vi inches; height, 43 inches.
Prices for above case stands on application. Cases not included unless separately ordered.
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Thit case
(on a double Mills (*

Mills Iron and Steel Head Letter CVue Cabinet*
In the lively newspaper plant*. In several at which It ha*

The space occupied in th* le.

appreciated In the lively newspaper plant*, in several of which It ha* nraved to be very practical. If neeeeaary
Cabinet) four cue* may be put Into convenient |.-n >..n. to set from, when a head contain* four kind* of type-

two caea* on th. Working Bank and two case* on th. bracket, below th.^^ WorkmgBank. The distance between the lower edg* of th* Working Bank
and the cases on th* bracket* below Is ten and three-eighth* inch**, making
It entirely convenient to art out of the case, on the bracket*. brraup<
only project two Inche* beyond the Working Hank. Thus a man may set

alternately from a case on the Working Bank and a ca*e on the bracket*
without the slightest inconvenience. Thr i

. bracket*
ar* hinged, and when not in use fold inwards, u shown t left of
the Illustration.

These cabinet* are sold with and without ra***. At a small
advance on price of regular full slar California Job rases we supply
California job cam with rxlrs .le.-p I...... 1 1

1 i.-mrhl Thee* ea*ea

occupy no more space in the racks than rases with boxes of regular
depth. A projecting pulls are always inconvenient on rue* which
have to be used on the Working Hank, none are used, although the
ras.s are set rlowly together. In order to economise space. Instead
of pulls the front rail of each rase Is rut out at top and bottom in
the center (as shown in illustration), affording ample Anger hold
fur pulling the case out of the rack.

A galley rest. 4'nI4 Inrhe*. is placed at one end of each stand
or cabinet, to hold standing heads or to dump on in rase th* Work-
ing Bank Is covered with caae*. Th* bracket* which hold It ar*
made to attach at either end.

The Auxiliary Bank I* divided to hold lead* and slug*, cut to
meuure from one to seven columns In length.

The frame is made of extra heavy angle iron, the runs of heavy
angle Iron. The Working and Auxiliary Banks are mad* of eteel.
reinforced where required, and resting on iron bracket*. The end*
and back are enclosed with sheet steel. In general, th* construction
I* extra heavy throughout, the strongest made. and therefore
suitable for the hardest kind of usage in newspaper planta. The color
Is olive green,

4e that is required for storing and the easy handling of the rssss The runs project three
inch** beyond the rase*. alTording a secure hold when It is desired to let from them without removing them from their regular
positions In the cabinet.

The back of the cabinet and the Auxiliary Bank are flush, and may be set In close contact with a wall or another ptoee of
furniture without wasting any space.

Special attention Is invited to the method of lighting these cabinet* by means of four IJnollte (.amps, two on brackets over-
hanging the Auxiliary Bank and two located under the fore edge of Working Bank (as shown In illustration), lighting the rase*
on the bracket* or in th* rack*. UnollU Lamp* are controlled by switch**, placed In handy positions on th* cabinet. (For

description of Linolite Lamp* see page 1300).

Capacity and DisMmai*** ef Mills Head Utter fas* Cabinet*

Single, to hold 14 full-siie California Job caeca. Length. Sfi'v Inches; depth on floor. 10 Inches; depth over all. 24 Inchea; depth
of full length Working Bank. 20 inches; depth of full length Auxiliary Bank. Inches; height to Working Bank. 44 Inches;
height over all. S6-i Inchea.

Doable, to hold 28 full (lie California Job case*. Length. 72 Inchea; depth on floor. 20 Inch**: depth over all. 24 Inches: depth of
full length Working Bank. 20 inches: depth of full length Auxiliary Bank. Inchea: height to Working Bank. 44 Inchea: height
i.v.-r all. 5Vi Inchea.

Linolite Lamps and Case Numbers extra. fVic*. on appliratvm. COM or*
,
not ineiutUd ><**> srparaMy ordered1

.

Steel Cut Cabinets, with Steel Cases

Theae are the nrst all-steel rut cabinet* ever mad*, and
commend IhuineelKa*. on account of bring more compact and
apaee-eaving than any other cut cabinet* heretofore made,
as well as mlnimiilng the danger of loss by fire and by dust.

Thee* cabinet* are made with flush front* (a* illustrated )

and also with extension front*, and may be purchased with
lil.-x.-l St.-. I <'ut Caseaor I'lain (Blank) Steel Cases.

C**e* In Hush front cabinet* have four-Inch projection*
In rear, to hold rssss securely on the runs when drawn oat
to expose all the content*. The** rear projections are not re-

quired where the cabinet* have projecting front*, a* de-
scribed on pan lift?.

Indexed Cut Caae* are Illustrated on pace 1248 of this

catalogue. To thoe* who Insist upon systematic car* of cat*
th*eTndex.d Cut Case* an IndlspensabU.

ThecoMtruction is strong, durable and attractive. The
frame* and top and partitions ar* of reinforced steel. The
case* are of heavy sti-rl. capable of sustaining all the weight
of metal-body cut* that can lie placed In them. The backsare
of prveead steel. Color, olive green.

C**e* ar* all steel, with bronted pulls, full site. S2MxMH
inches over all. Case numbers and an indexed cut catalogue
are included with cabinet* containing Indexed case*. Cue
numbers are extra when uidered with caMneti containing
plain caaa*.

Coateau and IMaxaeJen* ml Flesh Front Cat Cabinet*

No. 610. with SO plain caae*: floor space. tmx36 Inche.: height. 43 Inch.*,

No. 610A. with 30 indexed ca*es; floor space. 214x36 Inchea; height, a Inche*. See
Illustration

No. 61*. with 60 plain cue*: floor space. 214x38 Inche.; height 72 inchea.

No. 6I2A. with 60 indexed cues; floor .pace. 214x36 Inchesjheight.
71 Inch**.

No. 614. with plain cue*. In two tier*; floor .pace, 2l4xe*S Inchee: height. 43 Inch**.

No. 51 4 A. with W Indexed cue*. In two tiers; floor apace. 2l4x*e*. Inche*; length, a
In three tier*: floor space. 21 4xlOBH Incbea. height. 43 Inchea.

eaaea. In three tier.: floor space. 2141KB 1
, Inch**: height.

W ExteaeUe, Freel < .1

No.
No. M6A. with Indexed

43 Incbea.

No. 511. with SO plain ca*e*. floor epece. 21Sx3 Inrbea; height.

No. 611A. with 30 indexed caM.. floor} space. ZlHxM Inrbe.; height, a Inchea.

illuatrmtion

No. 618. with 60 plain case.: floor spare. 21 MX** tad*** height 72 inchea.

No. 6UA. with 60 Indexed cases: floor spare. 21 4x36 inrheejietgh!
72 inch**-

No, 616. with plain caw*, ta two tier*: floor space. 2mxH Inch**: height. 43 IMM.
No. 616A. with fclndexed caaee. In two tier.: floor soar* tmxxeA Inches: height 41

;
; height.

No. writh W plam c*M. In three tiers: floor t^'
A. with M Indexed rues. In three tier., floorNo. 617A.

41 inchea.
.

/View <m appJirarum.



American Steel and Iron Newspaper Make-up Tables

In the larger and livelier newspaper plants the American Make-up Tables are superseding make-up tables on trucks because they
undoubtedly afford facilities for quicker and more systematic work. In addition to their time-, labor- and space-saving merits, the

construction is massive, giving unexcelled strength, rigidity and durability, withstanding the hardest usage.
This style of long make-up tables was first designed by Messrs. Oviatt-and Clark, of the New York American, and first used on

that newspaper, hence the name "American."
American Make-up Tables are made to order to any size desired, and with such disposition of the space under the table as may best

meet the special requirements of each newspaper. The utilization of this space should be a matter of careful study, and the Efficiency

Department (see pages 36, 37) of the American Type Founders Company is prepared to furnish suggestions based upon the experience
of the majority of the leading newspaper plants using American Make-up Tables.

Two illustrations of American Make-up Tables now in use are shown on this page, and each is more particularly described within

the halftone. Each table is twelve feet long. Attention is invited to the number of substantial supports upon which the iron top
rests. These are necessary, owing to the tendency of very heavy iron tops to spring. An unstable make-up surface is an intolerable

\\V\\ \ \ \ \\\\\
M\V\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

Description of American Iron and Steel Newspaper Make-up Table No. 410

. Underneath Arrangement (left to right) in-Length, 12 feet; height to table, 38MJ inches; depth. 29 inches

nd of table, provide ample light,

spapt-r Make-up Table No. 410

nuisance. In selecting make-up tables following the idea original with Messrs. Oviatt and Clark, of the New York American, the
matter of the number of supports is of great importance. No matter how much their omission may reduce the selling price, it is

economy to buy tables having as many of them as the underneath arrangement will permit.
In the illustrations the Overhead Banks rest on iron supports at either end. In practice a twelve-foot Overhead Bank is sup-

ported in the center by a chain or wire from the ceiling. Any center support resting upon the make-up surface is to be avoided, as
it materially interferes with the free use of the table. When desired the Overhead Bank is made by us to be suspended rigidly from
the ceiling, which is the better method where practicable.

The lighting of the American Make-up Tables is perfectly done by means of Linolite Lamps (described on page 1300), and the

iTTx:
Description of American Iron and Steel Newspaper Make-up Table No. 411

Length, 12 feet; height to table, 38V4 inches; depth,29 inches. In addition to its *"3S3".SS|J ftS
merits, the construction is massive, giving unexcelled strength,.rigidity

and durability with*
^nd'ngr

tne

hardest usage. The Underneath Arrangement (from left to right) includes fourteen steel lettei s
' **'"*

bin, with two shelves underneath; a galley rack for one hundred and e'Bnt-v -se n
n
s'"
^s?de to hold fin

and a galley rack for eighty double-column galleys. Overhead Bank is arranged on front side wmw
center) later-saving column rules, and (at right and left) leads and slugs

n
t fro-r on

^

* ^^"k
measures placed in duplicate so that all material is in reach of each man Opposite ide at: "verneau D.

is arranged to meet special requirements. Six Linolite Lamps controlled by switch ; t h end ' f table, pr,

vide ample light. Color, olive
' sizes and stles on apphcI'

. Six Linolite Lamps controe y swic ;

cforthi* table, and for other sizes and styles on apphc

I

and Steel Newspaper Make-up Table No. Ill
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American Iron and Steel Make-up Newspaper Table* (Continued)
under sides of of the Overhaul Bank, are treated to reflect the light The arrangement of Overhead Bank, ma* be chaaged la Mil
local conditions. Th,- Overhead Hank, illustrated on preceding pare are arranged to hold leade and slug* rut <al.lt, 4. i.and 7-col-
umn lengths and ]M>*r-^i mit o.lumn rule*

In the illustrations, bins for receiving dead slugs are .Sown, those are self-em|.lymK inu. ntetal trucks, when the trap doors are
railed. Some American Make-up Table* an made to receive metal truck... under lae table*, into hlch the dead .!<.. are thrown

direct. A. a rule we advlee acain.l putting drawn-, in make-up table, they
almost invariably become harbun fur all sorts ..f material, whirh .(,.^1.1 not
be in them, but they can In added when dssired.

An Impurtant detail in ,ir American Make-up Table I. the rigidity < all
letter and form (helve*. Metal ha* more spring than wood, and In eel.

make-up table or any other niece., f furniture contain!am letter and formhelve
it will tie proAtablo to look ckwl) int.. thi. matter A Utter or form shelf
which i. not nicl i. a constant source of annoyance and delay.

/ fir.. sfsrfss e/ tt.se teaisa are pnatW. eM ifAi. eae*
'

I
TaMr No. 4IS

American Make-up Table*
Theee have proved very practical, especially when used in c.ineetion

with Make-up Truck.. They can be furnished In any length, and the Under-
neath Arrangement may be varied to >uit special condlUuna.

The table Illustrated here has an iron top. supported In a strong iron
frame. The fourteen valley .helve., the three (alley bin. tin centre) and both
ends and the bark are made of preaaad sheet steel, reinforced where reuuired.
The Hank at the back i. divided l hold the various length* of lead, and .lux.
commonly uaed on the publication. Linolitr Ijunp. may be .u.pended over
the Rank. Color, olive green.

DIssMsloas ef Aawriraa Make-up Table Ne. 415

Lencth. 48 in..; depth. in*.: heinht. .*.", in.. Unolite I^uniM eitra. If

required. /Vice, far Iku taklt and/or afArr Inallu mnJ *!< im ai-i-

American Steel and Iron Linotype Correcting Tables
1 n the larger plant* it i deirable tome leparate correctinK tablet. The American Correcting Table. No. 420. Illustrated here, ku

been found very practical in a number of planu. This style of table can be furnished to order in any length, and the Underneath
Arrangement may be varied. There are two
openinm in the top of the table: that at the left

is for take slugs, which drop into the drawer
below: that near the centre is for dead slugs,
which fall into a large self-emptying dead slug
bin built in the form of a chute, ami closed by a
trap door. These tables are also made with dead
slug trucks which are placed under the opening
in the tables.

The construction is designed to resist the
hardest usage and maintain a good appearance.
The top is of reinforced steel, supported by sub-
stantial iron legs, rigidly braced. The take slug
drawer, dead slug bin and both ends are of steel.

The ten shelves for holding loaded galleys are of
reinforced steel. Color, olive aiam.

An overhead Linolite lighting arrangement
may by added, if required, and is frequently de-
sirable.

Dissensions of American Correcting Table
No.

Length. 84 ins.: depth. 28 Ins.: height. *'-.

ins. /Vices /or la in latlr and for ofAer (matt*
and ftyltm DM app/trofion.

American Galley Receiving and Storage Table's

Th.-M- are made to any site, and the Underneath A
be varied. The table illustrated here Is In use in several

I may
is. and Is

very practical The top Is of reinforced steel, supported by a strong
iron frame. The seven galley shelves are of reinforced steel; the three
galley bins and the three galley racks (two for single and one for double-
column galleys) and both ends are made of ihssl steel. Color. oHve

IMssrasieas ef Anwrkaa Galkr Receiving and Storage Table Ne. 4M
Length. *0 Ins.: depth. M Ins.: height. MS in.. rW*. f..r (Au

laU, andfar oUur sun and fS*M witl ee avoW on application.

\ \\ \\ \\ \\ \\\\\\\\\Y^

American Steel Dumping Table*
The top Is T2xZ>l i inches, made of heavy Uvibd steel.

with tubular steel cleats for supporting galleys at nereaaary

""The take slug rack, held on brackets at rear of table, is

of steel, and is (as shown in illustration) divided for singfa

, but mar be divided to suit any

Arrangement Include, (taft to rlghO.
S steel drawers, each 2x22'.V. inches: steel bin. for

holding empty galleys: 1 tiers of steal .helves for holding M
doubJe*colunSi Su?.; and U reinforc-d atari sMr. to

e eoa , durable, and attractive. Tke
ends and all rapport, are of double atee In tubular construe-

lef eesr e.
The eonatructlon Is strong,

enoa ana ail eupjwins are a. WVMWB
bon. and the back is of musiil steel. Color, olive green.

ef Aawrtm. Uaaiplag Hank Na. *M
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American Combination Dumping and Correcting Tables

For plants using about ten machines or less these combination tables are very practical and convenient. They are made with a
variety of Underneath Arrangements to suit special conditions in composing rooms.

On the dumping side, metal cL-ats are secured to the re-
inforced steel top to support galleys. On the correcting side
there is an opening in the reinforced steel top of table through
which dead slugs drop into a self-emptying slug bin, made
of steel, built in the form of a chute, and closed with a trap
door. Some of these tables are built to accommodate a metal
dumping truck under the opening in the top, instead of the
slug bin.

The Overhead Bank is usually divided on the correcting
side for leads on one side and leads and take slugs on the
other, but this arrangement can be varied to meet special
conditions. The metal brace-bar above the Overhead Bank
has copy hooks on both sides.

These tables are furnished (if required)

I

with Linolite Lamps under Overhead Bank, the
bank acting as a reflector and protecting the
eyes from the glare. This is the best method
of lighting now in use. It is described on page
1300. When Linolite Lamps are furnished they
are attached and wired for connection.

The construction of this table is the best
for the exceptional wear and tear of newspaper
plants. The frame is made of one and a quar-
ter inch iron pipe, the top and shelves and bins
of reinforced steel, the Overhead Bank of
heavy steel, and the ends of pressed steel.

Nothing short of sledge hammer blows will

injure equipments constructed in this manner.
In the table illustrated, No. 450, the Un-

derneath Arrangement includes, on the correct-
ing side (left to right), a steel self-emptying
slug bin, and three bins for dead galleys and
twelve shelves for matter, all of reinforced
steel. On the dumping side there are steel bins
for quoins and sidesticks, and two bins for dead

American Combination Dumping and Correcting Table No. 450 galleys, and eight shelves, all of reinforced
steel. The color is olive green.

Description of American Combination Dumping and Correcting Table No. 450

Length, 72 inches; depth, 54 inches; height to top of table, 38Vi inches; height to copy hook bar, 68 inches. Linolite Lamps extra.
Prices for this table and for other sizes and styles on application.

American Iron and Steel Dumping Banks
These Banks are practically indestructible. They are built any desired length, and the bank proper, take slug rack and Under-

neath Arrangement can be varied to meet special conditions in the composing room.
The frame is of one and one-quarter inch pipe, the top is made of sheet brass, with brass dividing strips, the take slug rack and

copy hook bar are made of steel. The ends are of sheet steel.

Particular attention is invited to the thorough support (consisting of five pairs of legs) provided for this bank. The cost would
be considerably decreased by lessening this support, but when fully loaded these banks carry tons of weight, and in tables less well
supported the bank itself and the storage shelves will sag and get out of line and gradually rack themselves to pieces. The manu-
facturers would very willingly reduce the cost of manufacture if it could be done without ultimate injury to the buyer's best interests.

These banks are also made to order, with removable letter boards, or galley racks, or blank steel cases for storing cuts, or page
storage galleys, underneath the bank. In short, the Underneath Arrangements and the longitudinal divisions of the bank itself should
be made to conform to the special conditions of each composing room. Linolite Lamps (as described on page 1300) may be placed on
brackets and suspended over the bank. If the special conditions of a printing plant are detailed to the designers of the Efficiency
Department of this Company, they will submit drawings showing such rearrangements of the bank here illustrated as may best
meet the requirements of the buyer.

The Underneath Arrangement of the table illustrated here has three long steel-lined receptacles for holding dead galleys, three
steel bins for holding quoins and sidesticks, and twenty shelves for storing matter, all made of reinforced steel.

Dimensions of American Dumping Bank No. 430

Length, 12 feet ; depth, 22 inches ; height to lower edge of bank, 42 inches ; height to lower edge of take slug rack, 48 inches ;

height to copy hook bars, 67 inches; shelves, 26x21% inches. Linolite Lamps extra, if required. Prices for this bank andfor other size*
and styles on application.

American Dumping Bank No. 431
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Hamilton Steel Make-up and Storage Table No. 801
Theee table* are very practical for maklng-up the more Intricate BUM. Mich a. Sunday edition matter. The make-up may have

all the required matter under the table. Including advertiwntenu. Thee, table. <-.n be made any length and with Underneath
ArrmngMnenu to .ull *ueclal cidilliaM.

The construction I. not only very .tronc. but i. attractive, Prame.
>f tal.k- ami galley truck are of heavy .tori, rigid and .table. The tan
.urface I. of >teel. The bank I. nine Inche. by *eventy-lwo Inirham, aad
ha* adju.tahle divieion for lead*, .lug*, rule., etc.. and I. made af

ataal ! Ilii ail The end*, back and drawer are of
inert .leet. The galley .helve, and the MaUonary
inragv .helve, are of .teal, property reinforced. Color,

ollvegrvrn.
The Underneath Arrangement of the table here

illu.trated ha* (left u> nht) a drawar:
(Ulley Track by mean, of which live or i

i. conveyed quickly and cail> In a whole,
from or to any department of a eoauoamg roo

.helvea. eachtier* of double column galley
eighteen galley*, fifty-four In all; and fifteen i

Unollte Lamp. IdeKrlbed on page 1*00) may
bank. Ifdeatrad.

hetvea.
be added on bracket* uvrrhandnc UM bank. I

i ef HaailltMi Makr-.p ..d Marace T.ale

a. Hi
Lenrth. 7S Inche*: depth. '. Inch., over all:

h.-iht to iron top. S Inche.; helcht to top of bank. 4*

UalU-7* : *tormc Ihelvea. SI Inche. wide and M mchai
dam: drawer. S.l*.l Inche. over all; overhead
tank. * Inche. by 72 Inche*. Unollt* |juni extra.

A \\ \\V\\\\\V

Hamilton Steel Linotype Correcting Table No. 802

Flat table, are generally prrfcrred for correctlna: linotype matter. No one *tylr of Undrrnrath Ar
ilit ion. but for many plant* thin table will be found practical and effective. Another *tyle I* illuitratad on pace UM.

The top I* T2x26H Inchea. made of heavy levelM .teal with an openlnc
through which dead *luin are conveyed throuch achutelntoa erlf-dumpinc
metal truck.

Thr lake due rack, held on bracket, at rear of table. I* made of *teeL
and i. (a* *hown In the lllu.irationl divided for alnde and double column

meaauree, but may be divided to cult any pertal requirement..
The Underneath Arrancement Include, (left to riirhU I

.t.i-1 drawer*, each ZZx2mu' inche.; S tier* of iteel .lialTe.
for holding M double column valley*; a r.caH to accomnwdau
a Hamilton Self-Uumpinc Metal Truck (deacribed fully on
pan ISA); and U reinforced .t*ej ahalvw for hoUInc loaded
. .

The oonitruction i. .tronc. durable and attractln. The
end* and all *upporu are of double .teel or tubular conitruc-

.- top and the .torai* ihelve. are of reinforced Mad:
the luc rack. back, drawer, and (alley hrlve. are of praMed
Hail. Color, olive (Teen.

Thi. tab*, may be purchaMd with or without the Hamilton
Self-Dumping Metal Truck.

r C errectlag Table Ne. I

Ix-ndh. Tt inche.: depth. W4 inchee: hetirht ta working
.ra: height over all Inche.: tin* at takedug rack.

t72 inche.: rise of (alley .tonur* aheJvea. IH24 Inche.: atee
of drawen. 22.S' .-x.V. Inrhn. /Vme/br (Ai. (oMr aiuf /or
Hamilton firl/-lh>mp>*a JeVtaV Tntrt c.

American All-Iron Make-up or Transfer Truck*

Two ityle. are of-

fered, each .tyle at
ame price.. The
trenath. rigidibrand
lability of the*e

truck*areunexcelled.
They are practically
Inde.tructlble. The
.wlvd ball-bearing
ca.tor* run ea*ily
and are eaally guided.
The Three-l^ecMake-
uparTrmn.ferTruck*
are more easily guided
than any four-leg
truck.. All truck*.

dered. are made
Inche. high.

ery I* .f.
k.il.., Ik

trmeit* t

Any
Any 7

aad IJet Price, of Amrrlran Tar Leg aa4 f,

ataa. WteteH latai> *** Any
.S.:a Hb.. MM A.y

OUtrr iie* >MeV ef |>n.ewi

'



Hamilton Imposing Table No. 72G (:

Hamilton Steel and Iron Imposing Table No. 726
The Underneath Arrangement of this table, as here

shown in two illustrations, is remarkably comprehensive,
convenient and labor-saving for commercial printing
plants. The construction is very strong and durable, as
well as attractive. The frame and chase racks are of heavy
steel; the top of heavy iron; drawers of pressed steel;
the removable letter boards, galley shelves and blank
cases are of steel, reinforced where required to sustain
heavy weights. Color, olive green.

Dimensions and Contents of Hamilton
Imposing Table No. 726

Length, 63 inches; depth, 39 inches; height, 38 '/i inches
Fifteen removable letter boards, each 21-V4 inches deep
and 27V2 inches long; two chase racks, one holding six
chases, 10 l/4xl4Vh inches over all or smaller, the other
holding six chases 14 7/xl6M> inches over all or smaller-
twenty blank cases for cuts, etc., each 21 ;v4 xl6% inches
over all: eight drawers for sundries (immediately under
the top), four on each side, four being 3V4 inches deep
and four 1% inches deep; eight sort drawers, each 11%
inches long, \2*\a inches wide, and 3-''iu inches deep, all
fitted with removable pressed steel sort boxes (as shown

.
in illustration); a font of labor-saving wood furniture.

consisting of 1:160 pieces assorted in widths as follows: Twenty-four each of 2- and 3-line; twenty each of 4- 5- and 6-line- sixteen
each of 8- and 10-line, all widths cut to lengths of 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 54 and 60 picas; and a font of labor-saving reglet consisting
of 2072 pieces, half six and half twelve point, cut to
lengths of 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25,

26, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 45, 48, 51, 54, 57 and 60 picas. Price
on application.

General Merits of the Hamilton

Imposing Table No. 726.

The steel and iron construction is not only stylish, but
is easily kept clean and bright looking, and it also keeps
the contents of the table clean. In printing offices the
product is not acceptable if not clean; and it is a marvel
how work is delivered in a clean condition, notwithstand-
ing the unclean condition of some printing plants. Where
the equipments and premises are not kept clean there is

an inevitable increase of expense in getting the work de-
livered in a clean condition. The general movement toward
profit-making efficiency will bring about a greater degree
of cleanliness in all departments of the printing plant, and
steel and iron constructions such as this Hamilton Im-
posing Table are aids to such increased cleanly efficiency.
Of course, all the steel and iron imposing tables have

iron surfaces. Iron tops are ever so much better, smoother
and more level, and will outlast marble twenty to one.

In commercial plants a supply of labor-saving wood furniture and labor-saving reglet under the table is especially economical
The particularly labor-saving feature of the sort drawers shown in the upper illustration is found in the removable steel sort boxes

one for each character, each of which may be lifted out and easily filled or emptied.

Steel and Iron Imposing and Storage Table No. 725

This very serviceable and capacious table
is shown in two illustrations. The con-
struction is strong, durable and attractive.
The frame is made of heavy steel, the top
is of heavy iron, and the drawers, galley
shelves, blank cases and removable letter
boards are of steel, reinforced where re-

quired to sustain heavy weights. Color,
olive green.

Dimensions and Contents of Imposing
and Storage Table No. 725

Length, 75 inches; depth, 51 inches;
height, 38'/2 inches. Thereare forty-five let-
ter boards, each 22^ inches wide and 20Mj
inches deep over all, giving a storage area
of 350 square feet: twenty blank cases for
cuts, etc., each 22H/io inches wide and 21M;
inches deep; six large drawers (three on
each side); and shelves for ninety-six
double-column full-length galleys. Price
on application.

iposinff and Storage Table No.725 fsee also view below)

. There can be no question that for much
matter, whether dead or alive, the most convenient place for storing it is under an imposing table. If the matter so stored is alive,
it is just where it can be quickly and easily
lifted to the surface for locking up. If the
matter so stored is dead, it is lifted (after
unlocking) from the surface to the shelves
quickly and easily.

In breaking up forms on the imposing
surface, any cuts or electrotypes therein
are quickly and easily transferred to the
blank steel cases.
When paged matter is made up on

galleys, and tied up, two or more pages on
a galley, the most convenient place to store
them, ready for locking-up, is under the im-
posing table.

The six drawers afford the means of
separating the various materials used by
the stoneman, and enable him to have ade-
quate supplies on each side of the table.

The four recesses, one at each corner
are suitable for holding mallets, planers,
quoin keys, straight edges, and other appli-
ances in constant use on imposing tables.

The use of steel letter boards makes it possible to
it more of them in a given space than is possiblewhen wood is used.
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Imposing and Storage Table No. 725 (another view)



Mills Extra Strong Iron and Steel Imposing Tables

These are designed for use in the larger bonk and periodical plant*, and are emceptfc ,

minor but characteristic features peculiar to theae tables: at one end there are three bm. for boating matteta, planers. I

and at the ether end there la a i

. |.th of the table) for Holding ,

The Underneath Arrangement Include* 4

O4 OB each lr> extra substantial rsmoviMs
letter buard*. on roller*. o that they can b
moved with ease when loaded l> full . |.. n .

The runs on which theee buard. move ar sl~

extra heavy. There Is a large open space under
tli.- milling surface for holding any material In

u*e in the work in hand, surh as plate*, sectional

blocks, register bonks, or the furniture required
in locking up.
The con.trurtlon of the .ides and central sup.

port I. heavy ca>t iron, with longitudinal braces
of heavy irun pipe. The top I* heavy Iron. The
receptacle fur m*lrn*l Is sheathed with steel.

The letter boards are of heavy sheet steel, rein-

forced substantially, and rigid tinder the maxi-
mum weight whirh may be pat on them. Color.
olive i

8 lnch; heiitht. XHS incha. Prirtfor l*u (oW.o*rf/or teMn o/o<Arr I

will differ aomewhat from illustration.

Steel and Iron Imposing Table No. 717
In many plant* the Underneath Arrangement of impoa-

inc table* in best utiliied for Marine live or dead matter nn
removable letter (helve*. Thi* table ha* the maximum >u.r-

a(* rapacity poaaible in it* area.
There are four tier* of heavy iteel letter bnard*. two on

each ride, and each ha* 16 ahelvea, or removable letter

board* in all. affording a itorage area of 2*1 aquare feet.

There are alao four capaciou* drawer*, two on each aide. The
riCMtiii at >ide of thedrawer* are u*eful for holding tnallrU.

planer*, quoin key*, etc.

The construction i* Btrong. durable and attractive. The
frame i* made of heavy iteel the top I* of heavy Iron, the
drawer* of heet teel. and the removable letter ahelvea are
of reinforced *teeL Color, olrre green.

li*ra.wa. ef Mill. Kttra Hlreeg Imp
TaMe No. T

Length of imposing surface, 72 Inch**: depth.
i,,J,.,ir,... A. delivered the design of thi. table

DinM.ii.mn. of Hamilton 1-po.m. Tablr No. 717

Lmvth. 6S inchn: drr>th. SI inche.; hriirht. :i-' .- inrhfa.

/Vice OM (i/;*/n i/ioM.

TaMa *.*!!

Steel and Iron Imposing Tabled

With Storage Trucks

The (pedal feature of Oil* ityle of table I* that
the Underneath Arrangement I* movable. eonaUt-

Ing of four truck*, two holding removable letter

buanl. and two holding galley cabinet*. By mean*
of theee truck* live or dead matter can bemaeed
to and from the imposing table quickly and eaaflr.

Taw lower illustration I* of the imposing table
without the truck*. The leg* and frame are of

heavy sUd. the top of heavy Iron, and drawer*
uf u nnil mil Color, olive green.

The truck* are of reinforced Meet throughout.
supported by strong angle Iron platform* on four
stmng castor*. No. I Storage Truck has tw. .

removable letter board*.
twelve

No. t Storage Truck ha*. .

forty-ve galley shelve*. There are four trucks.

two of each .tyle. and each I* provided with two

Distension, of lie.po.ingT.ble with Foer Storage
Track. No. 7*7

Length. Winches: depth. 48 inches: helgl

incbe.: removable letter shelve, in Truck No, 1. MS
inches wide and inches deep over all ; galley shelves

in Truck No. 2. take double-column full-length

galleys: dimensions of Trucks. 271* Inches wide, *4<i

inches deep, and 27' i inches high, over all. /

tk\itabtta*df<rrotkrrti*na*i*vl'"'*ai'p>"Ti<"*

Steel and Iron Im potting Tables
Without Storage Trucks

These tables (as illustrated here) meet conditions

which only require the mean* of Imposing form*.

Storage Trucks may be added at any time. If re-

quired, or special form racks or other fixtures may
be added as conditions develop or change.

The construction Is strong, durable and sttrac-

ind frame are made of beav -

ivy Iron; the drawer, are of |

rwg^pwi UWIK. wi<
live, the leg. and frame are made of hnr teal

the top is of heavy Iron;

test. Color, olive green.

strong hand hold*, hy whirh It la eaaily directed.

to putt nwcuU cooflltiOiW. Color,

"*

of IMsel ead Irea I.

Me,
Tip,

4xJsJ
jncbes

over all: height. H Incbe.: -parity,

over all: height. s*H Inche.; capacity,

over all: height. *% lachea: capacity,

| T.Me. Ne^ n te T>
No. 7*4. a0: height. MH I

all. height. *H l

(M OsjatrM**]): belgtit. MH

Ne.7t.
all. height. MH laehea,

an. beictit. H mchea.



Hamilton Steel and Iron Imposing Tables No. 700
These are made any size and with Underneath Arrangements to suit special conditions The <and most durable used in composing room equipments, practically indestructible withstanding the hardes

strongest

maintaining a good appearance.
The frame is of one and three-quarter-inch

iron pipe, strongly threaded at all joints; the
top is of heavy iron; the ends and drawers of
pressed sheet steel; the letter boards are of re-
inforced steel. Color, olive green

The table here illustrated has six drawers
(three on each side) and seventy-eight remova-
ble steel letter boards (thirty-nine on each
side) . At each end there is a recess for holding
mallets, planers, and other implements where
they may be readily reached.

Letter boards are well placed under impos-
ing surfaces, whether for live or for dead or
standing matter. If for live or dead matter
it is the most convenient place for transfer toand from chases.

The use of steel letter boards increases the
capacity of this table, as more of them can be
put in a given space than would be possible ifwooden letter boards were used. The appear-ance of this table, its durability and its space-
saving quality constitute strong arguments in
tavor of steel and iron construction.

ilton Steel Imposing Table No. 700

Dimensions of Hamilton Steel Imposing Table No 700
CHeS; 'etter ShelVeS ' 21V4 inches wide * 23 * deep. Pricesfor t

Hamilton Steel Galley Cabinets
(For other Galley Cabinets see page 1297).

These are made any length and will be divided for anywidths of galleys.

u7.B^? cabinet illustrated here is 72x25M inches, and
holds 136 full-length double column galleys, and has three steel
drawers, each 23V&xl6x3Vi inches.

The construction is strong, durable and attractive The
frame and top are made of reinforced steel, the drawers and
back are made of pressed steel. Color, olive greenThe height is 38Mt inches, which is convenient for using the
top for correcting, etc.; or the top may be used for storage
purposes.

Dimensions of Steel Galley Cabinet No. 655

.

LenBtn . 72 inches; depth, 2SVt inches; height 38 inches-
size of drawers, 28V4xl6x3V4 inches. Price fw this and forother sizes and styles on application.

Steel Galley Cabinet No. 655

Hamilton Steel Page Storage Galley Cabinets

ful
S inilide - of this

er

sideralion totP
C
thf

Pn
>)ftt

nd durabilitv f Pressed steel galleys are taken into con-
ration, together with the economy and convenience of carrying both live and dead

le?ne,^F ?a tlf
rather th

,

an al'd>K the matter from and to movable letter boards
(especially in the case of the smaller forms or pages) it will be found advisable tocarry all such forms and pages on galleys, even if the full galleys are stored on theremovable letter boards. Where there is a constant use of standard sizes of form!ndCanbm
of shelves to accommodate the gal-
leys can be furnished, and will prove
safe, space-saving, cleanly and con-
venient.

The construction of the Page
Storage Galley Cabinet here illus-
trated is strong, durable and attrac-
tive. The frame and runs are of heavy
steel, the sides and back of pressed
steel. The galleys are also of pressed
steel, and bottoms of standard galley
thickness. Color, olive green.

Dimensions and Contents of Page
Storage Galley Cabinet No. 660*

Capacity, 62 galleys, each 8]/2xll%
inches inside. Height, 43 inches-
width, 20% inches; depth, 13!4 inches.
Price for this cabinet and for other
sizes on application.

Steel Letter Board
Cabinets

These cabinets are unexcelled for
convenience and utility. They occupy
little space and can be placed in the
most advantageous positions in com-
mercial plants,

r Board Cabinet No. 676 The cabinet here illustrated has

ran^*,t0"8 a"d
,

Contents of Steel Letter Board Cabinet No. 576*

it, 43 inches; width,

A, made the sides will be without the panel effect shown in the illustration.
Page Storage Galley Cabinet N.
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Steel Flat Top Galley Cabinet*
<*W otAer <Mlr* CtAtnttt aa> * IMM

Theae ueful cauineta very forcibly illu.trat. the .pare-aavlnc advan l

dou-
ied by* cabinet of wooden eonat

twrnty- .

are indretructlble in rerular uee.

The two-tier c.l.m-t illu.lr.l~l here accommodate. aO
In fart) -pace occupied by* cabinet of wooden eonatruction holdtnr *i a-alle,. Thi. l rapacity
inrmue of twrnty-Av. per cant. Th. Inrreaae in .!urlht> i. murh rrealer. Tim. >le.l cabiaata

Storare ralle an now an hiw.nrlred thai in many planu 11 i. found to b. owe economical and
ivenlont to Mora alt .landing- mat t rr . ,., imllo . m ralley cabinet, rather than on letter board.y. in rail.)

Tba ronatrurtion. i. .tnxiir. .lur.Ur and attractive. The
reinforced .tee) : the bark and the .h<-Kr. ; onvei

(.parity aad D4r.lana *f atari Hal Tan Galley < aMaeU
No. MO, hoM. M doubla-column (allrya. in two tfera. Hatefct. ateekw: width. US inrnw.

drpth 'J4'i it

No. 1. hoU. 100 doubW^olumn valhya. in four ttora. Hrtht. a Inchw: width. M Inchna;
.

No. ttZ. hoMa IS" doubla-column (mlfejrm. in alx tiara. Hai*ht. a Inehaa; width. U4 Inchaa.
.l.-|.ih. -T. inrhaa.

/Virr UN ap|Wirali<fN /wr afcoiw nnn* otkcr rite*

Numbrn <m upriitht oppaaita anrh mhclf arr axtra.
C.II.-V T..I.. ill u- furnlhl wnm pwially ordWl. and arr .sum.
Other alxaa and >tyka of Galley Cabinet, will be found In our Caukwue of Steel and Iron

K.|uipmenta.

Steel Galley Storage or Mail List Cabinets No. 658

Thnaa are made in a variety of !. The top i> of reinforced lUrl. cnnable of Mutalnlnc areat wrihi. the rum are of atieng:
ancle iron, the end> and bark of >heet iteeL Color, olive amen.

Thnaa rabineta afford the moat compart and aafe method of >tarini[ mail li>t* ur other matter. Metal iralley* are now furnlahed

at inch moderate price* that the moat economical way of itorinr. Hva or dead matter to to keep It on (alley, rather than letter board..

unlaaa the forma are buite.
Th* rerular heicht of thaae cabineta to 38 Inrhea, the correct height for a worklnc table, and the (Mel tnpe of theee cabinet.

may be uaad for romrtinc or any other purpoaa for which a table I* convenient. American Galley Storajre and Mall l.i.t Cabinet.

can be furnuhed any height deaired or to ault any width or length of irallrv

Th* illuatration i. intended to ahow the conetrurtlon and repreaent the larve variety of luch cabmeta which can be aappHed.
The calleva are unually held flat with the matter aerund In them, bat the rack, ran be made to hold lalleya at an ancle eultable for

Captr.tr. XSO doubk column ralley... Lrnirth. 9 ftt Inch*.; dplh, inch; brtcht. .tw>hL /Vv- / MM** *

mud for oCA*yr on opfWiraf n-.

Wrought Iron Case Stands

Theae are made of wrought iron pipe, threaded together rigidly at all joint.: the run. are made of ancle Iran: the galley

are of et**L Very durable and well-appearing. No better raae .land, are made.
The price. Uated below apply to (tandi holding full-ai>e. quarter or Ranker an* raae*.

l.l.t Prira* and Capacitle. af WraagM In., raae Maad*

In erateHew il i* Mceaaarv (a *a<* tkt eu> o/mara I** ttfndt er. rrovirW (a keU.

a (eee Illuitratlon)
a and ralley real

No. 101. Sinle Bund, without rum
No. Ht. Sincle. with run. for H full

Na.m. Btacla. with run. for full r
No. MM. Doable Stand, without run.
No. (OS. Doable, with rum for H full ca*r

No. KM. Double, with run. for M full ra and galley real

No, OT. Double, with run. for full caa.. ralley mt and l ralley rack.

No. (08. Double, with run. for * full and ft two-third raaee

No. tO. Double, with run. for ! full ra and iralley real

No. tlO. Double, with run. for H full and H two-third raaee, ralley net and I*

Extra run., attached, per pair

Wrought Iron Cane Racks

Thaae are made of wrnurht Iran pipe, threaded lorether rlrtdly M all

mad* of anrle Iron.

No. til. Rack to hold It eaaea
No. U. Rack to hold 14 raee.
No. M. Hack to hold raaee

No. u. Rack to bold M ewaa
No. MB. Rack to bold raaea
No. !. DooWe Rack to hold 40raee.



Drying Rack and Stock Table No. 917

A .

or for handling pri
ery useful piece of pressroom equipment in commercial printing plants. The top serves for piling paper ready for the presses

andling printed matter when ready for delivery. Underneath there are twenty-four large, strong steel drawers, each 30x30
inches and iMt inches deep inside, with pulls on both
sides, arranged to give ample circulation of air between
them. These drawers may be pulled out of the rack on
either side.

Tables of other sizes are made to order, with or with-
out drying racks. The Underneath Arrangement can
be varied to suit all requirements. Bins or shelves
can be substituted for drying racks.

The construction is strong, durable and attractive.
The frame and central supports are made of heavy
iron pipe rigidly threaded together at all joints; the
top is of sheet steel, smooth, rigid and capable of sus-
taining great weight; the drawers are of wood, with
steel fronts. Color, olive green.

The bottoms of the drawers have 1%-inch openings
at 1%-inch intervals, to permit extra circulation of air

through all the drawers.

Contents and Dimensions of Drying Rack and
Stock Table No. 917

Contains twenty-four drawers, each SOxSOxlVa inches
inside; length of table, 69 inches; depth, 32 inches;
height, 40 inches. Price on application.kTabk- No. 917

Hamilton Steel Form Rack No. 935

This Form Rack is a fine example of the printing
office equipments of the future. In compactness, in the
security with which it holds the forms, in the range of
sizes of forms which it accommodates it leaves nothing
to be desired. Added to this efficiency is practical inde-

structibility in its proper use. It is capable of sustain-

ing much more than the maximum weight that can be
put into it.

Another great feature is the ease with which it may
be kept clean. Nothing is concealed. There are no
hiding places for dirt.

The frame and racks are of heavy steel in tubular
construction, rigid, strong, durable and attractive in

appearance. Color, olive green.

Dimensions and Capacity of Hamilton Steel Form Rack
No. 935

Holds 72 chases (24 in each rack); width, 54 inches;
height, 6 feet 9 inches; depth, over all, 23 inches. Prices
for this Form Rack and for other sizes on application.

Steel Bindery Work Tables
The accompanying illustration is to call attention to

the fact that all sorts of printing plant equipment can be
supplied by us in steel and iron, fire-proof and indestruc-
tible, and maintaining good appearance long after wooden
equipments have gone into the furnace.

The top of the Steel Bindery Work Table here illus-
trated is of level reinforced steel; the frame of H4-in.
iron pipe, strongly braced with the same material, all

joints being threaded together, making a perfectly rigid
and stable construction. They are also made with steel
frames instead of pipe frames. The color is olive green.

Bindery equipments of this style are made to order
to any specifications. The standard height of bindery
work tables is 32 inches, but other heights can be fur-
nished if preferred.

Dimensions of Steel Bindery Work Tables
No. 775, pipe frame ; length, 6 feet : depth, 3 feet ;

height, 32 inches; approximate weight, 175 pounds.
No. 776, steel frame; dimensions same as those of

preceding item: approximate weight, 125 pounds.
No. 777, pipe frame (as per illustration) : length, 9 feet

6 inches; depth, 3 feet; height, 32 inches; approximate
weight, 225 pounds.

No. 778, steel frame ; dimensions same as those of pre-
ceding item ; approximate weight, 175 pounds.

No. 779, pipe frame; length, 12 feet; depth, 3 feet 6
inches; height, 32 inches; approximate weight, 275 pounds.

No. 780, steel frame; dimensions same as those of
preceding item; approximate weight, 220 pounds.

Prices far above tables and tables of other sizes on
application.

Illllllllllllllllll

Rack No. 935

Steel Bindery Work Table No 777



Steel Self-DumpinK Metal Truck*
These two truck, were designed by men practical in handling material in newspaper composing mum*, with*.tew to<

In time. The Hamilton is specially adapted fur use under correcting and breaking.up tables, having chutes leading I

The American Is better adapted for use with tabtsa In
slug bin. are part .if the tables. The construction of the American I*

such that it can be dumped clean with the least possible effort.
The economical feature is facility fur

self-dumping; any uthcr stile of trucks
increases lauur cost. The ctm.trurtM*n
if ljuth truck, is substantial ami Imth
are designed fur maximum durability
under rough usage.
American Self-lnimpmg Metal Truck

has frame and box In one strung steel
i-on.iruction. The box is balanced on
--im-h wheels with oval-shaped tires
and a swivel roller-bearing castor at the
handle end. The other end Is a strung

a.

the contents
When tilted the box is at a sharp angle, and all the slug* run out
freely. The truck handle-bar 1* high enough to enable the oper-
ator todirect the truck without stooping.
Hamilton Self-Dumping Metal Truck has a frame of

on castors with broad tire*, controlled by a handle-bar,
easily directed. The box is made of heavily-riveted
steel, hung on a substantial shaft. The box i* dumped very
easily by disengaging the hand lever. When empty the box
automatically recovers its upright position. Color, olive green.

Dissensions of Steel Self-Dumping Tracks
Hamilton Self-Dumping Truck No. tWO: length. 24*.

inches: width, is', inches: height, i!' . inches: all over all
/Vic* on appftealion.

American Self-Dumping Truck No. RSI : length of box. 22

inches: width of box. 16 inches: height of box. 12 inches:
height to upper handle-bar. 32 inches. /Vice on app/iraf ton.

door, held by two strong lorklng-k-t rr>
When receiving metal, these locking
levers are held securely by a
Pin in the side brackets which
engages In a notch in each
loc king-lever. To empty the
I. the levers are lifted
about one inch by
their handle-liar, and
when the truck is so
tilted thedoor
Is

IniiUnii fctt-Oi l s sbttl Trwk K. Ssl

American Matrix Tissue Holder

The object of this recent invention Is to make It easy to paste up stereotype flongs quickly and easily and In hetler shape than

can be done by the old method. This is the invention of a practical .tersotyper and it ha* proved very pracUcal and popular
wherever used.

This apparatus enables oneoperator to lay the tissue ahsets
monthly and rapidly on the pasted matrix paper. The sup-
ply of tissue paper Is held on the movable shelf A. under
a rubber cover, which keep* It flat and clean. This shelf runs
freely between eight grooved wheels at K. The matrix paper
is kept on movable shelf D (see cut below). The matrix paper

hen on the marble top B: the operator draw* the shelf B toward
lands at G. and nlsast* one tissue, which he secures with hie
! near edge of the pasted matrix paper. He then lifts the matrix
the brackets GG and rolls tissue In the usual manner. As the

rix roller I* pushed over the paper It draw* the tissue down from the

.hHf A. and at the same time pushes the shelf A back The tissue lies

flat and unwrlnkled. and is always squared with the other sheets of

The matrix paste is kept on movable shelf E. A paste-holder la pro-

ided. but no brush. The
pparatus is on castors.

so that It can be uaed In

sn advantageous position
and returned to any little

used place In the stereo

department Theshelf A
Is In an Iron frame, the

top I* marble, the fn

tschlng to a
J- beating table.

List Prices and Dissensions of Aawriraa Matrix Tissue Holder

Length, when extended. W Inches: length, when not extended, it

inches: width, when extended. Inches: width, when not ex-

tended. 2X inches: height, to marble top.M inches. List price,

with Paste Holder, but without Hand Matrix Roller end
Brush **" **

Price without Stand, including only Shelf A and a Bracket for

attaching to beating table

Hand Matrix Roller, solid Iron.SO-inch cylinder < columns!
Hand Matrix Roller, solid Iron, a-lnch cylinder flrojumnsl
Hand Matrix Roller, solid iron. 24-ltxh cylinder U cohjaws) II*

Stereotype Paste Brush

Weights: Matrix Tissue Holder. compsrU. pounds: without stand.

Inch.*) pounds: U-toeh. pounds! Stereotype Psste Brush. IH pounds

'



Flexityp Dry Cold
Stereotype

Flexityp Dry Cold Stereotype Flong
Flexityp Flongs are unexcelled for rapid results in getting press starters on the press. With them a good matrix is made in one

minute. The operation is explained below. Flexityp Flongs are unexcelled among dry fiongs, but dry flongs are recommended

only where time and economy are the first considerations. All claims to the contrary notwithstanding, the properly prepared wet
flong used expertly on efficient drying tables produces the better matrix.

Where "ad" matrices are exchanged Flexityp Flongs enable the users to produce a number of matrices as quickly and as

easily as running off a corresponding number of proofs on a galley proof press.
The quality of stereotypes procurable from Flexityp Flongs is so good,

the time saved by their use so important, the wear and tear of forms so
reduced, and the comfort of stereotyping so greatly increased by eliminating
the drying tables (especially in hot weather), that an increasing number of

publishers prefer to stereotype by this method entirely. The daily news-
paper with the largest circulation in Great Britain has discarded drying
tables in favor of dry cold flongs. The leading newspapers of Germany
(where this invention originated) have very generally discarded drying tables.
In America the progress of dry cold flongs has been retarded by ignorance
of the correct method of using them. Matrix Rolling Machines, which are
ordinarily geared to pass over the form in five seconds, must be re-geared to

pass over the form at the very slow speed of thirty seconds. It is essential to give ample time to make the impression, and it is

essential to use the right kind and right thickness of felt blanket, and ample pressure. All these conditions being right, there will

be no difficulty in procuring stereotypes of uniform good quality from Flexityp Cold Stereotype Flongs.
Consider the collateral advantages: The form is never heated. As soon as the impression is taken (or a number of impressions)

the form is returned for make-overs, and can be handled immediately, instead of being excessively hot, as it often is when it leaves

the drying tables. The forms may be moulded a number of times in succession, at intervals of forty-five seconds, so that starters

may be put into a number of boxes almost simultaneously. It is possible to get one press started in a minute and a half after closing

the last form. Many newspapers which make a specialty of late baseball news have been doing this constantly for four or five years.
When a number of forms reach the stereotyping room together, a few minutes before the edition closes, Flexityp enables them to

be handled with the greatest ease and without delaying the presses.
Where the wet flongs and drying tables are preferred, Flexityp may be used as an auxiliary for use in emergencies, such as

receipt of news important enough to stop the presses, or when frequent make-overs are necessary.
Directions for use are furnished with the first order. When the form reaches the matrix rolling machine the Flexityp Flong is

laid on (smooth side on type) and covered with a moulding blanket of good quality and a rubber blanket; then run very slowly

(thirty seconds at least) under matrix roller. Trim at head and sides only; bake bone-dry in dryer; cut tail at gauge and apply
packing where necessary; dust with French chalk, and cast. If a large number of casts are required rub the matrix with cocoanut
oil after half a dozen casts. ^.^ and Dimengions of Flexityp Dry Cold stereotype Flongs

Size, 19x25 inches. Minimum quantity sold is one dozen.
List Prices, per sheet; lots of 12, at 40 cents; not less than 25, at 37V!> cents; not less than 50, at 35 cents; not less than 75, a

cents; not less than 100, at 30 cents; lots of not less than 200, 27 1
/2 cents. Directions gratis with first order.

Linolite System of Lighting

FIR. 1 A LinoliU- Tubular Carbon Lan-

We have adopted the Linolite System of Lighting for such equipments as require to have lights attached to them, on account of

the superior diffusion of light as compared with bulb lamps. A Linolite Lamp (see Fig. 1) is literally a line of light. It is an im-

provement on the ordinary bulb lamp. In the bulb

lamp there is a coil of filament through which the
electric current enters and leaves at the same end. In
the Linolite Lamp a tube nearly a foot long is sub-
stituted for the bulb, and the electric current enters
at one end of it and comes out at the other. It is self-

evident that the light is diffused over a larger area
by the tube, and, in addition, the extent of reflection

by means of reflectors is much more than proportion-
ately increased. Linolite Lamps are used exclusively
in reflectors, and they can be removed from a reflector

and replaced in a second or two. The position of a
Linolite Lamp in its Reflector is shown in Fig. 2.

The Reflector also effectively protects the eyes from
the glare of the lamps.

For composingroom equipments two kinds of Lino-
lite Reflectors are used. Where the light is tobediffused
downward and laterally in all directions (as, for in-

stance, in the American Make-up Tables shown on page 1290) the Type A Reflector (Fig. 3) is used. Except where cabinets, banks
and tables are placed against the wall. Type A Reflectors are used, as shown on Mills Extra Strong Cabinets on page 1288. When
any equipments requiring overhead lighting are placed against a wall,
or when it is required to light cases in racks of cabinets or shelves in
the underneath arrangements of tables, etc., then Type L Reflectors
(Fig. 4) are used, because they diffuse the light downward and out-
ward toward the compositors or make-ups, and do not waste it on
the wall.

Linolite Reflectors are sold by the foot, in units of twelve inches,
at the same price per foot, whether holding one or several lamps. If
a continuous line of light (i. e., lamps) is not required in a reflector
the lamps may be placed in a reflector with any desired intervals be-
tween them. There is no limit to length of reflectors. Linolite Lamps
are easily taken from and replaced in the reflectors.

Fig. 2. Single Linolite Ijmp in Reflector (Sectional View

List Prices of Linolite Reflectors and Lamps
Type A Reflector for one lamp, with clip for attaching to bracket, but without bracket
Type A Reflector for two or more lamps (Fig. 3), with clips for attaching to brackets, but without brackets, per foot . .

Type L Reflector for one lamp, with clip for attaching to bracket, but without bracket
Type L Reflector for two or more lamps (Fig. 4), with clips for attaching to brackets, but without brackets, per foot
Linolite Tubular Lamp, carbon filament (Fig. 1), for 100 to 125 volts, 16 candle power, each
Linolite Tubular Lamp, tungsten filament, 25 watts, 20 candle power, 25-32 volts, each

$400
400
500
500
100

______ , .,- ,_ . . 225
Linolite Tubular Lamp, tungsten filament] 35 watts] 28 candle power! 25-32 voits! each 2 W

These prices for unattached
Reflectors and Lamps are sub-

ject to liberal discounts.
Brackets and ail other means

ofattaching to Cabinets, Banks,
A Reflector, wilh Thr< twine refle

n the eyes
:ting area, which

Fig. 4. Type L Refle.

etc., and wiring for connection
are extra, and are included in

the prices listed with each kind
of equipment requiring Linolite

Lamps.

Wherever in a printing plant
the light requires to be concen-
trated the use of the Linolite

System is recommended.
The money value of efficient

lighting in composing rooms is

too little appreciated. The
work of the compositors cannot be done so quickly or so efficiently in composing rooms which are imperfectly lighted. The more dif-
fused a light is the nearer it approximates sunlight on banks, tables, imposing tables, and case stands. All lights on such equip-
ments should be concealed in reflectors. The reflectors diffuse the light naturally, and protect the eyes from the blinding effects of

unprotected electric lamps.
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National Ingot Ca*ten""*" ^-aaaW S O
Thewlngoi Castors, thr** stu* of whkh ar. mada. are eaaUy sttaehed to . M.I r.~to th. furnace, merely hangin, ov r the upper ate. of the rarisaam! la^rE,* tJwm^a.3ilumber to make water connection*, as Uw i

friaii Ik* -- HM* KKJ _t_
n"i ! u.asi 01 piurniMf
ranov* the caater from iK.
National Ingot CHUT UhMtBfmm *iiv i*BMr muviraiaa aar* i

alxty-four t4J' monotype ngot. / regular ate.
'

>f th* long lever, and the Ingots ditchby nwana of the long"
close* the moulds,
duccd by an

" We turn <~. .._ .,

find Ii a ftwl-sav*r.
aave flr* ton* of coal per year." "We" cast an average of Uor two and a half bm* of metal a day. and uw saving Is I

** m our Ingots formerty fmulrvl ^Bv^ral
"oa* man . Urn. eachday. W* now
ih* same numhor. of better quality, la

CMin>
- '

- '- mi *^w WM **>*. It i

qulck*r. Aa shown in Fig. I. the long, thin
Ingot la put Into the nwtal pot without splash
ardang.ro/ burning the hand
fig. t uw kmg. thin in,..! .-.nda baMar la
the Ingot holder, which la thus mad* to carry
nearly twlc. a* much nwtal as formr,
ipecially onwrsd uw Ingot mould, are mad* lo
cast CHiSHxH Inch** (weight of Ingot, t
pounds), or any other Ihickiw*. up la U Inch,
without extra raarg*. Other ihapea are mad*
to ordar at rxannsht* extm charg**.

Asjnrnlahad. the National Ingot Ca*.
Ii

alandw*I>klr
ufarturanafth*

bruwmaa-

The National Ingot Caatrr may b opcratad with nwtal pota of on* ton and craatar
capacity.

Th* Junior National Inir-it Caller may b* operated with metal pou of HO
|

irreater capacity. An Illuitration of thii apparatui will b* **nt on application.
Th* words "Mono" and "Lino" are Inaertad In th* mouldi without lra

rauuait la mad* whan order for caster la placed.
A ahort name or initial* of uaen will b* put In th* mould, for which an extra chare*

ii made.

"i.'i". H !*';..."*

Junior National Ingot Caater. for planta
National Ingot Caater. the ah* moat uacd. a*
National Ingot Caater No. 4. for l

la uaed eonUnuoualy. metal

Price, sad Psninlan *f Nallimal lag*< Caetera

AT* or six machines
atad
plant* and planta In which a

anotyp. Ingot mouldExtra for liiasttlng Initiala or abort
Extra for Inserting Initials or short

Shipping weights: Junior National. 100
460 pounda.

Tb* Government Printing Oroc* at Washington.
Ingot Castor*.

National Ingot Castors ar* la aa* In th. fi
"

n*. Brockton. Mas*.: Twwa.
3 Nf*. Salem. Maaa.: AeawaU

Springftsld. Maaa.: Journal ProrMane*. R. L: Ttm
ton. Vt.; CMrier-C^iarm LoweU. Maaa.: Gtea* tO.
New York City: H*nU. 8yrara*a. N. Y.: A
l-hiladalpbla. Pa. : ->lr. Toronto. Canada;

~

Spectator. Hamilton. Canada: Tim~-
**. Omaha. Neb.: Swr. Ksaass Qty.

CaL: CaU, Baa Franctoeo. Cal: O
TheThnos-r

D. C. b)

UNan
pounda; National No, 4.

four No. 4 National

plaata: **.

R. I.; frff rVpaBL afclfllll^*

wrg and Wav BTbasw C...^"
Afart*

or two-and-a-hatf

Mirror Co.. Lo* Angaha. CaL. write*
from you prior to October I. was sahragvd from
torilr. and l a labuc aalng a* w*B asa Mais sa

The Boston (**.-. aunalllaldsat of taar.

ban uasd under my sopsTTWoa for the paM thra* awathi
' '

r tona of nwtal each day. TV* Ingot* ar*





Electrotyping Plants and
Photo-Engraving Plants
EBEBHBBBSEBBBHBBBEB
The Department of Socialized Outfits of the

American Type Founders Company is
|>r-

-

pared to install plants complete in <-\-r\ <!<-

tail for electrotyping and photo-engraving.

Although not manufacturers, our sales of
Midi plants arc made at (In manufacturers'

lowest prices.

No one manufacturer excels in all machines
and appliances used in platemaking. The
ideal and most effective plant is one made

up of the her-t machine* <>l < a< h inamil.n -

liin-r. Plants sold by this Company are thus

selected, and afford advantages not procur-
able from any one manufacturer.

The Department of Specialized < hitfit.-.which

furnishes estimates and installs platemaking

plants, is in charge of those who arc recog-
nized authorities in all matters relating to

platemaking, with a long and successful ex-

perience in installing platemaking plants.

H H H \I>MU H B B H B B B

DEPARTMENT OF SPECIALIZED Otmi i
-

American Type Founders Co.




















